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J\ Cotton fabrics Glossary

CONTAINING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE MANUFAC

TURE OF EVERY KNOWN GRADE AND

VARIETY OF COTTON FABRICS.

COTTON VOILES

Until within the past few years,

voile fabrics were made and sold in

quite large quantities, considering
the material from which they were
made, but inasmuch as they were
composed of worsted yarn, they
were high in price and not especially

desirable to the large majority of

consumers. Possibly four or five

years ago, voiles began to be made
of cotton yam, and while they are
not so desirable in some ways as

fabrics composed of worsted yarn,
nevertheless they are very attractive,

and for ordinary users show a much
larger value than when made from
worsted.
Gradually the style for such fab-

rics developed and for the past two
years there has been possibly a
greater sale for them than there
has been for any other material man-
ufactured in fancy cotton mills or
for cotton fabrics which come under
a fancy classification. The smooth-
ness of the cotton yarns adds a great
deal to the general cloth effect and
has without doubt created a field

which will show a greater or less de-
mand continually.

It is not likely that the sale will
be as large as it is now or has been
recently, but these fabrics show such
a large amount of desirability that
they cannot be dropped from the

ordinary range of fancy fabrics to aa

great a degree as some others have
been in the past. Naturally, the va-

riety of fabrics produced from cotton
yarns show^s a much

WIDER RANGE OF STYLE
and construction than they did from
worsted, because cotton mills are bet-

ter equipped to make a variety of

combinations in yarn sizes, and also
through the addition of other materi-
als, such as silk, artificial silk and
other fibres, to give certain effects.

When voile fabrics were first made
in cotton, the large majority of them
were produced from two-ply yarn,
and, naturally, much of this yarn was
made from combed stock, because
one of the main features of the fab-
ric is to have as clear an effect as
possible, or one in which there are
as few fibres projecting from the yarn
as possible. The twisting oper-
ation aids perceptibly in making yarn
smooth, and for this reason it is used
extensively. To give crispness and
also to aid in making the yarn round,
it is given a much greater amount of
twist than ordinary two-ply yarn, and
regarding this situation, we will
give a more extensive description
later. There are alsoN a good
many voile fabrics which have been
produced from single yarns, but, of
course, they are not as serviceable
nor as desirable as the two-ply fabric,
although they do offer opportunities
in purchasing at a reduction in price
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As a general statement, it can be
said that voile fabrics have a very
low count in comparison with most
other fabrics. This is done in order
that it may aid in giving the open
effect which is so desirable in the fab-

ric, for it must be remembered that
when a voile fabric is used for a
dress or for most other uses, it is

necessary to wear underneath an
other dress or fabric to make the
garment opaque and aid in creating a

is probable that the low constructions
are much more frequent than the high
constructions, because buyers are
likely to cut the costs everywhere
possible whenever an opportunity is

presented. Because there has been a
low count used in these cloths, in

the large majority of instances, the
body of the fabric at least is com-
posed of plain weave. Unless this

is done a higher count is necessary
for any size of yarn, and when the

A Coarse Blue Voile of 45-1 Yarn.

desirable effect, for combinations in

colors between over-dress and under-

dress are often used.

One of the great problems in the
making of any voile cloth is to have
the construction of the cloth jus*,

right, that is, so that the threads will

not slip badly and still not be so close

as to detract especially from the open-
work effect. Voiles have often been
sold in which the construction was
too high, and which might have been
lowered with a distinct saving in cost

and a resulting better effect, and it

is also true that voiles have been sold

in which the construction was too

low, for the threads slip badly and
often create a wavy appearance. It

cloth count is increased the voile ef-

fect is lost.

Some variation in count will be not-

ed through the use of different staple

lengths of cotton; that is, when a
long cotton is used a smooth yam is

likely to be produced and the smooth-
er a yarn is, the more it is likely to

slip when woven. It is also true that

it is not necessary to use as much
twist when a long cotton is used as
when a short one is being spun.
Through the low construction, or

small number of picks per inch, the
production in yards on voile fabrics

is much greater than it has been on
the majority of fabrics which fancy
mills are accustomed to produce, even
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though the percentage of production
has not been as high as it has been
on other fabrics.

Each mill is likely to use a some-
what different amount of twist in its

yarns, due to somewhat different man-
ufacturing conditions under which
each operates, but as a general thing,

it can be said that the cotton which is

used in any kind of voile yarn is that
which is ordinarily used in the yarn of

the same size which would be used in

a fancy fabric. In combed yarn fabrics,

it is seldom that cotton shorter than
this, 1% inches, is used, be-
cause cotton shorter than this

is seldom combed. It is a
general mill policy to use just
as short staple for any size of yarn
as can be handled successfully, and
it is not a good policy to use cotton
which costs an extra cent or two
when the advantage gained only
amounts to a small portion of a cent.

Inasmuch as the making of voile

fabrics depends so much on the yarns
used, it may be well to give some in-

formation regarding their construc-
tion and making. These ply yarns are
both made from grey single yams
and also from dyed and bleached sin-

gle yarns, but by far the largest ma-
jority are made in the grey state.

Inasmuch as they are two-ply or more
than two-ply, it is readily recognized
that a twisting operation is necessarj'
before they are completed. Of course,
when the yams are made in the dyed
or Dleached state before weaving, It

makes little difference regarding the
cost, because practically the same
number of processes have to be used,
no matter what method is pursued,
but this is not true when grey yanm
are being considered.

In the first place, in making grey
ply yams, if they be taken and
placed on the twister and twisted,
they must also be handled by other
succeeding processes, that is, the
warp be spooled, warped and slashed
just the same as any other warp
yarn. The slashing operation

SETS THE TWIST
on the warp, so that it does not curl

up and create any great trouble, but

the filling cannot be quilled after
twisting, but must be made up into a
long chain warp and then sized and
quilled before it can be woven. Un
less this is done, the hard twist in

the yarn is likely to make loops which
appear in the cloth and make sec-

onds. It has been found that so far
as twisting the filling is concerned, it

is much better to twist the two-ply
on a spinning frame. This can be
done by using filling bobbins which
have been enamelled so as to stand
a steaming process. When the filling

yarn has been twisted or spun onto
these bobbins, it can be taken direct-

ly fro-m the spinning frame to a
steaming chest, which sets the twist
and makes the yarn in a condition
ready for weaving.
As will be readily seen, this method

of making hard twist two-ply grey
filling yarn is more desirable than
when twisted on a twisting frame.
because it eliminates a number of
processes and results in a cheaper
yarn cost. This operation cannot al-

ways be accomplished on a spinning
frame, because they are sometimes
not available, but it is a distinct ad-
vantage when it can be accomplished-
When single yarns are being used in

making a voile cloth, it is custom-
ary to use in some cases an ordinary
warp yarn and in others a warp
yarn in which there is only a slight

excess of twist, while the filling yarn
contains the extra hard twist. In
making single yarn voiles it is nec-
essary to use

ENAMELLED BOBBINS
for the filling, so that it can be steam-
ed as above described on the two-ply
yarn. For ordinary warp yarn the
standard of twist is from 45 to 41
times the square root of the yarn
size, whereas in hard twist yarn, such
as is used in voiles, the standard of

twist is likely to be from 7 to 8J times
the square root of the yarn size. Thi5
holds true for both warp and filling

and for both single and two-ply j'arn,

with the single exception of warp
yarn used in single yam voiles. In

making the single yarn, which Is used
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before twisting, the standards of

twist are almost always exactly the
same as if ordinary warp yarn v>'ere

being produced; that is, ordinary
warp yarn can be taken and hari
twisted, and then it is suitable foi

use in voiles.

Thus it will be seen that the pro
duction of a voile yarn Is likely to

be only about half that noted on ai
ordinary yarn, and for this reason
the cost of production is likely tc bn
about twice as much as it is on an or-

dinary single or two-ply yarn of the
same size. The twist in the two-plj
yarn voiles for both warp and filling

is practically always identical if the
same size of yarn be used for warp and
filling.

ANALYSIS NO. 1.

Width of the warp in reed 28 finches
Width of the fabric grey 27 inches
Width of the fabric linlshed, . . ; . 26 inches
Ends per inch in the reed 34
Ends per inch finished 38
Reed (1 end per dent) 34

2 2
Ends in the warp — 966 — = 1,014 total

12 12
ends.

Warp yarn size 45/2.
Warp take-up 6%.
Warp weight .0583.
Filling size 45/2.
Picks per inch 34.
Filling weight .0528.
Total weight per yard .1111.
Yards per pound (grey) 9.

The above fabric is the one ordi-

narily known as 38x34, and has been
•lold in quite large quantities not only
in the plain material but also in vari-

ous dobby and striped patterns. The
ply yarn in this fabric is made of 45-1

single yarn, and in the twisting opera-
tion there is a certain amount of con-
traction, and instead of this yarn C0n-
taining 18,900 yards per pound, we
have used as a basis 18,500 yards, a

figure which allows for shrinkage in

possibly an average number of in-

stances. With a very high standard
of twist, the yarn will shrink more,
while if the standard is lower ther-^

will be less contraction. Two-ply
hard twisted yarns are usually made
from single yarns of a certain size,

and the two-ply result is likely to be
coarser in size than the single yarns
used would indicate. When single

hard twisted yarns are being made, it

is customarry to change the gears so
that the yarn spun is a certain size.

ANALYSIS NO. 2.

Width of the warp in the reed 29 inches
Width of the fabric in the grey.... 27 inches
Width of the fabric finished 2 ti inches
Ends per inch in the reed 46
Ends per inch finished 49
Reed (1 end per dent) 46
Ends in the warp 24 1,310 24 = 1,358 total

ends.
Warp yarn size 60/2,
Warp take-up 7%.
Warp weight .0628.
Filling size 60/2.
Picks per inch 46.
Filling weight .0574
Total weight per yard .1202.
Yards per pound (grey) 8.32.

This above cloth is another one
which is manufactured extensively,
and is known as 49x46 with 60-2 hard
twist warp and filling. The twisted
yarn is made from 60-1 warp yarn Siwi
due to contraction in twist, it con-
tains only 23,250 yards per pound, in-

stead of 25,200, There is also a sin-
gle yarn voile, which is made from
carded and also from combed yarn
with counts about 50x48, and con-
tains yarns in the vicinity of 30-1,

the cloth being somewhat similar in
weight to the one given in analysis
No, 2, except that there is a differ-

ence in appearance and cost which
would be noted between a single and
two-ply fabric. Then there are many
fabrics made of fine two-ply yarns,
and a large portion of the imported
voiles are made from yarns up to

and even higher than 120-2.

The count on such fabrics is sel-

dom higher than 64x64, that is, un-

less the yarn is of extremely fine

size. In order to increase the smooth'
ness of the ply yarn it is often cus-

tomary to use a gassing process after

the yarn is twisted, which burns off

the fibres of cotton projecting
and which, although adding to the
expense of production, is sometimes
the means of returning a higher
profit to the manufacturer because of

added attractiveness.

WEAVING.
Practically all of the voile fabrics

which have been sold have been wov-
en on ordinary or fancy looms, even
though some of them have been en-
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tirely of plain weave. This has been
because mispicks and breakages
cause seconds to be made much
quicker than would be noted on a

cheaper class of fabrics and also be-

cause the fancy mills which are able

to produce the right kind of yarns
have not had automatic looms to use
even had they so desired. Without
doubt, the use of stripes made
in various methods out of cotton or
silk has added much to the attrac-

tiveness of voile fabrics and has been
responsible for a portion of the large
sale.

When silk stripes have been used,
fancy weaves have been employed on
the stripes in many instances, and
this is very desirable. The addition
of a comparatively small amount of

silk yarn is usually warranted through
the higher selling price obtained ani
the higher rate of profit which a mill

can obtain through this method ot

manufacturing. Generally, the weav-
ing process causes very little diffi-

culty, for the yarns are strong, even
though they are hard twisted, and,
due to the low cloth count, there are
only a comparatively few warp
threads to be looked after by a weav-
er, that is, unless there are crowded
silk or cotton stripes.

Probably, the large use of voiles

has been the means of introducing to
consumers in a large way the use of
artificial silk. On fine fabrics, which
are woven with a fine reed, there
is a good deal of friction, which
causes artificial silk warp threads to

rub and fray out and be rather un-
satisfactory in weaving, which fact
has curtailed their use to a certain
extent in the past, but the coarse
count of voile fabrics and the com
paratively small amount of rubbing
in weaving has made the use of this

silk entirely satisfactory and much
more of it is being noted, especially
in the imported lines. Consumeirg
have, found that the use of this silk

is not undesirable, and that there has
been a change of sentiment, as shown
by the fact that retailers to-day
designate that such material has been
used in making the cloth when they

are showing the goods, while even
one year ago it was very hard to find

a case where such use was brought
to a consumer's attention, although
the material was used quite exten-
sively at that time.

FINISHING.
For the fabric which is woven from

dyed and bleached yarns there is no
great necessity for any extra finish-

ing processes after the cloth comes
from the loom, and when it has teen
examined, washed, ironed and folded,

it is ready for sale; in other words,
the treatment of such cloth is very
similar to other dyed yarn fabrics.

The cloth which is woven from grey
yarn is treated in an entirely differ-

ent manner, and the results obtained
may be of widely different character,
even though the same grey cloth is

used as a basis.

In the first place, the grey fabric
is bleached, and this process is likely

to vary, depending upon the materials
which have been used in the cloth
For an ordinary all cotton voile, the
ordinary bleaching process may be
used, but when silk is used in combi-
nation for stripes or checks, it must
be bleached by a method which wil!

not harm either material, and possi-

bly sodium peroxide is more exten-
sively used than any other material
^v bleaching such combination fab
rics. After the voile fabric is bleach
ed, it may be dyed a solid color or
left white if the cloth is plain weave,
or it may be printed in allover pat-

terns or with various styles of bor-

ders, such as are being used and
which have been popular since voiles

have been selling well.

Then it is also true that many of

the finer and more expensive fabrics

are treated to a mercerization proc-

ess, as this seems to make the
threads rounder and the voile

effect better. The process acts,

so far as results are concerned,
much the same as if the ply
yarn composing the fabrics had
been treated to a gassina: operation
before being woven. Such a process
is even being applied to many of th°

ordinary voiles, especially since the
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large use of mercerization has mad^
the cost of doing it mucli less, and
which does not make the fabric pro-

hibitive in price. On fancy fabrics
which contain silk there are other
results besides the foregoing possible,
for, besides being mercerized and sold
in the white state or dyed solid col-

ors or printed, the cloths can be dyed
with certain colors, which is call-

ed cross dyeing, so that the silk yarn
appears as one color, while the cotton
is another, and it is also noted that
many of the fabrics have the silk

yarn with the cotton yarn in the
color desired.

On the cheap voiles which are only
printed, the cost of finishing may be
as low as 1^/4 cents a yard, or if sold
in the white state even less than this

amount, while on the high-priced fab-

rics the cost may be much higher,
and it is pro cable that most of tht
better fabrics being offered by the re-

tailers cost from 3 cents to Zh cents
Lo finish, that is, it costs the conver-
ter who handles the goods this
amount to have it done.

CARDING AND SPINNING.
The yarns which are used in the

making of voiles are varied, but in
general the foundation yarns are
much the same as those which would
be used for the same kinds of cloth
in a fancy cotton mill. For fine yarn
longer cotton is used than for coarse
yarn, but for the 45-2 yarn in -the

fabric, for which an analysis is given,
the cotton staple length would be
about 1 3-16 inches, while for the
60-2 fabric the cotton length would be
about 11 inches, and if 100-2 were to

be used, the cotton length would be
about 11/^ inches.

In combing cotton for medium or
coarse yarn sizes, the percentage of

waste removed is less than wher.
fine yarns are to be made, the amount
of waste removed depending upon
circumstances. There should be a
good mixing of cotton before it is

run through the pickers, as this is

one of the features which results in

even yarn which is so necessary in

che production of voiles, while the

weights of sliver will depend a good

deal on the mill organization and also
on the kind and size of comber being
employed. The spacing of the rolls

on the various machines should be
wide enough, so that in no case will

the cotton fibres be broken, and the
amount will vary on the different

machines from one-eighth inch to

one-quarter inch more than the cot-

ton staple length. Assuming that a
finished drawing sliver is being pro-

duced of a weight of 40 grains and
that three processes of fiy frames are
to be used, a lay-out for one yard of
45-1 yam would be about as follows:

.1852 grain.
.98 2% contraction In spinning.

.1815
10.58 spinning draft.

1.92 H- 2 ends = 96 = 8.67 hank roving.
6.4 fine frame draft.

6.16 -^ 2 ends = 3.08 = 2.70 hank roving.
5.65 intermediate frame draft.

17.4 -5- 2 ends = 8.70 = .96 hank roving.
4.6 slubber frame draft.

40.00 grains finisher drawing weight.

If four processes of fly frames are
to be used in producing 45-1 yam, it

probably would be better to use a
heavier finished drawing sliver, and
through the greater opportunity tot
drawing, due to the extra process, the
right size of yarn can be obtained. It

is a very good policy not to have
the spinning draft much over 10%,
although there are mills where this
is exceeded somewhat. Conservative
drafts and speeds will usually be of
ultimate advantage in manufacture,
for it not only is likely to result in

a greater yarn production, but it is

likely to make fewer seconds in the
cloth room, a higher percentage of
production on the loom, with a corre-
sponding lower cost, and also a better
fabric, which will command a higher
price because of the better yarn com-
posing it. What would be a good lay-

out for one mill would not be so good
for another, but this statement does
not mean that there r.re mills which
could not improve their yarn layout,

either by changing the drafts or
changing the speeds or even add-
ing a few machines so as to
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give a greater amount of flexi-

bility to the organization. There
is such a wide range of up-to-

dateness in the machinery in the va-

rious mills that one mill can operate

to advantage with cotton of 1^^ inches
in length, while another for the same
size of yarn may have to use l^^-inch

stock. The prohlem is an individual

one, which cannot be decided quickly,

and to give a layout which would be
entirely suitable or even desirable

for general mills conditions is not an
especially good policy.

DYEING INSTRUCTIONS.
The following dyeing instructions

may be used for the dyeing of this

kind of material. In a general way,
the goods will be worked in the dye
liquor for approximately three-quar-
ters of an hour at the boiling point.

The amounts of color are based on
the supposition that 100 pounds of

material is to be dyed, and for this

amount of material, there will be re-

quired somewhere in the vicinity of
180 gallons of liquor. The amounts
of dyestuffs and other materials are
those necessary for the first batch of
material:

BLUE.
%% Oxamine Blue, 3 B. N.
10-20% Glauber's salt crystals.

PINK.
1-25% Cotton Red 4 B. X.
10-20% Glauber's salt crystals.

RED.
2%% Thlazine Red R.
10-20% Glauber's salt crystals.

BROWN.
2%% Cotton Brown G.
10-20% Glauber's salt crystals.

ORANGE.
2%% Pyramine Orange R. R.
10-20% Glauber's salt crystals.

SLATE.
1-10 of 1% Oxamine Black, R. N.
10-20% Glauber's salt crystals.

YELLOW.
1% Stilbene Yellow, 2 G. P. extra Cone.
10-20% Glauber's salt crystals.

MERCERIZED WAISTINGS
There has developed during com-

paratively recent years, or since the
mercerization process has been per-

mitted to be used, a class of fabrics
of wide variety, but which have quite

a number of prominent features in

common. This class of fabrics con-

tains those which are mercerized in

the piece in the filling direction, and
these materials are used extensively
for women's waistings and dresses,

for men's shirtings and for various
other purposes which creates for

them a large field for sale. These
cloths are produced in plain weave
and also with dobby and jacquard fig-

ures, and the results obtained appear
to many consumers to be comparable
to some silk fabrics, in fact they are
quite often sold as such, for the lus-

tre obtained through such methods is

permanent.
Since the introduction of fast col-

ors which are able to stand the
bleaching process there has been a
greater opportunity for variety than
there was earlier, and it is probable
that the sale of such fabrics has hurt
the sale of the older style madras
shirtings to quite an appreciable ex-

tent, for shirt makers can thus pur-
chase their cloth and convert it

themselves, thereby saving quite
large amounts on certain lines.

There has been some criticism re-

garding the wear of many of these
new fabrics, it being claimed that
they do not wear as well as the old-

er lines and that mercerization hurts
the cloth quality, but this

IS NOT TRUE.

The trouble has been when com-
paring the mercerized fabric that it

has not been so heavy in weight or
produced of such coarse yarns as the
earlier shirting fabrics, and, natural-
ly, would not stand as much hard
wear. Of course, the soft twist ap-
plied to the filling yarn does render
the mercerized fabric a little bit less

durable, but not enough to allow any
large criticism, especially when sim-
ilar weights of fabrics are consid-
ered.

The newer fabrics are sold largely
because of their improved appear-
ance, and because they offer oppor-
tunities for the use of fancy weaves
which the others do not, and be-

cause they can be sold at a reason-
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able price which never could be not-
ed on the older style of goods. Not
only does such a fabric offer the
above opportunity, so far as the
weave is concerned, but it also al-

lows yarns of fine sizes to be han-
dled at a comparatively low cost,
yarns which were very seldom han-
dled at all in the earlier fabrics for
the same purposes, and besides, when
they were handled, it was at prohib-
itive prices, so far as any large sale

certain amount of competition to
such lines.

One fact worth noting is that re-

tailers in general have not as yet
shown the variety or the adaptability
of such material, for. comparatively
few lines have been purchasable by
them up to the present time, and the
fabrics which they have obtained in
many cases have been styles of which
cutters-up bought too heavily and dis-

posed of at second hand. For this

Three Mercerized Waist or Shirting Fabrics.

of the cloth was concerned. Thus it

will be seen that competition has de-

veloped quite extensively between
madras and mercerized shirtings, but
only because the sale of the latter
eliminates some of the opportuni-
ties for the sale of the former, and
not because the fabrics as sold are
very similar in appearance, because
they usually are not. It is quite true
that mercerized waistings and simi-

lar fabrics have often been purchased
in place of silk material, and for this

reason, they may be said to offer a

reason, the future possibilities of
such cloths have not been tried out
extensively. Last year saw a large
increase in the use of such cloths
and the coming year will witness a
still greater one. But that buyers
have recognized the situation is seen
from the large purchases which have
been made recently from mills which
are able to produce these construc-
tions in fancy weaves.

In a general way, madras shirtings

are made from bleached yarn, and
many of them have a somewhat high-
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er warp count than they do filling

count, while the warp yarn is also
coarser in size than the filling, al-

though this variation is usually com-
paratively slight, while mercerized
fabrics are usually made from grey
yarns. They also have a higher, or
a radically higher, count in the filling

than they do in the warp, and the
filling is usually a heavier size of

yarn than the warp, in many in-

stances being about half as fine. This
variation in cloth construction gives
a much different cloth when produc-
ed and one which is radically differ-

ent when finished. Besides, the fill-

ings in madras shirtings, which are
made from bleached yarns, are com-
paratively as hard twisted as the
warp, so that they can be handled
successfully, while for the fabric
which is to be mercerized, the filling

has a much lower standard of twist,

this standard being often less than
three times the square root of the
yarn size.

Another feature worth noting is that
a large number of the mercerized
fabrics are made from combed yarns,
while the earlier fabrics were and are
made largely from carded stock,
which gives a cloth that not only is

not likely to be so strong but will
not be comparable in appearance. Not
only does the better yarn used tend
to make a more even fabric, but the
mercerized cloths, due to the various
processes of finishing, lose entirely
the reed marks which often make
bleached and dyed yarn fabrics very
objectionable, but which cannot be
eliminated, excepting at a cost which
is not desirable. Certain

MERCERIZED FABRICS
are made with carded warp and
combed filling, while there are some
which are made wholly from carded
stock, but the majority of such fab-
rics, especially those made from me-
dium and fine yarns, are manufactur-
ed from combed material. One con-
struction which is used extensively,
and which forms the basis for many
weaves and stripes, is 64 by 72, with
50s-l warp and 30s-l soft twist filling.

The fabric which we have analyzed
is about this construction in the

ground, although a warp of 55s-l has
been used instead of 50s-l.

Another finer construction which is 1

used in many of the higher grade fab-

rics is 72 by 96, with 70s-l or finer

warp and 40s-l soft twist filling.

These two constructions give a good
general idea regarding the yarns used
and the sizes which render the best

results and also gives a general idea

regarding the constructions employ-

ed. The soft twist filling is used, be-

cause better results can be obtained

when the cloth is mercerized. Soft

twist in the yarn allows the various

cotton fibres to lie more nearly par-

allel in the yarn, thus reflecting the

light and giving more lustre. In a
good many fabrics Egyptian cotton is

used for the filling, because this ma-
terial has been found to give better

results than other kinds of cotton.

Possibly, there is more Egyptian cot-

ton used for filling in fabrics which
are to be mercerized than there is

in any other one material with the

exception of knitted fabrics. Follow-

ing is the analysis of the fabric con-

sidered which contains a dobby pat-

tern with stripes of crowded yarn,

and also a plain fabric of a higher

construction and with finer yarns.

ANALYSIS NO. 1.

Width of warp in reed, 29i^ inchea.

Width of fabric finished, 28 Inches.
Ends per inch finished (over all) 84.

Ends per Inch finished (ground) 68.

Reed 32 X 2.

2 2

Ends In the warp — 2,288 — = 2,352, total
16 16

ends.
Warp yarn 55/1.
Filling yarn 30/1.
Picks per Inch, grey, 72.
Warp take-up, 7%.
Warp weight, grey .0547.
Filling weight, grey .0843.
Total weight per yard, grey .1390.
Yards per pound 7.19.

ANALYSIS NO. 2.

Width of warp in reed, 29 J^ inches.
Width of fabric finished. 28 Inches.
Ends per inch finished 72.
Reed 34 X 2.

2 2
Ends in warp — 1,974 — = 2,038.

1 c t e16 16
Warp yarn 70/1,
Filling yarn 40/1.
Picks per inch, grey, 96.
Warp take-up, 6%.
Warp weight, grey .0369.
Filling weight, grey .0843.
Total weight, per yard, grey .1212.
Yards per pound, grey 8.25.
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Most of the fabrics which are of

the construction described are made
on ordinary or fancy looms, and com-
paratively few are made on automatic
machines. This is true partly be-
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Weave Diagram.

cause the mills which can produce
yarns of the required quality do not

contain many automatic looms and
also because there is a much greater

necessity for having the cloth pro-

duced contain few flaws when com-
pared with cheap carded materials.
Then it is also questionable whether
there is any great advantage to be
gained through the use of automatic
looms when fine warp yarns are used.
In any case, it is at least certain that
the advantage which is obtained is

not as great as it is on fabrics which
are woven from rather heavy yarns,
A large portion of the mercerized
fabrics are made with fancy dobby
or jacquard weaves, and for these
weaves the ordinary automatic ar-

rangement is not very adaptable.
In making patterns for these

cloths it is almost always the prac-
tice to make the figures almost en-
tirely of filling floats. This shows up
the figures more prominently, and
when the cloth is mercerized the
results are more desirable. Some-
times warp floats are used in com-
bination with filling floats so as to
bring out certain effects, but they
are not used extensively, because the
warp is usually of much finer size
than the filling and does not show up
any effects very well. Stripes are
sometimes operated from the same
beam as the ground yarn, and this

probably has been done in the cloth
which we have analyzed. This meth-
od can be taken if the weave and
threads per dent can be adjusted cor-

rectly, but the price of cloth and the
demands of buyers often make sucli

a thing impossible, and the stripe
must be made from an extra beam.
When colored stripes are being pro-
duced, even though woven with plain
weave, they are practically always
placed on a separate beam.
We are giving the drawing-in draft

and chain for Fabric No. 1 which
has been analyzed. This should be
entirely clear, but for various reasons,
it may be well to state that the fig-

ures in the draft represent the vari-

ous harnesses on which the warp
threads are drawn to produce this

pattern. The figures at the bottom of

the draft represent the number of
threads which are reeded in each
dent after they have been drawn
through the headle eyes in the har-
nesses, while the figures to the right

of the draft represent the number of
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heddles which are required on each
harness., so that the warp can be all

drawn in. In fancy cloth mills, har-
nesses are almost always made up
previous to the drawing-in operation,
so that it will not be necessary to

add any heddles when the warp is

partly drawn in, or take them off

after the drawing-in is completed.

FINISHING.
As previously stated, the fabric

which is being considered is treated
in a radically different manner from
that used on the ordinary madras or
waisting fabrics. In the first place,
it is necessary to bleach the
cloth because it is in its grey
state when woven, and the yarns con-
tain the cotton wax besides the dirt
from handling and other foreign ma-
terial which has to be eliminated be-
fore any material can be successfully
dyed or finished. Some finishers use
the ordinary bleach when finishing
such fabrics, while others use the
peroxide process, but the method em-
ployed is of little importance. The
bleaching makes the fabric which is

being treated white, but it does not
impart any lustre to it. This is done
by another process which is called
mercerization, from the man who or-
iginally discovered the process.
Caustic soda when applied to cot-

ton cloth or yarn causes it to shrink
very materially, usually about 20 per
cent when the cloth is shrunk
as much as possible, but when
this is allowed there is no lustre im-
parted. The lustre is obtained when
the material is held out to as nearly
its grey width as possible. The cot-
ton fibres, which in their ordinary
state are rather fiat twisted tubes,
seem to swell out and appear more
or less like small glass rods when
examined under the microscope after
they have been mercerized. This
smooth appearance reflects the light
rays and makes the lustre which is

ordinarily noted. By using filling
which is soft twisted the

PROCESS OF MERCERIZATION
is aided, for the fibres, as
previously stated, lie more nearly
parallel in the fabric, although it is

possible to impart some lustre to

even the shortest cotton fibres, and
also when they are twisted harder
than ordinarily noted. This will be
readily recognized by examining
some of the high-class voiles which
are now being sold, because the yarns
which these fabrics contain are very
hard twisted, but even under such
conditions it has been found that
mercerization adds to their finished
appearance, and it is often employed.
Various methods are used to obtain
the lustrous results which are noted
in this class of fabrics, but the main
necessity in obtaining these results
is to hold out the fabric tightly in the
filling direction when it is beir.g

treated, and, at the same time, to
allow the caustic soda solution to
operate. It would naturally be sup-
posed that results would be better if

a stronger solution were to be used,
but this is not true, and the use of
a solution over a certain strength is

only a waste of material and adds
to the cost. After mercerization the
fabric is washed, worked, so as to

slip the threads and picks into their
proper positions, calendered, folded
and handled in any special way nec-
essary, and is then ready for ship-
ment. Quite a little of such mate-
rial is sold in the white state, but
there are also a good many fabrics
which are printed or piece dyed in

addition to being mercerized.

THE PRICE FOR FINISHING

and applying the mercerization proc-
ess will vary somewhat, but to-day
the quoted price is 1^^ cents a yard,
with an allowance of 2 per cent as
a working loss in yardage and 3

cents a piece for the so-called silk

papers for folders. It often happens
when finishing fabrics entirely in the
white that this above-mentioned 2

per cent working loss does not oc-
cur. The charge for the cases in
which the fabrics are shipped is usu-
ally about one-twentieth of a cent a
yard. When a fabric is to be dyed
in addition to bleaching and mercer-
izing, the price is 1% cents a yard,
and the 2 per cent working loss is

almost always noted because of the
smaller quantities handled. For print-

ing, in addition to bleaching and
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mercerizing, the price is likely to be
about 2 cents a yard, although the
kind of pattern desired will affect the
cost somewhat. In all the above quo-
tations the amount of cloth which is

to be finished will affect the prices
named for accomplishing it, that is,

when a small amount is to be treat-

ed, the price is likely to be somewhat
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Drawing-in Draft.

higher than when a large amount is

to be done. In general, it can be said
that the price for this work has de-

creased quite a little in recent years,
and, in addition, the results obtained
are very much improved, facts which
have in this instance been responsi-
ble for cheaper cloth to the consumer.
As previously stated, the warp in

mercerized fabrics such as those de-

scribed is usually of rather fine size,

but in construction it is no different

from the ordinary warp of the same
size used in making the usual fancy
cloths. For 55S-1 combed warp for

cloth similar to that analyzed the
cotton used would be 1^ inches in

length. The rolls on the various
frames should be set so that in no
case will the cotton fibres be broken,
for unsatisfactory yarn will result if

this is done. The 55s-l warp might
be made either by three or four proc-

esses of fly-frames, although it is

likely that four processes will give

much better and more satisfactory re-

sults. Two layouts for such yarn
follow one produced from a 35-grain

finisher drawing sliver, and with 3

processes of fly-frames and the other

for a flnisher drawing sliver of 48

grains with 4 processes of fly-frames,

3 PROCESSES, FLY FRAMES.
1 yard of 55/1 =

.1515 grains.
.97 3% contraction in spinning.

.1470
10.27 spinning draft.

1.514 ^ 2 ends = .757
6.85 fine frame draft.

11 hank roving.

5.185 -^ 2 ends = 2.59 = 3.21 hank roving.
5.75 intermediate frame draft.

14.892 -4- 2 ends = 7.45 = 1.12 hank roving.
4.70 slubber frame draft.

35 grains finisher drawing weight.

4 PROCESSES, FLY FRAMES.
1 yard of 55/1 =

,1515 grains.
.97 3% contraction in spinning.

.1470
10.27 spinning draft.

1.514 -T- 2 ends = .757
6 fine frame draft.

11 hank roving.

4.54 -^ 2 ends = 2.27 = 3.67 hank roving.
5.2 second intermediate draft.

11.80 -f- 2 ends = 5.90 = 1.41 hank roving.
4.4 first intermediate draft.

!5.96 -7- 2 ends = 12.98 = .64 hank roving.
3.7 slubber frame draft.

48 grains finisher drawing weight.

The filling used in such a cloth
would probably be made from 1%-
inch cotton, and the rolls should be
set correctly for this length of sta-

ple. It often happens that it is nec-

essary to use a longer cotton staple
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in making filling yarn which is to be
used in cloth that is to be mercerized.
Methods will depend somewhat on
the machinery being used and largely

on the amount of twist which is to

be given to the yarn for filling. When
the twist per inch is lowered radi-

cally, a longer staple of cotton must
be used if the yarn spins well in the
spinning room, or if it be handled
successfully, that is, if it is made on
an ordinary spinning frame. One lay-

out for 30s-l filling which is to be
soft twisted and produced with three
fly-frame processes and with a 45-

grain finisher drawing sliver is as
follows:

1 yard of 30/1 =
.2778 grains.

.98 2% contraction in spinning.

.2722
8.45 spinning frame draft.

2.30 -7- 2 ends = 1.15 = 7.25 hank roving,
6.5 fine frame draft.

7.48 H- 2 ends = 3.74 = 2.23 hank roving.
5.57 intermediate frame draft.

20.83 -T- 2 ends = 10.42 =
4.32 slubber frame draft.

hank roving.

45 grains finisher drawing weight.

It is not necessary to state any
particular facts regarding the meth-
ods which should be used in handling
cotton in the early processes of mak-
ing cotton yarn, for they are well
known, and any radical changes from
them are likely to result in poor yarn
and low quality cloth. The more
care which is given to the prelimi-
nary processes of yarn making the
better will be the quality of the cloth
and the price which can be obtain-
ed. In no case should a machine be
operated at an excessive speed in
order to obtain greater production,
especially when the fabric which is

to be produced is selling for a com-
paratively high price, and it is very
questionable whether on the cheap-
est fabrics excessive speed results in
any great ultimate economy.

DYEING PARTICULARS.
ORANGE.

Toluylene fast orange L X 1%%.
10-30% Glauber's salt crystals.
1-2% soda ash.
Enter at the boiling point and work with
the steam turned off.

RED.
Benso fast eosine B L 2%.
20-60% Glauber's salt crystals.
1-2% soda ash.
Enter at the boiling point and work with

the steam turned off.

BLUE.
Oxamine blue 3 B M %%.
10-20% Glauber's salt crystals.

YELLOW.
Stilbene yellow, 2 G P extra cons. 1%.
10-20% Glauber's salt crystals.

PINK.
Benso fast eosine B L % %.
20-60% Glauber's salt crystals.
1-2% soda ash.
Enter at a ratner low temperature and
warm up rather slowly. The Glauber's
salt is added subsequently and in several
portions.

HELIOTROPE.
Benso fast heliotrope %%.
10-30% Glauber's salt crystals.
1-2% soda ash.
Enter at the boiling point and work with

the steam turned off.

BROWN.
Cotton brown G 2 14%.
10-20% Glauber's salt crystals.

RAMIE-LINEN
There is one fabric which deserves

mention at the present time, not be-
cause the construction is especially
new or intricate, but because of the
adaptation of the cloth to obtain a

certain end. This cloth is what is gen-
erally known as Ramie-Linen. The
name of the fabric is used to give add-
ed selling ability, and many consum-
ers would be led to believe that it

was composed of something else be-
sides cotton, possibly that it was lin-

en treated in a different manner from
that ordinarily noted. This method
of naming a faJbric does not permit
the obtaining of as high a price as
could be obtained if the fabric were
linen and a consumer was certain of
it, but it does make it possible in a
great many cases to obtain a higher
price than if consumers were sure
it was composed of nothing but cot-

ton. Not only has this fabric been
given a very deceptive name and one
which should not be possible to use
for such a fabric, but it has also been
constructed in a similar manner so

far as its yarns are concerned and
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also finished in such a manner as to

appear exactly like a good many of

the coarse linen cloths.

'Undoubtedly, there will be a great
deal of such material sold by retailers

as linen, not because they have any
intention to oner low values but be-

cause of general conditions which
apply to this particular fabric, for in

some cases it is entirely probable that
retailers will not know that such a
cloth is made from cotton. As a gen-
eral statement, it can be said that
there are no such wide variations in

price on such a fabric as that consid-

ered as would be noted on the more
expensive materials, due to conditions

of making, but the selling of such mer-
chandise affects that class of consum-
ers who can least afford to suffer any
losses through mistakes in purchasing
fabrics at a comparatively high price

and under deceptive conditions. A
small additional profit per yard on a
coarse fabric makes a great difference

in the ultimate profit secured, for the
production and distribution is large

and profits are secured from such
features rather than from extremely
high prices.

Fabrics such as that described are

used for dresses, waists, coverings, in

fact, for practically all the purposes
for which similar grades of linen

would be suitable. These fabrics have
been produced by mills in the

grey state and they are sold to con-

verters who have them finished in the

manner which they desire, and it is

very likely that the mills which have
made the cloth have not received any
great additional profit over that which
would have been noticed recently be-

cause these fabrics have been in de-

mand. It is probable that mills have
obtained anywhere from IJ to Ih cents

per yard profit on these cloths, but

this is high and does not indicate con-

ditions which apply generally to this

class of cloth making. Of course, the

above named profits will return a
handsome dividend to any mill produc-

ing them, but it is among the subse-

quent sellers that variable prices are

developed when any are noted.

As a fabric this material is rather

coarse and made from very heavy sizes

of yarn> the threads and picks i>er

inch being comparatively few in num-
ber. Not only are the yams heavy,
but they are also very irregular, in

fact, the more irregular they are, the
more desirable the fabric is to buyers
when it comes to be finished and sold
as they are in imitations of linens. In

a good many cases the yarns are made
from waste obtained in the making
of better yarn, and the fabrics are no
different from ordinary Osnaburgs or

crashes, that is, if they were distrib-

uted through other channels.
In fact, many converters have pur-

chased the above fabrics and used
them for imitation linens. In practi-

cally all instances these cloths are
woven with plain weave, because this

weave, together with the kinds of yarn
used, gives hy far the best results, as

it shows up the irregularities in the
woven fabrics and makes the finished

article more salable. Fabrics such,

as that described, that is, made with

coarse yarn, and a comparatively small

numher of threads and picks per inch

and woven with a simple weave should

be produced on some kind of an auto-

matic loom. This method allows a

weaver to operate a greater number
of looms, and decreases the cost of

production quite radically, possibly

not as large an amount per pound as

on finer cloths, because a loom pro-

duces a larger poundage, but, never-

theless, a large enough item to make a

great difference in the profits secured.

The irregularity of the yarns compos-

ing the fabric tends to make it firm-

er than it otherwise would be; tha:

is, with a plain weave and a certain

size of yarn the count of the cloth

would have to be higher, with smooth
round yarn than it would with irregu-

lar yarn, such as is noted in this

fabric or in other novelty cloths which

are selling at the present time.

This is one of the comparatively

few fabrics where uneven and cheap

yarn is rather desirable, and, naturally,

machinery is worked as hard as pos-

sible, not only because it gives great-

er production, but also because it

tends to make the yarn uneven. Even
in making yarns as coarse as those

considered and of as poor quality, it

is still necessary to keep as many ma-

chines in operation as possible, and
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have the organization correct, for

only in this manner can costs be kept
as low as possible,

ITEMS REGARDING PRICE.

As we previously stated, this cloth

is one of the coarsest produced and
naturally the selling price is low. A
good many of these materials which
are sold for use as linens have been
sold at 36 inches wide in the grey
state, and when finished they are
about 2 inches narrower, or 34 inches.
The mill selling price for the fabric

which we have analyzed was 7| cents
per yard, for 36-inch wide cloth, or
about 24| cents per pound, on a
poundage basis. This price should
return good dividends to the mill, for
the cost of making this sort of fabric

is not much ove-% if it is any over, 20
cents per pound, thus leaving the mill
about 4| cents per pound profit, or
nearly IJ cents per yard, an amount
which even a fine and fancy mill will

seldom average for profits.

One interesting feature regarding
the cloth is that the material or cot-

ton of which it is composed forms
quite a large proportion of the cost
of making, in many instances, it being
over 75 per cent of the total cost, leav-
ing the remainder for the various
items of expense, depreciation, labor,
etc. The labor cost per pound is a
comparatively small amount, because
the average production per operative
is quite large. The cost of having
this fabric finished is IS cents per
yard and together with the expenses
cf selling, etc., which a converter
would have, the cost to him would be
probably about lOJ to 11 cents per
yard. Under this condition the sell-

ing price to the jobber would be about
l6 cents and from the jobber to the
retailer, about 16J cents per yard, thus
placing the fabric easily in the 25-

cent class to consumers.
A good many sellers have sold such

fabrics at the above prices, but retail
prices do not always coincide with
those planned when the cloth was
bought from the mill, because retail
prices vary in certain instances to
as high as 32 to 35 cents per
yard for fabrics which appear identi-
cal with that which has been analyzed.

Apparently, the consumer is sometimes
paying from 25 to 40 per cent more
than should be noted, in addition to

the satisfactory profits which the vari-

ous sellers are obtaining w^hen the fab-

ric is sold at the intended price or
25 cents per yard at retail.

CbOTH WEIGHTS.

As previously stated, fabrics which
are used for the purposes described,

are rather heavy .in weight, because
the sizes of yarn used are heavy, and
it is seldom that the cloth weight is

lighter than 4 yards per pound, or

4 ounces per yard, for 36-inch wide
goods. We will not consider the
weights of either the yarn or the cloth

when the material has been finished,

because at that time the weights are

not the same as when the cloth is wov-
en, and the weight is not considered
by any of the various buyers or sell-

ers, with the exception of the convert-

er or buyer who purchases or han-
dles the goods when they were first

woven. The warp yam sizes 8-1 when
it is woven and the filling sizes 9.5-1

The details for the cloth are as fol

lows:

Width of warp in reed 37 1/2 inches.
Width of cloth, grey 36 inches.
Width of cloth finished 34 inches.
Ends per inch finished 35 inches.
Reed 32 X 1 or 16 X 2.

Ends in warp, 1,208, total.
Warp yarn 8/1.
Filling yarn 9.5/1.
Picks per inch 26.
Warp take-up 5%.
Warp weight, grey .1892.
Filling weight, grey .1222.
Total weight per yard, grey .3114.
Yards per pound, grey 3.21.
The fabric as sold, 5 oz. per yard.
Plain weave.
Selvages, 8 crowded ends each edge of the

fabric.

The warp yams which compose a
fabric such as that analyzed are usu-
ally sized quite a little so as to make
better work in the weave room, and,
in some instances, to give weight to

the fabric. Probably the ordinary
amount of size as applied to a fabric
of this character would be from 7|
to 10 per cent, thus making a yarn
which had a size of lOs-1 on the spin-
ning frame then come about 9s-l as
it enters the loom. The operation of

the loom is likely to rub off some of
the cotton fibres and size, and this
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makes the yam somewhat finer than
it was on the loom beam, but not so
fine as when first spun, so that the
cloth is somewhat heavier than the
spinning frame yarn sizes would indi-

cate.

A good many manufacturers allow
for this added weight when arriving
at their cloth weights, while others
do not. If some such arrangement is

not used, the cloth weights as sold
will be heavier than other manufac-
turers are delivering. The size which
is applied is entirely washed out when
the material is bleached, an-d unless
more is added in the finishing process,
the cloth is lighter when sold than
it is when woven. In addition to the
loss due to size, there is a stretching
and pulling of the fabric which usu-
ally makes it lighter per yard, and
besides there are losses caused by
the bleaching process.
There are also other factors which

affect the cloth losses, and in ex-

ceptionally few cases cloth gains,

such as the kind of cotton used, the
amount of twist which the
yarn contains, the cloth con-
struction used, the method of finish-

ing, and the kind of dyestuff used.
Short cotton will cause greater losses

than longer staple, a soft

twist yarn will lose more than
a hard twist one, and there will be
more friction and a greater resulting

loss in a firmly constructed fabric

than one where there are few threads
and picks per inch. Mercerization
and lother details of finishing also

affect the result, and dyeing is likely to

add somewhat to the weight, although
in cotton finishing results these
changes are in no case comparable to

those noted when other materials are
being dyed. There are other condi-

tions which may at times affect the

results, so that the same falbric or

the same yarn when finished may ap-

pear to have been entirely different

when first made, whereas their changed
appearance is due entirely to the pro-

cesses through which they have gone.

FINISHING.

The first step in the finishing of a
fabric such as that considered is no
different than that employed on very

many other similar fabrics which are
to be used for dress goods, for they
are bleached and handled in a manner
similar to that ordinarily employed in

bleaching. After the cloth has been
bleached, instead of iDeing sold in this
condition, it is subjected to a process
of mercerization, and this is the method
by which the glossy appearance is im-
parted and which makes it possible
to use the material in imitation of

linens.

How much the mercerization process
has improved in results and the influ-

ence it is exerting generally on a
great many classes of fabrics is clear-

ly shown by the fabrics analyzed.
Only a comparatively short time ago,
mercerization was not applied to yams
or fabrics made from short staples of
cotton, for the results were not espe-
cially good, hut it is now seen that
the poor results were not caused so
much by the short fibres not merceriz-
ing as it was because there was so
much twist placed in yarns which were
composed of short fibre cotton. This
large amount of twist, which was nec-

essary to give the yarn strength, de-

tracted a great deal from the lustre

which coul-d be imparted, because the
fibres did not have their parallel posi-

tion by which the greatest amount of

lustre was imparted. When a yam is

soft twisted a longer staple of cotton

is used and this allows the fibres to

lie more nearly parallel, so that it was
practical rather than theoretical -diffi-

culties which made the mercerization
process undesirable, excepting for the
better cloths, a short time ago.

Not only has the process been im-

proved greatly, so that results are
good even on low quality of cloths,

but the costs of application have de-

clined quite a little, so that this fact

makes it possible to apply the process
extensively, whereas the price alone

a short time ago prohibited its use
somewhat. Note the cost which we
have given in arriving at the cost of

the goods. This is If cents per yard
and it includes bleaching, dyeing, mer-
cerizing and the other processes which
go to make a finished fabric such as

that described.
Expensive finishing processes are not

often available for the cheaper grades
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of fabrics, for they place them in

a higher range of prices, for wliich they
cannot always he sold, and in any case
curtail their distribution quite exten-
sively. Sometimes, in finishing, starch
is added to give fullness to these fab-

rics, but when this is done, some kind
of a softener is also applied to give the
cloth the soft effect desired. A light

calendering is sometimes used,
although it is not especial-
ly necessary when the fab-

ric has had a good mercerization
process. As a general statement it

can be said that the application of fin-

ishes to fabrics and the combination
of weaves and stripes to make desir-

able finished materials have improved
very much during the past five years,
which is a good indication regarding
what the future of the industry will
be. A good many converters are just
beginning to realize the possibilities
of the various fabrics, and the methods
of finishing which are available, and
the results have been surprisingly
good when comparisons are made.

YARNS.
The yams used in these cloths are

very uneven, in fact, the more irregu-
larity they show, the better
is the cloth produced, so
that it might be said that the
making of the cloth lies largely in

the yarns which are used in weaving
it. The cotton staple used is likely
to be short, about the shortest which
is obtainable in the domestic market,
and often waste of various
kinds is used to make the yarns pro-
duced more uneven. Inasmuch as un-
even results are desirable, it is often
advisable to crowd the machines up
to the limit of their capacity, although
even for this ki^d of work, there is a
limit beyond which it is uneconomical
to go in the making of any yarn, that
is, it would not be a good policy to
have the yarn so poor that the per-
centage of production on the loom is

very low, because weaving is an ex-
pensive process.
The mixture of short waste does not

draw like the other cotton, and helps
in making uneven roving and yarn.
The sliver can be run heavier than it

can even for ordinary cloths such as

prints, sheetings, etc., and possibly a
70-grain finisher sliver could be used
satisfactorily. It might also be pos-
sible to cut out one of the processes
of roving frames and make the yarn
on two processes instead of on three,

as is ordinarily noted. In some cases,

it is entirely possible and probably
more economical to use single roving
for spinning, for the yarn is heavy
and should cause little trouble even if

it is not as strong as it naturally
would be for the sizes of yarn used.
The finished hank roving which is used
on the spinning frame might be from
1 to IJ, for this would tend to develop
a more irregular fabric than if more
doublings were used.

In making such yarns as those con-
sidered there is as little waste as pos-

sible taken out in the various machines
through which the cotton passes for

short fibres, and bunches are of de-

cided advantage instead of being ob-

jectionaJble as they are in ordinary
yarns. The main idea in the production
of any uneven fabric such as that con-

sidered is to get the cotton into a
workable yarn of the size desire-d in

as quick and cheap a manner as pos-

sible, and the plan of production
Should be made accordingly.

DYEING PARTICULABS.
ORANGE.

Toluylene Fast Orange L X 1%%.
10-30% Glauber's salt crystals.
1-2% soda ash.
Enter at boiling point and work with the
steam turned off.

RED.
Benso fast eosine B L 2%.
20-6 0% Glauber's salt crystals.
1-2% soda ash.
Enter at boiling point and work with the
steam turned off.

BLUE. *

Oxamine Blue 3 B M %%.
10-20% Glauber's salt crystals.

YELLOW.
Stilbene yellow 2 G P extra cons. 1%.
10-20% Glauber's salt crystals.

PINK.

Benso fast eosine B L 1/2%-
20-60% Glauber's salt crystals.
1-2% soda ash.
Enter at a rather low temperature and
warm up rather slowly.

The Glauber's salt is added subsequently
and in several portions.
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HELIOTROPE.
Benso fast heliotrope %%.
10-30% Glauber's salt crystals.
1-2% soda ash.
Enter at boiling point and work with the
steam turned off.

BROWN.
Cotton Brown G 2 %%.
10-20% Glauber's salt crystals.

CREPE FABRICS
There is a continual change in the

styles of fabrics in demand on ordi-
nary cotton dress goods. One year

Voiles when first produced did not
show the same results which they re-

cently have, and through the addition
of silk stripes and a more attractive
finish, they have been good sellers

for some time. Novelty yarn effects,

such as are used in the ordinary
eponge fabrics, had been selling well
for some time, but this had been ac-

complished by adding these features
to voiles and other ground fabrics.

Possibly, the present season there has
been a better sale for crepes and crepe
effects than there ever has in the past,

and for this reason, it may be well to

consider certain of such fabrics and
their method of production.

Fabric Fop Which Cost and Analysis Is Given.

Bedford cords will be used extensively,
another season voiles will be stylish,

and other years- radically different
materials will be sold and used ex-
tensively, and when such a fabric is in
demand, it will be likely to return
larger dividends than at other times
to cloth makers and sellers. By com-
bining various weaves and styles and
producing a somewhat different effect
the cloth styles will often, last or sell

well more than a single season, and
this policy is generally taken by man-
ufacturers.

In a general way, it can be said that
there are many uses for such cloths,
and this affords a large production and
distribution, not only when there is an
exceptional demand, but regularly
year in and year out. They are used
in the plain state and are also com-
bined with silk and other materials
in stripes and checks, for waistings
and various kinds of dress materials.
In certain instances they are used for

men's shirtings, and they are also
used in large quantities for the low-
priced kimonos, dressing sacques and
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vther similar articles. The lighter

weight materials are the ones which
are ordinarily used for <lresses, while
the heavier fabrics are used for some
of the other purposes mentioned. The
materials when sold are of a widely
different appearance, not only in

weight, some being light enough to

be used as over-dresses, but also as

to the effects produced on them*
Crepes have been produced for a long
time, not only on the domestic mar-
ket, but also in foreign countries, and
on both power and hand looms, al-

When a fabric is made with a low
count, such as is seen on voiles and
crepes, it is practically always the

case that plain weave is used in their

production, inasmuch as this method
gives the greatest amount of firmness
with the fewest number of threads
and picks per inch. Of course, many
of such materials are woven on dobby
and jacquard looms, hut this is not
because the ground weave or crepe
portion of the cloth demands it, but
because of the special weave made nec-

essary to obtain the effects desired.

i

The Striped Crepe Analyzed.

though it is probable that the fabrics
now being sold are an improvement
on anything formerly produced; at
least in cotton cloth. A good many
of the high-class crepe materials now
being sold are woven with silk stripes,

which contain jacquard figures with
novelty yarn in stripes and checks, and
even in complicated leno fabrics there
are yarns used, which, when the cloth
is finished, gives a combination crepe
fabric.

An ordinary crepe fabric is made
with a rather low count, for unless
this were done, there would not be
opportunity for the yarns to contract
and the crinkled effect to be produced.

A good many ordinary crepe fabrics
can be and are made on automatic
looms, and through such means the
cost of production is appreciably low-
ered. This can be done, because, on the
ordinary fabrics, the yarns are rather
coarse in size, and, necessarily, strong,

and also because plain weave is used,
making exceptional ability on the part
of the operative unnecessary.
The one fact which is largely re-

sponsible for the producing of

THE CREPE EFFECT
is the amount of twist which
is given to the filling in the
production of such cloth. In a cer-
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tain few instances, the warp yam is

made with a small amount of extra
crisp, but usually the warp yarn in
a crepe fabric is absolutely no differ-

ent from that of an ordinary fabric.
In the production of cloth which is to
be piece mercerized, the standard of
twist in the filling yarn will be from
2% to three times the square root
of the yarn size; on ordinary fabrics
the twist standard of the filling is like-

ly to be from 31/2 to 3|, while if the
filling is to be used for a crepe ma-
terial, the standard of twist is likely
to vary from six to as high as nine
times the square root of the yarn size.

This extra amount of twist will
make the filling yarn kink up if it is

unwound from a filling bobbin, and
when a cloth is woven and immerse-d
in hot water, the same effects are*

noted in the cloth. Because of this
shrinkage, it is necessary to set the
twist in the yarn so that it can be
used in the weaving operation. This
is done in a number of methods, de-
pending on the mill system being
used, but possibly the method having
the largest use is to place the filling

bobbins as they come from the spin-
ning frame in a box where they are
treated with live steam. This is the
process which is ordinarily used for
grey, hard twist filling yarn. In order
to have the yarn clean and the bobbin
unaffected by this steaming process,
it is necessary to use enameled bob-
bins in the spinning room.

HARD TWIST YARNS
will vary in size to a somewhat great-
er extent than regular yarns, and as
there is a certain amount of contrac-
tion when spinning, the yarn size is

likely to be heavier than the frame
drafts and roving size would indicate.

Usually changes are made in the
drafts of the frames until the result-

ing yarn size is the one desired. Nat-
urally, when a yarn has an extra
amount of twist inserted, it will lose

a good deal of its strength, for a yarn
Is strongest with a standard of about
41/^ times the square root of the yam
size, and not only does the above oc-

cur, but the production per spindle
will decrease radically and this fact

affects the cost of production. In
ordinary crepes the filling yam is

hard twisted in the same direction
as' for ordinary filling, only there is

a greater amount of twist inserted, but
there are other crepe fabrics in which
filling is used with both regular and
reverse twist. Such kinds of cloth
are necessarily woven on a box loom
and by far the largest amount of such
fabrics is produced with two picks
of regular twist and two picks of re-
verse twist fillings, although quite
large quantities are made in which the
picking is one of regular and one of
reverse twist. \Vhen cloth is made
from regular and reverse twisted
yarns, it can be easily distinguished
from that made with only one kind
of twist, because in the first instance,
there is a regular shrinkage of the
cloth with one kind of filling acting
against the other in producing the
crepe effect, while in the second meth-
od the filling all shrinks in the same
direction, thus producing a fabric
which contains a wavy appearance.
Most of the ordinary cheap crepe fab-
rics are made with filling of only one
twist, while a good many of the more
expensive lines contain regular and
reverse twisted yarn.

METHOD OF PRODUCING.
There are a great many kinds of

crepe fabrics, different not only be-

cause of their cloth construction, yarn
sizes and woven patterns, but also be-
cause there are entirely different
methods of production used.
First, there is the method by
which the majority of ordinary crepes
are produced, namely their making
from grey yarns. Fabrics made
through this method, are often dec-
orated by stripes and checks not only
of cotton, but also of silk, and when
silk is used a fancy weave is often
employed. When these cloths are
made entirely of plain weave they can
be sold in the white state or any
piece dyed color, or they can be print-

ed in almost any style of pattern or
colors, and. without doubt, more of the
coarser cloths are sold in the printed
state than in any other form. For a
real crepe fabric, it is cheaper to pro-

duce in the grey cloth method than
in any other, and this is probably the
reason why these cloths form the bulk
of the sale.
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A second method is to produce the
cloth fram bleached and dyed yarns,
thus producing woven stripes
similar in appearance to the styles
used in ordinary shirtings. In fact,

this method is used extensively when
the fabrics are to be used for shirt-

ings. The introduction of fast colors
which will stand the bleaching opera-
tion is, however, likely to result in

fewer of such materials being pro-
duced, and it is radically cheaper
to-day to make these lines, with the
exception of the cloths which contain
a large proportion of color by the grey

sider it as a seersucker effect, and
while it naturally belongs in the seer
sucker class, it is being sold as i

crepe and in competition with it, anc
should be included in the general de-
scription. A good many sellers have
not considered certain of the results
which mercerization causes. To-day
most sellers are familiar with the fact

that a lustre is imparted when cloth
is treated with a solution of caustic
soda and held out tightly, but they
do not always know that cloth treat-

ed with the same solution and not
held out will shrink radically. Upon

A Crinkled Crepe Produced by Mercerizing Process.

cloth method. Tnere are also a few
crepe fabrics which are produced by
a method of pressing, but the quan-
tity produced is very small, and the
cloth cannot be washed and still re-
tain the effect which it contained, so
it is not an actual crepe fabric.

RESULTS OF MERCERIZATION.
Another method of production

which might be considered, for it is

having a very large use at present,
is that which results in making a
crinkled effect by the mercerization
process. Some sellers class the fabric
produced as a crepe while others con-

the above fact the production of this
class of seersucker or crepe is based.
An ordinary fabric is printed with

a paste or solution, and where this is

applied the fabric will shrink, and
one portion of the fabric being treat-
ed causes the portion not treated to
shrink up or crinkle, producing
the crepe effect. Many of such fab-
rics are sold in the white or colored
state, but there are many others
which have in addition to the crinkled
effect a printed pattern applied, the
variety being just about as large as
it is for ordinary dress materials. One
feature which has to be considered
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when such a method is used is that

there is a large working loss in the

cloth yardage treated, and the amount
received by the buyer, and this in-

creases the cloth cost quite radically.

Finishers require a large working
loss clause in their contracts, but
often do not hold themselves to the
amount stipulated. Generally, the
actual loss in yards received and de-

livered is from 18 per cent to 20 per
cent. The amount an ordinary crepe
fabric will shrink in width in the fin-

ishing operation is from 25 per cent

to 30 per cent, although there is a
wider variation than this due to the

results desired. The harder the fill-

ing yarn is twisted, the greater the

amount the fabric will shrink or crepe

within reasonable limits, but it is

usually tbe case that the cloth is not

finished as narrow as it actually will

shrink. Naturally, the warp count

when finished is radically higher than

It is when the cloth is first woven. It

is sometimes the case that certain

of the better fabrics are not merely

shrunk by hot water, but they are giv-

en a processing in caustic soda solu-

tion, which method gives them an ef-

fect which is otherwise not obtain-

able, for it makes the yarn softer and

adds to tbe cloth attractiveness.

FANCY PATTERNS.

A good many crepe fabrics are made
with warp which is entirely silk, and

such fabrics are often decorated with

fancy jacquard figures or by stripes

of various kinds. The filling used in

such fabrics is single hard twist yams,

although in certain instances two-ply

filling is used, and in the filling there

can be either one direction of twist

or the cloth can be woven on a box

loom with regular and reverse twist-

ed yam, possibly the second method

is more extensively used in the pro-

duction of high-class crepes. In the

making of patterns for such fabrics

there are a number of facts to be con-

sidered which makes the problem
somewhat different from ordinary
work. In the first place, there are

only a comparatively few picks per

inch in the cloth, and care must be
used so that the patterns will show
the best results possible. There is

also likely to be a certain amount of

stretch in finishing, and this should

be considered when making the de-

sign, for the cloth is sold finished to

the consumers, and not in the grey
state. The

LARGE SHRINKAGE IN WIDTH,
at least, must be considered, if the

other facts are ignored; thus, a fabric

which counts, say, 96 threads when
it comes from the loom, may count
130, or even more, when it is finished,

so that a pattern which is correct for

the grey material will be out of pro-

portion when the cloth is finished. For
this reason, a good many patterns
have to be wider in the grey cloth

than they would be in any other case,

and do not look right, but when the

cloth is finished the correct results

are shown. This condition should be
regulated on the design paper, which
is used in planning the pattern. That
is, a fabric might call for a design
paper which was 12x7 if the grey
count were considered, whereas it

v^ould actually need a paper which
was 12x5 if the conditions of finish-

ing be correctly considered. On cer-

tain of these crepe fabrics, it is true

that the shrinkage in count is not so

great as the width would indicate, for

there is a certain waviness in the

cloth which will affect the pattern.

Inasmuch as there are so few picks

per inch in tiie woven fabric, care

must be used to break up the figures,

so that there will be no long fioats

to make the fabric objectionable.

Practically all fabrics are produced
with plain weave grounds, so that the

making of the design is a rather sim-
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pie process. As previously explained,

plain weave is necessary, if the fabric

is to have a sufficient amount of firm-

ness and if the threads are to remain
in their respective positions.

YARNS AND WEIGHTS.

The yarns used in crepe fabrics are

of widely different quality and sizes,

because the range of fabric quality is

so great. Some of the low-priced ma-

terials are made with yarns which

are not better than those used in the

most common materials, and in such

cases the yarn production is large

and the stock used not of especially

high quality. In other materials, fine

or rather fine yarns are used and the

stock is of high quality and often

combed and a good deal of care is

used in producing, in fact, more care

than is noted on most kinds of fancy

fabrics. We present in another por-

tion of this description an analysis

with costs of one of the most com-
mon crepes sold, but following is an
analysis of an imported crepe which
contains dyed yarns:

Width of warp in reed, 59^ inches.
Width of cloth from loom, 56 inches.
Width of cloth finished, 44 inches.
Threads per inch, finished, 72.
Reed, 27 X 2.

2 2
Ends in the warp — 3,2C0 — = 3,232, total

8 8
ends.

Warp yarn size 40/1.
Filling yarn si.2e 3 0/1 hard twist.
Picks per inch finished, 47.
Total warp taka-up. 12%.
Warp weight, .1093.
Filling weight. .1110.
Total >\-eight per yard finished, .2203.
Yaids per pound finished, 4.54.
Plain weave.
Warp dressed 12 ends white, 4 ends black.

The yarns used would be made from
roving of similar sizes to those used
for ordinary yarn of the same size,

except that for fine filling it is better

to have roving finer than the yarn size

indicated would require, due to the

contraction of twist.

A correct estimate should be made
of the losses sustained when obtain-

ing the sizes of the original grey
yarns used. Take the fabric for

which the cost is given. On this the

warp in the finished cloth actually

sized 391^, while the filling sized about
221^, whereas 36 warp and 20 filling

were used. This shows that the sizes

are much finer in finished fabrics than
many have been accustomed to be-

lieve, and this fabric has been printed

a fact that is likely to add some
weight to the yarn.

THE WARP LOSS
is not entirely due to the bleaching,

loss in size, and weaving operation,

but a portion of it is due to the stretch

which is given the cloth in finishing

as can be noted from tht; picks, 40

when the cloth was in the grey state

and 37 when it was finished. Not all

of this stretch is actual gain in yard-

age to the finisher, but, without doubt,

the extra amount obtained is at least

5 per cent or 6 per cent. When ob-

taining the yarn sizes for a crepe fab-

ric which has been produced by the

mercerization process, it is a good
plan to size the yam from the crinkled

portion of the cloth, for this is the

yarn which has not been shrunk be-

low its actual size by the method of

finishing used. Note the cloth weights

(5.32 in the grey state and 6.10, or

about this amount, v/hen finished),

which fact shows in a general way
what the cloth losses are when this

kind of crepe fabric is being pro-

duced. The method of obtaining the

weights of the yarn used and the cloth

weight when woven is as follows:

.07! weight2,388 ends -i- (840 X 36/1)
of warp without tako-up.

5% take-up in weaving.
.0790 -T- .95 = .083^, total weight of warp
yarn per yard of cloth.

40 picks per in. X 44" width in reed X 36"

1,760 yards of filling per yard of cloth.
1,760 -f- (840 X 20/1) = .1048, total weight

of filling per yard of cloth.
.0832 + .1048 = .1880, total weight per

yard.
1.0000 -i- .1880 = 6.32 yards per pound

(grey).
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PATTERN.
2 2

3b/l Am. carded warp — 2,304 — = 2,388, total ends.
6 6

20/1 Am. carded filling, hard twist, 40 picks.
27 reed, 44" widtli in reed, 41" grey widtli, 30" finished width.

68 X 40 grey count, 79 X 37 finished count

YARNS.
Labor,

Cotton. waste, etc.
36/1 Am. carded warp, 1%" staple, 8 hank double, 1514c. 8c. . = 23iic
20/1 Am. carded filling, l%a" staple, 4.75 hank double, IS^c. 6%c. = 19 %c.'

COST.

2,388 ends 36/1 Am. carded warp + 5% take-up == .0832 @ 23^c = $ .0194
40 picks 20/1 Am. carded filling, hard twist = .1048 @ 19i^c r= .0205

Weaving .0020
Expenses .0038

$ .0457
Selling (grey) .0018

Mill cost $ .0475
Mill selling price to converter ' .0537
Cost oi crepeing, bleaching and printing .0300
Cost of selling, etc .0125
Cost to converter. . . .0962
Cost to jobber .1125
Cost to retailer

. .1300
Cost to consumer .1800

Yards per pound, 5.32 (grey).
Yards per pound, 6.10 (finished).
Plain weave.

^ »»

GOUTIL OR CORSET CLOTH
In preparing the new edition of our

"Cotton Fabrics' Glossary" it becomes
necessary to consider many cloth
constructions which had not appear-
ed three or four years ago. Improve-
ments in the construction of cotton
machinery and the accompanying de-
velopment which has made possible the
use of cotton fibres which were origi-

nally considered too short to be of
much value have led to entirely new
fabrics and to new modifications of old
ones.
One fabric which is seldom men-

tioned as forming any great portion
of textile sales, but which neverthe-
less is of quite large importance, is

the general class of fabrics known as
coutils. Possibly the production of

the above named material is as reg-
ular as any of the numerous novelty
or special constructions made, and
while the weave, count and yarns
used will vary, the general character
of the cloth does not change as much
as it does in other lines.

Dress goods colors, styles, weaves
and cloth constructions will vary rad-
ically in different years, but, due to

certain fundamental necessities, cou-
tils might be called more or less a
staple fancy product. Of course,
there are different qualities of these
materials which sell at various prices,
just as in any other lines, but the re-

sults are more limited in such fab-
rics. In general, these materials are
used largely in the white state, as
there is great objection to dyed
goods for such uses. Then there must
be a construction used which will
give a great deal of strength and
wear.
Most users of these fabrics test

THE BREAKING STRENGTH
of the cloth which they purchase, and
unless deliveries are satisfactory in
this regard there is likely to be a
great deal of friction between buyer
and seller, and, without doubt, this

is the reason why a good many mills
do not care to atterr^pt to produce
them. Probably the larg:et;t portion
of cuutil production is used in the
making of corsets, but it is also
utilized in other ways, such as bands
for children's garments where there
is likely to be a good deal of wear
and tear, and in other similar meth-
ods, and recently we have been
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brought in contact with a firm which
claims to export as much as 50,000

pieces a year of a fabric such as that
analyzed.

It has been generally supposed that
very little of such material was sold

outside of the domestic market, for

the price is high, anj conditions of

: laking are such that the labor costs

form a comparatively large portion of

the total cost. The use which is made
of this exported cloth is one not usual-

ly noted, for it is made into white
suits of various kinds which receive
a good deal of wear, at least this is

the use which the exporters claim is

m^de of it. Probably there are not
over half a dozen manufacturers in

the domestic market who produce a
high class coutil fabric such as that
analyzed.

CLOTH CONSTRUCTION.
Considered as a fabric, coutils are

not radically different from many of

the ordinary cloths which are made
and sold in enormous quantities. It

is the weight and strength and the
difficulties encountered in obtaining
these that make care necessary. Gen-
erally, the weave which is employed
is a five-harness warp satin, although
it may be some other similar weave.
In some instances, jacquard or dobby
patterns are employed, but when this

is done, it is usually with a satin

ground effect, while in special cases
certain constructions are made with
plain weaves.
The reason a satin or a similar

weave is used is because, through
such a method, a high cloth count can
be obtained, also the requisite
strength. Of course, strength can be
obtained by the use of plain weave
together with heavy yarn, but such
cloth would have no sale for corsets,
for, in addition to strength, a smooth,
good looking cloth is necessary, and
the use of a satin weave answers
both purposes. Whenever a fabric is

made with a satin weave a high count
is necessary, so that the cloth will

be firm, and although coutils are high-
count materials they are likely to be
quite heavy in weight. Not only is

the warp count high just the same
as it is in galateas and similar lines,

but the filling count is also high, al-

though it is not usually quite so high
as it is in the warp. Although the
yarns used are rather coarse in size,

when compared with those used in

lawns and similar fine yarn lines,

they are often made from combed
stock, and this fact adds much to the
cost of production.
Combed yarns not only produce a

better appearing fabric, and one con-
taining a greater amount of strength,
but they also make the weaving of

cloth an easier problem from a man-
ufacturing standpoint, for the warp
breakages are much fewer in num-
ber. One fact in weaving such ma-
terials is that quality is one of the
prime necessities, and many fabrics
which are considered seconds in such
production would be ranked as firsts

were their conditions of selling not
so strict. Because there is a good
deal of strength necessary it is often
the case that ply combed yarns are
used in making the cloth, not only in
the warp but also in the filling. When
this is done, the yarn sizes are natu-
rally finer than when single yarns are
used. This method of manufacturing
produces a better and stronger cloth,

but it increases the cost of making
quite radically.

LOOM USED.
So far as the weave and the yam

used are concerned, it might be con-
sidered that automatic looms would
be suitable for producing such mate-
rials, but there are certain other fea-

tures which, up to the present time,
have made it more or less necessary
for non-automatic looms to be used.
One item is that the weave is likely
to vary quite a little in the number
of harnesses necessary to produce.
Another is that high quality pro-

duction is necessary, a condition
which is not always true when auto-
matic looms are used, and another is

that the ratio of saving made possible
by the use of automatic looms is not
so large as it is on cheaper ordinary
fabrics. A saving of a cent or more
a pound is not of so great moment
in a fabric which sells for 15 or 20
cents a yard as it is in a fabric which
sells for less than 5 cents a yard.
Because the cloth is very firm with
a high count and rather coarse yarns,
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it is necessary for it to be woven on
a Icom which is much heavier than
that used in producing ordinary fancy
fabrics. Unless this were done, poor
cloth would result and the light loom
would be knocked to pieces in a com-
paratively short time.

WOVEN FACE DOWN.
In making satin weave cloths it is

ofthii the practice to weave the cloth
face down in the loom, as this makes
it necessary for the loom to lift but
one-fifth of the warp instead of four-
fifths at every pick, that is, if the
weave happens to be a five-harness
warp satin. A good deal of judgment
r:as to be used in the method which
is employed, for it is sometimes bet-
ter to weave a cloth face up, espe-
cially if the weaving is very difficult.

Inasmuch as the warp contains a
large number of threads of rather
coarse yarn, it is necessary to use a
great deal of care in the placing of
the yarn on the loom beam.
Any irregularities of tension or

other features which are of little ac-

count in ordinary fabrics will cause
very evident streaks and much
trouble in coutil fabrics, at least in

the high-class ones. It is usually the
custom to use a reed in making these
materials which corresponds with the
fabric weave used. That is, if a five-

harness weave is used, the warp will

be reeded five threads per dent, and
if another weave be used a different

arrangement would be made.
This policy will result in less

streaks than through any other meth-
od, and allows a rather coarse reed
to be used, a fact which results in

more space being available for the
operation of the heavy warp. The
choosing of a correct reed has much
to do with the satisfactory production
of many kinds of cotton cloth. Some
manufacturers are inclined to always
use a reed which permits two ends
per dent just because the lines of
cloth which they have regularly pro-

duced are made in this manner, but
it often happens that when a mill's

cloth constructions vary widely other
methods are better on certain fabrics.

Sometimes it is necessary to use a
coarse reed, because yarn knots
on heavy material will not pass

through without breaking. In other
cases, a high warp count and with a
reeding of two in a dent will cause
excessive friction and breakage, with
a low percentage of loom production.
Then in certain other fabrics the use
of a coarse reed with quite a number
of ends per dent is often objection-
able, because in finishing the reed
marks cannot be entirely taken out.
One reason why grey yarn fabrics
look much smoother than similar yam
bleached, or dyed materials, is because
one is likely to contain very evident
reed marks when sold, while the other
is not. One problem which often
causes a great deal of trouble when
coutils are being produced is the con-
struction of the selvages. When
these are made from the same warp
as the ground of the fabric, it is very
likely that unless the right number
of threads per dent are used the
edges will curl up or will not appear
smooth like the body of the fabric,

and will cause a large amount of crit-

icism.

Because of the uses of the fabric be-

ing considered it is not necessary in

many instances to have any decora-
tion applied to the fabric so as to

make it more attractive. Whenever
such decoration is desired, it is usu-

ally applied by methods in the weave
rather than by dyeing or printing, but
in the large majority of instances the
cloth is sold in the white state and
with a comparatively simple weave.
Naturally, the above conditions make
the operation of finishing a rather
simple one, for all that is necessary
13 to bleach the cloth and
handle it in a similar manner to that

on fabrics which are sold in the white
state.

Many ordinary fabrics when sold

are also sized or starched a good deal,

and some of the cheaper lines are
filled with clay or some similar sub-

stance, but the firmness of coutil fab-

rics makes this largely unnecessary. 1

Most of these fabrics have a some-
|

what higher count in the warp than
they do in the filling, for this makes
possible a larger loom production and
a corresponding decrease in the cost

of making. The price of such mate-
rials is very high per yard when, com-
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pared with others which have about
the same weight, but this is caused
by the use of combed stock, the large
number of threads and picks per inch
and the rather small loom production.

It is also true that the cost is high,

because more care is necessary in

weaving, and fewer looms can be op-

erated per weaver than on the simi-

lar weight ordinary fabrics. The cost

of finishing will depend a good deal

on the conditions governing the fab-

ric, that is, a small order may have
a high cost, while a larger one will

be lower. There is this advantage,
however, in coutils in that the order
is usually finished entirely in the same
method, there being no different col-

ors or printed patterns. In general,

the price is somewhat similar to what
it is on other fancy white goods which
are only bleached.
As previously stated, the yarns

used, when single, are quite coarse in

size, but they are often combed, and
so manufacturing processes are some-
what different from those usually not-

ed, uoutil cloths are made largely by
fancy mills, ones which have an equip-
ment capable of producing a wide
range of fabrics, and so the yarn prob-

lem is not an especially difiicult one.

Naturally, when combed yams for

cloth are being produced it is likely

that the staple will be as short
as can be conveniently handled on a

comber, and in most mills one and
one-eighth inches is the shortest fibre

which can be combed. Because the
roving necessary is so coarse, it is

customary to use shorter drafts than
when ordinary yarn is being made,
for this aids in making a better yarn.

For the two yams used in Fabric No.
L the layout would be somewhat as
follows

:

30/1 warp.
.2778 grains = 1 yard.

.98 2% contraction in twisting.

.2722
9.5 spinning frame d'aft.

2.58 -4- 2 = 1.29 = 6.46 hank roving.
6.25 fine frame draft.

8.06 -T- 2 = 4.03 = 2.06 hank roving.
5.25 Intermediate frame draft.

21.16 -t- 2 = 10.58 = .79 hank roving.
4.25 slubber frame draft.

45 grs. finisher d.'-awing sliver.

24/1 filling.

.3472 grains = 1 yard.
.98 2% contraction in twisting.

.3403
7.58 spinning frame draft.

2.58 -J- 2 = 1.29 = 6.46 hank roving.
6.25 fine frame draft.

8.06 -e- 2 = 4.03 = 2.06 hank roving.
5.25 intermediate franr;e draft.

21.16 -r- 2 = 10.58 = .79 hank roving.
4.25 slubber frame draft.

45 grs. finisher drawing sliver.

It will be noted that we have plan-

ned the drafts for warp and filling

so that both can be made from the
same size of fine roving, and while
this policy makes the spinning draft
for filling somewhat shorter than it

otherwise would be, it probably is a
good plan to adopt such a method.
The spinning drafts for both warp and
filling can be increased somewhat,
and the roving draft decreased to cor-

respond, with very little difference in

the quality of the yarn produced. In
some cases, it is not possible to make
warp and filling from the same size

of roving because different stock may
be used for the various yarns, and
the sizes may vary so widely that
either yarn may show some excessive
draft, a condition which is not de-

sirable for practically all kinds of

yarn making. Machinery organiza-
tions and mill working conditions
often make it inadvisable to change
certain yarn schedules which
in other instances would be more
desirable, and there is no defi-

nite set rule as to just the exact
means for producing the best results
on any single yarn.

The method of obtaining the yarn
weights and the yards per pound of

the woven cloth is a very simple proc-

ess, because there are no stripes

used or complicated methods of mak-
ing, neither is there any great change
from grey to finished materials, a fact

which is not noted on a good many
of the ordinary fabrics. Following
are two layouts for radically different

coutils, one made from single yarns
and the other from ply yarns:
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FABRIC NO. 1.

Width of warp in reed, 30^/^ mches.
Width of cloth grey, 28 inches.
Width of clDth finished, 26% inches.
Ends per inch finished, 148.
Reed 26 X 5.

Ends in the warp, 3,964 total.
Warp yarn 30.5/1.
Filling yarn 24/1.
Picks per inch, 96.
Warp take-up, 9%.
Warp weight per yard, .1700.
Filling weight per yard, .1453.
Total weight per yard, .3153.
Yards per pound grey, 3.17.
Five harness warp satin weave used.

FABRIC NO. 2.

Width of warp in reed, 30 inches.
Width of cloth grey, 28 inches.
Wicth of cloth finished, 27 inches.
Ends per inch finished, 145.
Reed 26 X 5.

Ends in tne warp, 3,936 total.
Warp yarn, 70/2.
Filling yarn, 70/3.
Picks per inch, 92.
Warp take-up, 10%
Warp weight per yaid, .14i>8.
Filling weight per yard, .1408,
Total weight per yard, .2896.
Yards per pound grey, 3.45.
Five harness warp satin weave used.

The cost of making the second fab-
ric given is much higher than for the
first one, mainly because the yarns
are much finer in size when spun, and
this requires a longer and higher pric-

ed cotton, and a good deal higher la-

bor cost and expense in spinning, and
in addition, there is the charge for
twisting and the extra cost of han-
dling, especially on the price of fill-

ing, a cost which would not be not-
ed at all if single filling had been
used. So far as the weaving cost item
is concerned, the difference in the
two fabrics is not very wide. The
method of obtaining tha yam and
cloth weight for Fabric No. 1 is as
follows:

3,694 ends -r- (30^/1 X 840) = .1547,
weight of warp without take-up.

9% take-up in weaving.
.1547 -i- .91 = .1700, total weight of warp

per yard of cloth.
96 picks X 301/^" reed width X 36"

= 2,928
36"

yards of filling per yard of cloth.
2,928 -f- (24/1 X 840) = .1453, total weight

of filling per yard of cloth.
.1700 -I- .1453 = .3153, total weight per yard.
1.0000 -^ .3153 = 3.17 yards per pound

(grey).

-4-*^

GREPE DE CHINE
One fabric which has had a more or

less regular sale but which has of
late been of especial interest to man-

ufacturers and sellers is crepe de
chine. Naturally, when this fabric is

mentioned an all-silk material is

brought to mind, but there are also
cotton and silk, mixed fabrics which
bear this name, and at certain times,
even all-cotton fabrics have been so
designated, by the retailer at least.

Inasmuch as these fabrics hold such a
large place in regular distribution a
few facts regarding their appearance,
construction and method of making
may be of interest. All the materi-
als which are known as crepe de
chines have a comparatively light

weight, and are clinging fabrics which
are very desirable when soft effects

are in style.

These fabrics are used extensively
for ''resses, waists, trimmings, over-

dresses and similar purposes where
practically no other cloth fills the pur-

pose so well. Prices for making are
likely to vary quite widely, due to con-
ditions in the market for materials
and largely due to the demand for the
goods. Generally, the prices for most
of the all-silk fabrics at retail will be
from $1 to $1.50 per yard, although
these prices in no way express the
possible variation.

SILK AND COTTON MIXTURES.

The silk and cotton mixtures will

also vary according to their construc-

tion and the market selling conditions,

but usually the price will be from
25 to 50 cents a yard for ordinary ma-
terials. The price for all-cotton fab-

rics is largely dependent upon the
stripes or othe- decorative cloth fea-

tures, of which there are many. More
often the all-cotton cloth is not called

crepe de chine, but is simply desig-

nated as crepe, which is a much bet-

ter name to use, as it more definitely

expresses to consumers and others

the materials from which it is made.
The name crepe de chine has, how-
ever, come to be more or less a term
which designates a method of con-

structing a cloth rather than the ma-
terials of which it is made, for we
have quite often seen all-silk crepe

de chine which could hardly be dis-

tinguished from some of the higher

classes of cotton crepe, at least by a
good many consumers.
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In all-silk fabrics, the cloth con-
struction will vary widely. Some of

the warps are drawn in two-ply, that
is, two threads work as one in the
weaving operation, while others
are drawn in single. One fab-

ric which has been analyzed has a
finished warp count of 280, with two
threads used as one, thus making the
warp count appear like 140 in the
cloth, with 94 picks per inch, an-
other has a warp count of 220, with
the threads drawn singly and with 80
picks per inch, and still another has a
warp count of 125 threads and with
76 picks. The numher of the threads
and picks per inch affects the result
when finished somewhat, for if a
count which is too high is used the
fabric will not have the soft effect

which is so desirable. This does not
mean, however, that a low construc-
tion is entirely suitable. In practical-
ly all of these fabrics the lustre is

imparted by the warp yarns. For this

reason, the warp is likely to be of

better silk than the filling, and not
only better but also of finer size and
of a higher number of threads per
inch. The reason why the warp gives
the cloth lustre is as follows:
To make the soft and crepy effect

the filling yarn both in the all-silk

and in the silk-mixture fabrics is

twisted harder than for ordinary
cloth. The hard twisting of any yarn
will so curl up the fibres that they
will not lie parallel and so will not
reflect light and give lustre. It is

in the yarn which is twisted the least
that the greatest sheen appears, and
so when the filling is hard twisted
the opportunity for lustre from it is

either partially or wholly destroyed.
The filling is hard twisted rather than
the warp, because this is the most
economical method of making.
Hard-twisted warp would be the

cause of untold trouble, for it would
make the percentage of production in

weaving very low, create many sec-

onds, and when the cloth was finished
would entail a rxdical loss in yardage,
thereby increasing the cost of making.
Filling yarn has to be handled much
less than warp, and for this reason,
it is more economical to make hard-
twist filling than it is warp.

In all varieties of crepe fabrics
there are two kinds of effects which
can be produced with practically no
-change in the sizes of yarns used or
in the method of construction, and
which are easily -distinguished even
by the ordinary consumer. These
are first the ordinary crepe de chine
cloth, and second, the ones often des-
ignated as crinkle crepes. The stand-
ard of twist or the turns per inch in

tl.e fillings of these two fabrics are
often identical, and the warp counts
often the same, but the differences
are produced by the direction of twist
which is inserted in the yarn.
A crinkle crepe has filling in which

only one twist has been applied, and
it matters very little which direction
of twist is used so long as it is all in

the same direction. Crepe de chines^
are woven with filling which has two
kinds of twist, regular and reverse.
This fact makes it necessary that the
cloth be produced on a box loom
which can insert first one or more
picks of yarn twisted in one direction
and then insert yarn twis^^d in the
opposite direction. In the large ma-
jority of instances when two direc-
tions of twist are used the filling is

placed in the cloth two picks in one
direction and two picks of filling

twisted in the opposite direction.
These two twists react against each

other, thus making the regular crepy
appearance in crepe de chine, whereas
when but one direction of twist is used
the filling all twists in the same di-

rection, making waves, or the so-call-

ed crinkle crepe effect. Because the
filling is hard twisted and more or
less irregular in appearance, it is

often the case that schappe filling is

used so as to make a lower cost of

production, and it is also a customary
proceeding to use a hard-twist Can-
ton silk for filling, whereas in the
warp organzine silk is used.

It is just as important in manufac-
turing crepes of any kind not to get
the amount of twist excessive as it

is not to get the twist high enough,
for too much twist will cause exces-
sive irregularities and add apprecia-
tively to the cost of producing, and
besides will cause excessive shrink-

age in the cloth width. One feature
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regarding crepe fabrics is that the
width of the cloth as it comes from
the loom is much wider than it is

when finished. That is, an all-silk fab-
ric may be from 15 to 20 per cent
narrower when finished than when
woven, while a silk and cotton mixed
fabric may have a little greater
shrinkage, or from 20 to 25 per cent.
These foregoing figures are only gen-
eral ones, and special instances may
be noted where they are exceeded,
but they apply to very many crepe de
chines and also to similar crinkle
crepe fabrics.

YARNS.
As stated previously, the kind of

yarns used and the amount of twist
inserted is largely dependent on the
cloth results which are desired and
the price at which the cloth can be
sold. A fact which enters into the
cost of making crepe fabrics, but
which is not always considered as
carefully as it might be, is the con-
traction in the filling yarn, due to the
hard twisting operation. This process
makes silk yarn heavier in size, and,
therefore, have a smaller yardage
per pound, and this naturally in-

creases the cost of the cloth in which
such yarn is used.
The harder the yarn is twisted the

greater the contraction is likely to be.

Accurate tests should be made on the
yarn previous to the weaving opera-
tion, so as to obtain as near as pos-

sible the average yardage in the fill-

ing yarn. When silk mixture mate-
rials are being made, the filling is usu-

ally, although not always, combed
yarn. Inasmuch as cotton yarn is

much heavier in size than silk, the
variation due to the contraction in

twisting is somewhat more evident,

but because the cotton cost in such
cloth is a comparatively small pro-

portion of the total cost, the variation
does not greatly affect results, yet in

any accurate estimates, the shrink-

age should al ays be considered.
Some cotton manufacturers regulate
their roving weights and drafts so as
to have their finished yarn the exact
size desired, while others take a dif-

ferent policy ard use regular roving
sizes, allowing the yarn to contract,

<ind then to use for figures the yarn

size which is actually obtained by
weighing.
With silk yarn the problem is one

very similar to that in these last-

named cotton mills, where an allow-
ance in size is made for the shrinkage
due to the twist. The hard twisting
of yarn also affects the cost of produc-
tion, because the amount produced is

smaller than it would be under nor-
mal conditions. On silk yarns the
percentage of increase on the total
cost is not so ^leat as for cotton
yarns, because the origi-:;l silk cost
forms such a large proportion of the
cost of silk yarn. For a filling of 40s-l

the cost of spinning or hard twisting,
including all the various items, would
be from 12i/^ to 15 cents per pound,
or about twice as high as it is for
ordinary warp yarn of the same size.

The standard of twist which is ap-
plied for cotton yarn for use in crepes
is likely to be about seven and a half
to eight times the square root of the
yarn number, but there are cases
where the standard is as low as six

and as high as ten, or even higher,
although the excessive twist does not
seem to be of any great advantage in

producing a better cloth effect. A
greater amount of twist increases
the cost of making and weakens the
yarn, because, as the standard of
twist advances over 4J to 43, the
breaking strength of a yam will de-

crease. Hard-twisted cotton yam is

also likely to cause a good deal of
trouble in the spini.ing room, because
the yarn acts more or less as a saw,
and will cut through the travelers so

that they will have to be renewed
quite frequently.

TYPICAL ANALYSjzjS.

One silk fabric which is an at-

tractive material is actually construct-

ed as follows in the finished state:

Cloth width finished 40".

V^arp count 280 threads per inch.
Warp drawn double.
Filling count 94 picks per inch.
Warp size 128,500 yards per pound.
Filling size 138,800 yards per pound.
Warp probably 2 thread 13/15 organzine.
Filling probably 26/28 Canton (hard twist).
Threads in the warp 11,296.
Weaving take-up 3%.
Width in reed about 48".

Warp weight finished .0906.
Filling weight finished .0325.
Yards per pound finished 8.12.
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It is a weil-known fact that silk

yarn when first purchased contains a
varying amount of gum which holds
the fibres together and which is not
apparent on examination When boil-

ed out, all or nearly all of this gum
will disappear, leaving the yarn light-

er in weight than it was when pur-

chased. To make silk fabrics heavier
and to appear better it is a customary
proceeding to add weight when yarns
or cloths are dyed, so as to more than
offset this loss in gum, in some cases
enough weight being added to render
the service of the cloth rather short.

In the sample analyzed the amount

In the foregoing analysis the warp
yardage has been assumed as 185,000
yards per pound, and this figure is

somewhat coarser than the yarn fig-

ures would indicate, ibut it is done as
a protection for variation in silk size,

and is a customary proceeding when
cotton mills are making silk mixture
fabrics. One fact of interest is that
the yarn size and the weight of silk

in cotton mixture fabrics are usually
quite a little lighter than when wov-
en, for the silk gum has been removed
and no large amount of weight added
to make up for this loss. On entire
silk goods the difference is that the

One of ths New Crepe de Chine Fabrics.

of weighting added accounts for the
difference between the silk yardage in

the cloth and that which the yarn size

used would indicate when the yarn
was first purchased.

COTTON AND SILK MIXTURE GOODS.

Cloth width finished 27".

Cloth width grey 36".

Warp count grey 97 threads per inch.

Warp count finished 129 threads per inch.

Filling count grey 68 picks per inch.
Filling count finished 66 picks per inch.

Warp size 185.000 yards per pound.
Warp size 22/24 Italian silk.

Filling size 40/1 hard twist cotton.
Threads in the warp 3.500.

Take-up in weaving 10 7p-

Reed width 37".

Warp weight grey .0210.
Filling weight grey .0749.
Yards per pound grey 10.43.

yarn and cloth is usually heavier in

the ^nished state, for weight has been
added to more than make up for the
loss of the gum.

FINISHING RESULTS.
In general, it can be said that most

all crepe de chines and crinkle crepes
of the class described are piece-dyed
fabrics, not only when composed en-
tirely of silk but also when partially
made of cotton. Probably a much
larger proportion of crepe materials is

made in the crepe de chine method
than in the crinkle effect, and
plain weave is employed in a large
number of the fabrics. This does
not mean that fancy weaves are not
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used in quite a good many of such
materials, for they are, and with an
additional attractiveness in the result

obtained. Both dobby and jacquard
effects are used, although care has

to be exercised so that in the result

finished the proportion of the figures

will be correct.

In a good many fabrics, especially

those made partially from cottons,

SILK STRIPES
are introduced with advantage, and
often make possible a better mill div-

idend. Because the filling is hard
twisted, it is the usual custom to

make an woven ligures from the warp
yarn, as this portion of the cloth is

lustrous and produces a contrasting

effect when compared with the ground

fabric. The method of obtaining the

yarn and cloth weights in a mixed ma-

terial is as follows.

3,500 threads h- 185, 0*^0 yards = .0189,

warp weight without cake-up.
10% take-up in weaving.
,0189 -7- .90 = .0210, total weight of warp
yarn per yard of cloth.

68 picks X 37" reed width X 36"
• = 2,516 yds.

36"
of filling per yard of cloth.

2,516 -r- (40/1 X 840) = .0749, total weight
of filling per yard.

.0210 + .0749 = .0959, total weight per
yard.

1.0000 -4- .0959 = 10.43 yards per pound
(grey).

^ * »

COTTON MARQUISETTE

There are quite a number of fab-

rics which have one name to the con-

sumers and that are known by some
other term to the manufacturers. This

is largely because one of the parties

considers the fabric weave, and the

other the trade names. Marquisettes

are one of such fabrics, for they are

usually designated as plain gauze by
the manufacturer. Gauze, considered

as a manufacturing term, is the weave
which is applied to the cloth, and does

not have any reference at all to the

material used or the construction of

the fabric. In a general way this class

of fabric does not have so large a

use as many of the ordinary cloths,

but at certain times, there is

quite a demand with an additional

regular sale. A few years ago

the demand was quite extensive, and
at present, there are more of such
cloths being offered, so that an analy-
sis with a short description may be of
interest.

These materials are used largely
for overdresses and similar purposes,
and while their use is likely to make
a garment somewhat more expensive,
it often does produce more attractive
results, although the prevailing styles
of garments have much to do with
the amount of attractiveness impart-
ed. Probably most of such cloth is

made entirely from silk yarn, but
there is also quite a quantity manu-
factured from cotton and silk in com-
bination, while many fabrics are com-
posed entirely of cotton.

MAIN IDEA.

The main idea in constructing a
marquisette fabric is to have a very
open material, but one in which the
threads do not slip to any great ex-
tent. Even when the fabric is made
wholly of silk there is no great effort

made to impart a lustrous finish, be-

cause this is not especially desirable
nor possible, as the threads twist so
much. Because the texture of the
cloth is so low and the yarns used are
so fine, it is necessary to employ a
weave which appears radically differ-

ent from that noted on all ordinary
fabrics. This weave is generally
known as gauze by fabric makers,
and is the simplest leno weave used.

Naturally, one of these fabrics made
entirely from cotton does not com-
pare in effect or sell at as high a price
as most of the all-silk or even the
mixture fabrics, but, nevertheless, the
improvement in finishing methods has
made it possible to make cotton fab-

rics of this character very attractive

and much more desirable than they
formerly were. Only a short time
ago most open-work fabrics woven
with a gauze weave were merely dyed
solid colors when they were woven,
but to-day these cloths contain vari-

ous printed patterns and colors, and
also form the groundwork for addi-

tional woven effects, which are sold

in quite large quantities and are
very attractive. There are other fin-

ishing processes employed which give
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quite satisfactory results in addition
cO the printing process. Some of the
results obtained are desirable for the
reason that they can be obtained in

no other manufacturing method, and
when in style quite large profits are
secured from their manufacture.
The weave used in the ordinary

marquisette is called plain gauze, a
method by which one thread twists

around another, first to one side and
then to the other, this thread usually
called the ground thread. The thread
which twists around the ground
thread is usually known as the cross-

ing or douping thread, and is the one

the fact that between each pick it

crosses to the opposite side of the
ground thread. Different methods are
used in producing cloth of this char-
acter. Probably the method used most
extensively is the ordinary leno mo-
tion, which we will describe later in

a little more detail.

Then there is a method which is

often tried wherein a specially con-
- structed reed is used which forces
the crossing thread first to one and
then to the other side of the ground
thread through a lateral motion.
Then there are a number of varieties
of special heddles which have been

Cotton Marquisette.

which is ordinarily forced into a
twisted position by the weave, but in

the cloth analyzed, the warp, both
ground and crossing, threads are of
the same size, and for this reason, the
twisted effect produced is noted on
both. Inasmuch as the threads twist
around each other they bind in the
filling much more firmly than in or-

dinary cloths and prevent any great
am.onnt of slipping. The result pro-
duced by the twisting of the threads
should be clearly seen from the illus-

tration which we have presented. It

will be noticed that the ground thread
on the cloth considered is never lift-

ed, while the crossing thread is raised
at every pick, being held in place by

developed for producing leno work
and which are used to a certain ex-

tent. While these methods all appear
somewhat different from the ordinary
processes, the results produced are
identical, for the principle is the same.
In our illustration we have given four
picks of the cloth, separated so that
they can be easily distinguished, and
the weave by which they were pro-

duced.
Naturally, a special weave such as

that considered has to be made in a
different manner than that ordinarily
noted. In the first place, it will be
seen that two heavy lines have been
drawn close together at the bottom
of the illustration. The first one of
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these lines represents a harness
which contains no heddles at all, and
which is generally called the doup or
slip harness. The second line which
we have drawn represents a second
harness, which is generally called the
standard harness. On this standard
harness are placed heddles of various
kinds, that is, so far as their make-
up is concerned, although they act
similarly. On the hottom of the first

or doup harness are tied loops of yarn
which pass up and through the eye
in the second or standard harness,
sometimes being held in place by the
warp threads when drawn in, but in

most cases being held in place by
passing through a double heddle eye.

The remaining two harnesses are ex-

actly the same as are used in making
ordinary cloth. The fifth heavy line

which we have drawn does not repre-

sent a harness, but is a slackener rod,

which is necessary for successful
loom operation, because when the
threads are in a crossed position there
is an undue strain on the yarn which
may cause excessive breakage unless
relieved. The crossing threads are

all held up by this rod and let off

when the threads take a crossed posi-

tion, being pulled up again when the

threads are reversed.
The warp is drawn in as follows:

All the threads are first drawn in on
the two harnesses which are marked
"ground" just as if plain weave cloth

were to be produced, that is, one
thread is drawn on one harness, the

next on a following one, and the op-

eration continued until the whole
warp has been drawn in. When this

has been done, the crossing thread is

taken and crossed over or under the

ground thread, as the case m.ay be,

and then drawn into the loop of the

doup which passes through the eye

in the second or standard harness.

This operation is done for each cross-

ing thread, and when completed the

whole warp is drawn through the

r-^ed. It should be understood that

the crossing and ground threads

which operate together must be reed-

ed in the same dent or a crossing will

not take place. The slackener rod is

usually adjusted after the warp is

drawn in and placed in the loom.

By referring to the illustration the
method of drawing in should be very
clear, the white spaces showing the
harness on which the threads are
drawn. One item which is important
is that when the standard harness is

raised the doup harness must also be
raised, because the loops pass
through the heddle eyes of this har-
ness, and if it were not done, the
doups would soon wear out. Usually,
an arrangement is made whereby this
is done without considering it in the
design, but we have treated each har-
ness separately, so as to make the
method more evident. If the stand-
ard and doup harness be lifted it will

be noted that the crossing thread
will be on the right side of the
ground thread. This crosses the two
threads, so that the slackener must be
operated to let off a few inches of
yarn and lessen the strain. This is

for the pick which is marked No. 1.

On the second pick the ground har-
ness which contains the crossing
thread is raised, and, at the same
time, the first or doup harness is

raised. The lifting of the ground har-
ness causes the doup to slip through
the eye of the standard harness and
around the ground thread, thus bring-

ing the crossing thread to the op-

posite side of the ground thread from
that noted when pick No. 1 was in

serted. The following picks are a

repetition of these first two described.
It will be seen that the ground

thread harness is never raised, while
the crossing thread is actually lifted

every pick, but, due to the crossing of
the threads, it is bound in tightly.

Practical working conditions make it

necessary for loom changes to be
made so that an open shcQ dobby will

work satisfactorily, but the principle

of the weave is no different from that
described. We have explained the op-

eration of bottom doups, that is, ones
which have the doups tied to the bot-

tom of the slip harness, but there are
also leno fabrics made which have top
doups on which the doups are tied to

the top of the slip harness.
Because of the fact that the cloth

is an openwork one and rather light

in weight, silk yarns are used exten-

sively in its manufacture. Not only

I
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does this method of production make
a light fabric, but it also results in an
even or regular product, for the silk

yarns have practically no fibres pro-

jecting, which condition is likely to

fill up somewhat the open spaces in a
fabric composed of cotton yarn. To
make a regular appearance when cot-

ton yarns are used, it is customary
to use fine two-ply yarns, for this re-

sults in a smoother product, besides
making the yarns stronger and more
able to stand the crossing operation,

with fewer breakages. Naturally, the
use of fine two-ply cotton yarn will

increase the cost of making, but the

'
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fabrics are usually light in weight, and
good results must be obtained even at

an increased price.

It is rather hard to ascertain just

what the best cloth construction is

when any sizes of yarn are consider-

ed. This is because a. change of a

few picks will either produce a good
or an unsatisfactory fabric. The
crossing or twisting of the threads
makes it impossible to place very
many picks in the fabric, and for this

reason, the correct construction should
be left largely to the mill. The right

number of picks per inch will cause
fewer breakages and seconds and less

trouble in manufacturing. The pro-

duction per loom is quite large, due
to the comparatively few picks per

inch, and loom speeds are slower than
for ordinary cloths, because more
time is necessary for the satisfactory
changing of the thread, so that ex-
cessive wear may not occur on the
doup yarn.

FABRIC VARIETY.
While it is true that most of the

gauze cloth produced is similar in ef-

fect to the cloth analyzed, it is also
a fact that this weave is used with
dobby and also with fancy jacquard
figures. Sometimes the crossing thread
will cross over more than a single
ground thread and at other times more
than a single thread is used for cross-
ing purposes. In fancy weaving, all

these threads can be woven plain or
in various figures as desired, 'thus
producing a pattern similar to that
made on the ordinary jacquard, and
with the remainder of the cloth of
openwork material similar to that of
the fabric considered. Other fabrics
are produced wherein the woven fig-

ures will be made in jacquard style
and woven on a box loom, with the
ground of the cloth composed of or-

dinary gauze. Where the figure is not
woven in the extra yarn is sheared
off, leaving practically a transparent
ground decorated with more or less
heavy jacquard figures. Such cloths
are used for window curtains, door
panels and similar purposes, and have
quite a steady distribution.
The principle of weaving is, howev-

er, founded on the features which we
have explained and should be evident
from the illustration which we present.
Not only are grey yams used in these
fancy fabrics, but often colored yarn
is introduced with good results. The
analysis of fabrics which are produced
with leno weave is no more complicat-
ed than it is for ordinary cloth, the
one item which should be especially
considered being the take-ups noted
on the yarn. Because of the crossing
of the threads the take-ups on the
yarn are likely to be a greater amount
than for ordinary cloths, both for warp
and filling, and this feature naturally
affects the cloth weights and the cost

of production.
It is well to remember that fabrics

such as those analyzed have a very
large proportion of labor and expense
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included and a comparativeh' small
cost, due to material, so that any sav-
ing which can be effected through a
greater production is usually much
larger than can be obtained through
cutting down the material. An extra
loom per weaver, through the use of
a longer or better cotton, is often re-

sponsible for a lower cost of making,
because the weaving cost is high, and
a greater number of looms per weaver
more than makes up for the additional
cost due to higher-priced stock. Each
mill has conditions of operation which
are somewhat different pnd has to de-

termine which course is best for them
through experience.
The yarns in any fabric which have

to be duplicated usually have to be
considered from the finished sample,
and some allowance must be made for

the losses in finit^hing. It is very
likely that the losses in the yarns used
in this cloth are in the vicinity of 10

per cent, due to stretch, loss in bleach-

ing and other items. It is believed by
those who have made experiments
along this line that allowances for the

above conditions have been altogether

too low and that finished cloths are

lighter than when grey to a greater

extent than generally believed. The
method of obtaining the weights of

the yarn and the yards per pound in

a fabric such as that analyzed is as

follows

:

2,104 threads in ground warp.
272 threads in selvage warp.

2,3' total.

Ground warp take-up 13%.
Selvage warp take-up 5%.
Warp size 100/2.
Filling size 100/2.
Reed width 47%".
Picks per inch 36.

2,104 ends -r- (100/2 X 840) = .0501,

of ground warp without take-up.
13% take-up in weaving.
.0501 -7- .87 = .0576, total weight of
warp per yard of cloth.

272 ends h- (100/2 X 840) = .0065,

of selvages without take-up.
5% take-up in weaving.
.0065 -T- .95 = .0068, total weight of
warp per yard of cloth.

36 picks X 4714" reed width X 36"

yards of filling per yard of cloth.

1,701 -T- 100/2 X 840 = .0405, total
of filling per yard of cloth.

.0576 + .0068 + .0405 = .1049, total
per yard.

1.0000 -h .1049 = 9.53 yards per lb.

v/ eight

ground

weight

selvage

1,701

weight

weight

(grey).

LAPPET DOTTED SWISS
One variety of fabric which has a

more or less steady, sale, and in quite
large quantities, is the cloth usually
sold for a cheap dotted swiss. In a
general way, such materials are of a
light character and made from medi-
um and fine sizes of yarns, either
carded or combed, and have a ratlier
sheer effect when finished. They are
used for cheap dresses, waists, win-
dow-curtains, portiers and similar
purposes where there can be large
quantities disposed of. Possibly, the
majority of such cloths are made with
patterns which consist of dots spaced
in a diamond position on the cloth.

These dots may be either large or
small in size and spaced up to about
one and one-quarter inches apart in a
lateral direction, although special ap-
pliances are sometimes used which
increase this distance. There are,
however, many fabrics made in which
there are what are called trailing pat-
terns where the lappet figure is con-
tinuous an-d no shearing operation has
to be done, as is noted in the case
v.here separate spots are produced.

.Most of the lappet patterns made
are imitations of those made on em-
broidery and swivel looms, although
the results are not so accurate, be-
cause the lappet mechanism is not so
exact, and for this reason, is usually,
although not always, applied to fabrics
of lower quality. At certain times, it

is also true that lappet figures, both
of the spot and trailing variety, are
applied to various kinds of medium
and even heavy-weight waisting and
dress materials, with a resulting im-
provement in their appearance, and
not only are grey cotton yarns used,
but there are also colors employed,
and in quite a number of cases, both
raw and dyed silks. It is also pos-
sible to have the loom attachment
such that three different patterns can
•be placed on the cloth simultaneously,
so that quite intricate and varied ef-

fects can be obtained. The illustra-

tion which we use shows two widely
different varieties of lappet patterns,
one made from grey yarns with a spot
effect which has to be sheared before
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selling and finishing, and another
which contains dyed yarns and is

woven with a trailing pattern, and not
only is one lappet pattern employed,
but it will be noted that two distinct

lappet patterns have been used, thus
making it necessary for two needle
bars to be used on the loom lay, which
are operated by two entirely different

lappet chains.
'1 he motion or attachment which

permits the making of a pattern some-
\^hat similar to embroidery is gener-
ally known as a lappet motion. It

can be used either on a plain or a

When the slide is held up, no pat-

tern is made, because the threads are
above the warp, but when it is lower-
ed at the proper time, or when the
shed is open, the filling passes over
the yarn in the needle's eyes, thus
binding it in the cloth, and then bj''

moving the slide back and forth for

the succeeding picks, the various lap-

pet patterns are produced. The nee-
dles have to be lifted when the lay
beats the filling into the fell of the
clotli or else the fabric would be spoil-

ed, and this operation is accomplished
by a loom mechanism. The shuttle

rf4'

An Inexpensive L,appet Made From Grey Yarns and Sheared After Being
Woven.

dobby loom, and is a system of levers
operated by a cam or by a chain
composed of different sizes of balls,

arranged according to the pattern de-
sired. On the loom lay, and moving
back and forth with it, is a slide
which is free to move latterly, and
which can also be raised and lowered
at the correct time. This slide con-
tains a number of needles, the lower
portion of which have eyes through
which a thread or threads can be
drawn. The number of needles on
the slide is determined entirely by the
pattern which is to be produced.
Through a system of levers this slide
is operated by a cam or by a chain as
explained.

does not run close to the reed as in

ordinary cloth making, but next to a
row of pins between which and the
reed there is space for the lappet nee-
dles when they are depressed to form
the pattern. Much of the evenness of

a lappet pattern is secured by the
tightness of the motion, for any great
amount of play will cause unsatis-
factory results. The lappet yarn is

not placed on a heavy beam at tue
bad: of the loom, but is wound on a
light spool which is placed near the
front over the warp yarn and on the
loom fram^e.

Due to the large take-up in weav-
ing, which will be explained ^6l
fully later, these spools contain yarn
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to weave out only a portion of the
ground warp. If they were made
heavier the operation would not be
so successful, so when one spool runs
out another is inserted and the vari-

ous threads drawn in by the weaver,
this operation taking but a short time,
inasmuch as there are usually only a
comparatively few lappet ends. One
other feature which has to be consid-
ered in producing patterns by this

motion is that the movement back
and forth of the loom lay causes the
lappet yarn to be regularly slack and
tight to an excessive amount and some
arrangement has to be used so as to
take up the slack yarn. Usually this
arrangement is very simple, being
nothing more than a light wire appa-
ratus over which the lappet yarn pass-
es and is operated by a light spring.
Through such a method the yarn

slips back and forth through the
needle eyes and causes no great trou-
ble. •

The variety of cloths to which lap-

pet patterns are applied is so wide
that any statements regarding the fab-
ric constructions used would be rather
inadequate, but for the simple cloths
which contain dots a number of gen-
eral statements may be made. Usually
the main idea in producing a fabric of
this character is to get it out as
cheaply as possible, and therefore
the number of threads and picks per
inch are comparatively low. It is also
true that a light sheer ground cloth
is desired, for this allows the lappet
dot or figure to show in contrast with
the body of the fabric. To produce
this light ground cloth the yarns nat-
urally would be of comparatively fine

sizes. Both carded and combed stock
is used, depending a good deal on the
results desired and on the mill pro-
ducing the goods.
The lappet yarn is usually of heavy

size so as to form a distinct figure
in contrast to the ground cloth, and
it is also to be noted in the majority
of cases that the lappet yarn is two
or more ply. This is done because the
continuous rubbing of the lappet nee-
dles, as the loom lay moves back and
forth, would cause many breakages if

the yarn was single, while with ply
varn practically no lappet yarn break-

age is noted. When cheap results are
desired it is customary to use carded
yarn for the lappet, in fact, it is usual-
ly used because the continuous twist-
ing of the yarn in the pattern elimi-
nates the uneven ' yarn effects which
may be present, and also because a
greater or less portion of the yarn is

sheared off in spot patterns.
Naturally, when a higher price is be-

ing received for the woven material
a greater amount of leeway is allowed
in the yarns used, and sometimes
combed cotton yarn, especially if it is

first mercerized, is utilized and often-
times silk yarn is used both for spot
and for trailing patterns. Often silk
filling is used for some of the more
expensive fabrics, and in these cases
the cloth has quite a high count, al-

though still light in weight, due to the
use of silk. Recently, there has been
a large number of lappet dots applied
to fabrics which contain hard twist
filling and which are finished as crepes
in fact, the ground cloth construction
is identical with many of the cheaper
or medium priced crepe fabrics. One
of the most cor^mon lappet construc-
tions used is 72 threads per inch and
48 picks per inch, with 50s warp and
60-1 or 70-1 filling, the yarn sizes vary-
ing somewhat, due to mill conditions.
The lappet yarn is usually in the vicin-
ity of 30-2 and is of carded stock, while
the other yarns are often of combed

PATTERN MAKING.
There are two general classifications

of the various lappet patterns, first,

those which consist of a spot effect in

different arrangements and in which
the lappet end floats over a portion of

the cloth and second those which are
designated as trailing patterns where
the lappet end or ends weave in con-

tinuously on practically every pick.

When the first class of pattern is be-

ing made an extra process is neces-

sary after the cloth is woven, for the
lappet yarn, which floats from one
spot to the one following, must be
cut off so as to leave the ground cloth

entirely clear. In shearing these floats

off, the loose thread is first cut and
then, in a second process, the cut ends
are brushed up and clipped off close

to the woven spot or figure. In tjia
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majority of cases where the first kind
of patterns are being made, it is bet-

ter to produce the effect through
means of a cam, as this results in

more accurate mechanical operation.
There is, however, a limit to the ex-

tent of pattern which can be placed
on a cam and usually such methods are
confined almost entirely to dots of va-

rious sizes.

When the trailing patterns are to

be produced a chain of balls is the
common method, the diameter of the
ball regulating the operation of the
lappet needles. If the extreme range
of pattern which can be produced is

in demand and this is an advantage
when some looms are considered.
When clipped spots are being pro-
duced it is sometimes the case that
a process is used whereby the cut
ends are pulled through to the back of

the cloth, although this is not done
when a low-priced material is desired.

Usually a lappet loom will be oper-
ated at a somewhat slower speed than
plain or dobby looms producing the
ground cloth alone, that is, a dobby
loom which was operated at about 160
picks per minute would be operated
at possibly 145 or 150 picks per min-
ute if a lappet pattern were to be

'-'r
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A Lappet Woven from Dyed Yarns and Containing a Trailing Pattern.

one and one-half inches, and there
are 20 sizes of balls employed, the ef-

fect desired is divided into 20 parts,
and each part will be represented by
a certain size of ball. When this has
been done it is easy enough to make
up the loom chain after making due
allowances for the number of picks
per inch in the fabrics. Because there
is some variation in the mechanical
operation of the lappet motion, it is

often necessary that the pattern be
tried and then adjusted at the loom
especially when balls are used to pro-
duce the pattern. The use of a lappet
motion on a loom does not prevent
the making of ordinary plain or dobby
fabrics when ordinary lappets are not

added to the effect. The looms per
weaver are approximately as many as
when no lappet pattern is used, that
is, if six dobby looms were operated
by a weaver on a certain pattern the
same number would be likely to be
operated if a lappet effect were added.
The weaving cost is slightly higher
because of the slower loom speed and
a somewhat smaller percentage of pro-
duction. There are, of course, many
patterns where the above is not true,
when more than one lappet bar is

used on a cloth, but for a one-bar lap-

pet the statement applies to the ma-
jority of fabrics.

One important feature which has
been alluded to before is the take-up
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of the lappet yarns. This is of im-
portance because unless care is exer^
cised the cloth weights obtained will
not be correct, and the cloth cost re-

sulting will be likely to cause losses.
Due to the crossing back and forth
of the lappet threads it takes an ex-
cessive amount of yarn to weave the
cloth, the extra amount depending en-
tirely on the fabric and the cloth con-
struction. Spot patterns are likely to
take from three to five times the
length of yarn to produce any certain
lengths of cloth, while trailing pat-
terns may take from five to fifteen

times as muoh as the length of cloth
produced. A cloth with a large num-
ber of picks per inch usually has a
very high take-up on the lappet yarns.
It is a very good plan whenever pos-
sible to leave from one-half to three-
quarters of an inch of plain cloth next
to the selvages when arranging for

lappet patterns, as this facilitates

the handling of the cloth and makes
a better result, and besides causes
less trouble in weaving with a smaller
percentage of seconds. It is some-
times almost impossible to eliminate
streaks in a lappet fabric of light con-
struction, because a heavy lappet yarn
has a tendency to hold the picks back
and thereby cause thick and thin
places in the cloth. Too much tension
on the lappet yarn spool will cause
the heavy yarn to pull the ground
warp ends together, thus creating an
uneven finished effect.

The yarns used in making this kind
of fabric will vary widely due to the
different conditions of manufacture.
It is, however, necessary to have the
yarns of fairly good quality, because
the light character of most of the
cloth will show up any irregularities

and cause criticism of the finished re-

sults. When yarns are to be dyed be-

fore the weaving operation they will

probably contain a longer staple of

cotton for the same size of yarn than
those which are to be used in the grey
state. The filling when dyed is also

likely to contain quite a little more
twist per inch than when used in the
grey state, because the extra twist

makes the yarn stronger and facili-

tates handling. In a general way the

use of dyed yarns will make a fabric

cost a greater amount than would oth-
erwise be noted. For the yarns used
in the grey fabrics, the yarn layouts
would be approximately as follows, al-

though they may vary widely from
the ligures given, due to manufactur-
ing conditionr in the different mills:

50/1 combed warp.
.] G67 grs. per yard.

.^8 2% contraction in twist.

1634
10 spinning frame draft.

1.634 ^ 2 = .817 = 10.2 hank roving.
6.6 jack frame draft.

5 39 -^ 2 = 2.70 = 3.08 hank roving.
5.5 second intermediate frame draft.

14.85 -^ 2 = 7.43 = 1.12 hank roving.
4.4 first intermediate frame draft.

32.69 ^ 2 = 16.35 = .51 hank roving
3.7 slubber frame draft.

6 grains finisher drawing sliver
4 5 grains card sliver.
12 oz. Jap.

65/1 filling combed.
.1282 grains = 1 yard.

.98 2% contraction in twist.

9 spinning frame draft.

1.1304 -4- 2 = .565 = 14.75 hank ro\ing.
6.8 jack frame draft.

3.84 -=- 2 = 1.92 = 4.34 hank roving.
5.8 second intermediate frame draft.

11.14 -=- 2 = 5.57 = 1.49 hank roving.
5 first intermediate frame draft.

27.85 -r- 2 = 13.92 = .60 hank roving.
4.3 slubber frame draft.

60 grains finisher drawing sli\pr.
45 grains card sliver.
12 oz. lap.

30/1 carded warp.
.2778 grains = 1 yard.

.98 2% contraction in twist.

.2722
9.5 spinning frams draft.

2.58 -- 2 = 1.29 = 6.46 hank roving.
6.25 fine frame draft.

8.06 H- 2 = 4.03 = 2.06 hank roving.
5.25 intermediate frame draft.

21.16 H- 2 = 10.58 = .79 hank roving.
4.25 slubber frame draft.

45 grains finisher drawing sliver.
4 5 grains card sliver.
12 oz. lap.

The method of finding the weights
on grey lappet fabrics is no more diffi-

cult than it is for ordinary cloths, if

due care be exercised in obtaining the
take-ups, especially on the lappet
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yarns. On ordinary fabrics of this
nature the finishing processes are
quite simple, the white cloths being
bleached and then starched and folded
or, if dyed, they are dyed in a similar
manner to an ordinary piece-dyed ma-
terial, while the fabrics which contain
bleached and dyed yarns are usually
washed and starched and are then
ready for sale. The amount Oi: starch
added depends altogether on the fab-
ric, many of the cheap white materi-
als being treated to quite a large
amount, so as to keep the threads in
place and make the cloth appear bet-
ter, while many of the better cloths
contain comparatively little of such
sizing material. The process for ob-
taining the weights on the dotted fab-

rics for which the yarn layouts are
given is as follows:

Cloth width finished 27".
Cloth width grey 27%".
Width in reed 29 V^".
Threads per inch 72, finished.
Picks per inch 47, finished.
Threads per inch 71, grey.
Picks per inch 48, grey.
Threads in warp ]9fi2.

Lappett ends in warp 27.
Reed (2 in a dent) 33.
Warp size 50/1.
Filling size 65/1.
Lappet size 30/2.
Warp take-up 5%.
Lappet take-up 75%.
Price to converter about 5%c. grey.
Price to consumer usually 12i/^c. per yard.

1,962 ends -f- (50/1 X 840) = .0467, ground
warp weight without take-up.

5% take-up.
.0467 ~ .95 = .0492, total ground warp
weight per yard of cloth.

48 picks X 29%" reed width X 36"
. = 1,404

36"
yards of filling per yard of cloth.

1,404 ~ (65/1 X 840) = .0257, total weight
of filling per yard of cloth.

27 ends lappet -h (30/2 X 840) = .00214,
weight without take-up.

75% take-up in weaving.
.00214 ^ .25 = .0086, total weight per yard

of cloth for lappet yarn.
.0492 -t- .0257 -f .0086 = .0835, total weight

per yard.
1.0000 -T- .0835 = 11.98 yards before shear-

ing (grey).

^~>~^

MERCERIZED POPLIN
There is one line of cloths which is

being used in increasing quantities and
which is certain to have more or less
of an influence on future cloth sales.
This line of fabrics is the one gen-
erally known as mercerized poplin.

There are certain styles of materials
which sell in large quantities when
the market is right for them, but
which at other times have a compara-
tively small sale, and are replaced by
other fabrics, and it can be said that
the cause of such fluctuating sales is

largely oecause of the whims of fash-
ion.

The fabric which we are to consider
was generally thought of, a number of
years ago, in the same class as other
fancy materials, and sellers expected
to see a big decrease in sales which,
up to the present time, has not been
xioted. It is true that the quantity
used in the future may not be as
large as it has been in the recent
past, but it is very unlikely that the
sale of mercerized poplins will ever
again be of small proportions. This
is because consumers in general have
realized the great value and beauty
of the cloth and the wide variety of
uses to which it can be successfully
applied. Such fabrics are used for

dresses, waists, children's suits and
rompers, men's shirts, ladies' belts,

raincoats, and, in fact, about any
place where attractive appearance and
cloth-wearing value is of importance.
A good many sellers have adopted

one of the ordinary good poplin con-
structions and are trade-marking and
advertising it, and expect that it will

be in the future the most important
staple fancy cloth in the market. In
addition to the ordinary plain white
material which is so often seen, there
are similar cloths dyed in solid colors,

the same kind of materials decorated
with plain and fancy silk stripes in

white and various colors, and dobby
and jacquard weaves are offer ap-

plied to the poplin fabrics, so that
the variety of effects possible is about
as wide as it is on any ordinary fancy
cotton mill product.

A NEW CONSTRUCTION.
When a poplin construction is men-

tioned it is generally well recognized
what kind of a cloth is designated,
and many would be inclined to view
the fabric as being one which has
been produced for a good many years
but this is not true, inasmuch as tlie

present mercerized fabric bears vei y
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little resemblance to the old style,
well-known poplin. This is mainly
because the fabric is mercerized be-
fore being sold, and as mercerization
is a comparatively new process, the
methods having been available not
much in excess of ten years and used
in large quantities a much shorter
time than this, it can be said that the
present poplin is a rather new cloth.

Inasmuch as the mercerization proc-
ess is aided by certain yarn construc-
tions, the yarns which are used in the
present fabrics are made in a differ-

ent manuer than those formerly used,
although the yarn sizes are approxi-
mately the same. It is also probably
true that the recent large develop-
ment in fine cloth-making has made
the quality of the yams for the same
sizes used in poplin much better than
ever before, naturally resulting in a
bettei j,pp earing cloth. In any kind
of fabric which is to be mercerized
there are a few general manufactur-
ing features to be considered. The
more nearly parallel the cotton fibres

in the yarn are the better is the re-

sult likely to be when finished.

Mercerization makes the cotton
fibre, which is a small, fiat-twisted

tube under ordinary conditions, change
into a tiny round fibre very much
like a small glass rod when examined
under the microscope. As the ordi-

nary spinning process twists the fibres

together, the more they are twisted,
or the higher the standard of twist is,

the less will be the lustre imparted
by mercerization because the paral-
lelism of the fibres will have been
destroyed through the twisting, while
the less twist the yarn contains the
greater is the lustre likely to be. It

is for this reason that the yarns for
use in cloths which are to be mercer-
ized are spun with a low standard of

twist.

The reduction of the twist stan-

dard naturally results in the produc-
tion of a weaker yarn, and as the
length of the cotton fibre has much
to do with the strength of the yarn,
it is customary to use a somewhat
longer staple of cotton so as to ob-

tain adequate yarn strength.
Mercerization is produced by the

action of caustic soda on cotton cloth.

but the cloth when being treated
must be held tightly or no mercerized
effect is produced, thus, if the filling

is the portion being treated the cloth
is held out wide, while if the warp
is being treated the cloth is held
tightly in that direction. Single fill-

ing can be spun satisfactorily with a
low standard of twist, because there
are no processes after the yarn is

spun, while in practically all cases
where the warp is to be mercerized
the yarn must be twisted after spin-

ning, because soft twist single warp
would be impractical through exces-
sive breakage due to the soft twist,

while with two-ply this trouble is

largely eliminated.

FABRIC CONSTRUCTION.
A poplin fabric is one wherein there

is a greater number of threads than
there are picks per inch, usually two
or more times as many, and in most
cases, the warp is of finer size than
the filling. The above method of de-

veloping a cloth produces one where
there appears to be ribs in the filling

direction, the number and size of

which are regulated by the picks per
inch and the size of the filling yarns,
and the excessive number of threads
per inch in the warp practically cov-
ers up the filling which is used.
Under these conditions most of the

fabric wear is noted on the warp
yarns, and the fabric will wear as long
as the warp yarn is strong enough to

hold together. The idea is used in

cloths made from various materials,
for it is adopted in silk, wool and
cotton and not only in the materials
as mentioned, but also in mixture fab-

rics, such as silk and cotton, silk and
wool, cotton and linen and also in

some cases entirely from linen. Not
only are poplins made entirely from
cotton, but they are made from dif-

ferent qualities of stock for warp and
filling, that is, the warp will be made
from combed stock, while the filling

will be produced from carded stock,

and the warp may be of fine two-ply,

while the filling may be of heavier
single yarns.

This is entirely possible, because the
warp practically covers up the cheaper
filling. Many poplins are made of
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single yarns, but the largest sellers

of recent years and the ones which
will have a continuous sale are those
made from two-ply yarns, at least so
far as the warp yarn is considered.
Possibly the fabric which is selling

in largest quantity is that which
counts about one hundred threads
and 48 picks per inch in the grey
state, is about 28 inches wide, and
contains 60-2 soft twist warp, and
from 24-1 to 30-1 filling. There has
been a large sale of a carded poplin
construction which has a count some-
what similar to that above mentioned
and which is made from 30-1 carded
warp and 25-1 filling, but which is not
mercerized, and which is not so at-

tractive, neither does it sell for as
high a price as the fabric which is

now considered the standard poplin.

There are also many poplin fabrics
made where the count of the yarn is

higher than the 60-2 previously men-
tioned, for 70-2 and 80-2 are often
used with a greater number of threads
per inch and in many cases with the
filling of two-ply yarn and a corre-

sponding increase in the number of

picks per inch. As a usual thing the

GROUND WEAVE
of all poplin cloths is plain, the
effects being largely stripes, com-
posed of either silk or cotton, and
the figures, when produced on a jac-

quard loom, are not especially at-

tractive because of the small number
of picks per inch.

When a few picks are used in any
cloth it is almost impossible to pro-

duce very good woven effects, because
the filling does not cover up well, and
when floated will produce a rather
ragged appearance. Because a plain
weave is used on many of these fab-

rics, it might be supposed that the
automatic loom would be available
for the weaving operation, and while
this is sometimes the case on many
of the cheap lines, the higher quality
of most of the fabrics seen makes it

necessary that more attention be giv-

en to the weaving of the cloth, and
besides the saving through the use of

the automatic loom is not especially
large, because the cost of production
is not very high in most cases. The
fabric weight will vary, due to the

count and the sizes of yarn used, but
in most cases the weight of the cloth
in the grey state is from 41/^ to 5%
yards per pound for cloth which is

28 inches wide.

SELLING PRICES.

Possibly the new style of poplin il-

lustrates very well the reduction
which consumers have been obtaining
the past year or so on quite a number
of what might be designated as fancy
goods. Not only are prices radically
lower, but the fabrics are much bet-

ter at the low prices than they were
at the former high prices. Somewhat
less than ten years ago poplin cloths
for mercerization were developed, and
because they were a new thing and
manufacturers and finishers were not
experienced in their production, the
costs of making and finishing were
higher, or appeared higher, than they
do to-day, although the quantities
made were so small that the returns
received were not bO large.

Competition was also responsible for

lower prices, because a larger sale

was possible as consumers realized

the large cloth value. Prices for fin-

ishing have also declined quite a good
deal, due to the handling of large
amounts, although the lower finish-

ing prices do not indicate that finish-

ing profits have been less desirable

than they were. The
GREATER PRODUCTION

at the mill, and the more extended fin-

ishing has produced a better and
cheaper cloth.

In some cases, when such fabrics

were first woven, the operatives ran
but a single loom, while to-day the

usual method is to operate six, the

increase being due to the greater ex-

perience of the operatives and the bet-

ter adaptation of yarns and processes.

When first sold these fabrics were
retailed at about 50 cents per yard,

and in some cases even higher, while
to-day the standard retail price is 25

cents per yard, with good profits to

all sellers, although in some cases

there is even a lower price than 25

cents per yard. The reduction in price

has not occurred in a single year,

but has been gradual as the various

makers and sellers became accus-
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tomed to iiiaking and handling the
fabric. It is, however, likely that the
standard price will remain at 25 cents
per yard, for there seems to be very
few opportunities for any further re-

duction.
The price for bleaching, merceriz-

ing and finishing the cloth, as it

is sold to-day varies somewhat, but
in a general way is about one and
one-half cents per yard. Similar re-

ductions to that noted on poplins have
been seen on many of the silk mixed
fabrics, and also on other lines of
all-cotton fabrics, so that, although a
great many more expensive cotton
cloths are being produced than ever
before, the consumer is obtaining far
more value on a good many lines than
was previously the case.

MANUFACTURING FACTS.
There is comparatively little shrink-

age in width between the woven cloth
and the width of the warp in the
reed. The high number of warp
threads and the heavy size of the fill-

ing tend to hold out the cloth when
it is weaving and make the above
noted small shrinkage. Possibly a
shrinkage from reed to cloth of about
one-half inch will cover most fabrics
of this character. Because of the
cloth construction it is necessary to

use a fine reed in weaving, thus, for

such a cloth as that described, a 50
reed would be used with two ends per
dent. If three or more ends were
placed in a dent and a coarser reed
used the weaving operation would un-
doubtedly be facilitated, but the reed
marks would probably be very notice-

able in the finished cloth, and trouble
will arise from this fact, so that mills

do not care to attempt such a method.
Inasmuch as a fine reed is used, the

two-ply yarn will sometimes cause
trouble, because the knots will not
pass through the reed and will break,
causing a loss in loom production.
The reed will rub the soft twisted
warp yarn if the number of threads
per inch be too high or if the yarn
size be too coarse for the reed. Good
cotton is generally used because of

the soft twist in the yarn and to

cause less loss of production in weav-
ing. The fabric is piece mercerized,
that is. It is treated after it comes

from the loom. The mercerizing
process can be accomplished either
before or after the bleaching process,
in most cases being done before the
bleaching takes place.

The reason the' cloth has so
much wearing value is because there
is so much material included and such
a comparatively small weaving and
expense cost, these two items often
being less than 20 per cent of the to-

tal mill cost, a condition seldom noted
on fancy cotton cloths which are pro-

duced in large quantities.

MILL PRICES
for the ordinary poplins have varied
somewhat, partly through the fiuctua-

tion in demand, partly because of the
varying prices of cotton, and partly
because different mills produce slight-

ly different constructions. The cloth

we have analyzed contains 50-2 warp
instead of 60-2, as is usually noted,
and this added weight makes the cosi

to manufacturers slightly higher than
when 60-2 is used, even though the
price for 50-2 is less per pound than
for 60-2. The regular poplin construc-
tion with 60-2 warp has sold as low
as 91/4 cents per yard, and the price

of 10% cents, which we have given,

can probably be bettered in a good
many cases, at least when 60-2 is used
for the warp.
A net profit of one cent per yard

to the mill will return a rate of profit

of over 15 per cent, and while fancy
cloth profits have recently been high,

it is not likely that they will continue
so on a staple construction such as
that considered. The reason why the
net profit per loom is so large when
such a small profit per yard is se-

cured is because the loom produces
a large number of yards per day or
per week, due to the comparatively
small number of picks per inch.

YARN AND CLOTH WEIGHTS.
The ordinary poplin construction,

such as that considered, is a simple
fabric construction, and although the

threads and picks per inch, together
with the yarn sizes, bear no resem-
blance to the yarn of an ordinary
print cloth, this method of obtaining

the weight of the yarn and the yards
per pound is no more complicated. It
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-.- . ery true that most of the poplins through which the warp yarn passes,
sold contain very little sizing materi- and also to the finishing of the cloth,

als, such as is noted in a good many of the tiling being used in the loom as it

the ordinary print cloths when in a comes from the frame, and being cov-

finished state, and for this reason the ered up by the warp, so that the loss

finished weight of the fabric will vary is not so high as it is on the warp
somewhat from print cloths. yarn. The method of obtaining the

In a general way a poplin cloth yarn and cloth weights is as follows:

will be anywhere from five per 2,874 ends -^ (50/2 x 840) = .1369, warp
cent to ten per cent lighter when weight per yard without take-up.

finished than when woven. The Ses^^i^^ss = liiT'lSUi weight of warp
warp, which sizes in the grey per yard of woven cloth.

state 50-2, will be in the finished 48 picks X 28 v." width in reed X 36 ^ ^^^^
cloth size about 55-2, and in this kind 36"

of a fabric the loss on the warp wm ^^y^ard^ of miin^g per^
'I'^lUXt.i weight

be greater than the loss on the fiUmg. of fining per yard of cioth.

This is due to the soft twist employed
^^^^J'^ if^^^

= •^"^^' ^°^^^ weight per yard

and the greater number of processes 1.0000 %- .'2054 = 4.87 yards per ib. (grey).

PATTERN.
'i . 2

60/2 Am. combed warp — 2,826 — = 2,874, total ends.
12 12

2S/1 Am. combed filling; 48 picks.
uii reed; 28%" width in leed; 28" grey width; 27"' finished width.

102 X 48 grey count; 106 X 47 finished count

YARNS.
Labor,
waste, Twist-

Cotton, etc. ing.
50/2 Am. combed warp, 1 5-16" staple; 10 hank dou. rov., 21c. 16%c. 2%c. = 40%c.
28/1 Am. combed filling, 1%" staple; Ghk hank dou. rov., 15c. 8%c. = 23%c.

COST.

2,874 ends 50/2 Am. combed -|- 7% take-up = .1472 @ 40%c. = $ .0593
48 picks 28/1 Am. combed filling = .0582 @ 2314 c. = .0136

Weaving = .0074
Expenses , = .0080

$ 0883
Selling (grey) !0018

$ .0901
Mill selling price (grey) .1050
Bleaching, mercerizing and finishing .0150

Cost to converter (not including expenses) $ .1200
Cost to jobber .1350
Cost i.o retailer .1750
Cost to consumer .2500

Yards per pound 4.87 (grey).
Yards per pound about 5.30 finished.
Plain weave.

"MOCK-TWIST" SUITING

One line of fabrics which is of in-

terest at present and which shows a
variation in method of making from
that ordinarily noted is so-called
"mock twist." Because of a number
of reasons, mixture fabrics have been
selling very well in woolen goods,
and, naturally, it would be expected
that similar effects would be in de-

mand when produced from cotton.
'Jsually, when made from cotton,
cloth prices are comparatively low,
and yarns are not made of especially
good stock or very fine sizes, possibly
in the majority of cases being between
lOs-1 and 20s-l for both warp and fill-

ing. These materials are used for

dresses and other similar purposes
where a rather heavy colored fabric
can be used.
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With the exception of the color ef-

fect, the cloth is not unlike many of
the piece-dyed cotton fabrics which
are now being sold in some cases as
linens. The width of the fabric will

vary s-omewhat, for they are sold at
27 and 32 inches wide, although pos-
sibly the largest portion is being sold
at the wider width. Most of the
cloths are made with a plain weave,
although in a few cases, some of the
more simple weaves, such as twills,

bas-kets and sateens are used. For
the above reason, these cloths can
be made on automatic looms with ad-

vantage, and probably many of them

is ordinarily known as stocli dyeing.
Inasmuch as most of the colors used
are dark shades it is seldom that the
cotton fibre is bleached before dye-
ing.

When the raw, cotton has been dyed
it is handled in the same manner as
ordinary raw cotton, and is drawn
and spun into roving of the size de-
sired, for the yarn in the fabric con-
sidered the roving being approximate-
ly 2.50 hank. The white cotton which
forms the contrast with the darker
color is given what is often called a
half bleach before it is handled, that
is, it is given a processing whicL

*' Mock-Twist" Suiting.

are produced in this manner. Tne ir-

regularity of the cloth effect, due to

the mixture yarns, makes the standard
of quality somewhat lower than it

otherwise would be, and allows the
most ordinary mills to produce them
if their equipment is such that they
can dye the cotton in the raw state

before the yarn is spun.
In a general way, the yarn as it

stands in the cloth appears much the
same as if it were two colored yarns
twisted, and because it is not regular
two-ply yarn it is called "mock twist,"

so as to distinguish it. A mill to be
able to produce yarn of this' charac-
ter must have an equipment which
permits the dyeinp: of raw cotton, and

eliminates a great portion of the cot-

ton color and makes it seem white
when twisted with the dyed stock. The
white cotton is made into the same size

of roving as the colored cotton, and
after being bleached is handled in ex-

actly the same method. Up to the
spinning frame the two kinds of cot-

ton are kept separate, and care must
be exercised not to have colored was'te

or cotton fly become mixed with the

white stock.

Usually, when stock-dyed cotton is

being handled a certain number of

cards and following machines are kept
running on one color continually, thus
making the problem somewhat more
simple and keeping the various colors
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horn becoming mixed. One fact which
is noted is that when stock dyeing is

used the fabrics produced are almost
always staple ones, and the range of

colors is limited, often being as few
as a half dozen, and not changing from
season to season as on other lines.

Stock dyeing is used not only for mix-
ed fabrics such as that analyzed, but
also for many lines of ordinary ging-
hams, drills, twills, and, in fact, most
kinds of ordinary staple fabrics, and,
in addition, is utilized in making a cer-
tain class of novelty yarns which have
a more or less steady use. When the
dyed and bleached rovings are com-
pleted at the fly frame they are placed
on the spinning frame, one end of

color and one end of white stock be-
ing placed together. The operation of
this frame is no different than in

ordinary cases, and the rovings are
drawn out, this process keeping the
colors practically separate. The in-

sertion of the twist by the spindle
twists these two elongated roving
ends together, and inasmuch as the
colors are contrasting ones, the ef-

fect produced is not unlike a two-ply
yarn made with two colors.

It is, however, apparent on examina-
tion that this "mock-twist" is not so
regular as ordinary two-ply yarn, for
the irregularity of the single yarns
allows the twist to run into the fine

portion of the thread, resulting in an
uneven twisted effect. Of course, this

running down of twist would be less

prominent in a better yarn, but for
the fabric considered, and for gener-
al fabrics of this nature the irregular-
ity of twist does not make much differ-

ence. The above result is also seen
in ply colored yarns to a certain ex-

tent, but it is not nearly so prominent
as in the stock-dyed material. There
are certain advantages to be gained
by making some fabrics by the "mock-
twist" method. In the first place, it

results in a fabric being made from
single yarns instead of ply yarns, thus
enabling the mill to produce a lighter
material and one which has a different
appearance than a ply yarn fabric.

For another reason, it allows more
twist to be introduced without making
a harsh cloth than if ply yarns were
placed in the fabric, thus giving a

better mottled effect. It also makes it

possible for a mill which does not
contain twisting frames to produce
two-ply effects, and, naturally, does
not upset the organization of the plant,
for it allows the yarn sizes to be made
for which the machinery is besl
adapted.

Possibly, the largest item of inter-
est is the fact that the making of
"m.ock-twist" yarn results in a colored
two-ply effect, but at a very much
lower cost than it could otherwise be
obtained. This statement is made
even after due consideration has been
given to the better effect produced by
the use of ply yarns in a fabric. One
reason why the cost is lower is be-
cause the charge for dyeing raw cot-

ton is less than it is for dyeing yarns,
and the process eliminates many ex-
pensive after-processes which are not-

ed when yarn is dyed. With stock-
dyed cotton the processes used in pro-

ducing cloth are practically the same
as for grey clith, that is, the yarn is

spun and the warp is spooled, warped
and slashed, while the filling is ready
for the loom when it comes from the
spinning frame.
With bleached and dyed yarns the

method is usually more extensive and
costly, for after the yarn has been
spun it is spooled, warped and then
doubled, making it easier to handle,
dyed, sized and then separated and
beamed. Afterward, it is put togeth-

er in any warp pattern desired. The
filling is treated in much the same
manner as warp, except that it is not
beamed but is quilled instead. The
above method applies to yarns which
are not to be twisted. When colored
twisted yarns are to be produced, the
g'^ey spun yarn is often made into

skeins and then dyed, after which it

is spooled and twisted. After the
twisting operation, the warp is spool-

ed, warped and slashed in a method
similar to that used on any other ply

yarn, while the filling is spooled, ball-

warped and quilled. Often methods
are changed somewhat so as to be
more economical for the individual
mill, but in all cases the cost of mak-
ing colored two-ply yarns is very
much higher than for making the
"mock-twist" yarn which is used in thr
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fabric considered. Without doubt,
the use of stock-dyed yarns will in-

crease quite a little, and will ultimate-
ly form the bulk of the materials used
in the production of colored staple
fabrics on which the cloth construc-
tion and colors change but little, and
where profits are made through eco-
nomical mill methods rather than
through the fabric style.

It will readily be recognized that
the effect in the cloth considered is

made almost entirely by the novelty
yarn which has been used, and for
this reason, the cloth as it comes from
the loom is practically ready for sale.

Before shipment, however, it is wash-
ed and sized, so that it presents a
somewhat better appearance. The
amount of size or starch placed in this
variety of cloth will vary according
to selling conditions and the ideas of
various buyers, but usually it contains
.a rather small amount, so that it is

not too stiff. Instead of being folded
and sold in the way most colored
cloths are, this material is often sold
in the roll form. One fact which is

particularly noticeable on this sort of

material is that the reed marks are
quite prominent, especially when the
fabric is held up to the light, and they
detract a great deal from the cloth
appearance. This condition is almost
always apparent in fabrics which are
practically ready for sale as they
come from the loom, but is seldom
noticed on cloths which have to be
bleached, dyed or finished after the
weaving operation. For this reason,

the last named fabrics usaally have a
more regular finished appearance and
are more desirable in some cases.

There has been at certain times a
line of printed fabrics produced which
are very similar to the woven material
which we have analyzed. The ground
cloth used in such cases is a grey
cloth of just about the same construc-

tion as the one which has been an-

alyzed and which is first bleached and
then printed with an irregular or all-

over pattern which closely resembles
the woven effect noted in this cloth.

Naturally, because of manufacturing
fa^ts, there is not so wide a difference

between the cost of the printed and
dyed material as in most fabrics of

such character, and for this reason,
buyers are apt to prefer the stock-
dyed cloth.

Because of the appearance of the
fabric it would not be eypected that
it would be sold at any exceptionally
high retail price, or compete in any
way with the high-class novelty cloths
now offered, but it does offer quite
an attractive appearance, and it can
be sold so as to allow a fair margin
of profit to the various sellers and
also to the mills which manufacture
it. One of these cloths is selling at

9| cents per yard by the mill selling
house to the jobber. This makes it

possible for the latter to sell at about
lOJ cents a yard to the retailer, who
can offer the cloth to the consumer at
15 cents a yard.. Other similar fab-

rics are being sold at prices which
place them in the 19-cent retail class,

but it is probable that few are selling

at any higher figures. Inasmuch as
this cloth weighs about 3i yards per
pound, the mill selling price with
cloth at 9| cents a yard, is about 36

cents a pound, a good price when the
production costs are compared with
ordinary grey cloths. An analysis of

the fabric shows the following de-

tails:

Cloth width finished, 32".
Warp count finished, 40".
Filling count finished, 34".

threads in warp 2/8—1 262—2/8 = 1,294
total ends.

Warp size 12/1 "mock twist."'

Filling size 12/1 "mock twist."'
Width in the reed, 35 hi".
Reed, 18 (2 ends per dent.)
Warp take-up, 7%.
Warp weight per yard, .1380
Filling weight per yard, .1197
Yards per pound, 3.88
Plain weave.

The standard of twist in the filling

in many of these cloths is about the
same as it is for the warp yarn used.
This makes a stronger filling, which,
of course, is not at all necessary, but
it also makes the filling effect the

same as that of the warp yarn, often

a more important feature in some ma-
terials, although it is not always not-

ed and not entirely necessary. Dur-
ing the last year or so all kinds of

special yarn effects have been in de-

mand for the making of cloths, not
only when colors are used but also

when irregular effects such as those
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used in eponge are considered, and it

is very likely that the making of spe-

cial cloths or constructions has com-
pelled manufacturers to realize that

there are unlimited possibilities in

the making of cloth, which, up to the

present have hardly been attempted,
but which will receive a great deal

more attention in the future. The ob-

taining of experience is bound to show
in the quality or variety of fabrics

produced in domestic mills, in fact,

it is already noticeable in the greater
variety and more attractive appear-

ance of the fabrics now offered, and
in the profits which are being secur-

ed in their making.
It has already been noted that the

quality of the yarn used in a good
many fabrics similar to that analyzed
is not especially high, and is, there-

fore, made in a manner to result in a
low cost of production. A good many
coarse yarns of the sizes used in the

cloth are made from single roving on
a spinning frame, but this method is

impossible for the yarn considered,

for it is necessary to have double rov-

ing on the spinning frame, so as to

obtain the twisted effect. When sin-

gle roving is used, it is possible to

make yarn of the sizes considered

with two processes of fly frames, but

when double roving is used on the

spinning frame it wor.ld be necessary

to have three processes of fly frames,

so as to obtain practical mtnufactur-
ing conditions. One liyout for 12s-l

warp, which may give a general idea

as to the draft and sizes at the va-

rious frames, is as follows:

12/1 carded "mock twist" warp.
1 yd. = .6944 grs.

.0098 2% contraction in twist.

,6805
91^ spinning frame draft.

6.46 -j- 2 = 3.23 = 2.58 hank roving.
5 fine frame draft.

16.15 -T- 2 = 8.08 = 1.03 hank roving.
414 intermediate frame draft.

14.34 -T- 2 = 17.17 = .48 hank roving.
3% slubber frame draft.

65 grains finisher drawing sliver.

65 grains card sliver.
95 card draft.
14 oz. lap.

The method of obtaining the
weights of the yarn per yard of cloth

is exactly the same as for any or-

dinary grey or colored fabri^. When
the material contains any size or fill-

ing, it should be eliminated by wash-
ing or boiling, but care should be ex-
ercised in obtaining the take-ups be-
fore the boiling out process, as the
fabric may shrink quite a little when
treated in a small piece. One fact
which is often of importance is that
stock-dyed yarns are not likely to be
lighter in the cloth than they are
when they come from the spinning
room, a condition which is often not-

ed, sometimes to an excessive degree,
on yarns which are dyed after they
are spun and handled in a number of
processes. Dyed yarns have never
been considered light enor-h when
compared with the sizes of the yarn
as they come from the spinning frame.
The process for the fabric considered
is as follows:

1,294 ends -4- (12/1 X 840) = .1283. weight
of warp yarn per yard without take-up.

7% take-up in weaving.
.1283 -^ .93 = .1380, total weight of warp
yarn per yard of woven cloth.

34 picks X 35%" width in reed X 36"

36"
= 1,207 yards of filling per yard of cloth.

1,207 -T- (12/1 X 840) = .1197, total weight
of filling per yard of cloth.

.1380 + .1197 = .2577, total weight per yard,
1.0000 -=- .2577 = 3.88 yards per lb.

PRINTED SILKALINE

There is one line of fabrics which
has a more or less regular sale, and
which, for a number of reasons, is of

much interest. This is the fabric
which is known as silkaline, although
it must be admitted that the count and
yarns used in producing it will vary
to quite an extent. In a general way
the material is of a light character,
usually weighing more than eight

yards per pound in 36-inch cloth and
in the majority of cases probably
between 10 and 11 yards per pound
in the grey state. The effects

produced on the cloth are made en-

tirely by the finishing process and
consist largely of floral patterns, oft-

en in quite a number of colors.

Styles of figures and the colors

used will change somewhat, but the

distribution of these lines offers op-
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portunities which are not noted in

many of the higher priced fabrics for
building up an output and a reputa-
tion. Silkalines are used for a wide
variety of coverings, and recently
printed cloth coverings have been ap-
plied to articles never before treated
in such a manner, thus giving a large-

ly increased sale. They are used for
curtains, a certain range of styles for

drapery purposes, portieres, and, in

fact, for any use where a light fabric is

suitable, but one which has desirable
decorations and can be purchased at
a relatively low price. There is much
which might be said regarding the

paratively few% and when plain weave
is used the greatest amount of cloth
firmness is obtained. Plain weave is

also used, because any woven effect

is not very prominent when fine or
comparatively fine yarns are used
in making the cloth, and would
be a waste of effort, because it would
increase the cost of making with
very little advance in style, and
in addition the printing operation is

very likely to cover up and render
valueless any patterns which may be
woven. Inasmuch as plain weave is

used almost entirely, this cloth can
^e made successfully on an automatic

Printed Silkaline.

producing of the patterns which are
ased on this style of cloth, but they
ar^e laigely ornamental ones, and their
beauty depends upon the adaptability
and also upon the blending of the col-

ors to produce the desired effect.

Sometimes the use of one color
which does not harmonize with the
others may render undesirable an
otherwise beautiful result, so a good
many features must be considered in

this style of cloth which are seldom
thought of when woven effects are be-

ing made.
The foundation cloth which is used

in the production of silkaline is most
always made with plain weaves. This
is necessary, because the number of

threads and picks per inch are com-

loom, although, for various reasons,
some mills have never adopted them.
Of course, there is not so much sav-

ing through the use of automatic
looms on fine as there is on coarse
cloth, but with competition as keen as
it is to-day, every new appliance which
brings about economy must be used or

profits are likely to be small and ir-

regular. The reason fine cloth is

not made as successfully as coarse on
an automatic loom is because fine

warp is not so strong as coarse and
will break more easily, thus causing
a loss of production. Fine cloth usu-

ally contains a large number of

threads per inch, thus increasing the

number of stops per loom. Automatic
loom warps must be made strong, so
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as to have few breakages if the great-
est advantage is to be obtained from
the automatic filling or shuttle-chang-
ing attachment.

Practically all the fabrics which are
used in the production of silkalines
are made from grey yarns, a fact
which results in the lowest possible
cost of production. Fabrics are pro-
duced both from carded and from
combed yarns, the price varying ac-
cording to the kind of yarns used, the
cloth construction purchased and the
demand noted at any particular time.
One construction, which is used exten-
sively is 72 X 60, containing 50-1 warp
and 80-1 filling, and weighing about
ten yards per pound in the grey state.

The price for a combed cloth of this

character is likely to be somewhere in

the vicinity of 5 to 5^/4 cents per yard,
while that of a carded one is likely to

be about 4i^ cents per yard, although
sales have been made at various times
at much below these figures.

The fabric which we have analyzed is

somewhat similar to the one previous-
ly mentioned, inasmuch as the warp
contains the same number of threads
per inch and the yarns are very sim-
ilar, although the picks per inch are
slightly less.

The details regarding this cloth are
as follows:

Width of cloth finished 36 inches.
Width of cloth grey 36 inches.
Width of warp in the reed 38 inches.
Threads per inch finished 72.
Threads per inch grey 72.
Picks per inch finished 52.
Picks per inch grey 51.
Threads in warp 2/10 2,564 2/10 = 2,604.

total ends.
Reed 34 (2 ends per dent).
Warp size 50/1 carded.
Filling size 75/1 carded.
Warp take-up 4%.
Warp weight .0646 per yard.
Filling weight .0314 per yard.
Yards per pound 10.42 grey.

Inasmuch as the grey cloth is more
or less of a staple fabric, there is a
good deal of competition among the
mills which produce it and profits are
regulated somewhat by the economy
which is practiced in the manufactur-
ing processes. The yarns used are
about as fine as can be produced sat-
isfactorily from carded stock, and the
labor cost will vary to a much great-
er extent than in the coarser lines.
Not onl7 will xhe labor costs vary, but

the stock used will also differ, partly
because of the machinery available
and partly because of the quality of

the fabric desired.
The warp is usually of coarser size

than the filling, for such a method
allows it to be handled more satisfac-

torily, while the filling is ready for use
when the spinning operation is com-
pleted and can be made into finer yarn
from the same length of cotton sta-

ple. This same condition is noted on
a large proportion of ordinary print

cloths, for although warp and filling

are made of the same cotton, the size

of the warp is less than that of the
filling, being 30-1 for warp and 38-1

for filling. Probably both warp and
filling for this cloth would be pro-

duced from cotton, which is about one
and one-quarter inches in length, al-

though the staple used for a plain

fabric is somewhat shorter than for

one which has any special features.

A general idea regarding the mill

layout for making these yarns may be
obtained from the following schedule:

50/1 carded warp.
.1667 grains per yard.

.98 2% contraction in twist.

.1634
10

1.634
6.6

5.39
5.5

14.85
4.4

32.69
3.7

60
45
12

75/1
.1111

.98

.1089
9

.9801
6.9

spinning fraine draft.

H- 2 = .817 = 10.2 hank roving,
jack frame draft.

-7- 2 = 2.70 = 3.08 hank roving,
second intermediate frame draft.

^ 2 = 7.43 = 1.12 hank roving,
first intermediate frame draft.

-T- 2 = 16.35 = .51 hank roving-.
slubber frame draft.

grains finisher drawing sliver,
grains card sliver.
oz. lap.

carded filling.

grains per yard.
2% contraction in twist.

spinning frame draft.

-H 2 = .49 = 17 hank roving,
jack frame draft.

!.38 -^ 2 = 1.69 = 4.93 hank roving.
5.9 second intermediate frame draft.

•H- 2 = 4.99 = 1.67 hank roving.
first intermediate frame draft.

-f- 2 = 13.22 = .63 hank roving,
slubber frame draft.

60 grains finisher drawing sliver
45 grains card sliver.
12 oz. lap.

0.97
5.3

26.44
4.5
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Naturally on any carded yarns as
fine as those used there must be as

MUCH CARE EXERCISED
in mixing the cotton bales and in hav-
ing the machinery in good operating
condition as there would be if combed
yarn were to be produced. The
use of a cotton which is too short

or excessive drafts on any frame will

probably handicap the weave room se-

riously and make the percentage of

production in that department decline

radically, and will ultimately affect

the cost of production more than if

a reasonable policy had been adopted
in the yam making.
Some manufacturers prefer to use

but two processes of pickers when
yarn of this character is being made,
mainiy because the longer staple cot-

ton is not so dirty and a smaller

amount of beating is likely to pre-

serve the fibre length better. As
evenness is largely responsible for

yarn strength the number of doublings
is increased over that of the yarns
used in many ordinary cloths, for

there are three processes of drawing,
and practically always four processes

of fiy frames.
Single roving is never used on the

spinning frame, as yarn made in this

manner would not be sufficiently

strong. When automatic looms are
in use it is a good policy to use a
somewhat better quality of cotton as
this method will increase the weav-
ing production, although cnere is a
certain point where the higher cost

of cotton will more than onset the
added loom production. The card
production is decreased so that it is

not over three-quarters as much as
when making many ordinary carded
yarns, oftentimes the production be-

ing about 85 to 90 pounds per day.

FINISHING.

The fabric as received by the fin-

ishing works is in what is called the
grey state; that is, the cloth is prac-
tically the same as the cotton when
received Pt the mill, except that it

is a different state, being cloth instead

of raw cotton. Fabrics such as that
considered are not generally finished
by the mill which produces them, but
by a party usually called a converter,
who obtains a price from the various
finishers for accomplishing the work,
and who afterwards sells the goods.
Some finishers also act in the same
capacity as a converter, for they pur-

chase the grey cloth from mills and
finish it as they themselves desire,

and then sell to the jobber in a meth-
od very similar to that of the con-

verter.

Naturally, on some lines the finish-

er, when he acts as a converter, has
a certain advantage over the ordinary
converter, although on other lines this

is not so evident. The cloth is first

boiled off and bleached so that the

size, cotton wax and other impurities

present will be removed. When the

cloth is in the white state or practi-

cally similar to many low count lawns
or like fabrics, it is subjected to a

further process which consists of run-

ning through a printing machine,

which machine places upon the fabric

the colored pattern which is desired.

Each different figured pattern pro-

duced has to have a separate set of

rolls. These rolls are compos-

ed of copper and the pat-

tern is engraved on them,

the sunken portion containing the col-

or, and, by contact, the cloth as it

passes over the roll takes up the

color. Instead of the dyestuff being

in a liquid state, as in the ordinary

ayelng operation, it is thickened with

various gums and starches and made
up into a pasta form so that when
taken up by the copper roll it will

remain in the engraved portion. Ex-

cess color paste is removed from the

roll before it comes in contact with

the cloth by a finely ground knife

edge. Each color on the cloth is rep-

resented by a separate roll in the ma-
chine; that is, for a pattern with five

colors employed there would be five

rolls used, each roll being engraved
for the portion of the pattern where
its color is used, with a suflEicient al-
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lowance for the spread of the color
paste when -it is taken up by the fab-

ric.

After the printing process the colors
which are placed upon the cloth are
set so as to make them satisfactory
for wear, the method of setting de-

pending on the colors used. As a
last process, before folding, packing
and shipping, the cloth is subjected to

a heavy calendering process, which
imparts to the cloth the glazed sur-

face which reflects the light and
makes the fabric have a silk-like lus-

tre. Of course, this glazed surface
and lustre is not permanent, but it

serves to make the fabric surface
smoother and very much less likely to

soil.

PRICES.

As stated previously, there is quite

a little competition on these fabrics,

not only among the grey cloth makes,
but also among the parties who dis-

tribute them in the finished state.

The 72x60 ten-yard combed regular
grey goods have been sold at a com-
paratively recent date for 4^^ cents
per yard, although the quoted price

is somewhat higher. The price for

finishing will vary in the different

plants and also according to the kind

of pattern and number of colors used.

For an ordinary printed fabric sim-

ilar to that analyzed, and which con-

tains no special features, the entire

finishing price is about one and one-

quarter cents per yard for patterns in

which two colors are used, one and
one-half cents per yard for patterns

in which four colors are used, one
and three-quarters cents per yard for

patterns in which six colors are used,

and two cents per yard for practically

all other styles. Some finishers add
one-eighth of a cent per yard for each
additional color, beginning at one and
one-quarter cents for two-color work.
On this basis the cost of finishing

the cloth considered would be one and
three-quarters cents per yard. It often

is the case that an overall price is

made to cover the selection made for

the entire order, which is, perhaps,

a more satisfactory method for many
cloths, inasmuch as the converter

usually sells the whole color line at
a regular set price, making no differ-

ence in price in regard to the number
of colors used in the pattern. The
jobber's purchase price is usually
about seven and one-half cents per
yard, and in some cases the fabric i»

sold to the retailer at from eight and
one-half cents to eigh and three-
quarters cents per yard.
The retail price in a good many in-

stances is 12 or 121/^ cents per yard,
and in some cases 15 cents per yard
is asked, this mainly because mate-
rial is sold in the upholstery depart-
ment, where the cost of selling is

rather high and where excessive prof-

its are sometimes made. There is

very little reason why fabrics such
as that analyzed should carry any
higher profits than the ordinary dress
goods, for the distribution is just

about as large as for dress goods,
and the actual costs of selling no
higher, but in most cases the profit

is somewhat higher, the extra gain
being obtained by the retailer alone
and not by the jobber or converter.

An examination of the cost as giv-

en will make the prices and ranges
of profits of the various sellers clear-

er. An analysis of a fabric such as

that considered is not at all difii-

cult. It should be remembered that

the yarn is finer when the cloth is

sold than when the yarn was spun.

The warp is likely to be from 5 per

cent to ten per cent finer, depending
on the amount of size in the finished

cloth, while the filling is not likely

to lose quite so much weight as the

warp, due to less handling and stretch-

ing of the cloth in making and finish-

ing. The method of obtaining the

yarn and cloth weights for the fabric

considered is as follows:

2,604 ends ^ (50/1 X 840) = .0620, weight
of warp per yard without take-up.

4% take-up in weaving.
.0620 -^ .96 = .0646 total weight of warp

per yard of woven cloth.
52 picks X 38" width in reed X 36"

= 1,976
36"

yards of filling per yard of cloth.
1,976 H- (75/1 X 840) = .0314. weight o

filling per yard of cloth.
.0646 + .0814 = .0960, total weight per yard
1.0000 -i- .0960 = 10.42 yards per lb. (grey)
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PATTERN.
2 2

50/1 Am. carded warp — 2,564 — = 2,604, total ends.
10 10

75/1 Am. carded filling, 52 picks.
34 reed, 38" width in reed, 36" grey width, 36" finished width.

72 X 52 grey count; 72 X 51 finished count.

YARNS.
Labor,

Cotton. waste, etc.

50/1 Am. carded warp; 1^4" staple; 10 hank dou. rov.. 19c. 11 %c. = 30%c
75/1 Am. carded filling; 1%" staple 19c. 15%c. = 34Vfec..

COST.

2,604 ends 50/1 Am. carded warp + 4% take-up = .0646 @ 30%c = $ .0199
52 picks 75/1 Am. carded filling = .0314 @ 34%c = .0108

Weaving = .0036
Expenses = .0046

$ .0389
Selling (grey) .0008

$ .0397
Price to buyer (about) .0425
Cost of bleaching, printing, etc .0175

Cost to converter (not including expenses) $ .0600
Cost to jobber (about) .0750
Cost to retailer (about) .0875
Cost to consumer .1250

Yards per pound 10.42 (grey).
Plain weave.

^~*-^

CREPE WEAVE FABRIC
It is generally well known in the

cotton goods trade that crepe fabrics
have been in very good demand, and
that quite large quantities are being
sold at present, and, in addition, that
there will be a more or less general
sale of such materials in succeeding
seasons, although, of course, the
amount sol-d will (iepend a gooci deal
upon the varying conditions of the
market. Most of such crepe fabrics
are produced through the use of hard-
twisted yarn, usually the filling, and
being woven in a few instances on an
ordinary loom, and in the large ma-
jority of cases produced on a box
loom, especially those fabrics which
are considered high class and which
are sold for high prices. Of course,
crepe fabrics in which hard-twisted
yarn has been used do sometimes have
woven figures placed upon them, but
because of the method of production
the cloth weave is practically always
plain or at least very simple, the cloth
effect being developed entirely by the
yarns.

The use of hard-twisted yarn is,

however, not the only method by

which a crepe effect can be obtained,
for they are sometimes made through
the fabric weave and with regular
yarns, that is, yarns in which no ex-

tra twist has been inserted. Naturally,

a fabric which is made with a crepe
weave does not appear very similar to

a fabric made with crepe yarn, but
the irregularity is present in both
styles, and for general use it is prob-
ably true that the crepe weave gives
a better result on medium or heavy
weight fabrics, while the crepe yarn
is unquestionably better on the lighter

materials; in fact, a crepe weave is of

little value in many fine cloths, inas-

much as woven figures do not show up
well when fine yarns are used. Both
kinds of crepe fabrics are used for

dresses, waists and similar purposes,
and are finished in the various popu-
lar colors. A feature worth mention-
ing is that the printed styles of the
same fabric are being used for trim-

ming purposes on the solid colors,

and because the styles of printed pat-

terns contain colors which are in de
mand to-day they are having quite a

distribution for the above purpose.
As previously stated, yarns used in

the fabrics considered are no different

than in many ordinary cloths. A por-
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tion of the cloth was originally made
of two-ply yarn, and subsequently the
filling was changed to single yarn
with the warp remaining of two-ply,

and later the entire cloth has been
made from single yarns.
The two-ply cloths appear to be

made of combed stock, but at least

some of the single yarn fabrics are
made from carded yarns or from yarns
which are no better than many mills

can and do produce from carded stock.
The reason why two-ply yarns are
used is because the fabric is piece
mercerized and because they allow a
softer twist to be use1 with a better

in the ply-yarn material, while 20s-l

is used in the single yarn fabrics. The
count is about 84 by 53 in the finished
cloth, the exact amount varying some-
what through the yarns used and the
method of finishing. The yards per
pound in the grey cloth are about 4.25.

The more nearly parallel cotton fibres

are in yarn or cloth the more lustrous
the material is likely to be when it is

finished by mercerization, and one rea-

son why a crepe weave will not be so
silky in appearance as a soiesette con-
struction even though the yarns be of

equal quality in both fabrics is the
irregular nature of the weave in one

0,

One of the Crepe Weave Fabrics.

lustre when finished in much the same
manner as is noted in the ordinary
two-ply warp and single filling mer-
cerized poplin which is having such a
large sale at present. A comparison
of the two-ply fabric with the single-

ply cloth shows that the change lias

not been of advantage if appearancb
be considered. Of course, if the crepe
effect is the desirable feature of the
cloth, and if a good volume of sales

can be made in the single yarn mate-
rial, then it is naturally ^ good policy

tO- sell the single yarn cloth, for it can
be purchased at a lower price, and
therefore allows a wider margin of

profit at the same selling price.

The yarn used in the cloth is 40s-2

cloth and the regular appearance in

the other.

The kind of weave which is employ
ed in this fabric is often used for many
styles of shirting fabrics, and is also
used extensively in certain kinds of

dress materials. If there is no great
objection to a certain amount of regu
larity in weave it is customary to pro-
duce the effect on a dobby loom, and
where a fabric contains stripes of any
nature this method is found very sat-

isfactory, for the stripes partially

eliminate the weave defects. Then it

is sometimes the practice to combine
a number of simple weaves in an ir-

regular manner, thus making an ir-

reguld,r weave, and, in addition, to use
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an irregular drawing-in draft on the
warp. This method partially elimi-

nates the difficulties, but there are
likely to be so-called patterns even
when such a weave is made, and these
are rather undesirable in a fabric such
as that considered, and, in addition,
the making of a crepe pattern with
an irregular drawing-in draft on a
dobby loom is likely to cause much
trouble at the mill, and is avoided by
the manufacturer whenever pos-
sible. For the above reason, many
woven crepe effects are produced on a
jacquard loom, and this has been done
\n the present weave.
The effect produced on a jacquard

loom, through the great number of

harnesses and the width of the pat-

tern, tends to eliminate the
irregularities of weave so that
there are no long floats in the
warp or in the filling. A crepe weave,
to be very desirable, must be made
with comparatively short floats and
still contain veiy little plain weave in

order to produce the irregularity

which is desired. It is claimed that
this fabric was developed in one of

the mills of the Southern states, and
because of the wide distribution which
the fabric nas had, at least four or

flve other mills, some in the North
and others in the South, have been
producing it. Without doubt, the fact

that not all fancy m.ills contain twist-

ing spindles may account for a portion
of the cloth being made from single

instead of two-ply yarn.
Sometimes the production of large

amounts of two-ply cloth tends to up-

set a mill organization, and for this

reason, it is sometimes impossible to

obtain two-ply fabrics in the quanti-

ties desired, especially when two-ply
cloths are being sold in quantities.

Jacquard patterns have been very
good sellers on other fabrics, and mills

containing jacquard looms have been
pretty well supplied with orders, thus
making it necessary to place contracts
with different mills in order to obtain
the total amount of cloth necessary.

PRICES AND PROFITS.

The grey cloths used in the produc
tion of the finished m'^terials are now
being sold at about H cents a yard by

the mills, and as these single yari
fabrics are being finished and sold
along with the two-ply article, and at
the same price, a few statements re
gar-ding the profits being secured may
be of interest.

For the single yarn fabric it will be
noted from our analysis of cost that
the net mill cost in the grey state is

about 8| cents a yard, and as the mill
selling price is about 9| cents a yard,
the profit to the mill is about 1 cent a
yard. With a reasonable loom produc^
tion the net profit per year to the mill
would be about $102 per loom. This
amount will return a profit of about
10 to 12 per cent, depending on the
mill organization, which is not an ex
orbitant profit, when the facts of dis-

tribution and profits being secured on
grey cloths of the heavier grades are
considered. Thus it will be seen that
the mill is not obtaining any exor-
bitant profits, and the cloth is being
purchased by the converter at a rea-

sonable price.

PRICE FOR BLEACHING
The price for bleaching, merceriz-

ing and dyeing, including the casing,
etc., is not over 1^^ cents per yard.
Where the cloth is printed in addition,
the price is about 2i/^ cents per yard.
This makes the plain materials cost
the converter about 10% cents per
yard, without including his various
selling charges. These are not likely

to be much over 10 per cent of the
cost of the goods, but, allowing about
12 per cent or li cents per yard, tue
total cost to the converter would be
approximately 12 cents a yard. With
out doubt, these goods (not printed)
and composed of single yarns are cost-

ing the converter somewhat less than
this amount. The selling price to the
retailer is about 17 cents a yard, be-

cause the goods are sold direct. Thus
it will be seen that the net profit per
yard on the plain styles is at least 5

cents a yard.
The printed fabrics are, many ot

them, two-ply materials, so, allowing
the grey cloth price of 10 cents a yard,

which approximately covers the dil-

ference in mill cost between single

and two-ply, and at which undoubtedly
this material could be purchased, the
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cost to the converter for the printed
fabric is about 12l^ cents a yard, not
including his expenses. Adding 12

per cent or li/^ cents per yard for ex-

penses, the total cost for this style

would be about 14 cents a yard.

THE SELLING PRICE
to the retailer is about 22 14 cents a
yard, or a profit to the converter of

about 81/^ cents a yard for the print-

ed styles. Inasmuch as the distribu-

tion of the ordinary plain cloth is wid-

er than for the printed styles, it is

likely that the net profit will average
61/^ cents a yard for this cloth. The
distribution of the material is quite

large, the fact that there are a num-
ber of mills producing it proving this

statement, so there is little doubt but
that a total sale of 25,000 pieces or

even more will be noted. This quan-
tity is approximately 1,875,000 yards,

and at a net profit per yard of 6i/^

cents, the total profit to the converter
would be practically $90,000. This ap-

pears like a very large return, but it

must be remembered that the con-

verter's position in the distribution of

goods allows for a good deal of chance,
that is, there are likely to be other
fabrics on which a loss is sustained
and other fabrics on which a rather
small profit is secured, so that the
good sellers carry along the other fab-

rics and make a normal profit pos-

sible.

SEASON'S INCREASE.
There are certain seasons when ex-

penses are increased, because the de-

mand declines, and there are other
years when the reverse is true, al-

though the 12 per cent expense item
which we have allowed should be en-

tirely sufficient for the whole charges
of a normal season. The development
of a desirable material at the time when
it can be sold requires a good deal of

ability, and the converter is the party
who is carrying such responsibility.

No doubt there would have been no
great production of high-class domes-
tic merchandise unless the converter
had educated other buyers and ul-

timately consumers into its use,

and under such selling conditions, it

is only fair that this party should re-

ceive a rather high return upon his

transactions. Then it is also true that
the profit is large in the present in-

stance, because the goods are sold di-

rect from the converter to the retail-

er. This method of selling eliminates
the jobber, and while it increases
somewhat the converter's cost of doing
business, it permits of a wider margin
of profit than is noted when the job
ber handles the goods. The converter
to-day is in a position of advantage,
and has been responsible for forcing
a good many domestic manufacturers
to be progressive. Otherwise, most ol

them would soon be settled upon one
or another kind of staple fabric from
which they either could not or would
not depart. This is of advantage to

the industry, as it tends to keep up a
varied domestic production and in-

creases the taste of consumers in the
matter of fabrics and keeps the in-

dustry in a progressive condition.
We have already mentioned some of

the features in regard to the finishing
of the cloth which is being consider-
ed. In the first place, it illustrates

well the fact that not only the bes?
materials which are made of combec
yarn but also many grades of carded
work are improved very much through
the mercerization process when it can
be done at the prices which are noted
to-day. We do not state that some of

this style, or even all of it, is not
combed work, but if it is such there is

similar weight carded work which Is

even better by comparison, so that
the single yarn cloths anyway may be
considered on a carded yarn basis, at
least so far as the result of the finish-

ing processes are concerned. The
cloth is piece-mercerized, and this can
be accomplished either before or after
the bleaching operation.

Possibly in the majority of instances
it is done before the bleaching takes
place. The cloth is also piece-dyed,
and, naturally, solid colors are used
because the cloth is made entirel:

from cotton and no cross dyeing proc
esses are possible. Prices have been
quoted for this sort of work as low as
IJ cents a yard, but we have in our
description allowed IJ cents a yard
as being a more reasonable figure
and on the safe side, so far as produc-
tion is considered.
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Where printe<i patterns are employ- an accurate balance, and from this
ed the fabric ground is left in a white the size of the warp and filling can be
state, and the luscre, imparted obtained through the use of the stand-
by the mercerization process, ard number for cotton, that is. No. 1
makes a decided contrast with the contains 840 yards per pound. No. 2
printed figure. The colors used in twice this number and No. 50 would,
the printed patterns are those which therefore, contain 42,000 yards per
are desirable at present, being ot pound. The pound basis, when yarn
brighter shades than those used other weight is considered, is 7,000 grains
years. One of the features which per pound. This separation is needed,
helps to set off the figure is the out- because when small quantities of yarn
line in black which makes a clear sep- are weighed on delicate balances the
aration between the ground of the weight necessarily is small if accurate
fabric and the printed figure. results are to be obtained.

Prices for printing vary somewhat, The take-up of the warp can be ob-

and in a good many cases are regulat tained when the threads are being
ed for the entire order, a price being pulled out of the cloth, and the take-

quoted which applies to all fabrics, up on the filling can also be obtained
and which is a satisfactory method, in the same way, and by means of a
inasmuch as the materials are sold at simple ratio the reed width can be
the same price to jobber or retailer determined approximately when the

regardless of the number of colors finished cloth width is known. For
ei] ployed. Where each style has a practical purposes the exact cloth

separate quoted price, there is usually weight can be ascertained by analysis,

an advance of about an eighth of a because the fabric as produced by the

cen*: a yard for each additional color mill will vary as much as 5 per cent

ill the printed pattern up to the point in some cases, due to the difference in

V here seven or eight colors are used, size of yarns and other producing con-

and usually when the cloth is of such ditions. The method of obtaining the

a highJy decorative nature, special fea- yarn and cloth weights is as follows:

tures or cloth constructions are likely 2,228 ends - (40/2 x 840) = .1326, warp
to affect the costs, so that no definite weight per yard without take-up.

urir-pc; pan hP namPfl 4% take-up in weaving-.
])iiceb Cdii oe namcu. ^325 ^ gg = .issi, total warp weight per

The Obtaining of the yarn weights ,/^^l, 7.^"^\"ed wiSth x 36"
.^nd after these the total weight per = 1,624 yds.

.„ard of the fabric is a rather simple
^^ ^.„.^^g. ^36;^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^, ^^^^^

procedure. A certain number of 1,624 x (20/1 x 840) = .0966, total weight
inches of yarn are pulled out of the

,o°o^. ^l^'^'fni'.^'' ^^''o^.a^^^i^l^- • x,.
, ,,

-^

J J ii, • 1, J .1381 + .0966 = .2347, total weight per yd.
vcJoth, measured and then weighed on 1.0000 ^ .2347 = 4.26 yards per ib. (grey).

PATTERN.
Ply yarn warp fabric.

2 2

-10/2 Am. combed warp — 2,180 — = 2,228, total ends.
12 12

::0/l Am. combed filling; 56 picks.
.88 reed, 29" width in reed, 27-271/2" grey width, 2QV^-2Q%" finished width.

82 X 56 grey count. 84 X 53 finished count.

YARNS.
Cot- Labor, Twist-
ton, waste, etc. ing

^0/2 Am. combed warp; IVs" staple; 8 hank dou. rov., 15c. ll%c. 2c. = 28%c.
L'0/1 Am. combed filling; 1%" staple; 4% hank dou. rov., 15c. 7%c. = 22%c.

COST.
2,228 ends 40/2 Am. combed warp + 4% take-up = .1381 @ 28%c. = $ .0399
56 picks 20/1 Am. combed filling = .0966 @ liy^c. = .0272

W^eaving = .0095
Expenses = .0129

% .0895
Selling (grey) .0018

Net mill cost (grey) ..,....,,,,,,, $ .0913
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PATTERN.
Single yarn fabi-ic.

2 2

i:0/l Am. combed warp — 2,180 — = 2,228, total ends.
12 12

20/1 Am. combed filling; 56 picks.
38 reed, 29" width in reed, 27-27%" grey width, 26% -26%" finished width.

82 X 56 grey count, 84 X 53 finished count.

YARNS.
Labor,

Cotton. waste, etc.
20/1 Am. combed warp;l%" staple, 4 hank dou. rov., 15c. 7%c. = 22%c.
20/1 Am. combed filling; 1%" staple; 4% hank dou. rov., 15c. 7y8C. = 22%c.

COST.

2.228 ends 20/1 Am. combed warp + 4% take-up = .1381 @ 22%c. = $ .0313
56 picks 20/1 Am. combed filling == .0960 @ 22y8C. = .0272

Weaving = .0095
Expenses = .0129

$ .0809
Selling (grey) .0016

Net mill cost (grey) $ -0825
Mill selling price to converter (about) .0925
Cost of finishing (bleaching, mercerizing, dyeing) .0150
.Cost of finishing (printed styles) .0250
Price to retailer (solid colors) about .1700
Price to retailer (printed styles) about .2250
Price to consumer (solid colors) .2500
Price to consumer (printed styles) .3500

Yards per pound 4.26 (grey).
Woven on a jacquard loom.

^~*>>

COTTON BENGALINE
There is one cloth which is being

used largely at present in various
forms and which, therefore, is of quite
a little interest to buyers and sellers.

It is true that so far as the yarns and
cloth constructions used in producing
such cloths are concerned the fabrics
are very similar to the ordinary pop-
lin, but, due to the method of weaving,
a wholly differ* nt appearance results.
In a general way a bengaline is a
heavy corded fabric with the cords
running in the filling direction, but re-

cently many very similar fabrics have
been produced with the cords appear-
ing in the direction of the warp. Of
course, when warp cords are noted
the cloth construction is somewhat
different than when filling cords are
being produced, and many times they
are used for the same purposes. Inas-
much as most of these cloths are noted
T;\ith filling cords, we will confine
our short description to fabrics of that
character. That there is a wide range
of these materials can readily be
noted by examining offerings of large
retailers who handle novelty fabrics.

Not only are these cloths made en-

tirely from cotton, but they are also

made from silk and from combinations
of various materials, mainly from silk

and cotton. In addition to being made
of different materials, they are also

produced in

DIFFERENT METHODS,
that is, from grey cotton yarn either

single or two ply or both and then
piece dyed and mercerized, and they
are also made from dyed yarn. Raw
silk is also used in many of the fab-

rics, and such materials are dyed
solid colors in a similar manner to

that when grey cotton yarns are used,

and one of the large productions at

present is obtained from dyed silk

yarns which through the method of

weaving produce changeable color ef-

fects.

The combination materials are often

dyed solid colors and in other in-

stances are cross dyed, a process
which sometimes results in rathei

novel effects being produced. Benga-
line fabrics are used for various pur-

poses, possibly the largest use being

for dress materials, both cheap and
expensive grades, but they are often
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printed in colors and are used for

draperies, hangings and similar pur-
poses. Some of the warp cords are
used extensively for men's shirting
materials, for the making in this man-
ner allows a somewhat wider variety
of pattern.
These same materials are also used

for ladies' waistings and for children's
dresses. Certain expensive bengaline
fabrics are also used largely for trim-

ming purposes, both in solid colors
and in a printed and enbossed state.

It may be a fact that some years the
sale of certain styles is rather smalt
when they a.-e compared with staple

In a good many fabrics which con-
sumers purchase as all silk, there is

a cotton filling used; but the silk warp
covers up the cotton filling and allows
the cloth to be produced at a much
lower price, because the filling often
frrms quite a ],ortion of the cloth
weight. It is seldom that the warp
threads per inch are less than 100 in

cotton fabrics and often in silk mate-
rials there are two or three times as
many or even more. Naturally, because
there is a preponderance of warp
threads in these cloths, the wear is

practically all sustained by this yam,
and as warp is made of longer cotton

Special Silk Bengaline Having a Changeable Color Effect.

lines, but the variety of constructions
is quite extensive, thus giving a large

total sale.

CLOTH CONSTRUCTION.

Inasmuch as bengalines are some-
what similar to poplins, it is generally

true that the warp is of

finer yarn and has a high-

er count than the filling. In a
good many cases the number of picks

per inch is not over one-half the num-
ber of threads per inch. This method
of constructing a fabric allows the

warp yarn to cover up to a large ex-

tent the filling, and often makes it

possible to lose a lower grade of filling

than might otherwise be the case.

an<I with a higher standard of twist

than filling, the cloth can be consid-

ered as giving except onal wear. This
is especially true of the bengalines
made of cotton yarn with a two-ply
warp, for they are just about as serv-

iceable as the ordinary poplins, and
these are now becoming recognized
as offering one of the best values of

any woven fabric.

A good many cotton, bengalines are
now made with soft twist two-ply warp,
a fact which increases the cost of mak-
ing but which allows the cloth to be
piece mercerized, thus increasing very
much its attractiveness and making
the policy worth while. Without doubt,

mercerization w 11 be employed much
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more extensively on some of the sin-

gle yarn bengalines in the future, for
it is being ascertained that the results
fully warrant the added expense.

FABRIC WEAVE.
Because they are so similar to ordi-

nary poplins, the general cloth con-
struction features of bengalines are
easily understood, but the method of
producing the corded effects is not
so well known, especially outside of
manufacturing circles. Some of the
effects are made on ordinary plain
looms, while others are made on box
looms which can weave two picks ot
any size or color of yarn, and still

others, especially when a large amount
of silk is used, are produced on a pick
and pick loom where a single pick
of any size or color of yarrn can be
woven. The weave would ordinarily be
designated as plain. That is, there are
usually only two harnes'ses necessary,
and the warp threads are drawn in in
regular order, the cord being formed
by the harnesses remaining stationary
while a number of picks are being
placed in the same shade. Sometimes
the take-up pawl is* lifted when the
cord is being formed, thus placing in
the cloth more picks than the loom
pick gear would indicate, while at
other times the pawl is not lifted, the
natural tendency of the weave forcing
the picks into a cord when the har-
nesses- remain stationary. The above
policy is adopted where an ordinary
loom is used and where only one size

of filling yarn can be woven.
Dobby looms are most always used

in making bengalines of this character
because orders are comparatively
small and cams are expensive and
often do not hold picks enough to

make them practical, and the use
of a dobby allows the filling thread to

be caught and held out in a satisfac-

tory manner when the cord is being
formed. Box looms are used when
different sizes or colors of filling are
being used, and in a good many cases
produce a rounder cord and a some-
what greater yardage even at a slower
loom speed. When picks are forced into
the shade to px-oduce a round cord
with only a single size of filling used
it is likely to cause an excessive strain

on the warp yarn and result in a
great deal of trouble in the weaving
operation. We are illustrating the
weave on one of the ordinary fabrics
which contains but one size of filling.

It will be noted that we have made

TWO REPEATS OF THE WEAVE
in the filling direction, this being nec-
essary because two picks are placed
on a chain bar in a good many in-

stances. We are also illustrat-

ing a special silk fabric which
has a changeable color ef-

fect. This weave is identical
with the ordinary three harness twill,

but because of the different yarn sizes
which are employed in the filling and
the different colors' which are used
in the warp an entirely different effect
is produced, and no one from a super-
ficial examination of the cloth would
consider that the weave was similai-

to that of many simple twill fabrics.

In the first cloth the cord is produced
by placing a number of picks of the
same filling in one s-hade, while in the
other fabric the cord is produced by
inserting a very much heavier pick of
filling.

Due to the stiffness of the cords the
ordinary bengaline cloth does not
shrink very much in the weaving
operation, often only one-half to ones

inch from reed to cloth, and certain
special fabrics have an even smaller
shrinkage than the amount named.
As a general thing the? cloth weave is

very simple the cords being at various
spacings up to "^bout three-eighths of

an inch apart, and soiiietimes of differ-

ent sizes, the fancy effects being al-

most entirely the result of yarn and
color combinations, and in som o cases
of both. Because the weaves which
are used are very simple, in many
cases, being just about the same as
that of a plain sheeting, it might be
supposed thai a*! omatic k jms would
be used in the production c some of

the all-cotton fabrics, bu this is not
done, mainly because the losses due
to seconds increase as tl^e cloih value
is higher, and also because the weav-
ing cost is a much smaller proportion
of the total cost than on some of the
cheaper lines where they can be suc-

cessfully used. Fewer automatic
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looms per weaver would be necessary,
an<i this would naturally cut down the
possible savings so that they are not
used. Most bengalines would be con-
sidered heavy fabrics, even the ones
made entirely of silk being of quite
good weight because of the cords
used.

FINISHING RESULTS.

A good many of the all-cotton cloths
are mercerized to-day in addition to the
processes which were formerly em-
ployed, and because of the use of this

process, the yams composing the fab-

ric are of somewhat different con-
struction than they previously were.

ton to anywhere near as great an ex-

tent as it did the longer staples, but
the variation in result has been found
to be from manufacturing conditions
more than from the chemical process
employed. Long cotton rams can be
twisted very much less than short
ones, and still have them practical for
a mill, and the less twist a yarn has
the more nearly parallel the fibres are,

and the greater the lustre obtained
when the cloth is mercerized.
Some fabrics have been made in

large quantities with filling spun on a
ring frame with a standard of twist be-
low 21 times the square root of the
yarn size, but it was done with a

The Fabric A.nalyzed.

The warp yarn in such cloths is often

of two-ply, and contains a compara-
tively small amount of twist, for this

produces letter results when finished.

It is also true that Egyptian cotton is

used to quite an extent in yams or

cloths which are to be mercerized, but
this is not so tme as it previously

was, for the yarns in woven cloth

have been found to be satisfactory

when made of American cotton.

If all the fabrics which are sold to-

day, and which contain mercerized

yam or are piece mercerized, contain-

ed Egyptian cotton, there would be a
very much greater amount imported

than there is at present It used to be
considered that the mercerlzation

process did not affect the short cot-

long staple cotton, and price competi
tion has made such a policy rather

impossible at present, due to the ex
tra price for cotton. Sometimes ben
galine fabrics ltb printed with

VARIOUS PATTERNS
which make them very attractive, the

colors and styles of figures varying
with the season. Many of the good
mercerized materials which are made
from fine cotton yams approach very
closely the effects which can be ob-

tained from similar silk fabrics. Be-

cause of such facts, many of the silk

bengalines are made to-day in change-

able effects. One cloth contains a

warp of three colors, one thread of

black, one thread of green and one
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thread of blue regularly throughout
the whole warp. Because of the cloth
construction, the black yarn weaves
in such a manner that it appears only
on the back of the fabric, while the
green anri bl^*-, threads alternating on
the face creace a changeable appear-
ance.
The filling consists of two picks of

silk yarn and one pick of heavy cot-

ton, which heavy pick produces the
corded effect. Both kinds of filling

are dyed a red color, a fact which
makes a red and black changeable ef-

fect on the back of the cloth. Inas-

much as the large amount of warp
(two-thirds of the total amount) is on
the face, it covers up the filling en-

tirely. In addition to the color effect,

many of these silk or part silk cloths
are treated to an embossing process,
which method presses a figure upon
the fabric very similar in appearance
to a jacquard woven effect. Because
the cloths have such heavy cords, the
results of embossing are much more
prominent and last much longer than
they do on many other kinds of fab-

rics, in fact, a woven effect could not
be used to produce the kinds of fig-

ures which the embossing process
does.
These embossed fabrics are practi-

cally never washed, so that the meth-
od gives satisfactory results. Change-
able effects are not always similar to

that described, for they often have a
bar effect rather than an all-over one.

Without doubt, the increased demand
for high priced and different materials
has resulted in the production of many
rather nc w effects or the variation of

old ones in an attractive manner. It

is not always necessary to have a
fancy weave or complicated machin-
ery in order to produce attractive

cloth results, a fact which has recent-

ly been recognized by some of the man-
ufacturers who produce even the lowest
quality of. goods, but who, through
ability and slight changes in their

fabrics, have been able to obtain high-

er prices with no great advance in

their costs. One of the greatest les-

sons the American manufacturer is

learning to-day is the power of adapt-
ability, and this will show results in

more attractive materials in the fu-

ture, if he is not forced into competi-
tion too keenly by the present meth-
ods of selling.

LOSSES IN FINISHING.
Possibly, one of the facts which

has never been investigated at all

regarding cloths is the loss and in
some cases the gain which they have
in the finishing processes. This does
not mean the features which result
from the addition of starch or vari-
ous fillings, but the actual facts con-
cerning the yarns and cloth construc-
tion. It has generally been consider-
ed that a dyed piece of cloth will
weigh just about the same amount
per yard as the grey cloth when it

comes from the loom, but this is ab-
solutely incorrect in the majority of

The Weave.

cases, even with the addition of si2<

ing material, for, in most cases, accu>
rate experiments will prove that the
cloth is somewhat lighter.

There has be-^n no great necessity
for experiments being made along
these lines, in fact, there are very few
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opportunities for accurate investiga-
tions of these conditions. The cloth
we have analyzed has been treated
very carefully, and the warp, which
was approximately 60s-2 when used
at the mill, in the finished cloth is

66s-2, while the filling, w^hich was ap-
proximately 35s-l in the grey, in the
finished state is about 37s. 5-1. In this

case the warp yarn loses about the
same amount as the filling, but other
fabric constructions may show entire-

ly different results. The fabric con-
tained 54 picks per inch when it was
in the grey state, but, due to the
stretch in finishing, it contains only
52 picks when sold. Not only does
the yarn size change when the cloth
is finished, but it is likely to be some-
what different when various parties
handle it. The stretch in finishing
oftentimes has something to do with
the lighter size of the warp, although
this is not always the case.

Results on fabrics which are made
with dyed yarns are much easier to

obtain, because the processes are usu-
ally accomplished in a single plant,

and the cloth can be followed careful-

ly. In the analysis of fabrics which
are woven of grey yarn and then fin-

ished, a great deal of care must be
exercised in determining the yarn
sizes which are to be UoCd in weaving
the cloth, and to base all estimates
on the finished yarn in cloth is not a
correct policy, and is one reason why
the duplicating of cloth is not always
the success which some buyers antici-
pate. When the grey yarn sizes have
been correctly estimated, and the
threads and picks per inch in the
grey cloth obtained, the cloth and
yarn weights can be readily found
and a fabric can easily be duplicated.

In a bengaline cloth the warp take-
up is usually greater than for a good
many ordinary materials in which the
same or similar yarn sizes are used.
The method of obtaining the weights
of the yarn and the weight of the grey
cloth is as follows:

2,920 ends -^ (60/2 X 840) = .1159, warp
weight per yard without take-up.

9% take-up in weaving.
.1159 -r- .91 = .1274, total weight of warp
yarn per vard of woven cloth.

54 picks X 28%" width in reed X 36"
= 1,552.5

36"
yards of filling per yard of cloth.

1.552.5 -f- (35/1 X 840) = .0528, total
weight of filling per yard of woven cloth.

.1274 + .0528 = .1802, total weight per
yard.

1.000'J -r-, .1802 = 5.55 yards per lb. (grey).

Cotton Bengaline.

PATTERN.
2 2

60/2 Am. combed warp — 2,824 — = 2,920, total ends.
24 24

S5/1 Am. combed filling; 54 picks.
50 reed, 28%" width in reed, 28" grey width, 27" finished width.

104 X 54 grey count; 107 X 52 finished count.

YARNS.
Cot- Labor, Twist-
ton, waste, etc. ing.

60/2 Am. combed warp; 1%" staple; 12 hank dou. rov., 23c. 19%c. 3%c. = 46%c.
35/1 Am. combed filling; 1%" staple; 8 hank dou. rov., 15c. 9%c. = 24%c.

COST.

2,920 ends 60/2 Am. combed warp -J- 9% take-up = .1274 @ 46 %c = $ .0591
54 picks 35/1 Am. combed filling = .0528 @ 24%c = .0129

Weaving .0079
Expenses .0096

$ .0895
Selling (grey ) 0018

$ .0918
Mill selling price (about) .1025
Bleaching, finishing, dyeing, mercerizing .0150
Converter's expenses .0100

Total cost to converter (about) I .1275
Price to jobber (about) .1400
Price to retailer (about) .1760
Price to consumer .2C00

Yards per pound 5.55 (grey).

I
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MIXTURE MOIRE

There is developing in the domes-
tic market a very much larger de-
mand for all kinds of pressed figures
than has been noted for some years
and of these lines moire is one of
the leading styles. A good many of
the pressed patterns now selling have
been developed because of the demand
for large woven figures, not only in
silk but also in cotton and wool, and
without doubt these large woven fig-

ures cannot be satisfactorily pro-
duced on a good many of the cloths
now in demand, so that the pressing
or embossing method offers opportu-
nities in producing large effects not
otherwise obtainable.

It is claimed that the demand has
recently been so good for certain of
these lines that stocks have been
practically cleaned up and that new
merchandise is not readily obtainable
especially in desirable weights. The
various results are obtained almost
entirely from different finishing proc-
esses which are given th goods after
they are woven, the prices varying
according to the methods necessary,
the quantity of cloth to be handled,
and the demand for merchandise.

A CERTAIN CLASS
of pressed fabrics is continually
sold in greater or less amounts and
is used for different kinds of linings,

book bindings, women's hats, portiers

and similar purposes, although, of

course, the large sale develops when
such pressed materials can be used for

dresses, trimmings and coatings. The
process is applied to fabrics of differ-

ent weights and constructions, but
it is probable that the best and most
permanent results are secured on
what might be called the heavier
lines.

Fabrics which are to be pressed
are often made entirely from silk,

although mixture materials are also

sold extensively, as this allows the
cloths to be produced at a lower price

and the effects obtained are just

about as satisfactory as if all silk

had been used, while for certain uses
fabrics made entirely from cotton are

of advantage. Due to the character
of most woolen yarns, there are very
few attempts to press patterns upon
cloth woven from this material. It is
sometimes done, but the results are
not often used for dress purposes, as
the pressing makes the cloth, when
composed of wool, rather impenetra-
ble to air, which is of importance in
dress materials.

CLOTH CONSTRUCTION.
A good many of the fabrics which

are now selling are woven with a silk
warp and a cotton filling, thus making
them very similar to many of the
other mixture cloths sold in large
quantities and more or less regularly
This sort of cloth could be made ii
fancy cotton mills successfully, though
it is probable that comparatively few
of them are, due to the large numbei
of threads per inch. In a general waj
the cloth construction often is tht
same as for many silk and cotton pop
Ims, with a large number of threads
per inch of silk yarn and a compara
tively small number of picks per inch
of cotton yarn.
The weave is plain in a good many

cases, as this producas a firm cloth
and allows a good foundation for
the finishing effect, and does not break
up the effect which is desired to be
produced when the cloth is pressed.
One feature is that the filling or cot-
ton yarn is often a twisted one.
Through this method, the yarn size
is likely to be more regular and fewer
cotton fibres are likely to project,
thus making a smoother fabric when
woven. Not only does the ply yarn
produce a fabric more similar to an
entire silk one, but it is of advantage
in obtaining the kind of effect desired,
and a more lasting one than if single
yarn had been used. The large num-
ber of silk warp threads are likely
to cover up to a large extent the cot-
ton yarn filling, and because of the
difference in the yarn sizes between
warp and filling a corded cloth is pro-
duced with the ribs running in the
filling direction.
The loom production is quite

large when compared with many
other styles of rather ex-
pensive cloth, mainly because
there are so few picks per
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inch. It might be supposed that some
of these mixture cloths would be pro-
duced on automatic looms, but this
is not true, inasmuch as the weavinj^^

cost is so small a portion of the total
expense and inasmuch as care must
be exercised in the weaving opera-
tions. It is, however, true that some
of the all-cotton fabrics are produced
in this manner, for they are only ordi-

nary plain cloths, and there is quite
a little advantage obtained through
the use of automatic machinery.
Because the production is rather large
per loom the cost of production is

rather reasonable when th3 weaving
operation is considered. The shrink-
age of the warp from reed width to

woven cloth is rather small and the
same is true when the fabric is finish-

ed. The ply filling yarns, partly
through the cloth construction used,
appear in the cloth much the same as
if they were small steel rods and all

the interweaving is noted on the warp
yarn.

Naturally the number of picks
which any fabric of the kind described
can contain is limited by the yarn size

or diameter. With the exception of

the small space taken up by the fine

silk warp as it crosses from the face

to the back of the fabric, the whole
space is taken up by the filling yarns
which lie close together in horizon-

tal lines. The number of picks must
be nearly as many as the cloth will

hold else the finished results will not
be as good as they should be when
the cloth is pressed.

METHODS EMPLOYED.
There are a number of methods

employed by wnicn pressed figures

are obtained on cloth. One method,
and possibly the one used most ex-

tensively and which is illus-

trated well by the analyzed
fabric, is to apply heavy pres-

sure to the cloth with a smooth
roll. The material is first folded

lengthwise or els 3 two separate widths
of cloth are used, one on top of the

other, and while they are in a damp
state heavy pressure is applied to-

gether with heat. As will be readily

noted, where the fabric has been fold-

ed the pick of one half of the cloth

or of another piece of cloth slips into

the space between the picks of the
opposing fabric, but, due to uneven-
nebb 111 tlie material, this does not oc-
cur ihroughout the entire cloth width.
The great pressure used gives the
smoothness which imparts the cloth
lustre, for it makes the grooves be-
tween the picks more regular, while
the watered effect is produced at the
points where the picks of one tabric
slip over the picks of the opposing tab-
ric and into another groove, thereby
flattening out the pick over which
it crosses when the pressure is ap-
plied.

A second method is somewhat
SIMILAR TO THE ONE MENTIONED,
for the cloth is rolled up and the
pressure applied to it in a rolled up
state. There is another method which
is used extensively in certain lines
when an engraved roller is used on
which fine lines are cut, and while the
cloth is being treated there is a lateral

motion which causes a variation in

the lines pressed into the cloth. Pos-
sibly the method by which the widest
variety of patterns is produced, but
which is rather expensive, is where a
separate roll is engraved for each
pattern and on which the cloth con-
struction may be entirely different
from what it is in the cloth analyzed.
This embossing process is practi-

cally the same in results as the proc-
ess which is used on paper in " so
many forms. It is however the case
that many cloths have cotton filling

yarn because this allows a lower cost
of production and aids somewhat in

obtaining good results whei^ the cloth

is finished. The engraved roller, when
one is used, and a corresponding rol-

ler, when one is not used, is heated by
some method so that the damp cloth

is dried and pressed at the same time,

a fact which produces more pro-

nounced effects and causes them to

be of a more permanent nature. In

other words, the pressed effect is iron-

ed into the cloth, forcing the threads
and picks into the patterns desired and
making them desirable for many pur-

poses. It must not be supposed that
moir6 effects are the only ones which
can be produced by a pressing proc-

ess because there is a wide variety

of styles possible.
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Many kinds of cotton lining fabrics
have milled surfaces, a method which
increases their lustre and desirability
and prevents them from getting soil-

ed so quickly. Then there are cloths
produced which contain pressed ef-

fects, of slash lines, checks, mottled
effects, cords and similar styles and
in addition there are the many em-
bossed cloths which are used for dec-
orative purposes and which contain
about as wide a range of styles as the
woven brocade cloths which are sold
in quite large quantities. In these ma-
terials, ribs and other woven cloth
effects are produced which have no
direct relation to the picks per inch
in the fabric, or the fabric weave, but
which are so carefully done that they
often deceive the most careful ob-

servers and are not noted until the
cloth is pulled to pieces in order to

obtain the construction used.
In a general way the cloths on

which there is to be placed a pressed
figure are woven from raw materials,

that is, from grey cotton or from raw
silk and not from dyed or bleached
yarns. Naturally such cloths are
woven just the same as an or-

dinary material and when taken
from the loom are bleached and
dyed by the usual methods. Be-
cause of the method of production
the colors are most always solid ones
and possibly the majority of colors

used are dark, black and dark blues
being used extensively, although there

are instances where printed patterns
and light shades are used. It is how-
ever true that when the embossing or

pressing is to take place the cloth

contains somewhat more starch than
is noted on many fabrics inasmuch
as this tends to make the pattern or

pressed effects of a more permanent
uaiure.
When a satin face silk and cotton

material is to be treated to an emboss-
ing process the cloth is given a

BACK STARCyjIiG PROCESS
which allows the back of the cloth to

be stiffened up in a satisfactory man-
ner but keeps the face of the cloth

free from starch and 3oes not detract
from the face lustre. This is a desir-

able policy inasmuch as the face is

silk yam and any amount of starch

would cause the finish to be less
lustrous. Of course, the pressing proc-
ess is practically the last one before
the cloth is folded and shipped.
Sometimes there is a decided loss in

yardage in the finishing prooiess
because the embossing of the cloth
creates ribs or undulations thereby
taking up a certain amount of the fab-

ric and increasing the cost per yard
of the finished material. Care must
be used by buyers when fabrics which
shrink in finishing are being handled,
especially when they are being made
to sell at a certain price. A compara-
tively small variation in the yardage
received will seriously affect the prof-

its which are obtained and in some
instances is likely to cause losses.

PRICES AND PROFITS.
There is a very interesting situa-

tion noted when the selling prices
of silks or fabrics woven in silk mills
are compared with some of the high-
class fabrics which are now being pro-

duced in cotton mills. Without doubt
there are a majority of silk fabrics
purchased by consumers at a smaller
ratio of advance on the mill selling

price than is noted on many styles

of cotton fabrics. There are very
many cotton cloths costing in a
finished state not over 12 cents per
yard which retail at approximately
35 cents per yard and often styles are
shown where the advance is much
greater than this amount.
There are very many silk cloths

costing about 60 cents per yard
to produce which are sold at retail

for $1.25 per yard or less. Thus it

will be seen that even though silks

are more of a luxury than cottons
they reach the consumer in very many
instances at much more reasonable
advances on the cost of production.

This should never be noted in the
distribution of merchandise because
silks are made and sold in much
smaller quantities than are cottons

and not only this, but the retailer usu-

ally adds a greater amount of profit

to silk cloths than he does to cotton

ones. Possibly the reason why many
silk cloths show a smaller rate of in-

crease is because they go through a
fewer number of hands, making small-

er profits necessary.
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One of the great needs in the sale
of cotton goods is that they be sold in
a more direct manner, especially the
fabrics which are not considered as
staples. The converting jobber has
made a start in this direction and
there will be a gradual increasing sale
of such cloth in this method. At pres-
ent the rate of profits of this party is

sometimes rather large, but as more
cloth is sold in this manner
COMPETITION WILL INCREASE

and profits be smaller, and, in addi-
tion, there will oe many economies
effectea in selling goods in tnis
manner. It can be said that
there are many lines of fancy

used, though the regular market price
would not increase the total cloth cost
to any great extent. Possibly this cloth
would le sold at 67 V2 cents or less
by a silk mill, and inasmuch as there
is a very large demand at present the
retailer is receiving a very large prof-
it, probably as high as 100 per cent.
In any case, including the retailer's
high profit, the price to the consumer
is only about three times the mill sell-

ing price and ordinarily would be
much less than this amount, a con-
dition not often noted when a cotton
fabric is selling as well as these silk
and cotton moire materials.
There are a number of features

Sample of the Moire Fabric Analyzed.

cotton goods which are made
to-day which could be produced in
smaller quantities from bleached and
dyed yarns and sold direct to retailers
at prices which would allow a very
satisfactory rate of profit. There
should be a greater amount of cloth
prouuced in this manner instead of
as it is at present, with various small
plants attempting to produce staples
or near staples such as are woven in
the larger mills.

TaKe iiie iciuric for which the cost
is given for an illustration. We have
given the actual cotton mill cost for
30-3, but if me cioin were produced
in a silk mill this yarn could not be
obtained at the price which we have

which should be considered when a
silk cloth or silk mixture cloth is being
analyzed. One of the important facts
is that raw silk contains a varying
amount of gum which may or may
not be removed when the cloth, or
yarn is finished. In addition, certain
kinds of dyestuffs are often used
which are likely to make tne yarn
or cloth weigh much more than when
first used. Even if the cloth is not
weighted through the use of dye-

stuffs the gum may not be entirely
removea, to cntti: tne determining of

the yarn size is sometimes difficult

even to those familiar with the meth-
od ana Is usualiy impossible to those
not familiar with conditions. In a
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good many cotton and silk mixed per inch a slight difference will mak
cloths there is practically no weight- quite a little variation in the costs of
ing applied when the cloth is finished production.
and the silk yarn will be lighter than When cotton fabrics have been
when first used, though various pressed they usually contain quite
amounts of gum are removed in fin- large amounts of sizing material,
ishing. and this should be removed before
Comparatively few sizes of silk are any accurate estimate can be made

used in large quantities in cotton mills, regarding the original yarn sizes. To
and for this reason it is usually pos- obtain the weights of the yarns and
sible to determine rather easily the the weight of the cloth the process
sizes of silk used. Then a mill often is as follows: (The silk yardage used
finds it advantageous to use certain is an assumed one, but it covers the
yarn sizes and for this reason can contraction in twist and offers a cer-

determine the approximate cost of a tain amount of protection to the cloth
style of fabric as they will be likely manufacturer.)
to produce it. Another fact which ^3^4 ^^^^ ^ ^^,,^^,, ^^^ ^ _ ,0633. warp
needs careful attention is the take- weight without take-up.

up on the warp yarn in the weaving ^^i|%^take-uj
/o't 2 s'^totaf- weight of warp

process. When a cotton warp yarn is in one yard of woven cloth.

used, a small variation in the take-up 56 picks X36V4" reed width x 36 ^ ^^^^
used in figuring the cloth weights will 36"

not affect the cost of the cloth greatly, .Ji^^l %,%'%^ 8^- L"^.^24i7. t^*ai weight
but where the warp is of silk and of fining in one yard of woven cloth.

fV.rv^.^ o^« o ior.o.« «,,rv.v^«^ r.f 4-T,^«„/ir, 0729 + .2417 = .3146, total Weight per yd.
there are a large number of threads i.oooo^ .3146 == 3.17 yds. per ib. (grey).

PATTERN.
13/15 2 thread organzine. 9,344, total ends.
SO/3 Am. carded filling, 56 picks.
64 reed, 36%" width in reed, 36" finished width.

259 X 56 finished count.
YARNS.

Labor, Twist-
Cotton, waste, etc. ing.

30/3 Am. carded filling; IVig" staple, 6 hank dou. rov., ISVzC. 6y2C. 314c. = 23i4c.
13/15 2 thread organzine on beams ready to use (per lb.) = $5.60

COST.
9,344 ends 13/15 2 thread organzine + 13% take-up = .0729 @ $5.60 = $ .4082
56 picks 30/3 Am. carded filling = .2417 @ 2314c = .0562

Weaving .0353
Expenses .0283

$ .5280
Dyeing, finishing, etc. (about; .0500
Selling price (about) .6750
Retail selling price 2.0000

Yards per pound 3.17 (grey).

8LUB YARN NOVELTY
The past few years there has been

a great deal of discussion regarding
the large increase in the number of

special cotton fabrics made and
whether or not it is well to go into

this kind of business in any extensive
manner. Years ago, or when the do
mestic industry was comparatively
small, the majority of mills were able
to produce cloths, the best of which
would be considered staples on to

day's basis of quality. Gradually the

tastes of consumers advanced, and
their purchasing power became larger,

s'o that mills were able to improve the
quality of their fabrics and the prices
at which they sold. Then, many new
mills were built which were able to

make fine yarns and fancy cloths, but
the size of practically all of these
irills was so large that for economic
reasons what might be called staple

fancy cloths had to be produced, at

least they are so considered when
compared with many of the novelties

recently offer/^d.
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Of course, there Is a certain por-
tion of high-class novelties made -in

large domestic mills, but they are not
the fabrics which we are considering,
for these are sold in small quantities,
and are usually produced by specialty
manufacturers. The large production
of cloths which would have been con-
sidered extreme novelties only a short
time ago have educated a certain num-
ber of consumers into demanding ad-

vances on previous novelties. The
whole development has been one of

progress, and there is no reason to

believe that the recent interest is- any-
thing but logical and that it will con
tinue to grow.
At certain periods, progress seems

to be greater than at other times, due
to various improvements either in

manufacturing methods or else in the
dyestuffs and methods of finishing, but
it can be said that the results which
are possible from combinations of dif-

ferent materials, yarn sizes, colors,

weaves and finishes are just begin^

ning to be understood in anything like

a scientific manner, and that the high-

er range of prices makes it possible
to use them in corpbination, whereas
a short time ago their use was largely
impracticable or not understood in

most cases. About fifteen years ago
some of the silk and cotton combina-
tions often sold for from 75 cents to

$1 a yard, while to-day they can be
purchased at about 30 cents a yard in

the same constructions and with a
much better finish. These fabrics
probably had much to do with educat-
ing cotisumers into higher prices for

cotton goods, because previously it

was the custom to purchase woolen
material when the price was much
over 50 cents a yard. Now it is not
at all unusual to see all-cotton cloths

in the stocks of exclusive retailers

on which the price is from $3 to $5

a yard, and in some cases much
higher.

FIELD FOR LARGE RETAILERS.

Many of such cloths are without
doubt out of the reach of the small
retailer, because he finds it impos-
sible to keep up to the latest fashions.

and losses are likely even though the

percentage of profit added is quite

large. Consumers are not inclined to

purchase high-priced novelties at a

small establishment, so that even
though they were carried the demand
would probably be very small. Then
the purchase of any quantity of high-

priced cloth ties up quite a little cap-

ital, and curtails the amount of or-

dinary stock which can be carried,

this condition being liable to make an
unsatisfactory merchandise situation.

Large retailers can handle quite a
few such novelties, and the possibili-

ties of loss are much less, because the
purchase of one undesirable style af-

fects the average profits but slightly,

and, moreover, the probabilities of un-

desirable styles being purchased is

m.uch less in the case of a large re-

tailer, because of a greater familiarity

with selling conditions and styles.

Profits on such fabrics are large in

some cases, but they were also

large in the past upon some of the

cloths which are considered staples

to-day. On ordinary cloths, the price

or value is partly determined by tho

wearing qualities, but with many of

these newer lines the fabric style has
much m.ore influence on price, in fact

many of such materials have compar-
atively little wearing value. This con-

dition permiits the making of special

fabrics in a comparatively small quan-

tity, and if desirable styles are creat-

ed the price which can be obtained is

practically always sufficient to allow

a good profit.

Such manufacturing cannot be suc-

cessfully done by any excepting men
of ability, who understand thoroughly
the various features of cloth making
and finishing, and who also can ad-

just style to fabrics in an attractive

and different manner. The problem
does not call for the economical and
systematic management necessary in

large plants, mainly because changes
are so frequent in styles and fabrics

that each production is a problem in

itself. The making of such novelties

is necessarily a small business, be>

cause exclusiveness is sacrificed when
quantities are m.ade, and perhaps this

feature is dem.anded as much as any
other in the purchase of such cloths.

Possibly the greatest opportunity to-

day to build up a business and obtain
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an exceptional profit is In producing
special fabrics in small quantities.
These could be sold direct to the re-

tailer, thereby making prices to the
consumer more reasonable than at
first would be considered possible.

The cloth which we have illustrat-

ed offers a good idea of the methods
which are sometimes used in obtain-
ing a certain result. This fabric was
without doubt produced in a compara-
tively small quantity, and sells at
what would be considered a high
price, namely $2 a yard, but when the
selling price is compared with the
cost of making the ratio of advance is

or washed, produces the irregular
ground effect which is so desirable at
present.
The warp yarn is not hard twisted,

because a yarn is strongest when con-
taining practically the ordinary warp
twist, namely 4.50 to 4.75 times the
square root of the yarn size in turns
per inch, and, naturally, a strong warp
yarn aids in the weaving operation.
Fine single filling of a hard twist na-

ture when dyed is also hard to han-
dle, so this yarn was made of two-pl>
instead of single, so as to aid in the
cloth making. A very much heavier
filling probably would not have been

The Cottoji Novelty Analyzed-

probably no greater, if it is as great,
as some of the more ordinary fine and
fancy materials, if the excessive ad-

vances by the retailers be ignored. In
the first place, the yarns used are of
quite a little interest, inasmuch as
they represent three different types of
material.
The ordinary warp is white, and

the making of this yam is no differ-

ent than for ordinary work. The size

of the yarn is 60s-l. The filling yarn is

two-ply of a finer size, namely, 90s-2,

and, in addition to this fact, the
yam is twisted harder than it is for
ordinary work. This extra twist
makes the yarn have a crepey char-
acter, and when the cloth is finished

so desirable, and this explains why
the finer yarn was made two-ply, so
that it would not differ very much
from the size of the warp yarn used.
The third yarn and the one of great-

est interest is the novelty yarn which
is identical for warp and filling. This
is made of three single threads and
the bunch of soft cotton which forms
the heavy portion of the yarn. There
are two twisting processes employed.
The method of making is somewhat
as follows, considering that the sin-

gle yams, which are 15s-l, have al-

ready been completed.
A spinning frame or a similar ma-

chine, which has more than one set

of rolls, is used in twisting:, and an
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arrangement is made whereby one set
of rolls can be run intermittently.
Two threads are placed in the front
rolls, being separated, but not passing
between the rolls which operate in
termittently. Between the rolls which
operate irregularly is placed a soft
roving yarn, and as these rolls move
forward and stop short, pieces of rov-
ing are fed out between the two
threads which, when the twist is in-

serted by the spindles in front of the
rolls, twist together, and in twisting
bind in the bunch of loose cotton.
The loose cotton is not held very

firmly, so the twisted yarn is then
taken and again twisted, but in the
opposite direction, this last twisting
process binding the cotton so that it

can be used satisfactorily. These
yarns are used extensively in various
kinds of napped goods where the
bunches are of dyed cotton, thus pro-
ducing quite attractive patterns. With-
out doubt, the yarn used in this cloth
was made on an ordinary spinning
frame, which was readjusted because
the spacings of the bunches are al-

most exactly the distances which
would be noted from the circum-
ference of the ordinary spinning
frame rolls.

Prices for special yarns have been
exceptionally high for some time, in-

asmuch as few are accustomed to
making them or have machinery ca-
pable of it, and the demand has been
quite large. The total yarn size when
completed is practically 2-5, the
three ends of 15s-l producing a yarn
equal to 5-1, and the loose cotton,
which is fed in at the first twisting
process, supplies the additional weight
to make the above named size.

Not only are special yarns used in

producing this fabric but it is also
true that a good deal of ingenuity
has been used in developing the
weave and construction. In the firsv

place, the crepe effect is produced by
the hard twist filling, as previously
noted. This crepe effect is not so
great as if a larger number of turns
per inch were inserted in the yarn,
neither is it so great as would be
noted if the heavy novelty yarn did
not tend to hold out the fabric rather
than to allow it to shrink in the

width. The dyed yarn has been used
so as to make the cotton bunches in
the novelty yarn show up more prOml
nently. A hard twist white filling

would have made the result less de-
sirable in most cases, for it would not
have made the effect produced by the
novelty yarn so prominent. The
weave is perhaps of as great interest
as the yarns which have been used.

It will be noted that the novelty
yarn appears largely on the face or
the cloth. This is of advantage for a
number of reasons. First, it shows
up the effect better, second, it does
not bind down the novelty yarn, par-
tially destroying the effect, and, third,

it makes the weaving more practical,
for there is less rubbing in the weav-
ing process. We are illustrating the
weave which has been used. The
marks at the top and side designate
the threads of novelty yarn, and we
are giving a little more than one re
peat of the design, so that the opera-
tion of the threads can be clearly

understood.
To make the effect it will be neces-

sary to use eight harnesses, though
possibly a greater number would be
used because of practical reasons.
Note that the novelty warp threads are
lifted a large portion of the time, while
the novelty filling is on the surface of

the cloth in a like manner. To hold
these novelty yarns in their correct
places the fine warp is raised next to

the novelty thread when it is lowered,
and the relatively same method is

adopted in regard to the filling. Note
that all the novelty yarn weaves exact-

ly the same, except that on succeed-
ing threads or picks the weave is

eight picks or threads farther advan-
ced. One of the most troublesome
features in the use of novelty yarns is

the fact that what are called patterns

are produced. They are present in the

cloth considered, although the cloth

construction is very advantageous for

their partial elimination. The separa-

tion of the novelty picks and threads

by a ground cloth is likely to break
up the undersirable effects to a cer-

tain extent.

Because of the cloth construction

a box loom is usually necessary for the

weaving, but in this cloth a pick an4
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pick box loom must be used or one
which can insert a single pick of a
yarn size or color. When such a loom
is being used, it is a very good plan to

use two s-huttles containing novelty
yarn, inserting first one pick from one
shuttle and then a second pick from
another shuttle, for this breaks up the
regularity of the nubs or bunches.
A little care in planning the
cloth width so that it does not
correspond to the repeat of the bun-
ches will help in obviating the troublev

COST OF MAKING.
We have given an approximate cost

of producing such a fabric as that con>—
H!:: ftn
B^a:. 8.s.;.-s.

The Weave.

sidered, and it would probably be im-
possible for the concerns which manu-
facture this kind of cloth to produce
at anywhere near the price which is

given. In the first place we have con-
sidered that the mill making the cloth
also produced the yarn used, a con-
dition which is entirely unlikely. If
yarns were purchased it is very likel>
that the special ones might cost nearly
twice as much as the figures we have
given, for there would be the extra
profits resulting from the large de-
mand, and, in addition, the various
shipping and other expenses which
are noted on yarns purchased,
but that are not noted when
the yams are produced in the plant
weaving the cloth.

The figures given are for a reason-
able production, but the cost might
be increased somewhat, due to very
small orders. Then the expenses of

experimental work can never be es^

timated very accurately for any one
cloth, and much of this work might
be necessary before the correct re-

sults were obtained. With a concern
purchasing its yarn it is very likely

that the cost per yard would be some-
where about 45 to 50 cents. Profits

must be considerably higher per
loom on such work than on ordinary
fabrics, because the risk is greater,

and because the small number of

looms operated makes it necessary if

a reasonable return is to be obtained.
The demand for any style has much
to do with the profit which
is possible, and the variation
will be wider than on ordi-

nary cloths, because competition is

not so keen. Possibly, a profit of ten

cents a yard would not be exceptional
for a cloth such as that considered.

AN IMPORTED FABRIC.

As this fabric is an imported one
there are duties to be added to the
foreign selling price, and this explains

partly the high price. Assuming that

the cloth was sold at 55 cents a yard,

the retail price is not exceptionally

high, as it is only about four times

the mill selling price, and the higher

cost over ordinary cloths is due to the

retailer's added ratio of profit. There
is a large opportunity for the develop-

ment of special styles in the domes-
tic market, inasmuch as prices to-day

are quite high and are likely to con-

tinue so. There is no great reason

to believe that the domestic buyers
will purchase foreign goods if the

domestic product is just as desirable

and contains up-to-date and exclusive

styles. Whether the retailer sells

such novelty cloths as imported or

not is of comparatively little impor-

tance to the manufacturer, because it

he can obtain the bulk of such busi-

ness the imported idea will be grad-

ually eliminated, in fact it is fast be-

ing outgrown to-day.

Possibly, one of the greatest prob-

lems in making yarns of a novelty

character is in obtaining the correct
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cost of production. The various ele- After the correct yarn sizes are ob-
ments of cost should he considered tained, the weight of the cloth is no
carefully, such as the take-ups on the more difficult to obtain than for or-
various yarns in the twisting process dinary materials, although the width
and their cost, and the losses which ^f the cloth in the reed must be care-

Stt^ulel^rsuchyrs^^st^^^^ full^ ascertained, because there is

produced to see that correct per- ^^"'^^ a large shrinkage in this direc-

centages of the yarn size produced are t^^^- Probably there are very few

obtained. The cost of experimenta- fabrics selling to-day which illustrate

tion should also be considered careful- any better some of the extreme ideas

ly, for this one feature sometimes will which are being successfully adapted
make a very much higher cost than to high-clas-s production on the cloth

would otherwise be thought possible. we have presented.

PATTERN Vi^ARP.
3 3

60/1 Am. combed bleached — 4 3 — = 1,98.5
24 24

2% novelty 1 = 263

263 X 2,248 total ends.

PATTERN FILLING.
90/2 Am. combed dyed 7
2% novelty 1

48 picks per inch.
YARN COST.

60/1 bleached 52c. per lb.
90/2 dyed, extra twist 91c. per lb.

2% novelty (3 ends 15/1 and roving; 2 twisting operations) 24c. per lb.

CLOTH COST.
1,985 ends 60/1 bleached + S% take-up = .0427 @ 52c = $ .0222
263 ends 214, novelty + 2% take-up = .1419 @ 24c = .0340
42 picks 90/2 dyed = .0600 @ 91c = .0546
6 picks 2% novelty -= .1714 @ 24c = .0412

Weaving .0705
Expenses .0214

*
$ 2439

Finishing, etc !o250

Mill cost under most favorable circumstances $ .2689
Yards per pound, 2.40 finished.

-»-

MrDr'rDT7I?n rinun when compared with most lines of cot-

lulillurilllZ/ijlJ UUllU ton goods. Russian cords being an
addition to a fabric, rather than a

A new fabric which is now being component part of it, have been ap-
offered for the first time in the finish- plied to all kinds of materials, al-

ed state by retailers is the mercerized though because of the additional cost,

corded fabric, of which we are giving the idea has been used more exten-
an analysis, and of which an illustra- sively on high quality merchandise
tion is presented. For a number of which sells at a rather high price.

years, corded fabrics have been quite The extensive sale of these two lines

large sellers, and the lines have in- has made consumers familiar with
eluded Russian cords and Bedford such styles, but competition has be-

cords in various combinations and come more keen than it was, and for

colors, and on both light and heavy this reason, the profit obtainable on
ground fabrics. The yarns used in the above two fabrics is smaller than
making these cloths have been of it was.
widely varying sizes and qualities, al- As usually happens with fancy
though, as a general thing, the yarns cloths or new styles, a change has to

used in Bedford cords have been of be made through the use of addition-

rather fine sizes, and the cloth count al cloth features, or by lower prices
has been comparatively high, at least so as to make the cloth desirable for
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a longer time, although, naturally, oth-

er fabrics will be developed, and take
the place cf some former styles. Voiles
were sold in large quantities in the
plain state when they were first de-
veloped, and gradually novelty fea-

tures had to be added, such as crowd-
ed stripes, checks and silk stripes
with jacquaid figures, in order to keep
up the distribution. The same thing
has happened on poplins, and is now
taking place on fabricj composed of
novelty yarns, and the same condition
will be noted on fancy fabrics which
are in demand in the future. Of course,
all kinds of voiles are still being sold,
and so are poplins and other cloths
which formerly sold well, but this is

mainly because they are desirable to
many consumers, although the above
statements apply generally to the
whole development in the sale of fancy
fabrics.

The corded fabric now being offered
has been made so as to take the place
of certain of the Russian and Bedford
cords, inasmuch as the demand for
these has been declining. The reason
why it can be sold is partly because
it can be made at a comparatively
low price, and partly because the cloth
contains some new ideas. In a gen-
eral way, corded fabrics are used for
all the purposes for which medium-
weight cotton cloth is desirable, al-

though, possibly, waistings, shirtings
and dress materials form the largest
portions of the sale. The cloth we have
analyzed is rather stiff for some uses,
mainly because there are so many
cords in the material, but other pat-
terns contain fewer cords, and would
be possibly considered more desirable
for ordinary use by many consumers.
Inasmuch as the cloth is mercerized

in the finishing process, the planning
of the construction involves much the
same principles as noted when mak-
ing an ordinary mercerized fabric,
that is, a soft twist filling yarn, and
a greater number of picks than threads
so a,s to produce a more lustrous ef-

fect when mercerized. This method of
making cloth is usually designated as
a soisette construction. When the
warp is to be treated, the same con-
tritions apply, only it is impossible to
weave a soft twist single warp yarn,
and to obtain satisfactory results, the

warp is made of fine yarn, and the
single yarns twisted into -o. two-ply

form with a comparatively few turns

per inch. One of the constructions

which is largely used when the filling

is to be mercerized is a count of 64 x
72, and with 50-1 warp, and 30-1 soft

twist filling, while when the warp is

to be mercerized the most common con-

struction used is 100 x 48, with 60-2

soft twist warp and 25-1 filling. The
yarns will vary slightly in different

mills, but the general results are very
similar. The ground construction

which has been used in the cloth ana-

lyzed is 74 X 96, with 50-1 warp and
30-1 filling. Many fine mercerized fab-

rics have a count of 72 x 104, with
70-1 or 80-1 warp and 40-1

soft twist filling. Thus, it will

be noted that the well-known
idea of fabric construction has
been followed, but that a slightly low-

er filling count has been used, togeth-

er with yarns about the same as in

the lower count mercerized fabric pre-

viously mentioned.

THE COARSER SIZES.

The coarser sizes of yarns used

more than offset the slightly lower fill-

ing count, so that a rather firm fabric

results, and the construction would
not be used were the fabric to be

made entirely of plain weave. The rea-

son why these coarse yarns have been

used is to make a satisfactory fabric

when the large number of cords have

been introduced. These are so large

that with the ordinary fine yarn con-

structions they would undoubtedly

slip in the material, and produce an

undesirable result. Another feature

which is worthy of note is in regard

to the weave, which has been applied

to the cords. On most fabrics, when an

ordinary cord is used, the cord will

weave just the same as the threads in

a plain cloth, namely, be raised for

one picK, and depressed for the follow-

ing one, while in this cloth, the cord

is raised for one pick, and depressed

for the following two picks. This

causes the filling to fioat over the

cords two-thirds of the time, and par-

tially covers them up, acting in a sim-

ilar manner to the crossing thread in

a leno weave in a fabric containing

the Russian cord. The method of
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weaving makes a rather soft cord,
which will not wear out the picks of
filling so rapidly when it is washed
and ironed, as if it had been bound in

more firmly, but the cord does not
stand out so sharply as when produced
by the leno weave.
This fabric in a large majority of

instances should be classed among
fancy materials, and as a fancy mill
product. There are various reasons
why this should be so, and probably
the first is that the yarns all vary so
much in size and character. Few cloth
mills, excepting those making fancy
materials, produce any soft twist fill-

ing. Second, some of the yarns are

probable that changes to a more fancy
cloth would soon take place, eliminat-
ing the demand and causing a mill to
be short of orders. This is one great
reason why staple cloth make: s are so
seldom desirous of changing from their
regular fabrics even if the possibilities
of profit appear somewhat greater when
the demand is at its best. There are
in addition the mechanical and labor
troubles which often deter certain
manufacturers from making lines of
fabrics which are different from those
which they regularly produce. Such
troubles include such items as in-

correct gears for frames and unbalanc-
ed mill organization with too few or

Mercerized Cord.

made of combed stock. There are mills
which make combed yarn fabrics with
what might be called plain weaves, but
most of them use no ply yarn at all

in any of their constructions and in
few instances do they produce very
heavy cloths. Third, because of the
weave which has been used. This is a
comparatively simple one, but it would
not be liable to be woven on a cam
loom or on other looms making simple
effects, but rather in a fancy cloth
mill where dobby looms are available.
Fourth, such a construction would not
be desirable for some mills, mainly be-
cause the demand for the cloth would
not last. Even if a mill might be able
to produce such a fabric, it is entirely

too many frames of certain kinds,
reeds which are not suitable for the
cloth count which is to be made or if

new ones are purchased they are likely

to . spoil through subsequent standing
without being used. Other features al-

so might be added to those enumer
ated. Regarding the labor difficul-

ties it can be said that sometimes
there are too few or too many employ-
es, if changes in product are to be
made, and what is more of importance
it usually happens that a change
means that more complicated con-

structions or weaves are to be used,
and inasmuch as the help is unused to

changes, time will be lost and percent-

ages of production decline over nor-
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mal, and in addition the number of
seconds are likely to increase, thus
making the actual profits less than
appearances would indicate if a cloth
were to be continually woven. These
fabrics are practically never produced
on automatic looms, because very few
fancy mills contain any such equip-
ment and also because the quality of
the cloth has to be somewhat better
than is produced by such methods.

It is very probable that the heavy
cord is placed on more than a single
harness because of the weight of yarn
which has to be lifted, although so far
as the weave is concerned a single
harness would be sufficient. When the
warp is drawn in and reeded it is

necessary to place the cord in two sep-
arate heddles and dents so as to make
them weave satisfactorily, and this is

also another reason why the cord
would be placed on two harnesses
which weave the same.
Whenever a new idea is developed,

either in connection with a fabric's
construction, finish or both, it is very
likely that a good profit is obtained
therefor. Usually there will be a
greater or less amount of competition
afterward and these first high profits
will be reduced so that it might be
said that on some few fabrics man-
ufacturers dictate the selling prices.
Most grey fabrics have a good deal of
competition regarding prices, and this
keeps excessive profits at compara-
tively low levels. For all fabrics ex-
cepting those which are especially new,
a manufacturer should have a com-
paratively accurate idea regarding the
profits which each cloth should carry.
These profits should be determined
somewhat by the investment in the
mill organization, although, of course,
manufacturing ability has much to do
with the success of one mill and the
failure of another, and a good deal
depends upon the demand. A good
many manufacturers have a general
idea regarding the total profits they
believe they should obtain, but often
they are not especially particular in
the methods they adopt in setting
prices so that their various prices will
all bear the same proportion of the
total profit.

Some figure out in a comparatively
accurate manner the net cost of their

goods, adding to this cost an arbitrary
amount as the profit. This arbitrary
amount is obtained by dividing
the total estimated profit by the
total yardage produced. For a
mill which makes only one kind
of cloth, such a method is en-
tirely satisfactory, but for a mill
which produces quite a number of

constructions this method is incorrect,
and the various cloths are likely to be
quoted at wrong prices. This allows
other sellers to obtain business which
the mill producing the cloth should
have obtained and makes a low price
with small profits or forces the market
on other fabrics.

Of course, it might be said that com-
petitors regulate a mill's prices and
this is true on certain lines to an ex-

tent, which is greater on grey goods
than it is on dyed yarn fabrics, but
nevertheless many goods are sold on
prices which are entirely designated
by the sellers. The profits should be
based on the relative production
of the producing unit, viz., the looms.
If one cloth averages to produce at

the rate of 100 yards per week, while
another produces at the rate of 200
yards per week, it is incorrect to ex-

pect that each cloth must return the
same profit per yard to the manufac-
turer. We have used the weekly basis

of production, inasmuch as most mill

reports are submitted in such form.
The production of any cloth is based
on the speed of the loom, the picks
per inch in the cloth, and the actual

percentage which is obtained when
compared with the theoretical one.

Such results are available only
after careful investigation, and
the keeping of accurate records.

A loom might actually pro-

duce when the warp is in the frame
at the rate of 85 per cent, but due to

changing or waiting for warps or oth-

er features, the production rate might
fall to 80 per cent, or less, over the
space of a year's time. To base the
production and profits on a high rate

would be to receive a smaller profit

than expected and to name a price

too low on the cloth. For example,
suppose a mill cost $1,000,000.

and contains 1,200 looms. It is

desired to obtain a rate of 12 per cent
net profit. This is $120,000 per year,
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or approximately $2,300 per week.
When this amount is placed on a loom
or production basis, the net profit
which must be obtained per loom per
week is approximately $1.92. A cer-

tain style of cloth is being made,
and by careful records. it is

found that the cloth will be pro-
duced at the rate of 132 yards
per week average. With the two
items we have obtained, namely, $1.92
profit per loom per week, and 132
yards average production per week,
the amount each yard of cloth should
carry as profit is easily ascertained.
$1.92 divided by 132 yards equals 1.45

cents per yard profit. The same meth-
od can be adopted with the various
styles which are running, and if a
new cloth is to be made on which a
price has to be named, careful com-
parison should be mace with previous
styles, so that no radically incorrect
estimates are made regarding the
amount of cloth which will be pro-
duced. If the above method was used
in connection with a correct cloth cost,
it is certain that it would eliminate
some of the fabrics which are now
sold at unreasonably high or low quo-
tations in not alone cotton cloths, but
also in other materials, and give a
better idea to manufacturers as to
what their profit was likely to be.

This fabric has been made with a
certain purpose in view, that is, of
being mercerized before it has to be
sold. Some cloths are mercerized af-

ter they are bleached, but in the ma-
jority of cases, it is probable that
they are mercerized before the bleach-
ing takes place. The fabric is also
piece dyed in various colors, these de-
pending upon the tastes of the buyers
and the styles of the season. A few
of the features which aid in the mer-
cerization process may be of interest.
A comparatively few years ago, it

was considered that mercerization did
not affect the short cotton fibres as
much as it did the longer ones. This
was due more to mechanical difficul-

ties than to actual theory. The lustre
on cotton fibres when mercerized is

obtained because the fibres become
more or less like small glass rods and
reflect the light, and inasmuch as long
cotton fibres when used in yarn per-
mitted a lower standard of twist with

straighter fibres, it appeared as if the
longer fibres gave better results than
the shorter ones. When soft twist fill-

ing is being used, it is customary to

comb the cotton so as to produce a
better yarn, and this allows a lower
standard of twist, with less twisting of

the fibres and a more lustrous result

when the fabric is mercerized.

THE PROCESS IMPROVED.
The process has been improved a

great deal through extensive use, and
although combed yarn produced from
long staple cotton still shows the best

results, the process is being applied
very extensively to many fabrics made
of carded yarns. Reduction in prices

has made this possible, inasmuch as

it permits the obtaining of a higher

price for the cloth. The price of mer-
cerizing and dyeing a fabric such as

that considered will vary somewhat
with different concerns, but for ordi-

nary fabrics, the price is about one
and one-half cents per yard. The cloth

is much heavier than the ground con-

struction and the yarns used would
indicate, because the cords add quite a
little weight to the cloth. There is

quite a little take-up on the fine warp
yarn, due to the large number of picks

of filling, but on the cords there is com-
paratively little take-up, the amount
eiven being partly the loss which is

due to the various processes. The
heavy cords affect the stretch of the

cloth to a certain extent, and there

will not be such a large gain in fin-

ishing as would be noted were the

cloth made entirely plain and with
no cords. The method of finding the

various weights of the yarns used, and
the total weight of the cloth is as fol-

lows:

1,452 ends -i- (50/1 X 480) = .0346, weight
of fine warp without take-up.

11% take-up m weaving.
.0346 -7- .89 = .0389, total weight of fine

warp per vard of woven cloth.
846 ends -^ (20/2 X 840) = .1007, weight of

ply warp without take-up.
2% "take-up in weaving.
.1007 -^ .98 = .1028, total weight of ply
warp per vard of woven cloth.

3 6 picks X 291/3" reed width X 36"
1 = 2.816

36"
vds. of filling per yard of cloth.

2,816 -^ (30/1 X 8.40) = .1117, total weight
of filling per yard of cloth.

.0389 4- .1028 -|- .1117 = .2534, total weight
per yard.

1.0000 -¥- .2534 = 3.95 yards per pound
(grey).
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MERCEKiZED CORD.

PATTERN.
2 2

50/1 Am. combed warp — 6 4 2 — = 1,452
10 IQ

20/2 Am. carded warp 6 = 8^6

141

X

2,298 total ends.

30/1 Am. combed filling, soft twist, 96 picks.

34 reed- 2^1/3" reed width; 27" grey width, 26% "-27' finished width.
74 X 96 ground count grey; 85 X 94 over all count finished.

YARNS.
Labor,
waste, Twist-

Cotton, etc. ing.

50/1 Am. combed warp, 1 5-16" staple; 10 hank dou. rov.. 21c. I6V2C. = 37V!2C.

20/2 Am. carded warp, l%o" staple; 4 hank dou. rov., 13 %c. 4V2C. %c. = l^%v.

30/1 Am. combed filling, IVs" staple; 7 hank dou. rov., 15c. bV^c. = 23 Va^---

COST.

1,452 ends 50/1 Am. combed warp + 11% take-up = .0389 @ 37i^c = $ .OHo
846 ends 20/2 Am. carded warp + 2% take-up = .1028 @ 18 %c = .0193

96 picks 30/1 Am. combed filling, soft twist = .1117 & 23V2C = .026:>

Weaving •'^l^i

Expenses .Oltii

$ .0904

Selling -""'-^

Net mill cost (grey) $ .0922

Selling price to converter or mill selling price (grey) AQoV
Bleaching, mercerizing, dyeing, etc .U15i

Cost to converter (not including expenses)
-^'i^^

Cost to jobber .lS7&

Cost to retailer .1750

Cost to consumer .2500

Yards per pound 3.95 (grey).

NEWSILKANDCOTTONFABRIGS

Possibly no class of fabrics pro-

duced in cotton mills has been of

more interest to buyers than the silk

and cotton materials which have re-

cently been selling, and on which
mills have orders for as long future
dating as any other kind of fancy
fabric. That there has been a phe-
nomenal growth in the sales of such
cloth is generally well known in the
trade, but few consider how compara-
tively recent the growth has been,
and why such results have occurred.
It might be well to state that the for-

eign development has not been near-
ly so rapid, when such lines are con-
sidered, as has the domestic, and
therefore quite a good many silk and
cotton fabrics are exported to-day,
although the reason for exportation is

probably not because of lower costs
of production, although this has an in-

fluence on the sale, but rath-
er due to the fact that foreign

mills have produced comparatively
few such goods, and their finish is

not so desirable as that of the domes-
tic cloth.

There is no reason why many do-
mestic mills cotHd not have produced
such goods quite a long time ago, be-

cause the machinery necessary was
available, although not so extensive as
to-day, and is no different than that
used in making ordinary fancy cotton
cloths, but due to inexperience in

handling silk yarn and other reasons,
their production was attempted by
only a few mills. Probably the big-

gest reason why few of such cloths
were produced was because the de-

mand had not been developed to any
great extent. Until consumers become
used to any fabric, it is very likely

that the sale will be comparatively
small. At first the quantities made
were small, and the profits of practical-

ly all sellers were large, but through
inexperience in finishing the re-

sults were in no way comparable t^

that of the fabric sold at presenv.
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Many of the cloths now selling at 25
cents to 29 cents per yard were for-

merly sol-d at from 75 cents to $1 per
yard, and the finish, or color, was not
nearly so desirable as it is to-day,
these facts indicating the progress
which has taken place, and showing
that consumers are obtaining much
more value than they formerly did.

Inasmuch as these silk and cotton
materials offer possibilities in finish-

ing and weave effects not noted on
entire cotton cloths, it would natural-
ly be expected that they would be-
come a staple article by the present
time. Up to about three years ago the
development of the demand indicated
that they were fast becoming staples,

for they were sold at reasonable
prices, and filled a need which neither
all silk nor all cotton could. Then a
greater number of converters became
acquainted with the fabric construc-
tion, and in order to beat their com-
petitors, they began to order from the
manufacturers' fabrics on which the
construction was not so high as it

formerly was. If a buyer desired a
low construction it was of little im-
portance to the manufacturer, so long
as a legitimate profit was secured in

the cloth making, and gradually the
constructions which had been found
satisfactory were cut until little real

worth was left in the materials. This
could easily be done, because the cloth

effect is not changed very much
through the use of a smaller number
of picks, the difference being noted
in the fabric wear.

We are acquainted with instances
where the buyer purchased three
widely varying constructions in a silk

and cotton cloth with the same num-
ber of warp threads per inch, but
with a different number of picks of

silk filling per inch. Upon these dif-

ferent fabric constructions was placed
the same designs, as near as was pos-
sible, and through such methods buy-
ers were deceived in the quality of the
goods which they received. It is en-
tirely probable that the cloth prices
for the various styles differed some-
what, but undoubtedly the parties
who purchased the cloths delivere^l

last received far less value than those
who bought the ones first offered. The

highest count cloth was delivered first,

and gradually the cheaper cloths were
substituted until conditions became
such that there was general
dissatisfaction, with a resulting
radical falling off in the de-
mand. Naturally, the well-made
fabrics of certain houses suf-
fered in the decline along with the
poor materials, and much of the cloth
was sold at retail at prices which
must have represented large losses to

some of the sellers.

Such combinations of material
were, however, of too much value to

consumers to be long neglected, and
a comparatively new start was made
which has now become of large vol-

ume, but it is well to note that the
sale has been made on satisfactory
combinations, and that most of the
newer lines are decidedly well made.
Of course, the greater weight of silk

used results in a greater cost, but it

gives much better wear and a more
desirable appearance. These cloths
are used largely for dresses, but the
other uses are snch that the deman^Q
is quite large and an extensive pro
duction is possible at the mill.

One fact which is of importance,
and which is going to affect other
lines, is that many of the new ma
terials are being produced with a
width of 36 inches. This method al-

lows the cloth to be produced at about
the same mill cost as would be noted
for a narrower fabric, with the excep-
tion of the additional material neces-
sary in making the wider width. Most
of the looms which are capable of pro-

ducing such goods can weave cloth at

least 36 inches wide, and the produc-
tion of any narrower material is a
mill waste which should not be per-

mitted. The reason why the narrow-
er fabrics were produced was partly

because the demand in the past had
been for narrow fabrics and partly be-

cause it allowed various sellers to ob-

tain the cloth to sell within certain

set price limits.

In a general way there are two
kinds of silk used in making the class

of fabrics we are considering, namely,
Canton and Tussah. The silk sizes

will vary somewhat, depending upon
the fabric which is to be produced.
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but by far the largest quantities are of
32-38 two-thread Tussah and of 14-16

two-thread Canton. ]Most of the silks

used are two-thread, although 22-26

Canton is used in place of the 14-16

two-thread, as it is somewhat finer

and allows a slightly lower cost of

production, although the resulting
cloth is not quite so -desirable as when
the heavier two-thread silk is used.

Recently, there has been quite a lit-

tie three-thread silk used both in Can-
ton and also in Tussah, but the gen-
eral tendency has been to increase
the number of picks in the cloth rath-
er than to change the size of the silk

used. Few of these silk and cotton

warp is used in the majority of in

stances, although quite large quanti-

ties of cloth have been produced with
a somewhat finer size of warp. When
the 60s-l warp is used, the cloth con-
struction is often about 96 x 100. It

w^ill be noted that the cloth analyzed
contains 40s-l warp with a somewhat
smaller number of picks, but that the
use of the three-thread material more
than offsets the . small number of

picks, thus making a m-uch better con-

struction, so far as service is concern-
ed. In obtaining our cloth w^eight we
have used a yardage of 90,000 for the
silk, although this is not the correct
theoretical yardage. This has been

Fancy Silk and Cotton Fabric.

cloths contain warp coarser than 40s-

1, and usually, although not always,
the cotton yarn is produced from
combed stock. Inasmuch as the Tus-
sah silk is rather coarse in size, it is

used with the coarse cotton yarns,
probably most of such fabrics contain-
ing 403-1 or thereabouts, while the
cloth construction is often about 72 x
68. Oftentimes this construction has
to be changed because of a fancy
ground weave in the cloth, and unless
more threads or picks be used, the
firmness in the fabric will not be suf-

ficient to allow satisfactory wear.
For the fabrics in which Canton

gilfc is use^ it is probable that ^ 60s-l

done so as to allow a certain amount
of protection to the manufacturer, in-

asmuch as the silk size is likely to
vary. Tests should be made when silk
or any other yarn is being purchased,
in order to determine accurately the
sizes, so that there will be no mistake
when the cloth cost is figured. This is

especially true when the yarn is high
in price.

There are a certain amount of silk
and cotton m.aterials, such as those
considered, which are woven with a
plain weave, and a somewhat larger
quantity made wherein dobby weaves
are used, but without doubt, the fab-

rics which contain jacquard figures
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are made in larger quantities and are
of much more interest at present.
This is more true than it has been in

the past, for the demand for brocades
has made large figures desirable, .and
these cannot be satisfactorily produc-
ed except on jacquard looms. The
principle of operation is no different
than on ordinary plain looms, al-

though the repeat of the weave is on
two threads, while when a jacquard
mechanism is used it may be 400, 600
or whatever number of threads the
mechanism is made for. The first

thing in duplicating a piece of cloth is

to obtain the number of threads and
picks per inch by counting with a
pick glass or by cutting out a piece
of cloth with a die and counting the
threads. In this cloth there are 92
threads and 70 picks per inch when
finished.

Through the stretch of the filling

it is easy enough to obtain approxi-
mately the width of the cloth in the
reed, and from this the

SIZE OP THE REED

which was used in producing the
cloth. Using a few lengths of filling

pulled out from a piece of the cloth
we obtain the following:

5%' 5 78' 351/2'

This will give the real width as ap-
proximately 38 inches. Then we have:

35 Vz" cloth width : 38" reed width :: X :

92 threads.

This result shows that there are
86 threads per inch in the reed, and
with two threads per dent a 43-reed
will be used. It is assumed that the
buyer has supplied the cloth sketch
from which the weave design is to bt
produced. Possibly, this cloth was
made on a 400-jacquard machine,
which has eight hooks in a
row, and for such a m.achine the cor-

rect design or point paper
would be obtained as follows:

92 (the finished warp count) : 70 (the fin-
ished filling- count) : : 8 : X.

This will result in a design pa-

per being used of eight squares in

the warp and six in the filling direc-

tion. If a 400-machine were used for
this cloth, there would be no cast-
out, and the small sketch would be
ruled up into 50 equal f'lvisions, each
•division corresponding to one block
on the design or point paper. This
cloth sketch is also ruled off horizon-
tally to correspond with the vertical
spaces.
The next step is to transfer the

cloth sketch to the point paper, keep-
ing the general features as nearly
identical as possible. When this has
been done, the cloth weave is painted
in on the point paper, introducing dif-

ferent combinations to produce the
various effects. Care must be exer-

cised that no long floats are allowed
to remain, for often the results are
spoiled, because attention has not
been paid to such details. From
this finished design jacquard cards
are cut which operate the loom mech-
anism.. Each small square on the de-

sign is represented by a blank space
or a punched hole in the car-d, and
the 400 needles (50 rows, eight in a
row) correspond to the spaces on the
card. Each card represents one pick
of the design, and the number of cards
corresponds to the total number of

picks in the design. In the fabric

considerd there would be approxi-

mately 440 picks in the design, and
the same number of cards on the

loom. The operation of these cards
against the needles in the jacquard
head either raises or depresses the
harnesses which contain the eyes
through which the warp yarn is

drawn, and the action of the different

cards produces the pattern when the

filling is inserted. The above is a

general description of the process

which is noted when a sample piece

containing a fancy pattern is to be

produced.
When an order is received, the origi-

nal set of cards is duplicated as many
times as there are looms to be oper-

ated. The lacing of the various cards

is performed by a lacing machine
which acts in a similar m.anner to an
ordinary sewing machine, binding the

cards at the ends and in the centre.

It might be im.agined that on a silk

and cotton fabric such as that con-

sidered there would be a smaller num-
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ber of looms per weaver than on
somewhat simpler dobby patterns, but
such is not the case, for in most in-

stances the same number of looms are
operated as when -dobby patterns are
being made. Some have considered
that the percentage of production
would not be so high when silk filling

is used, but through experience it has
been found that the percentage of
production is somewhat higher than
for similar cloths which contain cot-

ton filling. It is, however, true that
a weaver will not produce so much
cloth as when dobby patterns are be-

ing made, but this is because of the
slower loom speed rather than because
of the more complicated weave placed
on the cloth. The cost of producing
a design such as that used on the
cloth analyzed is not so great as many
might believe.

The general method is to charge a
certain price per pick when outside
parties accomplish the work, the cost
to the mill when done at the plant
being about half the outside prices.

The prices per pick will vary up to

H cents per pick, but this is for a
high count and complicated ground
weaves. A design such as that used
would cost about $7.50, this small
sum influencing the cloth cost per
yard very slightly when the orders
received are of any size. In the major-
ity of designs for silk and cotton
cloths, where the filling is of silk, it

is customary to produce the effect
largely by floating the filling, for this
allows the lustrous yarn to form the
figure, and makes the results more
desirable. Plain weave forms the
groundwork of the fabric in the large
majority of Instances, and is neces-
sary if a firm cloth be produced with
the comparatively fine sizes of yarns
used.

PROFITS AND FINISHING.
Possibly a few items regarding the

profits secured by the various sellers
may be of interest. With the produc-
tion which the loom is likely to make,
and the profit per yard which we have
estimated, the profit per loom per
week would be $2.90, or approximate-
ly $150 per loom per year. This
amount should be responsible for at
least a 15 pe? cent profit to the

manufacturer. It must be remembered
that the manufacturer has quite a lit-

tle money invested in his plant and
machinery, usually up./ards of $1,000
per loom, which is of comparatively
little value if it is not being operated,
and for this reason he is on a much
different basis than the succeeding
sellers.

The converter obtains a net profit
of approximately 2% cents per yard,
and this should return him a profit of
about 11 per cent, with only a single
turnover of his goods per year, but
this profit must be compared with a
mill profit of 15 per cent, where an
outlay of from $800 to $1,000 per loom
is made, with only a converter's out-
lay on the cloth purchased, which in
this case is practically 24% cents per
yard. Tlie jobber is in much the same
position as the converter, and his prof-
it is somewhat similar, due to his
greater turnover. The retailer on this
cloth, will obtain a gTOss profit of
about 50 per cent, and allowing 25
per cent, which is not far from cor-
rect on to-day's basis for his various
expenses, the net profit secured is

practically 25 per cent, but it must
be noted that a retailer turns over
his goods a number of times a year.
Usually, the number of turnovers is

more than three, so adopting this as
a basis, it will be seen that, instead
of obtaining the 25 per cent men-
tioned above, he will be receiving 75
per cent. There has been
quite a large profit on many of the
new cotton mill products, because the
sale has recently increased, thus
making the cost of distribution lower
and the profits higher. Such fabrics
as that considered are first bleached,
and then usually piece dyed in some
popular shade.

THE BLEACHING
must be done by a chemical which
will harm neither the silk nor the
cotton. Some seasons printed patterns
are used when the fabrics are sold
in the white state, although recently
the demand has not been large for
such styles. The price for finishing
and dyeing will vary somewhat, but
probably three cents a yard will give
a general idea as to the price for
cloth such as that considered. The
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silk is usually quite a little lighter in are obtained just the same as when
the finished cloth than it is when an all-cotton cloth is being treated.
woven, because there is a certain The method of obtaining the cloth and
amount of gum in the silk yarn, yarn weights is as follows. (The
which gum is partly removed when size of the silk used as men-
the cloth is bleached and fin- tioned previously is 90,000 yards per
ished and the small amount ot pound, and is not the theoretical
starch which is added in the finishing yardage, although a manufacturer can
operation does not counteract the loss substitute the actual size which he
of weight in the finishing process. finds his silk to be in obtaining his
These cloths are finished out prac- correct weights.)

tically to their grey width as they
33,, ^^^^ ^ ^,,/^ ^ 3,,^ _ ,^32. weight

come from the loom. Sometimes the of warp yarn per yard without take-up.
cloth is cross dyed with the silk one ^^:?^}^^^-^j^ i^ weaving.

. ^ ,
«^i^^ ^ A •^-^ +1 ^-^- ^ ^^^-t-x. -0982 H- .94 = .1045, total weight of warp
color, and with the cotton another yarn per yard of woven cloth,

while at other times the cotton will 72 picks per inch X 38" reed width X 36"

be dyed, and the silk will remain ^,
""

white, so as to form a contrast. When 2,736 yards of filling per yard of cloth.

the sizes of silk used by cotton mills 2,73 6 -^ 90 000 (siik yardage) = .0304.

, ., 1 . n .1-. -. ^velght of silk filling per yard of cloth.
are known, the analysis of a silk and .1045 + .0304 = .1349, total weight per
cotton cloth presents no great amount , J„Y„^- ,0.0 -, .,
n j-«: 1J- • 1 ii- • 1,* 1.0000 -T- .1349 = 7.41 yards per pound

of difficulty, inasmuch as the weights (grey).

PATTERN.
2 2

40/1 Am. combed warp — 3,236 — = 3,300 total ends.
16 16 •

14/16 Dernier 3 thread Canton silk; 72 picks.
43 reed; 38" reed width; 36" grey width; 35% -36" finished width.

91 X 72 grey count; 92 X 70 finished count.

YARNS.
Labor,

Cotton. waste, etc.
40/1 Am. combed warp; 1%" staple; 8 hank dou. rov., 15c. ll%c. = 26%c.
14/16 3 thread Canton silk; 90,000 yds. per lb. Ready on quills = $3.80

COST.
3,300 ends 40/1 Am. combed warp + 6% take-up = .1045 @ 26%c. = $ .0281
72 picks 14/16 3 thread Canton filling = .0304 @ $3.80 = .1155

Weaving .^. .0122
Expenses 0167

$ .1725
Selling (grey) 0035

Mill cost (grey) $ .1760
Converter's purchasing price from mill (about) 1950
Finishing and converter's expenses 0525
Cost to converter 2475
Cost to jobber 2750
Cost to retailer 3250
Cost to consumer .4800

Yards per pound 7.41 (grey).

NOVELTY YARN STRIPED CREPE

That there has been a great im-
provement in the fancy cotton fabrics
produced in domestic mills is well
recognized by any one who is at all

familiar with selling conditions. This
improvement includes not only the
styling of the fabric, but also the

quality of the yarns from which the
cloths are woven. It may be that the

class of fabrics which have been sell-

ing for the past few years has had
much to do with the better appear-
ance, but without doubt a part at

least of the improvement is due to

the natural progress of a rapidly

growing industry, and a part to the

increased experience obtained from a
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freer interchange of manufacturing
and finishing knowledge.

A very good illustration of this

progress is shown in the development
of voile cloths. When these were first

produced extensively in cotton, the

constructions were not entirely suit-

able, and the yarns were often irreg-

ular and detracted much from the

finished results. Gradually mills be-

came accustomed to making such fab-

rics, and were able to determine the

correct amount of twist and the right

combinations to use in producing
a good article, and in order for other

mills to obtain business they had to

produce better yarn, if they secured
many orders on these fabrics, espe-

cially if the cloth was considered high
class, and was to be sold at a com-
paratively high price.

The use of silk yarn in voile fabrics

often showed up cotton yarn ir-

regularities through contrast, and for

this reason forced the production of

better yarns. When the demand for

voiles began to grow less, the inter-

est of buyers on novelty yarn fabrics

increased. In many of these materials,

the irregular appearance permitted the

use of comparatively poor yarn, but
the competition which developed and
style changes have made it neces-

sary to use much care if the best re-

sults be produced. Similar conditions
have been noted on crepes, and al-

though the finished fabrics are rath-

er irregular in appearance, the yarns
must be better than for certain other
similar weight materials, because the
construction is low, and irregularities

appear prominently. Possibly, the ideas
which are being used most extensive-

ly at present for fancy cotton fabrics

are novelty yarns and crepe effects.

Cloths made by such methods are
used extensively for dresses, although
there are other uses, and for this

reason, a wide distribution is possible.

We are illustrating a garment wnich
is made from one of the newer fab-

rics, and which contains ideas some-
what similar to those in the fabric

I

analyzed, and shows in a general way
. the results possible. Because light

' ground cloths have sold well, the use
of novelty yarns has been of advan-
tage, inasmuch as their heavy size has

allowed much contrast to be devel-

oped, and has made it possible for ef-

fects to be produced, which at other
times would be considered undesir-

able.

One of the most important features
in connection with the use of novelty
yarns, and one which has not been
mentioned to any great extent is that
the variety and combinations which
are possible in fabrics made from
them are more extensive than any
other class of cotton cloths formerly
produced. A short investigation into

the stock of fabrics carried by any
large retailer will clearly demonstrate
the above fact. Consumers desire to

have a great deal of variety in dress
materials, even though they do cling to

general styles when they are being
used, and the use of novelty yarns
affords an opportunity seldom experi-
enced. Probably most every novelty
yarn fabric is different in some es-

sential respect from other similar
cloths, even though the general cloth
appearance is duplicated.
The combination of yarn sizes, the

twist per inch in the yarn, and the
cloth count, all have a greater result
on cloth effects than they are likely to

have when ordinary materials are be-
ing manufactured. The fact that a
mill has to use machinery and yarns
available is also likely to affect the
result obtained. In addition to the
wide range of effects possible from
similar yarns, there are the different

methods of twisting, such as loop,

nub, corkscrew, slub and various oth-

er ideas, both separately and in com-
bination. In all these ideas, it is pos-
sible not only to use different sizes

and twists of yarn, but also to use
various colors, and in some cases
various combinations of materials.
All these facts are responsible for a
greater variety of styles than have
ever before been possible, and have
been the means of

EDUCATING MILL MEN
in regard to the developing of fab-

rics.

When novelty yarn cloths first be-

gan to appear, a large majority of mill

men would have, and did, state posi-

tively that they could not be made in

most domestic mills. It is true that a
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small proportion of them cannot be
so made, but during the past two
years many mill men who were for-

merly positive regarding this point
have found out that they can be suc-
cessfully produced, and with com-
paratively no changes in the machin-
ery of an ordinary mill. The reason
these men believed such yarns
could not be made was due to un-
familiarity with the subject, and be-

cause many of them were operating
in a rut through the manufacture of

a comparatively few styles of cloth,

and no changes year in and year out.

Practically the entire range of ef-

fects are produced througn t' e char-

ing the novelty yarn more prominent.
This is true in the fabric analyzed
where an ordinary four-harness twill

has been used with the novelty yarn
on the face of the cloth, in order to
make it more prominent. In certain
other similar lines, somewhat similar
methods are being used to show up
the novelty yarn effects.

NOVELTY YARN MAKING.

The novelty yarn used in the fab-

ric analyzed represents very well the
general characteristics of most of
such materials. It is produced by no
special machinery, and can be made by
any mill from ordinary yams. Two

U

i
One of the Popular Novelty Yarn Crepes.

acter of the yarn, and up to the
present, very few attempts have been
made to use any fancy weaves. Re-
cently, the combination of novelty
yarn with other fabrics has allowed
a greater possibility in this direction,

and certain of the styles v/hich have
been developed for next season's use
contain simple weaves, which aid in

the result, althoagh in most cases
the prominent feature is the effect

produced through the yarn. Naturally,
the size of the novelty yarn precludes
any great use of various weaves, for
they would ^lot be visible at all, and
in most instar--;es the weaves which
are used are for the purpose of mak-

twisting processes are employed, om
being in one direction and the othei
in the reverse direction. There are
six strands of yarn employed, al-

though in some instances fewer are
used to produce similar effects. If

special twisters containing two sets
of rolls and operating at different

speeds are not available, an ordinary
spinning frame can be used instead.

For the yarn considered in the first

twisting process, the ground threads
(two ends of 50-1) are placed in one
set of rolls, while the loop yarn (two
ends of 30-1) are placed in a second
set of rolls.

The speed of the rolls containing
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Uie 30-1 is practically twice as fast

as the rolls delivering 50-1. For this

leason, when the yarn is being twist-

ed, the extra 30-1 yarn winds around
the 50-1 ground threads, and is not
held tightly enough to allow it to be
satisfactorily used. Quite a little

Lwist is inserted, inasmuch as a por-

tion of this twist is taken out in the
succeeding reverse twisting operation.

When this yarn has been completed,
ii is taken and placed on another
similar frame, and is then retwisted
with two ends of 50-1.

THE RETWISTING,
or in other words the untwisting, of

the first yarn loosens up the extra

3U-1, and produces loops in an ir-

regular fashion, where the extra yarn
slips away from the ground yarn, and
these loops are bound down firmly

by the second twisting process. It is

sometimes the case that the extra
yarn in the first twisting process is

delivered at one certain point on the
ground yarn, thus creating a nub or

bunch. This sort of yarn may or may
not be retwisted, the mfethod depend-
hig a good deal on the amount of

twist imparted, and somewhat upon
the use which is to be made of the
product. Recently, we have noted
yarns which were made in a method
such as we have previoasly described,
but which had in addition a nub ef-

fect used as a binder for the f-rst

process. Then there is the wide range
of effects which are made tlirough

the introduction of either white or
colored cotton stock, which yarns
have been continuously used ia cer-

tain classes of goods such as cotton
flannels.

A different amount of twist in eith-

er twisting operation will affect the
results and so will a change of yarn
sizes or a relative change in the speed
of the delivery rolls. In the retwist-
ing process, the binding yarn is de-

livered about 10 per cent faster than
the previously twisted yarn, this being
done so as to produce the best ef-

fect, although with some yarns, the
binder is delivered at the same speed
as the previously twisted product.

YARN SIZE AND COST.
We have given in the fabric analy-

sis certain facts regarding the yarn

sizes and the cost of making. This
is a feature which many have not
considered in a correct manner, and
needless to say,' the results obtained
are often very inaccurate. A good
many have believed that the cost of

making novelty yarns is very high,

and this is true for certain varieties,

not only because of their component
parts, but also because of the difficul-

ties caused by producing, but for most
varieties, the cost is comparatively
low.

In order to obtain anything like a

correct cost, when the various yarn
sizes are used, it is necessary to ob-

tain the yarn analysis with the per-

centages of take-ups, or relative yarn
sizes. To make the problem somewhat
clearer, we have used a relative single

yarn size where two ends of any
yarn are used. With the take-ups in

twisting, the relative yarn sizes

are as follows: 25-1 for the
ground yarn; 7.5-1 for the loop yarn,

and 22.5-1 for the re-twist yarn. Using
the ordinary method to obtain the re-

sulting yarn size when three differ-

ent sizes of yarns are twisted togeth-

er, that is to divide the highest yarn
size by itself, and the coarser sizes

in succession, and then to add the
results obtained. When this is com-
pleted, the highest yarn size is again
divided by the result obtained, thus
giving the completed yarn size.

In the yarn in the fabric under dis-

cussion, the size is approximately
4.6-1. Assuming that the cost of the
single yarns in the mill is known ac-

curately, it is a comparatively easy
problem to obtain the cost for each
size ot yarn used in producing the
novel'ty yarn results. Inasmuch as
the novelty yarn, when completed,
contains 3,864 yards per pound, this

number of yards divided by the yards
per pound in each yarn, and multi-

plied by the cost, will give the cor-

rect result. It will thus be seen that

the various yarns used in making the
novelty yarn cost 26.84 cents per
pound. To this amount there must be
added the various labor, expense and
other items for the two twisting or>-

erations. In some cases, the labor
cost is high, because a good deal of

experimentation has to be made b*^-

fore satisfactory results are produced.
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There has been a general tendency to

place too high a cost on the making
of such yarns, mainly because few
took the trouble to investigate the
various items which affect the cost,

and high prices offered a protection
against manufacturing losses. It

must be remembered that the produc-
tion on the twisters after the correct
yarn effect is produced is quite
large, due to the coarse yarn sizes.

One item of importance when making
novelty yarns, and one which is often
neglected is that there should be a
sufficient amount of strength to make
the yarn usable. Most of the strain

the number of threads and picks per
inch being very low, and the fabric
v/ill slip easily. In making such a
construction, the filling yarn usually
contains much more twist per inch
than would ordinarily be the case.
The hard twist in the yarn will make
the cloth shrink up, when it is fin-

ished, thus giving the irregular or
crepe effect. In this cloth, even the
warp yarn has a somewhat greater
twist thi:<,n usual, and the cloth
shrinks in length as well as in width,
although this is not a customary meth^
od in domestic mills. The usual
standard of twist for filling yarn is

The Novelty Crepe Analyzed.

is noted on the ground yarns, and
because the twisted yarn is so coarse
in size, there is a tendency to expect
it to stand a great deal of rough han-
dling. This is not always possible, and
many yarns have been produced in

which the ground yarn would break
and allow the novelty effect to dis-

appear, making bad places in the
cloth. Good yarn construction per-

mits a greater production during the
twisting process, and creates much
less trouble in the weave room with
a higher percentage of production and
a smaller number of seconds.

In addition to having stripes made
of novelty yarns, the fabric analyzed
is woven with a crepe construction,

about three and three-quarters times
the square root of the yarn size in

turns per inch, although the amount
is reduced to three or less, when mer-
cerization is to take place, but for
most hard twist filling, the standard
is from seven to eight and one-half
times the square root of the size in

turns per inch, with probably seven
and one-half used in the majority of
instances.
Of course, there have been in-

stances where a greater number of
turns per inch than that indicated
have been inserted, and in some cases
fewer turns have been used. What
this means for a yarn like that used
in the cloth is shown as follows: The
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Square root of 50-1 is 7.07, and with
a standard of 7 J used, the turns per
inch would be practically 53. Ordinary
50-1 yarn, with a standard of ih, con-
tains only about 32 turns per inch, so
that it will be readily recognized that
the production per spindle is much
less than it is for ordinary warp,
with an increase in the various costs
of producing. Many crepes are pro-

duced with filling twisted in one di-

rection only, but the majority of the
high class articles contain both regu-
lar and reverse twisted yarn.

In some fabrics one pick of one
twist and then another pick of the
reverse twist is inserted, while in

others two picks of each are used in

succession. The pulling of one twist
against the other when the cloth is

finished produces a regular crepy ef-

fect, while if one twist only be used
the pulling is all in one direction and
this produces a wavy effect, which
does not look at all like the fabrics
produced with two kinds of twist.

Naturally, to weave two twists of

yarn a box loom is needed, and when
only one pick of each twist is used
a pick and pick loom is necessary.
To allow sufficient time for the shut-
tles to be changed, the loom speed is

somewhat slower than would other-
wise be the case, possibly about 10
per cent slower being the rate on
comparatively narrow goods.
Fabrics such as we have analyzed

are likely to sell at very high retail

prices not only because they are styl-

ish, but also because the orders re-

ceived are comparatively small and
an exclusive price can be obtained.
The general practice is to obtain the
best price possible from buyers, and
this policy results in high prices and
profits when the demand is good. A
comparatively small profit per yard
will allow a good return to the mill,

inasmuch as the production of the
loom is comparatively large, due to

the small number of picks per inch.

Although many of these grey cloths
cost comparatively little to produce,
there are other features which make
the cost to a converter a good deal
higher. One of these is the cost of

finishing and another is the fact that
there is a shrinkage in the length
of the cloth delivered instead of the

stretch noted in a good many kinds
of cloth. This shrinkage is not noted
on many cloths but is evident on the
one considered.
Then it is a fact that selling ex-

penses are high through the cost of
samples and the proportion which they
form on the comparatively small
orders. Often a large risk is

taken when novelties are purchased,
for should the style change the losses
would be quite large. On the fabric
analyzed it is undoubtedly true that
a portion of the price is represented
through duties which are necessary
because of importation. There is, how-
ever, no real reason why many domes-
tic mills could not produce this iden-
tical fabric so as to sell at retail at
less than 50 cents per yard instead
of the 90 cents per yard which is

now noted, in fact they do sell many
cloths which cost them far more to

produce finished at prices which per-
mit them to be retailed at less than
50 cents per yard.
The number of parties that handle

the goods have a good deal
to do with the prices which
are noted, although the atti-

tude which some sellers take
in the distribution has an infiuence
on the matter. Certain fancy cotton
goods when sold to consumers are
handled by three different people
while other styles are handled by as
many as five or six distributors
with a corresponding increase in price,

which often is not at all justifiable

or necessary. We have seen identical
fabrics selling at 50 cents and also
at 75 cents per yard in different re-

tail establishments, and it is often
possible to see on the same counter
fabrics selling at different prices,

the low priced fabrics actually costing
more to produce and containing more
style than the high priced articles.

This is not wholly caused by the ig-

norance of retailers on the subject
of value, but is often brought about by
excessive prices on the part of pre-
vious sellers and in some cases be-

cause of wrong estimates as to the
cost of production. In a general way
most of the fabrics are either sold
in the white state or are piece dyed.
Of course, when colored yarns are
used in making the novelty yarn, it is
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tiot necessary to bleach or dye the
cloth and the effects are possibly more
varied. The method of obtaining the
yarn weights and yards per pound are
no different than for an ordinary fab-

lic. Some times when no details re-

garding the novelty yi^rn making are
necessary, the novelty yarn is sized
just the same as if it were a simple
yarn and the result used in obtaining
the weights. It is a

VERY GOOD PRACTICE
to obtain the size of the novelty yarn
by weighing in order to check up
accurately the figured size, such as
we have obtained The take-ups on
the fine yarns composing the crepe
portion of the cloth are comparatively
small and that of the novelty yarns
practically negligible, excepting that
there is a loss in the preceding
operations. A portion of the take-up
noted on tht; yarn is developed when
the cloth is finished, but we have
not considered such shrinkage, inas-

much as it does not affect the cost
of the cloth in the grey state. When
the converter has the cloth finished
he can regulate his expenses per yard
by the number of yards which he
receives, so that there is no necessity
for using such items in obtaining the
mill cost. The method of obtaining
the various weights is as follows,

the novelty yarn being considered as
a single yarn, although it contains six

strands of single yarn:

1,762 ends -^ (50/1 X 840) = .0420, weight
of 50/1 warp without take-up

6% take-up in weaving.
.0420 -T- .94 = .0447, total weight of 50/1
warp per yard of woven cloth.

343 ends -^ (46/1 X 840) = .0887. weight
of novelty warp without take-up.

2% take-up, or loss.
.ObST H- .96 = .0905. *otal weight of novelty
warp per yard of woven cloth.
4 8 picks per inch X 50" reed width X 36"

36"
2,400 vards of filling per yard of cloth.

2.400 -H (50/1 X 840) = .0571, weight of
50/1 filling per yard of cloth.

.0447 + .0905 + .0571 = .1923.
1.0000 -^ .1923 = 5.20 yards per pound

(grey).

NOVELTY YARN STRIPE CREPE.
PATTERN,

50/1 Am. combed warp

4. GO novelty warp

49X

= 1,762

= 343

2,105 total ends
50/1 Am, combed filling, hard twist, 48 picks.
::-4 reed, 50" reed width, 42" finished width, 47" grey width.

Finished count, 50 X 50.
YARNS.

Cotton,
.'lO/l -Am, combed warp; 1 5-16" staple. 10 hank dou. rov., 21c.
30/1 Am, carded warp; IHo" staple. 6 hank dou, rov., 13 %c.
50/1 Am. combed filling, H. T, ; 1%" sta., 12 hank dou. rov., lO^^c.

Labor,
waste, etc.

16%c. = 37%c.
6%c. = 20c.

24Vfec. = 44c,

? eniis 50/1 ground threads
1 ends 30/1 loose yarn
2 ends 50/1 retwist

NOVELTY YARN.
= 25/1 comparative size.
= 15/1 comparative size.
= 25/1 comparative size.

25/1 -7- 25/1 = 1.0000
(15/1 -I- ^^% take-up = 7.5/1)

25/1 -^ 7.5/1 = 3.3333
,25/) -f 10% take-up = 22.5/1)

25/1 -T- 22.5/1 = 1.1111

5.4444

25/1 -^ 5.4444 = 4.60 novelty yarn figured size vapproxlmately).

Yards per pound in novelty yarn, 3,864.

3.864 X 37%c.

25/1 X 840

3.864 X 20c.

7.5/1 X 840

3,864 X 37%c.

22.5/1 X 840

,0690

.1227

.0767

$.2684. total cost of yarns used for making 1 lb. of novelty yarn.

$.2684 -^ 8c. (2 twisting operations) = 34%c., total cost of novelty yarn per pound.
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CLOTH COST.

1,762 ends 50/1 Am. combed warp + 6% take-up = .0447 @ 37i^c. = $ .0168
343 ends 4.60 novelty + 2% take-up = .0905 @ 34y8C. = .0316
48 picks 50/1 Am. combed fi'ling hard twist = .0571 (cp 44c. = .0252

Weaving 0283
Expenses 0123

$ .1142
Selling (grey) 0023

Net mill cost (grey)
, $ .1165

Finishing cliarges, about 4c. per yard.
Retail price, 9 0c. per yard.
Yards oer pound, 5.20 (grey).

^-*~¥ —

FANCY PILE FABRICS

Probably the one fabric which ha&
created the greatest amount of inter-

est among buyers of cotton goods is

the fabric which is variously known
as toweling, eponge, ratine and other
names which designate the same fab-

ric. To anyone acquainted with
manufacturing, the above-mentioned
names mean a special cloth, although
retailers and others have not been ac-

customed to distinguish between
them.
An eponge, as the term is general-

ly unaerstood, is not the same fabric
as a toweling or terry cloth, and a
ratine is different from either. One
of these fabrics is made by a finish-

ing process, another is made through
me use or novelty yarns, while the
other is made by a loom mechanism.
All of these fabrics have been used
for a wide variety of purposes, such
as dresses, trimmings, hats, vests and
other purposes, and inasmuch as they
have sold largely, and are somewhat
different in construction than fabrics
formerly produced, it may be well to

consider two fabrics which are made
with ordinary yarns, but which are
manufactured by a loom mechanism
rather than through any other proc-
ess.

TOWELING OR TERRY CLOTH.
These fabrics may be called towel-

ing taorics or terry cloths. Many of
the ideas which have been developed
for sale at present have been concoct-
ed from ordinary toweling construc-
tions, and inasmuch as they are spe-
cial fabrics and because they have

been stylish it has been possible for
manufacturers and sellers to be par-
ticularly successful in their making.
We have at intervals presented a

number of analyses of fabrics which
would be included under this gener-
al heading giving the sizes of yarns
and the methods of production, to-

gether with the selling prices and
probable profit. When many of these
cloths were first produced they were
not very satisfactory, but inasmuch
as any special ideas are developed
gradually and are not produced when
tne notion is first in demand, the
same condition is noted in the pro-

duction of fabrics such as that con-
sidered. It might be said that there
are two definite methods of producing
terry cloths, one in which there are
two warps used and in which the
weave together with the loom mech-
anism allows a certain amount of ex-
tra yam to be forced into the cloth,
thereby producing a rough appear-
ance on either or on both sides of the
cloth.

These terry cloths are produced by
different methods on the loom, but
the general result, so far as the cloth
is concerned, is practically the same.
The second method is one in which a
different mechanism is used, and in

which wires are inserted to make the
loops as the cloth is being woven
Certain styles of fabric which are
impossible of production by the first

or terry motion are easily produced
tnrougn tne secona metnod, although
of course, there are sometimes verj
good imitations of the second kind oi

cloths made. The wires which are
used are inserted and withdrawn as
the cloth is being woven, and because
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of such facts the loom speed is low,
and the cloth production is not so
high as the number of picks which the
loom makes would indicate.
Various dobby and jacquard pat-

terns are produced by both methods.
The limitations forced by the first

method of manufacturing are ones
which arise from the fact that all of
the loop threads are placed on one
or at least only a few beams, there-
fore allowing only one or two differ-

ent effects to be produced, while
through the second method there may
be a different take-up on the various
threads forming the loops much the

the design, because the loop threads
are down or on the back of the cloth
both before and after the wire is in-
serted.

In the first fabric considered the
result produced is quite novel, al-

though it is entirely probable that the
sale of both of these materials con-
sidered is rather limited. It will be
seen that the loops are not placed in
a regular manner, as is noted on the
stripe cloth, but that they are placed
at intervals with quite a little of the
ground cloth showing. The method
of placing the loops on the cloth, or
weave, if it might be called such, is a

The Novelty Toweling Fabric Ajialyzed.

same as there is on certain styles of

carpets.

We are presenting two styles of

fabric which are manufactured by the
second method, namely through the
use of wires. An examination of the
weave of one of the cloths will indi-

cate quite clearly how the use of

wires is distinguished. Taking the
loop threads which are marked at the
top of the weave with black places it

will be noted that where the wires
are inserted (the places at the right

where black marks are made indicat-

ing such insertion) it will be seen
that unless a wire was inserted to

hold up the loop it would weave no
differently than in the other places of

four-harness one, with the loop yarn
having four different positions anu
being raised for one wire pick and
then depressed for the three follow-

ing similar picks.

The weave is the one which many
have been accustomed to call a four-

harness satin, although, strictly

speaking, there is no such weave as
a four-harness satin. The warp
threads which form the ground cloth
all weave plain, as may be
noted by examining threads number
one, tw^o, three, six, seven, eight, etc.

The places where such threads do
not appear to weave plain on the de-

sign as laid out are caused by the in-

sertion of the wires which form the
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loops and have nothing at all to do
with the weave of the ground threads.

It will also be noted that there is

no break in the plain weave on the
ground threads from one loop to the
next loop in the warp direction.

It may be well to mention the fact

that many of these novelty toweling
fabrics are made with a much better
construction than they were when
the demand first began to be noted
for such styles. Many of the cloths
produced at that time had a compara-
tively loose construction and were
hardly suitable for dress materials al-

though many of them were used for

such purposes. Gradually as the need

tails regarding the yarns and their
making is what would be noted in the
domestic market and in a good sized.
well-managed plant.

The cost of the cloth will depend a
good deal upon various circumstances.
This material was undoubtedly im-
ported, and under such circumstances
the yarns were probably made in one
plant and the cloth woven in another,
and to the costs of the yam, as not-
ed, there would have to be added a
certain amount of yarn profit, depend-
ing upon general market conditions.
It is, however, likely that the costs
named represent very closely the
selling prices which would have been

I
Black and White Striped Novelty Made of Single YarnS.

became more recognized the construc-
tion of such fabrics was adapted so

as to be more nearly what they are
to-day and more satisfactory and
with a greater amount of serviceabil-
ity.

We have given an analysis of this

previously described cloth with an ap-

proximate cost of production. One of

the facts regarding this fabric and
one which should be responsible for a
great deal of service in comparison
with many of such lines is that the
yarns used in its making are all two-
ply. It may be possible that instead
of a 30-reed as we have used a 15-

reed was used with twice as many
threads per dent. The various de-

noted were such yarns purchased In

foreign countries. There are compar-
atively few fabrics of this nature pro-

duced in the domestic market, and,

due to the diflaculties of manufactur-
ing, the costs of weaving and ex-

penses per yard are much higher than
they are on a great many other vari-

eties of all-cotton cloth.

This fabric can be made in the
grey state and then dyed in the piece

after it is woven. We have not at-

tempted to give the various items of

cost after the grey cloth was woven,
but it undoubtedly was handled by a
number of various sellers, and a por-

tion of the price is represented by
the duties which are assessed. One
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thing which limits the use of many
of these fabrics is the fact that they
are so much heavier than consumers
have been accustomed to use for sum-
mer wear, thus limiting the season in

which they can be satisfactorily worn.
There have been, however, many
more of such goods sold than ever be-

fore, and the development of the idea
has been responsible for many strik-

ing novelties, and, without doubt,
some of these cloths will be sold con-
tinually as dress goods.

Possibly, the fabric which is of
greatest interest, although it is not
nearly as complicated in weave, is

the black and white striped material.
This fabric is made from dyed and
bleached yarns, and probably costs
more to produce than the
one for which the cost has been giv-

en. There have been used in this fab-

ric certain methods which are re-

sponsible for certain effects, and the
results are ones not often noted.

Naturally, the method of dressing the
warp is responsible for the produc-
tion of the stripes in the cloth. The
warp in this fabric is dressed much
the same as it is in the fabric previ-

ously described, excepting for the in-

troduction of color, that is, there are
three ground threads and then two
threads of loop yarn drawn in regu-

larly throughout the whole fabric.

It may be well to note, however,
that this cloth is made from single

instead of two-ply yams, with the ex-

ception of the loop yarn which is two-
ply in a large majority of such fab-

rics. One feature which is of inter-

est in this cloth is the looseness of

the twist in the yarn which forms the
loop. Many fabrics of this character
have loosely twisted loop yarns, but
there are very few of them which
have the same result that is noted
in the fabric under discussion.

A careful examination of the black
yarn will show that it has been mer-
cerized and then dyed, but that the
dyestuff or the dyeing process which
has been used does not penetrate to

the centre of this two-ply mercerizeo
yarn. When +he fabric is examined
there is a certain peculiar effect not-

ed from the fact that the yam is not
thoroughly dyed, making a contrast

with the black dyed fibres, ensuring
an appearance of much more luster
than actually exists.

This result occurs because the mer-
cerized yarn bends sharply when it

forms the loops, opening up the twist
and showing the white fibres at the
top of the loop. Possibly, this result
was not intentional, but neverth^iyss,
the effect which it produces is seldom
noted and is worthy of mention. If

it was intended to produce this le
suit, a great amount of ingenuity hae
been used in developing it. Few would
consider that the result noted would
be produced through the dyeing of
the yam, but this appears to be the
case.

Weaving Diagram.

We have given for this black and
white fabric the analysis with the
weights of the various yams which
are used in its production.

In an anaylsis of a fabric such as
that described, the item of importance
is the take-up on the warp yarns. It

will be noted in the fabric for which
the cost has been given that the take-

up was 46 per cent, or, in other words,
it took about two yards of loop yarn
to weave one yard of cloth. On the
striped fabric the take-up is quite a
little greater, because of the fact that
the loop is made continuously, while
in the first fabric it was not. In this

cloth the take-up was 69 per cent,

thus making ten yards of yam neces-
sary in weaving approximately three
yards of cloth. It will also be noted
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that the take-up on the fine warp The "weave in the striped fabric on
used for the ground cloth is some- the loop yam is one up and two down,
what greater than it would be were although this does not appear to be
an ordinary fabric produced, the case until the threads are pulled
This is noted because of the use of out and it is considered that a wire
the heavy yarn for loops and the had been woven in the cloth and then
weave which the cloth contains. The withdrawn. These fabrics are very
yarns, which are used in producing interesting, inasmuch as they repre-
such fabrics are not any different than sent the development of an idea for

those used in making ordinary fab- dress fabrics which was formerly con-
rics, for they are regularly made, al- sidered rather undesirable. That
though the two-ply yarn used in the there should be variations in weave
loops is usually soft or comparative- and an improvement in construction
ly soft twisted. Both of these cloths is only natural, and the fabrics which
sell at retail for $2 per yard, and we present include both ideas,

quite a little has been sold.

FANCY PILE FABRICS—BLUE CLOTH.
PATTERN.

2 2
80/2 Am. combed warp — S — «=» 2,244

48 48
20/2 Am. carded warp 2 = 1,378

684 X 3,622 total ends.

60/2 Am. combed filling; 52 picks (not including wires).
30 reed; 47" width in reed; 42%" width finished.

85 X 52 over all count finished.

YARNS.
V Liabor,
V waste, Twist-

Cotton, etc. ing.

80/2 Am. combed warp; 1 7-16" sta; 16 hank dou. rov., 25e. 28%c. 5%c. = 59c.

20/2 Am. carded warp; IVie" sta; 4 hank dou. rov., 13%c. 4y2C. %c. = 18%c.
60/2 Am. combed filling; 1 5-16" sta; 12 hank dou. rov., 21c. 19%c. 3%c. = 43%c.

COST.
2,244 ends 80/2 Am. combed warp + 11% take-up =.0751 @ 59c. = $ .0443
1,378 ends 20/2 Am. combed warp + 46% take-up =.3037 @ 18%c. = .0573
52 picks 60/2 Am. combed filling =.0970 @ 43 %c. = .0425

Weaving 0597
Expenses 0324

$ .2362
Selling (grey) -0075

Mill cost (grey) $ .2437

Yards per pound 2.1« (ffroy).
Cost at retail $2 per yard.

STRIPED CLOTH.
PATTERN.

2 2

35/1 Am. carded white — 3 3 3 3 3 — = 2,151
• 24 24

24/2 Am. Cvmbed mercerized black 2 2 2 2= 688
24/2 Am. combed white 2 2 = 684

171X 3,523

30/1 Am. caraed white; 44 picks.

2,151 ends -^ (840 X 35/1) «= .0732, white single warp weight without take-up.
12% take-up in weaving.

,0732 -T- .88 = .0832. total weight of white single warp per yard of cloth.

1,372 ends +- (840 X 24/2) = .1361, weight of two-ply warp without take-up.

69% take-up In weaving.

.1361 -i- .31 = .4390. total weight of ply warp per yard of cloth.

44 picks X 45%" reed width X 36"
^ * , ^x,

. = 2,002 yards of filling per yard of cloth.
36"

2 002 -<- (840 X 80/1) = .0794, total weight of filling per yard of cloth.

.0832 + .4390 -f .0794 «= .6016, total weight per yard.

l.OOOO -¥• .6016 = 1.66 yards per pound.
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BUYERS' COST KEY

Some time ago we presented a

method whereby the cost of grey
cloths could be accurately obtained
by a buyer, although the various
ideas which were employed were also

of value to a manufacturer in that
many of such do not observe any
great accuracy in the systems which
they employ, and the results obtaineo
are sometimes not founded upon the
basic facts of cloth construction. For
various reasons the method adopted
was not the one which would be
most desirable from a manufacturer's
standpoint, although probably the
main reason why such systems would
not be identical is the lack of tech^

nical knowledge on the part of the
buyer. Usually a purchaser can ob-
tain the number of threads and pickb
per inch in any cloth very easily.

It is also possible for him to ob-
tain the weight per yard and the
width of the cloth. Of course, buy-
ers often have more information than
the above regarding the cloths which
they are handling, but there should
be no great difficulty for any one of

them to obtain these details at least.

As stated when we presented our grey
cloth cost method, the fundamental
facts were first, that there
are 840 yards per pound to No.
1 yarn, 1,680 yards per pound to No.
2 yarn, or 40 times 840 yards or 33,-

600 yards per pound in No. 40 yarn,

and second, that in a pound as used
for weighing cotton yarn there are
16 ounces or 7,000 grains.

PROBLEM NOT DIFFICULT.

To anyone who is familiar with
cloth analysis the problem is not at

all difficult, inasmuch as the weights
of the various yarns used can be ob-
tained, but for a buyer the simplest
method is that wherein the average
yarn size is obtained for the cloth as
it is sold. So far as this portion of

the method is concerned, it is identi-

cal with that employed when grey
cloths are being treated. An illus

tration may, however, be of service

in making the various details evident.

A certain colored fabric contains 85

threads and 81 picks per inch. It is

311 inches wide and weighs 7.70
yards per pound. The number ol
threads and picks per inch added to-

gether and then multiplied by thb
cloth width will produce the num-
ber of yards of yarn used in making
one yard of cloth without considering
the amount of take-up. This result
multiplied by the number of yards
per pound will furnish the number of

yards of yarn per pound, and through
the addition of the take-up the to-

tal yards per pound can be obtained.
When any number of yards of cot-

ton yarn weigh one pound the size

can be secured by dividing the num-
ber of yards by the recognized stand
ard for No. 1 yarn. The details for
the cloth given are as follows:

86 threads + 81 picks = 167, total threads
per inch.

167 X 3114 cloth width = 5,219 yards of
yarn per yard of cloth without take-up.

5,219 X 7.70 yards per lb. = 40,186 yards of
yarn without take-up.

Using- 10% take-up in weaving, we get
4 0,186 H- .90 = 44,652, total yards of yarn

per pound.
44,652 -^ 840 (standard) = 53, average yarn

size.

PICKS PER INCH.

There should be no great difficulty

in obtaining the number of threads
and picks per inch. For a fabric
which is entirely plain weave a com'
paratively simple count will answer
the purpose. For stripes, checks, or
where any other kind of a pattern is

employed, it is a very good plan to
count the total number of threads
or picks in a pattern repeat and the
space which they occupy in the cloth,
thereby obtaining the average num-
ber per inch. The take-up on differ-
ent fabrics will vary quite widely,
due to the cloth construction, yarn
sizes and number of picks per inch,
but the 10 per cent which we have
used may be considered a fair aver-
age. Should more accurate re-
sults be desired, it is possible
to pull out a number of threads and
picks, ascertaining the amount which
they stretch, and thereby obtaining
more accurately the yards of yarn per
pound. For yarn dyed fabrics, how-
ever, on an ordinary good construc-
tion, the large majority of results
will be satisfactory when a take-up
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of 10 per cent is used. Upon this

average number is based the cost of

the material which enters into the
cloth as made.
This yarn cost for convenience has

been made to cover all the various
items which ordinarily affect the cost
of production, but it is admitted that
there are many cases which must be
treated in an individual manner if

anything like accurate results are to

be secured. There are a few features
which tend to make the cost of col-

ored yam goods lower than for grey
yarn fabrics, while there are many
more details which tend to increase
their cost, so that in the majority of
instances colored goods are relatively

more expensive than grey cloths. Up
to the time the yam is placed on
beams in the grey state very little

difference is noted, but additional
processes which are rather expensive
increase the cost of dyed yarns, so
that when they arrive at the loom
their cost is appreciably higher than
for grey yarns.

EXTRA PROCESSES.

Some of the extra processes which
increase the cost are ball warping,
doubling, bleaching, dyeing, sizing,

separating, beaming, slashing and
quilling. In many instances the proc-
esses are even more numerous, es-

pecially where certain results are to

be secured. It often happens that a
process is used which, while adding
to the previous cost, makes it pos-
sible for large enough economies to

be effected in the succeeding opera-
tion to make its adoption worth
while. In addition to the labor and
other expense items there are certain

losses in yarn which sometimes radi-

cally increase the cost and which
are not often noted when grey goods
are made. Some of the facts which
are well to bear in mind when color-

ed goods are being considered are
that, due to excessive handling, thfe

yarn sizes are usually coarser than
are noted in many grades of grey
material. It is seldom that colored
yarns are used much finer than 60s-l,

and when finer yarns are handlea
they are likely to be ply rather than
single. It is probable that the large

proportion of colored cloths are made
from yarns of 30s-l or less in size.

It is seldom that a much finer warp
than filling is used, inasmuch as the
warp is handled extensively, and the
coarser the size the less the cost of
handling is likely to be. This is not
noted in the making of grey goods,
for many of the large selling ordi-
nary fabrics contain a warp which
is much finer than the filling. In
any case, there are not the serious
objections to the use of fine warp
which are noted when colored goods
are being made. Filling for colored
fabrics is handled much more than
it is for grey goods, and for this rea-
son a much higher standard of twist
is employed, so as to give sufficient
strength, though this results in a
harsher cloth than the same size of
grey yarns is likely to produce.

COLORED FILLING YARN.
Colored filling yam is handled in

much the same manner as warp
with the exception of the beaming
and slashing operations, where a
quilling process is substituted. Com-
paratively few combed colored yarns
are used, mainly because most of the
yarn sizes are so low as to make this

process unnecessary. In some in-

stances combing is used when fine

ply yarns are being made or where a
special fabric is being produced, and
it is sometimes necessary when fast

or dark colors are being used. The
fibres on a black or dark dyed yarn
are likely to be very notice-
able when used alongside a bleached
stripe, and inasmuch as the combing
process eliminates a large proportion
of the short cotton fibres and makes
a smoother yarn, it is more success-
ful to use combed yarn in these in-

stances even if the cost is higher and
combing unnecessary, so far as prac-
tical yarn making or handling is con-
sidered.
One item of importance, and which

has much to do with successful man-
ufacturing is the correct balance be-
tween the cotton staple used and the
size of yarn produced. With many
grey yarns the cost of cotton is a
large item, and while it also is ot

much importance in colored work.
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the additional processes make It of
less importance, that is, it is often
possible to use a better cotton and
save enough through such use to
make it worth while, whereas ii

would be an undesirable policy and
would increase the cost lon grey
goods. For the above reason, most
mills making dyed yarn fabrics are
likely to use a better cotton for the
same size of yam than grey cloth
mills, this being especially true when
numbers higher than 30 or 35 are be-
ing made, or where quality is of im-
portance. Many grey cloth mills are
so arranged that a great variety of
yarns, both as to size and quality,

can be produced, and the same is true
regarding the kind of cloth produced
from these yams, but mills making
dyed yam fabrics use combinations
of color and other similar features
to produce their styles, and the yarn
sizes and cloth constructions do not
change radically from year to year,
neither is there any great variety in

the sizes of yams being produced.

ECONOMICAL YARN MAKING.

This offers an opportanity to

practice economy in yarn making,
and were such a condition possible
in some of the fancy grey cloth mills,

the present cost of production could
undoubtedly be further reduced.
Many yarns which are dyed have to

be given a bleaching process previous
to the dyeing operation, while oth-
ers are only partially bleached, and
there are quite a good many on which
dark colors are used that are not
bleached at all. These varying con-
ditions naturally affect the cost, and
unless care is exercised incorrect re-

sults are very liable to be obtained.
Naturally, the best way is to treat

each cloth separately, but a
buyer is not acquainted at all with
processes and cannot adopt such a
method. Neither is there any great ne-
cessity for any such accuracy so far as
he is concerned, inasmuch as it is

necessary for him to pay the quoted
prices, and an estimated cost may
be considered only as a protection
against excessive profits. Colored
goods are not sold by the same meth-
od as grey goods, and mills

while competing for business ara not
running on identical constructions,
and a certain amount of leeway is

therefore offered them.
Possibly, the problem which would

be most difficult for a buyer to solve
is th& condition which develops when
a portion of a colored fabric is made
of white or bleached yams. A cloth
which is made of certain yarn sizes
W'ill not cost so much when a large
proportion is white as it will when
most of it is coilored. This is because
the dyeing operation is a separate
process from bleaching, and there
are various labor and expense items
which add to the cost, and, in addi-
tion, there are the varying increases
necessary through the dyestuffs used.
The various colors cost different
amounts, depending on the depth ot
shade, the fastness to light, washing
or bleaching, and other general char-
acteristics, but when the other ex-
penses are added, the variation in

cost for all the processes is not so
great as might be expected.

ORDINARY COLORS.

Of course, this refers to normal
yams and ordinary colors and does
not have any relation to some of the
low-grade results often produced,
neither does it apply to special yarns
tvhich have to be handled extensive-
ly with a resulting high cost. Natu-
rally it does not refer to stock-dyed
yarns on which the cost of produc-
tion is mxuch lower, although the re-

sults produced are many times as
good or better than when yarns are
dyed.
One fact which should be mention-

ed is that the total cost of dyeing
and handling yarns does not increase
in the same manner as does that for
producing grey yarns. It costs just
about twice as much for the various
labor and expense items on 32s-l
grey yarn as it does for 20s-l grey
yam, but it is not true that the
costs of bleaching and dyeing are
twice as much for 32s-l as they are
for the same kind of 20s-l dyed
yarn. It does cost more per pound
to dye, bleach and handle a fine than
it does a coarse yarn, but the ad-
vance in price does not bear the
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same relative proportion to the ad-
vance on grey yarns.
The costs of the various processes

when converting grey yarns into
bleached or dyed yarns will vary
widely, due to manufacturing condi-
tions, that is, when a small amount
of any color is handled the items
^hich go to make up the cost will

be high, but where large quantities
of a comparatively few colors are
being made quite large reductionsj
will be noted. For this reason, therb
will be a greater variation from any
normal standard when dyed fabrics
are being considered than when oth-
er varieties of cloth are being made,
and it is less possible to obtain a
correct cost unless each fabric is

considered on an entirely different
basis, and, therefore, impossible of

accomplishment for a buyer. The
items which are more or less staple
do, however, make it possible to ob-
tain a general idea regarding the
costs of making. Realizing that there
are very many cases where the
methods we have used cannot apply,
we are presenting a table for yarns
containing the total cost of the va
rious processes. This is for carded
yarns, inasmuch as they are more
frequently used than combed:

Total yarn
Tu'-n size. Cost dyed.

10 22.43
12 22.92
14 23.43
16 23.96
18 24.49
20 25.02
22 25.69
24 26.30
26 29.27
28 29.96
30 30.67
32 ;;...... ...31.40
34 ..32.52
36 35.07
38 35.83
40 . ........ 36.55
42 37.32
44 .38.15
46 41.18
48 42.02
50 42.85
55 44.90
60 49.08

SIZE OF YARNS.
Previously we explained how the

average size of yams in any colored
fabric could be obtained. At the
same time, it is easy enough to ob-
tain the yards per pound by an or-

dinary weighing process. If there
are 7.00 yards per pound, and the
average yam size is 44s-l, the result

will be obtained as follows when tho
yarns used are all of a dyed charac-
ter. For 44s-l average size the total

cost from the table is 38.15 cents
per pound, and with seven yards per
pound the cost per yard for mate-
rial would be 5.45 cents. Not all col-

ored yarn fabrics are, however, of

solid dyed yarn, in fact the majority
contain a greater or less proportion
of bleached material, and this com-
plicates the process to a certain ex-
tent. For ordinary purposes an ap-
proximate result can be secured as
follows:

In a dyed yam fabric, when ther

number of threads and picks per
inch are being secured it can be as-
certained how many of these threads
are dyed and how many of them are
bleached. For illustration, in a cloth
containing 80 threads per inch, 36 ol

them are dyed, while of the filling

24 out of the 56 used are dyed. This
gives 60 dyed threads out of a total

of 136. Bleached yarn costs approx-
imately 4 cents per pound less than
dyed yarn, so with 44s-l there would
be 60-136 of the total weight at 38.15
cents per pound and 76-136 at 34.15
cents per pound, or 16.88 cents for
dyed yarn and 19.08 cents for bleach-
ed yam per pound, and with 7.65

yards per pound the results per yard
would be 2.21 cents for dyed and 2.49

cents per yard for bleached yarn. A
similar process can be observed
where fancy patterns, stripes or
checks are employed, and while the
variation in yarn size between warp
and filling and the fact that different
depths of color and other features af-

fect the results, the inaccuracy will

be comparatively small, due to the
other items of cost.

WEAVING COSTS.
In regard to the weaving costs ana

the various other expenses which oc-
cur after the yarn has been prepar-
ed in a manner suitable for use in

the weave room it can be said thai
there are many items which are like-

ly to affect the results. For ordinary
fabrics the actual loom production in
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yards per day or yards per week is

probably the most reliable ratio to
consider when obtaining the cost of
production which follows the cost of
yarn making. There are many fab-
rics which through special weaves or
complicated conditions of manufac-
ture cannot be considered on the ba-
sis which we are using. Many col-
ored fabrics are to-day being produc-
ed on automatic looms with many
more looms per weaver and with a
reduction in the cost of production,
but the use of automatic looms is by
no means as common as it is on cer
tain kinds of grey goods, and for this

reason, cannot be considered when
the majority of fabrics are being an-
alyzed.
Automatic looms do make econo-

mies possible, but up to the present
time these savings have been
secured largely by the man-
ufacturer, and there has been
no great tendency to force prices onto
an automatic loom basis, a condition
which is slowly but surely developing
in the grey goods market, and which
is making it less possible to secure
any very large dividends when or-

dinary looms are being used. Loom
production will vary according to the
speed and percentage of piv^duction,

and will affect the cloth cost accord-
ingly. A box loom which is produc-
ing any kind of check patterns will

operate slower than one making
stripes or ordinary patterns, but for

ordinary fabrics of medium width a
reasonable degree of accuracy can
be secured. In addition to the la-

bor cost of weaving and handling,
there are various other expenses to

be considered, such as insurance, re-

pairs, depreciation, power, light, ship-

ping charges and various other de-
tails, also the cost of selling the mer-
chandise.
We have included all these vari-

ous items under one classification,

and while there are certain instances
where such a classification is objec-

tionable, there are reasons why the

SIMPLEST METHOD
is desirable, and there should be no
great diflaculty in ascertaining the
correct amount for any fabric which

is being considered. The various
amounts for each fabric are designat-
ed by the picks per inch which the
cloth contains, and it is a total cost.

Total Total
Costs. Costs.

Picks Cents Picks Cents
per in. per yd. per in. per yd.

30 1.22 66 3.02
32 1.32 68... , 3.12
34 1.42 70 3.22
36 1.52 72 3.32
38 1.62 74 3.42
40 1.72 76 3.52
42 1.82 78. 3.62
44 1.92 80 3.72
46 2.02 82 3.82
48 2.12 84 3.92
50 2.22 86 4.02
52 2.32 88 4.12
54 2.42 90 4.22
56 2.52 92 4.32
58 2.62 94 4.42
60 2.72 96 4.52
62 2.82 98 4.62
64. ,2.92 100. ,4.72

Possibly, a number of illustrations

will make the whole method of ap-
plication very clear to those who are
unfamiliar with the subject. A ging-
ham fabric contains 82 threads in the
warp and 84 picks in the filling. It

contains 6.25 yards per pound, is

32 inches wide and is made from
carded stock. (It must be remem-
bered that the various details we
have given are all for carded yam.)

82 threads + 84 picks = 166, total threads
per inch.

166 X 32" wide = 5,312 yards of yarn per
yard of cloth without take-up.

10% take-up in weaving.
5,312 -^ .90 = 5,902, total yards of yarn

per yard of cloth.
5,902 X 6.25 yds per pound = 36,888 yards

of yarn per pound.
36,888 -i- 840 (standard) = 44/1 average
yarn size.

The cloth is one-half dyed and one-half
bleached yarn.

44/1 dyed = 38.15 cents per pound (from
table).

44/1 bleached = 34.15 cents per pound. (4
cents less per pound than dyed).

19.08 (y2 of 38.15 cents) -J- 6.25 = 3.06
cents, dyed yarn.

17.08 (1/2 of .34.15 cents) -^ 6.25 = 2.74
cents, bleached yarn.

Weaving and all expenses (84 picks In
table) = 3.92 cents.

Total cost, 9.72 cents per yard.

Another illustration of a cheaper
fabric may be of more service, inas

much as it is more nearly what the
majority of fabrics made from dyed
yarns are likely to be. This has a
count of 67 threads and 56 picks per
inch, it is 27 inches wide and con-
tains 6.40 yards per pound.
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67 threads 4- 66 picks — 123 total threads
per Inch.

123 X 27" wide = 3.321 yards of yarn per
yard of cloth without take-up.

10% take-up in weavliiK.
3,321 -h .90 == 3,690 yards of yarn per yard

of cloth.
3,690 X 6.40 = 23,616 yards of yarn per
pound.

23,616 -i- 840 (standard) = 28/1 average
yarn size.

One-half bleached and one-half dyed yarn
in the fabric.

20/1 dyed = 29.96 cents per pound (from
table).

28/1 bleached = 25.96 cents (4 cents less
per pound for bleached).

14.98 (V^ of 29.96 cents) -H 6.40 = 2.34
cents, dyed yarn.

12.98 (% of 25.96 cents) -*- 6.40 = 2.03
cents, bleached yarn.

Weaving and all other expenses (56 picks
from table) = 2.52 cents.

Total cost per yard of cloth = 6.89 cents.

DOES NOT HOLD FOR ALL.

One of the conditions which must
be very clearly understood regarding
this method of obtaining the cost of
cloth is that it does not apply at all

to fabrics which are made from
stock-dyed yarns, neither does it ap-
ply where yarns are dyed in anj'

other manner than the ordinary proc
esses of yarn dyeing. Neither does
the method give accurate results
when automatic or semi-automatic
looms are being used. Such condi-
tions of cloth making have to be
treated on an entirely different basis,

inasmuch as they are responsible for
a different cost of production. Many
styles of ginghams and similar fab-
rics are now being produced from
stock-dyed yams, and on automatic
looms, and to these cloths this meth-
od does not apply. In most cases,
it will be found that results are more
satisfactory and more accurate for
the ordinary lines of colored dress
goods woven on ordinary looms than
they are for some of the older types
of fabrics upon which new methods
have been adopted.

COTTON CLOTH COST FINDING.
A Key for Cloth Buyers and Cloth

Makers.

The American cotton cloth indus-
try has developed rapidly during the
past few years, but just how fast few
really realize unless they have been

in close touch with selling conditions.
f^^ormtrly, most of the fabrics pro-

duced were made from coarse yarns,
and the patterns were made largely
by the introduction of colors, while
to-day the styling and weaves are of
great variety, with yarns of much
finer sizes and very much better
quality. Naturally, such a develop-
ment has been brought about through
the demand of consumers, but along
with this increased demand there
h.ive arisen many problems of sell-

inir and making which at one time
weje not of great importance.

In the first place many or the new
linei: of cloth are handled by conver-
ters Dr converting jobbers who place
ordei^ for fabrics and who designate
what the cloth constructions and pat-

terns are to be, and in this way the
manufacturer is more a cloth maker
than he is a cloth or style developer.
In a large number of cases, this cor
verter asks a mill treasurer to quote
a price on the fabrics or combinations
which he desires and which the mili

has not previously made, and, there-

fore, a manufacturer must have some
means of knowing fairly accurately.
the cost of making any cloth his mill

is able to produce. This necessity
has resulted in the keeping of care-

ful records and from such records
economical cloth making has partly

been due.
The building of large mills, to-

gether with the great increase in

competition, has also been responsi-

ble for the lowering of costs of pro-

duction, as has the greater general
knowledge regarding the fine points

in fabric making. Under such con-

ations as have developed, even the

older mills, which make fabrics of

bleached and colored yarns, have
found that a better knowled.ge than
formerly is necessary regarding the

costs of cloth making, that is if they
continue in the race with others, and
if the fabrics they produce be the

ones which show the best margins of

profit.

The cost systems which have been
developed are, many of them, fairly

satisfactory in the plant where they

are used but are of comparatively
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little value to others, and it can do
said that there is about as great va-
riety in the methods which are em-
ployed as could well be imagined
Admitting that these methods of find-

ing costs are satisfactory to the mills
using them, it will be seen that they
give more or less protection to the
cloih maker in that he can auote a
price to a buyer which may or may
not be exhorbitant. The buyer has
no protection at all excepting that
obtained through asking quotations
from different sellers for the same
cloth, and through his own judgment
regarding the price at which the
cloth will sell.

Because certain trained cloth mak-
ers have information of the above na-
ture they are of value to cloth buy-
ers, making money for them by sav-
ing it. Recognizing that a cloth buy-
er is just as important in distribut-

ing as a manufacturer is in produc-
ing, and knowing that absolutely no
^Pliable information is obtainable on
the subject, we are presenting a few
general rules which will be of great
value to buyers, and which will give
a certain amount of aid to manufac-
turers.

FABRIC ANALYSIS.

It should be readily seen by anyone
who understands anything about
cloth that any reliable cost system
must be based first on certain funda-
mental facts of cloth construction. In

this it is no different than any other
problem of construction, for the items
material, labor, insurance, supplies

and all the other details must be con-

sidered carefully. To many the prob-
lem appears very complicated, toe-

cause the items for cotton cloth are
Ro small per yard.

A. cost estimate is either made
from a stated construction or from a
sample submitted, and as making a

cloth analysis consists in obtaining
the cloth construction, the problems
are identical when this has been ac-

complished. There are two facta

upon which cotton cloth construction
depends, first, that No. 1 yarn con-

tains 840 yards per pound. No. 2 yarn
contains 1,680 yards per pound, and

RO on, or, in other words, that No. 50
yarn contains 50 times 840 yards, or
t^^.uuu yards per pound, and second,
cnat a pouna, as used for yarn, con-
tains It) ounces or 7,000 grains.

in giving all of our estimates we
nave attempted to make the problem
as simple as possible, not only re-

garding the yarns and their cost but
aiso regarding the cloth and its cost
or making. We have, therefore, laid

out the cost on an average number
basis, and while this has its defects,
it gives results which are fairly ac-

curate, ana wnich are much more re-

liable than some mills have been in

tne habit of obtaining. The results
are ones which might be noted in any
medium-sized, economical plant, ana
while some operate at a lower cost,

there are others which have a higher
cost, and, in this connection, the fig

ares given will be of value. Unde:
certain conditions, some cloth buyere
or cloth makers may desire to under-
stand th9 method of analyzing a

piece of cloth, and we, therefore
present such a process.

ANALYZING CLOTH.

The first step in making a cloth
analysis is to obtain the number of

threads and picks per inch, and this

is accompl'shed either by cutting out

a certain amount of cloth with a die

and tnen pulling out the threads anc
counting them, or else by counting
the threads with a magnifying glass

as they stand in the cloth. The
threads per inch in the cloth multl
plied by the cloth width will give the
number ot threads in the warp un-

less there be a special pattern wherQ
extra threads are used. This is, oJ

course, not considering the selvages,

for they are usually about a quarter
of an inch wide on each edge of the

cloth, and contain about twice as

many threads as the ground work oi

the fabric.

The next step is to obtain the yaru
sizes in the cloth being considered
This is done by pulling out thread?

and then weighing on accurate bal

ances. The amount of yarn to h-

weiE:hed will depend somewhat on
circumstances, but any amount ove^
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= 26/1

100 inches will give satisfactory re-

sults if the balances be accurate, al-

though, of course, it is often possible
CO obtain only a few inches of cloth,

iud estimates must be made under
such conditions. To illustrate tihe

cQeinod uaed in finding the size of

yarn an example may be of service

AN EXAMPLE.
If 124 inches of yarn be pulled out

and then weished and the weight is

1 1-10 grains, %vhat is the yam size?

The formula la.

124 inches X 7,000 grains

1.1 grains X 36 inches X 840 standard

The result as obtained will be clear
enough to anyone having any expe-
rience, but an explanation may be of

value, if the 124 inches which were
weighed be divided by me weight, oi

1 1-10 grains, the result will be th£
inches per grain, or 112 7-10. A£
the.e are 7,000 grains per pound, the

inches per grain times 7,000

will give inches per pound. If this

result De aiviaed by 36 inches, it will

give the number of yards per pound,
and wnen any given number of yards
of cotton yarn weighs a pound, the
size can easily be obtained by divid-

ing by 840 yards which is the stand-
ard for No. 1 yarn.
Of course, in making any accurate

analysis there are also other facts
which should be obtained, such as
the take-up on the yarn, or yams

used, both warp and filling, and the
warp pattern or weave, if the cloth

is to be duplicated. The take-up can
be obtained approximately by pulling
out yarn and measuring the length
obtained and comparing it with the
length of the cloth woven from It.

AS an illustration, the following
may make the process clear: A
thread is 61 inches long when it is

woven in the cloth, but stretches to

7 inches when pulled out. What is

the take-up?
7 inches — 6% inches = .5 inches.
.5 inches -j- 7 inches = 7% take-up.

With a little experience, the result

obtained in this manner will be en-

tirely satisfactory.

THE PATTERN.
When the fabric has a pattern in

it, some kind of a plan must be
made if an accurate analysis be de-

sired, but this is only necessary in

certain instances in the plan such as
we have used in our system of costs.

Following we give a plan which may
be of service. The first step is to

obtain the width of the pattern, and
by dividing the width of the cloth by
that of the pattern the number of

repeats of the pattern may be ob-

tained, and froni this result the num-
ber of ends or threads of the differ-

ent yarns in the warp.

Cloth width. 35%". Selvages, %" total.
Pattern width, .51 inch.
35%" - V4" = 35%" -j- .51 = 69 3-5 repeats.
Not© that the selvages are narrower than Is

usually the case.

T"^

PATTERN BLUE SAMPLE

fiO/1 American combed |12

30/1 American combed blue
30/3 American carded

1

1 1 1 1

1

21

32

1
2

1

41 1 1

1 .1
^1

82

1—

/

12

1 1

= 2,564
= 27«
= 276

69X 3.UC
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To make the process as simple as
possible, the system as we have
planned makes it unnecessary to an-
alyze a piece of cloth so as to be able
to find the cost of maldng. A few
items are, however, necessary, and
they should be readily understood.
One fact which it is necessary to

know is the width of tha cloth. An-
other is the threads and picks per
inch. On these two facts, together
with the take-up and the fundamental
facts regarding yarn weights and
sizes, the following system is found-
ed. In a general way, the yarn take-

ups in ordinary cloths may be about
10 per cent, and we have used this

figure in our explanation.

The take-up will probably be more
than the amount given on heavy and
less on light fabrics, rnd if more ac-

curacy be desired than that obtained
through the use of 10 per cent take-

ap the threads and picks can be pull-

ed out, and the actual take-up of the

cloth noted and averai^ed, and in this

manner a better resnlt be obtained.

It is admitted that yarn sizes are

much different when finished cloth is

being considered, but, due to han-
dling and processing, the yarns are

generally finer in finished cloth than
they are in grey cloth. Usually, a

yarn which is 50-1 in grey cloth will

become about 55-1 in finished cloth

or, in other words, it will be about. V
per cent finer. This fact should ho

considered when a finished cloth is

being analyzed, or when the cost o^

making is being obtained.

THE AVERAGE NUMBER.
To make the method clear, we will

follow out the process of obtaining

the average number from an ordi-

nary fabric. A wide standard print

cloth contains 64 threads and 64

oicks per inch. It is 381 inches wide

in the grey state and weighs 5.15

yards per pound. If the threads and
picks be added together (64 threads

plus 64 picks equals 128 total

threads per inch), and then multi

plied by the cloth width, it will give

the number of yards of yarn In a
yard of cloth without the take-uD <m
the yarn. This gives as a result 4,-

928 yards of yarn. As we have pre-

viously stated, there is a 10 per cent
take-up, and if this be added, the re-

sult will be 5,476 yards of yarn (to-

tal) in a yard of cloth. As there are
5.15 yards per pound in this cloth, if

the yards of yarn per yard be multi-

plied by the yards of cloth per pound:
the result will be the number of

yards of yam per pound (5,476

times 5.15 equals 28,201 yards),

If this number of yards of yarn be
divided by the standard number of

840, it will give the average size of

yarn in the cloth as woven, or 34

(28,201 divided by 840 equals 34).

This result forms the basis of es-

timating the cost of the material

which enters into each yard of cloth.

If there be a pattern in the cloth

which contains cords or extra

threads, all that it is necessary to

do is to obtain the number of threads
in the pattern and the width of

^be nattern, and then the tota:

number of ends in the warp can be
obtained as previously explained.

When there is a check in the filling,

the same process can be employed,
and by adding the average number
of threads and picks per inch to-

gether the average size can be

obtained, just the same as If only one
size of yarn had been used in warp
and filling. Following are presented

the figures previously obtained so

that the process may be clear:

64 threads -I- fi4 nicks = 128, total threads per
*-noh

128 X 38%", cloth width = 4.928 yards of yarn
per yard of cloth without take-ups.

10% take-up in weaving^.
4,928 -^ .9 = 5,476, total yards of yarn per
vord of cloth.

5,476 X 5.15 yards per lb. = 28,201 yards of
varn per lb. of cloth.

28.201 -^ 840 standard = 34, average yarn size.

ITEMS OF UM COST.

The method we have adopted
shows in a simple manner how to ob-

tain the average size of the yi^n^s
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which compose a fabric, and the
next problem is to obtain the costs
of these yarns. In obtaining the cost

of yarn the first item which is of im-

portance is the cost of the material
or cotton. This cost will vary in

different years and in different parts
of the same year, so that no figures

are absolutely reliable except for a

comparatively short time after being
presentea, but a simple rule will

serve to make the results very accu-
rate. In the costs, as we have laid

them out, the yarn costs are based
on cotton which costs 14 cents a
pound for Middling Uplands grade
at the mill, or on to-day's basis of
costs. This makes the cost of cotton
•-iDout I'Si cents, as quoted in the cot-

ton exchange. If cotton should de-

cline 2 cents a pound, this amount
subtracted from the price of yarn as
given will be accurate enough for all

ordinary purposes, and if the price
of cotton should advance, any extra
charges over the 134 cents, as quoted
on the exchange, should be added to

the price of the yarn as given. The
finer yarns are, of course, made from
longer staple cotton, but it has been
touna tnat the advances for the dif-

ferent lengths of staples are quite reg
ular, and that if the advances or de-

creases noted on Middling Uplands
grade be added to or subtracted from
the yarn costs as given and made
from longer staple cotton, the results

will be entirely satisfactory. The
price of Middling Uplands can always
be obtained from any good textile pa-

per.

LOSSES IN PROCESSING.

When the price of cotton has been
obtained there are, of course, certain

losses in processing at the mill which
make the net cost of cotton in the
yarn somewhat higher than it was
when purchased. We have consider-

ed normal conditions in the amounts
of waste made and in the extra price

made necessary through this loss,

and, of course, the loss on combed

yarn is much higher than that for

carded yarn.

In addition to the price of material
in the yarn is the cost of the labor
of spinning it and getting it in a

condition ready to weave, and also

the various expenses such as sup-

plies, insurance, depreciation and the

other costs necessary in the processes
of making yarn. Yarns are not all

made with the same amount of twist,

and because the twist will vary, the
production per spindle will vary, and.

naturally, when the production va-

ries, the cost of making will vary,

but for normal yarns the cost of the

cotton forms such a large proportion

that a small variation in production

does not greatly affect the total cost

of the finished material.

COMBED YARNS.

Not only do combed yarns have a

greater loss in cotton but they also

have a somewhat larger expense In

making, and this has been considered

in calculating the costs. Then it is also

true that warp yarn made from a

certain cotton is likely to be of a

coarser size than filling made from
the same length of staple. Thus.

SOs-l warp might be made from 1 1-16-

inch staple, while the same staple

would be used in filling as fine as

40S-1. As we have only given one

cost, which is the average for both

warp and filling, the change in length

of staple comes at a higher number
than it would if warp and filling had

been considered separately, that is,

by obtaining an average price the

cost of, say, 44s-l yarn would be

rather low for warp and high for fill-

ing, but is a fair average.

Admitting that there are certain

faults in treating the subject as we
have, but which are due to the fact

that it is a short system and one

which can be used by those not ac-

quainted with a great amount of tech-

nical detail used in cloth making, we
give the following table of yarn cost^

for both combed and car(Jed yarna:
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YARN COSTS FOR COMBED AND

CARDED YARKS.

Including All Costs up to the Weave
Room.

Carded. Combed-
(Cents (Cents

Size. per pound.) per pound.)
10 14.68 22.14
Vt 14.92 22.60
14 16.18 ^.69
16 16.46 22.99
18 16.74 23.29
20 16.02 23.81
22 16.34 23.95
24 16.66 24.31
26 19.22 24.63
28 19.56 26.01
30 19.92 26.40
32 20.30 25.82
34 20.67 26.23
36 23.27 26.60
38 23. 6S 27.04
40 24.05 27.44
42 24.47 27.91
44 24.95 28.42
46 27.63 31.51
48 28.12 32.05
50 28.60 32.56
55 29.77 33.86
60 38.08 37.62
65 34.58 39.23
70 43.39
75 45.09
80 49.49
85 51.52
90 56.21
95 58.44
100 63.11

METHOD OF USING YARN KEY,

We have previously explained how
to obtain the average number in anj
piece of cloth, and it is a simple
process, for all that is needed is the
total average threads and picks per
inch, and by actually weighing the
cloth, the average size *of the yarn
can be obtained. Buyers can obtain
the weight of the cloth and the count
because it is usually given in the
contracts made, but when it is not
available, it can be very easily ob-

tained. We have found that the av-

erage size of yarn in the standard
print cloth is about 34s-l. By refer-

ring to the table we find that for

carded yarn the cost of making, in-

cluding the cotton, is 20.67 cents per
pound. This cloth weighs 5.15 yards
per pound, or .194 pounds per yard.
Tf this cost be multiplied by the ac
tual weisrht ner vard of the cloth, the
cost of the material can easily be
obtair.ed, which enters into each yard
•^* the cloth, (20.67 cents per pound

times .194 equals 4.01 cents, cost of
material).

Some buyers may not be able to

distinguisn wnich fabrics are made of

carded yarn and which of combed
yarn. When a buyer makes a con-
tract this is usually stated, but for

those who are not in position to ob-
tain this information, it can be said
that the cloth appearance in a large
number of cases will make this fact
plain.

When yarns are finer than f-Os-l

they are almost always made from
combed stock, while there are also

all the mercerized fabrics and most
of the piece-dyed fabrics which are
made from combed stock. When a
piece of grey cloth is obtainable, or
when it is being analyzed and if It is

made of carded stock there is likely

to be a good many small specks
which are not often present when
the combed yarn has been used.
Cloth made from carded yarn is also

likely to have a certain amount of

roughness which is not present In

combed work. A little experience
c"ill enable one to estimate pretty ac-

'•urately whether a fabric has beer
made from carded or combed yam
Tf combed yarn has been used, the
nrlces should b^ used as given under
the combed heading in the table.

CLOTH COSTS.

We have already shown a method
by which the average size of yarn in

any piece of cloth might be obtained,
and have also given a table in which
there are included the price of ma-
terial, labor, expenses and other de-

tails necessary in the making of

yarn. Wi'h the average number and
the average price, the (jost of the
material in the yard of cloth is eas-

ily found, but there are other costs

which are necessary before the total

cloth cost is obtained. These are the
costs of weaving and the expenses
which naturally go with it, together
with the expenses incurred In selling

the cloth.

It must be admitted that there are
a very great number of costs possible
for weaving any certain kind of

cloth. In the first place, there are
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certain fabrics which are being wov-
en on ordinary looms, and at the same
time, being produced in other mills
on automatic looms, and, naturally,
the cost of production will vary.
Then it is also true that one mill w^ill

use a somewhat shorter staple of cot-

ton in its yarn and then run its

looms somewhat slower and with a
consequent loss in percentage ot pro-
duction. Other mills will us3 a bet-
ter quality of cotton which costs
more, and, therefore, be able to run
the loom somewhat faster and obtain
a greater percentage of production.
Each mill has certain problems

which are individual and which must
be worked out to their own satisfac-
tion, but the variation taken all to-

gether for yarn and cloth is not so
great as many suppose to be the
case. There are so many automatic
looms in operation in the domestic
market that they should be consider-
ed when the price is being obtained
on any ordinary fabric which can be
produced on them. Under such cir-

cumstances, practically all kinds of
plain cloth, sateens, twills, plain
ihirtings, duck, denims, sheet-
ings, towels, drills, lawns, cambrics,
pillow tubing, ginghams, flannels,
etc., should be considered as woven
on automatic looms, for they do make
the price lower. It is often a fact
that a certain cloth is being made on
automatic looms and is returning a
fair dividend at a certain price, while
it is also true that the same fabric
is being made on ordinary looms, and
is returning the manufacturer prac-
tically no dividends.
A fact which is of importance in

any cost is the relation of prices to
costs. The price of cloth to-day
shows a high profit when automatic
looms are used, and a medium one
where non-automatic looms are used,
but the price of cotton to-day is high,
and many manufacturers are using
cotton in the cloth which they are
selling which actually costs them 2
cents a pou^id less than the present
price, and which on an ordinary wide
print cloth would return them about
two-fifths of a cent per yard more
than if they found it necessary to

buy their cotton at to-day's price.

This two-fifths of a cent per yard
will make a difference in profit ob-
tained of from 7 to 8 per cent and
explains why profits do not appear
any higher in our estimates. In ob-
taining any cost of yarn the cotton
cost must be first checked up and
then the process is simple.
We have given one table which

contains the cost of weaving, includ-
ing the expenses per loom and the
selling costs per yard for cloths con-
taining from 20 to 124 picks. Our
yarn cost contains everything up to
the weaving operation, while the
jloth or weaving cost embraces ev-

erything which is not included in the
yarn costs. Recognizing that loom
sTVpeds will vary and that percent-
ages of production will varv also, we
present the following table, which,
together with the yarn costs, will

give the cost on all ordinary fabrics.

We have given the cost which should
be noted with a moderate loom speed
with a rather low percentage of pro-

duction and a comparative]v amall
lumber of looms per operative. Many
mills are able to do much better than
the figures given in the table, but for

average conditions, the table will be
^ound to be very accurate.

PLilK CLOTH COST.

Including All Costs1 Beginning With
Weave 1Room.
Costs Costs

Picks. per yard. Picks. per yard.
20 $0.0025 70 $0.0096
22 0.0028 72 0.0099
24 0.0031 74 0.0102
26 0.0O.S4 76 0.0106
28 0.0037 78 0.0108
30 0.0040 80 O.OUO
32 0.0042 82 0.0113
34 0.0045 84 0.0116
36 O.Wi^ 86 0.0119
38 O.0051 88 0.0122
40 O.00J4 90 0.0125
42 0.0057 92 0.0128
44 0.0060 94 0.fll30

46 0.0062 96 0.0133
48 0.0065 98 0.0136
50 0.0068 100 0.0139
52 0.0071 102 0.0141
54 0.0074 104 0.0144
56 0.0076 106 0.0147
58 0.0079 108 0.0150
f50 0.0082 110 0.0153
62 0.0085 112 0.0156
64 0.0088 114 0.0159
66 0.0091 116 0.0162
68 0.0093 118 0.0164

120 0.0167
122 0.0170
124 0.0173
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As we have already explained tlie

method of obtaining the yarn size ii

any piece of cloth and through the

table of yarn 'COsts we have been
able to find out how much the cost
-)l material is for each yard of cloth,

the foregoing table will enable us to

ascertain all the other costs which
we have not included in the cost of

the yarn. As we figured previously,
the cost of material or yarn in a yard
of ordinary print cloth, 38 i inches
wide, was 4.01 cent. By referring to

the table of costs given above, it will

be noted that for a plain cloth with
64 picks the cost of weaving and ex-

penses is $0.0088, or a total cost (4.01

cents plus .88 cents equals 4.89 cents).

This cloth is to-day selling for about
5 J cents, thus giving a profit of .61

cents a yard. With a normal produc-
tion per loom this will give a net
profit of at least $70 per loom per
year, although many mills, through
their longer hours and greater
percentage of production, wouia
obtain more than this amount.
Seventy dollars a loom per
year will give a profit on a fair loom
valuation of 11 or 12 per cent. Thus
it will be seen that any manufacturer
who purchased his cotton the present
season at 12 cents per pound at the
mill is obtaining, with prices of cloth

at the present levels, a profit of at

least 20 per cent.

In many cases, the profit obtained
is more than this amount, for we
have not given in our estimates any
low figures for any single item, but
have confined ourselves to normal
conditions which should be noted in

every representative mill. With the
foregoing explanations, it should be
an easy matter to obtain the approx-
imate cost of any cotton fabric which
is made on an automatic loom.

FANCY CLOTH COSTS.

As we have already stated, there is

quite a variation in loom speeds and
percentages of production on plain

cloths, but there is an even wider va-

riation in the above items on fancy
cloths. The cloth constructions made

and various other items, are likely to

affect the results, and even to the
mill which makes the cloth the re-

sults obtained are often not ascer-
tainable. The analysis of a fancy
cloth or the finding- of the average
number of yarn used is no different
than for a coarser fabric. It is, how-
ever, a good policy to find out the
take-ups and use the ones found when
making an estimate for the yarn size.

There are so many varied conditions
that only normal cloths can be con-

sidered. Such fabrics as all-over

lenos or ones on which there is a

higher weaving expense, or where
less looms than usual per weaver are
run, of course cannot be considered
on any average basis, because the
^A^eaving cost is so high.

The weaving of fancy cloth has,
tiowever, become more systematized
during the past ten years, and where
there is a style which does not run
especially well, it is usually placed
in a set of looms in such a manner
that it is operated on a basis not
much, if any, different than other
normal fancy fabrics. Jacquard
looms a few years ago were fewer in

number to a weaver than they are
to-day, and in a great many instances,

for ordinary straight tie-up machines
the number of looms per weaver is

as many as it is for ordinary fancy
cloths. For this reason, fancy dobby
cloth and ordinary jacquard cloth can
be considered on the same basis.

FABRIC WIDTHS.

It would be well to remember that

all of our costs as given apply to or-

dinary fabrics, that is. ones up to 41

or 42 inches wide in the grey. Fancy
fabrics are not often made in the do-

mestic market much over 36 inches
wide in the grey state, but there are

many imported fabrics in these lines

which are up to 46 or 47 inches wide
in the finished state.

There are many plain fabrics, how-
ever, which are made wider than 40

inches in the domestic market, but
we have not attempted to present
costs on such fabrics, although they
will not vary greatly from those giv-
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• cti in our table, inasmuch as the ma-
terial forms such a large proportion
of the total cost. Fancy mills usual-
ly have quite a variety of looms in

their organization, and all these
looms cost different amo'jnts, but it

is almost impossible to separate the
various items and place them on a
different basis, and for this reason,
ordinary jacquard cloths such as
shirtings, waistings and silk and cot-

ton mixtures are sold on practically
the same basis of cost as ordinary
dobby fabrics. The difference in

costs is so slight that for all practical
purposes they may be considered on
the same basis.

MILL PROFITS.

So far as the profits of a mill
or the selling price of cloth is con-
cerned, it can be said that these are
largely the result of conditions affect-

ing the sale of goods. Fancy cloth
mills, or at least many of them, at-

tempt 10 obtain a net profit of about
$2 per loom per week, or about $100
per loom per yea,r, which gives at

least a net profit of 10 per cent if the
mill be arranged for expensive cloths,

while it gives more than 10 per cent
profit if an ordinary fancy mill be
"considered.

The profit per yard will vary de-

pending upon the number of picks per
inch, for it would not be a correct
policy to expect a 30-pick cloth to
return as high a profit per yard as
one containing 100 picks. A clotn
which was being produced at the race
of 200 yards per loom per week and
which was showing a net profit of 1

cent per yard would return about $2
per week, or about $100 per year. A
plain cloth does not need to carry the
same amount of profit, because the
total cost per loom of the mill is lesf
for plain cloth than it is for fancj
cloth making. Understanding all the
above conditions and realizing thai
there are radical cloths which cannot
be considered under any but an In

dividual basis, we present the follow
ing table which includes all the costs
of fancy cloth weaving.

FANCY CLOTH COSTS.

Including All Costs Beginning WitJ'

the Weave Room.
Costs

icks. per yard.
20' $0.0072
22 0.0080
24 0.0088
26 0.0096
28 0.0104

30 0.0112
32 0.0120
34 0.0128
36 0.0137
38 0.0145
40 0.0153
42 0.0161
44 0.0169
4B 0.0177
48 0.0185
50 0.0193
52 0.0201
54 0.0209
56 0.0217
58 0.0225
60 0.0233
62 0.0241
64 0.0250
66 O.Oi^S

68 0.0266

Picks

70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84

100
102
104
106
108

110
112
114
116

118
120
122
124

Costs
per yard,

$0.0274
0.0282
0.0290
0.029S
0.030C
0.0314
0.0323
0.0331
0.0339
0.0347
0.0355
0.036d
0.0371
0.C379
0.0387
0.0395
0,0403
0.0411
0.0419
0.0427

0.0435
0.0443
0.0451
n.n4.^»

0.0467
0.0475

0.0483
0.0491

METHOD OF FINDING COST

ILLUSTRATED,

Possibly an illustration of the meth-
od as used on a fancy fabric may
make the process of finding the cost
more evident. An oidinary fancy
cloth which is sold in large quanti-
ties is the one which contains 64
threads and 72 picks per inch. It is

34 inches wide in the grey state and
weighs about 6.30 yards per pound.
This cloth is made from combed yarn
and is used extensively in piece mer-
cerization. As previously explained
64 threads plus 72 picks equals 136,

the total threads per inch. Then we
have 136 times 34 inches cloth width
equals 4,6^4 yards of yarn per yard
of cloth, not including the take-up in

weaving. As previously noted, 10 per
cent is a fair average for this take-up,

4,624 divided by .9 eqi.als 5,138 total

yards of yarn per yard of cloth, 5,138

times 6.30 yards per pound equals
32.369 yards of yarn per pound. To
find the size, this number of yards
should be divided by 840, the stand-
p.rd for number 1 yarn. Then we have
32.369 yards divided by 840 standard
equals 38.1, the average size of yam
in the cloth.
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By referring to the table for yam
costs we find that the average price
of combed 38s-l yarn is 27.04 cents
per pound. • As this fabric contains
6.30 yards per pound the weight per
yard is 1.0000 divided by 6.30 or .159,

Che weight of the cloth per yard.
Then we have 27.04 cents times .159

equals 4.30 cents, the cost of the ma-
terial per yard of cloth. Again, re-

ferring to the table of weaving cost,

we will find that the total expense
and labor for a 72-pick fancy cloth
2.82 cents, so 4.30 cents plus 2.82

cents equals 7.12 cents, the total cost
of producing this fancy fabric. To-
day's quoted price for the above cloth

production care must be taken to
make the estimates low enough to

cover all conditions, that is, a fabric
might average 85 per cent production
after the loom was started, but, due
.0 certain circumstances, much time
Msht be lost in getting the warps

into the looms, so that for six
months' or a year's time the actual
average percentage of production
might be nearer 75 per cent, and as
a loom does not earn profits when
standing idle, only actual percent-
ages are of value. This policy has
been observed in the various costs
which we have presented in the ta-

bles.

^K

Sample of Cloth for Which the Cost Is Given.

is 81 cents, so the difference between
the cost of making and the celling

price represents the net mill profit.

8.625 cents minus 7.12 cents equals 1.-

505 cents profit per yard. This is

practically li cents per yard, and
assuming a normaJ percentage of
production for the fabric being con-

sidered, the profit per loom per week
would be about $2.25, or per year
about $117. This should give a net
profit to a mill of anywhere from 12

J

to 15 per cent.

Prices are somewhat higher to-day
than they have been for all kinds of

fancy cloths, but most of these fab-

rics are now showing very good mar-
gins of profit. Id assuming a loom

COST OF CLOTH COHTAIKING

FAST COLORS.

Probably the greatest increase in

any one line of fabrics has been that
which applies to grey cloths in which
yarns fast to the bleaching process
are being used, and, inasmuch as a
still greater use is imminent, it may
be well to give a method of obtain-

ing this cost. For such fabrics the
average size of yarn can be obtained
'list as in the other samples we have
considered. When the threads are
oeing counted the number of colored
threads per pattern can also be ob-

tained, and by measuring the width
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of the pattern and finding the repeats
of the pattern in the cloth the total

coiortd threads in the warp or filling

can be obtained.
When the total number of colored

.hrfcitds are known, it is easy enough
to find the percentage of the total

cloth weights, at least approximately,
which they form. By adding 18
cents as an average cost for dyeing
fast colors per pound to the cost of
the regular yarn and then multiply-
ing by the two weights (that of the
grey warp and that of the colored)
the cost can be determined. An il-

lustration will, without doubt, make
the process clear enough so that it

can be generally understood. The
cloth illustrated is made on a fancy
loom. It is 33 inches wide in the
grey state, or as it comes from the
loom, and the stripes are 1 8-10 inches
wide. Then 33 inches, the cloth
width, divided by 1 8-10 inches, the
width of the stripe, equals 18 colored
stripes in the cloth width. The fab-

ric weighs when woven about 6.00

yards per pound. The following fig-

ures should make the results readily
understood:

Warp count. 95 (over all).

Pilling count. 80.

95 + 80 = 175. total cloth count per Inch.
175 X 33" cloth width = 5,775 yards of yam
per yard of cloth without take-up.

18 stripes X 14 colored ends = 252 colored
ends In fabric.

252 -^ 5.77b = 4..%% of color in fabric.
10% take-up in weaving:.
6,775 -i- .9 = 6.417, total yards of yam per
yard of cloth.

6,417 X 6.00 yards per lb. = 38,502 yards of
yq rn per lb.

38.502 -*- 840 standard = 46/1, average
yarn size.

1.0000 -r- 6.00 yards per lb. = .167, weight per
yard.

.167 X .0436 = .007. wplprht of coTored yarn

.167 — .007 = .160, weight of grey yarn.
31.51c. per lb. X .160 = 5.04c., cost of prre>
vsrp

31.51c. + 18c. = 49.51c., cost or colored yarn
r>er lb.

49.51c. X .007 = .35c., copt of colored yam.
Weaving cost = 3.14c. (from table).
5.04c. 4- .35c. 4- 3.14c. = 8.53c., total cost of
cloth as Illustrated.

CREPE RATINE NOVELTY
We have at various times called

attention to the fact that there has
been a great improvement in the
styles and quality of the various

fancy fabrics which are being pro-
duced in domestic mills. These fab-
rics have been growing in favor very
fast, and the prices which are being
obtained for them are much greater
than was ever thought possible only
a few years ago; in fact, there are
many it* stances wherein cotton fab-
rics seem to be displacing certain
kinds of worsted materials. This has
resulted because of changes in living

conditions, and it is very likely that
such changes will be even more no-
ticeable in the future than they have
up to the present.
Inasmuch as higher prices have

been cctainable, this fact has per-
mitted manufacturers to produce fab-

rics which they formerly could
not make, and has resulted in quite

a little change in manufacturing con-
ditions. At present, the tendency ap-
pears to be to order quite a number
of styles from a mill, but comparative-
ly small quantities, while previously
fewer styles were purchased with larg-

er quantities of each individual
fabric. Naturally, such buying
conditions have made the cost of pro-
duction increase at the mill and have
created other difficulties for the man-
ufacturers, but it seems as if such
conditions must be accepted by the
manufacturers and surmounted in

the best way possible.

We have also called attention to the
fact that the three styles of cloth

which seem to be in greatest demand
are those produced from

NOVELTY YARNS,
and which are generally known as ra-

tings or eponges, and also the fab-

rics known as crepes and voiles. All

these fabrics represent methods of

manufacturing which are unusual, in

that they are different from ordinary
manufacturing in certain respects.
Ratings or eponges from the nature
of the yarn used are a comparative-
ly heavy-weight fabric when com-
pared with most lines of cotton cloths,

while crepes and voiles are rela-

tively light fabrics.

Naturally, one would hardly expect
these ideas to be used in combina-
tions, nevertheless, many of the fab-
rics which are being produced for next
spring's sale have all of these ideas, or
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some of them, in combination, or at
least they contain methods by which
these effects are produced. Such
fabrics as those illustrated and de-
scribed are used for dresses, waists
and many other similar purposes
where a light-weight fabric can be
satisfactorily used and where con-
sumers desire to use something which
expresses the latest ideas in fabric
construction.

PRODUCES CREPE EFFECT.

Some time ago, fabrics were pro-
duced which were generally known

rather indistinguishable, so that no
definite pattern can be, noted.
The voile effect is produced through

the extra twist which is inserted in
the filling, and in certain instances in

the warp, although this extra twist is

not as great as when a real voile
cloth is being produced. In a good
many instances the standard of twist
for such fabrics for the filling was
about the same as for warp, namely,
4% times the square root of the yarn
size in turns per inch. Because the
yarns used are single instead of two-
ply, as in ordinary voiles, the effect

Crepe Ratine Novelty.

as crepe voiles. These cloths were
neither a crepe nor a voile, but they
had some of the characteristics of

both fabrics. The method of produc-
tion consisted in using a compara-
tively fine single yarn in most cases,

but with a slightly greater amount
of twist than usual and a weave was
used of an uneven character which
produced a sort of irregular or crepy
impression in the fabric. Most of

these fabrics were made of medium
or fine yarns and when any weave
is applied to such a fabric it does
not show prominently, because of the
fine character of the yarns. This
condition helps a great deal in per-
mitting a crepy effect to be produced,
and still allows the weave to be

produced is not as clear as in most
voiles, but nevertheless, there is that
crisp condition noted in voiles together
with a moderate amount of openness.
Such fabrics usually have a rather low
construction in threads and picks per
inch, although is it usually higher than
for most ordinary voiles. In a good
many instances where such fabrics
are produced no extra twist is in-

serted in either yarn, the weave alone
making the crepy effect, although in

the representative fabrics a certain
amount of extra twist is used.
Inasmuch as these

CREPE VOILES

have had, and are having quite a large
sale, the idea is still being used, but
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because novelty yarn fabrics have
been especially desirable, many of
the newer fabrics contain various
kinds of novelty yarn in stripes and
checks, thus adding quite a little to
the attractiveness of the material and
making them more desirable when
the style is considered. Possibly
there are more of such fabrics being
developed for another season's use
than any other one idea excepting the
entire novelty yain fabric, generally
known as ratine. With such large
quantities being produced it is very
easy to believe that prices will de-
cline appreciably before another sum-
mer is over.

AN ORDINARY PRODUCT.
One of the interesting features re-

garding the present large production
of novelty yarn fabrics is that only
about two years ago it was generally
claimed by most mill men and others
that these novelty yarn fabrics could
not be produced in domestic mills,

because the machinery was not suit-

able. Such an idea has been proven
to be entirely false, inasmuch as prac-
tically every mill in the country to-

day which pretends to make any
kind of novelty cloth, and many which
have formerly made nothing but
plain material, are now producing
goods containing certain kinds of

these novelty yarns. It is admitted
that certain of these novelty yarns
require special machinery for their

production, but not many of such
yarns are being used, and without
doubt, mill men have learned more
about yarn combinations and the
production of novelty results in the
past year than they learned in the pre-
ceding decade. Many of these nov-
elty yarns are produced through the
twisting of various sizes of single

yarns.
In the fabric under discussion the

novelty yarn is produced throueh the
twisting of three -"breads of two-nly
yarns. In the first twistina: opera-

tion two ends of approximately 18s-2
yarn are twisted together, these be-

ing delivered at different sT>-epds. In

a second twisting operation. in

the reverse direction, this frst twist-

ed yarn is again twisted with a
single end of 60s-2. Because of the

use of two-ply yarns, the resulting
novelty material does not contain as
decided loops as many of the ordi-
nary novelty yarns, being some-
what similar to many of the
ordinary corkscrew yarns, although it

is not, strictly speaking, such a prod-
uct. The heavy two-ply yarns are
made form carded material, while the
fine two-ply yarn used in the second
twisting operation is made from
combed stock.

The heavy nature of this novelty
yarn shows quite a contrast to the
rest of the fabrics, and this is one rea-
son why the use of novelty yarns
seems so desirable, inasmuch as it

offers

OPPORTUNITIES IN CONTRASTING
effects not formerly possible in any
great number. This fabric has in ad-
dition to the stripes of novelty yarn
a satin stripe of an ordinary charac-
ter. This is produced through the
crowding of ends in a few dents,
these ends weaving in a regular satin
manner and showing a contrast to

the ground work of the fabric. Ordi-
narily, the weave which is used on the
ground cloth to produce the crepe ef-

fect is made upon either 12 or 16
harnesses. Sometimes it is rather dif-

ficult to produce a weave of this

nature, in which there are no streaks
either in the warp or filling. The use
of stripes in a pattern will often elim-
inate any trouble of this nature, in-

asmuch as it breaks up the ground
weave and does not make the weave
defects so prominent.

A fabric of the character described
cannot be produced in an ordinary
plain cloth mill, because it is neces-
sary to use quite a number of har-
nesses in its production. Naturally,
looms must be available with these
harnesses, so that for this reason a
fancy cloth mill would have to pro-
duce the material. In addition, the
wide variety in yarn sizes wouM not
he possible in a plain cloth mill un-
less the yarns were purchased, and to

get yarns of this character, at

the present time, is likely to elimi-

nate the possibility of obtaining the
very satisfactory profits which can be
secured from such cloth making.
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Certain of these fabrics are also
woven with a jacquard weave and
naturally this makes it necessary for

them to be produced in a fancy mill
There are also a few mills in the

domestic market which produce card-
ed and combed work, although not
prepared to make fancy materials.
The satin stripes in a fabric of this

character are sometimes placed upou
a separate beam, although in other in-

stances the stripe yarn is placed od
the same beam as the yarn producing
the ground work of the fabric.

Whether these threads can be placed
on the same beam as the ground yarn
is largely a matter of experience and
judgment. Usually, this method can
be adopted if the threads are placed
correctly in the reed. When they cau
be placed upon one beam it Aids in

reducing the cost of production and
makes less trouble in the weave
room.
The adoption of every possible

economy when making sujh fabrics

is one reason why the profits of some
mills are higher than others. In

making fabrics of this character, the
orders are smaller than when staple

lines are being produced, therefore
the styling and sample piece expenses
are likely to be greater than for ordi-

nary rabrics. The correct adoption of

any gocd cloth idea and the use of it

in various styles usually permits good
profits to be secured.

PRICES SHOW VARIATIONS.
The selling prices on fabrics of this

character are largely determined by
the market conditions which exist
One style of fabric may sell for ap-
proximately 9 cents a yard and
a very similar fabric may sell for 11

cents a yard, the difference being
brought about through the higher cost

of production in one case and the ig-

norance of the buyer who is willing to

purchase at the higher price through
his ability to dispose of it at a sat-

isfactory profit. In connection with

this foregoing statement, it may be
well to state that when any new idea

is produced, profits are usually ex-

cessive, not only because the idea is

desirable and in demand, but also be-

cause buyers have no idea regarding

relative values and often pay much

more than a fabric is worth. Recently
on certain styles of novelty yarn fab
rics we have seen exceptional values
in fabrics at $1 a yard when the
cloths were first shown, and in com-
parison other fabrics selling at twice
as much did not seem anywhere near
so desirable, neither did they cost as
much to produce when the selling

price was considered. The same thing
is noticed to a greater or less extent
in all the novelty yarn fabrics being
proauced to-day.
Everyone, through extended dis-

cussions of a number of years ago, ob-
tained the idea that the novelty yarns
used are very expensive to make and,

therefore, the fabrics in which they
are used could not be anything
but expensive; and for this reason

a buyer is often willing to pay an ex-

cessive price tor a fabric, througn mt;

fact that he has purchased nothing in

the past on which a comparison can
be made and becauco he knows he can
sell at a profit he does not consider

the purchasing price.

This condition will gradually dis-

appear, because the demand for these

fabrics Is now^ at its height and much
greater amounts are being produced
on what might be called a declining

market. Under such conditions there

will be much more opportunity for

comparison by buyers, and some of

the fabrics will have to oe soia at

low prices, for it is not believed the

consuming public will absorb the great

quantity of such fabrics now being

produced.

NOVELTY YARN FEATURES.

The main feature of interest in a

fabric of this character is to obtain

correctly the various amounts of ma-
terials w^hich are used in making the

novelty yarns. If all the yarns used
in making this product are nurchased
then it is a comparatively simple
matter to obtain the total cost, but

wiiere various other features are in-

volved such as tho producticii cf singit;

yarns, then twisting these single yarns,

and in addition two other twisting

oDerations to produce the novelty
effect, care must be used or results

will not be correct. It is usually a
good plan to cl eck up the actual
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weight of the novelty yarn with the
figured weight, wliich is obtained
through tlie sizes of the various yarns
and the take-ups noted in their twist-

ing. If this is done the correct weiglits
used in making the novelty material
can be obtained and results will be
fairly accurate. In the yarn used in

the fabric considered, results are not
so difficult to obtain as they would be
in many of the yarns produced, be-

cause a comparatively large portion of

the yarn is produced from nothing
but 18-2 yarns. When more yarn
sizes are used, as is often the case,

the correct result is more difficult to

obtain, although the method used is

similar to that employed in obtaining
i:he cost of the yarn considered.

To the

COST OF THE MATERIALS
used in making the yarn must be add-
ed the costs and expenses of the two
twisting operations, and in addition,

there must be a sufficient amount al-

lowed for the experimentation which
must be done when making many of

the'^e yarns. Usually the production
of many of these yarns is quite large
in pounds per week, so that the costs
of twisting are not so high as might
be imagined, even though there are
two twisting operations employed. The
mill profit on many of these goods
is quite high and depends a good deal
upon the size of the order and nat-
urally unon the price obtained. The
production in yards per day or per
week is quite large, although not
nearly so large as when ordinary
plain cloth with the same number of
picks is being produced.

The present fabric selling at 8^
cents per yard should net many of
the mills producing such fabrics a
profit of at least 15 per cent, and it

is a known fact that many of these
novelty fabrics have been producing
returns in excess of 25 per cent. The
reason mill profits have not
shown these facts is because the or-

ders secured have not been suffi-

cient to operate the entire equipment
of machinery and partly because fancy
mills contain many plain looms on
which there has been no profit and
in some cases a loss. The above fig-

ures are merely the rates of protlt

which would be noted were the looms
employed as fully as is normally pos-

sible.

WHITE FABRICS IN FAVOR.

From the cloth plan as laid out it

will be noted that this fabric falls intf

the regular 25-cent retailer and allows
a profit slightly in excess of the ordi-

nary amounts to the various sellers.

The converter should be securing a
profit somewhat higher than is ordi-

narily secured on fancy cloths

and the same condition is

noted in regard to the job-

ber and retailer. When such cloths

are sold direct by the converter to

the retailer the profits secured are
naturally much higher than those
given, although the expenses of selling

to the converter are somewhat greater
than when the cloth is sold to the
jobber. The filling yarn will be some-
what more expensive than when ordi-

nary filling is considered, because the
production is not quite so high, due to

the extra amount of twist, and as the
production decreases the cost
increases. It will be noted that
50s-l warp costs somewhat more
than the 50s-l filling to produce, even
though the standards of twist are ap-
proximately the same.

Due to the decreased han-
dling, it is possible and cus-
tomary to use a shorter sta-

ple of cotton for filling than
for warp, and this is responsible for

a large part of the difference noted,
although, naturally, the warp yarn
carries expenses which the filling does
not and which are incurred by the
extra processes necessary in

producing the warp yarn. A good
many of these fabrics are sold in the
white state; in fact, converters gen-
erally believe that white fabrics are
increasing in demand and have in-

creased their lines of such materials
for the coming season. There are,

however, many such fabrics which
are dyed various colors, and in a few
instances, printed patterns are
employed. In addition to be-
ing dyed, many of these fab-
rics are also mercerized, a process
which, while increasing the cost, is re-
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sponsible for an added attractiveness i.870 ends -*- (50/i x 840) == .0445, weigh
that makes its adoption worth while. e%dli\ruF^"ii^ilt

''''"^^•'

We have not given the method of ob- 0445 -h .94 = .0473, total weight of 50/j

taining the novelty yarn size, inasmuch .^eWs^"^ as/"T84or= .0288. weight o,
as we have previously presented such novelty warp without take-up.

r/il^'^'-rr '^"f'°, « *''^'^
"^''^^i^ O^'s* *""»""= :«2"4rTo'Swelrtt Of novel.,

yarns. The cost of the yarn is ob- yarn per yard of woven cloth.
tained as explained in previous ar- 64 picks x 28 Vz" reed width x 36" _
tides. Other than these two features 36"

~~ ^'^^^

the method of obtaining the weights yards of niiing per yard of cloth.

nf thP varn Jinrl tha n^nfh iq nr. Hiff'oT.
l'S24 -^ (50/1 X 840) = .0434. total weightor me yarn ana the cloth is no ditfer- of 50/1 fining per yard of cloth.

ent from ordiuciry fabrics and the 0473 + .0294 + .0434 = .1201, total weight
process is a simple one as follows: i.o^'o ^-t'a2'o'l ^'J.SS yards per ib. (grey).

PATTERN.
50/1 Am. combed warp 52 28 62 28 28 52 = 1 870
3.3 novelty 4 4 = ' 80

50/1 Am. combed filling (warp twist); 64 picks.
32 reed, 281/2" width in reed, 27" grey width, 26" finished width.

72 X 64 grey count over all, 75 X 63 finished count over all.

YARNS.
Labor,

^„ ,^ Cotton. waste, etc.
50/1 Am. combed, 1 5-16" staple; 10 hank dou. rov., 21c. 16%c. = 37%c
50/1 Am. combed fill'g, 1^4" sta. ; 12 hank dou. rov., 19c. 15%c. = 34%c
Novelty (4 ends 18/1, 2 ends 60/1), total cost including twisting = 29 %c.

COST.
x,870 ends 50/1 Am. combed -f 6% take-up = .0473 @ 371/20. = $ .017^
80 ends 3.3 novelty + 2% take-up , . == .0294 @ 2914c. = .0086
64 picks 50/1 Am. combed, warp twist = .0434 @ 2i^c. == .0150

Weaving .0108
Expenses .0132

$ .0654
Selling (grey) .0015

Mill cost (grey) $ .0669
Mill selling price (approximate) .0825
Finishing .0150

Cost to converter (not including expenses) $ .0975
Cost to jobber .1300
Cost to retailer .1700
Cost to consumer .2500

Yards per pound 8.33 (grey).

MERCERIZED DRAPERY

NOVELTY
Possibly one of the most interest-

ing portions of the cotton cloth in-

dustry, but one which is not very
often commented upon, mainly be-
cause the producing units are rather
small and few when compared with
those making staples and even fan-
cies, is that portion which produces
various drapery, upholstery and sim-
ilar fabrics. Due to the use of better
dyes and the production of more de-
sirable and harmonious effects, these

materials have been increasing
in sale and are being used for pur-
poses where they previously were
considered unsuitable. In a general
way, such fabrics are made from
dyed yarns and are heavy in weight
when compared with most lines of
cotton fabrics. The selling prices are
high because the cloth contains so
much material per yard and also be-
cause the quantities sold are rather
small, thus making distribution
charges large and the costs of pro-
duction greater than would otherwise
be noted.
That the changes of style in dress

goods do have a wldA influence upon
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various fabrics is not often recogniz-
ed by many sellers, but it is clearly
shown by the style of fabric we have
analyzed and which is illustrative of
some of the leading fabrics which
have been produced for drapery pur-
poses. It is a well known fact that
novelty yarn effects have been the
leading styles in dress goods and
have been adapted in various methods
for use with such ground fabrics

as voiles, crepes, curtain materials,
light waistings and other widely
varying constructions, and so it is

natural to expect the same influence

to be noted in draperies. Of course

yarn. It is seldom that there is less
than twice as many threads per inch
in the warp than there is in the fill-

ing, usually a much higher ratio than
that named, and for draperies the
warp size is usually twice or more
than twice as fine as the filling. In
the cloth analyzed the count is 100 x
17 and the yarn sizes used are rela-
tively 30-1 and 3.8-1. The weave is,

in the majority of instances, plain,

inasmuch as more firmness is se-
cured through such use and there is

not the great necessity for woven fig-

ures which there is in many styles of

dress goods, although this statement

Domestic Mercerized Drapery.

the possibilities in the use of novelty
yarns for drapery fabrics are rather
limited for various reasons, but it is

usually desirable to produce new ef-

fects when they can be cleverly exe-
cuted and when they will aid in the
distribution of any fabric.

CLOTH CONSTRUCTION.
One of the processes which is

used extensively in making ordinary
drapery fabrics is the poplin con-
struction. This is a method by which
the warp contains a comparatively
large number of threads per inch of

rather fine yarn and usually of a ply
nature, while the filling contains a
small number of picks of coarse ply

does not indicate that figures are not
sometimes applied.
Ply yarns are used in making sucb

fabrics for a number of reasons.
First, they allow coarser yarn num-
bers to be made so that heavier fab-
rics result. Second, they permit a
greater amount of strength and serv-
ice to be secured together with a
clearer result, which is desirable in

draperies. Third, they allow many
mercerized yarns to be used, thus
giving the material a luster not ob-
tainable when single yarns are em-
ployed. Soft twist is necessary for
any good mercerized results, either in

yarn or cloth, and for this reason soft

twist ply yarn is often used.
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In a poplin construction the
large excess of warp has a tend-
ency to cover up the filling to a
greater or less extent, and under
such circumstances the quality of
the filling yarn is not of such great
importance as the warp, and, in ad-
dition, the fabric pattern, if made by
colors, must be produced by the
•warp yarns. In the cloth considered
the ribs of the ordinary poplin cloth
are noticeable, but these ribs are
made irregular through the variation
in the size of the filling yarn. The
warp covers up the filling just about
as effectively in the heavy portions
as it does in the finer portions, but,
nevertheless, the irregular filling

yarn produces a noticeable irregular
effect in the cloth and this shows
that a great deal of ingenuity has
been used in the planning of the
cloth construction. Many of the nov-
elty loop, corkscrew, and nub yarns
would not have been suitable for the
style of cloth considered, and the
fact that the right yarn has been used
is worthy of mention. The same pop-
lin constructions which are used for
draperies are often used for other pur-
poses; in fact, in many instances,
fabrics are intended for a number of
different uses when their production
is planned.

NOVELTY YARN MAKING.

We have at various times described
the processes by which certain of the
novelty yarns now being extensively
used are produced, but inasmuch as
the yarn used in this cloth differs

essentially from those previously de-
scribed a short explanation may be
of value. Certain classes of cloths,

such as cotton flannels, regularly
contain yarns of the character used
in this fabric, and while the yarn
sizes may vary somewhat, the method
of production is practically identical.

In the first place, the novelty result
is produced from a number of strands
of yarn and bunches of loose cotton
twisted together, the bunches of cot-

ton being spaced at intervals in the
completed yarn. The loose cotton
n<^oe<3Barnv has to hp iri a coridition

capable of being handled and the
fibres must be comparatively parallel

so as to give some strength together

with a uniform size of bunch when
the yarn is being made.
There are a number of different re-

sults which can be produced. First,
the whole yarn can be made from
stock-dyed cotton with the bunches
of one color and the ground threads
of the same or another color. Sec-
ond, the ground yarns can be spun
in the grey state and then dyed and
used with stock-dyed cotton of the
same or a different color. Third, the
whole yarn can be made from grey
yarns and grey cotton, and this result
afterward dyed, although solid colors
only are possible by this method.
Naturally, in the first two processes
the ground yarns can be of different
colors, and bleached yarns and cot-
tons are just as possible as dyed
ones. We are not considering the
similar yarns containing bunches of
cotton which are made by two twist-
ing processes, the second twistmg
being mainly for the purpose of bina-
ing in the bunch of cotton more
firmly. This extra twisting process
is adopted when such yarn is used
for warp and is to be handled ex-
tensively and is not so generally em-
ployed when it is used for tilling.

One of the main considerations in

PRODUCING NOVELTY YARN
such as that used is to have the cot-

ton bunches taper off well, inasmuch
as this gives a better appearance and
also aids in producing firmness, in-

asmuch as the tapering end of the
cotton fibres twists in better with the
ground threads. This variety of
yarns is often produced on an ordi-

nary spinning frame, in fact, it is

probable that much the largest share
of it is produced in this manner. One
set of rolls is given an intermittent
motion through the removal of gear
teeth or in some other manner. Be-
tween these rolls is placed the roving
which forms the bunch in the com-
pleted yarn. Naturally the intermit-
tent motion of the rolls feeds the cot-

ton out at regular intervals. Be-
tween another set of rolls, which op-
erate regularly, are placed the two
ground threads, it being desirable to

have the cotton bunch fed out be-

tween these two ends as the twist is

being inserted, and this method per-
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fnits ine cotton to be bound in more
tirmly.

The continuous delivery of tlie

ground tlireads, togetlier with the in-

termittent delivery of the soft cotton
or roving, creates a ply yarn in which
bunches of cotton are twisted. The
twist in any yarn will run to the
finest portions, and this happens very
noticeably in yarn of the character
described, there being quite a little

twist where the ground yarns only
appear and very few turns per inch
at the point where the cotton bunch
is inserted. For this reason the

AMOUNT OF TWIST
which the whole product contains will

be much different than that which
the ground yarns would contain were
they to be twisted separately. The
size of the cotton bunch, the char-
acter of the result desired, whether
there is to be a subsequent twisting
process, the kind of yarns used and
naturally the yarn sizes, together
with certain other features, regulate
the number of turns per inch which
are necessary or desirable.

In the yarn considered there are
approximately ten turns per inch av-
erage, and this is what should be
considered when twist gears are be-
ing considered, although the regular
ply portion 'of the material contains
a greater number of turns per inch.
In a good many cases novelty yarns,
such as that described, can be spun
direct upon the bobbins which are
used in the weave room, thereby mak-
ing no other processes necessary and
reducing the cost of production quite
extensively.
There are certain features which

are of interest in connection with the
making of high-class drapery and up-
holstery fabrics. Mills making these
materials, 'as previously stated, are
somewhat limited in the amounts of
any one style which they can pro-
duce. This makes frequent changes
in cloth construction necessary in or-

der to obtain a good distribution, es-

pecially where high-class merchan-
dise is being produced. Not only are
various yarn sizes required, but the
colors are usually even more nu-
merous than the variety of yarns. In-
asmuch as the orders are rather

small, the quantities of 'any one yam
size used are proportionate, and for

this reason it is probably cheaper to

purchase yarn than it is to 'make it.

Wor such yarn to be produced in a
wide diversity of sizes a varied or-

ganization would be required, with
the probabilities of machinery being
idle at least a portion of the time.

The grey yarns which are 'purchas-

ed are dyed and often mercerized at

the plants where the cloth is woven,
and this method of ' manufacturing
permits quite a little variation in the

product. Whatever finishing is nec-

essary is also accomplished at the

plant where 'the weaving is done, but
inasmuch as dyed yarns are generally

used, the finishing of these cloths is

a much more simple process than
when grey woven cloths are consid-

ered. The purchase of yarn makes
the problem of manufacture much
more complicated than if yarns
were manufactured and has much to

do with the obtaining of satisfactory

profits. To buy yarns which are in

good demand and on which the price

and profit are high is to curtail to an
extent 'at least the possibility of prof-

its in the manufacture of special fab-

rics. It is also necessary to produce
styles which cannot be made success-
fully in the larger plants.

Thus it can be depended upon that

some of the buyers who have pur-

chased solid color yarn-dyed mercer-
ized drapery and upholstery fabrics

will soon procure such materials in

the grey state and have them finished

with 'a large reduction in price. This
applies only to a small number of

fabrics which are purchased in quan-
tities and not for the majority of fab-

rics which are used for drapery pur-
poses. Purchase of yam, the extra
cost of shipping, dyeing, mercerizing
and various other necessary process-

es, make the cost of the yarn when it

reaches the weave room high, and
while the loom production is large

with a correspondingly low cost 'in

this direction, the total cost is high
because of the materia^ which Is

used. It will be noted that we have
in our cost plan given the price of the
yarn used. This amount will vary
according to the market and to other
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selling conditions, but it is ap-
proximately correct for the cloth con-
sidered. Selling charges are higher
than for many other varieties of ma-
terial, mainly because the quantities
sold are not especially large. The
rate of 'profit secured would depend a
good deal upon the attractiveness of
the result produced, and is not consid-
ered upon the production basis which
is generally used when large quanti-
ties of any ordinary cloth are made.
Without doubt, the success of any

concern making special fabrics is

more dependent upon a single person
than when larger quantities of staple

materials are being produced. In a
small industry the person who is di-

recting the items of importance has
to look after many details which can
be relegated to other persons in a
large concern. The styles of the
cloth are of great importance, as this

has an influence on the sales and
profits. Experience is necessary as
to what methods should be used in

best obtaining any certain results.

With grey and most of the staple col-

ored lines a certain method of pro
duction can be adopted and continu
ously followed out, but with special

fabrics there is more flexibility in thb
method of production and the adop-
tion of the best method tends to keep
down the costs and increase the prof-

its.

Then there are numerous other fea-

tures which have to be considered by
manufacturers producing special

cloths, such as the colors to be usea
in any certain lines, the method by
which the cloths are to be sold, the
amount of the various styles to be
produced, the sale of styles in such
a manner as to keep all the machin-
ery in operation. This machinery
problem is a very serious one, even
with fancy grey cloth makers, for un-
less the orders are such that a good
balanced production is secured be-

tween the spinning and weaving ma-
chinery, and unless the various kinds
or looms are kept steadily employed,
the possibilities of good profits are

largely curtailed. Because there are

more changes in styles and more abil-

ity necessary in producing them it

is customary for the salary ranges of

employes to be higher when such
cloths are being produced than for
other kinds of cloth making. It is

necessary to obtain good operatives
and what is more to keep them, if a
satisfactory result is to be secured.
One of the fabrics which has never

been produced in the domestic mar-
ket until recently, but for which there
has been and is an increasing de-
mand, is tapestry material, which is

used for wall decorations. These ma-
terials are used to cover up unde-
sirable portions of wall, and in many
cases are used because of desirablte

patterns or colorings. They are pro-
duced from dyed yarns and the com-
bination of yarn and weave produces
the various effects. Without doubt,
the making of large effects in such
cloths is one of the most complicated
forms of textile manufacture. The
placing of the various colors and fig-

ures where they will appear best is

an art, and makes possible results*

which would otherwise be considered
impractical. Many colors are used
in the warp, and the same is true re-

garding the filling.

Oftentimes the warp has no spe
cial pattern, and the method of dress-
ing varies from one side of the cloth

to the other, each section being de-
signed especially for the result to be
produced. Jacquard looms are used
in producing these cloths, and, due
to the length of the repeat and tne
great number of picks in the filling, a

LARGE NUMBER OF CARDS
are necessary for the completion of

the pattern. It sometimes happens
that the design making and the cards
employed alone cost $1,000 or more,
and in such instances the productioi*

cost is regulated a good deal by the
amxount of the tapestry which can be
sold. When the sale is small, the de-
sign cost is large per yard, whereas
when quite a distribution is made
this item is of much less importance,
although it naturally is quite high in

any such material.
The illustration we present shows

one style of tapestry which is pro-
duced in the domestic market, and it

is claimed that only one concern does
any work of this character. That
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there is any at all produced shows
that there has been a great deal ot

progress in the manufacturing ability

of domestic producers, and, without
doubt, such cloths will be in larger
demand with a greater number of

sellers producing them in the near
future.

YARN AND CLOTH WEIGHTS.

Regarding the yarn and cloth
weights, it can be said that few of

such materials as that analyzed are
sold by the count or weight as are
many of the fancy dress goods which
nave a large distribution. This in-

formation is necessary for the man-
ufacturer in order to ascertain the
cost of production, but such informa-
tion is of small importance to the
buyer, inasmuch as he is more inter-

ested in the style of the cloth and
the prices at which he is able to dis-

tribute. Sometimes, when a fabric is

to be duplicated it is necessary to ob-
tain the various details of manufac-
ture, but in this connection it is well
to remember that the yarn sizes will

not be the same as when they wert
purchased or spun.

The processes of mercerization,
dyeing and handling are likely to give
results somewhat different than when
the yarns were originally purchased.
In this fabric, the warp yarns are
somewhat finer than when purchased,
but not to as great an extent as is

noted in many of the white mercer-
ized fabrics which are piece finished.

An interesting feature regarding the
manufacture of this cloth is that, due
to the heavy character of the filling

and the large number of threads per
inch, the contraction in width from
reed to cloth is not very great, being
in this fabric not quite one inch for the
whole tabric. Ordinarily, it is much
more than this amount. The method
of obtaining the weights is as fol-

lows:

5,000 ends -f- (60/2 X 840) = .1984, weight
of warp yarn without take-up.

10% take-up in weaving:.
.1984 -T- .9 = .2204, total weight of warp

yarn per yard of woven cloth.
17 picks X 51" reed width X 36"

= 867 yards
36"

of filling per yard of woven cloth.
867 -T- (3.8 novelty X 840) = .2716, total
weight of filling yarn yer yard of woven
cloth.

.2204 -I- .2716 = .4920, total weight per
yard.

1.0000 -^ .4920 = 2.03 yards per pound.

MERCERIZED DRAPERY NOVELTY.
60/2 Am. combed, mercerized and dyed. 5,000 ends.
3.8 novelty yarn; 17 picks per inch.
49 reed, 51" width In reed, 50" finished width.

100 X 17 finished count.
YARNS.

60/2 Am. combed, mercerized and dyed (cost on loom beams) =« 77c.
3.8 novelty carded, dyed (cost on quills) ; = 34c.

CLOTH COST.
5,000 ends 60/2 Am. combed + 10% take-up = .2204 @ 77c. = % .1697
17 picks 3.8 carded novelty = .2716 @ 34c. == .0923

Weaving 0272
Expenses 0152

$ .3044
Selling 0122

Mill cost $.3166
Yards per pound 2.03.

Retail price $1.25 per yard.

MOCK LENO WEAVE CREPE

At various times we have analyzed
and described certain of the crepe
fabrics which are sold in large quan-
tities; and because these fabrics ap-

pear attractive and are selling well at

present, it may be well to present a

description of a special crepe which
contains features radically different

from most of those produced and sold.

Manufacturers and sellers of novelty
fabrics recognize that profits are ob-

tained through the production of at-

tractive styles and materials which
are similar to a certain extent to those
in demand, but in which ideas are
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developed that are different from
what the majority of sellers are offer-

ing. When fabrics of this character
are developed, it is usually possible

to obtain a comparatively

HIGH RATE OP DIVIDENDS,
which is of value in building up a
reputation for attractive fabrics that
produce returns. Of course, the va-
rious fancy fabrics being produced
to-day are, many of them, adaptations
of the so-called ratine effects, and
crepe grounds contain such ideas as
well as other good selling fabrics.

Next to the wide range of ratine

styles, crepe fabrics appear to be the
leaders, these cloths being used for

dresses, waists, and various other
uses depending somewhat upon their

construction and appearance. Certain
of such styles are being printed to-

day and are having quite a distribu-

tion, while many of them contain siiH

stripes on which jacquard figures are
woven or which in some manner add
a certain attractiveness to the fin-

ished result. Crepe fabrics have a
characteristic softness which is not
usual in other materials, and do not

show wrinkles in as prominent a
manner as some other styles, thereby
making them have a certain advan-
tage so far as appearance is con-
cerned.

CLOTH CONSTRUCTION.

Any crepe cloth Is usually of a
rather low count and would not be
considered a very firm construction
when compared with the majority of

cotton materials. This loose con-
struction is rather necessary, for un-
less this method of making were
adopted there would be no great op-
portunity for the yarns to contract
and produce the crepe effect. In the
majority of instances crepe cloths are
made with single yarns and few of

them of anything like a fine nature.

The ordinary cheap crepe materials
contain, approximately, yarn which
averages about 25-1, thoagh the finer

varieties naturally are made from
somewhat finer yarns. In the fabrics

which are usually produced, the warp
yam is identical or nearly so with
ordinary warp of the same size, that
is, the standard of twist is the stand-

ard which is noted for ordinary warp,
namely, about 4.75 times the square
root of the yarn size. The crepe enect
is produced through the filling yarn
and is caused by the introduction of

a large amount of extra twist, the
standard being anywnere from 6.50

to 9 times the square root of the yarn
size, whereas in most ordinary filling

the standard of twist is seldom over
3.75 times the square root of the yarn
size. In the fabric considered

ONE ITEM OF INTEREST
is found in that the yarns, both warp
and filling, are of a two-ply character.
This method makes it possible for a
clearer cloth to be produced, but for

the same result, so far as weight is

concerned, much finer yarns are nec-
essary. In this cloth there have been
used 120-2 warp and filling and both
yarns contain the same amount of
twist and are identical in every way.
Usually the single yarns which are
used in making hard twist ply yams
are no different than are ordinarily
produced, the hard twist being intro-

duced only when the two-ply result
is being made. Such a fabric as that
considered would be made much more
economically from grey yarns with
the finishing being accomplished after
the cloth was woven, than it would if

it were made from bleached yams.

BLEACHED YARNS.

In fact, it would be unsatisfactory
to handle bleached yarns as fine as
are used in this cloth. There are a
number of methods of making hard
twist two-ply yarns, the best method
depending somewhat upon conditions
of operation. For filling it is some-
times a good plan to produce fine

numbers on an ordinary spinning
frame, twisting the material onto
filling bobbins, thus having them
ready for the loom with no extra
processes needed, except the steam-
ing process which is necessary
to set the twist and make the yarn
possible to handle. For warp a dif-

ferent method must be adopted, as
the yarn must be spooled, warped
and sized before it can be woven, and
inasmuch as the twist inserted is so-

hard, much care must be exercised
or trouble will ensue. Filling is often
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handled In much the same manner as
warp, being spooled, warped, sized
and quilled on a long chain quiller.

When this is done no steaming is nec-
essary because the sizing process has
eliminated the need for it. In
certain cases other methods are also
employed, but it is necessary to keep
quite a tension on the yarn or else
a large shrinkage will occur and part
of the yarn effect when the cloth is

woven will be lost. Whc.i spinning
or twi.o-.ng bar \ twist two-ply yarn
there is often a great deal of trouble
in keeping travelers on frame
because the hard twist yarn acts very
much as a saw and will cut through

might be when the cloth is finished.

Another reason why fancy weaves are
not used on crepe ground cloths is

because they do not appear at all

prominent when such a cloth is fin-

ished and the effect is largely lost,

making the use of su^h a weave a
wasted effort. In some case fancy
weaves are used with silk, but for
an all-cotton fabric it is practically
never noted. In this connection the
fabric which we are considering is

radically different from an ordinary
crepe, for this cloth contains a weave
which is not plain. The weave used
is ordinarily known as a "mock-leno"
weave and we are illustrating it to

- ^-» »*^0-;-.-:^^^

Mock Leno Weave Crepe.

travelers in a speedy manner, causing
many breakages. The breaking of

one er.d is a much more serious mat-
ter III it is with ordinary two-ply,
because the hard twist makes the
yarn very springy and when an end
breaks t is likely to ciuse the break-
age of othors alongside of it.

It is seldom that any kind of a
crepe fabric contains anything but
plain weave oi. the ground cloth, or
at least a very simple weave which
acts much the same as plain weave
does. The reason for this is found
in the low construction and in the re-

sult desired. Plain weave gives the
most strength for the yam sizes used
and is more effective than others

make the situation more evident. By
taking a piece of the fabric and pull-

ing it there will be noted a distinct

SEPARATION OF THREADS,
the warp dividing into threes. This
happens because of the weave used.
Threads 1-2-3 slip in together, as d?
4-5-6 and so on. It will be noted in

our analysis we have used a 17 reed
with three ends per dent throughout.
The same result might as easily be
obtained, and in many cases undoubt-
edly is, with a 34 reed with three
ends in one dent and the succeed-
ing dent containing no threads at
all. This allows the effect produced
to be more prominent and is some-
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times used. In an ordinary fabric the
use of tills weave produces an open-
work fabric which is somewhat simi-
lar to a leno weave, but In this crepe
fabric such an effect is not noticeable
and the great shrinkage from grey to
finished width covers up largely the
weave which has been used, although
it makes a result which is very at-

tractive and is not possible through
the use of a plain weave. The floating
of the warp and filling allows space
for the hard twisted yarn to contract
much better than if the weave was
entirely plain and the crinkled ap-
pearance makes the cloth look as if

novelty yarn of a peculiar natare had
been used.

PRODUCING CREPE EFFECTS.

There are three distinct types of
crepe cloths: First, that class of ma-
terials which is produced largely
from grey yarn, usually containing
hard twist filling alone, but in

special instances it contains hard
twist warp to a greater or less ex-
tent, to which class the fabric
analyzed belongs. Second, the fab-
rics that are produced from
bleached and dyed yarns, which con-
tain hard twist usually in the filling,

but in very few cases in the warp.
Either of these two classes of fabrics
mentioned may be woven on a box
loom which produces a regular crepe
effect, or on a regular loom with one
twist in the filling producing
a wavy effect. A third class of

fabric, which many consider as
crepe, is that class of materials
produced through the merceriza-
tion process. As is usually well
known, the application of caustic soda
to cotton yarns or cloth will cause
them to shrink approximately 25 per
cent. If thig shrinkage is not al-

lowed and the yarn or cloth is held
out to approximately its original

width, the cotton fibres which com-
pose the material seem to swell out
and become more nearly round, thus
reflecting the light and producing a
lustrous effect. If no tension is em-
ployed, and the fabric or yarn is im-
mersed, a large shrinkage will take
niace, but no lustre will be noted.

This is the method which is adonted
in producing the crepe fabrics which

are mercerized. In most cases, these
crepe styles appear in the form of
stripes and are obtained through the
methods by which the result is pro-
duced. Caustic soda is applied to the
material in various stripes and the
cloth shrinks where this solution is

applied, while the other portion of
the cloth will crinkle up, causing a
wavy appearance and producing
what many have been inclined to
designate as a crepe weave, though
it is not theoretically of this charac-
ter. There are various combinations
and styles in the several lines or
crepe and often one style is mistaken
for another by those not experienced
in production. Not only is this true,

but it often happens that mills manu-
facturing crepes will produce fabrics
by a method which is not the most
economical, that is, a mill making
bleached and dyed yarn fabrics will

produce styles which could be better
obtained through the grey yarn
method.

INTERESTING FEATURES.
An ordinary crepe fabric seldom

shrinks more than 25 per cent, that
is, for a 36-inch grey cloth at least
a 27-inch finished cloth will be pro-
duced, while in most lines the shrink-
age is not quite so great as that
named. For the fabric analyzed the
shrinkage in width from grey to fin-

ished cloth is approximately 40 per
cent, thus being much greater than
for an ordinary crepe fabric. In ad-
dition to the shrinkage in width there
is a shrinkage in length of from 20
per cent to 25 per cent. This gives
a resulting fabric which is not pos-
sible to obtain when most cloths are
considered and is only possible
through the use of hard twist warp
and filling yarns. This loss is a se-
rious item in many ways and will be
mentioned further in regard to the
cost of production. It might be won-
dered just what happens to the sel-

vages under these circumstances, but
it will be found that the selvage ends
are not crowded very closely and
that they shrink perceptibly, though
not in the large crinkles noted in the
body of the warp. For this reason,
the selvages are somewhat longer
than the main portion of the fabric
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and contain a more or less wavy
effect so as to take up the same
amount in length as the main part ol

the fabric. The fabric, due to its

great shrinkage, has to be produced
on a very wide loom and inasmuch
as there are very few of such looms
in use in the domestic market in millg
which are capable of making noveltj
constructions such as that consid-
ered, it is very likely that the

PROFIT PER YARD TO THE MILL
is quite high, much higher than it

would be were the cloth being pro-
duced in large quantities and were it

not of so radically different a nature
from most materials. Due to the
loom width, the picks per minute
are not as high as for a narrowei
loom, thus causing a rather low pro-
duction and increasing the cost. S(
far as the weaving operation is con-
cerned, there is nothing especially
intricate in this direction, the effect
being produced through the charactei
of the yarns, the simple weave and
the finishing employed. The cloth in

the grey appears very similar tc
many of the low constructed wide
voile fabrics which were so common
a year or more ago, though it must
be said the result, when finished, is

not at all like the voiles usee.

PRICES AND COSTS.

There are many interesting fea-
tures regarding the cost of produc-
tion and the selling prices for the
cloth considered. We have given the
cost of making the grey cloth in a
large economical mill which would be
likely to produce fancy cloths of this
character. It will be noted that the
mill cost in the grey is approximately
2iy2 cents per yard. The selling

price depends a good deal upon cir-

cumstances and on the price which
the fabric can be disposed of to other
sellers. It is unlikely that it was
sold for less than 25 cents per yard
and possibly a higher price was ob-
tained. Possibly the item of greatest
importance to the converter is in re-
gard to the shrinkage of the cloth
when finished. As previously stated,
this fabric shrinks in length any-
where from 20 to 25 per cent in the
finishing process. Should this cloth

have cost 25 cents in the grey state,
this shrinking feature alone would
add almost 10 cents per yard to the
grey cost, without considering the
various finishing charges at all, which
naturally would be high because of
the special character of the cloth and
the fact that it is so wide in the grey
state. Without doubt this cloth actu-
ally costs the converter 40 cents or
over, not taking into considera-
tion at all the various expenses or
profits which are encountered in sell-

ing such a high class novelty. Under
these circumstances the retail price
of $1.25 a yard does not seem espe-
cially high when compared with many
of the all- cotton fabrics on which the
retail price is at least three times the
cost of the cloth in a finished state.

Much the same condition exists on
the mercerized crepes being sold as
are noted on the fabric under consid-
eration, for on these cloths the finish-

ers demand a 25 per cent working
loss, though in a number of cases the
actual loss does not amount to any
more than 18 or 20 per cent. Wlien
it is considered that tnere are quite a
number of crepe fabrics, probably the
majority, in which there is a greater
or less stretch in the yardage secured
from the finisher, a decided loss on
these fabrics is an item which must be
carefully watched or else the profits
which are estimated will be elimi-
nated.

GREY AND FINISHED CLOTHS.
When the grey and finished cloths

are compared, the first item which is

noticeable is the shrinkage in width
namely from 65 to 39 inches. The
next is in the cloth coui t. In the
grey state the count on the ground
fabric is about 52 x 52, while in the
finished state the count is about 88 x
68. The increase in the warp count
is brought about through the shrink-
age in width, while the increase in

the filling count is brought about
through the shrinkage in length.
Another difference, which will be
noted, is that the material appears
something like a voile with an open
work weave when it is in the grey
state, and when it is finished there
is neither any weave apparent nor
any prominent voile effect, the last
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feature being entirely eliminated
through the shrinkage of the yarn.
Another interesting feature which
of course is not so apparent, but
which is nevertheless of interest, is

the weight of the cloth in the grey
and finished state. Most ordinary
grey woven fabrics are lighter when
finished than they are when woven.
Some of the items in connection with
this are as follows: A cotton yarn
m tne bleaching process will lose

about 6 or 7 per cent in weight. In

addition to this shrinkage there is a
loss occasionea Dy the waste of size

applied to the warp to make weaving
operations more practical. For ordi-

nary cloth the warp will contain from
5 to iy2 per cent of size, that is in

domestic materials, though there are
many cases wnere more size is ap-
plied. Under these conditions most
fabrics will average to lose in weight
from 3 to 4 per cent due to the loss

of the warp in size. Altogether, this

total loss will amount to approxi-
mately 10 per cent, there being a
greater or less loss aue to the hand-
ling and singeing.

FOR A DYED FABRIC

the dyestuff will create an additional
weight, but in no case in an ordinary
cloth does it anywhere near approach
the other losses. A fabric which con-
tains a dark dyestuff may weigh
about 2 per cent more, due to the dye-
ing process, but for light shades the
additional percentage will decrease
to almost a negligible quantity. Un-
der tnese circumstances it can be
stated that an ordinary grey fabric
will lose in weight in finishing from
7 to 10 per cent. This is m opposi-
tion to the general opinion and the
statements of many who have never
investigated the situation and know
very little regarding the theory of

manufacturing and finishing. These
various losses are ordinary ones and
do not include the losses aue to
stretching, which in some Instances
have been known to be as high as
15 per cent, though in most cases 5

per cent stretcn is more nearly the
amount which would be noted. On
the fabric considered It will reaaliy

be noted that there is a much differ-

ent conditiuu existing, ror wnlle tne

grey yards per pound are 6.38, the
finished yards per pound are in the
vicinity of 5.25, this cloth being much
heavier when finished than it is when
grey, even though the yarns actually
lose approximately 10 per cent in the
various finishing processes.

YARNS AND WEIGHTS.
There is no necessity for the cloth

weight finished to be obtained except
as a matter of interest in connection
with the shrinkages, but the cloth is

sold in the grey state and it is usually
sold on the construction and weight.
For this reason, we are giving the
method of obtaining the weights
through the yarn sizes and take-up.
When such a fabric has to be consid-

The Weave.

ered in its finished state, it is neces-
sary to use a great deal of care m
obtaining the yarn sizes and various
other items of manufacturing. Un-
less this is done the correct results
will not be obtained. In twisting,
the excess twist will make the yaru
contract and two ends of 120-2 will

not produce a yarn which sizes the
same as 60-1, but it will be coarser
than the number named. The 10 per
cent loss must also be considered due
to the bleaching and other processes,
so that there is opportunity, for those
not experienced, to have the yam
sizes vary as much as 15 or 20 per
cent from what they actually should
be. In giving the details for the man-
ufacture of the yams we have given
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the cotton staple and other items,
which would be noted in the normal
mill. Some manufacturers are able
to produce the size of yarn considered
out of shorter cotton than what we
have used, while it is probable that
in other cases somewhat longer cot-
ton is necessary. This depends upon
the mill equipment and upon other
manufacturing details. One item
which must be considered when com-
paring the cost of making such yarn
with the selling price is that the
production of fine yarn is a compara-
tively small amount per spindle, and
in order to obtain the same profit per
spindle as on coarser numbers there
must be a much greater relative profit

per pound. Five cents per pound

profit on 120-1 is nowhere near as
great a profit as one cent per pound
upon 30-1 and must be considered
when profits and selling prices are
treated in a reasonable manner. The
weights of the yarn used and the
weight of the grey cloth is as follows:

120/2 hard twist contains 46,150 yards per
pound instead of 50,400.

3,517 ends -r- 46,150 = .0762, warp weight
without take-up (grey cloth).

6% take-up in weaving.
.0762 -T- .94 = .0811, total warp weight per
woven yard (grey cloth).

52 picks X 67" reed width X 36"
= 3,484 yds.

of filling- per yard of grey cloth.
3.484 -H 46,150 = .0755, total filling weight
per woven yard (grey cloth).

,0811 -I- .0755 = .1566, total weight per
vard.

1.0000 -r- .1566 == 6.38 yards per lb. (grey).

PATTERN.
2 2

120/2 Sea Island combed hard twist — 3,357 — = 3,517 total ends.
40 40

120/2 Sea Island combed hard twist, 52 picks, grey.
17 reed; 67" reed width; 65" grey width; 39" finished width.

52 X 52 grey count; 88 X 68 finished count.

YARNS.
Labor,
waste, Twist-

Cotton, etc. ing.

120/2 Sea Isl'd combed H. T.; 1%" sta.; 24 hank dou. rov.. 30c. 48c. 22%c. = $1.00%
Warp and filling identical.
Ifards per pound, 46,150 (due to contraction).

CLOTH COST.
3,517 ends 120/2 Sea Island combed H. T. + 6% take-up = .0811 @ $1.00% = $ .0815
52 picks 120/2 Sea Island combed H. T. filling = .0755 @ $1,00% = .0759

Weaving 0338
Expenses 0184

$ .2096
Selling (grey) -00^0

MiU cost (grey) $ -2136

Yards per pound 6.3S (grey).
Kttaii price $1.25 per yard.

«>4~»

/ there is a great deal of discussion

TIMTATir TrUn DATTWI? heard as to the relative values which
UrUyUli LliWU Mlinii are being purchased. Without any

question, the radical nature of the
Practically all the sellers who fabric has made it impossible for

handle fancy fabrics of any character many buyers to purchase with any de-

are now offering their merchandise gj-ee of certainty, and while they are
for another season. In the various usually able to distribute the fabrics

ranges of fabrics which have been taken at a profit, nevertheless it will

shown, ratines, or fabrics whicli many t,© readily recognized that buyers are
would classify under this heading, are less
without doubt being shown jn greatest LIKELY TO OBTAIN GOOD VALUES
quantities. The quality of the above- ^^^^

mentioned fabric, together with the than they have been m o+her seasons.

selling price, will vary from a very This above result is caused through

low figure to a very high price, and the fact that these rating fabrics are
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produced in so many different methods
and in such widely varying construc-
tions, making it comparatively impos-
sible for a purchaser to compare them
w^ith other styles or with fabrics
which have been handled previously.
Many of these so-called ratine fabrics
are almost identical with, certain of

the toweling fabrics regularly pro-
duced and are made on a terry cloth
loom.
Another type of fabric is woven on

a loom that produces somewhat sim-
ilar results to the terry motion, but
the loops are produced in a different
manner by wires which are inserted
and which hold up the yarn as the
cloth is being woven. This process is

very similar to that employed in mak-
ing many styles of carpets. On both
the above-mentioned methods jac-
quard patterns are employed, though
in the first process the back of the
cloth is the reverse of the face. Va-
rious adaptations of these two proc-
esses have also been employed. In
addition to the processes mentioned,
there is a wide variety of fabrics now
being offered which are produced from
novelty yarns. Inasmuch as novelty
yarns can be produced in an unlimited
number, it naturally makes it possible
to have a wide variety of woven fab-
rics produced from them. Of course,
the various kinds of loop yarns pro-
duce results which are more nearly
identical to those resulting from the
terry motion, but the entire range of

fabrics are generally known as ratine.

In addition to the methods we have
mentioned as being used in making
the fabrics under discussion,

A FABRIC HAS APPEARED,

which, while having the general char-
acteristics noted in many ratine fab-
rics, is, however, produced by an en-

tirely different method and one which
would by many be considerel rather
impossible. This method, of which
the fabric we have analyzed is a good
example, is through the use of the
ordinary leno motion. The crossing

yarn is run very loosely and the meth-
od of construction aids in producing
the result. In many cases, this fabric

would be considered more desirable

than certain of the original cloths, be-

cause the loops are not so prominent.

the fabric is more stable and the ef-

fect is practically as desirable from a
selling standpoint. Ihese various
lines of cloths are used for dresses,
waists, vestings, hats, trimmings, ties,

and any number of other articles,

even being seen in draperies, cover-
ings and other radically different
articles.

As previously stated, a leno weave
is responsible for a large portion of
the effect noted in the fabric analyzed.
This leno weave has a crossing thread
which crosses back and forth over
three ground threads, being woven in

a loose manner, in order to give the
roughness desirable to the fabric.

To cause an irregular appearance to
the loose yarn there are two doups
used in making the cloth; that is,

there are two different motions to
the crossing threads. Both of the mo-
tions are identical, but the second op-
erates on a different pick than the
first. Inasmuch as the crossing
thread works in combination with
three ground threads, the body of the
warp is drawn in the reed three end?
per dent. The crossing threads do
not operate over every three threads,
but rather over every second three
threads; that is, the first crossing
thread operates over threads 1-2-3,

while crossing thread No. 2 operates
over threads 7-8-9. The illustration

of the weave should make this entire-
ly clear. We are not presenting the
entire weave, because it repeats on
twelve-ground threads and picks in-

stead of the six which we have used.
The reason why

THE REPEAT OF THE WEAVE
is as large as it is, is because there
is a regular ground weave all over
the fabric. This weave is a regular
four-harness twill with no changes
made because of the leno threads.
This will be noted in the illustration

for the warp, which is of a mottled
character, operating for two picks on
the face and then reversing for twc
picks on the back of the fabric. On«
of the items of importance is that the
crossing thread is on the face everj
time it changes its position. This
method holds the yarn in place and
keeps the threads in their correct
positions.
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To make the result effective there
has been used in the cloth considered
a comparatively hue yarn ior the
ground of the cloth witL a rather
coarse yarn tor the crossing threads.
This heavy yarn has a very small
amount of twist inserted, for this

gives the fabric a soft appearance
and, in addition, is of value because
the leno or crossing yarn has been
mercerized before the weaving opera-
tion. To give as good an appearance
as possible to this yarn, it is made
from combed stock, though of about
as short character as can be satisfac-
torily combed. The ground yarns are
made from slightly better stock than

duce such a fabric as that considered
is to use grey yarns, with a meicer-
ized leno yarn, and then bleach the
fabric in the piece after it has been
woven. The mercerization oi the yarn
and the price which has been given
for it are the ones which would be
noted were it planned to have another
party accomplish this work, a condi-
tion which is by far the most com-
irion, inasmuch as grey cloth mills
very seldom have any finishing ap-
paratus. It is usually good policy to

use as coarse a reed as possible in

making fabrics of this character, be-
cause this allows much easier cross-
ings for the leno threads, and the

5^^js "J^

The Leno Ratine Fabric Described.

would be used for plain cloth contain-
ing the same sizes of yarn. This is

not absolutely necessary, but will

often be found desirable in such a
fabric as that considered, because the
increase in production more than off-

sets the extra price which is noted
for the better cotton. In a fabric of
this character, the yarns form a com-
paratively small portion of the total

cost, oftentimes the percentage of
labor in the fabric amounting to

about 75 per cent of the total cost of
making. It will thus be seen that the
use of a cotton wherein a small per-
centage of increase in the weave room
production can be secured is of large
advantage. The best method to pro-

heavy leno yarn is less likely to be
broken than if a fine reed were used.
In most fabrics of this character it is

possible for a weaver to run only one
loom. This is necessary, because the
doups are continually breaking, and
as the material is comparatively ex-
pensive it is not a good policy to al-

low the leno yarn to stop operating
for even a few picks, as it makes a
second.

COSTS AND SELLING PRICES.

Possibly the most interesting item
regarding the fabric considered is

that which concerns the cost of man-
ufacturing and the price which is being
obtained at retail. Allowing reason-
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able items in our analysis we find
that for the width of cloth considered
it should not cost over 2,0 cents tor a
rnili to pioduce the material; in fact,

it is likely that it couid be produc^^d
for a smaller amount in quite a nuji-
ber of instances. These fabrics are
in good demand to-day, and allowing
a high mill profit, namely 15 per cent,
the mill's selling price should not be
over 22 cents. Under such conditions
this fabric should be sold by the re-
tailer at 50 cents per yard and have
the various sellers obtain a rate of
profit satisfactory for the radical na-
ture of the fabric. That this has not
been done is readily recognized, in-

asmuch as the cloth is not selling for

50 cents per yard at retail, but rather
is being offered for $1.49. It would
seem as if it were possible for cou
verters to develop a fabric similar to

the one analyzed, but in a slightly

narrower width, so that it could be
sold at no more than 39 cents per yard
and allow a very good profit to the
various sellers. We believe this would
have occurred if this fabric had been
produced earlier than it was, but
there is a tendency among manufac-
turers to avoid novelty materials of

this character at the present time, for

they believe the sale will shortly de-
cline. This price of $1.49 per yard
shows that someone has obtained a
very large profit, and very likely it is

not the manufacturer.

THE RETAILER UNDOUBTEDLY
Is obtaining quite a little extra profit,

but it does not seem possible that L*.

is obtaining anything like the entire

profit which this fabric shows. There
are very many materials being
sold on which the retail price is

at least three times the cost of the
goods in a finished state, but it is sel-

dom that the retail price is from six

to seven times the cost of the goods
in a finished state, as is noted on this

cloth. The result illustrates very
clearly what is likely to happen when
retailers and others do not give

enough consideration to the fabrics

being produced in the market and do
not recognize the actual cloth values

in any way. Possibly the retailer can
obtain $1.49 per yard for this mate-
rial, largely because tne consumer Is

often foolish where styles are being
considered, but there should be no
legitimate reason lor such a thing
occunmg and probably retaiiers,
even previous seiieis, are being
as badly deceived regarding value as
the consumer is.

It may be that this fabric was im
ported, yet it was not claimed thai
such was the case, but if it was im-
ported, it shows that the purchaser
has absolutely no idea regarding
value and that the material could
have been produced in the domestic
market so as to be sold with large
profit at a much more reasonable price.

Many times fabric importers do not
give enough consideration to the lines

of high-class novelties which some of
the domestic

SELLERS ARE DEVELOPING
These buyers will make trips to for-

eign markets and purchase a certain
amount of cloth which, with the duty,
makes their purchases cost quite high
amounts, whereas if they had useu
half as much effort in examining the
various lines in the domestic market
they could have obtained just as great
variety and oftentimes the identical
fabric at a very much lower price.

It is often the practice to purchase all

the fabrics from a single seller in the
domestic market, and while this has
its advantages, nevertheless it doe»
certainly curtail the variety which
is obtainable and oftentimes elimi-
nates fabrics which would help in en-
larging the distribution of the pur-
chaser. There have been more in-

stances of purchasers being fooled re-

garding values the present season
than there ever has been in the past,

and while there always is a certain
amount of this taking place, neverthe-
less the s+yles being purchased and
certain other features in the situation

tend to indicate that consumers will

not continually be as easily deceived
regarding fabrics as they have beer
the present summer, and sellers ma3
not be able to dispose of their mer
chandise at the enormous advance?
whifh manv of them expect to obtain
When such a fabric as the one con

sidered has to be nroriuced by a mill

not acouainted with the manufacture
of it, there must be a great deal ol
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consideration given to the analysis of

the fabric before any definite price is

named for any large quantity. In the
first place,, unless the fabric is dupli-

cated within a reasonable degree of

accuracy, the result obtainc i will not
be identical with the fabric being
imitated.
The sizes of the ground yarns, both

warp and filling, can be obtained in

a comparatively easy manner, but
such yarns are somewhat finer in the
finished cloth than they are when they
are used in producing the grey ma-
terial. This, however, is not of great
Importance in a fabric of the charac-
ter described, but is of interest in the
result. The same condition applies
to the leno yarn and, while the losses
are likely to be somewhat greater on
this yarn, due to the soft twibt which
has been used and to the merceriza-
tion process, the finer size *

i the fin-

ished cloth does not affect the result

as much as the take-up on the yarn.

THE ENORMOUS TAKE-UP.

Not only does the take-up affect the
appearance of the cloth, but it also

has much to do with the cost of the
material which is used in producing
it. It will be noted from our analysis
that there has been a take-up on the
leno yarn of practically 68 per cent,

or, in other words, it requires about
three yards of yarn to weave one yard
of cloth. Many ordinary leno fabrics

are woven with a take-up of from 20

to 30 per cent, and a mere estimate
of the actual take-up in weaving the
cloth considered would be likely to

fall far short of what the take-up
would actually be, thus giving a much
smaller weight of yarn to produce the
cloth and a lower cost than should be
noted. This fabric illustrates very
well why it is not a good plan to size

yarn as it stands in the finished cloth
without considering at all the take-up
in weaving. This yarn was 28-2 when
used, whereas, if such a method of

sizing the yarn had been adopted in

assessing duties, the result obtained
would be applied to 10-2 yarn, rather
than 30-2, with a lower rate of diitv

than actually should be noted. Of
course, this would make very little

difference in a fabric where the
ground yarn is as fine as it is in this

cloth, with the leno yarn as coarse as
that used, but the yarn sizes are not
always relatively the same as they
are in the cloth analyzed, and fine
two-ply yarn is sometimes noted for
the crossing threads. It is this large
take-up in crossing yarn which is

mainly responsible for the ratine or
towelling effect.

THIS FABRIC IS NOT STRETCHED
like many of the materials which are
being sold to-day, but instead, it
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Illustrating Mottled Appearance of
Warp.

shrinks a slight amount in finishing,
which gives a better effect, yet which
makes a few more picks in tne ciotn
than when it is woven with a corre-
spondingly fewer number of yards re-
turned. The shrinkage in width is

somewhat greater than for most ordi-
nary cloths, as this is desirable, inas-
much as it creates somewhat more
prominent loops. The shrinkage
in length affects the cost to the
purchaser, but not in very large
amounts and not anywhere near
so radically as is noted on some
other fabrics which are being
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handled in quantities to-day. Mak-
ing the fabric in the manner de-
scribed is of a certain amount of ad-
vantage, because the back of the clotn

is smooth. This does not occur wlien
novelty yarns are used, neither does
It occur in a great many of the ordi-

nary terry cloths. The crossing back
and forth and weaving in of the leno
threads makes a very firm fabric with
a comparatively small number of

threads and picks per inch and also
when quite fine yarns are used for

the ground cloth. Such a cloth con-
struction would not be permissible in

producing this character of fabric as
ordinarily produced, for the threads
would slip and the result would not
be desirable.

Practically none of the terry

cloths of this character are made
from yarns as fine as are used in the
fabric considered, and if they were
the heavy yarns would not be bound

in sufl!iciently. The fabric described
is one of the lightest appearing
ratines which has been produced and
the whole eftect is not only a very
good imitation of the novelty yarn or
terry cloth styles, but it is also very
much like an ordinary crepe, due to
the light and irregular character of
the cloth. The method of obtaining
the weight of the yarns and the cloth
is as follows:

2,658 ends -5- (60/1 X 840) = .0527. weight
of fine warp without take-up.

6% take-up in weaving.
.0527 -=- .94 = .0561. total weight of fine
warp per yard of woven cloth.

403 ends h- (28/2 X 840) = .0342, weight
of heavy warp without take-up.
68% take-up in weaving.

.0342 -i- .32 = .1068. total weight of heavy
warp per yard of woven cloth.

64 picks X 44 reed width X 36"
^ = 2.816 yds.

36"
of filling per yard of cloth.

2.816 -T- (65/1 X 840) = .0516, total weight
of filling per yard of woven cloth

.0561 -f .1068 + .0516 = .2145. total weight.
1.0000 -7- .2145 = 4.66 yards per lb. (grey).

60/1 Am. combed wa.rp

28/2 Am^. corabed warp mere.

PATTERN.
2

6 —
60

1

403X
65/1 Am. combed filling; 64 picks.
19 reed; 44" width in reed; 37% "-38" finished width.

79 X 65 finished count.

,658

403

3,061 total ends.

YARNS.

60/1 Am. combed; 1%" staple; 12 hank dou. rov.,

28/2 Am. combed; 1%" staple; .t % hank dou. rov.,

65/1 Am. combed; 1 5-16" sta. ; 16 hank dou. rov.,

2 2 1/2 c.

15%c.
21c.

Labor,
waste,
etc.

19 %c.
91/^c.

18c.

Twist-
ing and
mere.

6y2c. =
42 %c.
311^0.
39c.

COST.

2.658 ends 60/1 Am. combed warp -f G% take-up = .0561 @ 42i4c. = $ .0237
403 ends 28/2 Am. combed warp 4- 68% take-up = .1068 @ 31^c. = .0338.
64 picks 65/1 Am. combed filling = .0516 @ 39c. = .0202

Weaving .0935
j£xpent:(e3 .0223

$ .1935
Selling (grey) 0035

$ .1[^70

Mill profit (15% upon fair capitalization) 0220

MiA selling price $ .2190
Finishing 0175
Convei ter's Expenses .0325

Total cost to converter $ .2690
Seiiing price to retailer ought not to be over .3250
Retail price ought to be less than- .5000

Aftual retail price |1.49 per yard.
iardB per pound (grey) 4.66.
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SPECIAL WEAVE CREPE
We have previously analyzed and

described certain varieties ol: crepe
fabrics, but inasmuch as aiiOther ef-

fect, which seems more or loss desir-
able, has been developed, it may be
of service to manufacturers to de-
scribe the mateiiai in some detail.

The whole fancy cotton cloth industry
is built up on ideas, and the develop-
ing of new ones or the changing of

old ones over to a slightly diiterent
form is mainly responsible for most
of the satisfactory profits received,
and the lack of these same ideas has
a great deal of influence in bringing
about losses and ultimate fc^iiures.

Everyone knows that novelty yarn
fabrics have been very desirable and
that large profits have been secured
in their manufacture and sale, often
when the cloths contained very little

wearing value. Many expect that the
present season will see the height of
the demand for such cloths, and that
another year they will be much less
salable, especially the fabrics of un-
satisfactory construction. This condi-
tion is recognized by the best sellers
and they are avoiding such merchan-
dise as much as possible, although
naturally they have to handle a cer-
tain amount in order to satisfy buy-
ers and keep their lines as wide in

variety as possible. These foregoing
facts are likely to have a great influ-

ence on the sale of crepe cloths.
For one thing, crepes have not been

in demand for so lon^ a time as nov-
elty yarn cloths, thus making their
sale an increasing one, while that of
novelty cloths is a decreasing one.
Then the extended use of novelty yarn
materials, wiiich are mostly of a very
heavy cha^'acter, is very likely to cre-
ate an aversion to such goods, making
lighter fabrics, of which most crepes
are very good examples, in especially
good demand. At present the best
selline c'o^li^ of -^ fo^^v c^iT^i'^ter

are creres which have decorations of
a noveUy yarn character, the fabric
thus constructed obtaining whatever
advantages there are in the sale of
these two cloths.

Few realize the g^eat variety of
construction and adaptations whicl:

are desirable and probably necessary
in the distribution of any such nov-
elty cloths as voiles, ratines or crepes,
but it can be said that the lines of

practically every seller of such goods
will vary to a certain extent and while
geneial ideas are often adopted, the
cloth construction, pattern or cloth
results finished show a great many
differences. This is done not only
because there is a large demand for

variety, but also because of the set
prices which are in vogue, and other
features. Then it is customary to

- produce in clieap materials the same
ideas which are selling well in the
more expensive cloths and the lower-
ing of quality often creates many dif-

ferent effects, the same thing being
true regarding fabrics which are made
in the more expensive grades.
When any ground fabric is in de-

mand, manufacturers can change the
construction and readapt styles almost
without number. This is where the
value of an idea like that considered
is of interest. The cloth is a crepe
in many respects, still it has a face
appearance something sii?iilar to a
voile, due to the use of good two-ply
yarn, and, in addition, has a notice-
able wave appearance which is radi-

cally different from that of ordinary
crepes, either box loom or regular. In
fact, the result is something like a
Bedford cord of an extremely light

crepe construction, with the stuffer

threads omitted.
As is quite well known, crepe cloths

are a special material, not only in

regard to the yarns used in their
making, but also as to the finishing
processes. Crepe construv^tions might
be said to be generally of a very low
character with a comparatively few
threads and picks per inch. This
method of production is adopted to
allow for the shrinkage in finishing
which gives the cloth the result gen-
erally noted. Of course, certain
crepes are made with quite a firm
construction, but it is not the usual
method, and when such a course is

used, the shrinkage and anpearance is

not that so often noted. Ordinary
crepes of a wavy character can be
woven on an ordinary loom with only
one twist in the filling. Most crepes,
however, are woven on box looms, at
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least those which are sold at the
higher prices. Sometimes a pick and
pick loom is used where a single pick
of one twist of filling is inserted and
then another pick of filling is used
with twist inserted in the opposite
direction from that previously used.
Box loom crepes are also made in

great quantities where there are two
picks of each kind of twisted yarn
inserted, this being caused by the fact

that most mills are not in positions
to use a single pick of any filling. A
comparatively few crepes have been
made where over two picks of a cer-
tain kind of twist are used in succes-

nection with the yarn? iised in the
fabric analyzed. It is necessary for
the filling yarn to be twisted to a
much greater extent than is ordinarily
the case, if there is a satisfactory
amount of contraction, which contrac-
tion produces the crepe effect so often
noted. This shrinkage occurs when
the fabric is finished and not during
or immediately after the weaving op-
eration. In fact, on many styles of
crepe fabrics the contraction in weav-
ing is not nearly so great as it is for
many ordinary fabrics. The standard
of twist which is inserted in yarn of
this character will vary quite a little.

'TMW~^

Special Wave Crepe.

sion, but this results in special ef-

fects which are not usually especially
desirable. The cloth under discussion
was produced on a pick and pick loom,
this being necessary because only a
single pick of hard twist filling is

inserted when this filling is used.
Although in the cloth the introduction
of these hard twist picks of 60-1 is not
regular, it is comparatively so, and
the picks will average to be two of
150-2 and one of 60-1 hard twist. Un-
der this condition out of the 90 picks
per inch, which the cloth contains, 60
of them will be of the two-ply yarn,
while 30 of them will be of a hard
twist character.
There are a number of features

which are worthy of mention in con-

but it will run from 6^/^ to as high as
9 or even more times the square root
of the yarn number in turns per inch.

The usual standard is about 7V2 to 8.

One interesting feature, which is

not apparent to most mill men until

they attempt to make hard twist fill-

ing, is that there is quite a large con-
traction, the amount varying some-
what, due to the amount of twist in-

serted in the spinning operation.
Thus, to have the drafts satisfactory
in the spinning and the roving of the
correct size to obtain any yarn size,

the roving has to be finer than it

otherwise would be. In many cases
there is a contraction of at least 10
per cent when the yarn is spinning,
making it necessary to have the rov-
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ing correspondingly finer. Hard twist
yarn also has to be treated in order to

make it satisfactory to weave. The
excessive amount of twist makes the
yarn very springy, and to weave as it

comes from the spinning frame would
result in the cloth being full of small
loops and probably being entirely sec-
onds.
To overcome this diflBculty, the

yarn has to be steamed or handled
in some such manner to set the twist
and eliminate any springy tendency.
Yarn is usually steamed on the filling

bobbins and because most bobbins are
likely to contain oil which has soaked
into them or varnish or in some other
manner to give out undesirable ele-

ments when under high temperatures,
it is necessary to use bobbins which
have been specially treated so that the
yarn will not be likely to absorb any
foreign matter. With some mills this

is not so necessary as in others, but
satisfactory results practically always
make it imperative. One of the inter-

esting features in connection with
hard twist yarn is regarding the cost
of production. In many hard twist
yarns it is possible to use a some-
what shorter staple than if ordinary
yarn was to be produced.
The change in this direction, how-

ever, is very slight, and in many cases
not feasible for a manufacturer to

adopt, but the quality of the results

has much to do with this problem.
One reason why shorter cotton can be
used is because of the irregular re-

sults noted in crepe fabrics. Of
couT-se a shorter staple does help
slightly in reducing the cost of pro-
duction, but it is of very small im-
portance when the increased cost is

considered due to slower production.
As the turns per irrh in a^v va"fn in-

crease the production will decrease,
for the sneed of the spindle is ap-
proximately stable.

As the production decreases the la-

bor and various other exnense items
increase, for the nroduction per swin-

dle Is the itpm of gre-^t^^st imnortance
in the making of accu"^ate cost esti-

mates. It is seldom that any satis-

factory hard twist yarn c^s^s

less than twice as mn^h as for

the same size of yarn of similar ordi-

nary character, that is, warp yarn.

Each mill has problems in this direc-
tion which make results somewhat
different, but it is one of the items of

importance and should never be over-
looked in any way. In connection
with the yarns used in this cloth it

may be well to state a few facts re-

garding the fine two-ply yarn which
has been used.
A great many have a mistaken idea

regarding the cost of yarns as the
sizes increase. This is not true and
is explained as follows: As an illus-

tration 30-1 is produced over six times
as fast as 100-1, although 100-1 is

only three and one-third times as fine

a size. This is mainly because the
turns in any yarn are not regulated
by the size, but rather by the square
root of the size. Due to the great
reduction in production the cost of

the yarn increases by approximately
the same ratio as the production de-
creases. This is true generally when
all yarns produced on a spinning
frame are being compared, but when
yarn sizes become so fine that it is

necessary to produce them on a mule
the difference is even more radical.

The figures we have mentioned ap-
ply to frame yarns, but for the 150-2

a much greater reduction in produc-
tion, with a radical increase in cost

of production is noted. Of course,

frame yarns are being successfully
made up to about 125-1, but above this

point mules are found necessary. The
minute a change is made from frame
to mule for approximately the same
kind of yarn, there is a decided jump
in the cost of production. We have
considered this feature in our fabric

cost estimates. The same thing is

more or less true regarding the cost

of the twisting process because the
number of turns per inch does not in-

crease according to the yarn size.

Crene cloth construction is usually
pretty well known, but its adantation
in such a manner as that in the cloth

under disrnssion is seldom seen. In

the first n^are the face of the cloth

mav he said to he comr^osed entirely

of 1.^0-2 yarn with a count of about
74x60 In the finished state. On the
bark of the c^oth and bound in at
reeu^ar intervals across the fabric is

the hard twist 60-1 filling. This yarn
floats on the back much the same as
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in an ordinary Bedford cord, but
naturally does not become face yarn
at all, as in the cloth mentioned.
When the fabric is finished this yarn,
which is loose on the back, contracts
and forces up the plain woven face
material, thus creating waves or tucks
as noted. One item in regard to this

fabric is that it probably would be a
much more satisfactory method to

weave the cloth face down in the
loom. This makes it necessary for

the loom to lift much less yarn and
saves in power and is likely to result
in a better appearing fabric.

This item of weaving cloths face
down is one which is not always con-
sidered as seriously by manufacturers
as should be done, for while the power
saved is often slight, it is true that a
much better appearing fabric can
jften be obtained. The shrinkage in

width in this cloth is much more radi-
cal than for most crepes, for in the
majority of instances there is less
than a 25 per cent shrinkage, while
this cloth shrinks more than 30 per
cent. There are certain objections
which might be offered to a fabric of
this character, the main one being
that the loose ends on the back are
likely to catch on any substance or
projection which they are brought in

contact with. In a good many cases
this is of comparatively little impor-
tance and does not affect the value
of the idea. Neither does it make the
method undesirable in other fabrics.
Such a cloth as the one considered, but
made in stripes or cbecks of an attrac-
tive pattern would undoubtedly be re-
sponsible fnr a very satisfactorv profit.

The fabric considered is an import-
ed article and in this connection it

may be well to state a few facts.

Many domestic mills are organized to
produce large quantities of staple and
semi-staple cloths, and fancy mills
have been patterned after the same
general idea. This makes it neces-
sary for a manufacturer to obtain
large contracts and get out cloth at
comnaratively low prices, but the
method is of great disadvantage so
far as fabric variety is conr^empd.
With the srreat increase in high r^ass
cotton fabric sale domestic manufac-
turers are at a disadvantage, for they
behold their number of styles increas-

ing rapidly, together with the cost of
production, and it is creating so much
detail that the large organizations are
not especially capable of handling
them. It is absolutely certain that
most of the manufacturers in the do-
mestic market cannot broaden out
very much more than they have done
without creating a great deal of
trouble for themselves.
The foreign manufacturer operates

in a much different manner. He pro-
duces much smaller quantities of the
various styles, and while this does
make the cost of manufacturing com-
paratively high, it offers opportunity
for the display of individual effort
which is not posslb''e in anv la'^ge way
in the domestic market. It might be
possible to sell 50 or 100 pieces of a
certain fabric at a rtrice which wouM
retu-^n a large dividend, but because
of its high-c''ass character a buyer
might not desire to nu^chase any
large amount. Such fabrics are not
suitable for most domestic manufac-
turers and partly explains why we
have had importations of foreign mer-
chandise. It is not so largely a oues-
tion of price as it is a question of

variety and the si^^e of orders which
can be handled satisfactorily by buy-
ers. With a jobber handling mer-
chandise large orders are, of course,
divided into many rarts, but there is

a very evident tendency to distribute
goods direct to the retailer in fancy
lines, and it is certain that much more
of it will have to br done if domestic
sellers compete with handlers of for-

eign merchandise, a large majority of

whom adopt s'ich methods.
There is comparatively little inter-

est in regard to the .^nishing of this

fabric. Of course it cannot be handled
by the majority of finishers mainly
because it is so wide. It is piece-dyed
and the steaming or boiling is respon-
sible for the contT^ar-tion and crepe ef-

fect. Comparatively few crene fab-

rics are produced from bleached and
dved yarns. The reason for this is

beofinse the excessive a"^onnt of

handling and the charf'cte'f of the varn
not onlv make the cost of n^cduction
hieh. but rJp-'oio-n manv diffi'^uUies in

making. When yarn is twisted with
a large number of tu^ns per inch it

loses a great deal of its strensth and
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this condition makes it impossible to amount per yard was obtained in

handle in a bleached and dyed condi- profit. The retail selling price is $2
tion in most instances. per yard and while this undoubtedly
There are certain effects which can- allows a very large rate of profit to

not be produced in any other man- the retailer, nevertheless the amount
ner than through the use of bleached of duty necessary and the profits of

yarn, but manufacturers are not in- the manufacturer and other sellers

clined to produce any quantity of make the selling price of the cloth a
such cloths, and when it is done it is comparatively reasonable advance on
rather hard to obtain the relative the cost of production. The rate of

profits which are really necessary to duty for this fabric is 10 cents per
make a satisfactory result. This fab- yard and not less than 40 per cent ad
ric has been considered on a domes- valorem. Probably the amount of

tic basis of cost production and a mill duty was quite a little in excess of
should be able to accomplish the work 10 cents per yard. The yards per
at the figures given if they are in a pound in the grey state are 7.17, thus
position to manufacture wide cloth making the cloth sell at retail at ap-
and produce yarn of the sizes and proximately $15 per pound. The
character used. Naturally thore are method of obtaining the weights of
but few mills in a position to do such the yarn and the weight of the cloth
work and the selling price for the is as follows:
cloth is probably high for such rea- 2,954 ends ^ (150/2 x 840) = .0469, weight
sons. Because the cloth is made on of warp without take-up.
a box loom which operates at a slow- 7% take-up in weaving.

er speed and because the cloth is
"^^^er woven ^-ard^"^'

^°*^^ ^^^ight of warp

rather wide the production in yards eo^p^ickr^xTTi/'^reed width x 36"
per week is comparatively small. = 3,450

For this reason, it is necessary for ^^^.^ ,, fining' a50/2) per yard.
the manufacturer to obtam a much 3,450 -=- a50/2 x 840) = .0548, total weight
larger amount of profit per yard than of 150/2 fining per yard.

for most cloths. In this case he 30 picks x 57%" reed width x 36'- ^
should obtain from 2i/4 to 3 cents per 36"

yard at least, to allow a reasonable
,
^^L^^s of filling reo/i) per yard. _

profit on the cost of a plant. Inas- '^^ 6t/i^'fi'i^Lg^ plt^VaTd.-'''''
'''^' ""^^'

much as a hirh-class novelty sells on -0504 + .0548 + ,0342 = .1394, total weight,

style it is probable that a much larger ^•"('^g^r^ey)t
'^'^^ ^ ^'^^ ^^""^^ ''^'" ''°''''^

PATTERN.
3 3

150/2 Sea Island combed — 2,834 — = 2,954, total ends.
20 20

150/2 Sea Island combed fillingr 7 .a * * , , -,

6^/1 Am. combed hard twist filling < •^' *°^^' picks.

Filling averages in cloth 2 picks of 150/2 and 1 pick of 60/1.
50 reed, 57%" width in reed. 39% "-40" finished width,

74 X 92 finished count.
YARNS. Labor, Twist-

,„„,„„ „ , , . , „ Cotton, waste, etc. ing.
150/2 Pea Island combed; 1%" staple; 30 hank dou. rov., 32c. 79%c. 16c. = $1.27%
60/1 Am. combed; 1%" stapl6; 14 hank dou. rov., 19c. 29%c. = .48%

COST.
2.954 ends 150/2 Sea Island combed + 7% take-up = .0504 @ $1.27% = $ .0644
60 picks 150/2 Sea Island combed = .0548 @ 1.27% = .0700
30 picks 60/1 Am. combed hard twist = ,0342 @ 48^, = 0165

Weaving 0603
Expenses 0317

• 2429
Selling (grey) .0065

Mill cost (grey) $ .2494
Mill se'ling price (not less than) 2800
Finishing, etc

, . , , .0600
R^te of duty 40%.
Profits and expenses of various sellers not considered.
Retail selling price $2 per yard.
Yards per pound 7^17 (grey),
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RICE CLOTH
(The Best Cotton Fabric for Spring.)

The question which has been upper-

most in the minds of buyers of cotton

goods during the past few weeks has

been—What cloth can I purchase to

take care of my distribution and be
certain that a good profit will be se-

cured and on which no slump is

likely? Manufacturers have also been
just as interested as buyers, for un-
less some kind of a novelty style is

in good demand, it is very probable
that none of the desirable profits

which are often responsible for satis-

factory mill operation are received.
Possibly a short explanation of the

not at all new. Good seller.^ state
positively that the best of the demand
for present styles in cotton jacquards
is over, and that a declining demand,
together with smaller profits, is certain
for the immediate future. Then, there
are the heavy novelty yarn fabrics
which Lave sold well for a number of
years.

In the East, where the greatest por-
tion of distribution is noted, these
cloths are dead or nearly so, and any
one handling any sizable quantity is

likely to sustain quite large losses. In
the West such cloths are stih in de-
mand, but their production is not es-
pecially desirable to most manufac-
turers. Of course, certain of the
newer colored yarn cloths have sold
and probably will continue to sell

Rice Cloth.

conditions which exist may be desir-
able in view of the opinions of some
sellers who are always trailers and
who never achieve any remarkable
success in cloth production and dis-

tribution.
Jacquard styles have been selling

well and mills have quite a few orders
for such goods, but in any case these
styles do not have any great effect

on the bulk of the distribution.

Quite a portion of the jac-

quard styles being made to-day are
considered as semi-staples and are

well, but we are referring more par-
ticularly to grey woven materials.
Another thing of interest, though
known to comparatively few sellers,

is that Southern mills have

KILLED THE PRODUCTION
of heavy grey yarn ratings for most
Northern manufacturers.
When the demand for the heavy

novelty yarn cloths first developed
none of the Southern makers were
acquainted with the yarn or cloth
production, and so for a time prac-
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tically no ratings were made in this

section. Gradually, however, a
greater amount of knowledge was ob-
tained and more manufacturers were
able to produce them, so that to-day
the quotation for a Northerly fabric
will be about 10^/4 to 10 1/^ cents per
yard, while the same fabric will be
sold by Southern makers at 9^/4 to 9^
cents per yard.
This has forced quite a large share

of the heavy grey yarn novelty cloth
orders to be obtained by Southern
manufacturers. There are facts of
importance in the production of nov-
elty materials which many Southern
makers have not yet learned, but one
of them which must be considered is

that it is not a very good practice to

make any quantities of novelty gocds
on a declining market. Another thing
is that it is advisable not to sell up
one's entire production when a fabric
looks as though it might be a large
profit maker. A waiting game with
moderate sales to keep looms in op-
eration will be responsible for much
larger profits, for looms can then be
sold when the rate of profit is at the
highest point.

Another line of fabrics that has
been desirable, and which will be in
demand for spring, is that

ORDINARILY KNOWN AS CREPE.
There are certain objections to any
big use of such cloths, although at
present they appear as desirable as
any other line, with the exception of
rice cloth. For one thing they have
never had a very long run, as con-
sumers are apt to tire of them in a
comparatively short time. For an-
other thing the production of large
quantities of crinkle effects, both
woven and mercerized, has curtailed
a great deal the possibilities of dis-
tribution for crepes.
The uncertainty regarding styles

has made it possible for a compara-
tively new line called rice cloths to
be developed. They are used for the
same purpose as the other materials
mentioned, but they contain ideas
which are making a very large sale
possible and are returning especially
attractive dividends. It may not be
generally known outside of circles
where style tendencies are discussed,

but nevertheless it is a fact that
lighter fabrics are rapidly gaining
strength and that another year will

again see a large demand. This does
not necessarily mean that there will

be as large quantities of fine plain

materials sold as formerly, because
this will not occur until certain ave-
nues of distribution which have been
closed for some time are again avail-

able.

In addition to being of a light char-

acter, these rice cloths contain nov-
elty yarn effects which are different

from many of those sold in past years.

The name probably developed from
the fact that the small yarn bunches
scattered over the fabric look some-
thing like grains of rice. The name
itself is of value, for to most sellers

ratine is more or less stale and rice

cloth at least sounds new. Large
quantities have already been con-
tracted for, and more will be pur-

chased in the near future with very
large mill profits. For grey cloths the

prices run from somewhat less than
10 cents per yard to about 20 cents
per yard, the latter price being the
quotation for probably the most de-

sirable cloth of this character offered.

THE CLOTH CONSTRUCTION.
There is nothing regarding rice

cloths which present any great diffi-

culties in manufacturing. As yet they
are not being produced in Southern
mills to any extent, partly because
the yarns are somewhat finer than a
good many Southern mills produce
and partly because mills in this sec-

tion have not been wide enough
awake to realize the opportunity. In

practically all cases, plain weave is

used in the production of these
cloths, and it is desirable to have them
of a comparatively wide width, 40-

inch grey being one of the big selling

widths. The warp is an ordinary 50-1

warp, no different than would be
noted for any medium weight plain

cloth containing this size and count.

The threads per inch are compara-
tively few in number, thus creating
no great difficulties so far as produc-
tion is concerned. The filling yarn
contains the features which produce
the novelty effect in these rice cloths.

The more bunches or extra yarn the
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filling contains the more the cloth is

likely to cost and to a certain extent
the more desirable the material is

likely to be. Because the filling is of
a comparatively coarse character, due
to the twisting process which has been
used, the picks per inch are compara-
tively few in number. Naturally, the
fewer bunches there are in the yarn
the finer it will be when twisted, and
when such is the case it is sometimes
necessary to use a greater number of
picks per inch. It is necessary to
have a low warp count because should
too many threads per inch be used
they will cover up and largely spoil
the effect desired. On most of the
heavy ratines the yarn sizes are rela-
tively 4-1 or coarser, while in many
of these rice cloths the relative yarn
sizes are 7-1 or finer.

THE YARN MAKING.
Inasmuch as the warp is ordinary

yarn, no description is needed for this
portion of the fabric. The filling

does, however, need quite a little at-
tention not only because of the meth-
od of manufacture, but also because
of other features. In the first place,
the filling used in these rice cloths
is not composed of as large a num-
ber of ends as have been used in
many of the ratine cloths which have
been selling. Filling for rice cloth,
in most instances, is a twisted yarn
composed of only two threads and in
which but a single twisting operation
has been used, while in many of the
ratines four threads were used and
two twisting operations were neces-
sary to obtain the result.

There is a great deal of advantage
in making a two-ply twisted novelty,
because much less handling is neces-
sary resulting in a lower cost of pro-
duction. Often yarn of this character
is produced on an ordinary spinning
frame, the yarn, when completed, be-
ing ready for the loom, with no suc-
ceeding processes. All that is neces-
sary for satisfactorily producing such
yarn is a frame which contains two
separate sets of rolls and on which
one set of rolls can be stopped at va-
rious intervals. This question of
stopping the operation of the rolls is

an important one in obtaining satis-
factory results. If possible, they

should be stopped irregularly, so that
the yarn bunches in .the finished re-

sult will appear irregularly in the
cloth and not be likely to form what
are called patterns.

It is sometimes a good policy to

use a box loom when weaving cloth

of this character, as it tends to elimi-

nate some of the foregoing difficul-

ties. There is one thing, however,
regarding the

PRODUCTION OF NOVELTY YARN
with only two threads, and this is that

the result is not bound closely enough
to make it suitable for use as warp.
The loose yarn will slip to a greater
or less extent on the ground yarn,

but not to a great enough extent to

make the use impractical, that is, if

enough twist has been inserted.

When the correct amount of twist is

used, the ground yarn will contract
somewhat in twisting, and in doing
this when the bunch is being formed
will run the extra thread down on
the ground yarn, thus binding the
bunch much more firmly than would
otherwise be possible.

Special twisters have been made to

perform this operation regularly, but
with the correct yarn sizes and the
right amount of twist it is hardly
necessary for a fabric such as that
described. The yarn which forms
the nub or bunch, namely 36.5-1, is

delivered approximately two and
one-half times as fast as the ground
yarn which is 50-1. There is, how'-

ever, quite a large take-up in the
twisting operation even upon the
ground yarn, making the resulting
yarn size much coarser than would
be expected. With the take-ups
which are noted, namely 27 per cent
upon the 50-1 ground and 71 per cent
upon the 36.5-1 loose yam, the rela-

tive yarn sizes will be 36.5-1 for the
50-1 ground yarn and 10.585-1 for the
36.5-1 loose yarn.
Through the use of the method for

obtaining a two-ply yarn sii.e when
yarns of different sizes are twisted
together, namely, dividing their prod-
uct by their sum, we obtain a result-

ing nov^elty yarn size of 8.20-1, or a

yarn containing 6,888 yards per pound.
With this as a basis, it ir a compara-
tively easy matter to obtain the cost
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per pound of the novelty yarn, but it

is absolulelv certain tiiat tne majority
of manufacturers do not adopt any
accurate metliod for obtaining their
novelty yarn costs, and for this rea-
son they do not know tlie profits they
are obtaining nor anything like an
accurate cost for their goods, although
it might be said that when such fab-
rics are in demand the profit is usually
high enough to place them on the
right side of the transaction.

THE YARN COST.
It will be noted that we have ob-

tained the cost of the yarns used in
making this novelty result, using regu-
lar 50-1 warp, a method which prob-
ably the majority of mills would be
forced to adopt. Under this condi-
tion the cost to the mill when econ-
omy is practiced is 371^ cents per
pound for 50-1 and 231^ cents per
pound for 36.5-1. Inasmuch as the
novelty yarn contains 6,888 yards per
pound, the use of the yarn costs, to-
gether with the relative sizes which
they are when the take-up in twisting
is considered, will give the cost of the
various yarns used in making a
pound of novelty filling. This gives
8.43 cents as the cost of the 50-1 and
18.21 cents as the cost of 36.5-1 in a
pound of novelty yarn. The total cost
of material per pound for the novelty
yarn is therefore 26.64 cents, the re-
suit beiiig much nearer the price of
36.5-1 than for 50-1, because a much
larger portion of the weight is of the
heavier yarn.
This cost of material is not the cost

of the finishpd yarn, because there is

the labor and expenses which are
noted in the twisting nrocess, and in
addition there is a certain amount of
expense noted for experimentation
when certain of these noTolty yarns
are produced. In a yarn like that
used in the s^mrtle this experimenta-
tion charge should not be very la^ge
because the ouantities of the mate-
rial needed for any moderate size of
order is quite large, and besides there
is no great difficulty, if a manufac-
turer knows his business, in being
able to dunlicate yarn such as is used,
at least so far as nracticul purposes
are concerned. The yarn production
in pounds per week will not be nearly

as large as the actual size when
twisted would indicate, because the
turns per inch are very mucli greater

than in a normal yarn of the size

noted.

THE POSSIBLE PROFITS.
Due to unfamiliarity with all kinds

of novelty yarn fabrics, buyers have
often been willing to pay prices for

such cloths as to return some extra-

ordinary profits. We are absolutely

certain that in a good many cases
manufacturers have not realized the

rate of profit which they were ob-
taining, but this fabric shows a con-
iition which exists to-day generally
upon rice cloths. The reason why
they do not know the rate of profit

secured is because they do not inves-

tigate the cost of production in an
accurate enough manner, the trouble
being mainly because of the shrink-
ages and various other details which
alTect ^he cost on the novelty filling.

This cloth could be produced by an
economical mill for the price which
we have figured, namely 12.36 cents
per yard, but in the estimates which
we have given regarding profits we
have allowed a somewhat h^'gher cost

than this, so that there could be no
question regarding results.

The selling price to-day for the fab-

ric which we have analyzed is 20
cents per yard. This allows a net
profit to the mill of over 7 cents per
yard, for a fabric which contains only
S4 picks per inch. This, it will be rec-

ognized, is a condition which seldom
exists for manufacturers who can pro-
duce a hfsrh-c^ass fabric in ouantities.

The small number of picks per inch
makes it possible for auite a large
number of va^-ds of cloth to be pro-

duced per loom per week. Ordinarily
fancy mills attempt to obtain a net
profit of about $2 per loom per week,
or, in other words, $100 per loom per
year, which will return a net profit

of in the vicinity of lO ner cent for

fancy goods. This cloth, instead of
showing the ordinary $2 per loom per
week, hows at least $18.75 per loom
per week, or about $937.50 per loom
per vear.

Tt must be remembered that this

cloth 's not produced upon a fancy
loom, but rather upon a plain loom
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which can make grey cloth 40 inches
wide. Under these conditions tiie

capitalization per loom \/iIl not be as
higli as for many mills containing
fancy looms. The obtaining of a protit

of over $900 per year per loom makes
it possible for a rate of profit to be
secured of approximately 117 per cent.

If this result was being secured on
very small quantities of cloth and by
only one or two sellers no attention
would be given to the matter, but it

is being secured on large quantities
of cloth and by quite a number of sell-

ers. Not only is this profit being se-

cured on this fabric which is selling

for 20 cents per yard, but a similar,

or approximately similar rate of profit

is being secured on the various qual-
ities of rice cloths which are selling

down to the price of 10 cents per yard.
We do not claim that this high profit

is a usual one, because it is not, but
the situation is worth discussing from
a mill standpoint, and because a large
sale is going to take place it is de-
sirable from a buyer's standpoint. It

will be noted that we have given ap-
proximate selling prices for the con-
verter and retailer when sold direct.

Much of this cloth will not be sold in

this matter and undoubtedly some of
the best grades will command a price
of at least $1 per yard at retail. Just
how long conditions will remain as
they are and these high profts be se-
cured is questionable, but most mills
can produce such fabrics and will not
long remain passive when they have
looms idle for the want of orders.

FINISHED RESULTS.
These fabrics are practically all

made from grey yarns and are there-
fore treated to the processes which
are customary for grey cloths, that is,

they are bleached and sold in the
white state, and in other instances
are dyed any solid color which hap-
pens to be desirable from a buyer's
viewpoint. At present converters are
getting out lines of rice cloths which
contain small printed figures or in
which quite a large portion of the
ground is evident, and these are ex-
pected to have a very large distribu-
tion. Due to the fabric construction
and method of making they are never
mercerized. There has been no great

attempt as yet to get fabrics out to
sell at a price because there has been
such a demand that mills could often
obtain more than their asking prices,

in certain cases receiving 2 cents at
least more than their asking price,

which naturally would contain a
rather high

RATE OF PROFIT.
The yarns composing these fabrics

have not been manipulated to any
great extent up to the present, but
there is a certain amount of oppor-
tunity for producing effects which
have not been developed as yet.

There are certain effects which can-
not be produced when cloths are made
from yarns such as are used in the
fabric described. The fact that the
material is different from what has
formerly been sold, and the fact that
large quantities are being made is

sufficient to show buyers who have
not purchased any that they are los-

ing the chance of making large profits

when they are available.

Any cloth which shows a
very high rate of profit to

a manufacturer is likely to show
as large, or a larger, rate of profit to

a succeeding seller, and until com-
petition develops more than is noted
at present the profits will be very sat-

isfactory. After the novelty yarn size

has been correctly obtained there is

no great difficulty in obtaining the
weights of the yarns and the cost of

the cloth.

It is always a good policy to obtain
the actual novelty yarn size through
weighing and then to obtain the fig-

ured yarn size through the use of

take-uns and the yarns used in its

production. Of course, it is necessary
to obtain the details regarding the
novelty yarn size in order to obtain a
correct cost, but the knowing of cloth

details is not only of interest to man-
ufacturers and buyers, but oftentimes
is of great value in obtaining desir-

able results. The various weights are
obtained as follows:
2.3S0 ends -^ (50/1 X 840') = .0567, welffht

of 5 0/1 warp without take-up.
9«^-> take-UT) in weivinpr.
.0567 -f- .91 = .0623. total weight of 50/1

wr>rp per vard of woven doth.
45" reed width X 34 picks X 36"

— = 1.530 yds.
36"

of fining per yard of cloth.
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1.530 H- 6,888 or (8.20/1 X 840) = .2221. during recent years, and that the re-

of^cioth^'^^'
°^ novelty filling per yard duced prices would make a large sale

.0623 + .2221
yard.

1.0000 H- .2844

.2844, total weight per possible, making such materials com-

3.52 yards per lb. (grey).
P^ratively Staple in fancy goods .

PATTERN.
5C/1 Am. combed warp 40 2.300 40 = 2.380 total enris.
8.2 novelty filing, composed of 60/1 Am. combed and 36.6/1 Am. carded; S4 pleks
2d reed. 45" wiuth in reeu, 40" giey vvidiii, bb" auisiiea wi'itn.

59 X 34 giey count; 62 X 34 finished count.

Labor,
waste, etc.

16 1/2 c.

YARNS.

Cotton.
50/1 Am. combed warp; 1 5-16" staple; 10 hank dou. rov., 21c.
36.5/1 Am. carded warp; IVg" staple; 7% hank dou. rov., 15 %c.

NOVELTY FILLING.
I end 50/1 ground yarn, take-up in twisting 27%.
I end 36.5/1 nub or loose yarn, take-up in twisting 71%.
Relative yarn sizes in novelty (50/1 = 36.5/1) (36.5/1 = 10.585/1).
36.5 X 10.585 = 8.20. novelty size when twisted (or 6.888 yards per lb.)
36.5 -1- 10.585

C,888 X 37%c.
= 8.43c. cost of 50/1 in lb. of novelty yarn.

36% X 840

6.888 X 23%c.
= 18.21c. cost of 36.5/1 in lb. of novelty yarn.

10.585 X 840

STMiC
23 %c.

26.64c. total cost of material per lb. of novelty yarn.
3.50c. cost of twisting, experimentation, etc.

30.14c. total cost of novelty yarn per lb.

CLOTH C<>»ST.

2,380 ends 50/1 Am. combed warp -f 9% take-up = .0623
34 picks 8.20 novelty filling = .2221

Weaving
Expenses

37i^c.
SOVsC

= $ .0234
= .0669

.0215

.0093

Selling (grey)

Mill cost
Mill selling price to-day (grey).
Cost of bleaching and finishing.
Converter's expenses

.1211

.0025

Cost to converter (total per yard)
Converter's selling price to retailer (when handled direct) about
Retail price (when handled direct) up from

Plain weave
Yards per pound 3. .'12 (grey).
Mill profit at least $18.75 per loom per week, or about $937.50 per loom per year.
This gives a rate of profit of approximately 117%.

$ .1236
.2000
.0200
.0260

$ .2460
.3000
.4600

TUSSAH BRCCHE
The line of fabrics which are prob-

ably of as great interest to buyers of
novelty goods as any others, and on
which quite a little anxiety has been
created because of the raw silk mar-
ket is that line of cloths which con-
tain silk of various kinds. Some time
ago we gave a description of a silk

and cotton mixture material stating

that the prices had declined greatly

Various conditions have been respon-
sible for the large use of silk and cot-

ton cloths, but it is only recently that

the style and the finish has developed
to its present state. Jacquard pat-
terns have been very desirable in all

kinds of silk and also woolen mate-
rials and the same condition has been
more or less trae in cotton goods.
Inasmuch as the combination of cot-

ton and silk results in effects not
possible in all cotton fabrics there is

a very good reason why such com-
binations should be made at present
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even if they are not so desirable at
other times. Dr^ss materials have
been produoerl with very large pat-
terns, and with figures not ordinarily
seen the present season, and the fab-
ric we are illustrating shows one of
the radical combination materials
which are being used quite exten-
sively for dresses. In ordinary sea-
sons this pattern would be much more
desirable for other purposes than for
dresses, but nevertheless style is be-
coming of such great importance to
consumers that the cloth construc-
tion and prices even are of less im-
portance than formerly.

It was believed some time ago that
the making of silk and cotton fabrics
by cotton mills would not affect great-
ly the production of

COMBINATION MATERIALS
in silk mills, but there has been more
or less trouble because of this pro-
duction and many styles which were
formerly made in silk mills cannot
longer be produced by such manufac-
turers because the prices are quite a
little less, partly through the larger
quantities made, the great economy
practiced and the lower finishing
costs.

These mixture materials have built
up a field of their own to a large ex-
tent, which is separate from the silk

and also from the cotton goods trade,
but the large number of purchases of
such goods has eliminated a portion
of the silk sales. At present the de-
mand for all silk fabrics is better than
it ever has been in the past, but wero|
it not for the silk mixture materials,!
it is entirely probable that the de-/
mand for all silk goods could not
be supplied. Consumers' tastes have
improved so fast that the making of
these goods cannot be considered
anything but a great advance in man-
ufacture and distribution.

There are various items of interest
in regard to silk and cotton fabrics,
probably the item of greatest inter-
est being noted in the method of pro-
ducing. When cotton mills go into
the making of silk fabrics extensively
they have to consider various produc-
tion features or else results are not
as satisfactory as they may be. Cot-

ton mills have been planned to pro-
duce cotton fabrics and the number ot

spindles installed for the making of
warp and filling has been such that
they can take care of the loom pro-
duction in a satisfactory manner.
Cotton mills have practically no facili-

ties for

HANDLING RAW SILK,

and if they were to install such facili-

ties it would be quite difficult to train
the operatives when they are not used
to such materials. For this reason
much of the silk which is used in cot-

ton mills has to be purchased in a
form r^ady for use. This means that
the filling is purchased on nuills to
use in the v/eave room shuttVs. and
that warps when strines or silk warps
are to be used are purchased on beams
readv to be drawn into the harness.
Through the purchase of silk there

are a certain number of spindles
which have been operated on cotton
eliminated, together with the machin-
ery which is necessary for previously
handling the cotton stock. Unless
great care is used much of this ma-
chinery which formerlv operated on
cotton yarn will be idle, and if costs
are not considered accurately the
rpRults obtained from mixture goods
will not be as satisfactorv as esti-

mates would indicate. Under these
conditions it is a good plan to take
orders for cotton yarn at cost, or at
a small profit rather than to allow the
machinery to remain idle, or else it

is a good plan to organize a new com-
panv and have nothing only weaving
machinerv or machinery for prepar-
ing yarn for weaving machinery in the
mill.

Few domestic manufactuT'ers have
adopted this latter poUcv, and
naturally, have been compelled to sell

yarns or let their machinerv stand
idle. Keeping all the machinery in
operation or making the organization
balance is one of the most important
featurps in fancy cloth making and is

one of the fundamentals whi>h is

responsible for success or failure.

Certain mills which have soVl a good
many silk and cotton fabrics have
taken orders for these cloths at a
good profit and sold up all their spin-
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ning machinery available at cost. In
some casps mills handling silk filling

have installed

SILK QUILLING FRAMES,

and have purchased their silk on
spools, and a very few purchase silk

skeins. There is no great advantage
in cost in purchasing silk on spools
rather than on quills, because silk

throwing mills are not anxious to sell

silk in this manner, inasmuch as they
have spooling machinery and are just
as anxious to keep their machinery
balanced as cotton mills are.

The advantage of having silk quill-

ing machinery is, however, in the
smaller percentage of loss from bad
quills, and in being able to handle the
silk as desired, often on somewhat
larger quills than silk mills are used
to selling it on. This is especially
true on the heavier sizes of silk such
as Tussah and similar grades rather
than on the finer sizes such as are
used in the lighter silk mixed cloths.

Many manufacturers who have
never had any experience with silk

cloths have been prejudiced against
attempting their manufacture, believ-

ing that a great deal of trouble will

arise, and that the costs of produc-
tion will not be as low as are indi-

cated from selling prices. For vari-

ous reasons their ideas are mistaken
ones. In the first place when all silk

warps are used and the operatives
become familiar with silk yarn it is

possible to start up warps much
quicker and have much less loss than
when all cotton is used. Another
thing is that the percentage of pro-
duction is in a large majority of in-

stances quite a little higher than when
all cotton goods are being made.

This is partly because the silk is

MORE REGULAR THAN COTTON,
and also stronger and fewer break-
ages occur to stop the looms. For
similar styles of goods it is practi-
cally always possible to operate as
many looms when silk is used as
when cotton is used, and this makes
the cost of weaving, together with ex-
penses, at least no more than when
the same number of pick cloths of
cotton are being produced. There are

certain features regarding the pur-
chasing of silk which have to be con-

sidered very carefully. Cotton mill

managers are familiar with cotton,

but they are not so familiar with the
technical features of cotton, and are
many of them almost ignorant regard-
ing silk.

Due to the aflTmity of silk for water
it used to be a custom with some silk

sellers to weight up the silk with this
material before it was sold for cotton
mill use. In this manner, many man-
ufacturers were forced to pay a large
amount per pound and receive a much
larger percentage of water than they
naturally should. There are some
sellers who never adopted this policy,

but when low quotations were form-
erly named, it was very likely that
such methods had been adopted. This
is one reason why manufacturers
should do business with silk houses
who have reputations of the highest
class.

It is also true that there is a great
variation in the yardage received in
various sizes of silk. Silk manufac-
turers are many of them accustomed
to making tests, or having them made
at a conditioning house, which will

determine accurately the number of
yards which their silk purchases will

average, but this is not noted in cot-
ton establishments, partly because
they have no facilities, and partly
because their purchases of silk are
often likely to be in small quan-
tities when compared with the pur-
chases of silk mills. For the above
reason it is always a good plan for a
cotton cloth maker to size his silk as
accurately as possible with an ordi-
nary yarn reel, and then when esti-

mating his cloth weight to allow a
lower yardage for the silk than it ac-
tually contains as a protection against
silk variation.

This has been done in the fabric
which has been analyzed, a lower
yardage being given than the silk ac-
tually sizes. This yardage has been
used in the cloth estimates as 55,000
per pound. It is also possible to quill

silk of as heavy size as that men-
tioned on ordinary cotton quills, and
in this manner a much larger percent*
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age of production is obtainel than
when small silk quills are used. It

often makes it possible for more
looms per weaver to be operated, and
it is claimed that in some mills more
looms are operated than on the same
kind of all cotton goods.
An interesting feature in this con-

nection is noted from the development
during recent years in the making of

these cloths. Possibly about ten years
ago the greatest number of looms per
weaver on silk filling cloths such as
that analyzed, was four. Gradually
this number was increased to five, and
soon afterward weavers vere given*

of many fancy dobby patterns. In
a single cloth such as that consia-
ered, there are only two positions
which the warp or filling can have,
that is, it can be either on the face
or back, but it must be either one or
the other, and not both. This fabric
is of interest because it is necessary
to have two warps made up of iden-
tical yarn.
This is because of the weave used,

for of the three threads which form
the ground weave of the fabric, one
of them has a much greater take-up
than the other two, which are drawn
Mn together and operate as one.

Tussah Broche

six looms with very little loss in pro-
duction. Without doubt, six looms
could have been operated much earlier
than they were, but it was not at-
tempted because of unfamiliarity with
silk.

To anyone not familiar with manu-
facturing the most

INTERESTING FEATURE
of a fancy cloth, such as that consid-
ered is the weave, and for this reason
it may be well to give a short descrip-
tion regarding this item. In the first

place it may be well to state that the
actual making of many of these so-
called fancy jacquard weaves, in
which silk filling is used, is a much
more simple process than the making

This will be noted from the analysis

which we have given. Due to the
weave there will be three threads
drawn in each dent of the reed
throughout the entire cloth, instead

of the two threads so often noted. The
first prorPSR in making a nattprn. siioh

as that illustrated, is to make a cloth

sketch exactlj^ as it will appear when
the fabric is woven.

Often this cloth sketch is made by
the styler in the employ of the buyer,
while at other times the sketches are
produced by parties who do nothing
else, and sometimes the sketches are
produced at the mill from ideas given
by buyers or obtained from other ma-
terials. It is not always possible in a
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cloth sketch, which has been
painted, to introduce some of

the features which may be
desirable in the cloth pattern, but
usually the idea can be worked out
so as to be satisfactory. When this

cloth sketch has been completed, it

is ruled up into divisions to correspond
with the fabric construction. This
is explained as follows: A 400-jac-
quard head contains 50 rows of hooks,
with eight hooks in a row, making a
total of 400 hooks. These hooks are
connected to harness cords and are
placed in a board on the loom which
contains small holes in regular order
in the number decided when the loom
is installed.

If a cloth is desired in which only
360 hooks of the 400 are to be used,
then there will be of the 50 rows of

hooks in the total machine, only 45 in

use. The five remaining rows of

hooks, which are not in use, will not
have any threads drawn in them
and will remain idle. In this case
given above the design or cloth sketch
will be ruled up into 45 equal parts.

When this has been done the correct
design paper to use will be ascer-
tained. For a 400-machine with
eight hooks in a row there must be
a design or point paper with eight
squares in it in one direction used.
The squares in the other direction, or
filling, will correspond to the cloth

count when finished, and for the cloth

in question the paper would be 8 by
5, which is the nearest size.

When the size of the design paper
or point paper, as it is often called,

is ascertained the cloth sketch is

transferred to the larger paper, plac-

ing upon this paper only the outlines
of the various figures so as to appear
in the best manner possible. When
the outlines have been drawn the
weave is painted in. This is a

TEDIOUS PROCEEDING
in a good many cases, but it is not
especially difficult for many styles of
fabrics. It may be well to mention,
however, that it is the small details
which are carefully worked out in the
making of designs which produce de-
sirable results. We have often seen

designs, which would have otherwise
been attractive, entirely spoiled be-
cause enough care had not been used
in transferring the patterns or in
painting the weave.
When the weave has been entirely

painted in, the design is given to the
card cutter, who cuts the weave on
the cards as indicated, a single pick
across the design being represented
by a single card. When a hole is

punched in the card it allows the
needle at the top of the jacquard
frame to remain in place, and will

cause the thread in such hook to be
lifted, whereas if no hole is cut the
needle will be pushed back, and the
hook will remain down with the filling

or shuttle passing above the warp
thread. When the cards are all cut,

one for each pick in the design, they
are taken and laced together, some-
times by hand, but more often by ma-
chine, a machine which acts in a sim-
ilar manner to an ordinary sewing
machine. When this process has been
completed the cards are placed on the
loom and are in a condition to weave
the cloth. The entire process is very
simple, but the multiplicity of details
often confuses those who are not
familiar with manufacturing proc-
esses.

Most of the patterns in silk and cot-
ton goods are made with the silk fig-

ure on the

FACE OF THE CLOTH.
When silk filling is used this means
that filling float patterns are em-
ployed extensively, and when silk

warp is used that warp effects pre-
dominate. Of course in certain in-

stances, both warp and filling combi-
nations are used in order to produce
certain effects, but the above state-
ment refers to the majority of styles.

One of the conditions which is causing
a great deal of difficulty in the making
of silk and cotton fabrics is that the
price of silk has advanced radically
during recent months. When cotton
manufacturers developed styles for
next spring's use they were able to

obtain silk at much lower quotations
than they are at present, and buyers
expected to obtain cloth at the quo-
tations which were made on the orig-
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inal orders, but this has not

been possible, and advances have
been necessary, so much so that many-

lines have been eliminated or made
much less desirable from a buyer's

standpoint.

The finishing of silk and cotton

goods is one of the items which has

been responsible for the enormously

Increased sale. The styles which were
produced a few years ago would hard-

ly be taken as the same construction

with the finish which is applied to-

day. When combination materials are

bleached it must be done by a process

which will not harm either fibre, and
it is impossible to use the ordinary

lime bleach which is generally used in

all cotton establishments. Another
item of interest is in regard to the

silk yarn which has been used. All

kinds of silk contain a greater or

less proportion of gum when in their

raw state, and the boiling and bleach-

ing processes used in finishing elim-

inate quite a large portion of this

gum.
SILK FINISHERS

are likely to replace a portion of this

gum when they finish silk cloths, but
on most of the combination materials
this is not done, and is responsible for
the greater yardage of silk per pound
when the cloth is sold than when the
cloth is woven; in other words, fin-

ishers of cotton goods are not accus-
tomed to add weighting in a similar
manner to that employed by silk fin-

ishers or dyers. Possibly one of the
reasons why the silk and cotton fab-
rics have been desirable to buyers
has been because of the variety which
could be obtained in the finishing of
the cloth. Due to the character of the
material used, namely, cotton and silk,

it is possible to dye the cloth any solid
color and in addition it is possible to
dye the cotton a certain color and
allow the silk yarn in the material to
remain white.

Some finishers are more successful

in obtaining clear whites than others,

but nevertheless results can be ob-

tained which are commercially satis-

factory. In addition to the above, it

is possible to dye the cotton yarn in

the fabric one color and to dye the

silk yarn in the fabric another dis-

tinctly different color. This has been

done in the fabric which has been

analyzed, and makes it possible to

show up the figure much more effec-

tively. The various finishing methods
make it possible for a converter or

buyer to offer a greater variety of re-

sults even though the grey cloths

were all identical. Consumers de^

mand mere variety than ever before

and combination materials have been

partly responsible for supplying this

GREATER VARIETY.

In obtaining the correct weights in

a fabric of this character, it is nec-

essary to obtain accurately the take-

ups on the various warps. Only ex-

perience can determine what size of

silk is correct to use for any silk yarn,
although the use of a somewhat
coarser size than the yarn actually
is will give a certain amount of pro-
tection. When the finished yarn sizes

are obtained accurately, and their

probable grey sizes estimated, it is

easy enough to obtain the weights of

the yarns used and the weight of the
woven fabric. The process is as fol-

lows:

2.152 ends h- (SO/1 X 840) = .0854. welffht
of 30/1 ground warp without take-up.

3% take-up in weaving.
.0854 H- .97 = .OSSl. total weight per woven
yard of 30/1 giound warp.

1,116 ends -i- (30/1 X 840) = .0443. weight
of 30/1 top warp without take-up.

8% take-up in weiivirg.
.0443 -^ .92 = .0482, total weight per
woven yard of 30/1 top warp.

74 picks X 2Ci^" reed width X 36"
= 1.961

36"
yards of filling per woven yard.

1.961 -f- 55.000 yards per lb. (.silk) = .0357,
total weight of sik per woven yard.

.0881 + .0482 -I- .0357 = .1720, total weight
per woven yard.

1.0000 -i- .1720 = 5.82 yds. per lb. (grey).
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PATTERN.
30/1 Am carded warp . 2 2.152 Beam 1,

2 2

8<;/l Am. cairled waip — 1 — = 1,110 Beam 2.

iO 10

1,070 X 3,268 total ends.
SlI/SS 2-tbread Tus^ah &ilk. 74 picks.
41 leed, 20'/^" width in resd, 25Vi-26" grey width, 25'/^" finished wiuth.

i2y X 73 finished count.
YARN.

Labor,
Cotton. waste, etc.

?0/1 Am carded warp; I'/io" staple; 6 hank dou. rov., 14c. OVzC. = $ .20i/4

32/38 2'thiea(i Tussah siik, on quills ready for loom = 2.35

COST.
2 152 end." SO/1 Am. carded warp -f- 3% take-up = .0881 @ $ .SO^i == $ .0269
1.110 ends "^(1/1 Am. carded warp + 8% take-up = .0482 @ .SOVa = .0147
74 picks 22/:<f^ 2-th read Tussah silk = .0357 @ 2.35 = .0839

Weaving . . 013'!

Kxpeiises 0182

$ .1571
Selling <grey) 0032

i .1603
Mil' seViing price to-day Cabout) 1775
Cost of dyeing, ^nlshing, etc 0300
t.cnverter s expenses 0225
Price fo ;oM er 2750
P. ice to retailei 325C
Fi 5ce to consumer 4600

laitds per pcund 5 82 (grey).

WOVEN SEERSUCKER STRIPE

One line of fabrics wbich has not
been in very large demand for a num-
ber of years past, but which recently
has been selling in large quantities,
is that line ordinarily known as seer-
suckers. It must not be supposed
that these cloths do not have a more
or less regular distribution, but as is

the case with other materials, there
are certain times when the demand is

much larger than usual. Most of
such fabrics are desirable for many
uses such as dresses, waists, rompers,
children's garments and various other
purposes. Generally they are firm
fabrics and will return quite a
large amount of value, inasmuch as
they are woven with comparatively
coarse yarns and are of heavy weight.

ONE OF THE GREAT ADVANTAGES
of these fabrics is that they do not
have to be ironed similar to most
other materials after they have been
washed. The nature of the cloth per-
mits this process to be dispensed with,

and therefore makes the material
suitable for many uses where washing
can be accomplished but where there
is little opportunity for any ironing

process. There are two distinct class-
es of woven seersucker materials.
First, that class which is made from
carded yarns, and, in the ma-
jority of instances, contains more or
less colored yarn, and second, that
class of fabrics which is woven from
grey yarns and may be produc-
ed from either carded or combed
stock and sold in the white state or
may be piece dyed.
Of course, it is possible to produce

the first class of fabrics mentioned
from combed stock, but, due to com-
petition in price and various other
features, it is seldom done. Without
question, the second class of fabrics
returns much more value than the
first class, but it has often happened
that the style of this class of materials
has been somewhat lacking, due to the
absence of color. To-day this is not
so necessary, inasmuch as colors fast

to bleaching can be used, although up
to the present few of such fabrics
have been made. The

NOTICEABLE FEATURE
of these seersucker fabrics is the
crinkled appearance of a portion of
the cloth. This crinkled portion is,

in all the fabrics we have mentioned,
a woven one, will not pull out and
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might be said to be permanent. The
degree of crinkle will vary in differ-

ent fabrics, depending upon the cloth
construction and certain features in

making. The effect is produced in the
following manner: In ordinary fabric

weaving the beam upon which the
warp yarn is placed is held quite
tightly, either through weights or in

some other manner. This beam is let

off either mechanically or through
friction, so that as the reed forces the
picks into the cloth, enough yarn is

pulled off to allow for the weaving of
the fabric.

This above condition is noted upon
one of the beams used in making a
seersucker fabric, and is the portion
of the warp in which there is no
crinkle. For the crinkle portion, an
extra beam is necessary, and there is

very little weight used upon such
beam, so that as the reed forces the
picks into the cloth it also pulls down

without the use of extra yarn, but they
are not likely to be so satisfactory as
wiiere extra yarn is used. Not only
does the extra yarn cau^e more friction

with a greater yarn let-off, but it also
makes that portion of the fabric
where the crinkle is produced more
prominent, due to

ITS HEAVIER CHARACTER.
In our analysis we have given two

different layouts for the warp pat-
terns, the first one being that which
relates to the different colors and
their arrangement in the cloth. The
second is the method of placing the
yarn on the beam. The ground beam
contains both white and colored yarn,
for the take-ups on these ground
yarns are identical. The second beam
contains the crinkle yarn, upon which
there is a much greater take-up. With
these two layouts there should be no
great difficulty in determining just

Woven Seersucker Stripe.

a certain amount of yarn, which extra
yarn creates the crinkle in the fabric.

There are other reasons why the
crinkle is formed, one of them being
the fact that extra yarn is used in
the stripe where the crinkle is made.
This extra yarn causes greater fric-

tion and makes the effect more prom-
inent.

Crinkle effects can be produced

the method which is used in making
the cloth pattern.

In addition to the layouts as given,
we are presentine; the fabric weave
as it appears in the cloth. It will be
noted that certain threads weave dif-

ferently than others. In some in-

stances a basket weave is used, in

others a plain weave, while in still

other instances the threads weave as
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plain, with the exception that instead
of a single thread there are two along-
side which work identical. Under-
neath the design we have given the
reeding plan, which indicates the
number oi threads to be drawn
in each dent in the reed. It will be
noted that where the threads weave
otherwise than the ordinary plain
weave they are drawn tour threads in

a dent. The obtaining of desirable
results in many varieties of ciotn is

partly due to the correct placing of
the threads in the reed. It often hap-
pens that through

A CORRECT METHOD
satin stripes can be woven from the
same beam as ground threads of a
plain character and at other times in-

correct reeding will cause a great
deal of trouble in cloth making.
Sometimes, the percentage of pro-

duction will be unreasonably low, just
because enough attention has noi
been given to this feature of cloth
planning. In drawing in a fabric of
the character analyzed, it is possible
to use two methods, the first where a
single thread is drawn in every heddle,
even though some of them work the
same as those alongside. The second
method is where two threads are
drawn in the same heddle whenever
they operate in the same manner.
This latter method is the one gener-
ally employed, although in a certain
few instances it nas oeen found more
desirable to use the first method.
One reason why the second method is

better is because it decreases the
number of heddles necessary and al-

lows more space for the threads or
harnesses to operate as the cloth is

being woven. When this method is

taken it is, however, possible for
single threads to weave in the heddles
wnere mere snouid be two threads
being used.
Without doubt the sale of woven

crinkle effects would have been much
larger than it has been; in fact, it is

believed that the sale would have
been very much larger than it ever
has in the past, were it not for the
fact that many somewhat similar ef-

fects have been produced during the
last two years by other methods than
weaving. Inasmuch as many consider

this second class of fabrics on the
same basis as the ones previously
mentioned, it may be well to give a
short description regarding them and
their methods of making. These lat-

ter materials are not produced by the
weaving process, that is,

THE CRINKLE EFFECT
is not produced in such manner.
Most manuiacturers and practically
ail converters and finishers are fa-

miliar with the fact that the mer-
cerization process will cause quite a
large cloth shrinkage if it is used and
the fabric not held out tightly.

It is upon this contraction that the
printed crinkle effects are obtained.
Upon certain portions of the fabric,

by methods somewhat similar to the
ordinary ones used in making printed
patterns, is placed a solution of caus-
tic soda. This solution causes the
fabric to shrink radically where it is

applied, and when this shrinkage
occurs it causes the remainder of the
fabric to crinkle up and makes the
effects which are not used so exten-
sively. On this style of fabric vari-
ous printed patterns can be placed in

different colors, and the large sale
has been possible because the fab-
rics are desirable, not only because
of style but also because of a com-
paratively low price.

Finishers who handle fabrics of
this character demand a 25 per cent
working loss, which is about the ex-
treme amount of shrinkage that
mercerization is likely to cause, but
it has been found that on most lines
of these cloths the loss to a converter
because of shrinkage will be about
18 per cent, though in some few in-

stances it has run as high as 20 per
cent. This loss in shrinkage is a se-
rious matter to the converter and
must be accurately known if a correct
cloth price be obtained. When a fab-
ric loses in length anywhere from a
fifth to a sixth it naturally makes the
value of the material just that
amount greater than it previously
was. for it increases the number of
picks per inch the relative amount
named.
The fabric analyzed, and which, as

sta^pd nrpvionslv, is a woven effect is

produced In large quantities regularly.
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The retail price is 15 cents per yard,
thus allowing the regular distribution
prices to be noted, it is seldom that
retailers can purchase such a fabric
at less than 10^ cents per yard, and
it is almost impossible for jobbers to
force retailers to pay over 11 cents
per yard for this sort of fabric. The
commission house price on the cloth
is about 9^4: cents per yard. Retail
prices show a much smaller advance
over the cost of production on fabrics
of this character than they do on most
other lines of fancy fabrics. This is

because the materials are produced in

large quantities, making it possible
for satisfactory returns to be obtained
because of large quantities sole rather
than high profit through the sale of
small amounts.
One of the great advantages in a

mill producing a fabric of the char-
acter described is that a great va-
riety of results can be obtained, even
though the cloth construction does
not vary widely. In all these cloths
the construction is identical, so far
as the count in the ground cloth is

concerned, although there is a small
variation in warp count, due to the
different arrangement of crinkle
stripes. The effects are obtained
through the color arrangements and
the different spacings and arrange-
ments of crinkle stripes and not
through the variation in yarn size
which is necessary in other styles of
fancy fabrics made from grey yarns.
One of the features which has been

of decided advantage in the produc-
tion of printed crinkle effects is that
there has been a great variety of re-
sults possible, due to printed patterns
and different arrangements of stripes.
While different effects are possible in
greater or less amount on many styles
of plain fabrics it is not often that the
variety possible is as g^'eat as is noted
on the printed crinkle materials.
Sellers all desire to

PURCHASE LARGE AMOUNTS
of n ground fabric, for in this manner
they can obtain very low prices, but
nnl^^ss the ground cloth can be fin-

ished in manv attractive wavs which
\re in demand at the time, it is not
a,lways a good policy to make large
purchases.

In the majority of instances the
yarns used in the making of woven
crinkle effects, where colors are used,
are in the vicinity of 30-1 warp and
40-1 to 45-1 filling. Of course, there
are some finer lines than that men-
tioned produced, but their sale is

comparatively small when the total

distribution is considered. One ofl

the great objections to all fabrics
which are made from bleached and
dyed yarns is that their appearance
is not so regular as cloths which have
been produced from grey yarns and
then are afterward finished or dyed.
The picks in fabrics woven from
bleached and dyed yarns are not
worked into their positions so smooth-
ly as those which are finished after

being woven, and often the reed
marks show in such a prominent way
that much of the desirable fabric ef-

fect is lost.

It is true that some styles of grey
yarn fabrics show reed marks after

they have been finished, but the num-
ber is so small in comparison to fab-

rics made of bleached yarn, that it is

not worth while considering them. It

is believed that manufacturers could
have done much more with crinkle
effects produced from grey yarns and
with a certain amount of fast color
used in their construction than they
have done. Profits are often quite
large through ti.e adoption of methods
not in general use and makers should
allow no opportunities to slip past
without making the most of them.
Possibly one of the greatest advan-
tages in making these

CLOTHS FROM GREY YARNS
is that which is noted in most other
styles of fabrics, and is that fine grey
yarns can be handled much more sat-

isfactorily and at a much smaller
relative cost than bleached yarns of

the same character. In the majority
of instances it is not possible for col-

ored yarn mills to handle yarns much
finer than 50-1, while this is a com-
paratively low count for many grey
cloth makers.
The d'fl^cuUies in weaving are not

especially prominent, but it is not
possible for a weaker to onerate as
many looms on constructions such as
that analyzed, as It Is on similar
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classes of ginghams, or shirting
stripes. The uneven tension on the
top beam, and the fact that the
threads are reeded quite closely in

the dent where the crinkle is pro-
duced is likely to cause a certain
amount of trouble, though not of an
especially serious nature. Whenever
a fabric is produced which has a more
or less staple sale, and where it is

expected to operate looms continu-
ously in the production, it is a paying

distributed unless this method is

taken.
It is possible to sell a certain

amount of cloth of a staple nature
without advertising, but this amount
will be neither regular nor will it be
large enough to supply the looms with
orders. Sometimes the amounts ex
pended for advertising purposes ap-
pear large, but when they are dis-

tributed over the whole cloth produc-
tion they are often of a negligibU
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BnilD«3_D*.,BUHDaiG*.G:..«IUa*M_n«aaaa»[JDlHiULailU^iiDiiLfaD-.L:DDiiBiiLBIlBD
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proposition to advertise the fabrics
and create a demand for them. It is

certain that to-day there are very
few lines which can be successfully

quantity. In certain instances it has
been positively proven that lower
quality goods can be sold successfully
when they are sufficiently advertised.

PATTERN—COi-.ORS.

SO/1 Am. carded warp brown

30/1 Am. carded warp white

80/1 Am. carded warp. Beam 1.

80/1 Am. carded warp. Beam 2.

I2| |2| • 1

1—1121—

1

2 1 2

U, .1^

'i.

1 r 112
'

21 |2i
—1121—

I

21
I
2

= 980

= 1,464

40 X
PATTERN—BEAMS.

2,444 total ends.

2 2
28 8 20

6
2

12

6

= 1,484 Beam 1.

== 960 Beam 2.

40 X
40/1 Am. carded filling, white; 60 picks.
29 reed. 30 5-6" width in reed. 28" finished width.

87 X 60 finished count.
YARNS.

30/1 Am. carded white, l^a" staple; 6 hank dou. rov.,
30/1 Am. carded colored. IMc" staple; 6 hank dou. rov..
40/1 Am. carded white, 1%" staple; 8% hank dou. rov..

2,444

Labor.
Cotton. waste, etc.
13 %c. lie.
13%c. 16i^c.
14%c. 13 %c.

24%c.
30%c.
28%c.

COST.
+ Qf^p take-up = .0414 @ 30i4c.
-f 6% take-up = .0213 & 24 ^c.

^„ ,, ,„, -f 29% take-up = .0537 @ 24S4c.
60 picks 40/1 Am. rarded white = .0551 @ 28540.

Weaving

980 ends 30/1 Am. carded brown
504 ends 30/1 Am. cardec! white
960 ends 30/1 Am. carded white

= $

Expenses

.0126

.0053
0133
.0156
.0105
.0138

Finishing, etc.

Selling

.0711
,0040

,0751
.0037

Commission price
Jobber's price . .

.

_ Retail price
Yards per pound, 5.83.

.078.'

.0925

.1050

.150a
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It is not an especially good policy to
advertise goods and sell them because
they are cheaper, and contain less
value than others, but the instance
shows how much influence advertis-
ing has in the distribution of fabrics
such as that considered. There is no
great difficulty in obtaining the
weights of the various yarns used to-

gether with the weight of the cloth.

The methods employed are exactly
the same as for any ordinary fabric,

the main item of importance being
to obtain accurately the take-ups on
the warp yarns. In the fabric ana-
lyzed the take-up on the crinkle por-
tion was 29 per cent, or 23 per cent
more than the ground cloth. The re-
sults are obtained as follows:

980 ends -h (30/1 X 840) = .0389. weight
of brown warp without take-up.

6% take-up in weaving.
.0389 -f .94 = .0414. total weight of brown
warp per woven yard.

504 ends -- (30/1 X 840) = .0200, weight
of white ground warp without take-up.

6% talte-up in weaving.
.0200 -r .94 --= .0213, total weight of white
ground warp per woven yard.

960 ends -^ (30/1 X 840) = .0381, weight of
crinkle warp without take-up.

29% take-up in weaving.
.0381 -f- .71 = .0537, total weight of crinkle

white warp.
60 picks X 30 5-6" width in reed X 36"

= 1,850
36"

yard? of filling per yard of cloth.
1,850 -f- (40/1 X 840) = .0551, total weight

of filling per yard of ciotii,
.0414 -f .0213 -t- .0537 -f- .0551 = .1715.

total weight per yard.
1.0000 -7- .1715 =-- 5.83 yards per pound.

IMITATION JAGQUARD BED-

FORD CORD.

The most Interesting question at
present among domestic manufactur-
ers is in connection with the importa-
tion of cotton cloth under the new
tariff law. Possibly the facts in re-
gard to this matter on one particular
cloth may be of interest, and will show
to a large extent just why fabrics are
imported and what must be done if

domestic sellers are to forestall any
greater amount of importation
than has been noted in the past. It

may as well be recognized by domes-
tic sellers now as in the future, that

fancy fabrics have come to stay and
that machinery and methods may as
well be adapted to the pioauction of

such fabrics when a large profit is

obtainable as when there is a greater
amount of competition and fewer op-
portunities tor large returns. As lab-

rics become more intricate, either be-
cause of their composition or weave,
it requires a greater amount of labor
to satisiactorily produce them, and for

this reason domestic manufacturers
have, to a certain extent, avoided their

production.

It has always been the pol-

icy to have weavers operate as
many looms as possible, and to-day,
if many more fancy fabrics be
attempted, there would be a great
deal of trouble with operatives and
fewer looms per weaver would have
to be run. Naturally, this would cre-

ate a greater weaving price per yard,
but the main diflBculty would arise

from the fact that enough weavers
would not be available to operate the
looms. There are what might be con-
sidered

RADICAL Dlt^FERENCES
between the domestic and foreign
method of producing many cloths.

This arises from the machinery which
is used to a large extent, although
there are other conditions which have
an influence. In the first place, the
foreign manufacturer has a large per-
centage of mule spindles in his equip-
ment, the percentage being about 80,

while the domestic manufacturer has
about 80 per cent of ring spindles with
only 20 per cent mule spindles. Be-
cause of the above condition, it is

possible to make soft twist yarns and
use a comparatively short staple of

cotton for any certain size, while in

the domestic market, in order to get
a satisfactory production, a longer
staple and a higher standard of twist
must be used. The standard for warp
yarn composed of American cotton is

from 3.75 to 4 times the square root
of the yarn size in English plants,

while in American plants the stand-
ard is likely to be from 4.50 to 4.75

times the square root of the size.

The use of a short sta-

Dle, together with a lower
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standard of twist, does produce
a soft yarn which answers satisfac-

torily in foreign mills, where a com-
paratively few looms per weaver are
operated, but in domestic mills such
yarn would not be at all desirable, in

fact, could not be used in many in-

stances. The various methods of mak-
ing yarn result in fabrics of a some-
what different character, for the for-

eign cloth has a soft effect and a
somewhat fuzzy nature, while the do-
mestic cloth is more often smooth and
clean, although of a much stronger
character for the same size of yarn.
For certain purposes, the hard fabric
is desirable, but for most uses the

amount of detail, but when handled in

a correct manner will also insure more
extensive profit. One of the men con-
sidered of the highest standing in the
domestic market stated during the
past week that one of the things
which must be done in the immedi-
ate future in domestic mills
is to install a greater num-
ber of jacquard looms. He
gave as his reason the fact that fancy
fabrics have come to stay, and that
even though as large figures as those
used at present are not in demand,
nevertheless jacquard looms pro-
duce better effects of a small charac-
ter than dobbies. He also stated that

Imported Jacquard Novelty.

softer material will take a better fin-

ish and have a much greater demand.
Finish and style are of great impor-
tance to-day in the sale of any cloth,

and on a mercerized fabric, such as
that analyzed, is of importance in pro-
ducing attractive results.

FOREIGN ADVANTAGE.
The foreign manufacturer has a

much larger proportionate supply of
jacqnard looms than the domestic
maker, and this fact permits him to
produce a greater number of fancy
materials. Of course, a larger num-
ber of Jacquard looms in any plant
will be responsible for a greater

there are any number of domestic
mills which have dobby looms contain-
ing as high as twenty-five har-
nesses which never considered
placing patterns upon such looms
when they used over 16 har-
nesses, but rather adapted them to

their jacquard machines. He said

that although the loom speed was
slower the percentage of pro-

duction was often higher on
jacquards and that the actual
yardage obtained compared very
favorably with that obtained
from a dobby loom at a higher speed.

A smaller percentage of seconds is
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obtained when similar patterns are

made on dobby and jacquard looms
and it is often possible to weave yarn
satisfactorily on a jacquard which
could not be handled at all upon a
dobby. The fact that foreign yarns
are not so strong as domestic partly

explains why foreign mills contain a
greater number of jacquard looms.

MORE CO-OPERATION NEEDED.
The fabric to be considered is call-

ed a jacquard Bedford cord, but it Is

not a Bedford cord at all, for the cords
are merely produced through the
introduction of heavy yarns, though
they do appear somewhat similar to

certain of the so-called Russian cords
which have been sold extensively.

They are, however, not Russian cords,

inasmuch as they are not produced
by a leno motion. A fabric which is

very similar to that analyzed, . with
the exception of the weave, has been
sold quite extensively in the domestic
market, the price being at retail 25

cents per yard as compared with 75

cents per yard for the jacquard woven
imported article. The question arises

whether this cloth could not or should
not have been made in the domestic
mills rather than to have been im-
ported and made in foreign plants. It

is a fact that converters are much in

advance of domestic manufacturers lu

regard to style. Many of them would
like to obtain a much greater range
of styles than they do at present and
would like to have many ideas worked
out which domestic mills absolutely

refuse to attempt. The method which
has been used by domestic makers,
namely that of quantity' production,

has warded off a large amount of prog-
ress in the making of fancy styles

which might have been noted were a
little more co-operation shown. It

probably would be said that the quan-
tity of the cloth considered which
could be sold would be comparatively
small. Even if this were true a large

enough quantity could be sold to make
a sufficient sized order for some do-

mestic manufacturer. The

FOREIGN MAKER
will sell to any buyer eight

pieces or 320 yards of any style and

be entirely satisfied if no future ordere
are received. The domestic manufac-
turer will produce in most instances no
fewer than 500 pieces or 30,000 yards
of any fancy style, though in certain
instances the amount can be reduced
to approximately 250 to 300 pieces.

There is absolutely no reason why
the domestic manufacturer should
not make orders of much smaller size

than are now produced. If he believes
that 250 or 500 pieces are necessary,
why should this number of pieces not
be produced with the same ground
construction and possibly ten different

designs applied to the cloth? A fabric
such as that analyzed could be used
as a ground work and different figures

applied to it so as to make a range of
styles which could compete with the
small orders that foreign makers will

produce. The only extra expense
would be the cost of the design and
the other details necessary in con-
nection with it. For this cloth an
extra design could be produced for a
total cost of less than $10, and if only
1.000 yards of a pattern were produced
this would only add one cent per yard
to the cloth, a price which we feel

certain many converters would be
willing to pay if they could get the
work done. Naturally, a greater de-
signing force would have to be em-
ployed, but this is of small moment
when the obtaining of a sufficient

number of orders to run the plant in

full is considered. Why should a
fabric be imported when it can be
produced and sold in a finished state

at approximately 30 cents per yard
with the foreign seller obtaining 42-

% cents per yard? Domestic makers

MUST WAKE UP
if they expect to hold the business
which they have had in the past. A
difference of 121/^ cents per yard in

favor of domestic makers, and still

have foreign sellers obtain the busi-

ness, shows that there is something
radically wrong either with the meth-
ods used for selling, in the style

used in the fabric, or else the cloth

appears 12 1/^ cents better than a
domestic fabric of a similar character.

There may be some difference be-

tween a domestic production and 8
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foreign production such as that con-
sidered, but it is not 12 1^ cents per
yard in any case. There is no reason
why jacquard styles should not have
been applied to the plain corded fab-
rics which have been sold for some
time in the domestic market, and it is

believed that the reticence of domestic
manufacturers has been mainly re-
sponsible for the cloth importation.
Of course, it may be that most of the
jacquard looms in the domestic mar-
ket have been busy at a good profit

and that this has allowed foreign
fabrics to be sold, but from obser-
vation in other years, this condition
has little influence, because jacquard
looms have been idle and fabrics
which they could produce have been
Imported at the same time. Style is

of much more importance than for-

merly, it being largely weave or fin-

ish, and these two features must be
watched carefully by domestic pro-
ducers.

A very poorly constructed fab-
ric which contains an attractive
pattern or is finished well will some-
times sell In competition with a better
made cloth upon which a poor design
or an unattractive finish is used.
There has been altogether too much
emphasis placed upon ordinary fabrics
in the domestic market and not
enough importance attached to the
making of attractive patterns. The
domestic manufacturer thinks only of
quantity production, and this influ-

ences him in the making of designs as
well as in the actual cloth production,
so that many of the unimportant de-
tails are slighted and the result pro-
duced when the cloth is woven is not
nearly as desirable as it otherwise
would be. Many domestic fabrics
have been rendered undesirable be-
cause enough care has not been used
in making the design, whereas if

quantity of production had not been so
important the cloth would undoubt-
edly have been sold in quite sizable
quantities.

There are a number of features in
regard to the fabric under discussion
which are worthy of mention.
In the first place the ground cloth
has been so constructed that it is

quite firm and will give desirable serv-
ice. The ground weave is not plain,

but it is a three-harness twill, with the
warp weaving on the face for two
picks and on the back for one pick.
Through this construction a larger
number of picks per inch are possible
and this causes the filling to cover up
almost entirely the cords in the cloth
and making a much better effect than
would otherwise be possible. The fill-

ing passes over the cords two picks
out of every three and the ground
weave in the cloth makes it possible
to bind down the filling as it comes
over the cord and creates a clean
effect which is not possible when a
plain ground weave is used.
It will be noted that the
jacquard figure is cut off Just
before the cord is reached and this
creates a better effect and in no way
detracts from the general appearance
of the fabric. We do not consider
that the pattern which is used on
this cloth is especially attractive for
dress goods, but nevertheless the Idea
is ingenious and could be used with
somewhat better results if other styles
of figures were employed. The high
ground construction and the weave
which is used would also make it

possible for other effects, both warp
and filling, to be introduced, and Inas-
much as the ground fabric is selling
quite well in the domestic market it

would seem desirable for domestic
manufacturers to attempt styles of
somewhat similar character. Most

FOREIGN FABRICS
are of a wide nature, especially the
crepes and ratings which have been
selling recently, but these fabrics are
of narrow construction, name-
ly 28 inches in the finish-
ed state and could be pro-
duced by almost any mill In which
jacquards are available in the do-
mestic market. It might be mentioned
that the cords are six-ply yam in-
stead of being coarser ply which are
often used in domestic fabrics of a
somewhat similar character. The use
of a heavy ply yarn in this instance
probably creates a smoother effect
and a more regular width of cord,
and for this reason is desirable: in
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fact, the whole fabric shows that In-

telligence has been used in its pro-

duction. Most domestic sellers know
that cords of this character have been

desirable, but few of them have at-

tempted to make a cloth of as good
quality as that considered. The better

constructed a fabric of this character

is the finer will be its appearance and
the effect more like that of a Russian

cord. There is not one buyer in a
hundred who would know or care
whether this cord was made by a leno
motion or in some other manner, be-
cause it looks just about as well as
it would if it were made by the leno
attacnment. It is also probable that a
cord produced in a manner similar to
that in the cloth analyzed is more
satisfactory than a Russian cord, in-

asmuch as it is not so hard and com-
bines better with the whole cloth ap-
pearance. The making of designs for
fabrics of this character is a

VERY SIMPLE PROCESS,

and can be accomplished in a com-
paratively short time. In some cases
it is necessary to paint in the ground
weave entirely if a design paper is not
available which has the weave upon It,

and in a fabric like the sample the
use of cords makes it almost always
necessary. If there be a much higher
tie-up in the machine than is used in

the cloth it is a good plan to watch
the places where the jacquard hooks
are to be cast out, and usually it is a
good plan to cast them out where the
cloth count is the lowest. In regard
to the manufacturer's profit, it is a
good thing to base this upon the num-
ber of picks which the cloth contains
or the actual yardage which is produc-
ed. To compare a cloth of 114 picks
per inch with one which contains 72
picks per inch is not justifiable, in-

asmuch as a greater amount of profit

should be obtained for the cloth con-
taining the larger amount of picks per
inch.

In order to obtain a satisfactory
gain it would probably be necessary
for a manufacturer to obtain at least

3 cents per yard profit, as this amount

would allow somewhat less than $3

per loom per week to be received, and
would return a profit of only about 12

per cent upon the capital necessary

to produce such material. The price

for finishing a fabric of this character

is not especially high in the domestic

market, and for many such styles the
price would be from 1^^ to 1%, cents
per yard. The

EXPENSES OF A CONVERTER
in selling are higher than for the
more staple materials, but in any
case, they do not add enough to the
cost of the materials to make the
sale of it prohibitive when compared
to the imported material. Without
doubt a domestic fabric of approxi-
mately the same character as that
considered could be sold at retail in

the domestic market for about 45
cents per yard, although we have
mentioned 50 cents as the retail sell-

ing price in the fabric analysis. Al-
lowing a very good rate of profit to
the different sellers, the domestic
price of 30 cents or less compares
favorably with the price in England
of about 2TY2 cents. It may be well
to note that the yarns are finer in the
cloth in a finished state than they are
when spun. The warp yarn sizes
about 44-1, whereas probably 40-1 was
used originally. The same condition
is noted in regard to the other yarns,
and the filling which probably was
35-1 when spun sizes somewhat over
37-1 in the finished material. We have
used Egyptian cotton in our estimate
of yarn costs for the filling, inasmuch
as this cotton gives somewhat better
results, although domestic makers
have avoided its use recently in their

fabrics which are to be piece mercer-
ized.

Such fabri s as those analyzed
should not be imported, but rather
made in the domestic market, and un-
less care be exercised there will be
a great deal more of such cloth im-
ported than there has been in the
past. It is up to manufacturers to
see that this does not occur. The
method of obtaining cloth and yam
weights is as follows:
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1,980 ends -4- (40/1 X 840) = .0589, weight
of 40/1 -warp without take-up.

9% take-up in weaving.
.0580 -r- .91 = .0647, total weight of 40/1
warp per woven yard.

294 ends -f- (26/6 X 840) = .0808, weight
of 20/6 warp without take-up.

2% take-up in weaving.
.0808 -r- .98 = .0824, total weight of 26/6
warp per woven yard.

80 ends -r- (40/2 X 840) = .0048. weight
of 40/2 warp without take-up.

6% take-up in weaving.
.0048 -T- .94 = .0051. total weight of 40/2
warp per woven yard.

114 picks X 31%" X 36"
= 3,562.5 yards of

36"
filling per yard of cloth.

3,562.5 -h- (35/1 X 840) = .1212. total
weight of 35/1 per woven yard.

.0647 + .0824 -f .0051 + .1212 = .2734.
total weight per yard.

1.0000 -H .2734 = 3.66 yards per pound.

40/1 Am. combed colored.
2G/6 Ana. carded

40/2 Am combed

PATTERN.

2

20
S

20
1

2

1 20 1 20

= 1,980= 294

80

B 1

B2

35/1 Eg. combed filling; 114 picks.
42 reed, 31%" width in reed, 28" finished.

84 X 114 all over count.

98 X 2.354 total ends.

YARNS.

40/1 Am. combed; 1%" staple; 8 hank dou. rov.,
26/6 Am. carded; l%o" staple; 5% hank dou. rov.,
40/2 Am. combed; l\k" staple; 8 hank dou. rov.,
35/1 Eg. combed; 1%" staple; 8 hank dou. rov.,

COST.
1,980 ends 40/1 Am. combed warp + 9% take-up.
294 ends 26/6 Am. carded warp -f 2% take-up.
8u enus 40/2 Am. combed warp 4- 6% take-up.

114 picks 35/1 Eg. combed filling
Weaving
Expenses ,

Labor, waste,
Cotton. dyeing, etc.
16 1/2 c. 3414 c.

15c. 9%c.
levac. 1414.C.
22c. liy2C.

.= .0647 @ 50%c, =

.= .0824 @ 24%c. =

.== .0051 @ 303^c. =

.= .1212 & 33yac. =

Jacquard cards

50 3/4 c.

24 3^c.

303i,c.
3 3 1/2 c.

$ .0329
.0204
.0016
.0406
.0306
.0293

$ .1554
.0031

$ .1585
.0032Selling (grey)

Mill cost $.1617
Mill selling price (about) 1925
Bleaching, mercerizing, etc .0175
Converter's expenses .0250

Converter's cost $ .2350
Converter's selling price (about) .3000
When sold direct, retail price should not be over .5000
Yards per pound 3.66.

Details regarding imported cloth:
Selling price in England (about) 27.5c. per yard
Rate of duty 30%.
Selling price of importer in United States 42.5c. per yard
Selling price of retailer 75c. per yard

^ »
AN IDEA OF VALUE

Probably the one feature in cotton
cloth inaking and selling which is

largely responsible for satisfactory
profits is iiie use of ideas which are
stylish and new, that is, ones which
are somewhat different from those
the majority of makers are producing.
Such results may be obtained through
a change in cloth construction or the
application of a different finish. The
process does not necessarily mean
that the cost of making or finishing

will be higher; in fact, it has quite
often happened that more desirable
effects are obtained at a lower cost,

though, because of domestic producing
methods, a change to a higher count
is often more necessary than a
change to a lower count, with the re-
sult of increasing cost. The fact that
prices are watched so carefully is very
detrimental to the best result being
obtained, and many times the con-
struction which appears well is cut
down to such an extent that the origi-

nal effect is well-nigh lost.

It would be far better if sellers of
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exclusive fabrics would use the cloth

construction which they find will pro-

duce the best result regardless of its

cost, within reasonable limits, and let

others adopt the practices which are

so generally noted. A better profit

would ultimately be secured, and in

addition a reputation for quality

would be built vp, a process which is

especially diflacult to-day. How many
are tnere, even among cloth makers,
who realize the small difference in

cost which there is between a good
article and a poor one of the same
character? Usually it is a question
of a little better stock, a little better
yarn, a few more threads or picks per
inch or an arrangement of fabric pat-

tern in a more artistic manner, all of

which changes are immaterial in

many cloths when the prices to con-
sumers are considered.

can be adopted with success by do-
mestic producers.
One of the most certain features in

the market at present is that crepes
and crepe effects willbe the best, or
at least one of the best, sellers for the
coming spring and summer. Many of
such effects have been made and sold,

not only in plain shades and in printed
patterns, but aiso decorated with vari-
ous kinds of stripes and checks. The
light character of the majority of
crepe cloths is of advantage in many
ways, allowing soft, clinging garments
to be produced, and making strong
contrasts possible in the fabric con-
struction. To produce the desirable
materials, comparatively fine yarns
are necessary, and in order to allow
sufficient shrinkage, which produces
the crepe effect, a rather low cloth
count is employed. Fine yarns and a

A Novelty Fabric of Unusual Interest Showing Jacquard Weave on Crepe
Cloth.

It is undoubtedly true that a good
many foreign manufacturers have a
certain amount of advantage over do-
mestic producers, ina3much as they
are not bound to such an extent to the
set price limit, and in addition their

methods of production admit of a

GREATER VARIATION
in production. Under these conditions

it may be well to consider a fabric

which contains a number of ideas that

small number of threads of picks per
inch make woven figures undesirable,

and very few are employed on crepes
except on stripes or on portions of the
cloth which are unlike the ground.
Jacquard figures have been selling

extensively, but no one, so far as we
know in the domestic market has pro-
duced a desirable crepe cloth which
has jacquard figures woven upon it.

That this can be done successfully is
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shown by the fabric analyzed, but a

great deal of ingenuity is necessary in

order to make such effects practical.

In the first place the woven fabric

would appear to many as being a dou-

ble cloth, but this is not the case. The
weave which has been employed in

the ground fabric should be evident

from an examination of the illustration

that we present, which is one repeat

of the ground weave, so far as the

number of picks in the weave is con-

cerned. The cloth is woven on a box
loom and contains two picks of hard
twist face yarn and two picks of mer-
cerized yarn, which in the ground fab-

ric show only on the back of the

cloth. On the

HARD TWIST PICKS

the weave is entirely plain, except

where the figure is being produced,

while on the mercerized yarn an eight-

harness warp satin weave is employed.

There is this point to be noted, how-
ever, and it is that the warp depres-

sion, when the mercerized picks are

inserted, occurs on the same threads

as it does on the hard twist pick, and
allows the heavy mercerized yarn to

slip in behind the hard twist face yarn

and be noticeable only on the back of

the cloth. This can be seen easily

from an examination of the ground

weave. Only through this method
would it be possible for the face of

the cloth to appear so free from mer-

cerized yarn. A good many manufac-

turers would not use a correct weave
on the back yarn, and satisfactory re-

sults would not be obtained. Com-
paratively few domestic cotton cloth

makers have any equipment of jac-

quard box looms, and some of those

who do would not use such looms on

jacquard box loom work, but it would

be of advantage if they kept in more
careful touch with styles, and brought

out as desirable effects as the one

considered.

That this fabric can be sold at 62 1^

cents per yard by an importer and at

$1.50 per yard by a retailer, when it

can be made and sold at a very much
lower price by the domestic manufac-

turer, shows clearly that the domes-

tic manufacturer lacks very much to

being the unqualified success which

he should be in the making of novelty

materials. A large item in the suc-
cess of any producer of any material
is to get out new ideas in advance of
one's competitor. Wearing value is

of greater importance in staple line,

but it is largely style which is re-
sponsible for satisfactory profits on
fancies. In certain kinds of silk fab-
rics what are called blister effects are
now selling especially well, though at
comparatively high prices, and while
there has been none of these effects
produced entirely from cotton yarns,
nevertheless the cloth analyzed shows
an effect of this character.
The hard twist of the face yam

causes the cloth to shrink quite a
little when it is finished, though not
to so great an extent as if the heavy
back yarn were not present. Where
the

MERCERIZED YARN
creates the figures on the face of the
cloth this shrinkage causes a slight
curvature, and raises the figure some-
what. With a double cloth construc-
tion similar to that considered,
we believe that blister effects
could be produced which would be
very attractive and entirely different
from the fabrics now being offered,
and because of the present style ought
to be sold extensively. Of course, the
cost of production would be high, but
nearly always profits warrant the pro-
cedure if care is used in making the
weave correctly. The trouble has
been that the quantity of production
demanded by a domestic maker has
affected design work as well as fab-
rics, and the fine points which cause
a fabric to be desirable or otherwise
are often overlooked.
To make the blisters or figures ap-

pear more prominent on the cloth con-
sidered, the hard twist filling is al-

lowed to fioat on the back of the cloth,

and this fact allows the hard twist
yam to shrink up to a greater extent,
inasmuch as it is not held so tightly

by being bound into the fabric. A
great deal of ingenuity has been used
in making the design in addition to
the points mentioned, for both the
heavy and light yarns are combined
in such a manner that there are no
streaks in the fabric when the weave
changes occur. A portion of the
weave inside of the figure is somewhat
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similar to an ordinary basket weave,
but it lias been manipulated in such a
manner that the heavy and light yarns
do not appear radically different when
inserted by the box motion. The tact
that the mercerized yarn absorbs a
somewhat greater amount of color
than the hard twist yarn, the
method of producing the figure and
effects are well worth the attention
on the part of the manufacturers.
Taken all together, we believe that
there are very few plants where
a fabric of this character would be so
satisfactorily worked out.

There are certain features in the
making of

HIGH-CLASS FABRICS

which must be considered carefully if

the correct profit for each cloth is to

be secured. Take the cloth under
consideration as an example. There
are 124 picks per inch in the cloth, in

a finished state, and while a manu-
facturer would realize it, nevertheless
there are many others who would not
consider the fact that this cloth would
be produced at a very slow rate of

speed. This is partly because the
loom operates at a much slower speed
than many dobby looms, and also be-

cause of the larger number of picks
per inch. When the yards produced
are small, the weaving price per yard
will increase, and the expenses per
vard will also advance a relative

amount. This, of course, should be
noted when the cost of the goods is

being secured, but the same items
should be considered in ascertaining

the amount of profit per yard which
would be satisfactory.

It is not correct to expect to ob-

tain the same amount of profit per

yard for a fabric such as that analyzed
with 124 picks per inch as it is for a
fabric similar to the ordinary jacquard
shirtings which may contain some-
where in the vicinity of 80 picks. The
profit per yard should be dependent to

a large extent upon the yards which
the loom produces, though there are

other features which would have an

influence. In this cloth we have con-

sidered that the jacquard cards are

included in the item mentioned as ex-

penses. The number of cards which
are employed, the amount of cloth

which they weave and other features
have an influence on the cost of this
item, but for a similar fabric produced
in a domestic plant the cost of the
jacquard cards would add an amount
of approximately one-half a cent per
yard. This occurs because there are
quite a number of cards necessary to

produce the design, a fact which is

not noticed in most domestic cotton
fabrics.

In order to secure a satisfactory
profit upon the capital required tc

produce these goods, and to make it

worth while to develop ideas which
are new, the profit per yard necessary
would be from three and one-half to

four cents a yard. A good many

DOMESTIC MANUFACTURERS
figure to make about $2 a loom
per week on their dobbies and
some of their jacquard work when
the demand is not especially pressing,
and a greater amount should be se-
cured from the production of cloths
such as described.
The yarns used in the making of

this fabric do not warrant any large
amount of description, but they are of
some interest. The warp yarn, if pro-
duced in a domestic plant, would be
made of about one and one-quarter
inch staple, and it would be all of the
same character, both selvages and the
main portion of the warp. Many for-

eign fabrics and some domestic, espe-
cially where dyed and bleached yarns
are used, have a certain kind of yarn
for their selvages, no variation being
made when the construction of the
cloth is changed. Foreign manufac-
turers undoubtedly would use a short-
er staple of cotton than that men-
tioned, but we have considered in our
analysis the fabric as it would be pro-

duced in a domestic plant. The hard
twist filling is somewhat similar to the
yarn employed in ordinary crepes, the
standard of twist varying from six and
one-half to eight and one-half times
the square root of the yarn number.
It is often necessa^T to use a little

finer size of roving for a certain

size of yarn than would be the case
if h?rd twist were not being pro-
duced.

In many cases we have seen yams
shrink approximately 10 per cent in
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the spinning process, when extra twist
was applied. In order to satisfa torily

use ihis hard twist yarn in the weav-
ing operation it must be steamed or

heated in a like manner in order to

set the twist and eliminate the kink-
ing. The mercerized yarn is similar
to any yarn of this character. We
have considered that the stock used
was Egyptian, inasmuch as this pro-

duces somewhat better results. Two-
ply yarn has been used because the
fabric is not piece-mercerized, but
rpther the yarn is mercerized before
being woven, and in most instances
it is not practical to mercerize soft
twist single yarn, although it has
been done to an extent. The
mercerized two-ply yarn undoubtedly
will cause the fabric figures to fray
less than if a mercerized single yarn
was used.

THE CLOTH CONSTRUCTION
and results produced are of greatest
interest to cloth makers and those
who develop constructions, but to a
distributor who does not understand
these figures it probably is true that
the selling prices are of greater inter-

est. To one who does not consider
the matter carefully the price in the
foreign market and the price in the
domestic market would seem to pre-
clude any possibility of the cloth being
sold by an importer. Note that this

cloth could be made and sold by a firm
which sells direct to the retailer, at
about 34 cents per yard, while the
price in the foreign market would be
from 35 to 37 cents per yard. Under
domestic scheaules for selling, the
cloth could be sold so as to retail at
about 50 cents per yard, while if it is

imported it cannot be sold at less than
$1 per yard, or in this vicinity. This
same condition is noted on a great
many cloths which are imported and
sold to-day, and when their costs of
production are compared there is a
decided advantage in favor of domes-
tic producers.
The fact that fabrics are sold shows

that other features often have a great-
er influence than the cost of produc-
tion. Perhaps, the reason why this

cloth can be sold is because there are
new ideas involved which domestic
producers have not yet adopted. It

probably is not true that the quantity
sold is so small that it would be of

little interest to domestic producers,
in other words, the fabric style has
made the sale possible, or else the
buyer has not been fully enough ac-
quainted with what domestic pro-
ducers can supply. Very many of the
fabrics which have been imported are
importei because they show desirable
features rather than because they can
be sold at a lower cost than will be
observed in a domestic plant. The
only way domestic sellers can prohibit
the importation of a good many cloths
is to get busy and produce attractive

ideas just as quickly as foreign sellers.

In addition, there is one point which

Weave Plan.

should be mentioned, and this is that
domestic sellers do not acquaint buy-
ers with the styles which they can
produce in a general manner.
Foreign selling conditions make

this problem somewhat easier than
it is in the domestic market, be-
sides the production of fancy fabrics
is an elder business, and the styles
which various mills can produce are
better known, but there should be
some method by which buyers will

become more familiar with the styles
which domestic mills can produce.
Domestic buyers depend to a great
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extent upon the cloth broker as to mestic fabrics, and often identical

where a cloth can be obtained, but this fabrics are being sold, both imported

method has its failings, though it muse ^^^ domestic, whereas if a domestic

be said it is not due to inability upon seller had been closer to buyers, and

the part of the cloth broker, but ratuex they had been more familiar with his

a lack of knowledge on the part of the styles, the importation of the cloth

buyer, inasmuch as foreign fabrics are would not have been possible. The
pften purchased when they could be method of obtaining the yarn weights

obtained at a lower price from a do-
f^^^

the weight of the cloth is as fol-

mestic seller. lows:

As long as there is a difference in 3, 192 ends -r- (50/i x 840) = .0760 weight

selling price in favor of domestic man- 10% Takiul)''fn "wJa^nT
ufacturers, and this appears to be the .otijo --- .9 = .0844, total weight of warp per

general condition upon many of the 62'p?ck.?x^3ft-3 " reed width x 36"
fabrics which we have investigated, it = 1.963

would seem as if domestic sellers ,,^^/,o ^f f^u^r^t^"^^^ ,ro,./i
, , , . £c i. i.

yards of filling per yard.
would make a greater effort to pro- i,963 -^ (840 x 45/1) = .0519, weight of

duce the exclusive styles which for- ^,^trV^'illo''T%m = .1798 weight of
eign sellers manage to distribute. mercerized fining.

There undoubtedly has been a great 0844 + .0519 + .1798 = .316I, total weight

amount of progress in the style of do- i.oo1)V^'" 3161 = 3.16 yards per pound.

PATTERN.
2 2

50/1 Am. combed warp — 3,128 — = 3,192 total ends.
IG 16

45/1 Am. combed filling, hard twist 2 c io^ t^+„i ^i«i,„
26/2 Eg. combed filling, mercerized 2 i

^^^ ^°^^' picKs,

50 reed, 31 2-3" width in reed. 27%" finished width.
115 X 124 finished count.

YARNS.
ILiabor,

Cotton. waste, etc.

50/1 Am combed warp; 1%" staple; 10 hank dou. rov., 19y2C. 16c. = 35^c.
45/1 Am. combed, H. T. ; 1%" staple; 10 hank dou. rov., 17c. 21c. = 38c.
26/2 Eg. combed; 1%" staple; 5^^ hank dou. rov., 22c. 19 ^^c. = 41 %c.

COST.
3,192 ends 50/1 Am. combed warp + 10% take-up = .0844 @ 35'?^c. = % .0300
62 picks 45/1 Am. combed filling, hard twist = .0519 @ 38c. = .0197
62 picks 26/2 Eg. combed filling, mercerized = .1798 @ 41%c. = .0746

Weaving .0376
Expenses .0360

$ .1979
Selling (grey) .0040

Total mill cost (grey) $.2019,
Mill selling price (about) $ .2400
Bleaching, finishing, etc .0250
Converters expenses .0225

Converters total cost % .2875

Converters selling price (about) .3400
Retailers selling price .5000

Yaras per pound 3.16 (grey).

FIGURES FOR IMPORTED FABRIC.
English selling price (about) $ .3750
Rate of duty 30%
Importers selling price .6250
importing expenses 8%
Retai' price $1.00

-•-

QTPTDPn TTQQTTl? ^^ rapidly during the past few years,
ululllIiU liuuUJj and relates largely to the production

of novelty fabrics which sell for com-
A situation which has not been of paratively high prices. In this connec-

especially great importance in the tion, it may be well to take up a few
past, but which must be faced in the of the features which distinguish do-
future, is the one which has develop- mestic manufacturing from that of
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foreign countries, to a certain extent.

In the first place, foreign makers
usually accomplish only one part in

the production of a finished material,

that is, a certain manufacturer will
have a spinning plant and produce yarn
for the market, another will purchase
this yarn and weave it into various
styles of cloth, while still another will

finish the fabric in whatever manner
seems most desirable at the time.
Thus the industry, or a large portion
of it is subdivided. This method is

more suitable when a great variety
of cloths are to be produced, inas-
much as it allows a greater flexibility

in the organization and permits a
manufacturer to go into business in a
comparatively small way.
With the domestic industry, condi-

tions are largely different, inasmuch
as many plants are entirely complete,
making the yarn, weaving the cloth
and finishing it. This does not apply
to many of the grey cloth mills whose
material is finished in a different
plant, due to the many finishes which
are necessary, and also because of
the great variety of fabrics produced.
Because of the

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING,
it is not so possible for a plant to be
started in a small way, and is of de-
cided disadvantage where novelty
cloths are to be produced. The do-
mestic manufacturer has used every
effort to build up the business for
quantity production, and while this is

of great advantage in keeping down
costs, it does not allow style to be-
come of as great importance as it oth-
erwise would. Thus, in the foreign
market it is possible for a buyer to

obtain as small a quantity as eight
pieces or 320 yards of any ordinary
fancy fabric, while it usually is not
possible in the domestic market for a
purchaser to secure any fewer than
300 pieces or 18,000 yards. Possibly
in the majority of cases the smallest
amount of fancy cloth which a domes-
tic manufacturer will sell is 500 pieces
or about 30,000 yards. This state-
ment, of course, refers to the ordi-
nary fancy fabric known as grey
cloth.

That there is a large field develop-
ing in which novelty cloths are in de-
mand is recognized by those who han-
dle fancy cloths, but the industry
is so organized that there is small op-
portunity of attempting such produc-
tion. A buyer may be able to dis-

tribute from 10 to 50 pieces of fancy
cloth at almost any price which might
be named, whereas it would be abso-
lutely impossible for him to dispose of
from 300 to 500 pieces, the normal
quantity demanded by a domestic pro-
ducer. This is one of the important
features which must be considered in

regard to fabric importations,
Tor quantity enters into the consider-
ation as well as price. Then, there is

the question of style. A good many
purchasers desire to handle fabrics
which they are absolutely certain oth-
ers are not offering, and often are will-

ing to pay a higher price to obtain
small quantities of novelty cloth.

Whether such cloth is better than that
which others are offering at a relative
price is not considered at all, but
rather the fact that they can place
large emphasis upon the exclusive-
ness of the cloths they have for sale.

One of the great reasons why this

kind of manufacturing has not de-
veloped in the domestic market is

through a lack of ability in cloth mak-
ing and styling. In order to success-
fully produce high-class fabrics a
great deal of ability and ingenuity are
required, and not only this but a pro-

ducer must be familiar to a greater or
less extent with the various kinds of

textile fibres and their combinations.
Foreign manufacturers of this charac-
ter use cotton, wool and silk freely in

their productions, and in order to get
the best results experience is neces-
sary. The domestic industry has
grown so fast that there absolutely
is not a sufficient number of expert
men to operate all of the present
plants in a fairly economical manner.
For any man who is capable of going
into a small business, such as the
making of high-class, exclusive fab-

rics, there is a much larger opportu-
nity in running some of the mills

which are not especially successful
to-day, and the recompense is un-
doubtedly greater than could be ma4e
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from the operation of a small plant
with little capital. This is

NOT ALWAYS THE CASE,
inasmuch as certain small plants on
novelty fabrics do make very large
profits, but it is generally true. It is

also a fact that anyone who makes
novelty cloths in the domestic market
(Vill have to get off from the beaten
track, and this causes fear and trem-
bling among those who are not pos-
sessed ot a large amount of ability

in overcoming difficult situations.

There is one thing certain, and this

is that it will never be a practical

thing to produce certain of the high-
class fabrics in the domestic mills as

they are now organized, inasmuch as
the detail is so great that it would up-
set the processes and cause large in-

world for the building of small plants
in which expensive cloths are to be
made. We believe that this will be
the next step in the development of

the domestic industry, and the ones
who successfully work out the prob-
lem will undoubtedly obtain large re-

wards in comparison with the caiJ.lal

necessary for operation. The large
plant is equipped to make staples, al-

though there are many fancy fabrics
which come in this classilication, but
for the new expensive materials which
sell, especially because of style, there
must be a new development with
small units as a basis.

The fabric which we are to con-
sider, and which is illustrated by the
garment here presented, is one of

the cloths that can be produced in a

fiptl'iWIl

iiiisffiii iiiiiiSiH

Striped Tissue.

creases in cost on other fabrics which
are not justified. To make such a
business successful it must be run in

a small way, and one man must be
in much more intimate touch with ev-
erything in the operation of the plant

than can ever happen in most of the
domestic concerns.
Judging from the industry

as now operated, it would
seem ps if the making of many of the
exclusive fabrics was prohibited, and
although this is true to an extent,

there is every opportunity in the

small way, but which shows quite a

HIGH RANGE OF PROFIT

to the maker. It is not always ex-
pensive fabrics that contain compli-
cated weaves, although a good many
of them do at present. The fabric

considered is only a plain weave
cloth, and it rs the combination of fi-

bres and colors which makes it at-

tractive. A short time ago, voiles

were in good demand, enormous
quantities having been produced, and
although these materials were desirable
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the quantity produced was such that a
change in demand occurred. This
change, however, did not elim-
inate certain of the fabrics or
ideas which are used in the production
of voiles, and it is likely that many
somewhat similar fabrics will be con-
tinually in use; in fact, prominent
sellers predicted that voiles would be
absolutely worthless the present year.
Nevertheless certain mills have had
quite a quantity of orders on these
very cloths and undoubtedly will an-
other season. This will occur be-
cause the fabric seems more desirable
than other materials for certain uses,

and some people will not consider that
the fabric is not especially stylish, but
rather that it is attractive. A certain
amount of voile cloths are being made
in a low quality and sold at a re-

duced price, but they represent in no
way the fabrics which will have a
continual demand. There are

CERTAIN FEATURES
in the cloth analyzed which are worth
mentioning. The first is that the
warp is exactly similar to that in an
ordinary colored yarn voile cloth.

The count is rather low, just the
same as for a voile, and the yarns
are made in a manner somewhat alike.

Naturally, the use of bleached and
dyed yarns causes a greater amount
of labor and a higher expense than
if a grey yarn voile were being pro-
duced, but this is a manufacturing
feature, and there is no great diffi-

culty in the method of producing. Or-
dinary voiles are of rather light

weight, but in m.ost instances they
are not firm, and in certain cloths firm-
ness is rather desirable. If any
greater number of picks than are
used in an ordinary voile cloth be in-

troduced, the firmness will be in-

creased, but the desirable open-
work effect will be largely lost. To
make a light-weight effect and still

have a firm fabric there has been used
for filling a silk yarn. This silk yarn
makes a light fabric, but does not de-
tract at all from the voile effect. An
ordinary silk yarn when reeled is full

of gum, the amount varying some-
what, due to different conditions. Silk
un4er this condition is not ver^ lus-

trous, although it is smooth and
much finer than most cotton yarns.
The luster appears when the yarn is

boiled out and the gum either par-
tially or wholly removed.

In order to make the crisp

VOILE EFFECT
and have no luster, this fabric

has been woven with silk which has
not been degummed. This is not a gen-
eral practice, but it shows how vari-

ous fibres and ideas must be combin-
ed in order to produce certain effects

which seem desirable at any time.
There is some advantage in using
a fine silk which is not lustrous fof

filling yarns, as it allows warp stripes

to be more prominent. In the fabric

under discussion the colored stripes

appear almost as if they had been
printed, a process in which the fibres

are entirely covered with color on the
face. If ordinary white filling had
been used, the colored stripe would
have been practically half white,
thereby creating a somewhat differ-

ent effect, and if the filling had been
entirely colored, one stripe would
have been of a solid color, while the
white stripe would have been practi-

cally half colored. The practice of

using a silk which is not degummed
is sometimes adopted in making very
light fabrics in which luster is unde-
sirable.

Sometimes a silk warp is used with
cotton filling and at other times a
cotton warp is used with a silk fill-

ing. The fact that the silk contains
gum gives the fabric a rather crisp
feel, and the material is usually print-

ed with all-over patterns of
various kinds. Such printed pat-
terns do not often appear well on
heavier fabrics, and the reason why
silk is used is to make a very light

material with better results. We have
explained at various times the fea-

tures of interest in the pro-
duction of voile cloths; that
is, that the yam contains a
standard of twist much higher than
that of ordinary yarn, a standard
Avhlch often varies from 6i^ to 10
times the square root of the yarn
number. This extra twist causes the
yaru to contract quite a little fWi4
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makes the yardage per pound lower

than it otherwise would be. It also

makes the yarn much weaker than

it normally is, and due to the large

amount of twist, a steaming or siz-

ing process must be adopted to elim-

inate the kinking up of the yarn.

Yarns which are used in voiles must
be made of good cotton and spun well
to give the best results. This may
be observed through the fact that
certain makers have had large or-

ders for voile cloths during recent
years, while others have never been
able to obtain as large orders or as
satisfactory prices. Often yarns
which are used in voiles are gassed,
a process by which projecting fibres

are removed, making the yarn like

small rods. Sometimes voile cloths
are piece mercerized, this process giv-
ing a certain amount of luster which
makes the material more desirable, al-

though it does not produce a luster to
compare with that in a yarn which
contains what is called soft twist.

Many of the fabrics which are
made in cotton mills and which con-
tain silk are under the new tariff

classified in the "silk schedule," and
obtain comparatively high rates of

protection, allowing a great many of

them to be made satisfactorily in

domestic mills. Take the fabric un-
der discussion. Without doubt upon
the lowest cost in a foreign mill the
domestic maker would obtain far more
protection than his entire cost of

manufacturing, excluding the material.
This occurs through the proportion of

silk used in the fabric making. Most
of the silk and cotton fabrics produced
in cotton mills are thus

HIGHLY PROTECTED,
and few of such fabrics can be im-
ported unless the foreign maker plans
the material to be in chief value of

cotton, which allows only a compara-
tively small amount of silk to be
used. Fabrics of a novelty character
can often be sold direct to large re-

tailers, or in any case, more direct

than those which are made in larger

quantities, and the advance in price

sometimes does not appear so great

as it does on other lines of fabrics.

Take ordinary silk cloths such as are

produced in large quantities. It of-

ten happens that a cloth which costs

about 60 cents to manufacture is re-

tailed at $1.25 regularly or even less.

This is only about 100 per cent ad-
vance on the cost of making. Pos-
sibly the majority of fancy cotton
cloths show an advance of

anywhere from 250 to 300 per cent;
and many of them as much as 500
per cent advance on the cost of mak-
ing. There are very few of the
high-class silk fabrics which show as
great advances as fancy cotton fab-
rics do when the price to consumers
and the cost of manufacturing is con-
sidered.

The domestic manufacturer of fancy
fabrics produces them in a very effi-

cient manner; in fact, it is doubted
whether foreign makers can approach
the costs of some of the domestic
makers on a good many materials,
but where the difference occurs is in

the

COST OF DISTRIBUTION.

For a good many mills competition
has forced prices to about as low a
level as can occur and allow a suffi-

cient margin of profit, and any fur-

ther steps will force manufacturers
to protect themselves and go into dis-

tributing their cloth themselves. This
may not mean selling to the consumer
direct, for such a method is not gen-
erally possible, but it does mean that
manufacturers will adopt some meth-
od by which their fabrics will be-
come known to consumers and where-
by they will have something to say
regarding the prices at which their
materials are sold. If prices are not
lowered their going into distribution
will allow them to obtain certain of

the large profits which are now ob-
tained by others. The development
of fancy cloth making in small quan-
tities has yet to occur in the domestic
market, but when it does occur the
n:ethods of distribution will be watch-
ed carefully and without doubt larger
manufacturers will profit by them.
The method of obtaining the yarn
weights is as follow^:
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1,552 ends -h (100/2 X 840) = .0370, welarht warp per yard of woven cloth.
of white warp without take-up. 80 picks X 49 1^" width in reed X 36" _

4% take-up in weaving. 777,
' ~"

.0370 -i- .96 = .0385, total weight of white yards of filling per yard of cloth.
warp per yard of woven cloth. 3,960 -^ 225,000 yards (silk) = .0176. total

1,470 ends -^ (100/2 X 840) = .0350, weight weight of filling per yard of woven cloth.
of colored warp without take-up. .0385 + .0365 -f .0176 = .0926, total weight

4% take-up in weaving. per yard.
.0350 -f- .96 = .0365, total weight of colored 1.0000 -f- .0926 = 10.80 yards per lb.

PATTERN.
100/2 Sea Island combed white I 48 I I I 14 I I I 48 I = 1,552
100/2 Sea Island combed colored 1 | 1 14

| I
14 | I I = 1,470

104 X ».022
18/20 silk filling; 80 picks per inch.
60 reed, 49%" width in reed, 47" finished width.

64 X 80 finished count.

YARNS.
Labor, waste,

twisting.
Cotton, dyeing, etc.

100/2 S. I. combed white; 1%" staple; 20 hank dou. rov., 28i4c. 59c. = 87%c.
100/2 S. I. combed colored; 1%" staple; 20 hank dou. rov., 28%c. 65c. = 93%c.
18/20 silk filling; 225,000 yards per lb. (ready for use) = $4.10

COST.
1,652 ends 100/2 Sea Island white -f 4% take-up = .0385 @ 87 %c. = $ .0336
1,470 ends 100/2 Sea Island colored + 4% take-up ^ .0365 @ 93%c, = .0341
80 picks 18/20 silk filling = .0176® $4.10 = .0722

Weaving .0483
Expenses 0252

$ .2134
Finishing 0075

% .2209
Selling 0111

Mill cost $.2320
Plain weave.
Yards per pound 10.80.
Retail price $1 per yard.

ARTIFICIAL SILK NOVELTY

DRESS GOODS

There is a greater amount of in-

terest in fancy cloth making at pres-
ent in regard to the possibilities in
use of artificial silk than there is
in about any other feature which
makes cloth salable. The method of
making and characteristics of artifi-

cial silk have been described in these
columns quite extensively in the past,
and there is little to be said as far as
the cloth maker is concerned, inas-
much as he is interested in a(iapting
this material to his fabrics rather than
In the original production of the fibre.

There are certain features which
make artificial silk desirable in fabrics
and there are other features which,
from a manufacturing standpoint,
make it rather undesirable.
Possibly the fact that it loses strength

very extensively when moistened
has been mentioned as prominently
as any other characteristic, but the
method which has been used by fab-

ric makers in adapting this material

to their cloths causes this item to be
of comparatively small importance,
in fact, so far as the ultimate consum-
er is concerned, the fibre might just

about as well be artificial silk as the
real article. Then there are disad-
vantages in the use of this material
by a manufacturer. The fibre is quite

slippery and rather stiff, in some in-

stances being undesirable from such
cause.
Then, it also is not made in as fine

sizes as silk or if made, it is not a
practical thing from the standpoint
of most manufacturers. Because the
yarn is of quite heavy size it is im-
possible to use it in certain fine fab-
rics, that is, the heavy yarn will not
weave satisfactorily in a fine reed.

The passing of the reed back and
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forth causes the yarn to wear and it

loses strength, thus causing break-
ages. This

FRAYING PROCESS
also causes fibres to be worn so that
they project from the main strand
of yarn and this is sometimes ob-
jectionable. There are very many
fabrics, however, in which artificial

silk in ordinary sizes can be used
successfully. Everyone realizes that
many cloths have been in demand
which have had a rather low count,
such as voiles, crepes, and various
kinds of eponge cloths.

In these materials artificial silk has
been used quite extensively and will
be used in similar cloths much more
so in the future. Recently, we were
shown a cloth in which a double nov-
elty yam was used, one of the
strands being a nub yarn composed
entirely of artificial silk. The do-
mestic manufacturer has to consider
very seriously the fact that he can-
not afford to use very much extra
labor in his fabric making, even on
the extreme novelties which are pro-
duced in the market. For this reason,
it is impossible to use artificial silk

in fabrics here as extensively as it is

in foreign countries, but it is undoubt-
edly possible to use a much greater
quantity than is at present noted.
When a real silk is being used of a
coarse size there are very many in-

stances where an artificial silk could
be substituted to advantage not only
so far as the price is concerned, but
also in regard to the ease of pro-
duction.

VALUE OF SMALL DETAILS.
One of the great reasons why many

foreign fancy fabrics appear better
than domestic cloths of a similar
character is because of the greater
care used in cloth construction and
in placing the weave upon the fabric.

Due to a greater amount of expe-
rience, and a greater production on
fancy fabrics, the foreign manufac-
turer has developed ideas, which as
yet are often submerged in the quan-
tity production methods adopted gen-
erally in domestic mills. Take the
fabric which we have analyzed for

an example. There are certain arti-

ficial silk yarns which can be regularly

obtained in the market, but there is

not the wide variety of sizes which
can be found in cotton yarns. Unless
the correct size of cotton yarn is used
in combination with the artificial silk

it will not produce especially attrac-
tive results. Often fabrics are made
where the various yarns used do not
combine in the manner best suited to

produce the most attractive results.

Another feature which is often lost

sight of is the fact that

A GOOD SELVAGE
on a piece of cloth will make it appear
much better and sometimes bring a
higher price. It is not always neces-
sary that the selvage be a wide one,

but rather that it combines well with
the cloth and does not have a ragged
or uneven appearance. There are
many cloths produced which would
appear far better if the yarns in the
selvage were reeded differently. The
weave also should be adapted to the
cloth construction. There are many
converters in the domestic market
who will have a certain fabric made
by the mill and it will appear entirely

satisfactory. Afterwards, they will

pick out various designs to be used
upon this ground cloth and the results

will not be as attractive as was ex-
pected.

It is absolutely impossible to place

a weave upon a cloth and expect it to

appear exactly as well as some other
weave does, inasmuch as the combina-
tion is not the same and the

CLOTH CONSTRUCTION
and weave combination make the re-

sults somewhat different. We have
seen many instances where purchas-
ers applied new weaves to fabrics

formerly handled, and because the
results were not at all like those pre-

viously obtained, have criticized the
mill severely, claiming that the cotton
used, the method of making, or cloth

construction was changed in order to

make a higher profit, while such was
not the case. There are very few
reliable cotton manufacturers who
manipulate their fabrics when sample
pieces have been made and supplied

to buyers. It will be noted that the
weave of the cloth shows the artificial

silk to advantage and some other
method might not hav^ been nearly so
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satisfactory. It will also be seen that

THE WEAVE HAS MUCH TO DO
with the cloth effect which has been
obtained. In each stripe the three
cotton threads weave exactly the
same, namely plain weave, while the
two threads of silk weave the same
in most instances. This allows the
various threads to slide together, and
the fact that the plain weave in the
different stripes changes holds the
stripes apart and creates a regular
ODen space. Naturally, this open
space is originally created by having
an empty dent in the reed, but un-
less the cloth construction is correct
and the weave used one which corre-
sponds, the various threads will spread

ability, the construction and design
can be adapted more satisfactorily

and much better results produced.
Attractiveness is one of the main fea-

tures to be considered in high-class
cotton fabrics and it pays to place
emphasis upon the details when the
cloth is being planned. Often, the
effects of good yarn and good weav-
ing are more than counteracted by a
small amount of carelessness in mak-
ing the design.

HIGH-CLASS YARN A NECESSITY.
We do not believe there are many

in the market who realize the great
advance which has occurred during
the past five years in the quality of

the yarn which is used in many of

Artificial Silk Novelty Dress Goods.

radically when the cloth is being fin-

ished and no open spaces will appear.
In a good many openwork fabrics,

A SMALL LENO THREAD
is used alongside of the stripes in

order to hold them firmly in place,
this being noted more particularly
when the stripes are wide. In certain
instances, it has been known that
manufacturers have used silk for
stripes or checks and then eaten out
this silk in order to create clear open-
work effects. This method, however,
is not generally used because of the
cost. A very small amount of extra
labor, and oftentimes through no ex-
tra labor but rather through more

the high- class domestic fabrics. This
statement does not mean that there
is not still a large field for improve-
ment, but rather that results are much
better than formerly. There never
has been any great amount of criti-

cism regarding the strength of most
domestic yarns, but there has been a
great deal of criticism regarding their
regularity. Domestic makers use
much longer staples and more twist
for their yarns than do foreign mak-
ers and this accounts for the greater
strength even though the yarn is not
so good in appearance. One reason
why the yarns made in domestic
mills are better than they were is
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because makers have been forced in-

to producing better materials or else
lose a portion of their business.

Voiles and many other fabrics of a
similar character have been in large
demand and unless high-class yarns
were used results were not especially
attractive. A great deal of criticism
has been noted in regard to the finish

applied to fabrics by finishers of do-
mestic cloths. It may be that such
parties are partly responsible for the
finish being less desirable than on
foreign fabrics, but manufacturers
themselves are also partly to blame.
It is not possible to obtain as good a
finish on a fabric in which uneven
yarns are used as it is on one in which
the yarns are very regular, and this is

one of the reasons why many foreign
fabrics take a better finish. Mule
spinning and a larger amount of labor
have a tendency to produce yarn of a
regular character, while quantity pro-
duction and ring spinning do not tend
to make yarn of an especially high
quality. As long as quantity rather
than quality is the item of importance,
just so long will the finish of domestic
fabrics be criticized when compared
with certain foreign materials.

EASY DESIGN FOR SAMPLE.
There are a great many, having

had little experience in the matter,
who consider that the making of de-
signs on most jacquard cotton fabrics
is a much more difficult process than
the making of designs for fancy dobby
cloths. This is not true in a majority
of instances, and the fabric which we
are considering is a good illustration

of the simpleness of design work for

many materials. Without doubt, an
ordinary workman could complete a
design such as is noted on the cloth
considered in an hour's time or even
less. It is not necessary to paint in

the entire weave, but rather it is only
essential to paint in the portions of

the weave where the artificial silk

floats on the surface. The plain

weave ground can be entirely omitted
and introduced by the party who
places the weave upon the cards.

It may be well to note that the arti-

ficial silk floats for an odd number of

picks in every case when the flgure

is being "made. This is necessary be-

cause of the plain weave on the other
threads in the cloth. Sometimes it is

rather

DIFFICULT FOR A BEGINNER
to understand this fact, but by paint-
ing in the ground weave around a
figure it is easy enough to see how
the floats all become odd numbers.
The total cost for design, cards and
other features for a fabric such as
the one considered is not over one-
tenth of a cent per yard added to the
total cost of making. Of course, a
cloth with a greater number of picks
per inch, or one upon which a great
deal more labor was expended in de-
sign making, would cost much larger
amount, but for many cloths the cost
is of minor importance. The weave
and cloth construction have teen con-
sidered sufficiently in this material,
for the best results have been ob-
tained. Many fabrics of a similar
character have been sold which do not
compare at all with the one con-
sidered.

PRODUCTION AND PROFITS.

One feature which has appealed
particularly to manufacturers of voiles

and similar cloths is that there has
been quite a satisfactory amount of

profit in their making. This is true
at present on all of the good grades,
and was previously true even upon
most of the lower grades. This sat-

isfactory profit has resulted because
the materials contain a comparatively
small number of picks per inch, and
there was a large yardage produced
per loom and a low weaving and ex-

pense cost. The material or the yarn
which was used in such a fabric

form a much larger proportion of the
total cost than it did on many fabrics

which had been previously made, and
for this reason, there was a greater op-
portunity to obtain a higher profit. A
very small amount per yard creates a
satisfactory dividend because the total

amount is quite large, due to the
amount of cloth which can be woven.
Naturally, the demand for the material
was partly responsible for the large

PROFITS WHICH MANY SECURED.
An item which is seldom considered

at all by manufacturers, and by those
who do consider it not in an accurate
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enough manner, is that which refers

to the profits that should be secured
on different fabrics. The method most
Erenerally adopted in fancy cloth mak-
ing is to figure profits upon a basis of
a certain amount per loom per week.
If a fabric produces one hundred yards
per week and a manufacturer desires
to make $2 per loom per week, the
practice is to quote a price which
shows about 2 cents per yard profit.

This method is approximately correct
for fabrics which make it possible for
all the machinery in a plant to be
operated, but this is seldom noted on
most fancy cloths.

Let us illustrate this point a little

more clearly. A fancy mill is planned
to make a certain kind of cloths, and
has a layout with a special number
of preparatory machines and a cer-
tain number of spindles per loom. Let
us say that a mill contains 40 spindles
per loom, which would be satisfactory
for many fancy cloths. Recently,
many mills have made single yarn
voiles and also large quantities of
crepes and other

SPECIAL YARN MATERIALS.
On many of these cloths almost twice
as many spindles per loom are neces-
sary as for ordinary work, and still

no change is made in the amount
which a manufacturer expects to make
on the loom basis. This is an in-

correct method, because it will not
produce the profits which a manufac-
turer desires, the loom either earning
more or less than the manufacturer
has planned. When a greater number
of spindles are necessary to produce
the yarn for the loom than was
planned, the profits are not enough to
take care of the spindles and other
machinery which are necessary or idle

through the cToth being made.
If less spindles per loom are being

used the loom is earnins: more than
it should to create the dividends ex-
pected. There should also be some
provision made for the different kinds
of looms employed. It is not a cor-
rect policy to expect a jacnuard box
loom to earn money at the same basic
rate as does a dobhy or a plain loom,
although this method is in more or
less general use. Manufacturers have
claimed that this policy Is necessary.

inasmuch as jacquard loom fabrics are

sold upon practically the same basis

as dobby materials, but the outlay

necessary to produce jacquard cloth is

somewhat greater and for this reason
the amount obtained per yard should
be varied accordingly. Much more
care is being given to these items than
previously, and the time will come
when manufacturers will know more
B ccurately just what their various
machines are earning.

TARIFF ON ARTIFICIAL SILK.

In regard to fabrics in which artifi-

cial silk has been used, there is quite

a little discussion being heard and
some uncertainty in regard to the
rates of duty. The fact that provision
was made for artificial silk and arti-

ficial silk fabrics in the silk schedule,
but that no provision was made in the
cotton schedule, is a subject for criti-

cism. Wlien a fabric is woven from
artificial silk, and the value of the
p^tificial silk is greater than the other
materials used, the fabric is classified

in the silk schedule and the rate of

duty is 60 per cent. When there is a
greater amount of value of cotton
varn in the fabric, the material is

^"assed in the cotton schedule and the
rate of dutv is 30 per cent. This is

a wide variation and will undoubt-
edly cause quite a little trouble
when the fabric is anywhere near the
dividing line. The reason the rate

of duty is 30 per cent is because no
special provision was made for this

sort of cloth and it is classified under
catch-all paragraph No. 266.

Take the fabric which we have
analyzed for an example. A mill

which purchases fine yarns in order
to make a cloth of this character
would cause the fabric to be in the
cotton classification, whereas if the
artificial silk was handled an exces-
sive number of times, or if only small
quantities were purchased, the fabric

would, from a mann^irturir.g sta'td-

point, be in chief value of artificial

silk. Then, many of th'^s;e fabrics are
piece-dved rather thnn yarn-dyed.
The losses in fiTiishing are not the
same for artificial and for real silk,

and the basis which is used for or-

dirta^v silk cannot be used at all in

making a correct estimate regarding
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chief values. A fabric in which the

chief value is cotton, and in which
a dobby weave has been used, will

have no lower rate of duty than if a

fancy jacquard weave had been used,

inasmuch as the rate of duty for both

will be 30 per cent.

This is not correct theoretically, be-

cause

ORDINARY COTTON FABRICS

with a dobby weave are assessed ac-

cording to their yarn size, but a

similar fabric with a jacquard weave
is 30 per cent. A fabric in which a

single thread of artificial silk is used

will carry as high a rate of duty as

one in which quite a large portion of

artificial silk has been used, and this

t>eoretically is not correct and will un-

doubtedly cause quite a large amount
of silk to be used when any kind of

a novelty fabric is to be made. Under

the present tariff law there seems to

be very little equality in the various

rates for different kinds of cloth,

the discrepancies undoubtedly being

greater in number than were noted

under the previous tariff law. The
method of obtaining the weights of

yarn and the weight of the cloth as

it is produced by the loom is a com-
paratively simple process and is as
follows:

1,542 ends -i- (100/2 X 840) = .0367. weight
of cotton warp without take-up.

12% take-up in weaving.
.0367 H- .88 = .0417, total weight of cotton
warp per woven yard.

964 ends -4- 30,000 yards = .0321, weight of
art. silk without take-up.

6% take-up in weaving.
.0321 -^ .94 = .0342, total weight of art.

siik per woven yard.
52 picks X 441/2" width in reed X 36"

= 2.314
36"

yards of filling per yard.
2,314 ^ (100/2 X 840) = .0551, total weight

of filling per woven yard.
.0417 -f .0342 + .0551 = .1310. total weight

per yard.
1.0000 -f- .1310 = 7.63 yards per pound

(grey).

100/2 S. I. combed, hard twist

150 Denier artificial silk

PATTERN.

1 1

1 1

1,542

964

Beam 1.

Beam 2.

100/2 S.
33 reed;

100/2 S.

100/2 S.

482 X

I. combed, hard twist; 52 picks.
44V2" width in reed, 41" grey width, 39

H

64 X 52 finished count, over all.

YARNS.

I. combed warp, 1%" staple. 20 hank dou. rov.,
I. combed filling, 1%" staple, 20 hank dou. rov.

2,506 total ends.

finished width.

150 Denier art. silk, 30,000 yards per lb.

Cotton.
28 %c.
281^0.

Labor,
waste, twist-

ing, etc.
53%c.
47y4C.

82y.c.
75%c.
$2.15

1,542 ends 100/2 S. I. combed warp + 12% take-up = .0417 @ 82^c. = $ .0343
964 ends 150 Denier art. silk + 6% take-up = .0342 @ $2.15 = .0736
52 picks 100/2 S. I. combed filling = .0551 @ 75%c. = .0418

Weaving .0316
Expenses .0164

$ .1977
Selling (grey) .0040

Mill cost (grey) $ .2017
Mill price (about) $ .2200
Cost of dyeing and finishing .0350
Converter's expenses .0200

Converter's cost $ .2750
Selling price (about) .3350
Retail price . .5000

Foregoing prices estimated on domesti*^ basis of direct selling
Actual retail price $1 per yard, imported.
Rate of duty 30%.
Yards per pound 7.68 (frey).
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SWIVEL DOTTED SWISS

A variety of cotton fabric which is

gradually becoming of greater impor-
tance in textile distribution is that

class of materials which are known as
swivel fabrics. These are not pro-

duced in the domestic market to any
extent; in fact, it is probable that no
more than one or two mills are capa-
ble of making such fabrics at all.

There is a good reason why such a
condition exists, mainly being that
jacquard work represents the highest
type of ordinary woven fabric which
can be made, and swivel work
is intricate jacquard weaving.
Because of the newness of the

is a wide variety of figures of a much
more intricata character, which are
regularly produced, though their con-
struction varies according to the style

of figure in demand.
Because there are very few looms

capable of producing similar fabrics

in the domestic market, most of such
cloth is made injoreign mills, though
it is very probable that there will be
an increase in the domestic produc-
tion in the near future. As a general
thing, swivel fabrics made from cotton
are used for waists, dresses and other
similar purposes where an expensive
and rather light fabric is desirable.

Due to the method of producing, the
labor and expense cost of making
these fabrics is much higher than it

Double Shuttle Swivel Fabric.

^HtPiiii;

domestic fancy goods industry, there
really has been very little time
for the development of fancy jacquard
weaves, inasmuch as simple jacquard
fabrics are not produced in as large
amounts as might be possible. Fab-
rics made by the swivel mechanism
are oftentimes composed entirely of
silk, but there are certain styles of
cloth which are

MADE ENTIRELY FROM COTTON,
and which have a wide distribution.
Possibly, fabrics similar to that ana-
lyzed illustrate the largest selling
lines of swivel production, but there

is in practically all lines of domestic
made fabrics.

It is probable that in most cotton
swivel fabrics the material used forms
less than 25 per cent of the total cost
with labor and other items constitut-
ing the remaining cost. The main
characteristic of most swivel fabrics
is a very light ground decorated with
relatively heavy spots or figures. In

a good many instances, the fabrics
are used as overdresses, with the fig-

ures showing contrast with the ground
cloth, and also with the underdress.

In a general way there are three
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methods which are largely used in

decorating a light fabric ground with
an extra figure. First, is the method
ordinarily knov/n as box loom work,
in ^.hich an extra filling of a heavy
character is inserted for the whole
width of the cloth, and when the
weaving operation is completed a por-

tion of the extra heavy filling is

sheared away, leaving only the light

ground cloth with heavy interwoven
figures. These box loom figures are
made on a wide variety of fabrics, but
can usually be distinguished very
easily. A second method of produc-
tion is that ordinarily known as lappet
work. In this method an extra mo-
tion is attached to the loom lay. In
this extra motion there are a certain
number of needles which project down-
ward, the number of needles depend-
ing upon the pattern being woven, and
these needles containing ends of yarn
are moved backward and forward as
the pattern is made. Sometimes the
patterns are trailing ones, while in

other instances they are various kinds
of spots.

In the first case shearing is not nec-
essary, while in the second case, a
succeeding process is necessary to cut
away the loose thread which is noted
because a single thread continues to

form succeeding spots and passes
from one to the other. This kind of
woven figure can be easily distin-

guished from a box loom woven figure,

because each spot is made from a
single thread, whereas this does not
occur when a box loom is used. It is,

however, not so easy to distinguish
certain kinds of lannet work from cer-

tain kinds of swivel work, though, in
the maioritv of instancps tViorp Is no
question regarding the method of pro-
duction. Wherever a certain type of
figure can be produced by either Ian-

pet or swivel motion, the difference in

method used can be noted through the
irregularity in lanpet motion opera-
tion as seen in the woven doth and
also by the fact that the ends of the
sheared lapnet snot are practiralW al-

ways on the fare of the material,
whereas, on swivel work they are on
the back of the cloth. Swivel work is

not only the most expensive method
of making decorated cloths, such as

are described, but is also best, though
the most compli ated method.

COST OF PRODUCTION.
The various methods in relation to

cost of production are, first, lappet;
second, box loom work, and third,

swivel work. The various swivel fig-

ures as woven are made as exact as
any jacquard woven figures; in fact,

the jacquard motion is responsible for
the interweaving of a swivel yarn and
the motion can be depended upon to
produce exactly the same effect in ev-
ery repeat of the pattern. To a cer-
tain extent swivel work appears some-
what similar to lappet. There is ordi-
narily only one thread used in making
each figure, that is, if only one bank
of swivel shuttles be used, and the
swivel yarn does not pass across the
entire warp, but rather interweaves
where the figure is being formed. In
swivel work there is a small spool of
yarn used for each swivel shuttle,
whereas in ordinary lappet work, all

of the various threads forming similar
figures are nlaced unon a large snool
which is placed upon the loom frame.
There are a good many consumers
who do not distinguish between swivel
and embrolderea cloths. In a swivel
woven fabric the ends which decorate
the cloth are always in a horizontal
position, because the swivel shuttles
operate in a similar manner to ordi-
nary loom shuttles, while in an em-
broidered fabric the yarn which deco-
rates the fabric is likely to be at any
angle to the warp and filling, accord-
ing to the pattern which is being
made.

METHOD OF OPERATION.
To a good many, especially in the

domestic market, the method by
which r.wivel patterns are made is not
especially clear, and while it is not
possible to give any detailed explana-
tion In a short description, neverthe-
less it may be well to state a few of
the fundamental features. In the first

place, there are three general types of
swivel mechanisms used. Possibly,
the one which is used most extensive-
ly Is that one wherein certain small
shuttles of a horizontal nature are in-

troduced into the fabric where the
swivel figure Is to be made. These
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«mall shuttles contain very small
spools of yarn, and there may be more
than one bank of the shuttles accord-
ing to the fabric to be produced, or
the loom mechanism. These small
shuttles have to correspond to the tie-

up of the jacquard machines, and vice
versa. If a 600-jacquard machine is

used with a tie-up of 100 hooks per
inch it will give a repeat in the reed
of six inches.

If two swivel shuttles be used, the
pitch of the swivel shuttle will be
three inches, whereas, if four shuttles

be used, the pitch will be one and one-
half inches, etc. There is a certain
limit below which it is not satisfactory

to go into the matter of shuttles by
this method. To make the swivel pat-
tern the various jacquard hooks are

allover patterns could not be pro-
duced, or if they were made, only in

a striped form, but this does not occur
because the mechanism which holds
the shuttles can be moved to the side
to correspond to the pattern which is

being made, and to allow space for

the swivel shuttles to be inserted.
A second kind of

SWIVEL MECHANISM
might be considered somewhat simi-
lar to the one already described, but
it has a number of different features.
In this method the swivel shuttles are
smaller and there usually are more
shuttles in the cloth width. In a good
many cases these small shuttles will
traverse about one-half an inch in the
cloth width, or will make a woven pat-

Swivel Dotted Swiss.

raised as desired, and the mechanism
holding the swivel shuttles is lowered,
the small shuttles passing underneath
a portion of the warp threads. This
is accomplished through a rack and
gears upon the loom lay, the small
shuttles passing from one shuttle
holder to another. It must be remem-
bered that a certain portion of the
warp must remain down to allow
space for the small shuttles to be in-

serted. When the swivel figure is be-
ing made the ordinary picking motion
does not operate. From this foregoing
descri»>tioii ft .might be supposed that

tern from each thread about half an
inch wide, though the combination and
manipulation of the various shuttles
will make large allover patterns.
These small shuttles are lowered in

the cloth shed, and instead of being
transferred from one shuttle holder to
another by rack and gears they are
transferred by small levers which are
operated by the loom mechanism. In
this case there may be certain shut-
tles idle a portion of the time where
no figure is being made, but this

causes no difficulty. The swivel
mechanism is not moved in a horizon-
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tal position in this method, but rather
remains stationary, and the numerous
swivel shuttles will produce the pat-
tern wherever the warp threads are
raised.
A third method which appears dif-

ferent than either of those described
is one wherein a small shuttle travels
underneath the warp threads in a cir-

cular holder. In this method it is only-

possible to use one color of swivel
thread at any time, inasmuch as there
can be but one bank of swivel shut-
tles, but there is a certain advantage
over the first method described, inas-
much as it allows the swivel shuttle
to pass under a greater number or
portion of warp threads. This is ex-
plained by the fact that less space is

necessary than in the first method for
the swivel shuttles to be inserted. As
the swivel motion is a more expensive
one it may be wondered wherein any
advantage is secured. In the first

place, various clear-edged figures can
be made similar to those produced on
the ordinary jacquards and be made
of heavy extra yarn in order to show
striking contrasts. The method of us-
ing the swivel motion saves a great
deal of yarn, and while this is of
minor importance when compared to
the effects produced, nevertheless it

is essential.
The swivel motion is also of advan-

tage in decorating certain jacquard
figures upon various fabrics, that is, it

may be desirable to have a flower up-
on a certain woven pattern made of
colored yarn or of a heavier character
than the ground fabric, and a swivel
motion allows this to be done. In cot-
ton fabrics most of the swivel decora-
tion is done in one color, namely that
of the ground cloth, but there are an
increasing number of fabrics which
importers are showing to-day, where
figures are introduced of one or more
colors and contrasting decidedly with
that of the ground cloth. On
page 179 we illustrate one of
the sTi?ll figures often used
with two colors. This is es-
pecially true on certain lines of crepe
cloths now being offered. There are
other advantages to be obtained, such
as a sDot or figure which will stand
up better than by any other method,
and bound in more firmly.

There are certain features in con-
nection with the fabric analyzed which
are worth mentioning. In the first

place, it is about as simple a figure as
is ever made on a swivel mechanism,
being one of simple detached spots.
It will be noted that the spots are
quite large and prominent and seem
the same, both on the face and back
of the fabric. This is made possible
through the weaving process. There
are four picks from the swivel mech-
anism to one pick of ground cloth,

when the spot is being woven, in oth-
er words, the swivel shuttle passes
around certain warp threads twice be-
fore a ground pick is inserted. This
can be accomplished very easily and
is often done for fabrics such as that
described. In many other instances
the swivel shuttle does not pass en-
tirely across the back, but is brought
up and acts as a stuffer to the portion
of the thread which is seen on the
face. Were the spots being made con-
tinuously, or were the swivel pattern
always being made, there would be
four times as many picks of swivel
yarn as there would be for the ground
cloth, but inasmuch as the swivel
mechanism is not operating a portion
of the time, this ratio does not occur
for the whole fabric. Instead of there
being 240 picks of swivel and 60 picks
of ground, there are practically 71
picks of swivel and 60 picks of arround,

or a total of 131 picks per inch in the
cloth as it comes from the loom.
To make the second row of spots,

the mechanis"^- is moved o^er, the
spots inserted and then it is returned
to its origi'nal r"^sitio"n. whf^re the op-
eration is repeated. One of the

INTERESTING FEATURES
in regard to the swivel work
is that the cloth is woven face
down. This is necessary because the
swivel shuttles are placed above the
warp threads, and because the loose
threads, which go fvorr, one figure to

another as sp'^t patterns are being
made, are on the top of the cloth whe-:^

it is being woven. A cloth such as
that aescribed has to have a shearing
process in which the thread which
f OPS from onp fienrp to fhp othpr is

cut off. It is always a very good pol-

icy to have as much ground cloth as
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possible next to the selvages in or-
der to make the weaving operation as
easy as possible.
Because the fabrics are of a light

character it is customary to use a
plain weave ground tor fabrics such
as are described. A woven ground
figure never appears at all prominent
on such a light material, though on
other constructions intricate jacquard
weaves are used, together with the
swivel figures. One of the features
which causes quite a little difficulty

in the production of a fabric such as
that analyzed is that the small swivel
shuttles do not contain any great
amount of yarn, and because of the
heavy character of the spots the ma-
terial is used up rapidly, causing
many changes of shuttle spools and a
corresponding loss in production.

SIMILAR CLOTH GROUNDS.
Inasmuch as these fabrics are

largely a foreign product it may be
well to comment regarding the qual-
ity. Foreign fabrics are usually made
by somewhat different methods than
those produced in the domestic mar-
ket, and it can be stated positively
that in quite a number of instances
the method of production does not re-
sult in what would be considered high
quality fabrics in the domestic mar-
kets. This is esneeially true on some
of the mediuTO-weight fabrics such as
the ground cloth of the fabric ana-
lyzed. The foreign method of yarn
making, wherein a relatively short
staple of cotton is used and wherein
the yarn is sp-^n up'^n the mule, does
not produce yarn of great strength.
It does make a soft, round yarn which
is very desirable for certain fabrics,
but is not dpslrRble for a fabric such
as that analyzed. The yarn in this
fabric is regular, but it is not strong.
We do not believe there is a
single mill in the domestic market
which, if asked to prod^jce a ground
cloth such as that noted in the fabric
described, would not produce a cloth
which would break twice as high as
the foreign material and wear twice
as long.

This -p^av seem a

RADICAL STATEMENT,
but, nevertheless, it is true, and what
is more, the same conditions are noted

on a great many more fabrics than
either foreign manufacturers or do-
mestic distributors are willing to ad-
mit. In discussing imported fabrics
buyers never give credit to do-
mestic manufacturers for any su-
periority whatever, when there are a
good many instances where domestic
fabrics are much superior. Soft twist
and short staple are of advantage for

certain fabrics, but long staple, a high-
er standard of twist and strength are
desiraole for other faorics, of which
the one presented is an illustration.

We do not believe there is a single
mill in the domestic market. which is

weaving as weak yarn as that in the
fabric analyzed, and if any attempts
are made to import yarn of a similar
character and v eave it. there will be
so many difficulties that domestic
manufacturers will give up the idea in
disgust.
This does not mean that foreign

manufacturers cannot ana do not
make high-class yarns, for this is not
true, but when comparisons are being
made it would t-e just as well if other
important features were considered
along with the price. There would have
ht^'^-n fewer fabrics imported in the
n^st if buyers had treated dom^otiV
fabrics fairly, but they have not only
built up many wrong impressions re-
garding the quality of foreign fabrics,

but also as to their values.
Where such materials are distributed
to a high-class trade it makes little

difference, but inasmuch as ordinary
consumers are buying increasing
amounts of high-priced fabrics there
is sure to be a much different idea re-
garding the wearing quality and ac-
tual value.
The fabric analyzed was imported

and sold at reta.l at 46 cents per yard.
We have given an approximate cost of
production upon a domestic basis. Of
course, this cost might vary somewhat
in a domestic plant, but it is a high
cost if anything. Other styles of pat-
terns return a somewhat higher price
than that noted and this shows that
there is an opportunity for domestic
manufacturers to introduce the mak-
ing of such cloths. We have esti-

mated the maker's selling price at 25

cents per yard, which would allow
quite a nigh rate of profit to a domes-
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tic producer. Undoubtedly, a manufac- accurate results will not be obtained,
turer could produce this cloth to sell Of greatest importance is the amount
as low or lower than that of the for- of yarn necessary to weave the varl-
eign manufacturer, and what is more, ous spots. This is quite large, inas-
it unquestionably would be of much much as the swivel threads pass
higher quality. around the various warp ends twice
The production of swivel patterns is before a pick of filling is inserted,

a much more staple business than The take-up in weaving is quite a
many would consider to be the case little greater than for similar spots
and it would be possible for a mod- made on a lappet motion, for it takes
erate-sized plant to be operated con- about ten inches of yarn to weave one
tinually on staple patterns such as inch of fabric. Instead of a single
that illustrated. The introduction of thread being used for this swivel fig-

silk into cotton fabrics and woven in ure, there are three ends used in each
cotton mills offers unlimited oppor- shuttle, but they are not twisted to-

tunities in various kinds of swivel gether. This allows a better spot to
work. There is a large opportunity, be made and does not cause streaks
because these combination fabrics in the fabric when the swivel filling

have been produced much more ex- is being inserted. The method of ob-
tensively in the domestic market than taining the weights is as follows:
they have in foreign mills, in fact

2,372 ends h- (so/i x 840) = .0353. weight
there have been quite a number of of warp without take-up.

such cloths exported during the past ^ttl'-^s = "ifsTsl^fotai weight of warp
two years. The prices for such cloth per woven yard.

are naturally high and will remain ^« x s = los swivel ends.

c,^ «,, ir^-^r, «^ %>«,.r,^-K,4. >^^<-T,^^„ «* 9'^% takc-up m weaving.
so as long as present methods of log -- .10 = l.OSO yards of swivel vam per
production continue, but there is a yard of cioth.

growing demand for fabrics winch 'Z\tiiin.Vill Zon^\lT ^''^'''

contain style, and the swivel mecha- eo picks x 33%" reed width x 36"

nism makes it possible to decorate a 7^, ^ ^-^^^

fabric more extensively than the ordi- yards of fining per yard of cioth.

nary jacquard mechanism. 2,010 - (95/1 x 840) = .0251. weight of
mi i • J! J. • J filling yarn.
There are certain features m regard .0368 + .oiei + .0251 = .0780, total weight

to obtaining the weight of the cloth . „P„^„^n ^'^^^x^on -.ooo
which must be considered carefully, or ^-'.^iyt

^
"^ ''" ""

PATTERN.
2 2

80/1 Am. combed warp — 2.324 — = 2,372, total ends.
12 12

80/1 Am. combed for swivel. 3 ends per shuttle not twisted.
95/1 Am. combed filling. 60 picks per inch ground.
Average picks per inch over all 131.
35 reed; 331^" width in reed, 31%" finished width.

''^ X 60 ground count; 74 X 131 over all count.

YARNS.
Cotton. Labor, waste, etc.

80/1 Am. combed; 1 7-16" sta.; 16 hank dou. rov., 23%c. 28i4c. = 51%c.
95/1 Am. combed; 1 7-16" sta.; 22 hank dou. rov., 23%c. 27%c. = 51%c.

COST.
2.372 ends 80/1 Am. combed warp + 4% take-up = .0368 @ 51%c. = $ .0191
108 ends 80/1 Am. combed warp + 90% take-up = .0161 @ 51 %c. = .0084
60 picks 95/1 Am. combed filling = .0251 @ 51%c. = .0129

Weaving .056 4

Expenses .0735

$ .1703
Shearing .0030
Bleaching and finishing .0100

% .1833
Selling 0065

$ .1898
Selling price (approximate) 25c.
Domestic retail price 46c. per yard
Yards per pound (grey) 12.82.
86 swivel shuttles ncceMary. . • • 1
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TOBACCO CLOTHS

One cotton fabric which has a very
extensive sale and is considered a
staple line is tobacco cloth. In a gen-
eral way, this material is not used
regularly for dresses, but other uses
create a large demand and keep a
good many coarse mills with many
looms continually producing certain
constructions. The cloth is a light
one, and is particularly noticeable be-
cause of its cheapness. To a certain
extent, it is known as cheese-
cloth to-day, but because of the use
for other purposes, it has come to
be known as tobacco cloth to manu-
facturers, and the number of construc-
tions produced varies quite extensive-
ly from that noted a few years ago.

this is not the case. In warm climates
it is not so necessary for ordinary
houses to be plastered, an 3 a light
cloth is used instead, which makes it

possible for this cloth to be used
as wall paper in a satisfactory
manner. A much larger portion of the
product is used for the above purpose
than many believe. Another use
which is rapidly increasing is for

ANTISEPTIC GAUZE,
of which tobacco cloth forms
the foundation. Much more care
is being used in all kinds of surg-
ery and similar purposes than ever be-
fore, and has made a large production
of these cloths possible. During re-
cent years there has been quite a large
distribution of open fabrics for printed
draperies and similar purposes. All

^l|||||f|i||l|il||| Ifft^

Tobacco Cloth.

The name cheesecloth undoubtedly
developed because the material was
used tor covering cneeses, ana tne
change m name nas occurr^a on ac-
count of its greater use for other pur-
poses.
Probably the change in name oc-

curred because a large quantity of
such cloth is used in the tobaoo fields,

where it serves various purposes and
is responsible for an improved prod-
uct. It must not be thought, however,
that the use in tobacco fields consti-

tutes the entire distribution, for

kinds of drapery fabrics have been
selling well for a number of years,
and to make it possible to get out fab-
rics at a low price a low constructed
material has been used quite success-
fully. Certain of these draperies are
sold in quite large volume in the 5

and 10 cent stores, and it would not
be surprising if other materials were
sold in a like manner in the future.

Certain kinds of fabrics which might
be ordinarily known as tobacco cloths
form the foundation for many of the
cheap printed drapery fabrics recently
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offered. There are numerous other

purposes for which more or less of

such material is used, and altogether

the sale is quite an important one. At
certain seasons of the year there is

a large demand for various kinds

of cheap bunting. In many of these

materials tobacco cloths form the

foundation for the printed results.

What consumers want is a large yard-

age for a small outlay, and tobacco

cloth is about as desirable, if not more
so, than any other cotton fabric.

METHOD OF PRODUCTION.
Tobacco cloth represents what can

be done in cloth production at a very
low cost. In most instances where
cloth is being made certain ideas as
to style, effect, or uses determine
largely what the cost of making or the
selling price is likely to be. It is sel-

dom mat low quality ciocn is aesir-
able, but with tobacco cloth, the main
features are large quantity and low
selling price. Because of this fact the
various machines in the mill are op-
erated to their greatest capacity with-
in reason, and the yarns and fabrics
are not based upon as high a stand-
ard as for most other fabrics. In
making the yarn as short a cotton sta-
ple is used as is possible, and still ob-
cain a good production. There is a
certain point beyond which a manu-
facturer cannot go and still get the
best results, and this is why yarns of
even lower quality or shorter cotton
are not sometimes used. It does not
pay to make yarns of so low quality
that the weaving expense increases
radically, because the cost of material
in such cloth is a relatively small one.

In a good many inst'^nces, the yarns
are made from single roving, though
the product has to be somewhat better
when automatic weaving machin-
ery is being used. The produc-
tion in yards oer loom Is verv Tarsre,

mainiy oecause tne cloth construction
is very low. Inasmuch as plain weave
will return the firmest fabric for any
given construction, it can be raid that
plain weave is invariably used upon
tobacco cloths. Most of such fabric
constructions slip quite badly, and this

makes them impossible of use for

dress fabrics, even though

ATTRACTIVE PATTERNS
might be printed upon them. Pos-
sibly in the majority of tobacco
cloth constructions, the ordinary yarns
which are used in print cloth con-
structions are noted, that is, approxi-
mately 28-1 to 30-1 warp, and from
36-1 to 40-1 filling. For the coarser
constructions or lower count fabrics,

coarser yarn sizes are used, as can
be observed from the weights of the
various fabrics. Some of the con-
structions which are sold regularly
are as follows, though they do not rep-
resent all of the fabrics which are
sold. In a general way they represent
about the highest and lowest construc-
tions which are regularly sold. For
the lower count fabrics the cloth

weight will vary with different mak-
ers.

Yards
por

pound cents

48/44 36 in. 7.75 3%
48/40 36 in. 8.10 31/2

44/40 36 in. 8.50 3%
40/40 36 in. 9.20 ZVs
44/36 36 in. 9.20 3
40/36 36 in. 9.65 2 15-16
40/32 36 in. 10.20 2%
36/32 36 in. 10.50 2%
36/32 36 in. 11.20 2 11-16
32/28 36 in. 12.00 2 7-16
32/28 36 in. 13.00 2%
32/24 36 in. 13.50 2 5-16
28/24 36 in. 2 1-16
26/22 36 in. 1 15-16
24/20 36 in. 1 13-16
22/18 36 in. 1 11-16
20/16 36 in. 1%
20/14 36 in. 1 7-16
20/12 36 in. 1%

These fabrics are all in the grey state,

and the selling prices represent the
relative difference between the vari-

ous construction& with cotton selling

from 13 to 13i/^ cents per pound. It

will be noted that the constructions
are sometimes similar, but that the
weights of the cloths will differ, due
to the use of different sizes of yarn.

A good many mills figure their cloth

prices upon a poundage basis, and rel-

atively, the selling prices per yard can
be arrived at upon this basis.

As previously stated, the weaving
of the cloth in a successful manner
depends a good deal upon the yarn or-
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ganization of the plant. If very poor
yarns are made it will be absolutely
impossible to run the looms at the
highest rate of speed at which they
aie capable of being operated, whereas
if a longer cotton and better yarn be
made, it will be possible to run the
looms at a higher speed or to use au-
tomatic weaving machinery. Un-
doubtedly, automatic looms are of dis-

tinct advantage where plain cloth is

to be made, and where quantity pro-
duction is of so great importance. A
fact which a good many manufactur-
ers overlook is that there is a certain
balance which is best for each plant.

In a fabric such as is being described
it would be a foolish policy to use a
long staple of cotton to make espe-
cially good yarn, and to weave the
cloth on an ordinary loom at a low or
relatively low speed. Of course, such
a method of production would result
in a better looking fabric, but it is

absolutely certain that a cloth maker
would not obtain a price which would
return him a satisfactory dividend.
There are very few fabrics of this

character made in which cotton over
1 1-16 inches in length is used, and it

is probable that a large majority of

these cloths contain cotton which is

one inch or less in length, according
to the test standards of cotton length.
There have been some manufacturers
in the past who

ADVOCATED AUTOMATIC LOOMS
for light cloths and a very high
speed, or one which approached that
obtainable on ordinary looms.
Through experience this has been
found to be a mistaken policy, and
lower loom speeds are now generally
adopted, together with cotton which
seems best at the lower or reasonable
speeds.
The fabric which we have

analyzed is probably one of the
best tobacco constructions made, in-

asmuch as it counts 48 x 44, and is

about as heavy as any fabric regularly
sold fo- such purposes. The size of
reed which is used in making any con-
struction will vary somewhat, depend-
ing upon the twist in the yarn, the
length of cotton which has been used
and whether or not the cloth is woven
upo^^ an automatic loom. If the cloth

shrinks a good deal in the weaving op
eration a coarser reed will be neces-
sary, while if there is vcry little

shrinkage from reed to c.oth width,
then a somewhat finer reed will

be necessary. This difference in reed
size or dents per inch will not amount
to very much when the cloth count is

low, but where there are more threads
per inch, the shrinkage in weaving
width becomes of greater importan e.

We have seen staple fabrics changed
from ordinary to automatic looms, and
in a large number of instances new
reeds had to be obtained, because the
shrinkage was not identical.

PRICES AND PROFITS.

A few facts regarding the prices
and profits secured upon tobacco
cloths may be of interest. In the first

place, to one not conversant with
manufacturing, the selling price of
these cloths would seem so low that
it would not return any profit what-
ever to the maker. The reason why
the price is so low is because only a
small amount of material per yard is

used and because the production is so
great that the cost of putting the
yarns together is relatively a small
amount per yard. Take the cloth
which we have analyzed as an illus-

tration. The mill cost is three and
four-tenths cents per yard. The mill's

selling price to-day is three and five-

eighths cents per yard. This allows a
profit per yard of somewhat less than
one-quarter of a cent, or .225 cents
per yard. On most fancy fabrics this
small profit would not return a satis-

factory dividend, and few manufactur-
ers would feel like operating at such
a small profit. Due to the large num-
ber of yards produced per loom, this
small profit per yard appears much
more satisfactory when considered
upon a production basis, and while the
prices are not especially satisfactory
to-day, the small amount named will

return per year a profit of about $36
per loom.

Considering the cost of building
a plant to produce cloth of this

character the rate of profit upon
the investment would be about 5% per
cent. Any concern which has consid-
ered depreciation in the past, and
which has a low capitalization per
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spindle or per loom, would necessarily

show somewhat larger earnings. All

of the estimates of cost made are upon
an ordinary loom basis and wherever

automatic machinery is used the cost

would be lower and the rate of profit

somewhat higher. The total prod-

act of mills making tobacco cloth

is large in yardage, but relatively

small in value when compared with

practically all c-uer woven materials.

Inasmuch as tobacco cloth is used

for different purposes, there is quite a

variation in the method of finishing,

though, naturally, results do not vary

as widely as they do on some of the

more expensive materials. A large

amount of this cloth is used in the grey

state, because low price is the item of

great importance, and because the

cloth in the grey state answers the pur-

pose just as well, and probably better,

than if it were finished. When it is

used for covering cheeses it naturally

is bleacht d and whenever the cloth is

sold in solid colors it is piece-dyed.

When the material is used for bunt-

ing, .t is j^cmetimes piece-dyed, and

in other instances printed, depending

upon the results which are desired.

When the material is to be used for

antiseptic gauze it naturally has to be

treated more carefully and, in addition

to the bleaching process, is subjected

to further manipulation, which causes

it to be of an antiseptic character.

When the fabric is used for draperies

it is usually bleached, and then print-

ed with the pattern and colors which
happen to be in demand at that par-

ticular season. As a general thing,

the cloth sells for less than 10 cents

per yard in the finished state, some of

it being much lower than the price

named. There are

OTHER INSTANCES

where certain of the low constructed

tobacco cloths are used for particular

purposes when the material is filled

quite extensively, the substances

used varying quite a little A
large percentage of these light-weight

tobacco cloths are sold in the grey

state at 36 inches wide, and they are

also finished t approximately this

same width, inasmuch as they are

not usually allowed to shrink very

much when they are being finished.

The same conditions are noted in

finishing as for other kinds of cotton

cloth, and the method by which they

are finished will affect the width of

the cloth when it is ready for sale.

Naturally, the finisher tries to have

the fabric look as well as possible, and
works the cloth in order to make the

various threads and picks slip into

their proper places, but due to the low

construction of most of these fabrics,

the threads do not remain in their po-

sitions after the material has been

used. This is not especially objection-

able for most purposes where the cloth

is largely sold. There is nothing of

particular interest in the method by
which the yarn weights are obtained,

though one notable item is ob-

served in the amount of size which

remains in the warp yarn after the
weaving operation is completed. Some
manufacturers make their warp yarn
slightly finer than they figure in order
to take care of the size in the yarn,
while ethers add a certain percentage
of weight to the yarn to bring the fig-

ured cloth weight what it actually is.

Unless some allowance is made for

this feature the actual weight of the
cloth will invariably be heavier than
the figured weight will indicate. The
weights are obtained as follows:

1,748 ends -f- (30/1 X 840) = .0694, weight
of warp yarn without take-up.

5% take-up in weaving.
.0694 -f- .95 = .0731, total weight of warp
yarn per woven yard.

44 picks X 38 Va" reed width X 36"
= 1.694

,36"

vards of filling per yard of cloth.
1,694 -f- (36/1 X 840) = .0560. total weight

of filling per woven yard.
.07.31 -f .560 = .1291, total weight per yard.
1.0000 -J- .1291 -= 7.75 yards per pound

(»rey).
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PATTERN.
2 2

30/1 Am. carded warp — 1,716 — = 1.748, total ends.
8 8

36/1 Am. carded filling. 44 picks per inch.
22 Vi reed; 38%" reed width, 36" wide grey.

48 X 44 grey count.
YARNS.

Cotton. Labor, waste, etc.

30/1 Am. carded; 1" staple; 3.50 hank single rov., 13%c. 614c. = 20%c.
36/1 Am. carded; 1" staple; 4.75 hank single rov., 13%c. 6140. = 20c.

COST.
1,748 ends 30/1 Am. carded warp + 5% take-up == .0731 @ 20%c = $ .0148
44 picks 36/1 Am. carded filling = .0500 @ 20c = .0112

Weaving .0035
Expenses .0041

$ .0336
Selling (grey) .0004

Mill cost (net) $.0340

Mill selling price to-day $ .03625
Mill profit per yard 00225

Mill profit per year, per loom, about ?36. .

Rate of profit upon investment, about 5%%.\
Yards per pound, 7.75 (grey). \
Plain weave. \

JACQUARD FILLING

REVERSIBLE

Without doubt, one of the best sell-

ing and most important lines of all

cotton cloth which might be consid-
ered in a staple class is that which
is ordinarily known as cotton blanket
cloth or sometimes from a mill stand-
point as a filling reversible. The man-
ufacturers who produce these materi-
als have been especially well sold for
a number of years past, and there is

every prospect that the demand will

continually increase. During recent'
years, quite a large number of these
fabrics have been made on jacquard
looms and their uses are quite varied,
though naturally the largest distri

bution is noted for blankets for vari-

ous purposes. They are also

USED FOR BATH ROBES
in place of the more expensive wool
materials and many other purposes
where a heavy, soft fabric is desirable.

The colors which are used do not
change radically from year to year,
this being of advantage in producing
the cloth. In some instances, various
colors of cotton fibre are used in

order to make a different shade of
yarn, and the result seems to be en-
tirely satisfactory for the fabric con-

sidered. The pattern analyzed has
been produced in this manner, in-

asmuch as black and white cotton
have been mixed to give a sort of
grey effect to one surface of the wo-
ven material. The present season
these cotton blankets were sold up
very early, and if reports from dis-

tributors be believed, there is a much
larger demand than there is supply.
Quite a number of these fabrics are

MADE WITH BORDERS
at either end, this giving a finished
appearance, although it does increase
the number of cards necessary to pro-
duce the design. The ends of the
blanket are cut and then bound with
a buttonhole stitch to keep the end
of the cloth from unraveling. Many
blankets for children's beds are re-

tailed at 75 cents each, this price
showing a somewhat larger profit per
yard than when yarded goods are dis-

tributed.

The patterns which are used on
fancy cloths of the character described
are not especially intricate, because
the cloth is not of a very high count,
and only general effects are possible.

Any weave where the threads change
a great deal would not show prom-
inently enough to be of great value,
because such changes would not ap-
pear when the cloth was napped. The
figures are mostly large ones, when
compared with those applied to most
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of the ordinary cloths, the effects be-
ing somewliat similar to the large bro-
caded ones ordinarily made entirely
from silk, though, because of the cloth
construction, the result is entirely
different and not nearly so fine when
the figure details are considered.
Many of the children's bed blankets
in recent years have been orna-
mented

WITH FIGURES OF ANIMALS,
such as kittens, ducks, dogs and oth-
ers of a similar nature which are well
known to children. These styles have
had a very large sale, and undoubtedly
will be continually in demand. Many
consider that the fabric is a double
one, because one side of the cloth ap-
pears to be the reverse of the other,
so far as the color and pattern are

in ordinary fabrics, is that the weave,
although it gives the same results,
changes somewhat

ON EVERY FOUR PICKS,
and the threads which operate on the
first four picks do not work on the
second four picks, that is, relatively
speaking. The weave which we illus-

trate shows this quite clearly. Notice
that threads one and two in the first

two picks operate in a twill manner,
while threads three and four do not
operate on the first two picks. On
picks five and six, threads one and
two do not operate, while threads
three and four operate somewhat sim-
ilar to what threads one and two do
on the first two picks. It may be
wondered why this method is adopt-
ed. For one tiling, it binds the cloth

^:gS^«^^^^?^i^^*:^3J^^S

Jacquard Filling Reversible Fabric.

concerned. This is not the case, in-

asmuch as only one warp is used with
two fillings. The method in which the
weave is constructed is shown by the
illustration, of which we are giving a
number of repeats. It will be noted
that two picks weave on the face and
the succeeding two picks weave on
the back of the cloth, and where the
figure is formed the ordinary position
of the various yarns is reversed. One
point of importance which is worth
mentioning, and which often is not
considered to a great enough extent

firmly together and makes it much
stronger when it has been napped.
For another thing, it causes the same
number of changes in weave upon
each warp thread, a fact which is of

great importance in good weaving and
which makes but a single warp neces-
sary. With any radically different

weave it would be necessary to use
more than a single warp beam, and
when this occurs, costs of making in-

crease along with weaving diflScuI-

ties. Because there are so few picks

per inch, namely only twenty-seven,
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on the face and also on the hack of

the cloth, it is possible to distinguish
the picks of filling in the material.
This can be noted only on the figure
and not on the ground cloth, at least

it cannot be noted on the side of the
fabric where the darkest color is

used, and it is caused by the reversal
of the two fillings to form the figure.

THIS REVERSAL OF FILLINGS

separates the yarn and makes a cer-
tain amount of streak'iness which can-
not be entirely avoided. Not all fab-
rics of the character described are
produced on a jacquard loom, for
many are made on dobby looms. The
ground weave, as will be seen from
the weave illustrations, necessitates
the use of only four harnesses, with
two extra for selvages, which makes
it possible to use quite a good many
other harnesses in the production of
dobby figures, although, of course, the
variety of patterns produced in this

manner is limited.

INTERESTING DETAILS.

There are a large majority of man-
ufacturers, and probably nearly every
distributor and consumer, who do not
realize some of the methods which
manufacturers of certain cloths adopt
in order to produce materials at a
lower cost. Certain manufacturers of
staple lines use cotton which is

bleached and dyed before it is han-
dled, and in this way obtain quite a
radical reduction in the cost of the
yarn. Other makers use yarns which
are dyed fast in stripes and checks,
and grey yarn in the body or tne
cloth and then piece-bleach this

material, thus obtaining a lower cost.

There are undoubtedly shirting fab-
rics selling in the market which are
sold by one class of mills at least 5
cents per yard lower than can be ob-
tained by another class of mills. Take
this cloth which we are considering.
There are certain of such fabrics
manufactured in which the warp is

made of unbleached or only half-

bleached cotton, while the filling is

made of ordinary bleached and dyed
yarns. The reason this can be done
is because the filling is radically

heavier than the warp, and when the

cloth is napped, the warp yarn is en-
tirely covered. This results in a

LOWER COST OF PRODUCTION,

and would be overlooked by a good
many in planning economy. These
napped fabrics lose a large amount of

weight, relatively, when they are fin-

ished. This is because the filling

forms such a large proportion of the
cloth weight and the napping process
affects the heavy filling yarn. Ordi-
nary napped fabrics may sometimes
be napped just as hard or harder than
certain of the blanket cloths consid-
ered, but there is not so great a dif-

ference in the total warp and filling

weight, and therefore a smaller total

weight lost. A feature of importance
is that both sides of the fabric are
napped. This does not occur on a
good many lines of ordinary fabrics,

and while it increases somewhat the
cost of finishing, it is made possible
by the cloth construction. Practically
all of these fabrics are made with a
comparatively small number of
threads and picks per inch, this be-
ing necessary because tne yarns are
quite heavy and the weave does not
permit the introduction of any large
amount of yarn. Of course, there are
nearly twice as many picks in the
cloth as would otherwise be possible

BECAUSE OF THE WEAVE USED,

but even this does not make the con-
struction high in comparison with
many other cotton fabrics. The waste
which is taken out in certain proc-
esses of yarn making is often re-

worked into labrics such as are ae-
scribed. Sometimes China cotton is

used in making filling yarn for such
materials, inasmuch as this cotton has
a certain amount of harshness which
is desirable in making the fabric feel

more like wool. Sometimes the filling

yarn is made on a mule frame, while
the warp yarn is spun on a ring frame,
though this is not always the case.

The short staple can be handled more
satisfactorily on the mule, and the
fact that there is little tension when
spinning allows a low standard of

twist to be used, giving a softer yarr
and a more delicate and desirable fab
ric. In a good many heavy fabrics ol
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this character a number of heavy ply
threads are used on the outside of the
selvages, in order to make weaving
more satisfactory with the heavy fill-

ing. The pull of the filling yarn is so
great that it is likely to cause sel-

vage yarn to break unless it is quite
strong. Naturally, a box loom is nec-
essary in order to place in the fabric
the fillings of different colors. In the
large majority of instances two picks
of each color of yarn are used in sue
cession.

PROFITS.

During the present season the prof-
its secured from the making of cloth
such as is described have been
brought to attention about as prom-
inently as for any other cotton fabric.

This is because the producing capac
ity has not been increasing as rapidly
as the demand. The profits are also
quite large, because the production of
the looms is large, due to the com-
paratively small number of picks per
inch. It is relatively one of the best
fabrics from a mill standpoint in the
domestic market. One of the mill men
who already makes fabrics of this
character was overheard to say a
short time ago that if he were to build
a new mill to produce any kind of
cotton fabrics, a plant to make
blanket cloths would be the kind of a
mill he would build. A good many
manufacturers of ordinary fancy
cloths plan to obtain a profit per yard
which will allow them to average
about $2 a loom per week. This re-

sults in about $100 a loom per year,
but it is very likely that comparative-
ly few succeed in obtaining profits

which show anything like the amount
named. These cotton blanket cloths
often show a rate of profit quite a
little

IN EXCESS OF $3

a loom per week, and there is not
nearly so much difficulty in producing
the cloth as there is in producing most
lines of fancy n^aterials. Tnere is one
advantage which a great many man-
uracturers overlook but which is of

great importance in obtaining profits

and it is the few changes which are
necessary when fabrics of this char-

acter are being made. An ordinary

fancy mill is likely to make changes
in fabrics at the end of every beam or

in a comparatively short time, and the

quantities of yarn of a certain size are
relatively small, while in a mill mak-
ing a staple line the yarn sizes for
warp and filling do not change, neither
does the cloth construction change to
any great extent, the only difference
being noted in the designs applied to
the cloth and the colors or combina-
tions of color which are made. De-
signing is a much more simple process
when the different cloth constructions
do not vary widely and the operatives
are more familiar with the various
processes and difficulties which exist.

IN A FANCY CLOTH MILL
where constructions and yarns are al-
ways changing, difficulties are contin-
ually arising, and often there is no
basis upon which to consider the va-
rious matters, inasmuch as the problem
is an entirely new one. When staple
lines are being made it is much more
possible to obtain an accurate cost for
the cloth making, inasmuch as it is a
more easy matter to apply the various
expense items exactly where they be-
long. This is absolutely impossible
to accomplish on many fancy construc-
tions at least without an expenditure
of more money than the saving is

worth. One of the features which is of
importance in cloth distribution is that
prices on these lines may be varied
according to the season witliout so
much difficulty occurring as there does
on certain of the larger selling lines.

A half cent advance on certain ging-
hams will cause a great deal of dis-
cussion among purchasers, while it

does not occur so extensively on fab-
rics such as are described. This mate-
rial is being distributed at a price
which is not ordinarily noted. Most
staple lines are made to sell at a cer-
tain set price per yard, but this mate-
rial is evidently constructed in a sim-
ilar manner to cloths which are used
in blankets and is sold at the best
price obtainable, and succeeding dis-

tributors let it fall into the price at
which they can sell it. Thus, fabrics
somewhat similar to this one are sell-
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ing at 27 cents, 29 cents and in some
cases

AS HIGH AS 35 CENTS
per yard. They may or may
rot be o' identical construc-
tion, but so far as the con-
Riiner is concerned, the appearance
is just as desirable at the lower price

as it is at the higher one. It may be

Weave Plan.

possible that the fabrics are the same
and the different prices noted be-
cause of larger purchases or because
of different ideas as to what a sat-

isfactory profit should be. The value

PATTERN.
2 2

20/1 Am. carded warp — 1,484 — = 1,516, total ends.
8 8

5/1 Am. carded filling; 54 picks per inch.
25 reed, 30" width in reed, 27%" finished width.

54 X 54 finished count.
YARNS.

Cotton.
20/1 Am. carded; 1" staple; 4% hank dou. rov., 13 %c.
5/1 Am. carded; %" staple; .75 hank single rov., 13%c.

COST.
1,516 ends 20/1 Am. carded warp + 9% take-up
54 picks 5/1 Am. carded filling

Weaving
Expenses

of the yarns which are used in mak-
ing blanket fabrics forms by far the
largest portion of the total cost. The
weaving price per yard is low, due to

the stoall number of picks per inch,

and the various expenses per yard
are also low due to the same feature.
Inasmuch as the yarns are dyed when
they reach the loom there is very little

finishing necessary, except the nap-
ping process.

The method of finding the weights
of the yarn and thj weight of
the cloth is rather simple, but it

must be done in a careful manner or
else any estimate regarding cloth costs
will not be correct. The fact that the
cloth has lost quite a little weight in

the napping process and that the yarns
are actually finer than when they were
spun causes a much lighter material
with a lower cost for the materials
used than when the cloth comes from
the loom. The weights of the yarn are
obtained as follows:

1.516 ends -r- (20/1 X 840) = .0902. warp
weight without take-up.

9% take-up in weaving.
.0902 ^ .91 = .0991, total weight of warp

per woven yard as it comes from loom.
5 4 picks X 30" width in reed X 36"

= 1,620
3 6"

yards of filling per yard of cloth.
1,620 ^ (5/1 X 840) = .3857, total weight

of filling per woven yard as it comes
from loom.

.0991 + .3857 = .4848, total weight per
yard from loom.

1.0000 -^ .4848 = 2.06 yards per pound from
loom.

Labor, waste.
dyeing, etc.

71/20.

lOViC.

.0991 @ 2114c.

.3857 @ 231/20.

21%c.
23 %c.

= $

Selling

Selling price to jobber (about)...
Selling price to retailer (about) . .

Selling price to consumer (about)
Jacquard weave.
Yards per pound before napping 2.06.
Yards per pound finished 2.40.

0211
.0907
.0163
.0178

$ .1459
.0058

$ .1517

$ .1700
.2000
.2900
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MERCERIZED ETAMINE

Etamines have been used at various
times in the past in quite large quan-
tities, though the amount which can
be sold depends a good deal upon the
style of cloth selling. They are used
for almost any purpose where a rather
heavy and somewhat open material is

desirable, and when they are in de-
mand very satisfactory profits and an
extraordinary distribution takes place.
For a number of years past there has
been very little interest in such fab-
rics, but it would not be surprising if a
greater quantity of these cloths would
be soon desirable and another run
upon them take place. Possibly the
only reason why there has not been a
demand for these cloths for some
years has been because many voiles
are somewhat similar, and many con-
sumers would use them for about the
same purposes, and, therefore, has
made any great production compara-
tively impossible.
Due to the great change which mer-

cerization has made in the appearance
of various lines of fabrics the eta-
mines which would be produced to-day
when mercerizea are a much different
appearing clotn to those of otner
y^ars, and some description regarding
their method of production would
seem desirable. The construction of

the clcths will

VARY WIDELY,

Just as it will for any other fancy cot-

ton mill ^-^roduct, ^ut, as a general
thing, the threads and picks per
inch are comparatively tew in num-
ber and the yarns usea or neavy size.

Not only are the yarns neavy, but a

large percentage of them are of a ply
character, possibly the majority being
two or three-ply, though there is

quite a quantity of these fabrics made
in which a greater number of tnreaas
are used in making the ply yarn, the
cloth under discussion being of this

char^-ter, as it is made of four-ply
yarn, both warp and filling. There are
certain features in regard to the pro-
duction of these cloths which would
not considered at all by many who
are quite weH acquainted with cloth

making and the manipulation of yarn

sizes, end methods of manufacturing
are likely to create quite a variation in
the cost of production and the selling
prices. The fabric analyzed was made
from Egyptian cotton and its method
of construction creates a nigh rela-
tive cost, but somewhat similar lines
can be produced which, to ordinary
/consumers, might be just about as sat-
isfactory, and at a much lower cost.

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES.
These fabrics are made from heavy

yarns and with a low count, and,
therefore, any kind of a fancy weave
is seldom employed in their manufac-
ture, inasmuch as any weave creates
a loose fabric and the effect does not
show up in a very desirable manner.
Patterns placed upon heavy cloth are
even more unsatisfactory than those
placed upon very fine cloth, and ev-
eryone knows that usually it is not
worth while to make fancy figures up-
on very fine yarn materials. Due to
the low count, a plain weave is practi-
cally always employed, as this creates
the firmest fabric and gives better re-
sults. One feature which is well
worth mentioning is that even though
plain weave is employed, there is a
distinct twill elfect noted upon the fin-

ished cloth, tills being caused by the
heavy character of tne yarn as the
various threads interweave back and
forth. At one time it was considered
necessary to make any kind of yarn
which was to be mercerized, either be-
fore or after weaving, out of Egyptian
cotton, in order to get satisfactory re-

sults. This is not so true to-day, for

the improvement in mercerization has
been so great that practically as good
results can be obtained from li/4-lnch

cotton to-day, as could be obtained 10

years ago from 1%-inch cotton. The
saving in this one feature alone is of

great importance, and while we have
given the cost of the cloth as made,
nevertheless it is entirely probable
that moat manufacturers would make
the cloth analyzed from American
cotton of a much shorter stanle.

Shorter cotton costs less and in addi-
tion creates a much

SMALLER LOSS FOR WASTE,
not only because of lower price, but
also because there is likely to be a
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smaller percentage of short fibres in

cotton of shorter length. There is a
very great difference in appearance
noted in various etamine cloths caused
by the irregularity in the threads
and picks per inch, but there is also a
great difference in appearance which
is caused by the number of threads
used in the ply yarn, and in the
amount of twist per inch which is in-

serted. In the fabric analyzed the
amount of twist and the number of
threads in the ply yarn have a distinct

influence upon the result, because the
twist in the yarn seems to form small
checked patterns which are seldom
visible in any other kind of a finished
fabric, and sometimes are very desir-
able. Until the cloth is examined and
analyzed it would seem ai. if there

mine can be produced and these vari-
ous methods have quite an influence
upon the cost of production. First,

the fabric can be made from yarns
which have been mercerized and dyed
before they are woven. In this case
no finishing is necessary, as the term
is ordinarily known when speaking of
grey cloth. Second, the fabric can be
made entirely from grey yarns and
then piece-dyed and mercerized. This
method in some fabrics gives a lower
cost and just as desirable results, but
it is questionable whether it would
give as desirable results in the cloth
analyzed, although it undoubtedly
would cause a lower cost. In this con-
nection it might be well to state that
both the warp and filling are mercer-
ized in this cloth, whereas in many

Mercerized Etamine.

was a very much higher count than
actually exists. The direction of twist
in the ply yarn also has an influence
on the result, because when both warp
and filling are twisted in the same
direction the various squares seem
more prominent, whereas when the
warp is twisted in one direction, and
the filling in an opposite direction the
various threads in the ply yarn seem
to correspond more closely in the
warp and filling, and the small squares
do not appear so prominent.

METHODS OF PRODUCTION.
There are quite a number of ways

in which a dyed and mercerized eta-

fabrics only the warp or the filling, as

the case may be, is the portion which
shows the mercerization effects.

The improvement in mercerization
during the past few years has made
this method much more satisfactory

than it previously was, and for many
fabrics of the character described, no
other method could be adopted.
Third, this method consists of using
yarn which has been mercerized but
not dyed before the weaving operation.

When the weaving is completed the
grey fabric made from mercerized
yarns is bleached and then piece-dyed
in whatever color seems most desir-

able. This method, while being
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somewhat more expensive than
the second method described, is,

nevertheless, responsible tor the warp
and filling having exactly the same
amount of luster, a feature which is

sometimes of importance where warp
and filling are both as prominent as
in the cloth considered. In any of
these methods of construction there
is very little difference in the actual
cloth production, for the yarn is strong
enough so th^.t practically no break-
ages occur in weaving, the operation
of changing shuttles being the one
which consumes practically the entire
time of the operative. If such cloths
are to be produced in quite large
quantities, and more or less continu-
ously, it is a very good plan to adopt
methods whereby a large amount of
yarn can be placed upon the filling

bobbins, so as to make the loss from
shuttle changing as small as possible,
and also to make as large a number
of looms per weaver as possible. Even
though this be done the number of
looms which can be operated U some-
what smaller than for most other fab-
rics.

PLY YARN MAKING.
Many might consider that the

making of ply yarns is a simple mat-
ter, and this is often true for medium
sizes of such yarns where only two
ground threads are used, but difl^cul-

ties increase as the number of ground
threads are increased and as the ne-
cessity becomes greater for all of
these various threads to be present in

the finished ply yarn. In a good many
mills stop motions are used where
two-ply yarns are made, which stop
the operation of the rolls when one
end breaks. In other plants it is the
custom to make the twist in the yam
such an amount that if one thread
breaks down the untwisting of the re-

maining thread will be enough for the
traveler to break down the thread
which lemains. When three or more
ground threads are being twisted the
breaking of one will not stop thv3 twist-

ing operation, and whenever an op-
erative is looking after quite a num-
ber of spindles it might be that the
ply yarn was made for some time
with one of the ground threads miss-
ing. Whenever this occurs, and this

yarn Is not eliminated, it is likely to
cause streaks in the cloth, and spoil
otherwise valuable material.

SECONDS CAUSE LOSSES.

Any large amount of seconds in
fancy cloth may cause large losses,
which make the production of sucu
fabrics much less desirable than costs
indicate, inasmuch as seconds cannot
be sold at anything like the price for
firsts when any large quantity is

made. To obviate any difficulty when
ply yarns are being made certain ma-
chines have been developed which
place together the various ground
threads, but do not insert any twist
whatever. On these frames there is

a stop motion on every ground
thread, which makes it certain that
the ply yarn which is produced will

always contain the correct number of
threads. When spools are filled with
these ply threads v/hich are not twist-
ed, they are taken to the twisting
frame and the correct amount of twist
inserted, but all the threads in the
ply yarn come off of a single spool
upon the twisting frame instead of
coming off of three, four or more
spools as the case may be. Although
the cost of placing these yarns upon a
spool is relatively high, nevertheless
the results obtained in a lower twist
ing cost and in a smaller number oi

seconds more than warrants the in-

stallation of such a process, at least
where anything but the cheapest cloth
is being produced.

ANOTHER FEATURE
which is of importance in yarn pro-
duction is that a high percentage of

production should be obtained, largely
because a long staple of cotton is used
for a relatively coarse size of yarn.
There are very few fabrics where
anything over one-inch staple would
be used for a yarn which is as coarse
as 16-1. It is also possible to make
yarn with a lower standard of twist
than that normally used, just because
the staple is longer than necessary
for the size of yarn being made. This
lower standard of twist is of impor-
tance, inasmuch as it makes a greater
amount of luster when the yarn is

mercerized. The less twist there is in

j'^arn or the straighter the various cot-
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ton fibres lie when woven, the better
is the result produced when the yarn
or cloth is mercerized. This is why
soft twist yarn is used in the warp
when warp yarn is mercerized in

clotLs similar to poplins, and is also
the reajon why soft twist filling yarn
is used in mercerized shirting fabrics
of a wide variety.

BALANCE OF ORGANIZATION.

There are a great many problems
which come up when different kinds
of fancy cotton fabrics are being pro-
duced, but none of them have any
more serious effect upon profits than
the correct balance of the whole plant.

This subject is not considered care-
fully enough by a good many mill men
and possibly by a majority of those
who sell the cloth, inasmuch as they
oTten know very little regarding the
actual effect which the accepting of

any order will have on the operation
of the various machines. Take a fab-

ric like that analyzed for an example
when it has been produced from a cot-

ton such as that noted. Up to the
roving machinery the methods em-
ployed will be somewhat similar to

those ordinarily seen when medium or
fine yarns are to be made. At the
point mentioned a great difference
is noted, for few fly-frame processes
are necessary, and the roving instead
of being of fine size in order to make
fine yarns must be of coarse size to

give the best results.

On the spinning frame the produc-
tion instead of being small, as would
be noted for the length of cotton be-
ing used, is quite large, due to the low
count of yarn and also to the some-
what lower than normal standard of

twist. If this coarse yarn is made on
a spinning frame which has been run-
nina: on coarse yarns, that is, a frame
with rings of nuite srood size, the spin-
ning frame rolls will have to be reset
in order to handle a longer staple of

cotton. If frames with small rings
only are available then there are diffi-

culties because of the small amount
which a bobbin will hold. Due to the
large production on the spinning
frame, a relatively small number of

spindles in comparison to carding and
other machinery is necessary, and of-

ten the making of such yarn will cause

idle spinning machinery. Due to the
coarse size of roving necessary one
and sometimes more processes of tiy-

frames aie eliminated, and usually
there is no other work to keep such
idle machinery in operation. The

STRENGTH OF THE YARN
and other conditions permit of large
pioduction on machines which sue
ceea che spinning iiauie, and tuis caus-
es stoppage 01 machinery and other
difficuicies. Ihexe are many mill men
who never consiaer idle machinery in
the cost of any cloth, and whne this
is a difficult problem, neveitheless
there are a good many cloths on
which some provision should be made
if anydiing iiKe correct results aie to
be oDtamtd. it one-thiru oi the spin-
ning machinery is idie, the remainder
must earn large enough profits to
make the dividends of a satisiactory
character.
Another feature which must be con-

sidered when a cloth such as that ana-
lyzed is being made is that the yarn
will have to be spun and twisted and
then shipped to some other plant to
be mercerized in the majority of in-
stances. This will make delivery
dates uncertain and will increase the
cost of production quite radically if

the yarn does not happen to be avail-
able at the time necessary. This has
been one of the main reasons why
certain silk sellers have been able to
obtain a large portion of th'^ silk busi-
ness of cotton mills, for they keep silk
always available, so that no machinery
is idle. Of course, it is the duty of
the seller to see that ample provision
is made when orders are accepted, but
unsatisfactory delivery causes many
troubles, and even if damage suits are
instituted they seldom compensate for
losses which are incurred. When fab-
rics vary radically from season to
season, and from month to month, or
when every order may be of a differ-
ent character, it takes a

GREAT DEAL OF ABILITY
on the part of a seller to keep machin-
ery operating in full. Sometimes it is

a good plan to sell certain fabrics at
cost when thev are necessary for eco-
nomical oneration f the plant instead
of accepting orders for some other
kind of fabric which ordinarily would
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show a satisfactory profit. Recently
this organization problem has been il-

lustrated clearly by conditions in

many tine goods mills. In these plants

not over 80 per cent of the looms and
some other machinery have been op-
erating, while cards and certain other
machines have been running full and
in some cases overtime. Not only is

an intimate knowledge of mills in gen-
eral and the one sold in particular
necessary, if the best profit be se-

cured, but it is also necessary to have
accurate records kept regarding the
various machines in the plant. Un-
less this be done trouble will surely
result with delivery dates uncertain
and friction between buyers and sell-

ers.

THE OBTAINING OF PROFITS.
One feature which has not been

brought to attention during recent
years has been that a large prcportion
of the cloths made have been of rather
low constructions. This fact has al-

lowed quite a large production to oc-
cur on the looms, and makes satisfac-

tory mill dividends when a "-ery small
profit per yard is secured. Take
voiles for an example. On many of
these fabrics one-half to three-quar-
ters of a cent per yard would be re-

sponsible for an excellent mill show-
ing, while on certain kinds of sateens
and shirtings, the same amount of
profit per ya'^d would be rather unsat-
isfactory from a mill standpoint.
With competition as keen as it has

been and the demand in yardage rath-
er subnormal, there would not have
been as satisfactory a mill condition
as exists to-day, if higher constructed
fabrics have been in demand. It is

also probable that the rumber of
looms which have been operating have
been able to produce as many, if not
more, yards of cloth than was former-
ly produced when operating in full.

Although the percentage of produc-
tion is not quite as high when some
of the low pick materials are being
made, nevertheless the construction
of the cloth has been responsible for
a distinct gnin in yardage per loom
o^ta^npd. Take the cloth analyzed.
This has onlv 24 picks per inch when
woven, and this fact makes it possible
for a very large yardage per loom

to be obtained in comparison to many
of the fancy fabrics which have some-
times been in demand. Even when
compared with voiles and crepes, the
production is quite a little larger in

yards produced. Due to the above
fact the amount of profit per yard nec-
essary to pay a reasonable dividend
seems incredibly small, when com-
pared with the profits which retailers
and others often find to be necessary.
We have given the cost of making

the fabric analyzed and its approxi-
mate selling prices. It is entirely
probable that a construction of a
similar character could be made from
shorter cotton and sold to retail at
35 cents per yard, or even less. To a
consumer such a construction would
be just as desirable as that analyzed.
In fact, it is questionable whether the
cotton used in this fabric adds any-
thing whatever to the finished result.

This question of cotton for any fabric
is one which has never been con-
sidered as carefully as it might be.

A subject which in some cases

CAUSES DIFFICULTIES
is the fact that ply yarns may
shrink or stretch according to
the twist which is being inserted. If

a single yarn sizes 20-1 and when
twisted two ply sizes relatively 9.5-1,

it makes a lot of difference in the cost
of the cloth than if it sized 10.5-1. If

either occurs and provision is not
made for it the proper cost is not ob-
tained, and if the cloth is heavy the
profit figured is not being obtained,
while if the cloth is light an extra
profit is being secured. Some manu-
facturers spin their single yarns so as
to produce a certain sue of yarn when
they are twisted and in this case the
problem is very simple. Wlien this
ply yarn variation has been satisfac-
torily settled the method of finding the
weights of yarn and cloth is very
simple, and is as follows:

720 ends ^ (16/4 X 840) = .2143. weight
of warp per yard without take-up.

7% take-un in wp-^vingr.
.2143 -;- .93 = .2304, total weight of warp

\'prri ppr woven vfird.
24 picks X 291/2" reed width X 36"

= 708
36"

vds. of filling per woven vard.
708 -^• (16/4 X 840) = .2107. total weight

n*" fjiMrsr per woven vard.
.2304 + .2107 = .4411. total weight per yard.
1.0000 _^ .4411 = 2.27 yards per pound

(ffrey).
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PATTERN.
16/4 Eg. mercerized warp 12 696 12 = 720, total ends.
16/4 Kg. mercerized filling. 24 picks.
24 reed; 291/2" width in reed, 28" grey width, 27" finished width.

26 X 23 finished count.
YARN.

Labor, waste,
twisting,
merceriz-

Cotton. ing, etc.

16/4 Eg. combed warp and filling; 1%" sta. ; 3% hank dou. rov., 22c. 16%,c. = 38%c.

CLOTH COST.
720 ends 16/4 Eg. combed mercerized warp + 7% take-up... = .2143 @ 38%c. = $ .0831
'A picks 16/4 Eg. combed mercerized tilling = .2107 @ 38%,c. = .0817

Weaving .0064
Expenses ; .0052

$ .1764
Selling (grey) .0035

$ .1799

Mill selling price (approximately) $ .1775
Finishing, dyeing, etc .0150

$ .1925

Converter's price (about) $ .2750
Jobber's price (about) .3250
Retailer s price .4600

Yards per pound 2.27 (grey).
Plain weave.

-•- •

TUMH r<TTDD17n CBAT nDrCC ^o^ the introcJuction of heavy filling.

LlilNU uLlirijlJ OlUl UllijIjlJ As previously mentioned, the cloths
are

nAAnC MADE FROM YARNS
UUUl/k) which would be considered of fine

^, . ,. * 1 *!, 1 • 1 • character by the majority of manufac-
Therr is one line of cloth which is

^^^^^^ ^^^j^ .^ necessary because the
made in quite wide variety and which ^^^^.^ produced are made through the
in a general way is of a aght charac- contrast of a fine ground fabric with
ter haying a more or less regular

^
,, ^^^^ ^^ Naturally, yarns

distribd.ion, thougn seldom mentioned. ^^ .^^ ^^^ ji^ 3^^ essential if
in a good many instances, such fab-

the effects produced le satisfactory,
ncs are known by special names

^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ irregularity
which are likely to change m different

j„ ^^^^ ^^ particularly noticeable
seasons, but to a manufacturer they

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ j^^^ ^j^,,j especially if
are known as a fine yarn box loom

^j ^ j ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^i^l^ l^i^
and leno product. The ground con- ^eave
structions of the fabrics do not vary

'

HEAV" ' YARN
^l^^lLl7f^"fv Tffi^ "X^^^^^ is usually necessary for the heavy

Thev are usTd'^o?
^ "^^ ^P^^^' ^^^^"«« ''''' ^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^"^^

iney are usea lor
contrast with the light and semitrans-

WAISTINGS AND DRESSES parent ground. In some cases the

^<» ,r«^,-^„c ^.ir.Ac „,./! oui ^^rri, fi,^ yarn which forms the spots, or the

ordirs are ?or ' smaller quintities ^^''^ ^'^'^^ y^-' ^« '' ^ ^^'^ '''^'^'-
orders are tor smaller quantities ^ . ^^ .^ ^ entirely

iif" tfH'l'"^''JvI^f^Vp^.'^^'h^v\'r: white, and probably the greatest por-
ally pioduce neverth ess they are

, , ^^^^ ^^^
one of the fabrics which should form ^^ . ^^^^ introduc-
a portion of he staple business of a

^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ though of a
fancy mill using^fine yarns. They do

character, sometimes
not require machinery of an especially -^ '_;

r>.r>T:^ArT. t-»t7.at
complicated character, for they can be ADDS A GREAT DEAL
made on an ordinary dobby loom, to the attractiveness of the result, in-

which is equipped with a box motion asmuch as it makes possible an en-
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tirely different effect, and creates an
impression of a much more open fab-
ric than actually exists. Sometimes
changes can be made very easily in

the patterns produced, and it is not
always necessary to redraw warps or
to have a different cloth construction
in order to obtain various effects.

This is noted because the warp is

made entirely from one kind of yarn,
whereas the

BOX LOOM MOTION
is responsible for the figure and can
be changed much easier than if the
pattern were made in the warp. Ef-
fects in great variety are made by tne
combination of the two weaves men-
tioned, and it forms the basis for a
large sale of what might be termed

the cotton whicli is used for any size
of yarn must be longer than when
grey yarns are being used anu often
very different methods have to be
used in order to obtain satisfactory
results. When new dyestuffs were de
veloped, which would stand the
bleaching process, it made possible
another method of production, which
undoubtedly gives u

LOWER COST
of production, and eliminates certain
of the difficulties and many of tlie

processes previously necess'ry. .This

does not mean that all manufacturers
have adopted such a method to-day.
but it means that an increasmg num-
ber of such cloths will be made from
grey yarns and with last color spots.

SHSSii Stl.ii'd.*! tmimm>

Leno Clipped Spot Dress Goods.

one of the fanciest varieties of cotton
fabric made with ordinary equipment.

Until a few years ago it \va: possi-
ble to make effects such as are seen
in the sample analyzed in only one
manner, this being through the use of

bleached and dyed yarns. Fev/ manu-
facturers of fabrics realize the diffi-

culties which exist when fine yarns
are bieaclied, dyed, and then woven
into fabrics. In the first place, the
various processes which are necessary
make the cost of such clo:^hs ex-
cessive, and limit the sale to

a great extent. For another thing.

The reason for this is that the use or

grey yarns, which are stronger than
when bleached and handled, gives a
greater percentage of production and
a lower cost. It eliminates many of

the troubles which occur when

FINE BLEACHED YARNS
are used, and, in a good many in-

stances, is undoubtedly responsible for

a much better finished fabric. For
practically all fabrics, such as are be-
ing described, a plain weave ground is

used, because fine yarns ^-ould slip

badly with a low construction if any
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woven figure were used. Then, woven
figures do not show any great contrast
ana are not especially effective when
made entirely from fine yarn, and
with no heavy yarns used in addition.

FIRMNESS
is also an essential characteristic in

any fabric which is to be used for
dress goods, and to give this firmness
with a low count it is necessary to use
plain weave, or at least some simple
weave. Inasmuch as most of the sim-
ple weaves do not show any particu-
larly desirable effects on fine cloths,

it happens that plain weave practical-

ly always forms the ground. All. of

these light fabrics are, however, fab-
rics in which

STRONG CONTRAST
usually exists, and these contrasts are
brought about by the fine yarn ground
and the heavy spots o" figures which
are made by the box loom motion.
The introduction of various small leno
figures is desirable, inasmuch as they
offer some contiast to the ground cloth.

Due to their small nature, it does not
slip badly and so is satisfactory. One
of the noticeable features in these
cloths is the way the elects are pro-
duced. The arrangement of the leno
and heavy yarn figures is often re-

sponsible for the success or failure of
any pattern, and the combination of
them produces effects which to many
seem more complicated than most oth-
er kinds of woven cloth. These kinds
of cloths are being developed quite ex-
tensively in foreign mills at present,
with allover figures and with leno
and plain weave grounds. Undoubted-
ly domestic mills will attemi t to pro-
duce fabrics somewhat similar, but
they are

NOT EQUIPPED
at all extensively with jacquards in
combination with the leno attachment,
ana for this reason the figures pos-
sible are very limited. It only re-

quires ten harnesses for the produc-
tion of the box loom spot, and these,
in addition to the harnesses which
weave leno and those which form the
plain ground, complete the number
necessary. In many of such fabrics it

la only essential to have two harness-

es for plain weave, inasmuch as the
leno and box loom portions of the
cloth

ELIMINATE DIFFICULTIES

from overcrowding of heddles o.i the
ground fabric harnesses. The warp
yarn would have to be placed upon
two different beams in order to be
woven satisfaciorily, ina. much as the
leno portion is likely to have a iffer-

ent pick- up than tuii>. portion wnere
grouiid cJeth is beiufj nifcfle. in oome
kJn(if= of ieuo it is l.. cessary to h -ve

two beams extra for the leno, but in

this case it is not necessary, as the
ground and crossing threads in the
leno take up identical amounts.

INGENUITY IN DEVELOPING.

Just how the fabric is developed
will have a large amount of influence
upon the results obtained, and this is

oLe reason why a certain portion of

the foreign fabrics made show better
results. Domestic makers are very
liable to slight fabric details when
they are developing ideas, and con-
sider quantity of more importance
than quality. This, however, is not of

advantage when it comes to selling

cloth, neither does it aid very much in

getting off the

LARGEST PERCENTAGE
of production. In the fabric consid-
ered, it is necessary to use a reed
where four ends are drawn in dent be-
cause of the leno weave. Of course, it

would be possible to use a 36-reed,

and wherever the leno is made, to re-

move the wire so that there would be
four ends per dent, but this practice
spoils the reed and is not especially
desirable where small quantities of

any fabric are to be made. In addition
to spoiling the reed other

UNDESIRABLE RESULTS
would be produced, which would not
be considered of importance by those
not experienced. In a cloth like that
analyzed if one portion contains four
ends per dent, and another portion
two ends per dent, the reed marks
would not be so prominent in one part
as in another part of the cloth, and
buyers would object to the streaky ap-
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pearance produced. They would criti-

cize ttie results, and it would be

VERY HARD TO EXPLAIN
why the same effect could not be pro-
duced throughout the entire fabric.

Under such conditions it is tetter to
have the whole fabric showing promi-
nent reed marks than :': is to have
only one portion of the cloth particu-
larly noticeable in this direction. This
is the reason why an 18-reed was used
with four ends per dent rather than a
36-reed with the ground por:ion drawn
in two threads per dent. It makes a
great deal of difference where the

HEAVY SPOTS
are introduced into the cloth, and it

is one of the most important things
when developing a cloth tu introduce
these spots where they wi i show up
well, and, in addition, where they will

cause little difficulty in the weaving
operation. The operation of the leno
threads and the introduction of heavy
filling in one portion of a fabric and
not in other portions is very likely to

cause very bad streaks; in fact, in
some patterns it is

ABSOLUTELY IMPOSSIBLE
to eliminate some of the bad features.
Whenever such cloths are being wo-
ven, careful weaving and loom setting
will be responsible for a great diJIer-

ence in the effect produced. In order
to aid in obtaining a regular ground
cloth, it is the usual practice to use
heavy filling with soft twist, either in

single yarn or when 2-ply is used. A
low standard of twist allows the
ground picks to be driven in closer,
and he^-ps to eliminate the tendencies
to streakiness.

THICK AND THIN PLACES
are one of the greatest difficulties

noted when fine yarn fabrics deco-
rated with heavy spots arp being
made. It is necessary to lift the take-
up pawl so that the cloth will not
weave down and leave a thin place
when the heavy yarn is being inserted.
It often happens that the pawl must
be raired before the heavy filling is

inserted, in order to eliminate diffi-

culty, and sometimes the pawl is

raised many more times at the start

of a spot than it is when the last por-
tion of the figure is being made.

xMEGHANICAL DIFFICULTIES
and the variation in yarn and pattern
are responsible for this practice, and
any ditticuities are usually adjusted at

the loom in order to produce the best
effect possible. Because this take-up
pawl is raised the number of picks per
inch are greater than the pick gear
used would indicate. To get the aver-
age number of picks per inch some-
times causes a good deal of difficulty,

because the take-up in the fabric may
vary somewhat. The

. VARIOUS LENO THREADS
operate in a plain manner when they
are not crossing back and forth. In
each leno effect there are four threads,
and when open work is being made
two of these threads cross over the
remaining two threads and stay in

their position while three picks are
being inserted. To anyone who is at

all familiar with leno work, the meth-
od of producing such a weave is very
simple. It only requires that the two
crossing threads be drawn

THROUGH THE LOOP
of the doup instead of the single
heavy end so often noted. Instead of

having these two crossing threads op-
erate with one or more ground
threads, they operate upon two ground
threads which, when leno is not being
made, weave in a plain manner. One
feature which is worth noting is that
the cloth is practically always woven
face down. This is done because it

allows a

MUCH SMALLER PORTION
of the warp yarn to be lifted when the
fisfure is being made than if the cloth
were woven face up. The lifting up
of a smaller portion of tne face yarn
is likely to eliminate a portion of the
streaking tendencies. This cloth
and m.any others of a similar
charac'er can be woven with the
face UT\ but it is seldom made in

this manner. One objection to weav-
ing a fabric face down is that it does
not Deimit the onerative to see the
portion of the cloth which is to be the
face when finished, and as everyone
knows, there are often places which
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can be improved by the operative
when seen, but which often slip by
when tliey are on the bacli of the
clotli.

PROCESSES AFTER WEAVING.
A process which is seldom noted on

ordinary cotton fabrics, but vhich is

necessary in order to create attrac-
tive results on fabrics suc.i as that
analyzed, is the shearing of the heavy
yarn from the fabric, when it is not
producing a figure on the face of the
cloth. The heavy filling floats from
one figure to the next repeat across
the width of the fabric, and these long
floats would be very undesirable to

consumers when made into a garment.
To eliminate this difficulty they ar©

CLIPPED OFF
by machine. Manufacturers much
prefer to produce clipped spots by the
box loom method, inasmuch aii it is a
comparatively easy process to cut off

filling floats when the cloth is woven.
As the cloth passes through the ma-
chine it is much easier for the knives
to be inserted under filling floats than
urder warp floats. One of the great
difficulties in making certain kinds of

clipped spot figures is to get Jie va-
rious floats long enough so that the
knives can operate. In most cases it

is necessary to give the fabric

A NUMBER OF RUNS
upon the shearing machine, in order
to get the spots properly sheared. In
a good many instances, the first proc-
ess merely consists in cutting the va-
rious floats, and succeeding processes
brush up the clipped ends and permit
the shears to cut the ends down close
to the woven figure. The arrangement
of the pattern has much to do with
the success of the shearing operation.
When detached small figures are
made, there is usually little difl^culty,

but whpre large allover figures are
woven there are likely to be small
places where the knives will not work
and the openwork effects are not pro-
duced.

REGULATING PROFITS.
All of these various fabnVs must be

made oarefully and in addition sold
carefully, if the best results be se-
cured, and if a satisfactory profit be
made. The production in yards is

comparatively small per loom, because
it is box loom work where a low loom
speed is noted, and, in addition, the
percentage of production is likely to

be radically lower than for ordinary
fabrics, because of

THE LENO MOTION
with the use of fine yarns. These
fabrics are ones where information
in regard to particular fabrics is of

value, for various small features have
a great influence upon the cost of pro-

duction. The use of good cotton is al-

ways to be recommended, because
the costs for material are relatively

small, and the costs for labor relative-

ly high. Sometimes the introduction
of a longer cotton will save much
more than its cost through greater
percentage of production at the loom.
This is regardless of the fict that bet-

ter yarn and better cloth are made,
and a

BETTER FINISHED RESULT
produced. Sometimes the use of bet-

ter yarn will permit a greater number
of looms per operative to be run. The
fact that quite a little leno is used, to-

gether with the box loom motion,
makes it necessary for many fewer
looms per operative to be noted, and
this increases the cost of weaving
quite radically. A good many manu-
facturers do not like to make such
fabrics for this very reason, inasmuch
as it makes many more weavers nec-
essary f )r the number of looms oper-
ated and these weavers are

NOT ALWAYS AVAILABLE
and any further change in fabric style

makes them again unnecessary. This
brings un the fact that an experienced
seller will manipulate the orders re-

ceived *n such a manner as to k3ep all

of the help employed continr;any, this

being of great importance when prof-
its are concerned. When fabrics vary
widely in character, it is absolutely
necessary to have some reasonably-
accurate method of obtaining the cost,

and where the number of picks per
inch

WILL DIFFER WIDELY,
and yarn sizes of a variable nature be
used, the average production method
so often noted is certain to give inac-
curate results. The cloths are usually
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finished in a crisp manner, but there

is comparatively little difficulty when
tlie cloth is woven and sheared. Due
to the fine character of the yarns there

is a very small take-up in the weaving
process, and there is also a much
smaller shrinkage in width than for

other heavier fabrics where the yarn

shows a greater amount of curvature.

One of the most difficult problems

when

ANALYZING A FABRIC

of this character is to estimate the

size of the yarn which has been used

for making the clipped spou. When-
ever wide figures are made, it is usu-

ally possible to take from the fabric
pieces of heavy yarn which can be
easily compared with others and be es-

timated quite accurately. But when
the figures are very small, this is not
so easy, and the estimated yarn size

may vary from what was actually

used. When this has been accom-
plished, there is

NO GREAT Dlt^FICULTY

in obtaining the cloth weight as it

comes from the loom. Few care

about the weight in a finished state,

and for this reason the weight is sel-

dom obtained when the fabric has

been sheared. To find the average
yarn size upon which tiie new rates of

duty are ascertained is not so easy a

problem as many have considered it to

be, and there is likely to be a great

amount of trouble when average yarn
sizes for such cloths come anywhere
near the dividing line. Due to the

VARIATION IN SHEARING

and other features, there are likely to

be no two portions of the cloth simi-

lar, and no average obtained which

will be at all accurate. The method

PATTERN.

60/1 Am. combed warp — 2,144 — = 2,192, total ends.
12 12

75/1 Am. combed filling. 70 picks ground.
40/2 Am. combed filling. lGi,2 picks figure. Dyed.
18 reed; 30" width in reed; 281/2" finished width.

76 X 86% over all finished count.

YARNS.
Labor, waste,

twisting.
Cotton. dyeing, etc.

60/1 Am. combed; 1%" sta.; 12 hank dou. rov., 22c. 19M:C. = 41i^c.

75/1 Am. combed; 1%" sla. ; 17 hank dou. rov., 22c. 21c. = 43c.
40/2 Am. combed; IVs" sta.; 8 hank dou. rov., IGi^c. 28»4c. == 44%c.

COST.

2,192 ends 60/1 Am. combed warp + 5% take-up = .0458 @ 41%c. = $ .0190
70 picks 75/1 Am. combed filling = .0333 (5) 43c. = .0143
161/2 picks 40/2 Am. combed filling, dyed = .0295 Q 44%c. = .013:!

Weaving .0522
Expenses .0227

$ .1214
Shearl-.g .0025
Sellini< (grey) 0028

M;ll cost (grey) $ .1267

Selling price (about) $ .1500
Bleaching, finishing, etc .0125

$ .1625
Converter's expenses .0200

Cost to converter $.1825

Selling price, converter (about) , $ .2400
Se'ling price, jobber (about) .3000
Selling price, retailer .4600

Yards per pound, 9.21 (grey) before shearing.
Rpeded 4 ends per dent.
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of obtaining the weights of the yarn
and cloth is as follows:

2,192 ends -=- (60/1 X 840) = .0435. weleht
of warp without take-up.

5% average take-up in warp.
.0435 -!- .95 = .0458, total weight of warp

per woven yard.
70 plclis X 30" reed width X 3fi"

= 2,100 yds.
36"

of fine filling per yard of cloth.
2.100 -T- (75/1 X 840) = .0333, total weight

of fine filling per yard of cloth.
16.5 picks X 30" reed width X 36"

= 495 yds.
36"

of heavy filling per yard of cloth.
495 -T- (40/2 X 840) = .0295, total weight

of heavy filling per yard of cloth.
.0458 -f .0333 -|- .0295 = .1086, total weight

per yard.
1.0000 -^ .1086 = 9.21 yards per pound, be-

fore shearing.

FANCY LENO STRIPE

Leno fabrics are ones which are
more or less open, and are used for

different purposes. They have been
used quite extensively in the past, but
for five years or so, there has been Ut-
ile call for cloths of this character.
The past season has seen an increas-
ing demand for these fabrics, and
there have been produced many varia-
tions of this weave. At present the
weave is used for narrow stripes on
men's shirtings and ladies' waistings,
in check effects for waistings, in plain
all-over leno for overdresses and many
other combinations in various fabrics.

The weave is made by having ends
twist around one or more other ends,
thus giving in some cases a wave ef-

fect, or in the cloth we are consider-
ing

AN OPENWORK EFFECT.

The twisting of the ends is made pos-
sible by an arrangement on the loom
which permits the leno or crossing end
;o pass from one side to the other of

the ground end or ends, as the case
may be. Because of this crossing back
and forth, the loom is run at a speed
somewhat slower than on ordinary
work. To make this crossing possible,
the crossing end or leno end is run
through a doup which is attached to a
harness on which there are no heddles.
These doups, which are usually made
of good hard-twisted worsted yarn, are
passed through the eye in a second

harness. By raising a back harness
this slips the doup up through the eye
to make the crossing on one side of

the ground ends, and by raising the

harness and doup both, it makes a

crossing on the opposite side of the

ground end or ends. This is the sim-

plest leno weave which is produced,

and it is called

GAUZE.

It . is composed by having two ends

which cross each other at every pick,

and from this foundation idea many
beautiful effects in weave and color

are produced, for there are leno mo-
tions which are attached to jacquard

looms also, giving a leno weave in a

jacquard pattern all over the cloth.

Because these doups wear out, thus

requiring much care in some cases,

fewer looms are given a weaver to run

and this, of course, makes the weaving
price high for this kind of cloth. It

is to be noticed that we have allowed

2 looms to a weaver, although in some
mills m.ore are given than this on a

fabric similar to the one we have an-

alyzed. In these fabrics the am.ount

of yarn used is rather small—in the

cloth we are considering less than IVi

cents of the total 8 cents grey cost—so

any amount saved would naturally be

taken off the labor cost, and in these

classes of fabrics it is the produc-

tion and economy in labor that make
the largest reduction in the fabric

costs.

On our drawing-in draft it will be

noticed that we have m^arked some
dents with ciphers, and this means
that no ends are drawn in, or rather

needed, in these dents, and the reason

why the ends do not all slip together

when woven is because of the twist

given by the leno weave. The filling on

a fabric of this character is nearly

straight, so that the finished width

and grey width are identical in many
cases, and sometimes the finished

width is wider than the grey width.

To obtain the result wanted some-

times means a lot of experimenting at

the mill, because in many cases the

cloth is wanted at a certain price, and
until some of the cloth is woven, it is

very hard to tell just how the fabric

v/ill look, as the size of the yarn and
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the kind of reed used and also the
number of picks affect the looks of the
cloth to a certain extent.

NOT CONSIDERING THE PRICE.

Some of these cloths are being made
to-day by mills which have never ber
fore attempted to make them, and we
would say that if they did consider
the cost of making they would be more

ss;
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SS'
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Leno Overdress Fabric.

der for this grade of cloth), they will
surely wish they had never touched it

at the price. This point should be
carefully considered by mill treasur-
ers, and before a ' new cloth is sold,
some idea of the cost to make should
be obtained, for, in many cases, a mill
treasurer is as much at sea regarding
the cost to make as a buyer is.

The take-up on the leno ends in this
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careful of the price at which they sold.

We have personally seen leno cloths
within a very short time which were
sold by the mills at 5| cents per yard
which surely could not be produced at
anywhere near this figure. The mills
which sold them had never had much
experience in making leno cloths, and
we should say that, before the order
is completed (it is a rather large or-

cloth is rather small, but in many
cases of ordinary leno work the take-
up will be from 25 to 40 per cent, and
in a Russian cord the take-up will be
about 75 to 80 per cent, or in other
words, for 1 inch of cloth 5 inches of

yarn will be required for the crossing
or leno end. These Russian cords
which are just ordinary leno, are be
ing used very extensively as stripes ir.
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fast colors in men's shirting material.
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as we are considering, as if it were
plain weave instead of openwork
stripes. By comparison of the plain

stripes and leno we find tliat a 44 reed
was used, and by pulling out some fill-

ing we make the reed width 294

inches.

1,287 dents total.

1,27 5 dents inside

Draft and C

A pattern is laid out

nam.

for a leno such

44 reed X 29% inches
1,2S7 — 12 selvages =

selvages.
1,275 ^ 42 in a repeat = 30 repeats 4- 15

dents.

To find the place to start our draw-
ing-in draft so that the pattern will

perfectly balance, we will proceed as

follows: Add the number of dents in

the wide stripe and the number of

dents left over, and divide by two;

this gives the number of dents to start

the drawing-in draft ahead of the

double stripe.

29 + 15 = 44.
44 -^ 2 = 22 dents to start ahead of stripe.

If we consider the cloth we will

find that a leno is next the selvage

so instead of using 22 dents to start

we will use 21 dents, which will bring

a leno next the selvage. This is done
because some dents are skipped, as we
stated above, in our reed, and if we
leave out one dent on each side, we
will have 30 repeats plus 13 dents,

which is the way we have laid out our

drawing-in draft. By

EXAMINING THE DRAFT

carefully it will be noticed that the

two leno ends are crossed on the draft,

and this shows to the girls who draw
in the warps that one end is to be

crossed over and drawn into the doup.

In figuring the yards per pound we
will proceed as follows:

1.008 ends -f- (840 X 60) = .0200, weight of

60/1 in 1 yard of cloth without take-up.
.0200 -=- .96 = .0208, weight of 60/1 in 1

vard of cloth with take-up.
608 ends -^ (840 X 30) = .0241, weight of

60/2 without take-up. „„ ,„ .

0241 H- .88 = .0274, weight of 60/2 in 1

yard of cloth with take-up.

56 picks X 291/4" X 36
1 = 1,638 yards of filling

3 6 in 1 yard of cloth.

1,638 -f- (840 X 90) = .0217, weight of 90/1
in 1 yard of cloth.

.0208 + .0274 4- .0217 == .0699, total weight
of 1 yard of cloth.

1.0000 -f- .0699 = 14.31 yards per pound.

The count we have given is the
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over-all count, because of the fact that
so many dents are skipped in our
reeding-in plan. The ends in the
crowded stripes are drawn in two-plj',

as may be seen from our pattern plan.

It will also be noticed that the picks
are placed in the cloth 2 in a shed.
This is probably done because it

would be impossible to weave a cloth
with 54 picks per inch and have the
leno change every pick. In other
words, there would be so many cross-
ing places that the cloth would not
hold that number of picks. Of course,
more picks could be put into the cloth

if a finer yarn was used for the 60-2,

but with 60-2 warp the picks seldom
run higher than 34 or 36 per inch, if

the leno ends change every pick. The
cloth is woven with doups, which are
tied to the bottom of the loose harness
and are, therefore, called

BOTTOM DOUPS.
On harness No. 2 is an arrangement

whereby harness No. 1 is raised when
No, 2 raises. This is necessary, be-
cause the doup passes through the
heddle eye on harness No. 2, and if

No. 1 harness did not raise at the
same time No. 2 did, it would either

break the doups or keep No. 2 harness

from lifting. In some places these two
harnesses are not hitched together,

and in this case, harness No. 1 would
have to be lifted continually on our
head chain. In either case, the result

is the sam.e, for on the loom our har-
ness No. 1 lifts continually, although
the chain does not show it.

Over No. 7 harness we have marked
the word "jumper". This is an ar-

rangement put on the loom which
raises this harness part way up. This
is done to straighten out the doups aa
it slips them back through the heddle
eye and stops them snarling up. This
arrangement is used for a double lift

dob by, for on a single lift loom where
all the harnesses come to a bottom
shed the doups naturally slip back into

place, and this arrangement is not
necessary. We have also marked the
word "slackener" over some pegs in

the harness chain. These pegs are
usually placed behind the regular har-
ness chain on a harness which is not
being used, and the purpose is this:

When the leno or crossing threads are
in a crossed position they twist
around the ground threads, and unless
some provision is made to let off a lit-

tle extra yarn at this time, the ground

60/1 American combed.
60/2 Ainerican combed.

1.ENO OVERDRESS.

2
I^ATI

2
'ER^r.

2 2

12
12

8
4

8
4 8

12
1

1,008 beam 1

608 beam 2

30 X
90/1 Am.erican combed filling-. 56 picks.
-i4 reed; 29^4" width in reed; 28" grey width; 28"

over all). 57 X 54 (finished count over all).

YARNS.

finished width.

1,616 total
ends.

)7 X 56 (grey count

Cotton.
60/1 Am. combed, 1%" sta. ; 12 hank dou. rov., 26c.
60/2 Am. combed. 1%" sta.; 12 hank dou. rov., 26c.
90/1 Am. combed, 1%" sta.; 20 hank dou. rov., 26c.

Labor,
waste. Twisting.
18c.
IRc. 4c.
241/2 0.

COST.
1,008 ends, 60/1 American combed + i% take-up = .0208 @ 44c.
608 ends, 60/2 American combed + 12% take-up = .0274 @ 48c.
56 picks, 90/1 American combed = .0217 @ 50 %c.

Weaving, 14.S speed, 75% production, 2 looms, $11.50 wage
Expenses, $2.50 per loom

Selling 2'

Grey cost
Bleaching, finishing, etc.

Finished cost.

14.31.Yards per pound =

Harness to weave = 8.
Retail price, 25c. per yard

= 44c.
= 48c.
= 50 1/2 c.

$ .0092
.0132
.0110
.0317
.0137

$ .0788
.OOIG

$ .0804
.0100

$ .0904
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ends are liable to be broken. The ends
liv'liich are drawn in on harness No. 8

are the ones which are drawn throng.

i

the loop on harness No. 1.

JAGQUARD SILK WARP

EOLIENNE
These cloths w^ere quite popular

about ten years ago and since then
have had a regular sale, but during
the past two years the nun: her of

yards sold has been largely increased
and there are many new patterns and
constructions being produced to-day.
The better colors, and the fact that
the cotton can be dyed one color and
the silk another has helped increase
the sales to a certain extent.
Sometimes it requires a little ex-

perimenting to get the construction
what it should be for the different

counts in the warp and filling. The
one we are considering is a regular
one, that is, 124x56 in the grey count
with 40-2 combed filling. The filling

used in these cloths is almost always
combed yarn and also hard twisted,
although in many cases it is not so
hard twisted as it would be for a voile
cloth.

The silk warps used in the making
of these cloths vary in the different
mills, being gauged in most cases by
the size of yarn which they can best
run, but it is practically always

ITALIAN SILK,

and runs from 20-22 to 24-26 in size
in most cases. These silk warps, one
would naturally think, would create
some trouble in a cotton m.ill, but
after the help becomes used to the
w^ork a w^arp can be started up in
fully as short a time as a whole cot-
ton warp. In the looms the work is

liable to create some trouble if the
heddle eyes have some shirp places,
as they cut the yarn easily, and a's-j

on jacquard work, if the harness
threads are w^orn, they ara likely to
catch the light silk threads ani break
or cut them. These c'oths are madb
In quite large quantities with hard
twist worsted filling, but, of course,
cost more than the cotton filling va-

rieties, although the v.orsted yars

gives them a drape which cotton never
gives. Cotton yarn gi\es possibly a

smoother cloth and shows up the silk

somev. hat better. These cloths are

being made with silk stripes added,

and because of the extra silk required,

the cost is higher.

It may be asked by some the differ-

ence between these eolienne cloths

£.nd crepe cloths, as they both have
silk warps and the count is somewhat
similar in many cases. One difference,

which does not always hold true, is

ihat the crepe has single i lling and
the eolienne has two-ply filling, al-

though taey are both hard twisted. In

many cases, the crepe is woven on a

box loom and is called a crepe de
chine, while in others it is not woven
on a box loom and is called serpen
tine crepe, but

THE :\IAIN DIFFERENCE

is usually created by the finishing

process, because in a crepe cloth the

shrinkage may be as high as 33 per
cent, while in an eolienne the cloth is

finished out nearly to its grey w^idth.

This can be easily seen by looking
at the two different cloths, as in a
crepe the filling is all full of curves
and crinkles, while in an eolienne the
filling is as straight as finishing can
make it without spoiling the cloth.

One thing which helps in the w^eav-

ing of these cloths is that the silk

used is practically always in the raw
state, and does not look at all like

it does when finished, but is full of

gum, and this gum sticks the fibres

together and keeps them from rub-
bing to pieces in the loom and is re-

moved in the finishing process, and
then the gloss appears on the silk

threads. Care has to be given to the

weaving of these cloths, because there

are many things which will show
when finished wdiich on a cotton cloth

would never appear. Possibly, one
thing shows more than anything
else and this is when a reed is a trifle

bent in some places. In this way, a
few ends are crowded, end then there

is a small space where they are light-

er, and in finishing these cloths it is

very hard, almost impossible, to make
these threads slide in even again
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This does not make much difference
in a

PIECE-DYED FABRIC
where one color is used, but where
the cloth is cross-dyed it shows up
this condition very plainly, because
the warp shows more in one place and
the filling shows plainly next to it.

The cloth in hand shows this condi-
tion, while the solid colors show
practically no streaks of any descrip-
tion.

These cloths are laid out in the reg-
ular manner used for cotton jacquard
work, and we will work out the cloth

by successive steps. The first thing
to do is to find the size of warp and
filling which is used. This is easy
enough in the filling, but the warp has

which in this case is 126 times 53. As
these cloths come in about i inch in

weaving and i inch in finishing, and
as the finished width is 25i inches, we
next find the reed count and reed
used.

25.5 finished width. 26.75 reed width
: 126 = 120 reed count.

120 -T- 2 = 60 reed to be used.

Then we have:

60 X 26% reed width =

1,604 — 44 for selvages
inside selvages.

1,560 X 2 = 3,120 + 176 selvages == 3,296
total ends.

1,604 total dents.
1,560 cloth dents

The probabilities are that as long as
the pattern finished is about 3 3-16

inches wide, it was 3 1-3 inches wide

Jacquard Silk Warp Eolienne.

lost quite a little because of the gum
being boiled out of the silk, and it

requires not only fine balances, but
also a knowledge of the amount of

gum in the silk, and care in the sizing
of the silk, for it is very liable to

split up in pulling out the threads. It

also requires

A GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
of the silk sizes used by cotton mills
in the making of these cloths. We
find the size of the warp to be 20-22
"vhen used and the filling about 40-2.

We next find the finished count,

in the reed, as we can figure out for

ourselves. From the whole layout of

the cloth it appears to have been made
on a 400 machine which was tied up
120 per inch in the comber board.

This makes our machine laid out as

follows:

400 machine -^ 120 per inch = 3% inches
in 1 repeat.

It will then be seen that in this

cloth the entire machine has been
used, that is, ends are drawn into all

the heddle eyes, and there is no cast

out. This is done in most cotton mills
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making these cloths, for very few
mills except silk mills have machines
tied up to more than 120 per inch,

that is, in the ordinary cotton mills
which produce shirting materials. The

NUMBER OP REPEATS
of the pattern is then found.

3,120 enc 400 = 7 repeats + 320 ends.

By referring to the following small
sketch it can be seen in which sec-
tions of the tie-up the ends are used.
We will consider that the width tied

up is 40 inches, as this is a usual
width in cotton mills. This makes 12
sections or 12 harnesses attached to

one hook.

and instructions for drawing-ln would
be given as follows: Start to draw on
hook No. 1, row No. 6, section No. 3.

Finish drawing on hook No. 8, row
No. 45, section No. 10. It will be
noticed that 8 hooks are used in a
row, as a 400 machine has usually this

num.ber of hooks placed in a row, and
there are 50 rows in the machine. To
lay out our pattern we will consider

our cloth sketch as made, and the first

thing to do is to find the paper to

use. As the hooks are tied 8 in a row,

the paper will be in 8 squares in the

warp, and to find the filling squares

we will figure thus:

53 8:X=3%or8X3 paper.

.40 inches wide -f- 3% inches in 1 repeat

I
2

I
3

I
4

I
5

I
6

I
7

I

12 repeats or sections.

I
9 1 10

I
11 I 12

400 400
I

400
I

400
I

400
I

4(
I

400
I

400 I

160-2001 400
i

400 | 400 | 400 | 400 | 400 |200-160|

I
360

I I I I I I I
360 I

400 I 400 I

It can thus be seen that in sections
4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 there are 400 ends
or all the heddles used, and that in

sections No. 3 and No. 10 there are
only 360 ends used. By laying the pat-
ern out as above, it will be seen that
it is exactly in the center of the tie-

up and this helps in the running of

But possibly in a cloth like this it

would be better to use an 8x4 paper,

but in any case, with a count as high
in the warp and as low in the filling,

it is to a great extent

A MATTER OF EXPERIMENT
and experience to get the effects to

PATTERN.
2 2

20/22 Italian silk warp. 44 3,120 44 = 3,296 total ends.
40/2 American combed hard twist filling. 56 picks.
60 reed, 26%" width in reed, 26" grey width, 25%" finished width. 123 X 56 grey count

126 X 53 finished count.
YARNS.

20/22 Italian silk; 205,000 yards per pound; on beams = $4.75.
Labor,

Cotton. waste. Twisting.
40/2 American combed; 1%" staple; 8 hank dou. rov., 21c. 10%c. 4c. = 35%c.

COST.
3,296 ends, 20/22 Italian silk + 8% take-up. = .0175 @ $4.75 = $ .0831
56 picks, 40/2 American comber hard twist = .0908 @ .35 Va = .0322

Weaving .0159
Expenses .0138
Jacquard cards .0005

$ .1455
Selling, 2% .0029

Cost grey $ .1484
Dyeing and finishing .0250

Cost finished $ .1734

Yards per pound, 9.23.
Cost at retail, 38c. per yard.

the work. The pattern to be used come out right in these cloths. There
vvc uld be balanced up and placed on are so few picks, comparatively speak-
the design paper, and the layout Ing, that the floats cannot be very
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long, in any case, in the warp. It Is

to be noticed that on the snail slots

a pick of filling is allowed to float on
the top and bottoji of the spot to

make the figure rounder and to hold
down the warp better. This is a gen-
eral practice on these cloths with
small ground spots, as it makes a
more even looking cloth and figure.

To get the nun.ber of squares in the
height of the design, it is better where
the picks are as low as in this cloth,

to find the height of the pattern and
multiply by the picks per inch, and

THIS RESULT
should be divided by the picks in a
square, and in this way, a more ac-
curate result is obtained in the num-
ber of squares to be used, thus:

53 picks finished X 3% inches = about 200
picks in a repeat.

200 -^ 3 == 66 squares about, or if 8 X 4
paper.

was used we would have

200 -=- 4 = 50 squares in the filling.

In the warp we would have

400 50 squares in the warp.

To find the weight of the warp and
filling and from Ihese the yards per
pound, and then the cost, is a rather
simple proceeding. The yards per
pound in the silk warp will vary, but
we have taken a low enough number
of yards to be on the safe side in

figuring. To obtain the output of the
warp, we figure as follows:

3.296 ends -t- 205.000 yards = .0160, weight
of warp without take-up.

.0160 -^ .92 = .0175, weight of warp in 1
yard of cloth.

We have used 8 per cent for take-
up in weaving.
The weight of the filling is obtained

thus:

5 6 picks X 26%" reed width X 36"

yards of filling.

1,498 -^ 16.500 =-. .0908, weight of filling ia
1 yard of cloth.

We have used this number of yards
for 40-2, because in twisting it con-
tracts somewhat.

.0175 + .0908 = .1083. weight of 1 yard of
c.oth.

1.0000 -i- .1083 = 9.23 yards per pound.

The cloth is lighter than this when
sold for

THREE REASONS:
First, because of finishing and Iron-
ing the yarns are somewhat finer, al-

though this makes only a small dif-

ference in weight; second, because
the silk loses the largest share of the
gum it contained in finishing; third,

because in finishing the cloth is

stretched about 5 per cent, and this

not only makes less picks per inch,

but stretches out some of the take-up
of the warp in weaving.

FAST COLOR SOIESETTE

SHIRTING

The name soiesette is copyrighted
and is used by Clarence Whitman &
Company on the line of cloths which
is produced by them. .These cloths are
made in varied styles and construc-
tions and have had a large sale. It

must not be thought that the cloths
produced by this concern are the only
ones which can be bought in thes<j

lines, for many mills make similar
fabrics which have had a large sale,

and although the name soiesette can-
not be used by others, the construc-
tions and ideas can and are. Buyers
ask for a soiesette construction and
all they really mean is that it is a soft

twist filling fabric with a construction
such that it will take mercerization
well. The name soiesette has lost to

a certain extent its connection with
fabrics produced by any certain house,
and the trade in general uses the
name when speaking of a certain

CLOTH CONSTRUCTION
and not the production of any one cer-

tain house. Thus, the ideas have been
absorbed for the good of the trade.

In our analysis we find the warp which
was used was 85-1 and the filling was
43-1. We have used Bgyptim cot-

ton for filling, but it is also possible

to use American.
The cloth we are considering is a
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fair example of the many lines of

shirtings which are being sold at pres-
ent. It is to be noted that even though
the price of this cloth is 30 cents in

the stores, many shirts are being sold
with cloth of this quality at about
$1.50, and these shirts are better than
have been sold previously. The quality
of men's shirtings and ladies' waist

-

ings has improved very much during
the past five years, this inprovement
being due in a great measure to the
improvements in finishing cloth, and
also to the dyeing of yarn and cloth
which is also showing large improve

-

m^ent. The quality of yarn entering

of the warp and soft twist grey or un-
bleached filling, and when the cloth
is woven it is bleached which, of

course, makes the grey yarn white,
but does not affect the dyed yarn, and
then it is mercerized which gives the
filling a sheen which makes the cloth
more desirable. It can be seen that
by using grey soft twist filling a bet-
ter mercerized finish will result, be-
cause in the mercerizing process a
soft twist yarn m.ercerizes better and,
of course, grey yarn which is not han-
dled can be used softer twisted than
bleached yarn. The process of mer-
cerizing cloth consists of immersion

fast Color Soiesette Shirting.

into cloth is to-day better than ever,
and this may be due partly to the
larger competition in these lines of

fabrics and also to the fact that even
yarn makes a large difference in the
finish of a piece of goods as finished
to-day. Possibly the fact that in most
all colored lines where dyed and
bleached yarn was used the cloth did
not take a mercerized finish because
of harder twist in the filling to facili-

tate handling, made the cloth some-
what less desirable than at present.
The fact is that yarn can be dyed fast

colors which will stand bleaching,
and that then a cloth can be made up
as a regular colored shirting using
grey or unbleached yarn for the rest

in caustic soda and at the same time
keeping the tension as much as pos-
sible on the filling or cloth width. If

the tension was not much, the cloth
when passed into the liquid would
shrink and there would be no luster,

and the reason the tension is placed
on the filling in this particular in-

stance is because the filling is made
soft twisted, and this takes the finish

better than the warp. In some lines of
fabrics the tension is placed on the
warp, especially such cloths as mer-
cerized poplins. The reason this is

done is because the warp is made of
two-ply soft twist yarn. Almost all

cloths which are mercerized are m.er-
cerized in the filling, because there are
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comparatively few cloths on which

two-ply soft twist warp is used, while

there are many fabrics which have

medium or soft twist filling.

ONE FEATURE
which appears in this cloth is not no-

ticeable with other colors of dyed
yarn. With an ordinary magnifying

glass may be seen what are called

black hairs, which project off the
black, fast-colored yarn. In many
cases this black yarn has n^ade much
trouble for the mills in cloth rejec-
tions, for in some cases the cloth will

be full of these hairs alongside the
black yarn, although in this cloth the
amount of these hairs is about as
small as possible. For the above rea-
son, mills have been forced to use as
good black yarn as is possible in this

class of fabric, and in many cases it

has been necessary to use fine two-ply
yarn wherever a black color was used.
It has been a practice to use black
combed yarn for stripes in carded col-

ored yarn shirtings, for these black
hairs, which, of course, are m,ore
prominent in carded yarn, would in

many cases spoil the fabric. With me-
dium dark colors this effect is not
noticeable, although these hairs are
present, but because of their fineness
and because they do not so strongly
contrast with the white ground, they
are not noticeable to any extent, and
certainly not enough to hurt the gen-
eral appearance of the cloth in most
cases.
One thing which hurts the wearing

qualities of most all shirtings is the
presence of hard cords in the pat-
tern. When the cloth is ironed there
is a tendency to cut the filling, and this

soon makes the cloth split on the
cords and so renders a shirt useless
before it is actually worn anywhere.
We do not think the above will make
any difference in the amount of shirt-

ings with cords which are made, and
we hope it will not, because it is a
case where the beauty of a pattern is

much better with the addition of a few
cords even if the wearing qualities are
lessened to a certain extent. Shirtings
Ip many cases would not be made in

attractive patterns if it were not for

the
TOUCH OF VARIETY

which is added by ,the addition of a
few cords. Nearly the same effect i»

produced by very narrow satin stripes

and the wearing qualities of a s'lirting

with satin stripes for cords is largely
improved.

It is to be noticed in most all

soiesette cloths that the warp is usu
ally of fine yarn, relatively speaking,
in coirparison with the filing, also
that the count is somewhat lower in

the warp than in the filling. These
above facts are brought about in the
construction of the cloth so that the
finish will be better when mercerized,
and another fact which helps in this

direction is soft twist in the filling,

and in many cases, the use of Egyp-r*

tian cotton which possibly takes mer-
cerization somewhat better than many
grades of American cotton.

The grey counts on some of these
clOchs are as follows: 64 times 72 with
50-1 warp and 30-1 filling, 68 times
84 with 50-1 warp and 35-1 filling, 72

tim-es 96 with 60-1 or 70-1 warp and
40-1 filling, and there are many vari-

ations from these constructions both
in yarn and count, but the warp is

almost always made of fine yarn, and
the filling of coarser

SOFT TWIST FILLING.

In weaving cloths such as we are

considering it is necessary that care

be exercised by the fixers or else the

take-up on the lighter beams is liable

to be large, and this will m.ake an en-

tirely different looking fabric, and in

some cases, spoil the effect. The
above is not so likely to happen if sin-

gle yarn is used, but when two-ply is

used, much m.ore care is necessary as

the stiffness of the yarn is liable to

help make loops and a large take-up,

thereby making a bad looking fabric

in many cases. Cloth has been noticed

in the stores where this effect has ap-

proached a regular seersucker effect,

and then when more tension has been
applied, the defect has entirely disap-

peared in the cloth.

THE EXPENSE
of making these cloths is rather high.
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because of the fact that, having a high
number of picks, the production is

rather slow, and this makes the weav-
ing and other cliarges greater. The
cost of finishing this sort of fabric is

not large, as it has only to be bleached
when woven and then mercerized, and
it is much easier and cheaper to

bleach and mercerize cloth than it is

to handle yarn in the same m.anner.

If the filling is made well on these
cloths, the result is likely to appear
well, as the filing covers up to a cer-

tain extent the warp yarn, although
a warp as fine as the one we are con-
sidering has to be good yarn to stand
the beating up of so many picks.

These cloths are about 32 inches
wide finished, and as they shrink
about 2 inches in finishing and li to

2 inches in weaving, we have from
the finished counts of 72 in the warp
the following:

32 : 35.75 : : X : 72 = about 64.
64 -T- 2 = 32 reerl to be used.
32 X 35% = 1.144 total dents.
1,144 — 16 selvages = 1,128 dents inside

selvages.

By com^parison we find the cords are

reeded 1 in a dent, while all the other
yarn is reeded 2 in a dent, and then
by laying out our pattern we find that
there are 60 dents in a repeat of the
pattern, so we have:
1,128 -J- 60 = 18 repeats -f- 48 dents over.

In balancing up this pattern we find

that with 48 dents over we will have
one cord next the selvage on one side
and none on the other, so to make
the two edges exact we will use only
47 dents over and then the pattern
will balance as we have laid out in our

COST ANALYSIS.
The picks in the finished cloth av-
erage about 92, and so there were
probably 96 in the grey cloth.

The yarn is drawn in on four har-
nesses in regular order just as if it

were for an ordinary plain white
warp, but when the warp is reeded in

the cords are drawn 1 in a dent, while
the other yarn is reeded 2 in a dent.
The sizes of the yarns are found in the
usual manner, and we then proceed to

find the weight of the cloth.

1,870 ends -r- (840 X 85) = .0262, weight
of 85/1 warp without take-up.

.0262 -7- .92 = .0295, weight of 85/1 wan>

PATTERN.

85/1 Am. c'mb'd 16
30/1 Am. c'mb'.l

black
16/2 Am. c'mbdl

31

'I 2
I I

1 2

16 _ 1,870

^ 152
148

^

3 X 2.170

18 X
96 picks, 43/1 English combed soft twist filling. 32 reed, 35%" width in reed; 34" grey

width, 32" finished width; 68 X 96 giey count ground; 72 X 92 finished count ground.

YARNS.

Cotton.
85/1 Am. combed: IV2" sta.

;

17 hank dou. rov., 28c.
30/1 Am. combed bik; IVg" sta.; 6 hank dou. rov., 21c.
16/2 Am. combed; 1 '/m" sta.; 3.25 hank dou. rov., I7V2C.
43/1 Eng. combed; 1V4" sta.; 10.5 hank dou. rov., 26c.

COST.
1.870 ends. 85/1 Am. combed + 8% take-up = .0295 @ 55c.
152 ends. 30/1 Am. combed -f 10% take-up = .0067 (5) 38c.
148 ends. ](;/2 Am. combed -j- 2% take-up = .0224 @ 26c
96 picks, 4.3/1 Eng. combed = .0950 @ 39c.

Weaving
Expenses ...*.'..* ..!!!. .

."

.
.'.*!.'!.!*.!

Labor,
waste.
27c.
9c.

SVaC
13c.

Dyeing 8c.
Twisting 2c.

= 55c.= 38c.= 26c.= 39c.

Selling

Bleaching, mercerizing, etc.

lards per pound, 6.51.
Plain weave.
Retail price, 8O0. per yard.

$ .0162
.0026
.0058
.0371
.0154
.0201

$ .0972
.0020

$ .0992
.0150

$ .1142
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with take-up.
152 ends -r- (840 X 30) = .0060, weight of

30/1 warp without take-up.
0060 -T- .9 = .0067, weight of 30/1 warp
with take-up.

148 ends -r- (840 X 8) = .0220. weight of
16/2 warp without take-up.

0220 ^ .98 = .0224, weight of 16/2 warp
with take-up.

96 X 35% X36 = 3,432 yards of filling in 1

36 yard of cloth.
3,432 -- (840 X 43) = .0950, weight of fill-

ing in 1 yard of cloth.
.0295 -f .0067 + .0224 -f .0950 = .1536,
weight of 1 yard ot cloth.

1.0000 -T- .1536 = 6.51 yards per pound.

These fabrics look well as long as
they will hold together, for the fibre
has undergone a change, and the nice
glossy appearance will not wash out
as in some fabrics, but

THE WEARING VALUE
of these cloths does not compare with
a well mercerized two-ply warp pop-
lin, although, of course, both cloths
have individual uses where the other
cannot be used. The weaving cost is

rather high on these cloths, because
of the high number of picks. Thiy
cloth, as made in most cases, has 104
picks in the grey, but the piece Wo
have analyzed has only 92 picks fin-

ished, so the grey count probably was
not over 96. If this cloth was miade
with 104 picks, the cost would be
about ic extra from the price we
have figured, that is, the extra 8 picks
would add about Jc. in yarn and the
weaving and expenses would add
about ic per yard.

Mercerization makes the cotton fi-

bre, which is a flat twisted tube, swell
up and become rather round, and
takes out of the fibre the crinkle so
that it is like a small glass rod. This
gives the fibre its luster. In merceriz-
ing cloth by some methods

CARE HAS TO BE EXERCISED
or the cloth is likely to split because
of the tension caused in the process;
especially is this true of the lighter
cloths which are m^ercerized. Cloth
with soft twdst filling, of course, is noi
likely to wear as well as if the filing

were harder twisted, but what is sac-
rificed in wearing qualities is more
than made up in the improved looks
of the cloth because of the merceriz-
ing process. Large profits have been,

realized from the sale of these cloths,

as there was a £0od profit per yara,
and the yard', produced have been
larger than in many other lines of

fancy cloth.

BOX LOOM DOTTED SWISS

These varieties of fabrics are made
and sold in large volume, and the sale
seems to be more regular than on
many other lines. Cloths of this de-
scription are used for many purposes,
such as waists and dresses, curtains
and also for printing purposes. The
goods are made in many qualities, but
as a usual thing, the ground cloth is

rather fine, as cloths go, and the count
is not as close as in some other lines

of fabrics, although the ground cloth

is hardly ever loose enough to slip ex-
cept on the very cheap fabrics.

The spots are usually in the shape
of small polka dots spaced in a drop
pattern order, the spaces between the
spots being regulated to a certain ex-
tent by the size of the spots; that is,

for a small spot a small space is al-

lowed between, while with a larger
spot a larger space is allowed. These
spots are made with the use of extra
yarn, and the box loom is used for

weaving the pattern, sometimes a pick
and pick loom is used, as in the cloth

we are considering, while at other in-

stances a box loom is used which can
throw no less than two picks of each
kind of filling. Patterns are not only
made with spots as noted, but in many
cases

FANCY FIGURES

are made and jacquard looms are used
in their production. Spots are also

made by using extra warp yarn, and
then an ordinary loom is used which
has no box attachment. These cloths

are not as good as the ones made with
extra filling, because it is impossible
to get as much yarn into the spot, and
this has a tendency to make the ex-

tra warp spots look light, but the price

of extra warp spots is less because
there are less picks per inch, and this

allows a larger production and re-

duces the price. Spots are also made
with the lappet motion which are
sometimes sold in the same class with
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the spots made, as above described
but they are in most cases not as good
as fillmg-made spots, although the
ground cloth is usually similar in

weight and count. The price of these
cloths is usually less than either of the
above.

Possibly, the greatest trouble expe-
rienced in the making of these cloths
is found in the fact that, when the ex-
tra warp or nllmg is being placed in

the cloth, there is very likely to be a
streak in the cloth where there are
fewer picks than there ought to be.

This is aue lo the fact that the ground
cloth is ratner light ana the heavier
i'iiimg or warp yarn wneu placed in

the cloth holds out the filling from
beating up, thus making thin and thick
places. This hoids true in all kinds of

when the spot is being made to lift

about three-quarters of the total warp
yarn, and this would make a bad
streak, because it makes a heavier lift

for the loom than when making the
plain part of the pattern. With the
face woven down, this trouble is not
present to any extent. When the spot
or extra filling is being placed in the
cloth, the take-up pawl is raised, and
this makes the ground cloth have the
same number of picks throughout the
pattern.

It can be noticed in this cloth that
the extra filling is not woven into the
selvage. Many naills persist in mak-
ing these cloths with filling woven into
the selvage, thereby spoiling, in some
cases, wnat otherwise would be a good
looking piece of cloth. It is unneces-

Box Loom Dotted Swiss.

cloth of this nature, and many times
it is absolutely impossible to eradicate
all of the trouble, especially when a
Very light ground is used with a heavy
spo..

In making this kind of cloth with
extra fiJing it is necessary to weave

THE CLOTH FACE DOWN
to get good results. A reason can be
sp€n for this, which is as follows: If

woven face up, it would be necessary

sary to have this condition, as a wire
or cord will obviate the necessity of
holding the filling which makes the
spot.

One large advantage in the use of
extra filling is that when the cloth
is to be sheared the knives on the
shearer will pick up the extra filling

much easier than extra warp, thereby
making a much better piece of work.
Because of this same reason, it is pos-
sible to make spots closer together
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with extra filling, and it is hardly ever
necessary to hind in the filling, while
in many cases extra warp yarn has to

be bound in above and below the spot,

so as to hold it tight enough to be
sheared without pulling out. This is

one thing which is often noticed on
cloth made with extra warp, and
throughout the patterns or spots, there
is likely to be extra warp threads
missing which

THE SHEARING PROCESS
has pulled out. Sometimes this cannot
^0 h'^lped, as it is impossible to bind

means quite a saving on the cost of
the cloth to the manufacturer.
There is no question but that in the

majority of cases the cloths made on
the pick and pick looms are much bet-
ter than patterns made with the ordi-
nary box loom, and the prices of these
cloths are higher than those made by
other methods. The above statement
holds true possibly in very few cases,
but it is a fact with the kind of cloth
we are considering.

ONE ADVANTAGE
of using extra filling in making these
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in the extra yarn satisfactorily with-
out spoiling the looks of the figure.
The cloth is first run through a ma-
chine which cuts the long fioats, but
does not clip them close, as is noticed
in the cloth. This is done in a follow-
ing process, where the long, loose
threads are brushed up and clipped
down close. In the first process, care
must be exercised or the machine is

likely to clip holes in the cloth, there-
by spoiling it for use. Sometimes only
one machine is used, and the cloth is

given a number of runs so the ends
can be cut down close.

On many of these fabrics the waste
produced is ouite an item, as the
amount of cloth sold is large. On the
cloth we are considering, about 1

pound of waste is made on every 25
yards of cloth. If this waste can be
used in some cheaper yarn, or if it can
be sold to advantage, it sometimes

cloths is that a spot will be softer and
look better than if extra warp were
used. This is because warp yarn is

twisted harder than filling and does
not spread out so well and make a
nice full spot.

Many of the cheaper cloths are
made from carded yarns and sell as
low as 5 cents per yard at the mills.

The cost of cloth made with filling is

higher, because the speed of the looms
is much lower and the picks per inch
total are higher. This makes the
yards produced smaller, and, there-
fore, increases the cost.

Spots similar to the ones we are
considpring are sometimes made on an
embroidery loom. This, of course,
makes a muoh better result, and the
prire is usuallv much higher. Cloths
made on these looms a^e entirely dif-

ferent from the results obtained either
by box loom or lappet motion. In fact.
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the ordinary cloths such as we are
analyzing are usually copies of spots
or effects which have been made on
an embroidered cloth.

The effects usually produced on
dobby looms are similar to the one we
have analyzed, although, as we stated
previously, there are -many effects
made on jacquard and embroidery
looms. In most all cases on the simple
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patterns it is not a question of com-
plex designing but one of

TROUBLESOME WEAVING
which makes poor looking cloth. A
man who lays out patterns for cloths
such as these ought to study construc-
tions very carefully, for it is possible
many times to run a sample piece with
care so that the cloth is practically
even and has no thick and thin places,

but when this cloth is ordered and
looms are put on weaving the cloth.

it is nearly impossible to get good re-

sults. Much trouble is likely to be

caused in this manner unless care is

exercised when the cloth is first laid

out. This is a very broad subject and
one which is coming more and more
to the front, for it is beginning to be
realized by men in the trade that or-

ders are placed in many cases on cloth
which should not be woven, because
the construction used was not what it

should be for the cloth being made.
Sometimes the count is too low and
the goods will slip and cause cancella-
tions, and in other cases, a too close
count will be used to produce the best
results. This can be seen in some
cases on voile cloths being sold, for on
some of these the count is too close,

and not only is it a waste of material,
but a poorer effect is produced than
if a somewhat lower count were used.
These facts show that there is a need
of closer study of cloth construction
by buyers, because the making of

fancy cloths is broadening out very
rapidly, and there is little knowledge
on the subject which can be obtained
which applies in these particular in-

stances.

WEIGHTS OF YARNS.

To get the weights of the various
yarns used and the yards per pound
we figure as follows:

2,206 ends -f- (840 X 55) = .0477, weight
without take-up.

.0477 -=- .95 == .0502, weight with take-up.
64 X 201/^ X 36 = 1,888 yards 65/1 filling in

36 1 yard of cloth.
1.S8S -;- (65 X 840) = .0346, weight of 65/1

filling.

15.16 X 29y2 X 36 = 447.17 yards 10/1 filling

36 in 1 yard of cloth.

447.17 -f- (840 X 10) = .0532, weight of 10/1
filling.

.0502 -f .0346 + .0532 = .1380, total weight.
1.0000 -7- .1380 = 7.25 yards per pound be-

fore shearing.

These fabrics are almost always
made of grey yarn, and are bleached
when woven and sheared. When sold

to the converter they are sold sheared,
and he has them finished, dyed or
printed, as the trade demands. How-
ever, in most cases, they are finished

white. Fabrics with bunches of mate-
rial printed on have taken some of the
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places where these fabrics have been ing demand for cloth of this descrip
used, but there is a large and increas- tion.

PATTERN.
2 2

55/1 American combed warp. 12 2,158 12 = 2,206 ends.
65/1 American combed filling 64 picks.
10/1 American carded filling 15.16 picks.

79.16 picks total.

37 reed; 291^" reed width; 27^^" finished width; 27%" grey width; finished count, 80 X 61
ground; 80 X 76 over all. Grey count, 80 X 64 ground; 80 X 79.16 over all.

YARNS.
Cotton. Labor & waste.

55/1 American combed; 1 5-16" sta. ; 11 hank dou. rov., 25c. IBc. = 41c.
65/1 American combed; 1^" sta.; 16 hank dou. rov., 24c. 17%c. = 41%c.
10/1 American carded; 1" sta.; 2.5 hank dou. rov., 14c. 4c. = 18c.

COST.
2,206 ends, 55/1 American combed + 5% take-up = .0502 @ 41c. — $ .0200

64 picks 65/1 American combed = .0346 @ 41%c. = .0144
15.16 picks, 10/1 American carded = .0632 @ 18c. = .0096

Weaving .0168
Expenses . 022U

$ .08H4
Shearing .00...

$ .0859
Selling .0017

Cost grey $ .OiiTfi

Bleaching, finishing, etc .Oli'.j

Cost finished $ .IOlI

Yards per pound = 7.25 before shearing.
Yards per pound = 9.75 about finished.
Price at retail. 25c.

ARTIFICIAL SILK STRIPE

VOILE

The cloth we are considering is one
of a variety which is being sold in

quite large quantities at present and
is likely to sell in larger quantities the
coming summer. It is made of much
finer yarn than is usually sold, but it is

a well-made fabric with even yarn, and
is representative of the finer expensive
class of cotton voiles.

The construction used is about what
it should be for the size of yarn used.
This question of cloth construction is

one which has been considered but
lightly by many buyers, for in many
cases, constructions are ordered which
are not suitable. Many times con-
str ctions are bought which are too
low, and of course, it can be imagined
that these were bought to get them as

low in price as possible, but in other
cases, a too high count has been or-

dered. Quite a number of instances

have come to notice where on voile

cloths a lower count could have been
used and not only a better price se-

cured, but a better looking fabric would
have resulted. It is a fact that in

many cases even the cotton used in a

cloth will, to a certain amount, reg-
ulate the count to be used, for a rough
cotton will require a lower count
than a smooth cotton to prodrce as

firm a texture.

WITH MANY SELLERS
it is a practice to ^^ake claths of as

low count as possible and not have
them slip badly when handled. This
policy is a good one for some grades
of cloth, such as voiles, but for many
other fabrics it is a bad practi'^e to

adopt, for sometimes cloth quality is

regulated by its fineness and firmess
and other times by its sheer look or
openness. To put all fabrics on the

same basis would be a foolish step,

but this is about what some buyers
or sellers would like to do. Of course,

it is well known that many cloths are

ordered with low counts through ig-
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norance in many cases, for it has been
impossible to obtain men who under-
stood clotli constiuction well enough
to direct the buying. This condition is

just beginning to De realized, because
of the large increase in fancy woven
fabrics, and to understand conditions
well, it is almost necess-.ry that some
technical training be had as a founda-
tion, and it is also necessary that quite
a little actaal mill experience be ob-
tained to give any sort of reliable es-

timates or information on the many
grades of fabrics being bought and

silk. The price on this artificial silk has
been reduced Ittely and the quality
improved so that its use is likely to

increase, especially in such cloths as
voiles and low count fancy cloths. The
reason why more of this silk has not
been woven, regardless of the price, is

because in any Dul a coarse cljtli the
rubbing of the reed in weaving has
split up the fibres in the thread, there-
by making it weak and causing very
bad weaving yarn. The yarn is strong
if no rubbing is applied which splits

the threads, although tne newer >arn

4iaiiiiilliiM^^^ ^i
Artificial Silk Stripe Voile.

used to day. It is to be noticed that
there is quite a little artificial silk

used in the pattern. This silk has been
used but little in the weaving of cloth
in Angelica, but has been made into
braids, ties and like articles.

THE REASON
for this has been its high cost, com-
paratively speaking, for the cost has
not been, as many supposed, very
much lower than re'^1 silk because the
threads are heavier and what has been
in many cases saved in the lower price
has been made up by the fact that not
so many yards of cloth could be ob-
tained per pound as when using real

is much better than that foimerly sold.

Of course, all buyers have been fa-

miliar with the fact that by wetting
the yarn the strength was lost. This
fact has also

RETARDED ITS USE,
although by using this silk, for stripes
where the strain comej on the ground
yarn, there seems to be no serious ob-
jection to a large increase in use.

In bleaching, the silk is liable to
lose a part of its hi°rh luster, unless
especial care is exercised, although, in

the case in hand, which is a bleached
and piece-dyed fabric, the silk seems
to look as well as before processing.
One thing which has helped in the
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weaving of this yarn is the use of it in

the grey state before being bleached,
as this prevents part of the bad split-

ting UFually noticed.
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These voile fabrics which are be-

ing made and sold to-day in large
quantities are most of them made of

hard twist two-ply yarn. Some cloth

has been made and sold in which sin-

gle hard-twist yarn was used, but the
quantity made in fancy cloths has been
small and the quality has not com-
pared with the two-ply article. The
hard twist two-ply is made on a twist-

ing frame, or, in some cases on a
spinning frame. The reason the yarn
is hard twisted is because by this

method a smooth, round thread is pro-
duced. In making this yarn sometimes
trouble is caused by the yarn cutting
the travelers, and as it is hard twist-

ed, it will kink up and break down
more ends. If a spinning frame is

used, quite a number of processes are
saved in the making of filling, for with
the use of enamelled bobbins the yarn
when twisted and steamed is ready
for the loom. This, of course, is

QUITE A SAVIIS^T

in the cost to make, besides a smaller
amount of machinery is required.
The standard of twist used in this

yarn varies in different mills and for
different qualities of cloth. In usual
cases the standard is from 6.50 to 8,

but the main point is to have the
yarn as smooth and round as possible.

To obtrin this result, yarn is some-
times run through a gas flame, which
burrs off a large share of the fibres

which project.
Cloth such as we are considering

is usually sold by a converter rather
than a jobber. These cloths are in

man" cases sold direct to the retailer

and the prices and profits obtained are
much larger than in rrany coarser fab-

rics. It is to be notir^ed that in the
heavy stripe where 60-2 yarn is used
the cloth approaches the effect produc-
ed in the class of fabrics known as
poplins, and on which the count is

in many cases about 100x48. These
fabrics are used in many cases for

overdresses, and the quality proddced
(^-^ippares very favorablv with the wor-
sted cloths made for the same pur-
pose, when the

DIFFERENCE IN PRICE

is considered. Possibly, each has a

large place to fill in the production of
desirable fabrics. The finished count
in the warp is about 54, so under these
conditions, a 50-reed was probably
used, and as these cloths shrink in

weaving and finishing from two to
three inches, depending on the yam
size and construction used, we will

find the layout of the pattern "sls

follows:

50 reed X 42 Inches
2,100 — 28 selvages

selvages.

= 2,100 total dents.
= 2,072 dents inside

By comparing the different parts of
the pattern we find that the 60-2 yarn
is reeded two ends in a dent, the 100-2
one end in a dent, and the artificial

silk one end in a dent drawn two-ply.
This gives the total number of dents in

the pattern as 86. The only way to tell

how these or any yarns are reeded
when a cloth is finished is by caretul
observation, and can only be learned
through years of experience in the
making up of cloth, and actual expe-
rience in a mill, and even under these
conditions, it is rather hard to tell

because cloth is pulled a lot in the
finishing operations.

2,072 -i- 86 = 24 repeats 4- 8 dents.

To balance up our patterns so that
the stripes will be the same distance
from the selvage, we add the dents
left over (8) to the dents in the plain
part of pattern (50) and divide by 2:

50 + 8 == 58 -^ 2 = 29.

This gives us 29 dents of plain or
voile weave to follow when the selvage
is drawn, and it car be seen from the
layout of the pattern on our cost es-
timate that the clo+h ex^ctlv balances,
as it starts and ends with 29 dents of
plain. Patterns should always be bal-
anced, if possible, for it makes a much
better looking piece of goods on the
counters and helps much in the selling.

To get

THE DIFFERENT WEIGHTS
of yam used in one yard of cloth, and
from these weights to get the yards
of cloth per pound, we proceed as fol-

lows:
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1.456 ends -f- 38.500 =» .0378. weight of 100/2
warp without t.ike-up.

.0378 -+- .95 = .0398. weight of 100/2 in 1
yard of cloth.

576 ends -f- (60/2 X 840) = .0228. weight
of 60/2 warp without talce-up.

.0228 -T- .93 = .0245, weight of 60/2 in 1

yard of cloth.
768 ends -^ 30,000 = .0256, weight of 150

denier warp without take-up.
.0256 -r- .96 = .0267, weight of 150 denier

in 1 yard of cloth.
o2 picks X 42" X 36 = 2,1S4 yards of filling

36 in 1 yard of cloth.
2,184 H- 38.500 = .0567, weight of 100/2

filling in 1 yard of cioth.
.0398 + .0245 + .0267 + .0567 = .1477,

total weight of 1 yard of cloth.
1.0000 -f- .1477 = 6.77 yards per pound.

It is to be noticed that 38,500 yards

are used for figuring weights instead of
42,000 yards, which is the standard
usually taken for 100-2. The reason
this is done is Decause in the twisting
operation, when hard twist is made,
the yarn contracts to a certain extent,
and this yardage allows for this con-
tracMcn. Ihe yardage taken lor the
artificial silk, namely 30,000, is what it

actually runs when sized, and not the
theoretical yardasre, fcr this wiil be
found to be somewhat over 29,500. In
finishing, the cloth is held out, be-
cause the hard twist yarn will make
the cloth crepe up unless this is done.

100/2 Sea Island hard twist.
60/2 American combed....,

PATTERN.

il4|

150 denier artificial silk.

1

29 4

2

4

24

1

1

41

I i I

4i 1211 8

I I 1

I 21 I

1—1
I

I 4! I

|14i

I I

= 1.4i6= 57C

52 picks, 100/2 Sea Island hard twist.
50 reed, 42" width in reed, 40" finished width, 70

24 X

50 finished count over all.

YARNS.
Labor.

Cotton. waste, etc.
100/2 Sea Island hard twist; 1%" sta. ; 20 hank dou. rov.. 30c. 48c.
60/2 Am. combed; 1%" sta.; 12 hank dou. rov., 26c. 21c.

150 denier artificial siik; 30,000 yds. per lb. Price on spools, $2.50 + 10c. beaming =

100/2 Sea Island hard twist filling; same as warp,

COST.
1.456 ends, 100/2 Sea Island hard twist. + 5% take-up = .0398 @ $ .78 =
576 ends, 60/2 American combed + 7% take-up = .0245
768 ends, 150 denier artificial silk f 4% take-up = .0267
56 picks, 100/2 Sea Island hard twist = .0567

Weaving ,

Expenses

.47
2.60
.78

lling

Grey cost
Bleaching, dyeing and finishing

Finished co.st
Yards per pound, 6.77.
Cost at retail, 69 cents.

S .78
.47

2.60
.78

$ .0310
.0115
.0694
.0442
.0147
.0128

$ .1836
.0037

$ .1873
.0300

$ .2173

FINE YARN STRIPE

The cloth we have analyzed is

one of many which can be obtained in

most stores. The weight varies to
quite an extent on these cloths, as dif-

ferent cloth constructions and stripe

spacings are used, and the yarns may
be of many different sizes, but the
cloths are all light, because fir 3 yarns
are almost always used in manufac-
turirer. Sorre M*^es of fabrics are finish-

ed white, and probably most of these
cloths reach the consumer in this con-

dition, but many times printed pat-
terns are used, and sometimes the
cloth is dyed solid colors. Many cases
have been noticed where the cloth
quality was poor and where the con-
verter, to cover up the effect produced
by uneven yarn, would have patterns
printed which more or less eliminated
this defect.

The beauty of these fabrics lies in
the evenness and the sheer effect pro-
duced. Of course, as it is realized that
fie'nres which are woven on suoh a
cloth do not appear well, plain v/eave
is invariably used in weaving, and in
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the yams used llie result will largely
depend. This means that not only
must good staple cotton be used to

make the fine yarn required, but care
must be exercised in the different
processes of yarn making. The cost of
a yarn will vary possibly more in

fine numbers than in coarse, because
even though high-piiced cotton is used,
the material cost is small, as compared
with the labor cost, whereas in coarse
yarn the material constitutes the large
item of expense. The staple of cot-

ton used in a certain size of yarn will

vary, and this affects the cost, but the
economy of management where large
saving is made in the labor expense

than lost by the difference in yarn
and weaving cost.

Patterns which are made in con-
structions similar to our sample are
limited in comparison with gooas made
on fancy looms, and the large produc-
tion is confined to plain cloth, checks
and stripes in various counts and yam
sizes. These fabrics are sold largely
to converters, who have them finished
and then distribute them in their reg-
ular channels. Printing establishments
have bought and used large quan-
tities of cloths, which they finish and
print in various patterns. The amounts
of cloth which are bought are larger
than in other fancy or fine construe-

Fine Yarn Stripe.

will more largely affect the yam price.

To obtain the best price for the cloth
produced,, or the highest profit, re-

quires a good deal of judgment, for it

is sometimes possible to make a poor
quality of yarn from short staple cot-

ton, comparatively speaking, and by
pushing production to the limit, and
even if the cloth quality is not as good
as it might be, to sometimes obtain a
larger profit than if a better article

were made. To obtain the best pro-
duction in yarn and in weaving, it is

necessary to use good cotton, for what
can be saved in cotton cost is more

tion lines. This does not mean that
more total goods are sold, but that
where a buyer takes 100 pieces of
fancy cloth he is likely to buy 1,000
pieces of a fine construction cloth.

In this way, the individual orders
to a mill are larger and the costs
of production less in comparison. Pos-
sibly, fewer converters handle such
lines than they do fancy cloth.

It might be a good thing to say that
to-day the prices on most lines of fine

cloths are much lower than in the past,

for the price of cotton used in these
cloths will not be much lower, and
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competition has been keener than for yard, '^ut this price varies with the
some time. Prices are much lower in quality .md width. Fabrics are made
comparison on fine goods than on the on high-speed looms of light con-
coarser lines to-day. This results struction, and few mills have been
from the fact that prices on coarser built to make such cloths except in

lines have not been readjusted to the quite large units. This, of course,
lower price of short staple cotton. They cuts down many expenses which would
have been lowered somewhat but not make it hard for a small mill to com-
as much as they will be under condi- pete for business. In many mills warp
tions as they are at present. It is a yam is made on a spinning frame,
fact that the margin of profit on print while the fine filling is spun on mules,
cloth is larger to-day than many be- It is a fact that with the use of longer
lieve, for only five times in the past staple cottons not as large a standard
twenty-five years has the margin been of twist is necessary to produce as

PATTERN.

i-i i

l-i l-l l-l I l-l80/1 Sea Island combed |l2l 1 6| ll 2] 1| 2| l| 6| 1121 = 3,072 total ends.

108 X
165/1 Sea Island combed; 88 picks.
40 reed, 30" width in reed, 28" finished width; 109 X SB finished count over all; 86 X 88

finished ground count.
YARNS.

Cotton. Labor, waste.
80/1 Sea Island com.bed, 1%" staple, 16 hank dou. rov., 30c. 26c. = 56c.

165/1 Sea Island combed, 1%" staple, 30 hank dou. rov., 32c. 46c. = 78c.

COST.
3,072 ends, 80/1 Sea Island + 4% = .0475 @ 56c. = $ .0266

88 picks, 165/1 Sea Island = .0191 @ 78c. = .0149
Weaving .0068
Expenses .0087

$ .0570
Selling .0012

Grey cost $.0582
Finishing, etc .0150

Finished cost I .0732

Yards per pound, 15.01.
Plain weave.
Retail price, 25c.

more than at the present time. Buy- good results as in coarser sizes of
ers would do well to consider the yarn, and with many manufacturers
future, for we do not believe there will too high a standard has been used
be a much better time to obtain fa- on many yarns to obtain the highest
vorable prices on fine goods than at break. Manufacturers have been too
present, and we do not blame buyers busy in many cases to make enough
for holding off purchases on coarse extended experiments to show them
goods, for it looks as if better prices that a slightly stronger yarn could be
:ould be obtained later. The only produced with less twist than has
thing which has kept up coarse cloth sometimes been used and so they
prices has been the small quantity would govern themselves by someone
of goods on hand, and it is likely prices else's ideas rather than by facts. We
will fail as mills of this sort begin have in our analysis placed all the
to operate. Buyers usually figure warp yam on one beam. This may or
prices on a pound basis on fine cloths, may not have been the case in making
and to show what some of these cost, the cloth, for sometimes small cords
we will say that the price on can be woven from

INDIA LINONS, THE SAME BEAM
which weigh about the same as this as the ground, and In other cases they
cloth, is in the vicinity of 80 cents require an extra beam. Some mills

per pound, or over 5 cents per weave satin stripes from a ground
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beam, while others never have much
success in this method. The quality

of the yarn used and the reeding of

the yarn sometimes determines how
many beams to use, for take-ups have
to be somewhat similar to make good
weaving warps.
To find the weight of the warp and

filling used, and from these weights to

obtain tlie yards per pound, is a rath-

er simple proceeding:

3.072 ends -r- (80 X 840) = .0457. weight of
warp without take-up.

.0457 -H .96 = ,0475, weight of warp with
take-up.

The weaving take-up as used is

about 4 per cent.

88 picks X 30" X 36"
= 2,640 yds. of filling in

36" 1 yard of cloth.
2.640 -r- (840 X 165) = .0191, weight of

filling.
.0475 -f- .0191 = .0666, total weight per yard.
1.0000 -*- .0666 = 15.01 yards per pound.

Many of the imported fabrics have
decorations in embroidery, and for this

reason, these fabrics cost more than
the plain cloths. Possibly, the larger
share of domestic manufactures are
made so that they sell at a price be-
low 25 cents per yard.

In marked contrast to some of the
costs of manufacture, the price of ma-
terial, including waste on this cost,

only amounts to about 43 per cent,

while the remainder, which constitutes
the larger share, is made up of labor,

repairs, insurance, depreciation and
the various items of cost. Very few of

the ordinary cloths are made in which
the material, including waste, does
not exceed the other item^s of expense.
A very small profit per yard, in com-
parison with that which the retailer

obtains, is sufficient to make a good
return upon the capital invested, and
it is probable that 1 cent per yard is

as much as a mill would average to

receive in profits on many fabrics sim-
ilar to sample.

JACQUARD SHIRTINGS

The fabric we have analyzed is one
on which very many patterns are pro-
duced and which is sold from year to

year in more or less regularity. Dif-

ferent patterns are made up to suit

the various demands of fashion, but

the cloth construction and width do
not vary to any large degree. The
cloth is made of carded yarn and on a
jacquard loom and is made to sell in

place of finer combed yarn cloths,

which have about the same construc-
tion. It is a fact that some of these
carded fabrics are mercerized and
make serviceable and good materials
in many ways. In our cost we have
allowed good staple cotton for making
the yarn, as it is true that these yarns
are more often made of shorter cot-
ton. In our different items of expense,
we have given figures which are
known facts, and the results secured
are rather interesting, in that the
cloth is being sold more or less at
present. Prices of material and other
expenses do not vary largely in to-

day's basis from those obtaining
when the cloth was sold. This fab -

ric was sold or offered for sale by Seth
Borden and was made in either the
Hargraves or Parker mills, probably
in the latter-mentioned plant.

The original price at the
beginning of the season was
121/^ cents, but before the sea-
son was through, the price had de-
clined to 10y2 cents. It is probable
that the larger amount of cloth was
sold at the first price. In considering
the manufacturing price on our cost,

no attention need be paid to the fin-

ishing charges, as these cloths are
usually sold to converters in the grey
state and they pay all finishing
charges, so the grey cloth cost and
manufacturer's price represent the
profits secured by the mill which
made the cloth.

In our estimate, the total

COST OF MAKING
this fabric is about 8 1-7 cents per
yard. Allowing that 10 1/^ cents was
the price of the cloth to a converter,
it is evident that a profit of over 2

cents per yard is obtained, or exactly
2.35 cents. At this profit per yard a
loom will earn about $3.50 per week
or about $182 per year. In a mill of
1,000 looms, if this same rate of profit

be secured, the total profit would be
about $182,000. In the capitalization,'

the amount given is $800,000, so the
profit secured would be somewhat
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over 22 per cent if all cloths were
sold under the same ratio of profit.

What the profit would be if 12 1/^ cents,

the highest price, were used can eas-
ily be seen, as it would give an earn-
ing per yard per loom of $286, or about
a profit of 35 per cent if $800,000 were
used as the total amount invested.
This fabric was evidently made on

a 400-jacquard loom and has three
repeats of the pattern in the width of

the machine. It is tied up 100 per inch,

giving a width in the comber board
of four inches and a grey cloth width
of about three and three-quarters
inches and slightly less than this

width when finished. Looms which
make fabrics similar to sample have
double the number of hooks in the
jacquard head, but they are tied up so
that two hooks operate one eye, and in

this machine, which could weave 400
ends in a pattern, there would be 800
hooks in the machine head. The rea-

son for tying up in this manner is

that a much higher loom speed can
be obtained, and a fair estimate would
give a speed of about 145 to 150 picks

per minute. Some looms are operated
faster than this, but it is questionable
whether results warrant higher speeds
than this or not.

In making patterns like sample it is

necessary to have

THE INDIVIDUAL FIGURES
grouped so that no open spaces ap-
pear between figures in either warp
or filling direction. If this is not done
bad streaks are likely to result in the
woven cloth. It is always a good plan
to make figures overlap slightly, thus
eliminating much of this trouble. Fig-

ures are practically always made of

filling floats, though warp floats are
sometimes used to bring up special ef-

fects. The reason why filling floats

are used largely is that this yarn is

of softer twist than the warp, cov-

ering up and making a smoother and
better effect, and when mercerized,
the process usually gives the luster to

the filling yarn, for the cloth is held in

tension in the cloth width direction.

The usual method in selling fabrics

similar to sample is to quote a price

for the cloth construction, and when
an order is placed, the buyer will pick

out patterns which he thinks may be
suitable for his trade. Sometimes
much confusion is made by a buyer
deciding to change his patterns when
cloth making is in process, and many
times friction is made between buy-
ers and sellers for this reason. Many
methods are used in making similar
cloths salable, for they are bleached
and mercerized like sample, they are
piece-dyed in various colors, and
are bleached and printed with various
patterns and colors. A large outlet
is thus made possible in these lines,

but probably most of the cloth is sold
in the white condition, the woven pat-
tern constituting the only effect in the
finished cloth. It is certain that most
of the cloth for the coming summer
will be bleached and mercerized only
and not dyed or printed in fabrics of
this character, so woven figures will

constitute the effects produced.

LARGE ORDERS OBTAINED.
Contrary to the belief of many, it

can be said that sometimes large or-

ders are obtained on fabrics of this

kind. It is true that the number of

pieces per pattern may be compara-
tively small, but the number of yards
woven with a certain cloth construc-
tion may be large. The only difference
which obtains between orders on some
of the coarser lines, and on lines sim-
ilar to sample, is that designs must be
changed more often on fancy cloth.

This is not so large an undertaking
nor so expensive as many believe, for

making designs for simple filling float

figures is a comparatively quick oper-
ation, as is the cutting of cards for the
loom. The cost of jacquard cards may
seem a rather large item, but when
figured down to the cost per yard
which is produced, the amount is very
small, as can be seen from our analy-
sis of costs.

In making up the details for placing
the design upon point paper and in

the instructions regarding the draw-
ing- in operation, the foundation {i,s

obtained in analyzing the cloth. As
we have given in the cost estimate,
the reed used was probably No. 40

and the jacquard head, a regular 400,

which was tied up, 100 per inch in the
comber board, giving a width of four
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inches, then we have 40 reed times
four inches equals 160 dents in total
pattern or machine repeat. 160 dents
times 2 ends per dent equals 320 ends
in total pattern or machine repeat.

As there are three repeats of the
pattern in the total pattern or ma-
chine repeat, it can be seen that 320
will not be exactly the number of ends
to have the repeats come right, that
is, the total ends must be either 318
or 324. The facts are that in a pattern
similar to the sample analyzed, 320
ends would probably be used and one
of the figure repeats be moved over
two ends, making the figures take up
106, 106 and 108 ends, respectively,
giving a total of 320. This change
never would be noted on a pattern of
this kind.

Considering that the jacquard ma-
chine is made to weave 40-inch cloth,

we would have 40 inches divided by 4

inches, one repeat, equals 10 sections
in the tie-up. As we have figured that
the warp has 2,420 ends inside the
selvages and there are 320 ends used
in one section, we can find the sec-
tions used and in this way balance the
cloth in the loom.

320 7 sections + 180 ends.

If we refer to the small diagram it

will be seen plainly in which sections
the ends are drawn. The lower half
represents the total tie-up while the
upper half represents the ends which
are used.

From the diagram given it can be
seen that the warp is balanced in the
loom, thereby making better work. In-
structions for drawing-in would be as
follows:

Start drawing warp on hook No. 7,

row No. 9, section No. 2.

Finishing drawing warp on hook No.
2, row No. 39, section No. 9.

If a pattern should be used in which
stripes or cords were present, the pat-
tern itself would be balanced in a
method similar to regular dobby work,
and if a pattern was balanced and
called for 50 ends of plain to start,

these 50 ends would start on the
point-paper on the 7th hook or end in
row 9, as above noted. This arrange-
ment gives accurate results and the
best looking and running cloth. In
very many instances, jacquard pat-
terns are never balanced, detracting
much from the looks of the woven
cloth and also its selling ability. Many
times, it is impossible to make pat-
terns balance, for designers do not al-

ways plan the layout in the loom. Pat
terns have to be sometimes repainted
for this very reason.

In making patterns some buyers do
not understand why some cloths with
identical constructions do not appear
as firm as others. They order pat-
terns with varying sizes of figures and
others with ground weaves, and be-
cause some patterns slip, they think

As 400 machines are tied up 8 hooks
in a row, it can be seen that there are
50 rows total. If only 320 ends or
hooks are used, there will be 400 less

320 equals 80 hooks to cast out.

80 -4- 8 in a row == 10 rows or 5 rows in
each half section cast out.

Possibly the best way to cast out
these rows would be to cast out rows
11, 12, 23, 24, 25, 36, 37, 48, 49, 50.

This splits up the total cast out and
makes better running work than if the
total amount was cast out in one
place.

mills are cutting down on cloth con-
struction or yarns, when the facts are
that the less interweaving there is in

cloth, due to longer floats on ground
weaves, the more a cloth will slip, and
the more nearly the weave approaches
the plain weave the firmer will be the
result. More care on the part of some
buyers will eliminate a part of the
friction which sometimes appears be-
tween buyers and sellers regarding
the cloth produced. Two different

weaves may produce entirely different

results even if the cloth construction
be identical.
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PATTERN.
2 2

40/1 Am. carded warp. 20 2,240 20 » 2,500, total ends.
28/1 American carded filling. 72 picks.
40 reed. 30%" width in reed, 29" grey width, 28" finished width; ,85 X 72 arrey count:

88 X 68 finished count.
YARN.

Cotton. Labor, waste.
40/1 Am. carded; 1%" staple; 8 hank dou. rov., 21c. 9c. = 30c.
28/1 Am. carded; I14" staple; 6.5 hank dou. rov., 21c. 7c. «= 28c.

COST.

2,500 ends, 40/1 Am. carded + 8% take-up = .0809 @ 30c s $ .0243
72 picks, 28/1 Am. carded = .0941 @ 28c .=. .0264

Weaving .0122
Expenses .0166
Jacquard cards .0004

% .0799
Selling .0016

Grey, or mill cost $ .0816
Bleaching and finishing .0125

Finished cost | .0940
Yards per pound, 5.71
Mill selling price, 12 ^c, reduced later to 10 Vic per yard.

--
QTTl?' MTYTTIDl? TTMn dition, as it will be found that when
OlLJi mlAlUIUJ LlirlU conditions are created whereby

QPAPmWr NOVELTY COTTON
OunurinU manufacturers can make certain kinds

of fabrics at a profit, many newer
Fabrics of various constructions and combinations and effects will be pro

materials have been used in the past duced than have ever before been
in quite large quantities for scarfings seen. More ingenuity is possibly re-
and similar purposes. Many of them quired in cotton novelty making than
have been made of silk and net, and is necessary in any other line of en-
as a general thing, they are light in deavor, for not only are a large
weight and rather expensive to the amount of patterns required, but a
consumer, because of their method of large number of constructions also,

manufacture. There has been a large More ideas have possibly been produc-
sale of such fabrics during the past ed in scarfings since articles were
year, and it is expected that the manufactured of cotton and silk than
amount of cloth sold will increase in were seen before. Another instance of
the future. One reason for the in- cotton novelty cloth progress is seen
crease in sales is the lower price at in the ideas produced in fancy cotton
which many new lines are being sold. voiles. Voiles were made in worsted.
The reason for this is the making of and sold before any were hardly at-

novelties in silk and cotton by many tempted in cotton, but it is safe to

northern mills. These silk and cotton say that to-day the ideas produced in

cloths, of which the sample we have cotton are far more novel and beauti-

analyzed is one, are not such good ful than the majority of worsted lines;

fabrics as many whole silk articles, that is, as far as cotton looms are
but they look very well indeed, and, of able to produce and the limit of price

course, the appearance is what sells will warrant with cotton as a ground
many fabrics, so it has resulted in work. Many lessons might be learned
many new lines being produced. One from cotton manufacturers to-day by
thing which is very noticeable is that others, and from appearances it

the patterns produced are more novel would help in straightening out some
and better than have ever been pro- of the vexing problems which are
duced in silk at anywhere near com- present,

parative prices. This is a general con- One other thing which many people
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do not realize is that to-day there is

quite a little competition on the silk

and cotton, and also on the other
fancy lines of cloth. Because the retail

prices are high does not signify that
the mills have obtained exorbitant
prices in many cases, for there are
few lines which to-day are being of-

fered by mills which have more value,
everything considered, than many of
the fancy novelty cloths. The facts
are that the prices are made closer
than is believed. This does not mean
that no profit is made, or that prices
do not vary, but it does mean that

MARGINS ARE CLOSE
in most cases. When the price of
silk varies 15 per cent, or more, some-
times, in a short time, it is necessary

care in prices, but it is a fact that,
taken as a whole, few cotton manu-
facturers are able to give accurate
costs on fabrics, except where only a
few grades of cloth are made, and
then they cannot give detailed figures.

In woolen lines, it is true that a very
large improvement could be made, for
in many cases, prices are not made
which compare with the costs of pro-
duction.
The cloth we are considering is a

simple weave. The stripes are plain,

and on each edge is a leno weave
which holds each stripe in place, and
keeps the openwork as clear as pos-
sible. The leno weave changes every
second pick, because with a change
of every pick, the weave would be too
close, and would cut the light filling.

Silk Mixture Leno Scarfing.

to vary prices, but the mills receive

little benefit unless gambling is re-

sorted to, and, of course, this is not
the way to run a mill, as some have
found out. It is a fact that many cot-

ton manufacturers are more accurate
and systematic in keeping track of

their costs than in other lines. Pos-
sibly, this is because larger plants are
the rule, in tho North, at least, in cot-

ton lines, and necessity compels more

Even with the construction used, the
fabric slips somewhat, due to the large
amount of openwork used. The cloth
has only 140 doups, and it is probable
a weaver could run four looms, for

the cloth is narrow, and the filling

runs well. If a weaver could run but
two looms, the increase in weaving
cost would be somewhat over two
cents, so the saving here represents a
large amount. Weavers have run four
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looms successfully on much harder
cloth to weave than this, so our

ESTIMATE IS REASONABLE.
These cloths are practically always

woven in the grey, and then finished
and dyed. Fast colors to stand bleach-
ing are being used to a certain extent
to produce desired results. Many fab-
rics in fancy weaves, with the same
construction as is used in this scarf-
ing, have been sold at less than 11 1^
cents in the grey state for 27 inches
wide. These fabrics are retailing for

25 cents per yard. Considering the
price at which mills have sold these
fabrics, it is safe to say that very few
lines in woolen cloths are produced on
so narrow a margin of profit. Cotton
manufacturers have been giving bet-
ter cloth at closer prices than is gen-
erally believed, but it is a fact that
consumers have benefited very little,

even if makers have reduced prices,

and are supplying better cloth, too.

What mills need to-day is a large de-
mand, so that orders can be procured
to keep their looms in operation, for,

with full production, the prices re-

ceived would, in the majority of cases,
be satisfactory. High prices to the
consumer seem to restrict a large sale,

and manufacturers are suffering in a
large measure for conditions which
they have had nothing to do with; in

fact, the prices quoted by manufactur-
ers to-day, on fancy and fine goods,
should mean a large demand, but un-
fortunately, it has not.

Fabrics made from silk and cotton
are handled in increasing quantity by
regular silk houses which convert
them and sell to the retailers, and
which, in many cases, conduct their

business similar to converting jobbers,

and, of course, receive converting job-

bers' profits. This cloth was made
when silk was cheaper than at pres-
ent, so the figured cost, which repre-
sents to-day's basis, may have been
made lower, because of a lower ma-
terial charge. The total warp cost is

only about li/^ cents, so it shows how
accurate figures must be to even be
fairly reliable.

Nearly all fabrics which have open-
work stripes, and in which silk or

any slippery yarn is used, have leno

ends woven on the openwork edges,
to keep the stripes in place, for they
are likely to slip badly in use. Heavy
yarn, if used for leno ends, is likely
to cut the fine silk filling. In many
of the silk fabrics which are composed
of part cotton, it is a fact that the
silk used will vary surprisingly, not
only in the yards per pound in the
same lot of silk, but some manufactur-
ers will make a pattern and use a finer
silk to produce it so as to compete
with other more expensive yarn. Of
course, a good manufacturer makes a
contract and usually states the quality
of yarn to be used, which

ELIMINATES ALL TROUBLE
of such nature, but it cannot elimi-
nate the variation in size to which the
yarn is subject. Where the practice is

used is when buyers have ordered a
certain pattern with a certain silk

and then when the cloth appears to be
selling well, to place more orders with
a finer silk, and make no change in

price, and many buyers think they are
obtaining the same cloth, which they
are not. Buyers have insisted that
they were protecting themselves, lest

others offer cloths of lower count, or
of finer silk, to sell at a lower price,

but many times, it was not done for
this purpose, and we do not believe
buyers have known the quality, re-

ceived, for it is sometimes hard for an
expert to tell what size silk has been
used, especially if the cloth has been
worked much to spread out the fi-

bres. The only way to ascertain, In
such cases, is with a large magnify-
ing glass, which few have, and be-
sides cloth is not bought by jobbers
or retailers in this manner. Mills de-
liver the quality of cloth called for,

and the substitution is done after the
mill has delivered the goods. Buyers
know quite a little in regard to cloth
construction in fancy cotton lines, but
knowledge should not be used in a
wrong manner.

It is a good thing to have buyers
in cotton understand something of

cloth construction, as it results in bet-

ter cloth from the mills, and it would
be a good thing for many woolen buy-
ers to obtain some knowledge of cloth,

for they are sadly lacking in this re-
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spect. Large retailers should also
check up their deliveries from con-
verters. The large retailers who are
doing converting seem destined to

solve many of the problems which
confront buyers and consumers to-

day. They are at least getting large
returns from the knowledge of cloth
which they are applying to their sys-
tems of distribution, and they usually
get the quality of cloth they desire,
and are not likely to change the con-
struction. The silk yardage we have
used in figuring our weights is nor
the theoretical yardage for this size

silk but it is an assumed yardage ar-
rived at from actual tests, which will

protect the manufacturer when the
silk yardage varies, as has been pre-
viously stated.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DYEING.
This sample is dyed a solid color

on both the cotton and silk. It is of

a pale blue shade, and can be very
conveniently obtained, with direct cot-
ton colors so selected that the dye-
stuff will work equally well on both
fibres. The following formula is rec-
ommended for dyeing this color: 1-10
per cent diamine blue, R. W. (Cassella
Color Company.)

This amount of color is to be taken
on the weight of material to be dyed
and added to the dye-bath, which
should also contain three ounces of

soap, one ounce of soda and four
ounces of Glauber's salt to each 10
gallons of the dye -liquid.

This material is dyed in the piece,

and most conveniently in the ordi-

nary dye-kettle, used for piece-dyeing.
The water employed for the prepara-
tion of the dye-bath should be as soft

as possible, in order to preserve the
brilliancy of the silk, and to obtain the
true pure tone of the color. When all

of the ingredients, together with the
dyestuff, have been added to the bath,
the liquor should be brought to the
temperature of 140 degrees Fahren-
heit, and the goods run for one hour
at that temperature. After the dyeing
has been completed, the goods should
be rinsed off in soft water, or if this is

not available, a little soda should be
added to the water in order to cor-

rect its hardness. -

In order to increase the brilliancy

of the silk after dyeing, the goods may
be run through a diluted bath of

acetic acid, containing about two
ounces of acetic acid to 10 gallons of

PATTERN.

60/1 Am.
cmb. wp.

60/2 Am.
cmb. wp.

4X 53X
14/16 2 thread Canton silk filling; 76 picks.
46 reed, 25%" width Jn reed, 24" grey width, 24" finished width;

53 X 76 over all count.
YARNS.

2
1

1

16 8 20 8 16S 8 20 8 20 8 168 8

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Ends.
I I I I 21

I I I I—

I

1201 I 81161=1,000
I I I i I

41 280

4X Total l,2i

X 76 ground count;

Cotton.
60/2 Am. comb, warp; 1%" sta. : 12 hank dou. rov.. 26c.
60/1 Am. comb, warp; 1%" sta.; 12 hank dou. rov., 26c.
14/16 2 thread Canton silk; 135,000 yds. per lb.; ready on quills

Labor,
waste.
17c.
17c.

Twisting.
4c. = $ .47= .43= 3.55

COST.
1,000 ends, 60/1 Am. combed + 4% take-up = .0206 @ $ .43 = $ .0089
280 ends, 60/2 Am. combed -j- 15% take-up = .0131 @ .47 = .0062
76 picks, 14/16 2 thread Canton silk = .0145 @ 3.55 = .0515

Weaving .0215
Expenses v .0187

$ .1068
Selling .0021

Cost grey $.1089
Finishing, dyeing, etc .0300

Cost finished $.1389
Yards per pound, 20.75.
Retail price, 27c.
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liquor, and dried without rinsing.
After the brightening has been com-
pleted, the goods sliould be run over
a spreader for the purpose of straight-
ening out the goods and then dried
over ordinary drying cans without too
much tension being put on the fabric.

SILK MIXTURE FAST COLOR

NOVELTIES
In our analysis of these fabrics we

have given the patterns of both cloths,

but the cost applies only to the blue

sample. The yarns are identical in the

samples, but the reed width in the blue

opportunities in these lines. Many
m'lls use colors which are called fast,

and they are to an extent fast, but
they will not stand a bleaching proc-
ess, while the colors used in these
samples are practically as bright as
before the bleaching process. There
are samples of cloth made that con-
tain silk yarn which when bleached
are still fast and bright, but they have
not been sold to as large an extent as
they will be later, when the results
can be seen.
What the above facts mean is little

appreciated by many in the trade, for
they have not felt the effects as yet,
but sooner or later it will be hard for
certain mills to obtain orders. This
will be brought about by the fact that
many lines of cloth can be made cheap-

Heliotrope Shirting.

striped cloth is 38^ inches, while the
reed width of the heliotrope fabric is

38 inches. It will be found that the
cost of producing different patterns
will vary little, as will be explained
later.

These cloths are some of the newest
ideas in manufacturing, for not only
are they novelties, inasmuch as they
contain silk, but they also contain
yarn which is dyed before weaving
and which has been bleached when
woven. It is only within a short time
that such colors have been used, and
it is certain that the future holds large

er and possibly better by this method.
The past summer has seen the be-

ginning, in a large way, of certain

changes which are bound to follow. It

is a fact that men are not wearing
shirtings with large amounts of color
in them as formerly, and it is true
that fabrics, generally, of this char-
acter are better looking if quite a lit-

tle white is used in their make-up. For
this reason, it can be seen that cloth
can be produced cheaper by using a
small number of fast-colored ends and
bleaching the cloth when woven, for

it is much easier and cheaper to bleach
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cloth thaa It is yarn. Not only Is it

cheaper, but it is also possible to use
soft twist yarn for filling, and this al-

lows the cloth to be mercerized in the
piece, which adds much to the appear-
ance when sold. Because more twist
is needed so that yarns can be handled
satisfactorily when they are used in a
yam-dyed fabric, mercerization adds
but little to the looks of a fabric, so
this process is seldom used.
The use of yarn of this character

places almost any grey cloth mill in a
position to make many varieties of
cloths which it otherwise could not
produce, and makes the amount of
cloth sold by purely shirting mills
much smaller. Not only do the above
facts stand out clearly, but it is also
true that grey fabric mills ure able to

produce, generally, cloths of large va-

Take the cloth analyzed and It will

be seen that the ground warp is 60-1.

Few colored shirting mills use yarn
much finer than 40-1, and most use
30-1 in their shirtings, while 60-1 is

only a medium size in a grey mill

which makes fancy and fine cloths. In
fabrics, color and cords are used for

decorative purposes, and it can be
seen that, although the color is 30-1,

the cloth effect is given by the 60-1

used.
Many fine shirtings will be produced

soon which cannot be approached by
a regular shirting mill and which will

displace more or less fabrics made by
the older type of mills. Even at pres-
ent the older mills have had to de-
velop other lines of colored novelties
to keep their looms in operation, and
their sales are continually growing

iyy*aiA\iffitt«ia3yiji!!^'^L

Blue Shirting.

riety in regard to sizes of yarn used.
Shirting mills have only a few qual-
ities of fabrics, that is, their yarn sizes
do not vary much, and their patterns
are produced by different colors and
cords in various spacings and combi-
nations, while in a grey mill it is the
weave and yarn size, together with the
cloth construction used, which give
the result. It can thus be seen that

MUCH FINER CLOTH,
regarding yarn and count, can be pro-
duced in a grey yam mill.

smaller. This fact is seen from the
statement that the large shirt manu-
facturers are buying cloth in increas-
ing amounts from grey mills and then
having the cloth finished at a regular
finishing plant, whereas formerly, in

some cases, they bought a larg3 share
of the product of shirting mills.

Many instances of the above are be-
coming known, and it is certain that
shirt makers are obtaining their cloth
cheaper than ever, or if not cheaper,
then they are receiving better quality
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for the same price, when cloth selling
conditions are considered.
Some of these older mills are rather

skeptical regarding the cloth selling
prices in these lines, and claim
cloths cannot be made for the prices
at which they are sold, but the fact
remains that the cloths are sold, and
mills making them declare good divi-
dends. Mills making cloths of this
nature have no dyehouses and usually
have the yarn dyed at a dyeing plant.
Of course, this costs somewhat more
than if done at one's own plant, but it

saves the outlay for a dyehouse, and
as the amounts used are not large, the
added cost is small, as far as the cost
of producing goes.
Regarding the two cloths analyzed,

it can be stated that they are made for
various purposes, and are a distinct
improvement on some of the past fab-
rics. They will be used to quite an
extent for shirtings for men. Some
may say that this will affect the sale
of regular cloths but little, yet it is

believed that the wear will be sat-
isfactory, and it is very likely that
they will displace some of the all-cot-

ton fabrics. Cloth will not cost a
shirt maker over 75 cents per shirt,

and this should make the retail price
reasonable to many men. It will be
seen that the largest item in produc-
ing is the cost of the silk. This is al-

most 12 cents per yard or over one-
h"lf the total cost.

In some fabrics a lighter silk is

used, which reduces the cost some-
what, but, naturally, this silk does not
wear as well. It is to be noted that
there is quite a large number of picks.
When fabrics were first made of cot-
ton and silk, the above count was used
in the make-up, but the picks were
gradually reduced to 96. and then low-
er, so that at present much of the
plain w^arn variety is made in a count
of 96 by 76. When these fabrics were
first produced,

THE RETAIL PRICE

w'as about 50 cents for a cloth 26
inches wide.
The cloths being considered are 36

inches wide, and not only this, but
thev have color in the warps, and the
retail price is but 45 cents. This does
not mean that the retail price is what

it should be, but it shows that there
is much more value given than pre-
viously. In finishing, the cloth is

bleached, and when it is stretched and
folded, it is ready to ship. Few pat-
terns are being sold as yet, but many
are being made, and they will appear
the coming spring. Not only are there
stripes like the saniples, bit
similar patterns with dobby figures,
also checks in various sizes and col-

ors, with woven figures in both
dobby and jacquard ideas, and also
many styles of jacquard designs.
It is believed many cloths of this na-
ture will be sold and used.

It is probably true that many fabrics
for ladies' wear will not have as large
a number of picks as the samples con-
sidered, and the price will be some-
what less, but it is also true that for

men's shirtings a firm texture is nec-
essary, and it is believed that if re-
sults be satisfactory, the number of
picks should not be much lower than
those considered. In weaving, it is

necessary to keep an even tension on
the colored yarn beams, for if this is

not done, the smooth, even effect is

lost, and the colored yarn will pucker
up in the cloth, sometimes spoiling the
result. No change is necessary to

weave such fabrics on an ordinary
loom except a shuttle to hold the
silk quill as received from the throw-
ster. Percentages of production are
usually as large or larger than if cot-
ton filling were employed, and the
number of looms per weaver is as
large as on fancy weaves in all-cotton
cloths.

There are two sizes of cotton silk

which are largely used by cotton mills,

one is the regular 14-16 two-thread
quality and the other is 22-26 single
Canton. Both are used for the same
purposes, and the 22-26 single, which
is somewhat finer and also cheaper, is

used to cheaTien the designs produced
in 14-16 two-thread, although the dif-

ference in costs is not so large as
might be thought. We have used in

our figures a yardaee of 135.000 for
14-16 two-thread. This is not the the-
oretical yardage, but is a practical fig-

ure used to protect the manufacturer
from variation in silk sizes. It is to

be noted that finished widths in these
fabrics are about as wide as the grey
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widths from the looms. The shrinkage

in weaving will be about two inches in

ordinary cases, but the number of

ing operation is rather slow, orders

must be placed soon or deliveries wiJ^

be too late for the coming season.

PATTERN BLUE SAMPLE.

60/1 American combed ,

30/1 American combed blue.
30/3 American carded

2
1

12 32

1

2

1

4

1

2
1

3.j 1121 = 2,56411= 276
I = 276

14/16 2 end Canton silk; 120 picks.
69 X

PATTERN HELIOTROPE SAMPLE.

60/1 Am. c'mb|12

30/1 Am. c'mb
heliotrope. .

30/3 Am. c'rd

1

'

1 1

1

12 ,»( ,;
e,;

, 301, 8 12 12 ' 16 14 6 I4|

3| 8 3 3
1

1
1 1 1

4
1 1 1

1 1
1

1

1^1
1121 = 2,808

I I

I I

3 X ,326

23 X
14/16 2 end Canton silk; 120 picks.
44 reed, 38 %" width in reed, 36" grey width, 3%" finished width; 86 X 120 grey count over

all; 87 X 116 finished count over all; 93 X 120 ground count.

YARNS.

60/1 Am. comb., 1%'
30/1 Am. comb., 1%'
30/3 Am. card., l^ie'

Labor & Twist-
Cotton. waste. ing.

sta. ; 12 hank dou. rov., 24c. leVaC.
sta. ; 6 hank dou. rov., 16c. 8c.

sta.; 6 hank dou. rov., 14c. 5y2C. 4c.
Ik; 135,000 yds. per lb. On qui lis;

Dyeing.

16c.

COST BLUE SAMPLE.
,564 ends, 60/1 Am. combed + 6% take-up = .0540 @ $ .40%
276 ends, 30/1 Am. combed blue -j- 10% take-up = .0122 @ .40
276 ends, 30/3 Am. carded + 2% take-up = .0336 @ .23^^
120 picks, 14/16 2 end Canton silk = .0340 @ 3.50

Weaving
Expenses

Selling

Mill cost
Bleaching, finishing, etc.

= $ .40V^
.40

= .23%
= 3.50

= $ .0219
.0049

= .0079
= .1190

.0193

.0251

$ .1981
.0040

$ .2021
.0150

Finished cost
Yards per pound = 7.47.
Retail price, 45c. per yard.
Mill price, 22 %c. per yard.

cords in the design is likely to affect

each result somewhat.

The heavy cords are reeded one in

a dent in both fabrics, while the col-

ored and ground yarns are reeded
two in a dent. The threads are all

woven plain in these cloths, but the
effects produced are distinctly novel.
Some of the future designs which are
not on the market as yet show not
only novel effects produced with col-

ored yarn and cords, but also many
ingenious adaptations in the weaves
used, and there should be a ready sale
for much of this cloth. As the weav-

$ .2171

Dyeing Particulars.

There is only one color to be con-

sidered in this fabric, and that is a

lavender shade dyed on a cotton stripe

in the warp. For the dyeing of this

color it is recommended to use sulphur

dyestuffs, as these will stand the sub-
sequent treatment given the fabric for
the bleaching. The usual run of di-

rect cotton dyes would not be satis-

factory, for this fabric after being
woven is bleached in a solution of hy-
drogen peroxide for the purpose of

whitening both the cotton and the silk.
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If direct cotton dyes were employed in

this case ttie color would bleed to a
considerable extent onto both the
white cotton warp and the white silk

filling. By the use of suitable sulphur
dyes, however, the color can be ob-
tained so that it will not bleed when
bleached in the hydrogen peroxide
bath. For the production of this lav-

ender shade the dyeing may be carried
out as follows: For 100 pounds of yarn
use a bath containing 1 pound of im-
medial violet C and one pound of sodi-

um sulphide crystals.

Dye for one hour at a temperature
of 160 to 180 degrees Fahrenheit.
While with the majority of sulphur
dyes it is customary to add to the dye-
bath soda ash and also a considerable
quantity of either Glauber's salt or
common salt, these conditions are not
to be recommended in the case of dye-
ing with immedial violet C. It will

also be noted that

THE TEMPERATURE
of the dye-bath should not be greater
than 180 degrees Fahrenheit. This is

for the purpose of maintaining the full

brilliancy of the color. After the yam
has been dyed it should be well wash-
ed off in fresh water and then washed
off in a second bath with a solution
containing one ounce of soap to 10 gal-
lons of water. This scouring bath
should be employed at a temperature
of 160 degrees Fahrenheit. The yarn
is then hydro-extracted and dried.
The fabric after weaving is given a
slight bleaching with hydrogen perox-
ide. This is done by immersing the
cloth in a solution containing 1 gallon
of hydrogen peroxide (3 per cent) to
10 gallons of water. Sufficient silicate

of soda is then added to this solution
to insure the bath being slightly alka-
line in reaction. The bleaching bath
is started at a temperature of 160 de-
grees Fahrenheit, and the goods are
left submerged therein for 8 to 10
hours, or most conveniently over-
night. Sufficient heat is left on the
bath during this time to keep it at a
temperature of about 100 degrees Fah-
renheit. After bleaching, the goods
are removed and well washed in soft
water.
This sample is very similar In its

general make-up to the preceding

sample. There is only one color to be
considered and that is the light blue
dyed on the stripe in the cotton warp.
This color should also be dyed with
the sulphur dyes so that it may stand
the subsequent bleaching process with
hydrogen peroxide. In order to pro-
duce this color the following procedure
is recommended: For 100 pounds of
yarn use a bath prepared as follows:
One pound, 2 ounces, of immedial sky-
blue powder, 1 pound sodium sulphide
crystals and 8 ounces of soda ash.
To the above should also be added

for each 10 gallons of liquor ll^

ounces of Turkey red oil and 1^4
pounds of desiccated Glauber's salt.

These proportions are to be taken for

the first or starting bath and if subse-
quent lots are to be dyed it will only
require about two-thirds the amount
of dyestuffs and the corresponding
quantity of sodium sulph.de, while the
amount of soda ash can be reduced to
4 ounces, Turkey red oil to 1 ounce,
and the Glauber's salt to 8 ounces, the
amounts of the last two ingredients
being based on 10 gallons' volume of
the dye-bath. The immedial sky-blue
should be well dissolved by boiling up
with the sodium sulphide and soda ash
previous to the addition of these in-

gredients to the dye-bath. A pro-
longed boiling of the dyestuff solution,
however, should be avoided, as it is

liable to

CAUSE A DECOMPOSITION
of the coloring matter. The dyeing
should be carried out by entering the
yarn at a temperature of 85 degrees
Fahrenheit, then gradually raising the
temperature to about 100 degrees
Fahrenheit, and continuing the dyeing
for three-quarters of an hour. The
yarn should then be taken out of the
dye-bath, squeezed and hung up in the
air for about an hour to allow for the
full development of the color. It

should then be given an after-treat-
ment in a fresh bath with 2 per cent
of potassium bichromate and 3 per
cent of acetic acid. After this the
yarn is once again well rinsed off and
finally brightened in a soap bath con-
taining 1 ounce of soan per 10 gallons
of water at a temperature of 160 de-
grees Fahrenheit. This fabric has
also been bleached In the piece with
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hydrogen peroxide in a manner similar
to that of the foregoing sample, the
bleaching being conducted as follows:

Prepare a bath containing 1 gallon
of hydiogen peroxide (3 per cent) to
10 gallons of water and add sufficient
sodium silicate to make the bath dis-
tinctly alkaline in reaction. This
bleaching bath is started at a temper-
ature of 160 degrees Fahrenheit. The
goods are entered and submerged be-
neath the liquor and left for from 8
to 10 hours or more conveniently over-
night, sufficient heat being left on the
bath to maintain its temperature at
about 100 degrees Fahrenheit. After
bleaching, the goods are removed from
the bath and well washed in soft
water.

CHECK FLAXON

The fabrics which are sold under
this trade name are used largely at
present. Styles are made in various
patterns and counts, but, in general,
they are all rather light cloths, al-
though some of the fabrics would be
designated as of medium weight.
Many uses are found for the various
lines, such as waists and dresses, and
they are used for various styles of em-
broidery by the sellers of such cloths.

Buyers had an idea at one time that
the fabrics were partly of linen, and
that this was the reason for their high
luster, but this notion is no longer
held, for the cloths are of cotton whol-
ly, and the finish is obtained after the
cloth is woven. Most of the
grades retail at twenty-five cents
per yard. There is ^n agree-
ment between the seller and the job-
bers that no cloth will be sold to re-
tailers over the jobbers' heads, so re-
tailers of necessity must purchase
from jobbers. There Is also an under-
standing regardmg prices, and the
usual allowance is made, in order
that the jobber can sell to the retailer
at a price, so the latter will sell to
the consumer at 25 cents per yard
the grades which are supposed to be
sold at this price. Few retailers are
willing to depart from the prices
which are named, for it is more than
likely that no more cloth can be ob-

tained if this is done. There has been
and is more or less friction regarding
prices, but as these cloths are highly
advertised, and as they are good sell-

ers for this reason, retailers very sel-

dom break the prices named.
Possibly, it may not be well known,

but it is a tact that on light-weight
fabrics if fine yarns be used, any
woven figure will not show up well
when the cloth is finished unless a
different process be employed than on
ordinary fabrics. This statement also
holds true on

STRIPES AND CHECKS
to an extent, for if any weave is em-
ployed it is hardly distinguishable
unless carefully examined. There
would be no object in using a weave
under such conditions, so almost all

fabrics with a fancy weave were form-
erly of medium or of rather heavy
weight. This was done so that when
sold the weave would show. Until
the method now employed was adopt-
ed, or at least a similar process, few
cloths of fine yarn had any weave in
their construction except plain weave.
To-day, there are many fabrics being
sold with fine yarns and woven figures
on which the pattern can be as dis-

tinctly seen as on some of the coarser
cloths.

This result is, of course, done in the
process of finishing. The fabric when
sold has a gloss which brings out the
woven pattern, and a crisp, harsh feel
which many heavier cloths do not
have. The various finishing plants do
not supply information regarding the
processes used in finishing, but the
probabilities are that similar methods
are employed in all cases. It must
not be thought that the line of cloths
referred to is the only one which is

to-day given this finish, for it is not
and many houses sell similar fabrics.
It can be stated here that the finish
given is purely a finish, and a large
part of it will wash out when the
cloth is laundered.

The process given consists of first

bleaching the fabric, and when this Is

done, together with various prelim-
inary processes, the fabric Is given a
mercerizing similar to many of the
heavier cloths. This gives a small
gloss to the fine yarn used, but It pr#-
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pares a foundation for the following
treatment. This consists i i running
the cloth through a solution in which
there is a transparent gum and which
gives the gloss to the cloth and makes
the figure stand out on the cloth. The
gum also gives the crisp feel which
the cloth has. No heavy calendering is

used, for this would he likely to spoil

the effect somewhat. From the above
it can be seen that the individual
threads are more or less similar to

small glass rods when the process is

completed.
As is well known, the beauty of any

fine cloth lies in the
EVENNESS OF THE YARN

of which the fabric is woven. This
is illustrated clearly by the state-

ment that some makers of fine cloths

follow. One thing which it is alwaya
necessary to do in making any kind
of a fabric is to have the yarn strong
enough to stand the strain of weaving.
Some yarns will weave well on plain

work, but will break when quite a
number of harnesses are used, and for

this reason, the percentage of produc-
tion will be low. If a good production
be obtained on plain, and a poor pro-
duction on fancy patterns with the
same yarn, it should be investigated
and corrected if possible. Some pat-
terns will run badly in any case be-
cause of the weave combinations used
or the crowding of ends, but the high-
est production possible should be aim-
ed for.

A fact which is not generally
known is that yarn will run satis-

Check Flaxen.

have a hard time in obtaining market
prices for their fabrics, while others
can obtain somewhat more than the
ruling price. The difference in price
is largely explained by the difference
in yarn quality. The quality of yarn
being dependent somewhat on the cot-
ton used, it will probably be true that
there is not always the difference in
profit which is believed when prices
vary, because in the better cloth it is

likely that better cotton was used, al-
though tills conclusion does not always

factorily in a jacquard pattern which
cannot be used on ordinary dobby
figures. This is caused by the fact

that the variation in lift from front
to back harness on the jacquard is

less than that on the dobby harness,
and there is little strain on the yarn.
A better percentage of production will

be obtained at the same speed on a
jacquard than on a dobby pattern if

yarn and other conditions are equal.
The number of looms to an
operative would be identical in
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most cases on jacquard and dobby
work, if the cloth woven were of sim-
ilar construction. Much more care
is necessary in the making of fine

cloth than in the manufacture of
coarse fabrics, for many times cloth
which would pass as a first would be
called a second in fine woven fabrics.
As seconds are sold at a reduction of
5 per cent and only 5 per cent of sec-
onds are allowed by contract, it fol-

lows that a mill which makes a larger
proportion of seconds than this
amount stands to lose more than their
profit, because buyers do not want
them, except at a large sacrifice, and if

they are sold for a reduction, it will be
likely to hurt the sale of the original
seller, for the cloth will be offered
at a lower price. This makes the
identical cloth on the market for two
prices, and it is needless to say that
some friction is likely to result.
A great variety of patterns are pro-

duced in fine fabrics. Because of the
yarn used many of the most salable
styles are made by combinations of
different sizes of yarns in checks and
stripes. Instead of using two or more
sizes of yarns it is sometimes possible
to produce the same effects by crowd-
ing yarn together. Many cloths are

made which have heavy v/oven figures,

which are sheared off, and a fine

ground. In many instances, the ef-

fects are produced by contrasts with
heavy and light places in the woven
fabric.

Yarns and cloth are

LIGHTER WHEN WOVEN
and finished than would appear if the
original yarn be considered. The yarn
loses weight in handling and in weav-
ing, and the cloth is usually pulled
some in finishing. Few experiments
which are accurate have ever been
made along these lines. Results will

vary, depending on the conditions ex-

isting in both weaving and finishing.

Facts are known more accurately in

many of the newer fine mills than
they are in some of the older colored
mills. Possibly, this situation has de-
veloped from conditions existing, for

in colored mills yarns are usually of

few sizes, and the styling is done by
color combinations, while in grey cloth
where woven figures are used, weave
combinations and the use of various
sizes of yarns give the results.

The selling house which produced
flaxon also produced soiesette. There
is no doubt that the making of cloths

PATTERN.
2 3 2 3 1 2

20
11

1 12 1
9

2050/1 American combed
/O/l American combed

( 111 9| I
= 1,540

77 X 3,930 total ends.
100/1 American combed filling; 96 picks.
38 reed; 35" width in reed; 33" grey width; 32%" finished width; 119 X 96 grey count

over all; 122 X 94 finished count over all.

YARNS.

50/1 Am. combed; 1%" sta. ; 10 hank double roving,
70/1 Am. Combed; 1%" sta.; 14 hank double roving,

100/1 Am. combed; 1%" sta.; 22 hank double roving.

Cotton.
21c.
24c.
27c.

Labor & waste.
14%c.
20i^c.
34i^c.

35%c.
44%c.
61%c.

COST.
2,390 ends, 50/1 Am. combed + 4% take-up = .0593 @ 35 14c. = $ .0209
1,540 ends, 70/1 Am. combed + 5% take-up = .0276 @ 44%c. = .0123

96 picks, 100/1 Am. combed = .0400 @ 61%c. = .0246
Weaving .0144
Expenses ','/,', .0189

I .0911
Finishing, etc .0150

Yards per pound, 7.88.
Retailers price, 25c. per yard.
Jobbers price, 16 %c. per yard.
Commission price, 14%c. per yard.
Mill price, about 12c. per yard.

I .1061
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for mercerization, of which the above
was possibly the leader, has added
a large field to the making of fancy
cloth. The sale of these constructions,
with the use of fast colors and in
various fancy weaves, is increasing
rapidly, and is displacing many of the
other lines used for similar purposes.
The method of manufacture has re-
sulted in reductions in prices which
a few years ago would have seemed
hardly possible. The large increase
which is noted in the work done by
purely finishing plants has been made
possible through these new lines, be-
cause better work at a cheaper cost
can be produced. Adaptation of new
ideas on old cloths is an art in itself,

and almost every new idea evolves
others, so that the industry is bound
together as a whole. The makers who
first adopt such ideas are likely to
receive large rewards in the way of
increased business and profits, and
not only this, but there is much good
which always results to the trade in
general through improved cloths or
methods of making and finishing.

SILK MIXTURE GROSS-DYED

NOVELTY
The fabric of which we have given

the analysis is one which many of
the newer cotton mills are to-day
making in quite large quantity. These
fabrics are finished in various ways,
but the larger portion are dyed solid
shades. Some lines of these cloths
are dyed so that one kind of yarn will
be one color, while the other yarn
will be a different color. This gives
what is called a cross-dyed effect, and
the sample considered is one of these
results, though in the cloth in ques-
tion, the warp is dyed black, while
the filling remains white. It is a fact
that raw silk will in most cases give
better results than if spun silk be
used. The new combinations which are
being made and the use of fast colors
to stand bleaching on cotton and silk

have added much variety to cloth
production in grey cloth mills, for it

is now possible to use fast colors on
yam In weaving grey cloth, and to

produce some lines of three-color ef-

fects. These have not been used
largely as yet, but the amount pro-
duced is likely to increase. Until re-

cently, it was necessary to use dyed
yarns for various grades of cloth
which are to-day being made of grey
yarns and at a reduction in the mill

cost.

SIZES OP YARN USED.
In the making of this fabric, a num-

ber of sizes of yams were used for

the warp. These various yarns are
run on one beam at the slasher.

There is no pattern attempted, and
they are placed in a hit or miss ar^
rangement. Some have never been
able to get satisfactory results by
using various sizes of yarn from the
same beam, but it is a fact that many
adopt this method with good results

and a decided saving in trouble.

Some mills are in the habit of run-
ning different sizes of yarn in colors
on the same beam, but this process
requires care, especially on some pat-
terns. The majority of cloths made
in plain warps have 40-1 yarn, in fa t,

this cloth is more or less standard,
but each mill makes a different com-
bination when a novelty warp is used.
Some use three sizes of yarn, with
60-1, 30-1 and 30-2 mixed, while others
use four grades of yarn in various
sizes. Most combinations have two-
ply yarn to an extent, but some like

sample are made entirely of single
yarn. This method makes the cost of
production somewhat less. One thing
which is noticed is that when novelty
warps are used, the picks per inch are
usually less. This is possible, because
the larger sizes of yarn used tend to
make the cloth firmer. Sometimes,
there is a ground weave used in mak-
ing up patterns for this class of cloths.

What are called slash-lines are placed
indiscriminately over the ground, and
this process adds to the novelty of

the cloth produced. To-day, there is

an enormous amount of these fabrics
produced, and few realize the extent
to which they are used.

THE RETAIL PRICE
is at present less than half what
It formerly was. It is well to
make note of the fact that the cost

price given is based on to-day's basis.
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Not only has the Tussah silk declined
much in price, but cotton is also
lower, so cloth which sold last year
for 14 to 141-^ cents per yard is at a
lower price to-day. Many buyers
have cloth of this nature on hand, and
they should dispose of it to retailers

so that losses will not be sustained, for

the new product can be sold at a re-

duction on former prices. It is cer-
tain that there will be a regular de-
mand for fabrics of this general na-
ture. Orders are for quite large
quantities of cloth in comparison with
some other fancy lines, but there are
various patterns applied to the same

livered by silk throwsters, and at
other times an ordinary shuttle is

used, and the filling quilled onto or-
dinary £ize cotton bobbins. In either
case, the production should be as large
or larger than for ordinary cotton
shirtings.

IN ANALYZING ANY FABRIC
with various sizes of yarn it is a hard
operation to obtain the number of ends
and the sizes of the yarns employed
in the warps. If yarn is used in
stripes or in a regular pattern, the
process is much simplified, but where
the hit or miss system is used, exact

Silk Mixture Cross-Dyed Novelty.

construction. I* is on such a cloth as
this that buyers are apt to make
changes in patterns, and cause trouble
at the mills when cloth is in the
looms. In nearly all cases, a buyer
will want sample pieces, and the mak-
ing of these will eat up sometimes
much of the apparent profit which a
mill makes on the sale. Profits form-
erly were large on these cloths, but
to-day a mill obtains no larger amount
than for other regular lines, the mar-
gin of profit being close and the total
made varying with the efficiency of
operation. No difficulty is experi-
enced in making cloths of this char-
acter on ordinary jacnuard shirting
looms. Sometimes a shuttle Is used
which will hold small quills as de-

results cannot be obtained. For this

reason, manufacturers use their own
combinations of yarn in duplicating
other cloths.

Fabrics are usually made on either
400 or 600 jacquard looms, on which
the tie-up is about 100 to 120 per inch.

The width of pattern and ends per
inch will vary somewhat, but the
above will be true in most cases. In
the cloth analyzed it was probable
that the pattern was made on a 600-

machine, which was tied-up 120 per
inch, giving a pattern width of 5

inches. 600 divided by 120 equals
5 inches. The width of pattern in

the finished cloth will depend on the
amount which the cloth shrinks in

weaving and also In finishing. In
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many instances, this shrinkage will be
from 7 to 10 per cent, although various
fabrics will shrink less, and some
even more, than the above amounts. It

is a fact that many designers have
tried to convince buyers that stripes

and other variations in patterns could
not be produced on regular jacquards,
claiming a special tie-up was neces-
sary, but it will be found on investi-

gation that a very large percentage of
such patterns are produced on reg-
ular tie-ups. It would give many of
such men a cold shock if they knew
that in some mills to-day there
are many bordered patterns being pro-
duced on regular machines, and with
no extra dobby harnesses used either.

Of course, there is a limit to the pat-
tern which can be produced, but it is

done, and to the buyer's satisfaction
too. It requires a thorough knowledge
of patterns and methods employed
to produce them, also a keen insight
for adapting cloths to conditions ex-
isting, but fabrics have been and are
being produced along these lines, and
they are practical running jobs too.

This shows how narrow some will be-
come when their product is confined to
a few lines of staple cloths. To have
a knowledge of manufacturing and
adaptability, it is necessary for a de-
signer to be acquainted with the de-
signing and making of many various
cloth constructions, for it is only by
this method that a general and accu-
rate knowledge can be obtained.
Men become narrow and fall into a
rut when new and trying problems
are not continually met and solved.

The

WEIGHT OF THE CLOTH
is found in the usual manner. If this
weight be compared with the original
grey weight, it will be found that the
cloth is much lighter when finished.

This i? due to a number of reasons,
among which are the facts that the
silk is lighter bpcause of the
bleaching and boiling out, the
cotton is lighter due to handling,
and there is a certain stretch
in finishing which gives more yards
of cloth than when the cloth is first

woven. In dyed vam manv men have
been in the habit of assuming that
the weight added by dyeing just about

balanced with the weight lost in
handling; that is, dyed yarn in a fin-

ished fabric was about the same size
as it was previous to dyeing, warp-
ing, spooling, slashing and weaving,
but this is not true in the majority
of cases, for the dyed yam will be
finer than it was when made. In
cloth analysis, there have been many
facts assumed which do not hold true.
It is only within a short time that
any accurate tests have been made
regarding manufactured and finished
cloth, and few men have ever been
in positions to make tests on both
fabrics which would be accurate, be-
cause it requires a whole series of
experiments on identical cloths to es-
tablish facts, and even then, results
may vary in the different finishing
plants. To treat all cloths in the
same class and assume the figures are
correct as has been done in the past
is entirely wrong. Not only has the
above been done, but many have also
assumed that the weights given in any
finished cloth should be practically
identical with the grey or mill
weights. A few experiments on
identical cloths would show how falla-

cious this theory is, especially in the
fabrics made by the newer mills. To
get any figures which are reliable,

experiments should be made freely at
various stages until cloth is finished.
This is not done to any extent by
manufacturers, and, of course, buyers
care but little for such details,

and it is known that many of the re-
sults which are assumed are given
by analysts, who compare similar fab-
rics, but as stated above, such re-
sults are unreliable. To have facts
correct, a man must know much prac-
tical manufacturing detail, and then
by correct theory establish results
which will prove useful. Accurate
statements cannot be obtained unless
theoretiral and practical knowledge
be combined.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DYEING.
The only color to be considered in

this samnle is the black dyed on the
cotton warp. In the preparation of
this fabric, it Is not desired to have
a vpry full shade of black, as this
would take away from the general
color value of the woven fabric. This
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warp is dyed in the sizing and the neous solution is obtained. The cot-

following procedure is recommended: ton warp is dyed in this size by pass-

TT 4.1, .. ^ , r^Ar, ^f ^^,r Ai^r^i^r. ^^S thpough sl slze box and squeeze
Use three pounds of oxy diamine

^^^^ and then is carried directly on
black AW, one-quarter pound diamine to the dryer, which may be either the
fast yellow A, and 10 gallons of boil- ordinary slasher warp machine or
ing water. through the more recent form of hot
When the dyestuffs have been thor- air warp dryer. This method of dye-

oughly dissolved, cool the solution to ing is very cheap and economical, and
140 degrees Fahrenheit and then mix though it does not yield very high-
with 10 gallons of size. This size is class colors with respect to penetra-
prepared by using 120 gallons of wat- tion, beauty of shade, or fastness to

er, 80 pounds of starch, 20 pounds of the various agencies, nevertheless, for

dextrine and 20 pounds of Turkey red the fabric under consideration, this

oil. These ingredients are boiled up process gives a color amply sufficient

together until a thoroughly homoge- for its needs.

PATTERN.
40/1 American carded 12 2 f = 1,106
30/1 American carded } — — -^

= 590
10/1 American carded J 16 1,S40 16 [

= 20S

1,904 total ends.
32/38 2 end tussah tram filling; 64 picks.
33 reed, 28%" width in reed, 2G" grey width, 26" finished width; 72 X 64 grey count;

72 X 60 finished count.
YARNS.

Cotton. Labor, waste.
40/1 Am. carded, 1%" staple, 8 hank double roving, 16o. 7%c. = $ .23%
30/1 Am. carded, l^e" staple, 6 hank double roving, 14c. 5%c. = .19%
10/1 Am. carded, 1" staple, 2 hank double roving, lie. 2i4c. = .13Va
32/38 2 end tussah silk, 55,000 yards per pound. On quills = 1.75

COST.
1,106 ends, 40/1 American carded + 6% take-up = .0350 @ $ .23% = $ .0083
590 ends, 30/1 American carded + 6% take-up = .0249 @ .I914 . = .0048
208 ends, 10/1 American carded -f- 6% take-up = .0264 @ .13i/^ = .0036
64 picks, 32/38 2 end tussah silk = .0330 @ 1.75 = .0578

Weaving .0135
Expenses .0176
Jacquard cards ' .0004

$ .1060
Selling .0021

Mill cost $ .1081
Finishing, dyeing, etc ^ .0250

Finished cost $ .1331
Yards per pound, 8.38.
Retail price, 30c.
Mill selling price, 14 to I4V2C. when this cloth was bought.

COTTON SUEDE

This fabric is the one which is

creating a large amount of interest
at present in the market. Many ex-
pressions have been heard regarding
the cloth and the finish applied. Most
of the cloth seen up to the present
time has been imported, and is sell-

ing for about $1.50 per yard. There
are many sellers in the market, who,
from appearances, seem to try to
create the impression that no cloth of

any value can be made or finished in
America satisfactorily. If there is

anything which they can say against
cloth of domestic production, it is

stated as strongly as possible. This
has been done on the cloth in ques-
tion, and has also been done on the
new toweling fabrics, when the facts
are that the fabrics can be made sat-

isfactorily, and much cheaper here
than they can be imported. From in-

stances which come to light some-
times, it is wondered whether some of

the domestic product is not used as
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imported by these same sellers.

This cloth is a domestic article. It

is not to be wondered at that few
mills care to make the cloth, for it is

exceptional in a number of ways.
First, the yarns are much finer than
many mills care to make, as they
are about 90-2. Second, the count is

high, both in warp and filling, name-
ly 132 by 188. Third, the weave is

one seldom seen on cotton cloth, as
it is a sort of double clotii, the face
and back weave being a four-
harness broken twill. There are no
extra threads used in making the
weave, but the effect is similar to a
double cloth, although it is not one
strictly speaking.
The price quoted for this cloth is

32 cents per yard. Under the circum-
stances, this price seems to reflect

VERY POOR MERCHANDISING,
for a larger amount should be ob-
tained for a number of reasons. One
is that this fabric is distinctly a nov-
elty of the highest order, another is

that the profit secured is not large, as
will be explained later, while most im-
portant is the fact that this cloth will
probably be sold as imported and is

now retailing at about $1.50 per yard.
There will be little competition on
this fabric as made, and it is thought
a higher price should be. obtained than
has been asked. Cheap imitations of
this cloth cannot be produced for the
fine yarns used, and the high count,
together with the finish, do not admit
large possibilities in this direction.
From our analysis, it will be seen that
the cost of production is about 28
cents per yard, while the selling price
is 32 cents per yard, or a profit of
about four cents per yard. This cloth
has 188 picks per inch, and the pro-
duction is very low, and under the
conditions, the profit would not be
over $2.50 per loom per week, or a
profit of about $125 per loom per year.
This might give a profit of somewhat
over 10 per cent on capital invested,
but this is not e^'^ueh for the rh^^rno-

ter of fabric. There is more ability
required to make this clo^h than the
toweling fabric being sold, and it is

known that cloth of this nature has
been sold recently at less than 15
cents per yard, and a profit of over

$10 per loom per week obtained, or a
rate of profit of over $500 per loom
per year. The prices of the cotton
suede and toweling cloths are identi-

cal at retail, and without question, the
cost of producing the suede is twice
that or the toweling, S3 we are tree

to admit a mistake was made when
no more was charged than 32 cents
tcr the quality oi siirdo offered; in

fact, it is doubted whether the ma-
jority of fine mills which could make
this cloth could do it as low as we
have figured, that is, and produce a
good result, and a low percentage of
seconds.
There is no need of showing a draw-

ing-in draft, as the warp would prob-
ably be drawn in straight on eight
harnesses, although the weave ac-
tually takes but four. The selvages
would be made on two extra har-
nesses. We give the weave so that

The Weave.
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the arrangement can be noted. The
second, fourth, sixth and eighth picks
represent the filling which shows on
the back of the cloth, while the re-

maining picks show on the face. We
have no doubt that claims made that
the unsatisfactory finish produced is

due to poor manufacture or cloth con-
struction is true in some instances, for

the cloth weave and yarns have much
to do with good finished results.

Cloths of this character are prac-
tically always

WOVEN IN THE GREY
state and then bleached and dyed, for
bleached yarns are seldom used, and
if they are the cost of manufacture is

too high to be practical.
As yet, we have seen none of this

kind of cloth which has been woven
on a jacquard loom with a fancy pat-
tern. There is a possibility of this
development being a good thing, for
the ground cloth could be made like
s^T^n'e, ar^^ hGCP.Kse of the hl^rh count
used, beautiful patterns could be made
in a subdued effect. This would ap-
peal to many consumers. Regarding
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thd cloth as sold at present, we are

free to say that it is one of the best

appearing, and has more quality than
very many of the various fabrics of-

fered in recent years. Of course,

whether a large sale will result or

not is largely a matter of conjecture,

but one thing is certain, and this

is that the price will never be as

low as on ordinary lines, and it is

doubted greatly whether it will sell

later at less than $1 per yard at re-

tail, even of domestic make. There
never will be a large supply, no mat-

ter how large the demand gets, for to

have the result satisfactory quality

must be put into the cloth, and there
are comparatively few mills which
can produce this quality. Possibly
one dozen mills would complete the
list which could make this cloth in
quantity to sell at 32 cents per yard
and realize a profit. Because of slow
production, the cloth will tie up a
loom for quite a time. It may be that
this seller was willing to quote this
low price because of the lack of or-
ders for fine cloth, and desired to get
work to keep looms in operation,
which this cloth would do to anyone's
satisfaction, but the fact remains that
probably a price could have been ob-
tained which would approach 40 cents
per yard just as easily as 32 cents
could.
Regarding the imported prices and

those of domestic make it is a known
fact that en certain fine cloths, quota-
tions have been asked for on cloth
made in this country of foreign mills,

and the prices quoted in many in-

stances are but from 3 to 10 per cent
lower than that at which mills have
sold the cloth here, and carrying
charges will range about 4 or 5 per
cent, so it can readily be seen what
economies the domestic manufac-
turer adopts.
From observation, it seems as if

merchandising was the large item
which needed to be watched care-
fully by many mills selling fine and
fancy cloth. It is known that many
of the newer fine and fancy mills are
op«rat«d about at closely ai ii pos-

sible, so far as actual manufacturing

is concerned. The interchange of

ideas and prices among the cloth

brokers and the system of selling in

many cases operate against the mill

obtaining the legitimate recompense
for initiative and ability. Many
times buyers would have willingly

paid higher prices excepting for

the fact that they were posted

regarding prices by intermediates.

This only added to the buyer's profits

what should have gone to the maker,

for prices to the retailer or jobber
are never changed by such a lower-
ing of prices. We have seen in-

stances where makers have been de-
prived of a fair profit when there
should have been a fair profit for all

concerned. Manufacturing has been
reduced to a very scientific process,
and costs of making are known pretty
accurately, yet while manufacturing
has been getting on a closer basis,

merchandising has been getting more
expensive. A little of the accuracy
which is employed by mills injected
into some of the methods of selling

would work wonders in the trade.
There is no question but that selling

has run into a very bad rut, and it

will require time and almost a revolu-
tion to put it on a better or different
basis. We believe the men who have
shown such ability in the economies
of manufacture are fully capable of
showing new ideas in selling, and
that to obtain a more regular profit

and to be dictated to less by buyers,
mills must eventually have more pow-
er than they at present have. Con-
solidation of interests must be effected
in some manner to put manufacturing
on more stable basis. The method
of obtaining the weights and yards
per pound is as follows:

3,960 ends -i- (90/2 X 840) = .1048. warp
weight without take-up in weaving.

Weaving take-up 12%.
.1048 -^ .88 = .1191, total warp weight in 1

varrl of cloth.
188 picks X 33" loom width X 36"

= 6.204
36"

yards of filling per yard.
6,204 -f- (90/2 X 840) = .1641, total filllnp
weight in 1 yard of cloth.

.1191 -f- .1641 =-= .2832, total weight per yard.
1.0000 -4- .iiZi -» i.it yards per pound.
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PATTERN.
2 2

90/2 Sea Island 24 3,864 24 = 3,960 total ends'.

90/2 Sea Island filling; 188 picks.
60 reed, 33" width in reed, 31" grey width, 30" finished width; 132 X 188 finished count.

YARNS.
Labor,

Cotton, waste. Twisting.
90/2 Sea Island; 1%" staple; 18 hank double roving, 28c. 32c. 7c. = 67c.

90/2 Sea Island filling. Same as warp. = 67c.
COST.

3,960 ends, 90/2 Sea Island + 12% take-up = .1191 @ 67c. = $ .0798
188 picks, 90/2 Sea Island = .1641 @ 67c, = .1104

Weaving .0452
Expenses .0394

$ .2748
Selling 0055

Grey cost $ .2803
Dyeing, finishing, etc .0200

Finished cost $ .3003
Yards per pound, 3.53.
Mill price, 32c. per yard.
Retail price for similar fabrics, $1.50 per yard (imported).

^ »

DTTCCITXW riHDn Vr^TTU thing which helps largely in producing
nUlJljliirl UUllU lUlLli a good voile, and this is good yarn.

If yarn is poor, no weaving or finish-

We have in the past analyzed va- ing will give the result wanted. The
rious patterns on voile cloths. Inas- yarn is not ordinary two-ply, but it is

much as these fabrics will be used two-ply with a much harder twist than
more largely than any other the com- is usually given. This makes a
ing summer, it may be well to add smooth, round thread and gives a clear
another novel combination to the looking cloth. Some makers use gass-
ones already given. This cloth is ed yarn, which ensures an added
made with a voile ground which is smoothness to the result. The yarn
exceptional for the reason that the made determines to an extent the
yarns used are of fine character, count necessary to secure satisfactory
namely, 120s-2, and few mills in woven cloth. The standard of twist
America could make them in any given the two-ply yarn will vary from
quantity. Cloths of this character are about 6 to 8. In twisting, the hard
used for various purposes, and all yarn is likely to cut the travelers and
have a rather low count. The ma- cause trouble. Some mills have twist

-

jority use yarn up to 60s-2 and a ed their ply yarns on regular spinning
count of about 50 square, although frames and secured better results, for

some mills make finer yarn with a the rings are smaller, and not only
somewhat closer count. Many of the this, but the ply yarn used for filling is

patterns being offered at present have ready for the loom when twisted, with
silk for decorative purposes, and this no additional processes, which are nec-
gives an added attractiveness for a essary if twisted on a regular twister,

comparatively small added expense. ENAMELED BOBBINS
In some instances, artificial silk is be- ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^i steamedmg used for this purpose mstead of ^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ti^^e and ex^
the real article, and results are very pense
satisfactory, although for other pur- r^^^^^ ^^^^^ contrary to the be-
poses It does not have such a large

^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^ot g^ expensive to
success. In make as would appear, for the count

THE CONSTRUCTION is usually low, the cloth weight light

of a voile cloth much ability is re- and the production comparatively
quired to get the best appearance. It large per loom. For this last reason,

is necessary to have the cloth open a smaller profit per yard will yield a

and still not slip badly. There is one better return than on many other lines
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of lancy fabrics. Most of the various
lines of voile cloths are made from
grey yarns, and the fabrics are finished
when woven. There are a few voiles

made of bleached and dyed yarns, but
they have been constructed this way
to produce certain results. If two
fabrics could be made so that the re-

sults would be the same when finish-

ed it would be found that the use
of grey yarns would produce the low-
est cost of manufacturing. There is

no doubt but that this method of mak-

have thought there was little compe-
tition in the making of fancy fabrics,

but they were never m.ore mistaken,
for competition is sharper on
some of these cloths than on some
of the coarser better-known lines.

Many of the fabrics being sold have
silk stripes of varying widths in their

make-up, and they are woven on jac-

quard looms. Few of the patterns are
made on dobby looms, for it requires
quite a few harnesses to produce any
satisfactory figure on a closely woven

Russian Cord Voile.

ing cloth is driving orders from many
of the older mills.

The cloths we are considering could
be made in

THREE METHODS:
First, by using bleached and dyed

yams. Second, by using grey cotton
yams and fast colored silk to stand
the bleaching process. Third, by using
grey cotton yarns and raw silk and
then bleaching and cross-dyeing the
result. Possibly, the last mentioned
method is the more common one on
this identical cloth, and it would prob •

ably give the cheapest cost price. In
these days of competition, the one
who produces a certain effect for the
lowest price gets the business. Many

silk stripe. This brings us to the item
of interest in the cloth we are con-
sidering. This fabric is made on an
ordinary dobby loom, and requires few
harnesses to weave. It is

A COMBINATION
of the weave which was popular tot

men's shirtings last season and which
is being used extensively at present
with the voile ground. This is what is

called a Russian cord. It consists of

a cord of a more or less heavy nature
and a leno end which crosses back
and forth every pick, effectually cov-
ering the cord underneath. Some-
times this crossing end is of grey
yarn, while other times it is of silk

similar to sample, and in still other in-
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stances, It is of fast color cotton yarn
to stand bleaching like the large num-
ber of men's snirtings produced.
Some time ago there were certain

weavers who believed that no leno
similar to a Russian cord could be
produced by the use of top doups.
They thought that before a crossing
could be satisfactorily made with a
top doup one pick would have to in •

tervene. For this reason, many of

these fabrics are woven on bottom
doups. As is well known, top doups
are more satisfactory if they can be
run, and it is brought to the atten-
tion of those who still use bottom
doups that many manufacturers are
to-day using top doups for cloths of

this character. We have given

THE CHAIN AND DRAFT
for the use of bottom doups, for it is

probable that the majority still use
them, and it makes things somewhat
clearer by this method. The combina-
tion as produced is very pleasing, and
it is such ideas as these which some-
times bring large profits to the origi

nators. There are few new ideas in

ground cloth construction, but there

are unlimited possibilities in combi-
nations, for new ideas in designs and
dyeing and finishing admit of new
results. This is illustrated clearly by
the large use made of ideas when
cloth began to be mercerized in the
piece, also when yarns began to be
dyed colors which would stand the
bleaching process. It is not believed
that either of these ideas have yet
been developed as fully as possible.

The use of fast colors on silk yarn
has hardly been brought before the
public, so there may be pos-
sibilities in this direction. The mak-
ing of cotton suede opens a field which
has been tested but little in cloth

making. Because of the low number
of picks in a voile cloth, the Russian
cord effect is not as good as on many
shirting fabrics which have a higher
count in the filling, but

THE RESULT
is good enough to be noted in this con-
nection.
Good yarn for the doups is of hard-

twist worsted, and it may be well
to bring out the fact that care in

weaving such fabrics will save quite a

PATTERN.
120/2 Sea Island combed, hard twist.

60/2 Am. combed

60/2 Spun silk.

40 26
5

1
4

1

17 8 40 == 1,636 ground

= 180 cord

= 144 leno.

86 X = 1.960 total ends.
120/2 Sea Island combed, hard twist filling. 58 picks.
58 reed. 28%" width in reed, 27" grey width, 26%" finished width, 72 X 58 grey count

over all, 74 X 56 finished count over all, 63 X 56 finished count ground cloth.

YARNS.

120/2 Sea Island hard twist; 1%" sta. ; 24 hank dou. rov.
60/2 Am. combed; 1%" sta.; 12 hank dou. rov.,
60/2 Spun silk; 50,400 yds. per lb. Ready for loom

120/2 Sea Island hard twist filling. Same as warp

Cotton.
30c.
24c.

Labor,
waste,
etc.
58c.
161/2 0.

Twist-
ing.
18c.
4c.

1,636 ends, 120/2 Sea Island hard twist.
180 ends, 60/2 Am. combed
144 ends, 60/2 spun silk
58 picks, 120/2 Sea Island hard twist,

W^eaving
Expense*

COST.
. .+ 8%
..+ 2%
. .-f 70%

take-up =
take-up =
take-up =

.0353

.0073

.0097

.0331

$1.06
.44^

3.50
1.06

Selllnr

Gr*y cost
Finishing, etc.

Finished cost
Yards per lb., 11.71.
Retail price, 48c. per yard.

$1.06
.44%

3.50
1.06

$ .0374
.0033
.0339
.0351
.0109
.0143

$ .1349
.0027

$ .1376
.0250

I .1626
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little in the cost of production. Unless
there are a large number of leno ends
a weaver can operate nearly the same
number of looms as on ordinary work.
The loom speed will be somewhat
slower, due to the fact that the doup
yarn takes some time to straighten
out. Through wrong designing or
planning we have seen patterns which
might have been profit producers be-

come bad running jobs and continual
trouble makers. It is necessary to

bind the leno on the correct picks in

making fabrics of this nature. We
have seen cloths woven in large quan-
tities which when finished showed but
a straight line and no crossing end.
It is needless to say that such a weave
should never be used, as it will re-

sult in cancellation of orders and

LOSS OF PROFITS.
Some manufacturers make their

voile yarns to size a specified amount
while others use certain size single
yarns, and let the two-ply result be
what it may. Because of the hard
twisting used the yarn will in most
cases be heavier than the sample yarn
would indicate, that is, 50s-2 will ac-
tually size about 48s-2. The take up
on the leno or crossing end is about
70 per cent on the cloth in question,

that is, 3 1-3 inches will weave 1 inch
of cloth.

The weights and yards per pound
are obtained as follows:

1,636 ends -^ (120/2 X 840) = .0325, warp
weight without take-up in weaving.

.0325 H- .92 = .0353, warp weight with take-

180 ends h- (60/2 X 840) = .0071. warp
weight without take-up in weaving.

.0071 -^ .98 = .0073, warp weight with
take-up.

144 ends -J- (50,400 = 60/2 spun silk) =
.0029 silk weight without take-up.

.0029 ^ .3 = .0097, total silk weight.
58 picks X 28%" X 36"

= 1,667.5 yards of
36"

filling per yard of cloth.
1,667.5 -4- (120/2 X 840) = .0331, weight of

filling yarn.
.0353 + .0073 + .0097 + .0331 = .0854,

total weight per yard.
1.0000 -4- .0854 = 11.71 yards per lb.

SILK MIXTURE EPONGE
The cloth considered here is inter-

esting in that it is a development of
eponge, which many have purchased

and of which many qualities have
been produced at as many different
prices. Possibly, eponge cloth for a
novelty fabric has allowed of more
and greater variations than any other
recently produced. It is made in nov-
elty yarn warp and filling, in novelty
warp and plain filling, in plain warp
and novelty filling, in silk and cotton
mixtures similar to the sample
we are now considering, in dyed
yarn fabrics, mercerized yarn fabrics
and various combinations of colors in

various kinds of yarns. Possibly,
mills have had about all the orders
they will have for the present on
these cloths, but retailers are becom-
ing interested, and a fair distribution

is likely for such a high-class novelty.
It is true that of late the interest is

being largely seen on similar ideas of

this nature worked up into trim-
mings and the like, and the demand
should be extensive in this direction,

for these effects are more desirable
for trimmings than they are for whole
dresses. Many of the cloths are still

imported, although cloths of

AMERICAN PRODUCT
have largely replaced them, at least

in the cheaper grades.
Misstatements by men supposed to

be familiar with cloth making have
been made about these fabrics, possi-
bly to a larger extent than on many
novelty cloths. Because they never
have had any experience in making
novelty yarns, they consider that they
are impossible to produce. For this

reason, it is likely that more people
have paid high prices for these cloths

than for the majority of fancy fabrics.

One thing is very evident, and this is

that no cloth of a radical nature can
be sold in comparatively large

amounts until consumers are interest-

ed in the idea, or a fashion is worked
up for the cloth. Contrary to the gen-
eral opinion, any large sale of a dif-

ferent cloth is a growth and should
be treated as such by buyers.

NOT A NEW IDEA.

The idea used in these cloths is not
new, for it has been used at various
times, but no demand was created
and therefore no sale made. We have
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seen good and practical ideas thrown
aside by buyers simply because they
did not care to attempt to develop
their use. The yarns used in these
cloths are called, in mill language,
under the general heading of cork-
screw yarns. To produce the effects,

two twisting operations are neces-
sary, one in the opposite direction to

the other. In the yarn in this cloth,

instead of all single yarns being used,

we have two sizes of two-ply. This
makes a better effect, although it in-

creases the cost of the yarn some-
what. If the yarn be made on the
twister, it is necessary to have two
sets of rolls, for the yarns are not
delivered at the same rate of speed,

as can be seen from the yarn analy-
sis. If

NOVELTY TWISTERS
are not available, it is possible to

make the same effects on an ordinary
spinning frame, using two sets of

rolls and a wire across the front of

the frame to hold up ttie ends off

the other rolls and guide them into

the pig-tails on the frame. This
policy is sometimes advantageous, for

yarn in the last twisting process can
be wound directly onto quills, there-
by saving some operations which are
necessary when yarn is twisted on a
regular twister. Yarns of this charac-
ter usually are coarse in size when
completed, possibly few being over

TYz and many less than 5, although at

various times samples have been seen
with yam which sized when finished
as fine as 20. Because of the coarse
size of the yarn, the cloth count is

necessarily low in the direction which
the novelty yarn was used.
To find the resulting yarn size when

completed, it is only necessary to pull

threads from the cloth and size in

the ordinary manner, this process
giving 5.45 as the yarn size; but to

obtain the various yams which enter
the construction is another thing.

The first step is to unravel some of

the ends composing the novelty, be-
ing careful to measure their lengths.

In this manner it will be found that
the 40s-l yarn takes up 9i^ per cent,

while the 30s-2 takes up 30 per cent.

When the yarns are unraveled, it is

an easy matter to obtain the various
sizes. Care should also he observed
in the amount of twist per inch in

each operation of twisting, for this

has much to do with the final effect.

When the above has been completed,
the size which the yarn should be is

obtained.

60/2 1 end = 30/1 = 30/1
40/1 2 ends = 20/1 BVi% shrink. = 18.1/1
30/2 1 end = 15/1 30% shrink. = 10.5/1
30/1 -H- 30/1 = 1.00
30/1 -=- 18.1/1 = 1.65
30/1 -e- 10.5/1 = 2.85

30/1 -r- 5.50
5.50

5.45 figured size.

PRICES DO NOT CORRESPOND.
To show that prices on various

quantities of fabiics do not corre-
spond when retailed, we can state that
an all-cotton fabric was being re-
tailed at a higher price than the silk

one analyzed in the same store.

Some may think that the construction
warranted the difference, but we can
state that there was practically the
same number of picks of novelty
yam of the same size as filling in

each cloth, so little difference could
be found here. The warps bear no
comparison, for the cotton warp was
plain yarn of a count of about 29
threads per inch of 30s-l yarn, while
the silk warp counts over all nearly
150 per inch. An absolute difference
in cost of warp material of over 10
cents per yard is noted, making the
cost of the grey cotton cloth less than
12 cents per yard. Another item of
expense which the white cotton cloth
did not bear was the extra cost of

dyeing and finishing a novelty silk

and cotton fabric. Altogether, the net
cost finished of the silk and cotton
fabric was nearly, if not quite, twice
the cost of the all-cotton one, and the
retail price of the all-cotton fabric
is higher than the mixture cloth. This
shows hov.' the retailer, many times,
purchases fabrics which show no
relation of manufacturing costs to
selling prices.

There is as much demand for one
of these fabrics as there is for the
other, and no excuse can be offered
that one is sold at a lower price be-
cause of small demand. If the novelty
mixture sells for 96 cents per yard.
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the all-cotton fabric should not bring times it would be possible for a
over 50 cents per yard. These cloths weaver to operate more looms, there-
were purchased through the same by reducing the producing costs, ex-
channels, and it is very evident that cepting for the fact that the filling

some one made runs out very fast. If more than

EXCESSIVE PROFITS °^® loom was operated, it is likely

., ,, . . 1 4.1, T* • * 4.-U 4.
that the percentage of production

nt}^! ^l .Tllnn^^^^^^ would be low and the ultimate result

ev^n'a^^rs 'pVcinierha'v^^Vve^
'T/ malinrcToth with silk warps.

fa7g" letu'i-ns 'fof' tl'l^'^mm mfklng -^'], ^^ifj^ T^r^l '^y.%fLlT^
them. This is due to the fact that ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^°°^^ °^

a loom will produce a large number METHOD OF WEAVING,
of yards per day, due to the small Italian silk is probably used in large
number of picks. Because of the fact quantities, and the sizes are almost al-

that the filling is so heavy, a weaver ways heavier than 20s-22, so as to ob-
can operate but one loom in many tain a sufficient amount of strength,
cases. As a large part of the weaver's We have used 190,000 yards as the
work is the changing of filling, the size of the yarn, although this is not
cloth is called a filling job. Many the theoretical yardage. A certain

PATTERN.
4 4

22/24 Italian silk warp — 4,892 — = 5,084 total ends.
24 24

5.45 cotton novelty filling, 20 picks.
. 65 reed, 38" width in reed, 36" grey width, 35" finished width, 141 X 20 grey count:

145 X 20 finished count.
YARNS.

Labor, Twist-
*^?tton. waste, etc. ing.

40/1 Am. combed, 1%" sta. ; 8 hank dou. rov., 17%c. 10c. = $ .27%
: 30/2 Am. combed, 1%" sta.; 6 hank dou. rov., 17%c. 8%c. 2c. = .28
60/2 Am. combed, 1%" sta.; 12 hank dou. rov., 24c. IGV^c. 4c. = .44%

' 22/24 Italian silk, 190,000 yards per lb. On beams, = 4.45

NOVELTY YARN.
40/1 2 ends ground 9%% take-up in finished yarn! i_j. twicjtir.B' r*»«riilar
30/2 1 end 30% take-up in finished yarni ^^^ t-nisiing regular.

iYi'n'from 1st operation} '~^^ ^^^^"-^ ^«^«^««-

Note.—60/2 in 2nd operation is the yarn on which all the weaving strain conies. The first

twisted yarn is really retwisted around the 60/2.

NOVELTY YARN COST.
40/1 2 ends (g) 27%c. = 8.28c for part to make 1 lb. of novelty.
30/2 1 end @ 28c. = 14.53c for part to make 1 lb. of novelty.
60/2 1 end @ 44%c. = 8.52c for part to make 1 lb. of novelty.

31.33c. yarn cost.
3.00c. 1st twisting operation.
2.00c. 2nd twisting operation.

36.33c. novelty yarn cost at loom.

CLOTH COST.
5,084 ends 22/24 Italian silk + 8% take-up = .0291 @ $4.43 = $ .1295
20 picks 5.45 noveltv cotton = .1660 @ 36.33c. = .0603

Weaving .0242
Expenses .0053

$ .2193
Selling 0044

Grey cost $ .2237
Dyeing, finishing, etc .0300

Finished coat $ .2537

Yards per pound, 5.02 (grey).
Plain weave.
Retail price, 96c. per yard.
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amount of leeway is usually allowed
by cotton mills using silk for any
variation which may be noted in the
actual size. Naturally the maker errs

on his own side and possibly it should
be considered j-^stifiable, inas-'mch as
silk sizes purchased from different
sellers vary widely.
Regarding the use of silk in cotton

mills, it can be said that it has
largely increased in the past few
years. Possibly the use may be ap-
plied to new cloths as they are de-
manded by fashion, but there is no
question but that its use has come
to stay in this direction. A fancy
goods mill which has not or cannot
use it is rather badly handicapped
in the production of high-class novel-
ties. It is true that many times the
addition of a comparatively small
amount of silk will add very much
more to the value of the cloth than
the extra charge would indicate. In
other cases, a cloth is changed from
a rather ordinary fabric to a beauti-
ful production. Numerous examples
might be cited where the use of silk

was a distinct advance in the making
of cloths, and not only this, but many
times it has added to the profits of
all concerned in the selling, from the
manufacturer to the retailer. When
the actual size of the filling is ob-
tained, the

YARDS PER POUND
are figured as follows. It must not
be assumed that the weight of the
cloth is the same when finished as
when delivered by the mill, for silk

will lose much weight when bleached
and boiled out, and cotton is also

lighter, due to processing.

.6,084 ends silk -i- 190.000 yards = .0267, silk
weight per yard without take-up.

8% take-up In weaving:.
.0267 -T- .92 = .0291. silk weight per yard.
38" width In reed X 20 pks. per In. X 36"

760 yards filling per yard of cloth.
-760 -4- (5.45 X 840) = .1660, filling weight

per yard.
.0291 -1- .1660 = .1951. total weight per yard.
1.0000 -4- .1951 «= 5.02 yards per pound.

The finished yards per pound
would be, probably, about 5.35 to 5.40,

although this would depend much on
the amount the cloth was boiled out
in the finishing process.

SILK MIXTURE FAST COLOR

SHIRTING

The fabric analyzed is one of the
newer productions in shirting mate-
rials. As is well known, there is a
wide distribution for various fabrics
in these lines, and many and varied
constructions are made and sold.

While it has been noted but little, it

is a fact that the materials used have
been getting finer and finer, and much
more silk is being used than ever be-
fore. Of course, the price of shirts
has advanced, but this does not of
necessity mean that the price of ma-
terial has gone up in proportion. In
many cases, it is known for a fact that
cloth in some of the high-priced shirts
has been bought at a lower price than
cloth which has been used in some of
the lower-priced articles.

This shows that some of the shirt
makers, because of their progressive-
ness, have looked after their own con-
verting on these cloths and have sav-
ed the large profits which may be
made in this manner. Few of the old-
style madras shirts had material
which cost less than 15 cents per yard
in their construction, and many had
material which cost more than the
above. It is known that much of the
material which shirt makers have con-
verted has been bought at 10 cents
per yard or less. Much of the mate-
rial which is used in $3.50 to $5 shirts

costs less than 25 cents per yard.
This is for

A NOVELTY CONSTRUCTION
containing spun silk filling and with
enough picks per inch to produce a
firm and satisfactory cloth, with silk

warp stripes and figured patterns.
Very few cloths ever used cost a
maker over 75 cents per shirt, and
the large majority of fabrics cost less

than 50 cents per shirt.

One other advantage which is not-

ed in many of the newer materials is

that the cloths are made of all combed
yarns. This should produce a more
even and better looking cloth, and it

usually does. Few of the old-style

shirtings were or are made of any-
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thing but carded yarns. Another thing
which is noted is that the whites are
not so clean in the older shirtings.

This results from the fact that the
yarns used in their construction are
handled much after bleaching. Of
course, the cloth woven is washed be-
fore shipping out, but this process
many times cannot eradicate the shade
obtained when processing. The above
is shown very clearly by comparing
the whites in many lines of the best
ginghams with the whites in some of

the checked patterns produced with
yarn to stand bleaching, and which
are bleached when the cloth is woven.

and combed yarns and also to
many novelty fabrics composed of
silk and cotton, both for ladies' and
men's wear. The sample considered
is one of these novelty cloths. It has
40s-l yarn for warp in both the white
and color. Probably, these were run
in the weave room on separate beams,
although they could just as well have
been placed on a single beam if fa-
cilities for doing this were obtainable.
The fulling is of Tussah silk. Tne
yards per pound are assumed at 55,000,

yet this is not the theoretical yard-
age, but is one which protects the
manufacturer from variations in the

Silk Mixture Fast Color Shirting.

Many of the older shirting mills use
colors which are fast to light and
washing, although there are still many
of these fabrics which do not have
satisfactory colors, but it is manifest
that a color which has been through a
bleaching process is better than one
which can stand only light and wash
ing.

Possibly, one of the first and largest
uses made of these colors has been in

mills which do not dye their own yarn,
and which are usually known as grey
cloth mills. They have been applied
to shirting fabrics, in both carded

silk size. The cloth construction is

not an especially good one, as it counts

but 74 by 64, and would not make a
highly serviceable shirting for men.
What the difference is between the

cost and retail price is easily seen.

These cloths sold last year in quite

large quantities for about 14 cents

per yard, and it is very evident that

a large percentage has been taken in

the distribution. Of course, the price

of the silk, which constitutes the larg-

est single item in the cloth cost, is

now lower than last year, but the

difference in price accounts for a very
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small portion of the extra cost. The
retail price is 48 cents per yard, and
probably was purchased by the retail-

er for 321^ cents per yard. The differ-

ence between 14 cents, the purchase
price, and 32i^ cents, the selling price,
represents

THE GROSS PROFIT
to the converter after the finishing
charges are deducted, and these
should not be large, for the cloth has
only to be bleached and finished. The
fabric was probably sold by a con-
verting jobber, for they handle these
lines in large amounts.
The figure on the cloth is made on

an ordinary dobby loom, and it takes
15 harnesses to produce it satisfac-
torily. In our drawing-in draft the
numbers at the bottom represent the
number of ends placed in each dent
of the reed. The numbers in the
draft represent the harnesses upon
which draft is drawn, while the num-
bers to the right are the heddles re-

quired on each harness. These are
for the harness builder, so that satis-

factory harnesses with the correct
number of heddles are available for
the drawing-in operation. The head
chain represents the operation of the
various harnesses to produce the pat-

tern. A somewhat more even repeat
might have been produced if two plain
picks were inserted in the chain, or
if two were taken out. This
would have obviated one defect in the
pattern. It will be noted that in the
pattern as woven there is a harness
skip over the large spot.
Care should be taken by the loom-

fixer to see that such occurrences are
rare, although it is hard to see them
in grey cloth. This defect can be de-
tected much easier, however, with
Tussah, which is yellow, than with
many other silks, such as 14-16 two-
thread Canton which is used largely
in these varieties of fabrics.

In laying out

THE PATTERN
another criticism might be made, and
that is that the pattern would have
looked better if it had been balanced.
It is noted that the cloth has a heavy
colored stripe on one edge, while the
light stripe is on the other edge. We
have laid out the cloth as it is woven,
although in the large majority of
cases, it is better to exactly balance
the repeats next to each selvage. Of
course, this is sometimes impossible
when making a number of different

patterns with the same number of col-

PATTERN.

40/1 Am. combed, white.,

40/1 Am. comibed, colored,

2 2
.S8 48 2 10 34

12
14 2 2

1

12

4 X

18 X
32/38 2 end tussah filling. 64 picks.
34 reed, 34%" width in reed, 32" grey width, 32" finished width.

74 X 63 finished count.
YARNS.

1,954

432

2,386 total ends.

74 X 64 grey count.

Cotton.
17y2C.
i7y2c.

40/1 Am. combed, grey, 1%" sta. ; 8 hank dou. rov.,
40/1 Am. combed, colored, 1%" sta.; 8 hank dou. rov.,
32/38 2 end tussah tram, 55,000 yds. per lb., on quills,

COST.
1.954 ends 40/1 Am. combed, grey -f 5% take-up -«
432 ends 40/l Ajn. combed, colored + 5% take-up =
64 picks 32/38 2 end tussah tram =

Weaving
Expenses

Labor &
waste.
10c.
10c.

Dyeing.

16c.

.0612 @ 27%c.
0136 @ 431/2 0.

.0404 @ $1.80

Selling

Mill cost
Finishing . . .

Finished cost

Yards per pound, 8.68.
Retail price, 49c.

27%c.
43%c.
$1.80

$ .0168
.0059
.0727
.0110
.0142

$ .1206
.0024

$ .1230
.0150

$ .1880
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ored ends, although this situation

hardly ever comes up. Many mills

have been afraid of handling silk and
cotton mixtures, although this condi-

tion should have been eliminated long

ago.
The production is as high, if not

higher, than with the same class of

cotton fabric, and when workers be-

come used to handling the material
little trouble is experienced. Profits

Harness Chain.

have been large in maKiug mese
cloths, but competition and the ex-
cessive prices charged by converting
jobbers have stifled the demand some-
what. There is no reason why the
cloth analyzed should not sell for less
than 35 cents per yard and still allow
all sellers a large and satisfactory
profit. The silk used in these fabrics
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is rather uneven in size, but answers
the purpose for which it was used sat-

isfactorily. Large advances have been
made in the finishing of these cloths,
and to-day the finish is admitted to be
as good if not much better than can
be obtained from any of the foreign
plants. In the finishing it is custo-
mary to bring the cloth out to its

grey width, as the silk will admit of
much greater stretching than the cot-
ton filling. As yet no large number
of patterns have been produced on
jacquard looms, but without doubt, a
large increase in various colors and
com.binations of material will be seen,
while competition and a larger pro-
duction will give more re-isonable
prices to consumers. To find the
yards per pound the process is as
follows:

1,954 ends -r- (40/1 X 840) = .0582, weight
of grey yarn without take-up.

5% take-up on all 40/1.
.0582 -r- .95 = .0612, weight of grey warp

in 1 yard of cloth.
432 ends -r- (40/1 X 840) = .0129, weight

of colored yarn without take-up.
.0129 H- .95 = .0136, weight of colored yarn

in 1 yard of cloth.
64 pks. X 34%" reed width X 36"

= 2.224
36"

yards of filling per yard of cloth.
2,224 -=- (55,000 silk yardage) = .0404.

w-eight of silk per yard of cloth.
.0612 + .0136 + .0404 = .1152, total weight

per yard.
1.0000 -r- .1152 = 8.68 yards per pound.

4 » »

MERCERIZED RUSSIAN

SHIRTING

CORD

At various times we have mentioned
the fact that the process of merceriza-
tion and the use of fast colors Lad
developed many new lines of shirtings
and similar fabrics which fill a variety
of uses. Not only have these proc-
esses made it possible to produce fine
fabrics of combed yarn and with
beautiful effects which could not be
produced at any price until compara-
tively recently, but it has also made
it possible to produce such cloths at
low prices. That this has been of ben-
efit to consumers thus early is easily
proven by the cloth now under consid-
eration. The price at retail is 35 cents
per yard, and it is not too much to

state that five years ago such a fabric
could not have been purchased at any
price.

Many of the ordinary madras shirt-
ings bring 45 cents or more at retail
to-day, and do not compare with th»
present cloth in either quality or con-
struction. The facts are that many
people purchase this cloth with the
impression that it has a large amount
of silk in its construction, and this idea
is certainly justified by the appearance
when sold. The gloss will not wash
out, and the color will remain as
bright when the cloth is completely
worn out as it was when sold. Of
course, there is not the wear to this
fabric which there is in many madras
shirtings, but no one should expect
such a condition, for the cloth is light-
er per yard and the yarns are much
finer than most madras shirtings, but
the fabric is a beautiful and service-
able one. To show that the cloth is

comparatively

REASONABLE IN PRICE
when so new is shown by the retail
price of 35 cents per yard, and also
by the fact that made-up shirts have
been offered and sold at retail in this
cloth and pattern at 95 cents each.
As it takes somewhat over 3 yards
of cloth to produce a shirt, the dis-
crepancy between the price of cloth
and shirts at retail is probably due
to the fact that the shirt make pur-
chased the cloth very cheaply and
from first hands, thereby saving quite
a little. Never in the sale of such
articles has the writer seen so much
value and cheapness, especially in
the cost of a new idea.

There are a number of interesting
features which can be noted in the
construction of this variety of fabrics.
It has been found from experience that
certain constructions are more suit-

able than others for this style of
cloth. The warp is usually made of
finer yarn and with a coarser count
than the filling, and for this reason,
the latter usually forms a larger part
of the cloth, and the warp yarn is

more or less covered up. One con-
struction largely used for ground
cloth is 64 by 72, with 50s-l warp and
30s-l filling; another is 64 to 72 by
92 to 104, with 70s-l or 80s-l warp
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and 40s-l or 45s-l filling. Of course,
many constructions are used, but

THE GENERAL IDEA
given above is nearly always present
Many buyers ask for a soiesette con-
struction, while others ask for a suit-

able cloth for mercerization, although
at present the yams and counts are
well enough known among buyers to
be usually asked for. Many other
yarns and counts are used, and cloth
weights are heavier, in many in-

stances, than on the cloth considered,
being many times heavier than ordi-
nary madras shirtings. Filling yarn

to the cloth but also ensures a much
larger production when the yam is

being made. In many
MERCERIZED FABRICS

various qualities of Egyptian cotton
are sometimes used, as the results
when finished are more satisfactory.
Possibly, more of the cotton imported
is used in cloths which are mercer-
ized than for any other one product
excepting hosiery and underwear. The
largo reason why ordinary madras
shirtings do not possess the luster and
appearance w^hich many of these new
cloths have is because they are not

!l

Mercerized Russian Cord Shirting.

IT

is almost always made of combed
material, and because results are bet-
ter, the yarn usually has a compara-
tively small amount of twist per inch.
The standard in many yarns made on
ring frames possibly would be in the
vicinity of 3.25, although standards of
as low as 2.75 have been used on
frames. Sometimes mule-spun yarn is
used with less twist than that of
ring yarn, but too small an amount
makes a weak cloth. Because of the
small amount of twist it is necessary,
in many cases, to use longer staple
cotton than on ordinary yarn. This
method not only gives more strength

mercerized, and they are not process-
ed in this manner, because the yarn
used is twisted so hard that no sat-

isfactory results are obtained. A
comparatively large amount of twist

is necvssary in yams for madras
shirtings, so that the yarns can be
handled, bleached and dyed in a sat-

isfactory and economical manner.
Many processes are eliminated when
cloth is woven from grey yarns which
are necessary and expensive when
cloth is made from bleached and dyed
material. The cloth is mercerized in

the piece, and the filling, which, as
above noted, is soft twist, takes prac-
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tically all the mercerization noticed.
This makes it necessary that some
method be used whereby the cloth is

held out in the filling direction when
the mercerization is taking place, for
unless this is done, no luster will be
imparted. This is done in various
methods which are of little impor-
tance in the discussion excepting for
the fact that this result must be pro-
duced by

HEAVY TENSION
on the filling in the cloth.

For a number of years grey cloth
was mercerized in the piece, but, natu-
rally, the resulting fabric did not com-
pete with cloth in which color was
used, excepting in an indirect man-
ner, by eliminating some purchases,
and rather new uses were found for
the product. Then when this field

was fairly well established, a new
development ensued which as yet is

only in its infancy. This is the use
of fast colors which will stand the
bleaching process. As will be read-
ily seen, this process places the grey
cloth mills which had previously pro-
duced cloths for mercerization in the
white state into more or less direct
competition with many of the older
mills and fabrics, and without doubt,
has opened new fields which as yet
have hardly been touched. To show
what this development has meant it

can be stated that southern mills are
to-day making colored lines in which
the colored yarn is sent North to be
dyed, and then reshipped to the mill

to be woven into cloth which is to-

day being sold at lower prices for the
same construction than many of the
older mills can possibly sell at. Few
of the older mills could produce

FANCY JACQUARD PATTERNS
with colors in their construction, but
now the supply can be made large
with any demand. Another thing
which will mean better cloth to the
consumer is the fact that most of

these newer fabrics are composed of
combed yarns, and the finished re-

sults are much more even than many
of the older cloths. Not only do the
yarns make more even cloth but the
finishing processes used on grey
cloth eliminate to a large extent, or
entirely, the reed marks which are

more or less visible in cloth woven
from bleached yarns, and which spoil
somewhat the cloth's appearance.
While the reduction in the cost of
making is not so great on some fab-
rics as it is on others there is no
doubt but that in a general way rad-
ical reductions are and can be made.

Possibly, one of the large results
aside from the costs is the fact that
the making of so many new cloths
with absolutely fast colors will force
buyers and makers into demanding
much better colors than many have
been accustomed to use. This does
not apply to some of the mills which
make older lines, for they have been
quick enough to see the possibilities

in the use of these colors and what it

means to their future business, but
there is very large

CHANCE FOR IMPROVEMENT
in the colors which some mills are
accustomed to produce.
We have not gone into detail re-

garding the individual cloth under
consideration. It is what is known
as a Russian cord, and this portion
is composed of the fast-colored yarn.
Some mills make these results on an
ordinary dobby loom with leno attach-
ment and use either top or bottom
doups, but possibly a large portion is

made with a reed, which allows the
ground of the cord to operate practi-
cally not at all, while it allows the
crossing end free access to both sides
of the ground yarn. The main fact
is that the crossing thread is bound
into the cloth first on one side of the
ground yarn and on the next pick on
the other side. This continual chang-
ing entirely covers up the ground
threads, and because of the large
number of picks makes a very smooth
round cord which cannot be produced
in any other way, for it appears when
woven like a braid sewed onto the
cloth. Due to

THE CROSSING PROCESS,

there is a large take-up on this leno
or crossing yarn, and so great is this

take-up that it requires almost six

inches of yarn to weave one inch of
cloth. Care must be used when cloth
is made of this character, for any va-
riation in the tension will produce a
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different effect. This care should also

he used when plain stripes of color
are in the pattern, for most always
the colored yarn is on a separate
beam, and if the tension is not right
a poorly-woven result is likely. This
care is not so necessary when weav-
ing in mills which use bleached yarn,
for it is customary to place the dif-

ferent colors along with the white
yarn on the same beam, and of ne-
cessity, the yarn would have the same
take-up, although care is necessary
when the colors are placed on the

when made, and the filling sized about
45s-l and was probably 40s-l. These
sizes can only be assumed, for mill
yarn sizes vary even when care is

taken, and under the best of operat-
ing conditions. The reason the per-
centage of loss was greater on the
filling may be due to the fact that the
yarn was soft twist and to the process
of finishing. No accurate tests have
been made regarding yarn losses in
finishing grey cloths, but from 7 to 10
per cent would be a fair average tak-
en from a variety of fabrics. The

PATTERN.
70/1 Am. combed

30/1 Am. combed, colored

60/2 Am. combed, colored

19 X
40/1 Am. combed filling. 100 piclcs.
31 reed; 35%" width in reed, 34" grey width, 32" finished width.

66 X 100 (grey count ground); 76 X 100 (finished count over all).

24| 68
6

1

6

1
1

36 30 24 2,168

228

2.434 total.

YARNS.
Labor, Twist- Dye-

Cotton, waste, ing. ing.
70/1 Am. combed, grey; 1%" sta. ; 14 hank dou. rov., 24c. 20%c. = iiVzC.
30/1 Am. combed, colored; lV8"sta. ; 6 hank dou. rov., 16c. 8c. 16c. = 40c.
60/2 Am. combed, colored; 1%" sta. ; 12 hanlc dou. rov., 24c. 16%c. 4c. 16c. = GOi^c.
40/1 Am. combed, grey; l%"sta.; 9 hank dou. rov., 21c. lie. = 32c.

COST.
2,168 ends 70/1 Am. combed + 5*^^ take-up = .0388 @ 44y2C. = $ .0173
228 ends 30/1 Am. combed -j- 2% take-up = .0092 @ 40c. = .0037
38 ends 60/2 Am. combed + 83% take-up = .0088 @ CO%e. = .0053

100 picks 40/1 Am. combed = .1064 @ 32c. = .0341
Weaving .0188
Expenses .0221

$ .1013
Selling .0020

Cost grey •. . $ .1033
Bleaching, mercerizing, etc .0175

Cost finished $ .1208

Yards per pound, 6.13 grey.
Retail price, 35c. per yard.
Retail purchasing price, about 22 %c. per yard.

beam in the first place to see that
none build up more than others. In
the large majority of instances cloths
such as the one considered lose in
weight from

THE FINISHING PROCESSES.
Of necessity, the yams are finer

than in the grey cloth or when spun,
although this loss may vary to a
large extent. In the cloth analyzed
the warp yarn in the ground cloth
actually sized 74 1/^, and was probably
70s-l, or supposed to have been 70s-l

twist in the. yam, the amount of

stretch given the cloth, the kind and
quality of cotton used, the process of
finishing and other factors all affect

the result somewhat. Possibly, any
one mill could tell within reasonable
litnits what losses its own cloth would
have, but they would apply only in a
general way to cloths which others
produced and which were completed
by a different finishing works. Some-
times cloths which are mercerized lose
in length and at other times they do
not. The cloth construction has
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something to do with the results, but

on most of the grey goods which are

finished but not mercerized, there is

an appreciable stretch of greater o?

less degree, depending upon the cloth

and conditions.

Inasmuch as some yarn has a large

take-up in this cloth, it may be well

to give the method pursued in ob-

taining the various weights of yarn:

2,168 ends -^ (70/1 X 840) = .0369, warp
weight of 70/1 without weaving take-up.

5% take-up in weaving on 70/1.
.0369 -f- .95 = .0388, warp weight of 70/1

(total).
228 ends -f- (30/1 X 840) == .0090, weight

of 30/1 colored without weaving +.ake-up.
2% take-up in weaving 30/1 colored.
.0090 -i- .98 = .0092, warp weight of 30/1

colored (total).
38 ends ^ (60/2 X 840) = .0015. weight of

60/2 colored without weaving take-up.
83% take-up in weaving 60/2 colored.
.0015 -T- .17 = .0088. warp weight of 60/2

colored (total).
100 picks X 3534" width in reed X 36"

= 3,575
36"

vards of filling per yard of cloth.
3,575 -V- (40/1 X 840) = .1064, weight of

filling (total).
.0388 -f- .0092 + .0088 + .1064 = .1632. total
weight per yard.

1.0000 -T- .1632 = 6.13 yards per pound
(grey).

MERCERIZED SEERSUCKER

STRIPE

This clotb represents one of a class

of fabrics which are having quite a

sale at present, and one which is like-

ly to be used extensively another sea-

son, for converters are getting out va-

rious styles along these lines. In a

general way, these seersucker fabrics

are of two kinds. In the first, the

crinkle is woven in the cloth by a

weaving process, while in the second,

the effect is made by a printing proc-

ess through the application of the

principle of mercerization. Some time

ago we gave the analysis of a woven
crinkle, and the one now considered

is of the second or printed variety. Of
course, there are pressed fabrics

which bear some resemblance to the
printed fabric now considered, but
they are not so satisfactory and are

much less used, especially for dress
purposes.
The patterns used in the past have

been more or less

SIMPLE IN CHARACTER,
because of the method of producing,
but some deviations from the older ef

fects are now being seen, and it is

very likely that a greater variety will

be shown, especially in the offerings
for another season. Most of the pat-
terns shown are somewhat similar to

the sample considered, having stripes

of various widths and spacing, and
with no delicate effects, which are
possible through the weaving opera-
tions on other lines of fancy cloths.

The fabric considered shows one
method of finishing, which produces
a novelty effect from an ordinary
plain fabric. Unquestionably, the
large quantity of all kinds of cloth
which is used is of the plain variety,
and many times when finished shows
little resemblance to the original fab-
ric. Because of the numerous inter-
lacings in plain weave cloths, there
is usually much better service noted,
and because of the simpleness of the
processes employed in production the
cost of most plain lines is low, and
the distribution is larger and stead-
ier than on other more expensive
fabrics, which are in good demand
when stylish, but which can hardly be
sold when the season for wear is past.

Wide uses are found for this cloth,

and from the appearances when fin-

ished, few people would imagine the
results to be of

IDENTICAL CONSTRUCTION
when woven. To give the names
which are apT^He'l to the various
lines and the uses to which they are
put would fill a small volume, but
generally, they find a wide applica-
tion, largely depending on their serv-
iceability. It used to be thought by
many mill men of the older school
that the looms which could make
nothing but plain weave were unfit

to produce any novelties whatever.
That this is a mistake is clearly prov-
en by the results which some mills
are obtaining, for thev are making
rather hig:h-^rade novelties for their
class of goods, and are using cords in
various patterns, together with fast
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colors, producing goods on a print
cloth basis which yield them a higher
profit than their ordinary work.
As yet the manufacturing end of the

business does not

SEE THE POSSIBILITIES
in the making of various fabrics whic i

the finishing end has realized. It is

probably true that many more im-
provements have been made in the fin-

ishing of cloth in the past ten years
than there have been in the manufac-
turing. Due to the finisning processes,
many fabrics could not be recognizt^a

by their maker, and this applies to

plain and fancy cloths alike. The
cloth in most cases shows a largely
different appearance, and, except in

few instances, the results are an im-
provement, and are better adapted for

the uses to which the material is to

be put.

The past year manufacturers have

REALIZED THE Jr'OSSlBILITY

of slight changes more than ever be-
fore, and it is very likely that one of
the large advantages from the lack
of business will be the teaching of

manufacturers to adapt ideas to the
weaving possibilities. This does not
mean that a plain mill need be turned
into a novelty one, but that througli
adaptability increased profits can b€

made with the machinery in use
This has been one part of the man
ufacturing trade which has been
largely overlooked in recent years
and one which will be given much
more attention in the futures.

As this fabric shows such a wide
variation from that noticed on the
same construction finished in other
ways, it may be well to state some-
thing regarding the

PROCESS OF MERCERIZATION,
for this is the means whereby the re-

sults are produced. It may not be
generally known, but the process of

mercerization does not always pro-
duce the luster which usually desig-

nates the process. The change in the
cotton fibre when mercerized under
tension is to make it more or less

like a small glass rod, which reflects

light to a greater or less degree, de-
pending on the twist in the yarn and
the method of handling. Cotton fibre

in the ordinary cloth or in the raw
state is a rather flat twisted tube, with
somewhat corrugated edges.
That there is a widely different re-

sult in mercerizatiqn when yarn or
cloth is under tension is shown by the
fact that the process was originally
used to a great extent for shrinking
cloth, thereby giving a much closer
count than when woven, but under
I his n:e:hod, when allowed to shrink,
no luster is imparted to the fibre. The
above is the principle which is em-
P-oyed in the cloth considered, but the
application is somewhat different than
when first used. It will be noted that
the threads in the cloth appear
straight in some stripes, and have a
crinkled effect in others. The threads
in the straight stripes are the ones
where mercerization has taken place,
and the cloth has been allowed to
shrink in these spaces, and this forces
the rest of the fabric to crinkle, giving
the effect noted.

ine

PROCESS IS ACCOMPLISHED
through the use of the printing ma-
chine, but as the pattern is simple,
no description is required, excepting
that the change takes place in stripes
of various widths in the cloth. There
are other problems which are of
much interest in the finishing of this
cloth, and while they are of benefit
to the finisher, they are of much more
value to the firm having the goods fin-

ished. It will be noted that there are
56 picks per inch in the grey cloth,
and 66 picks per inch in the finished
cloth, a net loss in yardage by shrink-
ing of 18 per cent. This is the loss as
shown by the picks in the cloth, but
does not include the losses in finish-
ing, which naturally take place. As a
general thing, the finisher charges
two cents per yard for this class of
work, with a working loss of 25 per
cent in the yardage delivered. In ac-
tual practice, the total loss to some
converters has been 21 per cent, al-

though, naturally, the patterns em-
ployed will vary the loss somewhat, as
the heavier the mercerization the
larger the loss in shrinkage.

It is very evident that a much dif-

ferent situation exists regarding
these fabrics than there does on
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many other lines, for a converter will

receive 100 per cent or more than
this amount of the yardage shipped,

so on very many cloths there is no
actual loss in yardage, and there is

many times a slight gain received, and
this helps to partially cover the finish-

ing charges.
On some fabrics, the

ACTUAL DELIVERIES

are from 103 to 105 per cent of the
yardage delivered to the finisher,

the amount varying according to the
cloth construction and other de-

tails. It will he noted that the in-

yarn, as can be noted from the cloth
width in the grey and finished states
or from the cloth counts. Most of the
fabrics are sold in the white or
bleached state, although a certain por-
tion of the lines are dyed various col-

ors. The

FABRIC ANALYZED
is lighter in weight, and has a some-
what lower count than many of the
cloths now being sold. Sometimes a
retail price of 25 cents per yard is

charged for the cloth which has only
a very little different construction
than that considered, and the jobbing

PATTERN.
2 2

50/1 Am. combed warp — 2,796 — = 2,876 total ends.
20 20

60/1 Am. combed filling-. 56 picks.
35 reed, 40%" width in reed, 38" grey width, 30%" finished width.

74 X 56 grey count; 93 X 66 finished count.

YARNS.
Cotton, Labor, waste, etc.

50/1 Am. combed, 1%" sta. ; 10 hank dou. rov., 24c. 14y2C. = 38i^c.

60/1 Am combed, 1%" .sta.; 14 hank dou. rov., 24c. 15 %c. = 39 %c.

COST.
2.876 ends 50/1 Am. combed + 5<^ take-up = .0721 @ 38%c. = $ .0278
56 picks 60/1 Am. combed = .0450 @ 39%c. = .0179

Weaving .0030
Expenses .0063

$ .0550
Selling 0011

Mill cost $.0561

Converters purchasing price (about) $ .0600
Converters net cost of cloth allowing 21% shrinkage .0759
Finishing and mercerizing ; .0200

Converters cost $ .0959

Converters selling price (about) $ .1100
Jobbers selling price (about) .1250
Retailers selling price .1900

Yards per pound, 8.53 grey.
Plain weave.

creased cost to the converter, because
of the method of finishing, is about
iy2 cents per yard. This is in addi-
tion to the regular finishing charges
of 2 cents per yard.
There is one reason why this proc-

ess is not used to a larger extent, and
this is because the cloth will stretch
somewhat, although it does not do this
enough to render the process of no
value, but it would be better if this
stretch could be eliminated, although,
of course, there is the added objection
of the higher price because of the loss
in finishing. The process as employed
affects the filling as well as the warp

price is then about 16 cents a yard,
with a converter's price of about 14
cents. Certain of the war'> threads
are made heavier in siz"" because of

the process employed, and the threads
tested in size should be the ones
which crinkle, rather than the ones
which lie straight in the cloth.

That the various methods of mer-
cerization are largely on the increase
can be confirmed by almost any fin-

isher of the better kinds of cloth. Re-
cently, the use has been increased by
being applied to voile fabrics, al-

though this is not generally known
outside of a comparatively few sell-
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ers. This process applied to voiles
gives a rounder yarn, and a much
clearer looking cloth, which is highly
desirable on these fabrics. Crepes
are also sometimes treated in this
manner, and it gives an added appear-
ance and an

INCREASED VALUE
to the materials. It gives a much dif-

ferent appearance than when a crepe
is made by hot water shrinking. Even
fabrics made of ordinary print cloth
carded yarn are being treated in this
manner, and the results produced
many times warrant the extra expen-
ditures. Only a few years ago it was
believed that the process was of little

value, except on the better yarns and
on the more expensive clo;:hs, but due
to large use and reduction in the cost
of finishing, many of the cheaper fab-
rics are now being treated in this
manner, and it is probable that much
more use will be noted in the future.

The finished yards per pound are
likely to be about 7i^ to IVz. It will

be noticed that this is heavier than
the grey yardage. Many fabrics are
lighter when finished than when wo-
ven, and sometimes sizing material is

added to bring the weight to about
that which the grey cloth had pre-
viously been. To obtain the weights
of yarn and the grey yards per pound
before finishing the process is as fol-

lows:

2,876 ends -- (50/1 X 840) = .0685, warp
weight without take-up.

5% tali;e-up in weaving.
.0685 -=- .95 == .0721, total warp weight per

y?rfl of cloth.
56 picks X iOVz" width in reed X 36"

= 2,268
36"

yards of filling per yard of cloth.
2,268 -T- (60/1 X 840) = .0450, total filling
weight per yard of cloth.

.0721 + .0450 = .1171, total weight per
yard.

1.0000 -4- .1171 = 8.54 yards per pound
(grey).

JACQUARD WAISTING

The class of fabrics under consider-
ation has a large sale and are used
not only for waists, but also for many
other purposes. The ideas used in
constructing these lines vary from

year to year as fashion changes, but
the yarns used do not differ widely in

size nor does the cloth weight change
much. Most of the, various grades
weigh between five and six yards per
pound, but the warp and filing count
may be widely different. The idea
used in this cloth is a good one, and
is adopted at various times for bring-
ing out effects on other fabrics be-
side waistings. No large use has been
IT ade of it tor some years, and it is

very likely to be in demand within a
comparatively short time. The whole
ground effect is produced by having
one light thread and then one heavy
thread throughout the warp. While
this clcth is made with two ends of

yarn in place of a heavy one, the re-

sult is the same as if a single heavy
end were used.

By this process of drawing-in ends,
the woven result is given a sort of
ribbed appearance, this effect being
made because the heavy ends are all

raised together, m.aking a high place
in the cloth, whereas v/hen the light

ends are raised practically no rib is

made.

THE PATTERN

is produced on a jacquard machine,
and is made wholly by raising tlie va-
rious heavy ends where desired. To
make the cloth as firm as possible, the
weave of the light ends is changed
where the pattern is woven to a plain

weave on the back of the cloth.

This is purely a practical ideu
applied to a cloth to produce a
better result. If this was not done,
the ends where the pattern is woven
would slip together, leaving a rath-
er loose place in the fabric and spoil-

ing the effect. Such practical ap-
plications show that experience has
taught the m.aker of such fabrics som.e
lessons which might be well absorbed
by others, for we hare seen similar
cloths which would allow of much im-
provem.ent along this line.

In making patterns for fabrics of

this character, it is well to bear in

mind that bad streaks are easily pro-
duced either in the warp or filling,

which are likely to spoil the sale. If

drop wires are used in weaving, any
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very unequal spacing of figures Is

liable to make some threads with a
small take-up, and for this reason,

create endless trouble, unless the pat-

tern is changed.
The yarn which forms the figure is

MERCERIZED BEFORE WEAVING,

because tension enough to give satis-

factory results would break the light-

er yarn in the warp. The yarns are

used in the grey state, and the fabric

is bleached and finished, when woven,
practically the same as any ordinary
grey fabric. As a usual thing, this

class of cloths is not a very good
weaving proposition, for the warp is

reeded tw^o heddles or mail-eyes to a
dent, and this gives three ends per
dent, one a heavy end and one a com-
paratively light end and the heavy end
will rub the light end, causing
trouble in some instances. The con-
struction and yarns used have a
great deal to do with the
amount of trouble caused, although
no unusual weaving condition should
be noted in the cloth we have
analyzed, for the count is low and
the yarns should be able to stand any
chafing which would occur. It is when
a two-ply end, which sizes from 10-2

to 20-2, is woven in the same dent
with rather fine single yarn and a
rather fine reed that the percentage
of production falls down and deliver-
ies are not made on time. A large
amount of seconds are also likely, and
this eliminates a certain portion of

the possible profits. This identical
pattern could be made on various jac-

quard m-^achines, but it is probable
that it was made on a 60O-machine,
which was tied up in the comber
board five inches wide, giving a possi-
ble count in the reed of about 120 per
inch. We have assum.ed that the mer-
cerized yarn was drawn in two-ply,
and this makes a smaller number of

harnesses used. As there are 286
ends used in each repeat, it gives 314
hooks or harnesses to cast out:

600 314 cast out.

As a 600-machine is built in rows of

12, this makes 26 rows, and 2 hooks
cast out, or about 13 rows in each

half-machine. A good method to use
in casting out is as follows:

CAST OUT ROWS.
3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 19, 20. 23, 24, 25, 28.

29, 32, 33, 36, 37, 40, 41, 44, 45. 48, 49. 50,

and last two hooks in row 47.

In this cloth a rather

UNUSUAL CONDITION
exists, for there are exactly 6 repeats
Oi the pattern:

29 reed X 30" reed width = 870 total dents.
870 — 12 selvages = 858 cloth dents.
858 -H 143 dents in a repeat = 6 repeats.

Assuming that the loom is tied up for

a 40 -inch reed space, which many of

them are, this would give 8 repeats
in the harness:

600 -7- 120 per inch = 5" repeat.
40" -7- 5 = 8 repeats of tie-up.

Under the above conditions there
would be exactly two sections of har-
nesses with no ends weaving, one sec-
tion on each side of the loom. The
warp would then be drawn, starting
on the first hook in room No. 1 and
section No. 2, and would finish on
hook No. 10 in row No. 47 and section
No. 7. To make the reed width and
the harness width the sam.e, a dif-

ferent number of ends should have
been used:

29 reed -4- 5" tie-up = 145 dents.

As 143 dents were used, a stretch of

two dents in 5 inches, is noted, or
in the wiiole cloth width a stretch of

12 dents, or about 2-5 of an inch.
This will cause no trouble in this

cloth, for it is a comparatively small
amount, and the harness width is

wider than

THE REED WIDTH,
which helps in the matter, but the
policy is a bad one to adopt unless
care is used. To obtain the correct
count in the cloth and use a certain
ground weave sometimes makes a
stretch betw^een harness and reed
necessary, but the amount should be
as smaU as possible, as it causes hard
wear through rubbing on the edges of
the cloth, sometimes making a cloth
a poor running one when it should
be a good one. As all the heavy
yam is raised on one pick and all the
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light yam on the next, a certain strain
on the loom results, which should be
eliminated as much as possible so as
not to produce streaky cloth.

Because of the low count, somewhat
over 30 per inch on the ends which
produce the figure, the effects oD-
tained are rather crude in comparison
with many of the finer woven fabrics.

A small change where the count is

low sometimes results in a much bet-
ter looking pattern. The take-up in

weaving on the 60-2 is quite large, for

no high tension is used, so as to

accentuate the effect desired. In many
of these kinds of fabrics, Egyptian

production per loom Is comparatively
large, due to the small number of
picks per inch.

In finishing, the fabric does not
shrink much in width and

IS PULLED SLIGHTLY
in length. The amount of stretch al-

ways depends on the construction of

the cloth, and the amount gained
might be a different one from two
mills producing- the identical clotti

through operating warps at different
tensions. The cotton stock sometimes
makes a difference, because if a yarn
is weak it will not run satisfactorily

30/1 Am. combed grey.

60/2 Eg. combed mercerized..

PATTERN.
2

1
2

12
2

12

1

— = 90(

= 1.71(

2,622 total ends.

30/1 Am. combed filling; 60 picks.
29 reed; 30" widtli in reed, 28" grey width

94 X 58 finished count.
YARNS

858X

27%" finished width; 93 X 60 grey count;

30/1 Am. combed, 1%" sta.; 6 hank doU. rev.,
60/2 Eg. combed, 1%" sta.; 12 hank dou. rov.,
30/1 Am. combed, 1%" sta.; 7 hank dou. rov.,

Cotton.
16c.
26e.
IGc.

Labor,
waste,

etc.
8c.

17c.
8%c.

Twisting,
merceriz-
ing, etc.

COST.
906 ends 30/1 Am. combed + 5% take-up = .0379 @ 24c.

1,716 ends 60/2 Eg. combed + 17% take-up = .0820 @ 55c.
60 picks 30/1 Am. combed = .0714 @ 24i4c.

V^''eaving
Expenses
Selling

Mill or grey cost.

Price to converter (about)
Finishing, bleaching, etc. . .

Price to retailer (about)...
Price to consumer

Yards per pound, 5.23 (grey).

= 24c.= 55c.
= 24%c.

$ .0091
.0451
.0173
.0127
.0165
.0021

$ .1028

$ .1200
.0125
.1650
.2500

cotton is used for the yarn which is

mercerized, a better gloss being ob-
tained in this manner. Another thing
which helps in giving added sheen is to
make the two-ply yarn of soft twist,

which is most always done. Because
yarn is made soft twist, it is almost
always used in the two-ply form to

give satisfactory strength to handle
when mercerized in the yarn state,

although much soft twist single yarn
is used when cloth is mercerized in

the piece. Jacquard looms are not
operated so fast as dobby looms which
make the same kind of cloth, but the

under high tension, and the use of

drop-wires will also affect the result.

No large amount of knowledge is

necessary in making up designs for

a cloth of this nature. To obtain the

best effects, a little care is necessary,
but the amount of sketching and
painting is small, and little more time
would be required to lay out this de-

sign than that on many complicated
dobby patterns. To get a good cloth

construction, which can be made and
sold at a price to return a good profit,

requires much more ability, and to

produce and sell a satisfactory cloth
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construction, similar to the one an-
alyzed, largely overshadows the small
ability required in fitting the design
to cloth.

It is becoming a matter of the
greatest importance to buyers to have
men who can produce fabrics at a
price, and a large share of responsi-
bility has been taken from mills, es-

pecially those making what might be
called the newer fabrics. At the mills

the idea is simply worked out on the
construction ordered. The cloth con-
struction and price are of far more
importance in the sale than the de-
signs in the majority of instances, al-

though naturally a satisfactory effect

helps the sale on any cloth, and a
poor design will sometimes kill a good
idea. The aim should always be to

obtain the best results. The weights
are obtained as follows:

906 ends h- (840 X 30/1) = .0360, weight
of 30/1 without take-up.

5% take-up in weaving.
.0360 -f- .95 = .0379, weight of 30/1 with

take-up.
1.716 ends -4- (840 X 60/2) = .0681, weight

of 60/2 without take-up.
17% take-up in weaving.
.0681 -^ .83 = .0820, weight of 60/2 with

take-up.
60 picks X 30" reed width X 36"

= 1,800 yds.
36"

of filling per yard of cloth.

1,800 -i- (840 X 30/1) = .0714, weight of
filling.

.0379 + .0820 + .0714 = .1913, total weight
per yard.

1.0000 -T- .1913 = 5.23 yards per pound.
(grey).

« »

FANCY ALL-OVER LEND
In the selling of various fabrics

there appears, with more or less fre-
quency, a cloth on which the price is

excessive. Possibly such occurrences
are more numerous in the sale of silk
fabrics than they are with those of
other materials, but, nevertheless,
they do occur in all lines. That such
prices are justified may be the conten-
tion of many sellers, and their argu-
ment is well taken, if novelty and
newness be considered, but consumers
must expect to obtain but little actual
relative value when comparison is
made with other fabrics. Instead of
paying for value, they pay largely for

style, and many purchasers are will-

ing that such should be the case.
There is one glaring injustice in the

method as at present in force, and
this is regarding the prices received
by the various sellers. It is a fact

that many mills, and some converters,
are continually attempting to produce
something different, either in regard
to patterns or constru'ctions, and that
they bring successful results is amply
proven by an examination of some of
the lines shown to-day, but inasmuch
as most mills are not in touch with
selling to the retailer or consumer
and have no way in which to gauge
the possibilities of any cloth, they in-

variably lose all or a large part of
the benefits which should come to

them for their ability in originality.

On

THE, OTHER EXTREME,
the retailer stands between consumer
and seller, and acts as a bear to
sellers' prices and a bull to the prices
which the consumer must pay. In
this manner it is possible for him to
obtain excessively high prices on a
fabric which shows novelty and style,

and on which the other sellers have
obtained but comparatively small re-
turns. This exerts a double ef-

fect, for it causes a small distri-

bution with a high cost of production
and effectually blocks the way for
a mill to obtain the returns which
should be received from a large sale
and a lowering of production cost, and
the other effect is that which con-
sumers ohtain regarding excessive
mill profits. In other words, it makes
a fabric which might be a compara-
tively large seller with generous
profits to all, a very small seller with
the retailer obtaining the large
profits, and profits which are not de-
served through any excess of ability
on his part.

Of course, this statement does not
mean that the retailer should not ob-
tain more than his ordinary profit on
a cloth which shows a novelty char-
acter, for this is not true, as he is

taking a larger chance on such ma-
terials, but it does mean that where
a few cents added to the maker's
price will give him highly satisfactory
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returns, such an addition will make an
insignificant appearance on the price
to the consumers. Take the cloth we
are considering as an illustration

of this statement. One cent per yard
to a maker will yield a profit per loom
per week of about $3, because pro-
duction is high, due to the small
number of picks per inch, even with
a slow loom speed and a low per-
centage of production. Thus it will

be seen that the profit per year at

a net profit of one cent per yard will

be about $150, and with a total valu-
ation of $1,000 per loom, which is

order will sometimes be novelties
which never should have been includ-
ed, and which mills should have re
fused to make.
We have seen leno stripes sold in

the above manner at 5^/4 cents per
yard which no mJU could make for

less than 9 cents, and which some of

the successive sellers would place in

a higher classification, thereby de-
liberately deceiving the mill regarding
the retail prices and on which the
mill should have received a higher
price. Some sellers think such prac-
tices are justified and that mills are

Fancy All-Over Leno.

high, the net profit would be about
15 per cent, an entirely

SATISFACTORY RETURN.
We ask in all fairness to a mill

whether or not such a return
should be realized, especially when
the price of this cloth at retail is

$1.25 per yard. It can be stated as
a fact that many times fabrics of high
novelty character are sold by mills
at lower comparative prices than
some of the plainer lines. This may
seem strange, but it is done through
the method of selling, for many times
a blanket order is placed, and in this

at fault when it is done, but this does
not appear entirely true, for sellers

often say the good patterns carry
along the others, while the facts are
that higher prices are charged for the
better ideas.
The cloth we have analyzed is one

of such cases. Whether the retailer

is obtaining an enormous profit or
whether some previous seller is ob-
taining large returns is not known,
but it is practically certain that no
mill could receive a high enough price

to justify such a retail price, namely,
$1.25 a yard. Of course, the material
is an all-over leno, but there is noth-
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ing about the manufacturing of it

which any fancy mill with wide
enough looms could not accomplish.
If the leno yarn were of fine char-
acter and liable to cause trouble, ii

would be a different matter, but the
yarn used is strong and little break-
age should occur.
The cloth count is also low and aids

in the weaving operation, while there
are few picks per inch, giving a large
yardage per loom with a correspond-
ing decrease in production cost. We
have seen large quantities of all-over

lenos produced during the past few
years, and sold at about 17 cents a
yard, when the actual cost of produc-
tion was as high or higher than this

cloth, and the cloth was also a bad
weaver with a large number of sec-
onds, and what is more, the mills

were very glad to obtain the orders,
even under such conditions, for, as
previously stated, the large production
returned satisfactory profits.

Inasmuch as this fabric is some-
what different from those usually seen,
it may be well to give more informa-
tion regarding the making. To pro-
duce a leno

A DIFFERENT HARNESS
is used. This consists of a standard
harness with heddles placed on it,

similar to those ordinarily used, but
with extra heddle eyes. In addition
to this harness is another which con-
tains no heddles, but which has what
are called doups, or loose yarn, which
are attached to the base of this extra
harness and which pass through the
eyes of the standard harness. This
arrangement allows free play to the
doup harness, but another arrange-
ment is made whereby, when the
standard harness is raised, the doup
is also raised. The crossing or doup-
ing end is not drawn through the
heddle eye, but through the doup loop.

An examination of draft and chain
will show the process and the method
in which the various harnesses oper-
ate. Instead of one doup, there
are two necessary in this cloth to

produce the pattern, because while
some threads are changing, others are
remaining either up or down. It will

be noted that on the chain -draft we

have used two harnesses alike. No.
7 and No. 9. This is more for con-
venience than for any other reason,
and it may also help in operation. Be-
cause of the different weave it is nec-
essary to have two beams for the
crossing yarns.

It will be noticed that the crossing
yarn is raised continually, while the
ground yarn, which is drawn in two-
ply, is continually depressed, a con-
dition which in any other material
would not produce a fabric at all, but
which in this and similar lines makes
a satisfactory cloth. In the weaving
operation, the crossing ends have a
much larger take-up than do the
ground ends. This is shown in the
analysis, for the crossing threads
take up 38 per cent, while the ground
yarn takes up but 11 per cent. In
making fabrics of this nature it is

customary to leave empty dents in

the reed in planning the cloth. This
gives a chance for the leno to spread
and gives better results in certain in-

stances. We have done this in our
layout and the empty dents are clear-
ly designated. When a fine count
ground is used with leno stripes it

is sometimes necessary to skip not
one but a number of dents to make
the right effect, and it is also some-
times necessary to take out dents in

the reed to allow room for the vari-
ous ends to operate, for they

ARE OFTENTIMES CROWDED,
and the heavy crossing end, which is

many times used, will break the fine

ground threads, causing a large
amount of trouble. Much care has
to be exercised in making any kind
of leno cloth, for the breaking of a
doup through wear, or the breaking of
one of the ends in weaving, will pro-
duce a bad place in the fabric, much
worse than would occur in the ordi-
nary cloths. When the crossing ends
are in a crossed position, or in other
words, when both doup and standard
harnesses are raised, it is necessary
to have an arrangement whereby ex-
tra crossing yarn is let off. This is

necessary to ensure satisfactory weav-
ing conditions, for the crossing end
passes under the ground threads and
more yam length is needed if no
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breakages occur. When the crossing
end returns, the yarn is pulled back.
Where the slackener is marked in the
chain shows the pick when each oper-
ates. Usually the head is adapted so
it can operate a whip roll arrange-
ment to give the extra yarn when the
threads cross. The jumper lifts the
harnesses No. 7 and No. 9 half way
and is of much service in straighten-
ing out the doups on the ordinary
double lift dobby loom. The weights
of the yarns used and the yards per
pound are obtained as follows:

1.148 ends + (40/3 X 84o; «• .1025, ground
warp weight without take-up.

11% take-up in weaving.
.1025 -r- .89 = .1152, total ground warp
weight per yard.

2.8 ends -^ (40/3 X 840) = .0248, crossing
warp weight without take-up.

38% take-up in weaving.
.0248 -r- .62 =^ .0400, total crossing warp
weight both on beam 2 and beam. 3.

47" width in reed X 30 picks per inch X 36"

36"
1,410 yards of filling per yard.

1,410 H- (40/3 X 840) = .1259, total weight
of filling per yard.

.1152 -f .0400 -f .0400 -f .1259 = .3211,
total weight per yard.

1.0000 -^ .3211 = 3.11 yards per pound.

PATTERN.

40/3 Am. combed.

40/3 Am. combed.
40/3 Am. combed.

1 2 2 2

18
1

1

2

2

2

1

18 1.148 beam 1.

278 beam 2.

278 beam 3.

139X
40/3 Am. combed filling. 30 picks.
24 reed, 47" width in reed, 42" grey width, 42" finished width.

40 X 30 allover finished count.

YARN.

1,704 total ends.

Cotton.
20c.

Labor,
waste, etc.

lO^c.40/3 Am. combed, 1%" sta. ; 8 hank dou. rov..
Warp and filling of same yarn.

COST.
1,148 ends 40/3 Am. combed -f- 11%, take up = .1152
278 ends 40/3 Am. combed + 38% take-up = .0400
278 ends 40/3 Am. combed -f- 38% take-up = .0400
30 picks 40/3 Am. combed = .1259

Weaving
Expenses

Twisting.
3c. = 331/20.

331/20.
3 3 1/2 c.

331/20.
3 3 1/2 c.

= $ .0386
.0134
.0134
.0422
.0389
.0088

Selling

Mill cost .

Finishing, etc.
Yards per pound, 3.11 grey.
Retail price, $1.25 per yard.

$ .1553
.0031

$ .1584

COTTON SURF SERGE
This fabric is one of a variety

which we have not considered to any
great extent previously and inasmuch
as there are rather interesting fea-
tures regarding the cloth and its fin-

ishing, it may be well to give an
analysis of a typical construction. As
a general thing, these cloths are used
for linings and similar uses, although
they are also used for dresses and
many other purposes, and the fabric
in question was sold for the making
of bathing suits, although v/e should
imagine the utility would be limited in
this direction for various reasons.
While this identical cloth has a

twill weave, the construction is very
similar to that of many fine satins,

that is, the same yarns are used and
the cloth count is similar, the weaves
alone making the different appearance
when woven. Twill and satin weaves
woven on the same number of har-
nesses are practically identic il, be-

cause a satin weave is nothing more
or less than a twill weave rearranged.
The first difference noted between

such a fabric as the one analyzed and
most of the ordinary cloths is one of

construction. In a plain cloth

IT IS NOT NECESSARY
to have nearly as high a count as
is with a weave such a

used. WTien a cloth is

it

> has been
woven, the
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number of threads and picks per inch
and also the weave, together with the
yarn size, regulate the cloth firm-
ness, that is, a plain weave contains
two warp threads in a repeat, but the
filling yarn crosses between each
thread, making it necessary to have a
certain amount of space between each
thread to allow for this crossing, while
in a cloth where the weave does not
change on every thread, fewer spaces
for crossings are necessary and, there-
fore, to make the cloth as firm as with
plain weave, a larger number of

threads or picks are necessary, if yarn
sizes be identical in each fabric. Be-
cause of the fine yarn sizes and the
weave used this cloth has a high
count, namely, 100 x 172 finished. In
the first place it may be stated that
a good deal of cloth such as that con-
sidered is made on cam looms and the
problem of manufacture is somewhat
similar to that noted when plain cloths
are made.

This material is a quality product,
for the yarns are well made, the weav-
ing is even, and the result when fin-

ished is very satisfactory. The yarn
sizes are no finer than many of the
up-to-date mills make continually and
in large quantities, but sometimes in

such a cloth as this better cotton
would be used than if the yarn were
to be used in so lie other kind of

cloth. This is done because there is

an excessive amount of friction on
the yarn due to the high number of
picks per inch and resulting slow
weaving, and unless good yarn is used
loom production will be unsatisfac-
tory. The large amount of filling on
the surface makes it necessary for
that yarn to be even, and to obtain a
soft fabric the twist in the filling is

likely to be ^ess than if used in other
cloths. Comparatively few cloths are
produced with as high a count as this
fabric. The take-up in weaving
is very small and in most cases the
filling yarn shows a greater shrinkage
than the warp.
There is one item regarding this

sort of cloth

WHICH AFFECTS ITS COST
greatly, and this is the high number
of picks per inch. When a mill is

making voiles, poplins, shirtings, or

some other classes of goods the large
production in yards per loom or per
weaver makes the weaving and ex-
pense costs comparatively low, and
while D-uch economy is possible, it will

affect the ultimate cost but little, yet
on such a fabric as that considered the
labor cost is high, due to the small
production, and tiiere is a great' chance
for economy in producing, with a cor-
responding reduction in cloth cost.

Another thing which has to be con-
sidered in this same direction is the
obtaining of profits.

With a loom weaving voiles or sim-
ilar low pick cloth, a profit of one-
half cent a yard might return satis-

factory dividends because of large
loom production, but when the picks
per inch are as high as in this cloth
with the resulting small yardage, a
much greater return a yard is neces-
sary if the same ultimate profit be
secured from operation. It is entirely
possible that a part of the recent par-
tial operation in fine and fancy mills
has been due to the kinds of cloth
made, that is, the cloths sold have
been largely voiles and poplins, both
made with a small number of picks
per inch, and while the yardage pro-
duced may not be much smaller than
usual it has been insufficient to give
mills all they desired in the way of
orders. A return to fabrics with a
larger number of picks would, without
doubt, aid much in making a better
condition in fine and fancy goods man-
ufacture.
What the above

REFERENCE TO PROFITS MEANS
will perhaps be clearer by stating that
a net profit of 2 cents a yard on such
a fabric as this will only return a prof-
it of about $1.55 per week, or about
$80 per year per loom. Assuming that
a loom valuation, or cost of a mill per
loom, be about $600, and this is con-
servative, the profits per year would
onlv am.ount to about 13 per cent,

surely not an excessive amount in

comparison to what other sellers of
cloth m.any times receive.
As stated previously, there are in-

teresting features regarding the finish-

ing of this cloth. Probably most of

such material 1 dyed a black shade,
though this is not necessary, except-
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ing when used for certain purposes.
In many lines a full range of colors is

sold.

There is, however, one thing which
is noted as soon as the cloth is seen,
and this is the luster, the face of the
cloth having a sheen which the back
does not. In finishing such fabrics it

is customary to singe off all the cotton
fibres which project and this gives a
rather smooth surface. Of course siz-

ing ii.ateriais are used, the ingredients
depending on the results desired when
finished, but in addition a calendering
process is employed.
Sometimes a fabric is finished dou-

ble fold, thus giving the face a gloss
which the back does not have, and
sometimes an extra fabric is used as
a back cloth and the material is run
full width. In this case the top roll

does the pressing. There is in this
fabric a novel feature which is not
oftentimes used and this can be seen
by examining carefully with a magni-
fying glass. On the fabric there ap-
pears innumerable fine lines which
run in opposite direction to the twill
weave of the cloth. This is done by
having the pressing roll milled in a
manner to produce the effect.

Though it may not be generally
known,

IT IS A FACT
that the reflection of light produces
a gloss and this reflection is made
possible by pressing lines into the fin-
ished fabric. Some have been in-
clined to believe in the past that the
excessive luster which some cloths
had was either made through the use
of rpohair or throuph s^'zins: and
pressing, but in many instances it is
the method of pressing rather than
the pressing alone which has pro-
duced resiil+s such as th^s3 seenont'^e
cloth analyzed. Naturally any press-
ing or milling on a cotton fabric will
disappear when the material is
washed, and will also decline in luster
through use without washing, so such
a finish is not permanent, although
the result noted when siM art-nroacheu
very many all- silk fabrics. One other
reason which tends to make prices
closer on various lines of satins is
that orders are for quite large
amounts, possibly not so large as for

plain constructions, but much larger
than for fancies. Fewer colors are
usually required when finished and
this tends to keep finishing costs
rather low.
The cost of production places this

cloth in a much higher retail price
than is noted on other cotton fabrics
which do not have a fancy weave or
a novelty construction. The material
used in this fabric costs about 47 per
cent of the total amount, leaving 53
per cent for labor and expenses, while
in very many other fine cloths the
material constitutes about 60 per cent
of the cost, with labor forming about
40 per cent. Some kinds of coarse
fabrics have labor costs as low as 15
per cent of the total, and tbe above
statement shows how important care-
fulness in management is in the pro-
ducing of such cloths. To have the
pressing or milling give as good re-
sults £S possible, the cloth should not
have a great amount of tension in the
width when being processed. This
accounts for the larger amount of
shrinkage in cloth width, when com-
pared with other cloths in finishing.

Very many fabrics of this nature
HAVE A WARP COUNT

of 96, and the number of picks are
varied according to the yarn sizes
and the weave used. Sometimes the
number of picks is regulated to an
extent by the price, and if a buyer
needs to get inside of a certain limit,

the reduction is usually made through
a lowering of the picks per inch.
There is a certain amount of stretch
when the cloth is finished, but it is

not so large as on some varieties of
fine plain material. To obtain the
yards per pound and the weights of
the yarns used the process is as fol-

lows:

3.640 enrl.s -- (60/1 X 840) = .0722, weight
of vr<rr> without tnke-iip.

o'% take-un in weaving-.
.0722 -T- .97 = .0744, total weight of warp

ner vard.
176 picks X 40" width in reed X 36"

= 7,040
36"

vnrds of filling per yard of cloth.
7.040 -- (60/1 X 840) = .1397, weight of

filling ppr yard.
0744 + .1397 = .2141, total weight per
^-•-rd.

1.0000 H- .2141 = 4.67 yards per lb. (grey).

Some mills would not make two
sizes of roving if they were produc-
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ing 60-1 warp and 60-1 filling, but ing for filling than for warp, although
would make both yarns from one size there are cloths where the making of
of roving. This method makes a the same size yarns would give en-
shorter draft possible lor th3 warp. tirely satisfactory results and might
and increases the cost for warp while aid in reducing the cost beside mak-
reducing it for filling. If 12 hank be ing a smaller number of roving sizes

used for both yarns, it is all right for in process. Results desired will gov-
warp but makes too large a draft for ern the methods employed to a great-
filling if the best results be desired. er or less extent, and the other cloths
Where quality filling is necessary being made may also have more or

it probably is better to use a finer rov- less influence on the policy adopted.

PATTERN.
4 4

60/1 Am. combed warp — 3,560 — = 3,640 ends.
10 10

60/1 Am. combed filling. 176 picks.
45 reed; 40" width in reed, 38%" grey width, 36" finished width.

100 X 172 finished count.
YARNS.

Cotton. Labor, waste, etc.
60/1 Am. combed warp, 1%" sta.; 12 hank dou. rov., 24c. le^^c = 40%c.
60/1 Am. combed filling, 1%" sta.; 14 hank dou. rov., 24c. 15%c. = 39%c.

COST.
3,640 ends 60/1 Am. combed + 3% take-up = .0744 @ 40%c. = $ .0301
176 picks 60/1 Am. combed = .1397 @ 39 %c. = .0555

Weaving .0226
Expenses .0258

$ .1340
Selling .0027

Mill cost $.1367

Mill selling price (about) $ .1550
Finishing, dyeing, etc .0150

Converter's cost $ .1700

Converter's selling -price (about) , . $ .2000
Jobber's selling price (about) .2400
Retail price .3500

Yards per pound, 4.67 grey.
1

Weave twill.
4 --

QTTIT MTYTTTDl? WAVF r*T5T?D17 ^ P"^^ which is unusually low and
OlLli lyilAlUniJ KliiVEi lllirjiri wWch indicates that some previous

_, t- ^ . .
seller offered the cloth at a decided

There are a number of interesting jqss. Such material is often sold
features in the fabric which is being through a jobber, and son^etimes
considered. These cloths are used f^om the converting jobber direct to
for a number of purposes, but the the retailer, and naturally prices will
largest distribution is made for dress vary somewhat, but this fabric can-
materials. Usually such materials ^ot be sold at 22 cents per yard and
are produced m cotton mills and are Q^er any chance of profits to the
sold at comparatively low prices when various sellers.
the detail necessary in making is con- Manufacturers seldom make such
sidered; also, the fact that the warp fabrics unless at
is made entirely of silk yarn which
creates more or less trouble nntil A GREATER OR LESS PROFIT,
operatives become used to handling for the goods are made on contract
the silk yarn. There is a more or and competition is not very kbon, so
less regular demand for fabrics of it is unlikely that the "mill selling
this character, but it will be noted price was much below 15^^ cents, and
that the retailer was disposing of quite it probably was higher than this,

a stock of goods at 22 cents per yard, Then a^ded to this price is the charge
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for finishing and the profits which us-
ually go to the sellers of a high-class
novelty fabric. Under the circum-
stances it is evident that some con-
verter held a surplus stock which was
disposed of at a sacrifice, making a
low retail price possible. It is prob-
ably true that silk and cottons such
as these have been affected more or
less by the lack of interest in other
silk and cotton fabrics which were
killed by certain converters and con-
verting jobbers a year ago by cutting
the cloth construction to a point where
little actual value remained.

probably most mills using about 22-24.

We have used 180,000 yards

AS THE STANDARD
in obtaining the weights, but this is

not the theoretical yardage, and is

used in this size to allow a certain
amount of protection to cloth maker
for variation in silk size. This cloth
is called a serpentine crepe. Con-
sumers would hardly recognize the
similarity to many ordinary crepe de
chines, but the fact is they are very
similar, sometimes being made of
identical yarns and with the same

IfS^'^ 4

^>--:'/

m^

Silk Mixture Wave Crepe.

The sales of such lines at low prices
Indicate how hard some sellers were
pinched, for retailers are to-day offer-
ing certain cloths for 8^^ cents in a
finished and dyed state which cost
the mill from 13 to 14 cents to pro-
duce in the grey state, and very many
others sold at retail the same cloths
at 125^ cents per yard. It is believed
that the development in silk and cot-
ton has made certain converters much
more conservative than they have pre-
viously been. Italian silk is ordinarily
used in making cloth .of this charac-
ter, and it is seldom finer than 18-20
find usually coarser th^n this number,

cloth construction. The main differ-

ence can be stated as being one of

weaving and twists in the yarn, a ser-

pentine crepe is made from filling

yarn of one direction of twist, and
is woven on a regular loom, while a
crepe de chine is made with yarn of

two twists and is woven on a box
loom. Sometimes two picks of one
twist are placed in the cloth and then
two picks of the reverse twist are
woven, and sometimes other arrange-
ments are made.

THE DIFFERENCE
in the finished cloths is expressed by
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saying that the crepe de chine has
a more or less regular crepy look,
while the serpentine crepe has quite
a heavy wavy appearance. This crepy
or wavy appearance is obtained
through the use of hard twist filling

in both instances. Sometimes single
yarns are used and in other cases
yarn of two-ply character is employed.
The actual filling count is rather

low, but is high enough to prevent
bad slipping. Two methods are em-
ployed in making hard twist two-ply
yarn for use in these cloths. In one
process the twisting is done on a
spinning frame onto enameled bob-
bins, and all that is necessary to in-

sure satisfactory weaving is to steam
the bobbins. This is naturally the
cheapest method, but when yarn is

twisted on a regular twister, the bob-
bins are not usable in a shuttle, so
the yarn much be spooled, ball warped,
sized, and quilled before it can be
used in weaving. When the yarn is

sized in the second process, and this

must be done to stop kinks in the
yarn, it is not necessary to steam to

set the twist.

The single hard twist yarn is, of

course, handled by the first method.
The standard of twist used in making
these yarns will vary greatly, due to

different conditions of making and
somewhat to the cotton used. A
smooth long cotton

WILL REQUIRE LESS TWIST
than shorter fibres, and the standard
will usually vary from 6 to 8, but in-

stances have been noted where as
high a standard as 10 was used.
Most yarns have standards of from
7 to IVz. What this hard twist does
can be readily noted when the grey
cloth width and the finished width
are compared. The original width is

about 32 inches, while the fabric fin-

ished is 24 inches. The hard twisted
yarn will shrink readily when im-
mersed in hot water, and this accounts
for the appearance when sold and in-

dicates how important the factor of
yarn twist is in such cloths.

If a standard f 6 acts satisfactorily,

it is a deliberate waste to use a high-
er standard, for it increases the cost
of production quite rapidly, because
the la^-ppr the amount of twist the

smaller the production. Ordinarily,
the labor cost of such yarn is about
twice as high as it is on regular warp
yarn. Some mills merely make the
crepe through hot water or steam,
but there are certain other finishers
who use a mercerizing process to ob-
tain the same results. There is an
added attractiveness through mercer-
izing, but it is sometimes a question
of getting the cloth as cheaply as
possible, so this is not done, and it

has also been true that some finishers
or converters did not know the proc-
ess was possible and never asked to
have it applied.
Thes fabrics are made with jac-

quard patterns and also with dobby
figures, but by far the

LARGEST PORTION IS MADE
with plain weaves. Of late, there has
been a tendency to use heavy silk

stripes for decorations, but it adds to

the cost, and for this reason, is objec-
tionable. Similar lines of fabrics have
been sold for scarfings and have had
a satisfactory distribution. There is

one thing which has been true until
recently regarding the making and
selling of novelty silk and cotton fab-
rics, and this is that profits have in-

variably been large.

Up to a few yea"^s ago there were
only a few mills which cared to use
such material, not a^one because they
thouFrht its use would create more or
less trouble, but also because the mak-
ing of such cloths upsets the mill
organization. For a fancy mill to
weave such fabrics it is necessary to
keen sninning frames idle which have
previou<^ly made wa^n yarn, and if

silk firing be used, filling frames are
idle. Naturally, the carrying charges
are as latere as if they were in oner-
ation, and this makps a high nrofit

imperative, if the making be success-
ful. Sorrpti'^'^s -5 TYilll Q,'>n onp-^qte 1+S

excess of sninning on yarn for sale

purposes, but inasmuch as no regular
custom is hpld. prices for yarn under
such cortditions are not so high as
thev mio'ht be.

Cor+ain instances arp known where
a mill soM vaT-n at a his:h price for a
ye^r or more, and to keen

THE WEAVING IN OPERATION,
accepted orders for silk novelties at
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a price slightly above cost. Without Naturally, when orders are not In

doubt, the accepting of orders which large volume, a seller must needs ac-
continualiy keeps a novelty mill in c^pt the ones which are offered, but
balance is one of the most important, much might be done
if not the most important, portion of ^^ qitttatton
the business. The taking of orders ^^ IMPROVE THE SITUATION

which upsets the organization is one when selling conditions are normal,
of the fruitful sources of lack of It will be noted that this fabric is

profits and more money can be lost rather light in weight, as most of

in this manner than can be made up such lines are, and also that the cot-

through economical operation. The ton forms over 75 per cent of the total

art of selling cloth has been responsi- cloth weight. The silk is woven in the
ble for seme of the large successes in gum and very little luster is seen on
fancy cloth making, and the lack of it the cloth until it is finished. In firiish-

for some of the failures. It is be- ing, some of the silk gum is removed,
lieved that the importance of this the amount depending on various con-
ability is being forgotten by certain ditions. To obtain the weights of the
mills who are not considering the silk and cotton composing the cloth
long future. and the yards per pound, the process
The sentiment has been expressed is as follows:

many times of late that anyone can
dispose of cloth if the quality is right, 3,156 ends h- ISO.OOO yards = .0175. warp
and while this may appear true to an ,^''S^,Z^T wSvi^^J- operation.
extent, it is also a fact that some .0175 -^ .93 -= .OISS, warp weight per yard
sellers know nothing regarding manu- ^n^^,r.]^'°''J'%o';]^'^^;,^+u i„ ^^.^ v qcJ,,. ,, Tx-ij.! ^ J oO picks X 3314 width in reed X 36
factunng or the details thereof, and = 1.662.5

through this reason sell fabrics which ^ ^ ^,,.
36"

^ , , ,^
...v,;„u4- •u^-cr^ v^^^ v^^-+^v. .-.^r-.^TA «o. f^-^ yards of filling- per yard of cloth.
might have been better unsold, as far 1,662.5 -^ 23,000 yards = .0723, filling

as the mill was concerned. A seller weight per yard of woven cloth.

should know what is best for his or-
'^V'ard."*'

'^''^ ^ •''''' ^°'^' '^''^''' ''^"

ganization to make and strive to hold 1.0000 '-f- .0911 = 10.98 yards per pound,

to such fabrics. If selling conditions
make it imperative to sell other Note that the yards per pound of the
cloths, or if fashion takes a different 60-2 hard twist is not 25,200, the yard-
trend, other orders should be taken age ordinarily seen, but 23,000 yards
to continue a proper balance in manu- per pound, due to the contraction in

facturing. hard-twisting.

PATTERN.
4 4

23/25 Italian silk — 3,028 — = 3.156 total ends.
16 16

60/2 Am. combed hard twist, 50 picks.
46 reed; 33%" width in reed, 32" grey width, 24" finished width.

98 X 50 grey count, 131 X 49 finished count.

YARNS.
Tjabor, Twist-

Cotton, waste, etc. ing.
60/2 Am. combed H. T.. 1%" sta. ; 12 hank dou. rov., 24c. 16%c. 8c. = $ .48V^
23/25 Italian silk, 180,000 yards per lb. Ready on beams, =^ 4.35

COST.
3.156 ends 23/25 Italian silk + 7% take-up == ,0188 @ $4.35 = $ .0818

50 picks 60/2 Am. combed hard twist = .0723 @ .48 V^ = .0351
Weaving .0142
Expenses .0124

$ .1435
Selling .0029

Mill cost (about) $ .1464

Price to converter (about) $ .1550
Finishing, dyeing, etc .0250
Converter's selling price .2000
Jobber's selling price .2500
Retail selling price (usual) .3500
Retail sale price (actual) .2J00
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ARTIFICIE SILK STRIPE

OVERDRESS
This fabric is one which illustrates

a number of ideas which are of inter-

est to-day, not only in regard to the

cloth construction used, but also in

connection with its being an imported

material. In the first place, it can

be said that there should be more of

the smaller mills producing fabrics of

i S4

There is a great opportunity fof

small, well-fitted mills to produce just
such cloths as we are considering, a
field where competition is not so keen
and where profits are comparatively
large. A large mill cannot produce
such fabrics in small enough quan-
tity and if they could, the detail of

so many orders would probably tie up
a mill. A man of ability in a small
plant can develop more or less origi-

nality in cloths, building up a trade
which want quality fabrics, and are
willing to pay for them. There is a
legitimate place in manufacturing for

Artificial Silk Stripe Overdress.

this character, or similar ones which
are in style, and which show a good
profit, although the orders are small.
A good many mills, probably most of
the small domestic ones, trail the
large operatives, making similar pat-
terns and competing, or attempting to,

on prices. Of course, many times small
mills sell their product in different
channels and in smaller amounts,
thereby receiving a

SOMEWHAT HIGHER PRICE,

and this is the only reason that they
can continue in operation and make
any money.

a small mill, but it is not in attempt-
ing to produce styles which large
plants are running, but rather in the
making of exclusive fabrics and for

an exclusive trade.

Comparatively few of such fabrics

are produced in domestic mills, but if

the right methods were pursued, it is

very likely that the 3 per cent of
fabrics which are imported of the
total domestic consumption would
then be produced in domestic plants
A large proportion of the cloth which
is imported is not cloth which enters
actively into domestic competition;
that is, it fills a need which mills
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here either cannot or do not supply.
If mills were inclined to develop this

trade, there would be practically none
imported, for duties are so greatly in

excess of necessity that foreign fab-
rics absolutely could not be sold iii

competition.
Probably the duty assessed on this

cloth is as great or greater than the
entire labor cost of producing, at

least, in any sized quantities in do-
mestic mills, and because of the yarns
used and cloth construction, laboi-

charges form a large portion of

THE TOTAL COST
of production. Naturally, a man oper-
ating a small mill and making ex-
clusive fabrics needs to be familiar

with the various mill processes and
know how to obtain results in the
best and most economical manner,
and not only this, but he must bo
familiar with the selling end of the
business and the styles which are
likely to be used by an exclusive
trade. It is admitted that men who
could operate such a business are
rather scarce, and the ones who are
able are about all employed in larger
business. In other words, there are not
enough capable men for the good of

the textile trade to-day, but the num-
bers of trained men are increasing,

and sooner or later, more of the cloths
which are now imported will be pro-
duced. The need for trained oper-
atives is great, but the need for cap-
able, trained and original managers
is greater, and until experience and
training produce a supply of such
men, foreign cloths will continue to

be imported, even with a duty twice
as high as it is at present.
Take the cloth we are considering

and note the ideas used. It has, in

the first place, the general appearance
of voile cloths, which are compara-
tively good sellers to-day, thereby
bringing the highest rate of profit. It

is made in such a manner that very
little of the high-priced material
which it contains is needed in pro-
ducing, and it comprises a small
amount of artificial silk, which givps
It an exclusive appearance.
Many similar fabrics, with the ex-

ception of the Bilk stripes, are made

in domestic mills, but it is doubted
whether they return the profits which
this cloth would. Possibly,

DOMESTIC FABRICS
are not made of quite so fine yarn,
but for consumers little difference
could be noted. It is the right intro-

duction of silk, the right spacing of

stripes, the difference from other fab-

rics which makes an exclusive ma-
terial or style, and contrary to the
idea of most people, both buyers and
sellers, such difference consists more
of small details than it does of any
great radical difference. We have
seen designs produced for a certain
construction which were absolutely
worthless, and we have seen the same
designs produced on the same cloth
construction which compelled admira-
tion and produced sales.

Another illustration of the same re-

sults follows: On a certain shirting
fabric much trouble resulted because
of cloth quality and strength. Instead
of using better and longer cotton, cir-

cumstances compelled the attempt to

USE SHORTER STOCK,

but along with this shorter stock was
the use of a better arrangement of

stripes in the pattern. Entirely dif-

ferent results were produced, and the
improvement in cloth appearance was
noticeable, the buyers being much
pleased, although they did not know
that the cloth was actually costing
one-fourth of a cent less per yard to

make and would not break so high as
before. Prohably the poor original ap-
pearance made buyers critical of all

the items of interest in the cloth,

while the better arrangement over-
balanced any minor defects.

In a cloth such as the one consid-
ered it is necessary to have

A LENO EDGE
along each stripe, so as to keep the
stripes in their correct positions, and
to give a clear open space between.
Because of the crossing which takes
place on every pick, it is impossible to

introduce but a comparatively few
picks into the cloth. Just the right
number of picks to use for such a fab-
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ric as this can only be determined by
experimentation. Too many picks
will cause trouble in weaving, and the
use of too few will allow much slip-

ping, spoiling the general effect.

When more picks are desired, it is

necessary to have the leno ends work
so that two picks are in a shed to-

gether, but this makes an uneven
cloth, and while this method can be
used on some fabrics, it would not be
satisfactory on a cloth similar to sam-

ordinary dobby pattern were being
made, and usually a weaver will oper
ate only one loom.
This naturally makes the

COST OF WEAVING
excessive, nearly one-third of the cost
of production, and any economies
which can be made so that a larger
percentage of production is obtained
are well worth while. When a net
profit of one cent per yard on a fab-

PATTERN.

70/2 Sea Island combed mercerized..

120/2 Sea Island combed mercerized..

100 denier artificial silk

16X
100/2 Sea Island combed mercerized. 44 picks.
50 reed; 42" width in reed, 39%" finished width.

49 X 44 over all finished count.

4 4

4 1
2

1

2

102X 16X

636

408

1,940

YARNS.
Labor, waste,

twisting.
Cotton. mercerizing, etc.

70/2 Sea Island combed, 1%" sta.; 14 hank dou. rov., 28c. 44i/^c. = $ .72%
100/2 Sea Island combed, 1%" sta.; 20 hank dou. rov., 30c. 65c. = .95
120/2 Sea Island combed, 1%" sta.; 24 hank dou. rov., 32c. 80c. = 1.12
100 denier artificial silk, 40,000 yards per lb., = 2.75

COST.
824 ends 70/2 combed + 15% take-up = .0329 @ $ .72% = $ .0239
72 ends 70/2 combed + 4% take-up = .0026 @ .72% = .0019

636 ends 120/2 combed + 4% take-up = .0131 @ 1.12 = .0147
408 ends 100 denier artificial silk -|- 2% take-up = .0104 <a> 2.75 = .0286
44 picks 100/2 combed = .0440 @ .95 = .0418

Weaving .06Z5
Expenses .0156

$ 189
Finishing, etc !o200

$ .2090
Selling .0075

$ .2165
Retail price, 79c. per yard.
Retail purchasing price about 50c. per yard.
English mill price probably less than 30c. per yard.
Import duty about 13c.
Yards per pound, 9.71.

pie. In making a fabric such as this

one, it is likely that a oO-reed was
used, with four ends for each stripe
and six dents" for each open space.
If a 50-reed was too fine to allow
satisfactory weaving, a 25-reed could
be used with two dents for each strips
and three dents for each open space,
but probably this is not necessary.
Because of the nature of the cloth, the
loom speed is not so high as if an

ric of this nature will return a net
profit of about $100 per loom per year
with a com_paratively low weaving
production, it can be seen that care
should result in a good profit, espe-
cially when such large opportunities
are offered. It is a very good plan
when such fabrics as these are being
made to take the very iDest and most
reliable weavers obtainable and put
on looms producing this cloth, paying
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them a good salary rather than a
price per piece.

SMALL NUMBER OF SECONDS.

Under such an arrangement the best

quality of cloth will be made, and
production will be at the highest

point, a small loss through seconds
being noted. The leno weave used is

the ordinary gauge one, with the

crossing thread changing every pick,

and as this has been taken up in de-
tail at other times no further ex-
planation is needed. One other fea-

ture of this cloth is the size and kind
of yarn used. Few mills in the do-

mestic market would make thre<

kinds of two-ply yarn when making
such a fabric. In the cotton staple

used for the various sizes we have
used a staple longer than the yarn
sizes require, unless they are to be
mercerized; that is, 70-1 or 70-2 ordi-

narily would be made of Ig-inch cot-

ton, or even less. Only for special

purposes would cotton longer than
this be used for the above yarn size.

Good yarn is very essential for the
making of a fabric in which the yarn
shows so clearly, and yarns of this

character are usually gassed. This
singes off the fibres which protrude
giving a round, rod-like appearance.
Through the use of

LONGER STAPLE COTTON
the twist per inch can be reduced
somewhat over the ordinary amount,
thus giving better results when the

yarn is mercerized. Yarn improve-
mient has been steady for the past

five years in domestic mills, this be-

ing brought about through necessity
We have seen single-yarn fabricr

made in domestic mills somewhat
simalar to sample, and which com-
pared very favorably indeed wher
price was considered. Then this cloth

has used artificial silk for the stripes,

which largely give it its char-
acter. No objection of any m.agnitude
can be offered when this material is'

used in such a m.anner. The cotton
yam gives all the strength necessary
and will hold the artificial silk even
when soaked continually in water

The luster is one of the large reasons
why the cloth is attractive.

WEAVING MORE DIFFICULT.

Possibly one reason why mills here
have not used it is because of its rub-
bing and breaking in weaving. Of
course, it is more satisfactory when
used in coarse count cloth, but futur-
use will surely be large. Anything
which causes a lot of trouble or which
makes loom production small is avoid-
ed by domestic mills. The large uso
which is taking place in foreign mills
is clearly illustrated in the importa-
tion of voile cloths.

824 ends -r- (70/2 X 840) == .0280, weight
of 70/2 leno yarn without take-up.

15% take-up in weaving.
.0280 -r- .85 = .0329, total weight of 70/2

leno yarn.
72 ends -^ (70/2 X 840) = .0024, weight of

70/2 selvage yarn without take-up.
4% take-up in weaving.
.0024 -f- .96 = .0026, weight of 70/2 selvage

yarn.
636 ends -^ (120/2 X 840) = ,0126, weight

of 120/2 yarn without take-up.
4% take-up in weaving.
.0126 -r- .96 = ,0131, total weight of 120/2

yarn.
408 ends -4- 40,000 yards silk = .0102. weight

of artificial silk without take-up.
2% take-up in weaving.
.0102 -- .98 = .0104, total weight of arti-

ficial silk.
44 picks X 42" reed width X 36"— = 1,848

36"
yards of filling yarn per yard of cloth.

1,848 -^ (100/2 X 840) = .0440, weight of
100/2 filling.

.0329 + .0026 + .0131 -f .0140 + .0440 =
.1030, total weight per yard.

1.0000 -~ .1030 = 9.71 yards per pound.

FAST COLOR, MERCERIZED

JACQUARD SHIRTING

During the past lew years there has
appeared on the market various new
fabrics which have been made pos-
sible through some improvement of
manufacturing or finishing. This cloth
is one of an imported line, and the
reason we have presented it is as much
because of the price as because of its

novel features. It would seem as if

there was a large enough demand for
exclusive styles to make it possible
for domestic mills to produce and sell

them and still have no friction be-
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tween the various buyers through hav-
ing the same styles.

It is possible to purchase as small
an amount

AS 250 PIECES
of such a style as the one considered
and if a trip through some of the ex-
clusive stores shows anything it is

that many lines might be purchased
with less chance of overlapping on
styles than is now noted from domes-
tic mills. In our cost we have given
high ranges of profit, and it is very

the slack times which are customary
every few years? The old idea which
was held in past years that domestic
cloth was
NOT SO GOOD AS IMPORTED

material has been proven time and
again to be false when the actual facts
have been obtained, and in this indi-
vidual instance it can be said that
any one of a dozen mills in the do •

mestic market could and would pro-
duce a cloth as good as that analyzed,
and various finishing plants are em-

Fast Color, Mercerized Jacquara Shirting.

likely that this cloth could be made
in the exact construction so as to be
sold at retail for 35 or 39 cents in-

stead of the 45 cents which we havf
given. The retail price actually is 55
cents, and shows how much the con-
sumer pays extra just because the
pattern is exclusive. Leaving out the
question of price to consumer entire-

ly, is it not worth while to make it

possible for domestic mills to producr
the material which is purchased
abroad?

If a large portion of the cloth now
purchased of foreign countries was
made in domestic mills, would not the
added orders make a better balance in

the operation and eliminate some of

inently able to finish such materials
of domestic manufacture.
The facts are that there are many

retail buyers who go abroad and pur-
chase cloth which could be obtained
in the domestic market, let alone men-
tioning the savings which might be
effected in price. Of course, there are
some buyers who are capable men and
understand cloth and something re-

garding its manufacture and construc-
tion, but many of them invariably get
stuck and the only thing which saves
the situation is the fact that excessive
profits are possible. Probably the one
large reason why some of the big re-

tailers, who do converting for them-
selves, started into the business was
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because they could produce styles

which equalled or surpassed many im-
ported lines and at a large saving in

price. Many of such styles were sold

as imported lines, but nevertheless
they helped domestic mills, for it

acted as an incentive toward the mak-
ing of newer and better cloths.

Without any question probably 75 per
cent of the fancy cotton cloth now
imported could be made so as to be
sold at a lower price to consumers in

the domestic mills.

MORE CO-OPERATION.

A little more co-operation between
buyers and sellers in the domestic
market and more confidence in do-
mestic styles would work wonders in

this direction. Altogether too much
dependence has been placed on foreign
styling, as contrasted with that in do-
mestic mills, and while each councry
has much to learn from the otiiers,

conditions are developing which make
it rather impracticable to follow styles

too closely. Large buyers are hurting
manufacturers when they purchase
fabrics which could have been made
in domestic mills. If there were but
lew instances where cloth purchased
in foreign markets could be made in

domestic mills, little attention would
be necessary, but this is not true, and
much of the cloth purchased does not
need to be. There is, of course, a
certain amount of blame to be at-

tached to domestic mills or converters
for not going more strongly after this

exclusive trade, but in grey goods
mills, in which the sample and sim-
ilar cloths are produced, the patterns
and constructions are developed by
buyers, and mills merely produce what
buyers ask for. The same amount
of zeal used among domestic sellers,

which some buyers are accustomed
to use in foreign markets, would make
much more possible in the making of
novelty fabrics.

Various interesting details are nec-
essary in the production of a fabric of
this character. In the first place,
three beams are necessary to produce
the cloth satisfactorily. One of these
beams contains the ground yarn, a
second the colored yarn, which takes

up less in weaving, while the third
carries the yarn which composes the
cords. The fabric is woven in the grey
state excepting the yam which com-
poses the colored stripes, which are
of color fast to the bleaching process.
In the analysis, we noted the fact that
the cloth was woven on a 600-jac-
quard loom, and with three repeats
of the pattern to every repeat of the
machine tie-up. Usually, in making up
patterns of this character, the mill

HAS TO VARY THE DESIGN

to suit the tie-up of its looms; that
is, if a pattern was drawn by a buy-
er to be, say, 2 1-3 inches wide, and
a mill contained looms with a 5-inch
tie-up, it would be necessary to use
two repeats in the machine, giving a
width in the reed of about 2i^ inches,
or if the pattern was drawn ll^ inches
wide, it would be necessary to use
three repeats, giving a reed width of
12-3 inches, instead of 1^^ inches;
also, if a pattern was drawn 4 inches
wide it would be necessary to readjust
it, making 5 inches the reed width.
Many 600-jacquard looms are tied up
120 hooks per inch, giving a reed
width of 5 inches, and unquestionably
this pattern is made on such a ma-
chine.

600 machine -r- 120 hooks or threads per
inch = 5 reed width.

There are exactly 600 threads used
in the machine or total pattern repeat
and, therefore, no hooks are cast out.

A fault which is present in the pattern
as woven, although one which few
consumers would detect, is the fact

that there are silk threads of ground
yarn

BETWEEN COLOR AND CORD

on one side of the stripe, while there
are 8 ground threads on the opposite
side of the stripe. This gives a slight-

ly unbalanced pattern, but it was evi-

dently a mistake of the designer rath-
er than the weaver, for it appears reg-
ularly throughout the cloth width.
This fabric is a much higher count
cloth than is ordinarily seen in shirt-

ing lines, and the yarns are finer than
many use, but similar fabrics with
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even finer yarns are made in quanti-
ties in domestic mills.

One feature of the cloth is that it

has filling of soft twist yarn, so as to

give a better result when finished. The
use of soft twist yarn aids, because
the cotton fibres lie more nearly par-
allel, and when the fabric is m^ercer-
ized, these fibres reflect the light bet-
ter, giving a higher luster. In making
soft twist filling it is customary to use
a longer staple than if ordinary yam

is usually about 3 for ring frames,
but cases have been known where the
standard was as low as 2% on rather
coarse yarn and with especially long
cotton, although this is . seldom seen
The standards for mule twist ar(

somewhat less than for ring frames,
but probably 2% to 3 represents the
majority. The amount of twist will

depend a whole lot on the cotton be-
ing used and the kind of cloth being
made.

60/1 Am. combed grey 145

60/1 Am. combed colored
|

40/2 Am. combed grey
|

60/1 Am. combed filling, soft twist. 116 picks.
60 reed, 3b Vs" width in reed, 321/2" grey width, 32" finished width.

128 X 116 grey count, 134 X 113 finished count.

60/1 Am. comb, warp, 1%" sta. ; 12 hank dou. rov.,
60/1 Am. comb, col., 1%" sta. ; 12 hank dou. rov.,
40/2 Am. comb, warp, li/^"sta. ; 8 hank dou. rov..
60/1 Am. comb, filling, 1%" sta. ; 14 hank dou. rov., 24c.

Cot- Labor, Twist-
ton, waste, etc. ing. Dyeing.
24c. 16 1/2 c.

24c. 16%c. 16c.
2 0c. lOVaC. 2c.

lo%c.

401^ c.

561^ c.

32 %c.
39 %c.

COST.

3.742 ends 60/1 Am. combed + 10% take-up = .0824 @ 40%c. = $ .0334
336 ends 60/1 Am. combed + 8% take-up = .0073 @ 56i^c. = .0041
210 ends 40/2 Am. combed + 2% take-up = .0128 @ 32%c. = .0041
116 picks 60/1 Am. combed = .0813 @ 39%c. = .0323

Weaving .0392
Expenses .0376

$ ,1507
SelUng .0030

Mill cost $ .1537

Mill selling price (about"* $ .1750
Finishing, mercerizing, etc .0150

$ .1900

Converter's selling price $ .2500
.Jobbers selling price .3000
Retailer's selling price .4500

Yards per pound, 5.44 grey.
Made on a 600-jacquard loom, 3 repeats per section.

were being made, for inasmuch as
there is a smaller amount of twist a
longer length of fibre is necessary to

give sufficient strength to weave or
to mercerize. Take the cloth we ax'

considering and

IT WILL BE NOTED
that If -inch staple was used for warp
and filling. If this filling were no-'

made soft twist it is very likely that
cotton not over l^i inches would havr
been used. The standard of twist used

Very often designs are planned so
that the cloth must be made to one
side of the jacquard tie-up, or, in other
words,

THERE IS A WIDER SPACE
between the shuttle box and cloth on
one side than there is on the other.

Where there are a number of pattern
repeats in each 600 hooks little trouble
will result, because a wide variation
cannot occur, but with only one stripe

to a pattern, or rather to the 600
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hooks, sometimes bad weaving will

result and often the design has to be
repainted To give the best place in

the tie-up to weave this fabric the

problem would be as follows: There
are 4,192 ends in the warp, exclud-

ing the selvages, which are worked
separately, and as most jacquards of

this kind are tied up 40 inches wide,

we will assume that such was the
case with this cloth.

120 ends per inch X 40" = 4,800, total har-
ness in tie-up.

4,800 — 4,192 == 608, total harness not used.
608 -H 2 = 304, each side not used.

As 600 machines have 12 hooks in a

row, we have

304 -^ 12 = 25 rows + 4 hooks.

In Other words, to make the cloth

in the center of the tie-up we would
not start to draw in warp yarn until

the 5th hook on row 26 in the ma-
chine in section No. 1 of the jacquard
tie-up, and when we had drawn in all

the ends we would find that the last

thread would be drawn on the 8th
hook in row 25 in section No. 8. As
one section takes 5 inches, the total

width, or 40 inches, would give 8 sec-

tions.

Of course, this layout is rather sim-
ple, but when patterns are

MORE COMPLICATED

and there is a large and varying cast
out the problem is not so easy, but if

made out correctly at first no subse-
quent changes are necessary. It

should be as comm^on a practice to

balance jacquard patterns as it is

dobbies, but, unfortunately, it is not,

and much improvement might be
made even in many of the dobby pat-
terns which are sold.

Mills making fabrics of this char-
acter seldom dye their yarn, for one
reason that they coUld not do it as
successfully as those now doing it, for

another reason each contains rather
small quantities, making a small
amount necessary, and as the mJlls
m-ake a large proportion of grey cloth,

the expense would be high, probably
higher than the present cost, and with
no outlay for a dyehouse to increase
the capital necessary. There is no

question, however, but that many new
lines will be produced.
One year ago was

PROBABLY THE EARLIEST

any of these lines were sold by re-

tailers in quantities, and most of the
fabrics offered were lots left from va-

rious shirt makers, and patterns were
not entirely suitable, but there is a

future in this direction. The weights
of the yarns and cloth are obtained
as follows:

3,742 ends h- (60/1 X 840) = .0742, weight
of 60/1 grey without take-up.

10% take-up in weaving.
.0742 -^- 9 = .0824, total weight per yard

of 60/1 grey warp.
336 ends -v- (60/1 X 840) = .0067, weight

of 60/1 colored without take-up.
8% take-up in weaving.
.0067 -^ .92 = .0073, total weight per yard

of 60/1 colored warp.
210 ends -i- (40/2 X 840) = .0125, weight of

40/2 grey without take-up.
2% take-up in weaving.
.0125 -^ .92 = .0128, total weight per yard

of 40/2 grey warp.
116 picks X 351/3" reed width X 36"

. == 4,099
36"

yards of filling per yard of cloth.
4,099 H- (60/1 X 840) = .0813, total weight
per yard of 60/1 filling.

.0824 + .0073 + .0128 + .0813 = .1838.
total weight per yard.

1.0000 -7- .1838 = 5.44 yards per lb. grey.

FLANNELETTE NOVELTY
One of the most interesting and

also one of the largest used fabrics
is that class ordinarily known as
flannelette. In general this class
could be said to contain any kind of
cloth made of cotton which is napped
on both sides, and used for ordinary
purposes, such as kimonos, night-
gowns, coverings, and very many oth-
er purposes. The present season has
seen a large demand for all kinds
of cloth of this character, and prices
might be called high, and profits

should be exceedingly satisfactory to
mills producing them. Cloth of this
character is made in white and
solid colors, in woven stripes, in
checks and in a great variety of
printed patterns. Usually such fab-
rics would be considered rather heavy
in weight, for the yarns used are sel-
dom finer than 30s in the warp and
16s in the filling. The reason the fill-
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ing is heavier than the warp is be-
cause of the napping operation.

In napping such fabrics as the ones
considered, the machinery which ac-
complishes the purpose does it as the
clotli is moving quite rapidly through
the machine, and naturally it would
affect the filling yarn. To give suf-
"ficient strength to make the cloth a
satisfactory article it is, therefore,
necessary to make the filling heavy
enough to stand the napping operation
and give satisfactory service after-
ward. One reason, in addition, why
this is necessary is that warp yarn
has to have a larger amount of twist

fabrics in recent years. They used
to be made of yarn dyed after it was
spun, and this process is employed
to-day to an extent, but many mills
now make their fabrics of yarn made
from dyed cotton. This has been done
without question in the fabric being
considered. The white cotton in such
fabrics is bleached before being spun,
and while this is objectionable, inas-
much as the whites are not so clear
as if the cloth was bleached after be-
ing woven, the results are satisfactory
in practically all instances

In the cloth being considered there
are a number of features not com-

Flannelette Novelty.

m proportion than does filling yarn,

because it h^s to stand the strain of

weaving, and filling can be soft twist-

ed with rruch less difficulty in

weaving. It is also customary in mak-
ing this kind of cloth to use plain

weave. This is done for these two
reasons: The first because the nap-
ping operations largely cover up any
weave in the cloth, ana secona, be-

cause plain weave binds in the tnreads
better and makes stronger cloth.

YARNS USED.
There has been quite a good deal

of improvement in the making of such

mon in cloth of this character. In the

first place it is woven on a box loom,
and while quite a few patterns are

made in this manner, the large ma-
jority of them are not made on this

kind of a loom. In the second place

the fabric contains novelty yarn, m
addition to being woven on the box
loom, and because this yarn is sel-

dom seen in cloth of this character

it may be well to explain the method
of making.

NOVELTY YARN.
To produce such a yarn compara-

tively few changes are necessary in
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ordinary machines, although there are
special machines sold tor accom-
plishing such results. The yarn is

compobed oi two eiius of lius yd,ru for

ground, and so far as this part of the
result is concerned, it is no different

than the making of ordinary 20-2 ply,

but in addition there is introduced
into the yarn, about every four and
one-half inches, a bunch of another
color of cotton. To produce this,

there must be an extra set of rolls,

either on the twister, if it be made
on a novelty twister, or on tht frame
which produces the yarn. This extra
set of rolls has an intermittent mo-
tion forwarding the amount of dyed
roving necessary and spacing it at
the desired lengths. This roving is

introduced between the two ends of
20-1 yarn, when the twisting operation
is taking place, and 20-1 yarn twists
around the roving, making the bunch
firm and capable of being woven.
Such yarn does not always weave
well, and in this identical cloth the
yarn in the warp is drawn in a single
end in a dent, instead of two ends,
as is the case in the rest of tlie cloth.

This process ahows a larger amount
of space, and is not liable to create
a great amount of rubbing to spoil the
nub.

AUTOMATIC LOOMS.
A few years ago practically all of

such fabrics were woven on ordinary
plain looms, with no stop motions at-

tached and nonautoiratic in any way.
To-day, many of such fabrics are
made on automatic looms, that is,

the ones which are made of solid col-

or and with striped patterns, al-

though only few checked paterns are
made in this manner. A good many
looms, if they do not have the auto-
matic changing arrangement, have
some kind of a stop motion for the
warp yarn which makes it possible
for a weaver to produce more first

quality material. Practically all of
such cloths are made in the older
style of mills, and are finished when
they are delivered by the mill. The
cloth constructions all vary, and
probablv no two mills produce iden-
tical fabrics, althousrh cloth weights
mf>v be somewhat similar.

The yarns used and the cloth con-

struction are ones which each mill
has developed, and which is probably
more economical for them than any
other, 'ilie large amount of orders
allows mills to make these construc-
tions continuously, with very few
cnanges taking place, the yarns being
the same size from year to year, and
the cloth remaining practically the
same. It is also even true that cloth
prices vary ' comparatively small
amounts. This is done so that the
various sellers may retail the cloth
at a certain price. This method
makes it necessary to have a com-
paratively high price some years, in

comparison to the cost of producing,
while at other times the selling price
shows a rather small profit.

PROFITS AND COSTS.

In most instances tne cost of pro-
ducing a fabric of this character
would be somewhere about 25 to 26
cents a pound. If a plain cloth be
considered the cost would be less,

while if a novelty cloth be wanted it

would be more. The cloth considered
has a higher price than most of such
materials, because it has such a nov-
elty construction. One fact in this

connection is that all styles are sold
at practically the same price, and while
the average sale may show a good
profit, there will be certain cloths in
the lot which are sold that will show
a very high profit, while others will

show a smaller one, the amount de-
pending on the cloth construction. A
comparatively easy method of obtain-
ing the cost per yard is to find the
weight of the fabrics as woven, and
dividing by the amount previously
stated as the cost per pound. This is

not only approximate, but is some-
times of value.
Another thing which few buyers

consider regarding various cloths is

the fair mill profits. Such a cloth as
we are considering has a rather small
number of picks per inch. If another
cloth be considered with twice the
number of picks per inch, the profit

per yard should be twice as high as
for the cloth considered, or approxi-
mately so, and a cent a yard profit on
the cloth being considered would mean
a profit each week per loom of from
$2.25 to $2.50, or a profit per year of
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about $125 a loom. This is evidently
a very good return on the capital nec-
essary in building a mill to produce
cloth of this character.

CLOTH WEIGHT.

One other feature in these cloths is

the different appearance of the fabric

when woven and when sold, which is

due to the napping operation. It is,

however, true that the fuzz, which
appears on the face of the cloth,

wears off rather easily, and in this

way, the material does not give the
best of satisfaction, although it an-
swers the purpose fairly well. It will

be evident from an examination of

the cloth that there must be a loss in

weight when the cloth is napped. The
amount lost will depend a good deal
on the fabric and on the amount oi"

the napping operation, but it is likely

that in a cloth of this character the
filling yarn will lose as much as 15
per cent, or even more, in weight. By
pulling out a few threads it will be
seen that the warp has been affected
very little, the yarn appearing prac-
tically the same as it would have if

no napping had been employed. Or-
dinarily, fabrics of this nature are
heavier than five yards per pound,
and on the finer weights the napping
operation might make the cloth from
one-half to three-quarters of a yard
lighter than it was when woven.

PRINTED FABRICS.

In general it can be said that pat-

terns made by printing are not nearly
as satisfactory as if they were woven,
for the colors do not penetrate
through the cloth, and when the nap
wears off, which it partially does, at

least, its color appears lighter than
it otherwise would. The patterns are
engraved upon copper printing rolls

the same as they are for the patterns
used on dimities, lawns and other
printed cloths, but it is customary,
after the fabric has been printed, to
give it a very light run on the napping
"machine to raise the fibre, which has
been laid down in the printing oper-
ation, and to give the cloth a smooth-
er appearance. Of course, when fab-
rics are made in printed patterns it

IS seldom that anything but white
flannelette is used, although the
ground of the cloth may be given a
solid color by the printing operation.

COTTON USED.

In making cloth of this character, it

is customary to use cotton of rather
sliort staple, in most cases being
one inch or about that amount in

length. This is done because coarse
yarns are used, and the napping oper-
ation breaks the fibres a good deal,

and it would be an uneconomical
method to use high-priced cotton for
such a purpose. It is also possible
to use waste of various kinds in mak-
ing yarn of this character, and it is

usually done. One great necessity in
making even yarn for the production
of such cloths is to have the cotton
mixed as well as possible before using
in the pickers. This is usually done
by running quite a large amount of
cotton through the bale breaker and
allowing it to stand, and when placed
in the picker, instead of taking the
cotton from the top of the pile and
working down, it is taken from the
edge and in this manner a more aver-
age quality is obtained, which neces-
sarily results in more even yarn.
Southern mills have not gone into

making fabrics of this nature as
largely as they have into ginghams,
possibly because the market is more
concentrated on such fabrics, and
because Northern mills have special-
ized in this direction and have kept
fairly well up-to-date. It is also true
that the large number of printed
cloths used has kept Northern mills
working on these fabrics because
there are no plants in the South which
make printed patterns of any kind,
and the base of supply is so far from
the finishing plant that the cost of
shipping introduces an obstacle to
their expense of makiusr. althougu
there are a good many woven fabrics
of this nature now being produced in

that locality. Most of the cloth sold
is of rather narrow width, in few
cases being more than 30 inches, and
in the lare:e maiority of instances it

is about 27 inches wide finished. Be-
cause of the napping or>eration the
shrinkage of the cloth width is more
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than it would be on similar cloths, but
not napped.

YARN AND CLOTH WEIGHTS.
In analyzing a fabric of this char-

acter, ro general rules can be given.

It is likely that in the majority of

cases the warp yarn would be about
10 per cent finer than when spun
either from the stretching, washing
or the other operations employed,
that is, if a yarn was spun 20s it

might be about 22s in the cloih when
sold. For the filling the amount of

loss will vary, but in this individual

case the loss was about 20 per cent.

Naturally the cloth weight when sold

would be lighter than when woven,
but inasmuch as mills have to use 'the

material to produce the cloth, and be-
cause little return is obtained for the
loss made in napping, it can be said

that the best method to consider such
cloth is as it comes from the loom.
To illustrate the cloth in question

we present the weights of the various
yarns and the method of obtaining
them. In very many instances the

20/1 Am. carded white.

yarns are not separated as we have
done, and they are all used together
at an average price:

1,346 ends -^ (20/1 X 840) = .0801, weight
of white yarn without take-up.

.0801 -^ .96 = .0852. total weight of white
warp.

114 ends -- (20/1 X 840) = .0067. weight
of pink yarn without take-up.

.0067 -=- .96 = .0072, total weight of pink
warp.

34 ends h- (6 novelty X 840) = .0067, weight
of novelty yarn without take-up.

.0067 -f- .96 = .0072, total weight of novelty
warp.

41.8 picks X 30%" reed width X 36"
= 1,264.45

36"
yards of white filling per yard.

3.9 picks X 30%" reed width X 36"
: = 117.95

36"
yards of pink filling per yard.

2.3 picks X 30%" reed width X 36"

36^^^

yards of novelty filling per yard.
1,264.45 -^ (91/2/1 X 840) = .1585. total
weight white filling per yard.

117.95 -- (91/2/1 X 840) = .0148. total
weight pink filling per yard.

69.57 -^ (6 novelty X 840) = .0138, total
weight novelty filling per yard.

.0852 -f .0072 -f .0072 + .1585 + .0148 +
.0138 = .2867, total weight per yard.

1.0000 -^ .2867 = 3.49 yards per pound, as

69.57

20/1 Am. carded colored.
6 novelty twist

WARP PATTER N.

—ISO 12

1 1 1

12i 44
1

61 14 30
1

il2
1

i 1

il2l 28

1
1 21

i 1
1 1

21

i

1 1 2

11 !

1,346

9% Am. carded white...
9^ Am. carded colored.
6 novelty twist

IIX
FILLING PATTERN.

I
42

I I
12

I I
12

2 I

124
25 reed; 30%" width in reed, 261/2" finished width.

56 X 46 finished count.
YARNS.

Cotton. Labor, waste, etc.
20/1 A.m. carded white, 1" sta. ; 4 hank dou. rov., 121/2C. 7%c. = 19%c.
20/1 Am. carded colored, l"sta.; 4 hank dou. rov., 12%c. 8^c. = 21c.
91^/1 Am. carded white, 1" sta. ;

2 1/^ hank dou. rov., 12i/^c. 6c. = 18%c.
9^/1 Am. carded colored, 1" sta. ; 2 V2 hank dou. rov., 121/20. 7%c. = 19%c!
6 novelty twist, made of 20/1 and dyed roving, 12i/^c. lliic. = 24c.

COST.
1,346 ends 20/1 Am. carded + 6% take-up = .0852 @ 19%c. = $ .0168
114 ends 20/1 Am. carded + 6% take-up = .0072 @ 21c. = .0015
34 ends novelty twist + 6% take-up = .0072 @ 24c. = .0017

41.8 picks 91/2/1 Am. carded = .1585 @ 18%c. = .0293
3.9 picks 9^2/1 Am. carded = .0148 @ 19%c. = .0029
2.3 picks novelty twist = .0138 @ 24c. = .0033

Weaving .0065
Expenses .0087

$ .0707
Napping, finishing, etc ; .0040

$ .0747
Selling .0035

Loom yards per pound. 3.49. Cost per pound, 27.29c.
Finished yards about 4.25 per pound.
Retail price 15c. per yard.

I .0782
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PLAIN WARP COTTON EPONGE

During the past year or so, there

has been quite a number of new fab-

rics produced for sale. Of these mate-

rials, ratine has probably been the

one which has created the largest

amount of interest. One year ago

many styles were produced, and there

was a moderate amount of buying, but

then there appeared to be a partial

slump in the demand, with sellers ex-

in quantities until consumers have
been educated up to the cloth, and
this is a rather slow process. The
making of styles in various materials

also helps a great deal, and it is very

likely that the sale in cotton would

have continued smaller except for the

increased interest in wool and silk.

The idea expressed in the cloth con-
struction is not new, for styles have
been produced at various times in re-

cent years which are practically

identical with the styles now offer-

Plain Warp Cotton Eponge.

pecting that no large future opera-
tions would take place. During this
same time, however, fabrics of this
nature have been produced in quite
large quantities in wool and combi-
nations of wool and cotton, and also
in silk, and it is freely admitted that
the sale now is larger than it ever
has been in the past. There is this
to be said of any cloth which has as
great a novelty character as rating
regarding the sale. Interest in such
fabrics does not develop all at once,
but it is the continual presentation
of styles and interest among the trade
which makes a large sale possible.
Buyers will not purchase such cloths

ed, but at that time there was no
demand for such cloth, and the sales

were of comparatively small propor-
tions.

FACTS REGARDING CLOTH.

In the past w® have analyzed a
number of the more expensive cotton
fabrics of ratine construction, but in

the fabric now presented we give an
analysis of one of the cheaper grades
which is a development from such
cloths. This cloth is without doubt
the largest selling cotton rating in

the cotton goods market, and in con-
nection with this fact, there are a
number of interesting items which
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we will take up in the analysis of

it. It is produced by the Manville
Company and is sold by George B.

Duren & Sons, New York City. The
cost at retail is 25 cents a yard
and it is sold by jobbers a,t a price

to allow the regular retail profits and
at a price to the jobbers to allow them
their profits also. The profits of the
makers of this cloth will be taken up
in detail later. Fabrics of this char-
acter are used for very many purposes,
such as dresses, waists, trimmings,
hats, coverings, men's vests, and very
many other purposes, which do not
have such great importance.

YARNS.

Quite a good deal of ingenuity has
been used in the making of this fab-

ric, the ratine effect not being produc-
ed by both warp and filling, as in

many of the previous samples sold,

but by the filling alone. Tne warp is

made of plain dyed yarn, no different

in character from that used for many
of the ordinary dyed fabrics which
have a wide sale. In this individual

fabric the effect produced is made by
the difference in color between warp
and filling and by the novelty charac-

ter of the filling yarn. This novelty fill-

ing is not made like many of the
yarns composing ratine cloth, but it is

what might be called a nub yarn.
Many of the earlier fabrics of ratine

constructions were made of loop
yarns. The cloth count is very low,

although, because of th^ heavy char-
acter of the filling and because of the
yarn roughness, the cloth has a com-
paratively firm texture. The count
is 66 in the warp and 24 in the fill-

ing in the finished cloth. In regard
to the novelty yarn,> it can be said

that two twisting operations are nec-
essary, the second one being for the
purpose of binding the previously
produced yarn so that it can be wo-
ven. Fabrics of this character have
been made in quite large quantities in

the past, but the larger share of them
have been composed wholly of grey
yarn, and naturally, they do not show
the novelty character which this

cloth does. The warp take-up is

somewhat greater than would be not-

ed in an ordinary fabric, this being
brought about throi gh the heavy
size of the filling, which lies practi-
cally straight in the cloth. This heavy
filling also makes it unnecessary
when weaving to have the cloth so
wide in the reed as if a gingham
were being made.

METHOD OF FINDING YARN SIZES.

Of course, the problem of finding
the warp size is a rather simple one,
because the yarn is only ordinary
yarn, and if a few ends be taken from
the cloth and sized in the ordinary
manner, the yarn size anl weights
can be obtained. This process can
also be adopted regarding the filling

yarn, and it will give the ultimate
size when the yarn is made up. It

does not, however, give the sizes of
the yarns which compose the thread
when woven. There are a number of
methods by which such yarn size can
be figured, so as to check up the
yarns used, and the ultimate size.

Possibly, the clearest method is to
find the take-ups on the three yarns
which compose the finished novelty.
The take-ups are found in the fol-
lowing manner: If the threads which
compose the yarns be pulled apart,
their lengths being measured careful-
ly, the take-ups will be as follows:
Figuring that the novelty yarn is

3 15-16 inches, as taken troiu the
cloth, the last binder thread which is

twisted to hold the nubs in place
would be four inches in length, the
ground thread on which the nub is

made is 41 inches in length, and the
yarn which composes the nub would
be 8% inches in length. The take-ups
would be 2 per cent for the binder, 15
per cent for the ground yarn and 55
per cent for the nub yarn.

3 9375 -r- 4.00 = about .98 or 2% take-up.
3.9375 -^ 4.625 = about .85 or 15% take-up
3.9375 -4- 8.75 = about .45 or 55% take-up

When this has been accomplished,
the yarn can be sized in the ordinary
manner and the yarn sizes obtained.
To secure the size of the three-ply
thread the process is similar to that
used with an ordinary three-ply
thread made of different numbers of
yam, the various sizes being the ones
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obtained plus the take-ups obtained
previously:

25 yarn size X .98 = 24.50 binder yarn
or ratio.

size

25 jarn size X .85 = 21.25 ground yarn
or ratio.

size

25 yarn size X .45 = 11.25 nub yarn
or ratio.

size

25 -^ 24.50 = 1.020
25 -i- 2i.z5 = 1.176
25 -f- 11.25 = 2.222

4.418

25 ^- 4.418 = 5.66 figured size, also actual
size.

It will be noted that the resulting
yarn size is 5.t)6, which is the size

actually obtained when the yarn is

weighed beiore being dissected. It

can be said that the cost of making
such yarns is higher than for ordi-
nary work, but is not so large an
amount as many believe who have not
had experience in manufacturing.

In many instances, yarnj of this

character can be made on ordinary
spiuiiing fraa:es v\ hicii are adjusted
for the purpose. At other times they
are made on twisting frames which
are rearranged, and it is also pos-
sible to purchase machines for mak-
ing such yarns. The ultimate cost is

determined largely by the amount of

experimentation necessary beiore the
correct results are obtained, it is

easy to make novelty yarns of

this character, but it is not always
so easy to obtain the combination
which produces good results when
woven. If orders be of quite good
size, the cost of producing is rela-

tively small. The second twisting op-
eration is of minor importance and
the cost of doing it is ramer small,
mainly for the reason that compara-
tively small twist is necessary when
placing the binder on the cloth, and
the production is large.

NOVELTY YARN MAKING.

It is very likely that the larger
share of such yarns are made on
spinning frames which are rearrang-
ed for svch rurposp. In ^laking varns
of this character, the two threads in

the first twisting operation are usual-
ly delivered at about the same speed,
but the ground thread moves forward
only at intervals. In this individual
case, the nubs are spaced at intervals
of about five-eighths of an inch each.

Sometimes such yarns are made by a
slide which moves up and down, spac-
ing the extra yarn delivered at the
points where desired. On3 of the
points to receive careful consideration
in any such kind of yarn production
is that relating to strength. When
the yarns being used are oi tine sizes,

as many are, it is usually necessary
to use two ends for ground instead
of one, but in this instance, the yarn
is of such coarse character that com-
paraiively little altencion need De giv-
en to this item, and another reason
why less care is necessary is because
the yarn is used for filling instead of
warp. If the novelty yarn was used
for warp, greater strength is neces-
sary, and, in general, the nubs and
loops have to be bound in more firmly
because of the rubbing action exerted
by the reed. The combinations in
such yarns are practically number-
less, for they are made in combina-
tions of various materials, in combina-
tions of various colors, with nubs
spaced at regular and also at irregular
distances, and then there is the wide
variety caused by the combination of
different sizes of yarn. It is probable
that no two mills use exactly the
same sizes of yarn, the same amount
of twist or produce the same effect,
although, in general, the results may
be somewhat similar.

WEAVING.
There are certain features regard-

ing the yarn which we have brought
to notice as being different from those
in ordinary cloth, but there are also
items which are of interest relating
to the production of the cloth. In the
first place, the filling which sizes
about 51/^ is so heavy that it lasts only
a short time when the loom is in op-
eration. This 'makes the chief occu-
pation of the weaver that of changing
the filling when it runs out, and
at the mill, such cloths are usu-
ally called filling jobs. This continual
changing of the filling bobbins also
makes the percentage of production
rather low in comparison with many
fancy fabrics. It is also true that a
weaver cannot operate so many looms
as on ordinary goods largely because
of this above-mentioned continual
changing of shuttles. Because the
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weaver does not operate a great num-
ber of looms does not mean that the
yardage production per loom or per
weaver is not large, for it is. This is

occasioned because of the small num-
ber of picks per inch, namely, 24. This
will be clear to anyone who has ever
been connected with cloth making.
The small number of picks also ex-

plains other important features re-

garding the cloth. It is sometimes
necessary to operate looms at a some-
what lower speed than for other plain

fabrics, although not much slower
than would be noted on ordinary
dobby cloth.

PROFITS.
As previously stated, this fabric is

without doubt the largest seller of

any similar domestic cloth, and also

has as low a retail price as any yet
brought to light. This low price does
not indicate that the makers are not
reaping a harvest from such cloth

manufacturing. It will be noted from
the pnalvsis given that the cost of

manufacturing and selling is practical-

ly 9 cents per yard. This includes all

the expenses which should be incur-

red up to the jobber. The selling

house, it is understood, acts only as a
distributing agency for the mill, and
the costs for selling this cloth are
given at a conservative leval and one
which many houses could equal. Un-
der such circumstances, practically all

the profits made would accrue to the
mill. The net profit, as figured,

amounts to about 4 cents a yard. This
does nc t seem great for a novelty fab-
ric, but it is large when the actual
profits are consideT-ed. Due to the
very material production per loom,
a profit on a fabric of this character
would be much larger than on one
where the number of picks was high-
er, therefore 4 cents per yard on this

24-pick cloth means a profit rter loom
per week of at least $17.50. This gives

a rate of nrofit ner loom ner year of
ar^proximatply $900. At a loom valua-
tion of iS800. and this is conservative
for a mill prod'"" ring a fabric of this

kind, a n^t profit should be obtained
of over 110 Per CPPt a year. It is

verv likely that, with the economies
which this corporation is known to
adont. possibly more than this amount
is being secured, and the figures are

approximately correct for other mills
which might be inclined to produce
this cloth.

JUSTIFICATION FOR PRICE.

It can be said that very few cases
indeed are ever noted in tho domestic
markets where profits are so exces-
sive as they are on this fabric, but
there is something to be said regard-
ing these facts concerning the cloth
and the profits being obtained. On
plain materials which are now being
made, and which have been manufac-
tured continuously in large quanti-
ties, such as sheetings, duck, denims,
flannelette and other similar cloth,
a small profit a yard is all that any
mill expects to make, because they
are regular fabrics and require com-
paratively little ability to produce.
Operations are very regular on such
fabrics, and changes in style seldom
take place. Under such conditions,
when it is considered that present
cloth prices actually do represent a
net profit of 25 per cent on many
kinds of these cloths, even though
some are inclined to dispute the fact,

the comparison of profits shown on
this cloth does not appear so exces-
sive.

It takes abilitv and foresight to work
out a fabric which is adaptable to a
certain style and which can be made
at a price cheap enough to have a
large sale. Even in comparison with
many of the imported fabrics which
have sold at $1 a yard, it can be said
that this cloth shows as good value
as many of them, and at 25 cents a
T-rrd r'^tpil. In so far as the value to

the consumer is much greater than it

was a while ago, it can be said that
the mill profit on such a cloth is jus-
tifiable. There is a greater chance
taken in making such cloth, and it is

seldom that one is developed which
shows the high rate of profit named.
Competition is also very keen in the
making of such lines, and only by
getting in ahead of others can high
profits be obtained, and in a short
time others are likely to force com-
petition to a point where profits are
not so large. Cloths of this charac-
ter have onlv a short run at best, and
then combinations and adaptations are
necessary with the materials which
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happen to be in style, so that high mercerizatlon process. Many other
profits of this nature are compara- items might be given along the same
tively short lived. line, and so far as the styling is con-

IMPROVEMENT IN FABRICS. cerned, imported fabrics show no

In connection with the analysis of a f'^f^tfJf/^
^''®^^' adaptability or ef-

novelty fabric of this character it may „^™:* ^ ,..„., „. ^.,^«
be of advantage to again bring to no- FINDING YARN WEIGHTS,
tice the fact that the domestic Indus- In connection with what we have
try Las improved a great deai in the previously presented regarding the
past five years. This cloth is a good finding of yarn sizes, the finding of
illustration of the development of a the yarn weights and from this the
fabric to suit a demand, and that it is cost of the cloth is a rather simple
an improvement in price, so far as proceeding. The cotton used in this

the consumer is concerned, is worthy fabric is no different than that used

PATTERN.
28/1 Am. carded warp, colored. 1,824 total ends.
E.66 novelty, 3-ply filling. 24 picks tinished.
32 reed. 28" width in reed, 27" wide finished.

67 X 24 cloth count.
YARNS.

Cotton. Labor, waste, etc.
28/1 Am. carded, IMe" sta.; 5% hank dou. rov,, IJV2C. 16%c. = 28%c.
5.66 novelty, IHe" sta.; 5 hank dou. rov., 12 '/^c. 20 ^^c. = 33c.

COST.
1,824 ends 28/1 Am. carded + 10% take-up = .0857 @ 28 %c = $ .0246
24 picks 5.66 novelty =.1414 @ 33c = .0467

Weaving .0056
Expenses .004S

$ .0817
Washing, etc .0040

Mill cost $ .0857
Selling 0034

I .0891
Selling house price about 13c. net per yard.
Jobbing price about IGi^c. per yard.
Retail price 25c. per yard.
Yards per pound, 4.40.
Cost of producing at mill = 37.71c. per lb.

of notice, even though large profits in many of the ordinary fabrics, the
are being secured. An examination whole result being obtained from the
of the various lines of cloth which are combination of yarn and the method
being shown by converters and con- of making. TL^ weights are obtained
verting jobbers will emphasize the as follows:
fact that probably greater improve- 1.824 ends -i- (28/i x 840) = .0771. weight
ment has been made in the past five ,-Of warp without take-up.

years in cloth manufacturing in do- .%?i 'l^"?V\?,t t^'ot^i weight of warp
mestic mills than has ever taken place per yar^^i of cioth.

before in the same length of time. 24 picks x 28" reed width x 36" ^ ^^^ ^^^^^
Mercerized shirtings and dress goods, 36"

fast colors in combinations, decora- 672'-^"("5%6^'no^eYty x 840) = .I4i4. total
tions of real and artificial silk, the weight of fining per yard of cioth.

development of fabrics for a certain ^v"rd^
'^^^^ ^ '^^^^' ^°'^^ weight per

demand, and various other items of i.dooo V .2271 = 4.40 yards per pound.
interest are very evident. The new ^ .»
combinations have made another field rw/vmm/N«T «, -tn

which has almost established a new r.flTTflN FlfiAPRRY
industry in certain directions. This UUllUll UUni JJiU

is shown in one way by the large use This fabric is one of the very many
of mercerized cloths for men's shirt- which have a rather wide distribu-
ings. Without doubt, the present style tion, the prices varying greatly, de-
in men's shirts would never have been pending on the quality and weight of
\ised to a great extent except for the the goods, the material from which
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they are made and various other de-
tails of "manufacturing. In a general
way, such fabrics are not only made
in rather small quantities at the mills,

but they are sold in very restricted
amounts by the retailers. The vari-
ous avenues of distribution are rath-
er small, and do not compare with
those noted on the ordinary kinds of
cotton fabrics, such as dimities, lawns,
flannelettes, etc. All the above items
affect the price of the goods, and,
naturally, most of them are rather ex-
pensive. The fabric which we are to

be said that the yams in this cloth are
much liner than those ordinarily noted
in hammocks.

WOVEN ON JACQUARD LOOMS.
Many of the cloths such as that

analyzed, and, in fact, most of the
ones sold in any large quantities, are
prouiiced on jatquard looms. These
looms are tied up in a coarser count
than that noted in most cotton and
silk fabrics, few of them being as
high a count as 100 per inch, and most
of them much lower than this amount.

Cotton Drapery.

consider is one of the very cheap
cloths which are made and sold for
the use as noted. Such cloths are
sometimes used for other purposes
than draperies, but this purpose forms
the largest portion of the sales. It

can be said that the profits from mak-
ing and selling these cloths are larger
than for other cloths, mainly because
the distribution is small, and the
amount of yardage sold is a rather
small amount. These cloths are very
similar to many which are used for
hammocks, and other purposes where
the cloth count li low, althou|^h it can

The cloth we have analyzed was prob-
ably made on an ordinary 400 jac-
quard head, with a tie-up of some-
where in the vicinity of 50 threads per
inch. This makes the total pattern
repeat about 8 inches in width. It

may be i ossible that this cloth instead
of being made as noted was tied up
100 per inch with a pattern of about
4 inches insterd of 8 inches. The
repeat of the pattern is about
4 inches wide, there being two repeats
to the jacquard machine. Of course,
if the machine was tied up 100 per
inch there would have to l?e al^QUt
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one-half of the machine cast
out in the weaving of this cloth. In a
great many fancy drapery labrics the
jacquard machines are tied up so as
to produce a border. This is done by
having a certain number of hooks in
the jacquard machine set aside and
tied up so that they operate only on
one side of the cloth. In other cases,
fabrics are woven double width with
an open space down the center of the
cloth, and when the fabric is woven,
this open space is cut and made into a
sort of fringe. At other times the
fringe, if there is any, is added after
the fabric is woven.

YARNS USED.

In the cloth consid-ered the yarns
which have been used in manufactur-
ing are not different from those noted
in very many fabrics, but the combina-
tion is not customary. The warp yarn
is composed entirely of black, and the
yarn is such as might be noted in

many medium or rather fine dyed yarn
fabrics, although the cloth count is

rather low, being only 50 threads per
inch. In a great many pf these fab-
rics the cloth count is low, not only
in order to aid in producing a fabric
at a low cost, but also to give a certain
amount of softness not customary
when fabrics are woven with a high
';oiint and heavy yarns. In some kinds
\JL cloths carded yarns are used, and
in other cases, the yarns are of

combed construction. The figure
which is woven on the cloth is made
entirely by the filling, and although
there are two kinds of fil^'ng used only
one of them brings out the effect. In
the first place, there is a fine black
filling used, somewhat similar to the
warp yarn. This is much finer in size

than is ordinarily noted in dyed yarn
fabrics. Both black warp and filling

are probably yc:rn dyed, because, in

the large majority of instances, this

is the method adopted in dyeing yarns
for such kinds of cloth. Tho filling

which produces the pa. tern is also
dyed, but instead of being black it has
a golden color, and besides being dyed,
it is also mercerized. As is usual, this
mercerized yarn is much heavier in

size than the yarns used in the ground
clo*h, for this mercerized varn pro-

duces the effect, and, therefore, needs
to be more prominent.

MBRCERIZATION.
A few ideas regarding the process

of mercerization may be of interest
when this cloth is being considered,
a.-d, tiifcieiore, a lew tacts are given,
although there has been no intention
Gi gi.iiig a minut3 descripiion. When
ordinary cotton is examined, it pre-
sents an appearance somewhat like a
rather flat twisted tube with curled
edges. This is when ripe cotton fibres

are considered. When this same cot-
ton is mercerized, it seems to swell
out and appear more like a small
glass rod with many of the rough
edges eliminated, and this smoothness
imparts the luster which mercerized
yarn contains. It must be remember-
ed that when cotton is allowed to

shrink practically no luster results,
LiTt when either cotton fibres, yarns
or cloths are held out tightly when im-
iiersed, the result is a smooth and
glossy appearance, which is perma-
nent. There are various chemicals
which will produce these effects on
cotton fibres, but, due to reasons of
economy, practically only one solution
is used to any great extent. The
strength of this solution will vary, de-
pending on the temperature at which
the process is accomplished, and no
great difference in result is apparent
even if a stronger solution than is

necessary be used. As a usual thing,
the shrinkage, when it is allowed, will

amount to about 20 per cent, although
this amount will vary somewhat.
When this process is done commer-
cially, the excess of chemical in the
solution is separated after the process
is accomplished, and is then used
again. It can be said that the large
use which has been made of this proc-
ess of late has been instrumental in

reducing the costs of operation and
making it possible of application to a
great many fabrics where the cost of
doing it made it formerly imprac-
ticable. Of course, a large majority of
products can be either mercerized in

the yarn or in the cloth. Yarns are
mercerized in two methods, the first

being in a skein form where the
skeins are placed on a sort of drum
which is immersed in the solution
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and wherein the drum prevents
shrinking. The second method is to

mercerize tlie yarn in a cliain form,
the machine employed making it pos-
sible to keep the yarn under tension
wiiile it IS in the solution. Both of

these processes were used quite ex-
tensively before the final decision was
reached that the patents which had
formerly been granted did not hold, al-

though, naturally, few outside of the
various plants knew they wer-e being
used. Recently, there has been a
large increase in the sale of fabrics
which are mercerized. These are of
two kinds. The first is that class
wherein soft or rather soft twist yarn
is used as filling, and which is held
tightly in the filling direction when it

is mercerized; in other words, the

SOFT TWIST FILLING

is the portion of the cloth which re-
ceives the mercerization. The second
class of fabrics is that which is com-
posed of soft twist two-ply warp, and
which is held tightly lengthwise of

the fabric, and in which the warp
yarn receives the luster. In the first

class of cloths is the long list of shirt-
ings, waistings and other rather fine

fabrics, while in the second division
are the mercerized poplins and sim-
ilar fabrics, and in which list is in-

cluded some kinds of draperies. A
while ago it was believed that the
process was of small value to any
fabric which was produced from short
staple cotton or from carded yarns,
but recent events, notably the lower-
ing of costs of operation and improve-
ment in handling has made it of
value in certain cheap cloths; that is,

the cost of applying makes it pos-
sible to obtain a high enough price to
warrant the process. The reason why
longer staple cotton is used in many
cases is because less twist can be ap-
plied to the yarn and still have enough
strength to make the yarn usable.
Longer staple cotton produces strong-
er yarn, because of the greater num-
ber of contact or friction points when
it is spun. The small amount of twist
is desirable in mercerization because
it allows the fibres to lie more nearly
parallel with a consequently higher
luster. The increase of twist crinkles

the fibre, and because the fibres are
not straight, decreases the luster.

METHOD OF MAKING PATTERN.

In this identical cloth, the pattern
is produced in the following manner:
The black warp and black filling yarn
weave plain throughout the whole fab-

ric. Of course, this cloth has to be
woven on a jacquard box loom, for

two kinds of filling are used. This
box-loom motion introduces two picks
of black yarn and then two picks of

mercerized yarn. When the figure is

to be produced, the mercerized yarn
is allowed to float and does not weave
in with the black warp yarn. There
is one point which is worthy of note,

and which is probably done to allow
the mercerized filling to spread ?,s

much as possible, and this is that one
pick of black is placed in the same
shade with the mercerized yarn, ex-

cepting where the figure is being
woven. The mercerized yarn is wo-
ven two picks in a shade, and this

process makes two picks of mercer-
ized yarn and ODe pick of black yarn
in a shade together, excepting where
the figure is formed. It is also prob-
ably true that this cloth was woven
face down in the loom, as by means
of this process fewer hooks in the jac-
quard head are raised, and a better
weaving job results. To produce the
effect noted in the finished cloth there
is employed a shearing process which
clips off the floats of mercerized yam
which have been woven for the fig-

rrp- thpt is, instead of having the
cloth effect formed by the floats of
mercerized yarn, it is formed by the
black warp and filling which remain,
and which have been woven plainly
underneath the mercerized fllling fig-

ure. It will be seen that this shearing
process has not clipped off all of the
filling floats. It is always a problem
to make flgures of this nature in this

kind of fabric which can be sheared
successfully, although the problem is

much easier with filling floats than it

is with warn floats. In very few cloths-

are the re?;ults entirely satisfactory
nnl^<5S the leneth of floats is from one-
nuarter to three-eighths of an inch in

length, and even then, it often hap-
pens that threads are left on the cloth.
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Of course^ the result obtained is many Its to the cloth maker. Retailers do
times a question of price, for cloths surely obtain a much larger percent-
can be sheared very closely indeed age of profit on all kinds of drapery
when the cloth price is of little conse- fabrics than they do on many kinds of
quence, but when a cheap fabric is be- dress fabrics. This is claimed to be
ing considered, an excessive price for necessary because of the small turn-
the shearing operation would not be over in the sale of such materials, but
warranted by the selling prices ob- both cloth makers and cloth users of-
tained. ten comment on the prices for fabrics

COST OF MAKING °^ ^^^^^ character. One interesting
item is that it is sometimes possible

It is a quite well-known fact that to purchase cloth of practically identi-
the cost of making any kind of nov- cal construction but sold in two differ-

elty fabric will vary greatly. In the ent departments of the same store and
first place, many makers have to pur- at radically different prices, and this
chase their entire supply of yarn when will tend to prove that selling methods
a special cloth is to be made. Then, do have a great deal of infiuence on
too, certain mills can make ordinary the prices to consumers, and they

PATTERN.
2 2

40/1 Am. combed black — 1,748 — = 1,748 ends.
10 10

70/1 Am. combed black "1

y Filling, 60 picks total per inch.
20/2 Eg. combed gold J
24 reed, 36" width in reed, 34%" wide, finished.

50 X 60 finished count.
YARNS.

Labor, waste,
Cotton. dyeing, etc.

40/1 Am. combed black, l%"sta.; 8 hank dou. rov., 18c. 24V^c. = 42%c.
70/1 Am. combed black, l%"sta.; 14 hank dou. rov., 24c. SSVzC. == 57%c,
20/2 Eg. combed gold, l%"sta.; 4 hank dou. rov., 26c. 24^40. = 50^c.

COST.
1,748 ends 40/1 Am. combed + 5% take-up = .0547 @ 42%c = $ .0233
30 picks 70/1 Am. combed = .0183 @ STVac = .0105
30 picks 20/2 Eg. combed = .1286 @ 50%c = .0646

Weaving .0190
Expenses -. .0198
Shearing, etc .0025

I .1397
Yards per pound, 4.96.
Retail price, 39c. per yard.

dyed yarn but have no apparatus for have to be considered in the distribu-
mercerizing. Due to such conditions, tion of merchandise.

tl:il.rm^akrih?^p'ro*^f o\°Sin°e'dX
^^CQUARD PATTERNS,

various manufacturers of widely dif- That every kind of cloth can be
ferent amounts, even if a good price treated in a method which might be
be obtained for the cloth. One other called different is not often realized
reason why the cost of making such in the cloth trade. Take this individ-
cloths will vary is because of the com- ual cloth, for example, and it can be
paratively small size of orders re- seen that the painting of the jacquard
ceived, when compared with many design can be made much simpler
other cotton fabrics, and because most than it would appear at first glance,
of the above lines are not regular It will be noted that the ground or
ones, they are likely to be made in black yarn weaves plain continually,
small mills where the costs of pro- so that for all the black filling only
duction are naturally high. Prices two different jacquard cards are nec-
are, for the foregoing reasons, natu- essary, as each two following black
rally steep for such fabrics when first picks are duplicates of the preceding
sold, but this is a natural condition, two. Because of the above reason,

fmd may not allow any excessive prof- the cards for all the black picks can
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be cut on a repeater and in a much
shorter time than if done on the or-

dinary card cutter. Not only can the
above process be adopted and these
cards be introduced into their correct
positions before the card set is laced
up, but, in addition, the design can be
laid out and painted, taking account
only of the mercerized filling yarn.
The design paper should te planned
to apply correctly when this is done,
but it is one of the means of reducing
the cost. With the correct method,
it is not even necessary to have the
weave painted on the mercerized yarn
ground, but the result can be produced
by merely painting in the places
where the filling floats or figure are
produced. Methods of saving time in

the painting of jacquard designs are
in use in many forms, and these meth-
ods will vary according to the work
being done. The adaptability of the
man producing the work is of much
influence in the easiest method being
obtained, but unquestionably all the
processes used do greatly help in low-
ering the cost.

To find the weights of the yarn and
the yards per pound the process is as
follows:

1,748 ends -^ (840 X 40/1) = .0520. weight
of warp without take-up.

5% take-up in weaving.
.0520 -T- .95 = .0547, total weight of warp

per yard of woven cloth.
30 picks X 36" width in reed X 36"

= 1.080

yards of filling (both 70/1 and 20/2).
1.080 ^ (840 X 70/1) = .0183. weight of

70/1 filling per vard of cloth.
1.080 -i- (840 X 20/2) = .1286. weight of

20/2 fllllng per -yard of cloth.
.0547 -f .0183 + .1286 = .2016, total weight

per yard.
1.0000 H- .2016 = 4.96 yards per pound.

SILK MIXTURE MARQUISETTE
This class of fabric has quite a gen-

eral use and although not so large as
many of the ordinary cloths, still it is

of importance in cloth sales. Espe-
cially has this been true during the
past few years, when light materials
have been us'?d as overdr<=RS8s snd
for other purposes, which add to the
attractiveness in the finished garment.
It is probable that most of this cloth
is made wholly from siik yarn, but

it is also manufactured from silk and
cotton and entirely from cotton. To
make the open work desirable it is

necessary to use yarns of small diam-
eter, this being one of the reasons why
silk is used and why most of the cot-
ton cloths are of fine or comparatively
fine yarns. In few cases is there any
great attempt to finish the fabric so
that there will be a large amount of
luster, the

MAIN PURPOSE
being to obtain an open effect with
a comparatively firm texture, that is,

one which does not slip badly. Be-
cause the yarns are so fine and the
count of the cloth so low, it is neces-
sary to use a weave much different
than that employed on most of the
ordinary fabrics sold. This weave is

generally called gauze and is the sim-
plest form of leno weave used.
Inasmuch as the cloth analyzed

takes the place of some of the more
expensive articles, and because it has
developed a field which neither all silk

nor all cotton fills, it may be well to
consider it in some detail. A few
years ago quite large quantities of
similar fabrics were made and sold,

but they were ^enerallv dyed solid

colors, while to-day fabrics are ap-
pearins: which have printed patterns
and which undoubtedly will have a
large use because of their attmctive
appearance. Of course, it is admitted
that the cloth as a fabric is not of
much value, excepting when used with
oth^r iraterials, and thus the sale de-
pends a great deal on style, much
more so than when other fabrics are
considered, but style to-day is of large
influence in the use of any cloth. In

fact, many believe it has more to do
with successful operation and satis-

factory proflts than any other one
item.

CLOTH CONSTRUCTION.
As previously stated, the weave is

what is called plain eauze, or, where
one thread crosses first to one side
and then to the other side of another
thread, usually called the ground
thread. This process of weaving does
not result in the threads lying parallel
as in most cloths, but the threads
twist around each other and through
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this twisting the filling is held tightly

and the warp does not slip even

though there are no threads along-

side to hold them in.

Cloth of this character is produced

in different ways, sometimes the or-

dinary leno motion with doups is em-

of different sizes, hut, inasmuch as

both threads are che same size and

twist around each other, their take-

ups and weaving are similar. It is,

however, necessary to place the sel-

vage ends on a separate beam or

spool, because these ends do not take

lllillllj

Silk Mixture Marquisette.

ployed with operation from the bot-
tom, while at other times special
reeds are used, and it is also possible
to use patented heddles which oper-
ate in a manner similar to the doups
ordinarily seen. It is not necessary to
place the crossing and ground threads
on different beams, as is done in most
kinds of leno work where changes are
not regular and where the yarns are

up in as great amounts as the ground
parr of the fabric.

The weaving take-up is generally
small, because the yarns are fine and
they do not have to bend very much
through the introduction of the filling.

ANOTHER FEATURE
which has to be considero'l in plan-
ning any kind of an all-over leno
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Cloth is that comparatively few picks
can be placed in the fabric. This is

not because the filling yarn fills the
spaces available, but because the warp
threads take up a great deal of room
in crossing back and forth, and for a
certain size of yarn only, a certain
number of crossings can be made.
For the above reason the actual cloth
construction should be worked out at
the mill, a few picks too low will pro-
duce a cloth which will slip, while a
few picks too many will cause a bad
weaving job and a large number of
seconds. Much of the cloth made
some time ago was woven with 60-2
warp and two-thread 32-38 Tussah
filling. Because of the rubbing and
strain on the yarn, it is customary to
use two-ply warp of rather fine char-
acter. Too many picks of light silk
filling are objectionable in that the
fabric will not hold them, and the
beating up of the reed is likely to cut
them, making small places in the
cloth, which appear as if the leno mo-
tion does not operate, and naturally
very many of such places will create
a second.

WEAVING.
Even to anyone not faml'iar with

cloths or the making of them, the
weaving of such a fabric would be ex-
pected to be the item of greatest in-
terest not only because the fabric is

different but because of a different
method of producing. In the first

place, it is easy enough to note that
the two threads cross every pick to
form the effect produced and that the
whole fabric is nothing more nor less
than the repetition of weave noted on
these two threads. This can be seen
from the illustration which we pre-
sent. The leno or crossing threads
are in solid color, while the ground
threads are made of vertical lines and
the filling is represented by the twill
lines.

It will be noticed that the fabric
ground does not weave together at
all, for the ground threads are always
depressed and the filling threads al-

ways pass over the top, the only way
the threads are held together being
through the crossing back and forth
of the leno threads. Of course, the
leno and ground threads cross each

other and, inasmuch as the take-up
on both of them is the same, they
twist around each other in a similar
manner, although for purposes of
clearness we have not indicated them
in this manner. The crossing thread
is always on the top shed when the
filling is introduced, while the ground

. thread is always depressed. To show
how this above result is accomplished
on the loom may not be so easy, al-

though by referring to the illustra-

tion the process may be observed.
The threads are first drawn through
heddles on harnesses just as if ordi-
nary plain cloth were to be made, tke
first thread on the first harness and
the second thread on the second har-
ness, this operation being repeated
until the whole warp is drawn in.

There is, however, in front of these
two harnesses a

REGULAR HARNESS

containing heddles, and also another
slip harness containing no heddles.
From the base of the first or slip har-
ness are cords which pass up and
through the eyes of the second harness
heddles. Thus it will be seen that when
the first harness or slip is raised, the
cords Ji^ free to slide through the
heddle^^l^s of the second, while,
when th^ second is raised, the first

is raised with it, because of the doups
being through the eyes. Of course,
if operated in this manner, there will

be quite a strain on the cords, so an
arrangement is usually made where-
by the first harness is always raised
when the second is, though the first

can be raised when the second is not.

One of the threads which has already
been drawn on the back harness is

again drawn through the cord loop
which goes through the heddle eye,
and when this has been done the
other or ground thread is crossed
over. The whole warp is then reeded
end is now ready for the loom.
although it must be recognized that
crossing and ground threads must be
drawn in the same dent in the reed or
they will not operate.

OPERATION SIMPLE.

The operation of the loom is simple
and is as follows: When the back
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harness is raised the front harness, or

the one containing the cords, is also

raised, and the threads pull the cords
through the heddle eyes, thus lifting

the crossing thread on one side of the

ground thread. At the same time the
harness containing the ground thread
is left down and the filling passes
over this portion of the warp. On the
next pick the back harness, which was
raised on the first pick, is left down,
together with the harness containing
the ground warp; in other words, the
whole warp is down as far as the plain
back harnesses are concerned, but the
first and second harnesses are raised,

and, because the loop is held tightly
in the heddle eye, the crossing thread
is pulled around to the other side of
the ground thread, thus bringing the
opposite position from that noted on
the previous pick. These two opera-
tions are continued throughout the
cloth. To make the weaving easier
and to relieve the strain on the yarn, a
motion is applied to the back of the
loom which lets off a certain amount
of yarn when the crossing is taking
place, but which pulls back the extra
yarn when it is unnecessary.

A great deal of the success obtained
when making a leno or gauze fabric
depends upon the care with which the
loom is set. Not only will the percent-
age of production be higher, together
with a smaller number of seconds if

care be exercised, but the cords or
doups in the crossing motion will
wear much longer and will make the
cost of production less. Even at best,
these cords wear out quite rapidly
Another item which needs attention
is to see that all the reeds used are
in perfect condition, for if there be a
few crooked dents, this will cause an
open place in the cloth with the warp
thread spaced irregularly, and which
effect cannot be eradicated when the
cloth is finished.

LOOMS OPERATED.

The question of operatives and pro-
duction is one which requires much
consideration when such a cloth is to

be woven. As will be seen from the
analysis, the weaving cost U high, and
it forms a much larger share of the
total cost than is the case on most

fabrics. Anything which will permit
an increased production should be
tried, or it might be well to increase
the looms per weaver, even if the
percentage or production decreases
somewhat, but this is not a good plan
if the number of seconds increases
radically. As style is responsible for
a great portion of the use of such
cloth, the quality made is largely in-

strumental in bringing good prices,

and, therefore, this should be kept as
high as possible. To show how much
the cost is affected by the production,
it can be said that a 5 per cent in-

crease in loom production will mean
a saving of 45 cents a yard in the
cost, or a saving of 9 1-3 cents a
pound in the cloth. Of this saving
35 cents a yard will be on the weaving
alone, and, besides, with a greater
production, a smaller amount per yard
is needed for dividends. In other
words, a 5 per cent increase will mean
a saving of over $1 a loom per week
and, with 100 looms operating, would
be the same as saving the wages of
more than 10 men at $10 a week. Just
how far some of the cost systems in
use are fundamentally wrong is illus-

trated well by the cloth being con-
sidered.

It often happens that to obtain the
total cost a certain percentage is add-
ed to the weaving cost to obtain the
expense cost. This method may give
fairly satisfactory results where con-
structions do not change much and
where looms per operative do not
vary widely, but where constructions,
yarns and methods of making are rad-
ically different s jt each fabric, the
cost of making obtained in such a
manner is obviously incorrect. The
expenses per loom in most mills do
not vary so widely as the cost of
weaving, mainly because the expense
items per loom are many of them
fixed, while the percentage of produc-
tion per loom and the looms per op-
erative may be radically different on
the various styles. The loom speed
for leno cloth is not so high as it is

for many other fancy woven fabrics;
for it is necessary to have more time
for the threads to cross satisfactorily.

Even with this slower speed the per-
centage of loom production will be
lower than it is on most fancy woven
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fabrics and radically lower than it is

on plain cloths.

PLANNING PRODUCTION.

Inasmuch as this kind of cloth is

most always produced in cotton mills,

and as long as the yardage produced
from a pound of cotton is large, cer-

tain problems have to be considered
when orders are taken. If a mill is

planned to make the yarns used in

weaving, and most of them are, it will

losing money when standing idle.

If cloth prices are to be made with
this machinery standing idle ther?
should be sufficient leeway to permit
of a satisfactory profit on all of the
machines in the plant. Of course,
quite a few mills sell yarn when their

looms are operating on novelty fab-
rics for which yarn must be pur-
chased, or in which little material is

required. This can be done success-
fully if the styles do not change rap-
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Weave.

be evident that when such cloths are
being produced the spinning and ac-
cessory machinery, or a large portion
of it, will be standing idle. Some do
not consider this yarn making machin-
ery when they are considering profits,

but it is very evident tliat profits will
m.t be so large as mey have been fig-

ured, because the preparatory machin-
ery expense will have to be carried K-y

the looms, for instead of the spinning
and other machinery making a profit,

or even operating at cost, it will be

idly, for prices on sale yarn can be
made as low as cost, and even
then a mill is at some advantage be-
cause tne organization is being held
together. The selling of cloths which
ke.3p all or nearly all of a mill's ma-
chinery in operation requires a great
deal of judgment and is ouv^ of the
items which, up to the present time.

has been neglected, but better train-

ing and more accurate records are
making the problem much simpler
than it was, and without doubt tbis
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policy is saving money for some mills many printed warp fabrics which
making novelty cloths. are often produced in silk and at cer-

METHOD OF FINISHING. ^ain tf^^^'^^Jj^oKo^p^^p^^^
„^^„ ^^_

There is nothing in the finishing of ishing such fabrics to have a large
such a fabric as t.iat aaalyzecl wnich share of the ground c;oth with plain

is particularly troublesome, excepting effects, so that the underdress may be
that the cloth is of rather light weight partially visible, the patterns being
and not very strong, and, therefore, added more for attractiveness in gen-
must be handled carefully. As the eral effects than for any other pur-
cloth is composed of silk and cotton, pose. Few realize the number of
it must be bleached in the usual meth- high quality fabrics now being pro-
od employed for the combinations of duced in domestic mills and the
these materials. Wlien the fabric has adaptability which is being used in

been bleached it is sometimes dyed a making them desirable from a con-

PATTERN.
100/2 Sea Island combed 1,408 = 1,408

2 2

100/2 Sea Island combed — — = 128
32 32

1.536 total ends.
14/16 2 thread Canton silk filling, 44 picks.
50 reed, 29" width in reed, 26" grey width, 25%" finished width.

56 X 44 ground count finished.

YARNS.
Labor, Twist-

Cotton, waste, etc. ing.
100/2 Sea Island combed, 1%" sta.; 20 hank dou. rov., 32c. 42c. 8c. = $ .82
14/16 2 thread silk, 140,000 yards per lb., on quills, = 3.75

COST.
1,408 ends 100/2 Sea Island combed + 7% take-up == .0360 @ $ .82 = $ .0295
128 ends 100/2 Sea Island combed .+ 2% take-up = .0031 @ .82 = .0026
44 picks 14/16 2 thread Canton = .0091 @ 3.75 = .0341

Weaving , .0534
Expenses .0140

$ .1336
Selling .0027

$ .1363
Mill selUng price, (about) .1525
Finishing, printing, etc .0300

Converter's cost (without expenses) $ .1825

Price to retailer (about) $ .2600
Price to consumer .3800

All over leno weave, changing every pick.
Yards per pound, 20.75 (grey).

solid color with a dyestuff which re- sumers' standpoint. It is such im-
quires only one bath, while at other provement and adaptability which is

times it is dyed in tYo colors, and going to make the future of the do-
through the means of two processes, mestic industry certain, and when
the silk being dyed with one kind of consideration is given to the amount
color while the cotton remains white, of progress made during the past five
and a subsequent process makes the years the situation is truly one in
cotton the desired color. The fabric which domestic sellers may well take
we have considered has been bleached, pride.
but instead of being dyed, it is printed, ^.^ ^^^.tt wt?tpwtq
the patterns being no different than

C1.U1H WJ^lUHlb.

those applied ordimrilv to lieht cot- Fabrics such as that considered are
tons, or silk and cottons used for dress usually sold by the mill in a grey or
purposes. The colors are usually light unfinished state, that is, they are
shades, and because of the open work made f grey or unbleached cotton,
of the fabric the effect is rather sub- and the cloth appearance is, many
dued, appearing somewhat similar to times, nothing like that which it is
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when sold over the counter. For this

reason the weights and yarns are giv-
en in their grey state. Take the warp
in this cloth, and without doubt the
size when used was 100-2, but as it

stands in the finished cloth, the size

is nearer 110-2. This finer size comes
Irom the handling and fulling of the
cloth and from washing and bleach-
ing. The silk filling used was prob-
ably two-thread 14-16 Canton silk.

We have used in our analysis a yard-
age of 140,000 for this silk, although
this is not the theoretical yardage,
but is one which is somewhat lower,
and is a sort of protection to the cloth
maker for variation in size. It must
be remembered that when the cloth
is bleached and boiled out this

silk will lose a varying amount
thro"gh loss of gum. the loss differ-

ing according to conditions of finish-

ing, though it is probable the per-
centage would be from 15 to

20 per cent. When the yarn sizes
have been obtained and the take-up in
weaving noted, the problem of finding
the weights of the yarn, and from
these weights the yards per pound, is

easily accomplished, and is as fol-

lows:

1.408 ends --- (100/2 X 840) = .0335, weight
of ground warp without take-up.

7% take-up in weaving.
.0335 -f- .93 = .0360, total ground warp
weight per vard of cloth.

128 ends -r- (100/2 X 840) = .0030, weight
of selvage yarn without take-up.

2% take-up in weaving.
.0030 -^ .98 = .0031. total selvage weight

per yprd of cloth.
44 picks X 29" reed width X 36"

= 1,276 yds.
36"

of filling per yard of cloth.
1,276 -4- 140,000 yards silk = .0091. total
weight of filling per yard of cloth.

.0360 + .0031 -f .0091 = .0482, total weight
per yard.

1.0000 -T- .0482 = 20.75 yards per pound.

SILK MIXTURE BROCADE
There has been a great deal of in-

terest during the past year or more
regarding the sale of fabrics compos-
ed of silk and cotton. Various causes
contributed to a large slump in the
purchasing of these cloths during the
past year, and while many believed
there was to be only a small demand
for them some time, a great many
others were convinced that such

cloths when made in good quality
would have a good sale. It can be
said that fabrics of this character are
available for certain uses, and that

they fill a place which neither all cot-

ton nor all silk can. This results from
the fact that material wholly made of

silk is rather expensive and when fab-

rics are made entirely of cotton they
do not have the effect desired by a
great many consumers, therefore the
combination of materials makes a
cloth which offers quite a good deal of

value and an effect which many times
would be considered as being produced
from silk entirely. Naturally, the
large majority of such materials are
rather light in weight and they are
used for dresses, waists and almost
any other purpose where a light cloth
is suitable and where a great deal of

hard wear is not encountered.

REGARDING DEVELOPMENT.
Fabrics made of these materials are

liable to be very ragged looking if the
construction is poor, and this is the
main reason why there was a slack-
ening in demand. There is no reason
wh ^ there should not be a continued
and satisfactory demand for fabrics of
this nature, and without doiiht the next
few years will see a good many of
them used.
Inasmuch as these cloths have not

been made and sold in large quanti-
ties for any length of time, it may
be well to state a few facts regarding
their making. In a general way it can
be said that the large use of fabrics
of this character has grown during the
past ten years. ^IthoT-e-h th-^v were
manufactured quite a while before this
time. When first produced the combi-
nations were of rather unknown quan-
tity and the results not always satis-

factory, but in time beautiful results
were produced. It is only within the
past five years that the cloth finishing
process has improved to such a great
extent as it has. Of course, before
this time the cloth was finished in a
satisfactory manner, but the appear-
ance has been greatly improved since
that time.

PRICES WERE HIGH.

When these fabrics were first pro-
duced the prices were very high at
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retail, probably because of their simi-
larity to silk fabrics. At that time it

was possible to see fabrics of this

character selling at anywhere from
75 cents to one dollar or even more
per yard, and which can now be pur-
chased at from 25 to 35 cents per yard.

This has come about largely because
of the greater amount of competition
in the making of such clcths, for

there has been a big increase in com-
petition in the domestic market during
the past ten years on fine and fancy
fabrics. In some clasi:? of these ma-
terials silk is uced for the varp yam

ordinarily either 14-16 two-thread
Canton or else 22-26 single Canton.
Iiie latter size si^k is somewhat finer

than the former and is used in the
cheaper grade of material. The fore-
going sta.e.ients do not rrean that
other silks are not used in making
silk and cotton mixtures, but by far
the largest quantities are the silks

named.

PERCENTAGE OP PRODUCTION.
Fabrics of this ch?racter are made

in well-equipped mills, as a usual
thing. That is, they have looms that

Silk Mixture Brocade.

and cotton for the filling yarn, while
in other instances cotton warp is used
together with silk filling. In the first

class of fabrics are silk and cotton eo-
liennes, poplins, crepes and some
other materials, while in the second
class are the so-called Canton silks
of various kinds.
When silk warp is used it is the cus-

tom to use Italian silk for the warp.
The size of yarn used will vary some-
what, dpppndine rnion thp c^'^'l't'O'-'p in
the different mills, some mills "being
able to use finer yarns than others, al-

though the variation is comparatively
small. When silk filling is used it is

can handle silk and fine cotton yams,
for it is generally necesspry to use fine

cotton in combination with silk to give
a fabric which is suitable. A great
many manufacturers were afraid to go
into the use of silk, because they
thought it would create a great deal
of trouble in weaving. Continued at-

tempts have proved that such was not
the C'Pe, bec^upe in a n-'sjo^itv of the
instances a greater percentage of pro-
duction is obtained than if a whole
cotton '^lo^h y'eve ^eiTT? •m^d'^ Tn fab-
rics which are of good quality and
made by combinations of these mate-
rials it is usually the case that the
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Bilk costs win about equal one-half
the total cost of the cloth, including
the labor and cotton yarn charges and
expenses. The effects which can be
produced are many times very beauti-
ful, and the silk tends to bring out the
weave to a greater extent than if cot-

ton alone were used.
The percentage of production will

depend a great deal on circumstances,
but under the right conditions no
trouble should be experienced. If the
reel's pre poor and siW warp is being
used the roughness will rub the yarn
and cause many breakages, besides
making an uneven cloth. It is also
true that rough heddles or cracked
heddle eyes will cause breakages in

the warp if silk be used. Because
of the fineness of the silk filling it is

not so necessary to change bobbins
as if cotton yarn were being used for
rough filling. In most instances the
filling is purchased on quills and
ready to use in the shuttle, although
there are mills which purchase the
silk on spools and quill it themselves.

THE ORGANIZATION.
One of the most important, if not

the most important, item in connec-
tion with making cloth cf this charac-
ter is the relation which the produc-
tion bears to the machinery equip-
ment in the mill. It would be a
rather foolish process to have a mill
entirely equipped for producing cot-
ton cloth and then to start in making
fabrics of this nature and have quite
a large share of the machinery idle

as a result. Some mills when mak-
ing cloth of this nature sell yam,
and this keeps their extra machinery
In operation, and while sometimes not
returning a profit it keeps the organ-
ization at the mill intact, or until

cotton cloths are more desirable.
Cases have been known where yarn
production was sold and where mix-
ture novelties were woven to take
care of the looms and keep the weav-
ers. Prices were made in this in-

stance at low levels to obtain a suf-
ficient auantity of orders.

Silk mills object to selling silk on
spools in some cases, largely because
if tbe sUk is snM in this manner It

keens their flline machinery idle

and their organization is planned to

produce the silk on quills. Of
course, if the profit in making cloth
of this character is high enough to
warrant the carrying of the overhead
charges when the rest of the plant is

idle it is a different proposition, but
there is always the item of keeping
in touch with customers and keeping
operatives employed, and that these
are of great importance is being
shown very clearly in to-day's manu-
facturing.

LOOMS USED.
Inasmuch as these cloths represent

some of the finest productions in the
domestic market, it can be said that
they are made in the newer and bet-
ter equipped plants. In a general way
these fabrics are made on dobby and
jacquard looms, although there are
quite a good many which are pro-
duced on plain looms. Many of the
dobby patterns are made on looms
which operate up to 24 harnesses, and
probably most of the jacquard pat-
terns are made on either 400 or 600
head machines. This does not signify
that the count of these machines is

the same in very many instances,
because the tie-up will vary. Most
of these jacquard looms were install-

ed to make shirting materials and
in few cases is the tie-up per inch
over 120, while in many instances,
it is lower than this amount.
Probably the largest amount of

cloth produced with any one warp
count is that made with a connt of 96
threads, and the number of nicks will

vary, depending on the price paid and
other conditions. As a usual thing
when the warp count is the above
amonnt, the si7.e of yarn uspd is 60-1.

Fabrics wherein silk is used for warp
or fill in.2: are .srenerally of narrow width,
although during the past year or so
there has been an increase in the
amount of wider cloths made. It may
be well to make mention of the fact

that most of the ground weaves
where patterns are made are plain

weaves. This is done beeanse it makes
a firmer ground and makes it less

necessary to have a high count. As
there is a large sale at present for
silk brocades there has been a line of
fabrics brought out to imitate them,
which are called silk and cot-
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ton brocades. These have a satin
ground in which the filling floats, giv-

ing an appearance very similar to

many all-silk fabrics. Because the
ground weave is satin it is necessary
to have the cloth count higher than
if the cloth weave is plain. This will

be noted when it is pointed out that
the count on this fabric is 112 x 116
in the grey state. The weaves used
are very simple, although the effect is

quite striking, due to the contrasting
colors.

CLOTHS DETAILS.

The fabric we have analyzed is of
course made on a jacouard machine,
and it may be well to give a few facts
regarding its construction. The loom
on which this cloth was made is call-

ed a 400-jacauard. In this machine
there are eight hooks in a row and
50 rows in the head. Without doubt
it was made on a double lift machine
which contains actually 800 hooks, but
there are two hooks which operate
on each neck cord and which allow
the loom to be operated at a faster
speed than would otlip-^^-is'5 b^ p-^s-

sible. Even though there are 800
hooks in the machine it actually
worVs as a 40<^-he''.d. "T^h^ -n-anh-'riH

is tied up in the comber board 120
threads per inch, giving 3 1-3 inches,
the width of the tie-up in the comber
board

:

31^ width of tie-up.

In making this cloth a 54-reed was
undoubtedly used. This gives the num-
ber of dents in the reed as 180:

54 reed X 3%" = 180 dents.
180 dents X 2 ends in a dent = 360 ends

in the repeat, or 360 hooks to use.
400 hooks — 360 hooks = 40 hooks cast out.
40 hooks -i- 8 hooks in a row = 5 rows

cast out.

There are various methods of cast-
ing out hooks not used in making a
cloth, but where there are so few
cast out as in the preserl instance it

does not make very much difference
where they are cast out, although
it can be said th^t it is bptter to est
out more than two or three rows in
any one place, and to make it more
convenient in cutting the cards it is

better to cast them out at the end
of each half machine, that is, to cast

out the 24th and 25th row in the first

half of the machine, and the 48th,

49th and 50th rows in the last half
of the machine.
There is another item which some-

times is of importance, but which in
this cloth makes little difference. This
relates to the spacing of the warp in
the comber board. To make a warp
run as well as possible it is always
best to balance the cloth in the ma-
chine. Inasmuch as there are 2,876
ends in the warp, not including the
selvage, as these are operated sepa-
rately from the main warp, the proc-
ess is as follows:

2.87C -^ ceo ends in the repeat = 7 sections
-f 356 ends.

Assuming that the jacquard is tied
up 40 inches wide this gives 12 sec-
tions at 3 1-3 inches each. Then we
have

12 sections — (7 sections + 356 ends) = 4
sections 4- 4 ends.

Therefore, to space the warp in the
proper position two sections and two
ends could be left out on each side of
the warp, or, in other words, if the
warp be started on the second hook
in the third section the spacing
would be as nearly correct as pos-
sible. Naturally, the warp would end
up two hooks before the last hook to
be used on the tenth section. As
stated previously, this does not make
very much difference when the pat-
te'^ns are all-ovpr onps. b^it where
stripes are used, either in color or in
the white state, patterns should be
balanced as carefully as they are when
making dobby patterns. This is not
al^'9" p done tut "v^iien i*" 1=; '''^no u is

sometimes an aid in selling the cloth,
as it gives a better balanced appear-
ance.

DESIGN MAKING.

For all patterns similar to that used
on the sample analyzed it is neces-
s:3.ry to make up a jacquard design.
This is done in a number of methods
to suit the nepds of the situation, but
the usual method is as follows: In
the fir9t place a clotL sketch is made
UT} with the fig^ures painted so as to
show the effect desired when finished.

This cloth sketch represents the de-
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sign in the finished cloth rnd is usu-
ally made the width of the finished
pattern. From this cloth sketch the
design is enlarged and placed on de-
sign or point paper. This is done by-

enlargement. In the first place the de-
sign for this cloth would be ru^ed up
into 45 square inches in the warp di-

rection, each small square represent-
ing one large square in the design
paper, and when this has been done
the outlines of the patterns are
transferred. The design paper is usu-
ally made to correspond with the
cloth count, but each square in the
warp must be ruled off in eighths to
correspond with the eight hooks in a
row which the machine contains.
When the outline has heeii trans-

ferred the weave is painted in either
by the one who transfers the pat-
tern or by another party. This is

not a very intricate process on such
a cloth as the one analyzed, although
the effect depends somewhat on the
carefulness employed in making the
various weaves join. It is, however,
a tedious undertaking and consumes
quite a little time. Sometimes where
satin weave grounds are employed
the design pap or already has a satin
weave dotted in, and this makes it

unnecessary to paint in the ground
weave. Wlien the design has beei.

painted in, it is giren to th'^ card cut-

ter. This operative cuts the weave
upon a card, which operates the
hooks of the jacquard head. Each
card represents one pick, and each
square in the design paper represents
one hook in the machine, and each
large square in the design paper rep-
resents one row in

THE JACQUARD HEAD.
When the cards are all cut the

number is equal to the number of
picks of the pattern as painted. These
cards are taken to a card lacins- ma-
chine. This machine laces them to-
gether in a continuous manner, so
that they follow one another on the
cylinder of the jacquard head when
in operation. This completes the proc-
ess and the operation of the hooks
in the machine by the cards as punch-
ed will produce the pattern. This
sample set of cards is usually oper-
ated in producing a sample piece of

cloth. When an order is obtained it

is customary to use quite a number
of looms in making and this necessi-
tates a number of sets of cards, one for

each loom. These are produced on
what is called a card repeater. This
machine is no more nor less than a
card- cutting macliine on which the

sample set of cards are placed and
wherein a whole duplicate card is

cut at once instead of cutting a row
at once, as is done on the original

card <;utter, and this saves quite a
little time and lowers the cost. These
machines are practically always used
when mills are of any size.

METHODS OF FINISHING.
It may be well to mention the fact

that the finishing of these silk and
cotton cloths has improved quite a
good deal in the last few years, and
this mj.kes them all the more desir-

able in their field. Of late it has be-
come a general practice to use fast
colored cotton yarn for making
stripes, cords, and checks, and these
additions improve the cloth appear-
ance a great deal and make a larger
sale possible. Before fast colors were
in use colors could not be used to any
extpnt, h8( £iis9 practically all these
cloths are woven in the grey and
bleached after the cloth is woven.
There are very many methods of fin-

ishing these fabrics. Probably most
of them are dyed in solid colors,

these colors changing from season to
season, depending on the demand.
They are also finished in a white state,

and some seasons they are sold with
various printed patterns upon them,
which in many cases add to
their attractiveness and aid in the
sale. These cloths are also cross
dvpd. This is possible because silk

and cotton can be dyed in different
methods. Certain colors which are
attracted to cotton will not affect silk,

and vice versa.
In this manner it is possible to dye

cotton one color and silk another, or
it is possible to dye cotton one color
and leave the silk in a pure white
sta^e Th^'s ha=: h^^n done with th-^

sample analyzed. The cotton has been
dyed black while the silk remains
white, making the two yarns show a
great contrast. This process is being
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adopted not only in silk and cotton called theoretical, but it is one which
fabrics, where there is all-silk warp is used as a protection against varia-
or filling, but also where there are tion in size by the manufacturer, and
stripes or checks in silk, sucu as voiles is most always somewhat heavier
and poplins. Without doubt, the in- than the yarn is likely to be. Inas-
crease in ingenuity in methods of much as the silk filling yarn cost is

making cloth attractive by the finish- such a large percentage of the total

ing and dyeing processes has had cloth cost, any great variation in the
much to do with the increase in sale price of this material will affect

of high-class novelty labrics. that of the cloth quite a little. The
CLOTH AND YARN WEIGHTS P^^^ ^^ ^^v® given was the market
T* ^o,. K« ;r,+^,.«c+? 1 ^^ 4.u^ price at one time, but it has been in-
It may be mterestmg to know the

p^pj,„,-T,p. onitP ramdlv ThP mPthod
process for obtaining the weight of

of finding ThI vaSous' wSghts is asthe yarns and of the cloth. The o^ ^inamg tne various weignts is as

weight as figured is for the cloth as
follows.

it comes from the loom and not for
2.956 ends h- (60/1 x 840) = .0586. wan,

it in a finished state. When finished weight without take-up.

the cloth Is quite a good deal lighter .-„* /-^-.'Jl 'i T6'i?!"fotei ^eirt. of eo/i
than when woven. This occurs be- in 1 yard of woven cioth.

cause the warp yarn loses in the fin- 116 picks x 21" reed width x 36"

ishing process, and the silk filling 36" ""

loses a certain percentage of gum yards of fining per yard of c'cth.

TTrV.,-«v^ ,•+ «««*o4««^^,T,^« t? i^ „r,J% j„ 3,132 -?- 140,000 yards = .0224, weight ofWhich it contained when it is used in siik suing per yard of cioth.
the loom. The yardage of the silk oeio + .0224 = .0834. total weight per

as used is not that which might be i.ooTo^- .0834 = 11.99 yards per pound.

PATTERN.
60/1 Am. combed warp. 2,956 ends.
14/16 2-thread Canton silk filling, 116 picks.
54 reed, 27" width In reed, 26" grey width, 25%" finished width.

112 X 116, grey count, 113 X 112, finished count.

YARNS.
Cotton. Labor, waste, etc.

60/1 Am. combed, 1%" sta.; 12 hank dou. rov., 24c. IQV2C. = 40%c.
14/16 2-thread Canton silk, 140,000 yards per lb., on quills = $3,65

COST.
2.956 ends 60/1 Am. combed + 4% take-up = .06-10 @ 40%c == $ .0247
116 picks 14/16 2-thread Canton silk = .0224 @ $3.65 = .0818

Weaving .0204
Expenses .0278
Jacquard cards .0021

$ .1568
Selling .0031

$ .1599
Price to converter (about) .1700
Finishing, etc .0250

Cost to converter $ .1950

Price to retailer (about) $ ,2750
Price to consumer, 40c,
Yards per pound, 11.99 (grey),

^»*^

nmrnMAT WUU/r TrUDV growth and has taken quite a time
liliiuUniiL hMVIj lijtllll to become as large as it is, for it has

/IT Amrr affected all materials to a greater or

CLOTH ^®^^ extent. Few have realized untiluuviii recently just how large this use has
During the past year or so there been, but the recent showings of new

has been a great increase in the num- fabrics for next summer's use by the
her of novelty fabrics of various de- large retailers have only s-^rved to ac-

scriptions which have been used for centuate the situation. Most of the
dress ^oods. This use has been a fabrics which have a run as lar^ as
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uponge, and tbls includes all the
cloths of a similar nature, have to be
made better or different continually
until there is no longer a sale for
them.
When these cloths wore first pro-

duced, anything which had a sem-
blance of novelty yarn in its construc-
tion was sold and at a high profit,

but as time went on, more of such
cloths were sold and the prices were
less reasonable, and to make the fab-
rics attractive they had to be made
in patterns or in combination with

the other one. It can be said that
the cloth analyzed shows as great a
difference between the cost of mak-
ing and the retail selling price as
any fabric which has been seen in

years. That retailers expect quite a
large sale is shown by the large quan-
tity and the varied colorings which
they are offering on this fabric. The
cloth has a very attractive appear-
ance and is well made, and the col-

ors are the ones which should have
a sale, but the price of the cloth
shows as high a profit from its style

Diagonal Weave Terry Cloth.

other good selling materials. Most
of the cloths which are now being
shown contain novelty yarns, but they
are used in some kind of a pattern
with other cloths, such as crepes and
voiles, or dyed in such a manner that

they show quite a radical difference

over those formerly sola.

One fabric which shows a combina-
tion of ideas Is the one which we
have illustrated. This fabric contains

the terry cloth idea and is made in a
better constructed fabric than is

usually seen, and inasT^iich 8S diaa:-

onals in the cut form have been in

large demand in woolen fabrics, this

cloth contains this idea together with

exclusiveness, and as little profit froin

its actual cloth value, as any which

have appeared recently.

CLOTH CONSTRUCTION.

In many respects this fabric is no

different from the ones used for ordi-

nary Turkish towels. The yarns are

of somewhat different sizes and the

cloth construction is chanared so as

to be more suitable for dress goods,

but the general effect is that seen in

the above-named fabrics. Combed
varns have been used in the cloth, and

tbe riffht combinations of yarns and

the correct amount of twfst have been
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given to produce a cloth which has
the soft feel noted in the fabric an-
alyzed.
Terry cloths are, ordinarily, pro-

ducea on special looms, which can
make them easily and cheaply, hut
this cloth was not made in this man-
ner. In making an ordinary towel,

the weave is such that a loose warp
is bound into the threads, and by an
arrangement of the reed or warp an
open space is left in the fabric, and
then the few picks, together with ex-
tra yarn, are pushed on into the cloth,

making the loops ordinarily noted.
The same general idea i^as been used
in making this cloth, excepting that
a different loom is used in weaving,
one which weaves a wire into the
cloth over which the loops pass and
then the wire is drawn out, leaving
the loops fast in the fabric. This
method of weaving makes a some-
what tetter fabric and can be distin-

guished easily by examining the
cloth carefully.

On an ordinary terry cloth the loop
will be forced to that side of the cloth
necessary through the niling under-
neath it, that is, a loop will not go
down through the fabric if the filling

underneath forces it to the face. In
this cloth the picks, which are wires,
are designated on the right hand side
of the design, and where the loops
are on the face are indicated by the
squares being filled in. It will be
noticed that the loop yarn is on the
back of the cloth, both before and
after the loop is formed, and unless
held up by the weaving of wire, or
in some other similar method, the
loop would go, if made in the ordi-
nary terry manner, to the back of the
fabric. The twill or diagonal is

formed by having one thread out of .

four in the loop yarn remain down
in successive steps across the fabric.

The take-up on this loop yam varies
a great deal when fancy figures are
being woven, and, therefore, each
thread often has to have a different

spool or holder. This policy is taken
when Tnpking carpets, and this fabric
is no different froni many carpet fab-
rics, excepting that the weave is very
simple in comparison, and because
the weave is simple the loop yarn can
be placed on a single beam, or, if a

single beam causes trouble, at most
only four loop beams are necessary.

WEAVE.

It will be noted that the ground
yarn, that is, the warp which forms
the base of the fabric, and the filling

which weaves in with it are of com-
paratively fine sizes in comparison
with the loop yarn. This is done so
as to give a rather heavy appearing
face with rather stiff loops and the
full effect which is so desirable. As
we have previously stated, the lines
to the right of the design indicate
where wires are placed in the cloth,
which are afterward removed, while
the lines at the top of the design in-
dicate which threads are the loop
yarn. This yarn is drawn in two-ply
and is equal to ordinary 6-1. It will
be noticed that the ground threads
and picks all weave plain. There are
three threads between each thread of
loop yarn, and if the loop yarn is re-
moved from the fabric it will be found
that absolutely nothing remains but
plain cloth composed of 35-1 warp and
40-1 filling, although, of course, there
will be open spaces where the loop
yarn was removed. The weave, how-
ever, will join and be the ordinary
plain fabric.

So far as the actual weave in the
cloth is concerned, if it be picked
out, it will be that with the fourth,
eighth, 12th and ]6th picks in our
weave removed, for in the cloth as it

stands there is no pick underneath
this loop and, therefore, it would not
appear. To produce this fabric the
number of harnesses needed will be
comparatively few, because the
ground is nothing but plain weave and
would take onlv four harnesses, while
the loop threads repeat on four har-
nesses, thus the fabric could be pro-
duced on an ordinary dobby attach-
ment.

An effect very similar to this idea
might be produced on an ordinary
towel loom if the same construction
we"^e nsed. a^honsrh +'he w^ave wonld
have to be slightly different to throw
the loops onto the surface in the same
positions as those noted on the cloth
analyzed. Possibly, the resulting ef-

fect might not be quite so satlsfac-
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tory, but it would be so near the one
analyzed that the ordinary consumer
could hardly detjct the difference, es-
pecially if intelligence were used in
getting up the cloth construction.

CLOTH PRICE.
We have already made mention of

the cost of production and the pres-
ent selling price, and have stated
that the difference between the cost
and the selling price is about as wide
as ever noted. As any fabric cost is

based fundamentally on the yarn
prices, an ordinary mill would not
have a cost for yarn differing very
much from that which we have given.
In our weaving cost and expenses we
have used conservative amounts and
ones \Khich sliould be noted on mak-
ing a cloth of this character. The
looms per weaver are fewer, the loom
speed in picks per minute is less,

while the percentage of production is

somewhat smaller than for ordinary
fabrics, although it should be higher
than for most, if not practically all

of the fabrics made in which wires
are used. Then, in addition to the
above facts, is the one that the picks
per inch are actually quite a little

higher than the number given in our
analysis would indicate, due to the
placing of wires in the cloth.

All these facts have been consid-
ered in arriving at the price for weav-
ing and expenses. In no case sliould

the total cost of making in the grey
state be over 21 or 22 cents, even if

made in very small quantities and in

an extravagant manner. The cost of

finishing should also be comparatively
small, because many ordinary towel-
ing fabrics which have been bleached,
dyed and sold recently in th3 domestic
market have been finished for less

than 2 cents per yard, and it is un-
likely that this fabric costs much more
than this amount, although we have
been conservative in the amount add-
ed for finishing.

Even if a mill sold this fabric in

the grey state for 25 cents per yard,

a very large profit would be secured,
because the total number of picks is

comparatively small and the loom pro-

duction in yards must be quite large.

The fabric was probably sold in the

grey state and finished by a converter,

because it is a piece-dyed fabric.

Without any question, the retail

seliiiife price on this tabric is at least
from 10 to 12 times the cost of pro-
duction, including the dyeing and fin-

ishing and cloth makers' profits.

Such a fabric as this, and one show-
ing as great a difference between cost
of making and selling price, can be
produced in other methods than by the
use of wires or on the terry cloth
principals.
This fabric can easily be woven on

an ordinary dobby loom. Whenever a
loop is desired, a heavy silk cord can
be introduced into the cloth, and
then, before the cloth is finished and
dyed, it can be run into a bath of
caustic, and this silk yarn will be
eaten out, leaving the loops in a sim-
ilar manner to those noted in the
cloth analyzed. Silk for this purpose,
if used in a fabric constructed as that
analyzed, would not cost over 2J
cents per yard, and, what is more, the
weaving price per yard, if silk were
used in this manner on an ordinary
dobby loom, would be likely to be less
than the amount we have allowed for
the weaving price for this cloth. Of
course, silk could not be used if the
retail price and other selling prices
were not so high, but without doubt
for 50 cents per yard this fabric could
be made in just as satisfactory a man-
ner as the one considered and show
quite a little profit to the manufactur-
er. Another method would be to use
a smooth cotton yarn and a rather
loose tension on the loop yarn warp,
and when the cloth was woven to have
operatives pull out the cotton threads
which held up the loops.
Even this extra cost would not

nearly equal the 20 cents per yard,
if silk were used to make the loops.
This is one subject which the

AMERICAN MANUFACTURER
has entirely neglected in the march of

progress. He does not feel inclined to

go into the making of novelty cloth to

as great an extent as the European
manufacturers and confines himself to

the fabrics which can be produced in

large quantities, making his profits

through t!-.e small profits per yard on
large quantities rather than on the
large profits per yard on small
quantities.
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The American cotton cloth industry
has progressed so rapidly that there

has been a decided shortage of men
capable of using their brains in de-

veloping new fabrics which show a
decided difference from those ordi-

narily produced, and the men who
have this ability are in such demand
with the large cloth makers that they
have been better off financially to ap-
ply their energy in this direction,

rather than in working for themselves
in a small way. The time is coming,
however, when much of this work will

be done in American mills by Ameri-
can manufacturers, and if their im-
provement in lowering cost on ordi-

nary plain and fancy fabrics is to be
taken as any indication of the future,

it is very likely that they will soon be
beating the world not only in style but
also in price.

CLOTH WIDTHS.
One matter which deserves notice

is that concerning the cloth widths on
imported fancy fabrics. It is seldom
that the width of any imported fancy
cloth is less than 40 inches, and most
of them are from 45 to 50 inches in the
finished state. American fancy cloths
are more often from 25 to 28 inches
wide in the finished state. Of course,
shirtings and some other lines are
from 31 to 36 inches wide finished,

but they are not the so-callea fancy
fabrics in many instances. It is be-
lieved that American buyers have
been largely responsible for the tend-
ency which has developed fancy
cloths in narrow widths, and set
prices have probably been at the bot-
tom of the custom. If the price of
making advances for any reason in
fancy fabrics is considered too high,
the buyer is likely to ask for a cloth
of an inch or so narrower width, and
this may bring it within his range of
prices. »

We have often seen a new fabric
offered to buyers at a certain price
for a certain width, and because it

did not come within his price range
and still was a desirable fabric, he
would have it made up an Inch or so
narrower, and then purchase. All the
time the buyer does rot realize that
he is losing money, and as consumers
have to purchase the fabrics which

are offered to them, they also do not
realize that there is a large waste in
economy. This occurs because most
fancy mills can make fabrics in the
grey state at least 36 inches wide, and
many of them will finish about the
same width. As a usual thing the
price paid for weaving and the ex-
penses per loom are no different per
yard for a 36-inch cloth than they are
for a 27 or 28 inch one.

In certain mills where
COLORED FABRICS

are woven, there is a different scale
of prices for weaving different
widths of cloth, but this generally is
not true for grey cloths. Often a
slight difference in percentage of pro-
duction is allowed in figuring a weav-
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er's wages when a wide cloth is to be
woven, but a buyer will obtain a 36-
inch fabric at fully 25 per cent less
cost for weaving and expenses than on
the narrower fabrics In other
words, the extra cost of the wider fab-
ric will include practically nothing but
the extra cost due to the extra ma-
terial for producing the wider width.
European manufacturers found this
out quite a while ago, and It is sur-
prising that more American manufac-
turers have not brought It to the buy-
ers' attention, with a consequent sav-
in p- in nrofits to themselves and to con-
sumers.

CLOTH WEIGHT.
It will be readily recognized that

the analysis of the fabric such as
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the one considered must be some-
what different than that of ordinary
fabrics. In the first place, the obtain-

ing of the yarn sizes is accomplished
in exactly the san:e manner as that

of an ordinary plain fabric. Where
the difference occurs is in the take-
ups on the various yarns. Of course,

the loop yarn will have a large take-

up, and the correct basis for estimat-
ing these take-ups must be used.

Some sellers are accustomed to use
a take-up by adding a certain per-

centage over 100 per cent to the yarn,

but when the take-ups are as large

as they are in a fabric of this charac-
ter, the results are absolutely incor-

rect. The original length of the yarn
should be considered 100 per cent,

and the take-up should be tho diitr-

ence between the original length and
the resulting length of cloth into

which it is woven. On such a basis,

results cannot be very inaccurate, and
under such a basis, we have obtained
the following results:

2,115 ends -^ (35/1 X 840) == .0719.
ot 35/1 warp without take-up.

16% take-up in weaving.
.0719 -r- .84 = .0856, total weight
warp per yard of cloth.

1,408 ends -v- (24/2 X 840) = .1397,
of 24/2 warp without take-up.

60% take-up in weaving.
.1397 -^ .40 = .3492, total weight
warp per yard of cloth.

128 ends -i- (50/2 X 840) = .0061.
of 50/2 warp without take-up.

6% take-up in weaving.
.0061 -V- .94 = .0065, total weight
warp per yard of cloth.

44 picks X 48" reed width X 36"

36"
vards of filling per yard of cloth.

2,112 H- (40/1 X 840) = ,0629, total
of 40/1 filling per yard of cloth.

.0856 + .3492 -f- .0065 + .0629 =
total weight per yard.

1.0000 -:- .5042 = 1.98 yards per
(grey).

weight

of 35/1

weight

of 24/2

weight

of 50/2

2.112

weight

.5042,

pound.

35/1 Am. combed warp,

24/2 Am. combed warp,

50/2 Am. combed warp.

PATTERN.

2

'
2

3

2
1

32 32

2,115

1.408

= 128

704X
40/1 Am. combed filling, 44 picks per inch.
SO reed, 48" width in reed, 4z'/2" finished width.

85 X 46 all over finished count.
YARNS.

35/1 Am. combed warp, 1%"
24/2 Am. combed warp, 1%"
50/2 Am. combed warp, 1 3-16'
40/1 Am. combed warp, 1^^"

Cotton.
sta. ; 7 hank dou. rov., 16c.
sta. ; 5 hank dou. rov., 16c.
sta.; 10 hank dou. rov., 18c.
sta.; 9^ hank dou. rov., 16c.

COST.
1,408 ends 24/2 Am. combed + 60% take-up =
2,115 ends 35/1 Am. combed -|- 16% take-up =
128 ends 50/2 Am. combed -f 6% take-up =
44 picks 40/1 Am. combed =

Weaving
Expenses

Labor,
waste,
etc.

lie.
SVaC.

15 %c.
lOV^c.

3,651

Twist-
ing.

l%c.
2%c.

.0856 @ 27c.

.3492 @ 25%c.
,0065 @ 36%c.
.0629 @ 26yac.

Selling

Net mill cost (grey)
Bleaching, dyeing, etc...

Finished cost (not including any profits)
Retail price. $3 per yard.
Yards per pound, 1.98 (grey).

27c.
25%c.
3614 c.

26%c.

$ .0231
.0899
.0024
.0167
.0411
.0214

% .1946
.0040

$ .1986
.0300

$ .2286

NOVELTY COTTON EPONGE

For the past two years there has
been a large and increasing demand
for eponge or fabrics of a similar
nature not only those which are made
from cotton, but also those produced

from wool and silk. The spring offer-
ings of high -class cotton fabrics con-
tain more variations of the above
named cloth than they do of any other
single idea, although in many in-
stances the novelty construction is

used in combination with other fabrics
to give style to them. Because cotton
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yarns are comparatively cheap and
variation in size can be obtained

easily so as to give good effects, it

can be said that the range of ideas

being offered in cotton cloths is far

wider than it is in any other material.

Yarns made from wool are rather ex-

pensive and are usually of heavy size

and, in many cases, the yarn resulting

fiom the twisting operation is so

it may be well to present an analysis

of a cloth which shows decided dif-

ferences from any which we have
formerly treated and which is of

quite a little interest at the present

time. The cloth we have analyzed

is the cheapest, the best and one

of the largest selling, if not the

largest selling, of any shown in

the whole list of new imported

*4

Novelty Cotton Eponge.

heavy that cloth woven from it is not
entirely satisfactory, although there
are a goodly number of wool eponges
being sold to-day.

SILK YARNS.
Silk yarns have the fine size which

is desirable, but they are smooth and
slippery and novelty twists in them
do not weave well. Besides, an
eponge fabric is necessarily rather
heavy, so as to help in the general
effect, and the large use of silk in any
fabric makes the product rather pro-
hibited in price. It is, therefore,
plain that in cotton, or cotton in

combination with other materials, the
large sale will take place and the
best effects be produced. Inasmuch
as this fabric is being so widely used

styles for next spring and sum
mer wear. When we say the cheap-
est we do not necessarily mean at a
low price, but when the cost of pro-

duction is compared with the retail

selling price, and by the best we mean
that the cloth contains certain novel
features which place it in the van in

its individual field. In other words,
the value of an eponge cannot be com-
pared with that of a voile, crepe, silk

or other kind of fabric either in style

or selling price.

Different cloth constructions make
such a comparison of little value, al-

though the ratio between cost of

manufacture and selling price is

often interesting, but even this will

vary, depending upon market condi-

tions and demand. It can be stated
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as a fact that the cloth analyzed,

which sells at $1.50 a yard, is

selling at a very much lower compara-
tive price to the cost of manufacture
than many others which are selling at

$3 and over a yard, and, without doubt,

this cloth could be sold in just as large

quantity as is now noted at $1 or more
a yard than is being asked; that is, it

would show better value at $2.50 a
yaid than many of them which are
now selling at this price. It contains
certain novel features which plrce it

in a different class from many others,

it costs more than others to produce
and besides it is in style. These fea-

tures should warrant a higher price

than is now being obtained for it.

EPONGE CONSTRUCTIONS.

In a general way, most fabrics of

this class contain a very small num-
ber of threads and picks per inch,

much fewer than most ordinary fab-

rics. This is a natural condition, be-
cause the novelty yarns which are
used are rather coarse in size, and
the low count of the cloth aids in

giving the effects desired. It is often
possible to use a much lower count
in such fabrics than it is in other
classes of materials, simply because
the irregularity of the yarn decreases
the possibilities of slipping and
makes quite a firm construction. A
novelty yarn fabric with a certain
size of yarn would be a much firmer
fabric than a voile containing the
same size of yarn for very evident
reasons. Eponges are made of grey
yarns, which are woven, and then the
cloth is bleached or dyed. They are
made from bleached and dyed yams,
and it Is from these materials that
possibly the widest variety and the
best cloth effects appear. In some
instances, the cloths are made from
yarns which contain stock-dyed cot-
ton, but this is not nearly as common
a process as that wherein the yarns
are bleached or dyed.

YARNS OF GREAT VARIETY.

The yarns which compose the fab-
ri«"s PT^ of grppt vprietv, for they
are made from the different materials
in combination, from different colors
of the same or different sizes of

yarn, and besides, the yarns are made
in radically different methods, such
as are noted in corkscrew, nub, loop
and slub in endless variety. To de-
velop a yarn which looks well in the
cloth and still creates no great
amount of trouble in weaving is by
far the most important problem in
the production of eponge cloths. It

often happens that a yarn can be
made which looks well before it is

handled or woven but which will not
give a satisfactory cloth. As a good
many of such novelty yarns are made
by two twisting operations, the last
being for the purpose of binding, it

is necessary to have the right
amount of twist, or the effect produc-
ed is not the best which it is possible
to obtain with the yarns used.
Sometimes special machinery is

necessary in the production of yarns
of this character, and at other times
they can be successfully made on an
ordinary spinning frame, although
sometimes this is impossible, simply
because spinning frames are not
available, inasmuch as they are pro-
ducing single yarns and cannot be
spared even if the novelty yarns are
responsible for a higher profit.

Of course, the most interesting fea-
ture regarding the fabric analyzed is

that which relates to the yarns which
are used, and the method by which
they are made, but, in addition to this
feature, is the one that the cloth con-
tains a pattern which is made by the
use of yarns in which different colors
have been used for the nubs. The
warp contains novelty yarn in pat-
terns, as v/ill be noted from the warp-
ing plan given in the analysis, and is

made from yellow and black yarn for
nubs, while the filling contains novelty
yarn on which all the nubs f^re bbie.
This in itself makes a novelty fabric
and much different from the majority
of such cloths.

In the consideration of the novelty
yarn we will assume that the single
yprns are all normal, or that
they are in no case different from
those noted in ordinary cloths.
Through the spinning operation this
causes no changes from those noted
in an ordinary mill. In the first twist-
ing operation two ends of 50s-l are
used as a ground thread, while the
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ll^^s-l, which is delivered by a sep-
arate set of rolls and is about 100
per cent faster than the 50s- 1, twists
around the outside of the two ground
threads. Twisters making novelty
yarns always contain two or more
sets of delivery rolls, so as to feed
the yarns at the correct speeds.

It will easily be seen that the yarn
produced from the above process can-
not be used in weaving, lor the heavy
yarn which twists around the ground
threads will slip and be generally un-
satisfactory, and, besides, it will not
contain the loop effect so desirable at
present. To make this loop effect

more prominent, this loose corkscrew
yarn is usually taken and twisted
again with another fine yarn but in the
opposite direction to thrt of the first

twisting process, and while this sec-
ond twisting operation binds the yarn
firmly so that it can be woven it also
makes the loops quite prominent for

the untwisting operation and loosens
up the heavy yarn which makes the
corkscrew. This is the process which
Is employed on many of the yarns used
in the ordinary cotton eponges. In the
yarn which is used in

THE CLOTH ANALYZED
the second twisting process shows a
decided difference from that noted
in most cotton eponge yarns and such
as that described above. Instead of

the binding thread in the second
twisting operation being for binding
purposes alone it is also used to form
the colored nub. This binding yarn
Is of colored two-ply spun silk.

One advantage noted is that the
roughness of the yarn produced in

the first twisting operation partially

covers up the silk yarn between the
nubs, although the silk binds the
loops and permits satisfactory weav-
ing. Yam nubs, such as are noted in

the fabric considered, are made in two
methods, which might be called iden-
tical. In one method both yarns are
fed by rolls regularly but at different

speeds, and a slide or guide follows
the ground yarn down a certain dis-

tance, niacin 1? the extra yarn, which,
of course, forms the bunch, in on§
spot. Often when such a machine as
the one described is uspd, more than
one color of yarn is utilized, which is

delivered extra, and this results in a
number of nubs of different colors.

'ihe other method of production is

to have the nub yarn delivered reg-
uiariy, whne the ground yarn is de-
livered irreguiany; tiiat is, tiie latter
will move forward a short distance
and then stop, while a nub is formed
by the extra yarn which runs stead-
ily and then the ground yarn will
luova ioivvccxd cifeaiii, and the process
is repeated. In the yarn used, the
silk which forms the nubs has been
delivered about 50 per cent faster
than the corkscrew yarn which forms
the base or ground yarn in the sec-
ond twisting operation. Mercerized
yarns are used extensively in the
production of cotton yarns for use in
eponge, and, of late, colored silk is

being used to a certain extent. In a
general way, carded yarns are more
widely used than combed yarns, be-
cause their irregularity in many cases
adds to the attractiveness of the fab-
ric when woven.

YARN COST.

There are a good many items which
are likely to affect the cost of making
novelty yarns of any kind. In the first

place, the production is usually limited
in volume, and this naturally affects
the price. In addition to the small
quantity made there is the cost of ex-
perimentation, which will vary widely
for different yarns and which is not
necessary on ordinary ones. It is also
true that operatives run fewer spin-
dles than they do on ordinary work,
and for this reason, the actual labor
cost a pound is high. Wliile the op-
eratives run fewer spindles than is

usuaHy the case, the production per
spindle is likely to be quite large, for
the yarns are rather heavy in size

with comparatively few turns per inch
twist, and this fact makes the cost
per pound lower than if a spindle did
not produce so much yam.
Even though the twisting cost per

pound and the price of the yarns used
be accurately known, it is quite a
problem to obtain the cost of the
novelty yarn, because not only is there
the combiTiPtion of three or more
yams at different prices, but each
yam has a varying take-up which af-

fects the results radically. Inasmuch
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as the finished yarii sizes 3.87, or con- material cost is easily obtained. The
tains 3,251 yards per pound, this yard- twisting chargcj should be added to

age will form the basis fcr the total the cost of the material as found so as
yarn cost The to give a total novelty yarn cost.

VAPM T-ATTTr" TTPQ "^^^^ Weaving of most kinds of cot-
lAitiM iAis.£i~ura

^^^ eponge fabrics is a rather simple
in the finished novelty yarn are as proceeding. Inasmuch as the yarn
follows: 50s-l equals 4 per cent, contains practically all of Uie novelty
ll^s-1 equals 48 per cent and 30s-2 features, it is usually the custom to

silk equals 32 per cent. These take- weave the cloth on a plain loom and
ups can be added to the yarn sizes, with a plain weave, for a fancy weave
thus making them relatively heavier would not be likely to show at all. In

PATTERN.
Yellow nub novelty I 8] IIO] I 31 | 31 1121 I 3! I 31 |10| I 8| == 384
Black nub novelty ( | | | 4| |lO| Ml | 4| |l0l | 4| | 1 | == 360

t
^ /

19

X

744 ends.
Blue nub noveltv filling, 17 picks.
15 reed, 49" width in reed, 45 >>^'' width finished.

16 X 17 finished <K)unt.
YARNS.

Labor, waste,
Cotton. bleaching, etc.

50/1 Am. combed. IM" sta. : 10 hank dou. rov., 20c. 22 140. = 42M.C.
11%/1 Am. carded. IMc" sta.; 214 hank dou. rov., 14c. 7Vic. = 21M!C.
30/2 spun silk, dyed and on spools $3.50

NOVELTY YARN COST.
Finished j'arn size == 3.87, or 3,251 yards per pound.

f
60/1 =^ 48/1

Yarn sizes with take-up = < 30/2 = 20.4
[ 11 '^/l = 5.98

3.251 yards X 42 %c. = .0341 (2 ends used) = $ .0682
48 X 840

3,251 yards X 21 !^c. = .1391
5.98 X S40

3.251 yards X $3.50— = .GC40
20.4 X S40

.Material $.8713
Material, $.8713 + $.08 twisting = 95c, per pound, total cost.

CLOTH COST.
744 ends* 3.87 novelty + 9% take-up = .2514 O 95c = $ .2388
17 picks 3.S7 noveltv = .2562 @ 95c = .2434

Weaving .0242
Expenses .0064

Net mill cost $ .5128
Selling expenses .0350

$ .5478
Yards per pound. 1.97.
Retail price. $1.50 per yard (imported).
There are no profiLs at all considered on this cloth for either makers or sellers.

SO as to obtain their correct weight, the fabric analyzed a warp pattern
or they can be added to the 3,251 yards has been introduced so as to add va-
por pound, thus giving the actual riety to the effect, but the weave em-
yards of each yarn used in producing ployed is plain. One item of interest
one pound, or 3,251 yards of the nov- which has a good deal to do with the
eit-'^ vrrn. We have uspd the first cloth price is the cloth construction,
method, which gives relative yarn or small number of picks used in

sizes of 48, 5.98 and 20.4, as will be weaving the clcth. This results in a
seen from the cloth analysis. Either large production in yards and conse-
method will give the weight of each quent lowering of weaving cost, be-
yarn which forms the novelty, and cause it is divided by a greater num-
with the single yarn prices, the total ber of yards. Loom speeds are slower
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on fabrics of this character not only
because of the yarn used but also be-
cause the cloth is made in a rather
wide width.
Imported cloths are usually made

in this manner, and actually result in

a lower producing cost than would
otherwise be obtained. Domestic
manufacturers, or rather converters,
have been inclined to cut off the
width of the cloth when the price be-
came prohibitive, and hi this man-
ner, getting it within their price
range, but this is a mistaken policy,

so far as value is concerned, because
the costs of making are practically

no lower for a 27-inch cloth thaii '^ey
are for a 36 or 38 inch one. A com
paratively small profit per yard will

return good dividends; that is, on
many of the fabrics being sold at
about 10 cents a yard, a net profit to

the mill has to be obtained of any-
where from a Lalf to a cent a yard,
if dividends be satisfactory, or, say,
about 10 per cent of the total cost of
making, while the same ratio or profit

on this kind of material would be
likely to return dividends of over 100
per cent on the investment, due to

the large yardage which each loom can
produce. This cloth is practically
ready for use when it comes from the
loom, a fact which results from the
use of bleached and dyed yarns. Care
should be used in adjusting the loom
so that the yarn breakages will be as
few as possible, for every time a
thread breaks the novelty twist effect

disappears.
Often in using novelty yams, the

ground yarn will break, allowing the
effect to disappear, but the thread will

still weave and produce a bad place
in the fabric. This shows the impor-
tance of using yarns of sufficient

strength in comprising the novelty
twist thread, for the strain comes en-
tirely on one or two threads, thus
making the novelty yarn no stronger
than some rather fine two-ply yarns.

YARN AND CLOTH WEIGHTS.
The method of obtaining the yam

and cloth weights is exactly the same
as for any ordinary fabrics. It is a
good plan, if the cloth. is to be dupli-
cated exactly, to size the finished yam
and then to analyze it, finding the

component parts and their take-ups,
in other words, to checK up the actual
yarn size with the figured size, just
the same as the actual yards of cloth
per pound are checked up by the fig-

ured weights of the yarns which com-
pose it. The figured yarn size is ob-
tained as follows, and it corresponds
exactly with the actual size obtained
from weighings:

50/1 size X .96 = 48/1, the relative size.
2 ends of 48 used = 24/1, ground yarn, rel-

ative size.
30/2 silk X .68 = 20.4/1. relative size in

.silk.

11%/1 X .52 = 5.98/1, relative size for
heavy yarn.

Then applying the rule for obtaining
the average size of yarn when three
>aris of different sizes are used, we
have

24 -T- 24 = 1
24 -7- 20.4 — 1.176
24 -r- 5.98 = 4.013

24 -i- 6.189 = 3.87. completed yarn size.

When the size of the novelty yarn
has been obtained, the weight of the
warp and filling and the yards per
pound can be obtained in the follow-
ing manner:

744 ends -r- (3.87/1 X 840) = .2288. weight
of warp without take-up.

9% take-up in wenvinpr.
.2288 -^ .91 = .2514, total weight of warp
yarn per yard of cloth.

17 picks X 49" reed width X 36"
= 833 yards

36"
of filling per yard of cloth.

833 -h (3.87/1 X 840) = .2562. total weight
of filling yarn per yard of cloth.

.2514 -f .2562 = .5076, total weight per
yard.

1.0000 -4- .5076 = 1.97 yards per pound (nn-
ished).

JAGQDARD EPONGE
One general class of fabrics which

has previously never, been considered
of any great importance In cloth sales
is that class which is composed of
yarns of novelty construction, or at
least contain a certain proportion of
such yarn. That this is a very broad
classification will be readily recog-
nized by anyone familiar with the de-
tails of cloth making, but inasmuch
as there are no definite constructions
used, and almost every fabric has
certain individual features. It may be
well to present only general ideas re-
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garding the cloths and their methods
of making. Within the past year,
large quantities of such materials
have been produced, and it is needless
to state that the quality is better and
the variety of patterns produced enor-
mously wider than they ever have
been in the past.

The increased demand has been a
gradual process, and in this way has
been more interesting than some of

the other recent styles that have sold
well. Sellers expected that the idea
would be short-lived when first of-

fabrics to composing entirely some of
the medium and high-grade cloths and
selling at prices which show a won-
derful variation, even for somewhat
similar materials.
One feature which has been very

evident in sales and prices is that
very few sellers have had uxiy accu-
rate idea regarding values or ccst of

making, for they had absolutely no
previous details on which to base their
estimates, and, naturally, by the
time these cloths have reached the
consumer, exorbitant and unreason-

Jacquard Eponge.

fered, but the production of it in wool
and in silk, and also the necessity for

A RADICAL CHANGE
in style, all had an influence in the
situation, so that to-day the novelty
yarn idea stands preeminently first

when the sales of high-class novelty
cotton fabrics are considered. The
materials are, of course, finding their
largest distribution as a dress fabric,

but there are many other opportuni-
ties for advantageous use, such as the
trimming of other sorts of materials,
for ties, hats, coats, vests, numerous
forms of coverings, pillows, draperies,
in fact, the influence of the idea is

found on all grades and prices of ma-
terial, from decorations in the lightest

able prices are many times noted.

That is, a fabric costing perhaps 25

cents per yard to make- may be of-

fered to retail at $1.50 a yard, while
another costing more than twice as

much may be sold at the same price,

and all because someone in the line

of sellers could not realize the value

of the different fabrics.

MATERIALS USED.

In a general way it can be said

that the combinations used in making
such yarns are numberless. They
can be made out of cotton, wool, silk,

or even other materials, but the flrst

three named form by far the largest

portion, or practically all, of the prod-

ucts, with the fabric composed of cot-
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ton easily leading. Then there are
the various results which can be pro-
duced by a combination of two
of the above-mentioned m,aterials,
and which combinations are of value
in lowering the cost, or in giving ef-

fects not otherwise possible. Thus, it

will be seen that there is a very
good foundation for the production
of varying results at the mill.

In addition to the variation possible
through the use of different materials,
there is the vastly greater opportunity
which is afforded by mill processes.
Different sizes of yarns will produce
radically different effects, and even
the amount of twist inserted in the
yarn has a decided influence on the
result obtained. Most of the yarns
used are the result of one or more
twisting processes, but there are also
other m.ethods by which quantities of
cloth are made. One process uses
waste cotton or silk fibres and makes
an irregular yarn and cloth. Another
has a device which feeds in bunches
of cotton stock to a twisting yarn,
which twists in the cotton and holds
it tightly, the bunches of cotton be-
ing of any desired color. Then there
are the various kinds of twisted yarns,
those which contain loops, those
which contain nubs and those in

which there is a regular corkscrew
effect. Not only are all the above
made in the grey state, but they are
also made with different colors and
combinations of color, sometimes in a
num.ber of different methods on the
sam.e yarn. Mercerized yarns are also
used extensively, and, recently, fast
colors have been ussd, and these
methods offer great opportunities in

the production of certain effects at
radical reductions in price.

CLOTH CONSTRUCTIONS.
Inasmuch as these novelty yams

are • a combination of a num.ber of

other yarns, they are usually rather
heavy in size, and because the yarns
are coarse the cloth count is compara-
tively low. It is also a fact that the
count is low because the yarn irregu-
larities give an additional firmness not
noted when ordinary yarns are used,
and through the lower count the de-
sired effects show up to much better

advantage. Because the ultimate yarn
size is heavy, a good many have been
inclined to treat the making and
the yarn combinations in too trivial

a manner, that is, they do not consid-
er that practically all the strain comes
on one or two ground threads when
the cloth is being woven, and that
unless due care is exercised these
threads may break in the weaving
process, thus allowing the loops, nubs,
or yarn effects to disappear, although
the thread as a whole does not break
apart. This causes bad places in the
cloth, which, in high-priced materi-
als, create a second.

In most cases, a fabric composed
entirely of novelty yarn is made with
plain, or at least one of the most sim-
ple of ordinary weaves. This is done
because the yarn constitutes largely
the cloth effects, rather than the
weave employed. Recently, in. novelty
yarn decorated fabrics, there has been
quite a number of offerings of fancy
woven figures, in addition to the ef-

fects m^ade by the yarn, and which
show a great deal of adaptability on
the part of the makers. The weaving
of the cloth is, therefore, a compara-
tively simple process, although the
weaver operates a smaller number
of loomis, and the filling has to be
changed more often, because the
amount of yarn on a bobbin is so
small. The yardage produced per loom,
however, is quite large, even if the
percentage of production be lower
than for most cloths, because the
picks per inch are few, and this makes
a large yardage production and natu-
rally aids in lowering the costs of

making.

YARN CONSTRUCTION.
We have already given a general

idea regarding the yarns used and
their wide variety, but it may be well

to describe in a little more detail the
method of making one of the gen-
eral classes noted. This is the so-

called loop yarn, which is now used
so extensively, although it is not
made generally by the method em-
ployed some time ago. In the first

place, the yarns used in making this

loop yarn are in most cases identical

in construction to the warp yarn of
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the sizes used, so that up to the twist-
ing operation general yarn details ap-
ply.

A good many have not attempted to

make novelty yarns, because they
have no special twisters, but such
equipment is not always necessary in

a good many cases, for the same or
similar results can often be obtained
on an ordinary spinning frame, if such
machine be available. In the trst
twisting operation two kinds of yarn
are used, one which is coarssr than
the other, and which is delivered by
one set of rolls at about twice the
speed of the rolls delivering the finer

yarn.
It will readily be noted that this

coarse yarn, which is- delivered faster,

will coil around the finer ground
threads, but unless a lot of twist be
inserted the two yarns will slip bidly
and be impracticable of weaving or
handling. It will also be noted that
no loops are formed, but only a com-
bination of two yarns, which slip on
one another when rubbed. In order
to m.ake the loops or irregularities

and render the yarn weavable, this
loose-twisted product is taken and
again twisted with one or more ends,
but in the opposite direction to that
of the first twisting operation. This

RETWISTING PROCESS
loosens up the extra yarn delivered
in the first process and makes ir

regular loops appear, and the binding
down by the ends delivered in this

second process holds the whole re-

sult, so as to m ke it a practical
yarn. The obtaining of the yarn size,

when combinations are made in this
mxanner, is sometimes rather difficult,

but the following illustration will

serve to show how the yarn size is ob-
tained on one of the twisted ya^n^s
which has been described:

2 ends 60/1 ground threads = 30/1 com-
parative size.

2 ends 30/1 loose yarn
parative size.

2 ends 60/1 retwist
p.irutive size.

30/1 ground
30/1 -^ 30/1

15/1 + 50 7c take-up
30/1 -^ 7.5/1

30/1 + 12% take-up
30/1 -f- 26.4/1

= 15/1 corn-

s' 30/1 eom-

— 80/1

7.5/1

26.4/l'

1.000

= 4.000

Of course, the yarn size is often
obtained by sizing the finished result
just the same as is ordinarily noted
lor cotton yarn, but while this is sat-
isfactory in obtaining the weight of
the woven fabric, it does not permit
the manufacturer to estimate the
amount of the various yarns which he
must spin so as to complete an order,
neither does it give him even a gen-
eral idea regarding the average cost
of the yarn produced. As a general
statemient, the cost of making novelty
yarns is not so high as many believe,
especially on those kinds which have
a regular production, because the
twist per inch is comparatively low
and a large poundage per spindle is

produced.
Naturally, two twisting processes

for the same yarn are more expensive
than where only one is used, but the
price is not prohibitive, and allows a
large profit when to-day's cloth sell-

ing prices are considered. The largest
cost in addition to the yarn cost is

often noted, because of the experi-
mentation required to produce satis-

factory results, and this should be
considered in the cost, because it is

usually a special feature. The
COST OF THE YARN

m^aterial previously considered is ob-
tained as follows:

Finished yarn size 4.89/1, or 4,108 yards per
pound.
Yarn sizes f 60/1 two ends = 30/1
Including < 30/1 two ends = 7.5/1
take-up. L 60/1 two ends = 26,4/1

With grey yarn of the above sizes,

costing to produce at the mill 44%
cents for 60-1 and 26 cents for 30-1,

the average price of the yarn material
would be obtained as follows:

4,108 X 44%c.

30/1 X 840

4,108 X 26c.

7.5/1 X 840

4,108 X 4414c.

26.4/1 X 840

= $ .0721

== $ .1695

$ .0819

= 1.136

6.136
30/1 -t- 6.136 =« 4.89/1, reeulting yarn size.

$ .3235.
total cost of
yarns used
per pound.

The above amount is for the yams
alone which compose the novelty ef-

fect, and there must be added the
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amounts of labor, expenses, insurance,
etc., noted in twisting operations, and
also, as previously stated, a certain
amount as the cost of experimenta-
tion, and which will vary widely, in
some cases being practically nothing
per pound, and in other cases very
large. It is believed that a large pro-
portion of mills which are making
novelty yarns have been somewhat
lax in obtaining their correct costs,

and that if they had been more ac-
curate in the matter a greater
amount of cloth would have been
made, for some of the profits received
would have been more readily ascer-
tainable. Only by treating each yarn
cost separately can the correct result

be obtained, and when the yarn costs
are not correct, the cloth costs natu-
rally cannot be.

WEAVING FACTS.

It has been previously explained
just why most of these cloths are
made with plain weaves, but there
are certain other features which are
of interest. Because of the nature of
the cloth, the loom speed is likely to

be somewhat less than it is on ordi-

nary fancy cloths, but the production
per loom is large, because there are
so few picks per inch. The looms
per weaver are comparatively few,
in many fancy fabrics there being
but one loom to a weaver. Condi-
tions of weaving differ widely, be-
cause of the widely varying styles of

fabrics, and results which can be ob-
tained on one construction in a cer-

tain way are not always possible on
another fabric. The more complicated
effects are produced by the use of

dyed and bleached yarns.
At present retailers are selling a

wide variety of these fabrics in the
plainer constructions, but in order to

continue the idea cloth makers are
producing crepes, voiles and other
fabrics, which contain decorations of
novelty yarns, they are adding checks
and fancy effects to other cloths, for

which there is a wide sale, and they
are using stripes which contain dif-

ferent colors, so as to give a wider
range of production. The idea is also
being applied to stripes in curtain
fabrics, and in many other ways not

generally recognized. In fact, there
never has been a time in the past
when any one idea was applied to so
many different cloths and in such
widely varying effects as at present.
One feature not to be lost sight of

when novelty cloth is being sold ex-
tensively is its effect on the future
of cloths and the cloth-making indus-
try.

Without doubt the large production
of novelty yarn fabrics will develop
a more or less steady use of such ma-
terials, thus creating a broader indus-
try and

A GREATER CHOICE
of fabrics among consumers. It is

being admitted to-day that voile fab-
rics have proved such desirable ma-
terials that there will be a continual
demand, although the present large
use will not be noted, and the same
results are likely to be seen regarding
certain of the novelty yarn goods.
Their making also has a great amount
of influence at the mills, for it de-
velops ability through experience, and
makes a better class of operatives or
overseers, and ones who are able to
handle somewhat diflScult situations.

There are many mills to-day
producing novelty yarn cloths

which previously considered them en-
tirely out of their field. Even many
of the ordinary print cloth mills have
made and sold fabrics which contain
stripes or variations from the ordi-

nary run of cloths, and which often,

result in a better profit to the mak-
ers, and such methods tend to develop
a broader industry, and one able to

take advantage of all the opportuni-
ties which are presented by the
changes in cloth styles.

FABRICS AND WEIGHT.
To show the wide variety of cloths

produced we present a few of the
many now selling. One is made en-
tirely from white yarn, but it has a
novelty effect produced by loops and
also by bunches of cotton inserted in

the yarn. The weave used is plain.

Another fabric has a novelty yarn
warp, with a plain yarn filling, and,
because of the fine and coarse nature
of the warp; an effect is produced not
much different from that of the ordi-
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nary ondule cloth. The weave on this

fabric is also plain. Another fabric
is made with a combination novelty
yarn, which has a loop effect for
ground and a binder in the retwisting
operation, which works as a nub and
produces a contrasting effect in col-

ors.

Stripes of differfent colored nubs
are used, and the effect is very attrac-
tive when this kind of cloth is being
considered. Plain weave also forms
the basis for this fabric. One fabric
which has recently appeared, and
which shows quite radical changes
from the ordinary fabric, has a mer-
cerized yarn ground very similar to
an ordinary poplin but with a five-

harness weave used instead of plain,

and, in addition, has a jacquard figure

introduced by a portion of the filling,

which has a combination novelty yarn
effect with loops and nubs.

PRICES VARY MUCH.

The prices of these cloths vary
quite a little and range from $1.50 to

$3 per yard for cloths which are
most of them over 40 inches in width.
One item of interest is that novelty
yarn fabrics have been partly respon-
sible for the largely increased price

of cotton goods, which is partially jus
tified by the cost of production and
the prices which are noted when any
idea is in demand. Without doubt
the era of fancy cloth making in do-
mestic mills has just commenced, and
if the future shows as much increase
in adaptability and in styling as has
been noted during the past year, there
will be very little opportunity for

criticism regarding the progress of

the domestic industry. The weight of
the yarns and the weight of the re-

sulting fabric which contains novelty
yarns is obtained in a similar manner
to that employed on ordinary fabrics
that is, after the yarn size has been
obtained. The weight on one of the
fabrics, which is illustrated, is as fol-

lows:

Tarn size 3.87/1 (relative size).
Threads per inch 16.
Picks per inch 17.
Width of cloth finished 45%".
744 ends -+- (3.87/1 X 840) = .2288, weleht

of warp without take-up.
9% take-up in weaving.

.2288 -t- .91 = .2.')14. total weight of warp
per yard of cloth.

17 picks X 49" reed width X 36"
= 833 yards

36"
of filling per yard of cloth.

833 -i- (3.87/1 X 840),= .2562. total weight
of filling per yard of cloth.

.2514 + .2562 = .5076. total weight per
yard.

1.0000 -r- .5076 -= 1.97 yards per pound.

<»

STRIPED BEDFORD CORD
Bedford cords have been in small

demand for a number of years past,
partly because styles did not use
them largely, and partly because cot-
ton was high in price. Thc3e fabrics,
though many times made of fine yarn
and having a high count, are usually
quite heavy, and use quite a little ma-
terial. As is well known, the demand
has lately increased and many varie-
ties and constructions are being of-
fered and sold. Most of theje fabrics
are sold in the white state, but many
new patterns are seen in colors. Be-
cause of manufacturing conditions,
wherein expenses were high from the
use of comparatively fine bleached
yarn, most of the cloths were made in
the grey state and bleached when
woven. With the making rf fast col-
ored yarn to stand bleaching, it is

expected that more colors will be used
in stripes in grey woven cloth, not
only in fabrics similar to sample, but
also in various other lines in which
colors can be used to an extent for
varying the patterns.
The fabric considered is an import-

ed one, and there are a number of in-
teresting features regarding the cloth.
It is made in the usual method in con-
structing such patterns, that is, the
weave appearing on the face of the
cloth is plain, and the filling weaves
alternately in every second cord, two
picks being woven into the face and
then reversing to the back on the fol-

lowing cord, where they hold In
threads used for the purpose of round-
ing out the cords on the face. These
threads held in to make the cords
round are called stuffer ends. The
cord which is composed of black yarn
is one dent smaller than those made
of white yarn. In our drawing-in
draft we have placed the selvages
on separate harnesses, although they
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weave similar to the stuffer, and in
making up the warps, tliey would
probably be placed on these stuffer

harnesses. We have separated them
from the main warp to make the draft
somewhat clearer. It is to be noted
that an end of plain weave must be
used on the outside of each selvage to
keep tile filling irdn slipping bacK, as
the selvages have two picks in a shed.

DETERMINED BY STYLE.

One of the interesting facts in con-
nection with this cloth is that the
warp is all two-ply yarn, while the
filling is single, and another is the

tailers import fabrics, and this is one
of the fabrics purchased.
The other interesting features in

this connection are the facts regard-
ing prices. Ihis fabric is to-day re-
tailing for 75 cents per yard, and it is

not believed its selling price finished
in Europe was over 25 cents per yard,
which, with the added price for duty,
would allow a large profit to anyone
handling such a cloth. A. a manu-
facturer's profit on a cloth of this kind
would not be over two cents per yard,
and in the majority of cases, not
much over half this amount, it can be
seen how cheaply these cloths can be

I
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low number of picks In the cloth,
namely 64. From large experience in
making and selling this variety of
cloths, it is not believed that a fabric
constructed in this way could be sold
by an American manufacturer. The
fabric has so few picks and the fill-

ing yarn is so fine in comparison with
the warp that there is little strength
filling- ways of the cloth, a J a buyer
would not accept any such f-^bric.

A slight strain will result in destroy-
ing the cloth. The reason why such
a construction was purchased was be-
cause a retail buyer bought the goods
and few of them are influencei by any
cloth quality a fabric has, but the style
determined the purchase. Large re-

made. It can be stated as a fact that
domestic mills would not be guilty of

making many cloths with construc-
tions like sample, and what is more
to the point, they could not get away
with any such fabrics if they cid offer

them. There are many cloths sold in

Arrerica to-day, siinilar to sample,
which are far better value than iae
on° an'^Ivzpd.

Few Bedford cords are being sold

by domestic mills or converters to-day
at over 25 cents per yard, unless they
can show a much be'ter construction
or more value than the one consid-
ered.
This Instance is one which only il-

lustrates the hold which retailers
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have on distribution and the prices
which are charged. Many

AMERICANS ARE FOOLED
by the imported label. This ii used

by many to get higher prices for their
wares, notably different classes of
textiles. Because so many Americans
were at some time or other natives
of Europe, they have the feeling that
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any imported fabric is better than
those made in America. While this
may be true in some instances, there
is an increasing knowledge that this
condition is not w^iTanued uy
facts, and many are beginning to see
that a large part of this feeling is

mere hearsay, for a large percentage
of mill employes are of foreign birth
and education, and very few r€al
Americans are found in the factories
to-day. It is becoming known that
many of the beautiful fabrics pro-
duced in America are sold as of for-

eign product, so that while the man-
ufacturer does not reap any rewards
of this practice, either converter, job-
ber or retailer does.

The process keeps educating con-
sumers into the belief tnat Americans
are far behind in manufacturing good
cloths, and does stimulate importa-
tions of fabrics which might be made
by domestic manufacturers otherwise.
This is possibly one reason why some
jobbers and many retailers object to
selling trade-marked textiles. If all

textiles were trade-marked in some
manner so that consumers would
know they were of domestic make,
there would be a surprising condition
of affairs revealed, and many of

the large profits secured by some
sellers would be reduced, or possibly
the manufacturers would obtain some-
what larger profits.

Bedford cords require but

FEW HARNESSES

to weave, usually not over eight, and
although most mills with dobby looms
make them, the price is high, because
they are a heavy cloth. The count
is high in most cases, being many
times over 120 times 120. For this
reason the yards produced are small
In comparison to many o*^her lines of
fabrics. Because of the high number
of picks the warps must be well sized
or the friction will break the ends.
It is necessary to use a rather coarse
reed to obtain satisfactory results in
weaving. Quite a few ends must be
reeded together, and sometimes the
best running result can only be de-
termined by experimentation. The
take-up in weaving of the stuffer ends
Is very small, as they lie nearly

straight in the cloth. If dyed yarn
be used for the stripe in weaving and
grey yarn for che re^iaiiiaer

of the warp, the take:up on the color
is likely to be more than on the rest
of the warp, unless care is used in

weaving. If the take-ups are not
nearly the same, a different appear-
ance is sometimes seen on tne various
stripes in the cloth.

This fabric, although it has a

HIGH WARP COUNT,

has the same appearance w'-iich all

these lines do when few picks are
used in weaving. The nice smooth
surface is missing, as in reality only
32 picks per inch are used for the
face of the cloth. We have never
seen a satisfactory Bedford cord made
with a very small number of picks,
and domestic makers seldom make
cloths with less than 80 picks per
inch, and whenever fewer picks are
used, it is to get a cloth made which
will sell at a certain price. About
ten years ago, quite a few Bedford
cords were sold with fancr weaves,
and various constructions in combina-
tions, and it is likely many of the
ideas then used will be reproluced
with the r.ddition of color which was
not available at that time.

There is no question but that the
advent of fast colois to stand bleach-
ing has opened large fields which have
never before been utilized, as can be
noted in the making of stripes and
checks in silk and cotton novelties,

in the making of stripes in Bedford
cords, in the making of stripes in mer-
cerized piece goods, and it can be util-

ized in the manufacture of novelty
yarns in making the cloth called
eponge or Turkish toweling, which
buyers are at present interested in

largely.

While Bedford cords and piques are
used for a variety of purposes, it is

believed by some that unless business
increases largely there will be a sur-
plus of these cloths the latter part of

the coming season. As a rule, the to-

tal amount sold of novelties of this

character is small, and sellers have
riT^ny linps in h'^nd, '^'^d n}i}+(^ a few
of the orders at the mills are for these
cloths, so some doubt is expressed re-
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garding prices later in the season.
The interest expressed in other newer
fabrics is likely to detract somewhat

from the sale which was anticipated
earlier in the season on various styles

of Bedford cords.

PATTERN.

50/2 Am. combed white. Il2
37%/2 Am. carded white
50/2 Am. combed black.)

2,778 beam No. 1.

1,183 beam No. 2.

910 beam No. 3.

4,871 total ends.

91 X
50/1 American combed filling; 64 picks.
30 reed, 33%" width in reed, 32" grey width, 31%" finished width; 152 X 64 grey count

over ail; 154 X 63 finished count over all.

YARNS.

50/2 Am. combed, 1%" sta.; 10 hank dou. rov.,

37M8/2 Am. carded. IV^" sta.; 7Vi hank dou. rov.,
50/1 Am. combed. 1^" sta.; 12 hank dou. rov..

Labor,
Cotton, waste, etc. Twisting.
21c. 14J4c. 3c.
17%c. 7%c. 2c.
17 %c. 12 %c.

50/2 black, same as above, with addition of 16c. for dyeing, beaming, etc.

COST.
2,778 ends. 50/2 Am. combed + S% take-up = .1438 @ 38i4c.
1,183 ends, 37^/2 Am. carded + -2% take-up = .0767 @ 27^40.
910 ends, 50/2 Am. combed black + 8% take-up = .0470 @ 54^40.
64 picks, 50/1 Am. combed = .0514 @ 30c.

Weaving
Expenses

Selling . .

Bleaching, etc.

Yards per pound, 3.14.
Retail price, 75c. per yard.

3S%c.
27y4C.
30c.
5414 c.

$ .0550
.0209
.0255
.0154
.0147
.0133

$ .1448
.0029

.1477

.0150

$ .1627

#•»

SWISS APPLIQUE (PRINTED)
We have at various times described

different classes of fabrics wLich are

decorated in some manner other than

by the weave, that is, either through

the use of a swivel or lappet motion,

or through the use of the box loom or

the embroidery machine. There is an-

other class of fabrics which is not sold

very extensively, but which shows a
much different appearance and is pro-
duced in a radically different manner
than any of those which we have pre-
viously described. In a general way,
it is a fabric in which there are de-
cided contrasts, that is, with portions
of the cloth rather thin and transpar-
ent, and with other portions opaque
even when they are of the same color
^s the ground cloth. Probably In tlie

majority of Instances these cloths
have a white ground and are deco-
rated with colored figures in what
might be called

GEOMETRICAL PATTERNS.
An ordinary examination of the fin-

ished material will show that the
small spots are stuck onto the cloth in

some manner. These will stand the
ordinary washing process in a satis-

factory manner, and whenever such
fabrics are desirable this method of
production can be used. Some of such
fabrics are continually sold, but at
certain times when very light ground
fabrics of a rather crisp nature are
desirable a much larger quantity can
be sold. The fabrics are used for
dresses, waists, collars, cuffs, trim-
mings and various other small made-
up articles for women's wear. The
fabrics are not especially durable be-
i^VLse they are so light, but they are
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practically as durable as any other
fabric of a similar construction.

DIFFER FROM ORDINARY PRINTS.

The results are produced by a proc-
ess much similar to printing and which
will be subsequently described, but it

may be well to enumerate certain of
the differences which exist between a
fabric such as analyzed and an ordi-

nary printed fabric wherein the same
or similar ground cloth is used. The
first thing which will be observed is

that the figure is raised above the sur-
face of the cloth whereas this does not
occur in an ordinary printed material.
For another thing it will be noted that

figures being made up of small spots
or dots of various sizes. The ordinary
printed pattern often contains scroll

patterns, and except in the cheaper
grades does not often consist of spots,

at least not arranged as they are in

the fabrics under discussion. The
feature that would be noted by a con-
sumer before anything else would
probably be the fact that the ordinary
printed pattern contains a number of

colors arranged in harmony to produce
the flower or effect desired, whereas
in these printed Swisses there is sel-

dom more than a single color used.
Wherever the printed pattern appears
on an ordinary fabric it is very easy

"
, '^:ii:!:!;;iigii!|iilsiil!i!isii|:!!iyg||i:0|sii^s

•::^liil;ii
:ir?!i;;l;;Sli::i!iSiyi

Swiss Applique (Printed).

the printed pattern appears on both
sides of the cloth and in a similar
manner, that is, the figure is raised on
both surfaces. On an ordinary print-

ed cloth the pattern seldom is as
prominent on the back as it is on the
face, and in a good many instances it

is hardly visible at all on the back of

the cloth.

One of the most prominent features

in such fabrics is that there is a wide
divergence of the patterns from those
ordinarily noted, at least in a large

majority of instances. Continuous or

SCROLL PATTERNS
cannot be produced and geometrical
figures are more often noted, these

to move the threads and picks back
and forth if the fabric construction is

not very firm, and. in addition, the
threads and picks composing the cloth

are always visible, whereas in the fab-

ric analyzed the figure entirely covers
up the yarn and does not permit any
movement of the threads whatever.
Any large pattern on this sort of

printing will

MAKE A FABRIC STIFF

and somewhat undesirable, and for

this reason quite a little judgment has
to be used in the amount of figure

which is applied. It may be well to

note here that it is desirable to have
the ground cloth of good quality just
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the same as when printed patterns are
being applied under ordinary circum-
stances. Any great amount of irregu-
larity in the yarns used will make a
very uneven finished result, because
a light-weight fabric with fine yarns
and plain weave shows up the quality
of yarn about as prominently as is

ever noted. The range of patterns
which can be obtained from this meth-
od of printing is somewhat limited,

though it undoubtedly gives an effect

which is otherwise not possible.

Smooth, round spots cannot be ob-
tained by embroidery, swivel weaving
or by any other method, so as to be as
regular as those printed by this

method.

GROUND FABRIC REGULAR.
There is little to interest consumers

or manufacturers in the ground fabric
upon which the printed pattern is

placed. This fabric can be made in a
good many plants and contains quite
fine yarns and is woven with plain
weave. An ordinary fine goods mill
usually produces large quantities of
similar fabrics when they are in de-
mand, though recently the sale has
been rather small. The cloth is pur-
chased in the grey state and then
bleached, afterward being placed
UDon it the printed pattern which is

desired. Generally sneaking, the
ground fabric is no different from
many of those sirnilar cloths of a
light ohpracter which have a rather
stiff finish and are

SOLD IN THE WHITE STATE.
The production of such cloths is quite
high at the loom because the loom
speed is somewhat higher than for
fancy materials and the percentage of
production is also large, due to man-
ufacturing conditions. Relatively, a
large number of looms per weaver are
operated because the filling will last
for quite a long time and because the
yarn is not subject to some of the
strains which are noted in other styles
of goods. Undoubtedly such cloths
can be produced about as cheaply as
any fabric in the market, all things
considered, and many think that
there is more economy practiced in

the making of such goods than is not-
ed for any other style of cotton fabric
produced, not excepting the ordinary

well-known print. This fact makes
it possible for the converter or finish-

er to purchase the ground fabric upon
which he is to place the printed pat-

em, for a rather low price.

FEATURES OF FINISHING.

There are a number of interesting

features in regard to the production

of these printed Swisses, the first be-

ing the process through which the

material that is to be applied to the

cloth is produced. The fibre which is

used is often cotton, in the unspun
condition, but due to the method of

handling it has often been thought to

be various kinds of wood pulp. Cotton

or cotton waste is obtained, and this

is ground very fine or into a powder
by machinery made for the purpose.

More than one process is used cr un-

til t:ie cotton fibre has very little

staple left, being more in the form of

ordinary light dust than anything else.

Naturally, whenever colored patterns

are to be produced, the fibre is dyed,

but this is immaterial in the descrip-

tion of the

PRINTING OR PRODUCING
process. The dyestuffs necessary

would be those ordinarily used for dye-

ing cotton cloth or yarn. The next

feature of interest is in regard to the

design making. The pattern sketches,

of course, would be made up just the

same as when other styles of printed

patterns are to be made. This radical

difference, however, is noted. The or-

dinary pattern, as applied to a cotton

fabric is engraved upon copper rcllera,

one roller for each color in the pat-

tern. Tn this sort of ] rinting no roll-

ers are used, but rather an endless

band of quite thin copper. The pat-

tern is laid out upon this endless cop-

per band, and instead of being eaten

partway into the copper as is noted
when rolls are used it is cut clean

through the endless copper band.

There 's very little to explain regard-

ing t-iis feature. Most of the patterns

on the bands are cut through with a

dye or in some other manner, whereas
the pattern upon the roller is eaten

out with acid. The shellac which cov-

ers the copper roll almoso entirely

when immersed in the acid would not
be suitable for the endless copper
band, inasmuch as the band is not stiff,
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but rather flexible. It is juGt as neces-
sary to have the patterns repeat in

the length of copper band, as it is in

the circumference of the copper roll,

and the

METHOD OP LAYING OUT
is just as accurately done. The cir-

cumference of the copper band is,

however, usually very much greater
than the circumference of the copper
roll. The foregoing facts show clear-

ly why continuous or scroll patterns
are not used. In order to obtain a
scroll or continuous pattern, it would
be necessary to have a continuous cut
lengthwise of the copper band and
this would cut the band into various
strips and they would not stay in
their proper positions, thus causing
insurmc antable difficulties. The next
interesting feature in regard to this

process is that the fibre which is

ground up is not stuck immediately
onto the cloth. To obtain such a re-

sult a

PREPARATION OF GLUE
is brought into contact with the fabric
through the holes in the endless cop-
per band. This permits a pattern to

be made or printed upon the cloth
somewhat similar to an ordinary print-
ed pattern though made of glue. Im-
mediately after this printed pattern
has been applied, the cotton cloth is

sprinkled with the ground cotton
fibre. This cotton fibre is agitated in
the machine and is applied both to
the back and face of the fabric and
explains why the printed figure is

raised on both sides of the cloth. The
fibre sticks only to that portion of the
fabric where the pattern of glue has
been applied. Naturally, a certain
amount of ground fibre is left upon
the fabric, even though the glue pat-
tern does not hold it, but this can be
very easily removed by a blowing
process or by brushing after the fabric
becomes dried. The amount of fibre

which is taken up depends a good
deal on the amount of glue which is

applied and the size of the spot print-
ed. It is necessary that the elue does
not snread or run, for if this occurs
the design will not be what was in-

tended and correct results will not be
obtained. In order to eliminate this

spreading tendency the fibre is applied

to the printed cloth immediately after
It has been printed and berore the glue
dries or spreads. Ihere is a large
amount of ground fibre in the air

when such a printing process is being
accomplished because the fibre is

ground very fine and the material
must be agitated quite extensively if

it is to be applied regularly throughout
the entire fabric width. It is always
impossible to handle any fine mate-
rial, similar to that described, without
having a great deal of it in the atmos-
phere, especially when there is an ex-
cess of the fibre upon the fabric as it

comes from the machine. It will be
readily realized that the spots which
are stuck on will not dry very quickly
and for this reason a drying process is

necessary. The cloth is hung up in
large rcoms in folds which run up and
down much the same as is noted in

certain of the piece-dyeing machines
which are now being sold. This
method of handling allows the air to
circulate through every layer of cloth
and keeps the damp spots from stick-
ing to the folds which come next to
them. If the cloth was folded at all

tightly, or rolled up before it was dry
the printed effect desired would be en-
tirely spoiled, because one fold would
have a tendency to stick to the fold
next to it. The

MOST IMPORTANT FEATURE
in the whole process is the kind of
glue or composition which is used in
o^^taining the spot. It must be a ma-
terial which is affected very little by
moisture or ordinary atmosphere con-
ditions. It is also necessary for such
fabrics to be washed at certain times
and if an ordinary glue were used
there would be no pattern or spots re-
maining after th washing process was
completed. The method of obtaining
the result is, however, very interest-
ing, and at certain times is more or
less desirable. The speed with which
the printing can be accomplished is

not so fast as is noted for an ordinary
printed material for reasons which are
obvious to most peonle, but it might
be said a fast speed in printing would
make it impossible to s'et the ground
fibre stuck onto the cloth in a satis-

factory manner, and would probably
result in many seconds being produced
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through one cloth coming in contact thing which can be produced in the
with a portion which had immediateiy domestic market. They surely pro-
preceded, duce a raised spot and the variety of

VARTi^^T^v TM TTARRTr- PATT-T^T^MQ pattcms is Quite extensive, though notVARIETY IN FABRIC PATTERNS. ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ordinary printed
Among consumers there has been a material. The prices for the various

prejudice in regard to the use ci goods fabrics depend upon their appearance,
such as that analyzed, mainly because and inasmuch as special processes
they have always been accustomed to often bring large profits this is noted
having spots or figures of a woven in the present instance, although it

character and are not willing to be- might be said that such fabrics offered
lieve that the spots or figures will re- when the demand is not large are of-

main permanent when a washing ten sold quite low and lower than the
process is employed. One of the ob- cost of production. The style of the

PATTERN.
2 2

80/1 Sea Island combed — 2,236 — — 2,300, total ends.
16 16

110/1 Sea Island combed tilling. 60 picks per inch.
36 leeu; 31^" width in reed, 30" width grey, 2y'/i" width finished.

76 X 60 grey count, 7» X 60 ftniahed count,

YARNS.
Labor,

Cotton. waste, etc.
80/1 S. I. combed; 17-16" staple; 16 hank dou. rov., 23i,^c. 28%c. = 51%c.
110/1 i>< 1. combed; IVi" staple; 25 hank dou. rov., 25c. 32%c. = 57%c.

COST.
2.300 ends 80/1 S. I. combed warp + 4% take-up = .0357 @ 51%c. = $ .0185
6U picks 110/1 S. 1. combed filling = .0205 @ 57 %c. = .0119

Weaving .0059
KxpensBS .0051

i .0414
Selling (grey) .0007

Ground fabric cost (grey) $ .0421
Yards per pound 17. 7y (grey>.
Piuin weave.
Retail price 12 %c. per yard.
Printea with a boraered pattern.

jections which has been advanced result has much to do with the profit
against the use of this process is that secured.
although the spots remain firm when THE MAKING OF YARNS
the fabric is washed there has been a t» -i-i ^ ^.r, 4. • 4.

' 4.-

tendency for the figures to turn to a ,
Possibly one of the most interesting

yellow color when the goods are features relative to the ground fabric

ironea. This is more especially true ^^^^^^ is m regard to the yarns which

of the goods which have a white compose the material. In order to ob-

foundation and also white spots. It *^'° ^ regular effect it is practically

seems that the heat turns the glue or
always necessary for the cotton to be

composition used into a yellow color
combed. This combing process elimi-

and this makes a different-appearing S?^®^ ^ >^S®, portion of the short

spot. Of the developments in printing ^^J^^
^^^ makes the yarn stronger

noted in recent years one of the most ^^^ more even It also permits finer

prominent is the various kinds of bor-
sizes to he made than are otherwise

dered goods somewhat similar to the K?^^!?^^-.
The yarns which compose

embroidered and other styles of goods ^^® ^^^P^
analyzed can be made on

which have been in greater or less de-
either the spmning frame or the mule,

mand These though sizes much finer than those

RnT?nFRi^n PT?TMTT?n PATT-T^T^MC! ^°^®^ ^^® usually made upon the mule.
BORDlLRiLD PRINTED PATTERNS ^ much greater amount of care must
show up very strongly and it would be used in selecting the cotton and
seem as if they would be the nearest in the various processes employed if

approach to certain of the embroid- correct results are secured. The cot-
ered crepes and similar fabrics of any- ton fibre is seldom beaten as much in
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the picking processes and the card
draft is often much greater than for
ordinary work. The

CARD PRODUCTION
together with the production of other
machines is often quite a little small-
er. At the spinning frame the produc-
tion is radically smaller in pounds per
week than for the yarns which com-
pose most ordinary fabrics. Due to

the fineness of yarns the variation in

sizes is somewhat greater than is

usually noted. For ordinary 40-1 a
reasonable variation would to from
38-1 to 42-1, whereas for 80-1 the va-
riation would be from 76-1 to 84-1,

with other numbers in about the same
proportion. There is no great difficul-

ty noted in obtaining the weights of

the yarns used or in the weight of the
cloth as produced at the loom. The
method is as follows:

2,300 -^ (S40 X 80/1) = .0343, weight of
warp yarn without talce-up.

4% talve-up in weaving.
.0343 -r- .96 = .0357, total weiglit of warp
varn per vard of woven cloth.

60 picks X 31%" reed width X 36"
= 1.890

36"
yards of filling per woven yard.

1,890 -T- (840 X 110/1) = .0205. total weight
of filling varn per woven yard.

.0357 + .0205 = .0562, total cloth weight
ppr vard.

1.0000 -T- .0562 = 17.79 yards per lb. (grey).

"PIQUE" OR "MARSEILLES."
The quilted weave, as applied to

cotton fabrics, is known among weav-
ers as the "^.larseilles" weave. It is a
double cloth, the face being a moder-
ately close, pUin weave. The back is

a very open, plain weave. Between the
back and face a soft twisted heavy
filling, called "stuffing," is woven. The
two cloths are stitched together at

frequent intervals in weaving, the
stitches being arranged so as to suffi-

ciently bind the two cloths together,
and at the same time form an orna-
mental design or pattern. The "stuf-
fing" between the clo+hs gives the
fabric the embossed effect.

THE FACE
being plain woven is drawn into hed-
dles as for sheeting. The back is also
a plain weave, but the back warp is

also the quilting warp, and has to be

mounted in a "jacquard" harness, un-
less the pattern is small enough to be
produced on a "dobby." Two face

threads and one back (or quilting)

thread are drawn into each dent of

reed. The construction is shown in

diagram, Fig. 1.

11 n
-S. --3,

^S
Stuffing ^'ILng*

OBGCBa
DBMSafl Back lining*

Two threads of face an_ ^__ ^ -„.

one of back warp are a3iiCDB^»«f^.''"8

drawn into each dent gSSSSS Bacit fiiiog

of reed. Back warp is on:: '''""Sng hi.n

a separate beam, and con-DDBngj
tains one-h^lf the numbei

~

of threads that are in the _. .

face. Fig. 1.

niolicates thst the thread is raised by the J ic^u .rd only wh«n used for
build. n^. ».'!sbows SiOie thread when r^isul by the uomber Loj.rd r^ulorly to
form tDe back. •Back filling same as tace.

THIS CONSTRUCTION
calls for a loom with two shuttle boxes
at each end of lathe. Large pat-
terns require a "jacquard" attachment,
while the small designs may be made
on a dobby head; also two warp beams
are necessary. In operation the loom
throws in one back, two face and one
stuffing pick in regular order. To
make the embossed effect show up
well the back ^arp is woven with con-
siderably more tension than the face.

AS AN ARITHMETICAL BASIS

for the construction of this fabric,

about 11 times the square root of the
average hank number on face and
back may be used. The "stuffing"
should be four times as heavy as the
average number used for face and
back. On this basis a Marseilles quilt

or counterpane, if woven with average
No. 35 on face and back, and No. 8%
stuffing would have:

64 threads per inch of No. 30 warp on I'ace.

32 " 30 •• back.
64 picks 42 filling on face.
32 " 42 •• back.
32 " " " " •• 8% *• as ssturting.

and if woven 12 quarters squire, would
weigh about 3 9-10 pounds per quilt;

or take a 30-inch vesting fabric, made
of average No. 80 yarn en face and
back and 40 stuffing. The stuffing yarn
in this case is only twice the weight
of the face, but there are twice as
many picks relatively thrown in.

There is no back filling used in vest-
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ings. The back, when not used in

quilting, is floated. The organization
would be:

98 threads per Inch on face,
98 picks Average No. 80.
98 " " '• stuffing No. 40.

The picks are thrown in two face
and two stuffing regularly. At 3D
inches wide the goods would weigh
4 65-100 yards per pound.

IN THIS EXAMPLE
the average number of the face yarn
is given. The fabric looks and
wears better if warp and filling on
face are alike, but it helps the" weav-
ing out wonderfully to have a consid-
erable difference between the two, the
warp being from 10 to 20 per cent
heavier than the filling.

It is beyond the scope of an elemen-
tary article like this to attempt any
description of the means used to pro-
duce the ornate designs or the fabric.

The artist who originates textile de-
signs must draw each design to fit tha
fabric he is dealing with. Each fabric
has its special characteristics as to de-
sign, and each also has its limitations.
The characteristics and limits of the
fabric under consideration may be
here stated.

COLOR EFFECTS.
1. Color effects are hardly admis-

sible. The fabric is essen.ially a white
one. The quilting warp is sometimes
colored, so as to show a pattern com-
posed of colored lines and dots on a
white ground. The design is not
thereby altered, for the pattern woven
with colored stitching may also be
woven entirely white.

2. The fabric adm.its only of a de-
sign of "dots" arranged to produce
large designs.

3. In the vestings and fabrics with
small patterns, the quilting warp
threads, vvnen noL raised to make a
stitch, are floated. The dots then
should be arranged so as to avoid
very long flo:ts.

4. On counterpanes the design has
to be very large, and has to be pro-
duced on a "jacguard" machine of com-
paratively small capacity. This calls

for a design that can be enlarged in

the tie-up of the harness and to this

end certain parts of the design are ar-

ranged so as to admit of several repe-
titions.

THE NAME "PIQUE"
is now generally applied to this fabric
when woven in small patterns within
the capacity of the "dobby." This
name particularly applies when the
goods are to be used for ladies' and
children's dresses, men's shirt fronts,

etc. However, the fabric that is called

"pique" when used for dresses or
shirt fronts would be a "Marseilles"
if made up into a man's vest. The
name "pique" is probably from the
French "piquer," to quilt or prick with
a needle. Possibly the name "Mar-
seilles" is also a corruption of the
French "matelas," a quilt or mattress.

A CORDED "MARSEILLES,"
or "pique" is essentially the same fab-
ric as the figured article, but is woven
rather differently. The warp is drawn
into a three-shed harness like a com-
mon three-shed twill. To produce the
corded effect the harnesses are op-
erated by a dobby. Two warps are
used as in the preceding casss, one
warp having twice as m^any threads as
the other; the quilting warp is drawn
into the back harness, the face warp
in the middle and front. The pegging
plan of dobby chain is shown at Fig, 2.

Mi
III
OUM Stuffing

amm
ama face HHing

DDB
DBD ••

aam "
DBS atumii;

DIB
DBQ face filliDjai "
dbq 'V
aam ••

Fig. 2.

As this weave calls for four picks of

face filling and two picks of stuffing in

succession, the lathe need only hav©
drop boxes on one end.

QUILT WEAVE GOODS
shculd be finished so as to preserve,

as far as possible, the convexity or

puff of the quilting. To this end, after

bleaching and sizing, they should be
dried on tenter-hooks. The piect>
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goods can be dried on the tentering
n acliine, through which they should
run lace down. The quilts or coun-
terpanes are handled singly, and are
stretched on square tentering frames
and dried in a hot room. There is a
fabric on the market called "P K,"
which is often confounded with
"pique," the names having the same
sound. "P K" is a float weave and
the fabric bears no relation to "pique"
or "Marseilles."

TUCKS

Cotton Wash Fabric.

A tuck fabric is a single cloth and
is made by using two or more warps,
is generally composed of all cotton,

^.
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cotton and silk, and all silk, and can
be made on any loom having either a
dobby or a jacquard attachment, and
single or double box, double box
looms, of course, giving great scope
for filling patterns.

A tuck effect in a cloth is a perfect
pleat running across the cloth from
one selvage to tbe other and was used
extensively a few years ago in making
fancy bosoms for men'<^ outing or
neglige shirts and ladies' waisting,
very elaborate ehects being produced
by weaving ground cloth in colors
either harmonizing with or contrast-
ing to that of the tuck.
Two different numbers of filling are

used in this labric, namely, a fine one
for the plain ground or flat part of the
cloth, and a coarse nurrber for the
tuck, as the tuck is a filling effect, and
the coarse filling causing it to stand
out more prominently from the ground
fabric than would be the case if fine

numbers of filling were used to form
the whole fabric.

In making a common tuck effect two
beams are necessary, also 10 harness
or heddle shafts. The top beam con-
taining the tuck warp is drawn in on
the 2, 4, 6, 8th harnesses, and the bot-

tom beam, containing ground warp, is

drawn on 1, 3, 5, 7th harnesses, the
other two harnesses to work inde-
pendently for selvage, plain weave be-
ing used all the time.
The harness or head chain is pegged

to work all the harnesses plain weave
at the same time for whatever length
of plain ground is desired in the cloth

being woven. "For example, if you
want 40 picks plain ground cloth be-
fore weaving" the tuck, sinply peg
the chain plain weave on all harnesses
for 40 picks. Then to form the tuck
peg the chain so as to work only tuck
harnesses for plain weave for num-
ber picks necessary to give lengih of

tuck desired, the ground harnesses be-

ing at rest.

While the tuck harnesses are work-
ing, the take-up m^otion is temporarily
dispensed with by coupling the take-

up finger to a jack in the head motion
by running a strap over the top of the

loom and down the side. After having
woven the desired number of picks

to form the tuck, as the loom turns

over, all the harnesses are set work-
ing plain weave, and as the first pick

of the chain operates the head motion,

the take-up finger drops, the take-up
motion is again in gear, and the reed
beats in, the pick binding the turn and
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throwing it out from the ground fab-
ric.

This fabric is generally made to fin-

ish from 2y2 to 3i^ ounces and 2V
inches wide.

CONSTRUCTION COMMON TUCK.
1,300 reed, 2 ends per split, 1 end per

heddle, 29 inches width in reed, in-
cluding selvage; 1,036 plus 16 splits,

2,072 plus 64 ends. Ground warp and
tuck warp, l-40s cotton; 70 picks per
inch l-40s cotton filling. 7 per cent
shrinkage in width in weaving and
finishing; 10 per cent shrinkage
length finishing and weaving.
Tuck pattern: 46 picks l-40s cotton

for plain ground; 32 picks 2-20s cot-
ton for tuck. Selvage, 4 in a heddle
and split. Finish about 3i^ ounces.

SCRIM
Scrim. A loose woven, flimsy-look-

ing cloth, composed entirely of two-
ply cotton yarn, both warp and filling,

and resembles a fine meshed fish net.

Scrim is usually made in bright col-
ored stripe and plaid effects. It is pe-
culiarly adapted to the draper's art, as
it is a light-weight creation, there-
lore soft and pliable; it is also used as
a fiy net for horses in the summev
time.

Scrim is made of 2 -20s cotton, dry
color, in both warp and filling, and as
a fabric requires nothing in the na-
ture of a finish except being run
through a hot press, simply to smooth
the wrinkles which may occur during
the process of weaving.
By using 3-ns and 4-1 Os cotton

warp and filling, and, of course, in
proper proportions, we produce ham-
mocks and material for laundry bags
with this same scrim weave, or, to be
correct, gauze weave. Scrim can be
woven in any power loom, but best
results are obtained by using a light
running loom. The

SCRIM WEAVE OR LACY EFFECT
can be produced by using a regular
doi.pe set oi harness, but the best,
quickest and cheapest method is by
using an attachment known as the

Ashoff motion, which is an improved
set of harness or heddle and heddle
shafts built especially for this kind of

effects in cloth. This motion consists

4th

3rd
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1st pick
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Ground harness
of Doupeset

Ground harness

Standard

Skeletonharness

Reed plan

2d / Harness
ggS{ chain.
DDG I

This weave applies to a fabric (scrim) in
which the Doupe set is working every pick,
and each Warp thread working with a mate
thread, and producing perlect Leno effect.

NOTE.—In drawing in the Ground thread
crosses over the Doupe thread.

of two he.avy wooden frames built

similar to heddle frames and suspend-
ed in the loom from the top roller, in

the manner in which old roller loo:rs
were equipped for weaving gingham.

In place of heddles these frames
are filled with a coarse reed, in ac-
cordance with number of splits per
inch required for fabric; these reed
dents are plugged with lead, alter-

nately top dnd bottom, and two ends
are drawn straight through both har-
nesses.

THE ASHOFF MOTION
makes a shed in the regular roller

loom style or by treddle or cam, and
has likewise a sideway movement,
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which is obtained by placing a small
eccentric on the bottom loom shaft.
Near the side oi loo:n this eccentric

is connected by a one half inch iron
red with a pair of bevel gears which
are fastened on the loom fraaie at a
point equal to the center of the shed.
These gears are in turn coupled by
smaller reds to the heddle fraaies, and
create the side motion, which allows
the threads to operate in a sort of
rolling motion or, in other words, each
threaa rolls half-way round its mate
thread and the filling pick, binding it

in, and on the next pick the roll is re-

versed, and this creaies the lacy ef-

fect. In addition to the motion men-
tioned, there are various styles of
Pc^tented heddles now used for weav-
ing what is known as ordinary gauze,
or where the two leno threads cliangn
every pick. In some cases these pa-
tented heddles are constructed upon a
sliding sleeve idea, where the center
of the heddle slides up and down, and
inasmuch as it holds the leno thread,
it makes a crossing wlien this occurs.
In other insiances, the heddles are
somewhat similar to the ones ordi-
narily used, but the doup is also made
from steel, and in certain cases th.se
have given better results than older
methods. Possibly there are a half-

dozen or m.ore of these patented hed-
dles, which are sometimes used in

making leno fabrics. Use regular 2-20s
cotton yarns and set the warp about
44 inches in the reed, 20 ends and 20
picks per inch; will weigh about 1^^
ounces and measure about 36 inches
wide from loom.

FOR LAUNDRY BAGS
use 4-lOs cotton in the gray; set 30
inches in reed, three ends and three
picks per inch; will run 25 inches
from looji; no finish.

In hammocks very elaborate effects
are made up with the scrim weave as
applied to the harness loom. Diamond
twill and fancy colors are a favorite
combination and make a good selling
line.

4-lOs cotton yarn (warp filling); 42
inches in reed; 14 ends per inch; one
end per dent; 14 picks; stripe pat-
terns. No finish, as cloth is made into
hammocks straight from loom,

HAMMOCK CRASH
This cloth, as the ,naire implies, is

used in the making of hammocks. It

is made strong and durable to stand
the strain and wear that it is subject-
ed to and can be woven on almost any
ordinary loom. It is generally made in

three grades, viz., best, m.edium and
low.

The best grades are generally made
on the jacquard loom, so that very
elaborate patterns m.ay be introduced.
A 400 tie up is generally used, but

any tie may be used according to the
requirements of the design and quaLty
of the cloth.

The warp is gener^Ty composed of

three or four or more colors of yarn,

the colors being very bright and con-
trasting, such colors as green, red,

gold and black taking a prominent
part.

The design is generally an extensive
and elaborate one and in strine form,

but designs of the following character
are someti-^es employed, with partic-

ulars as follows:

Warp: i cotton, as sa^f^ple, 20 ends
per 1 in., 10 x 2 reed, 46 in. wide in

reed.

Filling: § cotton, as sam.ple, 18 picks

per 1 in.

The warp is woven with an cen
tension and where a gauze cr leno

weave is used, two or more bea-^s are

necessary and the necessary slackners,

etc.

When the warp is composed of sev-

eral colors of yarn, the filling is gen-
erally used undyed or in one solid

color.

Semifancies fgeneraHy of medium
qi?ality) and plain or lower srade
cloths may be woven on barnes^ looms
(16 to 24 harnesses being employed)'.

Plain or lower grade cloths are so^^e-

times woven in looms having a cross-

weaving or gauze-reed attachment
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when the weave Is a gauze or leno,

which is generally the case.

These cloths (medium grade) are
not made as strong and compact a^
the first quality, the particulars being
as follows:

Warp: 14 ends per 1 in., § cotton, 7

X 2 dent reed.

Filling: 12 picks per 1 in., § cot-

ton.

The weave is generally a semifancy
one. that is, plain weave for 2 or 3 in.,

and then a gauze stripe or gauz«
stripes at irregular intervals across
the warps. The colorings in warp are
similar to the first grade colorings,

and the design is less elaborate, some-
times on the following order:

M

I
Repeat several times.

The cheapest qualities are much
lighter in weight and more open in

texture, the particulars being as fol-

lows:
Warp: 8 ends per 1 in., § cotton, 8

dent reed x 2; mess every other dent.

Filling: 7 picks per 1 in., § cotton.

The weave is generally a gauze one,
one that is largely used, being 3 picks
plain and 1 pick gauze.
This quality is often made with un-

dyed cotton warp and filling and ia

dyed in the piece a solid color. It

may also be made with colored warp
threads, but on account of the scarcity
of warp threads less effective results
are obtained than in the first two
grades.
A typical sample is herewith en-

closed, but is a little better quality
than the particulars given refer to.

These cloths are generally made by
manufacturers who make up their own
cloths into hammocks and sell in this

form.

They require no finishing, as they
are made up into hammocks in the
condition as taken from the looms, ex-
cept in cases where the goods are to

be dyed.
In making hammocks, hangings or

draperies are employed and these
cloths are closely related to the ham-
mock cloth. They are made on the
same looms as hammock cloths and
are of the same texture.
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Fig. 1.

The yarn used is the same general-

ly, but the cloth need not be as strong

as the body cloth. The ends and pick»

per 1 in. may be a little lower. The
drapery cloths are made two in a

width, there being 12 in. or 14 in. of

the reed empty between the two
cloths. The filling is thrown across in

Fig. 2.

the regular manner, and when the
cloth is woven, the filling is cut in the
center of space between the cloths,

and the ends thus formed constitute
the fringe of the hangings, which
fringe is knotted in various ways to
make the hanging more effective.

In order to secure the warp threads
at the inside edge of drapery while
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weaving, the two ends nearest the
fringe side are made to cross each
other in weaving and make a firm sel-

vage for the actual cloth.

The warp yarn may be either in col
ored stripe form or solid color, and
the filling solid color, or both warp
and filling, may be in undyed state
and dyed in the piece when woven.

The draperies are made to match
the body, similar colorings and de-
signs being employed.

WEAVES TO EMPLOY.
The best qualities have generally

Jacquard effects, and as the texture is

not so compact, the plain weave must
be used extensively in ground, the
figure being either 5 harness satin or
3—1 twill.

The medium qualities as made on
harness looms have weaves as shown
in Figure 1, the plain weave being
conspicuous in order to make a firm
cloth.

Low grade cloths are made almost
exclusively with the gauze weave, Fig-
ure 2 being a typical one.

MADRAS
Madras is a light-weight cotton

cloth, composed of all cotton or cotton
and silk, and is a single cloth fabric,

having excellent wearing qualities.

It has been on the market for many
years and is considered a staple in the
cotton goods line. It is a narrow fabric
sold at 27 inches wide, and is made of
varying grades, weighing from two
to three ounces per yard, and is used
at all seasons of the year. It is used
by the ladies for summer skirts, shirt-

waist suits, etc.; by men for shirts,

shirt bosoms, and four-in-hand and
bow neckties. It is also used as a
drapery in workmen's homes for win-
dows, etc.

It is known by the plain white
ground and fancy colored, narrow
stripe warp effects, and is made of cot-
ton yarns ranging from l-26s to l-80s
warp and filling, and from 50 to 100
or more ends per inch. The knowl-
edge of the utility of madras being
common among most all classes of
people, permits of the greatest scope

in creating both harmonious and con-
trasting colors and weave combina-
tions, simplicity in color arrangement
being generally the keynote to suc-
cess in producing an elegant, good-
selling line.

COLORS.

Those colors most in demand,
which have been adapted to this fab-
ric, are rich and delicate shades of
blue, rose, green, linen, tan, laven-
der, ecru and bright red.
For prominent hair line effects use

black, navy blue, dark green, royal
blue and cherry red. Good fast color
is necessary in making madras, as it

is a wash fabric, the feature of which
is the fine colored stripe effect run-
ning warp ways.

If inferior colors are used, they will

surely spread during the finishing
process, and will cause a clouded
stripe where a distinct one was in-

tended, thereby causing a pile of sec-
onds. I\ladras used in making men's
stiff bosom shirts, which retail at
$1.50 and upward, in most cases is

made entirely with a plain weave.
Sometimes the colored stripe is de-

veloped by doubling up in the heddle
and reed (by drawing in two or more
ends in one heddle, and the threads
of several heddles in one split in the
reed).

ANOTHER METHOD.
Another method is to weave the

colored warp threads on other har-
nesses than those of the body of the
cloth, using a twill weave on these
harnesses, and by doing so create a
perfect cord in the cloth.

High-grade patterns are usually
formed by making a plain white stripe

from ^ inch to 1^^ inches in width,
and the colored stripe of 2, 4, 6, 8

ends. In using any of these numbers
of ends, the width of the colored
stripe is governed by the fineness of

reed, and method of drawing through
the reed, consistent with the weave
effect desired.
Fancy madras is made more suc-

cessfully on the dobby loom, 20-har-
ness capacity covering m.ost all com-
binations used in this line.

A good grade of madras is made by
using 1-30S cotton warp and filling.
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1,200 reed, two ends per dent; 31 ^4
inches in reed; 56 picki, l-30s fill-

ing; finish, 27 inches; weight, 2%
ounces.

WARP PATTERN.
14 White l-30sl
1 White 2-40S } Pla?n weave.

14 White 1-30S j

4 Rose l-30s Basket weave.
10 White 1-308. . .Plain weave.
4 Green l-30s... .Basket weave.

47

Finish for madrasi Run through
washer, cylinder (to dry cloth), ten-
tering machine, calender or press.

Finishing Particulars.

Starch, 6 ounces cornstarch,
ounces white cocoanut oil softening,

I

1 per cent new methylene blue G G,

V2 per cent thioflavine T. Wash well.

PINK.
Mordant yarn with 2 per cent tannic

acid. Give 5 turns and fix with 2 per
cent tartar emetic. Wash well. Dye
9 ounces acridine red 6 B., 3 ounces
rhodamine 3 G. C. Bischoff & Com-
pany. Wash well.

GINGHAM (Gonunon)
Gingham (common) is a single cloth

composed entirely of cotton and
always woven with a plain weave;
it is the most universally known fab-
ric on the market and is made in va-
rious grades, having from 50 to 76
ends per inch in the reed and of
l-26s to l-40s cotton yarns in both-

One repeat.

Design.
OBDBaanBGanHaaDBaaoaDaaBaaDBaDDBBaaaBaanBDBoaHa
aaBaaaBaBDaDBD){)aaaBaaaaaBDaDaaaBaaaBaaaaaaanaBa
DaaaoaaaDaaaaaDanaaaaaDBDaaaaaaDDDaaanaaacaaaaD
aaaaaaaDaoaaaasoacaaaoaaaaaaaaaaoaaaDBDaGaDBaDa
naaaaaaaaaaanaaaDaaaaaaaGaDaapDaaaaDaDaDBDBaGai
aDaDaaaoaDaaBOSDaaanaoaDaoaDaaDaaaGaDaDaaaooDaa
oaGaGaoaGaGaoaGaGaaaGaDaoaaaGaaGGGaGaGaGaGaaaGG
aaaaaaaaaGaaaasaBaaDaDBDBaBoaaaGaaaaGaGBGBGBaGG

Harness Chain.
DBGBGa
BOBDna
GBoaan
HGBGBa
GBoaaa
BGBDCa
oanaBG

Drawing-in Draft.
nDODDngnDDnDDDnDGDGDDDnaDDaanacBBCQaaaQGCQGCCBB
DDGDaDDDDDnnnDaGQaaaaaaQnaQaGBBGCGQCGGccGCGBaGc
DDGBaaGaaaaaaaaaDaaaDaaaaDaaaaaacaBaGOBCCGBDDGa
DaaaaDBaaQaaaQBGaaaaaaaaaaBaDGocaaaGfrBGDGBaoaGa
DBaaaaaaGBDOGaaaDBoaGBDooaacaaGGGCccaoDGBCDQOGa
DDaaDDaaDaaBQDaaaaGBDaaaaaaaaDGaaaaaacaaGGGCca

Reed Plan. •

DGBBGaBBOGBBGGaGGBBGGBBDGBBGGBBGGBaGGBBGGaBGGBa
BBGaBBGGBBaaBBaBBaaBaaaBBGaBBaGBBGaBBGGBBGGBBGa

Note—Design i^ two repeats In filling, and is intended to show connec-
tion between first and second repeat.

gallon water. Calender with light
calender machine.

Dyeing Particulars for Madras.

Following are dyeing particulars for
good madras shades:

LIGHT GREEN.

Mordant yarn with 2 per cent tannic
acid. Give 5 turns and fix with 2 per
cent tartar-^metlQ. W^sh well. Dye

warp and filling. It is a wash fabric,
made in both check and plaid pat-
terns, into which an almost unlimited
variety of color combinations are in-
troduced. It is most commonly used
in the m.anufacture of ladies' and chil-
dren's aprons and summer outing
dresses.

It can be woven in any power loom
having a box motion attached, using
four-harness or heddle s'lafts, and
having as a selvage eight double ends
on each side.
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There are many mills which are
now using automatic looms for the
production of ordinary ginghams. Of
course, the advantage gained is not
quite as large as when ordinary grey
fabrics are being produced, but, rela-
tively, it places a manufacturer in an
advantageous position, as far as com-
petition is concerned. Undoubtedly,
a great many more of these looms will

be used in the future, the only great
reason why more of them have not
been installed being because of the
limited finances of various concerns
and the fact that many manufacturers
are opposed to throwing out any ma-
chines which seem to be giving sat-
isfactory service, even though the
cost of production is rather high.
Gingham warps are made in two

lengths, 720 and 1,080 yards, and
these lengths are subdivided into
shorter lengths or cuts, usually 14 and
21, respectively.
When a gingham warp is woven out

the set of harness-es or heddles are
taken out of the loom and placed
in a twisting frame and twisted, an
operation which means the fastening
together, by means of the fingers, of
these ends remaining in the set of
harness, and those of the new warp.
A practiced operator can accomplish
this work at the rate of 50 to 60 ends
per minute, and he is generally a boy
of perhaps 16 years of age.
Loom fixers each have a section of

looms, numbering about 60, to. care for
and keep in good running order.

FINISHING GINGHAMS.
The goods are taken from the loom

and conveyed to the wareroom, and
the ends of several pieces or cuts are
sewn (chain stitch) together on a
sewing machine, thus making a con-
tinuous length of cloth of several hun-
dred yards, about 300 yards. (This is

done to facilitate handling.)
It is now run through the sprinkler,

the object of which is to dampen the
cloth in such a manner as to improve
its receptive qualities in the sizing op-
eration.

The sprinkler is a machine having a
box arranged on its top. Through this
box is passed a roller having bristles

set on end at regular intervals, similar

to the brush In a carpet sweeper; the
box is fed with water by means of a
small pipe, and the cloth on entering
the m^achine passes over the roller

brush, which in revolving comes in

contact with the water, and spreads it

over the cloth, which is drawn
through the machine by means of de-
livery rollers at the. opposite end.

From the sprinkler, it goes to the
size tubs, where it is given a good
amount of starch sizing. It is next run
through the cylinders to dry it, and
then run through the tentering ma-
chine, which operation is a continu-

ing of the drying process, also stretch-

Gingham.

ing the cloth in width. It is then pass-

ed through the calender, which is a
sort of hot press, and in which opera-
tion it is smoothed, and receives the

desired glaze on the face of the cloth.

From the calender the cloth goes to

the lapping machine, where it is roll-

ed around a small wooden board,

known as a lapboard, the operator

making a bolt of each cut of cloth,

the length of which is governed by
the subdivision of warp.

After the lapping operation, the
cloth, which is now in the shape of a

bolt (commercial term), is taken by
the folder, who unravels a couple of

yards and doubles it up, and neatly
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rolls it back in place, while he tucks

in the ends. The bolt is then stitched

with a strong cord, twice througU
each end; the ends are then singed

with a gas flame to remove odd scraps

of filling threads. The bolts of cloth

are then placed in a plate press in

the following order: three or four

bolts are laid flat side by side in the

press, and a zinc or other metal plate

placed upon them. This is repeated

until the press is filled with desired

number of pieces or bolts, the top of

the press is then run down by means
of a belt connecting with a driving

shaft, and the goods allowed to re-

main in this condition several hours,

after which the paper bands are plac-

ed around them and they are ready for

shipment. The following is a list of

standard gingham patterns, known as

two shuttle checks and usually made
in blue, brown, green, black and red.

Warp and filling: 2-2. 4-4, 6-6, 8-8,

10-10, 12-12. 14-14, 16-16, 18-18, 20-

20, 24-24, the pattern reading:

2 Blue 24 Blue "1 Warp
or f

and
2 White 24 White J fining.

For side pattern effects use same
colors:

4—2, .4, 6—4. 10—6. 20—10,

10—6—2—6

6—4—2—4

Read In this manner:
10 Bue
« White
2 Blue
6 White

Warp and flUinjr.

Staple ginghams ; are known to the
mill man. as 90O, 1,200, 1,400, meaning
900 reed. 1,200 reed, 1,400 reed. Those
made with a 1,400 reed are usually in-

tended as an imitiation of zephyr ging-
hams.

A good grade bf ginghams can be
made thus: reed, 900—two ends per
dent; 29 inches in width; 44 picks fill-

ing. Finish, 27 inches. Check pattern.

Weight about 2.1 ounces; ]-26s cotton
warp and filling. Plain weave.

A better grade thus: reed, 1,200

—

two ends per dent; 29 inches in

width; 52 picks filling. Finish, 27

Inches; weight 2^4 ounces; l-30s cot-

ton warp and filling; generally stripe

patterns; plain weave.
A fine grade thus: reed, 1,400—

two ends per dent; 29 inches in

width; 60 picks filling. Finish, 27

inches; weight two ounces; l-40s cot-

ton warp and filling. Check or plaid

pattern, plain weave.

la

2m

1^
<i>

o X

Design.

DaaDDD«D«a«DDDDDDD«OBaHa
DaDDDaD»a"i=i«DDaaaaGBDBDB
DQDDDDBDBaBaDOQDaDBDBDBD
DaDDDaaBuBDBaaaDQGGBDBDB
DaQDDDBDBaBaanaaDaHDBDBa
nBDBaBBBBBBBaBDBOBBBBBBB
BaBaBaBBt^BBBBQBaBDHBBBBB
DBaBOBBd^BiJ^BBaBaBOBBBBBBa
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aaDaaaBDBDBaaDaaaaBGaaaa
naGaaBBBaBaBnaDBDBBBBBBa
aGBGBGBaBBaBBDBGBDBBQBBa
GBDBGaBBBBaBGaGBGBBaSESaa
BDaGBGaBaaaBBGBGaaEasQsaa
GBGBDBBBBBBBGanBaBaSSeBa
BaaGBGaBBaBBaaaBDaaBSBaa
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white black
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Ginghams are made with fram two
colors, warp and filling, to eight col-

ors in warp and six in filling.

The 1,200 grade is occasionally
made up in spotted check effect or say
six black, six white, having a small
diamond-shaped figure at regular in-

tervals, produced in dobby looms.
Another style having great vogue

some 10 years ago is known as apron
ginghams, made in 900 grade, and hay-
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ing about three-quarters of the width
of the cloth woven in a small check,
4x4, and the remainaer having a large
pattern, with a woven check in the
filling. It is usually made in two col-

ors, and made 36 inches in reed.

Reed 900—two ends per dent; 36
inches in reed; 44 picks filling. Fin-
ish 34 inches; l-26s warp and filling.

Plain weave.

Warp pattern. Filling pattern,

t Whfte } 1««^ times = 1.348 ends. ^
White

Read from top to bottom then
reverse.

=222 endsX 2= 444 ends In border
1.348 in ground

1.792+ 8 ends blue

8 Blue
2 White
6 Blue

10 White
10 Blue
22 White
10 Blue
10 White
6 Blue
2 White

52 B'ue
2 White
4 Blue

10 White
2 Blue

16 White
2 Blue

10 White
4 Blue
2 White

40 Blue

Blue for Ginghams.

Following are the dyeing particu-
lars of a good blue for a gingham
(common).
For 100 pounds yarn, 1st bath: 6

pounds immedial indone 3B cone; 12
pounds sodium sulphide crystals; 4
pounds grape sugar (glucose) ; 3
pounds soda ash; 4 pounds common
salt.

For standing bath: 3 pounds imme-
dial indone 3B con *; 6 pounds sodium
sulphide crystals; 1^ pounds glucose,
pound soda ash.

Immedial indone 3B cone is one of
th-s Cassella Color Company's colors.

Should a bluer shade i)& required, a
little, immedial indone B cone can be
added. If a greener shade is needed,
a little immedial yellow : D can. be
added.

Dye for one hour, turning tlie goods
several times, then squeeze off well by
means of the squeezing rollers at-

tached to one end of the vat, and level

by wringing off rapidly at the wring-
ing post.

Then age the yarn thrfefe-quarters
of an hour, rinse well and soap if re-
quired. Uniform and careful squeez-
ing and wringing off are essential to
ensure good levelness of the dyeings.
Immedial indone 3B cone and Bcone

are excellently suited for the produc-
tion of every shade of indigo, both for
light shades when dyed by themselves,
and for medium and darker shades
when dyed in combination with im
medial direct blue, or the other brands
of immedial indone. By reason of
their simple method of application
they deserve the special attention of
all branches of cotton dyeing.

FINISHING FOR GINGHAMS.
Starch: 2-8 ounces cornstarch; 4-8

ounces white softening; 1 gallon
water; mix cold, boil half an hour.
White softening is from cocoanut

oil. Pieces are run through a starch
mangle and onto a cylinder drying
machine. They are then damped on a
sprinkler machine and given a light
calendering.

CRASH
Crash is a single cloth fabric, com-

posed of all-cotton yarns, or of cotton
and jute. It is used principally for
toweling and as a covering for fine

carpets. In some of the southern
states it is made with a plain weave,
and worn as a summer men's wear
fabric, as it is cheaper than linen.

It is usually made of l-14s, l-16s, 1-

20s cotton warp and filling, and some-
times of 1-lOs and l-12s cotton. As a
carpet covering, it is woven in a nar-
row loom, and has either broad or
narrow stripes In the warp, of fancy
colored dyed yarns, dark r6d and dark
blue being common colors. The ground
of the cloth is made of cotton yarns in

the gray, or unbleached state. This
fabric has the

Al'PEARANCE OF LINEN,
due to the heavy siizing, and calender-
ing in finishing. Small warp effect

twill weaves are used, such as 2—1,

either right or left hand, and running
at 45 degrees, l-16s cotton warp and
filling crash toweling is made of

yarns both in the grey and bleached
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state, generally about 1-148 cotton
warp and filling, in widths varying
from 15 to 24 inches finished, either
all bleached or with side and cross
borders, or in what is known as

HAIR-LINE PLAIDS.

Rarely any colors, excepting red or
navy blue, are used in tow-
eling. The same weaves are
used in this line as in ordinary lin-

ens, namely, the plain weave or 1 up
and 1 down, in the commoner grades.
But for bathing purposes, where a
rough toweling is sometimes requir-
ed, there is the bird's-eye or hucka-
back weave—also the eight-end

HUCKABACK DESIGN.
DMoaDBQBBBBBG DDGcn«n»na

naGBGBDBGB DnODBnBIZBD GCMBDDBBnn DBCB
u^anaDBGia GBGaanGGca mmaammnnum caoaaaanaaaGa aaaaaaGDca mmom
BGBGaoaGaa acaa

Dtsign Drawing- in Draft Reed PUa Uuoeaa Chaia

HONEYCOMB DESIGN.
DaGaGaDD OCBGB
BGaaaGBG OBGaa
aaaaaaGB BGaaa

GBBBB GanQOBQO
DaaaaaGi BGBBB BDDGODan
iGsaaGBC oaoaa DDDDDDDB

Design Harness Chain

SSS5SSSS
ReedPUn

Drawing-in Draft

honeycomb weave. Toweling, having
as a design fioral or scroll figures, is

made on narrow looms, having a jac-

quard machine attached; this sort is

used for bureau scarfs.

Crash can be

WOVEN ON ANY POWER LOOM.
The kind of loom necessary to pro-
duce any certain grade of crash is

governed by the construction of weave
effect desired, as, for instance, either

the plain or twill weave effects are
best adapted to the roller or cam
loom; the more complicated fancy
weaves, such as huckabacks and
honeycomb, necessitate the use of a
dobby loom.

TO FINISH CRASH,
it is first run through a sprinkler, to

dampen it; then it is put through the
size tub and rather heavily sized,

after which it is run through a dryer.

From the dryer it goes to the calen-

ders, in which machine the gas-heated
top roller acts upon the sizing and
produces the rather glazed effect on
the face of the cloth.

Crash toweling using huckaback
weave: reed 850, 2 ends per dent; 18

inches wide; l-16s cotton warp and
filling (bleach); 46 picks of filling;

finish IQYz inches; weight, 1.85

ounces.
To make a softer feel, use one-half

number of picks and wind l-16s and 1-

20s (1 end of each) on same bobbin,
and weave it in; this also increases
the mottled effect.

Crash toweling using honeycomb
weave; reed 850, 2 ends per dent; 20

inches wide; 2-20s cotton warp and
filling (bleach); 44 picks of filling;

loom width, 16 ounces; no finish;

weight, 3^/4 ounces. Use dobby loom
for each of these fabrics.

In making honeycomb toweling, ii

using a cross border, the Crompton
double cylinder or two-weave dobby
is the most convenient, as the border
weave and the body weave each has
its separate harness chain, and is

worked from the box chain.

THE FINISHING.

Detailed Description of the Process ot

Crash Finishing.

To finish a piece of crash ready for

the market: If the piece is clean
enough and a cheap, rough finish is

required, the first process is starching.

A very light starch liquor is neces-
sary, to one gallon of water, two to six

ounces of cornstarch, one-half to one
pound cocoanut oil softening. Mix in

cold water and boil together for 80

minutes. The pieces are passed
through a starch mangle at full width.
over a drying machine of steam cyl-

inders. They are then passed throug'i

a light calender to straighten the
goods out, and smoothed down a little.

They are then folded up, packed in

cases and shipped away.
The goods can be bleached, each

piece being placed separately in a
kier, or the ends sewed together and
the goods run into a kier, with a 4 de-
gree Tw. solution of caustic soda, and
boiled six to eight hours.
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The goods are then run through

A WASHING MACHINE
and returned to the kier, and the soda
boil repeated for eight hours. The
goods are run through a washing ma-
chine, and through a solution of oil of
vitriol ^ degree Tw., washed again,
and run through a solution of chloride
of lime at ^2 degree Tw., piled in a
bin for eight hours, run through an
acid solution of oil of vitriol ^^ degree
Tw., and well washed until all trace of
acid is eliminated. If any acid is left

in the goods, the goods, being very
heavy, will be tender, as they will re-
tain so much acid when dried on the
drying machine that they will have the

'

fibre of the cloth injured. The goods
are then starched with four to six

ounces to a gallon of cornstarch, one-
half pound cocoanut oil, white soften-
ing. This is to add a little fullness to
the cloth without making it too stiff

and starchy. The goods are then dried
on a tenter frame at full width, to

keep them straight and have the weft
perfectly straight across the piece.

If required, they are then given a
light calendering. If a light buff or
ecru is required, a little color is add-
ed to the starch liquor, or the goods
are dyed on a jigger machine, or on a
padding machine.
These goods will stand a great

amount of wearing, and look dressy
and chic, without being too expensive.

by running the cloth through a nap-
ping machine. : :

The napper is a machine consisting
of a series of woolen rollers, through
which the cloth passes, as the ma-

DOMET OR OUTING CLOTH
Domet, or outing cloth, is a single

cloth, composed of single cotton yarns,
generally 1-20 to 1-26 warp yam, and
l-14s or l-16s cotton or cotton and
cotton shoddy mixed filling yams. It

is made in bright colored stripe and
plaid patterns, and is used in the man-
ufacture of shirts, pajamas, etc., and
is always woven with a plain weave,
or 1 up, 1 down.

In effect it is a fabric having

A SOFT, REGULAR NAP
on both sides of the goods and in ap-
pearance is very similar to a flannel.

The nap is produced by carding or

brushing up the loose outside fibres

on a rather slack twisted filling yarn.

chine is working automatically. The
brush roller, that part of the machine
w^hich raises the nap, is a wooden cyl-

inder covered with wire card clothing,
and is in fact the same as a fancy on a
woolen card. This brush roller is set
on the top of the machine near the
center, and is so arranged that the
cloth passes between it and a wooden
or other solid roller or cylinder, and
as the brush roller revolves, the wire
teeth in the card clothing come in con-
tact with the surface oi the cloth and
as they are running in opposite diiac
tions, the filling being the softest, the
natural result is a nap being raised.

A domet fabric may have either a
high or long nap, or a short or close
nap.

THE DEGREE OF NAP
to be produced is governed first by
the experienced judgment of the man-
ufacturer in buying a filling yarn
which will produce the best results,

namely, a fine nap, with minimum loss

of strength as a thread, as a knowl-
edge of the amount of filling twist and
in a given count, less the percentage
of twist, to create proper degree of

slackness in the yarn, is found con-
venient when buying this kind of yarn.
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Domet is generally made on a roll-

er or cam loom, as a cloth receives

NO FINISH, EXCEPTING THE NAP.
The selling width of the cloth is about
291/^ inches. During the process of

napping, a domet loses a small per-
centage of the filling weight. This
waste is called fly, as it is used by

Domet.

shoddy m.anufacturers in the produc-
tion of heavy backing yarns.
Warp colors used in domet stripes,

dark blue, light blue, light brown, pink
and light green.

Filling: all white for stripes, and in

som.e grades, cotton and cotton shoddy
mixed yarns give the fabric a dark
tone, after the napping. The last-

named grade is used extensively as a
w^orking shirt for machinists, as it

doesn't show the soiled places very
readily, and will tear easily if caught
in the machinery.
Warp stripe domet: reed 800; 2

ends par dent, 31 1/^ inches, l-22s cot-

ton warp yarns, 36 picks.

l-16s cotton filling, 11 turns twist
(will produce good, close nap).
Selling width 29 1^ inches.
Plain weave on four harness;

drawn -in 1, 2, 3, 4.

Weight, 2.3 ounces, about.
Amount of filling twist, less about

15 per cent, will give good results in

napping.
Filling loses about i/4 per cent of its

weight during napping process.

Carding Particulars.

The raw stock used tor these goods
should be American of about 1 1-16

inch staple. The usual plan of mixing

the cotton is followed of having the
mixings as large as possible, but no
other special attention need be given

DHoaDBaaaaaiDBD
aaaaaanH DOOBDaoBDBDaaBa DDBaaDBD nnaBnnBBOBOBDBaB oBaoaBDD BBoaBaoaBDBDBDBa BDaDBDaO
ssssssss

Design. Drawing-in Draft. Reed Plan.

to it. At the pickers the only special

feature to look out for is

THE SPEED OF THE BEATER.

This should be run at above the aver-
age speed, because the cotton used
generally contains more than the av-
erage amount of dirt, etc., found in

cotton. The weight of the lap at the
front of the finisher picker should be
heavy. At the card the only special
features to be careful of are the set-

tings. These should be open because
of the weight of the lap put in at the
card and also because the production
of this machine with this class of

goods is large. The most special at-

tention given to this class of goods is

at
THE DRAWING FRAME,

three processes being the usual num-
ber run. The most important points
to look out for are as follows: that
the settings are all right, the top
leather rolls are properly covered,
and that they have no channels or
are not hollowed out along their en-
tire length, that the top rolls are kept
properly varnished, that the stop mo-
tions are properly adjusted, and last-

ly that the condensing or large front
calender rolls are set so that the
proper pressure is brought to bear on
the cotton sliver being passed be-
tween them. It may be just as well to
say

A FEW THINGS
here about the drawing frame which
apply not only to the class of cloth
under description, but also to all cot-
ton yarns for all classes of work. Too
little attention is given to the draw-
ing frame. Just because it is one of
the most simply constructed machines
used in the card room, it generally
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receives the least attention. This
should not be the case, however, be-
cause the drawing frame, unless
properly looked after, will make a
great deal of difference to the appear-
ance of the yarn m.ade. If the draw-
ing frame is properly looked after it

will be found that the roving being
made will be a great deal evener than
if the drawing frames are left to look
after themselves. Particular atten-
tion should always be given to the

DIFFERENT STOP MOTIONS
to see that they are doing what is re-

quired of them. It will be seen that if

only one stop motion in a head does
not work properly and allows an end
to pass through the machine without
stopping it, the resulting finished

yarn is going to be lighter at that cer-

tain part and in this W3y make an
uneven yarn. I know that it will be
said that the drafts and doublings at

the future machines

WILL HELP TO OVERCOME
this defect, but if the adjustment
were m.ade at the drawing frame this

particular defect would not exist. Per-
haps a good thing for card room over-
seers to paste in their hats would be,

"Watch your drawing frames, first,

last and always." We have wandered
somewhat from the subject under de-
scription and will conclude the card-
ing end of it by saying that no special
points, outside of the ones generally
followed, need be given to the making
of the roving. A great deal of the un-
evenness of the yarn, if any exists, is

covered up because the cloth is

napped.

Dyeing Particulars.

The colors in the fabric illustrated

can be dyed in the yarn or raw stock.

The dyeing particulars are as fol-

lows:
GRAY.

For 100 pounds of raw stock for

dark gray, Cassella Color Company.
1st bath: 15 pounds imm^edial black

N. G.; 4 ounces immedial yellow D.;

10 pounds sodium sulphide; 7 pounds
soda ash; 12 pounds cryst. Glauber's
salt.

2d and standing bath: 7 pounds im-
medial black N. G.; 1 ounce immedial
yellow D.; 5 pounds sodium sulphide;
3 pounds soda ash; 4 pounds cryst.

Glauber's salt.

Enter stock, raw cotton, at the boil,

and keep at 200 degrees F. for one
hour.
Wash well with water and squeeze

through rollers, and repeat operation
of washing several times, until cotton
is perfectly clean.

FOR LIGHT GRAY.
1st bath: 8 pounds immedial black

N. G., Cassella Color Company; 3

oilnces immedial yellow D., Cassella
Color Company; 8 pounds sodium sul-

phide; 6 pounds soda ash; 10 pounds
cryst. Glauber's salt.

2d and standing bath: 5 pounds im-
medial black N. G.; 2 ounces imme-
dial yellow D.; 5 pounds sodium sul-

phide; 4 pounds soda ash; 5 pounds
cryst. Glauber's salt.

Enter stock at boil, and keep at 200
degrees F. for one hour.
Wash well, as with darker shade.
The immedial colors of the Cassella
Color Company are absolutely fast to
washing and sunlight, and are free
from sulphur, so that there is not the
danger of tendering the fibre as with
so many of the sulphur colors.

The immedial colors are gradually
replacing the direct one-dip colors
which have had so long a run, and
which were used so extensively for
the last 10 years or more.

The immedial colors are now made
into blacks, blues, browns, yellows,
greens, wines and very soon there
will be a full range of shades made,
to match all colors required in cotton
goods. The immedial blues are as
fast as the indigo shades so long used
for all fast colors.

PINK.
For 100 pounds raw stock, cotton:

20 pounds Glauber's salt; 2 pounds sal

soda; 5 ounces diamine rose G. D.
Enter at boil and boil one hour.

Wash well in water.

BLUE.
For 100 pounds raw stock, cotton:

20 pounds Glauber's salt; 2 pounds sal

soda; 1^ pounds diamine blue B. X.
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Enter at boil and boil one hour.
Wash well in water. The diamine rose
G. D. and the diamine blue B. X. are
from the Cassella Color Company and
are very level dyeing colors and very
fast to light and washing,
A variety of colors, of course, can

be used in the dyeing of this fabric.

ZEPHYR GINGHAM
Zephyr gingham is the finest grade

of gingham nrade, and is a light-

weight cotton fabric, composed of 1-

40s to l-60s cotton warp and filling

yarns.
It is woven with efther the plain

weave or a small all-over dobby ef-

fect. It is made in very attractive
patterns by using good fast colors in

warp and filling, and, as a cloth, has
splendid wearing qualities.

From
TWO TO TEN COLORS

can be used in both warp and filling,

the filling colors being governed by
the number of shuttles the loom will

run, and this number is increased by
the introduction of fancy colored,
printed yarns.
Zephyr gingham is made up into

'*'^i
iS*^ ;-^," ': .-si-;' . •: ...;.]

Zephyr G'ngham.
such patterns as light and dark tone,
shaded plaids, corded and ribbed
stripes, small checks and broad, deli-

cately colored plaids, having a ran-
dom printed yarn coloring, and this
last combination is woven on a dobby
loom, using as a design a small
broken twill arrangement. The effect

produced is something on the order
of a jacquard pattern.

MIXED COLOR EFFECTS
are made by dressing the warp, one
end white, one end fancy print, for.

say, 100 ends, and then making a rib

by using a satin weave for eight or
ten ends of a d^rk color, such as
black, blue or red brown. This style

is made in stripes, as stated above,
also in plaids by using all white fill-

ing to cross the one and one dressing

Zephyr Gingham.

in the warp and a correspondingly
dark colored filling squared with the
satin rib in the warp.

CORDED EFFECTS
are produced by drawing in 2, 3, 4

ends in one heddle and split, and this

is squared in the filling by using a
correspondingly heavy thread, as, for
instance, 3 ends l-4Us warp in one
heddle and 1 pick of 3-40s in filling.

This would require such a loom as
the Knowles 4x4 box dobby loom.
For a roller loom, using plain weave,

and making a cord, draw warp in, as
stated above, or make two cords side
by side by drawing in two ends per
heddle and four ends in split, and'
square this by two picks, each of 1-

20s cotton filling.

Zephyr gingham can be woven on
any roller loomY Of this style loom the
4x1 box is the more suitable. For
more elaborate filling patterns there
is the Crompton 6x1 box gingham
loom, and for fancy weave effect take
a loom having a spring bottom dobby
motion attached.
Automatic looms are beginning to

be iiistalled for the production of

fancy zepnyr gingha'rs. In instances
it is claimed that as many as six

colors are being woven on an au-
tomatic loom, and giving much more
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Cord Cord

OBGaDBDcaHDBrjBDHnaDBBacia
DaDHnBaBDHDBDHaHaHUDDBa
Da::aGaaBaac>BGBaHaBaiOB ^ .

BDBCBaBaaaBDBDanaaaDaaaa Design.
naGBnaaanaaanaDaGaDaaaaa
aDaGBGaaaGaoaGBGBDaaaaaa
DBGBGBGGGBGBGBGBGBGBBBDa
BGBGBGBBBGBGBGBGBGBGGaaa
DaaGQGGGGGGGGGGGCGaaGGaa
DaGGGGGaaGGQGGGGCGaaagDa
DGGaGaaaDaaDGGGaaGGDaaaa
DGaGaGaaaaGaGaGGGGGGDnna
DaaBGaaaaBaGaaaGCBDQaaaa Drawinff-in-DcacaaaGGCGCBGaaBaannaaa ^''^^ '"»
DBQGDaaaaaGBGnGBGaaBaana draft.aGGDBGGGaaBGGCBGDGBGaaaa
DGGaaQaaaGDGGGaaQGGDaaaa
DGGGGGGGaaGCGaGoaGacaaaaa
DDaBQaaaaGQaBaaBBaaaaaaa Reed Diau.aaaaBCjaaBBDaaaGaaaaaDaB -^^"^^ iJia.ii.

aEBaanBaBBBBBGaaaaBDaaBD
nBDBGBGaBBGaaaBaaaDaaaaa
aaBCBGBGaBBBBBBaBGBDaaBa
DBOBGBaaaaaBGBBaGBaBGaaa Desis-nCBGaGBGaaBBBBBBBaBGaGaa L^^^^&'i-

CBGBaBGBBBBBBBGBGBGBGBaa
BGBGBGBGBBBGBBBBBOBGBDBQ
DBGBGBGBGBBBBBBBGBGBDBGB

draft.

DGGGGGGGGaaacGaaDaDDaDQa
OGGGGGGaaaaaaaGaaaDcaann
aGGGGGsaGGcanaGGcaGDaaGa
naGacGaaGQQGDOcDCGCDGDa
DGazacaaGGrDGGGBcanaaoca
DqnGGGGGaGGGaaBGGGacGGaa
canaQoaacGGaDBDGnDaGGDGg
GGGGGGGnGGGGBCaGGLaaaGDa -nrnTTM-no- illGaaaaGGGGGGBaaQaGGaaaaDa i-'ravi ins-in-
QGGD IQGGGGBGGQGGDGGDaQGa
DGGGGGGGGBGaGGGGnaaaaaDa
DGGGaGGGaGGGaOGGaGDODPDa
DaGBGOGBaGGGaGaacGaBaaGB
DGBaGGaGGuGGGGGGCaBaaaBa
aBGGGBGGGuGGGGaCQBGQGBQa
BGGGBGi lauGaGGGGaBcaaBaon
GGGGGGGGGGCGGGGGaGGCaGaa
GGi iGGGGGGGGGGGnGCaGGGDaO
DGBBaGBBGnaaaBBtGGBBGGBa Reed Dlan.aBDDBBGGBBBBDOaGBBaaBBGa "^^'"'^^ i'laxt.

Fancy Dobby Weave Zephyr.

BGBGBGBGBDBBBDDn
CBGBGBGBGBBBGBGO
BBBaBGBGBBBBBGDa
BBBBGBBBGBBBGBDa
BBGBBBaBBiDBGGa
DBaBaBBBDBDBGBGG r)P<;l?nBGBGBBaGBaBGBaaa -L-'esign.

oaGBBBGBrjBGanaGa
BBOBBaGBBaGBDOa
DBGBBBDBBaBBGaaa
BGBaBaBBBBBGBaGG Ham'essDBBBGBQiBBBBaBGD " ,
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^

BBBBGBGBBBGBGGD chain
BBBBGBGBGBGBGBGD .,

BBBBGBDBGBGBGoa exactly
OBBBGBGBGBGBGBGG ... ^BCBGBGBGBGBGBGCa UkS
DBGBGBGBBBGBGBGG n^^.__
GBGBGBBBBBGBGDD deSlgn. -

BBGBGBBBBBBBQBDa
BBGBBBBBBBBGDGD
BBBBBBBGBBBGGGa
BBBBBBBGBGBBBGCa '

'

OBBBBBGBGBGBGBGD
BGBBBGBGBGBGBGGO
OBGBGBGBGBGBGBGO
DBGBBGBGBCBGBBGG
BBBBGBGBGBGBGBGD

" DGGGGGGGGGGGnnaa
DGGGCGGGGGGaaGGa
PGaGGaGGGGGGaBGa . .

DaaaGGGDGGGaBDGa
DGGGGGGGGGGBaGCa
DGGGGGGGGGBGaaGQ
DnGGGGGaDBaaGGGa
DcbGGGDBGGGGGDa
DDDaDGaBaGaaaGGD •nrjiwir»e--in-

DaaDGBDaoaaGGGGn /i -o f tDDDGBDaDnGGGGGaa araiL.
DDBaDDGGaGOaGGa
DDBDaaaaaGGGGGGD
SBDDDDDCDGGaaaGD
annaanaaGGGGGGa
DaanGDaaoGGaacaa
DGDGaaGGGGOGGCGQ
DGBaGGBBaaBBGCfQnRp^/i T^lnnBaaciBBaGBBaGBBiaQ ^e^<i P'^"'

satisfactory results than were previ-

ously obtained. In order to us3 au-

tomatic looirs successfully, a great

deal more attention must be given to

the yarns which are used in the va-

rious cloths. Certain mills have had
to purchase longer cotton and install

more up-to-date preparatory machin-

ery when they installed automatic

looms for the production of staple

fabrics, and while this same condition

does not apply to so great an extent

on ginghams, nevertheless it is one

of the important items.

COLORS FOR ZEPHYR.

Black, light blue, dark blue, light

brown, pink, red, tan, eeru, canary,
orange, new blue, old gold. Print
yarns can be obtained of almost any
color desired.

A good grade of zephyr gingham is

made as follows:

Reed 1500, two ends per split, 29

inches wide, 80 picks; weight, two
ounces about: ]-.50s cotton warp and
filling; finish 27 inches.

COLOR EFFECT.
Wiirp

Brown.
Rlue.
Brown.
Blue.
Br«)wn.
Blue.
Brown.
B'ue.
White cord
Blue.
White.
Whit.' cord
While.
Blue.
White.
White cord
White.
Blue.
AVhite.
White cord
White.
Blue.
M^hlte.
White cord
White.
B'ue.
White.
White cord
White.
B'up.
White cord
B'ue.
Brown.
Blue.

pattern.

equals 3

equals 3

ends,

ends.

equals 3 ends,

equals 3

equals 3

ends.

equals 3

equals 3

ends.

ends,

ends.
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SHADED PLAID.
Filllngr same as warp pattern.

Pattern continued.

6 Brown.
6 Blue.
8 Brown.
4 Blue.
4 Brown.
2 Black.
4 Brown.
1 White cord equals 3 ends.
4 Brown.
4 Black.
4 Brown.
1 White cord equals 3 ends.
4 Brown.
2 Black.

The finish consists of sprinkling and
of running cloth through very thin siz-

ing, after which it is tentered and cal-
endered.

Carding Particulars.

Various grades of cotton as well as
different lengths of staple are used for

the class of goods described. The
length of staple used for the former
goods is about 1 3-8 inches and gen-
erally American cotton is used. The
mixings should be as large as possible
so as to obtain an even yarn. It will

be at once seen that if small mixings
are used there will be some little dif-

ference in each mixing and just this

little difference will show up in the
finished yarn. This applies not only
to this mixing for the class of goods
described but to all mixings for all

goods, and
THE MIXING

of cotton is one of the most particular
points of carding, because if different

lengths of staple are allowed to be
mixed together, it is bound to cause
trouble in addition to uneven yarn.
Every bale of cotton should be sepa-
rately stapled before it is allowed to
be put into the mixing, and if the
staple is longer or shorter than the
cotton already mixed, it should be put
one side.

The cotton should be run through
openers and two processes of pickers,

although a great many mills use three
processes; but all the newer planta
being built have only two processes
of pickers. The

SPEED OF THE BEATER
should be about 1,050 revolutions per
minute for the opener and 1,500 rev-

olutions per minute for the breaker
and 1,450 revolutions per minute for

the finisher, a 12 to 13 ounce lap be-
ing made at the finisher picker.
The card should have closer set-

tings than for the cloth described pre-
viously. Special attention should be
given to the setting of the back plate

to the licker-in. If this plate is set

too close the cotton will be broken
and if set too far away will cause
bunches to come through. It is al-

ways just as well, when setting a card
for new length of stock or changing
over, to sample the cotton, both be-
fore it enters the card and after it

leaves it, to compare the two staples
and to see if they are of the same
length. A good weight per yard for
sliver at the card for this class of

goods is 50 grains. On the former
grades of the goods under description

THE COTTON IS COMBED.
This, of course, means extra expense
because of the extra machines used,
but it also makes the yarn evener be-
cause at the comber all the short fi-

bers are taken out, leaving all the fi-

bres of the same length. When comb-
ers are used only two processes of

drawing are regarded, but when the
combers are not used for this class
of goods then three processes of
drawing are used. For this class of

goods only 15 per cent waste should
be taken out at the comber.
At the speeders or fly frames the

drawing sliver is put through the
slubber, 1st intermediate, 2d inter-

mediate and fine frames, the finished
hank roving ranging from 8 to 12
hank. In the samples under descrip-
tion the hank used would be about 12.

Watch the settings of the rolls at the
fly frames and see that all your
frames are set alike. These settings
should be looked after all the time
and should lapping or bunching occur
it is a pretty good indication t'lat

something is wrong with your roll

settings. If many frames are being
run on the same stock,

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT
to have all the change gears the same,
especially the draft gear. It some-
times happens that the wrong draft
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gear will be put on one frame and the
result is that the yarn is delivered to

the ring spinning room or mule room
uneven. It will also cause a great deal
of trouble in sizing the yarns. This
trouble is greater if the wrong gear is

put on one of the 2d intermedia^te

frames because the draft gear on these
machines is seldom changed and you
might not look here for the trouble
for a long time and until considerable
annoyance had been caused.

Dyeing Particulars.

The colors in the fabric illustrated

are dyed in the yarn. -The dyeing par-
ticulars are as follows:

LIGHT TAN.
For 100 pounds yarn: 12 ounces

immedial yellow D., pat.; 2 ounces im-
medial olive B., pat.; 7 ounces im-
medial cutch G., pat.; 5 pounds sodium
sulphide; 10 pounds cryst. Glauber's
salt; 3 pounds soda ash. Enter yarn
at boil and boil one hour. Wash well
with two or three waters.

ECRU.
For 100 pounds yarn: 6 ounces im-

m.edial yellow D, pat.; 1 ounce imme-
dial olive B., pat.; 4 ounces immedial
cutch G., pat.; 5 pounds sodium sul-

phide; 10 pounds cryst. Glauber's
salt; 3 pounds soda ash. Enter yarn at

boil. Boil one hour. Wash well with
two or three clean waters.

LIGHT BROWN.
For 100 pounds yarn: 8 ounces im-

medial brown B., pat.; 1 pound, 4

ounces immedial cutch O., pat.; 5

pounds sodium sulphide; 10 pounds
cryst. Glauber's salt; 3 pounds soda
ash. Enter yarn at boil, and boil one
hour. Wash well with two or three
waters.

OLD GOLD.
For 100 pounds yarn: 2 per cent im-

medial yellow D, pat.; 6 per cent so-
dium sulphide; 12 per cent cryst.

Glauber's salt; 3 per cent soda ash.
Enter yarn at boil. Boil one hour.
Wash well with two or three waters.

PINK.
For 100 pounds yarn: 6 ounces dia-

mine rose G D, pat; 2 pounds sal so-

da; 25 pounds Glauber's salt. Enter at

boil. Boil one hour. Wash well in

water.
NEW BLUE.

For 100 pounds yarn: 3 per cent im-
medial sky blue powdered cone; 5 per
cent sodium sulphide; 10 per ceni
cryst. Glauber's salt; 3 per cent soda
ash.

After treated with y2 per cent bich-

rome potash; i/^ per cent bluestone.
Wash well with water.

LIGHT BLUE.
For 100 pounds yarn: li/^ per cent

immedial indone B, pat.; l^^ per cent
immedial sky blue powered cone; 5

pounds sodium sulphide; 10 pounds
cryst. Glauber's salt; 3 pounds soda
ash. Enter at boil. Boil one hour.
Wash well with water.

DARK BLUE.
For 100 pounds yarn: 5 pounds im-

medial indone blue, 3 B, pat.; 10
pounds sodium sulphide; 15 pounds
cryst. Glauber's salt; 5 pounds soda
ash. Enter at boil. Boil one hour.

Wash well with water.

ORANGE.
For 100 pounds yarn: 5 pounds im-

medial orange C, pat; 8 pounds so-

dium sulphide; 15 pounds cryst. Glau-
ber's salt; 5 pounds soda ash. Enter
at boil. Boil one hour. Wash well in

two or three waters.

BLACK.
For 100 pounds yarn, 1st bath: 20

pounds immedial black NN. cone; 12
pounds sodium sulphide; 20 pounds
cryst. Glauber's salt; 5 pounds soda
ash.

2d bath: 10 pounds immedial black
N N cone; 8 pounds sodium sulphide;
15 pounds cryst. Glauber's salt; 4

pounds soda ash.
Enter at boil. Boil one hour. Wash

well in two or three clean waters.

The Finishing.

In the finishing process use: 4 to 8

ounces cornstarch, 4 to 8 ounces co-
coanut oil, white softening, 1 gallon
water. Mix cold, boil half an hour.
Starch through mangle. Run over
drying cylinders. Sprinkle, and cal-
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ender through light calender. After
starching, the goods are sometimes
dried over the tenter frame to keep
the pattern straight across the piece.

CRINOLINE
Crinoline is a fabric composed of

cotton warp, horsehair filling or all

cotton yarns. It is sold in varying
widths, and is used by tailors and
dressmakers in stiffening clothing.

It is a cheap cloth of low texture
and simple construction,

THE DISTINGUISHING FEATURE
being the stiff finish with either a dull

or highly glazed face on the cloth.

Crinoline, having a horsehair fill-

ing, requires a loom of special con-
struction to handle the hair, as it is

hung in a neat bundle on the end of
the loom, the hair being of a uniform
length and color, generally black; the
mechanism on the loom drawing a
strand of hair from the bunch and
placing it in the shed formed by the
harness. A herring-bone twill weave
is used in this grade of the cloth.

Practically

THE SAME EFFECT
can be produced by using a glazed
warp thread and a cotton filling.

The glazing process is to take the
cotton warp thread, and after
charging heavily with a solution of
sizing, the yarns are run through su-
per-heated cylinders and rollers, the

Crinoline.

effect being a highly polished surface
to the yarn.

Crinoline composed of regular cot-
ton yarns is stiffened by weighting

the size, in some cases, equals 20 per
cent of that of the yarns used in con-
struction.

Crinoline is made generally on the
roller or cam loom of l-20s to l-26s
cotton warp and filling yarn, using
25 to 40 ends and picks per inch, the
cloth losing about 10 per cent of its

width from loom to finished width.
The warps are sized 6 to 10 per cent
and the woven cloth made to absorb
15 to 20 per cent of its weight, during
sizing operation.

TO FINISH CRINOLINE
means to stiffen it. The cloth is

therefore taken direct from the loom
to the size tubs and after this opera-

aHnsaBQB
BDBDaaaa
BDSDaasa
DaDBDEaa

BDsaeaEG

DnnannnH
DDanDDBD
DaDDGBOa
aDDaaaa

DDDSSBDnDaBa
aasgaDaGSDBa
DBasaDDaaDai

iDDD
iHgaao

noDnnBDDnHnn
DnaDaanDDDaa
DDDaDDDDDnDB
camaaaaaaana
DaDDDDDBDaaa
EDDaaDBDDnDD

DDBBDOBBnOBB
BBDDBBDDBBaa

BGDDnaDDDC
oaoannnnaa
naDDcaaDna
DDDDBDDnDB
DnBDDDDBDa

nnaDBDnnDB
DaDanDDaaa
DaaanDDann
DBaDDDaaDn.
BaDDDBQDaa

naaaanaBoa
BaaaaaaDBB.

No. 1. No. 3.

Crinoline.
Crinoline.
Haircloth;

Plain weave.
Herring-bone
5 harness satin filling ef-

Weave.

feet.

tion it is run through the cylinders
to dry it, after which the glaze finish

is produced by the action of the heat-
ed rollers in the calender machine.
The cloth is then rolled or lapped, to

whatever size bolt desired, the bolt
pressed in plate press, and the
crinoline is ready for the packing
cases.

Crinoline is usually made in either
solid black or cotton in the gray;
plain weave; reed 700; 1 end per split;

271^ inches reed; l-26s cotton warp
and filling; 36 picks; 20 per cent size
in finish.

Color, black; weight, 1.9 ounces;
16 square inches, weight 15.1 grains,
finished weight; 16 square inches,
weight 12.1 grains after sizing is re-
moved.
Horsehair is used in manufactur-

ing haircloth, a fabric used for fur-
the fabric with sizing; the weight ofniture covering, the weave being a
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filling effect satin (generally about
five harness) to throw hair on the
face of the cloth. These satin
weaves permit of about 15 per cent
more ends and picks than are used in
an ordinary weave. This is due to the
long floats in either warp or filling

effect satins.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Although the yarns used to make
crinoline are what are called coarse
yarns it must not be thought that
they may be neglected in any way in
the carding and spinning, because
coarse yarns should not be thrown to-

gether any more than the finer counts
of yarns. We should not turn our at-
tention from the carding and spinning
of coarse yarns and let them be run
through the different machines until
the required count is made, but we
should give special attention to the
production end of these yarns, as it is

here we can make the best showing.
In coarse counts of yarns it should be
our aim to get as large a production
from each machine as possible and

NOT OVERLOAD THE MACHINE,
and at the same time produce as good
a finished yarn as possible. Another
thing, when making coarse counts of

yarn we are not required to take out
as large a percentage of waste as
when we are making the firmer
counts, and while enough waste
should be taken out so that the yarn
will not be bunchy, still it will be
at once seen that the settings will

not be as "close" as when the firmer
counts of yarn are being made.
A low-grade, short-staple class of

cotton is generally used for making
the class of goods under description.
Sometimes this is used straight but
some mills use waste from the comber
in the mixing as well as the low-grade
cotton. Generally

TWO PROCESSES
of picking and opening are used, the
speed of the beater being around 1,500

revolutions per minute, the beats per
inch being between 42 and 45. The
beater is run at a higher speed on

short-staple cotton for two reasons:
First, because it is necessary to run it

at a higher rate of speed in order to
get all the dirt out; and second, be-
cause it can be run at a higher speed
because there is not so much liability

of making neps, for the reason that
the staple is short and does not ball

up as easily as the long-staple cot-
tons.

The weight of the whole lap at the
finisher picker is about 40 pounds, or
about 141/^ ounces to the yard in

length.
THE CARDS

are set so that the tops are about 12-

1,000 of an inch away from the cylin-

der wire (coarse wire being used on
both cylinder and doffer fillets). The
licker-in knives are set as close as
possible without touching, so that they
may throw out as much dirt as pos-
sible. The draft of this machine
should be about 100, the production
from 750 to 1,000 pounds for this class
of goods and the weight of sliver per
yard at the front about 65 grains per
yard. The ones in charge of the cards
should see that the cards are properly
ground because when running large
productions of low-grade cotton the
wire on the fillet becomes dull and
does not perform its duty.

TWO PROCESSES OF DRAWING
are used, generally 6 ends up. As
the weight per yard of sliver is heavy
at the drawing frame for this class
of goods, a point to look out for is to

see that the weights attached to the
top rolls are sufficient to hold them
down so that they will not jump. The
weight of the sliver at the point of

the finisher drawing should be about
75 grains and the speed of the front
roll about 400 revolutions per minute;
the hank roving at the slubbers
about .40; at the first intermediate
fiy frame 1.40 and at the second inter-

mediate 3.75 to 4.25 hank. From the
second intermediate frame the roving
goes to the spinning frame, where it is

spun into the required yarn, or from
20s to 26s, being used for this class of

goods, i.e., crinolines.
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Dyeing Particulars.

Crinoline linings are generally
dyed with a cheap logwood black.

Make up a solution of logwood ex-
tract at 6 degrees Tw. Add common
wood acid, 6 degrees Tw., 1 pint acid,

1 gallon logwood, 6 degrees Tw. Run
through two-box machine, pieces run-
ning into liquor 8 to 10 times, and
through nip of two rubber rollers,

liquor at the boil. Dry on cylinder
drying machine, and run through
chrome bath of ^ pound bichromate
soda to 1 gallon water, and run
through a steaming box to develop
the color. Wash well in water. Starch,

% pound dextrin, 1 gallon water.
Boil the starch up for one hour before
starching. Dry on cylinders or on
tenter frames, as required. Some
crinoline linings are calendered in
friction calender, and afterwards em-
bossed on embossing machine with a
slash pattern.

Some crinoline linings are starched
by hand in the tub, and stretched on
a stenter frame and dried on the
frame.

4m»-^

DAMASK FABRICS
The name damask is technically

applied to certain classes of fabrics,

richly decorated with figures of fo-

liage, fruits, scrolls and other orna-
mental patterns, usually of a large and
elaborate character.
The weaves usually employed are

twills (mostly satin) and the figures
In the fabric are made by alternately
exchanging warp for weft surface or
vice versa.
The materials employed vary ac-

cording to the purpose to which the
fabrics are to be applied. In the man-
ufacture of upholstery cloth for hang-
ings and furniture covering, silk or
worsted is used, while for table cov-
ers, towels, napkins, etc., linen is

generally employed, except in the
cheapest grades, when cotton Is the
material used.
The name was derived from the city

of Damascus, when that city was a
center for the production of textile

fabrics, and originally was applied

only to silken fabrics, whose designs
were very elaborately woven In colors
and often with gold thread.

About the twelfth century the above-
mentioned city, even then long cele-
brated for the production of its

looms, so far outstripped all other
places for beauty of design, that her
silken textiles were in demand every-
where, and thus, as often happens,
traders fastened the name of Damas-
cen or Damask upon every silken fab-

ric richly wrought and curiously de-
signed, no matter whether it came or
not from Damascus.

In order to explain the modus oper-
andi for the production of damask In
this country, suppose we place our-
selves in the position of a public de-
signer, whose specialty is the design-
ing of patterns for such fabrics.

THE SKETCH.

The first step in the operation is to
prepare a dozen or more sketches,
which are to be shown to manufactur-
ers to take their choice. A specimen
of such is illustrated by Fig, 1 (re-

duced), the original of which is

drawn on ordinary tracing paper, th^
exact size, as it will appear in the
cloth.

This design or sketch is to be made
into a damask table cover, having 50
threads warp and 44 picks weft per
inch, the figure of which is to be a 5-

leaf 4—1 satin twill (warp face) and
the ground a 5-leaf 1—4 satin twill

(weft face).

PROPER DESIGN PAPER.

The next step to be taken is to se-
lect the proper designing paper, the
size of which, that is, the number of

rectangles, warp and weft, in each
large square, must be in the exact pro-
portion to the number of threads
(warp) and picks (weft) in one inch
of the finished cloth. The mode of fig-

uring is after the following manner:
Paper for warp ruled eight rec-

tangles per large square; paper for

weft ruled in the same ratio to eight
as 44 is to 50.

Operation: x : 8 : : 44 : 50; there-
fore 44x8 equals 352 divided by 50
equals 7.04, answer, 7.04 is near
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en.ougli.to call it 7; therefore, 8x7 is

tll^ iproper size of design paper re-

quired. ; .

TIE-UP.

. .Tben;tlie tie4up must be considered,
which in the present instance will be
a 'eoo-hook, with the tie-up as illus-

rectangles (warp) of the designing
paper selected.

That portion of the border shown
at A, in conformity with the tie-up,

should occupy the first 15 squares or
120 rectangles; that shown at B the
next 16 squares or 120 rectangles;

trated by Fig. :2 French system

—

point for border, and straight through
for body, in six divisions.

The next process is to enlarge the
design as it appears in the sketch, so
that one repeat will exactly fit on 600

that portion shown at C is not re-

quired on the design paper, because it

is a repetition of that part shown at
A, but simply reversed.
For the body of the design shown

at D, 45 squares or 360 rectangles will
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^e required, whicli will complete the

600 hooks of the machine. Summing
them up they will be as follows:

Portion A=15 sq.X 8=120 rectangrlesl Border
Portion B= 16 sq.X 8= 120 rectangles J

°"^"«^-

Portion D=45 sq.X 8= 360 rectangles")
\ Body.

600 rectangles J

In order to ascertain how many-

squares or rectangles the design will

o€cupy weft-wise the sketch must be
measured, which in this case happens
to be seven inches. Therefore, 44

manner, or as shown by a portion of
the design, taken from sketch at E,
and illustrated by Fig. 3.

1. Paint in the figure in solid red
(vermilion or scarlet lake), keeping
well within the lines.

2. Paint in the 1—4 satin twill in
the ground, running the twill toward
the right.

3. Paint in the 4—1 satin twill in
the figure by using black paint over
the red. Twill to the left

OnBnnGaBnDDDEanCDBDnn-BaCDCBCnDCBEDaDBDDCQBDD
CGGaBnaaDHDaaaSGDDCaDGDCaDCGCdDCCDfcDCDCBqQDDB
caGCJCgQGGDSZlGGGBGDCanGuGDBDDGDBDGDDBGDDGiC'DQ
GGGeGGGGSGGGGr;rG_::'CGGGGSGCGGBaGGGHGGDOBDDaDBD
Er:GZG-GGGG2GGGrGGZ:G5:_^GSCCuC@GGGCBaGGCBGDDD
Gr::;:zr;:cz;;ZZ2;:^^_r,r__:,3GGCCSGCCGBGGGQacGDCiGU

GiGEGGZlGSjGGSSuZG^iG^Z^GBaCGGBQGCEaCCGDaGGGDaU
BGGuGaaGaGaJauGB_;GGGEGaGnaGGGGCBDBCBaCGDBGDDD
UGaGGGGgGGGGEGGGGauGGGaGGGGGCBBSBaGGDBGCGGBDD
GGGGaaGGDSGZaGaGGGGBGuDGaGCSBSBaaGBCGCGBCDDDB
GaGGDGazaaGEGCGGauGGDaaDCBBBBBHDBBDGBGDGDBDDD
UGGaGGJuaGGuGaGGL.GHaDaBBaBBHBCBBBBDDODEDCCDaD
BGGGDiiGGGGgGa-,aBGaaaDBBBBBBDBBBBBDDBGCDCBCDDD
DCaGG'JCSGGGJBGDGGaDaBBaBaDBaDBCBBDCDGBDDDDBDD
DGGGBGGGGBGajaaaaDBBBHBDBBBDEBBBBDBDGCDBCDGDB
CeGGGGaGQgaHDaaaBBaaHDBBaBDBBBBCCDCCBODGGBDDD
DGZiaGGGGBi^iaaBflBBBBBGBBBBDDBBBDBBDBGGGGBOOODBD
BGGGGEGGJBBBnaBaBCBBBBBCGBBDBBBBLiGGaQGGDBDGDD
aaSGGDaBaBaBaBBaBBBBnBCCBBBBBBBGBGGGGBGCDDBCO
aaGaBBBHaaBaflaBBaaaaBaDaBBBBDBBGGCBGDG'GBGDDLiB
GaGaaajBflBBaBBBBGBBaaaBBBBGBBBGSDDDGBGGGDBDDn
aaBaGBBaBDBBaBGBaBBGaaBBCBBBBBGDGaOODGaClDDDBG
BaGaaBaGflaBBGaBaaGGGBBGBBBBDBGBGGGGBGGCDBODL'G
aaaBaGBBBaGaaBaBGGGBaaBBBCBBBGGDBDGGDBDGGDBDG
3aaBaBBnBBBBBBGaGBBBBBGB«BBGBCGGGSGDDDBGDLiLiB
GBBBBGBBBBBaGGGaBEBBGBBBBBCGGDBOGGGBGDGDBCiOG
SaaGBBBBBaGGGBaeaBGBBBBBBCGBGGGOBGCGGBGGDOBG
BaBBaaaaDJGGBBaHCBBBBCHBCCCGGBGGGDBGGGGBGGGG
aaaaBaBBaGGBaBaGBBBaCaBaGGCBGGCGBCCGCaGGGGBDD
BBaaaBGGaBBHGBBBaGaaaDaBLfOGDBGGGDBOCGGBGGGGB
GBBaaaaaBaaHBSaaaBBBCGGCGEGCOGHOGGOaGGCCBGDG
BaHBaaaaBGBBBaGaaBHBaGaaGaQDBGDODHDGGGBGGGGBG
HBaGGBaGBBBaGBHaBGBBGECGGBGGCGBDGCPaGCGCHGDGG
BaaGBBaBaaaBBaBGBBSBGGaGGGC'HoaGDHGGGDBnGGDBGG
aGGBBaBBaBBBBGBBBBaaaZGGHGGCGHDCGDBGGGGBGDGGB
aaBBaaaBBBBaBBaaGBBGCaGGnGSGGCGlBGDGGBODGC'BGDa
aBBBaBBBBGBBBBGaBBGCGGDSGOGGgGGCGHGDCGBGDGGBO
BB JBBBBGBBBBaaaBBGDGBnGGGBGGGGBGGGQHGGGGBGGDa
aBBBBGBBBBGBBHHBGBaJjGCaCGGGBGGGGSOnGGBDCOGICQ

laHBBBaBBBBHsaaGGHnGGGHGGGGeGDDGBCGDDBDCiGCB
B^BBaBGBBBBGBBaGBGQGGBGCGGgGGGGSGCGCBGGDOBDGp

GGGGHCGCGEGGGGSCGGCBGUGDBG
CEGCGGaCCGCSGGGDHDGGGBGGGa

BaGBaCGGEGCGGaGCGGSGGCGBGGGGBGDGDBGC
GBBBBaGGaaaBDGGCaGGGCBGGGCaGCGCBCGGCBGOGQB

BBBGHaHBaBaBGnGGGBGaGGHCG
BGBB08GBBBGG
GBBBBGBBBBI
BGBBBBBaaGGBOGaGBGGCOHGGGGBGGGGBGGGGBGCDDBDDC
BBaaaGGGBDGOaaaaCGaaaCGaGaGCBGGGGBGGrCBGDGDBD
BBaaGBGGGaBanaGHGCGGBOGGGHGCGGBGLGGBDGGGBGGDa
BGaGaGaBGaGGHGGZGBGGGGBGCaCBrGGGBCGGCHCOGOBpa
GaaDBGGGGBGGGGGGGGGBGGGGBGCrGSGGGGBDCDOBCCGOB
GaGGGnaGGaGBGGQGaG-GDBanaGBGGCrBGGaGBDGGDBDDC
aaaaaGQaaaaaGgGaGGcaaGCBQDGCBGGGGBGGaoBCDDGBD
DaDDBaaaGBGGaGBGGGaBGDGCaaCQGBCCCDBGGCCBCDDa

Fig. 3.

picks per inch times 7 inches equals
308 rectangles; but as 5, the number
of threads in one repeat of weave
(satin), will not divide into 308 even-
ly. 310 must be taken (310 divided by
5 equals 62). Therefore, the design
will occupy 600 rectangles (warp)
times 310 rectangles (weft).

PAINTING IN THE DESIGN.

After the design is transferred to
the design paper, the next process is

to paint in the weave, in the following

In joining the ground and figure

twills great care must be exercised

so as to effect a clear outline between

figure and ground, which is done by

the following method:
Where it is possible to bring a riser

(black) of the ground beside a sinker

(white) in the figure weave or vice

versa, it must be done and in some

cases, where the risers and sinkers

will not join, it is well to alter the

weaves slightly so as to effect it; and

where it is impossible to do this, then
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the weaves of each must not be ex-
tended so as to actually join, but a
certain length of weft in the ground
must join a certain length of warp in

the figure. (See portion of design, Fig.

3.)

When painting in the satin twill of

the ground in the border of the design
it is necessary that the twill should
extend to the right for one -half the
distance and to the left for the re-

mainder, therefore, as this breaking
of the twill line causes a slight im-
perfection, which is unavoidable, care
must be used so as to make the break
in such portion of the border as will

render it unnoticeable.

Again it is necessary also to be
careful so as to make the weave of
the border join perfectly with that of
the body; and this is done by care-
fully examining the tie-up so as to as-
certain which warp threads will join
each other in the cloth and take stepa
to make a perfect juncture.

In this particular instance, warp
thread No. 1, which is the first of the
border, is in juxtaposition with warp
thread No. 241, which is the first of

the body. (See Tie-up, Fig. 2) There-
fore, the satin twill of the body, com-
mencing with warp thread No. 241,

should continue, without a break, the
satin twill of the border finished at

warp thread No. 1.

weaving damask. First, by the use of

the ordinary jacquard, which is dis-

cussed in the present article, and sec-
ond, by the use of what is called the
compound pressure harness.

By the first method, although very
elaborate figures can be woven and a
fine cloth produced, yet by the second
method a command is obtained over
four or five times as many warp-
threads as by the first, thus allowing
the production of a fabric of much;
finer texture and even more elaborate
ornamentation.

DDDiaDDnaaDDDBDDDDBDDaDB
DDBEDDDDaDDDnBaaaDBDDDDEa
DHaaBDaaaBDonaaDDDOSDaDa
DBaaDDBaaanBDaDDBDDaDBaa
BaDBQBaaBODDaBaaDaaaDaaa
DBDPBDBaDBaDDaBDaDDBDDa
DaBDiaDBGBnDBDDDaBDDDDaa- —nDBDaBaaDDBDDDDBDODa,
OBQBaaaaaaaaDBaDBDoaaBaa
aaiDaaDBqaDDBnBQDacDanBi
aaaaaaBaaBaBDDBDaDDBDDO
aBBaaaaaaBDaBaaaDBOBDaaa
DBaaBaBDDBDBDnanBDDaaBCQ
BB DaGBaaaaaBaflaaaDBaDBCB
BGaaaaGBflaBDaBaBaDBDaaaai
BanoaaaaGBBGaDGaaaGaagBai
GBaaBGBBGaaaaaBUGBOBGaBai
GBaBBGaaBaGBaaBGBOGBGBOa
aaGaGBBGBaaacBUBBOBGaBOB
BGaaGBGaaGaGaBGaaaacBGGa
GaaaBGBGBBGBGBaaBGBaooa
BaaaGaBGBGaaGaGBaaaDaBa
GBBaaaaaaaaaGBBGaGBBGaGa
aaBaaaGBDBBGBGBBGBGBaCB
BBBBGaBBBl JBGB«GBGBBaaaBa
GBBaBGaBBaGBGBBGBGaBDBa
BaGaBaaaaBBBGaGBBGBGBBO
GBBBBGBBBBGBBBBGaoaBGBaa
BaaaaBaaaBaaaBBBGBGBBUB
BaaaGBaaaGBaaaGaaaaGBGaB
BoaaaaGaaaBGaBBBGaaaaaaa
BaBGaBaBGaaBaGBBBBijaaaBa
oaaBaaaBaBGBaBBaaBBaaBBB

Fig. 4.

WEAVES TO USE.

Although in the majority of damask
fabrics nothing but satin twill weaves
are employed (principally 5 and 8 har-
ness), very good effects are sometimes
obtained by combining other weaves
with the satin twills. For instance,
one side of a leaf may be painted in

with a satin twill weave, and the other
side may be a straight twill, thus giv-

ing the leaf a shaded effect, which
may be very pleasing.

Another method of shading and the
one generally employed is to gradually
change from warp-up to weft-up or
vice versa, as illustrated by Fig. 4.

In damask there is probably a
greater field for the production of
large figures than in any other class

gf weaving. There are two methods of

A description of damask weaving
by the use of the compound pressure
harness will be given later.

Where damasks are made all of one
color, which is generally the case, as
in white linen table covers, the effect

is given by the threads lying at right
angles to each other, and the light

falling upon them brings the pattern-

in bold relief and makes it easily vis-

ible.

FINISHING OF CLOTH.

As it is impossible in the scope of
the present article to describe the
bleaching, dyeing and finishing of all

the various damask fabrics, we can at
least say this—^that in the case of the
linen table covers, towels, etc., all the
finishing required is bleaching, starch-
ing and pressing.
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But as the beauty of the fabric
largely depends upon its whiteness, it

is essential that the bleaching of the
cloth must be very carefully done.

It is on account of the excellence
of her bleacheries that Ireland has
been able to make Irish linen famous
the world over.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Cotton damask is made in several
grades and should be considered as
being made in mills equipped with
machinery for making medium and
high-class goods. The grades of cot-
ton used for this class of cloth are
middling to good middling, the staple
varying from 1 1-16 to 1% inches
strong, according to the grade of dam-
ask to be made.

THE MIXING
should be as large as possible and, if

good waste is used, i. e., sliver waste
from the front of the cards, and draw-
ings, also sliver waste from sliver lap
machines and combers, and cut roving
waste from the slubber and fly frames,
it should not be used in larger propor-
tions than 1 to 3. In up-to-date mills,

and in fact most mills nowadays, it is

the general custom to have a waste
machine into which the cut waste
from the slubber and fly frames is

picked. This is called

A WASTE MACHINE.
This machine is constructed so as to

take out all the twist in the roving
and generally has for this purpose two
or three porcupine beaters, and the
cut roving waste is delivered in a
fluffy sheet, from which all the twist
has been taken. The good sliver waste
from the machines above mentioned
is mixed with the raw stock, while
the cut roving waste, after being run
through the waste machine, is fed to

a picker and made into a lap of the
same weight as the lap being used at
the finisher picker, for this class of

goods, and then the waste lap
is run through with the raw stock lap
at the finisher picker in the proportion
of three laps of raw stock to one of
cut waste, the cut waste being gen-
erally put so that it will come in the
center of the delivered lap.

The cotton, after being mix^d; is

put through a hopper opener and
either two or three processes of pick-
ers, two processes being best, the
speed of beater being 1,050 revolutions
per minute for openers, 1,500 for
breakers and 1,450 for finishers, also
1,450 revolutions per minute for in-

termediate pickers, when used. This
gives about 42 beats per; inch at. the
finisher. The weight of laps should be
40 pounds at breaker, 37 pounds at
intermediate and 36 pounds at fin-

isher.

THE CARDS
should be set close,, the speed of the
flats making incomplete ravolutions
every 50 minutes. The draft of. the
card for this class of goods is about
110 to 125,.doffer 24 inches,, about 13
revolutions per minute, 26-inch
doffer, about 12, the production being
about 500 pounds per week. In the
drawing frames the rolls should be set

Vs of an inch longer than the staple
between the first and second rolls,

and increase % of an inch between
each set of rolls toward the back. The
speed of the front roll should be about
40) revolutions per minute.
The general instruction given in a

previous lesson on ginghams may be
followed, except in the case of the
hook roving.

IN THE FINER GRADES
of damask the comber is used and
then only two processes of drawings
are used instead of three, as is the
custom when coinbers are not used.

Earlier in the lesson we have stat-

ed that cut-roving waste was used in

the mixing. Cut roving results from
badly made bobbins; bobbins not be-
ing marked, it being better to cut the
roving off of these bobliins rather
than to run the risk of getting them
mixed up with other hanks of roving;
bobbins on which there is a large
amount of single or double, which is

generally not allowed, but which will

be made in spite of the most careful
watching; bad bobbins resulting from
breakdowns to machinery, and bob-
bins which are too small to send to

the spinning or mule rooms. It- is best
to have only one hand. . to

cut off these so-called bad bobbins
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In larger mills one hand is employed
to do this, but it is the general rule to

have the third hands on fly frames
do it. Fnder no consideration should
the help (fly frame hands) be allowed
to cut' off the bad work which they
mak€.^"
Ihe cut roving should be sorted into

piles of different lengths of staple,

also into different piles, as to kinds;
for exaii:ple, Egyptian should not be
put with Allan, even if of the same
grade and length of staple.

WHEN CUTTING OFF ROVING
the hand should be careful not to cut
the bobbin, because this in time will

make the layers nearest to the bobbin
stick to the wood, when they are
again used. The bobbins containing a
small amount of single and double
should be pulled off by the hand mak-
ing them, who may be found by the
marks on the bobbin, if she allows the
bobbin to go to the spinning or mule
room. The hand gathering the roving
waste should be careful not to mix
the different staples and kinds, and it

should be taken to the picker room
and placed in the different bins pro-
vided for roving waste, which bins

SHOULD BE PLAINLY MARKED
as to staple and kind. The one collect-

ing the waste should report all cut
waste found, and also those making an
excessive amount of waste, to over-
seer. The overseer should keep an ac-
count of this roving waste, as well as
the good waste, so that he may at all

times know just how much is made. In
this way he is always in touch with
the waste made in different depart-
ments and always knows whether too
much waste is being made. The boss
picker .is the best man to weigh all

wastes, because it is to his depart-
ment that the kick is made on account
of bad laps. Reports are generally
sent in once a week with the amount
of waste for each day.

Damask Cloth Bleaching.

First, hoil with 4 degrees Tw. caus-
tic potash for 8 to 10 hours. Run
through washing machine and place in
kier for second boil, with 4 degrees
Tw. caustic potash. Boil 8 to 10 hours.

The kier is the ordinary bleaching
kier. After second boil, run through
washing machine. Pass through solu-

tion of bleaching powder at Vz degree
Tw. and plait down in bin for four

hours. Pass through sulphuric acid i^

degree Tw. and wash well with wash-
ing machine, until all trace of acid is

eliminated.

Starching: 8 to 10 ounces corn-

starch; two ounces white cocoanut oil

softening; one gallon water. Pass
through starch mangle and dry on
cylinder drying machine.

Damp pieces and give a calender
finish.

«-*^#

ANOTHER HAMMOCK CLOTH
Hammock cloth is a fabric compos-

ed of either jute, cotton, silk, silkaline

or linen, and is intended for just such
use as the name implies, that of a
swinging couch or hammock. The all-

cotton hammock is the most popular,

and finds the readiest market. Ham-
mocks composed of other material
than all cotton are the exception, not
the rule. The

TWO MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS

to be considered in the construction of

this fabric are: strength, and a pleas-

ing color arrangement or combination,
good yarns being used to provide the
proper amount of elasticity of fabric,

therefore strength.

Hammock cloth, when manufactur-
ed into that commodity known as
hammocks, is more of a luxury than
an actual necessity, being used only
for outdoor purposes in warm weath-
er. Hence the importance of attrac-

tive
COLORING.

Dry colors are used in cheap grades
such as retail at about 75 cents. Fast
colors are used in expensive grades,
the price of which is from $1.50 up-
ward. In all cases bright, rich, lively

shades of color are necessary. Those
colors most commonly used are red,

blue, purple, pearl, black, white,
green, as well as others in both light

and dark shades,
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Hammock cloth is most successfully
woven on the dobby loom, the very
cheap grades being made with a

SCRIM WEAVE
and from 6 to 8 ends and picks per
inch, i cotton yarn. By using the
dobby loom very rapid changes are
possible, by altering the drawing-in
draft wherever necessary. This is im-
portant in sampling and is rather ex-
pensive when applied to the jacquard
loom.

In creating hammock styles, very
elaborate imitation jacquard figures
are produced by taking a design suit-

To replenish a warp in the loom, IT

the same harnesses are to be used in
the same manner as the warp just
finished, the new warp is placed on
the floor directly behind the loom to
be filled, and the ends of both warps
tied together by using a flat knot, the
same as is used in tying in carpet
warps. This fabric requires

ABSOLUTELY NO FINISH
and is made up into hammocks imme-
diately after leaving the loom.
Hammock cloth is made from 34 to

44 inches in width, and always of
three or more ply yarns.

Hammock Cloth.

able for a dobby loom of about 20 har-
ness, generally twill effects; and by
dissecting the design and applying the
parts (straight or reversed) to a series
of broad and narrow colored stripes in

the warp or warp pattern, we produce
an effect both intricate and attractive.

Care should be taken, however, to in-

sert several small stripes of plain
weave, as this prevents the cloth from
pulling out of shape on account of the
loose texture permitted by the use of
twill weave.

In making a warp for a hammock,
the colored and plain yarns are spool-
ed upon six-inch spools. These are set
up in the creel rack by the warper, in

accordance with the pattern or color
arrangement desired.

THE WARP
is made upon a section mill, each sec-
tion being warped and run upon the
mill the desired length; the number of
sections in the completed warp is fig-

ured out by the warper, according to

number of ends to be used, and. the
capacity of the creel rack-

A good grade of hammock cloth can
be produced by using: 3-lOs cotton
warp and filling; 750 reed, 42 inches
wide; 18 ends, 16 picks per inch;

weight 81 ounces; measure about 38

inches from loom.

V7ARP PATTERN:

Read from top to bottom,
then reverse.

19 L,lght green
8 V^hite

46 Navy- blue
4 Black

23 Light green
4 V^^hite

15 Light blue
4 Light green

29 Dark green
4 White

C4 Navy blue
8 V^hite

64 Navy blue
12 Black
64 Light green
10 Black

378 ends.

Do the same In drawing In.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

For this class of cloth, either a low-
grade of short stapled cotton is used,
or, as is more generally the custom,
waste. When straight cotton is used,
quantity is more to he looked, put. tQji
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than quality. By this it is not meant
that quality is not considered at all,

but that quantity or production is

THE MOST IMPORTANT POINT
of the two for this class of goods. The
quality should be the next point. Get

while the production may be greater

for a short length of time, the ends

breaking down at the front and the

time lost in piecing them up con-
stitute only one of the items tha-t more
than makes up for the loss in pro-

all the production that is possible
from every machine, but always have
one thing in mind, that it is not al-

ways the greatest speed of the front
roll together with the heaviest weight
per yard of sheet, sliver, roving or
yarn being delivered that gives the
most production at the end of the
week.
There is always a speed over which

it IB folly to drive a machtne beoause.

duction of a more slowly driven mar
chine, which will run more steadily,

and make evener yarn.

ANOTHER THING
that must be taken into consideration
when reading these articles is that,

while we describe the different proc-
esses through which the cotton has to

go to make the required finished yarn
for the cloth, also the general settings.
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of the machines required, it would be
almost impossible for one mill to make
every cloth that will be described, so
that it must be understood by the
reader, when reading the details

of the different grades and kinds of
cloth, that one mill makes only several
cloths 01 the same grade. So,

IN ORDER TO AVOID CONFUSION
in the future, let us divide the mills
into three different parts, first those
using waste and low-grade cotton;
second, those using low and middling
grades of cotton, and third, those using
middling and high grades of cotton.
While the differences are not so great
between the first and second and the
second and third as between the first

and third, still the differences are
there in the number of processes used
and the size of rolls, also size of wire
on certain machines. All that is asked
of the reader is to consider w^hich
division of the mills the cloth under
description belongs to and the rest
will be very clear. Hammock cloth,

of course, belongs to the first-named
division.

For this class of goods the cotton is

put through opener and picker; the
speed of beater is one of the points
to be looked after.

AT THE CARD
coarse wire is used on both fillets and
the speed and setting of the doffer
comb should be looked after to see
that it is properly stripping the dof-
fer. At the drawing frame a smaller
second roll should be used, so that the
rolls may be set close enough to-

gether, as the staple of the cotton
being used is very short. At the
slubber and fly frame this is also
true. The one watchword with this
class of goods is production.

Particulars for Dyeing Yarn.

LIGHT OLIVE.
One-half per cent benzo dark green

GG; % per cent chrysophenine; 20 per
cent Glaubers; 2 per cent soda; enter
at 120 degrees F., and raise to 180
degrees F., give six turns.

Benzo dark green GG, and chryso-
phenine are colors from Elberfeld Far-
benfabriken.

VIOLET.

114 per cent benzo fast violet R; 20
per cent Glaubers; 2 per cent soda;
enter at 120 degrees' F. ; give six
turns to 180 degrees; color from
Elberfeld Farbenfabriken.

YELLOW.
214 per cent fast cotton yellow C,

extra; 20 per cent Glaubers; 2 per
cent soda; enter at 120 degrees F.;

give six turns to 180 degrees F.; color
from C. Bischoff and Company.

ORANGE.
2 per cent fast cotton orange 6R,

Ex.; 20 per cent Glaubers; 2 per cent
soda; enter at 120 degrees F.; give
six turns to 180 degrees F.; color
from C. Bischoff and Company.

RED.

3% per cent benzo fast red GL; ^
per cent chrysophenine; 20 per cent
Glaubers; 2 per cent soda; enter at
120 degrees F; give six turns to 180
degrees F.; color from Elberfeld Far-
benfabriken.

BLACK.

5 per cent direct deep black E, ex-
tra 30 per cent Glaubers; 2 per cent
soda; enter at 180 degrees F.; get up
to boil, give eight turns; Farbenfab-
riken of Elberfeld.

PURPLE.

31/^ per cent benzo fast violet R.; 30
per cent Glaubers; 2 per cent soda;
enter at 150 degrees F.; and give eight
turns; Elberfeld Farbenfabriken.

BLUE.

31^ per cent fast direct blue R.; 30
per cent Glaubers; 2 per cent soda;
enter at 150 degrees F.; give eight
turns at boil. C. Bischoff & Company.

BROWN.
3 per cent direct brown NX; 30 per

cent Glaubers; 2 per cent soda; enter
at 150 degrees F.

; give eight turns at
boil; C. Bischoff and Company. A
great variety of colors are used in
hammock cloths.
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TERRY CLOTH OR TURKISH

TOWELING.
Terry cloth or turkish toweling is

a fabric composed entirely of cotton
yarns. In effect it is a single cloth,

having rows of loops, formed by warp
yarn, in regular order, on each side of

the cloth.

In making this fabric, it is neces-
sary to use two beam.s. No. 1, or the
bottom beam, contains the warp for

making the body or ground of the
cloth. No 2, the top or terry beam,
contains the warp for making the
loops in the cloth or terry effect.

Terry cloth is used in the manufac-
ture of towels and Turkish bath robes,
and, as to color, there are solid

bleached towels, towels having side
and cross border color effects, also
stripe patterns for the bath robes, fa-

vorite colors being navy blue, old
gold, cherry red, light green, etc. The
warps are of 2-20s to 2-30s cotton and
the filling l-20s to l-30s cotton.

Terry cloth is a narrow fabric
m.easuring about 25 inches from loom
and can be made on the roller or
cam loom or the dobby or jacquard
loom, either style of loom, of course,
having the terry motion attached;;
the jacquard machine being only
necessary in making fancy border
effects in conjunction with the filling

box motion. Very good cross border
patterns are produced on a mutual
loom, having terry motion and dobby
attached.

The terry weave is the three har-
ness twill weave dissected, and the
different parts of this weave placed
together again in such a manner as to

permit the forming of a series of loops
on each side of the cloth in regular
order, by the top or terry warp weav-
ing slack, using only sufficient weight
to permit of correct shedding.

In making terry on a roller or cam
loom, four harnesses and four cams
are necessary, two cams being warp
effect and two cams filling effect. The
top beam containing terry warp is

drawn in on first and third harnesses
and the bottom or ground warp on sec-

ond and fourth harness, reeded two
ends per split and placed in the loom,
the first and third harnesses being
strapped up to the first roller, the
second and fourth harnesses being
strapped up to the second roller. The
harnesses are then connected with the
treadles at the bottom of loom by
means of jack straps, these treadles
being in turn operated by the cams,
which are set on a cam shaft.

The cams for this weave are thos«

of a ? ^—^ 45 degrees twill, and

are so arranged on the cam shaft as to

produce the terry effect. The warps
are drawn in 1, 2, 3, 4, weaving one
terry, one ground end.
The cams are arranged as follows:

2

One Warp effect cam.
1

1
One Filling effect cam.

2
2

One V7arp effect cam.
1

1
One Filling effect cam.

2

WEAVE.
First pick, first, fourth harness up;

2, 3, harness down. Second pick, first,

second harness up; 3, 4, harness down.
Third pick, fi-rst, second, harness
down; 3, 4 harness up.

The terry motion is arranged thus:

At the bottom of the loom, near the
side, there is a treadle, suspended in

much the same manner as the cam
treadles. To the treadle there is an
iron (1^ inch) rod attached and run-
ning up the inside of the loom and
connected with an iron lever, which
works upon a fulcrum, bolted to the
loom side, the loom driving shaft rests
in box or bearing on the side of the
loom. This box is so shaped that it

allows the shaft an eccentric motion,
when the terry treadle is forced down
by a cam, placed on the lower loom
shaft for the purpose.

When the terry cam, revolving on
the lower loom shaft, strikes the ter-

ry treadle, the rod connected thereto
pulls down on the lever connected
with the box in which is resting the
driving shaft, the whole action throws
the loom shaft and loom sley forward
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out of line, and the top warp working
slack the reed draws the yarn
through; then the terry treadle re-
gaining its original position, the loom
shaft settles back to its correct posi-

12 3 4

DDI^UDOGDH
anna
EJDDD
DDDD
DDDDDDD
DDDB

Design.

Jn Draft,
DDD
anaa
DDDn

^-^^"^ ^^^^•

1st Terry. 2d Ground. SJ Terry. 4th Ground.

tion and the next pick of the loom
binds in the slack warp, thus forming
the loop in the cloth—^the terry mo-
tion in this case working for two picks
and stopping for one.

In weaving toweling on a rolleir

loom, it being of short lengths of
terry, the weaver allows the cloth to
weave terry for any desired length,
and to weave solid cloth without the
loop, he throws the terry motion out
of gear by dropping an iron finger
down on the treadle. This holds the
terry treadle out of the way of the
revolving terry cam. This iron finger
is usually either raised or lowered by
means of a cord, fastened to the inner
side of the breast beam and near the
end of the loom.

This finger can be worked automati-
cally by the use of a dobby motion or
jacquard machine.

The terry warp, by weaving slack
and forming the loops, will weave out
at the rate of about 100 or more per
cent faster than the ground warp. It

is then replaced by twisting another
warp to it, this operation taking place
at the loom and without removing the
harnesses.

A good grade of terry cloth can be
made as follows:

Reed—900, two ends per dent, 27
inches in reed; 2-30s cotton ground
warp; 2-30s cotton terry warp; l-30s
cotton filling; 36 picks. Width from
loom, 25 inches.

To be drawn and woven as stated
above for a roller loom.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Yam to make terry cloth or Turkish
toweling belongs to the second divi-

sion of mills, i. e., the mills mak-
ing cloth from low and middling
grades of cotton (raw stock). The
yarn is generally made from cot-

ton of about 1-inch staple. The mix-
ings should be as large as possible and
good waste is generally thrown into

the mixing bin at such times as it is

usual to collect it from the different

machines. It is usual in all mills to

gather this good waste, which is real-

ly no more than the tail ends of laps,

from the pickers, sliver which has not
been properly coiled in the cans at the
cards, combers and drawing frames,
also any waste that contains the prop-
er length of staple, which has been
made at the different processes, which
from improper care or handling or
some defect in machinery cannot be
used at the succeeding machine. This
waste is generally placed in cans and
collected at regular intervals and car-
ried to the picker room and thrown
back into the mixing bins to be used
over again and is considered as raw
stock. Of course, it is understood that
the different kinds of grades of cotton
are kept separate. This method in-

cludes all machines up to the slubber
and the procedure is the same as de-
scribed in a previous article.

OPENING AND PICKING.
The cotton is passed through an

opener and two processes of picking,
the weight of lap being about 40
pounds at the breaker and 39 pounds
at the finisher, the speed of the beat-
er being 1,500 revolutions per minute.
This is a little faster speed than is

used for higher class of yarns, be-
cause there is apt to be more dirt and
foreign matter in the lower grades of

cotton and the more beats per inch
you have the more it tends to clean
your cotton.
There is a limit, however, to the

speed at which to run the beater, be-
cause, if run at too great a speed, it

will tend to put nips into the cotton
which are impossible to comb or card
out unless you take out the whole
bunch of fibres contained in the nip,

which is a needless waste of good cot-
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ton when a little care at the beginning
would have saved the nip. Nips make
bunches in the yam and show up
clearly in the finished cloth, and
while it is impossible to make yarn
without nips, i^ is always the object
of all good carders to make as few as
possible.

CARD SETTINGS.

The settings at the cards should be
as follows: Flats from cylinder 10-

lOOOths to 12-lOOOths inch; doffer to
cylinder 7-lOOOtbs inch; licker-in
from cylinder 10-lOOOths; feed plate
to licker-in 12-lOOOths to 20-lOOOths
inch, according to what style of nose
you are using; licker-in knives to
licker-in about 12-lOOOths inch; back
and front knife plates 12 to 17-lOOOths
inch, from cylinder wire at the lower
edge, although the setting distance of
the front knife plate varies because
this helps to regulate the amount of
flat-top waste taken from the cotton
on the cylinder; cylinder screen from
cylinder wire 20-lOOOths to 24-lOOOths
inch at its nearest point to wire,
which is the center or directly under-
neath the center shaft of cylinder.
The outer edges of the screen are
generally set about i/i of an inch
away from the wire. The sliver should
weigh about 65 grains to the yard at

the front of the card, the production
being about 800 pounds per week of
60 hours.

THREE PROCESSES OF DRAWING.
The work is then put through three

processes of drawing, the revolutions
per minute of front roll being 400, the
production per week 1,650 pounds per
delivery, the sliver weighing about 70
grains per yarn. The settings for fin-

isher drawing frame are as follows:
front roll to second, If inches; second
roll to third roll, 1% inches; third roll

to back roll, 11 inches. The slubber
hank should be about .40 hank; first

intermediate 1.50 hank; second inter-

mediate five hank. The spinning frame
makes the required l-20s yarns from
five hank roving. Some overseers use
one less process of drawing and add
one process of fly frames, in which
case the hank roving at the different
processes of fly frames would be as
tpllQWs; slubber ,40; firgt intermedi-

ate 1.10; second intefmediate 2.70;

fine frame, five hank.
To make the yarn 2-20s, it is

doubled at the twister, two ends of

20s yarn being fed and being twisted
into one thread of yarn at the front,

but being called 2-20s yarn.

Bleaching and Finishing.

If bleached in the ordinary way, run-
ning through machine rollers in a
bleaching works, the pieces will be
drawn and sometimes damaged. Each
piece is laid separately in a kier until

the full amount of cloth has been
placed therein, a solution of caustic
potash at 5 degrees Tw. is run in, and
boiled for 10 hours. Wash well and
boil again with a 4 degrees Tw. of
caustic potash. Wash well, and give
a solution of sulphuric acid Vz degree
Tw. Wash well, and chemic with Vz
degree Tw. chloride lime, for about
four hours. Give an acid bath of Vz
degree Tw. sulphuric acid. Wash well
until all trace of acid has been elim-
inated.

The goods should be dried on a ten-
ter frame. A light starching to give
more weight can be given of 4-6 oz.

cornstarch per gallon, starch to be
boiled for one hour. Run through a
rubber rolled mangle and dry on a
tenter frame. If a half bleach is re-
quired, a boil of caustic potash and an
acid bath are all that are required.

CRINKLE OR SEERSUCKER
This weave can be produced on less

harnesses, but this number allow
more freedom for heddles.

Crinkle or seersucker is a wash fab-
ric composed of cotton, cotton and
silk or all silk, and can be easily wo-
ven in any power loom adapted to
light and medium weight cotton
goods, such as the old style roller

loom, or the more modern dobby or
jacquard. To make this fabric

TWO BEAMS ARE NECESSARY
as the crinkle or shrunken stripe is itg

peculiarity, hence the name. The part
of the warp (which forms the crinkle
in the cloth) is dregsed on a separate
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beam and has only sufficient weight
placed upon it to allow it (crinkle
warp) to form a shed properly during
weaving.

The ground or body of the cloth
may be dressed upon one or more
beams according to the difference in
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Plain Weave lor Crinkle-

take-up, created by using combina-
tion weaves to form fancy corded or
ribbed stripes in the body of the cloth.

In a good many crinkle or seer-
sucker fabrics plain weave is used
entirely, with the cloth construction
exactly the same in all portions of
material, except wherein the extra
take-up of the yarn creates the crin-
kle effect. To-day, it is not a general
practice to make the crinkle stripe
identical in construction with the
ground of the fabric. This is due to
several causes: First, the use of a
greater amount of yarn where the
crinkle is made develops a much
better crinkle and in addition causes
somewhat better weaving. Second, it

makes it possible for a greater amount
of variety in cloth pattern to be used.
A good many would consider the
weave used on these crinkle stripes

to be plain, and, generally speaking,
this is a correct designation, but there
is; a difference noted from the ordi-

nary plain weave in that instead of

having a single thread in each heddle
eye there are two threads drawn as
one. Naturally, a cloth of this char-
acter can be made just as easy as an
ordinary plain fabric, so far as the
weaving operation is concerned. When
the yarn is drawn in two threads per
heddle, the crinkle portion of the
warp is reeded four instead of two

ends per dent, which is noted in the
body of the fabric.

If we desired to make a cloth hav-
ing a plain stripe for ?0 threads and a
crinkle stripe for 10 threads, draw the
plain or ground threads on four har-
nesses, straight draft, 1, 2, 3, 4 and
the crinkle threads on two harnesses
1, 2 and reed the whole warp two
ends per dent straight across from
selvage to selvage.
The crinkle effect is produced by

allowing this part of the warp to

weave in slack, while the ground warp
has the regular weight or tension
placed upon it. In this way the slack
warp very naturally forms a puckered
or shrunken stripe in the fabric.

This fabric has been in large de-
m.and at various times, and is used
extensively for ladies' wear in the line

of summer outing dresses, petticoats,

etc., and while the sale of such fabrics
has been affected by fashion in the
past and will be affected by fashion
in the future, nevertheless, there are
a large number of such styles which
are sold just as regularly as ginghams
or sheetings, although in somewhat
smaller quantities. The reason why
crinkle fabrics are sold regularly is

because there are certain purposes for

which they seem more desirable than
about any other fabric, and inasmuch
as the demand for articles composed
of crinkle cloth is quite steady, it is

certain that the production and sale

will also be quite steady. Advertising
has had quite a little influence in

teaching consumers the cloth value
of some of these fabrics, and is hav-
ing an influence in the regular dis-

tribution.

A very good grade of crinkle cloth

can be produced from the following:

STRIPE EFFECT (WARP PAT.)

Reed, 1150—30 inches width in

reed; l-30s cotton warp and filling.

(Regular yarns), 56 picks filling.

Of course, each manufacturer usual-
ly follows his own ideas of economy
in constructing a fabric, consistent
with the conditions and suggestions
submitted to him by the trade through
his selling agents concerning the na-
ture and style of a sample fabric to be
produced.
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Following is the finish for

goods constructed as per stripe ef-

fect:
.
Goods are run through the

washer, then through the cylinders or
dryer, and from dryer to tentering
machine. This operation stretches the
goods to the original loom width if de-
sired, also acting as an auxiliary dry-
er, after which they are run through
the calender, which machine gives the
cloth the appearance of having been
newly ironed.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The mills making the style of cloth
described above belong to the second
division of mills given in a previous

waste. As in previous mixings, make
them as large as possible, and when
possible put them through a bale
breaker, and it would be a good idea
to let the cotton stand as long as pos-
sible before using it (after mixing, of

course). This allows it to expand and
dry out and it is then in a better form
for use. Different mills use different

processes for the purpose of dyeing
the cotton out and making the cotton
mixing

AS FLUFFY AS POSSIBLE.
It is the general custom in up-to-date
mills to use a blower in connection
with the bale breaker. The cotton is

fed into the bale breaker and junks

Crinkle or Seersucker.

paper, i. e., those using low and medi-
um staple and grade of cotton. These
mills, of course, use the average set-
tings on all machines with proper re-
lation to the length of staple, etc. Of
course, crinkle or seersucker is made
of different counts of yarn in different
mills, but these do not vary enough so
that any change is made, except in the
spinning room, which will be men-
tioned later. The seersucker under
description will be considered to be
made of l-30s cotton yarn. The raw
stock used for this yarn should be
about 1-inch staple.

IN THE MIXINGS
use other good waste, such as describ-
ed in the last paper, also cut roving

are torn apart by the spikes on the
ToV.s of the bale breaker and then the
cotton is delivered on to an endless
apron, which carries it over a chute
into which the cotton drops. This
chute allows the cotton to slide into a
fan or blower, which revolves at a
high rate of speed and the draft car-

ries the cotton through, trunking eith-

er directly to the bin in which it be-
longs or drops it on to an endless lat-

tice, which may be shifted to allow
the cotton to drop into the bin where
it belongs. It must be understood that
cotton or raw stock is

COMPRESSED VERY TIGHTLY
into bales, and if some means were
not taken to help the cotton regain its
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natural fluffy state the machines would
have to do a great deal of heavy work
for which they are not wholly built.

Thus the bale breaker tends to sep-
arate the matted masses as they are
taken from the bale and the air from
the blower helps to air, dry and re-
store the cotton to a fluffy state,

which is so desirable to obtain among
carders. The cotton is allowed to
stand as long as possible so that it

will expand and dry out as much as
possible before using, as the cotton in

the bale collects more or less mois-
ture from being in the cotton store-
houses in general use.
The cotton used for 30s yarn is gen-

erally passed through

TWO PROCESSES OP PICKING,
if a blower is used. A good weight per
yard of lap is 16 ounces and total
weight of lap is 40 pounds at the
breaker and 14 ^^ ounces j)er yard and
39 pounds per lap at the finisher. The
speed of the beater is the same as has
been given for mills of the second
division. At the card the draft should
be about 100 to 110, which will give
the weight of the sliver about 65
grains. The doffer should be speed-
ed so as to give about 800 pounds pro-
duction. The sliver is then generally
run through three processes of draw-
ing frames, a good draft of which is as
follows: breaker, 5 plus; intermediate
4— ; finisher, 6; which will give the
following weight of sliver per yard;
at the breaker 74 grains; intermedi-
ate, 79 grains, and finisher, 75 grains.
Be careful of the settings of the rolls

at the drawing. The hank roving at
the slubber should be .45; at th« first

intermediate fly frame 1.40; at the
second intermediate, or, as it is some-
times called, the roving frame, 3.5

hank and jack or fine frames, 7 to
7.5 hank. The roving is then carried
to the spinning room where it is spun
into 30s yarn. If yarn of a little high-
er or lower count is desired the draft
gear is generally changed at this
frame to give the required count.

Dyeing Particulars.

LIGHT BLUB.
For 100 pounds yarn, l^^ per

cent immedial indone B pat.; 1^ per

cent immedial sky blue cone; 5 per
cent sodium sulphide; 10 per cent
crystalline Glauber's salt; 3 per cent
soda ash; enter at boil, boil one hour;
wash well with water.

DARK BLUE.
For 100 pounds yarn: 8 per cent im-

medial indone blue pat; 10 per cent
sodium sulphide; 15 per cent crystal-
line Glauber's salt; 3 per cent soda
ash; enter at boil, boil one hour; wash
well with water.

BLACK.
For 100 pounds yarn: 20 per cent

immedial indone blue pat; 10 per cent
sodium sulphide; 15 per cent crystal-
line Glauber's salt; 3 per cent soda
ash; enter at boil, boil one hour; wash
well with water; second bath, one-
half above proportions.

OLIVE GREEN.
12 per cent pyrogene olive N; 6 per

cent sodium sulphide; 20 per cent
Glauber's salt; 3 per cent soda ash;
enter at boil, boil one hour; wash wer
with water.

BROWN.
12 per cent pyrogene brown G; 8

per cent sodium sulphide; 20 per cent
Glauber's salt; 3 per cent soda ash;
enter at boil, boil one hour; wash well
with water.

FINISHING PROCESS.
Starch with six ounces cornstarch;

six ounces cocoanut oil white soften-
ing; one gallon water; boil starch for

45 minutes; rinse through starch
mangle; dry on tenter frame.

4 «

»

COTTONADE
Cottonade is a heavy, coarse, single

cloth, made of single yarn, generally
l-20s cotton warp and 16-cut wool
spun, weaving woolen principle, all-

cotton shoddy filling. It is used as a
trousering, an important feature of
which is the low selling price of the
finished garment.

It is best adapted to the old-style
roller or cam loom, and is made and
woven on four harnesses, generally

the *—2 twill, either right or left

hand, or herring-bone weave effect

(twill running at angle of 45 degreeaj.-
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It is a narrow fabric, being set in the
reed 30 inches, and receiving very lit-

tle finish, and is sold at 27 inches in

width.
THE PATTERNS

are usually on the dark side with a
small percentage of bright color add-
ed to improve the tone: Black, dark
slate and dark drab for ground colors,

and an occasional red, pearl, light

brown or an equivalent color to
brighten the whole pattern.

In making a cottonade the object is

to produce a cheap single-cloth trou-
sering composed of a rather coarse
but fairly strong single warp thread
and a thick or lofty single filling
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thread, which combination in certain

proportions gives the fabric a weighty
appearancv.

THE FILLING

is usually an all-cotton shoddy filling,

made from old dark colored cotton
rags. By willowing and picking, the
yarn is brought to the carded state.

The fibres in an all-cotton shoddy are
short, due to the process of reduction,
as stated above.
From the pickers the shoddy is run

through the first and second break-
ers and then through the condenser
or finisher card. The spool drum con-
taining the roving is then taken from
the condenser card and placed upon
the mule to be spun upon tubes,
ready for the weaver.
The fibres being short, the shoddy

will lose from 15 to 20 per cent of its

weight during the carding and spin-
ning, also from the 3 to 5 per cent of

waste made by the weaver.
To find stock at picker:
Cottonade, 30 inches in reed; 32

picks; 16-cut cotton (woolen princi-

ple) shoddy; 32 times 30 equals 960
yards divided by 300 equals 3.2 ounces
filling, plus 5 per cent loss equals 3.-

18 ounces; 16-cut times 300 equals
4,800 divided by 16 ounces equals 300
yards per ounce; 3.18 ounces at loom
plus 20 per cent loss in carding, spin-
ning equals 3.82 ounces at picker per
yard of cloth.

Cottonade, reed 800-2 ends per split,

30 inches wide, 32 picks, 16-cut cotton
(woolen principle) shoddy, l-20s cot-
ton warp.

Finish about 27 inches. To finish

run through dry hot press.
Weigh 41/4 ounces about.

Warp pattern:
10 Black.
2 Dark slate.
1 Red.
1 Black.
2 Dark drab.
1 Black.
1 Red.
2 Dark slate.

45 degree rightDesign—regular

hand twill.

THE WEAVING.
To weave in roller loom, this warp

is drawn in 1, 2, 3, 4, on four harness-
es, these harnesses being suspend-
ed in the loom from the rollers by
means of straps attached to hooks on
the top of the harness or heddle
shafts. The harnesses are then fas-
tened to the loom treadles by means
of jackstraps running from the bot-
tom of the harness to said treadles,
the treadles being operated by a se-
ries of cams, consistent with weave
effect desired.

These cams are so arranged on the
cam shaft that in revolving they
strike the treadles, and this action,
pulling the harness up and down,
opens the shed. (Note—in a roller

loom two or more harnesses are al-

ways attached to one top roller, and
of necessity whatever pulls one down
must pull the mate harness up, the
cams always being arranged to permit
this.)
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In applying this weave the first and
third harnesses are strapped to the
first top roller and the second and
fourth strapped to second top roller.

This being the case, the action of the
cams in opening the shed causes the
raisers and sinkers on each succes-
sive warp thread in the repeat of the
weave to start one pick later than that
of the thread preceding it, thereby-

forming a twill line.

A warp to be woven twill,

drawn on four harnesses 1, 2, 3, 4, and
strapped up in this manner, and hav-
ing the cams set properly should shed
thus: First pick, first and fourth up;
second and third down. Second pick,
first and second up; third and fourth
down. Third pick, second and third
up; first and fourth down. Fourth
pick, third and fourth up; first and
second down.
The herring-bone weave effect is

produced by drawing in the warp from
front to back and back to front in the
harness and using the same set of
cams, set in the same manner and po-
sition, and the same harness strapping
as in making a straight right hand
twill.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

For this class of goods the cotton
yarn is generally made and spun in
the same way as wool and worsted
yarns, and is generally made in mills
and on the machinery generally used
for making worsted or woolen yarns.
It will be understood that the meth-
ods of making yam in a cotton mill
and a woolen mill are entirely differ-

ent, both as to the number of proc-
esses and the kind of machinery
used. In fact, the fundamental prin-
ciples for spinning yarn are entirely
different in each mill, and as we are
describing cotton fabrics in these ar-
ticles we will proceed just as if the
yarn used for this class of goods was
made in a cotton mill and sold to a
woolen mill, which is sometimes done.

THE RAW STOCK.
The raw stock used for this class of
fabric would be of a low grade and
generally mixed with comber or even
card waste; the percentage of waste

used would depend a great deal on the
count o. yarn to be male. In the fab-

ric under description the count of the
cotton yarn is l-20s. The raw cotton
would be opened up and run through
a bale breaker, or it may be opened
at the bin and not run through the
bale breaker, which will save the ex-
pense of one process, but the cotton
will not be ope>ied up as well, a
more even yarn being made when
bale breaker is used. As the cotton is

opened at the bin it is miyed with the
carded or corrbed waste in the pro-
portion required, the cotton layers
being taken from the bale and pulled
apart as much as possible so as to let

the air get at them and also so as to

lighten the work of the opener. The
cotton is taken and put into the open-
er which is generally attached to the
breaker picker, either directly or in-

directly by having the cotton carried
through trunking (through which it is

blown by a draft of air from a faii

on the opener) which connects with
the back part of the breaker picker.

The opener machine may be on the
same floor or may be situated on the
floor above or below the breaker pick-
er; but in mills, as they are now con-

.

structed, the opener is on the same
floor and is considered as a part of

the breaker picker.

PARTICULARS TO BE OBTAINED.'
For this count of yarn the speed

of the beater should be about 1,050.

revolutions per minute. The hopper
on the opener should always be kept
more than half full of cotton and it

should be as large as possible, the'
reason for this being that a more even
amount of cotton will always be pre-
sented to the pin beater by the lift-

ing apron than when the hopper is

less than half full. This is important,'
not only in reference to "cottonadg •

fabrics," but also all classes of goods,
because if it is less than half -full

it is apt to cause uneven yarn. The
speed of the beater on the breaker
and finisher pickers should be about

'

1,500 revolutions per m.inute, which
gives the beats per inch about 42^
The weight of the lap at the breaker
picker should not be less than 40
pounds and at the finisher less than
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3.9 pounds. A 39-pound lap gives a
weight of lap per yard of 14 1^ ounces.
The card is set so as not to take out
too much waste, and wider settings are
used than those given in a previous
article. The draft used should be 100,

the sliver at the front weighing 65
grains. Production at the card should
be at least 900 pounds. The sliver is

then run through two processes of
drawing, the weight of sliver at the
finisher being about 72 grains per
yard. The production per delivery of

the finisher drawing frame should be
at least 1,600 pounds per week of

60 hours and the percentage of lost

time at thiS' machine not more than
15 per cent. The slubber is the next
process and the hank roving made at
this machine should be about .40.

Three-process fly fram.es are used and
the hank roving at the different proc-
esses should be as follows: 1st inter-
mediate 1.10 hank; 2d intermediate
2.75 hank; five -frame from 4.50 to 5.00

hank. Care should be taken that the
rolls are not spread too far apart on
these machines and a good setting
for rolls of this stock for slubbers
and fly frames is as follows: Front
roll to middle spread to 1% inches;
middle roll to back roll 2 inches. The
yarn is tben taken to the spinning
room where it is spun into 20s yarn, a
soft twist being used.

Dyeing Par- Iculars for Raw Stock.

BLACK.
~ For 100 pounds: 18 per cent pyro-
gene bl ck B. D.; 12 per cent sodium
sulphide; 8 per cent soda ash; 70 per
cent salt. Enter at boil, boil one hour,
and wash well in water.

PEARL.
One per cent pyrogene gray B; 2

per cent sodium, sulphide: 2 per cent
soda, ash; 5 per cent salt. Enter at
boil, boil one hour.

LIGHT BROWN.
.
Five per cent pyrogene brown G.;

5. per cent sodium sulphide; 2 per cent
soda ash; 5 per cent salt. Enter at
boll, boil one hour, wash well.

RED.
Five per cent rosanthrene red A.;

25 percent Glauber's salt; 3 per cent

soda. Enter at boil, boil one hour,
rinse, diazotize for one-quarter hour
with nitrite soda and muriatic acid,

rinse.

Develop with beta naphthol and
caustic soda for one-quarter hour.
This red is brighter and faster than
primuline red.

DIAZOTIZING BATH.
One and one-half per cent nitric

soda, 5 per cent muriatic acid, 20 de-
grees Be.

DEVELOPING BATH.
One and three-quarters per cent

beta naphthol; 3 per cent soda ash.

DARK SLATE.
Two and one-half per cent imme-

dial direct blue, B pat.; i per cent
immedial olive, B pat.; 5 per cent sul-

phide sodium; 2 per cent soda ash; 20
per cent Glauber's salt. Enter at boil,

boil one hour.

DARK DRAB.
One and one-half per cent immedial

brown, pat.; % per cent immedial
olive, B pat.; i/4 per cent immedial
black, N. B. pat.; 20 per cent Glauber's
salt; 2 per cent soda ash; 5 per cent
sulphide soda. Enter at boil, boil one
hour.

COTTON WORSTED— NEN'S

WEAR
Cotton worsted men's wear is a fab-

ric composed of either 2-20s or 2-30s
cotton warp and fllling, and receives
either a dry or wet finish. The weave,
color arrangement and general con-
struction are an exact duplicate of the
finest worsted goods of the present
time.
This fabric is used in the manufac-

ture of men's suitings and trouserings,
retailing at $7 to $12 per suit, for the
middle class trade, and in effect has
the neat, dressy appearance of an im-
ported cloth of high grade.

It is made in a light-weight grade
at 6 to 61/^ ounces for spring and fall,

and heavy weight at 8 to 81/^ ounces
for winter wear, both grades being
produced in stripe, check and indis-
tinct plaid patterns.
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Cotton worsted men's wear is usu-
ally woven on any loom, having either
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DaananGGGaCioaGoG
DaaDDnDcaaDDaaaa
DGaaDuaGGBCioQoaa
DGanuDGBGnQi^'QGao
DGGaoGanDag«aaGP
DDDnGDGBDGyaaGDD
DGaaggauDGLJBGaaO
naaaQpGGGGQpaoaa
DGaaBDgGaaLJGDaaO
DBGagagogngGngaa
eaG^^aDoaGHQDDGaO
aaangaaGauGaGog

DGQaggGaaGaSaDDQ
caGnaaaaaaaGnDDa
BanaDggGGGGGagaa
DnaaDQDoaGQpaGaa
DaaogugGCGuGnGGQ
DDGGLiiGGOGHatBnaaM
DnaaaGDBaaGGDGaa
DDDDQoaDOGGGnaaH .

DODaaGGaaoaGaaag e
DDDDqaagGDGGnGD"

^

BgHgSgBHBgBBgSSSfi
BRHggSBSHgBSgSHS^
BpaGaGGaapQQQGDg ia
nnaaGGGGaQGOaGn" a
bpaaaGGaaQGaaDog ?
aQanGGaGOGcGngaa 5
BaaoGGBGgaGOoOGg g
BaGGGGGagaaSGaag qnnaaGGGBGaQDaQaa *-*

DGDoaGagGDDQa^'GB
gaonDGGgaDGgDaag
nODQaGGBDGDaOGO

DaaagaGggnBDDOaa
oanGaGGDaiGDagoa
-DaDGaDggaDgaQaa

aDGaaggaBgaQao
DnaGQOOGGaaaaaa

DnooacaaaroBDGi
DoDDBOoggaaanQL
DnDDGOGCOGgBGG

aaaaGooGGGGDoag
DooonaDannDQaaoa
BonaDgggDcgRgngi
aooDGGGgDnGgGgaa
DDaadaGgBeiagGgGg
ggggDSSSSgsRggpp

30DDQnaDDaDDGria
DoaaDnanDDSnoDg
DogDaagGDORaoQd
SaBaDDdoaaDGaDginnnnnnnnnG«nnn

ODDdboaoDbaDODaB

4x1 or 4x4 filling boxes, and having a
head motion attached of from 16 to 25

harness capacity. Most all weave ef-

fects and combinations of weaves
known in the worsted men's wear
trade can be applied to this fabric.

Care should be taken, however, in con-
struction of weave, as the weave, when
used in a worsted to produce a tightly
bound rib effect, may appear more
open in cotton worsted men's wear, as
the worsted fabric shrinks when
scoured in finish and the cotton fabric
is finished dry and is practically the
same as when taken from loom, of
course, allowing for percentage of
contraction between reed and cloth
roll. Cotton worsted men's wear is

usually made one face end and one
back end, and reeded four ends per
dent.

THE FACE WEAVE,
when a twill or fancy combination, is

balanced on the back of the cloth by
using an eight harness satin (warp
effect on back) five as counter. The
face weave should always be properly
balanced. In making this style of
goods, or a warp back fabric, the ex-
tra is placed there for the purpose of

adding weight to the cloth, and if of
a tighter nature, the face of the cloth
will present a puckered or uneven ap-
pearance.

To dry finish cotton worsted men's
wear, the yarns of which have been
dyed from dry or cheap colors, that
will not stand washing, the goods are
taken from the loom and inspected,
measured and sheared. Shearing is a
process which means running the cloth
through a machine, having a cutter
composed of a series of blades set in

a frame, which revolves in similar
manner to that of a grass mower, the
cloth being kept taut by being passed
over and under several rods and roll-

ers, which also remove wrinkles, and
allow the cloth to be presented evenly
to the cutter. The purpose of shearing
is to remove all foreign substances
from the face of the cloth, such as
knots, lumps, etc., and the effect is a
smooth, even cloth that readily takes
on the appearance of a high-class wor-
sted, after being run through the hot
press.

The steam gauge on a hot press
should register 50 pounds and the dja]
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13'5 pounds roller pressure when the
cloth is run through this press. The
effect of the pressure of the steam-
heated rollers upon the cloth is to re-
move all wrinkles, liven up the colors,
and to retain the width of cloth as
taken from the cloth roll at the loom.
After being pressed, the cuts of cloth

are rolled or lapped into bolts, the
ends of which are then stitched, the
tags sewed on and the goods are ready
to case and ship.

THE COLORS

used in cotton worsted men's wear
are black, brown, light and dark
shades of blue, slate, drab and steel,

and to liven up a pattern use an oc-

1 end face 2-30 cotton warp; 1 end

back 2-20 cotton warp, ^-^ twill face,

8 harness satin back, 5 as counter.
1 pick l-30s worsted; 1 pick 1-2U

cotton; 56 picks per inch.

LIGHT-WEIGHT MEN'S WEAR.
Reed, 900—four ends per dent, 6^

ounces; 31 1/^ inches in reed, including
selvage 32x2; 2-30s cotton warp, one
face and one back
black cotton filling,

shear and hot press,
binations for face;
ness satin for back.

HEAVY-WEIGHT MEN'S WEAR.
Reed, 800—four ends per dent, 8^/^

ounces; 81i/^ inches in reed, including

; 52 picks 2-30s
Dry finish equals
Weave twill com-
weave eight-har-

S^flHhiHi^HiHi

JBDODaDBDBD
._JD»DDaOD«eBDDa
jaBDDaoDBaBaaacia
BDaaDDHeBaaoDDBa

Design—Piece Dye

DOBBDnBBnandnDsn
DBBnDBBaasDDaDDn
BBoaBBaDaoDDsaDa
BDDBBnaBDGODGaDa
DDBBDuBBaosFoaaaa
DBBaDaBGaaDnnsgg
BBaoBBC-D'naaaaaaa
BDDiBaDBZ;DG^<DDOa

WeaTC Harnesa Chain

DDDnaanDDODnoi
aaaaDGDiDoaaBDDDg
DDODDDDDClBaDDgCa^^DaDnaBDnaDDDOg

DDDDDa

DgDaDDDD
Drawing-in Dnft

DDOOODOaBBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBaaoDoaoa

BeedPlMj

noaDBOBDDaDDBaBnDDnGBnBnDCDCBnBnnnacBSBnnnDnBnBG
DQpSBDCCnnBCBGaGDGBSBODnDCBaG-B^BGDCGGBCBGDDnnBBa
BSBDaGnca-SaGGCGGBGBGCCGCa-rfflGGGGCBGBnGGGGBSBCunCD
BDaaDDBDBCL-CGGaSHGGGGGBOSGGGaGZGCuaSBGGGnCBGBGGG
DanDBaBGGGGCBGBGGGGGSaBGGDGGS^aGGGGGBCBGCaCCBaBa
naBaBDaGGDa-iaCGnGDaGBGGGGGSiGGEOaGGOaaBaBCGCCDBa
ffiBDOnaCBDBaaDDCB''?BnGGOCHGaCGGGC:B!iBaaaDDBDBQGDDO
aaaDaBsaaDGGGBDBaaaaaadiBDGGBGCGDGaGBacaanBS'BcaD

Design—Light Weight—Stripe.
DacoGDnnnnnGnnnBaoGaGGCGGGGGDGGiDDGGacGGnnDnccaGD
DaaaaGaaaaaDCBGaGGGGuGGCGGGGaCGGGGGaGBGaGGGGGGaO
DagDDaaaaaaBGGGGaGaGGGGGGGGBGGaGGGGaGGGBGaGoacGn
•DaoaGGaaaaaaaGaaaGGGGGGGGHGGGGGGGGGaccGGGBGGCGca
DCaaGGGBGGGGGGaDaaaGGGCBGGGGGGGGGGGaGGGGGGGBGGCa
OGaaGBGaGnGGaGaaGGGGGaGGaGGGGBGGCCGGaGGGGQGaGBQa
DaGBaGaGGGGGaaGGaGGBGGCGGGGDGGGBCGGGGGGGaGGGGGGB
DBGGGaGGaaGGGGGGCBGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGBGGGGGGGGGGaCnn
DGGGGGaGGaGGGGBaGGCGGGGGGGGZGGGZGGGGBGGGGGGGaOGD
DGGQGGGGGGGGBGGGGGGGGIGGGZGZGGGZZGrGZGBGGGCGGCXDa
DGCGGGQaGGBGGGaGGGGZG^ZGGZSZZZZ^ZZZ^ZZGZBGGGGnDa
DGDaaGGGBGGGaCGGGGGGC^ZBZZGZZZZZZZ^ZZZZZGBGGGGa
DIDDacaBGGGGGGGaGGGCZZZiZGGZZaZZZGGZZZZZZZZZZBGGa
DDCCBGGGGGaGGGGGaCZZBZCZZZGZZGBZZGZZZZZZZZZZZGBa
DaaaDDGnGGaaaaDGGGBZZZZGZGGZZZZZBZZZZZZZZZZZGGaD
DDanaanGaaaaaDaacGCGGGZGzzGGGGGzcBGGGGGGGGCGaca

Drawlng-in Draft.

:BonaGaaaaGannaaBanDDnBBBBaonai
GBBaaDGaGaaaaoaaaBBaaGDaaBaar

ncBacGBaaGGaaGen
GBBCGBBaG^GGGGGa
BBGGBBGGGGGGSGGG
BanaBGDBGCGGGGQa
GGBBZ

"

DBBGZ
BBGGBBZGaCGGGaDD
BnaaazGaGGGaGGDa
Weave Harness Chain.

casional end of maroon, green, pearl
or sky blue.

This line is also made in a piece-dye
fabric, constructed from 2-20 and 2-30
cotton warps, and l-30s worsted and
1-20 cotton filling. These yarns are
woven in the gray and the cloth
scoured and dyed in the piece, black
or blue. When finished, this fabric re-
sembles a very heavy serge. Finish, 28
inches.

Piece dye—worsted men's wear;
reed, 500—eight ends per dent; 33
inches in reed, including selvage,
32x2.

selvage 32x2; 2-20 cotton warp one
face, one back; 52 picks, 2-26s black
cotton filling. Dry finish equals shear
and hot press. Weave, can use same
as light weights.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Cotton worsted fabrics, like cotton-
ade fabrics, are generally made and
spun in the same manner as wool and
worsted yarns and made in woolen
mills. There are a few exceptions,
however, where they are made in cot-

ton mills. The count of tlie yarn \ised
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in cotton worsted fabrics varies from
20s to 36s, and is generally a doubled
yarn. In the present article we will

proceed as if the count of the finished
yarn was to be 2-30s.

A mill making this class of goods
would belong to the second division of
mills (as classified in a previous arti-

cle) i. e., a mill equipped with machin-
ery for making yarns from low to me-
dium grades of cotton .

THE MIXINGS

would be made in the usual manner,
being run through a bale breaker into

the mixing bin and at this point mixed
with the sliver waste returned from
the cards, drawing frames and comb-
ers (if there are any of these machines
in the mill) and then it is run through
an opener and through three processes
of pickers. At the finisher picker laps

of cut roving waste are mixed with
raw stock in the proportion of three
laps of raw stock to one lap of cut-

roving waste. In using cut-roving
waste and also sliver waste it should
always be of the same length of staple.

It is

THE GENERAL PLAN
to use cut-roving waste as fast as it is

made and not allow it to collect until

a large quantity is on hand.
The method employed in most mills

is to collect the cut roving over a day
(generally right after the noon hour)
and take it to the picker room and run
it through the rovinc or waste picker.

From here it is run into a breaker
picker and formed into laps of suitable

weight. These are then mixed with
the raw stock in the proportion above
stated, as long as the cut-roving laps

hold out (which should be as short a
time as possible for obvious reasons).
By doing this

A MORE EVEN YARN
is obtained than when the cut roving
is allowed to collect for a week at a
time before being put through the
waste picker, because by the first plan
you are mixing a small quantity of cut
roving a good part of the time, where-
as by the latter plan cut roving is only
mixed with the raw stock once a week,
while during the other five days noth-

^g l)iit the raw stock and sliver waste

is being mixed. By -the latter plan a
more uneven yarn is;- bound .,to -be
made. The :: ^r^^ ^;m ^^v 5?>-

SPEED OP THE' BEATERS
on the different machines should nox
exceed 1,050 revolutions per minute at
the opener, 1,500 revolutions ^,per, min-
ute at the breaker picker, and- on the
intermediate and finisher pickers the
speed should be slowed down so as not
to exceed 1,450 revolutions per minute.
This will give 42 beats to every inch
Ox cotton ted to the finisher picker,
which ought to be enough to thorough-
ly clean it. In giving the above speeds
it is assumed that the rigid two-bladed
type of beater is used. Different kinds
of beaters, together with their advan-
tages and disadvantages, will be given
later when higher count yarns are de-
scribed. The

WEIGHT OF THE LAP
at the breaker picker sho-jld be about
40 pounds or 16 ounces to the yard; at

^~^he intermediate about 37 rounds or 12

ounces per yard; at the finisher 39

pounds or 14i^ ouncss per y£.rd. The
settings at the card should -be tha same
as described in previous article, per
w-eight of sliver being 60 grains per
yard and the production 850 pounds
per week of 60 hours. The work is run
through three processes of drawing,
revolutions per minute of front roll at
each process being 400 and the weight
of the sliver at the finisher drawing 70
grains per yard. In order to helpipro-
duce a perfect yarn, it is always a
good rule never to draw m.ore than you
double at the drawing frame. For ex-
ample, if you are feeding six ends at

the drawing your draft should be six

or under. The
PRODUCTION OF THE SLIVER

at the drawing frame should be about
1,600 pounds per delivery for a week of

60 hours. The next machine is the
slubber, the hank roving at the front
being about .40.

The yarn is run through three proc-
esses of fly frames and the hank rov-
ing made at each should be as fol-

lows: First intermediate, 1.20; second
intermediate, 3.00; fine frame, 7.25 to
7.50. The yarn is then taken to the
spinning room and made into , 30s
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yarn; from here it is taken to the

twister and made into 2-30s by
doubling two yarns of single 30s yarns
togettter.

,

Dyeing Particulars.

black: for yarn.

15 per cent immedial black N. N.;

12 per cent sodium sulphide; 5 per
cent soda ash; 20 per cent Glauber's

salt; enter at boil, boil one hour; wash
well.

DARK BROWN.
8 per cent immedial dark brown A.;

1 per cent immedial yellow D.; V2 per
cent immedial black N. B.; 10 per cent
sodium sulphide; 5 per cent soda ash;

20 per cent Glauber's salt; enter at

boil, boil one hour; wash well.

DARK BLUE.
- 3 per cent immedial indone B. cone.

;

3 per cent immedial indone R. cone; 3

per cent immedial direct blue B.; 8

per cent sodium sulphide; 5 per cent
soda ash; 20 per cent Glauber's salt;

enter at boil, boil one hour ; wash well.

PEARL.

For 100 pounds yarn: 2 ounces im-
medial black N. R. T. ; 8 ounces sodium
sulphide; one pound soda ash; 5 per
cent Glauber's salt; enter at boil, boil

one hour.
DRAB.

For 100 pounds yarn: 2 ounces im-
medial black N. B.; 12 ounces imme-

. dial cutch G.; one pound sodium sul-

phide; 5 pounds Glauber's salt; enter
^ at boil, boil one hour.

SLATE.

For 100 pounds yarn: 2 pounds im-
medial direct blue B.; three-quarters

. of a pound imm^edial olive B. ; 5 pounds
sodium sulphide; 10 pounds Glauber's
salt; 2 pounds soda ash; enter at boil,

boil one hour.
STEEL.

For 100 pounds yarn: 12 ounces im-
medial black N. B.; 2 ounces imme-
dial yellow D.; 2 pounds sodium sul-

phide; 2 pounds soda ash: 5 pounds
Glauber's salt; enter at boil, boil one
hour.

GREEN.

5 per cent pyrogene yellow M.; 5

per cent pyrogene green B.; 10 per
cent sodium sulphide; 20 per cent
Glauber's salt; 5 per cent soda ash;
enter at boil, boil one hour; wash
well.

MAROON.
25 per cent Glauber's salt; 6 per cent

Rosanthren C. B.; 5 per cent soda ash;
enter at boil, boil one hour; wash.

Diazotize: IVz pounds nitrate soda;
four pounds hydrochloric acid; turn
for 15 minutes; develop two pounds
beta naphthol; 2 pounds soda ash; turn
for 15 minutes; wash well.

SKY BLUE.

2 pounds immedial sky blue; two
pounds sodium sulphide; 5 pounds
soda ash; 15 pounds Glauber's salt;

enter at boil, boil one hour.

FIGURED SILK (LENO)

WAISTING
Figured waisting is a light-weight

wash fabric, generally composed of
1-40 cotton warp and either single or
two-ply silk or spun silk filling, 1-60

silk and 2-60 mercerized or spun silk

filling being in great favor for the past
few years.
This fabric can be woven on either

the dobby or jacquard loom having
single or double box motion. Very
elaborate and popular styles are cre-
at'Cd by using

FANCY GRANITE WEAVES
(filling effect) for ground, and
for figuring use the filling effect of

diamond, spot, crossed or curved twill

weaves. These are so regularly ar-

ranged as to produce apparent Jac-
quard patterns. Persian stripes can be
produced by using bright colored ex-
tra warp threads and arranging the
weave so as to raise them on the face
of the cloth in Oriental or floral de-
signs. Spots are sometimes woven into
tbis fabric by using extra warp and
clipping the long floats of yarn off the
back of the cloth.
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Very elegant styles are made by in-

troducing leno weaving by means of
white and colored fancy yarns to pro-
duce open or lace work in the cloth.

Figured waisting is made in both
chambray and stripe pattern, always
having white filling. For chambrays
the following

COLORS
are serviceable: dark blue, light blue,
brown, pink, red, pearl, steel, light
green, tan, ecru, etc.

The combination of cotton warp and
silk or spun silk filling creates a silky
sheen on the face of the fabric as th^
light strikes it, and this in itself is

its most important selling feature.

IN WEAVING
this fabric the take-up roller should be
covered with fine sandpaper and this

paper presents a more even surface to

the cloth and does not draw the filling,

as is often the case where perforated
tin is used as a covering on the take-
up roller. The perforations usually
cause small rough particles of tin to

stick out prominently, and these catch
on the long floats of the filling figure,

and as the loom continues to run, the
yarn clings to the roller and draws the
filling, thereby spoiling the symmetry
of the figure and causing imperfect
cloth.

The tin covering very often causes
clouded or thick and thin places in the
cloth. Especially is this so when us-
ing a fine silk filling, and a great num-
ber of picks per inch.

To finish figured waisting the fabric

is washed in a solution of soap and
cold water, then dried by being run
through the hot press. After the press
of calender, the goods are folded on a
folding machine (not lapped) in the
same manner as sheeting, and after

folding, each separate piece or cut is

doubled in half and then wrapped in

stiff paper, to keep out all dirt, after

which it is ready to pack and ship.

(SILK) FIGURED WAISTING.

Reed, 1,300, 2 ends per dent; 38

inches in reed, to finish at 36 inches.

1,300 means 1,300 splits to 36 inches of

reed. Warp l-40s cotton; filling l-60s

silk filling, 64 picks. Take-up of warp

during weaving, 15 per centj 1,300 reed
by 38 inches equals 1,372 splits; 2 ends
to 1 split equals 2,744 ends plus 40
ends for selvage equals 2,784 total ends
in warp.

WARP PATTERN.
16 V7hite.
2 Light blue.

. - times
6 White. * times.

2 Light blue.
16 White.
8 Cadet blue.
2 Sky blue.
2 Cadet blue.
2 Sky blue.

12 Dark blue.
2 Sky blue.
2 Cadet blue.
2 Sky blue.
8 Cadet blue.

134 ends in pattern = 67 splits.

19 repeats of weave and pattern plus
40 splits or 80 ends.

FIGURED (LENO) WAISTING.

Reed, 1,400—ends per dent, 2; 34^^
inches in reed, including selvage; fin-

ish, 28^. Scour and calender.

WARP PATTERN.
88 Red 1-40 cot.
1 Black leno 2-20 mere.
4 White 2-40 cot.
2 White leno.
4 White.
2 White leno.
4 White.
2 White leno.
4 White.
1 Black leno.

112 ends = 68 splits.

Weight one yard, 2,286 ounces.

1,752 ends + 15% take-up = 2,061
yds. 1-40 cot = .981 oz.

40 ends -f 15% take-up = 47 yds.
1-40 cot = .002 oz.

304 ends -f 15% take-up = 358
yds. 2-40 cot = .034 oz.

38 ends black + 25% take-up =
50 yds. 2-20 mere = .009 oz.

114 ends white -f- 25% take-up =
178 yds. 2-20 mere = .034 oz.

56 picks X 34^ in. = 1,932 yds.
2-60 mere = 1.221 oz.

Total 2.286 oz.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Only mills having up-to-date ma-
chinery and also up-to-date ideas can
hope to make figured silk leno. This
class of goods requires a great deal
firmer yarns than the other cloths that
have been previously described, and
these yarns are made in the third di-

vision of mills (as classified in a pre-
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vious article), i. e., mills making yarn
from middle to high-grade cotton. The

COUNTS OF YARNS
for this class of goods vary from 30s

to 60s warp and from 40s to 80s (single

or double) filling. The filling yarn is

generally mercerized and a great
many times extra silk ends are used to

produce a certain silk effect in the
cloth. For the carding and spinning
particulars we will consider the warp
made up of l-40s cotton yarn and the
filling of 2-60s yarn.

THE COTTON USED
should be of a good grade and a great
deal of Allan seed cotton is used. This
is generally about l^^-inch staple and
should be as clean as possible.

In mixing this class of cotton, it is

very important that all the bales mix-
ed should be of the same length of

staple, and the overseer, or in large
mills both the overseer of carding and
the cotton sampler, sample the cotton
from every bale, and if it is not up to

the standard staple and grade, the
bale is laid aside either to be taken
back by the cotton broker or used for

making yarns which can be made out
of a shorter staple cotton. After this

the cotton is put through a bale break-
er (if the mill has one which it should)
or the cotton may be mixed by hand,
care being taken when this latter

method is used that the layers of cot-

ton taken from the bale are pulled
apart as much as possible. The ones
in charge of

THE MIXING
should watch the men while they are
pulling the bales of cotton apart to see
that they do not take too large layers
from the bale and throw them into the
mixing bin, which they will do if pos
sible so as to get through with the
job quickly, for it is dirty work at the
best. The bins should be made as
large as possible, so as to accommo-
date a large mixing at one time, as
large mixings help to make more even
yam than small ones.

IN SOME MILLS
it is the custom to use two bins for mix-
ing the same kind of cotton. The mix-
ing is done as above described. But
one bin is emptied at a time; the cot-

ton in the other bin is allowed to dry
out while that from the first bin is be-
ing used. Of course, when one bin Is

empty it is immediately filled up again
and the cotton is allowed to dry out
in it until the second bin is emptied
of cotton. When cotton is put through
a bale breaker or any machine which
opens the cotton up, it is only neces-
sary to use one bin, and the cotton
does not have to remain to air out, but
may be used right away. The good
waste from machines up to the slub-
ber are used in the mixing, and cut
roving is run in at the finished picker
(it having first been run through the
roving waste machine and made into

laps at a breaker picker). The raw
cotton is taken from the bin and put
through an opener and
TWO PROCESSES OF PICKING.
The speed of the opener beater

should be about 1,000 revolu-
tions per minute, the breaker and fin-

isher beater (two-bladed) about 1,400

to 1,450 revolutions per minute. It may
seem strange that the speed of the
beaters on the opener and pickers
should be about the same as when low-
grade cotton was used, because the
general rule followed is that if

longer stapled cotton is used, the
less will be the speed of the beater, be-
cause with longer stapled cotton a
highly speeded beater is apt to and
does put neps into the cotton, but it is

necessary to run the beater at a high-
er rate of speed for this class of cot-
ton, because it is very dirty.

EXPERIMENTS
should be made with the beater in or-
der to get it to run just fast enough so
that it will take out the dirt and for-

eign matter in the cotton, and the
above speeds are given only as a basis
from which to work. The weight of
laps at the breaker picker should be
about 16 ounces to yard of laps and at
the finisher about 11 ounces to yard of
lap, or for the finer counts 10 ounces
per yard of lap may be used. The to-

tal weight of the lap is 35 pounds and
at the finisher picker receiving about
42 beats of the beater for every inch
feed. The method of finding
the beats per minute is to multi-
ply the revolutions per minute
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of beater to one revolution per
minute of feed rolls (this may be calcu-

3 if a three-bladed beater is used).
Divide this product by the circumfer-

mSSh"ssnsin'Klfhh^.laiilijisiUiw

lated through the gears on the pick-
er in the usual manner). Multiply rev-
olutions per minute of beater by 2 (or

ence of the feed roll. For example,
suppose that the beater made 197.5

revolutions per minute and was a 2-
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bladed beater; then 197.5 times 2

equals 395 divided by 3 (diameter of

I'iSsHU!sZ"Xv'fiiissiiiisiiPIssssiiaa'iiss

ili!:!$^:i:i:l!H|dliJiill!l

feed roll) times 3.14 plus equals 41.9

beats per inch. Ans.

The next machine is the card, and at
this machine we see changes. In the
first the wire fillets on the cylinder
and doffer are finer, A good sized wire
to use is 35s on the cylinder and 36 or
37 on doffer and top flats. All parts are
set closer to each other with the ex-
ception of the nose of the feed plate in

relation to the licker-in. The feed plate
should be set so that the licker-in will

not take the fibres being delivered be-
fore they are free from the bit of the
feed roll and feed plate. The speed
of the top flats is sometimes increas-
ed by lagging the top flats driving
pulley. This is for the purpo^ of hay-
ing more working flats on the cyliii:

der and which consequently r©guj;t*^
taking out more waste. The

SPEED OF THE DOFFER
is a great deal less and thus the pro-
duction is smaller, for it is quality first

and quantity second with this class of
goods. Of course, the quantity must bb
looked at to see that the production is

as large as possible, but it must not be
at the expense of quality. Spmetimeis
on the finer counts of yarn the spaed
of the licker-in is reduced, and it is

found to be of great benefit to the
sliver delivered at the front, because
it not only cleans the cotton more
thoroughly, but it also tends to

KEEP THE NEPS OUT
and not to put them in. If carders
have not tried this it might be a good
plan to lag the licker-in pulley to 10 or
10 1/^ inches diameter, instead of nine
inches as it now is when using long
staple cotton, especially Sea Island
cotton. The draft of the card should
be about 125 to 140, the sliver at the
front weighing about 45 grains to the
yard and the production of the card!

being not over 500 pounds per week of

60 hours. Grind cards both often and
light. The cotton for this class of
goods is combed and

BEFORE REACHING THE COMBER
passes through the sliver lap and rib-

bon lap machines, generally 14 ends
up at the sliver lap and six laps at the
ribbon laps. The weight per yard of laji

at the ribbon lap machine should be
about 260 grains. As the ribbOni latp

machine is at the drawing frame; aeT-j
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er draw more than you double. In
some mills the ribbon lap machine is

not used, but where it is used it saves
about IVz per cent waste at the comb-
er.

THE COMBER
should be properly set so as to take
out about 16 per cent waste, the weight
of sliver at front being about 45 grains
to yard. The speed of comber for this
class of cotton should be not over 90
neps per minute. After the comber
two processes of drawing are used, the
sliver at the finisher weighing 70
grains per yard. The settings of the
rolls should be as follows: front to

second 11 inches, second to third I14
inches, and third to back 11 inches.

THE SLUBBER ROVING
should be .55 liank and the first inter-

mediate fly frame roving 1.50 hank;
second intermediate 4.00 hank, and 12
hanks or packs for spinning 60s and
.55 hank slubber 2.00 first intermediate
and 8.00 fine frame for 40s. Care must
be used in setting the rolls as well as
in the adjustment of other parts of the
fly frames. The cotton is taken to th.e

mule spinning room and spun into the
counts mentioned above, from here it

is taken and put through the different

processes required and sent away to

be mercerized.

Dyeing Particulars.

Following are the dyeing particu-

lars for figured silk and leno waist-
ing:

DARK BLUE.

10 per cent tetrazo sulphur blue B., 8

per cent sulphide soda cone, 3 per cent
sal soda, 50 per cent common salt.

Enter at boil, boil one hour, rinse
quickly in cold water and give three
washings in cold water.
The tetrazo sulphur colors can be

obtained from the New York and Bos-
ton Dyewood Company.

,,; BROWN.
i 10 per cent tetrazo sulphur brown R.,

1' per cent tetrazo sulphur brown G., 9

per cent sulphide soda cone, 3 per cent
sal soda, 80 per cent common salt. En-
ter at boil, boil one hour, rinse quick-

ly in water and then thoroughly three
times.

PEARL.

1 per cent tetrazo sulphur black R.
extra, 1 per cent sulphide soda cone, 2
per cent sal soda, 10 per cent common
salt; rinse well quickly in water, and
then thoroughly three times.

STEEL.

1 per cent tetrazo sulphur black Ex.,
1 ounce tetrazo sulphur brown G., 1
per cent sulphide soda cone, 10 per
cent common salt; rinse well quickly
in water, and then thoroughly three
times.

LIGHT GREEN.
1 per cent new methylene blue GG.,

V2 per cent thioflavine T., extra; enter
at 120 degrees F. and get up to 160 de-
grees F. in 30 minutes, and turn five or
six times and wash. To be dyed or
yarn mordanted with tannic acid and
tartar emetic.

TAN.

2 per cent tetrazo sulphur bronze, 2

per cent tetrazo sulphur brown G., 4

per cent sulphide soda cone, 3 per cent
sal soda, 30 per cent common salt; en-
ter at boil, boil one hour and wash
well in three waters.

ECRU.

1 per cent tetrazo sulphur bronze, ^
per cent tetrazo sulphur brown G., 1
per cent sulphide soda cone, 3 per
cent sal soda, 20 per cent common
salt; enter at boil, boil one hour, wash
well in three waters.

RED.

4 per cent benzo fast red GL., 20 per
cent Glauber's salt, 2 per cent sal

soda, enter at 150 degrees F., give six
turns to 180 degrees F., wash well in

water.
PINK.

V2 per cent diamond Rose GD., 2 per
cent sal soda, 25 per cent Glauber's
salt; enter at boil, boil cue hour, and
wash in water.

MEDIUM BLUE.

6 per cent jyrogene Indigo blue, 5

per cent sodium sulphide, 3 per cent
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soda ash, 25 per cent Glauber's salt;

enter at boil, boil one hour, and wash
well in water.

SKY BLUB.
2y2 per cent immedial sky blue, 3 per

cent sodium sulphide, 3 per cent soda
ash, 30 per cent Glauber's salt; enter
at boil, boil one hour; wash well in

water.
DARK GREEN.

10 per cent pyrogene green B., 3 per
cent pyrogene yellow M., 13 per cent
sodium sulphide, 4 per cent soda ash,

30 per cent Glauber's salt; enter at

boil, boil one hour; wash well in four
waters.

Finishing Particulars.

Starch with eight ounces cornstarch,

six ounces white cocoanut oil soften-

ing, one gallon water, boil one hour;
dry over stenter frame and calender.

CORDUROY
Corduroy is a narrow, all-cotton fab-

ric, the distinguishing feature of which
is the perfect half-round regular ribs

running warp ways through the cloth.

As a fabric, it belongs to the general
class of filling pile fabrics, and is

made of one system of warp and two
of filling. The warp must be of good
cotton staple to make a fine strong
end. The pile filling should be of first-

class cotton, soft spun, to blend more
readily when the ribs are rubbed after

being cut and brushed.

The warp and ground filling is wo-
twill, the pileven either -1 or

pick weaves with either one, two or
three warp end, and fipats over from
three to 12 warp ends. The length of

the float of pile filling depends upon
the width of rib or cord desired in the
fabric. The important point about the
pile weave is to cause the pile filling to

weave with the same two or three
warp threads. This gives us lines of
binding and lines of filling floats run-
ning warp ways.
The velvety ribs or cords, as noted

upon the face of a corduroy, are creat-
ed by flrst cutting the lines of floats

of the pile filling. This operation is

performed by hand or machine with a
very sharp steel knife, after which the
ends of the floats are carefully brush-
ed, and then rubbed together to the
proper degree of consistency desired
in ribs.

Corduroy is woven with from 160 to

500 picks of filling per inch; and is

afterward dyed in dark blue, tan, buff,

green and olive colors, to be used in

making clothing for men or women.

EaD»BDDHBaOBBDD|!

nasBDDBBDDBBggfi!
Qa-aDDBHaDBBDaiBn
Ea:::t3safflsefflBaE'SBa
eeDDBHaoiBaaBsaa

Design.

nnaoDDDDnnDBODgg
gODDaDooaaBnDDDD
DDDaagBDDDDnDDB

DSDaaDDaaBg
"DODDDCDDDa

IDDDIDDBDDDDaDDDDQDQg
DBnDDBDDDBQDSBgg

Drawing--in Draft.

aaaaoDBBaaBBnDBB
esQnBBDaaanoBBaa

Reed Plan.

DDDBnnBa
Boaaaaoa
acrnDdoam
DDDBDDBD
DOBBBBBB
ODmaooam
aaBoaoaq
DDDDagaD
DDBcaogg
BaDDoaaa

Chain Draft.

Ground Weave _ twill.

2

SI Means floats of Pile Filling.

Means sinking of Pile Filling under the warp for the purpose of binding ia.

It is also used for upholstery pur-
poses, either in plain, solid colors or
the plain color has an elaborate floral

design printed upon it. These printed
patterns are usually in bright colors,

such as red, yellow, light green.

IN PRINTING,

the design is first engraved upon a set

of copper rollers. These are set into a
regular machine, and as the cloth
passes over them, the color being fed
to the rollers automatically, the de-
sign is placed upon the face of the
cloth.

It is woven so as to finish from 27 to
311/^ inches, the 27-inch for clothing
and 311/^ -inch for upholstery.
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This fabric requires a loom to be in

good condition, as the beating in of

such a high number of picks per inch

of filling is hard on the loom, and also

necessitates slow production.

It is usually woven on dobby or cam
loom, having single or double box.

Weaves are usually J- or or2

T ' 2

Filling, 1 ground, 1 pile, 1 ground, 2

pile, or 1 ground, 2 pile, 1 ground, 1

pile, this to be woven in a pick and
pick loom.

Finish—Woven in the gray and dyed
in the piece.

Four square inches equal 21.2 grains.

Finished width, 31 inches, equals 13.51

ounces.

equals 23.89 or l-24s cotton ground
filling.

Weight of pile filling per one-half
inch finished cloth two inches wide,
equals 2.6 grains.

2.6 grains x 15 1^ equals 40.32x72

equals 3,097.5 grains divided by 437.5

equals 7.08 ounces. Pile filling per
yard, cloth 31 inches wide.

Forty-eight ends per inch finished

times 31 inches equals 1,488 yards plus
10 per cent take-up in weaving equals
1,653 yards of 2-28s cotton warp equals
2.249 ounces.

160 ground picks times 31 equals
4,960 yards of l-24s cotton filling

equals 3.936 ounces.
240 picks times 31 equals 7,440

Corduroy.

48 ends per inch 2-28s cotton warp.
160 picks per inch l-24s cotton ground

filling.

240 picks per inch l-20s cotton pile

filling.

The above equals finished cloth.

Twenty pieces warp yarn, two
inches, equals 40 inches equals .65

grains; 40 x 7,000 equals 280,000 di-

vided by .65 equals 430,769, equals 11,-

965.8 divided by 840 equals 14.24 or
2-28 s cotton warp yarn.

Eighty pieces ground filling, two
inches equals 160 inches equals 1.55

grains; 160 x 7,000 equals 1,120,000,

divided by 1.55 equals 722,580, divided

by 36 equals 20,071.66, divided by 840

yards of l-20s cotton pile filling

equals 7.08 ounces.
7,440 yards times 16 equals 119,040

yards divided by 840, equals 1,417, di-

vided by 7.08 equals l-20s pile filling.

CONSTRUCTION.
36 ends per inch in reed; 38%

inches wide, 10 per cent take-up; 25

per cent contraction in width from
reed to finished fabric; 18 per cent in-

crease in weight in dyeing.

COLOR—DARK GREEN.
To be used for upholstery purposes.

- twill weave.

Filling: 1 ground pick, 2 pile pick,

1 ground pick, 1 pile pick.
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Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Yarn suitable for making corduroy
is made in the second division of mills,

given in a previous lesson. The raw
stock used should be of a good grade
cotton of about 1 inch staple. The mix-
ings should be as large as possible

for reasons already stated in previous
lessons. One large group of mills,

which make this class of goods, use a

somewhat different machine for open-
ing up the raw cotton from that which
has been described, and instead of us-
ing an opener after the cotton is put
through the bale breaker, it is fed- to

a machine called

THE WILLOW.
The cotton is fed into the machine in

small lots and the machine pulls it

apart and thoroughly airs "

it. Some
overseers claim that this machine
treats the cotton to a more thorough
airing than when an opener is used.
It is again claimed that, in conse-
quence of this fact, the cotton may
be used right from the bale or mixed
at this m,achine. It is an English ma-
chine, and while this system is used to
some extent in England, it is the gen-
eral custom to use the opener in this

country. Good sliver waste from the
cards and drawing frames is used in

the mixing, as is also the sliver and
lap waste from the comber room,
when the mill is equipped with comb-
ers.

TWO PROCESSES OF PICKERS
are used with either a willow or an
opener. Cut-roving waste is used and
is mixed in at the finisher picker in
the way that has been described in a
previous lesson. If an opener is used,
the speed of the beater should be
about 1,000 to 1,100 revolutions per
mJnute, with a speed of the fan about
350 revolutions per minute. The speed
of the beater at the breaker picker
should be about 1,500 revolutions per
minute, and the speed of the fan about
1,400 revolutions per minute. A good
weight for the lap made at the breaker
picker is 40 pounds, while a good
weight per yard of lap is 16 ounces.
At the finisher picker the speed of the
beater should be 1,450 revolutions per
minute for a two-bladed beater, or 9.50

revolutions per minute for a three-
bladed beater. The speed of the fan
should be about 1,100 revolutions per
minute with either beater.

A GOOD WEIGHT
for the lap would be about 38 pounds
and the weight per yard 14 ounces. To
get the grade of cotton used for this
class of cloth clean, about 42 beats
should be given to every inch of cot-
ion fed at the back of the finisher pick-
er. In other words, every inch of cot-
ton should be struck 42 times before
it is passed by the beater. With the
above speed of the beater (1,450) this
would be the number of blows that
every inch of cotton received. Don't
forget that it is very important to re-
move the fly from underneath the
pickers at regular intervals during the
day, because, if the fly is allowed to
accumulate to any great extent, it

might be drawn into the already clean-
ed cotton passing through the ma-
chine, and it is sometimes done, as all

persons working around cards know,
for they have seen at various timies

large patches of fly on the lap of cot-
ton. This, of course, requires the card

TO DO EXTRA WORK
and clean and take out this dirt. It

very often results in bringing up the
feed roll or the licker-in of the card, if

not noticed in time to remove the fly.

It will be seen that it is important
to keep the picker room clean at all

times. It is very important to keep
foreign matter, such as nails or pieces
of metal, out of the cotton in the pick-
er room, because of the liability of

fires in the pickers, these being start-

ed by the foreign substance coming in

contact with the quick moving beater
blades and a spark being struck which
ignites the cotton. This is apt to

cause a had fire if not promptly at-

tended to. The
SETTINGS OF THE CARD

should be the same as given in a pre-
vious lesson on yarn, made in the sec-
ond division of mills. The draft of

the card should be about 100 to 125
for this class of cotton, the weight of
the sliver at the front 65 grains to the
yard; production, about 800 pounds
per week of 60 hours. Three processes
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of drawing are used, the weight at the
finisher drawing being 70 grains per
yard. The hank roving at the slubber
should be about .55. The two-process
fly frame is used, the hank at the first

intermediate being 2, and at the sec-
ond intermediate 6.00 hank roving.
The rule for settings at these ma-
chines for this hank of roving has
been given.

The spinning frame spins all the re-

quired counts for this hank roving,
which, for the corduroy under de-
scription, is 20s, 24s and 28s, by
changing the draft gear. The 28s yarn
is then taken to the twister and
doubled, so as to make 2 -28s. A good
sizing for the slasher for this class
of goods is as follows: Water, 100
gallons; potato starch, 70 pounds;
tallow, four pounds; turpentine, one
pint.

Dyeing Particulars.

These goods are dyed at the jigger
machine, a piece of 30 pounds being
dyed. Care must be taken not to crush
the pile.

One-dip colors are used for some
goods, but, as the sulphur colors are
so much improved, the bottom color
is dyed with sulphur colors, and the
goods topped with brighter aniline

colors.

COLOR NO. 1—BLACK.
Blacks are sometimes dyed with a

sulphur black as a bottom color. For
30 pounds of cloth (all of these colors
are for 30 pounds of cloth) ; 15 gallons
liquor, 3 pounds immedial black V.
Ex., 2 pounds sodium sulphide, 3

pounds sal soda, 3 pounds common
salt. Dissolve in separate tub, boil

and strain through cotton cloth. Add
to jig, in two portions, at first two
ends. Run for 30 minutes at boil.

Rinse in jig. After-treat with 1 pound
bichromate potash, one-half pound
sulphate iron. Rinse well and dye log-

wood black. Rinse well and top with
a paint color as Prussian blue, or dye
with a basic color.

ANOTHER BLACK.

Dye as color No. 1, with immedial
black, and top with oxydiamine black

AM., and rinse. Top with basic color
or paint with Prussian blue.

DARK BLUE.
2-4 pounds immedial blue C, 2-4

pounds sulphide sodium, 3 pounds
soda ash, 3 pounds common salt at
175 degrees F. Run 30 minutes. After-
treat, cold 15 gallons liquor, 4 pounds
peroxide soda, 6 ounces ammonia.
Run 20 minutes.
For further batches, half the

amount of drugs will suffice. The color
can be shaded up with basic colors.

TAN.

1 pound immedial brown B., 1

pound sodium sulphide, 2 pounds sal
soda, 3 pounds common salt. Run at
boil for 30 minutes. Top with Bis-
marck brown.

BUFF.
1 pound immedial bronze A., 2

ounces immedial yellow D., 2 pounds
sodium sulphide, 2 pounds sal soda, 3

pounds common salt. Run at boil 30
minutes. Rinse and after-treat, 1

pound bichromate of potash.

PEARL.

3 ounces immedial black V. extra, %
ounce immedial brown B., 1 pound so-
dium sulphide, 2 pounds sal soda, 2
pounds common salt. Run at boil 30
minutes. After-treat, % pound bichro-
mate potash, 1/^ pound sulphate cop-
per.

RED.
2 pounds diamine fast red F., 10

pounds Glauber's salt. Run one hour
at boil. Rinse. After -treat, i^ pound
fluoride chrome. Top with diamine
scarlet or safranine.

GREEN.

1 pound immedial black V. extra, 2
pounds sodium sulphide, 2 pounds sal

soda, 3 pounds common salt. Run 30
minutes at boil. Rinse. Top with solid
green crystals O.

LIGHT GREEN.

y2 pound katigen chrome blue 5G., 1

pound sodium sulphide, 2 pounds sal

soda, 3 pounds common salt. Run 30
minutes at boil. Rinse. Top with
auramine and green.
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OLIVE.
1 pound pyrogene olive N., 2 pounds

sodium sulphide, 2 pounds sal soda, 3

pounds common salt. Run 30 minutes.
Rinse. Top with auramine and Bis-
marck brown.

DARK BROWN.
2 pounds sulphur brown, 4 ounces

sulphur black, 3 pounds sodium sul-

phide, 3 pounds common salt. Run 30
minutes. Rinse. Top with auramine
green, Bismarck brown or paint a
brown on top, or dye a catechu and
chrome bottom, and top with the above
brown.

DIMITY

Dimity is a light-weight cotton wash
fabric, the distinguishing feature of
which is the cords or ribs running
warpwise through the cloth, and pro-
duced by doubling the warp threads
in either heddle or reed in sufficient

quantity to form the rib desired.

aBnanBOBDnnBDHSB
BaaGBGaaaBBGBaag
DBOBaBDBaaDBnBal
DaaBDBDBBBaBQDa
OBOBaBaeoaDBnBtsa
BaBDBGaaaBBaaaac!
DaaBaaoBDDDSDHEa
aaaaGBGBBaGaDGG

Design.
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DBaGaaaaaaaaaDaL
BGaQaaaGaGGQQGDu
Drawing-ln Draft,

GGBBDnaBDaoBsnaa
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.BGBG
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BGaa
ssss
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BGBG

Chain Draft.

Dimity is a ladies' summer dress
fabric and is made of regular cotton
yarn, from l-60s to the very finest
counts in both warp and filling, and is

made in white and colors, solid white
being used in the more expensive
grades (warp and filling).

Dimity is made in ribbed stripe ef-

fects, and in such colors as ecru, pearl,
light blue and blue. These colors are
sometimes printed upon the face of

the fabric, after it has been woven in
the white.

Jacquard scroll and other figures
are printed upon the white dimity to
create elaborate patterns.

Dimity is always woven with a plain

weave-—~, and by printing fancy floral'

designs upon the white surface of the
cloth, that compactness of texture is

retained which the plain weave alone
can give. If, for instance, the floral

effect were woven into the cloth, ends
and picks remaining the same as for

the plain weave, there would be cre-
ated loose places warpwise of the
cloth, due to the warp floats in form-
ing figures.

Dimity, being a light-weight fabric
composed of very fine yarns, is there-
fore best adapted to the lightest run-
ning looms. A plain or dobby loom
would be the most suitable for this

fabric; one capable of weaving from
two beams, as these are usually wo-
ven.
Dimity is made in grades having

from 64 ends and picks per inch to
100 and more ends and picks per inch,

the count of the yarn varying in ac-
cordance with the degree of texture
desired.
Dimity as a dress fabric has a rath-

er soft feel, and so receives but very
slight amount of starch in finishing,

which process includes washing,
bleaching, drying and calendering the
goods, which are afterward rolled or
lapped into bolts, "each cut or piece
constituting a bolt." Each bolt or
piece is then folded, the paper bands
put on, and the goods are ready to

pack and ship.

A

Construction.

One square inch equals .6 grain.

281/^x36 equals 1,026x6 equals
615.6 divided by 1 square inch equals
615.6 divided by 437.5 equals 1.407

ounces per yard; 28i/^ inches wide fin-

ished.
40 pieces white warp yarn x li/4

inches equals 50 inches equals .16

grains; 50x7,000 equals 350,000 divided
by 1-6 equals 2,187,500, divided by 36

equals 60,762, divided by 840 equals
1-7 6s cotton warp.
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35 pieces white filling yarn x l^^
inches equals 52i^ inches equals 1.6

grains 521/2x7,000 equals 367,500 di-

vided by .16 equals 2,296,875 divided by
36 equals 63,691 divided by 840 equals
l-76s cotton filling.

2Sy2 inches wide finished, 106 ends
per inch finished, 84 picks per inch fin-

ished, equals 29 3-5 inches in reed,
100 ends per inch, 80 picks per inch
loom.

1,800 reed—2 ends per dent
(ground), cord—3 ends per dent and
heddle, 5 per cent take-up in weaving.

3,021 ends plus 5 per cent equals
3,180 yards l-72s cotton warp equals
.841 ounces, 84 picks times 28 1/^

inches equals 2,394 yards l-76s cotton
filling equals .6 ounces, total 1.441

ounces; 1.441 ounces per yard fin-

ished.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Dimity, or rather the counts of

yarn required to make this style of

cloth, requires first-class machinery,
and it is, therefore, made in the third

division of mills as given in a previ-

ous article. The grade and length of

staple of the cotton used varies with
the weight per yard of the cloth be-
ing made and may be composed of

li/^-inch Allen cotton to 2-inch Sea

J

Island cotton. For this lesson we will

consider the counts to be 80s and the
cotton used to be li^-inch Sea Island.

The mixings should be large and cot-

ton allowed to dry out before being
worked. As Sea Island cotton is com-
paratively a clean cotton it

REQUIRES LESS CLEANING
than other cottons, and another rea-

son for putting it through less proc-

esses in the picker room is because o^

its length. If run through too many
beaters the cotton is apt to be filled

with neps. For Sea Island cotton of

medium to long staple, i. e., from l^/^

to 21^ inches, it is better to use only

opener and one process of picking, as

compared with two processes of pick-

ing for other grades of cotton. The
speed should not exceed 1,000 revolu-

tions per minute, for a rigid two-blad-

ed beater. This gives the cotton pass-

ing through the finisher picker about

29 blows or beats per inch. The laps

should not be as heavy as when lower
grades of cotton are used and a good
weight of lap at the finisher picker is

30 pounds or 10 ounces to the yard.
The card setting points should be set

as close as possible, with the excep-
tion of the feed plate to the licker-in.

The space between these two parts
should be increased to the correct
length of the staple being used. The

DRAFT OF THE CARD
should be increased to 125 or even
150, the speed of the licker-in made
slower by lagging the licker-in pulley
to 10y2 inches, the speed of the flats

and of the beater should also be
slower and at the finisher picker in-

creased and the speed of the doffer

slower. The production of the card
for fine counts of Sea Island yarn
should not exceed 350 pounds per
week of 60 hours, the weight per yard
at the card being 40 grains per yard.

The stock is then passed to the comb-
er room and is here passed through
the sliver lap and the ribbon, lap ma-
chines and from here to the comber.
Generally speaking, 14 ends are
doubled at the sliver lap machine and
the weight of the lap at the front is

about 230 grains. Six laps are put up
at the ribbon lap machine and the

WEIGHT OF LAP DELIVERED
is about 200 grains per yard. In very
fine work only five laps are put up at

the ribbon lap machine. The comber
used is what is termed a six-headed
comber, and the draft of this machine
is considerable. The amount of waste
taken out at the comber is more than
that taken out of all the rest of the
card room combined and for the cot-

ton under description is from 20 to

25 per cent. The weight of the sliver

being delivered is about 34 grains and
the production of a six-head comber
making 85 nips per minute is about
240 pounds per week of 60 hours. The
cotton is next put through two proc-

esses of drawing, the weight at the
finisher drawing being 55 grains per
yard. The slubber makes this sliver

into a .80 hank roving.

THE HANK ROVING
at the first intermediate is 2.25; at

the second intermediate 5.00 hank and

i
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at the Jack 18.00 hank. Care should
be taken with the settings of the rolls

at all the machines, and also the cot-

ton in process should be kept as free
from dirt and bunches as possible.
Cleaners should be frequently picked
so that the bunches gathered on them
will not pass through into the clean-
ed cotton.

The cotton is next carried to the
spinning room, some mills using ring
frame yarn for both warp and filling

and some mills using ring spinning
for warp and mule spun yarn for fill-

ing. We will consider that the warp
yarn is ring spun and the filling is

per minute and the production about
.32 pounds per spindle per week.
The filling is made on the mule or

frame, and all that need be said is

that the twist is less only 3.25 x the
square root of the counts being put in.

A good size to use for slasher is as
follows: Water, 100 gallons; potato
starch, 54 pounds; Yorkshire gum, 2

pounds; soap (white), 172 pounds;
paraffin wax, 1 pound.

Dyeing Particulars.

PINK.
For 100 pounds of cloth, 1 ounce

Samples of Dimity.

ring spun. The doublings at the ring
frame are 2 into 1 and the draft of
the machine about 9 minus. It will be
understood that

ONLY THE LATEST STYLES
of ring frames can spin 80s yarn, and
to do it, it is desirable to have the
guide rolls rotate so that the roving
being drawn over them will not be
broken. For 80s yarn a good gauge
of spindle is 2% inches with a 1^/4

diameter ring and a 4 1^ -inch traverse.
The size traveler to be used varies
and the correct one is only found by
experimenting, but a good foundation
to work from is a 22-0 traveler. The
standard warp twist is 4.50 x square
root of count. The speed of the
spindles should be 9,400 revolutions

benzo fast pink 2BL., 10 per cent soap,

150 degrees F.

LIGHT SKY BLUE.
1/^ per cent immedial sky blue pow-

der, 1 per cent sodium sulphide, 1 per
cent soda ash, 10 per cent Glauber's
salt; wash well and top with 1 ounce
Methylene blue O. O.

LIGHT GREEN.
4 ounces brilliant benzo green B, i/^

ounce chrysophenine, 10 per cent soap,

150 degrees F.
PEARL.

4 ounces immedial black NRT, l^

per cent sulphide sodium, i^ per cent
soda ash, 2 per cent Glauber's salt.

GRAY.
4 per cent immedial black NRT, ^
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ounce immedial olive B, i^ per cent
sulphide soda, Vz per cent soda ash, 2

per cent Glauber's salt.

LIGHT SLATE.

Yz pound immedial direct blue B, 14

ounce immedial olive B, i^ pound sul-

phide soda, Vz pound soda ash, 2 per
cent Glauber's salt.

SLATE.

IVz per cent immedial black NRT,
11/^ per cent immedial direct blue B, 3

per cent sodium sulphide, 1 per cent
soda ash, 10 per cent Glauber's salt.

ECRU.

V2 per cent immedial hronze A, %
ounce immedial yellovi^ D, 1 pound so-

dium sulphide, 1 pound soda ash, 10
pounds Glauber's salt.

LIGHT TAN.

Vz per cent immedial cutch G, Vz per
cent immedial orange C, 1 per cent
sodium sulphide, 1 per cent soda ash,
10 per cent Glauber's salt.

NAVY BLUE.

Zy2 per cent immedial indone B, 2^/^

per cent immedial direct blue B, 5 per
cent sodium sulphide, 2 per cent soda
ash, 20 per cent Glauber's salt.

SCARLET.

5 per cent benzo fast scarlet 8 BS,
30 per cent Glauber's salt, 2 per cent
soda ash.

SALMON.

4 per cent benzo fast orange S, 1

ounce benzo fast scarlet 8 BS, 10 per
cent Glauber's salt, i^ per cent soda
ash.

MAUVE.

4 ounces benzo fast violet R, 2

ounces benzo fast blue BN, 10 per cent
Glauber's salt, Vz per cent soda ash.

CHAMBRAY

Finishing Particulars.

Mix up cold Vz pound white German
dextrine, 1 gallon water, boil one hour,
and starch through mangle and dry-

over tenter frame.

Chambray is a light-weight, single

cloth fabric, that is always woven with
a plain weave and always has a white
selvage. It is a staple fabric of

many years' standing, being next in

the line of cotton goods after the better
grades of gingham. In effect it is a
cloth having but one color in the warp,
and woven with a white filling, this

combination producing a solid color

effect, the white filling having the
chance of reducing any harshness of

warp color in the cloth.

COMPOSITION.

Chambray is composed of one warp
and one filling, either all cotton, cot-
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ton and silk, or all silk. It is made
27 to 30 inches in width and of l-30s
cotton warp to l-60s silk, the count of
yarn being governed by the weight
per yard desired. The weight per
finished yard is 2 to 3i/^ ounces.

GOOD COLORS
for the warp are navy blue, dark
brown, pink, lavender, black, nile

green, etc.

This fabric is woven on any and
all plain looms that will weave other
light-weight cloths, the lightest run-
ning looms being the best on account
of being easier on the fine warp yarns
employed.
Chambray, when made .of cotton

warp and filling, receives a regular
gingham finish, and the loom width
can be restored to the goods during
the finishing by the process of ten-
tering.

TENTERING
means the running of the goods over
a machine, fitted underneath with a
series of coils of steam pipe; the top
of the machine is fitted with an end-
less chain (on either side). This
chain has a row of steel needles stand-
ing erect upon its face.
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These chains are adjustable. This
permits of altering the space between
the chains, the idea being to set the
chain the width desired, and as the
machine runs, pass the needles
through either selvage, and the cloth

is stretched to the width desired.

To finish chambray, first run through
the sprinkler, then through a solution

of warm size, to stiffen the fabric.

After the sizing the goods are tenter-
ed, to widen and partly dry them, then
ran through the cylinder to complete
drying and last the calender to re-

move wrinkles, and to produce smooth,
evenly ironed finish.

1 square inch equals 1.23 grains.

27x36 equals 973x1.23 equals 1,195.-

56 divided by 1 equals 1,195.56 divid-

ed by 437.5 equals 2.736 ounces pel

yard.

27 inches wide finished.

15 pieces light blue warp yarn x 4

inches equals 60 inches equals .58

grains—6 per cent weight size equals
.5452 grains—15 per cent take-up
equals .4635 grains.

60x7,000 equals 420,000 divided by
.4635 equals 906,148 divided by 36

equals 25,176 divided by 840 equals
l-30s warp.

30 pieces white filling yarn x 2

inches equals 60 inches equals .55

grains.

60x7,000 equals 420,000 divided by
.55 equals 763,636 divided by 36 equals
21,214 divided by 840 equals l-36sf

filling.

78 ends per inch finished and 60
picks per inch finished equals 72 ends
in reed per inch and 56 picks in loom
per inch.

6 per cent size on warp; 15 per cent
take-up on warp; weaving.

1,300 reed, 2 ends per dent.
27 inches wide finished including

selvage.

78 ends x 27 inches equals 2,106 plus
32 ends white selvage equals 2,138.

Reed Plan.

2,106 blue ends + 15% take-up =
2,477.65 yards l-30s warp = 1.573 oz.

32 white ends + 15% take-up =
37.65 yards l-30s selva.ge = .023 oz.

60 picks per inch X 27 inches =
1,620 yards l-26s white filling. = 1.186 oz.

2.782 ounces per yard.
2.782 oz.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The required machines, etc., to make
chambray belong to the second di-

vision of mills as given in a previous
lesson. For this class of goods a 1

to V/k inch staple American cotton
may be used. Mixings should be large,

so that the yarn will always be as
uniform as possible. After being run
through the bale breaker, the cotton
should be passed through an opener
and two processes of picking. The
usual points that have already been
given in connection with the picker
room should be looked after and need
not be repeated here. The speed of

the beater on opener is 1,050 revolu-
tions per minute, fan 350 revolutions
per minute, and be sure to keep hopper
on this machine at least three-fourths
full of cotton all the time that the
machine is working. The speed of a
two-bladed rigid beater at the breaker
is 1,500 revolutions per minute and
the speed of the fan 1,400 revolutions
per minute. The lap at this machine
weighs 16 ounces to the yard or about
40 pounds for the total weight of lap.

The speed of the beater at the finish-

er should be about 1,450 revolutions
per minute and the fan 1,100 revolu-
tions per minute, the weight of the
lap 14 ounces, the total weight of the
lap being 39 pounds. Cut-roving waste
is mixed in with the good waste at
the finisher picker as usual. The set-

tings of the card should be about as
given in a previous lesson when the
settings for mills making medium
counts of yarn were given in detail.

The draft of the card should be about
100 and the speed of the licker-in 800
revolutions per minute. The wire used
should be No. 34 on cylinder and 35 on
doffer and flats. The cards should be
ground at least once a month and
stripped three times a day, for this

class of goods. The weight per yard
of sliver should be about 65 grains and
the production per week 750 pounds.
The cards should be cleaned thoroughly
at least twice a day and the fronts
should be cleaned at least twice more;
the strips should be connected four
times a day at regular intervals, for if

this is not done the strips are apt to

get under the stripping comb and onto
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the flats, thus bringing up the comb
and wire onto the flats. The flats

should be ground at least once a month
and a great deal of care should be
taken with the setting of the grinding
roll., because if this roll is set heavier
on one side than on the other the cot-

ton will not be evenly carded.

THREE PROCESSES OF DRAWING.
Three processes of drawing are

used for this class of goods, the speed
of the front roll being 400 revolutions
per minute and the weight of the sliver

at the finisher drawing should be 72
grains per yard. Production for 60
hours, 1,620 pounds per head per week.
A good setting for the rolls for 1 1-16-

inch staple would be as follows: 1 3-16

machine not being properly regulated.
The 6.00 hank roving is taken to the
spinning room and spun into 30s yarn.
To do this, the following is given as
the best equipped frame: For filling

for 30s yarn most any high-grade
spindle may be used and good results
obtained; gauge of frame 2% inches;
diameter of ring If inches; length of
traverse 6 inches and twist per inch
19.17. For 30s warp yarn, gauge of

frame 2| inches; diameter of ring If
inches; length of traverse 6i/^ inches;
twist per inch 26.02.

A good size that may be used at
the slasher for this class of goods is

as follows: Water, 100 gallons; corn
starch, 50 pounds; tallow, 3 pounds;
turpentine, 1 gill; boil 30 minutes.

Chambray.

inches between front and second rolls,

1 5-16 inches between second and
third rolls and 1 7-16 inches between
third and back rolls. The slubber
rolls are read as follows: Front roll

to middle roll 1 3-16 inches; middle to

back roll 1 5-16 inches. The slubber
makes the sliver into a .55 hank rov-

ing. The hank roving at the first in-

termediate is 2.00 and fine frame 6.00

hank. Keep the bunches out of the
roving as much as possible and change
the top leather rolls frequently. Watch
all your frames to see that no one
frame is making too much bad work
either by a poor hand or through the

Dyeing Particulars.

RED.
31/^ per cent benzo fast red G L; 1

per cent chrysophenine; 30 per cent
Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

LAVENDER.
1/4 per cent benzo fast violet R; 2

ounces benzo fast blue B N; 30 per
cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

NILE GREEN.
5 per cent katigen green 2 B; 5 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda;
20 per cent Glauber's.

PINK.
5 per cent diamine rose B D; 30 per

cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.
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OLIVE.
3 per cent iminedial olive B; Vz per

cent immedial black N B; 1 per cent
immedial brown B; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's; 4 per cent sodium sulphide; 2

per cent soda.
BLACK.

15 per cent immedial black N N;
15 per cent sulphide sodium; 30 per
cent Glauber's; 3 per cent soda.

NAVY BLUB.
4 per cent immedial indone B; 5

per cent immedial indone R; 9 per
cent sodium sulphide; 30 per cent
Glauber's; 3 per cent soda.

DARK BROWN.
15 per cent tetrazo sulphur brown

B; 1 per cent tetrazo sulphur black;
16 per cent sodium sulphide; 30 per
cent Glauber's salt; 3 per cent soda.

DARK SLATE.
2 per cent immedial black N B; 2

per cent immedial direct blue B; ^4

per cent immedial yellow D; 30 per
cent Glauber's salt; 3 per cent soda;
5 per cent sulphide soda.

DARK GREEN.
8 per cent immedial dark green B;

1 per cent immedial yellow D; 10 per
cent sodium sulphide; 30 per cent
Glauber's; 3 per cent soda.

LIGHT BROWN.
3 per cent thion brown G; 3 per

cent sodium sulphide; 1 per cent soda;
20 per cent Glauber's.

Finishing Particulars.

STARCH.
% pound corn starch; 1 .gallon

water, mix cold, and boil i/i hour; dry
on cans and give a light calender.

CANTON FLANNEL
Canton flannel is a narrow, heavy

all-cotton fabric, having a twill effect

on one side of the cloth and a long,

soft nap on the other side. It is al-

ways made with one warp and one fill-

ing. The weave generally is a -i—^

twill for the winter weights, and J-__

twill for summer weight. The warp is

composed of regular cotton yarns to

which a very small percentage of size

has been added, say 2 or 3 per cent,

just sufficient to allow the yarn to

withstand the operation of weaving.
The filling is spun from a good grade
of cotton, and is made with a slack
twist to enable it to nap more readily,

as this portion of the cloth is that
which gives the fabric its one dis-

tinguishing feature.

THE TWILL WEAVE
is used in the construction of this fab-

ric, because it permits of long regular
floats in the filling effect of the weave,
and these floats present an excellent
surface from which to raise a nap.
The other side of the cloth, being the
warp effect of the twill weave, serves
to create the diagonal rib or twill

lines.

These goods are made to sell at 27
to 30 inches in width, at about 514

ounces, winter weight, composed of

1-lOs to l-6s warp and filling; also 3^/4

ounces, summer weight, composed of

l-20s to l-14s warp and filling, the
heavy, coarse yam in each instance
being the filling.

Canton flannel can be woven on any
single box-plain loom.

LcUiirner weag-ht three ounces'.
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The nap is raised on the cloth by
running the goods through a machine
built especially for this purpose. The
machine consists of an iron frame
having a series of rollers set within it,

and over these rollers the cloth passes
The napping itself is done by a roller

similar to a fancy on a woolen card.
The cloth in passing over the wooden
rollers at length passes between tiie

wire toothed roller and a wooden roll-

er. The cloth is being drawn through
the machine automatically in one
direction, and the wire-toothed roller
revolves in the opposite direction, and
being set for a nap of desired height
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or loftiness, the wire, coming in con-
tact with the soft filling yarn, brushes
the fibre in such a manner as to cause
it to stand out from the body of the
filling thread, hence the nap.
Canton flannel is taken direct from

the loom, measured, napped and fold-
ed; then is ready to pack and ship.

4 square inches equals 9.25 grains.
2714 inches selling width. 2714 x 36
equals 981 x 9.25 equals 9,074.25 di-

vided by 4 equals 2,268.56 divided
by 437.5 equals 5.185 ounces per yard.

271/i inches finished.

15 pieces warp x 3 inches equals 45
inches equals 1.14 grains.

45 X 7,000 equals 315,000 divided by
1.14 equals 276,315.78 divided by 36
equals 7,675.44 divided by 840 equals
9.14 or 1-lOs cotton warp.

8 pieces filling x 5 inches equals 40
inches equals 1.18 grains.

40 X 7,000 equals 280,000 divided by
1.18 equals 237,288.13 divided by. 36
equals 6,591.33 divided by 840 equals
7.84 or l-8s cotton filling.

CONSTRUCTION.
Reed 540—30 3-5 inches, including

selvage of 32 ends, 4 ends per dent.
5 per cent take-up in weaving.

68 ends per inch finished and 48
picks per inch finished equals 60 ends
per inch in loom and 44 picks per inch

in loom. ?

—

- 45s twill weave. 1-lOs

cotton warp. l-8s cotton filling.

68 ends per inch x 27 equals 1,836
plus 32 equals 1,868 ends plus 5 per
cent take-up equals 1,956 yards of 1-

lOs cotton warp equals 3.725 ounces.
48 picks X 27 1^ equals 1,308 yards.

l-8s cotton filling equals 3.114 ounces.

3.725 ounces warp.
3.114 ounces filling.

6.839 ounces from loom.

6.839 ounces loom.
5.185 ounces finished.

1.654 ounces loss in napping.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Canton flannel, or rather the counts
of yarns to make this class of cloth,

consists of a low grade of cotton of

about three-fourths to one inch in sta-

ple, and the mills making Canton flan-

nel belong to the flrst division of mills.

The bales of raw stock are not sorted

out as carefully as is the custom when
fine yarns are to be made, but all the
bales should be stamped to get the
length of staple as near uniform as
possible. Larger mixings are used for
this class or goods than when fine

goods are being made, because more
cotton is used, due to a larger produc-
tion being turned off at each process.
The cotton is sometimes passed
through a bale breaker, but more often
is

MIXED BY HAND,

i. e., taken from the bale and broken
into small bunches and thrown di-

rectly into the' mixing bin. The cotton
is allowed to stand as long as possible
to dry out and is then put through the
opener. In some mills the waste from
the comber and card is put into the
mixings in very small proportions, but
more generally only the good waste
is put in. The speed of the beater
should be 1,050 revolutions per minute,
it being remembered that the lower
grades of cotton are dirtier than the
higher grades and longer stapled cot-

ton. It may seem strange to some of

our readers that the speed of the beat-
er of the opener is 1,050 revolutions
per minute for both low, medium and
even high grades of cotton, but it must
be remembered that the staples of the
cottons differ and the speed of the
beater really is based on so many
blows or beats per minute; so that cot-

ton having a staple of three-fourths
of an inch receives twice as many beats
per inch as cotton one and one-half
inches in length, all other conditions
remaining the same. The above not
only applies to the beaters on the
openers, but also to all the pickers.

In these lessons it is taken for grant-
ed that a two-bladed beater of the
ridged type is used, and for a three-
bladed beater, the speed should be
less, or as two is to three. Special
speeds should be used for other makes
of beaters, such as the vertical, por-
cupine and Kirschner beaters. Two
processes of picking are used. The
weight per yard of lap is 40 pounds
or 16 ounces to the yard. The speed
of the finisher beater is 1,450 revolu-
tions per minute, and the finished lap

weighs 39 pounds or 14i^ ounces to
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the yard. The bars under the beaters
should not be too close together, so
that the dirt and foreign matter in the
cotton cannot drop through into the
waste receptacle after it has been
separated from the cotton, and the
dirt, etc., should be thus removed ai
regular intervals, so as not to choke
these beater bars and thus allow the
dirt to pass through with the good cot-
ton. This class of goods should be
carded on coarse wire. The

DRAFT OF THE CARD
should not exceed 100, and a draft of

90 is much better, as the stock will be
handled better. The speed of the beat-
er should be 300 revolutions per min-
ute and a 26-inch diameter doffer
should be used when possible. The
production of the card should be from
900 to 1,000 pounds of sliver per week
of 60 hours. Two processes of drawing
are used, the speed of the front roll at
each being 400 revolutions per minute,
the weight of the sliver at the finisher
being 70 grains per yard, six ends be-
ing put up at the back. The hank rov-
ing made at the slubber should be
about .50, or, say, .55. This is made
into 1.00 hank at the first intermedi-
ate and into a 4.00 roving at the sec-
ond intermediate. The 1.00 hank rov-
ing is spun into a soft twisted 6-count
cotton yarn in the spinning room, and
the 4.00 is made into 20s soft twist
yarn. A warp frame to make 6s should
have the following particulars: Gauge
of frame 3 inches, diameter of ring
21/4 inches, length of traverse 7

inches, or even more than this length
may be used. For a filling frame for
20s, use 2%-inch gauge of frame, 1%-
inch diameter of ring and 6% inches
length of traverse. Remember that this

class of goods requires a soft twist.

Dyeing Particulars.

The pieces are run through the nap-
ping machines and the fibre well rais-
ed, before the dyeing operation.
The pieces are dyed in the jig ma-

chine, or continuous dyeing machine,
where the pieces are run over rollers,
6-10 times through the dyeing liquor,
and then passed through two squeeze
rollers. In the continuous machine the
nap is not laid as much as in the jig.

The colors generally dyed are one
dip direct colors, bright shades being
mostly called for.

LIGHT BLUE.
One per cent tetrazo sky blue; 20*

per cent Glauber's; 1 per cent sal

soda.
LIGHT BROWN.

Two per cent tetrazo brown B. ; ^^

per cent tetrazo yellow D. ; 25 per cent
Glauber's; 1 per cent sal soda.

PINK.
One-half per cent diamine rose BD.

;

15 per cent Glauber's; 1 per cent sal

soda.
RED.

Four per cent benzo purpurine 4 B.

;

30 per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal

soda.
HELIOTROPE.

One-half per cent benzo fast violet

R.; 1/4 per cent benzo fast blue BN.;
20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
GREEN.

Three per cent diamine green G. ; V2

per cent diamine fast yellow B.; 30

per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal

soda.
SCARLET.

Four per cent diamine scarlet B.; 30

per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal soda.

OLIVE.
Two per cent benzo dark green GG.;

2 per cent chrysophenine; 30 per cent
Glauber's; 3 per cent sal soda.

ORANGE.
Two per cent benzo fast orange S.;

30 per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal

soda.
BLUE.

Four per cent diamine brilliant blue
G.; 30 per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent
sal soda.

ECRU.
One-quarter per cent immedial yel-

low D.; 1/4 per cent immedial cutch
G.; 2 per cent sodium sulphide; 2 per
cent soda; 20 per cent Glauber's salt.

SLATE.
One-half per cent benzo fast black;

1/^ per cent benzo fast blue BN. ; 30

per cent Glauber's salt; 2 per cent sal

soda.
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MAROON.
Three per cent diamine fast red F.;

1 per cent diamine bordeaux B.; 30

per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal

soda.
When the pieces are dyed, well rins-

ed and dryed, they are run through
the napping machine to finish the
goods and raise the fibres.

DUCK
Duck is a heavy-weight, single

cloth fabric, made from all-cotton

yarns. But one warp and one filling

are necessary, and these are usually
of coarse, two-ply yarns woven into a
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cloth having a high texture. Duck has
a stiff, hard feel, which fact imparts
to it the splendid wearing qualities for

which it is popularly known as a sta-

ple material. It is used principally in

the manufacture of sails, tents, car
curtains, etc., or for any other pur-
pose requiring a good water-tight fab-
ric, which will withstand rough usage.
Duck is made

IN A VARIETY OF GRADES
weighing from 7 ounces to the yard,
27 inches wide, to 25^/4 ounces per
yard, 60 inches wide. The lighter
weights in this fabric are used exten-
sively for awnings. These goods are
either stripes or solid colors and are
never plaided.
The majority of these goods are

made all white.
Nearly all known textile colors are

at times used in making color effects

in this line, the most popular being
dark brown and white, indigo blue and
white, tan and white, tan and white
twist and tan; all of which are fast
colors.

Duck, being a hard, stiff fabric,

caused by using coarse yarn at high
texture, calls for a heavier loom
than that used for an ordinary cloth.

The duck loom was built for this very
purpose, and is entirely satisfactory,

as it is a plain, single box cam loom
each part being heavier than its cor-
responding part in ah ordinary light

running plain loom.
Duck is made also in light weights

for use as an outing trousering for

men in solid black; also in pale blue,

ecru, pink, etc., for ladies' shirtwaist
suits.

To finish this fabric, it is taken from
the loom and measured, then washed
and sized, then dried and pressed.

If a fancy, solid color is desired, the
goods are dyed in the piece after the
first washing.

AWNING STRIPE DUCK 31 " WIDE FIN-
ISHED.

Threads per inch, 5 finished.
Picks per inch, 34 finished.

61" X 7,000 grains
5.72 warp.

2.1 grs. X 36" X 840 standard
Yarn is 2-ply, so it is 13.44/2 warp.

85" X 7,000 grains
: = 10.64 filling.

1.85 grs. X 36" X 840 standard
Warp shrinkage, from tests, 15%.
Filling shrinkage, from tests, 6%.
Reed width, 31" finished -r- .94 = 33" wide

in reed.
151/2 reed X 33" width = 512 dents.
512 dents X 3 ends per dent = 1,536 ends

in warp.
1,536 ends -v- (6.72 X 840) = .2721, warp

Aveight without take-up.
15% take-up in weaving.
.2721 -^ .85 = .3201, total warp weight per
yard of woven cloth.

34 picks X 33" reed width X 36"
= 1.122 yds.

36"
of filling per yard of cloth.

1,122 H- (10.64 X 840) = .1255, total filling
weight per yard of cloth.

.3201 + .1255 = .4456, total weight per
yard.

.4456 X 16 oz. per lb. = 7.13 oz. per yard.

ARMY DUCK gSVa" WIDE—10 OZ.
Threads per inch, 47 finished.
Picks per inch, 38 finished.

76" X 7,000 grains
= 4.63 warp.

3.8 grs. X 36" X 840 standard
Yarn is 3-ply, so it is 13.89/3 warp.

100" X 7,000 grains = 6.81 filling.
3.4 grs. X 36" X 840 standard
Yarn is 2-ply, so it is 13.62/2 filling.
Warp shrinkage, from tests, 18%.
Filling shrinkage, from tests, 8%.
Reed width, 281/2 -:- .92 = 31" wide In reed,
141/2 reed X 31" width = 450 dents.
450 dents X 3 ends per dent = 1,350 ends

in warp.
1,350 ends -i- (4.63 X 840) = .3470, warp
weight without take-up.

18% take-up in weaving.
.3470 -^ .82 ^ .4232, total warp weight per
yard of cloth.

38 picks X 31" reed width X 36"
= 1,178 yds.

36"
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of filling per yard of cloth.
1,178 -e- (6.81 X 840) = .2059-, total filling

weight per yard of cloth.
.4232 + .2059 = .6291, total weight per yard.
.6291 X 16 oz. per lb. = 10.06 oz. per yard.

HEAVY DUCK, 38 " WIDE.
12 oz. at 28%" wide.
16 oz. at 38" wide.
21 oz. at 50" wide.
25% oz. at 60" wide.
Threads per inch, 44 finished.
Picks per inch, 32 finished.

78" X 7,000 grains
warp.

3.85 grs. X 36" X 840 standard
Yarn is 3-ply, so it is 14.07/3 warp.

84" X 7,000 grains = 3.53 filling.

5.5 grs. X 36" X 840 standard
Yarn is 4-ply, so it is 14.12/4 filling.

Warp shrinkage, from tests, 25%.
Filling shrinkage, from tests, 5%.
Reed width = 38" h- .95 = 40" wide in reed.
14 reed X 40" width = 560 dents.
560 dents X 3 ends per dent = 1,680 ends

in warp.
1,680 ends h- (4.69 X 840) = .4264, warp
weight without take-up.

25% take-up in weaving.
.4264 -=- .75 = .5685, total weight of warp

per yard of cloth.
32 picks X 40" reed width X 36"

= 1,280 yds.
36"

of filling per yard of cloth.
1,280 -^ (3.53 X 840) = .4317, total weight

of filling per yard of cloth.
.5685 + .4317 = 1.0002, total weight per

yard.
1.0002 X 16 oz. per lb. = 16.003 oz. per
yard.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Duck is made from various grades
of raw cotton, according to the use to

which it is going to be applied. Even
Sea Island cotton of the longest sta-
ple has been used to make duck cloth,

but this is the exception rather than
the rule. When the longer and higher
grades of raw stock are em.ployed, the
cloth made is generally used for sail,

and the Sea Island cotton was utilized

to make into duck for one of the
yachts which raced for the interna-
tional cup. For the average use, how-
ever,

THE STOCK USED
is of about one-inch staple and of a
medium low grade of cotton. The
class of mills making duck belongs to
the first division of mills, as given in

a previous lesson. The cotton is put
through a. bale breaker and from here
is passed on to the mixing bin. At
this bin good waste is mJxed in, and
sometimes, in the lower classes of
ducking, comber and card waste are

mixed in in small quantities. Wlien
waste is mixed with raw stock, it ig

mingled in certain fixed proportions,

and should not be done in a haphazard
way, because waste always makes the

mixture give more or less trouble

while in the earlier processes of han-

dling than is the case when cotton

is used by itself. The cotton, after be-

ing mixed, is allowed to stand as long

as possible before using for reasons

already given in previous lessons, and
then is run through an opener and two
processes of picks. As the lower

grades of cotton are generally dirtier

than the higher grades, a higher

speed of the beater is required,

so that the speed of the opener should

be about 1,100 revolutions per minute
while the speed of the breaker picker

should be at least 1,500 revolutions per

minute, and the speed of the beater

of the finisher picker should be 1,450

revolutions per minute, or about 42

beats per inch of stock.

The lap at the breakers should

weigh at least 40 pounds or 16 ouncer

to the yard, while at the finisher pick-

er the lap should w^eigh 39 pounds or

about 15 ounces to the yard. If waste

is used in the mixture, generally a
great deal of trouble is found from
what is called licking, i. e., where the

lap does not unroll as it should, but

layers adhere to one another. If the

lap is not fixed it will be seen thai

UNEVEN YARN WILL RESULT.
There are various causes for laps

licking, two of the principal ones be-
ing the presence of too much waste in

the mixture, the remedy for which is

obvious; and second, that the current
of air in the picker is not properly di-

rected so that the greater part, if not
all, of the cotton, after it has passed the
beater, is not blown as it should be
onto the top cage, but the air is so

directed that the cotton falls on both
cages and a split in the lap is bound to
occur and cause licking at the next
process. Licking is always the cause
of a great deal of trouble and should
be stopped as quickly as possible. The
lap is passed onto the card, which, for
this class of goods, is provided with a
heavy wire. The draft of the card
should be about 90 to 100. The sliver
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should weigh at least 65 grains to the
yard and the production should be as
large as possible, a good average
ranging from 900 to 1,000 pounds per
week. Cards should be stripped on
this class of goods three times a day,
and some overseers advocate four
times a day, but this extra stripping is

to be questioned as to advisability.
The speed of the licker-in for this class
of goods is 300 revolutions per minute.
The cotton sliver is passed through
three processes of drawing, the weight
of the finished slivers being 70 grains.
From here it is passed to the slubber
and made into .55 hank roving. From
here it is passed through the first in-

Dyeing Particulars.

FOR AWNING DUCKS.
As the colors for this fabric must

be as fast as possible to sunlight and
rain, so the color will not fade or run
into the white stripes, only absolutely
fast colors are dyed. The yarn is gen-
erally dyed in the warp.

INDIGO BLUE.
Indigo blue has been dyed for these

goods until recently, but immedial
blues have been found to withstand
exposure even better than indigo.

Four and one-half per cent imme-
dial indone B.; 4i^ per cent immedial
indone R. ; 9 per cent sulphide sodium;

Duck.

termediate and made into 1.10 hank
and onto the second intermediate and
made into 3.00 hank. From here it is

passed to the spinning room. For awn-
ing stripes, this three-hank roving is

made into 12s warp and 20s filling, and
for coarser ducking into 12s warp and
18s filling. Good specifications for a
filling ring frame are as follows:
Gauge of frame, 2% inches; diameter
of ring, 1% inches; length of traverse,

QVz inches; and for a warp ring frame,
gauge of frame, 3 inches; diameter of
ring, 21 inches; traverse, 7 inches.
The yarn is then taken to the twister
and doubled as required.

3 per cent soda, and 30 per cent Glau-
ber's.

TURKEY RED OIL.

(Time About 3 Days)

First, a thorough bleaching process.
Second, the material is worked in a

bath of aluminum acetate 9 degrees
Tw. This is a mordanting proc-ess. In
place of the material named basic alu-

minum sulphate at 9 degrees Tw. can
be used. The material is wrung out and
dried at 120 degrees F. for 24 hours.

Third, material is worked until thor-
oughly impregnated in a bath made
up of Turkey red oil and 9 parts
water. It is then wrung out and dried
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at 145 degrees F. for 12 hours.

Fourth, this process is the same as

second.
Fifth, the material is now worked in

a bath made up with one-half part cal-

cium carbonate and 100 parts water.

It is worked for about one-half hour
at 95 degrees F., and then washed well

in clean water.
Sixth, the material is now dyed in a

bath containing from 6 to 15 per cent
of alizarine (also 5 parts of lime, per
100,000 of water). The material is en-
tered into bath cold, then worked for

20 minutes and the temperature is

slowly raised to 145 degrees F. and
the process continued for 1 hour. The
material is "then washed and the water
•extracted.

Seventh, this operation is the same
as third.

Eighth, this process consists of

steaming the material for 2 hours at
10 degrees pressure and then washing
thoroughly.

Ninth, the material is boiled for
about % of an hour in a soap solution
containing one part of soap in 200
parts of water. It is afterward dried
and the proc-ess is completed.

BUFF.

Pass through solution 10 gallons
water, one pint nitrate iron, 33 degrees
Tw., squeeze, pass through solution 10
gallons water, one pint caustic soda,
and rinse. Repeat operation until
shade is dark enough; rinse well.

CHROME YELLOW.
Pass through solution 10 gallons

water, one pound white sugar lead,
squeeze, pass through solution 10 gal-
lons water, one pound bichrome, four
pounds common salt; rinse well.

CHROME ORANGE.
Pass through solution of sugar lead,

24 degrees Tw., squeeze. Pass through
hot lime water, squeeze, chrome, two
ounces to gallon boiling, squeeze; run
through hot lime water and rinse.

LIGHT BROWN.
Four per cent immedial cutch C;

4 per cent immedial brown B. ; 8 per
cent sulphide soda; 3 per cent soda;
30 per cent Glauber's; rinse, after-
treated to make color much faster; 2

per cent blue stone; 2 per cent

chrome; 3 per cent acetic acid; rinse

and soap.
DARK BROWN.

Six per cent immedial cutch G. ; 6

per cent immedial brown B.; i^ per

cent immedial black NR.; 10 per cent

sulphide sodium; 3 per cent soda; 30

per cent Glauber's; rinse, after-treat:

2 per cent blue stone; 2 per cent

chrome; 3 per cent p :etic acid; rinse

and soap.
MAROON.

Six per cent immedial maroon B.; 6

per cent sulphide sodium; 3 per cent

soda; 30 per cent Glauber's; rinse,

after-treat: 1 per cent blue stone; 1

per cent chrome; 3 per cent acetic

acid; rinse and soap.

LIGHT GREEN.
Three per cent immedial indone B.;

2 per cent immedial yellow D.; 5 per
cent sulphide sodium; 3 per cent soda;
25 per cent Glauber's; after-treat: 3

per cent blue stone; 3 per cent
chrome; 3 per cent acetic acid.

DARK GREEN.
Eight per cent katigen indigo B. ; 4

per cent katigen chrome brown 5 G. ; 8

per cent sulphide sodium; 3 per cent
soda; 25 per cent Glauber's; after-

treat: 3 per cent blue stone; 8 per cent
chrome; 3'^ per cent acetic acid; rinse

and soap.
BLACK.

Fifteen per cent immedial black
NN.; 13 per cent sodium sulphide; 3

per cent soda; 30 per cent Glauber's;
rinse, after-treat: 3 per cent blue
stone; 3 per cent chrome; 3 per cent
acetic acid; rinse and soap.

DARK SLATE.
Three per cent immedial black V.

Ex.; 3 per cent sodium sulphide; 2 per
cent soda; 20 per cent Glauber's;
rinse, after-treat: 1 per cent blue
stone; 1 per cent chrome; 2 per cenv
acetic acid; rinse and soap.

ARMY DUCK.
Army duck has been always dyed

the old, reliable cutch and chrome
brown. First, pass through a boiling
solution of cutch logwood and fustic or
cutch alone, and then through a solu-
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tion of boiling chrome and sometimes
a weak solution of nitrate of iron for
after-treatment; rinse and soap.
Army duck can be dyed with sul-

phur colors: 5 per cent immedial cutch
O.; 1 per cent immedial brown RR.;
rinse and treat: li^ per cent blue
stone; 2 per cent chrome; rinse and
soap.

STRIPES—HICKORY STRIPES
This is an all- cotton, light-weight

fabric, averaging about five ounces per
yard finished. In appearance it re-
sembles ticking, although it is of lower
texture and has a softer feel, due to
the process of finishing. It is al-

ways woven with a -
^ regular 45 de-

grees right-hand twill (warp effect)
and in two colors, blue and white or
brown and white in the warp and all

white filling, thus forming warp stripe
patterns.

It is used in the rural mountain dis-

tricts of a few of the middle and
southern states as a material for
men's pants and shirts, as these two
garments constitute about all the
clothing necessary in such sections
for m.ost all seasons of the year. It is

A TOUGH, PLIABLE FABRIC,
having good wearing qualities and on
the principle of economy is well
adapted to the needs of the poorer
white laboring class of the South.
This fabric is made of regular cot-

ton yarns, l-14s and l-16s warp and
filling, and is woven to finish about 27
inches in width.

It can be woven on any plain
loom, and is usually drawn in on cot-
ton harness, as these are cheaper in
the estimation or the southern cotton
manufacturer, r.s he can use up old
stock in the sp'^nning of cotton harness
cord, and in ^nis manner, to a certain
extent, crea<-j a by-product, as against
the cost of equipping the plant with
wire heddles and other necessary
findings—harness rods, frames, etc.

To finish hickory stripe, the cloth is

taken from the loom and measured,
then it is sheared, sized and pressed,
it is then rolled or lapped and is ready
to pack and ship.

Four square inches equals 9.25
grain. 27x36 equals 972x92 equals 8,-

BOaBDDBMDK .

DBBDHS
BBDBSG
BuBHna

Desiga

DDBnnB
DBnnBn
BDnBDa
Drawing-in
Draft

nDDBBB
BBBDOD
Reed Plau

991.00 divided by 4 equals 2,247.75 di-

vided by 437.5 equals 5.137 ounces per
yard.

15 pieces blue warp yarn times 4

inches equals 60 inches equals one
grain. 60x7,000 equals 420,000 divided
by .1 equals 4,200,000 divided by 36
equals 116.666 divided by 840 equals
l-14s cotton. 15 pieces white warp
yarn times 4 inches equals 60 inches
equals .1 grain. 15 pieces white filling

yarn times 4 inches equals 60 inches
equals .9 grains. 60x7,000 equals 420,-

000 divided by .9 equals 466,666 divid-

10% contraction in width in weaving.
5% take-up in length in weaving.
6 2-3% shrinkage in length in finishing.
C>% size on warp.

WARP PATTERN.
6 Blue.
3 V7hite.
3 Blue.
3 White.

15 ends per repeat.

ed by 36 equals 12,962.96 divided by
840 equals l-14s cotton.

Reed 800—3 ends per dent, 30
inches in reed, including selvage, 27
inches finished. Filling—all white, 74

ends per inch finished and 60 picks
per inch finished equals 66 ends
per inch loom, 56 picks per inch loom.

74 ends per inch times 27 inches
equals 1,998 ends plus 24 selvage
equals 2,022 ends; 1,998 divided by 15
equals 133 repeats plus 3 ends.

9 blue ends per pattern times 133
equals 1,197 plus 3 equals 1,200 blue
ends. 6 white ends per pattern times
133 equals 798 white ends, 24 white
ends selvage.

1,200 blue ends + 5% take-up =
1,263 yards 1-14 cot = 1.718 oz.

79 8 white ends + 5% take-up =
840 yards 1-14 cot = 1.142 oz.

24 white selvage = 25.26 yards
1-14 cot = .034 oz.

56 picks white filling X 30 = 1,680
yards 1-14 cot.... = 2,285 oz.

Per yard 5.179 oa.
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Finish equals sizing and pressing

weave ^

—

i
warp effect 45 degrees

twill.

Dyeing Particulars.

BLUE.
Dye in the warp—l^^ per cent im-

medial indone 3B., 4 per cent imme-
dial indone B., 4 per cent sodium sul-

phide, 3 per cent soda, 30 per cent
Glauber's, rinse well.

DARK SLATE.
4 per cent immedial black NR., 4 per

cent sodium sulphide, 3 per cent soda,

20 per cent Glauber's, rinse well.

BLACK.
1 per cent katigen black SW., 15

per cent sodium sulphide, 3 per cent
soda, 30 per cent Glauber's, rinse well.

DARK BROWN.
15 per cent katigen brown V., 15 per

cent sulphide sodium, 3 per cent soda.
30 per cent Glauber's, rinse well;
starching, one gallon water, one-half
pound cornstarch, mix cold, boil one
hour, run through starch mangle and
dry, give a light calendering.

TICKING
Ticking is a single cloth, of either

medium or heavy weight, and is com-
posed of single cotton yarns from
l-14s to l-22s in warp and filling or
combination of both, such as 18s warp
and 20 filling. It is a good, stout cloth,^
having fine wearing qualities, and is

used principally for making bed ticks
and pillow and bolster casss. It is

generally made with what is known as

a bed-tick weave or ^ or ? twill,

either right or left handed 45s twill
broken or herring-bone. It can be
woven in any power loom, but is best
adapted to and most always woven in
the

PLAIN SINGLE BOX LOOMS.
This fabric is quite often woven

upon an automatic loom, and in the
future it undoubtedly will be noted
that more of these looms are being
used for the making of ordinary fab-

rics of which ticking is one of the
most staple. The reason automatic
looms have an advantage on such
cloths is that a much greater number
of looms per weaver caa be operated,
and the cost for weaving be quite rad-
ically reduced. With sin^ple weaves
and medium or heavy yarns the auto-
matic loom usually will show quite a
little advantage. y/
Ticking belongs to the family of stiff,

hard faced cotton fabrics. This fea- /
ture is created by using twill weaves '^

(warp effect) and these weaves permit
of the use of a more than ordin u-y

high warp texture. For instance, take

1 twill : In the weave there arp

interlacings of each warp thread in ev-
ery four picks of filling, thus allow-
ing ends to lie closely togeth r

—

hence permitting an increase in ends
per inch.

These goods are usually made in

two colored warp patterns—dark blue
and white, red and white.

WHITE FILLING USED WHOLLY.
Fast colors should be used in warp,

as bed-ticks are sometimes ripped
open and the cloth washed. In this
case the light and air renew the col-
oring on the yarns.

DBHaaBBMaBaaDBaBDHHBDaHDBBHIia
aaaDBaaaBBDaBaDaBaaBaaGBBBBDBBBD
DBBBaBaaaaBBaaaBBDaBaDBaaaaaaaBa
•iaaHDaBDaBaaaBaDBBBaBBaHDHBDHB
BaaaBBDSaBaDaaa BBBDBBBDBBDBBBDa
BBBDBaBDBaaaaaDBBBDaBBGaBBBaaBBC

Desig-n and AVeave.

nnnBnnnBnnBnnnBDnnBnnnBnnnnBnnDB
DBnanBDDDnBnnnBDDDBDDDBDDBDnnBa
DBnnDBDnBGnnBnnDBnDaBDDaDBDDDBDn
BaaDBanDDBaanBDnnBDDDBDaBaDDBDDa

Drawing-in Draft.

nnaaBBBBnDDDBBBBannnBBBBDDDDBBBB
BBBBnCDaBBBBDDDDBBBBDDDDBBBBDDOr'

Reed Plan.

One feature which is worth men-
tioning in regard to ticking and other
similar lines is that they are to-day
being str)ck-dved in increasing quan-
tities. This method consists of dyeing
the cotton, or bleaching it, as the case
m.ay be, in the raw state and then
carding, drawing and spinning j ist as
if a grey fabric were to be made. This
results in decided savings in the cost
of manufacture, and probably no new
plant would be erected except on the
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above basis. Certain of the fast col-

ors which have been developed in re-

cent years are most successful when
the cotton is dyed in the raw state,

and this fact, together with economy
in manipulation, is the reason why
stock-dyeing has been used. There is

another advantage when coarse yarns
are being dyed in the raw stock, for

by this method the yarn is colored to

the center, whereas in other methods
penetration is seldom thorough.

Ticking is woven with from 60 to

84 ends and picks per inch in the
loom, according to grade required. The
greater the number of warp threads
the stouter the fabric in proportion to

counts of yarns used.
To finish these goods, they are

brushed and sheared to remove all

lumps and foreign substances from the
face of the cloth. Then the cloth is

sized and calendered, which acts in

the same manner as a hot press, after

which the cloth is lapped or rolled into

bolts, then stitched, and is ready to

pack and ship.

CONSTRUCTION OF TICKING.
Reed 725—33 inches, 4 ends per

dent. l-16s warp, l-20s filling, 74

picks; 12y2 per cent take-up in weav-
ing; 10 per cent size on warp, 7 per

cent size of cloth in finish; ^

—

^
her-

ring-bone twill weave; finish equals
Ziy2 inches, and includes brushing,

shearing, sizing and calendering.

WARP PATTERN.
16 V^hite.
2 Blue.
2 White.
8 Blue.
2 White.
2 Blue.

1 square in. = 2.9 grains.

311^ times 36 equals 1,134 square
inches times 2.9 equals 3,288.6 grains
divided by 437.5 equals 7.51 ounces.

18 pieces warp yarn, 2 inches, equals
36 inches equals .55 grains; 36 x 7,000

equals 252,000 divided by .55 equals

45,818 divided by 36 equals 12,727 di-

vided by 840 equals l-l6s warp yarn.

20 pieces filling yarn, li/^ inches,

equals 30 inches equals .34 grains.

30 X 7,000 equals 210,000 divided by
.34 equals 617,644 divided by 36 equals

17,156 divided by 840 equals l-20s fill-

ing yarn.

92 ends per inch finished equals 86
in reed.

78 picks per inch finished equals 74

in loom.
92 X 311/^ equals 2,898 plus 24 equals

2,922 ends.
1,473 ends white equals 12 1^ per cent

take-up equals 1,683 yards.
l-16s cotton warp equals 2 ounces.
1,449 ends blue equals 12 1/^ per cent

take-up equals 1,656 yards.
l-16s cotton warp equals 1.97 ounces

plus 22 per cent increase by dyeing
equals 2.22 ounces.
White warp yarn equals 2 ounces

plus blue w^arp yarn equals 4.22

ounces plus 10 per cent size equals
4.64 ounces.

78 picks X 311/^ equals 2,457 yards
l-20s filling equals 2.34 ounces.
Warp weight equals 4.64 ounces plus

filling weight equals 2.34 ounces plus

7 per cent size in finishing equals 7.50.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns used in ticking are made
in mills of the first division, as given
in a previous article. The length of

the raw stock used varies in different

mills according to the grade of tick-

ing to be made, but is generally % to

li inches in length. This does not
mean that raw stock of from % to IJ
inches is used in the same mixing, but
that the mixing is made up of stock of

uniform length.

THE MIXINGS
for this class of goods are generally

made by hand and the bins should be
made as large as possible, so as to

accommodate large mixings. It would
be better to have two large bins in-

stead of one, so that one lot of raw
stock could be opened and dried out
while feeding the machines from the

other bin. On this class of goods
comber waste is used in some mills,

and the cut-roving waste is also mix-
ed, as has been before stated. An
opener and

TWO PROCESSES OF PICKING
are used, and the lap should be made
as heavy as possible without, of

course, making it so heavy that it will

bring up the cards and finisher picker.

Keep the hopper of the opener as full
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as possible, and you will find that an
evener lap will be made. The speed
of the fan of the opener should be
1,100 revolutions per minute. The
speed of the beater (of a two-bladed,
rigid type) should be at least 15,000

revolutions per minute, and the weight
of lap about 40 pounds or 20 ounces in

weight per yard. The lap is put up at

the breaker and doubled four into one
and delivered so as to weigh 14 ^/^

ounces per yard, or about 39 pounds
for the whole lap. The

SPEED OF THE BEATER
on this machine should be 1,450 revo-
lutions per minute. The beats per
inch that the cotton would receive

every month, having the grinding roll-

ers on for at least a half a day. Of
course, grinding means loss of pro-
duction, but it has to be done; other-
wise, bad work will result, and if you
keep your wire sharp you will find

that you will have less trouble with
your cards and a great deal less kick-
ing on account of poor work.

THE SETTINGS

that should be used for this class of
goods have been given in a previous
lesson. The card sliver should be put
through two processes of drawing, the
sliver weighing 75 grains per yard at

the finisher drawing frame. Remem-
ber never to draw more than you

1

:5-^

Ticking.

would be about 42. See that all your
drafts on the picker are properly reg-
ulated, so that a lap will be obtained
that will not split. Of course, this is

not the only reason that makes a lap
split, but it is one of the principal
ones. Another cause for split laps is

found in putting too much waste in

the mixing. The lap is then put up at
the card which should be provided
with coarse wire fillet. The

DRAFT OF THE CARD
should not exceed 100. The weight of
the sliver should be about 65 grains
per yard and the production about 1,-

000 pounds p6r week of 60 hours. The
cards should be ground at least once

double. The sliver is passed through
the slubber and the hank roving
should be about .40. Set the rolls for

%-inch stock on this machine as fol-

lows: Front to middle, Ig inches; mid-
dle to back, 2 inches. Two processes
of fly frames should be used, the hank
roving being made at the first inter-

mediate about 1.40, and at the second
from 3 to 3.40.

THE SPINNING.
This roving is then taken to the

spinning room, where it is spun into
the required count. For 16s the fol-

lowing would be a good equipment for

a warp frame: gauge of spindle, three
inches; diameter of ring, two inches;
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length of traverse, seven inches, and
for a filling frame: gauge of spindle,

2% inches; diameter of ring, iy2
inches, and length of traverse, from
6y2 to 6i inches, according to twist
put in; the more twist the more length
of traverse may be used. The produc-
tion for a spinning frame for 16s, with
the speed of front roll 139 revolutions
per minute, twdst 19 and revolutions
of spindles 8,300, would be about 3.15

pounds per spindle per w-eek. For a
filling frame for 16s, with front roll

speed of 159 revolutions per minute,
twist per inch 13, speed of spindles
6,500 revolutions per minute, the pro-
duction would be about 3.34 pounds
per spindle per w^eek.

Dyeing Particulars.

Formerly ticking had only blue
stripes dyed indigo blue. For some
time a variety of colors have been
introduced, and now many colors are
used, some with narrow stripes mixed
with broad stripes, having from three
to five or more different colors in the
same pattern.

BLUE.
Dyed with indigo or one of the sul-

phur blues.
Eight per cent pyrogene indigo; 8

per cent sulphide sodium; 3 per cent
soda ash; 20 per cent common salt.

This color can be after-treated with
iy2 per cent chrom.e; li/^ per cent cop-
per sulphate; 3 per cent acetic acid,

125 degrees F.

ECRU.
One-quarter per cent tetrazo cutch

brown; i per cent tetrazo black N.; 2

per cent soda; 20 per cent Glauber's
salt.

LIGHT BROWN.
Three per cent Thion brown G. ; 2

per cent soda; 3 per cent sulphide
soda; 20 per cent Glauber's salt.

LIGHT SLATE.
Three-fourths per cent Thion black

B.; iy2 per cent sal soda; 1 per cent
sulphide soda; 10 per cent Glauber's
salt.

RED.
Three per cent tetrazo red 4 B.; 2

per cent sal soda; 20 per cent
Glauber's salt.

DARK BROWN.
One and one-quarter per cent Thion

black B.; 5 per cent Thion brown G.;

3 per cent sal soda; 6 per cent sul-

phide soda; 20 per cent Glauber's
salt.

LIGHT BRONZE.
One-quarter per cent tetrazo

chlorine yellow GG. ; ^A per cent tet-

razo black N.; i/4 per cent tetrazo
brown R.; 1 per cent sal soda; 20 per
cent Glauber's salt.

DRAB.
One-eighth per cent benzo fast

black; 14 per cert chloramine yellow
M.; 1-16 per cent benzo fast red GL.

LIGHT OLIVE.
One-half per cent benzo dark green

GG.; 1/^ per cent chrysophenine.

DARK OLIVE.
Pour per cent benzo dark green GG.

;

2 per cent chrysophenine. The above
three colors are each dyed with 20
per cent Glauber's salt and 2 per
cent sal soda.

DARK SLATE.
Two and one-quarter per cent benzo

fast black; I per cent benzo fast blue
BN. ; 2 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent
Glauber's salt.

WINE.
Four per cent benzo fast scarlet 8

BS.; 1 per cent benzo fast violet R.;

2 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent
Glauber's salt.

LIGHT FAWN.
One-half per cent diamine brown

M.; % per cent diamine brown 3 G.; 2

per cent sal soda; 20 per cent
Glauber's salt.

STEEL.
One-half per cent diamine steel blue

L.; y2 per cent diamine black B. H.;

1^ per cent diamine fast yellow
B.; 2 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent
Glauber's salt.

OSNABURG
Osnaburg is a coarse, single cloth

composed of all-cotton yarns, l-16s,

l-18s, l-20s, warp and filling, and is

made in warp stripe patterns and in
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checks, the colors invariably being in-

digo blue and white or dark brown
and white.

It is manufactured into overalls and
jumpers or mock shirts, and is used in

the South by the colored farm and
plantation laborers. It is a strong fab-

ric, having

EXCELLENT WEARING QUALITIES,
and is especially adapted to any pur-

The check patterns are made on any
loom having a box motion attached.

In arranging check or plaid pat-
terns the strong, long or broad way
of the pattern indicates the filling and
the greatest number of threads per
inch indicate the warp, and to square
a check or plaid pattern means to

practically produce the same color ef-

fect in the filling as in the warp.
Hence the filling pattern (total num-
ber of picks)

MUST BE REDUCED
so as to create a check or plaid pat-
tern in which the filling arrangement
is just noticeably longer in effect than
in the warp pattern, the supposition
being that as checks or plaids are
worn they are always observed at an
angle of several degrees, thereby in

a sense overcoming any reasonable ex-
cess in the length of filling pattern,
as compared with that of the warp.

Osnaburg is sometimes sized in the
finishing, and at other times is not,

this point being optional with the
manufacturer in accordance with the
purpose for which the cloth is intend-
ed to be used. Generally, it is taken
from the loom, measured, run tnrough
the brusher, and after being lapped or
rolled is pressed and put in the case
and shipped.

Osnaburg.

pose wherein it must sustain rough
usage. It is occasionally substituted
for canvas or duck in making awnings
for back porches in northern cities. In
this case the stripe patterns are used.
The check patterns, "produced by

using the same pattern in warp and
filling," are usually broad effects, be-
longing, in fact, to the plaid order of

patterns. These checks measure from
one to two inches either way.

WOVEN WITH A PLAIN LOOM.

Osnaburg is always woven with a

plain weave —i, and in the stripe

patterns the stripe is made with warp,
all white filling being used. This line

can be woven on any plain sheeting
loom as it requires but one filling box.

Construction—30-inch Finish.

Reed, 900—33% inches in reed, in-

cluding 16 ends selvage, two ends per
dent; l-16s warp and filling; 46 picks
per inch filling; 10 per cent take-up;
1,696 plus 16 equals 1,712 ends in

warp. 1,696 divided by 80 equals 21
patterns plus 16 ends plus selvage.

WARP PATTERN.
36 blue "1

20 white
4 blue

20 white

80

Filling same.

40 ends blue per pattern x 21 equals
840 plus 16 equals 856 ends blue; 40

ends white per pattern x 21 equals 840
plus 16 equals 856 ends white; 46 picks
X 331 equals 1,752 yards filling equalF
876 yards blue, 876 yards white.
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S56 ends blue + 10% take-up
S56 ends white -j- 10% take-up

951 yards l-16s
951 yards l-16s
876 yards l-16s
876 yards l-16s

1.135 ounces 1 -r,r^_„
1.135 ounces 5

^^'^P-

1.043 ounces^ Triiiincr
1.043 ounces 5

^'"^'^^•

4.356 ounces.

Brush and press.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

As the cloth under description in

this issue is made and used in the
South, it is to a great extent made only
in southern mills, and the machines
required to produce this class of yarns
belong to the first division of mills

previously given, i. e., the mills mak-
ing low and medium count yarns. The
counts of the yarn required to make
this class of goods vary from l-14s to

l-20s warp and filling, but for this

article we will assume the warp and
filling yarns to be l-20s. These yarns
are made from a short staple low-
grade cotton of about %-inch staple.

THE MIXINGS

should be as large as possible, and the
mixing is generally done by hand in

southern mills. It is run through 2

processes of picking and an opener
and waste is sometimes used in the
mixture, i. e., card strips and comber
waste (when it is possible to obtain
it). Too much waste should not be
used because of the trouble that it

gives on the machines of the card
room, such as licking, etc.

THE HOPPER
should be kept as full as possible, so
that the amount of cotton fed to the
opener will be as uniform as possible.

It will be understood that if the hop-
per is allowed to get almost empty be-
fore filling it up the lifting apron of

the hopper will not carry or lift as
much cotton on its spikes and often-
times there will be little or no cotton
presented to the evener roller. This is

sure to produce an uneven lap at the
front of the breaker picker. If on the
other hand the hopper is always kept
full of cotton the lifting apron will al-

ways have a surplus of cotton on it,

this surplus being struck off by the
evener and dropped back into the hop-
per again. It will thus be seen that
to keep the hopper more than

half full all the time is one
of the most important points
of the picker room, because, if you
have an uneven lap to start with, you
will have to make the succeeding ma-
chines overwork to obtain an even
yarn. The speeds of the various parts
of the picker should be about the same
as given in the last article and the
weight of the finished lap should be at

least 39 pounds at the finisher picker.
Always keep laps enough in the card
room so that, if an accident happens
to the picking machinery, the cards
will not be stopped for laps. Keep at

least 10 per cent ahead.

The wire fillet used on the cards
should be coarse, that used on the cyl-

inder being

ONE NUMBER COARSER
than that used on the doffer and flats.

A great many mills in the South use
No. 33 wire on the cylinder and No.
34 or No. 35 on the doffer and flats.

On this class of goods use as large a
diameter doffer as possible, either a
26 or 27 inch. Grind cards often and
keep top flats sharp, because if the
flats are dull, good carding cannot be
obtained. The draft of the card for

this class of goods should not exceed
100. The speed of the licker-in should
be at least 350 revolutions per minute.
The

WEIGHT OF SLIVER

at front should be about 65 grains per
yard. The sliver is put through two
processes of drawing, the weight of

sliver at the front of the finishing be-
ing about 70 grains per yard. The set-

tings of the drawing frame rolls should
be as follows: for %-inch stock, front

to second roll, 1% inches; second to

third, 1% inches; third to back, 1%
to 2 inches. The slubber roving should
be .50 hank.
Two processes of fly frames are

used, the hank roving at the first in-

termediate being 1.50 and at the sec-
and 4.00 hank. Always look out for

bunches at the fly frames and be sure
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that your steel rolls are set to the
best advantage. Keep your

TOP LEATHER ROLLS
in perfect condition, and do not run
one that is cut, bruised, uneven or
channeled. See that the traverse
guides are all working so as not to

make channeled rolls. The cotton rov-
ing is taken to the ring spinning room
and here made into the required count
of yarn. The following are good par-
ticulars to be used on 20s warp and
filling on spinning frames: warp,
gauge of spindle 2% inches; diameter
of ring iy2 inches, length of traverse
61/^ inches; for filling, gauge of spin-
dle 21 inches, diameter of ring iy2
inches; length of traverse QVz inches;
speed of spindles 7,250 revolutions per
minute. Use any of the best spindles
on the spinning frame. The yarn is

taken to the spooler room, spooled
and then- run on a warp beam, thence
to the slasher where it is sized and
then is ready for weaving unless the
yarn has to be dyed before being wo-
ven as in the present article. Then
the method differs somewhat.

Dyeing Particulars.

Light blue is dyed with the ordinary
indigo blue vat, but as sulphur blues
are faster to exposure and washing
they are mostly dyed.

LIGHT BLUE.

1 per cent immedial indone 3B., i/^

per cent immedial indone B., 2 per
cent sulphide sodium, 2 per cent soda,
20 per cent Glauber's,

DARK BROWN.
4 per cent immedial cutch O., 6 per

cent immedial brown A., i/^ per cent
immedial black NG., 10 per cent so-
dium sulphide, 3 per cent soda, 30 pep
cent Glauber's.

SLATE.
iy2 per cent katigen black SW., 2

per cent sulphide sodium, 2 per cent
soda, 30 per cent Glauber's.

RED.
5 per cent benzo fast red 4 BS., 3

per cent sal soda, 30 per cent
Glauber's.

LIGHT ORANGE.
2 per cent immedial orange C, 2 per

cent sodium sulphide, 3 per cent soda,
20 per cent Glauber's.

DRAB.
1 per cent immedial black NG., 1 per

cent immedial brown A., 2 per cent so-
dium sulphide, 30 per cent Glauber's,
3 per cent soda.

SHEETING
Sheeting is a light-weight, single ^

cloth, composed of all-cotton yarns,
from l-18s to l-40a warp and filling,

standard goods weighing 2i/^ to 6 yards
per pound. It is sold in both the gray
and bleached state, the bleaching be-
ing done after the cloth is woven.

Sheeting is never made in colors or j^—
^^

patterns, but always in solid bleach- '

ed or unbleached effects, and is woven
on any and all single box looms, cot-

ton harnesses being used in most
; ases.

Automatic looms have been used in

increasing quantities for the produc-
tion of all kinds of sheeting fabrics.
Most of these cloths contain rather
coarse yarns, and are made with a
plain weave, and this is the field in
which automatic looms show their
greatest savings. In some cases the
automatic loom will contain a hopper
in which quite a number of filing bob-
bins are placed and in other cases a
magazine of shuttles will be noted. In
the first case the bobbin changes
whenever the filling breaks, or runs
out, while in the second instance the
entire shuttle is changed. As a gen-
eral thing, manufacturers in the
southern states haA^e

ADOPTED THE AUTOMATIC LOOM
relatively much faster than man-
ufacturers in the northern states,
mainly because mills in the
South are newer and could install
mxore up-to-date machinerj^ when be-
ing built. To-day's prices for many
types of sheetings and print cloths are
being made upon an automatic loom
basis, and for this reason some man-
ufacturers are to-day finding it hard to
regularly obtain a reasonable profit. It

would not be surprising if such man-
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ufacturers would ultimately be forced
into installing such machinery if they
are to receive a profit. The range of

fabrics possible upon these looms has
widened greatly during the past five

years, and many shirtings and what
would have been considered quite
fancy materials only a short time ago
are to-day being woven upon them.
In a number of instances the auto-
matic loom base is being used togeth-
er with the jacquard head motion, and
the results obtained seem highly de-
sirable.

Sheeting warps are all made on

THE SLASHER,

there being either four or six beams
to a set, and these are filled with yarn
run from spools set in the creel rack of

the warp mill. Each beam has a pro-
portionate number of the total warp
ends, viz. 2,000 ends, four beams,
equals 500 ends per beam. These beams
are set in regular order at the further
end of the slasher frame. The total

warp ends are then run through a so-

lution of size, and around the hot cyl-

inder, and then upon a beam, thereby
sizing and beaming the warp at one
operation.

Sheeting requires nothing in the way
of finishing, except being run through
a plate folder, on which machine, hav-
ing a brush attached, the cloth is at

once brushed and folded in any de-
sired length of fold,

36 inches is the standard width for

sheeting.
CONSTRUCTION.

Always a I—- plain weave.

4 square inches equal 4.15 grains.

36 X 36 equals 1,296 x 4.15 equals
5,378.4 divided by 4 equals 1,344.6 di-

vided by 437.5 equals 3.07 ounces per
yard.

30 pieces yarn (warp) x 214 inches
equals 70 inches equals .89 grains
minus 6 per cent size equals .83 grains.

70 X 7,000 equals 490,000 divided by .83

equals 590,361 divided by 36 equals
16,399 divided by 840 equals 19.5 or

* 1-20S warp.
60 pieces yarn (filling) x I14 inches

equals 90 inches equals .89 grains. 90

x 7,000 equals 630,000 divided by .89

equals 707,864 divided by 36 equals 19,-

662 divided by 840 equals 23.41 or l-24s >

filling.

48 ends per inch plus 44 picks per
inch equals 44 ends in reed and 42
picks in loom.
Reed 800—2 ends per dent, 38

inches, including 16 ends selvage, 6

per cent size on warp 10 per cent take-
up on warp, 5i/^ per cent contraction
in width.

1,728 plus 16 equals 1,744 ends plus
10 per cent take-up equals 1,937 yards,
l-20s warp equals 1.83 ounces; 42
picks X 38 equals 1,586 yards, l-24s
filling equals 1.25 ounces; total 3.08

ounces.
Standard grades equal 36 inches

wide.
52 ends, 52 picks, l-20s cotton warp

and filling; 6 per cent size, 5^^ per
cent shrinkage in width in weaving;
38 inches in reed; 4.10 yards per
pound.

64 ends, 64 picks, l-32s warp, l-40s
filling; 6 per cent size, 5^ per cent
shrinkage in width in weaving; 38
inches in reed; 5.86 yards per pound.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The counts of the yarns used in

making sheetings vary in different
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parts of the country in different mills

and even in the same mill two grades
of sheetings are sometimes made.
The malls that make sheetings may
belong to any one of the three divi-

sions as given in a previous article.

In this article we will consider the
sheetings in two grades, the first be-
ing m.ade up of 18s warp and the finer

grade made up of 40s warp and fill-

ing. The first or

COARSE GRADES OF SHEETINGS
are made in the first division of mills

and the staple of cotton used would
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be about one inch in diameter. The
mixing would in most cases be per-
formed by hand and should be as large
as possible. It would be put through
two processes of picking, first being
run through an opener. The speeds
of the various parts on the machines
in this room would be as follows:
Speed of beater on openers, 1,050 rev-
olutions per minute; fan, 350; speed of

beater on breaker picker, 1,500 revolu-
tions per minute; speed of fan 1,400

revolutions per minute; speed of

beater on finisher picker, 1,450 revo-
lutions per minute; speed of fan, 1,100
revolutions per minute. The

WEIGHT OF THE LAP
at the different machines for this

class of goods would be as follows:

At the front of the breaker picker, 40
pounds or 16 ounces to the yard; at

the front of the finisher picker, 39
pounds or 14i^ ounces to the yard.
Always keep the hopper of the opener
full. The above speeds and number
of processes could also be used for

fine sheetings, using 40s yarn with
the following exceptions: Instead of

being mixed by hand, a bale breaker
and conveying trunks would be used,
and the staple of cotton would be
about li inches. The weight of the
lap at the breaker would be about the
same, but at the finisher picker would
be less or about 35 pounds for the to-

tal weight of lap or 12 1^ ounces to the
yard. Always have laps of both
classes uniform in weight, and if the
laps vary one-half a pound in either
direction from standard weight, they
should be set aside and put back into
mixing. Use cut roving in the mixing,
mixing it as shown in a previous arti-

cle. Double four into one in the picker
room. The

SETTINGS FOR THE CARD
for the coarse sheetings should be
wide, because of the large weight of
cotton lap being passed through, and
coarse wire should be used, 33 on the
cylinder and 34 on tops and doffer.

The drafts should not exceed 100 and
the production should be about 900
pounds per week of 60 hours, the
weight of the sliver being 65 grains to
the yard. The settings for the finer

sheetings at the card should he closer
and a fine wire fillet should be used.
The draft of the card should not be
less than 100 and the production
should not exceed 600 pounds per week
of 60 hours. Grind cards and tops as
often as possible and strip three times
a day on both grades of sheetings. Go
over the settings after each grinding
and keep cards clean.

The coarser grade of sheeting is

put through

TWO PROCESSES OF DRAWING,
the weight per yard of the sliver at the
front being 70 grains per yard, the
doublings being six into one and the
speed of the front roll 400 revolutions
per minute. The finer grade of sheet-
ing is put through three processes
of drawing, the other particulars be-
ing the same, excepting the settings,
which are wider. Good settings are
as follows: For one-inch stock, front
to second roll, li inches; second to

third roll, l^i, inches; third to back
roll, iy2 inches; for li-inch stock,
from front to second, l^^ inches; sec-
ond to third, Ig inches; third to back,
11 inches. Keep bottom steel rolls

clean, and top leather rolls should al-

ways be in perfect condition. Var-
nish those rolls at regular intervals
and always keep a supply of extra
varnished rolls on hand, so that im-
perfect rolls may be taken out at any
time and replaced by rolls in good
condition. The hank of the roving at
the front of the slubber should be .55

to .50 in each case. The coarser
sheeting yarn has to be put through
two processes of fiy frames, the hank
at the first intermediate being 1.50
and at the second 5 hank.

THE ROVING
for making the finer sheeting passes
through three processes of fly frames,
the hank roving at the different proc-
esses being as follows: First inter-
mediate, 1.50; second intermediate, 4,

and fly frame, 10. The roving for both
grades of sheeting is spun into yarn
on the ring spinning frame. The par-
ticulars for a warp frame for spinning
18s being No. 4 Draper, McMullen or
Whitin spindle; gauge of frame, 2i
inches; diameter of ring, 27 inches;
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traverse, 7 inclies; speed of spindle,

9,400 revolutions per minute, turning
off about 21^ pounds per spindle per
week of 60 hours. For a warp frame
making 40s yarn, use No. 2 Draper,
McMullen or Whitin spindle; gauge of

frame, 2| inclies; diameter of ring,

1% inches; traverse, 6i/^ inches;
speed of spindle, 10,000 revolutions
per minute, producing about .95

pounds per spindle per week of 60

hours. The warp yarn is spooled and
warped and run through the slasher.

A good
SIZE MIXTURE

for 18s yarn, one set of beams, 1,500 to

2,000 pounds, is as follows: 160 gallons
of water, 100 pounds starch, 20 to 40
pounds sizing (according to m.ake), 2

to 8 pounds tallow, according to re-
sults. For 68 X 68 heavy sheetings,
with 22s warp yarn, use 100 gallons
water, 70 pounds potato starch, 4

pounds tallow and 1 pint of turpentine.

CHEVIOT SHIRTING
Cheviot shirting is a narrow, all-cot-

ton fabric, weighing from four to five

ounces per yard of 27 inches width
finished and is composed of single or
double ends in the warp and single
filling. The effect of the double ends
is entirely different from that pro-
duced by a two-ply thread, and is

really meant to create a rib weave ef-

fect.

This fabric is made of cotton yarns,
from l-16s to l-22s in the warp and
filling, and the cloth contains from 40

to 46 double ends per inch in warp and
36 to 40 picks per inch in the filling.

Another grade is made by weaving 36
to 62 single ends -per inch in the cloth,

and 19 to 52 picks per inch in the fill-

ing finished.

BY THE FIRST METHOD
there is produced a cloth that is at
once stout and pliable, and having ex-
cellent wearing qualities. This cloth
is used principally in the manufacture
of shirts and mock shirts for the use
of workmen accustomed to rough, dirty

work, such as miners and railroad
men, and those similarly employed.

It is made in stripe pattern, usually
of the darker tones of fast colors, such
as dark blue, dark brown, etc., in the
warp, and filling to match. In these
warp stripe patterns the dark colors
form the body or ground of the pattern
and the white warp formes but a nar-
row pin stripe in the cloth. Then
there are the light patterns, in which
nearly all the bright colors are used,
such as light blue, orange, red, ligai

green, etc. In this case the body or
ground of the cloth is formed by the
white warp, and the bright color form?
the pin stripe in the cloth. Print yams
are occasionally introduced in the light

colored patterns to create mixed color
effects. The filling in the light pat-
terns is always white. In making
cheviot shirting there is rather

A HEAVY SIZE
placed upon the warp yarn. This per-

mits of the cloth retaining quite a
percentage of size after weaving, and
as this fabric receives nothing but
sprinkling and pressing after leaving
the loom, the excessive amount of size

gives the fabric a better cover, feel,

and apparent bulk, which is its most
distinguishing feature as a material
for workmen's shirts.

Cheviot shirting can be woven upon
any plain loom, either single or double
box. It is generally drawn in and wo-
ven on 4 harnesses so as not to crowd
the heddles in weaving, as would be
the case if but 2 harnesses were used.
Most all cheviot shirting is woven with
a plain weave, although sometimes a
-—^ warp effect, 45 degree twill weave,

is used.

CHEVIOT SHIRTING.
1 square inch equals 1.83 grains. 2Y

x36 equals 972x1.83 equals 1,778.76 di-

vided by 1 square inch equals 1,778,-

.76 divided by 437.5 equals 4.065 ounces
per yard.

44 pieces white warp yarn x ^^ inch
long equals 22 inches equals .35 grains.
.35 grains minus 10 per cent size on
warp equals .315 grains. 22x7,000
equals 154,000 divided by .315 equals
48,888 divided by 36 equals 1,357 divid-

ed by 840 equals l-16s cotton.
110 pieces blue warp yarn x ^ inch

long equals 55 inches equals .9 grains.
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.9 grains minus 10 per cent size on
warp equals .81 grains. 55x7,000

equals 385,000 divided by .81 equals
475,308 divided by 36 equals 13,203 di-

vided by 840 equals 15.71 or l-16s cot-

ton.

15 pieces blue filling yarn x 2 inches
long equals 30 inches equals .45 grains.

30x7,000 equals 210,000 divided by .45

equals 466,666 divided by 36 equals 12,-

962.8 divided by 840 equals 15.43 or 1-

16s cotton.

CONSTRUCTION.
Reed, 700, 4 ends per dent; 28 1^

inches in reed including selvage.
532 plus 10 equals 542 splits or 2,168

ends; l-16s cotton warp yam.
38 picks per inch; l-16s blue cotton

filling yam.
10 per cent size on warp; 5^^ per

cent contraction in width in weaving.

Inches equals 1,083 yards equals 1.265

ounces; total 4.067 ounces.
4.067 ounces per yard, 27 inches wide

finished.
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WARP PATTERN.
8 blue,
2 white.
2 blue.
2 white.

14 ends per pattern.

8 per cent take-up in length of warp
in weaving.

Finish equals sprinkle and press
equals 27 inches finished width.

Plain weave, warp drawn in on 4

harnesses.
2,128 ends in warp divided by 14

equals 152 repeats in pattern. 10 blue
ends per pattern x 152 equals 1,520
plus 40 ends blue selvage equals 1,560
ends, l-16s blue warp yarn. 4 white
ends per pattern x 152 equals 608 ends,
l-16s white warp yarn.

1,560 ends, l-16s blue warp yarn plus
8 per cent take-up equals 1,695 yards
equals 2.017 ounces. 608 ends, l-16s
white warp yarn plus 8 per cent take-
up equals 660 yards equals .785 ounces.
38 picks, l-16s blue fiUing yarn x 28i^

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The mills hich make the counts of

yarn required for cheviots belong to

the second division, given in a pre-
vious article. This is one of the coars-

er yarns made in this division and is

manufactured from stock of about 1

inch in staple. The mixings should be
as large as possible and are generally
done by hand, although this division
of mills is generally equipped with a
bale breaker. Of course, if the bale
breaker is not too hard pushed or is

stopped on account of all the other
bins of better grades of cotton being
full, then the raw stock for this class

of goods will be run through the bale
breaker. The bale breaker is capable
of handling 80,000 to 90,000 pounds
per week and requires about 2 iron
horse power to drive it.

IF FLOOR SPACE IS AVAILABLE
two mixing bins should be used instead
of one for reasons before stated. The
cotton, after being dried out, should
be run through two processes of pick-
ing and an opener. Keep the hopper
of the opener as near full as possible
to make an even lap at the front. Keep
the pin roller of the opener clear of

all cotton, so that it may be able to do
its duty. On some makes this roller

is a great deal of trouble, which is

caused by the cotton adhering to it

and winding around it until it does not
strike the cotton from the lifting apron
properly. This is especially true when
sliver waste (from all machines which
make sliver) is mixed in with the raw
stock at the bins (as is customary).
The speed of the opener beater for

this class of cotton should be 1,100 re-

volutions per minute. The speed of

the breaker beater should not exceed
1,500 revolutions per minute.

THE WEIGHT OF THE LAP
at the front should be about 40 pounds
or 16 ounces to the yard of lap. Care
should be taken that the drafts on
both the breaker and finisher pickers
are regulated to the best advantage so
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as to obtain a smooth, firm, even lap
at the front. To do this the draft is

directed so that the cotton, after being
roted upon by the beater, is blown on
the top cage. The laps made at the
breaker are put up at the back of the
finisher picker and doubled 4 into 1.

The speed of the finisher picker beater
should be 1,450 revolutions per minute,
which gives this grade and staple of
cotton passing by it about 42 beats to
the inch. The weight of the total lap
at the front should be about 39 pounds,
which gives what is known as a 14 1^-
ounce (to the yard) lap.

OILING.

Take care to oil all rapidly moving
parts cf the pickers at regular and fre-

quent intervals and keep all fly from
ccllecting under these machines. See
that the pickers are properly cleaning
the cotton, and don't irake the card do
the picker's work. The laps from the
finisher picker are put up at the back
of the card, the drait of which (for

this class of goods) should not exceed
100. The wire fillet used should also
be not too coarse. Always keep an eye
on the settings and watch the flat

\\aste, because from the appearance of

this wDste we are able to tell whether
the cotton is being properly carded or
not.

THE SLIVER

should weigh about 65 grams per yard
and the production should be around
900 pounds per week of 6.0 hours.
Keep card wire sharp. The sliver is

next run through 3 processes of draw-
ing, the doubling being 6 into 1. The
weight of the finisher drawing should
be about 70 grains. The slubber rov-
ing should be about .50 hank and there
should be two processes of fiy frames.
The roving at the first intermediate
should be 1.50 and at the second ei-

ther 4 or 4.50, according to whether
warp or filling yarn is to be made
from it, the fine hank being made into

22s filling yarn and the coarser hank
roving bein^- m.ade into 16s warp yarn^
The yarn for this class of goods is

spun on a ring spinning frame,
the particulars of which are as fol-

lows: For warp frame spinning 16s

use McMullen, Whitin or Draper No.

4 spindle; gauge of frame, 2% inches;
diameter of ring, 2 inches; length of
traverse, 7 inches; speed of spindle,
9,400 revolutions per ^ninute; for fill-

ing frame making 22s, spindle as above
except No. 2 Draper; gauge of spindle,
2% inches; diameter of ring, lYz in-
ches; length of traverse, 6i^ inches;
speed of spindle, 7,400 revolutions per
ninute.

Dyeing Particulars.

Following are good formulas for the
3olors used in dyeing cheviot shirt-
'ngs:

LIGHT GREEN.

2 per cent immedial yellow D; 4 per
cent immedial indone 3 B; 5 per cent
sodium sulphide; 3 per cent Glau-
ber's; 3 per cent soda.

ORANGE.
4 per cent immedial orange C; 4 per

cent sodium sulphide; 3 per cent soda;
30 per cent Glauber's.

DARK BLUE.

3 per cent immedial indone 3 B; 3

per cent immedial indone R; 2 per
cent immedial indone B; 11 per cent
sodium sulphide; 3 per cent soda; 30
per cent Glauber's.

DARK BROWN.
2 per cent thion black B; 8 per cent

thion brown G; 10 per cent sodium
sulphide; 3 per cent soda; 30 per cent
Glauber's.

SLATE.

2 per cent thion black B; 2 per cent
sodium sulphide; 2 per cent soda; 20
per cent Glauber's.

RED.

5 per cent benzo scarlet 4 BS; 3

per cent sal soda; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's.

YELLOW.
1 per cent chloramine yellow M; 3

per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's.

SALMON.

V2 per cent benzo fast orange S; 2

per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's.
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OLIVE.
5 per cent pyrogene olive N; 5 per

cent sodium sulphide; 3 per cent soda;
30 per cent Glauber's.

BLACK.
15 per cent katigen black S W; 15

per cent sodium sulphide; 3 per cent
soda; 30 per cent Glauber's.
After dyeing, all of the colors men-

tioned must be well rinsed with three
waters. A light soaping at the boil

must then be given, followed by an-
other rinsing. The colors will be fast
to washing and will not bleed into
each other.

NOVELTY DRESS GOODS
Novelty dress goods is a light-

weight single cloth fabric, made from
single and two-ply cotton yarns in
both warp and filling, and is woven in

large and small plaids, also solid
colors. The distinct feature of this
fabric is the prominence given
the heavy yarns, which are always
woven with a fancy weave in such a
manner as to form an all-over effect
in imitation of a jacquard pattern. The
ground or body of the cloth is usually

woven with a plain weave, ^—^.

In the better grades of novelty
dress goods, merino and silkaline
yarns are often used. In making this
class of goods it is sometimes neces-
sary to use two beams in weaving, as
the difference of take-up in the
ground and fancy yarns will not per-
mit of one beam being used.
Novelty dress goods are made to

weigh from 3 to 5 ounces per yard;
generally l-20s to l-30s cotton ground
warp and filling yarns, and 2-20s to
2-40s, and l-8s to l-12s yarns are used
to produce overplaided or novelty
weave^ effects.

This fabric is made in all dress
goods colors and goods patterns pro-
duced by using dark green, brown
dark or cherry red, navy blue, etc., for
ground color and crossing these with
black.

Cotton novelty goods can be woven
in any power loom having a box mo-
tion and dobby or head motion at-
tached.

To finish these goods they are meas-
ured, then brushed and run through
a steam box to liven the colors, after
which they are rolled and pressed,
ready to pack and ship.

CONSTRUCTION.
27 inches finished.

4 square inches equals 5.7 grains. 27
X 36 equals 972 x 5.7 equals 5,504.4 di-

vided by 4 equals 1,385 divided by 437.5
equals 3.165 ounces per yard.

20 pieces black warp yarn x 2 inches
equals 40 inches equals 1 grain. 40 x

I i

Brown

WUte

DBaBaHDBDBHaO
nBDBDBDBDBBBBD
BOBDBDBDBDBBBD
DBaBDBDBDBBBDB

) B-BDBaBaBDBBDB
*> DBDBDBDBDBBDBB

inDnnnnn»nBa
DnDBBnnDDDDBDB
DDnnDBBDDnBDBD
DCaaDDDBBBDBDB

Desigu

jnaDDnncDDDDnB
DnaaoDr idddddbd
nDODDDDDDDnBDa
nnnnnDDDDDBDnn
DnnDGDDDBDDDDn
'JDDnDDaBDBDDDa
nnaDDDBnanDDnn
DDDnnBDnDDDDDn
DGnDBDDDDDDann
DnaBaDDDDDDaDD
nBDDD nnDDannn
BDBDnDnDDDnnaa

Drawine-iu Draft

DDBBnaBBDaBBan
BBaGBBDDBBDDBB

Eeed Plan

^DnBDBDBBBBCT
DBBDBnBDBBBD
BDDBDBnBBBBQ
DBBDBDBDBBDB
BDDBDBDBBBDB
DBBDBDBDBDBB
BDDBDBDBBDBB
GBBDBDBDDBBB
BDDBDBDBDBBB
DBBnBaBDDBBB
BBDnnnnDBDBa
nDBBnDDDDBDB

UP>^3DDDMBgOBDI

Chain Draft

7,000 equals 280,000 divided by 1 equals
280,000 divided by 36 equals 7,777 di-

vided by 840 equals 2-20 black warp.

38 pieces browm warp yarn x 2

inches equals 76 inches equals .92

grains. 76 x 7,000 equals 532,000 di-

vided by .92 equals 578,260 divided by
36 equals 16,062 divided by 840 equals
1-20 brown warp.

12 pieces white warp yarn x 2 inches
equals 24 inches equals .27 grains. 27
x 7,000 equals 168,000 divided by .27

equals 622,222 divided by 36 equals 17,-

284 divided by 840 equals 1-20 white
warp.

24 pieces black filling yarn x 3

inches equals 72 inches equals 1.45

grains. 72 x 7,000 equals 504,000 di-

vided by 1.45 equals 347,586.2 divided
by 36 equals 9,655.17 divided by 840
equals 1-12 black filling.
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17 pieces brown filling yarn x 3

inches equals 51 inches equals .5

grains.
51 X 7,000 equals 357,000 divided by

.5 equals 7,140,000 divided by 36 equals
198,333 divided by 840 equals 1-24

brown.
12 pieces white filling yarn x 3

inches equals 36 inches equals .35

grains. 36 x 7,000 equals 252,000 di-

vided by .35 equals 7,200,000 divided
by 36 equals 200,000 divided by 840
equals 1-24 white filling.

50 ends per inch finished and 48

picks per inch finished equals 44 ends
per inch in reed and 43 picks per inch
in loom.

10 per cent take-up on white and
brown warp, 2 per cent on black warp.

WARP PATTERN.
4 Brown
2 White
4 Brown
4 Black

Filling same.

32 ends white selvage.

Reed 800—2 ends per dent.

30% inches in reed, including sel-

vage.
95 repeats of pattern plus 4 ends.

1,334 ends plus 32 ends selvage. 8

brown per pat. x 95 patterns equals

760 plus 4 equals 764 plus 10 per cent

take-up equals 848.88 yards 1-20

equals .8084 ounces. 4 black per pat. x
95 patterns equals 380 plus 10 per cent

take-up equals 400.00 yards 2-20 equals

.7619 ounces. 2 white per pat. x 95

patterns equals 190 plus 10 per cent

take-up equals 211.11 yards 1-20

equals .2010 ounces. 32 white selvage

plus 15 per cent take-up equals 37.64

yards 1-20 equals .0358 ounces. Total

warp weight, 1.8071 ounces.
8-14 of filling equals brown or 740.-

56 yards 1-24 equals .5877 ounces. 4-14

of filling equals black or 370.28 yards
1-12 equals .5877 ounces. 2-14 of filling

equals white or 185.14 yards 1-24

equals .1469 ounces. Total 3.1294.

3.1294 ounces finished, 27 inches

wide.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns for novelty dress goods

would probably be made in mills of

the second division. For this class of

goods three or more different counts

of yarns are generally used, the counts
varying from 4s to 40s, the medium
yarn being from 20s to 30s. For the
cloth under description we will con-
sider that the yarns used are as fol-

lows: 8s, to produce one effect and
2-20s another, both of these yarns be-
ing used on the face of the cloth, and
l-30s for the ground warp and filling

yarns. In some mills it is the custom
to make all these counts of yams from
one staple and grade of cotton to save
time and to reduce the number of mix-
ings in order that the cotton may pass
up to a certain point on the same ma-
chines, the only difference being that
the finer yarns are run through one
more process of fly frames. While
this undoubtedly saves time and ma-
chines and may be done when the
counts of yarn used in the cloth do
not vary a great deal, still it is gener-
ally the case to have two or even
three different mixtures, one for the
very coarse, one for the medium and
one for the fine yarns. In this lesson
we will consider that there are

TWO MIXINGS,

or in other words, two grades and
staples of raw stock used, one for the
8s and another mixing for the 20s to

30s yarn. For 8s yarn the staple of

the raw stock should be from i to 1

inch in length and for the finer counts,
cotton of from 1 to 1%6 inch staple

may be used. The i-inch stock would
probably be mixed by hand, i. e., taken
from the bale and pulled into small
bunches and spread in the mixing bin
by the help. In this mixture all good
waste of the same length of staple is

used, the roving waste being treated,

as previously mentioned; sometimes,
but not often, comber waste is used,

but a large percentage should not be
used.

FOR THE FINER COUNTS
the raw stock would be run through
a bale breaker or, if no bale breaker
was in the mill equipment, then the
cotton would be mixed by hand the

same as cotton for the coarser counts

except that no comber waste would be
used. Two processes of picking and
an opener would be used with both
processes. All the points in connection
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with the opener given in former ar-

ticles should be carefully observed;

the speed of the fan of the breaker

should/ be about 1,500 revolutions per
minute for both stocks and the weight
of the laps 40 pounds or 16 ounces to

the yard. The speed of the fan at the

finisher picker should be a little less

than at the breaker picker and the

speed of the fan about 1,100 revolu-

tions per minute. This gives the cot-

ton passing under the action of the
boater about 42 beats or blows per
inch. The weight of the lap of the
i-inch stock should be 39 pounds or
14 ounces to the yard, and for the
finer counts of yarn, 35 pounds or 12 1/^

ounces to the yard. The

DRAFT OF THE CARD

for the coarser count should not ex-
ceed 100 and for the finer count should
not be less than 100. The same size

of wire fillet may be used for both
grades or, generally speaking, No. 33

wire fillet for cylinder and No. 34 wire
fillet for doffer and top flats. The
main points of difference would be in

the setting of the card for the dif-

ferent stocks, the longer staple of cot-

ton requiring the closer settings, the
production for the i-inch stock being
900 pounds and for the IVie inch
stock from 750 to 800 pounds per week
of 60 hours. The doffer of the card
should be as large as possible in both
cases, either 26 or 27 inch diameter.
Keep

THE CARD WIRE

sharp and be sure that the wire on the
flats is of uniform length, because, if

this is not the case, bad work is bound
to result on account of the fact that
even settings of the flats with the cyl-
inder cannot be obtained. The weight
per yard of the sliver would be the
same in both cottons, or 65 grains per
yard. The %-inch stock would be put
through two processes of drawing
and the longer staple three processes,
doubled 6 into 1 in both cases. The
weight of the sliver at the finisher
drawing would be the same, or 72
grains per yard. The same hank rov-
ing would be made at the slubber, or
.55 hank, although the settings

of the rolls of both of the
last named processes would be differ-

ent. Only one process of draw-
ing would be used on the i-

inch stock and at the fly frame it

would be made into 1 hank roving and
from here passed to the spinning room.
For the IHe inch stock two proc-
esses would be used. At the first in-

termediate the slubber roving would
be made into 2 hank roving and at

the second the roving for 20s count
yarn would be made into 4 hank and
for the 30s count would be made into

6 hank. The roving would then be
taken to

THE SPINNING ROOM,
where the required count would be
spun. The particulars for a warp
frame making 20s yarn have been giv-
en in a previous lesson; for a warp
frame making 8s, the following par-
ticulars may be used; any high-grade
spindle, length or traverse, 7 inch,

gauge of spindle, 3i/4 inches, diameter
of ring, 2% inches, speed of spindle,

8,100 revolutions per minute. For n
warp frame making 30s use g^uge of
spindle, 2| inches, diameter of ring,

1% inches, length of traverse, 6 inches,
speed of spindle, ^,800 revolutions per
minute. The yarn is then spooled and
warped and dyed. For some of the ef-

fects produced in this class of goods
two yarns of different colors are twist-
ed together; for this a machine known
as a twister is used, one thread of
each color being twisted togethep.

Dyeing Particulars.

DARK GREEN.
4 per cent tetrazo brilliant green J;

80 per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal
soda.

RED.
4 per cent tetrazo fast red 4 B; 30

per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal so-
da.

LIGHT SKY BLUB.
1 per cent tetrazo blue 6 B new; 20

per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal so-
da.

WINE.
3 per cent tetrazo corinth; 30 per

cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal soda.
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DARK BLUE.
3 per cent tetrazo blue B X; 30 per

cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

DARK BROWN.
3 per cent tetrazo dark brown; ^

per cent tetrazo black brown; 30 per
cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

LILAC.

2 per cent tetrazo chlorine lilac B;
2 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's.

LIGHT SLATE.
1/4 per cent tetrazo black N; i/i Per

cent tetrazo brilliant blue B B; 2 per
cent sal soda; 25 per cent Glauber's.

DARK SLATE.
11/^ per cent tetrazo black N; i^ per

cent tetrazo blue 3 B; 2 per cent sal

soda; 30 per cent Glauber's.

OLIVE.

^ per cent diamine fast yellow B;
3 per cent diamine bronze G; 2 per
cent sal soda; 30 per cent Glauber's.

BLACK.
5 per cent tetrazo black N; 3 per

cent sal soda; 30 per cent Glauber's.

NAVY BLUE.
3 per cent tetrazo blue B X; i^ per

cent tetrazo blue 4 R; 3 per cent sal

soda; 30 per cent Glauber's.
The above colors are for first baths,

for a standing bath. One-third of the
color can be taken away from these
amounts. After dyeing, yarn must be
well rinsed in water.

» »

DRILL
Cotton drill is a medium-weight

single cloth, weighing from 4 to 6

ounces and composed of coarse all-cot-

ton yarns, warp and filling. It is al-

ways made with a small uneven sided

twill weave, generally ?

—

^
(warp ef-

fect) twill weave.
Drill is sometimes made from yarns

in the gray and afterwards dyed in

the piece, or in solid warp color ef-

fects, such as indigo blue and dark
brown, white filling being used in each
instance.

It can be woven in any single box
iQpm, and is usually drawn in and

woven on cotton harness, as these are
light in weight and wear better than
wire heddles for this style of cotton
goods.

Drills are often made upon the au-
tomatic loom because simple weaves
such as are used on drills show just
about as good results as when plain
weave cloth is being, manufactured,
Whenever a heavy fabric is being
made, it naturally follows that the
loom is af a heavier character than
when a light fabric is to be made,
therefore, on drills the looms are
likely to be heavier than where a light

plain fabric is being woven.

THE WARP
is beamed on the slasher, the warp
proper being divided into a certain
number of sections, in accordance with
the number of ends to be used in the
drill warp. These s^ections are beamed
on the warp mill,^the yarn being run
on to the beam from the spools in the
creel rack. The several section beams,
when completed in the warp mill, are
assembled in the beam rack at the end
of the slasher and the yarn from each
beam is run through the size tub and
over the drying cylinder of the slash-
er at the same time, on to the slash-
er beam, thus making a complete warp,
the sizing and beaming being done at
one operation.

Slasher warps do not have a lease
in them, the yarn being kept nearly
straight in place by the use of a slash-
er comb, which is, in fact, a shallow
reed having one open side. The comb
is pressed through the threads, while
they are spread taut in the slasher
frame and a wooden cap is then fast-

ened upon the open side of the slasher
comb, thereby holding the yarn in

place for the operation of drawing in.

The drawing in is performed by
girls, without the aid of a bander In,

as is the case when pattern warps are
drawn in from a lease.

The drawer -in for drill uses a three-
bladed hook (a blade for each harness)
and the harnesses or heddles are hung
upon a rack immediately in front of
the beamed warp. The drawer in, if

experienced, will pick out three hed-
dles and three ends at one time, and
continue to do so until the total warp
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t;nds are threaded through the har-
nesses or heddles.

To finish colored drill, the goods are

taken from the loom and run through
the brusher to remove all lint and
waste threads, after which they are

put through the size tubs and then dry
pressed.

CONSTRUCTION.
4 square inches equals 9.95 grains.

30x36 equals 1,080x9.95 equals 10,746

divided by 4 equals 2,686.5 divided by
437.5 equals 6.14 ounces per yard fin-

ished.
30 pieces blue warp x 2i^ equals 75

inches- equals 1.9 grains. 75x7,000

equals 525,000 divided by 1.9 equals

276,315.8 divided by 36 equals 7,675.4J{

divided by 840 equals 1-lOs cotton.

30 pieces white filling x iy2 equals
45 inches equals .55 grains. 45x7,000

equals 315,000 divided by .55 equals
572 727 divided by 36 equals 15,909

divided by 840 equals l-18s cotton.

66 ends per inch finished and 48

picks per ineh finished equal 63 ends
per inch loom and 44 picks per inch
loom. 10 per cent take-up in weaving
minus 6^/^ per cent contraction in reed.

16 ends selvage. 30 inchies finished

equals 32 inches in ?

—

^
twill weave.

750 reed minus 3 ""ends per dent.

Finish equals size and dry press.

66x30 equals 1,980 plus 16 equals 1,-

996 plus 10 per cent equals 2,218 yards
1-lOs cotton warp equals 4.224 ounces.
48 picks x 30 equals 1,440 yards, l-18s

cotton filling equals 1.523 ounces.

4.224 ounces warp.
1.523 ounces filling.

5.747 ounces loom weight.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The machinery used to make the
counts of yarns for the kind of cloth

under description would be found in

mills of the first and perhaps of the

second division, as given in a previous
lesson. As the yarns are made from
a short staple, low-grade cotton, the
mixing will probably be done by hand;
i. e., the bales of cotton would be
opened at the mixing bin and the cot-

ton separated into small parts and
piled up in the bin until it was full.

The good waste from cards and draw-

ing frames would also be mixed in
with the raw stock, and in the cheaper
grades of drill comber waste is some-
times used in small quantities. The
same length of staple may be used
for both warp and filling yarns and
they may be run through the same
machines up to the fiy frames, and
here

THE ONLY DIFFERENCE
is that the roving to make the filling

yarn is run through one more process
of fly frames than the warp yarn. The
mixing is taken from the bins and
thrown into the hopper of the opener
and this hopper is always kept full.

Keep the pin beater free from cotton,
so that an even sheet of cotton may be

DHaDHaDBHDBBa
DBBDBBDHBDBHDB
BBDBBDBBDBBDBB
BDBBDBBDBBDBBD
DBBDBBDBBDBBaB
BBDBBDBBDBBDBB
BDBBDBBDBBaBBa
DBBnBBDBBDBBDB
BBaBBDBBDBBDBB
BDBBDBBDBBDBBD
DBBDBBDBBDBBDB
BBDBBDBBDBBDBB
BQBBDBBaBBaBfla

Weave

ODBDDBDDBDDBDDB
DBDDBDDBDDBDDBD
BDDBDDBDDBDDBDQ

Drawing-in Draft

IBBaDDBBBDDDaBB
Keed Plan

6.140 ounces finished.
5.747 ounces loom.

.393 ounces = sizing in finishing.

About 6K per cent of size.

passed up to the beater, the speed of
which should be about 1,050 revolu-
tions per minute. In modem mills
this opener is built in connection with
the breaker picker, and the cotton,
after passing the beater, is thrown on
to a moving lattice and is brought to
the feed rolls of the breaker picker,
which in turn condenses it and passes
the beater which should have a speed
of 1,500 revolutions per minute. See
that the draught of this picker and
also the finisher picker is so directed
that the cotton, after passing the
beater, will be blown upon the top of
the pair of cages, as this will

HELP TO MAKE AN EVEN LAP
at the front end. The weight of the
lap at the front end of the breaker
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should be about 40 pounds or about 16

ounces to the yard. The laps are
then put up at the finisher picker and
doubled four into one. The speed of

this beater should be 1,450 revolutions
per minute and the weight of the
finished lap about 39 pounds or 14

ounces to the yard. The cotton re-

ceives about 42 beats to the inch at

this machine. The draft of this ma-
chine is very small and very rarely ex-

ceeds 3. All heavy and quickly mov-
ing parts should be oiled frequently
and keep the room clean. The laps

are then put up at the card. The
draft of this machine should not ex-

ceed 100 for this class of goods.

THE SETTINGS
should be wide, because it is the ob-

ject to get off as many pounds as pos-

sible for this class of goods. Keep the
wire sharp by frequent grindings. The
speed of the licker-in should be about
300 revolutions per minute. The speed
of the top flats should be one com-
plete revolution in 40 minutes and the

speed of the doffer from 13i^ to 14

revolutions per minute. The diameter
of the doffer should be as large as

possible, say 26 or 27 inches. The pro-

duction should be about 800 pounds
for a week of 60 hours.

THE SLIVER
should weigh about 65 grains to the

yard. The sliver is run through three

processes of drawings, the weight at

the finisher drawing being 70 grains.

The doublings at the different process-

es of drawing should be 6 into 1 and
the drafts should not exceed 6. The
speed of the front roller should be 400

revolutions per minute. The slubber

is the next process, and here the

sliver should be made into a 50 hank
roving. The warp yarn is then put

through one more process of fly frame
and made into 1.25 to 1.50 hank rov-

ing and from here passed to the spin-

ning room. The filling yarn is put
through one more process and is made
into 2.50 hank roving and then passed
on to the spinning room.

THE SPINNING FRAME
then draws the roving into the re-

quired hank by having the correct

draft gear put on. Good specifications

for both the warp and filling framea
are as follows: For warp frame, for
spinning 10s yarn, gauge of spindle,
three inches; diameter of ring, two
inches; length of traverse, 7 inches;
speed of spindle, 8,600 revolutions per
minute; twist per inch, 15.02; for fill-

ing frame spinning 18s yarn, gauge of
spindle, 2% inches; diameter of ring,

iy2 inches; speed of spindle, 7,200 rev-
olutions per minute; length of trav-
erse, 61/^ inches; twist per inch, 13.79.

The warp yarn is then spooled, warped
and run through a slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

Drills are yam dyed, blue and
brown, indigo or sulphur blues, cutch
or sulphur browns.

PYROGENE INDIGO BLUE.
10 per cent color; 20 per cent sul-

phide sodium; 8 per cent soda ash;
35 per cent salt; 2 per cent mineral oil,

1 hour at 200 degrees F. After-treated
with

ll^ per cent bichrome; iy2 per cent
sulpliate copper; 3 per cent acetic
acid, 9 degrees Tw. Well rinsed and
soaped. A soap made of

2 per cent parafl3.n wax; 2 per cent
glue; 2 per cent dextrine is consid-
ered very suitable. Turn for 15 min-
utes at 120 degrees F. Squeeze and
dry.

BRO *\VN.

5 per cent immedial cutch O; 1 per
cent immedial dark brown A; 3 per
cent immedial brown B; 8 per cent
sulphide sodium; 3 per cent soda ash;
30 per cent Glauber's salt. Turn at 200
degrees F. for one hour, rinse and
after-treat:

iy2 per cent bichrome; 1^^ per cent
sulphate copper; 3 per cent acetic
acid, 9 degrees Tw.; 30 minutes at 200
degrees F. Rinse and soap with a
weak solution at Loil.

A variety of shades are piece dyed
on drills and used for various pur-
poses, where a very strong cloth is re-

quired.
SLATE.

3 per cent thion black B; 3 per cent
'oulphide sodium; 3 per cent soda ash;
20 per cent common salt. Rinse well
and soap.
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BLACK.

15 per cent thion black G; 15 per
cent sulphide sodium; 3 per cent soda
ash; 30 per cent common salt. Rinse
well and soap.

BUFF.

1 per cent thion brown G; V4, per
cent thion yellow R; 2 per cent sul-

phide sodium; 2 per cent soda ash;

30 per cent common salt. Rinse well

and soap.
OLIVE.

4 per cent immedial olive B; Vz per
cent immedial black N G; i/^ per cent
immedial yellow D; 5 per cent sodium
sulphide; 3 per cent soda ash; 30 per
cent Glauber's salt. Rinse well and
soap.

SKY BLUE.

3 per cent immedial sky blue pow-
der; 3 per cent sodium sulphate; 3 per
cent soda ash; 30 per cent Glauber's
salt. Rinse well and soap.

GREEN.

10 per cent katigen green 2 B; 10

per cent sodium sulphide; 3 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent Glauber's salt;

rinse well and soap.

DARK BOTTLE GREEN.

10 per cent immedial dark green B;
2 per cent immedial yellow D; Yz per
cent immedial black N G; 13 per cent
sodium sulphide; 3 per cent soda ash;
30 per cent Glauber's salt. Rinse well
and soap.

RED.

5 per cent diamine fast red; 3 per
cent sal soda; 30 per cent Glauber's
salt. Rinse and after-treat with 1 per
cent fluoride chrome.

FLANNELETTE
Flannelette is a narrow, light-weight

fabric composed of all-cotton yarns,
from l-30s to l-14s in the warp and
filling, the filling being soft spun to

permit of the raising of a very slight

nap on the back of the goods.
This fabrics is practically always

woven from grey yarns and never
from bleached yarns. In some cases

where striped patterns of a woven
character are being made the yarns
are made by a stock dyeing process,
and in this case it might be said that
the yarns were of a bleached and dyed
character, but by far the largest por-
tion of the cloths are not made in this

manner. When the material has been
woven it is piece bleached and then
the various printed patterns are
placed upon the face of the goods by
the printing machine. In the most
successful mills these fabrics are made
in the grey state upon automatic
looms, and a lower cost of production
obtained. Even when striped pat-
terns are being made, or where solid

colors in piece dyed effects are being
produced some manufacturers have
found the use of automatic looms of
great advantage.

Flannelette is made with simple one
or two colored stripe patterns,^ either
black and white, or indigo blue and
white, and in elaborate all-over floral

designs in imitation of jacquard pat-
terns, the ground colors being of a
dark tone, and the figure of either
harmonious or contrasting combina-
tions of color. The 'finished fabric is

sold by the retailer at 8 to 10 cents
per yard, 27 inches wide, and is used
very extensively in the manufacture
of ladies' wrappers, kimonos, etc., for
house wear, and which, when soiled,

can be thrown into the family wash
and cleaned.

THE PRINTING OPERATION
is performed by an automatic machine,
which consists of a series of rollers or
drums, over which the cloth is passed
to hold it taut, and smooth all wrin-
kles so that the goods present an even
surface to the printing roll.

Upon this roller the design or pat-
tern is engraved, and the liquid color
being fed upon it as it revolves, the
cloth passes over the surface, and re-
tains an exact impression of the de-
sign (in colors) that has been en-
graved upon the roller.

Flannelette can be woven in any
single box loom, and the finish means
taking from the loom and brushing off,

to remove loose threads, then run-
ning through the napper to produce a
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nap on the goods, after which the
fabric is printed.

CONSTRUCTION.
27 inches finished.

4 square inches equals 4.85 gra-ins.

27x36 equals 972x4.85 equals 5,714.20

divided by 4 equals 1,428.55 divided by
437.5 equals 3.034 ounces per yard, 27
inches wide.

DBHDaaaaDDBBDODDBBOnB
D3BBDGBB
DBBIJCBBD
BBDL:BBGa
BDGBBDDB

Design

nnnBDnnB
DDBQCOBn
DBanDBDn
BnnnBDaa
Drawing- in Draft

DDBBaDBB
BaDBBDQ

Reed Plan

DDBB
DBBD
BBDiri
BDDB
DDBB
DBBD
BBDD
BDDB

Uaroesg Cbkim

20 pieces white warp x 2^^ equals
50 inches equals .35 grains. 50x7,000
equals 350,000 divided by .35 equals 1,-

000,000 divided by 840 equals l-30s
cotton warp.

16 pieces white filling x 2 equals 32
inches equals .3 grains. 32x7,000
equals 224,000 divided by .3 equals
746,666 divided by 840 equals 1-243
cotton filling.

Reed 1,460—29 1-3 inches—2 ends
per dent; 16 ends selvage, 10 per cent
take-up; 2,37& ends, l-30s white cot-
ton warp (ex. of selvage) ; 59 picks,

l-24s white cotton filling (soft spun);

- 2 45s twill weave (warp effect on

face) ; finish equals very light nap on
the back of the fabric or filling effect.

88 ends per inch finished and 64
picks per inch finished equals 81 ends
in reed and 59 picks in loom.

88x27 equals 2,376 plus 16 equals
2,392 ends plus 10 per cent take-up
equals 2,658 yards l-30s warp yarn
equals 1.687 ounces. 64 picks x 27
equals 1,728 yards l-24s filling equals
1.371 ounces. Total 3.058 ounces.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The processes of machinery for
making the required count of yarns

for fiannelette may be found in either
the better class of the first division
or in the second division of mills, as
given in a previous lesson. A medium
to low grade of cotton of from % to

IVs inch staple may be used, accord-
ing to the grade or mill in which the
flannelette is made. Generally speak-
ing, a cotton of %-inch staple is used.
In the first division of mills the mix-
ing would be done by hand, but in the
second division the equipment would
probably include a bale breaker, and
unless the mixing was pressed the
cotton would be run through this ma-
chine, and as this machine will take
care of 80,000 pounds of cotton there
is not much danger of it being over-
worked.

THE MIXING

should be as large as possible and in

the lower grades of fiannelette the
mixing would include a small percent-
age of comber waste, as well as the
good sliver waste from the cards,
drawing frames and comber rooms (if

equipment contains same). The better
grades of flannelette would not use
waste. Roving waste would be used
in both mixings, but this stock would
not be mixed until the finisher picker
process, and here the waste should not
be mixed in a greater proportion than
1 to 4. In the modern equipments of

mills generally only two processes of
picking, with an opener, are used; but
as there are a great many mills, which
use three processes of picking, the
particulars will be given for

THREE PROCESSES OF PICKING.

For this class of goods the rigid type
of beater is used on all picking ma-
chines. Ke'^'p the hopper of the opener
more than half full to help obtain an
even lap. The speed of the beater of
the opener should be about 1,000 revo-
lutions per minute. This machine is

generally used in connection with the
breaker picker, and after the cotton
has passed the beater, it is passed
under a pair of wooden rollers onto an
endless lattice which carries it to the
feed rolls of the breaker picker. The
speed of the beater of this machine
should be about 1,500 revolutions per
minute and the weight of the laps at
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the front about 40 pounds or about 16
ounces to the yard.

THE DOUBLINGS
of the intermediate picker should be
four into one and the speed of this

beater should be the same as the fin-

isher picker, or 1,450 revolutions per
minute. The speed of the fan at this

machine should be about 1,050 revolu-
tions per minute. The speed of the
driving shafts on this and on the fin-

isher picker should be about 375 rev-
olutions per minute. The weight of

the lap at the front should be a little

less than at the breaker, or about 37
pounds or a 12-ounce lap. The same
particulars may be used for the finish-

er picker with the following excep-
tions: Speed of fan, 1,100 revolutions
per minute and the weight of the lap
about 39 pounds or about a 14-ounce
lap. These particulars will answer for

both warp and filling. The lap is put
up at the card which should have a
draft of about 100. Set the doffer to
a 5-gauge and use as large a doffer as
possible, either a 26 or 27 inch. The

PRODUCTION OF A CARD
for this class of work should be about
800 pounds, with a 65-grain sliver, for

a week of 60 hours. On this class of
goods no combing is used, but a three-
process drawing. See that the proper
weights are attached to the top rolls.

The doublings are generally six into
one, although eight into one are used
in some mills. Don't draw more than
you double. The draft should be about
5 at each process; speed of front rolls

400 revolutions per minute. Watch
your settings of the top rolls at these
machines. The hank roving made at
the slubber should be about .55. Only
one process of fly frames is used for
warp, the hank roving being made
about 2. Use square root of hank x 1.1

for twist. For the filling, a two-proc-
ess fly frame is used, the hank
roving being 2 at the first interme-
diate and 3.75 to 4.00 hank at the 2d
intermediate. Use square root of hank
X 1.2 for twist. The roving is now car-
ried to

THE SPINNING ROOM
where it is made into the required
count of yarn. For 14s warp yarn use

the following particulars for spinning
frame: Size of spindle, any first class;

gauge of spindle, 3 inches; diameter
or ring, 2% inches; length of traverse,

7 inches. For this class of goods a
soft twist is used for the warp yarn,
as little as possible being put in, but
be sure and put in enough so that
the yarn will not break back in the
loom. For a filling frame for 30s yarn
use as follows: Gauge of spindles, 2%
inches; diameter of ring, li/^ inches,

length of traverse, 6i/^ inches. The
warp yarn is then spooled, warped
and put through the slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

SKY BLUE.
^ per cent eboli blue 6 B; 20 per

cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

PINK.

% per cent dioxyrubine G; 20 per
cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

YELLOW.
^ per cent fast cotton yellow C ex-

tra; 20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent
sal soda.

SCARLET.
3 per cent diamine scarlet B; 30 per

cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal soda.

WINE.
4 per cent diamine Bordeaux B; 30

per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal

soda.
RED.

4 per cent diamine fast red F; 30 per
cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal soda.

CINNAMON BROWN.
3 per cent diamine brown 3 G; 30

per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal soda.

BLACK.
15 per cent pyfogene black B; 20

per cent sodium sulphide; 3 per cent
soda ash; 40 per cent Glauber's.

DARK BROWN.
4 per cent chrysophenine ; 2 per cent

benzo fast black; 2y2 per cent benzo
fast red L; 30 per cent Glauber's; 3

per cent sal soda.

MYRTLE GREEN.
3 per cent benzo green G G; % per

cent chrysophenine; i/^ per cent benzo
fast black; 30 per cent Glauber's; 3
per cent sal soda.
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SLATE.
1 per cent benzo fast black; i/^ per

cent benzo fast blue B N; % per cent
benzo fast red L; 30 per cent Glaub-
er's; 3 per cent sal soda.

HELIOTROPE.
2 per cent tetrazo lilac B.; 30 per

cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal soda.

NAVY BLUE.
5 per cent tetrazo indigo blue C; 30

per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal

soda.
ORANGE.

3 per cent tetrazo chlorine orange
R.; 30 per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent
sal soda.

LEMON YELLOW.
11/^ per cent tetrazo lemon yellow;

30 per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal

soda.

DENIM
Denim is a strong, medium-weight

single-cloth fabric, weighing from 4i/^

to 5 ounces per yard and composed of

single cotton yarn in warp and filling.

It is usually made with a small, un-

even-sided twill weave, such as^—j^S*^

twill, and in solid color warp ef-

fects, generally indigo blue or dark
brown, and white filling. White sel-

vage is used in all grades.
A grade known as covert cloth is

made of twist yarn in the warp, and
dark colored single filling. The twist
yarns are usually blue and white and
the cloth of a similar texture to that
of the regular denim.

In effect denim is a stout, twilled

fabric, having excellent wearing quali-

ties, and is made to sell at 10 to 15

cents per yard retail. It is used prin-

cipally in the manufacture of overalls,

to be worn by workmen who operate
machinery, or by those who perform
hard, rough labor of any description.

Denim can be woven on any single

box loom, the warp being prepared on
the slasher in the same manner as a
sheeting warp. It is then drawn in on
the harness or heddles, in accordance
with weave desired.

Tlje finish of this fabric is a rather
heavy Bi^ng, after which the goods are
dried and pressed.

Denim is sometimes dyed in the
piece, in light shades of tan, blue, etc.,

and the goods made up into summer
outing skirts for ladies' wear.

1 square inch equals 2.6 grains. 27 x
36 equals 972 x 2.6 equals 2,527.2 divid-
ed by 1 equals 2,527.2 divided by 437.5
equals 5.77 ounces per yard, 27 inches
wide finished.

20 pieces blue warp x 1 inch equals
20 inches equals .5 grains. 20 x 7,000
equals 140,000 divided by .5 equals 2^
800,000 divided by 36 equals 7,777.77
divided by 840 equals l-9s warp.

GHHaBaDHBDBB DIBDBBGIHGaaD BBD
BuBBDBBDBBDB BDB
DBBGBBDaBaBB DBB
BBDBBCBBDBBa BBD £
BDBBaBBDBBDB BDB &
DBBnBBDBBGBB DBB ^
BBDBBDBBDBBD BBD a
BGBBDBBDBBDB BGB '3

DBBDBBGBBDBH GBB 3BBGBBGBBGBBQ BBD
BGBBGBBGBBGB BUB

Design

GBGGBnDBGnB
DaGGBaDBGDBQ
BGGBDGBGGBGD

Drawing- in Draft

DDDBBBDnDBBB
BBBDGGBBBaGa

BecdPhn

15 pieces white filling x 3 inches
equals 45 inches equals .65 grains .45

x 7,000 equals 315,000 divided by .65

equals 484,615 divided by 36 equals 13,-

461.43 divided by 840 equals l-16s fill-

ing.

CONSTRUCTION.
2

-^
twill 45

\

68 ends per inch finished and 42
picks per inch finished equals 63 ends
in reed and 40 picks in loom.
Reed 750—29 inches—3 ends per

dent. 10 per cent take-up—32 ends sel-

vage. 40 picks, l-16s white cotton fill-

ing.

1,836 ends blue yarn and 32 ends
white yarn selvage equals l-9s cotton
warp.
1,836 + 32 = 1,868 + 10% take-
up -= 2,076 yards 1-9 warp = 4.39 oz.

42 picks X 27" = 1,134 yards 1-16
filling = 1.35 oz.

5.74 oz.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Denim is constructed of yarns that
are made in either the first or second
division of mills as given in a pre-
vious lesson. In the second division
of mills the raw stock would be run
through a bale breaker, as this class
of mills would undoubtedly contain
this machine in their equipment. In
the first division of mills the mixing
would be done by hand. When bale
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breakers are used, it is of great ad-
vantage to have a blower in connection
with them. This blower is generally
placed at the delivery end of the ma-
chine and blows the cotton, after it

has passed through the bale breaker,
through trunking onto an endless lat-

tice which deposits it in the mixing
bins. A blower is of advantage be-
cause it opens the cotton and the cur-
rent of air helps to dry it and the cot-
ton does not have to dry out in the
mixing bins, as is the case when a
blower is not used. Mixing is

A VERY IMPORTANT PART
of the card room, and too little atten-
tion is generally given to it. It will

be understood that if the cotton is not
properly mixed, this defect cannot be
remedied at any subsequent machine.
Cotton of the same length of staple
should always be used, cotton of the
same nature, and where waste is used
the percentage should be as small as
it is possible- to make it. The same
mixing may be used for making both
the warp and filling yarns, a me-
dium to low grade being used of a
staple length of about one inch (rang-
ing from % to 1 1-16 inches, accord-
ing to the quality of the denim being
made). A small percentage of comber
waste may be used, but is not advis-
able. The good sliver waste
from the cards and drawing
frames is mixed with the raw
stock and the roving waste is

mixed in the manner described in a
previous article. The cotton would be
put through two processes of picking
and an opener. Keep the hopper of the
opener well filled with cotton, so that
the lifting apron will always be carry-
ing up a full load of cotton to the pin
roller. The

SPEED OF THE BEATER
of the opener should be about 1,050
revolutions per minute, the speed of
the fan being about 350 revolutions
per minute. If porcupine beater is
used, the speed should be about 1,150
revolutions per minute. The speed of
a two-bladed beater of a rigid type of
the breaker picker should be about 1,-

500 revolutions per minute, the speed
of the fan being about 100 revolutions

less. The total weight of the lap at

the head end should be about 40
pounds, or 20 ounces to the yard. The
doublings at the finisher picker are
4 into 1 and the speed of the beater
(two-bladed rigid type), 1,450 revolu-
tions per minute, which will beat the
cotton sheet presented to it about 42
times per inch in length. The weight
of the lap in the front should be as
heavy as possible and at the same
time not overwork the card. A good
weight would be 39 pounds or a 14-

ounce lap (for a 38-inch lap). The

DRAFT OF THE CARD
should not exceed 100 and should be
not less than 90. The sliver should
weigh 65 grains per yard and the pro-
duction about 850 pounds for a week
of 60 hours. Keep your card wire
sharp, and be sure that your top flats

are ground even, because close and
accurate settings cannot be obtained
when the wire on the flats is not of a
uniform length. Large doffers should
also be used. The sliver would then be
put through two processes of drawing
frames, the speed of the front roll (li/^

inches diameter) being 400 revolutions
per minute on each set. The draft
should not be more than the doublings
and the sliver should weigh about 70
grains per yard,

THE PRODUCTION
being about 260 pounds per delivery
per day of 10 hours. When metallic
rolls are used, the production would
be considerably greater or about 350
under the conditions noted above. Me-
tallic rolls are coming more and more
into use, especially on the lower
counts of yarns, and also on a heavy
sliver; although they can be used on
all grades and lengths of staple, they
are not generally used, but not through
any fault of the rolls, as they are suit-

able for producing fine work. The slub-
ber draws the sliver into .55 hank and
the one-process fly frames used make
the roving into a 1.75 hank roving.
Sometimes two different hanks are
made at the fly frame, one for the
warp and one for the filling yarns;
where this is the case, the warp is

made from one hank roving and the
filling from 2.00 hank. The particu-
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lars for the warp spinning frame for
No. 9s are as follows: Front roll, one
inch diameter; gauge of frame, 3

inches; diameter of ring, 2^/4 inches;
length of traverse, 7 inches; for a fill-

ing frame making 16s use gauge of
frame, 21 inches; dian:eter of ring,

11 inches; length of traverse, GV2
inches. The warp yarn is then spool-
ed, warped and put through the
slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

BLUE.

6 per cent katigen indigo B.; 6 per
cent katigen indigo 5 G.; 12 per cent
sulphide sodium; 4 per cent soda ash,
20 per cent salt; after-treat with 1^
per cent bichrome, 2 per cent copper
sulphate and 4 per cent acetic acid.

Rinse well and soap.

BLACK.

15 per cent immedial black NN.; 15
per cent sodium sulphide; 30 per cent
Glauber's salt; 4 per cent soda ash.
Rinse well and soap.

BROWN.
6 per cent thion brown G.; 6 per

cent thion brown B.; 2 per cent thion
yellow R.; 14 per cent sulphide so-

dium; 4 per cent soda ash; 30 per
cent salt; after-treat 3 per cent bi-

chrome, 3 per cent sulphate cop-
per; 5 per cent acetic acid. Rinse well
and soap.

SLATE.

5 per cent pyrogene black B.; 5 per
cent sodium sulphide; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt. Rinse well and
soap.

DARK GREEN.
10 per cent immedial green G.; i/^

per cent immedial black NB.; 10 per
cent sulphide sodium; 4 per cent soda
ash; 30 per cent Glauber's salt. Rinse
well and soap.

RED.

8 per cent diamine fast red F.; 30

per cent Glauber's salt; 3 per cent
soda crystals. Rinse and after-treat 2

per cent fluoride chrome at 160 de-
grees F.

BOURRETTE
Bourrette is a light-weight, single

cloth fabric, weighing from 4i/^ to 6

ounces, composed of two-ply cotton
warp, and either wool, merino, or a
combination of cotton and wool shod-
dy filling. Both the warp and the fill-

ing have an occasional end or pick
of fancy bourrette or nub yarn add-
ed for effect; hence the name.

In appearance bourrette cloth is a
semi-rough-faced woolen fabric, hav-
ing small fancy colored lumps on the
yarn, scattered throughout the goods
in accordance with the effect desir-

ed. The cloth when finished is used
principally in the manufacture of la-

dies' fall suitings.

THE WEAVE
is usually a I plain weave, or a mix-

ed twill effect, such as can be produc-

ed from the regular -— 45 degrees

twill, viz.: diamond or entwining twill

weaves. These weaves, in connection
with certain warp and filling patterns,
such as 1 black, 1 fancy twist or 2

black, 2 fancy twist, create very elab-
orate styles, as this color arrangement
serves to hide the rigid outline of

the design, and thus has a tendency
to complicate the general appearance
of the weave used in the fabric.

The fancy effects in twist that can
be adapted to this line are made by
twisting the following colors together,
viz.:

Black and white.
Black and light blue.
Black and light green.
Black and old gold.
Black and red.
Black and light brown.

These twist yarns serve the purpose
of brightening up the general ap-
pearance of the goods,
Bourrette cloth can be woven in any

power loom, excepting those styles
wherein a single pick of the fancy
yarn is introduced in the filling, in

which case a pick and pick dobby
loom is necessary.

TO FINISH THE FABRIC,
the goods are taken from the loom and
measured, after which they are brush-
ed, scoured in a solution of soap
and cold water, then tentered and
dried and pressed.
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The bourrette yarn is made by twist-

ing two cotton threads and a worsted
thread together, the worsted being al-

lowed to deliver more quickly than
the cotton threads at regular inter-

vals.

The excess which is delivered is

twisted around the cotton threads in

aaHBDuBBDCBHnnBB
flaaBaaDaDHBGDHan
BaaaaaDaaaDaaaDa
DaanaaBaaaDaaDaa
DaflBuaBBDaaaaGBB
anaBaaDBaaaDDBBa
aaDaaanaaaDaaaaa
anBanDBBaDBBDDBB
naanDaananpaBDna
aannaaanaannaBDa
annaaGnanaaDDBBn
nDaannaBGaaaDDBB
naannaanaanaanna
aaDnaaanaaDDaaDD
BGGaaGDaDBaaaaaa

Design
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aaaDaaaa
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Harness Chain

the one place, thereby forming a lump
on the twisted yarn, as the worsted
yarn is run at a varied speed, and is

not regularly distributed around the
cotton threads.

CONSTRUCTION.
4 square inches equals 7.61 grains.
33 X 36 equals 1,188 times 7.61 equals

904,068 divided by 4 equals 2,260.17 di-

vided by 437.5 equals 5.11 ounces, 33
inches wide from loom.

23 pieces black warp times 2 equals
46 inches equals 1.41 grains.

46 X 7,000 equals 322,000 divided by
1.41 equals 228,368 divided by 36
equals 6,343.5 divided by 840 equals 2-

14s.

22 pieces twist warp times 2^
equals 55 inches equals 2 grains.

55 X 7,000 equals 385,000 divided by
2 equals 178,804 divided by 36 equals
5,216.8 divided by 840 equals 2-12s.

30 pieces black merino filling times

2 equals 60 inches equals 3 grains.

60 X 7,000 equals 420,000 divided by
3 equals 140,000 divided by 36 equals
3,888 divided by 300 equals l-12s cut.

10 per cent up.
Reed, 400 minus 1 end per dent

minus 36 inches wide, including sel-

vage of 16 ends 2-14s black, 24 picks,
1-12 cut merino equals 75 per cent
wool and 25 per cent cotton.

Warp pattern: 1 black equals 2-14s
cotton; 1 twist equals 2-12s cotton.

24 picks times 36 equals 864 yards
1-12 merino equals 3.84 ounces.

192 ends black plus 16 equals 208
plus 10 per cent take-up equals 231
yards, 2-14s equals 6.28 ounces; 192
ends twist plus 10 per cent take-up
equals 213 yards 2-12s equals .676

ounc'es; total, 5.144 ounces per yard
loom.

Finish—Scour, tenter and steam
press to loom width.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

In the class of goods under descrip-
tion it will be noticed that there is a
very small percentage of cotton con-
tained in its make-up. If the cotton
yam that this class of goods contains
was made in a cotton mill, the follow-
ing particulars would be a good foun-
dation on which to base the speeds,
weight and processes through which
the raw stock would have to pass be-
fore being turned out into 2-ply 12s
or 2-14s yarn, as the case may be.

This class of yarn may be made in the
first division of mills, and the cotton
would be hand mixed and put in the
bins. The mixing should be allowed to

dry out as much as possible before us-
ing, and a better plan would be to
have two large mixing bins so that
when one was in use the other one
might be filled and the cotton dried.

This is not always done, because most
picker rooms are pressed for floor

space.
THE RAW STOCK

should be put through two processes
of picking and an opener. The good
waste from pickers, cards and draw-
ing frames should be put into the mix-
ing bin before runjiing it through the
opener. Always keep the hopper of
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the opener more than half full and
gauge your stripping roller so that
quite a heavy weight of cotton is pass-
ed to the action of the beater. The
speed of the beater for the opener
should be about 1,000 revolutions per
minute, and the speed of the fan about
350 revolutions per minute. This ma-
chine is used in connection with the
breaker picker and the speed of the
beater (2 bladed rigid type), should be
about 1,500 revolutions per minute.
The weight of the lap at the front
should be about 40 pounds or a 20-

ounce lap to the yard. The laps from
the breaker picker are put up at the
finisher picker and doubled 4 into 1.

The speed of the beater at this ma-
chine should be about 1,450 revolu-
tions per minute, which gives about
42 blows per inch of cotton fed. The

WEIGHT OF THE LAP

should be about 40 pounds or a 14i^-

ounce lap. Care should be taken to see
that the variation in the total weight
of the laps delivered at the front of
the finisher picker is not more than
three-quarters of a pound from stand-
ard weight for raw stock to make
goods under description, and the
amount of variation for the finer

classes of goods should not exceed
one-half a pound from standard. When
laps are found to vary more thaii;

above noted, they should be placed at
the back of the finisher picker and run
over. If a great degree of variation is

found, 1. e., if the standard is 40
pounds, and laps are delivered which
weigh 391^, 41, 39, 40%, and so on, it

shows that the picker needs adjust-
ment, and on all makes of machines
there are devices to regulate these
small variations. The laps are put up
at the card and the draft of this ma-
chine should not exceed 100.

THE WIRE FILLET

should be coarser, so as to stand the
pressure of the weight and amount of

cotton to be passed through. This
wire should be kept sharp by frequent
grindings with the grinding rollers.

The weight of the sliver should be
about 65 grains to the yard and the
production of a card for 60 hours on

this class of goods should be not less
than 850 pounds. The cotton is put
through two processes of drawing. The
speed of the front roller in each case
should be 400 revolutions per minute.
On this grade of cotton it would be of

great advantage if metallic rolls were
used. The weight of the sliver at the
front of the finisher drawing frame
should be about 70 grains to the yard.
The sliver at the drawing frames
should be weighed about three times a
day to see that it is the proper weight.
The slubber roving should weigh about
.50 hank. Only one process of fly

frames is used and the hank at this
should be about 1.50. The roving is

then carried to

THE SPINNING ROOM,
when it is spun to the required count
yarn. The particulars to spin 12s on
a warp frame are as follows: gauge of

frame three inches; diameter of ring,

2i inches; length of traverse, 7

inches; twist per inch, 16.45; speed of

spindle, 9,000 revolutions per minute.
The same particulars may be used for
making 14s yarn with the following
exceptions, that somewha-t different

particulars are required for the spin-
ning frame. The warp yarn is then
spooled and taken to the twister when
it is made into 2-ply or 2-14s, as the
case may be, after which it is sized
at the slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

BLACK.
10 per" cent immedial brilliant black

B., 10 per cent sulphide sodium, 3 per
cent soda ash, 30 per cent Glauber's.
For the threads of colored yarn

which are mixed with the black and
white, fast sulphur colors are dyed.
For union yarn a one-dip aniline

union black is generally dyed.

LIGHT BLUE.
10 per cent pyrogene indigo, 20 per

cent sulphide sodium, 10 per cent soda
ash, 35 per cent salt, 3 pints mineral
oU.

LIGHT GREEN.
8 per cent pyrogene green G., 16 per

cent sulphide sodium, 6 per cent soda
ash, 30 per cent salt
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OLD GOLD.
4 per cent pyrol bronze, 2 per cent

pyrol yellow, 6 per cent sulphide so-

dium, 3 per cent soda ash, 30 per cent
Glauber's.

RED.
5 per cent benzo fast red, 3 per cent

sal soda, 30 per cent Glauber's.

LIGHT BROWN.
10 per cent thion brown G., 10 per

cent sulphide sodium, 3 per cent soda
ash, 30 per cent Glauber's.

OLIVE.
4 per cent immedial olive 3G., 1 per

cent immedial cutch O., 3 per cent soda
ash, 30 per cent Glauber's, 5 per cent
sulphide sodium.

FANCY SHIRTING
Fancy shirting is a light-wight, sin-

gle cloth wash fabric, weighing from
two to three ounces per yard, and ihrinkage in width)7 Vfter drying'run
composed of regular, smgle, cotton /through the calender to press out
yarns, l-26s to l-40s in warp and fill-'' wrinkles, also to bring up a clear, even

pensive material, which, when the gar-

ment becomes soiled, can become a
part of the family wash and be readily
renovated.
Those grades in which the plain

weave alone is used are best adapted
to the plain single box loom. The
fancy styles, in which a more elab-

orate weave effect is desired, require

a loom having a dobby.

THE PAST WARP COLORS,
generally used in connection with the
bleached or white yarns to create a
range of patterns for this fabric are:

Dark blue, dark green, black, red, lav-

ender, pink, ecru, tan, light green,
light blue and violet.

FINISHING.
To finish this fabric the goods are

taken from the loom and run through
the washer, after which they are very
lightly sized, then dried by the process
of tentering (this also prevents undue

mg.
It is made in simple stripe patterns

either printed on the woven, bleached

trrBDBnBniaaBnHnHD DBDBCBnB
DHaGBBOHaDDaaa an^DBDBD
DBDBaDDBaaBaL.Ha
BDBaBDBCBDBaBnB BDaDBDan
OBDBnBnB.: bdbdbd DBOBDaDB
BDBaDBUCBBDCBDB BDBDBDBn
DBDBBGDBDnBBDBJ 1 BDBDana
BDBJBDBDBDKDBaB BDBGBDBa

Weave Weave

nnnnnBcncBnnnnn Dcnann[;;a
nannBD -dddbdddd naann an
DBnaamsnDDBDiBD nsnanaro
DBnaDBGBDDDBnB BnaGB_.Da

Draft Drawing- in- draft

DDBBanBBBDDBBDD nnaanDBB
aDBBDDDBBanBB BBDDaBDD

Eeed Reed Plan

Idea for fancy neave

fabric, or of fast colors, dyed upon
the warp. Combinations of each are
sometimes formed to create attractive
styles.

THE WEAVE
used is either the plain I or this

combined with a fancy rib or basket
weave.
Fancy shirting is made to retail at 8

to 121/^ cents per yard, and is used
in men's outing and working shirts,

ladies' and children's waists, blouses
and summer suits. It is from the con-
sumer's standpoint a practically inex-

up
face. Then the goods are ready to

lap and fold in readiness for the ship-
per.

CONSTRUCTION.
4 square inches equals 4.18 grains.
27 X 36 equals 972 x 4.18 equals. 4,-

062.96 divided by 4, equals 1,015.74 di-

vided by 437.5 equals 2.319 ounces
per yard, 27 inches wide.

12 pieces blue warp times l^/^ equals
18 inches equals .16 grains.

18 X 7,000 equals 126,000 divided by
.16 equals 787,500 divided by
36 equals 21,878 divided by
840 equals l-26s blue warp yarn (cot-

ton).
12 pieces white warp times li/^

equals 18 inches equals .16 grains.

18 X 7,000 equals 126,000 divided by
.16 equals 787,500 divided by 36 equals
27,878 divided by 840 equals l-26s
white warp yarn (cotton).

19 pieces white filling times 2 equals
38 inches equals .25 grains.

19 X 7,000 equals 266,000 divided by
.25 equals 1,064,000 divided by 36
equals 29,833 divided by 804 equals
l-36s white filling yarn (cotton).

27 inches finished.

Reed, 1,150 minus 29 inches minus
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2 ends per dent; 54 picks minus l-36s
wtiite cotton filling; l-26s cotton
warp; 10 per cent take-up; 1,858 ends
in warp plus 32 white selvage.

WARP PATTERN.
3 white.1 light blue ^ „ . . ^^
3 white. 5 ^ *^™®^-

1 light blue.
3 white.
2 white in 1 heddle.
8 light blue.
2 white in 1 heddle.

47 ends per pattern, 39 repeats of pat-
tern plus 25 ends. Start at •.

16 blue ends per pattern times 39
repeats equals 624 plus 7 equals 631
blue ends.

31 white ends per pattern times 39
repeats equals 1,209 plus 18 plus 32
ends selvage equals 1,250 white ends.

631 blue ends l-26s plus 10 per cent
equals 701 yards equals .513 ounces;
1,250 white ends l-26s plus 10 per cent
equals 1,388 yards equals 1.001 ounces;
54 picks times 29 l-36s filling equals
1,566 yards equals .828 ounces; total,

2.342 ounces.
Finish, wash, size, calender.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The fabric known as fancy shirting
is made up of yarns, the counts of

which vary from 20s to 60s, according
to the mills making them, and also
according to the grade being made.
For the particulars that will be de-
scribed below we will consider that
the shirtings are made up of l-26s
warp and l-40s filling. It is not cus-
tomary for both yarns to be made out
of the same length of staple or grade
of cotton, although in some instances
this may be done. For the 40s yarn a
good grade of raw stock of about 1%
inches staple should be used and for
the 20s yarn a cotton of about 1 1-16

inch staple may be used with advan-
tage. • The raw stock in both cases
should be put through the bale break-
er and deposited in their different

bins, being allowed to stand as long
as possible before using. This is for

the purpose of drying out the cotton,

as it is easier to work when in this

condition. An opener and two proc-
esses of picking are generally used,
although it is the custom in many
mills to use three processes. When the
latter is the case, the particulars given

for the finisher picker may be used,

except that the speed of the fan is not
so great, also that the laps are of a
little lighter weight. The hopper of

the opener should be kept well filled

so that an even amount of cotton will

be always fed to the feed roll of the
breaker picker. The speed of the beat-
er (2 bladed rigid type) should be
about 1,000 revolutions per minute;
the fan, about 350 revolutions per min-
ute. The speed of the beater of the
breaker should be about 1,500 revolu-
tions per minute and for the finisher
picker 1,450 revolutions per minute.
This gives the cotton passing through
about 42 beats per inch. The weight
of lap at the breaker picker is 40
pounds, or 16 ounces to the yard. At
the finisher (and intermediate picker if

used) the doublings are four into one.
The roving cut waste is mixed at the
back of the finisher picker in the usual
manner. The weight of the laps at the
delivery end of the finisher picker ig

35 pounds for the longer stapled cot-
ton and 39 pounds for the shorter, or
a 121/^ -ounce lap for the filling yarn
and a 14 1^ -ounce lap for the warp
yarn. The cards are set about the
same in both cases, except where they
are required to be set according to the
length of staple.

The draft of the card should not
exceed 100 for the warp yarn and
should not be less than 100 for the
filling yarn. As large a doffer as pos-
sible should be used with both stocks,
and the weight of the sliver should be
about 65 grains. The production would
be 750 pounds per week of 60 hours
for the filling cotton and 850 pounds
for the warp yarn. Always keep the
wire sharp; and never under any cir-

cumstances allow it to become dull.

Grind cylinder and doffer wire at least
once a month for half a day and grind
top flats twice a month with "dead
roller." Strip cards three times a day,
both cylinder and doffer. Some over-
seers strip cylinders twice and doffers
three or four times. This, they claim,
saves time, as the doffer may be strip-
ped while running and the sliver is

not as uneven as when both doffer and
cylinder are stripped at the same
time. In the mills making fine 'yarns
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it is the general custom to strip three
times a day. Three processes of draw-
ing are used for both warp and filling.

The only difference made in these ma-
chines is that the rolls are spread dif-

ferently for the different lengths of

staple. The weight of the sliver should
be about 70 grains in both cases.

The slubber makes this sliver into
50 hank roving, the standard twist be-
ing obtained by multiplying the square
of the hank roving by the constant 1.

On the finer classes and long stapled
cotton the front top rolls of the slub-
ber are varnished, but this class of
goods does not require this to be done.
The roving for the warp yarns is put
through two processes of fly frames,
the hank at the first intermediate be-
ing 1.50 and at the second interme-
diate 3. The filling roving is put
through two processes of fly frames,
the hank roving at the first interme-
diate being 2, and at the second in-
termediate 5. The twist standard is

obtained by multiplying the square
root of the hank by 1.1 for both cot-
tons. Take special care of your top
rolls to see that they are in perfect
condition and not channeled, cut, un-
even, oil soaked, dry at the bearings,
loose or unevenly weighted. Look out
for the settings at all fly frame rolls.
The roving is carried to the spinning
room, where it is drawn into the re-
quired count. For 26s count warp yarn
a frame with the following particulars
may be used: Gauge of frame 2|
inches, diameter of ring 1| inches,
length of traverse QVz inches, twist
per inch 24 plus, speed of spindle 9,-

700 revolutions per minute. For a fill-

ing making 40s the particulars have
been given in a previous lesson. The
warp yarn is then spooled, warped and
run through a slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

DARK BLUE.
5 per cent immedial blue C, 5 per

cent immedial blue CR., 1 per cent
immedial black NN., 10 per cent so-
dium sulphide, 30 per cent Glauber's,
3 per cent soda ash.

DARK GREEN.
15 per cent thiogene green B., 15

per cent sodium sulphide, 3 per cent
soda ash, 30 per cent Glauber's.

BLACK.
15 per cent melandgen black G, 15

per cent sodium sulphide, 3 per cent
soda ash, 30 per cent Glauber's.

RED.
6 per cent primuline, diazotized and

developed with beta naphthol.

LAVENDER.
^ per cent diamine blue 3 R. pat.,

after-treated with Vz per cent sulphate
of copper at 160 degrees F.

PINK.

^ per cent diamine rose BD., 30 per
cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

ECRU.
2 per cent katigen yellow brown

GG., 2 per cent sodium sulphide, 20
per cent Glauber's, 2 per cent soda
ash.

TAN.
5 per cent thion brown G., 5 per cent

sodium sulphide, 2 per cent soda ash,

20 per cent Glauber's.

LIGHT GREEN
on a tannin and tartar emetic mor-
dant. Dye 1/^ per cent thioflavine T. i/^

per cent new methylene blue GG.

LIGHT BLUE.
2 per cent immedial sky blue, 2 per

cent sodium sulphide, 2 per cent soda
ash, 20 per cent Glauber's.

VIOLET.
1 per cent diamine blue 3 R. pat,

after-treated with % per cent sulphate
of copper at 160 degrees F.

TAPE
Tape is a very narrow fabric, com-

posed of either cotton or linen yarns
in warp and filling, and usually made
with a point or broken twill weave,
the break in the weave occurring in

the center of tne tape, and the twill

lines running in a right and left hand
direction.

It is made of all bleached yarns. It

is made of regular yarns about l-26s
to l-30s and l-40s cotton and is used
as a trimming, in the manufacture of
clothing, also as a binding in innu-
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merable cases, such as paper boxes,
etc., and is sold by the roll, each roll

containing a certain number of j'ards
A fair grade of tape weighs about 20

yards per pound.
This fabric is woven in a broad loom

having a light dobby head motion at-
tached, similar to that which is used
on a haircloth loom.

In weaving this fabric, the loom is

arranged to produce several rolls at

the same operation, it being very nar-
row. There are perhaps 20 rolls all

weaving at once, as the warp yarn for

which it is wound into rolls and is

ready to pack and ship.

CONSTRUCTION.
Reed, 1,650 minus -% inches width

in reed, 59 ends, 46 picks, ? point

twill, 30 ends minus 29 ends left.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The counts of yarn used to make
tape vary from 20s to 40s, according
to the grade of tape required. In this
article we will consider the warp yarn
to be l-36s and the filling l-40s.

agaBDDBanaBauDBanDaaauaBDnaHDDaDaaBaDaBDaBBnDHDDBBDDBBnDBii
naapaBaDaaBaaaaanaBDUBBDDaaDDaaaGDaaDDBBDDaaDaaaDaBBDnaaaDB
BflDDaaaDBBaGBaaDBBaaBaDDBBnDBBDaaoDBBaDBBaDaaaDBaLiaaaDDBaaD
BaDaaDaaaaDaanaBaDDBaaaaaaDaaDDnaaaDBaaLiaaDuaaDDaaDDaaDaaan
aDaaaaaBaDBBaaaBaDBBDDBBanaaGDBnDBBGDBaDDBBDDaBDaaaDDBBDDaa
DaanDBannaaaaaaDaaaDDraDDaanGaBBDDBaaDaaaDaBDDaaaDaaDDaaDGa
BaGGBBaGBBGGBBGGBBGGBBGGBBGGBaGBBGGBBGGBBGGBaGDBBDGBBGDBBGa
DDBBDaBaaaBaDaBBDDBBGGBBGaBaGGGaaGGaBuGaBGGBBDaBBGGaaaDBBa

Design.

nnanaGaaanaaaaanaGBnGGancaBanaaGBanaBGG-anDaBaa'^anaGBanaBn
DDBGGGBGaGBGGrBnDnBnGGBGCaBGGCBTGBGGGBGa BGCCBGnGBCGGBQaGB
OBGaaBanGBaa~BnGGBuGGB"a''BaGaBGBnnGBGGCBGccBGcnBGaGBGaGBcan
BDaaBnDaBGaaBaGGBGaaBGGCBGGGBGGCBGGGBGGGBaQaBaGGBacaBGGGB-a

Drawing-in draft.

GnBBaaBBDDBBGDBBDnBBGnBBGGBBGGGBBGGBBGDBBDGBBGnBBDnBBDnBBaa
DDBBaaBBGaBBDaflBaGBBGGBBGGaBaGGBBaGBBaaBBGaBBaaBBaaBBaaaa

Reed plan.

anaa
DBBD
BBGD
BGDa
DGBB
DBBD
BBDa
aaaa
Weave

each roll is beamed upon a small
spool, thereby acting independently of
every other roll on the same loom. The
warps are all drawn through the same
harness or heddles, which are worked
from the dobby motion.

The peculiar and important part of
a tape loom is the filling arrangement
or shuttle motion.

Being a one-shuttle fabric, each
warp has its separate shuttle, all the
shuttles being operated at the same
time, and by one m^otion. The shuttle,
in traveling from one box to its mate,
describes a half moon movement, and
this is accomplished by a sliding rod
beneath the race board, and so set that
at each pick of the loom the rod moves
from left to right and on the next
pick right to left, and for each piece
of tape being woven there must neces-
sarily be a shuttle, and for each shut-
tle there is an attachment placed on
the aforesaid rod in such a position
that the rod in moving causes the said
attachment to move the shuttle from
one box to the other in the same di-

rection as the rod is taking.

Tape requires as a finish, washing
and drying on the cylinder, after

These counts of yarn would be made
in the second division of mills as giv-

en in a previous lesson. For this fab-
ric the yarn would be made out of

a medium-grade cotton of from 1 to

1 1-16 inches in length. The bales of

raw stock would be brought to the
mixing room and stapled, and those
bales of the same length of staple
would be opened and run through a
bale breaker (if the mill contained
one, or through a willow, or it may be
mixed by hand) and passed by suitable
means to

THE MIXING BIN.

It should be allowed to stand here as
long as possible, so that the cotton
may be opened up to the air, which
dries it, and makes it easier to work
than when it is not allowed to stand
in the bins. At this point the good
waste from the pickers, cards and
drawing frames should also be mixed
in with the raw stock. The cotton is

then put through an opener and either
two or three processes of picking, gen-
erally two. If three processes of pick-
ing are used, the intermediate process
presents almost the same particulars
as the finisher picker. In this in-
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stance, we will consider that only-

two processes of picking are
used. The hopper should be kept
as nearly full as possible, so that an
even lap may be made. The cotton is

fed to the feed rolls of the breaker
picker, and after passing comes under
the action of the beater which, if it is

a rigid two-bladed type, should make
about 1,450 revolutions per minute, the
speed of the fan being about 1,050
revolutions per minute. The weight
of the lap at the front should be about
40 pounds or a 12-ounce lap. The
doublings at the finisher picker are 4

into 1. The speed of the fan should
be about 1,450 revolutions per minute,
and the fan 1,100 revolutions per min-
ute. This gives the cotton sheet about
42 beats per inch fed. Watch your
drafts. The weight of the lap at the
front should be about 39 pounds or a
141/^ -ounce lap. When roving waste is

mixed with the raw stock, it should
first be put through

A SPECIAL PROCESS
to take out the twist, and through a
breaker picker to make laps, and these
laps are put up behind the finisher
picker. These laps are mixed with
the raw stock in a proportion of one
lap roving waste to three laps of raw
stock. The laps are put up at the
card, the draft of which should not
be less than 100. In speaking of cards
we refer to the so-called English card
and not the American card. The wire
fillet of this card should be about No.
34 wire on cylinder and No. 35 wire
on doffer and fiats. This is equivalent
to 110s and 120s, English count, and
gives . 79,200 points per square inch
for cylinder and 86,400 points per
square inch for doffer and top fiats.

Grind the wire so as to keep it sharp
and strip three times a day.

THE SLIVER
at the front of the card should weigh
about 65 grains per yard and a pro-
duction of 800 pounds should be turn-
ed off for a week of 60 hours.
Use as large a doffer as possible,

either a 26 or 27 inch one. The sliver
is put through three processes of
drawing frames, doubling six into one,
the speed of the front roll being 400

revolutions per minute, and the weight
of sliver at the finisher drawing 70
grains to the yard. Always keep a
stock of freshly varnished rolls on
hand, so that if those in the frames
become worn or damaged in any way
they may be replaced at once. All the
rolls should be varnished and changed
at least once every two weeks. Draw-
ing frames should be cleaned at least

once a month. The settings of

THE DRAWING FRAME ROLLS
should be looked after frequently to

see that they have not slipped. The
sliver is then passed to the slubber
which draws and twists it into .50

hank roving. Watch your leather cov-
ered rolls to see that they are per-
fect. The roving is then put through
three processes of fiy frames, the hank
roving at the first intermediate being
1.50, at the second 3.50 hank and at

the jack, 9 to 9.50 for both counts of

yarn, the doublings being two into one
in every case. Use the standard mul-
tiplier for twist previously given. The
roving is then taken to the spinning
room and made into the required
count. The particulars for a warp yam
of 36s count are as follows: Gauge
of frame, 2% inches; diameter of ring,

11 inches; length of traverve, 6^/^

inches; speed of spindle, 10,200 revo-
lutions per minute.

-.-^

MERCERIZED VESTING
Mercerized vesting is either a light

or heavy weight cotton wash fabric

weighing from 5 to 8 ounces per yard
finished, and is made of one, two or
three warps and one or two fillings.

When made of one warp and filling, a

light weight can be produced in case
the warp and filling are both mercer-
ized yarns.
The warp for the face of the cloth

ranges from 2-20s to 2-60s mercerized
cotton, and the filling from 1-lOs to

l-16s cotton.

The styles range from granite and
basket weave effects in solid white, to

the more elaborate figured patterns,

such as are created by forming spots

on the face of the cloth, from warp
effect diamond, cross and curved twill

weaves, so arranged as to scatter the
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design in regular formation, in imita-

tion of jacquard designs.

ADDING WEIGHT.
The extra back warp is for the pur-

pose of adding weight to the fabric,

also permitting greater scope in face
weave effects, the idea being to so ar-

range the face weave as to thoroughly
cover the coarse filling, the back
warp binding the filling into the cloth
under the figure floats of the face
weave.

In making a vesting having a back
warp, always use a two-ply yarn for

this warp, as a single yarn will bead
in the weaving, which means a loss of

time every few hours in removing
same, and the warp will not shed prop-
erly when the yarn is beaded, which
causes the reed to cut the yarn. The
quickest way to remove the beads
from the yarn in the shed is to loosen
the top of the reed cap, and lay the
reed upon the cloth. The beads may
then be either cut off, or drawn
through the reed. If the latter method
is used, the beads form a line ot small
lumps upon the face of the cloth, from
one selvage to the other. While this

in itself is not a serious imperfection,
it means that the cloth must be cut at
this point to remove the lumps, which
to a certain extent destroys tJe utility

of the piece in manufacturing the gar-
ments.

EITHER A DOBBY OR JACQUARD.
This fabric can be woven on either

the dobby or jacquard loom. Most of
the popular imported jacquard effects
can be imitated successfully on the
dobby loom, having either single or
double box filling motion. It is best
adapted to the Knowles Gem Harness
loom, or the Fairmount, 4x1, box
loom, having the Ingraham head mo-
tion attached.
To finish this fabric, the cloth goes

from the loom to the measuring ma-
chine, after which it is scoured, dur-
ing which operation the goods are run
through a solution of soap and cold
water to remove all stains such as
mill dirt and grease spots. After wash-
ing it is calendered or pressed, and
each piece is folded and doubled up in
heavy paper and tied with a cheap tape.
It is then ready to pack and ship. Reed Plan. Drawing-in Draft,
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A style having great vogue in the
spring of 1904 was a mixed effect, pro-
duced by using an all white mercer-
ized warp, and black mercerized fill-

ing, the ground weave being 1 up, 1

down, and the figure, small, double-
headed triangles.

Reed, 700 minus 30 inches in reed 4

ends per dent in reed; 2-20s white
mercerized warp, 2-20s black mercer-
ized filling; 48 picks. Weight about
7y2 ounces.

CONSTRUCTION.
62 ends face finished, 31 ends back

finished, equals 93.

1 square inch equals 3 grains; 60
picks finished; 29 x 36 equals 1,044 x
3 equals 3,132 divided by 1 equals 3,-

132 divided by 437.5 equals 7.16 ounces
per yard.

?

—

- face ends, hack ends.

30 inches in reed including selvage;
29 inches finished. Scour and calender.

16 pieces mercerized face yarn times
3 inches equals 48x7,000 equals 336,000
divided by .95 grains equals 353,684
divided by 36 equals 9,824.5 divided by
840 equals 11.69 or 2-20s mercerized
yarn.

8 pieces back yarn times 2 equals 16
x7,000 equals 112,000 divided by .18

equals 62,444 divided by 36 equals 17,-

345.5 divided by 840 equals 20.64 or
2-40s back warp yarn.

17 pieces filing yarn times 2 equals
34x7,000 equals 238,000 divided by .7

equals 340,000 divided by 36 equals 9,-

444 divided by 840 equals 11.24 or l-12s
filling yarn.

3 pieces fancy color (spot) yarn
times 3 equals 9x7,000 equals 63,000
divided by .1 equals 630,000 divided by
36 equals 17,500 divided by 840 equals
20.8 or 2-40s extra warp (for figuring)
yarn.

30 inches in reed, 30 dents per inch
in reed, 900 minus 10 splits equals 890
splits, 40 ends 2-40s cotton selvage, 76
ends in repeat of pattern equals 23
repeats plus 32 ends.

1,780 ends 2-20s mercerized face
ends, 890 ends 2-40s cotton back ends,
40 ends 2-40s cotton selvage ends,
94 ends 2-40s cotton colored ends,
equals 900 splits or 30 inches in reed.

3 1-3 per cent contraction in width
in weaving, 5 per cent take-up, 6 2-3

per cent shrinkage in length in finish-

ing.

1,780 ends plus 5 per cent take-up
equals 1,873.7 yards, 2-20s mercerized
equals 3.568 ounces, 890 ends plus 5

per cent take-up equals 936.8 yards 2-

40s cotton equals .892 ounces, 94 ends
equals 94 yards 2-40s cotton
equals ,009 ounces, 40 ends plus
5 per cent take-up equals 421
yards 2-40s cotton equals .04

ounces, 56 ends l-12s filling times 30
inches equals 1,680 yards l-12s cotton
equals 2.666 ounces; total, 7.175 ounces
finished.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The counts of yarn required to
manufacture the fabric under descrip-
tion would be made in the third or
possibly in the second division of

mills, as given in a previous lesson.

It will be understood that a great
many grades of fancy vestings are
made and that the range of the counts
of the yarns is also varied. For this

article we will consider that the warp
yarn count is 2- 60s and that the fill-

ing yarn is 16s count. The grade of

cotton used for the finer count should
be good and the length of the staple

about 11 inches. For the coarser yarn
a cotton with the staple of 1 inch may
be used. The two different cottons
would be

TREATED ALIKE
up to a certain point and unless other-

wise noted what is said may be ap-
plied to both cottons. The cotton raw
stock should be first brought to the
bale breaker and there stapled and
graded by the overseer and all bales
not up to the proper standard laid

aside. Several bales should be open-
ed and placed around the bale break-
er and fed to this machine alternately

;

that is, first a section from one bale
and then a section from another, until

all the cotton is fed, and not one bale
fed until it is all gone. By the first

method a more even mixing is obtain-

ed. Two processes of picking and an
opener are generally used, and after

allowing the cotton to stand in the
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bins as long as possible, where the
good sliver waste from the cards, sliv-

er lap and ribbon lap machines,
combs, drawing frames and slubber is

MIXED WITH THE RAW STOCK,

the cotton is fed to the Ihopper of the
opener. This machine is really the
first machine that evens the cotton so

that a certain weight of cotton will be
delivered for a certain length. In or-

der to accomplish this the hopper
bhould be kept as nearly full as pos-
sible, so that the lifting apron will al-

ways, be loaded. The speed of the
beater of this machine is about 1,050

revolutions per minute, having a fan
speed of 350 revolutions per minute.
The cotton is delivered from this ma-
chine to the feed rolls of the breaker
picker. The speed of a rigid two-blad-
ed type of beater should be about 1,-

500 revolutions per minute, the fan
speed being 1,400 revolutions per min-
ute. The

WEIGHT OF THE LAP
delivered at the front should be about
40 pounds or a 16-ounce lap for the
finer counts and 20 ounces for the
coarser counts. The laps are then put
up at the finisher picker and doubled
four into one. It is at this point that
the cut-roving waste is mixed in, this
waste having gone through a special
process to take out the twist. Mix
one lap of cut waste to three of raw
stock laps. The speed of the beater
for this class of goods should not ex-
ceed 1,450 revolutions per minute with
a fan speed of about 1,100 revo-
lutions per minute. This class of
goods should not receive more
than 42 beats per inch, and for
the longer staple cotton the beats per
inch should be dropped to 32 to 36. If

the cotton receives too many beats it

is apt to put neps in and if not beaten
enough, the dirt will not be taken out.

The
STANDARD WEIGHT

of the finer yarn lap should be about
35 pounds, or about 12 ounces per
yard. The coarser yarn lap should
weigh 39 pounds, or about 14 ounces
per yard. The variation from the
standard weight of laps should not be
more than one-half pound either way,

and laps which vary more than this

should be run over. The laps are put

up at the card, and the draft for tho
finer count should not be less than 100
and the coarser one not over 100.

Close settings should be used for the
60s yarn, and some overseers speed up
the top flats so that a greater amount
of waste will be taken out. The same
wire may be used for both counts,
i. e., 34s (American number) for cyl-

inder and 35 or 36s for top flats and
doffer. Use as large a doffer as pos-
sible. In the longer staples some over-
seers slow down the

SPEED OF THE LICKER-IN.

They say that the speed of this part
is too fast for long staples, and it

tends to put neps into the cotton. The
weight of the sliver for the 60s yarn
should be about 50 grains, and for the
16s about 65 grains per yard. The pro-
duction for the finer yarn is 500
pounds per week of 80 hours, and for
the coarser yarn 65 grains per yard.
Strip cards three times a day, al-

though some overseers strip the dof-
fer four times. The sliver for the finer

yarn is combed and the coarser yarn
goes direct to the drawing frame. We
will first follow the

COURSE OF THE COTTON
for the 60s yarn. It is first put through
the sliver lap machine, the doublings
being 14 into 1, the weight of the lap
being 300 grains per yard. Six of

these laps are put up at the ribbon
lap machine, the weight of lap at

front being 260 grains per yard. The
laps are then put up at the comber,
the doublings being generally six into
one, although eight into one is some-
times used. The speed of the comber
should be about 90 nips per minute,
draft 29, percentage of waste taken
out 18, and the weight of the sliver

about 45 grains per yard. This sliver

is then put through two processes of
drawing, the doublings being 6 into
1. The weight of the sliver at the fin-

isher drawing frames is 70 grains per
yard. See that your drawing frames
are well oiled, the top rolls being oiled
twice a day, but also see that no oil

gets on the leather. See that all

weights are properly adjusted and the
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trumpet holes the right size, also that
the stop motions are all adjusted
properly. The sliver is then passed to

the slubber, where it is drawn into

.50 hank roving. It then passes

THROUGH THREE PROCESSES
of fly frames, the hank rov-
ing at the first interme-
diate being 1.50, and the second
4.00 hank, and at the jack frame 13
hank. The sliver for 16s is put through
three processes of drawing, the weight
of sliver at the finisher drawing being
70 grains per yard, the hank roving
at the slubber .50. This roving is only
put through two processes of fiy

frames, the hank roving being made
at the first about 1.50, at the second
4.00 hank. The doublings in all cases
are 2 into 1. The roving is passed to

the
RING SPINNING ROOM,

when it is made into 60s count. The
following particulars would be used
for a frame spinning this count:
Gauge of spindles, 2| inches; diameter
of ring, 1 5-16 inches; length of trav-
erse, 5 inches; revolutions per minute
of spindles, 10,000; twist per inch, 34.-

68. For filling, either mule or ring
frames may be used. If ring frames
are employed, use the following par-
ticulars: Gauge of spindle, 21 inches;
diameter of ring, li/^ inches; length
of traverse, 6% inches. The warp yam
is then twisted into 2-ply 60s at the
twister, then spooled and put into the
warper, where it is warped on beams,
and from here is passed to the
slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

Following are the dyeing particulars
for mercerized vesting:

Dyed mercerized yarn for spots.

RED.
Turkey red, or primuline red, primu-

6 per cent primuline red, 30 per cent
line red dyeing.

Glauber's, diazotized iy2 pounds ni-

trate soda, 5 pounds sulphuric acid de-
veloped, two pounds beta naphthol,
well rinsed and soaped twice and rins-

ed in hot water.

SKY BLUE.
5 per cent immedial sky blue, 5 per

cent sodium sulphide,, 3 per cent soda
ash, 30 per cent Glauber's, rinse well,,

and give a soap bath, rinse well and
dry.

NAVY BLUE.^

8 per cent immedial dark blue B., 8

per cent sulphide soda, 3 per cent soda
ash, 30 per cent Glauber's, rinse well,

soap and rinse in hot water, and dry.

BROWN.
10 per cent thion brown G., 10 per

cent sulphide sodium, 3 per cent soda
ash, 30 per cent Glauber's, rinse and
soap as above blue.

DARK GREEN.
10 per cent katigen dark green 2B.,

2 per cent katigen blue black B., 2 per
cent katigen yellow GG., 14 per cent

sodium sulphide, 30 per cent Glauber's,

3 per cent soda ash, rinse and soap as
above.

OLIVE.

8 per cent pyrogene olive G., 8 per

cent sodium sulphide, 3 per cent soda
ash, 30 per cent Glauber's, rinse and
soap as above.

MAROON.
10 per cent immedial Bordeaux G.,

10 per cent sodium sulphide, 28 per
cent Glauber's, 3 per cent soda ash,

rinse and soap as above.

BLACK.
15 per cent immedial black NN., 15

per cent sodium sulphide, 30 per cent

Glauber's, 3 per cent soda ash, rinse

and soap as above.

JEAN
Jean is a narrow, hard-faced cotton

fabric, weighing from 4 to 4^^ ounces
per yard, and is usually made of a
hard-twisted warp yarn, about l-20s

cotton, and either a wool or a wool
shoddy filling. The fabric is made with

a small, uneven-sided twill weave,

warp effect face, viz.: ?

—

- 45*^ twill,

the cloth being of a slate black color.

Jean is used principally in the man-
ufacture of ready-to-wear trousers, re-

tailing at 85 cents to $1 per pair, for

workmen who perform hard, rough
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and dirty work, and who do not wear
overalls. For this purpose it is the
most serviceable fabric on the market,
the garment when worn being popu-
larly known as Kentucky jean, which
has this distinct advantage, that upon
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its becoming soiled, a good washing
will readily cleanse and remove all

dirty marks, and apparently toughen
the cloth, although causing it to shrink
somewhat.

"KENTUCKY JEANS"
are worn by laborers, railroaders,

moulders, machinists, loom fixers, gen-
eral male mill help, etc., and with
a small amount of care will wear well

for two or three years.
Jean is made with one warp and one

filling, and can be woven in any single

box loom.
The warp yarn is generally of a

cheap grade of cotton, and receives
about two extra turns of twist per
inch, in excess of the required amount
of twist in the regular yarn of a sim-
ilar count. It is this fact which causes
jean as a fabric to have such a hard
feel.

The filling is usually a mixture, con-
taining about 40 per cent cotton and
60 per cent wool shoddy, the yarn be-
ing spun on the woolen principle.

The wool shoddy is made by picker-
ing and carding dark colored woolen
rags, after which the cotton and shod-
dy are made into a mixing of relative

proportions and the lot run through the
mixing picker. The stock is then card-
ed and spun, the yarn receiving suf-

ficient filling twist, the result being a
dark colored, lofty thread, a suitable
filling for this fabric jean.

The warp is dyed a rather grayish
black, with cheap dry color, and the
warp and filling colors combined in

the weaving produce a fabric of a de-
cidedly slate black appearance.
Jean receives a dry finish, being

brushed, sheared and pressed, after
which it is rolled or lapped, then pack-
ed into cases, for shipment.

CONSTRUCTION.
Reed 800—SOVg inches plus 2 ends

per dent, 10 per cent take-up in weav-
ing, 36 picks l-20s cut wool shoddy,
l-20s cotton warp.
Finish equals 27 inches.
44.4 X 30^ equals 1,354 ends plus 10

per cent equals 1,480 yards l-20s cot-
ton warp equals 1.41 ounces. Warp,
36 picks times 30^ equals 1,098 yards,
l-20s cut wool shoddy equals 2.92

ounces filling.

1.41 ounces warp, 2.92 ounces filling

equals 4.33 ounces.
4.33 ounces weight, 27 inches wide.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarn used for this class of goods
is constructed bv two entirely different

systems. The filling is generally com-
posed of a mixture of wool or wool
shodd^ and cotton. The filling yarn is

therefore made in a woolen mill. It is

understood that entirely different ma-
chines are used, and the method of
mixing is entirely different from that
used in a cotton mill, although the
names of the machines in many in-

stances are alike. The warp yarn is

made of all-cotton stock and is there-
fore spun into yarn in a cotton mill,

and below will be found the carding
and spinning particulars for making
this count of yarn of jean fabric. Of
course, these may and are deviated
from in many mills, but not to any
great extent.

THE RAW STOCK
generally used is of a low grade and
about one inch in staple. This class
of yarn is spun in mills of the first di-

vision, as given in a previous lesson,

and the mixing would be done by
hand. The bales of cotton would be
sampled, and all those of the same
length put into the mixing bin. Fo-
this class of goods a small percentage
of comber waste is sometimes mixed
with the raw stock, and some mills

use the card waste. The percentage
is generally small, however. The goo 1

waste from the pickers, cards and
drawing frames is always used and
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mixed at this point. The raw stock is

run through an opener and two proc-
esses of picking.
The hopper should always be kept

full. The speed of the beater should
be 1,050 revolutions per minute, and
the fan 350 revolutions per minute.
The speed of the breaker picker beat-
er is about 1,500 revolutions per min-
ute, the fan speed being 1,400 revolu-
tions per minute.

THE WEIGHT OF LrAP

at the front of this machine is about
40 pounds or 16 ounces to the yard.
The doubling at the finisher picker is

four into one and the speed of the
beater (two-bladed rigid type) 1,450
revolutions per minute, which gives
the cotton passing through it about 42
beats per inch. The speed of the fan
is about 1,100 revolutions per minute.
The weight of the total lap is about 39
pounds, or 14^^ ounces to the yard.
Clean out from under the pickers fre-

quently, so that the fly will not col-

lect and be drawn back into the good
clean cotton passing through.
The draft of this picker should be

about 2.75. The laps are then put up
at

THE CARD.

This machine should not have a
draft of more than 100. The doffer
should be as large as possible and the
wire fillet used should be No. 33 wire
(American count) for cylinder and No.
34 for doffer and flats. The flats make
one revolution about every 45 min-
utes. The cards should be stripped
three times a day and ground once a
month. The weight of the sliver
should be 65 grains to the yard, and
the production for a week of 60 hours
should be between 950 and 1,000
pounds. This sliver is then run
through

TWO PROCESSES
of drawing frames. The settings used
at one mill for this stock and staple
are as follows: Front roll to second,
114, second to third, 1^/4 . and third to
back, iy2 inches. The doublings at
this machine are six into one and the
speed of the front roller 400 revolu-
tions per minute. The draft at the
finisher machine is about 5.75. The

weight of the sliver should be about
75 grains per yard. The drawing
sliver should be sized at least twice a
day and four times would be much
better.

The sliver is then drawn into .50

hank roving by the slubber and three
processes of fly frames, the hank rov-
ing being as follows: 1.50 at the flrst

intermediate, 3.50 at the second, and
8.00 at the jack frame. The usual care
should be given to the rolls, etc., and

THE ROVING
at the jack frame should be sized once
a day. The roving is then put through
a warp spinning frame, the particulars

being as follows: Gauge of frame, 2|
inches; diameter of rings, two inches

;

length of traverse, seven inches. This
yarn is hard twisted and receives
about two complete turns more per
inch than are usually used for cloth

yarn; that is, the regular twist per
inch for this count is 21.24 turns per
inch, but for this cloth is 23.24. The
speed of the spindle is about 9,400

revolutions per minute. This yarn is

taken to the spoolers and spooled
from the spools, is warped and put
through the slasher. A good sizing is

made as follows: Water, 100 gallons;

potato starch, 70 pounds; tallow, four
pounds; turpentine, one pint.

Dyeing Particulars.

DARK SLATE.
2y2 pounds thion black G., 2i^

pounds sulphide sodium, one pound
soda ash, 20 pounds salt.

BLACK.
15 pounds thion black G., 15 pounds

sulphide sodium, three pounds soda
ash, 30 pounds salt.

CRETONNE
Cretonne is a light-weight single

cloth, all-cotton fabric, weighing from
2 to 5 ounces per yard, and composed
of yarns ranging from l-40s to l-20s

in the warp and l-20s to l-7s in the
filling.

It is usually woven with either the

plain weave ^—j,
-—

^,
twill 45 de-

gree, or a fancy effect resembling a
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granite weave, such as is used as a
foundation weave in dress goods. The
fabric is woven with either an all

bleached or gray cotton warp and fill-

ing, the patterns being fancy stripes

and allover floral effects printed in

bright colors upon one sid^ of the
goods.
This gives the printed or face side

of the fabric somewhat the appear-
ance of an elaborately figured jac-

quard design. Those colors found most
effective for this purpose are bright
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as design.

and medium shades of red, blue, green,
yellow, etc., and a good jet black.
Cretonne is made in widths from 25

to 36 inches, the narrow grades being
the lightest in weight.
The various grades are used for

couch covers, draperies, lambrequins
and comfortables or bed quilts.

THE WEAVING.
Being a one- shuttle fabric, plain

weave or twilled, cretonne can be wo-
ven on the sii^gle box loom. The fancy
grades in which mixed weaves are de-
sired necessitate the use of looms with
a dobby or head motion attached. The
warp for cretonne, being either gray
or bleached yarn, is prepared in a
manner similar to that of weaving a
plain ordinary sheeting.
Those grades in which the plain

weave or ?

—

- twill weave are used

are drawn in and woven upon four
harnesses. If, however, a fancy weave
is desired, the warp must be drawn in

and woven upon a number of har-
nesses, in accordance with the num-
ber of ends in one repeat of weave de-
sired.

As printing the colored pattern upon
this fabric constitutes the finish there-
of, the goods are taken from the
loom and run through the brushing

machine, to remove all dust, dirt or
loose ends.

THE FIGURED PATTERN
to be produced upon the cloth has
been engraved upon bronze rollers,

which have been set up in the printing
machine. The colors are fed automati-
cally to the rollers, which, in revolv-
ing, register the colors upon the face
of the cloth, as it passes between
them. The cloth is then dried by be-
ing run through heated rollers or
drums, and the fabric is then ready to

be folded into suitable lengths to be
packed and shipped.

Four square inches equals 7.95

grains.

29 X 36 equals 1,044 x 7.95 equals 8,-

299.80 divided by 4 equals 2,074.95 di-

vided by 437.5 equals 4.742 ounces per
yard, 29 inches wide.

20 pieces white warp yarn x 2^
inches equals 50 inches equals
.55 grains, 50 x 7,000 equals 350,000 di-

vided by .55 equals 836,363 divided by
36 equals 17,399 divided by 840 equals
l-20s cotton warp yarn.

12 pieces white filling yarn times 4

inches equals 48 inches equals 1.55

grains.

48 X 7,000 equals 336,000 divided by
1.55 equals 216,774 divided by 36
equals 6,021.5 divided by 840 equals
l-7s cotton filling yarn.

15 cents per yard, 29 inches finished.

CONSTRUCTION.
Reed, 900 minus 30 1-3 inches minus

2 ends per dent, 52 ends per inch fin-

ished, 40 picks per inch finished
equals 50 ends in reed, 38 picks in

loom, 10 per cent take-up in weaving.
52 X 29 equals 1,508 plus 10 per cent

equals 1,675 yards l-20s cotton warp
yarn, 40 x 29 equals 1,160 yards l-7s
cotton filling yarn, 1,675 yards, l-20s
cotton warp equals 1,595 ounces, 1,160

yards, l-7s cotton filling equals 3.156

ounces equals 4.751 ounces.
10 cents per yard, 2514 inches qual-

ity ?— twill, four square inches

equals 3.9 grains.
2514 X 36 equals 909 x 3.9 equals

3545.1 divided by 4 equals 886.2 divid
ed by 437.5 equals 2.025 ounces per
yard, 25i/4 inches wide.
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Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The division of mills making cre-

tonnes would be the second (or those
mills equipped with machinery for

making yarns the counts of which vary
from 20s to 80s). The counts of yarn
used for cretonne vary from l-20s to

l-40s warp and from l-7s to l-20s fill-

ing, according to the quality of cre-
tonne required. In speaking of the
second division of mills we do not
mean to say that the count of yarn is

always within these limits, but that
when buying machinery, the specifica-

tions for the different machines are
made out according to whether the
machines are to use low, medium or a
fine grade of raw stock. Of course, it

often happens that yarns of a lower
or higher count are made on this ma-
chinery, but the great bulk of the
yarns turned off are within the limits.

For example, take cretonne: All
grades of cretonne may be made in

the same mill, although the count of

the yarn varies from 7s to 40s, or in

some cases even a finer yarn than this

is used. For this article we will con-
sider that the filling yarn is l-20s and
the warp yarn is l-40s. The length
of staple used would be from 1 1-16 to

li inches of a medium grade of cot-

ton. The bales of raw stock would
first be sampled and several bales of

practically the same length of staple
placed around the bale breaker and
fed to this machine in small portions
alternately from each bale. In this

manner it is mixed better than if one
entire bale was fed.

If a bale breaker is not used the
method would be just the same except
that it would be done by hand. The
lower count would use cotton of a
length of 1 inch and the higher count
li inches. Both cottons would be put
through an opener and two processes
of picking. Keep your hopper of the
opener well filled (over half full). The
speed of the beater for both grades of
cotton should be about 1,050 revolu-
tions per minute; the speed of the fan
about 350 revolutions per minute. See
that your pin roller is always clean,
because if the cotton is allowed to ac-
cumulate, it cannot perform its duty
properly. The cotton is fed to the

feed rolls of the breaker beater and
passed on to the beater, the speed of
which should be about 1,050 revolu-
tions per minute; a rigid two-bladed
type. The total weight of the lap at
the front should be about 40 pounds,
or 16 ounces to the yard for both cot-

tons. The laps are doubled at the fin-

isher picker four into one, the cut rov-
ing being mixed in at this point in the
proportion of three laps of raw stock
to one of bobbin waste. The speed of
the beater should be about 1,450 rev-
olutions per minute with a fan speed
of 1,100 revolutions per minute. This
gives the cotton passing through about
42 beats per inch. See that the grid
bars under the beaters are properly
set. The total weight of the lap at the
front should be 39 pounds for the
shorter staple cotton and 35 pounds
for the longer, or a 14 -ounce lap for

the 1-inch staple and 121/^ -ounce lap
for the 1%-inch staple cotton.
Keep the picker room clean and al-

ways calculate to have enough laps of

each kind of cotton ahead so that if

breakdowns occur the cards will not
be stopped for want of laps. The draft
of the finisher picker is about 3. The
cards should be set as before de-
scribed in a previous lesson, except
that the feed plate should be set to

the licker-in, according to the length
of the staple. Cards should be strip-

ped three times a day and ground at

least once a month. The wire fillet

should be made of 34 wire (or 110s
English count) for cylinder and 35 (or
120s English count) for doffer and flats.

Use as large a doffer as possible, say
26 inches at least. The draft of the
card should be about 100 for both
stocks. The weight of the sliver at

the front of the card should be about
65 grains. The production should be
825 pounds for the shorter staple and
600 pounds for the longer one for a
week of 60 hours. The card sliver is

next put through three processes of

drawing frames. A few of the more
particular points to look out for are,

scour the frames at least once a
month, keep your leather top rolls in

perfect condition and well oiled and
varnished. See that all knock-off mo-
tions are in working order to prevent
single and double; keep the weight of
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your sliver uniform by sizing it at
least twice a day and three times a
day for fine yarns, doubling six into

one at all frames. The weight of the
sliver at the finisher drawing should
be about 70 grains per yard. The draw-
ing sliver is drawn into .50 hank rov-
ing at the slubber, the standard twist
being found by multiplying the square
root of hank by 1. The roving for the
20s yarn goes through two processes
of fly frames, the hank at the first in-

termediate being 2 and at the second
5 hank. The 40s yarn roving is put
through three processes, the hank rov-
ing at each process being as follows:
first, 1.50; second, 3.50, and third, 9

to 9.50 hank, the doublings at all

frames being two into one. The sliver

is then passed to the spinning room.
In case the filling yarn is spun on a
ring frame the following would be good
particulars for the frame spinning
20s: Gauge of frame 2| inches; diam-
eter of ring, IVz inches; length of
traverse, 6i^ inches; speed of spindle,

7,300 revolutions per minute; twist per
inch, 14.50; and for a warp frame
spinning 40s: gauge of frame, 2|
inches; diameter of ring, 1% inches;
length of traverse, 8i/^ inches; twist,

28.45. The w^arp yarn is then spooled,
warped and run through a slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

RED.
5 per cent benzo fast red 4 BS., 30

per cent Glauber's, 3 per cent soda.

YELLOW.
2 per cent chrysophenine, 30 per

cent Glauber's, 2 per cent sal soda.

LIGHT BLUE.
1 per cent diamine sky blue FF., 30

per cent Glauber's, 1 per cent sal soda.

LIGHT GREEN.
1 per cent diamine fast yellow FF.,

1 per cent diamine sky blue PF., 30
per cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

ORANGE.
2 per cent tetrazo orange CR., 30

per cent Glauber's, 1 per cent sal soda.

MAROON.
3 per cent tetrazo corinth G., 30 per

cent Glauber's, 2 per cent sal soda.

HELIOTROPE.
3 per cent heliotrope BB., 30 per

cent Glauber's, 2 per cent sal soda. On
a tannin and tartar emetic mordant
dye the four following shades:

MALACHITE GREEN.
2 per cent malachite green; also for

MEDIUM BLUE.
2 per cent methylene blue.

PINK.
1 per cent rhodamine 5G.

PURPLE.
1 per cent methyl violet 3B.

BLACK.
15 per cent thion black G., 15 per

cent sulphide sodium, 5 per cent soda
ash, 30 per cent salt.

SLATE.
2 per cent thion black G., 2 per cent

sulphide sodium, 2 per cent soda ash,
30 per cent salt.

LIGHT BROWN.
8 per cent thion brown G., 8 per cent

sulphide sodium, 3 per cent soda ash,
30 per cent salt.

DARK BROWN.
12 per cent thion brown G., i/^ per

cent tnion black G., 12 per cent sodium
sulphide, 3 per cent soda ash, 30 per
cent salt.

Cretonnes are also printed with very
large picture designs of very bright
colors, of very strong contrast, gener-
ally. Some styles are of a simple
character with small flowers and twigs
on a white or cream-colored ground.
Other styles are of startling reds

and other bright colors, on a dark
brown, maroon or black ground, or on
any dark colored ground to make a
contrast.
The colors are printed with fast

alizarine or tannin colors, which will

be fast to sunlight and washing.
Brightness of shade is required in

most cases.
-#

SILESIA
Silesia is a light-weight single cloth

fabric, having a rather high texture,

and weighing about three ounces per
yard. It is composed of all cotton
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yarns l-30s to l-40s in warp and fiU

ing and is usually made with a ^

—

- 45

degree right-hand twill weave. It is

used principally as a lining for la-

dies' and men's clothing. A

VERY IMPORTANT FEATURE

in connection with this fabric is the
highly glazed or polished face of the
goods, which is due to the action of

aaaaaaaajaaa
BDaaGaaDBBDa
DaacaBDaaaaa
BaaflBaBBDBBa
BaaaaaaDBBDB
DaaaaaGaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaa
naaaaaaaaDB
aaaaaDasDaa
aaaaaaaaaaaQ
anaajaaaaaaa

Weave

nnannaananna
DannaaaanDan
BDDaDaaaDBaD

Drawing-in Draft

ODnaaaanaBBB
BBBDaDBBaaaa

£eed Plan

the heated roller in the calendering

machine upon the sizing, which the

goods have absorbed in the process of

finishing, just previous to the calen-

dering operation.

One of the most important features

in obtaining the highly glazed surface

on many of these lining fabrics is the

use of a special kind of calender roll

when the fabrics are being finished.

This calender roll contains very small

fine lines which are impressed into the

fabric, and which is usually known as

milling. The reason this process cre-

ates a luster is because the fine lines

create more surfaces in the fabric, and

reflect the light in a better manner.

By examining many of these cloths

with a magnifying glass the very fine

lines can be seen clearly impressed

upon the various strands of yarn

which form the fabric.

Silesia is woven of yarn in the gray

state and is dyed in the piece, in such

colors as black, dark blue, brown,

slate, drab, steel, etc. It is woven on

any single box loom.

The warp is made upon a warping

mill, and beamed upon a slasher. It

is then ready to be drawn in on cot-

ton harness, and woven in a manner
similar to a drill.

The goods are taken from the loom
and brushed, then run through a solu-
tion of soap and cold water to re-
move all dirt, after which they are
rinsed in cold water.

The goods are now dyed in the
piece, after which they are sized, then
tentered to keep from shrinking in

width, also to dry the cloth. After ten-
tering, the goods are run through the
calender to produce the smooth, glaz-

ed finish upon the face of the cloth.

The finished fabric is then ready to

prepare for packing and shipping.

Four square inches equals 5.4

grains.

27 X 36 equals 972 x 5.4 equals
5.248.8 divided by 4 equals 1,-

312.2 divided by 437.5 equals
three ounces per yard, 27 inches wide
finished.

24 pieces warp yarn times l^^ inches
equals 36 inches equals .3 grains; 36 x
7,000 equals 252,000 divided by .3

equals 840,000 divided by 36 equals 23,-

333 divided by 840 equals l-28s warp.

30 pieces filling yarn times IV2
inches equals 45 inches equals .33

grains; 45 x 7,000 equals 315,000 divid-

ed by .33 equals 924,242 divided by 36

equals 25,673 divided by 840 equala

1-30S filling.

CONSTRUCTION.

Reed, 1,012 minus 28.7 inches in

reed minus three ends per dent, 90

ends per inch finished and 72 picks

per inch finished, equals 86 ends in

reed and 69 picks in loom.

10 per cent take-up on warp in

weaving 6 per cent size on warp in

weaving.

l-28s cotton warp, l-30s cotton fill-

ing.

Color—slate or drab.

90 X 27 equals 2,430 plus 10 per cent

equals 2,700 yards l-28s cotton warp,
72 X 27 equals 1,944 yards l-30s cot-

ton filling.

2,700 yards l-28s cotton warp equals

1.837 ounces, 1,944 yards l-30s cotton

filling equals 1.234 ounces, equals 3.-

071 ounces.

Finish equals brush and calender.
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Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns used in making silesia

vary from 30s to 40s. These counts
of yarn would be made in a mill of
the second division, as given in a pre-
vious lesson. Mills making this class
of goods are now generally equipped
with a bale breaker. After the cotton
is stapled and the bales sorted out,

according to the length of staple and
grade of cotton,

,
seveiral jbales are

placed around the bale breaker and
the cotton fed to this machine alter-

nately from each bale. By this meth-
od the cotton is more thoroughly mixed
than if a whole bale was fed to the
machine at once. The cotton is- then
dropped on an endless lattice and car-
ried to its proper bin. This latter is

generally movable in either direction
so that it may be placed in position to

drop the cotton into its proper bin.

The mixings should be as large as
possible and cotton of a fair grade
having a staple of 1% inches for this

class of goods. The mixings should
be allowed to stand as long as pos-
sible and the good waste from the
pickers, cards, drawing frames and
back of slubber should be mixed in at

this place. The waste from the above
machines is collected at regular in-

tervals, and may be mixed as fast as
collected. Little system is used in

mixing the waste into the raw stock,
but the picker room boss should watch
to see that the waste man keeps the
different lengths of staples, kinds and
grades of cotton by themselves. Oth-
erwise trouble is bound to occur at the
latter machines. The raw stock is put
through an opener, and sometimes
three but more often

TWO PROCESSES OF PICKING.
The hopper of the opener is filled

with cotton and started up and should
be kept well filled all the time it is

in motion. The speed of the beater of

this machine for this class of goods
should be 1,050 revolutions per min-
ute with a fan speed of 350 revolu-
tions per minute. Keep your bin beat-
er clean, and see that it is adjusted
to the proper distance from the lift-

ing apron, so that the correct amount
of cotton will be fed to the breaker
picker. The total weight of the laps

for both the warps and filling yarn
should, be about 40 pounds or 16
ounces to yard of lap. These laps are
put up at the finisher picker and
doubled four into one. The speed of

the beater is 1,450 revolutions per
minute, with a fair speed of 1,100 rev-
olutions per minute. This gives the
cotton about 42 beats per inch of
cotton fed. The beats per inch giver
to cotton do not vary much on all

classes of cotton, except in the case
of Sea Island, of a long staple. In the
latter case the speed of the beater is

slowed down so that the cotton re-

ceives from 29 to 34 beats per inch
The total weight of the lap at the
front end of the finisher is 35 pounds
or 121/^ ounces to yard of lap. The

BOBBIN WASTE COTTON
is mixed at this point, it first having
gone through an extra process to take
out the twast. This waste is made into
a lap and then put up at the finisher
picker and mixed in proportions of

three laps of raw stock to one lap of
bobbin waste. The draughts of the
picker should be looked after to see
that the currents of air are properly
directed so as to obtain the best ad-
vantage in making an even, firm lap
that will not lick up at the card. Too
much waste in the mixing will also
tend to make a lap split or lick up at

the card,

THE CARD

should have a draft of not less than
100. The settings should be the sam
as given in a previous lesson and the
cylinder and doffer stripped three
times a day. The cylinder and doffer
should be ground once a month and
the fiats about once in every three
weeks. The weight of the sliver at
the front should be about 65 grain:
per yard. Use the same count of wire
for cylinder and doffer as given in the
last article.

The card sliver is put through three
processes of drawing. In some mills
the cotton is put through a railway
head. This machine doubles from 8 to
16 ends, and this at the front passes
through a trumpet, which automatical-
ly evens it. When this process is

used, one process of drawing frames
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is left out. The weight of the sliver

at the front of the finisher drawing
should be about 70 grains per yard.

See that your leather top rolls are
well varnished and otherwise in per-

fect condition. The following direc-

tions will be found excellent for mak-
ing the varnish to use on the rolls:

three ounces glue (use a gelatin fish

glue), one ounce of acid (acetic). Let
this dissolve and then add color and
10 or 12 drops of oil of origanum. In

warm weather a little borax may be
added. The sliver is taken from the
drawing frame and run through the
slubber, where it is made into a .50

hank roving. The

SLUBBER ROVING

is then put through three proc-
esses of fly frames for both
warp and filling yarns, the
hank roving being as follows: First

intermediate, 1.50; second interme-
diate, 4 and 7.50 hank at the jack
frame for the warp yarn and 8. for

the filling yarn. See that your fly

frame rolls are spread to the proper
distance and look out for the shape
of your full bobbins to see that the
taper of the ends is neither too blunt
nor too sharp. If the former, it is li-

able to run over both on the frame
and in handling, and if the latter, only
a small amount of roving can be
wound on each bobbin. The warp yarn
is spun in the ring spinning frame, but
the filling yarn may be either spun on
a ring frame or a mule, but is gener-
ally done on the former machine. The
particulars for a warp frame spinning
36s yarn has already been givep in a
previous lesson. Those used for a fill-

ing frame spinning 40s are as follows:

Gauge of spindles, 2% inches; diam-
eter of ring, 1 5-16 inches; length of

traverse, 5i^ inches; speed of spindle,

8,800 revolutions per minute; twist

per inch, 23.72. The warp yarn is then
spooled, warped and put through a
slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

Silesias are dyed on the jig ma-
chine at the full width of the piece.

CREAM.
A few grains of fast cotton yellow C.

Ex., 5 pounds Glauber's, one-half
pound sal soda.

LIGHT ECRU.
1-16 ounce fast cotton yellow C. Ex.,

1-16-ounce, direct orange TG.
ECRU.

1-16 ounce fast cotton yellow C. Ex.,
1^ ounces fast cotton brown G., 5
pounds Glauber's, ^^ pound sal soda.

LIGHT SLATE.
2 ounces fast cotton yellow C. Ex., 4

ounces direct black S., 5 pounds
Glauber's, ^ pound sal soda.

SLATE.
1 pound direct black S., 4 ounces

fast cotton yellow C. Ex., 10 pounds
Glauber's, 1 pound sal soda.

DARK SLATE.
2 pounds diamine black BH., 4

ounces diamine fast yellow A., 4

ounces oxydiamine black A., 20 pounds
Glauber's, 2 pounds sal soda.

LIGHT DRAB.
4 ounces diamine fast yellow A., 4

ounces diamine brown B., 4 ounces
diamine black BH., 10 pounds Glau-
ber's, 2 pounds sal soda.

DRAB.
^ pound diamine fast yellow A. %

pound diamine black BH., 6 ounces
diamine brown B., 10 pounds Glau-
ber's, two pounds sal soda.

LIGHT TAN.
Vz pound diamine fast yellow A., %

pound diamineral brown G., 10 pounds
Glauber's, two pounds sal soda.

TAN.
2 pounds diamine catechine 3 G., 1

pound diamine fast yellow B., 10
pounds Glauber's, 2 pounds sal soda.

OLD GOLD.
3 pounds diamine fast yellow B., 2

pounds diamine catechine 3 G., ^
ounce diamine black BH., 10 i>ounds
Glauber's, 2 pounds sal soda.

PEARL.
1-16 ounce diamine brilliant blue G.,

5 pounds Glauber's, 1 pound sal soda,
after-treated % per cent copper sul-

phate.
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SKY BLUE.
6 ounces diamine sky blue FF., 5

pounds Glauber's, Vz pound sa] soda.

BLUE.
2 pounds diamine blue RW., 5

pounds Glauber's, Vz pound sal soda.

RED.
6 per cent primuline, 25 per cent

Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.
Diazotized 1^^ per cent nitrate soda

5 per cent sulphuric acid. Developed
two pounds beta naphthol.

SCARLET.
4 pounds benzo fast scarlet 4 BS.,

30 pounds Glauber's, 3 pounds sal

soda.
MAROON.

5 pounds tetrazo corinth B., 30
pounds Glauber's, 3 pounds sal soda.

HELIOTROPE.
Vz pound heliotrope BB., 10 pounds

Glauber's, Vz pound sal soda.

PINK.

^ pound tetrazo pink BU., 20
pounds Glauber's Vz pound sal soda.

YELLOW.
IV2 pounds chlorine yellow GG., 20

pounds Glauber's, 2 pounds sal soda.

ORANGE.
2 pounds benzo fast orange S., 30

pounds Glauber's, 3 pounds sal soda.

DARK GREEN.
3 per cent benzo dark green GG., 2

per cent chrysophenine, 1 per cent di-

rect black B.

GREEN.
3 per cent brilliant ben?:© green B.,

Vz per cent chrysophenine, 30 per cent
Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

NAVY BLUE.
5 per cent diazo black BHN., 30 per

cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

LIGHT BROWN.
6 per cent thion brown G., 6 per

cent sodium sulphide, 30 per cent
Glauber's, 3 per cent soda ash. •

BROWN.
6 per cent diamine brown B., 1 per

cent diamine yellow B., 1 per cent dia-
mine catechine G., 30 per cent Glau-
ber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

DARK BROWN.
2 per cent benzo fast black, 2^/^ per

cent benzo fast red L., 4 per cent
chrysophenine, 30 per cent Glauber's,
3 per cent sal soda.

BLACK.
15 per cent thion black B., 15 per

cent sodium sulphide, 3 per cent soda
ash, 30 per cent Glauber's.

#--

LAWN
.Lawn is a light-weight, single

cloth wash fabric, weighing from 1^/4

to 2^/4 ounces per yard and in differ-

ent widths finished. It is composed ol

all cotton yarns from l-40s to about
1-lOOs, and is always woven with a

plain weave I—-.

PLAIN LAWN
is made of grey yarn in both the warp
and filling. The fancier grades, or
those having a color effect, are pro-
duced by printing vines, fioral stripes,

small fiowers, etc., in bright colors in

scattered effects upon the face of the
goods, the warp and the filling in all

cases being grey yarns. The patterns
are always printed, never woven.
Lawn is made in various grades,

ranging in price from 5 to 12 1^ and 15
cents per yard, and it is used princi-
pally in the manufacture of ladies' and
children's summer dresses, sash cur-
tains, etc. Being a rather sheer fab-
ric, lawn is best adapted to those light
running looms in which the action of
shedding is easiest upon the fine yarns
used in this style of goods.
The warp for this fabric is warped

upon an ordinary warper and the va-
rious beams placed upon the slasher,
the yarn being sized just about the
same as is noted for an ordinary
sheeting, though, of course, different
sizing compounds and a greater
amount of care is necessary, due to
the fine yarn sizes used. It is never
a very successful policy to use bleach-
ed yarns in any of the finer numbers,
in fact, it is probable that no domes-
tic concern uses single bleached or
dyed yarns of a finer size than 70s-l.
It is more economical to use grey
yarns, and in most cases it gives a
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much better result, and besides cloths
are practical when made from grey
yarns when they would be impractical
in bleached and dyed yarns. The
method of making any fabric depends
a good deal on the result desired, and
it is the adoption of the

CORRECT METHOD
which brings success in a great
many instances. Curtain mills have
adopted the automatic loom for some
of the fabrics which they produce, and
because of this reason they are earn-
ing quite large dividends. Other mills
have adopted fast colors and are now
piece bleaching their product instead
of using bleached and dyed yarns, and
are thus obtaining a greater margin of

profit than others making similar
cloths. Other illustrations might be
given of a similar character, but intel-

ligence should be used if successful
results are to be secured. Lawns are
practically always woven upon light

looms, and very few have ever been
woven upon automatic machines. This
has resulted because fine yams are
likely to break more extensively and
because the weight of the heddles
upon the fine yarn causes breakage
and loss of production. The number
of looms per weaver is therefore re-

duced, and the possibility of saving
decidedly less. In order for automatic
looms to be successful they must be
kept in operation, and fine yarn does
not allow this as extensively as me-
dium and coarse sizes.

The plain weave requires but two
harnesses, but where there are a great
number of ends in the warp, the yarn
would be very much crowded if the
warp was drawn in on two harnesses.
Therefore, four or more harnesses are
used.

Lawn, when finished, should have
a very soft, smooth feel. Therefore
the finishing process includes brush-
ing, very light starching or sizing,

then calendering or pressing.

16 square inches equals 6.9 grains.

40 X 36 equals 1,440 x 6.9 equals 9,-

936 divided by 16 equals 621 divided
by 437.5 equals 1.419 ounces per yard,
40 inches wide finished.

40 pieces white warp yarn x 3^
inches equals 140 inches equals .5

grains.

140 X 7,000 equals 980,000 divided by
.5 equals 1,960,000 divided by 36
equals 54,444 divided by 840 equals
l-66s cotton warp.

DBDBGB IBaaDIDBG
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46 pieces white filling yarn x 2^
inches equals 100 equals .35 grains.

100 X 7,000 equals 700,000 divided by
.35 equals 2,000,000 divided by 36
equals 55,555 divided by 840 equals
l-66s cotton filling.

CONSTRUCTION.
40 inches finished.

64 ends per inch finished, 62 picks
per inch finished equals 60 ends in

reed and 58 picks in loom.
Reed, 1,080; 421 inches in reed. 2

ends per dent.

5 per cent take-up on warp in weav-
ing.

64@40 equals 2,560 ends plus 5 per
cent take-up equals 2,694 yards.

62 picks X 40 inches equals 2,480

yards.
2,694 yards, l-66s cotton warp

equals .748 ounces; 2,480 yards, l-66s
cotton filling equals .712 ounces total,

1.460 ounces.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The counts of yarns from which
lawn is made vary according to the
quality of lawn being made. This va-
ries from 40s to 100s. The yarns are
made in the third division of mills,

as given in a previous lesson or those
mills which make high count yarns.
In this article we will consider the
warp- yarn to be 60s and the filling

yarn to be 100s. For these two counts
raw stock of two different lengths of

staple and grade of yarn would be
used. For 100s a Sea Island cotton of

about 1 7-16-inch staple may be used
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and for the warp yarn an Allen cotton
of about li-inches staple. The two
cottons would be treated differently at

every process, and so we will describe
the two cottons at each process. The
Allen cotton would be put through the
bale breaker in the manner described
in the article of last week, and carried
to its proper bin. At this point the

GOOD WASTE IS MIXED IN.

It is not the general custom to run
the Sea Island cotton through the bale
breaker, but to mix it by hand great
care should be taken that all the bales
mixed are of a uniform length and
that the grade of each bale is up
to standard. Those bales not up to

standard should be shipped back to
the broker. The good waste is mixed
in at this point, but be sure that the
waste boy only puts in Sea Island cot-
ton, for if a shorter staple cotton gets
in it will cause trouble at subsequent
machines. The Allen cotton is put
through two processes of picking and
an opener. For this class of cotton
three processes of picking would be
better for, as it is a very dirty cotton,
the extra picking would help to clean
it. The speeds of all the picking ma-
chines previously given may be used
for this cotton. The weight of the
lap at the breaker picker should be
about 40 pounds or a 16-ounce lap.

The doublings are four into one at the
finisher, the total weight being 3.5

pounds or a 12-ounce lap. If an inter-
mediate picker is used, the total
weight of the lap should be about 37
pounds or a 12-ounce lap. The

SEA ISLAND COTTON
is only put through an opener and one
process of picking, the reason for this
being that the staple is so long that
if two processes are used the extra
beating that it receives tends to put
neps into the staple. The speeds of
the opener are slowed down and the
speeds of the finisher parts are as fol-
lows: The speed of a rigid two-blad-
ed beater should not exceed 1.000 rev-
olutions per minute. The total weight
of the lap should be about 30 pounds
or about a 9-ounce lap to the yard.
The roving waste should be mixed in
at the finisher picker process, as pre-
viously explained. The cards should

be set close for both cottons, the main
difference being in the setting of the
feed roller to the licker-in, which
should be set according to the length
of staple. The usual points that have
been given in previous lessons should
be looked out for when running Allen
cotton, the weight of the sliver in

front being 65 grains to the yard and
the production being about 500 pounds
for a week of 60 hours, the draft be-
ing not less than 100. For Sea Island

ADDITIONAL CARE
has to be taken; also certain speeds
have to be altered. It has been found
that by slowing the speed of the lick-

er-in less neps are put into the cot-

ton and still the cotton is cleaned. In

fact, one overseer using this class of

cotton lagged his licker-in pulley so

as to obtain an extra diameter of 1%
inches and found the results excellent,

the sliver showing fewer neps than
when the usual speed of the licker-in

was used. On this cotton it is the gen-
eral practice to use high drafts and
sometimes a draft of 165 is used, but
for general purposes a draft of about
130 is used. The flats are speeded so
as to make one complete revolution
every 45 minutes, the extra speed be-
ing obtained by lagging the pulley on
the cylinder that drives the floats. This,

of course, takes out more waste, but
it makes less work for the combers to

do. The weight of the sliver at the
card is about 45 grains per yard. Strip
and grind cards the same as stated
in previous articles.

THE WIRE FILLET
used for cards making sliver for high
class yarns is generally firmer than
that previously given and if cards are
used for high count yarn the size of

the fillet should be as follows: Cylin-

der No. 34 wire or 110s English count;
doffer and top flats, No. 36 wire or 130s
English count. The production of a
card on Sea Island cotton varies from
325 to 450 pounds per week of 60

hours. Four hundred pounds is a good
average. From the cards both cottons
are taken to the comber room and the
doublings at the sliver lap are 14 into

one. The weight of the Allen lap at

the front is 320 grains per yard and
the Sea Island weighs 250 grains per
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yard. The cottons are then put through
the ribbon lap machine, where the
Allen is doubled 6 into one, but it is

the general custom to double the Sea
Island only 5 into one, the weight of

lap at the front end being 260 grains
per yard for Allen and 200 grains for

Sea Island. The laps are taken to the
combers, where they are doubled 6

into one. The speed of the combers
should be about 85 to 90 neps per min-
ute for Allen and 75 to 80 for Sea
Island. The amount of waste taken
out at the comber is important. A good
average for Allen is 18 per cent and
for Sea Island 20 to 25 per cent. The

WEIGHT OP THE SLIVER

for Allen is about 42 and for Sea Island
about 36 grains per yard. After pass-
ing through the comber the sliver is

put through two processes of drawing,
the weight of the sliver at the front

being 60 grains per yard for Sea
Island and 70 grains for Allen. On all

machines when leather top rolls are
used for Sea Island, stock should be
kept in the best of shape and oiled

and varnished frequently. The speed
of the front roll on the finisher draw-
ing for Sea Island should be about 320

revolutions per minute or 80 revolu-

tions per minute slower than for Al-

len. The slubber draws the sliver into

.50 hank roving for Allen and .80 hank
for Sea Island. The Sea Island is put
through three processes of fly frames,
the hank roving being as follows:

First intermediate, 2.25; second inter-

mediate, 5.00; jack' frame, 18 hank,
and for Allen: First intermediate, 1.50;

second intermediate, 4.00; jack frame,

12 hank. The twist per inch put into

Sea Island cotton is a little less than
the usual amount used for other cot-

tons, the standard for jack frames be-

ing square root of hank x 1.2. The
filling yarn is mule spun and the warp
yarn ring spun, the following particu-

lars being used: Gauge of frame, 2|

inches; diameter of ring, I14 inches;

length of traverse, 6 inches; speed of

spindle, 10,000 revolutions per minute;
twist per Inch, 34.86. The warp yarn is

then taken to the spoolers and from
here to the warpers, where it is run
on beams and taken to the slasher.

The following is a good size to use:

100 gallons water, 54 pounds potato
starch, 2 pounds Yorkshire gum, 1^
pounds soap.

Finishing Particulars.

Lawns have to be very carefully
handled in the bleaching process.
They are starched with an ordinary
starch mangle with from 8 to 12
ounces best white German dextrine
per gallon, mixed cold, and boiled for
one hour, with a little blueing added
to shade required.
They are then finished on the stent-

er machine, dryed with hot air, care
being taken to keep the pieces per-
fectly straight.

Lawns are often tinted light shades
of blue, pink, cream, ecru, pearl, green
and other light tints with direct col-

ors added to the starch, the direct
colors being used generally. The basic
and acid colors are also tinted to make
bright colors.

TARTAN PLAIDS
Tartan plaid is a narrow, light-

weight, single cloth fabric, weighing
from 2 to 2V4, oimces per yard finish-

ed, and is composed of regular cotton
yarns from l-20s to l-26s in warp ajid
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filling. It is always woven about 23 1/^

inches in the reed, to finish about 22
inches wide. This is done to prevent
it from coming too close to the ging-
ham lines.

Tartan plaids are generally woven
with a ^ 45 degree, right hand

twill weave, and are always woven in

plaid patterns in imitation of the im-
ported worsted fabric of this name.
Each line of patterns has a stand-

ard name, which represents a signifi-
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cant style of color arrangement, such
Es Rob Roy, dress Stewart, Royal
£t€wart, Malcolm, Fraser, McGregor,
Sinclair, Gordon, Drummond, Macpher-
son, etc.

Those colors most used are red,

green, black, white, brown, drab, wine,
dark green, scarlet, dark blue, etc.

IN THE ROB ROY STYLE
the pattern takes the form of a broad,
two-colored check, 1^ x 1^/4 inches,

either black and red, or black and
white, viz.: 72 black, 72 red in warp
and filling. The dress Stewart pattern
is composed principally of white yarn.

The Royal Stewart has a decided red
color effect, the Gordon pattern a very
green color effect, etc.

Aniline colors are used in dyeing
the yarns for this fabric, the warp
yarns being given an extra run, to in-

sure an even shade, which, while not
being exactly a fast color, is strong
•enough to withstand the action of a
rather wet finish (gingham finish).

The warps for this fabric are order
ed from the spinner in lengths of

either 720, 1,080, 1,200 or 1,500 yards,
and have either 1,000, 1,200, 1,400 or
2,000 ends in them.
The most popular are 720, or 1,080

yards and 1,400 ends.
The warp is dyed in bulk and the

necessary number of ends of each col-

or are then split off. When all the
colors have been split or separated,
the splittings, or separated bunches of

ends of each color, are assembled in

the beaming frame, and the yarn is

arranged as per pattern in the rathe
comb, and the warp run through this

rathe onto the beam. After beaming
the warp is drawn in in the regulai
manner.
To finish this fabric, the goods are

taken from the loom and run through
the brusher, then through the sprink-
ler, after which they are very lightly

sized, then run upon the tentering ma-
chine to prevent undue shrinkage in

width, also to assist in drying, then
calendered, but not to a glossy finish.

CONSTRUCTION.
Style— Rob Roy—finished 22 inches

wide; reed, 1,080—23 1^ inches in reed,
two ends per dent; l-26s cotton warp

—10 per cent take-up; l-22s cotton

filling—40 picks; I—
,,

, 45 degree,

right-hand twill weave, 16 ends extra
for selvage.
Warp pattern: 72 black x 72 reed,

total 144, all equal 9 patterns plus 112
ends.

1,424 ends in warp (including sel-

vage.)
Start 29 red at x, end 28 red at x.

704 ends black plus 10 per cent
equals 780 yards l-26s warp equals
.5715 ounce; 723 ends red plus 10 per
cent equals 800 yards l-6s warp equals
.5860 ounce; 48 picks times 231/^ equals
564 yards, l-22s filling equals .488

ounce and 564 yards, l-22s filling

equals .488 ounce, equals 2.1335 ounces,
2.1335 ounces per yard, 22 inches wide.

Finish—very light size, tenter, cal-

ender.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns used in the manufacture
of tartan plaids are made in mills of

the first and second division, as given
in a previous lesson. The counts or

yam vary according to the mill in

which they are made, and the counts
taken as examples for this article are
l-22s filling yarn and l-26s warp yarn.
The cotton used for these goods is of

a fair grade and a staple varying from
g inch to 1 1-16 inches. We will con-
sider the staple to be one inch. The
cotton is stapled and put through a
bale breaker and from here is passed
by a series of lattice aprons to the
mixing bin. Use as large a mixing as
possible at one time, because the less

mixings the evener the yarn will be.

The good waste from the machines up
to the slubber is mixed into the raw
stock at this point, the collections of

this waste being made at regular in-

tervals. The raw stock is sometimes
put through

TWO PROCESSES OF PICKING
and an opener and sometimes through
three processes of picking and an op-
ener. It has been found that two proc-
esses of picking will clean the cot-

ton properly, and at the same time
will not be so apt to put neps into it.

When two processes of pickings are
used, the particulars of the intermedi-
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ate picker given below may be drop-
ped, the other particulars remaining
the same as given. The hopper or feed
box of the opener should always be
kept at least half full and generally a
porcupine beater is used. The speed
of this beater should be about 1,050

revolutions per minute, with a fan
speed of 350 revolutions per minute.
The cotton is then passed to the feed
rolls of the breaker picker. Keep the
pin beater of this machine free from
cotton, as it has to be watched to see
that the sliver waste does not tangle
around it. This roll is more trouble-

some on some makes of machines than
on others. The

SPEED OF THE BEATER
(which generally is of a two-bladed
rigid type) is 1,500 revolutions per
minute„ the fan speed being 1,400 revo-
lutions per minute. The weight of the
lap at the front should be about 40

pounds total weight or a 16-ounce lap.

Some system of marking has to be
employed, so that the laps of other
grades and lengths of staple will not
become mixed and thus cause trouble

later on. Of course, like staples and
weights of laps may be placed togeth-
er, but it is the general custom to mark
the laps at the end as they are taken
off the machine with different colored

crayons. For example, 1 1-16 may be
marked brown, 1% blue, 1 1-16 salmon,
etc. This is not generally done at

any except the finisher picker. The
laps are doubled four into one at the
intermediate picker, the speed of the
beater being 1,450 revolutions per
minute, and the speed of the fan 1,050

revolutions per minute. The weight
of the lap at the front is about 37

pounds. These laps are put up at the
finisher picker and doubled four into

one. It is at this point that

THE ROVING WASTE
is mixed in in a proportion of one lap

of roving waste to three laps of raw
stock. The cotton receives about 42

beats per inch fed. The total weight
of the lap is about 39 pounds, or about
a 16-ounce per yard lap. The speed
of the beater is about 1,500 revolu-

tions per minute, and the speed of the

fan 1,100 revolutions per minute. The
laps are then put up at the card. Thb

card is set to accommodate this stock
as described in a previous lesson, the
speed of cylinder being 160 revolutions
per minute. The speed of the licker-in
is 300 revolutions per minute. Flats
make one complete revolution every 40
minutes. The draft should not exceed
100. Use a large diameter doffer.

Strip three times daily and grind at
least once a month. The weight of the
sliver is 65 grains per yard. The pro-
duction is about 900 pounds per week
of 60 hours. The sliver is then put
through three processes of drawing,
being doubled six into one, the speed
of the front roller being 400 revolu-
tions per minute, the weight of draw-
ing at the finisher being 70 grains.
Some of the points that are to be look-
ed out for are as follows: Stop mo-
tions, rolls, laps and oiling. The sliver
is next taken to the slubber and made
into .40 hank roving, the usual stand-
ard for twist being used. Look out
for the shape of your bobbins. The
slubber roving is put through three
processes of fly frames, doubling two
into one. The hank roving at the first

intermediate is 1.10, at the second
2.70 hank and at the jack frame five

hank.
The rovings are then taken to the

spinning room and made into the re-
quired yam.

THE FILLING YARN
may be taken to either the mule or
ring spinning room. If taken to the
ring spinning room, the following are
good particulars to use for frame mak-
ing 22s yarn: Gauge of frame, 2%;
diam.eter of ring, li^ inches; length
of traverse, 6i^ inches; twist per inch,
15.25; speed of spindles, 7,400 revolu-
tions per minute. For a warp frame
spinning 26s use gauge of frame, 2|
inches; diameter of ring. If inches;
length of traverse, 6 inches; speed of
spindles, 9,700 revolutions per minute.
The warp yarn is then spooled, warped
and put through a slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

RED.
4 per cent diamine fast red F., 30

per cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.
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GREEN.

1% per cent diamine sky blue FP.,

V6 per cent diamine fast yellow FF.,

) per cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal

Dda.
BLACK,

15 per cent thion black G., 15 per
ent sulphide soda, 30 per cent salt; 3

,jer cent soda ash.

BROWN.
5 per cent benzo fast orange S., 2

per cent chrysophenine, 2i^ per cent

benzo fast black, 30 per cent salt, 2

per cent soda ash.

DRAB.

i per cent benzo fast black, V-i per

cent chrysophenine, 3 ounces benzo
fast red GL., 30 per cent Glauber's, 2

per cent sal soda.

SLATE.

y2 per cent benzo fast black, V4.

ounce chrysophenine, i/4 ounce benzo
fast red GL., 30 per cent Glauber's, 2

per cent sal soda.

SCARLET.

5 per cent diamine scarlet B., 30 per

cent Glauber's, 2 per cent sal soda.

DARK GREEN.

6 per cent diamine black HW., 4

per cent diamine fast yellow B., 30 per
cent Glauber's, 2 per cent sal soda.

WINE.

6 per cent diamine Bordeaux B., 30

per cent Glauber's 3 per cent sal soda.

BLU^.

4 per cent brilliant benzo blue 6 B.,

30 per cent Glauber's, 3 per cent s§ii

soda.
DARK BLUE.

15 per cent pyrogene indigo B., 15

per cent sodium sulphide, 30 per cent
salt, 3 per cent spda ASh, 2 pints min-
eral oil.

YELLOW
2 per cent chloramine yellow M., 30

per cent Glauber's, 2 per cent soda
ash.

BAYADERE
Bayadere is a fabric in which the

pattern consists of a stripe running
across the width instead of the length
of the material. Such patterns are al-

most entirely confined to ladies' and
children's dress goods, and may be
composed entirely of cotton, as in the
cheapest grades, of cotton and wor-
sted in the medium, or entirely of

worsted or worsted and silk in the
best grades.

The fabric considered in this article

is a medium-grade cloth of ladies'

dress goods, and is composed of wor-
sted, silk and cotton and weighs 5 1^
ounces per yard, 36 inches wide, fin-

ished.

The pattern is a zigzag stripe, ex-
tending across the fabric in the direc-
tion of the weft on a rep ground.
Figure 1 shows the full design for

the one repeat of the pattern, and is

complete on 132 warp threads and 30
picks.

Figure 2 is the drawing-in draft and
is complete on 13 harnesses.

Figure 3 is the reeding plan.

Figure 4 is the chain draft.

The arrangement of the warp and
weft threads is as follows:
Warp, 2 threads blue 2 -50s worsted

(xx Ohio), 1 thread brown 2-60s cot-
ton (carded peeler) ; 3 threads in pat-
tern.

Weft, 1 pick light blue 40 -2 s spun
silk, 2 picks brown, 20-cut cotton
(wool spun) ; 3 picks in pattern.
20 reed, 3 threads per dent—60

threads per inch. Reeded 38i^ inches
wide for 36 inches finished, 40 picks
per inch.

The above warp must be made on
two beams: cotton threads on top
beam, worsted threads on bottom
beam.
When drawing in, cotton must al-

ways come on first four shafts, and
worsted on the last nine shafts.

Almost any dobby loom might be
used having the required number of
harnesses and shuttle boxes.

In regulating the tension of the two
beams, considerable care must be used
in order that the rib in the ground
may be made as clear and distinct as
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possible. This may be accomplished by trated by the small sketch Figure 5having relatively more weight on the It will be noticed that the cottoncotton beam than on the worsted, (thin) threads are held very nearly
Fig. 3. Fig. 2. F'^. 1

^»

il«MWP";»;::';:?¥?l.

which IS an important feature in the straight, while the worsted are forced
manufacture of all fabrics of a rep to bend around the heavy picks of the
character, and which is fully illus- weft. The take-up of the worsted
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threads is therefore much greater
than that of the cotton, being about
eight per cent, while the cotton is only
about two per cent.

The worsted warp then must be
made relatively longer.

In introducing the weft threads, the
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Fig. 4.

silk pick must always enter when the
cotton warp threads are up in the
ground portion of the cloth.

THE FINISHING.
In finishing fabrics of this charac-

ter everything depends upon the qual-

ity of the cloth—the fabric just describ-

ed having a dry finish; viz., after being
burled and mended, it is brushed,
pressed and rolled and is then ready
for shipment.

In the best grades, however, the
cloth must be scoured, tentered, shear-
ed, brushed and pressed before being
rolled and made ready for shipment.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The machines used in making the
count of yarn required for the warp
yarn of bayadere will be found in the
second division of mills, as given in a
previous lesson. Bayadere, as has
been stated, may be composed of all-

worsted or all-cotton yarns or a mix-
ture of worsted and cotton yarns, or a
mixture of worsted, silk and cotton. In
fact, there may be almost any com-
bination of these three fibres. The
best grades of bayadere are made up
of worsted and silk yams. For this

article we will consider that the fab-

ric is composed of all three kinds of

raw stock, worsted, silk and cotton.

For the warp, 2-60s yarn is used and
for the filling a 20-cut cotton yarn is

used. The filling yarn is spun in a
woolen mill and so

THE WARP YARN
will be the one considered under the
above heading.
For this count of yarn a peeler cot-

ton is used of about li-inch staple.

This cotton should be of a good grade
and should be run through a bale
breaker. The principal part of the
mixing is done at the bale breaker for

this cotton. The cotton is brought
from the storehouse and sampled and
the bales having the same length of

staple are put together. Those hav-
ing a staple or grade not up to mark
are laid one side. Several bales are
opened and placed around the bale
breaker and the attendant feeds from
each bale alternately until all the cot-
ton is gone. As many bales as possible
and convenient should be opened
and placed around the bale breaker at
one time because a

MORE EVEN MIXING
will thus be obtained and the yarn will
run a great deal evener. After passing
through the bale breaker the stock is

conveyed automatically to the mixing
bins. If the mixing is done by hand,
the same points have to be looked out
for, the only difference being that sev-
eral hands are used instead of a ma-
chine. At the bins the good waste is

mixed. The raw stock is then passed
through two or three processes of

picking and an opener. If only two
processes of picking are used, then
the particulars given for the interme-
diate picker may be left out, the other
particulars given remaining the same.
The hopper of the opener should al-

ways be kept more than half full. The
speed of

THE BEATER
is 1,050 revolutions per minute. Gen-
erally a porcupine style of beater is

used for this machine, with a fair

speed of 350 revolutions per minute.
The cotton is then passed to the break-
er picker. The speed of the beater
(two-bladed rigid type) is about 1,500
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revolutions per minute, that of the fan,

1,400 revolutions per minute. The
weight of the laps at the front should
be about 40 pounds, or a 16-ounce lap.

The laps are put up at the intermedi-
ate picker and doubled four into one.
The speed of the beater should be 1,-

450 revolutions per minute. That of

the fan 1,050 revolutions per minute.
The weight of the laps at the front

Fig. 5.

end should be about 37 pounds, or a

12-ounce lap for peeler cotton to make
this class of goods.
The laps are put up at the finisher

picker and doubled four into one. It

is at this point that the

CUT ROVING IS MIXED IN

(it having been previously put through

a special picker, which takes out the

twist and leaves it in a fluffy, untwist-

ed state and then it is put through a

picker and made into a lap of the

same weight as the laps from the in-

termediate picker), in the proportion

of three laps of raw stock to one lap

waste. The speed of the beater for

this machine is 1,450 revolutions p'el*

minute, with a fan speed of 1,100 rev-

olutions per minute. This gives the

cotton passing through 42 beats or

blows per inch. The weight of the lap
at the front is 35 pounds, or a 12 1^-

ounce lap. Watch all the points that
have previously been pointed out. The
variation from standard should not be
over 8 ounces either side for the total

lap. The lap is next taken to the
card. The

SETTINGS OP THE CARD
for this division of mills have been
previously given.
The draft should not exceed 100;

speed of the licker-in, 300 revolutions
per minute ; speed of flats, 1 revolution
every 45 minutes; weight of sliver, 65
grains; production about 650 pounds
for week of 60 hours. Strip three times
a day, grind once a month, and use
as large a doffer as possible. The
sliver is next put through three proc-
esses of drawing, the doublings - at

each process being six into one, the
weight of the finisher drawing being
72 grains per yard, and the revolutions
per minute of front roll 350. Either
metallic or leather covered rolls may
be used at this machine. If the former
are used, see that they are properly
set and keep them well scoured ; if the
latter are used, keep them in good re-

pair, well varnished, and oiled. For
this length of staple the following

SETTINGS
of the bottom steel rolls may be used

:

Front roll to second roll, l^^ inches;
second roll to third, 1% inclies; third

roll to back, 1% inches. The sliver

is put through the slubber and made
into .55 hank roving. Three processes
of speeders or fly frames are used,
the hank roving being as follows: at

first intermediate 1.50; at the second
4, and at the jack frame, 12. The
usual points are to be looked out for

in connection with fly frames. The
roving is then passed to the spinning
room and made into 60s yam. For a
warp frame making this count use the
following particulars : Gauge of frame,
2% inches; diameter of ring, IJ^ in-

ches; length of traverse, 6 inches;

twist per inch, 34.86; speed of spindle,

10,000 revolutions per minute. The
yarn is then taken to the twister and
doubled or twisted into a two-ply yam,
It is then passed to the spooler and
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from here to the warper and from
here to the slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

BROWN.
5 per cent diamine brown B., 1 per

cent diamine fast yellow B., 30 per
cent Glauber's, 2 per cent sal soda.

LIGHT BLUE (SILK).

1 per cent patent blue, pure, 5 per
cent acetic acid.

BLUE (WORSTED).
3 per cent patent blue A., 20 per

cent Glauber's salt, 5 per cent sul-
phuric acid.

The woven fabric (loom) of this

name is very closely imitated by a
knitted fabric of similar appearance,
which is a light-weight grade of as-
trachan.

THE KNITTED FABRIC
is made of cotton yarns, wound in cone
shape and placed upon the knitting
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BOUCLE
Boucle is a single cloth, dress goods

fabric, weighing from 7 to 8 ounces
per yard, 44 inches wide finished, and
composed of plain and fancy twist
(cotton) yam in warp and filling, also
having a worsted loop yarn in the
filling.

Boucle is used principally as a nov-
elty dress fabric for ladies' spring and
fall suitings, the distinguishing fea-
ture of the cloth being the small loop
in the filling yarn, which curls over
the face of the goods.

COTTON BOUCLE
is generally made with a fancy combi-
nation weave, and the all-wool grades
with a straight twill weave.

In the fabric boucl^ the loop yarn is

always a worsted filling thread, twist-
ed with a single cotton thread, gen-
erally dyed black. The color effects
are either solid color in warp and
filling with the loop yarn in contrast,
or end and end patterns, created by
using fancy colored cotton twist yarns.
The colors most used are : Brown, dark
blue, cadet blue, light green, drab, etc.,

or these same colors are twisted with
a black thread for twist effects. Boucle
is usually woven in the pick and pick
loom, owing to the fact that there is

never more than one pick of loop fill-

ing put in at one place, the arrange-
ment generally being 4, 5, 6, 8 picks,
cotton or cotton twist, to one pick of
worsted loop yarn.

BOUCr.K (Woolen)

Warp, all brown. Filling, 3 brown,
I worsted, 1 loop.

H «
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Loop Tarn
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Loop Tarn
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Reed Plan

BOUCLE (Cotton)

frame, no warp being required, and the
thread which forms the loop is a reg-
ular worsted thread, dyed black and
wound upon a small bottle bobbin.
The loops on the face of the cloth

are formed by the loop wheels in the
machine throwing the worsted thread
between the stitching places, upon
the face of the cloth in such a manner
as to form a loop.

The yarns can be taken direct from
the twister and spooled upon small
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6-mch spools and these spools assem-
bled in the creel rack at the warp mill

and the warp made in sections upon
the mill drum, and afterward run off

the drum upon the loom beam: or, the
yarns are taken from the twister and
the entire number of spools required
are placed upon a creel rack and the
w^hole warp made by being run around
an upright mill drum, which is an up-
right framework centered upon an
axle and turned by a crank, and hav-
ing a circumference of from 20 to 50

yards.
If made upon an upright mill, the

warp, when finished, is pulled off and
beamed.
To finish boucle, the goods are tak-

en from the loom, and scoured in a
solution of soap and cold water, after
which they are rinsed in cold water,
tentered and pressed.

CONSTRUCTION.
Reed, 720—49 1^ inches—1 end per

dent, 20 picks per inch; 2-12s cotton
warp and filling.

Warp pattern: 4 black and blue
twist, 2 black.

Filling pattern: 4 black and blue
twist, 1 black loop yarn.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The machines on which the counts
of yarn are made in the manufacture
of boucle will be found in the first di-

vision of mills, as given in a previous
lesson. The warp yarn is made from
a cotton fibre, as is the filling yarn,
but this class of cloth has an extra fill-

ing, which is spun from a worsted
fibre. This w^orsted filling is what is

known as a loop yarn and when woven
into the cloth gives it a rough surface.
The loops are obtained by different

methods, this one being a three-ply
yarn.

THE YARN
to make the filling warp yarns for

boucle is made from raw stock having
a staple of about one inch. This raw
stock is generally mixed, in large
quantities, by hand. If two mixings
are made, it is a great deal better, for

then one mixing can be standing and
drying out while the other mixing is

being used. The good waste is mixed

at this point and sometimes, although
on a poor quality of goods, a small per-
centage, of comber waste is used in

the mixing. The raw stock is run
through an opener and three processes
of pickers. The hopper or feed box of
the opener should be kept more than
half full in order to obtain as even a
feed as possible. The speed of the
beater is 1,000 revolutions per minute.
The cotton sheet is then passed on

to the feed rolls of the breaker and
is struck from them by the beater,
which, if of the rigid two-bladed type,
makes 1,500 revolutions per minute.
The total weight of the lap at the
front is 40 pounds, or a 16-ounce lap.

These laps are doubled, four into one,
at the intermediate picker, of which
the beater makes 1,450 revolutions per
minute. The total weight of the lap
at the front of this machine is 39
pounds, or 14^^ ounces to the yard.
The laps are next

DOUBLED FOUR INTO ONE
at the finisher picker. It is at this

point that the cut-roving waste is mix-
ed in the proportion of one lap cut
roving to three laps raw stock. The
beater of this machine makes 1,450

revolutions per minute, which gives 42

beats per inch of cotton fed. The to-

tal weight of lap at the front is 39

pounds, or a 14i^-ounce lap. It will

thus be seen that the doublings in a
picker room, where three processes of

picking are used, will be 16 against
a total draft of 14.6, the individual
drafts at the pickers being about 1.86

at breaker and 2.80 at the intermediate
and finisher pickers. The laps are put
up at the card, the draft of which for

this class of goods should not exceed
100. The speed of the licker-in is 300
revolutions per minute, the top flats

making one revolution every 45 min-
utes. The card fillet of work of this

class should use No. 32 wire for cyl-

inder and No. 33 wire for doffer and
top flats (No. 32 wire equals 90s Eng-
lish count and No. 33 wire equals 100s).

Grind wire once a month, strip three
times a day, both cylinder and doffer,

although some overseers strip the dof-

fer once more. The weight of the
sliver should be about 65 grains per
yard and the card should produce be-
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tween 900 and 950 pounds per week of

60 hours. See that your knife blades
under the licker-in are properly set.

The two-knife arrangement is better
than the one knife. Use

A LARGE SIZE DOFFER.

In setting your doffer to the cylinder
use a No. 5 gauge. Two processes of

drawing are generally used and for

this class of work it is the general
custom to use metallic rolls, as they
are better adapted to this class of

work than the leather covered top
rolls. In calculating the production
turned off for metallic rolls always
add 33 1-3 per cent over that calculat-

ed for leather covered rolls. The sli-

ver weighs about 70 grains per yard
and with 400 revolutions per minute
of front roll produces 2,100 pounds per
week of 60 hours. The roving is then
put through the slubber and made in-

to 40 hank roving. It is then run
thorough

TWO PROCESSES OF FLY FRAMES,
where it is made into 1.25 hank at the
first intermediate' and 2.50 at the sec-
ond. The roving is then taken to the
spinning room. The particulars used
for a warp spinning frame making 12 s
yarn would be as follows: Gauge of
frame, 3 inches; diameter of ring, 2%
inches; length of traverse, 7 to IVz]
speed of spindles, 19,000; and for a fill-

ing frame spinning 12s use: Gauge of

spindle, 2% inches; diameter of ring,

IVz inches; length of traverse, 7 inches;
speed of spindle, 6,600. The yarn is

then spooled, twisted into 2-ply 12s
and warped, after which it is run
through a slasher.

Colors for Boucie.

Following are good formulas for
dyeing boucie:

BROWN.
10 per cent thion brown G., 10 per

cent sulphide sodium, 30 per cent
Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

DARK BLUE.

10 per cent immedial indone B., 10
per cent sulphide sodium, 30 per cent
Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

CADET BLUE.
8 per cent immedial sky blue, 8 per

cent sulphide sodium, 30 per cent
Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

LIGHT GREEN.
4 per cent immedial sky blue, 3 per

cent immedial yellow D., 7 per cent
sulphide sodium, 30 per cent Glauber's,
3 per cent sal soda.

DRAB.
3 per cent thion black G., i/^ per cent

thion brown G., 3 per cent sulphide
soda, 20 per cent Glauber's, 2 per cent
sal soda.

SLATE.
2 per cent immedial black NN., 2 per

cent sulphide soda, 20 per cent
Glauber's, 2 per cent soda ash.

BLACK.
15 per cent immedial black NB., 15

per cent sulphide soda, 30 per cent
Glauber's, 3 per ecnt soda ash.

SCARLET.
6 per cent diamine scarlet B., 3 per

cent sal soda, 30 per cent Glauber's.

KniD.

6 per cent benzo fast red 4B., "30 per
cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

COMBED YARN GOODS—

COTTON LININGS
Cotton lining is a single cloth, all

cotton fabric, weighing from 2 to 2^/^

ounces per yard, the goods finished at

20^4 inches, including i^ inch for sel-

vage. All combed cotton warp yarns
are used in the production of this fab-
ric, which, when finished, is used
principally in the manufacture of
sleeve linings and as a stiffening in

the more expensive grade of ladies'

and men's clothing.

The object of treating the cotton
while in the sliver state to the addi-
tional process of combing is to fur-

ther assist in the operation of
straightening out, or paralleling of the
cotton fibres. Combed cotton, after be-
ing spun into yarn, produces a smooth,
round, even thread.
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In addition, the combing process
makes it possible to obtain a much
better yarn than if it were not done,
for not only does the combing process
parallel the cotton fibres, but it re-
moves a large portion of the short fi-

bres which compose the roving or
yarn. As is well known, the longer
staples of cotton contain quite a large
percentage of short fibres, and if these
are eliminated, it leaves only the
longer fibres and makes relatively a
much stronger yarn. The reason for
this is because the longer fibres have
more binding places in the twisted
yarn. It often happens that the use
of long cotton will permit of a lower
standard of twist, largely because the
greater number of binding points re-
sult in more strength, than with a
greater amount of twist and shorter
fibres.

SLEEVE LININGS

are made of combed yarns which after
being dyed the required color are
glazed or polished, and this process, in

connection with the weave employed,
generally an eight-harness satin warp
effect face, gives to the yarn in cloth
the appearance of a close woven hair-
cloth .fabric. The finished fabric has
a very smooth, hard, even face,

though not a harsh feel.
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Linings are usually made in solid

black color, or in fancy bright color-

ed stripes, upon a black ground. The
colors forming the stripe patterns are
cherry red, cadet blue, yellow, red,

brown, etc.

The glazing machine consists main-
ly of a large copper cylinder, four or

five feet in diameter. This cylinder is

heated to a high degree of intensity

by either gas or steam.

As the cylinder revolves, there are
a series of rollers working against its

surface, and running in an opposite di-

rection. These rollers are set in the
machine frame above the cylinder and
at regular distances, in much the same
manner as the workers and stripper on
a woolen eard.

The yarn is fed to the machine
through a pair of feed rollers, from
which it passes over the face of the
cylinder, and under the small rollers,

or, in other words, between the cylin-

der and the small rollers, after which
it is delivered by a pair of rollers, sim-
ilar to the feed rollers. The yarn is

run through the machine twice, the
object being to submit all parts of its

surface to the friction, to cause the
glaze to come up.

The linings can be woven on any
loom which contains a suflicient num-
ber of harnesses to complete the
weave, though satin weaves are often
employed, and this makes possible the
use of cam looms, which are probably
more economical for such cloth pro-
duction.

Lots of trouble is thus developed by
the fancy strapping required to pro-
duce the satin weave effects.

Good results are obtained by using
plain, single box loom, having a dobby
attached.

To finish this fabric, the goods are
taken from the loom and lightly

starched, then run through the calen-
der two or three times to set the
smooth, glazed finish.

There are many lining fabrics made
to-day produced from grey yarns, and
after being woven are bleached and
dyed. These fabrics are then run
through a machine which contains
rolls with fine lines engraved upon
them. This is often known as a mill-

ing process. It has a tendency to flat-

ten the threads composing the cloth,

and it impresses upon them many fine

lines. These lines reflect the light and
give a high percentage of luster. On
many of these cloths an examination
with an ordinary magnifying glass will

show the very fine lines which are
impressed upon the fabric. Probably a
large percentage of lining fabrics are

made from grey yarns, and piece-dyed
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at present. This is the most econom-
ical method, for it eliminates a great
many expensive processes.

CONSTRUCTION.
Reed, 1,000—23 inches in reed, two

ends per dent; 62 picks l-30s black
cotton filling, l-20s cotton (glazed
warp) yarn.
Warp pattern: 10 black, 4 cadet

blue, 10 black, 4 yellow. Weight, about
21/4 ounces; finish, 20^/4 inches. Eight
harness satin weave; warp effect face.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Cotton linings are made of various
counts of yarn, according to what
grade of linings is wanted. In this ar-

ticle we will consider that the cotton
warp yarn is l-20s combed, and the
filling yarn l-30s. The yarn for linings

of this grade would be spun in mills

of the second division, as given in a
previous lesson, although yarns for

linings are made in all three divisions

of mills.

THE RAW STOCK
used should be of a fair grade, with a

staple of about 1% inches. This is

put through a bale breaker and from
here carried by a series of endless lat-

tices to its proper bin.

The bins to hold the different grades
of cotton should be plainly marked on
both ends, showing the kind, grade
and length of staple, so that no mis-
takes will occur through guesswork. If

different lengths of staple get mixed
together it will cause a great deal of

trouble at the machines, having their
rolls set at a certain distance of one
length of staple.

The cotton is fed to the bale break-
er in the manner described in the last

lesson. The cotton is allowed to dry
out as much as possible before being
fed to the opener. The good waste is

mixed in at the bins. This class of

cotton passes through an opener and
either two or three processes of pick-
ing (generally two processes being
used). If only two processes are used
the particulars given for the interme-
diate picker may be omitted. Use the
different speeds of the opener and
pickers as given in a previous lesson.

The total weight of the lap at the

front end of the breaker picker is 50

pounds, or 16 ounces to the yard. This
is put up at the intermediate and

DOUBLED FOUR INTO ONE
and this lap at the front end has a
total weight of 37 pounds, or 12 ounces
to the yard. This lap in turn is put up
at the finisher picker and doubled four

into one. It is at this point that the

cut-roving waste is mixed in in a pro-

portion of three laps of raw stock to

one lap of cut roving. The total

weight of lap at the front is 35 pounds,
or 121^ ounces to the yard. The laps

are then put up at the card, the draft

of which should not be less than 120.

A large doffer should be used; the
card should be stripped three times a

day and ground at least once a

month.
The cylinder speed is 160 revolu-

tions per minute; speed of licker-in,

300 revolutions per minute. The top

flats should make one complete revolu-

tion every 35 minutes. The production
of the card should be 500 pounds per
week of 60 hours, the weight of the
sliver being 50 grains per yard. The
sliver (in cans) to be used for warp
yarn is collected and passed to the

SLIVER LAP MACHINE,
or, as it is sometimes called, the small
doubler; here it is doubled 14 into 1

and made into a lap. This sheet of lap

weighs 395 grains to the yard. Six of

these laps are put up at the ribbon lap

machine, or, as it is sometimes called,

the large doubler. These are doubled
into one sheet of lap, which weighs
260 grains per yard. Six of these laps

are put up at the comber and made
into a sliver weighing 45 grains per
yard. The speed of the comber should
be about 90 nips per minute. The ma-
chine is set so as to take out 18 per
cent of waste. The draft of this ma-
chine for this class of cotton should
be about 27.50.

This sliver is then put through two
processes of drawing, the weight of

the sliver at the front of the finisher

drawing being 70 grains per yard. The
speed of the front rolls of this ma-
chine is 350 revolutions per minute.
Either metallic or leather covered top
rolls may be used. The sliver is put
through the slubber and made into .50
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hank roving. This roving is passed
through

TWO PROCESSES Oi^- FLY FRAMES,
the hank roving at each being as fol-

lows: At first intermediate, 1.50; at

second intermediate, 4.50. This is then
taken to the ring spinning room and
spun into 20s yarn, using a frame hav-
ing a spindle gauge of 2% inches, a
2-inch diameter ring, a 7-inch length
of traverse, a spindle speed of 9,400

revolutions per minute, and a twist per
inch of 21.24. This yarn is next spool-

ed, then warped, after which it is put
through the slasher.

The weights and processes used for

THE FULLING YARNS
are different from the above. Starting
at the card, the draft should be about
100; the flats make one complete rev-
olution every 50 minutes; the sliver

weighs 65 grains per yard, and the
production is 700 pounds per week.
This is then put through three proc-
esses of drawing, the weight of the
sliver at the finisher drawing being 73
grains per yard. The slubber roving
is .55 hank. This is put through two
processes of fly frames, the hank rov-

ing being as follows: At the first in-

termediate 2.00 and at the second 7.25

hank. This roving is then taken to

either the ring spinning or the mule
room and spun, into 30s yarn. If the
former, use a frame having a gauge of

2| inches; diameter of ring, Ig inches;
length of traverse, 6 inches; speed of
spindles, 8,300 revolutions per minute;
twist per inch, 19.17.

dip aniline black is also dyed in some
cases, and the oxidized aniline salt

black is dyed to a large extent. The
new sulphur blacks ar-e superseding
all other blacks.
The black and colored prints are

printed with resist colors, and after-

ward padded with aniline black, and
finished with calendered beetle or
schreiner finish. Most finishes are
very bright and glazed.

CASHMERE TWILL
Cashmere twill is a light-weight,

single cloth, weighing from 2i^ to 3

ounces per yard, finished at 27 to 28
inches wide, and composed of about
l-20s cotton warp, and l-16s to l-20s
cotton or cotton shoddy filling.

It is usually woven with an even or

uneven sided twill weave, such as ?
2

or -—J , the warp being all black, of

dyed yarn, and the pattern being print-
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Dyeing Particulars.

Many of the cheap linings are dyed
a logwood black. By some people log-
wood black is asked for because the
goods gain in weight, as logwood
feeds the goods, adds weight and sub-
stance, and all artificial blacks reduce
the weight of the cloth.

The logwood bath generally used is

the steam black. First, the goods are
padded in a solution of logwood about
5 degrees Tw., dried over steam cans,
run through a solution of bichromate
of soda four ounces to the gallon, and
then run through a steam box, and
afterward rinsed well in water. A one-

ed upon the face of the goods after the
weaving operation.

THE PATTERNS
are generally small effects, produced
by printing drabs or greys upon the
black ground in imitation of twist yarn
effects, the whole forming somewhat
the appearance of a fancy mixed
woolen fabric.

This style of cloth was used princi-
pally in the manufacture of ladies' fall

novelty suitings, and can be woven on
either the plain cam or a medium-
weight loom having dobby attached.
To finish this fabric, the cloth is

taken from the loom and run through
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the printing machine to produce the
pattern upon the face of the fabric,

after wliich the goods are lightly sized
and calendered.

CONSTRUCTION.
Reed, 700—30 inches in reed, 2 ends

per dent—16 ends selvage -—
^ 45 de-

grees twill weave; l-20s cotton warp
(black) ; 42 picks l-16s cotton filling.

1,166 ends plus 16 equals 1,182 ends
plus 5 per cent take-up in warp in

weaving equals 1,227 yards l-20s cot-

ton warp equals 1.17 ounces; 42 picks
times 30 inches equals 1,260 yards
l-16s cotton filling equals 1.5 ounces.

1.17 ounces warp weight plus 1.5

ounces filling weight equals 2.67

ounces per yard.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The warp yarn used in the manufac-
ture of cashmere twills may be made
in either the first or second division of

mills as given in a previous lesson.

The filling yarn may be made in a cot-

ton or in a woolen mill. For this ar-

ticle we will consider the warp and
filling yarns to be l-20s. For this

count of yarn a medium grade of cot-
ton should be used. A bale breaker
would not be used, although it would
improve the yarn. The mixing would
be done by hand, and as large a mix-
ing as possible would be made at one
time. By doing so there will be a sav-
ing of time and also a more even yarn
will be secured. The bales of cotton
should be sampled and mixed in the
manner described in a previous lesson.
As the mixing is done by hand it

should be allowed to stand as long as
possible, so as to dry out, thus making
the cotton

EASIER TO HANDLE.
It is at this point that the good waste
from the machines up to the slubber
is used. This waste should be pulled
apart as much as possible before be-
ing thrown into the mixing, so that it

will not work around the pin beater of
the opener, as it is apt to do when
left coiled up. The cotton is put
through an opener and two processes
of pickiifk.

The speed of the beater of the open-
er should be about 1,700 revolutions

per minute. The hopper should always
be kept half full and the fly cleaned
out at frequent and regular intervals.
The speed of a two-bladed rigid type
beater of the breaker picker for this

stock should be about 1,500 revolutions
per minute. The total weight at the
front is 40 pounds or 16 ounces to the
yard.

THE LAPS
are doubled four into one at the fin-

isher picker, and it is at this point
that the cut-roving waste laps are mix-
ed in in the proportion of three laps
of raw stock to one lap of cut waste.
The speed of this beater (two-bladed
rigid type) is 1,450 revolutions per
minute. This will give the cotton pass-
ing through the machine about 42
beats per inch of cotton fed. The total

weight of the lap at the front should
be 39 pounds or 14 ounces to the yard.
Take good care of your machines and
keep them well oiled, cleaned and set,

and the work will be greatly improv-
ed, both as to appearance and pro-
duction. The lap is put up at the card
and the draft should not exceed 100.

The flats should make one complete
revolution every 45 minutes.

THE CARDS
should be cleaned at least twice a day
and the fly taken from underneath
onoe a day. The strip waste should
be gathered four times a day. The
cards should be stripped (doffers and
cylinders) three times a day and
ground once a month, except in the
case of accidents, when they should
be ground until the wire is level and
sharp. Light grinding should always
be used. Use as large a doffer as pos-
sible, use either one having a 26 or 27
inch diameter. The production of a
card on this stock should be about
800 pounds for a week of 60 hours.
The card sliver is then put through

THREE PROCESSES
of drawing frames. Metallic rolls

may be used to great ad-
vantage on this grade of stock. The
sliver at the front of the finisher
drawing frame should weigh about 70
grains to the yard. The slubber draws
this sliver into .40 hank roving. It is

then put through the fiy frames. The
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roving for warp yarns is then taken to
the ring spinning room and the rov-
ing for filling may be taken to either
the ring spinning or the mule room.
For this class of goods the filling yarn
is generally ring spun. For a warp
frame spinning 20s use the following
particulars: Gauge of frame, 2|
inches; diameter of ring, 2 inches;
length of traverse, 7 inches; twist per
inch, 21.24; speed of spindle, 9,400 rev-
olutions per minute. For a filling

frame use a frame having a 2| inches
gauge, iy2 inches diameter ring, 6i/^

inches length of traverse, the yarn
having 14.50 turns per inch, and the
speed of the spindles is 7.300 revolu-
tions per minute. The warp yarn is

then spooled, warped and put through
a slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

BLACK WARP.
15 per cent sulphur black, if for jet

black, immedial NN., if for blue black,
immedial NB., 15 per cent sodium
sulphide 30 per cent Glauber's,
3 per cent soda ash. Dyed in a warp
dyeing machine. After the goods are
woven and cleaned with a good soap-
ing and rinsing, they are sent to the
printer and printed with different pat-
terns and styles, to imitate mixed
woolen fabrics, and are then finished
and made up like woolen goods.

BAYADERE MADE ENTIRELY

OF MERCERIZED COTTON
In a previous article a description

was given of a "bayadere" fabric, in
which the materials of which it was
constructed were cotton, worsted and
silk and whose foundation was a "rep"
weave.

It is now intended to show another
"bayadere" fabric, but which is com-
posed entirely of mercerized cotton
and whose structure is based upon the
plain weave, the finished width 36
inches and the weight 4% ounces per
finished yard.
Such a fabric is shown in Fig. 1,

which is a very good illustration of

this class of patterns, whose chief fea-

ture is the zigzag stripe extending
across the cloth in the direction of

the weft.
The size and elaborate effect of this

pattern make it resemble a jacquard
effect, but it can in fact be produced
on a comparatively low number of har-
nesses.

Fig. 2 shows the full design, which
is complete on 64 warp threads and 48

picks.

As before mentioned, the plain

weave is used as the

BASIS OF THE FULL DESIGN,
and between the stripes (ground) all

the threads are interlaced on the plain

Fig. 1.

weave and form a single cloth; but
the stripes themselves (figure) are
formed by lowering all the fine threads
(marked

|

at top of full design. Fig. 2)

and raising all the coarse threads
(marked . ) to the surface of the cloth
and thus forming a double cloth, with
each of the two single cloths thus
formed interlaced with the plain

weave, throughout the stripe or baya-
dere. •

Fig. 3 illustrates the drawing-in
draft, which requires 18 shafts, 10 for
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the ground and 8 for the figure
threads.

Fig. 4 shows the reeding plan.

The material and arrangement of
the threads are as follows:

Warp: 6 threads 2-40s blue mercer-
ized cotton (one in a heddle), four
threads 2-20s hlack mercerized cot-
ton (two in a heddle) ; total, 10 threads
in one repeat of pattern,

950 reed—38 1^ inches wide to finish
36 inches, 40 picks per inch.

weft the same yarn is wound double,
or two threads on a bobbin, which is

done for the following reason: In many
cloths from which this particular pat-
tern was derived the black cotton
used was very much heavier, that is,

about 2-lOs or 2-12s, with one thread
introduced in one heddle, instead of

two threads, which made the fabric
appear very coarse and open in tex-
ture; therefore, by using two threads
of 2-20s the same weight of yarn is

employed, but being finer, and the two
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Fig. 2.

Filling: 6 picks 2-40s blue mercer-
ized cotton (single), 2 picks 2-20s
black mercerized cotton (double) ; to-
tal, 8 picks in one repeat of pattern.

Fig. 5 shows the chain draft re-
quired. The back picks must positive-
ly come on the bars marked.

It will be noted that the black 2-20s
cotton used in the warp is introduced
2 threads in one heddle, and in the

threads lying side by side, the cloth
is given a much finer and closer tex-
ture.

COLORS.
In cloths of this description the bay-

adere stripe is generally black, which
gives very great freedom in the choice
of colors for the ground, as any good
color may be combined with black
without any danger of the other suf-
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fering by being placed in juxtaposi-

tion.

THE REQUIRED LOOM.

In selecting the kind of loom for

weaving the above cloth, almost any
make of loom can be used which will

carry 20 shafts and have the capacity

of carrying at least 2 shuttles.

Dyeing Particulars.

PURPLE.
On a tannine and tartar emetic mor-

dant, dye in fresh hath, 1 per cent

methylviolet 3R.

On tannine mordanted yarn dye with

V2 per cent rhodamine 5G., which dyes

a pink; for a rose use 2 per cent color.
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CLai.i Draft.
DnDBDBDBDDDBDBDBDB
GDBGBaaaaDBDBDBDBD
DBDBGaaBDBDBDBDBBB
BGBGBDBDBDBLBDBDBB
DBGBDBDBDBDBDBDBBB
BGBDBDBDBDBOBDBDBB
DBaBGaDBDBGBDBGBBB
BDaDBDaa aDaDBDacBB
DBGBaaaaDDDBOaCBDB
BDBaaGDDGDBDBCBDBD

-

aBDBDBGaDBaaDBBBBB
BGBGjiDflGBDBDKDBBBB
DBDBDBGBGBDBDBBBBB
BGaGBGBGlOBCBIIBBBB
DHGBGBGiG BDBGBBBi B
BGBGaJBGBCBCBDBBBB
GBGBGGGGaDDBDBDBDB

'

BGBGGGGGDDBDBDBCBD

'

GUGBGaJBGBDBBBBBBB
a Jmamj igb dbdcbbbbb
GBGB DaGBGBDBBBBBBB
BGaGaGBGaOBCBBBBBB
GflGB JB JBGBDBBBB'BBB
BGBGB J i DBGBCBBBBBB
GBaajDGGGBCBCBCBDB

'

bggggdggbdbdbdbdbd

'

gbgbgbgbdbbbbbbbdb
BGBGIGBlBDariBBBBBD
aBGBGl BCBEBBVKBGB
BGB IBGBGBCBKKflBBBD
I BGBGBGBOBBBBIBBUB
BnaGBlBDBDBBlBBBBD
DDDGGGGBGBIJBCBCBDB '

DGDGGGBDBDBDBCBCBD

'

DBGBJBGBGBBBBBCBDB
BGBGBDBDBGBK-BBBCBD
nBGflGBDBGBBBBBCBCB
BlBGaGBDlDBBBBBDBD
DB J^GIGBaBVBBBGBDB
BGaGliDBG IDBBBBBDaD
DGGGG i»GB Q BCBCBDBCB
DGGG^aaGB naCBDBDBD
DBDBGaGBDBBBDBGBCB
a iBGBGaGBOBBBDBDBD
DaGBGBGBaBBBCBDBGB
BGBGBGBGBGaBBGBDBD
DBGBGBGBDaaaGBGBGB
BGBGBGBGBDBBBDBDBD

Fig. 5.

FINISH.

A dry finish only is required for this

fabric and the process is as follows:

After being burled and mended the

cloth is brushed and steamed and
then pressed so as to give as much
luster as possible. After being rolled,

the cloth is then ready for shipment.

SCARLET.
3 per cent diamine scarlet, 30 per

cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

CHINA BLUE.
On tannine mordanted yarn dye 1

per cent new methylene blue GG.

SKY BLUE.
3 per cent diamine sky blue, 30 per

cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.
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NAVY BLUE.
4 per cent diamine black BH., 30

per cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

TURQUOISE BLUE.
On a tannine mordant dye l^^ per

cent turquoise blue G.

EMERALD GREEN.
On a tannine mordant dye 2 per cent

emerald green cryst.

LIGHT BROWN.
1/^ per cent diamine fast yellow B., 1

per cent diamine brown B, 20 per cent
Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

BROWN.
2 per cent tetrazo brown R., 1 per

cent tetrazo brown GG., 30 per cent
Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

RED.
4 per cent benzo fast red 4 BS., 30

per cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

HELIOTROPE.
2 per cent tetrazo lilac R., 30 per

cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.
ORANGE.

2 per cent tetrazo orange TR.
per cent Glauber's, 3 per cent
soda.

SLATE.
y2 per cent diamine black BH.

per cent oxydiamine black A., 30 per
cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda.

30
sal

'^

PIQUE
Pique is a heavy cotton material

woven in corded or figured effects.

The goods are used for such purposes
as ladies' so-call«d tailor-made suits,

vestings, shirt fronts, cravats, bed-
spreads and the like.

The plainest and most common fab-
rics of pique are those in which the
pattern consists of straight cords ex-
tending across the cloth in the direc-
tion of the weft. In the construction
of these fabrics both a face and a
back warp are required and the
cords are produced by all the back
warp threads being raised at inter-
vals of 6, 8, etc., picks over two or
more picks of the face cloth, which has
a tendency to draw down on the sur-
face of the fabric. These fabrics are

generally woven and sold in a white
state, but in recent years there has
been a certain percentage of the goods
made with colors, one color being used
for the ground of the cloth and another
for the ribbed or tucked portion.

Some seasons this is noted more than
at other times, but color is sometimes
used.

00

caBDDBDaHnaB
DDHDnBDaBDa
aaBSBBDiHsa
naBanBDDBDDa
DDBaDBaGHGD
BSBBDBBSBBDB
DnBnaBDDBDnB
nnBDDBnaBDD

Fig. 2.

The face warp threads are generally
finer than the back warp threads and
are in the proportion of two threads
for the face and one thread for the
back.

In the diagram Fig. 1, which is a
sectional cut of a fabric woven with
the design Fig. 2, the heavy black lines
represent the back warp threads, and
it will be noticed that they are raised
over two of the face picks, represented
by the small dots (.).

The heavy dots (.) represent the
back picks, which interlace with the
back warp threads only. The fine

lines represent the face warp threads.
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In the heavier and better grades of of binding the face and back cloths
pique, heavy or coarse picks, called together. As a result of this method
wadding, are used to increase the of binding, the cloth is characterized
weight and also to give more promi- by the embossed appearance of the
nence to the cord effect. They are in- figures. In the best grades heavy
troduced between the face and back wadding picks are used and these tend
cloths, as illustrated by the diagram to greatly heighten the raised effect

Design.

;35:35sg5!Bs:asi3?!35!35iB5:ss:g5:isi3!:5l:3«i3g;E»:gs
Fig. 4.

Figure 3, designated by dots o. of the figures. The effect produced is

In the lightest and cheapest grades, about the same as when two light
neither any wadding nor back picks cloths are laid together with wadding
are used. In this case the back warp between and then stitched together on
threads float on the back of the fab- a sewing machine, the stitching being
ric, except when raising over the face in the form of figures.
picks to form the cord. \v'hite Marseilles bedspreads are the

Drawing-in-Draft.

aDn3nnai]nnDnna^n::3n=iDDz-]^r3Z]c:j;z::::::Dz;DnnnnnnonannDDnDn»a
niiaiiziziniiDJ[:ni]ziz!i!ii3::-z]ii:j2::]ZGi;n-c::GziLZi3z:nzinn-iaan_.nuHGnGn
ni]nz=iJGGiiGZiG-;GziGGZGZGZGGGGG_GGZG=zzGG[:_nz:GGL:"ZHG=i[:L:zina
nDGzz-zzzzzzzz~zzz~^zzzzzz-zzzzz-zzzzz^z.zz-gzzzz~z^zna

D=zz=zzz^zzzziz2zz=zz=z=zz^==iz=3zzz^=zzzzzzzzz=zzzzjD
DZZZZC-ZZZZBZZZZ^ZZZZZ^^^Z^— ==jBZ zz zz_zzzzzzzzzzzzir

;:ffi
n:
ni^^__^^^_^

, ^^ ^_ ,
^ ^

^ -^^^^-_^-
dnzzziz^zzzizzzz=izzzz=izz=zzizzzzzizz=^=izzzznizz=znB
IZZZBZZZZZHZZZZZBZZZZZB_ZZ i-ZZZZBZZZZZBZZZZnBZZaZDBna
GZBZZZZZBZZZZZBZZZZZBZZZZZBZZZZZBZZZZZBZZZZZBZZZZDBana
ZZZJZBZZZZZBZZZZZBZZZZZBZZZZZBZZZDZlBZCZZZBZDaaaBGGGDa

Reeding- Plan.

DDDBBBDGaBBannnBaannGBaBDnGBBBGGZiHHnnaaBHnDnBaBanDBHH
BBBGaaaaaDGnaBaaoaaBaGDGBBBGGGBBBaGDBBBDaDBaaaaaaBBDaa

Fig. 5.

FIGURED PIQUE. highest and most elaborate form of
In the figured pique the binding of piques, and in these the pattern cov-

the back warp threads into the face ers the entire spread. Geometrical
cloth is not done in straight lines as in figures, birds, foliage and most every
the plain pique, but the binding points conceivable manner of form are used,
are introduced so as to form figures. and all being embossed, the ultimate
These fabrics are woven in the white effect is very fine. In the example

and the figures are purely the result which we shall take, a small figure
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pique is given, with the following for

the
ANALYSIS OF THE FABRIC:
Width of warp in reed (without sel-

vage), '6S inches; width of fabric fin-

ished, 36 inches; ends per inch, 100;

ends in warp, 3,600—1,200 x 3 reed.

Take-up of warp during weaving, 8

per cent; weight of fabric, per yard,

Chain Draft.

]DnaDDDDnDDnanDDDnannD—
iDGaDDDaafflnnaanncaaa
inanaafflDanaDsafflnena

^ aBanaaaaaDBDnnnnaDDn
rt DDDrDnaDnananDnDDDa
5 nDnnDDaDBnanDGDDDaD—

DHD
DHDI!I

„ ni
^ <DaaaaaoDDDnnnaaaan

anaanaDDDnnanaDann
DBannnnaaG^DDnnnDnaaa-
DaafflOfflnaDBnanaDana
nnanDDnannnnannnDD
OBDDaDDDnDDDTlDDaBnanD—

a«aaDannannnfflDaDDnnno—
Fig. 6.

from loom, 9| ounces; shrinkage of

fabric in length during finishing, 2 per
cent; finished weight, 9 ounces.

Dressing: 3 threads in pattern. One
thread, l-30s white carded peeler cot-

ton; 1 thread, 2-30s white carded
peeler cotton; 1 thread, l-30s white
carded peeler cotton; equals 3.

Filling: 4 picks repeat of pattern,

168 picks per inch. One pick, l-30s
white carded peeler cotton; 1 pick,

l-9s white carded peeler cotton; 2

picks, l-30s white carded peeler cot-

ton; equals 4.

In Fig. 4 is shown the full design.
Fig. 5 illustrates the drawing-in

draft on 22 harnesses—4 required for

the face warp threads and 18 for the
back warp threads. The reeding plan
is also given.

Fig. 6 is the required chain draft.

LOOM REQUIRED.
For the plain pique a dobby loom

having drop boxes and from 4 to 16
shafts only is required, but for the
figured pique a loom of more intricate

construction is required, and the
Crompton & Knowles Loom Company

build a loom especially adapted for the
purpose. Their jacquard machine,
which is of the rise and drop type, is

especially adapted for the weaving of

Marseilles quilts, and has features that
dispense with the so-called "plain

card," using only the figure card.

FINISHING.
These fabrics, after being scoured

and bleached, are hot pressed, rolled or
folded, and are then ready for ship-

ment.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Pique is made up in various ways
and is constructed of yarns, the count
of which varies from very coarse to

very fine. The fabric which is describ-
ed is considered as being made up of

l-30s and 2-30s in the warp and l-30s
and l-9s in the filling. For making this

grade of cloth the machinery found in

the second division of mills would be
used.

THE COTTON USED
would be a good grade of "peeler," of

about 1%-inch staple. This cotton
would be brought from the storehouse
and each bale sampled ; all those bales
not up to sample should be laid one
side. The bales of the same length
of staple should be opened and fed
to the bale breaker alternately from
each bale in small lots at a time. From
the bale breaker the cotton is carried
to the bins by lattice work or by
trunking and a blower and fan. The
mixing should be allowed to stand in

the bins as long as possible before be-
ing used, so that the cotton will be
free from moisture. It is at this point
that the

GOOD WASTE
from the machines up to the slub-
ber is mixed in, the sliver being torn
into short lengths before being thrown
into the mixing. The raw stock is put
through an opener and either two or
three processes of picking. If three
processes of picking are used for the
intermediate picker the same partic-

ulars are followed as in the case of

the finisher except where noted.
The hopper of the opener should be

always kept more than half full of raw
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stock, so as to feed an even sheet of

cotton to the breaker picker. The
speed of a porcupine beater of this ma-
chine should be about 1,050 revolutions

per minute. The speed of a two-bladed
rigid type beater for the breaker pick-

er should be 1,500 revolutions per
minute, the fan speed being 1,400 rev-

olutions per minute. The total weight
of the lap at the front should be 40

pounds, or a 16-ounce lap. If an inter-

mediate picker is used, the laps are
doubled four into one and the

TOTAL WEIGHT OF THE LAP
at the front should be 37 pounds, or

a 13-ounce lap. These laps are put up
at the finisher picker and doubled four
into one. At this point the cut-rov-

ing waste is mixed in, in the propor-
tion of one lap of waste to three laps

of raw stock. The speed of the beater
should be about 1,450 revolutions per
minute, which gives the cotton passing
through the machine about. 42 beats or
blows per inch. The total weight of

the lap at the front should be 35

pounds, or a 12 1/^ -ounce lap. Look out
for your fan drafts to see that they
are properly regulated so as to obtain
an even lap. The laps are then put
up at the card.

THE CARD
should have a draft of not more than
100. The count of wire fillet used
should be medium, the wire for the
tops and doffer being one number finer

than for the cylinder. The card should
be ground at least once a month and
should be stripped three times a day.

The flats should make one complete
revolution every 50 minutes. Use a
large doffer, either 26 or 27 inches in

diameter. The weight of the sliver

should be 65 grains per yard, the pro-
duction for a week of 60 hours being
750 pounds. The sliver is put through
three processes of drawing frames;
the speed of the front roll being 350
revolutions per minute. The doublings
are 6 into 1. The draft of the first

intermediate is about 5.5, the second
5.75, and the third 5.75; the sliver

weighing at the front of the finisher

about 72 grains per yard. The sliver is

then put up at the slubber and made
into .50 hank roving. This roving is

then put through two process-

es of fly frames, the hank
roving at the first intermediate
being 2.00, and at the second be-

ing 7.50. This makes all the roving
for this cloth, except for the 9s. TJiis

is made from a 2.00 hank roving. The
roving for warp yarns is taken to the
spinning room and made into 30s yarn.
From here it is spooled and part of it

twisted into 2-30s yarn, after which it

is warped and slashed. The filling

yarn may either be mule or ring spun.
We will consider this yarn to be ring
spun. The particulars to use for No.
30s would be as follows: Gauge of
frame, 2% inches; diameter of ring.

If inches; length of traverse, 6 inches;
speed of spindle, 8,300 revolutions per
minute; to spin 9s use 1%-inch di-

ameter ring, 7-inch traverse, and a
spindle speed of 6,200 revolutions per
minute. Part of the 30s yarn is twist-
ed into 2-30s.

Dyeing Particulars.

PEARL.
Dye in the jigger dyeing machine

with 15 gallons liquor, 50 pounds
weight of goods, 175 degrees F., one-
half pound of soda ash, one-half pound
sulphide sodium, 1 pound common salt,

3 ounces immedial black V ex., 1 ounce
immedial brown B. Run the goods for

40 minutes; add in two portions the
dyestuffs; rinse and aftertreat with Vz

per cent bichromate potash, i^ per
cent sulphate copper, at 170 degrees
F., and rinse well. Give a weak soap-
ing if required.

CREAM.
Dye with the same proportions as

for pearl, and in the same way, with
one-half ounce immedial yellow D.,

one ounce immedial cutch G.

BUFF.
Dye with same proportions as pearl,

with 6 ounces immedial bronze A.

LIGHT SLATE. .

Dye with same proportions as pearl,

6 ounces immedial black V.

DRAB.
As light slate; 2 ounces immedial

black V; 6 ounces immedial bronze A.

LIGHT BROWN.
On the jigger, as pearl; 3 per cent

immedial cutch G., 3 per cent sodium
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sulphide, 3 per cent soda ash, 15 per
cent common salt.

LIGHT OLIVE DRAB.

I>ye as pearl; one-half pound pyro-
gens yellow M., 14 ounces pyrogene
olive N.; 4 ounces pyrogene cutch 2G.;
after -treat as pearl.

MADRAS GINGHAM
Madras gingham is distinctly a

shirting fabric and is an article of fine

quality. Zephyr gingham is a dress
gingham and is lighter and of softer

finish than the madras gingham.
Madras gingham is distinguished

from the common gingham by the fine-

ness of the texture and the richness of

the patterns employed. In the com-
mon gingham the plain weave is

chiefly used and the patterns consist
only of stripes and checks formed by
contrasting colors—principally white
with some other color—and is chiefly

made on cam looms.

The Fabric.

"ir .J T ^2' 1 v_ '^ ^"i|

^ t i f 1 1 i

1 ? h M.f
r, : jf. -:c urf

Fig. 1.

In the madras ginghams
VARIOUS WEAVES ARE USED

in combination with the plain weave
which is always used for the ground,
while very often leno weaves are in-
troduced for ornamentation.

The number of colors used in con-
junction with white often reaches as
high as five and six in a single pattern,
while printed yarns are extensively
used with fine effect.

Fig. 1 is a very neat illustration of a
madras gingham in a leno stripe effect.

The chief features of this pattern are
the leno diamond stripe on a back-
ground of old rose, and the heavy
cords of white and of tan. The blue
stripe between the white cords is also

a prominent feature.

ANALYSIS OF THE FABRIC.
Width of warp in reed (selvage in-

cluded), 291/^ inches; width of fabric,

finished, 28 inches; size of reed re-

quired, 1,600—ends per dent, 2 and 3;

ends in warp, 2,616.

For l-50s plain weave, lYz per cent
take-up; for 3 -50s cords, no take-up^
and for 3 -50s leno crossing threads
50 per cent take-up.

Number of beams required, 3 (on
account of the various take-ups).
Weight of fabric per yard from loom,
1% ounces.

Shrinkage of fabric in length during
finishing, 2 per cent. Finished weight,
1.92 ounces.

Pattern for beaming:

136 threads per pattern.

19 repeats of pattern in warp.

X 4 threads l-50s white cotton.
1 thread 3-50s white cotton.

X 2 threads l-50s tan cotton.
1 thread 3-50s white cotton.

X 10 threads l-50s white cotton.
* 1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 6 threads l-50s fr. blue cotton.

1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 8 threads l-50s white cotton.

2 threads l-50s fr. blue cotton as 1
X 8 tlireads l-50s white cotton.

1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 6 threads l-50s fr. blue cotton.
« 1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 10 threads l-50s white cotton.

1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 2 threads l-50s tan cotton.

1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 6 threads l-50s white cotton.
0- 1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 2 threads l-50s tan cotton.

1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 10 threads l-50s white cotton.
X 2 threads l-50s fr. blue cotton.

1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 2 threads l-50s fr. blue cotton.

1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 2 threads l-50s fr. blue cotton.
X 8 threads l-50s white cotton.
o: 2 threads l-50s fr. blue cotton as 1
X 8 threads l-50s white cotton.
X 2 threads 1-5 Os fr. blue cotton.
* 1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 2 threads l-50s fr. blue cotton.
•-

1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 2 threads l-50s fr. blue cotton.
X 10 threads l-50s white cotton.

1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 2 threads l-50s tan cotton.

1 thread 3-50s white cotton.
X 2 threads l-50s white cotton.

Total 136 threads.
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Wilt threads marked x on bottom
beam.
Put threads marked on middle

beam.
Put threads marked * on top beam.
In a good many instances the yam

is placed upon the loom beams as pre-
viously described, but there are a
number of plants at least where the
corrfs^ and ground yarn are placed upon
the same beam. Naturally, leno yarn
would have to be placed upon a top
beam because of the excessive take-
up. The only methqd which permits
two-ply yarn and single yarn to be
placed upon the same beam is through
the correct amount of tension upon
the warp beams when the loom beam
is being run. A good many consider
that this method is never possible, but
there are many instances where it is

successful and economical. There are
many cases where the «pivag-pj^^ are
made of rather heavy two-ply yarn>
and this yarn is run upon the loom
beam together with the warp yarn
which composes the body of the fabric.

l-50s cotton must be well sized.

Number of threads of each color in

pattern: l-50s white, 84; l-50s tan, 28;

1-50S fr. blue, g; 3-50s white, 16; to-

tal, 136.

Number of threads of each color in

warp: l-50s white, 1,628'; l-50s tan,

532; 1-50S fr. blue, 152; 3-50s white,
304; total, 2,616.

Filling: 72 picks per inch; all white
l-60g cotton.

The full design is illustrated at Fig.

2, and is complete on 136 warp threads
and 12 picks. The drawing-in draft is

illustrated at Fig. 3, and is com-
plete on 7 harnesses and 2 doup
shafts.

Fig. 4 is the reeding plan.

Fig. 5 is the harness chain draft for

12 bars.

THE LOOM REQUIRED.
Any ordinary dobby loom with a

feno attachment can be said to be
satisfactory for making most of these
leno ginghams or shirting materials.

A close shed loom is seldom used for

such purposes, because it operates at
so slow a speed, and for this reason
most of the ordinary leno attach-
ments are applied to open shed looms.

A good many looms upon which fancy
leno patterns are produced contain
from 20 to 25 harnesses. Due to the
change in demand, it is possible to
sell a much wider cloth of the char-
acter described than it was some years
ago.

One of the features which is seldom
mentioned, but which is often of im-
portance to manufacturers of colored
yarn goods of the character described

DDBaBaBn pDgBOBDBoa a
ggSSSSSSR g.
DanBDBDBn ds

|§B5SSSBSE
"

oaaaoaoBC
EBaaaaDBDB

Figr. 5.

is in regard to the appearance of cer-
tain colors after the cloth is finished
In such fabrics, if a dark color be used
next to a light one, the various fi-

bres of cotton will project from the
dark threads and cause a very un-
satisfactory appearance upon the light

yarn. In some cases cloth has been re-

jected for this purpose alone, and mills
have overcome this result by using
combed yarn in place of carded yarn
where black or very dark colors are
being used. This same situation is

noted where some of the fast colors
to stand bleaching are observed.
Where the colored yarn contains
many fibres which project, they show
up very plainly against the white
threads close to them, and unless a
high qualitj^^of yarn with few project-
ing fibres be used, some patterns will

be objectionable.

FINISH REQUIRED.
After these goods are received from

the looms they must be examined
carefully, and all spots of dirt and
grease removed, the selvages trimmed
and all runners (that is, filling pulling
in at the sides) and also bunches and
large knots must be taken out.

They are then run through a
starching machine and given a me-
dium starching.
They are then run through a calen-

der, which flattens out the threads and
removes all wrinkles and gives the
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cloth a much smoother surface, be-
sides giving it an appearance of finer
texture.

After measuring and rolling, the
pieces are put in a hydraulic press
and submitted to a pressure of many
tons' weight. They are then labeled
and papered and are ready for ship-
ment.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The machinery required to make
the yarns for madras ginghams will be
found in mills of the second division
although mills of the third division
(as given in a previous lesson) also
make this grade of yarn.

THE COUNT OF YARN
which we will consider in making this

class of goods is l-50s and 3-50s for
the warp yarns and l-60s for the fill-

ing. This stock is made out of a good
grade of cotton, the staple of which is

about 11 to iy2 inches in length. The
cotton is brought to the picker room
and sampled and graded by the over-
seer in charge of the card room, al-

though in large mills when a cotton
sampler is employed he also is pres-
ent at mixing time.
The bales of cotton are sampled and

all those of the same length are plac-
ed together. After the lot is sam-
pled, a few (four or five) bales are
placed around the bale breaker and
fed to this machine, a small lot being
taken from each bale alternately un-
til all the cotton is gone. The bagging
which comes around the cotton is then
placed in a pile, where later it will be
picked clean of all cotton and then it

is placed with other bagging, which is

sold. X he ties which bind the Bales
are also sold.

THE BALE BREAKER.
The draft of a bale breaker is quite

large, but as the cotton is in large
lumps it only acts on it by pulling it

apart so that good deal of the draft
is lost. The production of a bale
breaker is from 80,000 to 90,000
pounds per week.
The cotton is conveyed by endless

lattices from the bale breaker to the
bins; sometimes a blower and trunks
are used in connection with the lat-

tices. Where one is used it has been
found that the cotton is in better
shape to work and does not have to be
dried out so long in the bins* Large
mixings should always be used for the
reasons given in previous articles.

At the bins the sliver waste of the
same length and grade of cotton is

mixed into the raw stock. . As this is

generally done by the man that col-

lects the waste, it is always a good
plan to watch him to see that he puts
the waste that he has collected in its

proper bin. The raw stock for this
class of goods is put through a porcu-
pine opener and

TWO PROCESSES OF PICKING.
Keep the hopper of the opener more
than half full of raw stock, because
by so doing a more even feed will be
<^obtained and this will help to make
an even yarn. The speed of the beat-
er of the opener should be about 1,-

050 revolutions per minute. The cot-

ton is passed up to the feed rolls of

the breaker picker. There are tv/o of

these rolls, top and bottom, and they
present a sheet of cotton to the beat-
er, which is generally of the two-
bladed variety. This beater has a
speed of about 1,500 revolutions per
minute, and the fan a speed of 1,400

revolutions per minute. The total

weight of the lap at the front end of

the breaker picker is about 40 pounds,
or what is called a 16-ounce lap,

meaning that each yard of lap weighs
16 ounces.
The laps are taken from the breaker

picker and put up at the finisher

picker, the doubling (or number of

laps put up) being 4 into 1. It is at

this point that the cut roving, of the
same length and grade, is mixed in, it

having first been. put through a.special
process which takes out the twist,

and also a picker, w^hich forms into a
lap. The proportion of cut waste used
is one lap of cut waste to three laps
of raw stock. The beater of the fin-

isher picker makes 1,450 revolutions
per minute. The total weight of the
lap at the front of the finisher picker
is about 35, or a 121/^ -ounce lap for
both warp and filling yarn.
The lap is put up at the card.
The draft of this machine for this
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class of goods should not be less than

110; the wire fillet used on the cylin-

der' should be No. 34 wire or No. 110

English count, and on the doffer and
top flats No. 35 or No. 20 English
count wire should be used. The cards
should be ground once every three
weeks and stripped (doffer and cylin-

der) three times a day. The cards
should be thoroughly cleaned twice a

day and wiped down twice more.
The speed oi the cylinder should be

165 revolutions per minute, the licker-

in speed 290 revolutions per minute.
The top flats should make one revo-
lution every 34 minutes. The weight of

the sliver at the front end should be
65 grains, and the production 600

pounds per week of 60 hours. Use a
larger diameter doffer, either 26 or 27

inches. On some grades of madras
ginghams the filling yarn is combed,
but as we have put the cotton in this

article through what is called fine

carding we will consider that both the
warp and filling yarns are to be only
carded. The sliver is taken from the
card and put through three

PROCESSES OF DRAWING FRAMES.

The doublings of these machines are
six into one. The weight of the sliver

at the finisher drawing frame is 70

grains. Look out to see that the top
rolls are all properly varnished and
in good repair, or are thoroughly
cleaned if metallic rolls are used; see
that all stop motions are in proper
working order and that the help keep
the machine running. The drawing
sliver is put through the slubber and
made into .50 hank roving. From here
it is put through three processes of fly

frames and made into 10 hank for 50s
count yarn and 12 hank for 60s yarn.

In 10-hank roving the hanks made at

the different processes are as follows:

2 at first intermediate, 4 hank at sec-

ond intermediate and 10 hank at the
jack frame. For 12 hank it is 2 hank
at first intermediate, 4 hank at second
intermediate and 12 hank at the jack
frame. The roving for warp yarn
is carried to

THE RING SPINNING ROOM
and spun into 50s yarn on a frame
having the following particulars: 2^

inches gauge of frame; diameter of
ring, iy2 inches; length of traverse, 6

inches; speed of spindle, 10,000 revo-
lutions per minute. This yarn is then
spooled and the yarn for the plain
weave is then warped and put through
a slasher. The following mixing may
be used for heavy counts: Water, 100
gallons; potato starch, 65 pounds; tal-

low, 6 pounds; Yorkshire gum, 3

pounds; white soap, 2 pounds; boil

If hours. The 50s count yarn for
cords and leno whip threads after be-
ing spooled is twisted into 3-ply 50s
yarn on the twister machine.
The 12-hank roving for filling yarn

may either be ring or mule spun. If

ring spun, use a frame having the
following particulars: for 60s gauge
of frame, 2| inches; diameter of ring,
11^ inches; length of traverse, 5

inches; speed of spindle, 8,000 revolu-
tions per minute.

Dyeing Particulars.

YELLOW.
1 per cent tetrazo chlorine yellow

GG., 30 per cent Glauber's, 3 per cent
sal soda; after-treat with i^ per cent
bluestone, l^ per cent chrome.

LIGHT ORANGE.
1 per cent tetrazo chlorine orange

R., 30 per cent Glauber's, 2 per cent
sal soda; after-treat with i^ per cent
bluestone, i/^ per cent chrome.

OLD ROSE.

V2 per cent tetrazo chlorine rose, 25
per cent Glauber's, 2 'per cent sal

soda; after-treat with i^ per cent blue-
stone, y2 per cent chrome.

LIGHT OLIVE.
4 per cent pyrogene olive N., 4 per

cent sulphide soda, 30 per cent Glau-
ber's, 3 per cent soda ash; after-treat

with 1 per cent bluestone, 1 per cent
chrome.

LIGHT TAN.
4 per cent pyrogene cutch 2G., 4

per cent sulphide soda, 30 per cent
Glauber's, 3 per cent soda ash; after

-

treat with 1 per cent bluestone, 1 per
cent chrome.

SKY BLUE.
% per cent diamine sky blue FF..

25 per cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal
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soda; after-treat with ^ per cent sul-

phate of copper.

LILAC.

y2 per cent diamine brilliant blue G.,

25 per cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal

soda; after-treat: i^ per cent sulphate
of copper.

PEARL.
4 ounces diamine dark blue B., 4

ounces diamine brilliant blue G., 25

per cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda;
after-treat: % per cent sulphate of

copper.
BUFF.

2 ounces diamine catechine 3 G., 2

ounces diamine catechine B., 25 per
cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda;
after-treat: y2 per cent sulphate of

copper, 1/^ per cent chrome.

LIGHT BROWN.
10 per cent katigen yellow brown

GG., 2 per cent katigen brown V., 10

per cent sulphide sodium, 3 per cent
soda ash, 30 per cent salt; after-treat

4 per cent bluestone, 4 per cent
chrome, 3 per cent acetic acid.

DARK BROWN.
5 per cent diamine catechine B., 4

per cent diamine catchine G., 30 per
cent salt, 3 per cent sal soda; after-

treat: 3 per cent bluestone, 3 per cent
chrome.

RED BROWN.
5 per cent diamine brown M., 30 per

cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda;
after-treat: 2 per cent bluestone, 2

per cent chrome.

PINK.

1/^ per cent benzo fast pink, 2 BL., 20
per cent Glauber's, 2 per cent sal

soda.
RED.

6 per cent primuline, 30 per cent
Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda; diazo-

tize and develop with beta naphthol.

WINE.
As red. Diazotize and develop with

Bordeaux developer.

SLATE.
2 per cent diamine jet black SS., 30

per cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal

soda, after-treat with 3 per cent
chrome.

BLACK.
6 per cent diamine black B., 30 per

cent Glauber's, 3 per cent sal soda;
diazotize and develop with phenylene
diamine.

SULPHUR BLACK.
10 per cent immedial black V., 10

per cent sulphide sodium, 30 per cent
Glauber's, 3 per cent soda ash; after-

treat: 3 per cent chrome, 3 per cent
bluestone, 3 per cent acetic acid.

LIGHT GREEN.
On tannine and tartar emetic mor-

dant. Dye: 1 per cent new methylene
blue GG., 1 per cent thioflavine T.

BLUE.
On tannine and tartar emetic mor-

dant. Dye: 2 per cent new methylene
blue GG.

INDIGO BLUE.
10 per cent immedial indone 3 B.,

10 per cent sulphide soda, 30 per cent
Glauber's, 3 per cent soda ash; after-

treat: 3 per cent sulphate of copper.
-•-

EXAMINE
An etamine is a thin, slightly

glossy fabric used principally for

women's dress goods. Being a very
popular material for summer wear, it

is usually made in what is commonly
known as a piece-dyed fabric, that is,

woven with undyed yarn. A good rea^-

son for making it a piece-dyed fabpc
is that it is much cheaper than if the
yarn is dyed previous to the weaving.
Etamines are dyed in almost any
color. Blue, black, red and various
shades of drabs seem to be very pop-
ular. The interlacing of the warp and
weft is on the one and one order, or
plain weave. See design. Fig. 1. The
openness or transparency of the fabric
is due partly to the smooth, hard-
twisted yarn and partly to the weave.
Etamines were originally made with

worsted yarns, which, of course, are
much more expensive; however, if a
good quality o^ cotton is used there is

little difference in appearance between
worsted and cotton etamines. The dif-

ference would be chiefly in the wear-
ing quality, worsted, of course, being
more durable.
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One of the differences between a
worsted and a cotton etamine is not-
ed when the fabrics are worn. A
worsted fabric does not crease very
readily, and when-ever it is noted the
crease will soon disappear, whereas a
cotton fabric, i^" creased, will be likely

to hold the creases for quite a long
time, thus making the garment some-
what objectionable.
The principal feature of an etamine

is to have it a crisp, glossy and
open fabric.

ANALYSIS OF FABRIC.

Width of warp in reed, 27 1^ inches;
width of fabric finished, 26 inches.

Reed, 500—2 ends, per dent.
Total ends in warp 740, including

selvage. Take-up of warp during
weaving, 12 per cent. Weight of fa-

bric from loom, 3 ounces per yard;
weight of fabric, finished, 3 ounces per
yard.
No shrinkage during the finishing

process.
WARPING PLAN.

1-lOs carded peeler cotton, hard
twist, 20 turns per inch, a left-hand
twist.

FILLING PLAN.

28 picks per inch finished; 28 picks
per inch in loom; 1-lOs carded peeler
cotton, hard twist, 15 turns per inch,

a left-hand twist.

Notice that warp and weft are both
the same twist, that is, both are a left

twist. This is an important factor
which cannot be ignored in making an
open or transparent fabric.

The warp is drawn in straight, that
is, 1, 2, 3, 4 (see Fig. 2), until all the
harnesses are used; four harnesses
would be quite enough for a fabric of
this character; there being but 26 ends
per inch, would cause no overcrowding
of heddles. Fig. 3 is the reeding plan.
Fig. 4 shows the chain draft for a dob-
by loom.

LOOM REQUIRED.

This character ,of fabric could be
woven on any cam or dobby loom, a
cam loom being preferable, princi-

pally on account of the comparatively
low rate of expense the latter could be
operated at.

Etamines, as before mentioned, are
usually woven with undyed yarns, or
in the gray. The cloth, after reaching
the dyehouse, is first subjected to a
scouring process, then dyed, after
which it is given a medium sizing,

then it is calendered, which in a great
measure accentuates the gloss upon
the fabric and also imparts to it the
crisp feeling which characterizes an
etamine.

It is then measured, rolled and
papered, after which it is ready for
the merchant. Cotton etamine sells

from 12 cents to 20 cents per yard.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The cloth of which the weaving par-
ticulars have been given is some-
times made of all-cotton yarn or a
combination of cotton and wool or cot-
ton and linen, or a combination of
wool, silk, linen and cotton fibres. For
the carding and spinning particulars
of this lesson we will consider that
the fabric is made up of cotton yarns
in both the warp and filling.

The count of the yarn we will con-
sider to be IDs.

THE YARNS
for this class of cloth may be made
in either the first or second division
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of mills, as given in a previous article.

Generally, however, the mill of the sec-

ond division is used. The cotton used
would be American of about 1 1-16

inches length of staple. A number
of bales (enough for a mixing) should
be brought from the cotton shed and
placed in the picker room. The over-
seer should sample each of the bales

and those not up to staple should be
placed to one side. Several of the
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other bales should be placed around
the bsle breaker and a little fed to
the breaker from each bale alternately.
'xhis will help to produce a

MORE EVEN MIXING,

which will help to give a more evenly
finished yarn. The bales that have
been laid aside should either be used
in a clieaper mixture or should be
shown to the cotton broker and either'

returned or have an allowance made
for them. The bale breaker should be
kept on this cotton until it is all put
through. The cotton is conveyed from
the bale breaker to the mixing bin by
endless lattices, which is the old
method, or by having a blower and
trunking and an endless lattice as is

the newer and more modern method.
When a blower is used in conjunc-

tion with the bale breaker the cotton
is in a more dried out condition when
it reaches the bin, and consequently
it does not have to stand as long to

dry out before using. A blower will

pay for its first cost many times ovei.
At the mixing bin the good waste from
all machines up to the slubber is mix-
ed in as it is collected. The cotton
is next fed to the opener and

WHEN A BLOWER IS USED,

passed through two processes of pick-
ing when the cotton is mixed by
hand. Three proceses of picking are
generally used. A three-process pick
ing and an opener are given, but when
two processes are used all that is

necessary to do is to drop the second
or intermediate process and use the
particulars of the breaker and finish-

er picker. A porcupine beater is gen-
erally used in connection with the
opener, and this has a speed of about
975 revolutions per minute.
The cotton jpasses from the opener

to the breaker picker and after pass-

ing the feed rolls it comes in contact
with the beater, which is generally of

a rigid two-bladed type, the speed of

of which is about 1,500 revolutions per
minute. The total

WEIGHT OF THE LAPS
at the front of the breaker picker is

about 40 pounds or a 16-ounce lap.

These laps are doubled four into one

at the intermediate picker, the beater
of this picker making 1,450 revolu-
tions per minute and the total weight
of the lap being 37 pounds or about a
12-ounce lap. The doublings at the
finisher picker are four into one, the
speed of the beater 1,450 revolutions
per minute, which gives the cotton
passing through it 42 beats per minute.

It is at this point that the cut roving
of American stock of the same length
is mixed in, in the proportion of one
lap of roving waste to three laps of
good cotton. The total weight of the
cotton lap at the front for this class
of goods is 35 pounds or a 12i^-ounce
lap. The next machine through which
the cotton passes is

THE CARD.

This machine for this class of goods
has a draft of about 90. The cards
should be stripped three times a day
and should be ground at least once a
month. The flats make one complete
revolution every 35 minutes. The pro-
duction should be about 750 pounda
for a week of 60 hours. The weight of
the sliver at the front should be about
65 grains. Use as large a doffer as pos-
sible, either .of a 26 or 27 inch dia-
meter. The carded sliver is then put
through three processes of drawing,
the weight of the sliver at each pro-
cess being as follows: 77 grains at
breaker drawing, 76 grains at inter-
mediate and 72 grains at finisher
drawing, the doubling at each process
being six into one. On this class of
goods metallic top rolls may be used
to good advantage. The sliver is next
put through the slubber and made into
.50 hank roving. The settings of the
rolls at the slubber for this length of
staple should be as follows: Front
roll to middle, 1^/4 inches; middle roll

to back, 1% inches. The cotton is

then passed through

ONE PROCESS OF FLY FRAMES
and made into two hank roving. The
roving for warp yarn is taken to the
spinning room and made into 10s yarn.
The following particulars are used on
the warp frame: Gauge of spindle, 3
inches; diameter of ring, 2 inches;
length of traverse, 7 inches; speed of
spindles, 8,600 revolutions per minute.
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The roving for the filling yarn may be
either mule spun or, as is generally
the case, ring spun.
When ring spun, use the following

particulars for filling frame spinning:
10s yarn, gauge of spindle, 2% inches;
diameter of ring, 1% inches; length of

traverse, 7 inches (because the filling

yarn for this fabric has sufficient twist
put in to stand this length of traverse),
speed of spindles, 6,400 revolutions per
minute. The warp yarn is then
spooled, warped and run through a
slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

The fabric is dyed on the jig ma-
chine.

BLACK.
15 per cent immedial black N N.., 15

per cent sulphide sodium, 3 per cent
soda ash, 30 per cent Glauber's salt;

rinse well, and give a soap bath.

BLUE.
5 per cent immedial indone B., 5 per

cent sulphide sodium, 2 per cent soda
ash, 25 per cent Glauber's salt; rinse
and top with 8 ounces methylene blue
B., 1 pint acetic acid.

BROWN.
6 per cent immedial brown B., 4 per

cent immedial yellow D., 10 per cent
sulphide sodium, 3 per cent soda ash,
30 per cent Glauber's salt; rinse and
give a soap bath.

GREEN.
4 per cent immedial yellow D., 3 per

cent immedial indone B., 7 per cent
sulphide sodium, 3 per cent soda ash,
30 per cent Glauber's salt; rinse and
give a soap bath.

BATISTE
Batiste, as the name implies, is of

French origin, commercially undeir-
stood to mean a light translucent
cloth, made from a fine quality of
combed cotton yarn, ranging in width
from 32 inches to 45 inches.
There is likewise a gradual variation

in qualities, ranging from a compara-
tively coarse to a very fine fabric.
The variations of the different qual-

ities will be more apparent when we
consider their commercial value. It

may be of interest to our readers to

note the retail prices.

Cotton batiste retails at from 12 14
cents in 32-inch widths to 50 cents in
45 -inch width per yard.
The variety of qualities will suggest

some idea of the utility of the fabric.

Its uses are even more varied than are
the qualities.

The finer grades of batiste are used
for dress goods, all kinds of lingerie

for summer wear, pillow shams, etc.,

while the cheaper grades are exten-
sively used for linings in washable
and unwashable shirtwaists.

In this article we are confining our-
selves to bleached cotton batiste, re-
serving the linen and colored for seme
future discussion.

Batiste is woven in the gray, that Is,

with yam direct from the spinning
frame, with the exception that the
warp yarn is well sized, in order to
better stand the strain to which the
yarn is subjected during the weaving
process.
We will consider, first, a very fine

bleached cotton batiste, of a quality
made 45 inches in width, and then a
very cheap grade of bleached cotton
batiste, made 32 inches in width.
The analysis will readily show the

vast difference in these two qualities,

FINE BLEACHED COTTON BATISTE
Width of warp in reed, 47,8 inches;

finish at 45 inches; ends per .inch in
the cloth from loom, 94; ends per inch
finished, 100; ends in warp, 4,500.

Take-up of warp during weaving, 10
per cent; weight of fabric per yard
from loom, 1,15 ounces; finished
weight, 1,4 ounces.
The difference in weight between

fabric from loom and finished fabric
is about 20 per cent, the finished good?
having taken on 20 per cent of sizing
material.
For adding weight to cloth, China

clay is used. The proportions to use
depend on the character of finish de-
sired, China clay produces a gritty
feel, which, however, may be overcome
by the use of chloride of magnesium
which is a very powerful softner a?
well as a weighting material.
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Warping plan: body of warp, l-120s
combed Sea Island cotton, selvage 2-

100s cotton.
Filling plan: 98 picks of l-200s

combed Sea Island cotton.

CHEAP-GRADE COTTON BATISTE.
Width of warp in reed, 34 inches.

Finish at 32 inches; ends per inch in

cloth in the loom, 54; ends per inch
finished, 58; ends in warp, 1,860; 54x1
reed.
Take-up of warp during weaving, 8

per cent; weight of fabric per yard
from loom, .84 ounce; finished weight
per yard, 1 ounce; 19 per cent increase
in weight.
Warping plan: all l-60s combed Sea

Island cotton.
Polling: 50 picks per inch 1-lOOs

combed Sea Island cotton.

LOOM REQUIRED.
There is a wide divergence of opin-

ion in regard to the use of automatic
loom for fine yarn fabrics, though it

is undoubtedly true that most of the
important manufacturers do not con-
sider them of any especial value. This
is shown in the fact that practically

none of such looms are used where
the warp is finer than 70-1. In order
to make an automatic loom success-
ful it must be kept in operation and
the fineness of the yarn is against
such a result. Then, the weight of

the heddles upon the yarn has a ten-
dency to cause breakages much more
than when such a loom is used for

coarser fabrics. It is true that for

fine plain cloths it is possible to oper-
ate more looms per weaver than for

the coarser materials, partly because
the filling lasts a much longer time.
The decided loss in production on an
automatic loom when fine yarns are
used brings down the number of looms
which can be operated and there is a
much smaller difference between the
number of looms per weaver on fine

than for coarse fabrics. Another thing
which is noted is that a light non-
automatic loom can be operated at

a higher speed than an automatic
loom and will produce as high or a
higher percentage of production so
that the yards of cloth produced per
weaver is not much greater with auto-
matic looms than with the non-auto-

matic. It must also be remembered
that the price of the automatic loom
is much higher than the nonautomatic
and taken all together it is not prob-
able that the automatic loom will ever
be used extensively for 100-1 yarn or
finer in its present condition. In fact,

a good many consider its value is

questionable for any fabric contain-
ing single yarn finer than 60-1. The
fabric is a plain weave, no dobby be-
ing required. The fineness of the yarn,
however, requires the use of string
heddles. Wire heddles would cause
too many warp breakages. The warp
should be drawn in on four harnesses,
skip draw as follows : 1, 3, 2, 4 instead
of straight, as 1, 2, 3, 4. Skip draws
give less strain to the warp.

FINISH.
Batistes are given a Swiss finish;

after the cloth comes from the loom it

is bleached. After the bleaching proc-
ess it is sized, then sprinkled or damp-
ened, and then calendered, after which
it is folded; then it is ready for the
market.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The division of mills which make
"batiste" is the third of those mills

which are equipped with machinery
for making fine count yarns. Batiste
is made up of extra fine counts of
yarn, although these counts vary a
great deal according to the grade of
fabric wanted. In order to do this

cloth justice it will be better to first

describe the processes of a coarse
yarn batiste and then a batiste made
up of fine yarns. We will consider
the coarse fabric to be made up of
l-60s warp yarn and 1-lOOs filling

yarn. The finer grade we will con-
sider made up of l-120s warp yarn and
1-200S filling yarn.

THE RAW STOCK
used for both grades should be:
American cotton of If inch staple for

the fabric which contains 60-1 warp
and 100-1 filling and Sea Island cotton
of about 1% inch staple for the fabric
which contains 120-1 warp and 200-1
filling.

The selection of the cotton is one of

the first and by many considered the
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nost important points to look out for.

The lot should be sampled bale by
)ale and all those bales having a

staple not up to standard should be
thrown out of the mixing. Those bales

chat are selected as O. K. should be
placed around the mixing bin and
thrown into it alternately from each
bale until all the bales for the mixing
are in. At this point the

GOOD SLIVER AND PICKER V/ASTE

are mixed in. Care should be taken to

see that the sliver waste is pulled

apart into short lengths and that no
other waste is thrown into the bins by
mistake, because a small lot of short

staple waste can cause a great deal

of trouble later on. Some overseers
use only an opener and one process
of picking, others use two processes
of picking with the opener. It is the
general custom to use only an opener
and one process of picking for these
fine counts. The general instructions

that have been given in regard to

openers should be followed. The speed
of the beater (rigid type) should be
reduced so that the cotton should only
receive 29 beats per minute. The
weight of the lap at the front end of
the picker (when one picker is used)
should not exceed 30 pounds and from
this range to 25 pounds.

A GOOD WEIGHT
per yard for the grade of fabric under
description is 9 ounces. The machines
should be carefully looked into to see
that they are all kept clean and prop-
erly set. The laps are taken to the
cards. At this point, as at a great
many others, overseers differ as to the
best means of procedure. Some use
a large draft at the card and only one
process of combing, and others use
lower drafts and two processes of
combing. In this lesson we will

assume a large card draft and one
process of combing for all counts of
yarn in both grades of batiste. The
speed of the licker should l^e reduced
from about 350 revolutions per minute
to 275 or 280 revolutions per minute.
This is done by lagging the licker-
in pulley. The wire fillet used on the
cylinder should be No. 34 wire (Ameri-
can count, or 110s English count), and

on the doffer and top flats No. 36 wire,

or 130s English count.

THE FLATS

should be speeded up to take out as

much waste as possible. The cards
should be stripped three times a day
and ground so as to keep the wire
sharp. The settings used should be
very close and care should be taken to

see that the cotton is not broken in

staple at the card. A great many
times, if the cotton is sampled at the

front of the card, it will be found to be
shorter than when entering. This
may be and is generally caused by an
improper setting of the feed plate to

the licker-in. While this applies di-

rectly to long staple cotton, still all

cottons should be looked into carefully

to avoid shortening the length of the
staple. It is very important to keep
the cards clean so that as little dust
and dirt will go into the sliver as
possible, because, if this dirt ge^ts

past the combers, it will show up in

the cloth, as the thread or yarn is so
small. The

PRODUCTION FOR A CARD
making this class of goods should not
exceed 275 pounds per week, the
weight of the sliver being about 30 to

35 grains per yard. The draft for this

class of goods should not be less than
150. The card sliver is taken to the
comber room and doubled 14 into 1 at
the sliver lap, and the laps from this
machine are taken to the ribbon lap
machine and doubled 5 into 1. The
weight of a yard of lap at the front of
the ribbon lap machine should be
about 160 grains. These laps are put
up at the comber and doubled 6 into 1.

The speed of the comber for this stock
should not exceed 80 nips per min-
ute. For this weight of web a double
row of teeth in the top comb would
give

THE BEST RESULTS.

Care should be taken to see that all

needles in the top are straight and
that the comber is absolutely free
from dirt at all times. The table of
the comber should be gone over twice
a day with whitening so that the sliv-

er being drawn ove^ it will not stick.
The percentage of waste taken ouj
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should be about 25. These processes

will answer for all the counts except

for the 200s, which should be double
combed, i. e., after being put through
the combers once should be run
through the sliver lap machine and
then through the combers again. After

passing through the combers the sliv-

er passes through two processes of

drawing. At these machines the sliv-

er is doubled six Into one, the F-peed

of the front rolls at each frame being

320 revolutions per minute. Be sure

the settings are proper for the staple

so as not to "break" the staple, or too

far apart so that uneven drawing will

result.
THE TOP ROLLS

should be of a little larger diameter
than for shorter length of staple; the
grade of skin used for the top rolls

should be finer than that used for the
shorter and lower grades of cotton.

Not only is this true in regard to the
drawing frames, but also on all ma-
chines on which leather top rolls are
used. Always keep these rolls in the
best of shape and clean machines
more often than with the lower grades
of raw stock. The weight of sliver at

the front is 60 grains per yard. The
drawing sliver is put through the slub-

ber, which makes it into .80 hank.
This machine also uses a larger' diam-
eter top roll than is used on the lower
grades. The slubber roving for 60s
yarn is put through three processes of

fly frames, the hank roving at the 1st

intermediate being 2.25; at the second,
5 hank, and at the fine frames 12 hank.
From here it is taken to the ring spin-

ning room and made into 60s warp
yarn on a frame having the follo.wing

particulars: Gauge of frame, 2%
inches; diameter of ring, 1 5-16

inches; length of traverse, 5 inches.

TO MAKE 100s YARN
the slubber roving is the same, also

the hank roving at the first and se-

cond intermediates. The hank roving
at the fine frame is 20. This yarn for

filling is taken to the mule spinning
room; for warp yarn used in the finer

grade of batiste is sometimes spun in

the mule room and sometimes in the
ring spinning room. When spun on
the ring frame, use the following

particulars for a warp frame: Gauge
of frame, 2% inches; diameter of ring,
liy4 inches; length of traverse, 5 in-

ches. For making 200s yarn the final

yarn is spun single at the mule; if

spun double, the frames and hank rov-
ing at each would be as follows: Slub-
ber, .80; first intermediate, 2.25; se-

cond intermediate, 5; roving, 20, and
jack 30 hank. This would be taken
to the mule room and spun into 200s
yarn. The warp yarn for both grades
of fabric would be spooled and warp-
ed and run through a slasher.

A GOOD MIXING
for 60s yarn is as follows: Water, 100
gallons; potato .starch, 54 pounds;
Yorkshire gum, 2 pounds; soap, 1^
pounds. A good sizing mixture for
the 100s would be as follows: Water,
100 gallons; potato starch, 70 pounds;
tallow, 7 .)ounds; Yorkshire gum, 3

pounds; S3ap, 2 pounds. Boil two
hours and let st?nd 10 hours before
using; ke^ p agitator running and keep
size almf,3t at boiling point. For sel-

vage, the 100s yarn would have to be
doubled into 2-vly 100s in addition to
the other processes.

Bleaching, Dyeing and Finishing.

These goods are bleached in the or-
dinary way, great care being taken to
keep the goods from damage.
The pieces are boiled in caustic soda

at 4 degrees Tw. for ten hours, rinsed
well in water, and boiled again with
4 degrees Tw. caustic soda, rinsed,
and scoured with % degree Tw. of oil

of vitriol, rinsed and passed through a
solution of chloride of lime at i/^ de-
gree Tw. scoured with Vz degree Tw.
oil of vitriol, and well rinsed, until

all acid is washed out.

The goods are then dried, and
starched through a mangle with 8-12

ounces best white German dextrine to
one gallon of water, starch to be well
boiled one hour before using.
The pieces are dried on a tenter

frame at full width, care being taken
to keep tiie warp and filling straight.

COLORS.
If colors are required they are light

blues, pinks and other light tints dyed
in the mangle or on the jig.
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LIGHT PINK.

For 10 50-yard pieces, 12 gallons

water; Vz ounce to 2 ounces Erika
pink; 20 pounds Glauber's; 3 pounds
sal soda.

LIGHT BLUE.

Dye as pink with V2 to 1 ounce tetra-

zo brilliant blue 6B.

LIGHT SLATE.

2 ounces diamine black BH., .dye as

pink.

RED.

1-2 pound benzo fast red 4B., dye

as pink.

YELLOW.

Dye as pink. 8 ounces chrysopbe-

nine.

ORANGE.

Dye as pink. 1 pound Mikado orange
B.

SCARLET.

Dye as pink. 1 pound diamine scar-

let B.
LIGHT WINE.

Dye as pink. 1 pound diamine Bor-
deaux B.

LIGHT AMBER BROWN.
4 ounces diamine catecbine G.; 4

ounces diamine fast yellow B., dye as

pink.
TOBACCO BROWN.

I pound diamine brown B.; 2 ounces
diamine fast yellow B., dye as pink.

LIGHT TAN.

Dye as pink. 4 ounces diamine
bronze G.; 2 ounces diamine fast yel-

low B.
LIGHT GREEN.

Dye as pink. 10 ounces diamine
green G. ; 5 ounces diamine fast yellow
B. Top with fresh bath; 6 ounces
brilliant green G.

BLACK.

Dye on jig. 15 per cent immedial
black NN.; 15 per cent sulphide soda;

3 per cent soda ash; 30 per cent
Glauber's salt.

ITALIAN CLOTH
Italian cloth is a light, glossy fab-

ric made from cotton and worsted, cot-
ton and wool, cotton and mohair and
all cotton.

We will here consider the all-cotton
fabric. Italian cloth is very common-
ly understood to mean a satin fabric,
by some known as Farmer's satin.

ITS CHIEF USE.
It is used chiefly for linings for the

heavier styles of ladies' dresses, also
for underskirts, or for the garment it-

self, instead of merely as a lining;
when used for such, it is usually in
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Fig. 3.

solid black. It is also used for shirt-

waistings, fancy pillow backs and so
forth, for these purposes usually in

fancy colors.

The cloth is woven "in the gray"
—undyed yarns. In the finer grades
the warp is sized so as to facilitate

the weaving process. The fabric under
consideration is a five-harness satin
weave. The satin weave, technically
called "satin," is one of the three
foundation weaves. The object of a
satin weave is to get a smooth-face
fabric.

In plain twill weaves every pick in-

terlaces with the warp in the same
manner, but each successive pick com-
mences as if it were one end farther to

the right or left, according to the di-
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rection of the twill. This will bind the
cloth in a regular order.

In satin weaves

THE INTERLACING
is arranged differently; the intersec-
tions of warp and weft are distributed
as evenly as possible over the surface
of the fabric.

The smallest and most common
form of satin is the five-harness
satin. The order of intersections is 1,

3, 5, 2, 4. (See Fig. 1.)

ANALYSIS OF FABRIC.

Width of warp in reed, 38 inches;
width of fabric, finished, 36 inches;
ends per inch in reed, 96; ends per
inch, finished, 102; ends in warp, 3,-

700; 32 dent reed per inch—3 ends
per dent. Take-up of warp during
weaving is 5 per cent; weight of fab-
ric per yard, from loom, is four
ounces.

Owing to the pressure the fabric is

subjected to in the finishing, it

stretches slightly in length; conse-
quently the cloth should be lighter per
yard, finished, than the cloth from
the loom. The difference, however, is

made up by the sizing materials, al-

though it is given but a very light siz-

ing.

The cloth per yard finished is prac-
tically of the same weight as the cloth
per yard from loom.
Warp: All l-40s cotton, left twist.

Filling: All l-45s cotton, left twist.

130 picks per inch.
Fig. 1 shows three repeats of the

design; the weave as mentioned above
is a five-harness satin, weft face, with
the direction of the twill running to
the right.

The fabric in question has a very
smooth face, which is due in a great
measure to the direction of the twill

being opposite to the direction of twist
of yarn.

Fig. 2 shows drawing-in draft. The
warp is drawn on ten harnesses,
straight draw—five harnesses would
be enough; ten harnesses are used so
as not to overcrowd the heddles.

Fig. 3 shows reeding plan.
The warp is reeded 3 ends in one

dent.

This character of fabric could be
woven on any loom where ten har-
nesses could be operated without dif-

ficulty. The loom should have a fair-

ly high running speed.

FINISH.
This fabric, as before mentioned, is

woven with undyed yarns. After it

comes from the loom it is boiled off,

bleached, then dyed, after which it is

subjected to a light sizing. For a
light sizing it is not necessary to use
anything but wheat flour, farina and a
small quantity of softening material,
usually tallow or wax.
After the cloth is sized it is run

through the calender with the rolls

well heated, the glossy face of the fab-
ric being obtained by the heated rolls.

The cloth, after the calendering, is

folded, after which it is ready for the
market.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Italian cloth is made in mills of the
second division, as given in a previ-
ous lesson. The class of cloth may be
made up of several grades and lengths
of raw stock, but for this article we
will consider that the cotton is of a
fair grade, the staple being about 1%
inches in length. The cotton is all

sampled before being put through this

bale breaker, several bales being plac-
ed around this machine, the cotton be-
ing fed alternately from each bale un-
til all the cotton is gone. The bagging
which covers these bales is thrown
into a pile and is again picked over in

order to clean all the fibre from the
bagging. This is generally done by the
yard hands on rainy days.

THE BEST METHOD
of conveying the cotton to the mixing
bins is by a blower and endless lat-

tices. When a blower is used, the cot-

ton arrives at the mixing bins in a
more open state and works up much
better. At the mixing bin the good
waste cotton from all the machines up
to the slubber is mixed in. The cot-

ton is fed to the hopper of the open-
er which should always be kept half
full and from here is passed on to the
feed rolls of the breaker picker. For
this class of goods some overseers use
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JTO and some use three processes of

picking. It is the general plan of up-

;.o-date mills to use two processes
vith an opener. After passing the
'.eed rolls of the breaker picker the
cotton comes under the

ACTION OF THE BEATER.
If this is of a rigid, two-bladed type
(which is the one most generally used)
the speed should be about 1,500 revo-
lutions per minute. The total weight
of the lap at the front of the breaker
picker is 40 pounds or about 16 ounces
to the yard. These laps are taken
and put up at the finisher picker and
doubled four into one. The roving
waste is mixed in at this point in the
proportion of three laps of good cot-

ton to one lap of bobbin or roving
waste. The roving waste is put
through a special picker that takes
out the twist and delivers it in a light,

fluffy state. This is taken and spread
evenly on the apron of a picker and
made into a lap, the weight of which
corresponds to the weight of the laps
of the same kind being put up at the
back of the finisher picker. The speed
of the beater (two-bladed rigid type)
for this class of work is about 1,400
revolutions per minute. This gives the
cotton passing through 42 beats per
inch. The total

WEIGHT OF THE LAP
at the front of the finisher should be
about 35 pounds, a variation of i^

pound being allowed from standard.
If the weight is more than i/^ pound,
the laps should be run over again, i. e.,

placed at the back of the finisher and
run through with three other laps. If

there is a great variation in the laps,

the machine should be looked into to

see what is the cause. For slight va-
riations in weight there are adjust-
ments to quickly remedy the defects.
The lap at the front for this class of
goods should weigh 121/^ ounces to the
yard. The laps are put up at the card
and the draft of this machine sheuld
not be less than 100. Medium card
fillet wire should be used on both the
cylinder, doffer and flats, the wire on
the doffer and flats being one point
finer than that used on the cylinder.
The speed of the cylinder should be
about 165 revolutions per minute;

speed of licker-in, about 350 revolu-
tions per minute; the speed of the top
fiats, 1 complete revolution every 50
minutes.

THE CARDS
should be stripped three times a day
and ground surely once a month. At
the time of grinding, the card wires
should be all straightened out and all

reset properly. Light grinding should
always be used. The weight of the
sliver at the front should be about 65
grains per yard. The production for

a week of 60 hours (allowing 10 per
cent of time for cleaning, stoppage,
etc.) is about 700 pounds. The cotton
sliver is then passed on to the draw-
ing frames and through three proc-
esses of these machines. The drawing
frames may be either equipped with
metallic or leather covered top rolls,

the speed of the front roll at each
process being about 400 revolutions
per minute. See that the drawing
frame bottom rolls are properly set, a
good setting for this stock being as fol-

lows: From center of front roll to
center of second roll, l^^ inches; sec-
ond to third roll, 11 inches; third to

back roll, 1% inches.
The weight of sliver at the front of

the finisher drawing frame should be
72 grains, the doubling at each proc-
ess being six into one.

AT THE SLUBBER
the sliver is drawn into .50 hank rov-
ing. . From here it passes through
three processes of fly frames, the
hank roving being as follows: First
intermediate, 1.50 hank; second
intermediate, 4.00, and fine frame
10.00 hank. At the fly frame look out
for the top leather covered rolls.

These should always be in the best of

shape. Put just enough twist into the
roving so that it will not break back
at the succeeding process. Remember,
every extra turn of twist given the
roving lessens the production. On the
other hand, do not get the roving too
slack twisted, for then loss of produc-
tion, as well as poor work, will result
in consequence of the roving breaking
back. The warp roving is then taken
to the spinning room and
spun into 40s yarn on a frame
having the following particulars:
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Gauge of frame, 2| inches; diameter
of ring, 1% inches; length of traverse,

Qy2 inches; speed of spindle, 10,000
revolutions per minute. The roving
for the filling yarn may be taken to
either the ring spinning or the mule
room, where it is spun into 45s yarn.
If taken to the ring spinning room,
use a frame of following particulars:
Gauge of frame, 2| inches; diameter
of ring, 11 inches; length of traverse,

5y2 inches; speed of spindles, 8,800
revolutions per minute. The warp
yarn is then spooled and warped and
run through a slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

The pieces are boiled out for dark
shades, and bleached white for light

shades and tints.

The dyeing is done on a jig machine.

PINK.
8 ounces diamine rose GD., 20

pounds Glauber's, 1 pound sal soda.

All the dyeings are for 10-12 gallons
water and 10 pieces, 50 yards.

SALMON.
4 ounces diamine orange B., 1 ounce

diamine scarlet B., 15 pounds Glau-
Der's, 1 pound sal soda.

LIGHT BUFF.
4 ounces diamine catechine G., 1

ounce diamine fast yellow B., 15

pounds Glauber's, 1 pound sal soda.

LIGHT SLATE.
4 ounces diamine black BH., 15

pounds Glauber's, 1 pound sal soda.

LIGHT GRAY.
One-half pound diamine gray G., 15

pounds Glauber's, 1 pound sal soda.

LIGHT BROWN.
One-half pound diamine catechine

G., V2 pound diamine brown B., 2

ounces diamine fast yellow A., 20
pounds Glauber's, 1 pound sal soda.

RED.
3 pounds diamine fast red F., 30

pounds Glauber's, 2 pounds sal soda.

SKY BLUE.
2 pounds diamine sky blue FF., 30

pounds Glauber's, 2 pounds sal soda.

SLATE.
1 pound immedial black NB., 4

ounces immedial olive B., 1 pound sul-
phide of sodium, SO pounds Glauber's,

y2 pound soda ash.

PEARL.
2 ounces immedial black NRT., Vz

pound sulphide sodium, 10. pounds
Glaubei's, 6 ounces soda ash.

BLACK.
15 pounds immedial black NN., 15

pounds sulphide sodium, 30 pounds
Glauber's, 3 pounds sal soda.

NAVY BLUE.
2 pounds immedial indone 3B., 2

pounds immedial indone R., 5 pounds
sulphide sodium, 30 pounds Glauber's,
3 pounds sal soda.

LIGHT GREEN.
3 pounds brilliant benzo green B., 30

pounds Glauber's, 3 pounds sal soda.

HELIOTROPE.
1 pound heliotrope BB., 25 pounds

Glauber's, 2 pounds sal soda.

WINE.
3 pounds tetrazo corinth G., 30

pounds Glauber's, 3 pounds sal soda.

OLD GOLD.
2 pounds diamine fast yeho A., 1^4

pounds diamine brown 3 G., 30 pounds
Glauber's, 3 pounds sal soda.

FINISHING.
Cotton Italians are finished with a

calender finish, passed through a cot-

ton rolled calender to get a good fin-

ish, and then softened down, with a
light beetling on a beetling machine,
or finished altogether on a beetling
machine.
They are also given a hot press fin-

ish on the hydraulic press with hot
press plates and papers, to imitate
the worsted Italians.

Beetling Process for Finishing.

The beetling process for finishing

cotton and linen piece goods is one of

the oldest finishes in the bleaching
and dyeing trades.

It was first invented in the linen
bleacheries of the north of Ireland in

the Belfast district. The first beetling
machines were very crude affairs com-
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pared with the machines now in

service.
The beam on which the cloth was

wound was a large tree trunk turned
down and smoothed, which was set

in motion with a handle. The part of

the machine which lifted the fallers

was also turned by hand. The prin-

ciple of a finish by a beetling machine
is simply an improvement on the old

mangle, to smooth the cloth, and fill

in the spaces between the threads,

making the cloth more opaque, and
showing the ordinary linen finish. A
good beetle finish is also a permanent
finish and will stand sponging and
ironing.

THE NEW BEETLES
are made entirely of iron, except the
fallers, which are wooden. The cloth

is wound on the iron cylinder or beam,
which revolves about 40 times a min-
ute; the fallers are lifted by cams and
fall of their own weight, about 16

inches on the cloth, from 40 to 50
times a minute. The cloth receives
by this process a tremendous hammer-
ing, and where 10 or more machines
are together the noise is simply deaf-
ening.
Goods made of half linen and half

cotton can be finished to look like all

linen goods, and in some goods made
of all cotton the finish makes the
pieces exactly like a piece of linen,

and even

AN EXPERT MAY BE DECEIVED
thereby. Some goods are heavily
starched and dryed, then sprinkled^
put on the beetles, and hammered for

four or five days, being sprinkled and
turned occasionally. The beetles are
run night and day with two crews. In
Ireland, where labor is cheap and
water power is used, the finish is not
very expensive, although the process
is very long, as the goods are often on
the beetles for six days. Where steam
power only is used, the finish is al-

most prohibitory, and as a very large
and expensive plant is required to turn
out a large amount of goods, not many
plants of any great capacity have been
erected in this country.
The largest beetling works are those

of the Macnab Company, Hurlet, Pais-
ley, Scotland. There are about 100

sections of beetles there, and some
very fine work is turned out.

A GOOD FINISH
is obtained on silesias by first passing
the goods through a calender and then
giving a few hours on the beetle.

Mather and Piatt, of Manchester, have
a patent beetle with spring hammers
instead of fallers. This machine is

said to be good for some finishes, but
many prefer the old wooden faller ma-
chine. Any width of cloth can be fin-

ished on the beetle. Holland shades
of over 100 inches in width are han-
dled with ease, and the width of the
cloth is always increased during the
process of beetle finish.

.^-t^

CHEESECLOTH
This is a thin cotton fabric of light

weight and low counts of yarn, which
for cheapness ranks among the first

in cotton fabrics.

The fact that it is a cheap fabric has
much to do with its popularity, in so
far that it is used for innumerable pur-
poses; chief among which we may
mention that it is used for wrapping
cheeses and butter after they are
pressed, for these purposes only the
bleached fabric being used. It is also
much in demand for bunting for festal
occasions, for light curtains, masquer-
ade dresses, etc. When used for bunt-
ings, draperies and the like, it is usu-
ally in colors. Red, blue, cream and
yellow bunting seem to have the great-
est demand.

In the sample which will now be
considered, the cheesecloth is of a fair

quality; the weave is a one and one,
or plain weave; there is very little va-
riety in the designing.

THE CHIEF OBJECT
of the designer in constructing a fab-
ric of this character is to find the least
number of ends and picks per inch re-
quired, so that the fabric will not slip

too easily; that is, if the cloth is

taken between the thumb and first

finger of each hand, and the thumbs
drawn away from each other over the
surface of the fabric and first fingers,

the ends, if pulling in the direction of
the filling, will not leave <heir proper
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places too easily, or, if pulling in the
direction of the warp, the picks or fill-

ing will not give too easily.

This tendency to slip is entirely due
to the lack of material necessary to

produce a perfect or firm cloth.

A PERFECT CLOTH
may be defined as a cloth in which
the warp or weft yarns are equal in

diameter and the spaces between the
threads are equal to tlic diameter of

the yarn.
For instance, let us construct a per-

fect cloth with l-36s cotton yarn for
both warp and filling. By squaring the
counts we find the diameter of yarn to

be l-165th part of an inch; that is, 165
threads of l-36s will lie side by side
in one inch, and by subtracting one-
half of. the 165 to allow for the space
required for the interlacing with the
weft we have 82 ends and 82 picks
necessary for one inch of cloth.

In the sample in question there is

only about half the number necessary
to make perfect or firm cloth.

ANALYSIS OF FABRIC.
Width of warp in reed, 38 inches;

width of fabric finished, 36 inches.
Ends per inch in reed, 42; ends per

inch in finished cloth, 45.

Picks per inch in loom, 42; picks per
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inch, finished, 42; ends in warp, 1,620.

Reed, 750 x 2.

Take-up of w^arp during weaving 6

per cent; weight of cloth, per yard,
from loom, 1.7 ounces; finished weight
per yard, practically the same.
Warp, all l-36s cotton carded peel-

er; filling, all l-36s cotton carded
peeler.

Fig. 1, design.
Fig. 2, drawing-in draft.

LOOM REQUIRED.
The retail price of cheesecloth, 5 to

8 cents per yard, requires that it be

woven on a high running speed loom.
The automatic loom would be about
the best, running at about 160 picks
per minute. If the warps are properly
sized a weaver can take care of 16 to
32 looms.

FINISH.

Cheesecloth is given very little fin-

ish. After it comes from the loom, it

passes to the dyehouse, where it is

bleached or dyed as the case may be;
the cloth is dyed in a gig dyeing ma-
chine. After the dyeing it is passed
through a rotary press with cylinder
slightly heated, after which it is fold-

ed and is then ready for the market.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns of which cheesecloth are
made up would be made in mills hav-
ing an equipment of machinery for

making coarse or medium grade
yarns. There are several kinds and
grades of cotton used for the manu-
facture of this cloth and the count of
yarn varies, but not to such an ex-
tent as has been the case with the
cloths that have been described in late

articles. For this article it will be
considered that the cotton is made
up of a medium grade of cotton of V***

1 1-16 inches length of staple and thatK
the count of the yawi for both warpj
and filling is 36s. '^The cotton is fed
to the bale breaker (if the mill con-
tains one) or the bales are placed
around the mixing bin and mixed by
hand.

THE HAND MIXING
does not give as uniform a mixing as
the bale breaker, and when the mixing
is done by hand it ought to stand long-
er before being used, so that it will

dry out thoroughly. For this class of

goods three processes of picking and
an opener are used. The good waste
cotton is mixed direct into the bin
with the raw stock as it is collected.
The cotton is then fed to the opener,
which is generally supplied with a por-
cupine opener, and this should revolve
at about 1,050 revolutions per minute.
From the opener the cotton is convey-
ed by an endless apron to feed rolls

of the breaker picker, which condense
the fluffy mass into a sheet and offer
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it to the beater. The beater of this

machine and also of the intermediate
and finisher pickers is generally of

the rigid, two-bladed type. The break-
er picker makes 1,500 revolutions per
minute, the total weight of the lap at

the front being 40 pounds, or 16 ounces
per yard, These laps are put up at

the intermediate picker and

DOUBLED FOUR INTO ONE.

The beater of this machine should
make about 1,450 revolutions per min-
ute, the total weight of a lap at the
front being 37 pounds, or 12 ounces to

the yard. The laps are put up at the
finisher picker and doubled four into

one, the beater making 1,450 revolu-
tions per minute, and the total weight
of the lap at the front end being 35

pounds or 12 1^ ounces to yard of lap.

Keep the draught of the pickers on
the top cage, as this will help to pre-
vent splitting of laps; also see that
the fiy is not allowed to accumulate
to any great extent under the ma-
chines. There should always be a sup-
ply of laps ahead, in case of a break-
down. Always use old laps first and
not the newly made ones. The laps are
carried to the card. The draught of
this machine for this class of work
should not exceed 100. The top flats

should make one complete revolution
every 50 minutes. Cards should be set

for coarse work, using No. 33 wire on
cylinder fillet, and No. 34 wire on
doffer and top fiats. Use a 26 or 27
inch diameter doffer.

THE SLIVER

should weigh 65 grains per yard, and
the production for a week of 60 hours
should be 750 pounds. The sliver is

put through three processes of draw-
ing. It would be of great advantage to
use metallic rolls. The doublings at

each process are six into one. The
drawing sliver is put through
the slubber and made into .50

hank roving. This roving passes
through two processes of fly

frames. At the first intermediate the
hank roving is 1.56, at the second in-

termediate this is made into 3.75

hank, and at the fly frame 7.50. At
the fly frame watch the leather top
rolls. The bottom steel rolls should

be taken out and scoured at least once
a year. The hank roving is then taken
to the ring spinning room, or the rov-
ing for the filling may be taken to the
mule room and made into 36s yarn. If

taken to

THE SPINNING ROOM.
use a frame having the following par-
ticulars (for 36s filling) : Gauge of
Irame, 2| inches; diameter of ring,

1% inches; length of traverse, 6^/^

inches; speed of spindles, 10,200 revo-
lutions per minute. For warp yarns
(36s), use 2| inches gauge of frame;
11 inches diameter of ring, and 5y2
inches length of traverse, with spin-
dles running at 8,900 revolutions per
minute. The warp yarn is then spool-
ed, warped and run through a slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

Cheesecloth is dyed on the gig ma-
chine, or in the starch mangle during
the starching process.

PINK.
For 10 gallons liquor, 3 pounds 8

ounces constarch or dextrine, 4-6

ounces Erika pink, 2 pounds Glauber's,
1 pound sal soda.

YELLOW.
As pink; 1 pound chrysophenine.

ROYAL BLUE.
As pink; 2 pounds alum, no sal soda,

1 pound Victoria blue B.

SCARLET.
As pink; 2 pounds diamine scarlet

B.
RED.

As pink; 3 pounds benzo purpurine
4B.

LIGHT SLATE.
As pink; 8 ounces diamine black

BH., 1 ounce diamine fast yellow B.

BROWN.
As pink; 2 pounds benzo fast orange

S., 2 pounds chrysophenine, i/^ pound
benzo fast black.

HELIOTROPE.
As pink; 1 pound benzo fast violet

R., 4 ounces benzo fast blue BN,
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VELVETEEN
Velveteens, also termed fustians and

velverets, are heavy cotton fabrics in
which the distinguishing effect is
formed by the points of the fibres in
the filling yarns, termed the pile, be-
ing presented to the vision, and not
the sides of the yarns as in the ma-
jority of fabrics.

They are principally used for dress
and hat trimmings, suitings, and up-
holstery, having exceptional wearing
qualities and showing a full, deep col-
or.

Corduroys are sometimes termed
velveteens, the same principle of con-
struction being adopted in both fab-

ier picked goods. In each figure A
represents the warp beam and B the
whip rolls. The dotted line indicates
the direction of the yarn.
Standard widths for velveteens are

19 inches, 22 1^ inches, 24 1^ inches and
27 Yz inches or 28 inches. For the lat-
ter width the warp is spread about
331^ inches in the loom. The weights
for 28-inch goods vary from one to
three and one-lialf yards per pound.
The goods are usually woven two or

more widths in the loom, with split
selvages.

In order that the fabric may remain
firm after the pile picks are cut,
ground or binder picks are inserted
regularly, working either plain or twill
as may be desired. The filling for

Fic. I

.

ncx

rics, but a corduroy is distinguished
by having a corded stripe effect run-
ning lengthways of the piece, the di-

viding line between each stripe show-
ing both warp and filling.

In the simplest type of velveteens
the pile filling, after being cut, hides
the warp entirely from the face. To
accomplish this the goods are made
with a comparatively small number of
ends and large number of picks per
inch, ranging from 50 to 76 ends and
150 to 600 picks. One w^arp only is

used.
A fairly heavy loom is necessary.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate two meth-

ods of arranging the whip rolls and
yarn when weaving some of the heav-

these picks is similar to that used for

the pile, only one shuttle being used.
Figure 3 is a design for a velveteen,

arranged one ground and three pile

picks, the ground weave being plain.

The drawing-in draft is straight on 6

harnesses, 1 to 6. The selvages are
woven with a selvage motion.
The ends are reeded 2 in each dent
The chain draft is similar to the

weave. Figure 3.

Six ends and eight picks repeat.
Figure 4 shows a sectional view of

the cloth before being cut. Figure 5

shows the same with the pile cut. Let-
tered circles in these figures corre-
spond to ends, and numbered lines to

picks, in Figure 3.
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An analysis of two fabrics woven
with design. Figure 3, shows the fol-

lowing:
Sample No. 1: 76 ends and 192 picks

per inch; 28s warp and 40s filling;

width 23 inches; weight 4.35 yards per
pound.

This is a velveteen of poor quality.

Sample No. 2 is of a good quality.

It contains 76 ends and 375 picks per
inch, 2-ply 60s warp and 55s filling,

and the weight is 3.35 yards per
pound.
Some velveteens are sold by weight,

similar to men's wear fabrics, so many
ounces per yard.
Another standard fabric woven with

design Figure 3 is as follows: 74 ends,
260 picks, 2-ply 70s warp, 60s filling.

of picks, therefore, the pile cannot be
made very full.

PURPOSES.
For dress and trimming purposes

velveteens are usually of a solid col-

or, being piece-dyed.
For upholstery purposes the goods

are dyed, printed, embossed or stamp-
ed. Panel and stripe patterns are also
made by cutting a raised figure on an
uncut ground, or vice versa, by paint-
ing or by the pyrogravure process,
burning.
When

STAMPING
velveteens the goods are passed be-
tween two cylinders. The upper cylin-

der is of iron and is heated from the

f\Q.4'.

•1^.5

Figure 6 shows a design with a 3-

end twill ground, arranged one ground
and three pile picks. The drawing-in
draft is straight, reed draft, 2 ends
per dent, chain draft same as weave,
repeated to 18 picks. Selvages extra.

Figure 7 shows a design for what is

termed a fast back velveteen, arrang-
ed one ground and four pile picks.
When each pile pick is tied under two
ends, as in this example, the effect is

not so good as when tied only once,
but the wearing qualities are im-
proved.

In the preceding examples it will
be seen that the pile filling is bound
only on every other end.

Figure 8 illustrates a design in
which the pile is bound in on every
end. This type makes a firm texture
but does not admit of a large number

inside. The pattern is engraved or

sunk into this. The lower cylinder is

of hard wood. The pile is compressed
by the projecting part of the upper
cylinder, causing the pattern to stand
out in relief from a dull ground, or
vice versa.

PAINTING ON VELVETEENS
is essentially a hand process. The col-

ors have to be free from oil that they
may not spread beyond the limits in-

tended.
In the pyrogravure process of mak-

ing patterns on velveteens, the sketch
is first made and placed in a panto-
graph machine. With a . platinum
stylus heated to redness the operator
then burns out the pile along the lines

traced, leaving a very clear pattern.

From the time a velveteen leaves

the loom to the time it is ready for
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cutting, it has to be passed througn
several processes. It is first put
through a back starching and drying
machine.
After drying, the better grades are

raised on the under side to make a
softer feeling cloth. The lower qual-
ities are not raised on account of the
tendency for the process to weaken
the cloth.
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The goods are then, while under ten-
sion, saturated with a weak milk of
lime, the solution being brushed into
them on the face side.

The next process is drying. This is

done by a device in which rods are
automatically inserted below the fab-
ric, so that the latter hangs down in

loops.

After drying, the cloth is folded and
passed to the brushing machine. This
machine removes the lime and loosens
the filling floats so that the knife can
readily enter beneath them.
The cutting process proper now

takes place, being done either by ma-
chinery or by hand.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The fabric for which the carding and
spinning particulars are given below
is made up in several grades. For this
article only two grades will be con-
sidered, a coarse one having a warp of

l-28s and l-40s filling; and a fine

grade, the warp yarn of which is 2-70s
and with a filling of 2-60s yarn. This
fabric, all grades, would be made eith-

er in the second or third division of
mills as given in a previous lesson.
We will consider

THE COARSER GRADE
first. This would be made from a me-
dium grade 1%-inch staple cotton and
run through the bale breaker with
blower and endless lattice connec-
tions, so that it will reach the mixing
t)ins in a dry, open state. When teed-

ing the bale breaker do not feed one
entire lap before starting on another,
but open several laps around the bale
breaker and feed from each bale alter-
nately. The mixing, should be

AS LARGE AS POSSIBLE,
so that there will be less variation
in the yarn than when small mixings
are used. The good waste from the
machines up to th« slubber is mixed
into the bin as it is collected. The cot-
ton is next put through an opener and
either 2 or 3 processes of pickers. It

is the general custom nowadays to use
2 processes, but the particulars for
three processes will be given. If one
process is left out, use particulars giv-
en for breaker and finisher pickers.
Feed the hopper of the opener so that
it is always more than half full, be-
cause the more cotton there is in the
hopper the more cotton will be taken
up by the spiked apron, and thus a
more even sheet will be presented to

the beater, which is generally of a
porcupine type and is speeded up to

1,000 revolutions per minute. The
speed of the beater at the breaker
picker is 1,500 revolutions per minute,
The total weight of laps at the front
of this machine is 40 pounds or a 16-

ounce lap. These laps are

DOUBLED FOUR INTO ONE
at the intermediate. At this machine
the speed of the beater is 1,450 rev-

olutions per minute. The total weight
of the lap at the front is 37 pounds or

a 10 -ounce lap. These laps are
doubled four into one at the finisher

picker, the total weight of a lap at the
front being 39 pounds or 14 ^/^ -ounce
lap. The speed of this beater is 1,450

revolutions per minute, which gives

the cotton passing through it 42 blows
or beats per inch. Each lap, as it is

taken from the front of the finisher

picker, should be weighed, and all

those laps ranging over a half a pound
from the standard, either way (light

or heavy), should be run over again.

The
CUT-ROVING WASTE

is mixed in at the back of the finisher

picker in proportion of one lap of rov-

ing waste to three laps of raw stock.

The cut-roving waste has to go
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through a special process to take out
twist, and from here it is put through
a picker which forms it into a lap,

then it is mixed with the raw stocl^ as
above. From the picker the laps are
taken to the card. The draft of this

machine should he about 110. The set-

tings should be medium and the wire
fillet used would be No. 35 for doffer

and flats and No. 34 for cylinder. The
speed of the top flats should be one
complete revolution every 40 minutes.
The sliver at the front should weigh
65 grains per yard, and the production
for a week of 60 hours should be
about 800 pounds. The sliver is then
put through

THREE PROCESSES OF DRAWING,

the doublings at each process being
six into one.
The speed of the front roll is 400

revolutions per minute at each proc-
ess. The sliver should weigh about 70

grains per yard. This is then put
through the slubber and made into .50

hank roving. The roving to be used
for 28s yarn is put through two proc-
esses of fly frames, the hank roving at

the first intermediate being 2 and at

the second 6. This is then taken to the
ring spinning room and made into 28s
yarn on a warp frame having the fol-

lowing particulars: Gauge of frame,
2% inches; diameter of ring, 1|
inches; length of traverse, 6^^ inches;
speed of spindles, 9,700 revolutions per
minute. From here it is passed
through the spooler, which takes the
yarn from the cop and winds it onto
a spool. From here it is wound onto
a beam and several of these beams
are put up at the ends and run through
the slasher and wound onto a beam
at the front, which has the required
number of ends necessary for the warp
of the fabric.

THE SLUBBER ROVING
for filling yarn is put through three
processes of fly frames, the hank rov-
ing 1.50 at the first intermediate, 4

hank at the second and 8 hank at the
last frame. This roving for filling may
be taken to either the mule room or
the ring spinning room to be m.ade into
40s. We will consider it to be taken
to the ring spinning room and spun

on a frame having the following par-
ticulars: Gauge of frame, 2| inches;
diameter of ring, 11 inches; length of

traverse, 5^/^ inches.

FOR THE FINER GRADES
of velveteen the foregoing general
particulars may be used, but substitut-

ing the following for 60s and 70s yarn:
Use 11 inches staple cotton; at the
pickers the total weight of lap at the
front is 40 pounds or 16-ounce lap at

the beater and 35 pounds or 12-ounce
lap at finisher, no intermediate pick-
er being used. At the card the top flats

should make one complete revolution
every 40 minutes, the weight of sliver

at front being 65 grains and produc-
tion about 500 pounds per week.

THE DRAFT
should not be less than 120. Some-
times the filling yarn is combed, but
we will consider this yarn to be card-
ed and so it will be put through three
processes of drawing. At the slubber
the sliver is drawn into .55 hank rov-
ing and for both warp and filling is

put through three processes of fly

frames, the hank roving being as fol-

lows: To make 70s yarn: first inter-

mediate, 1.50 hank; second, 4 hank;
and jack frames, 14 hank. To make 60s
yarn: first intermediate, 1.50; second,
4 hank; and fine, 12 hank. The 14-

hank roving is taken and spun into

70s yarn on a

WARP SPINNING FRAME
fitted up as follows: Gauge of frame,
2| inches; diameter of ring. If inches;
speed of spindles, 10,000 revolutions
per minute; length of traverse, 5i^

inches. From here it is spooled, then
twisted into 2-ply and spooled again,
warped and put through the slasher.

The 12 roving to be made into 60s
yarn may be taken either to the mule
room or the ring spinning room. If

taken to the ring frame, use a frame
having the following: Gauge of frame,
2| inches; diameter of ring, 1^4
inches; length of traverse, 5 inches.
The yarn is then twisted into. 2-60s.

Dyeing Particulars.

Velveteen is dyed on the jigger ma-
chine in 15 gallons of liquor at 175 de-
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grees F.; for 30 pounds of goods, one-
half pound of soda ash, one-quarter
pound sulphide sodium, 1 pound salt;

boil up the liquor, add the soda, so-

dium sulphide and salt before adding
the dyestuff, strain through a piece of
calico into the jigger.

The goods are run for 30 to 60 min-
utes; rinse well in water after dyeing.

ECRU.
4 ounces immedial bronze A., after-

treat with y2 per cent bichrome, i/^

per cent sulphate copper.

LIGHT SLATE.
4 ounces immedial black V., after-

treat y2 per cent bichrome, Vz per
cent sulphate copper.

PEARL.
iy2 ounces immedial black V., 1^

ounces immedial brown B., after-treat
as slate.

FAWN DRAB.
12 ounces immedial bronze A., 2

ounces immedial brown B.

LIGHT BROWN.
1 pound immedial brown B., 4 ounces

immedial cutch O., 1 pound sulphide
sodium.

MEDIUM BROWN.
V2 pound immedial yellow D., 1 pound

immedial brown B., i/^ pound imme-
dial cutch O., 11/4 pounds sulphide
sodium.

DARK BROWN.
20 pounds salt, 1/4 pound soda ash, 5

pounds sulphide, i/4 pound immedial
black NRT. sodium, 8 pounds imme-
dial brown B.

NAVY BLUE.
Dye as ecru with 2 pounds immedial

blue C, 2 pounds sodium sulphide, i/4

pound soda ash, 10 pounds salt; rinse
and top with methylene blue N., and
shade with methyl violet B.

BLACK.
2 pounds immedial black V., 2

pounds sodium sulphide, i/4 pound.soda
ash, 10 pounds salt; rinse and top
with a one-dip black, or paint with
Prussian blue.

INDIGO BLUE.
For 30 pounds goods in jigger, 1

to 5 pounds pyrogen© indigo, 1 to 5

pounds sodium sulphide, 1 to 2 pounds
soda ash, 5 to 15 pounds salt, % to 1

pint mineral oil; rinse and soap, top
with methylene blue.
A large number of one-dip colors

are also dyed on velveteens, from light

to dark shades. Although the colors
are not so fast as sulphur colors, they
are sufficiently fast for some trades.

After dyeing, the goods are topped
with basic colors, as methyl violet

with methylene blue, Bismarck
brown and other bright colors.

For 30 pounds of goods, 3 pounds di-

amine green, 20 pounds salt, 1 pound
sal soda; top with Malachite green.

SULPHUR GREEN.

2 pounds immedial indone BB., 1

pound immedial yellow D., 2 pounds
sulphide soda, 1 pound soda ash, 10
pounds salt. Rinse and top with bril-

liant green or Malachite green.

VELVETEEN CUTTING
Velveteen cutting is one of the proc-

esses incident to making cloth that is

still, to a considerable extent, done by
hand for practical purposes, although
machines are now in constant use for

accomplishing the same results.

The object of cutting is to present
to the vision the points, instead of the
sides, of the fibres in the filling.

Fig. 1 illustrates the type of knife
used wlien the cutting is done by
hand. The guide A is inserted in a
race of the cloth, and raises the fill-

ing to the cutting edge B. as it is forc-

ed along.

The cutting is generally done with
the blade of the knife held in a verti-

cal position, so as to cut the filling in

the center of the fioat.

A STRIPE EFFECT
is obtained, either intentionally or un-
intentionally, by varying the position

of the knife to the left, center or

right, if two or three positions are

held while cutting the same piece. In-

stead of cutting with the knife inclin-

ed first one way and then the other, to

right and left, when making stripes

with an ordinary weave, knives with

two blades are sometimes used to
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make both cuts at once, one b^aae be-
ing a little shorter than the other.

There are

TWO METHODS
of cutting velveteens by hand: (a) the
long-frame method; (b) the short-
frame method. In both these the cloth
is first stretched over rollers to a suit-

able tension.

In long-frame cutting, two pieces
are generally arranged parallel to each
other about 10 or 12 yards long,, with
room enough for the cutter to pass
between. The cutter cuts one race in

one piece when walking in one direc-
tion and a race in the other piece
when returning. Assuming that a 24-

inch velvet with 900 races is required
to be cut, the cutter will have to walk
900 X 10, which equals 9,000 yards,
or over 5 miles to cut 10 yards. This
illustrates how laborious the hand-cut-
ting process is.

IN SHORT-FRAME CUTTING,

about two yards of cloth are cut before
a change is made. Here the cutter,

with a peculiar swing of the body,
forces the knife to the end of the two
yards.

Considerable skill is required in a
good cutter, as a wrong movement is

liable to damage the piece, either by
running the knife through it or by
cutting at the side instead of the cen-
ter of the race.

The amount of seconds in velveteens
is very large, there being many of
them made after they leave the loom,
as well as during the process of weav-
ing. The least imperfection in weav-
ing will cause trouble in cutting.

TWO KINDS OF MACHINES.

Machines for cutting velveteens are
of two kinds, blade cutters, and disc
or circular cutters. The blade cutters
most nearly approach the results at-

tained by hand cutting, the blades be-
ing inserted below the filling so as to
force the points of the filling upward
as they cut. The disc cutters cut the
filling from the top of the cloth down-
ward, the resulting pile being inferior
to that cut by blades. Blade cutters
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are of two kinds, single and multiple,
The former have so far given the most
satisfactory results on account of the
difficulty of keeping the several blades
in a. multiple machine in perfect align-
ment v^ith each other.

The blades are similar to those used

table, and the knives have a horizon-
tal movement.
Both of these types of machines are

fitted with either mechanical or elec-
trical stop motions, Which cause them
to stop immediately a knife jumps out
or meets with an obstruction when

Fig. 2.

when cutting by hand, except that
they are smaller.

With a single blade one race is cut at

a time, either in lengths of 12 yards or

the entire piece, and it is necessary to

repeat the operation for each race in

the cloth. The blade machines proper
are of two kinds, those in which the
knives are stationary, the full length
of cloth being passed through in an
endless form, and those in which the
cloth is stationary, stretched on a long

cutting, or when the end of the race
is reached.
Machine cutters require the

CONSTANT ATTENTION
of a skilled mechanic to keep them in

proper condition. If they are not kept
sharp and exactly to gauge, the pile

will appear stripey, due to uneven cut-
ing.

Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate a continu-
ous cutting machine with four knives.

Cloth cut by a m.achine of this type
is claimed to be of a superior quality.
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because there is no necessity to take
the knives out every few yards, as is

the case in hand cutting.

In addition to the regular tension
devices for holding the piece tight,

there are special plates arranged for

holding and supporting the fabric im-

that they lie upon the fabric as it

is fed forward, and so continu-

ously cut it. The mounting of the

knives is of such a character that in

the event of an accident, the worst
that can happen is the puncture of

the fabric, but the hole so made is only

Fig. 3.

aiediately under the race being cut.

The mechanism is so arranged that

the knives, plates, etc., are all moved
simultaneously, after each cut.

The knives are mounted on
hinged arms in such a manner

a small one, as the knife is instantly

released and the machine stopped.

When the end of a race is reached
the knives are readjusted and another
set of races cut.

The disc cutting machines are
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fitted with cutting discs of steel

plate, accurately gauged and well
sharpened, mounted on a shaft, run-
ning at a speed of about 3,000 revo-
lutions per minute. They are sharpen-
ed automatically whil-e the machine is

in motion. The number of these cut-
ters depends on the number of races
to be cut.

The discs run inside small iron tri-

angles, which serve as guides. These
guides are placed in the races of the
cloth by hand, and the piece is cut as
it is drawn forward by the machine.
The

PRODUCTION OF A DISC CUTTER
is much greater than that of a blade
cutter.

The disc machine effects quite a
saving in cutting corduroys, these fab-
rics not having as many races as vel-
veteens.
Devices for cutting the pile fillips

during the process of weaving have
been tried, but have not met with suc-
cess. One objection to this method is

that the goods cannot be finished sat-

isfactorily, the pile pulling out, if han-
dled too severely.

BRILLIANTINE

Brilliantine i£ a dress fabric, re-
sembling alpaca, but of superior qual-
ity and sometimes finished on both
sides. Brilliantines are made with a»

cotton warp and luster worsted filling.

Luster wool is grown in Indiana and
Kentucky and is commonly known in

the trade as braid wool.

Luster wools are more extensively
grown in England. The best qualities
are grown in Lincolnshire. The fibres

of Lincolnshire luster range from 8 to
12 inches and are about l-800th of an
inch in diameter.

The wool after it comes from the
sheep is sorted both for quality and
luster, and the higher the degree of

luster the more adaptable it is for
fancy shades, while the dull or semi-
luster is only used for dark colors.

Brilliantines are sometimes woven
with undyed weft yarn and very rarely
if ever with undyed warp yarn. They

are commonly made with both warp
and weft yarns dyed previous to weav-
ing. The warp yarn may be the same
color as weft or it may be entirely

different. If, however, a one-colored
fabric is desired and it is to be made
with undyed weft yarn, the warp yarn
must be dyed, previous to weaving, the
same color as the weft will be dyed
after the fabric is woven. The warp
being cotton will not take color in e

wool dye-bath.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 shows sample in which both
warp and weft are dyed previous tr

weaving. The warp is light brown and
the weft is a medium shade of green.

This contrast of colors in connection

with the weave gives the fabric

A VERY PRETTY EFFECT.

Any combination of colors may be
used. A very important factor to con-

sider in making brilliantines is the

weave. The object is to have as much
weft floating on the face of the fab-

ric as warp, and in figured brilliantines

thQ figure must in all cases be a weft
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floating figure. The reason for this is

obvious when a lustrous fabric is de-
sired.

The design in Fig. 2, of which two
repeats are shown, both warp way and
filling way, shows the filling to float

dDUDBBDBaBiraaaDDBiiDaaaBaDaBBaaaaaDHR
ujBaaaaBaaaaaDaDaaaaBBBaaaaBBnaDGUBG
MaaajGaaaaLjaDaaBaaHaiiiBaaBaaBQa^aaBaa
a>iajaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaauaDaBBaaaDDaaaa
jjjjaaaaaiJGuaaaaflaiaaa-aaanaLaaaDaaa
jGnaaaDGaauaaaaaaaDaGDaaaaaDLaaBttaa

GGGDaajaaGaaGaaaaMGoaaaaaGGGaa-aaaaa
GJabajGaaaaGGaaaaGGaaaaaGGaaaaGaaaaa
uGGaGGaaaaGGaaaaGGGGGaGGaaaaGGaaaaGG
HjaGaaaaaGGGaaaGGuGGaaaaaaacjCGaaaGGa
HaGBaaaaGGGaaaGGGGGaGaaaaaGGoaaaGGGD
BGBBaaBaaGnaaGaaaGaaaaBaBaQLDaaaQaaa
aaaBaaaGGaaaGGaGaagBaaaaaGGaaaGGGaaa
aaBaBGdaaGBaGGaaaGGBBaBQnQGGBGGaaaaa
aaaaGGaaGa aaaa aGGaaaaGDGGGaGGaaaaGa
BaaGGGaGaaaaaiaGGGaaaGGGGGaGaaaaaGGG
SanGaGaaaaaaaa-jaaaaaGGGGGaGaaaaaGGGn
aaGTiaaaGaaBaiGaGaaRnGaaaaGaaaaaGaaGa
aDGaaaGaaaaiaGGaaaaDaaaaaaaaaaaaaGaa
GDaBJGGaaaaGGG-DGaanGaaanBBBaBBgaaqga
BiBBaaBaaBGaGaGaGnBBRBaoBBBBaaaaaaag
BBaGGiBBBaaDGaaGBBBBBaDGBBpaagggaByB
BaGanBBBGnaaaBnBBBWBapnBBDGaaGggBDBB
BGaaaaBaaanaBGBBBBBDDnaBaaGGBBgBBBBa
aGG^BaGa^BB^"«BBaG^^BaaaaBB^BBBBB
nGaaBGaaBBBanBBBBa^naGBnaaBBBgDBBBBG
DaGBaaBBBBnnBBBBnnnarBCDBBBBqgBBBBgg
nGBGBlBBBGnaBBBannGDBnWBBBBDgGBBBggg
nBGBBBBBGGTBBBanGnGBGBBWaBGggBBBgqgg
BGBBBBBGGOGBBaaannBDBBBBBGnaDBBgggag
GBBBBBDG DBBGanGBBnBBBBaGDGCBBDgggBB
nBSBBiaanaannaBWBnGBBBBqggnnaggnBBBq
BBBBaananBGnBBBiiGOBBBanaaGaBaaBaBBgg
BaBaaGanBGBWBBBGnGBBanna^aB^BaaBBggn
BBanaaaBnBBWBaaGaBBBnnaaaBGBBPBBgggB
BannnaBGBBBBBDaGnBBGaaaaBCBBBBBaaaGB

Fig. 2.

on the face of the fabric in exact pro-
portions to the float of warp.
Very pretty effects are obtained with

a plain ground weave with a small
jacquard figure, and when a very lus-
trous fabric is wanted, the warp yarn
is of finer counts than weft yarn.

ANALYSIS OF FABRIC.

Width of warp in reed (without sel-

vage), 421/^ inches; width of fabric
finished, 40 inches; ends per inch in
reed, 60; ends per inch finished, 64;
ends in warp 2,535—light brown; 60
ends selvage white (30 ends each
side), equals 2,595.

Reed 30 x 2 equals 60 ends.
Take-up of warp during weaving 6

per cent. Weight of fabric per yard
from loom 5 ounces; weight of fabric
finished practically the same.
Body of warp 2-40s cotton dyed; sel-

vage 2-40s cotton undyed.
Brilliantines, mohairs and alpacas

are usually made with different color-
ed selvage yarn than the body of warp.

Filling all l-30s luster worsted, of
about % -blood stock.

Fig. 3 shows drawing-in draft

—

drawn in on 18 harnesses straight
draw, pattern repeats on 18 ends and
18 picks.

LOOM REQUIRED.

For small figured brilliantine a
dobby loom would be about the best.

Large figures require a jacquard
loom; brilliantines usually require
only one kind of filling, consequently
a box loom is not necessary, but in

order to keep the shade of weft as
even as possible when using dyed
yarn, two shuttles are sometimes used
weaving "pick and pick."

FINISH.

Brilliantines made with undyed
weft, after they come from the loom,
are first scoured, then dyed; after

which they are run through a rotary
press, of 1^ hich the cylinder has from
50 to 60 pounds of steam heat. Bril-

liantines shrink a little after they
come from the loom. The pressure to

which they are subjected during the
finishing process stretches them out
to their original length. Those made
with dyed yarns are usually given a
dry finish, that is, they are simply run

BdaGGQGaaircaaggqqa
DBGaGGGaaaaDQnqggg
naBaGGGGaauaGL QDca
aGGBGaaGGGGrnQgagg
DGGGBaGQaaaaaagggg
aGGGaaaaGaaGanapcg
DGGGGGBG GaaaGnagcq
DaGGGGGBDGDDaaaggg
nGaaGaaaBDgGggpgpa
aaGGGGGGGBaagacprg
aaaGGGGaapBagupppg
aaaaanGaaGLBDrgppg
DGGGGGaGGaaaBGpgcg
DaaGGaaGaQGDaBcai: G
DGGaGnaGaGGaaaB ng
naaGGGaGaGacacGBaG
DaaGGnGGCaCGGGGGBg
DQDGiaaDaaaaaaGDaDB

Fig. 3.

through the press, cylinder heated,

after which they are rolled, then

packed.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

In a previous article, under the

heading "Carding and Spinning Par-

ticulars," the mills were subdivided

into three divisions. For the benefit

of readers, we will repeat how they

were divided for use in these articles.

Mills making low count yarns say

from Is to 30s, were included in the

first division, those making medium
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count yarns, or from 30 to 70s, were
included in the second, and the third
division comprised mills making yarns
from 70s up. This does not mean that
only the yarns between the counts
given are made in one division, but
that the greater portion of the counts
of yarn made in the divisions referred
to are between the counts given. The

COUNT OF COTTON YARN
used for brilliantine for this article is

2-40s. The filling yam is luster wor-
sted yarn, and therefore we will only
deal with the cotton warp yarn. This
class of yarns is made in the second
division of mills, the cotton used be-
ing of a medium grade and having a
staple of about 1 3-16 inches. The
equipment for the second division of
mills may call for a bale breaker or
not. We will consider that one is in-

cluded. The bales of cotton are
stapled and several placed around and
fed to the bale breaker alternately
from each bale until all are gone. The
bale breaker has a capacity of about
80,000 pounds per week of 60 hours.
The cotton is carried by endless mov-
ing aprons so arranged that they may
be moved so as to allow the cotton to

be dropped into its proper bin. The
bins should be as large as possible so
as to allow

A LARGE MIXING.
At this point the sliver waste from the
machines up to the slubber is mixed
with the raw stock. The cut-roving
waste of the same length and grade
of staple is not mixed at this place,

but has to go through a special pick-
ing machine, which takes out the
twist, then it is put through a picker
and made into a lap, after which it is

mixed with the raw stock, as will be
shown later. The equipment for this
division may include two or three
processes of pickers. We will consid-
er that it contains an opener and three
processes of picking.

THE BEATER
used is generally of the porcupine pat-

tern and the speed should be about
1,000 revolutions per minute for this

class of work. The opener is gener-
ally attached to the breaker picker
and after passing the beater of the

opener the cotton is passed to the feed
rolls by a moving endless apron. At
this point the cotton is in an open,
fluffy state. The feed rolls condense
the cotton, as it passes between the
rolls, into a sheet, and in this state it

is presented to the beater of the
breaker picker. This beater is gener-
ally of a rigid, two-bladed type, and
for the cotton in question has a speed
of 1,500 revolutions per minute. The
cotton is then blown onto a set of

cages and compressed into a sheet,

after which it passes through several
sets of calender rolls between which
it is further pressed. The total weight
of the lap at the front is 40 pounds or

about 16 ounces to the yard. These
laps are put up at the back of the in-

termediate picker and
DOUBLED FOUR INTO ONE.

The speed of this beater is about 1,-

450 revolutions per minute. The total

weight of the lap at the front is 37

pounds or a 10-ounce lap. These laps

are put up at the finisher picker and
doubled four into one. It is at this

point that the cut-roving waste before
spoken of is mixed in the proportion

of three laps of raw stock to one lap

of roving or bobbin waste. The speed
of this beater is about 1,450 revolu-

tions per minute, which gives the cot-

ton passing it about 42 beats or blows
per minute. The total weight of the

lap at the front of this picker is 39

pounds or about a 14-ounce lap. These
laps are then taken to the card, the
draft of which for this class of work
should not exceed 110. The fillet on
the cylinder should be of No. 34 Amer-
ican wire or 110s English count and
on the doffer and top flats should be
No. 35 wire or 120s English count.

The top flats should make one com
plete revolution every 45 minutes.

THE CARDS
should be stripped (both cylinder and
doffer) three times a day and ground
at least one© a month. The cards
should be reset after every grinding
in all parts, except the top flats to th«

cylinder, which should be reset at

least four times a year. The weight
of sliver at the delivery end of the
card should be about 65 grains per
yard. The cotton is next put through
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three processes of drawing frames.
Metallic rolls may be used to good ad-

vantage on work of this description,
the speed of the front roll at each
process being 400 revolutions per min-
ute. The weight of the sliver at the
finisher drawing frame should be about
70 grains. The cotton is next put
through the slubber and made into .55

hank roving.

The roving is then put through

THREE PROCESSES

of fly frames. At the first intermedi-
ate it is made into 1.50 hank roving,

at the second intermediate into 3 hank
and at the jack frame into 9. This
roving is then taken to the ring spin-
ning room and spun into 40s yarn on a
frame with the following particulars:
Gauge of frame, 2| inches; diameter
of ring, If inches; length of trav-

erse, 6^ inches; twist per inch, 28.-

46; revolutions per minute of spindles,

10,000. From here it is passed to the
spooler and then to the twister, where
it is twisted into 2 -40s, and then back
to the spooler. From here it goes to

the warper and from the warper the
beams are put up at the slasher,

where it is sized, and then it is ready
for the weave room.

Dyeing Particulars.

These goods are dyed in the piece
if solid shades are wanted, but if two-
colored fancies are made, the warp
and the worsted yarn are dyed in the
yam, woven and finished. For piece
dyes union colors are used, or the
wool is dyed in an acid bath, rinsed
and the pieces are cotton dyed cold.

For union black, 5 per cent union
black A., 30 per cent Glauber's salt.

Boil until wool is dyed, and run with-
out steam until cotton is dyed up to

shade; if cotton is not dark enough
add some cotton black.

The union fancy colors are dyed iiv

the same way.

Wool yarn dyeing. For 100 pounds
yam, 10 pounds Glauber's salt, 3

pounds sulphuric acid. Enter pieces at
150 degrees, bring to boil and boil 40

minutes.

LIGHT SAGE GREEN.
11/4 ounces orange II.; 1^/4 ounces

cyanole BE.
; J ounce fast yellow S.

MEDIUM SAGE GREEN.
6 ounces orange II.; 2 ounces fast

yellow S.; 1 pound cyanole BB.

DARK SAGE GREEN.
10 ounces orange II.; 3 ounces fast

yellow S.; 1^/4 pounds cyanole BB.

MEDIUM OLIVE GREEN.
lYz pounds fast yellow S.; 6 ounces

orange II.; 1 pound cyanole BB.

OLIVE GREEN.
21/^ pounds fast yellow S.; i^ pound

orange II.; li^ pounds cyanole BB.

BOTTLE GREEN.
3 pounds fast green bluish; i^ pound

fast yellow S.; i/^ pound formyl violet

S. 4B.
NAVY BLUE.

2 pounds indigo blue SGN.; 2 ounces
formyl violet S. 4B.

DARK NAVY BLUE.
4 pounds indigo blue SGN.; i/^

pound orange II.; l^ pound formyl vio-

let S. 4B.
SLATE.

6 ounces alizarine blue SAP.; %
ounce orange II.; Vz ounce fast yellow
G.

RED.
4 pounds fast red NS.; 6 ounces

orange II.

ROSE.
3 pounds rhodamine B.; 1 pound

rhodamine 5G.

SCARLET.
3 pounds brilliant scarlet IR.

BROWN.
2y2 pounds orange II.; V2 pound fast

green bluish; 3 ounces fast acid vio-

let lOB. ; Yz pound fast yellow G.

The warps are dyed in the chain
dyeing machine with fast sulphur col-

ors if possible. For 100 pounds warp:

BLUE.
8 pounds immedial indone 3B.; 16

pounds sodium sulphide; 8 pounds
glucose; 3 pounds soda ash; 15 pounds
Glauber's,
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SLATE.
3 pounds thion black G.; 3 pounds

sodium sulphide; 2 pounds soda ash;
20 pounds Glauber's.

FAWN DRAB.
6 pounds immedial cutch O.; 6

pounds sodium sulphide; 2 pounds
soda ash; 20 pounds Glauber's.

GREEN.
4 pounds immedial yellow D.; 4

pounds immedial indone 3B.; 8 pounds
sodium sulphide; 2 pounds soda ash;
30 pounds Glauber's salt.

OLIVE.
7 pounds immedial olive 3G.; 2

pounds immedial dark green B.; 10

Founds sodium sulphide; 30 pounds
Glauber's salt; 3 pounds soda ash.

NAVY BLUE.
10 pounds immedial dark blue B.;

10 pounds sodium sulphide; 30 pounds
Glauber's salt; 3 pounds soda ash.
The fancy shades can also be dyed

with one-dip salt colors and tannine
basic colors.

<-•-

CALICO

A calico may be defined as a cotton
cloth with a figured design printed on
one side; generally speaking, any
printed cloth coarser than muslin,
used principally for inexpensive
dresses, such as shirtwaists, wrap-
pers, and so on.

The majority of inexpensive cotton
fabrics are constructed on the one-up,
one-down system, or plain weave. Cal-
ico is no exception to the rule. Its

ornamentation, however, is given it

after the cloth comes from the loom.
As mentioned above, calico is a print-

ed cloth,

THE PRINTING
being effected by means of a printing
machine, which may be described as
an elaborate machine with a rotating
impression cylinder, on which the de-
sign has been stamped, or cut. The
cloth, in passing through the machine,
comes in contact with the impression
cylinder. The cylinder, revolving in a
color trough, takes up the color and
leaves the impression of the design

on the cloth. Calicoes may be seen in
almost any color. The printing ma-
chine is capable of printing several

COLORS
In one design. Calicoes, however, are
usually in but two colors, that is, one
color for ground and one for the fig-

ure.

The method of placing the color
upon the fabric depends a good deal
upon the kind of a pattern which is

to be made, and the results desired.
In some instances the figure is printed
upon the cloth in a kind of resist, and
then the fabric is taken and piece
dyed. Wherever the resist figures are

Fig. 1.

printed the color does not take and
the figures show on a solid colored
ground. Whenever the ground of the
fabric is largely white the figures are
printed in various colors as desired.

There are a few instances where the
fabric is dyed first and then a printed
pattern applied afterward, though this

is not so common a practice as the
ones previously mentioned. The de-
velopment of so many new colors and
the variation in the method of apply-
ing them has m.ade many new proc-
esses possible in printed fabrics, and
it often happens that results are se-

cured through more than one method.
The printed designs on calicoes may

be somewhat elaborate or they may
be some simple geometrical figures. In

order, however, to comply with the
true principles of art, such fabrics as
calicoes should have but simple geo-
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metrical figures for their ornamental
features.

Fig. 1 shows a sample of calico, with
a printed geometric?! figure, the sim-
plicity of which is in harmony with
the structure of the fabric.

We may here mention that with all

machine repeating designs the figures

must be laid out in conformity with
the dimensions of the printing roll.

For instance, say, the printing roll

measures six inches in circumference,
and the design which we wish to print

is but two inches in its vertical re-

peat, in order to have perfect repeti-

tion we must have three repeats of the
design stamped on the impression roll.

The circumference of the printing
roll will, therefore, control the size

and proportion of the design. The de-
sign must be so adjusted that the re-

peat will occur with the utmost ac-
curacy.

Calicoes are made in comparatively
narrow widths. The one under discus-
sion is but 2Zy2 inches, finished.

ANALYSIS OF FABRIC.
Width of warp in reed, 25 1^ inches;

width of fabric finished, 24 inches;

Design.

asamnmoa
iHaaziBD

1 m^maaom
mawomama-
nmamamam
aa^aGBD
DBTDBDHr a
ziaaHaBU

Fig. 2.

Drawing-in-draft

nnnacD'
DDaDuDBD
DDDD'II'G 1

D^DDBDCn
nnGB'Drq
DDBDnnna
Dsun no 1

aaDDDaa
Fig. 3.

ends in finished cloth per inch, 72;

ends in warp, 1,700; ends per inch in

reed, 66 2-3; 1,200 x 2 reed.

Take-up of warp during weaving, 7

per cent; weight of fabric, per yard,

from loom, 2 ounces; weight of fabric

finished, 2 ounces; warp all l-30s
carded peeler.

Filling: 52 picks per inch in loom;
52 picks per inch finished.

Count l-30s carded peeler.

The automatic loom would be the
most economical loom to use for cali-

coes and similar fabrics. The warp is

usually sized, in order to strengthen
the yarn. In the sizing process about
10 or 15 per cent of weight of sizing

material is added to the yarn, which
consists chiefiy of wheat fiour or po-
tato starch.

FINISHING.

The cloth, after it comes from the
loom, is sent to the dyehouse. The
first process is to boil it off, after

which it is bleached. When the fabric

is bleached it is usually printed. It

may or may not be piece dyed after-

ward. The method of finishing or set-

ting the color depends a good deal upon
the kind of color used. It may be said,

however, that the colors are much
faster than they formerly were and for

their purposes are usually satisfac-

tory. Calicoes are given what may be
termed a "cheap cotton dye." By
"cheap cotton dye" is meant that the
colors are not fast, but will run or fade
somewhat.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns that make up calico may
be made in either the first or second
division of mills, as given in a pre-
vious lesson. The counts of the yarns
used for the particular fabric for this

article are l-30s, both warp and filling,

and these are made out of 1 1-16

inches staple American cotton. After
being sampled, several bales are
placed around the bale breaker, and
fed to this machine, a little from each
bale. By doing this a

MORE EVEN YARN
is apt to be obtained. After passing
through the bale breaker the cotton is

conveyed either by endless lattices or
blower and trunking to the cotton
bins. As large a mixing as -possible

should be made at one time. The raw
stock for this fabric is put through an
opener and three processes of pick-
ing. The opener is never allowed to

become less than half full when ma-
chine is running, for reasons given in

previous articles. The beater of this

machine runs at a speed of about 903

revolutions per minute. After passing
through this machine, which is gener-
ally connected directly with the break-
er picker, either by trunking or by an
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endless lattice, the cotton comes un-
der the action of the feed rolls of the
breaker picker, which compress it into

a sheet, and it is in this form that it

is presented to the beater. For this

class of work a

TWO-BLADED BEATER
is used and the speed of the beater at

this machine is 1,400 revolutions per
minute. The total weight of a lap at
the front end is 40 pounds, or about a
16-ounce lap. These laps are put up
at the intermediate picker and doubled
four into one. The speed of the beater
for this machine is about 1,350 revo-
lutions per minute. The total weight
of lap at the front is 37 pounds or 12
ounces to the yard. These laps are put
up at the finisher picker, and doubled
four into one. It is at this point that
the cut-roving waste is mixed in with
the raw stock in the proportion of
three laps of raw stock to one lap of

roving waste. It is understood that
the bobbin waste has to go through a
special process before being mixed
with the raw stock. The speed of the
beater for this machine is about the
same as that of the intermediate pick-
er, 1,350 revolutions per minute. This
gives the cotton passing under its ac-
tion about 42 beats per inch. The to-

tal weight of a lap at the front is 35
pounds or a 13-ounce lap. These laps
are then taken to the card room, as
needed, and put up at

THE CARD.
This card should have a draft not ex-
ceeding 100. The cylinder fillet for
this class of work should be composed
of No. 33 or 100s English count wire,
and the doffer fillet and that of the
top combs of No. 34 wire or 110s Eng-
lish count. The speed of the licker-in
is 300 revolutions per minute, and the
top fiats make one complete revolution
every 50 minutes. The cards should be
stripped three times a day, and ground
at least once every month, ant set at
the time of grinding. Keep parts at
the front of card cleaned of all fly and
collect the fiy from the fiats before
it accumulates and falls over the
doffer or goes up under the flat comb
and gets onto the flats. The weight of

the sliver at the front should be 65
grains per yard, the production about

750 pounds per week of 60 hours. From
the card -the sliver is put through

THREE PROCESSES OF DRAWING.
At these machines the doubling is six
into one. The draft at the different
processes is as follows: Breaker, 4.50;
intermediate, 7; finisher, 7.20. The
setting of the rolls is as follows: Dis-
tance between front and second, 1^
inches; between second and third, li
inches; third and back, 1% inches. The
front roll makes 400 revolutions per
minute. The weight of sliver at the
finisher drawing is 72 grains per yard.
The drawing sliver is put through the
slubber where it is drawn into .60 hank
roving. Set rolls as follows: front to
second, l^i, inches; second to back, IVz
inches.
The slubber roving is put through

two processes of fiy frames at the first

intermediate. The hank roving is 2.25
hank and at the next process it is

drawn into 6. hank. The lays per
inch of the roving on the bobbin at
this machine are 33. Look out for the
top rolls to see that they are always
in the best of condition. From the
jack frame the roving is taken to

THE SPINNING ROOM
where it is spun into 30s yarn. The
particulars for a warp frame are as
follows: Gauge of frame, 2| inches;
diameter of ring, If inches; length of
traverse, 6i^; speed of spindle, 9,800
revolutions per minute; twist per
inch, 26.02. The yarn is then taken to
the spooler and then to the warper.
From the warper the beams are put
through the slasher. A good sizing to
be used for this fabric is as follows:
Water, 100 gallons; cornstarch, 50
pounds; tallow, three pounds; turpen-
tine, one gill. Boil oO minutes if the
cloth is woven on a common loom. If

woven on an automatic loom use of
water, 100 gallons; potato starch, 50
pounds; tallow, three pounds; tur-
pentine, one gill. Boil 30 minutes.
The filling yarn (30s) is made on a

frame fitted as follows: Gauge of
frame, 2| inches; diameter of ring,

li inches; length of traverse, 6

inches; speed of spindles, 8,300 revolu-
tions per minute; twist per inch,
19.16.
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Printing Particulars.

Many of the designs for calicoes and
cotton cloth printing are made in

Paris, which has been the headquar-
ters for many years of new styles and
fashions.
The design is taken by the sketch

maker, and drawn to scale, so that

the engraver can apply it to the cop-

per roller. Formerly all the printing

was by hand (block) printing. Now
machines are made to print from one
to 24 colors.

A 12 -color machine is the largest

generally used, but there are a few
24-color printing machines in Europe.
Each color has a separate roller and
the engraver has to make the pattern
fit on every roller, so that when the
piece is printed the design is not
spoiled and the colors mixed up.

Few realize the accuracy which has
to be observed in joining the various
patterns so as to produce a complete
whole. When a floral pattern is be-
ing produced, the various colors must
join accurately; that is, a yellow flow-

er must be joined to a green stem or
some such method. The green stem
cannot be joined to the flower except
in one place and have it satisfactory.

To those who are familiar with the
subject there are quite often intricate

patterns noted where the colors do
not join accurately; that is, there will

be a little streak of white between
two colors where they should meet ex-
actly and leave no space between. This
is seldom the result of inaccurately
made patterns, but rather is the re-

sult of the copper rollers being inac-
curately spaced.

ENGRAVING THE ROLLERS
is done by hand or machine, by the
pantograph or the die machine.
The printing machine turns out

about 400 to 800 50-yard pieces a day.

There have been times where 1,000

50-yard pieces have been run in 12
aours, a one-color pattern, but for

some designs and cloths only 250
pieces are run in a day.
The pieces are singed and bleached,

then sheared and brushed to take
away all lint from the face of the
piece.

The pieces are printed, dried, and
steamed to flx the color, afterward
soaped and washed, then finished and
folded, and made up, ready for the
market, being generally packed in 20-

piece lots, to be shipped to any point
of the compass. There are

MANY STYLES
of calico printing. At present the
steam styles are most prominent. The
colors are the fastest and brightest to

be obtained. The most important
styles will now be considered. First
in the list are alizarine colors, of al-

most every hue and shade, reds, pinks,
purples, browns, blues, yellows,
oranges, etc. Alizarines are fixed on
the fibre by chrome mordants.

BLUE.
Three pounds alizarine blue S.

paste, 20 per cent; one gallon starch
thickening; three pounds acetate
chrome, 20 degrees Tw. After print-
ing, the, pieces are steamed for one
hour, four pounds steam pressure, then
soaped and washed.

BASIC COLORS
are good bright, fast colors fixed with
tannine: 10 ounces auramine, ll^

pints of water, 1^^ pints of acetic acid,
10 degrees Tw.; 6 pints gum water,
1x1; 21/4 pints acetic acid tannic acid
solution, 1x1. Steam and run through
a bath of tartar emetic; wash and
dry. The basic colors are very bright,
and consist of every shade in the rain-
bow.

Extracts of various dyewoods are
still used for some styles, fixed with
chrome or alumina.

PIGMENT STYLES
are fixed with albumen as vermilion
red, chrome green, ultramarine blue,
etc. Indigo blue is dyed, then dis-
charged white, yellow, orange and
other colors are printed on the dyed
pieces. Aniline black is an important
style with many resist colors printed
first, the black padded afterward and
oxidized. This is extensively used.

Patterns are printed on the cloth
with mordants of iron and alum. The
cloth is then aged and dunged, dyed
with alizarine, and the old madder
styles produced, which were in such
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demand 50 years ago. Then there are
Turkey-red styles, with discharge
white, yellow, blue, green, black on red
ground; discharge white and colors
on blues, browns, wines, etc. Indigo
blues are dyed in the vat with a large
proportion of synthetic indigo and dis-

charges printed on. There is also di-

rect indigo printing with the glucose
process.
New styles and combinations of col-

ors are produced every month and
faster and brighter colors printed
each season.

»

»

PERCALE
Percale may be defined as a closely

woven fabric, made with a good qual-
ity of cotton yarn. Percale is of French
origin and was originally made with
linen yarn, hence the name, as it is

Fig. 1.

sometimes called French cambric.

The finer qualities of percale are

used for hankerchiefs, aprons, etc.

When used for these purposes they
are not printed, but bleached, after the

fabrics come from the loom.

Percale, however, is chiefly used for

dress fabrics, such as shirt-waist suits

for spring and summer wear, and as
such, is quite common.

Percale, when intended for dress
fabrics, is usually printed on one side

with some neat geometrical figure.

The printed figure is usually in black,
although some may be seen in red .or

blue. The fabric is bleached before
it is subjected to the printing opera-
tion.

A CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE
of percale is the lack of gloss, or its

dull finish, due to the fact that it is

not subjected to any pressure during
the finishing process. Percales may
also be described as plain woven fab-

rics with a printed design on one
side.

The color used for the printed fig-

ures is quite durable, in so far that it

DBZnUaDBDBDBDBDB
BUBaiDBnBGBDBDBg
DBUBTBnBrBrBDBDB
BaB^BHBnBnBGBDBD
nBnBnBGBDBDBDWDB
B-lBUBGa nBnBDBDBD
DanBGnnBnB^BnBDB
BHB^B^anBCBDBnBn
riBniDBTanBDB- ^bdb
DBGBTBnBDaDBGBa
OM'DM-jmnmrMomamam
BUBaananBGBDBDBn
naGBGan«a«aBGaGB
BGaGBDBDBGBGBaBa

Fig. 2.

Weave.

DDGBaaaaGaDBcaGB
DDBGaDBaaaBQaaBG
DBoaDBaaaBaoDBaa
aaGBDaDBDaGBaaa

Fig. 3.

4 Repeats.

will not readily fade and will wear
almost as long and well as the fabric.

The printed designs on percales are
usually plain but neat geometrical fig-

ures. The polka dot pattern is quite

common. It produces a very neat ef-

fect, especially when dots are in black.

Striped designs are also very common.
Some very neat effects may be ob-

tained when using a stripe in connec-
tion with some simple geometrical
figure.

Fig. 1 shows on an enlarged scale a
design for a stripe percale. The stripes

as a rule run in the direction of

the warp. Stripes running vertically
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tend to increase the appearance of

height, while stripes running horizon-
tally tend to decrease the impression
of height; for this reason short per-
sons are advised to select dress goods
with the stripe running vertically.

Percale, like most cotton fabrics, is

made in several qualities, as regards
counts of yarn used, and the number
of ends and picks per inch. We will

here give an analysis of a good grade:

ANALYSIS.
Width of warp in reed, 38^ inches;

width of fabric finished, 36 inches;
ends per inch, finished, 85; ends in

body of warp, 3,080; 20 ends for sel-

vage; total -ends, 3,100.

Take-up of warp during weaving 6

per cent; weight of fabric per yard
from loom, 31/^ ounces.
Finished weight, 3^ ounces per

yard; warp, all l-30s carded peeler;
reed, 1,400x2.

Filling, all l-36s combed peeler, 74
picks per inch in loom; 74 picks per
inch, finished.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Percale, like most cotton fabrics, is

woven on looms with high running
speed. Percales are plain woven fab-
rics, consequently no dobby is requir-
ed. The automatic loom would be
the most economical loom to use in the
manufacture of percale, or if an auto-
matic loom is not available use any
plain weaving loom and draw warp
straight on 4 harness. Considerable
care should be exercised in the weav-
ing. No broken picks should be al-

lowed to pass, as they will show quite
distinctly in the finished fabric.

FINISHING.
After the fabric comes from the

loom it is sent to the bleach house,
where it is first boiled off. Then it is

bleached. After the bleaching process
the fabric is ready for the printer.
After the printing operation the fab-
ric is slightly stiffened, by being pass-
ed through a size trough. The size
used for stiffening is usually corn,
wheat, rice, 'barley, potato or farina.
Any of these will give the desired ef-
fect.

The fabric passes from the sizing
trough onto the drying cylinders, after

which it is folded; then it is ready
for shipment.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The counts of yarn of which percale
is composed are made in mills of the
second division. The counts of yarn
vary according to the quality of the
cloth. In this lesson we will consider
the count of the filling yarn to be 36s
and the warp yarn to be 30s. The yarn
is carded peeler of 1 l-16th inches
staple. The cotton is brought from the
storehouse and sampled, and all bales
of the same length and grade of staple

are placed around the bale breaker.
The cotton is fed from each bale alter-

nately to the breaker. From the
breaker it is conveyed automatically
to the so-called mixing bins, either
by endless lattices or a blower and
trunking, or a combination of both.
The latter method is the better one,

because it

HELPS TO DRY OUT
the cotton better. At the mixing bins
the sliver waste from all the machines
up to the slubber is mixed in. The
sliver waste should not be thrown in

in long lengths, but should be broken
into short lengths, so that it will not
become wound around the pin roller

of the hopper. The raw stock is next
put through a hopper and either two
or three processes of pickers. The
hopper should be kept well filled so as
to insure a uniform amount of cotton
always being delivered to the pin roll-

er. This machine is generally provided
with a porcupine beater. The cotton is

delivered onto an endless lattice,

which carries it to the feed rolls of

the picker. These feed rolls compress
it and present it to the beater. This
beater is generally of the rigid type,
having two or three arms, generally
two.

SPEED OF BEATER.

This beater has a speed of 1,500 rev-
olutions per minute, if of a two-blad-
ed type, or 1,000 revolutions per min-
ute if it has three arms. The total

weight of the lap at the front of the
breaker picker is 40 pounds or a 16-

ounce lap. These laps are put up at
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'he intermediate picker and doubled
[ into 1. The speed of this beater is

about 1,450 revolutions per minute for

a two-bladed, or 975 revolutions per
minute for a three-bladed beater. The
total weight of a lap at the front is 37

pounds or a 12-ounce (per yard) lap.

These laps are put up at the finisher

picker and doubled 4 into 1. At this

picker the cut-roving waste of the
same length of staple and cotton is

mixed in in the proportion of 3 laps
of raw stock to 1 lap of cut waste. The
speed of the beater for the machine
is 1,200 revolutions per minute for a
two-bladed, or 800 revolutions per
minute for a three-bladed beater of a
rigid type. The total weight of a lap
at the front is 35 pounds or a 12 1/^-

ounce lap. A variation of one-half
pound from standard total weight of

lap is allowed at this picker. All laps
weighing over 35% pounds or under
341/^ pounds should be run over again.

The laps are taken to

THE CARDS,

where the draft should not exceed 100
for this class of goods. The speed of

the various parts is as follows: Lick-
er-in, 300 revolutions per minute; cyl-

inder, 160 revolutions per minute;
doffer (24 inch), 9^/4 revolutions per
minute. The top flats have one revo-
lution every 45 minutes. The weight
of the sliver at the front should be
about 65 grains, and the production
about 600 pounds per week of 60 hours.
The weight of the sliver at the front
of the finisher drawing frame is 60
grains per yard. The speed of the
front roll is 350 revolutions per min-
ute. This sliver is next put through
the slubber and made into .65 hank
roving. This is next put through three
processes of

FLY FRAMES,
the hanks at the different processes
being as follows: First, 1.80; second,
5.50. There is quite a little variation
in the sizes of the roving used for any
size of yarn. For any cheap fabric,

such as percale, it is the general prac-
tice to use as long drafts as possible
and get out the largest production of

which a machine is capable. It used
to be a practice to use single roving

for yarns such as are noted in this

cloth, but the use of automatic looms
and the fact that better results are
secured through the use of stronger
yarns has now caused a much greater
amount of double roving on the spin-
ning frame to be used. From here
the roving is taken to either the mule
room or the ring spinning room. We
will consider that it is taken to the
ring spinning room, where the frame
for spinning 36s would be as follows:
Gauge of frame, 2% inches; diameter
of ring, 114; length of traverse, 5;

twist per inch, 27.96; revolutions per
minute of spindles, 7,400. After the
spinning frame the yarn is carried
to the weave room.
The sliver for warp yarn after leav-

ing the card is put through

THREE PROCESSES OF DRAWING
the weight of the sliver at the finisher
drawing being 70 grains per yard, the
revolutions per minute of the front roll

being 350. This is put up at the slub-
ber and made into .50 hank roving,
after which the roving is put through
two processes of fly frames, the hank
roving at each being as follows: 1st,

1.80, and 2d, 5.50. The roving is tak-
en to the spinning room and spun into
30s yarn on a frame having the follow-
ing particulars: Gauge of frame, 2%
inches; diameter of ring, 1| inches,
length of traverse, QVz inches; twist
per inch, 26.02; revolutions per min-
ute of spindles, 9,800. The yarn is

next taken to the spooler, then to the
warper, and from here to the slasher.

Bleaching and Finishing Particulars.

Percales are very carefully handled
in the finishing process.
The goods are bleached in a kier

with 4 degrees caustic soda, washed
and boiled with another process of 4

degrees caustic soda, washed and
chemicked at i^ degree Tw. for six to
eight hours, being laid in bins. Then
they are. scoured with i^ degree sul-
phuric acid, and well washed and
dried. Some finishers place each piece
in the kiers separately, and also in
chemic tubs and scouring bins, for if

sewed in long lengths and run
through the machinery in the rope
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form the pieces are dragged and ttie

threads are not straight across the
piece. Spots and small figures are
printed on the goods in navy blue,

brown, black, green and other colors.

DARK NAVY.
Eight ounces new fast blue F.; 2

ounces methyl violet 3 R.; li^i pints

water; 1^^ pints acetic acid 10 degrees
Tw. ; 7 pints thickening; 8 noggins
acetic acid and tannic acid (1-1).

DARK ROSE.
Four and one-half ounces rhodamine

5 G. ; 3 pints acetic acid 10 degrees
Tw.; 5 pints water; 3i/^ pints mucilage
tragacanth (70-1,000); 4 noggins
acetic tannic solution (1-1).

IMPERIAL PURPLE.
Four ounces methyl violet 4 R.; 3

pints acetic acid 10 degrees Tw.; 3

pints mucilage of tragacanth (70-

1,000); 5 pints water; 2 noggins acetic

tannic solution (1-1).

GREEN.
Four ounces malachite green; 1^4

pints acetic acid 10 degrees Tw.; 5

pints gum water (1-1) ; 4 noggins ace-
tic tannic acid (1-1) ; 2 pints water

GRAY.
Two ounces new fast gray; 5 pints

mucilage of tragacanth (70-1,000); 3

pints albumen water (1-1) ; 3 pints
water.
The above colors are steamed for

one hour with five pounds steam. They
are run through a solution of tartar
emetic, 2 ounces to gallon, soaped and
rinsed, then dried.

STARCHING.
Six to eight ounces white German

dextrine, 1 gallon water. Mix cold
and boil for 20 minutes. After starch-
ing, dry on a tenter frame.

PERCALINE
Percaline, like percale, is a plain

woven fabric made with a good quality
of single cotton yarn for both warp
and filling. The similarity extends no
further; the difference between the
two fabrics lies chiefly in the weight
and finish.

Percaline is a lighter fabric and
has a very glossy finish, or, more
properly speaking, a moory finish per-
caline is usually dyed in solid colors.

Percale, on the other hand, is a
bleached cloth with a dull finish and
usually with a printed design on one
side.

Percaline is used chiefly for fem-
inine wearing apparel, principally for

linings, petticoats, etc. These purposes
require that the cloth shall be of solid

color, the darker colors being prefer-
red, such as dark blues, dark green
and black, which have the greatest
sale. It may, however, also be seen
in lighter shades, such as a medium
blue, a light shade of brown and va-
rious shades of tan.

Percaline, as mentioned above, is a
plain woven, single-yarn fabric. The

WARP YARN IS SIZED

in order to facilitate the weaving. A
fabric like percaline requires very lit-

tle detail work, as far as the design-
ing is concerned. The most attention
is given to the finishing process. In
order to get a good glossy finish a
certain number of ends and picks per
inch are required.

It is important, in laying out the
ends and picks per inch, that the de-

B
nBDBDB
Diaanaa
DHDinBDa
DaDanan
Gananaaa
aDananaa
Daaaaana
aaaaaaaD

A
nnaa
aana
naaa
aaDD
DDaa
aana
DDKa
aaaa

Fig. 1. Fig. 1.

» Chain Drafts

B A
nnannnna
Dnnnnnaa
nDDDDana nnaannni
nnnnanan nanDDanc
DDDaaaan naaaDaac
nnaannna aaaaaDDC
naaoDnna
anaaDDDa

Fig. 2. Fig. 2.

Drawing-in Drafts.

signer bear in mind that unless suf-
ficient yarn is used, the fabric will
not acquire the desired effect in the
finishing.

This glossy or moory finish is quite
a characteristic feature in a perca-
line. The more ends and picks per
inch used, the more gloss the fabric
will possess when finished.

ANALYSIS.

Width of warp in reed, 37.5; width
of fabric finished, 36; ends per inch,
84; ends in warp, 3,050; 1,400 x 2,
reed.
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Take-up of warp durir- weaving, 7

pfci •..![: weight of cloth per yard
from IcLm, 2.5 ounces; weignt of cloth

per ^ard tinlrhed, 3 ounces; warp
yarn, 1-3G5 combed peeler.

FilLng, l-40s, 84 picks per inch
from loom.

Picks per inch finished, 84.

LOOM REQUIRED.

Percaline is woven in the gray on
high running speed looms with four

or eight harnesses. When four har-
nesses are used, the warp is generally

drawn in the following order: 1, 3, 2,

4. (See Fig. 2A.) When eight har-

nesses are used, it is drawn straight.

(See Fig. 2B.) Fig. lA.: design for

skip draw four harnesses. Fig. IB:
design for eight harnesses straight

draw.

The automatic loom would he about
the best loom to use, principally on
account of production obtained with
these looms per weaver.

FINISHING.

The finishing process will include
from the time the cloth comes from
the loom until it is ready for use.

The first process to which the cloth

is subjected is to boil it off, that is,

by soaking it in boiling water; this

process partially relieves it from any
foreign matter that it may have gath-

ered during the weaving and at the

same time prepares it for the bleach-
ing process. It is then dyed.

After the fabric is dyed, it is sized

in order to stiffen it and also heighten
the gloss on the cloth.

After the sizing, it is ready for the
calender. In order to still more add
to the gloss on the face of the fabric,

the cloth is usually doubled length-

wise, or sometimes two pieces are
placed together, back to back, and run
through the calender at the same time.

Before the cloth reaches the calender
rolls it passes between two perforat-

ed steam pipes, which wet the cloth

considerably, then between the rolls

of the calender, which are well heat-
ed and tightly set together. The
above-mentioned processes produce
what is termed a moory finish.

The c^oth after it comes from the
calender is lapped on small boards,
after which it is ready for the market.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The carding a. d spinning particu-
lars applicable to th-^ manufacture of
percale, given in the 'ast article, may
be followed also with reference to per-
caline, with a few minor changes:
Thus the count cf the fillin; yarn is

to be 40s, instead of 36s. Ihe filling

and warp yarns are both carded peel-
er, and the cut roving is put through
a special process that takes out the
twist and delivers it in a fluffy state.

This is then put through a picker,

which forms it into a lap, and these
laps are dealt with as before describ-
ed. All laps weighing over 35 1/^

pounds or under 34 1^^ pounds should
be run through the finisher picker
again, being mixed in with the other
laps in the proportion of one re-run
lap to three regular laps. This is done
so that the weight will not vary from
the standard. At the cards a 26 or 27
inch doffer should be used if possible,

the larger the better, and the produc-
tion should be 650 pounds per week of

60 hours. The sliver for both the warp
and filling yarn is put through three
processes of drawing, and the roving
to make the warp yarn through two
processes of fiy frames. The follow-
ing size mixing may be used at the
slasher: Water, 100 gallons; corn-
starch, 50 pounds; tallow, three
pounds; turpentine, one gill; boil

three minutes. The slubber roving for
filling yarn is put through three proc-
esses of fiy frames. We will consider
that it is taken to the ring spinning
room, where the frame for spinning
40s would be as follows:
Gauge of frame, 21 inches, diameter

of ring. If inches; length of traverse,
51/^ inches; speed of spindles, 8,800;
twist per inch, 23.72.

After being spun, the filling yarn
is treated so that it is delivered to
the weave room in a moist state. This
is accomplished by different methods
in different mills, some using a steam
chest, while others simply immerse
the filling in water just before it is

carried to the weave room.
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Dyeing Particulars.

PEARL.
One-quarter per cent diamine dark

blue B.; 10 per cent Glauber's; 2 per
cent sal soda.

LIGHT TAN.
One-quarter per cent diamine fast

yellow B.; % per cent diamine brown
G.; 1-16 per cent diamine black BH.

;

10 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
LIGHT BROWN.

One-quarter per cent tetrazo brown
R.; 1^ per cent tetrazo yellow M.; %
per cent tetrazo black N.; 10 per cent
Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

LIGHT BLUE.
One-eigbth per cent diamine sky

blue FF.; 20 per cent Glauber's; 1 per
cent sal soda.

LILAC.
One-quarter per cent tetrazo chlo-

rine lilac B.; 10 per cent Glauber's; 2

per cent sal soda.

ROSE.
One-quarter per cent tetrazo chlo-

rine rose; 10 per cent Glauber's; 1

per cent sal soda.

MEDIUM BkOWN.
One per cent diamine fast yellow B.;

1 per cent diamine brown B.; i/4 per
cent diamine black BH.; 20 per cent
Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

ROYAL BLUE.
Three per cent tetrazo brilliant blue

BB.; 30 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent
sal soda.

PINK.
One-quarter per cent tetrazo pink

GGN.; 20 per cent Glauber's; 1 per
cent sal soda.

NAVY BLUE.
Two per cent diamine blue B.; 3 per

cent diamine black BH.; 30 per cent
Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

DARK GREEN.
Five per cent diamine green B.; 1

per cent diamine black HW.; 30 per
cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

DARK BROWN.
Two per cent diamine fast yellow

B.; 3 per cent diamine brown B.; %

per cent diamine black BH.; 30 per
cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal soda.

WINE.
Three per cent diamine Bordeaux

B.; 30 per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent
sal soda.

SCARLET.
Three per cent diamine scarlet B.;

30 per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal
soda.

BLACK.
Fifteen per cent immedial brilliant

black; 15 per cent sulphide sodium; 6

per cent soda ash; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's.

BEDFORD CORD
Bedford cord is a name given to one

of the most popular types of fabrics,
the distinguishing effect of which is a
line stripe and raised cord effect run-
ning lengthwise of the cloth, the cords
being of more or less prominence.

Figs. 1, 3 and 6 show examples.
They are a standard type and are

made in a large variety of weights.
The cords vary in width from about
l-20th to 1/4 inch. Although usually

Fig. 1.

made with cotton, the name refers to
the weave rather than to a combina-
tion of weave and m^aterial. Sample
for Fig. 3 is a worsted bedford cord.
The face effect of bedford cords is

generally plain, although twill face
cords are occasionally made.

Fig. 1 illustrates a plain faced bed-
ford cord, made with weave Fig. 2.
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This is the simplest type of bedford
cord weave, but is not used to any
extent on account of some of the
picks, A and B, bringing widely dif-

fering proportions of warp and filling

on the face from picks C and D, mak-
ing it hard on a loom.

The advisability of using this type
of weave in preference to that shown
in Fig. 2 is in the fact that it allows
the ends ot one cord to be raised out
of the way, while the other is weav-
ing plain, and the loom is allowed to

raise the same number of ends on each
Fig. 3 illustrates a sample made with pick.

asanDBDanai)
samamamamac
saaaBaBaHiA

Fig. 2.

osDaDaDanaaaDsaaaaaaaaaa
SDaaaDBDaDaaffiaaaaaaaaaaB
DsaaaaaaaaaansaaDaDBDaaa
QaaaBBBBBaaaQaaDBDaDBDaa

Fig. 4.

DQBQaBaHBQBHBBnSDDBaDaDDHDDH
SaBQBBQBBBBBQBSDBDaBDDBaDBaa
DSnaBaDBDDBDDBDSBQBBQBBQBBBB
SDBDaflaaBaaBDnBaLlBQBBQBBQBBQB

Fig. g.

Fig. 4. This shows practically the
same effect as Fig. 1, but has been
made with an easier weave.

Figs. 4 and 5 will serve to show the
two principal forms of construction
of bedford cords.

Fig. 4 is complete on 24 ends and 4

picks. One repeat of this weave
makes two ribs or cords in Fig. 3. The

Fig. 3.

line or cut effect is formed by ends 1

and 2, and 13 and 14, shown in type, '-s

These ends weave plain throughout
and have twice as many interlacings

as the other ends in each repeat.

The remainder of the ends weave
plain on one-half of the picks only,

and are then raised out of the way
and the filling allowed to float under
them for the other two picks, the
cords alternating so that when one
rib is weaving plain, the same pick of

filling is floating under the next one.
The plain picks of the succeeding re-

peat slide over and cover these long
floats of filling, making the face ef-

fect plain and yet striped.

As every two picks of filling inter-

lace only with the ends of every alter-

nate rib, and float at the back of the
next one, solid lines of color length-
wise of the piece may be made by ar-

ranging the warp yarns of one rib of

one color and those of the other rib of

a different color, and picking the fill-

ing 2 and 2, so that each color inter-

laces only with the same color of

warp. A variety of colored stripes

may be made by combining the types
Figs. 2 and 4, varying the number and
sizes of sections as desired.

To get extra weight without altering
the appearance of the face, extra warp
yarns, termed wadding ends, are in-

Fig. 6.

sorted between the face weave and the
filling floating at the back of the rib.

When these wadding ends are coarse,

they give a pronounced rounded ap-

pearance to the cord, more so than if
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several ends of finer yarns are used.
Wadding ends are generally coarser
than the face ends.

Fig. 5 illustrates the type of weave
used when a bedford cord is required
with a fine face and a heavy weight,
or where a well-rounded cord is de-

GsiaHnBBaDanHHHDanHDSDBaBaaasBBD'BGaiifi
BDBUHaaaBZ'BBHGflaBasiaaaaBaDaGBBanflGBB
D^BDaBBGanBavLBaaaaaQGBDBJiiBaBaaBXiaBijB
SGBB::aBGaBaGBGBaBGSaBGBGBaBGBaBa'idGBG
DSBBGaaBBBGBGaBBQBGSBBGBDBBBOBGBBBGB
BDBGBDaBBaBGBaBGBGaDBBBGBDBBBaBDBBflD

Fig. 7.

sired. Ends shown with type q are
wadding ends. These are always rais-

ed when the filling is floating at the
back of the cord and depressed when
the filling is interweaving with the
face ends.

Fig. 6 illustrates a bedford cord with
a twill weave on the face. The twill

quired per inch. They are usually wo-
ven with a coarse reed in a fairly
heavy single box loom. One warp only
is required unless the counts of the
wadding and face yarns differ.

The question of dividing the two
cuttings ends with the reed or of put-
ting them in the same dent depends
upon the effect desired and the qual-
ity of the fabric. The stripes may be
varied in width as desired, or the
sizes of the different ribs in one pat-
tern may vary within certain limits.
The construction of samples for

Figs. 1, 3 and 6 are as follows:
For Fig. 1, 96 sley, 88 pick; for Fig.

3, 116 sley, 108 pick; for Fig. 6, 220
sley, 156 pick.

No. 6 contains 132 face ends and 88
wadding ends per inch, making a to-
tal of 220.

jsaanGDHaanaGDaauGaBBGaBaDaaaBnfflBggnHBannBgHHBgHnBsaHBSHcaBHa

aGBaaGGGGGG;

BGaaDaaGa6aaaGCGaGB''CBeaaGaaffiaB§PHHPPHHPPnaBgna^§aH»PHHBBB
jtagByHnasnal^naaiinHBPHnSiHGBBWGaBSHaaGGaaaaGGBBGaGaDanaaDBBn
3DBaiaHBBaQa«HHMHaBBHai«HaBBBaGaaBaGBDaDaDDaaaGaBaDanDnDB««

Fig-. 8.

runs to the right in one rib and to the
left in the next one, making a herring-
bone effect. Fig. 7 shows the face
weave for Fig. 6, ends 1 and 2 and 19

and 20 being the cutting ends.

The weave for this particular sam-
ple has been made on the principle

shown in Fig. 2, but weave Fig. 8

would be preferable. In this figure

type -:< indicate cutting ends; a wad-
ding ends; § and solid black type face
cord ends; solid type and >i< show the
face weave. The wadding ends would
be drawn 2 in each heddle. There are
12 of these in each rib.

The cutting ends in Fig. 6 might
have been arranged to work 2 and 2,

instead of plain, because of the large
number cf picks per inch and the rel-

ative amount of interlacing of the oth-
er ends. When the face weave is plain,

two plain ends should separate the
ribs.

Bedford cords are firm fabrics,

somewhat heavy on account of the
large number of ends and picks re-

Cardlng and Spinning Particulars.

The machinery for the manufacture
of bedford cord will be found in the
second and third division of mills, as
given in a previous lesson. There are
generally three counts of yarn used
for each piece of cloth, one for filling,

one for the warp, and one for the
cords. These counts vary according to

the quality of the fabric being made,
generally several different qualities

being made under one management.
The counts of yarn which will be con-
sidered in this article as composing
the cloth will be number 40s for warp,
number 60s for filling and number 20s
for the cord or wadding ends. These
counts are made up of a good quality
of cotton of about li to 1^/4 inch sta-

ple. At the mixing bins the waste
sliver up to the slubber is mixed in as
collected, which should be done at reg-
ular intervals during the day. The one
in charge of the picker room should
see that too much waste is not being
made and also that the sliver is well
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torn to pieces before being put into
the mixing. A good way to check how
much waste is being made is to have
the picker man weigh it as it comes in

and at the end of every week give his
list to the overseer. In this way the
overseer may be sure that he is get-
ting a correct list of the amount of
waste being made and can act accord-
ingly. The raw stock is put through
either two or three processes of pick-
ing,

TWO PROCESSES OF PICKING

being generally used, although the
particulars for three processes will be
given here. The raw stock is fed to
the hopper and from here passes under
a beater, the speed of which is 1,050
revolutions per minute. From here) it

is conveyed to the feed rolls of the
breaker picker, in a fluffy state, by an
endless lattice. The feed rolls con-
dense it and present the sheet of cot-
ton to the action of the beater, which
is generally of the rigid type, having
either two or three arms. If a two-
armed beater is used, the speed should
be about 1,500 revolutions per minute
and if a three-bladed beater, the speed
should be proportionately less. The
total weight of the lap at the front
should be about 40 pounds or a 16-

ounce lap. These are put up at the
intermediate picker and doubled 4 into
1. The speed of this beater should be
about 1,400 revolutions per minute, the
total weight of the lap at the front
being 35 pounds or a 14i/^-ounce lap.

These laps are put up at the finisher
picker and doubled 4 into 1. It is at
this point that the

CUT-ROVING WASTE
is mixed in, it having first been made
mto a lap after passing through a spe-
cial process, in the proportion of one
lap roving waste to three laps raw
stock. The speed of this beater, if of a

two-bladed rigid type, should be about
1,350 revolutions per minute, which
gives the cotton passing through it

about 40 beats per inch. The total

weight of the laps at the front should
be about 35 pounds or a 12 1^ -ounce
lap. A variation of half a pound either
side of standard is allowed. Laps with
a variation of more than the above

should be treated as given in a pre-
vious article. The laps are put up at
the card, the draft of which should not
be less than 100. The speed of the
top flats should be one complete revo
lution every 45 minutes. The wire
fillet used should be of medium fine-

ness, about number 110 for cylinder
and number 120 for the doffer and top
flats.

THE WEIGHT OP SLIVER
at the front should weigh 65 grains
per yard, the production for the 40s
and 60s yam being 650 pounds per
week of 60 hours, and for the 20s yarr
750 pounds per week. This sliver is

put through three processes of draw-
ing, six ends up, the revolutions per
minute of the front roll being 400 at
the finisher drawing. The weight at
the finisher drawing should be 70
grains per yard. The drawing should
be sized three times a day, and if the
variation is more than one grain per
yard, the draft gear should be chang-
ed to keep the drawing at standard
weight. The drawing sliver is put
through the slubber and made into .50

hank roving.

FLY FRAMES.
The roving for 40s and 60s yarn is

run through three processes of fly

frames and for 20s is run through two
processes. For 60s yarn the different
hanks at each process are as follows:
First intermediate, 1.50; second, 4;

jack, 12 hank. For 40s yam the de-
tails are as follows: First 1.40; second,
3.40; jack, 8. For 20s yarn: First, 1.50;

second 4.50. The warp yarns are
frame spun and for 40s use a frame
the same as given in a previous les-

son. For 20s use a frame having a
gauge of 2| inches ; diameter of ring, 2

inches; length of traverse, 7 inches.
The flUing yarn may be either mule

or ring spun ; if the latter use a frame
having a gauge of 2% inches; a diam-
eter of ring, 1| inches; length of tra-

verse, 514 inches; revolutions per min-
ute of spindles, 8,000. The warp yarn
is put through the spooler, warper and
slashing machines and then is ready
for the loom.
A great many mills comb their fill-

ing for weaving bedford cords.
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Dyeing Particulars.

SLATE.
Two per cent immedial black NB.;

2 per cent sodium sulphide; 2 per cent

soda ash; 20 per cent Glauber's salt.

PEARL.
One-half per cent immedial direct

blue B.; 1/4 per cent immedial black
NB.; 1 per cent sodium sulphide; 2

per cent soda ash;' 20 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

BROWN.
Three per cent immedial cutch O.; 5

per cent immedial brown RR.; i/4 per

cent immedial black NB.; 9 per cent
sodium sulphide; 3 per cent soda ash;

30 per cent Glauber's salt.

BLACK.
Fifteen per cent immedial black

NN.; 15 per cent sodium sulphide; 3

per cent soda ash; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

BOTTLE GREEN.
Eight per cent immedial dark green

B.; 1 per cent immedial yellow D.; 9

per cent sodium sulphide; 30 per cent
Glauber's; 3 per cent soda ash.

NAVY BLUE.
Four per cent immedial indone B.;

4 per cent immedial indone R.; 8 per
cent sodium sulphide; 3 per cent

soda ash; 30 per cent Glauber's.

RED.
Six per cent benzo fast red 4B.; 30

per cent Glauber's salt; 3 per cent sal

soda.
PINK.

One per cent erika pink; 2 per cent
sal soda; 20 per cent Glauber's salt.

SKY BLUE.
Four per cent tetrazo sky blue F.; 2

per cent sal soda; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

IMPERIAL PURPLE.
On a tannine and tartar emetic mor-

dant. Dye 2 per cent methyl violet

2 R.

CHINTZ
Chintz is a fine, soft, cotton fabric,

printed with elaborate designs of flow-

ers and foliage in several colors. The
fabric is used principally for house-
hold purposes such as lambrequins,
coverings, etc. It is also utilized for

such purposes as masquerade dresses
and the like.

Chintz is but a plain woven fabric,

elaborately ornamented with designs
by means of the printing machine,
several different colors being employ-
ed. From this point of view we will

consider the fabric.

There is practically no combination
of colors that may not be used for the
ornamentation of a fabric of this de-
scription. However, the high-colored
designs are most popular. Following
are

POINTS TO CONSIDER

in planning a design for chintz, also

colors to use. In the first place it is

necessary to have a clear idea of what
the main characteristics of the design
are to be, before the work of arrange
ment is begun. The character of the
design should be influenced largely by
•the purposes the fabric is intended
for; this brings in the question of fit-

ness, which is the application of a cer-

tain class of design to certain materi-
als. It is evident that the style of de-
sign that would be suitable for a fioor

covering would be entirely unsuitable
for a printed cotton fabric. The con-
sideration of style is a subject that the
designer is bound to be governed by,
simply because the designs are for a
commercial purpose; consequently in

planning a design, the style, scale and
character of the design, the material
it is to be applied to, and its purposes
should be understood by the designer.
Chintz is

A PURELY ORNAMENTAL FABRIC.

They, therefore, may be rich,

both in colors and design. In Figure 1

we give an idea of the character of

design used for fabrics of this descrip-
tion. The ground may be a light shade
of blue, the leaves and stems in two
shades of green, while the fiowers
may have three shades of red grad-
uating from pink to dark red; a hap-
py blending of color is essential to
the well-being of a design.
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ANALYSIS.
Inches.

Width of warp in reed 3 6 V2

Width of fabric finished 351/2

Ends per inch finished 72
Ends in warp 2,556
Selvage 24

Total ends in warp 2,580
Reed 1,250x2
Take-up of warp during wea,ving, 5 per

cent; weight of fabric finished, IV2 ounces
per yard.
Warp yarn 1-44 cotton.
Filling 56 picks—1-80 cotton.

LOOM REQUIRED.

Chintz is usually woven on high run-
ning speed looms. The warp is drawn
in on eight harnesses. The warp yarn
is well sized so as to avoid breakages
of the warp in the weaving.

FINISHING.

The fabric, after it comes from the
loom, is sent to the printing house,
where it is boiled off and bleached
preparatory to the printing operation;

chintz is not dyed; all the colors are

applied by means of the color rolls in

the printing machine. Several rolls are

required, each roll having a separate
portion of the design and likewise a
separate color.

After the printing', the fabric is

passed through a calender press, the

rolls of which are well heated and
tightly set, which gives the glazed fin-

ish which the fabric possesses.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns of which chintz is com-
posed are made in mills having the
second division -equipment of ma-
chinery. The yarns which make up
the sample under description are as
follows: filling yarn No. 80s and warp
yarn 44s. The filling yarn is made of

good cotton of li-inch staple. This
is put through a bale breaker, as has
been previously described. Either two
or three processes of picking may be
used, many overseers claiming the
two-process method to be the better.

The raw stock, after being allowed
to stand in the mixing bin as long as
possible to dry out, is put into the
hopper of the opener, and after being
lifted up by the spiked apron comes in

time under the action of the beater.
This beater is provided with four
arms, the blades of which are com-

posed of leather. The speed of this

beater for this kind of stock is 1,000

revolutions per minute.

THE RAW STOCK
is then passed to the breaker picker
by an endless lattice. This lattice

should be varnished frequently so as
to make it smooth. This not only ap-
plies to this lattice, but to all lattices

in the picker room. The feed rolls of

this machine compress the cotton into

a condensed sheet and it is struck
irom these rolls by a beater. This is

generally of a rigid type, having either

two or three arms; if of two-blade
type it makes about 1,500 revolutions
per minute. The laps at the head end
weigh 40 pounds or a 16-ounce lap.

These laps are put up at the interme-
diate and doubled 4 into 1. The speed
of this beater is about 1,400 revolu-
tions per minute, the total weight of

tlie lap being 37 pounds or a 12-ounce
Lp. These laps are put up at the fin-

isher picker and doubled 4 into 1. It is

at this point that the cut roving is

mixed in, as has been described in a
previous article. The speed of this

beater is 1,350 revolutions per minute
if of a rigid two-bladed type; if the
beater has three blades it rotates pro-
portionately slower. The total weight
of a lap at the front is 39 pounds or a
12-ounce lap.

THE EVENNESS OF WORK.
Look out to see that the eveners on

all the pickers are in proper working
order, for remember the greater part
of the evenness of a lap depends upon
this part of the picker. See that the
drafts are properly directed and of the
right strength to do the most good.
Keep the fly well cleaned out from
under the machines and don't be afraid
of oil, but get it in the proper place.

Be sure and have everything neat and
clean. The laps are put up at the
card. It has always been a bone of
contention whether it is proper to use
a heavy lap and slow speed or light

carding and higher speed. Heavy
carding means low drafts, and light

carding, so-called, high drafts. For
this lesson light-weight carding will be
used. The draft of the card should
be 115, which gives a 45-grain sliver.
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The speed of the flats should he one
complete revolution every 40 minutes.
The speed of the licker is 350 revolu-
tions per minute. Strip three times
daily and clean thoroughly twice a
day. Keep front of card free from fly

waste all the time. The production of

the card for a week of 60 hours is 550
pounds. This is put through

THREE PROCESSES OF DRAWING,

the weight of the sliver at the finish-

er being 60 grains per yard. The
speed of the front roll is 400 revolu-
tions per minute. The top rolls of a

drawing frame should alvvays be kept
well varnished, the leather being free

from flutes, ridges, nicks; in fact, they
should be in perfect shape. The draw-
ing sliver is next put up at the slub-

ber and made into .55 hank roving.

This is put through three processes of

fly frames, the hank roving at each
process being as follows: First, 1.50

hank; second, 4. 80. hank; fine or jack^

16 hank. This roving may be taken
to either the mule or ring spinning
room. If to the latter, use a frame
having the following particulars for

spinning 80s yarn: Gauge of frame,
2% inches; diameter of ring, IV4,;

length of traverse, 5 inches; revolu-
tions per minute of spindles, 7,400;

twist per inch, 29.07. The

YARN AFTER BEING TREATED
in some manner to make it damp, is

carried to the weave room. What has
been said of the cotton for the filling

yarn may also apply to the warp yarn
with the following exceptions: In the
picker room, length of staple. If
inches; weight of lap at finisher pick-
er, 40 pounds. In card room at the
cards, draft not over 105; speed of

flats, one revolution in 50 minutes.
Production 675 to 700 pounds, at draw-
ing frame, weight of sliver, 70 grains
per yard; at slubber a .50 hank rov-
ing, which is put through three proc-
esses of fly frames, the hank at each
being as follows: First, 1.50 hank;
second. 4 hank; fi.ne, 10 hank. This is

carried to the ring spinning room and
made into 40s yarn on a frame with
the following particulars: Gauge of

frame, 2| inches; diameter of ring, 1^^

inches; length of traverse, 6 inches;

revolutions per minute of spindles, lO,*

000; twist per inch. 29.65. The yarn
is then spooled, beam warped, and
these are run through the slasher,
where the requisite number of ends
is run on a warp beam at the head
end. A good size mixing is as fol-

lows: Water, 100 gallons; potato
starch, 54 pounds; Yorkshire gum, 2
pounds; soap (white), 1^ pounds;
paralfine wax about 1 pound.

Printing Particulars.

The colors for this style of goods are
mostly light, bright shades.

LIGHT BLUE.
Two ounces methyl blue B.; 1 pint

acetic acid, 10 degrees Tw.; 2 pints
water; 6 pints gum water,. 1 : 1; 4
pint acetic acid tannic acid solution.

1:1.
LIGHT GREEN.

One and one-half ounces brilliant

green crystals; 1 pint acetic acid, 10
degrees Tw.; 2 pints water; 5 pints

gum water, 1 : 1; 14 pint acetic acid
tannic acid solution, 1 : 1.

LIGHT PINK.
One and one-half ounces rhodamine

5 G.; 3 pints water; li^ pints acetic

acid, 6 degrees Tw.; 3 pints tragacanth
solution, 70-1,000; ^^ pint acetic acid
tannine solution, 1 : 1.

RED.
Six ounces rhoduline red B.; 2 pints

water; liy^ pints acetic acid, 10 de-
grees Tw.; 6 pints gum water, 1:1;
iy2 pints acetic acid tannine solution

1 : 1.

LIGHT MAUVE.
One-half ounce methyl violet 6 B.;

2 pints water; iy2 pints acetic acid.

10 degrees Tw.; 6 pints gum water,
1 : 1; 1/4 pint acetic acid tannine so-

lution, 1 : 1.

ROYAL BLUE.
Six and one-half ounces Victoria

blue B.; li/^ pints acetic acid, 10 de-
grees Tw.; 2y2 pints water; 6 pints

gum water, 1 : 1; li^ pints acetic acid
tannine solution, 1 : 1.

LIGHT YELLOW.
Five ounces duramine II.; 1| pints

acetic acid, 10 degrees Tw.; 1% pints
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water; 6 pints gum water; 1:1; IV4.

pints acetic and tannine solution

1:1.
ROSE.

Four ounces rhodamine 6 G.; 4%
pints water; 3 pints acetic acid; 9

degrees Tw.; 3^^ pints tragacanth so-

lution, 70-1,000; 1 pint acetic acid tan-

nine solution, 1 : 1.

LIGHT BROWN.
Six ounces Bismarck brown G.; 2

pints acetic acid, 10 degrees Tw.; V4.

pint glycerine, 45 degrees Tw.; 2^/^

pints water ; 6 pints gum water, 1:1;
1 pint acetic acid tannine solution,

1 : 1.

LIGHT OLIVE.

One pint of tiie light yellow color; 1

pint of light brown color ;
i^ pint light

green color; well mixed and strained

through a cloth. With different pro-

portions of these colors any shade can

be obtained.
These colors are well mixed in a

tub or copper pan, strained through a

cloth, and printed in a printing ma-
chine. The pieces are dried, steamed
one hour, without pressure, passed
through a bath of tartar emetic, soap-

ed at 90 degrees F., washed and dried.

The pieces are then run through a

starch mangle and starched, then cal-

endered to finish required.

ORGANDIE (Plain aad Figured)

An organdie may be defined as a
very fine translucent muslin, used ex-

clusively for "dress goods.

The fabric is made in a variety of

qualities as regards the counts of

yarns used. This naturally influences

the number of ends and picks per inch
in the fabric. The fabric is also made
in a variety of widths, ranging from 18

to 60 inches.
The fabric, as already mentioned, is

used exclusively for dress goods. The
plain organdie is very popular in pure
white or bleached, although considera-
ble quantities are dyed in solid colors

of light shades, such as pale blue and
various pinks, while the figured organ-
die is usually bleached, then printed
with small floral designs. The printed

design is usually in from two to four

colors and in delicate shades in con-
formity with the material.

The design itself is also quite deli-

cate.

In a design for a fabric of this char-

acter, the scale of the pattern should
not be too large. It should not ex-
ceed 43^ inches in the repeating of it,

as the folds of the dress and the nu-
merous seams would destroy the effect

of the repeat if it were much larger.

The accompanying sketch shows a

design for the fabric in question; the

design shows a rose spray rendered In

a natural manner. A color scheme for

the same would be to have the flowers
pink or yellow, while the leaves and
stems may be in green; this against a
white ground should give a pleasing
effect. A delicate design and color
scheme are essential for this kind of
fabric. Organdie, considered in rela-

tion to cost, as a wearing material is

quite an expensive fabric; however,
the retail price apparently seems to
disprove this fact. Our reason for
the statement that the fabric is not an
inexpensive material is that it has a
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finish peculiar to itself, so that when
subjected to soap and water it will

not have the same appearance as he-
fore. It loses its crisp feeling entirely;

consequently an organdie is worn by
many until soiled, then discarded.

ANALYSIS.
Width of warp in reed, 32 inches;

width of fabric finished. 30 1^ inches;
ends per inch in reed, 76; ends in

warp, 2,440; ends per inch finished, 80.

Reed, 1,400x2.

Take-up of warp during weaving, 7

per cent; weight of fabric, about 15

yards to one pound.
Warp yarn, 1-80 combed Sea Island.

Filling, l-20s combed Sea Island; 88

picks per inch.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Organdie is but a plain woven fab-

ric. The ornamentation of the figured

fabric is effected by means of the

printing press; consequently any
smooth running high speed loom may
be used in the weaving of this cloth.

However, as the Northrop loom with
warp stop motion would answer best,

the warp may be drawn in straight on
eight harnesses; in using a consider-

able number of ends per inch, it is safe

to use at least eight harnesses, so as

to avoid heddle chafing.

The warp preparatory to weaving is

given a fair sizing with white gum in

order to give it strength.

FINISHING.

The fabric is stiffened by sizing it

with such ingredients as dextrine, dul

cine, albumen, casein, etc., after which
it is run through the calender, whicl

slightly glazes the surface of the fab-

ric, thus completing the finishing proc-

ess.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns of which organdies arc

composed require the equipment of

machinery found in the second or

third division of mills, as given in r

previous lesson. This class of goods

requires a very fine grade of cotton.

and generally both warp and filling

yarns are made of combed stock. The

counts of yarn vary, according to the

grade of goods to be made. In this

article it will be considered that the
make-up of the cloth is as follows: 80s
warp and 120s filling yarn. These are
made from Sea Island stock of 11 to
l|-inch staple. Sea Island cotton as a
whole requires just as little picking as
possible and still get the dirt out. Sea
Island cotton is generally put through
an opener and one process of picking
although some overseers use two proc
esses. This stock is not put through
the bale breaker, but is

GENERALLY MIXED BY HAND.
If any bales are found which are not
up in grade and staple they should b
placed one side and not put into the

mixing. The mixing should be mad
from several bales at once, so as to ge
the mixing as even as possible. A
this point the sliver waste from the

machines up to the slubber is mixe
in. The sliver should be pulled intr

short lengths so that it will not be s

apt to become wound around the pin
beater of the opener. The hoppe
should be kept more than half full

The cotton is passed from this m?
chine directly to the finisher picker
the apron of this picker is divided up
into yard lengths and the loose cotton
is spread evenly over it. About 10
ounces to the yard is the weight used.
The beater for this class of goods is

generally of a rigid two-bladed type,
the speed of it being less than those
that have been previously given. The
speed of the beater is about 1,200 rev-
olutions per minute, which gives the
cotton of this length passing through
the picker about 29 beats per minute.
The total weight of the lap at the
front of picker is 30 pounds, or a 10-

ounce lap. The usual points that have
been previously given should be look-
ed out for and in addition the

SPEED OF THE BEATER
should be watched to see that it is

not putting neps into the cotton. These
laps are put up at the card, the draft

of which should be high, not less

than 125 and on some Sea Island
stock the draft runs as high as 180.

The card wire fillet used on the cylin-

der should be No. 120s (English
count) and for the doffer and flats

130s. The flats should be speeded up
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to take out more flat waste or, in

other words, the card with 110 flats

should make one revolution every 35
minutes. The flats are speeded up by
lagging the flat pulley on the main
cylinder shaft. Close settings ^should
be used and these should be gone over
every time the card is ground, which
should be once every month. Grind
lightly. Strip three times a day and
keep the cards clean, especially the
fronts. The weight of the sliver at
the front should be about 45 grains
per yard and the production about 225
to 300 pounds per week of 60 hours
Be sure that the feed plate is set at
the proper distance from the licker-in,

so that the staple will not be broken.
On most makes of cards the licker-in
is speeded too high for this class of

cotton, and better results will be ob-
tained if the speed is dropped to 275
and not more than 300 revolutions
per minute. It is claimed that a high
speed of the licker-in tends to put
neps into the cotton of long staple.

THE LICKER-IN
should be speeded so as to tear the
sheet or lap apart and take out the
seed, etc., left by the picker. The cot-

ton is next taken to the sliver lap ma
chines and made into a lap. Th'
weight of the lap should be about 300
grains per yard. The doublings at
the sliver lap are 14 into 1 when 6-

head 9 -inch lap combers are used, or
20 into 1 when 8-head 10 1^ -inch laps
are used. The laps from the sliver lap
machine are doubled 6 into 1 at the
ribbon lap machine, the weight of laps
per yard being 280 grains. These laps
are put up at the comber. The dou-
blings at the comber depend on how
many heads it has. For the past two
or three years the comber builders
have sold practically nothing but 8-

head combers, so we will consider that
the mill is equipped in this manner.
The doublings would then be 8 into 1.

For this class of goods from 22 to 25
per cent waste is taken out and the
weight of the sliver at the front is 48
grains. This is put through
two processes of drawing, the
weight at the front of the flnisher
drawing being about 60 grains per
yard.

Be sure to keep the top leather rolls

well varnished and in good condition.
See that all parts of the machine are
working properly.
The sliver is next put up to the slub-

ber and made into .80 hank roving. In
some mills the top leathers are var-
nished and in addition to this, on long-
staple stock, larger top rolls are
used.
This roving is put through three

processes of fly frames for 120s filling

yarn, the hank roving at each process
being as follows: At the flrst inter-

mediate 2.25 hank, at the second inter-

mediate 6.50 hank and at the fine

frame 24 hank. On this hank roving
it is a good plan to either have self-

weighted rolls on second intermediate
and fine frames or run them without
weights, all the weight being on the
back top roll. The roving is then
spun on a mule into 120s.
The slubber roving for the warp

yarn is put through three processes of
fly frames, the hank roving being as
follows: At the first, 2.25; at the sec-
ond, 5 hank, and the jack, 16 hank
Keep the top leather rolls in good
condition and watch the traverse
motion. Look out for twist and don't
get too much tension, so as to puE
the roving when it is between the
boss of the front roll and the flyer, as
this tends to cause uneven roving.
Don't let the hands cut the roving
from the bobbin, and weigh the cut
roving. This roving is taken to the
ring spinning room and spun into 80s
yarn on a frame having the following
particulars: Gauge of frame, 2% in-

ches; diameter of ring. If inches;
length of traverse, 5^/4 inches; twist
per inch, 39.08; speed of spindles, 9,-

600. From here it passes through the
spooler and warper, and the beams
for this machine are put up at the
slasher, and after passing through
this machine the required number of
ends are run on to a warp at the front
end.

A GOOD-SIZED MIXING

for 80s yarn, if sley and pick are high,
is as follows: Water, 100 gallons;
potato starch, 70 to 75 pounds; tallow,
7 pounds; Yorkshire gum, 3 pounds;
soap (white), 2 pounds. Boil 2 hours
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and let stand 10 hours before using
Keep agitator running and keep size

mixing almost at boiling point.

Dyeing Particulars.

Following are dyeing particulars for

organdie

:

PINK.
Two ounces rhodamine pink 6 G.; 1

qt. water; li^ pints acetic acid 90 de-
grees Tw.; 3 pints tragacanth solution
70 : 1,000; % pints acetic acid tannine
solution .1 : 1.

LIGHT YELLOW.
Four ounces thioflavine T.; 2 qt.

water; l.J^ pints acetic acid, 6 degrees
Tw.; 3 pints tragacanth solution .70:

1,000; 1 pint acetic acid tannine solu-
tion 1 : 1.

PEACOCK BLUE.
Four ounces turquoise blue G.; 2 qt.

water; 2 pints acetic acid, 9 degrees
Tw.; 3 pints tragacanth solution 70
: 1,000; 11/4 pints acetic acid tannine
solution 1:1.

ROSE.
Four ounces brilliant rhoduline re^"

B.; 2 qt. water; 1% pints acetic acid,

6 degrees Tw.; 3 pints tragacanth so-

lution 70 : 1,000; li/4 pints acetic acid
tannine solution 1 : 1.

BLUE.
Four ounces methylene blue B B.;

2 qt. water; 2 pints acetic acid, 9 de-
grees Tw.; 2 pints tragacanth solu-

tion; IVz pints acetic acid tannine so-
lution 1 : 1.

GREEN.
Four ounces emerald green crystals;

21/^ pints water; 2 pints acetic acid,

6 degrees Tw.; 3 pints tragacanth
solution 70 : 1,000; li/^ pints acetic
acid, tannic acid solution 1 : 1.

LIGHT BROWN.
Four ounces Bismarck brown B.; 1

qt. water; 2 pints acetic acid, 9 de-
grees Tw.; 3 pints tragacanth solu-
tion 70 : 1,000; iVz pints acetic acid
tannic acid solution 1 : 1.

SAGE GREEN.
Mix together one gallon green color;

^ gallon light yellow; i^ gallon light

brown.

VIOLET.

One ounce methyl violet 4 B.; 1 qt.

water; 1^^ pints acetic acid, 6 degrees
Tw.; D pints gum water 1 : 1; i^ pint
acetic ^cid tannine solution 1 : 1.

SLATE.

One gallon blue color; 1 pint light

yellow; well mixed with % gallon
tragacanth solution 70 : 1,000.

The color is then strained through a
cloth, and is ready to print. All the
colors are well boiled in a copper pan
and strained through a cloth. After
the printing process, they are dried,

steamed one hour without pressure,
passed through a bath of tartar emet-
ic, and soaped at 90 degrees F., rinsed
and dried. The goods are starched and
finished on a tenter frame.

--#

ALBATROSS CLOTH
Cotton albatross cloth is a plain

fabric made in imitation of a worsted
fabric of the same name. It is light

in weight, and is used principally for
dress goods. It is sometimes used
instead of bunting for railroad flags.

The ends and picks per inch are few
and the width of the cloth is narrow
The items of construction for a cot-

ton albatross are as follows: Warp,
1,024 ends of No. 28s cotton; 16 ends
have been allowed for selvages.

Filling, 48 picks per inch of No. 36s
cotton; 48 sley reed.
Width in reed, 23 inches.
Width finished. 21 inches.
This fabric can be made very read-

ily on an automatic loom, or on any
of the light, fast running, single box
cotton looms, four wire heddle har-
nesses, or the regular twine harnesses,
on the plain cotton loom only being
required. If wire harnesses are used
on a cam loom, the ends should be
drawn through the heddles, 1, 3, 2, 4.

Being considered a fair quality of
cloth, it is necessary to match the
pick when weaving it.

The goods are finished by being
burled, sheared, washed, singed,
bleached, dyed, rinsed, dried and
pressed; care being taken not to press
them too hard.
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The singeing process is sometimes
omitted.
Albatross cloth is generally sold in

white, black, or solid colors, being
piece-dyed. It is not used to any ex-

tent for printing purposes.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns for albatross cloth are

made in mills having the equipment of

machinery found in the second divi-

sion of mills, as given in a previous

lesson. For this article we will con-

sider the filling yarn to be number 36s.

This would be made of 1 1-16-inch

staple American cotton. The warp
yarn is 28s count and may be made
from the same state and grade of cot-

ton. The mixing is done either by
hand or by a bale breaker. The cot-

ton, if mixed in the former manner,
should be allowed to stand longer than
if mixed by the latter method. This is

to allow the cotton

TO DRY OUT.

At this point the good sliver waste
from machines up to the slubber is

mixed in, care being taken that the

sliver is broken up into short lengths.

The cotton is next put through an
opener and either two or three proc-

esses of picking (generally three). The
opener hopper should be kept at least

half full in order to always have an
even amount of cotton fed to the
breaker picker. This picker is gener-
ally provided with a two-bladed, rigid

beater, which rotates at a speed of 1,-

400 revolutions per minute. The

TOTAL vv^EIGHT OF LAP
at the front end of this picker is

about 40 pounds or a 16-ounce lap.

These are put up at the intermediate
picker and doubled four into one. This
is also provided with a two-bladed,
rigid type of beater, the speed being
1,500 revolutions per minute. This
style of beater is not always used, as
will be noted later. The total weight
of lap at the front is about 38 pounds
or a 12-ounce lap. These laps are put
up at the finisher picker and doubled
four into one. At this point the laps
of cut-roving waste are mixed in in the
proportion of one lap of cut roving to

three laps of raw stock. The cut rov-
ing is treated as before stated.

THE FINISHER PICKER
is equipped with either a rigid or what
is called a pin beater. A great many
mills are putting in this pin beater on
stock up to 1 9-16 inch, claiming that
the stock is more thoroughly cleaned.
The speed of the pin beater (which
has three arms) is higher than that
of the rigid type, being 1,500 revolu-
tions per minute, whereas a two-arm-
ed, rigid type would be run about 1,-

450 revolutions per minute. The pin
beater can be run at a greater speed
because it does not strike the cotton
a blow but rather tears it apart. If a
two-bladed, rigid type of beater is

used, it should be speeded up so as
to give about 42 beats to each inch
of cotton passing through. The total

weight of lap at the front should be
about 38 pounds. Laps varying more
than one-half a pound either side of

this standard should be run over
again. Observe the general points
about the picker room that have been
given before. The laps are put up at

the card. For this grade of goods

THE DRAFT
should not be less than 100. Use me-
dium wire filled, i. e., No. 120s, for

cylinder and No. 130s for doffer and
flats. Speed of licker-in, 320, flats one
revolution every 45 minutes; use 26-

inch or large diameter doffer. Strip

three times a day and grind cards all

over once a month. Groove setting
points frequently and watch the dead
roller grinding wheel to see that it is

straight.

The weight of the sliver at the front
should be about 65 grains, the pro-
duction being 700 pounds per week of

60 hours. The card sliver is put
through three processes of drawing,
the weight at the front being 70 grains
per yard.

WATCH THE CLEARERS
to see that they are in proper condi-
tion. Metallic rolls may be used on
this class of work to great advantage.
If leather top rolls are used, keep
them up in good shape. The drawing
-sliver is run through the slubber and
made into .55 hank roving. Thig is
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put through three processes of fly

frames for the filling yarn, the hank
roving at each process being as fol-

lows 1st, 1.50; 2d, 3.50, and jack, 8.25

hank.

We will consider that the filling

yarn is taken to the ring spinning
room, where it would be spun in 36s
yarn on a frame having the following
particulars: Gauge of frame, 2%
inches; diameter of ring. If inches;
length of traverse, 5i^ inches; speed
of spindles, 8,900 revolutions per min-
ute. After being treated to make it

damp, the filling is taken to the
weave room and woven as given
above. The roving for the warp yarn
is put through two processes of fly

frames, the hank roving at the first

intermediate being 1.75 and at the
jack 5.50 hank. This yarn is spun into

28s yarn on a ring frame having the
following particulars: Gauge of frame,
21 inches; diameter of ring, 1| inches,
length of traverse, 6i^ inches; speed
of spindles, 9,700 revolutions per min-
ute. The warp yarn is then taken
to the spoolers; from here to the
warpers, and the warps are put up at

the slasher, the required number of

ends being run upon a beam at the
head end.

Dyeing Particulars.

LIGHT PINK.
One-half pound Erika pink; 20

pounds Glauber's; 2 pounds sal soda.

SKY BLUE.
One pound diamine sky blue FF.; 20

pounds Glauber's; 2 pounds sal soda.

LIGHT SLATE.
One per cent katigen blue black B.;

3 per cent soda ash; 20 per cent
Glauber's; 1 per cent sodium sulphide.

OLD GOLD.
Two per cent diamine catechine 3

G.; 2 per cent diamine fast yellow B,;

% per cent diamine black BH.; 30 pef
cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

LIGHT SAGE GREEN.
One-half per cent chloramine yel-

low M.; 116 per cent benzo fast
orange S. ; % per cent benzo fast blue

BN.; 30 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent
sal soda.

LIGHT BROWN.
One-half per cent diamine brown

B.; y2 per cent diamine fast yellow
B.; y4, per cent diamine catechine 3

G.; 20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent
sal soda.

LIGHT GREEN.

One per cent diamine sky blue FF.;
1 per cent diamine fast yellow FF. ; 30

per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
PEARL.

One-quarter per cent immedial di-

rect blue B.; ^i, per cent immedial
black NG.; | per cent sodium sul-

phide; 20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per
cent soda ash.

BLACK.

Fifteen per cent immedial black
NN.; 15. per cent sodium sulphide; 3

per cent soda ash; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's.

NAVY BLUE.

Twelve per cent thiogene blue B.;

22 per cent sodium sulphide; 3 per
cent soda ash; 30 per cent Glauber's.

DARK BROWN.
Ten per cent thiogene brown G.; 6

per cent sodium sulphide; 30 per cent
Glauber's; 3 per cent soda ash.

BOTTLE GREEN.

Ten per cent pyrogene green B.; 12

per cent sodium sulphide; 3 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent Glauber's.

ROSE.

Mordant for 200 gallons water; SV2
pounds tannic acid; run through, on
jig machine for one hour. Pass
through a clean bath of two pounds
tartar emetic for 200 gallons water
half hour; wash and dye. Two pounds
rhodamine 5 G.

ROYAL BLUE.

Mordant as rose. Dye, li/^ per cent
Victoria blue B.

ROYAL PURPLE.

Mordant as rose. Dye, | per cent
methyl violet R.
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TARLATAN
Tarlatan is a fine, open, transparent

muslin, somewhat similar to an organ-
die in the feel and finish, though a
much coarser fabric. The cheaper
grade of tarlatan resembles mosquito
netting. Mosquito netting, however, is

a leno weave, while tarlatan is but a
plain woven fabric. The goods are
piece dyed and may be seen in any
color; some are finished in pure white

Fig. 1. Drawing-in Draft.

(2 repeats.)

or bleached. The fabric is used for va-
rious purposes, the finer qualities for

women's wear. The fabric is princi-
pally used for draping and decorating
purposes, for foundations for ladies'

hats, for bunting around bird cages,
for a twofold purpose—first to prevent
the birdseed from being scattered to

the floor, and second, as a decorative
feature. Briefly we may say that the
fabric is intended chiefly for draping
and decorating purposes, especially
the cheaper grades, the meshes of

which are so open that hardly any
lady would care to wear a dress made
of it, unless she were anxious to ex-
hibit the garments which she would
be obliged to wear under it. The grade
of tarlatan under consideration, of

which an anaylsis will follow, is en-
tirely too flimsy for a dress fabric. If

the goods are taken between the
thumb and forefinger with any degree
of firmness and the surface of the
fabric is drawn between them, the
threads will readily give, or leave
their original place. This would cer-
tainly be a poor feature in a fabric in-
tended for dress goods. The fabric is

woven in comparatively wide widths;
the coarser qualities are commonly 58

inches in reed ancluding selvage. The
selvage is about § of an inch, two ends
in one heddle, while the body of
goods is drawn one end in one hed-
dle, and each end into a separate dent
in the reed.
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Fig. 2.

The goods in weaving have a tend-
ency to roll up, that is, the selvages
roll toward the middle of the fabric;
this is overcome by holding out the
selvages by means of the temple. The
temple also prevents the chafing of
the warp during weaving.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Any light-built loom with a compar-

atively high running speed will answer
for weaving tarlatans, providing it is

wide enough in the reed space. The
warp is usually drawn in on four har-
nesses, in the following order: 1, 3, 2,

4, the chain being built accordingly
so as to give a plain weave. The warp
is sized before it is put on the warp
beam.

ANALYSIS.
Width of warp in reed, 58 inches.

Finished width, 52 1^ inches; ends per
inch finished, 20; picks per inch finish-

ed, 18.

Reed, 650 x 1.

Ends in warp. 1,010; 80 ends sel-

vage, two ends in one heddle; total,

1,090 ends.
The take-up during the weaving is

very little; the take-up in the finish-

ed goods about 1 per cent. After the
fabric is finished the threads lie prac-
tically straight; this is due to the
openness of the mesh. This readily
illustrates that the closer the weave,
the more take-up of warp yarn.
Warp yarn, l-50s cotton. Filling, 1-

80s cotton. Finished weight, 10 yards
equal 7 ounces. The finished fabric
carries about 12 per cent of sizing.

FINISHING.
After the fabric is taken from the

loom, it is sent to the dyehouse. The
first process is to boil it off, in order
to rid it of all foreign matter pos
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sible; then it is dyed or bleached as
required. After this process and after

the fabric is dried, it is then immersed
in size. Sizing the fabric is usually-

done in front of the drying cylinders.

The goods pass from the size trough

by the one in charge to see that too
much waste is not being made at any
one machine and also to see that it is

broken up into short lengths before
being put into the mixings. Long
lengths of sliver waste are apt to wind

onto the drying cylinder, which prac-
tically completes the finishing process.
The goods are then doubled and put

onto boards in the form of rolls, after
which they are ready for the market.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The machinery required to make the
counts of yarn of which tarlatan is

made will be found in the second di-

vision of mills, as given in a previous
article. The counts used for this class
of goods differ slightly, but for this

article we will consider the counts to

be l-50s for the warp yarn and l-80s
for the filling yarn. These yarns are
made of American cotton of about
1 5-16-inch staple. This cotton is first

mixed by hand, as large a quantity
being mixed at one time as possible.

In fact, two large mixings should be
made so that one batch may be dry-
ing out while the other is being used.
At this point the good sliver from all

the machines up to the slubber is mix-
ed in, it being collected at regular in-

tervals from the machines. An eye
.«hould be kept on this waste

around the various rotating parts of

the opener and cause a "bung up,"

which requires time to remove and
also is apt to cause a fire.

If trunking is used to connect the
opener to the breaker picker, be sure
that no scraps of iron or other metal
are around where they can work into

the cotton, as this is also apt to cause
a fire by coming in contact with the
metallic parts of the machine and
striking a spark, which ignites the
other cotton very quickly and often
causes a fire on account of the cur-
rents of air which fan it into a flame.

Keep the hopper full of cotton for rea-

sons previously given. The

SPEED OF THE BEATER
(two-bladed rigid type) of the opener
is 1,500 revolutions per minute; the
total weight of lap at the front is 40
pounds. These are doubled four times
at the intermediate picker. The beater
of this machine may be either of a
rigid type or a pin beater. If of a
rigid type it makes 1,400 revolutions
per minute; if a pin beater, 1,450 rev-
olutions per minute. The total weight
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of lap at the front of this machine is

38 pounds or a 12-ounce lap. These
laps are put up at the finisher picker
and doubled 4 into 1. At this ma-
chine the cut-roving waste is mixed
in with the raw stock in the propor-
tion of one lap of cut waste to three
laps of raw stock. The cut roving is

first put through a process to take out
the twist and then run through a
picker to form it into a lap. The beat-
er of this machine may be either a
rigid or a pin type. If the former, its

speed should be 1,450 revolutions per
minute; if the latter, 1,500 revolutions
per minute. The

TOTAL WEIGHT OF LAP
at the front of this machine should be
38 pounds or a 141/^ -ounce lap. At
this machine all laps are weighed, and
if they vary one-half pound from the
standard weight they should be put
up at the back and run over again.
Always keep a supply of laps ahead in

case of breakdowns, etc. The laps are
then put up at the cards. The speed
of the licker-in should be about 325
revolutions per minute; flats should
make oae complete revolution every
55 minutes. The card clotiiing should
be 110s for cylinder and 120s for doffer
and flats. Use a large doffer (either
26 or 27 inch diameter). Strip cards
three times a day and see that they
are ground all over once a month a
whole day (twice a month grinding
half a day is better).

ALWAYS GRIND LIGHTLY.
The card clothing should be looked
after at intervals to see that it is not
faced or hooked. Before grinding, all

jams should be taken and flats should
be kept free from cotton embedded in
the wire fillet. After grinding, the
parts should be set in proper relation
to each other. The sliver at the front
for the class of goods under descrip-
tion should weigh 65 grains per yard
and the proddction should be about 700
pounds per week of 60 hours. The
cotton should be run through three
processes of drawing frames. It will

be found

A GREAT ADVANTAGE
to run metallic top rolls for this grade
of goods. The weight of the sliver at

the finisher drawing should be about
65 grains, the doublings at each proc-

ess of drawing being 6 into 1. The hank
roving at the slubber should be about
55. The slubber roving for both the
warp and filling roving should be put
through three processes of fly frames,
the hank roving being as follows: For
warp, first 1.50 hank; second, 3.50

hank; jack, 10 hank; for filling yarn,
first, 1.50; second, 4 hank; jack, 16

hank.
The roving for warp yarn should be

taken to the ring spinning room and
spun into 50s count on a frame hav-
ing the following particulars: Gauge
of frame, 2| inches; diameter of ring,

iy2 inches; length of traverse, 6

inches; revolutions per minute of

spindle, 10,000. The yam is then
spooled and warped and several warps
put up at the slasher and the required
number of ends run onto a beam at the
front. The filling yarn is spun into

80s on a frame having the following
particulars: Gauge of frame, 2%
inches; diameter of ring, 1^/4 inches;
length of traverse, 5 inches; revolu-

tions per minute of spindle, 7,400.

CTyeing Particulars.

Tarlatans are dyed on the jig ma-
chine, or the color is boiled up in the
starching process with the starch. The
dyed colors, being faster, are mostly
used. The following color is an ex-
ample of a starched dyeing:

ORANGE.
One gallon of water; 6 ounces dex-

trine; 2 ounces tetrazo orange CR.
Mix cold. Boil for 3U minutes. Pass
the pieces through a starch mangle,
and dry on tenter frame. All one-dip
colors can be dyed after this formula
and any shade produced by varying
the amount of color.

RED.
Three per cent tetrazo red B.; 20

per cent Glauber's; '2 per cent sal

soda.
PINK.

Four ounces benzo fast pink 2 BL.;
10 per cent Glauber's; 1 per cent sal

soda.
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LEMON YELLOW.
One-half per cent chrysophenine ; 10

per cent Glauber's; 1 per cent sal

soda.
GREEN.

Three per cent brilliant benzo green
B.; 20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent
sal soda.

WINE.

Two per cent diamine Bordeaux B.;

20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
SCARLET.

Two per cent diamine scarlet B. ; 25
per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
LIGHT BROWN.

One-half per cent diamine catechine
Gr.; V2 per cent diamine brown B.; 20
per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
SLATE.

One per cent diamine black BH. ; 20
per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
SKY BLUE.

One per cent diamine sky blue FF.;
20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
NAVY BLUE.

Three per cent diamine blue RW.;
20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
BLACK.

Five per cent diamJne jet black
00.; 20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent
sal soda.

MAUVE.

One-half per cent diamine violet N.;
20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
GRAY.

One per cent diamine gray G.; 20

per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
ROSE.

One-half per cent diamine rose BD.

;

15 per cent Glauber's; 1 per cent sal

soda. The pieces are starched and
dried on a tenter frame.

BROGATELLE
Brocatelle is a coarse brocaded or

figured fabric of cotton and wool or
silk and linen or cotton, used for

tapestry and upholstery and some-
times for dresses. The brocatelle used
for dresses is much finer and neces-
sarily lighter in weight than the fab-
ric used for upholstery purposes.
We will here consider the fabrics

used for upholstery purposes only.
This may be classed as a double cloth
fabric, with two warps and two fill-

ings, a face warp and weft and a back
warp and weft. These warps and fill-

ings, however, interweave with one
another, thereby binding together the
two sets of warp and filling threads,
with this peculiarity, that the face
warp threads do not show on the back
of the fabric nor does the back filling

show on the face of the fabric, while,
on the contrary, the face filling shows
on the back and the back warp threads
show on the face.

The face warp threads give body to

and also form the ornamental feature
of the fabric, which is the raised or

brocaded figure in the cloth.

These threads, when not forming
the figure, lie buried between the face
and back filling picks. The figure thus
formed is usually of an eight-harness
sateen weave, the ends fioating over
seven back filling picks and under one,
while the back filling is used princi-

pally to give weight to the fabric and
accentuate the raised figure.

Brocatelle, as already mentioned, is

made with silk and wool, linen or cot-

ton; the face is of silk, while the back
has wool, linen or cotton, depending
on the quality of fabric desired, as
does also the quality of silk used in

the fabric.

The yarns in all instances are

DYED BEFORE WEAVING.

The colors and number used depend
upon the prevailing fashion. Somw
brocatelles are made up of several col-

ors on the face of the goods, while
again others have but two—the figure

and ground colors. The figure color

is usually darker than the ground. For
example, a dark olive may be used fo
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figure color, that is, the face warp
threads, while the ground color, face
filling picks, may be a light salmon.
The back warp is usually the same au
the face filling, while the back fillin

usually blends off to a lighter shade
of olive. The object is to have thf

colors blend well together and at th'

same time form a harmonious con-
trast.

190 ends per inch in reed; reeded 8

ends 50-2 silk and 2 ends 2-llOs cot-

ton in one dent; 19 x 10 dent reed.

Ends per inch finished 200; finished

width of fabric, 49.4 inches.
Filling: 116 picks per inch; 58, 21s

silk salmon; 58, 28s linen light olive;

total 116.

Linen 300 yards per pound; 10s cot-

ton.

Fig. 1.

The ornamental features of broca-
telles are elaborate, conventionalized
floral figures which cover the greatei
portion of the surface of the fabric

about 75 per cent. The figures are bold
and rich, repeating about 4i^ timer
across the width of the fabric. Fig. :

gives an idea of the character of de-

sign used. This is about one-half th
size it would be in the fabric.

THE CONSTRUCTION
is as follows;

7,904 ends 50-2 silk face warp.
J., 976 ends 2-llOs cotton back warp.

16 ends 4-20s white cotton selvage.

9,896 ends in warp.

Dressed, 4 ends olive 50-2 silk; 1

end salmon 2-llCs cotton; total, 5 ends
per warp pattern.

Filling arrangement: 1 pick 21s silt

face; 1 pick 28s linen back; total, 2

picks, repeat.

Weight per yard of finished fabric

14.83 ounces.

Weight of various yarns used:

6.04 ounces face warp.
2.60 ounces face filling.

.70 ounce back warp.
5.46 ounces back filling.

.03 ounce selvage.

14.83 ounces.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Brocatelle requires a heavy jac-

quard loom. The patterns require from
400 to 1,200 ends and over, in order to

repeat. Consequently, a machine that

can operate the required number of

'ends is essential for the production of
these fabrics. When a great number
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of ends are required for the repeat of
the pattern, two machines are com-
bined; for example 2-600 machines will

operate a 1,200 end pattern, but usual-
ly a French or fine index machine is

used that will operate the required
number of ends.
The pattern to be woven is first

stamped on cards by means of a card
cutting machine. This machine con-
sists of a punch box, containing 13
punches; if a 600 machine, 25; if a
1,200 machine, 24 for cutting the
smaller holes and one for the peg
holes. These cards, when placed on
the jacquard machine over the loom
bear a direct relation to the warp
threads, raising and dropping them
according to the pattern. The warp
threads in the drawing in are kept
separate from each other; that is, the
face warp threads are drawn through
certain mails, as likewise are the back
warp threads, although both sets of
threads are represented on the one
card.

FINISHING.

These fabrics require no finishing.

They are smoothed and folded and are
then ready for the upholsterer.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The mills which make the cotton
yarns for brocatelle will be found in

the second and sometimes the first di-

vision of mills, as given in a previous
lesson. Brocatelle is a fabric made up
of many different fibres, but the fabric
under description is composed of silk

and cotton, the back warp and selvage
being composed of cotton yarns. It

is these yarns that we will describe.
The cotton back warp yarns are 2-lir
cotton yarns, while the selvage is com-
posed of 4-20s cotton yams. The cot-
ton used for the back warp of this

count would be of a good American
cotton of about 1 9-16-inch staple. This
yam should be put through a bale
breaker and carried to the bins by
means of a blower and trunking. This
will insure the cotton at this point be-
ing dry, and in a more "picked out"
state than when hand mixing is done.
The cotton is mixed at the bale break-
er in the usual manner, each bale be-

ing first stapled to make sure that the
cotton is all up to standard.

COTTON MUST BE DRY.
If the mixing is done by hand it

should be allowed to stand as long as
possible before using, so that it will
be thoroughly dry. Too much care
cannot be taken at this point, as all

carders know what trouble damp cot-
ton makes. The good sliver waste
from the machines up to the slubber
is mixed in at this point, care being
taken to see that only the cotton of
the same grade and length of staple
is thrown into the bin. This waste
should not be put all in one place, but
should be distributed all over the top
and front or back of the mixing. The
cotton is next run through an opener
and
THREE PROCESSES OF PICKING.
At the opener the hopper should be
kept well filled so as to feed the break-
er picker an even sheet. The breaker
picker beater is generally of the rigid

type, either two or three blades being
used.

If two blades are used, the speed
should be about 1,500 revolutions per
minute; if three blades, the speed
should be proportionately slower. The
total weight of the lap at the front is

371/^ pounds or a 14-ounce lap. These
laps are doubled four times at the in-

termediate. This picker is generally
provided with a two-bladed beater, the
speed of which for this class of cotton
should not exceed 1,450 revolutions
per minute. Some overseers

PREFER A PIN BEATER
at the machine and a rigid beater at
the finisher and some just the reverse.
If a pin beater is used, the fan does
not have to be run at such a high rate
of speed, as this beater creates con-
siderable draught itself. The total

weight of the lap at this picker is 36
pounds or a 13-ounce lap. These are
put up at the finislier picker and
doubled 4 into 1. The speed of this
beater, two-bladed rigid type, is 1,400
revolutions per minute. The total

w^eight of the lap is 35 pounds or a
121/^ -ounce lap. The cotton at this
picker receives 42 beats per minute.
The laps are put up at the card. The
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licker-in speed should be about 350
revolutions per minute. The top flats

make one complete- revolution in 40
minutes. The cards should be ground
and set once a month, stripped three
times a day and cleaned and oiled

twice a day; keep tlie front of the
cards always clean from fly, etc. Col-
lect flat strips at regular intervals, not
too long apart, so that they will fall

over the doffer and not get into the
good work. The sliver at the front
should weigh 60 grains per yard, and
the production should be 550 pounds
per week of 60 hours. This sliver is

put through

THREE PROCESSES OF DRAWING.
The top rolls used may be either me-
tallic or leather top rolls. These should
be looked out for at all times, but es-
pecially so in hot v/eather to see that
they are in perfect condition. Keep
sweaty hands off of the varnish on
the rolls. Varnish rolls frequently.
A small piece of borax in the mixture
will help harden the varnish. The
weight of the sliver at the finisher
drawing is 60 grains per yard. When
the weight is kept at the drawings,
they should be sized at least three
times a day. This is then put through
the slubber and made into .55 hank
The roving is then put through threo
processes of fly frames, the hank rov:
ing at each process being as follows:
First, 2.25; second, 6.50, and jack,
18.50. The roving is next spun into
110s on a frame having the following
particulars: Diameter of ring, 11
inches; length of traverse, 5 inches;
speed of spindle, 9,400 revolutions per
minute. This is then spooled, and
twisted Into 2-ply yam and then run
on a warper and through a slasher.

COTTON USED FOR SELVAGE.
The cotton to make the selvage yarb

is 1%-inch staple. At the pickers the
changes froni the above are as fol-

lows: Speed of beater, breaker, 1,500
revc»:..tions per minute; intermediate
1,4 -C revolutions per minute and fin-
isher, 1,450 revolutions per minute.
The weights of the laps are as fol-

lows: Breaker, 40 pounds or a 16-
ounce lap; intermediate, 37 pounds or
a 12-ounce lap; finisher, 35 pounds or

a 121^ -ounce lap. At the cards note
the following changes from the back
warp yarn: Speed of top flats, 1 revo-
lution every 50 minutes; weight of
sliver, 65 grains per yard; production
per week of 63 hours, 750 pounds.

Draft of cards should not be over
100. At the finisher drawing the
weight of sliver at the finisher is 70
grains per yard. It is

AN ADVANTAGE
to use m.etallic top rolls on this stock
at the drawing frame. Slubber roving
should be .55 hank. There should be
two processes cf fly frames, the hank
roving at each process being as fol-

lows: First intermediate, 1.75 hank;
second, 5 hank. The roving is then
taken to the spinning room and spun
into 20s yarn on a frame, the partic-
ulars of which have been given be-
fore. The yarn is then spooled and
twisted into 4-ply 2Gs.

Dyeing Particulars.

The colors are dyed on the silk,

wool, or cotton, in the yarn. The col-

ors used depend on the prevailing
fashion.
The following wool colors are dyed

in the acid bath of 20 per cent Glau-
ber's salt and 3 per cent sulphuric
acid.

For 100 pounds wool yarn:

LIGHT SLATE.
Four ounces patent blue B.; ^

ounce orange II.

OLIVE BROWN.
One per cent orange II.; i^ ounce

lanafuchsine SB.; 4 ounces fast yel-
low S.; 1 ounce indigo blue N.

LIGHT BROWN.
Two per cent orange II.; 1^^ per

cent fast yellow extra; 4 ounces azo
crimson L. ; 6 ounces fast green B.

OLIVE GREEN.
One and three-quarters per cent in-

digo blue N. ; 1 per cent tropaeoline
00.

GREEN.

Two and one-half per cent Indigo
blue N.; i/^ per cent fast yellow S.;.

1^ tropaeoline 00.
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BLACK.
Five per cent palatine black 4 B.

VIOLET.
Two per cent acid violet 4 BN.

SCARLET.
Two per cent palatine scarlet 4 R.

SALMON.
One and one-half ounces rhodamine

5 G.; 20 grains eosine yellowish.

ROSE.
Five per cent rhodamine G.

LAVENDER.
One ounce acid violet 4 BN.; 30

grains orange II.; 100 grains fast acid
violet 10 B.

SILK COLORS.
Silk yarn is dyed in the soap bath

with the addition of acetic acid.

SALMON.
One ounce rhodamine 5 G.

LIGHT LAVENDER.
One-quarter acid violet 4 BN.; 100

grains rhodamine G.

OLIVE GREEN.
One per cent fast green B.; 1 per

cent fast yellow Ex.; 4 ounces orange
II.

ROSE.
One per cent rhodamine 5 G.

NAVY BLUE.
Two per cent indigo blue N.; 4

ounces acid violet 2 BN.
RED.

One per cent fast red R.

LIGHT GREEN.
One per cent acid Victoria green

SN.
LIGHT YELLOW.

Four ounces tartarzine S.

COTTON COLORS.
Following are the dyeing particulars

for cotton colors:

BLUE.
Four per cent brilliant benzo blue C

B.; 20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent
sal soda.

LIGHT BROWN.
Two per cent diamine brown B. ; "i

per cent diamine fast yellow B.; 20
per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
OLIVE BROWN.

Three per cent chloramine yellow
M.; 1/^ per cent benzo dark green B.;

V2 per cent benzo brown B.

TAN.
One-half per cent benzo fast orange

S.; 2 per cent chrysophenine; 2 ounces
benzo fast black.

GREEN.
Eight per cent immedial green GG.;

8 per cent sodium sulphide; 3 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent Glauber's salt.

NAVY BLUE.
Ten per cent immedial indone 3 B.;

10 per cent sodium sulphide; 3 per
cent soda ash; 30 per cent Glauber's
salt.

OLIVE.
Five per cent pyrogene olive G.; 5

per cent sodium sulphide; 2 per cent
soda ash; 20 per cent Glauber's salt.

RED.
Five per cent benzo fast red 4 BS.;

30 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.

TERRY PILE FABRICS

Terry is a fabric in which the dis-

tinguishing effect is sm_all loops of

warp yarn, uncut pile, projecting from
one or both sides of the cloth, these
loops being tied to the ground cloth in

regular or irregular order as desired.

The terry principle cf construction,

which has been developed with the
power loom, is used extensively in the
manufacture of cotton terry toweling,
known generally as Turkish toweling.
These towels are m.ade in various

sizes and grades from the cheap fab-

rics made almost entirely from waste
yarns to those made of the best qual-
ity of cotton obtainable.
Terry pile is the simplest of the

many types of warp pile goods, the ef-

fect being obtained without the use
of wires.
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Two warps are required: (a) the
ground warp; (b) the pile warp.
The ground warp contains the sel-

vage and ground ends, and is wound
on the regular loom beam. This beam
Is heavily weighted in the loom. The
pile warp is usually wound on a light

beam and is allowed to let off the
warp very easily.

The reason for the difference in ten-
sion on the warps is to allow the
ground warp to remain tight and the

FiC.«

pile warp to go forward easily when it

is required to loop.

Figs. 1, 2 and 3 will serve to illus-

trate the relation of a terry design to

the cloth. Circles indicate picks;
dotted lines, ground ends; continuous
lines, pile ends. The numbered ends
in each figure correspond.
Assuming F to represent the fell of

the cloth, and the last pick of a re-

peat, Fig. 2 shows how the three suc-
ceeding picks A, B and C would appear
when about to be driven to the fell of

the cloth, and Fig. 3 a section of the
cloth with the loop completed.

Figs. 4, 5 and 6 illustrate a design
and sectional view of a terry cloth in

which the pile is distributed on one
side of the cloth only. Cloth of this

type is used for furniture coverings
and as a ground for embroidered ef-

fects.

Figured terry goods are made by
combining colored yarns and terry
effects, the terry being thrown on eith-

er side when the other is weaving a
ground weave. The face and back are
reversible.

LOOM REQUIRED,
In order to weave terry toweling a

dobby loom differing from the ordi-
nary loom is required. The principal
point of difference is in its having
mechanism to allow two (in three-pick
terry) out of three picks "to be beat-
en up to within a certain distance of

the fell of the cloth, this distance de-
pending upon the length of pile de-
sired, then forcing these two picks
along with every third pick, to the
fell of the cloth.

The object of this is to allow the
first two picks to fasten themselves
into the pile ends, say one-half inch
from the cloth, so that when the three
picks are driven home together the
pile ends will go along with them,
making a loop slightly less than V^
inch. At the same time the thre« picks
will slide over the ground ends, these
interlacing with the filling as in an
ordinary cloth.

To accomplish the three-pick move-
ment to form the loop one of twr
methods is adopted: (a) By rocking
or oscillating reed which is lield back
or forced to the fell of the cloth as de-
sired; (b) by a rocking whip roll and
back roll terry motion. With this de-
vice the reed is held firm, the cloth be-
ing moved back toward the rear of the
loom every third pick. A backward
and forward movement, similar to that
of the cloth, is imparted to the tem-
ples. The length of pile can be varied
as desired, or the weave can be chang-
ed from terry to regular, or from reg-
ular to terry as required.
A loom for weaving terry towels, be-

sides having mechanism for making
the pile, contains mechanism for one
or more of the following: (a) A boy
motion, for inserting different colors
or kinds of filling; (b) a fringe motion
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for making fringe at the end of each
towel; (c) a motion for changing the
weave from terry to regular construc-
tion or vice versa at the beginning and
end of each towel. This is usually ac-

complished with a multiplier or re-

peater, or with a measuring device

which automatically brings into play
the pattern chain required.

Terry looms are usually heavily built

and contain stands for as least two-
warp beams.

FINISHING.

Some toweling is sold in the gray
but most of it is bleached. First proc
ess: Boiled with 4 per cent caustic

soda, boil for 12 hours, rinsed through
water; second, again boiled with 4

per cent caustic soda, boil for IC

hours; third, passed through acid bath
^ degree Tw. sulphuric acid, rinsed
with water; fourth, passed through
chlorine water at i/^ degree Tw. and
laid down in bin until white; fifth,

passed through acid bath of J^ degree
Tw. sulphuric acid and rinsed wer
with water, dried and cut up intc

towels.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns of which terry cloth are
made vary from those made of waste
stock to those made of long staple
combed stock and it would be
hard to describe one particular grade
to make it cover all terry cloth. For
this article we will suppose the
average, count of the yarn is l-45s
and will give the carding and spin-
ning particulars for this count of
yarn in both warp and filling yarns.
We will also consider that the stock
is carded.

THE MACHINERY USED
would be found in the equipment found
in the second division of mills, as giv-
en in a previous article. The cotton
would be brought from the cotton
shed and sampled by the one in

charge of this job; sometimes it is

the overseer, sometimes the "super."
and sometimes, in large mills, a cot-
ton sampler is employed. All bales
containing cotton not up to grade or
length of staple should be placed at

one side and not put into the mixing.
The mixing should be as large as pos-
sible and may be done either by hand
or, as is more generally the custom, by
a bale breaker. One bale breaker is

able to take care of a great many
bales of cotton per week. The cotton
is fed to the bale breaker from several
bales of cotton, a little being taken
from each. This is so that the cotton
from all the bales will be intermixed,
and in this manner a more even yarn
is apt to result. After passing the
bale breaker the cotton is conveyed to

the mixing bins by an arrangement of
endless lattices, which may be moved
when it is desired to drop the cotton
into another bin.

THE MIXING
should be allowed to stand as long as
possible, especially if the mixing is

done by hand. The cotton is then
put through a bale breaker and three
processes of picking. The hopper of

the opener or feeder should always be
kept more than half full so that th«
spiked lifting apron will always be
carrying a load to the pin beater. In
this manner an even amount of cotton
is fed to the feed rolls of the break-
er picker. The breaker picker is pro-
vided with either a two or three armed
rigid type of beater. If two-bladed,
the speed should not exceed 1,500 rev-
olutions per minute for this grade and
staple of cotton (1 5-16-inch peeler).
The total weight of the lap at the
front end of the breaker picker is 40
pounds or a 16-ounce lap. These laps
are put up at the intermediate picker
and doubled 4 into 1. This picker may
be provided either with a rigid or pin
type of beater. They both have a
great many favorites among the trade.
The speed of a rigid two-bladed type
should be about 1,450 revolutions per
minute.

THE FAN SPEED
should be about 1,050 revolutions pei
minute. If a pin beater is used, the
speed of the fan may be reduced. This
is on account of the amount of draft
that this beater creates itself. The
total weight of the lap at the head end
of this machine is 37 pounds or a 12-

ounce lap. These laps are put up at
the finisher picker and dQuble4 4 intc
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1. What has been said of the
beater at the intermediate picker ap-
plies here, except that the speed of a
two-bladed rigid type should be 1,400

revolutions per minute. This, gives

the cotton passing through it about 42

beats or blows per inch. The cut rov-
ing is brought to the picker room and
put through a special picker (to take
out the twist) and then is run through
a breaker picker to form it into a lap,

and these laps are mixed with the raw
stock at the finisher picker in the pro-
portion of three laps raw stock to one
lap cut waste. The total

WEIGHT OF THE LAP

at the front of the finisher picker
should be about 35 pounds or a 12 1/^-

ounce lap. These laps are put up at

the card; the draft of which should
not exceed 110. The card clothing
used should be for carding medium
counts. This should be ground at

least once a month all over, after

which the card should be reset. Use
gauges that are straight and not bent
all out of shape. The cards should be
stripped three times a day and kept
clean. The speed of the licker-in

should be about 300 revolutions per
minute and the flats should make one
complete revolution every 50 minutes.
The weight of the sliver should be 65

grains per yard, with a production of
700 pounds for a week of 60 hours.,

Use as large a doffer as possible. This
sliver is put up at the drawing frame
and doubled 6 into 1. The sliver

should be run through

THREE PROCESSES OF DRAWING.
Either metallic or leather-covered top
rolls may he used to good advantage.
Whichever top roll is used, it should
be kept in the best of shape. The
weight of the sliver at the front of the
finisher drawing should be about 70
grains per yard. This is put up at

the slubber and made into .55 hank
roving. This is put through three
processes of fiy frames and made into

9 hank, the hank roving at each proc-
ess being as follows: 1st, 1.25 hank;
2d, 3.50 hank, and fine, 9 hank. This
is then taken to the ring spinning
room and made into 45s warp yam on
a frame with the following particulars:

Gauge of frame, 2| inches; diameter
of ring, 11/^ inches; length of traverse,

6 inches; speed of spindles, 10,000 rev-

olutions per minute; twist per inch,

30.19. This is then spooled and warp-
ed and the required number of warps
put up at the slasher to give the re-

quired number of ends at the front

warp. For making 45s filling yarn use
a frame having the following particu-

lars: Diameter of ring, l^A inches;

length of traverse, 5^^ inches; twist

per inch, 25; speed of spindles, 8,500

revolutions per minute.»

SATINE or SATEEN
Satine, or sateen, is a cotton fabric

with a smooth, lustrous surface resem-
bling satin. The latter is made of silk.

The weaves for satins and satines are
similar.

Satines, which are of two kinds, ^^
warp satines and filling satines, are ^
made in a great variety of weights
and qualities, and are used for many
purposes.
The bulk of the goods are made on

the filling satin principle and are used
for linings, corset covers, dress goods,
etc. These are usually woven grey
and are bleached, or piece dyed in

varying colors.

Warp satines are used for mattress
and furniture coverings.

Stripe effects are made by using a
warp containing different colors and
a warp satine weave. Warp and filling

satines are also printed, to a consid-
erable extent, the smooth face lend-
ing itself very readily to this process.

COLORED EFFECTS
made in the loom are confined to

stripes, made when a warp satine

weave is used, because the warp cov-
ers the filling almost entirely. In a
filling satine the filling practically cov-
ers all the warp, and color inserted
here would show in harry effect across
the cloth.

The smooth, lustrous effect of sat-

ines is due in large measure to the
weave used. Briefly stated, satine
weaves are made on from five ends
upward; they are complete on the
same number of ends as picks; each
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end and each pick interlaces only
twice in each repeat; the interlacings
do not support each other, at least

one end or one pick separating them.

In filling satines each end is raised
over one pick only in each repeat;
warp satines, vice versa.

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the only two
filling satine weaves that can be made
on five ends. Both of these weaves areD DBS
aonmn caman aaiBBa naa
DBDDa naaaa aa asaaaaa aaaac
DDDDa DaDDD aDaaaaa aaaaaaa aoaaa
noaaa Danaa aaaanaa aaaaaaa aaana

BQDDa aaaaaaa aaaaaaa aaaaa12 3 4 5

used in the trade, some buyers prefer-

ring one to the other, according to the
effect desired.

Figs. 3 and 4 show warp satine

weaves on seven ends each.

The constructions of filling satine

fabrics vary from about 64 to over 100

sley and 120 to 300 or more picks.

The following, which show results

of the analyses of five different satine

fabrics, will serve to show that the
satine principle of construction is used
in fabrics of widely differing quali-

ties.

Sample No. 1. Colored warp satine
stripe cloth for upholstery; 96 ends
and 52 picks per inch; 7s cotton yarn
for warp and Its for filling. Woven
with weave Fig. 5, a 5 -end warp satine

weave.
The filling in this particular sample

is twisted harder than the warp.

Sample No. 2. A fine warp satine of

good quality, made with a 7 -end
weave; 152 sley and 80 picks; 2-50s
warp and 30s filling.

Samples 1 and 2, as well as almost
all warp satines, on account of the
large proportion of warp on the face,

would be woven face down in the
loom.

Sample No. 3. A filling satine of fair

quality; 72 sley and 150 picks; 45s
warp and 70s filling. Weave Fig. 1.

Sample No. 4. 96 sley and 280 picks;
45s warp and 97s filling. Weave Fig.

1.

Sample No. 5. 104 sley and 210
picks; 60s warp and 75s filling. Weave

^C£

Samples 4 and 5 are of good quality.

Satines, whether warp or filling, are
usually woven on single box cam
looms of heavier build than plain
sheeting looms. The selvages are ac-
tuated by a selvage motion. If woven
on dobby looms, the selvage motion
is dispensed with.
One warp only is required. The

ends are drawn through the harnesses
in straight order.

In practice it has been found ad-
visable, when weaving heavily pick-
ed satines, to use a reed that is no
deeper than is necessary. For warp
satine, on account of the large num-
ber of ends and comparatively few
picks per inch, deeper reeds are used,
so that the wires will give, to some
extent, for knots.

FINISHING SATINES.

Satine tickings are sheared and then
calendered with hot steam rollers, the
steaming being done in front of the
machines; the appearance is improved
by gas singeing. A method of finish-

ing ordinary dyed yarn satines is to

first saturate them with a mixture of

corn or potato starch, China clay or
baryta and tallow. To this is added
soap or oleine, with wax and glue size.

They are then mangled, dried, damped,
calendered, folded and pressed.
There are many satines which are

made from grey yarn and then finish-

ed as desired. This method of manu-
facture has developed extensively dur-
ing recent years and is much more
economical than was formerly noted
where bleached and dyed yarns were
used. Many of the so-called galateas
are nothing more or less than a rath-
er coarse satine, which has been wo-
ven with grey yarns then bleached
and afterward printed with various
striped patterns.

For printed or dyed satines, starch
with a small portion of soda crystals
for a stiff finish, and soluble oil with
soda for a soft finish are used.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Satines are made up of various
counts of yarns, the different samples
analyzed being only a few of the va-
rious grades made, but they illustrate
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the various grades very well. For the
carding and spinning particulars of a
satine, sample No. 5 will be taken as

an example. This is made up of comb-
ed yarns of 60s for warp and 75s for

filling. The cotton used would be
Egyptian or peeler of li-inch staple.-

This grade of satine is made in either

the second or third division of mills,

as given in a previous lesson. Of
course,

THE EQUIPMENT
will have to include combers. The cot-

ton is first sampled and then mixed in

a manner that has been described in

previous lessons. It is better to use
a bale breaker, but cotton may be
mixed by hand. If mixed by hand, let

the mixing stand a little longer to dry
and open out as the cotton is com-
pressed very tightly in the bales.

These Egyptian bales weigh consider-
ably more than the American bales.

The good waste from the machines
up to the slubber should be mixed in

at the mixing bin. The cotton is next
put through an opener and three proc-
esses of picking. The hopper of the
opener should always be kept

OVER HALF FULL,
so that an even amount of cotton will

be fed to the breaker picker. The
breaker picker is provided with either

a two or three bladed beater of a rigid

type. If the former, the speed should
be about 1,850 revolutions per minute.
The total weight of the lap at the front
should be 40 pounds or a 16-ounce lap.

These laps are put up at the interme-
diate picker and doubled 4 into 1. The
beater of this picker is either a two
or three bladed rigid or a bin beater.
If the former, the speed of it should be
1,250 revolutions per minute. If a
pin beater is used, the fan speed should
be reduced for reasons given in a pre-
vious article. The total weight of the
lap at the front should be 36 pounds
or a 12-ounce lap. These laps are
doubled 4 into 1 at the finisher picker.
At this picker the cut-roving waste,
which has previously been put through
a roving picker, to take out the twist,

and a breaker to form the fluffy mass
into a lap, is mixed in in

the proportion of three laps
of raw stock to one lap of

cut-roving waste. If the equipment
of machinery does not include a roving
picker, the cut roving is mixed in at

the mixing bin, care being taken to

spread it over the entire mixing. The
speed of the finisher picker beater of

"a. rigid two-bladed type is 1,200 revolu-
tions per minute. The total weight of

the lap at the front is 35 pounds or a
121/^ -ounce lap. These laps are put up
at the card. The wire fillet used
should be 120s for cylinder and 130s
for doffer and flats. Use a 26 or 27
inch diameter doffer. The speed of

the cylinder should be 160 revolutions
per minute; licker-in, 300 revolutions
per minute. Top flats should make one
complete revolution in 35 minutes.
The draft of the card on this stock
should not be less than 125.

THE CARDS
should be stripped three times a day
and ground at least once a month, at
which time the various settings should
be gone over. Set doffer to cylinder
with a 5 gauge. The sliver at the front
weighs 55 grains per yard and the
production is about 475 pounds per
week of 60 hours. This sliver is taken
to the sliver lap machine and doubled
14 into 1 for an 8|-inch lap (wide) or
20 into 1 for a lOi^-inch lap. These
laps are generally put through a rib-

bon lap machine, the weight of them
being 330 grains per yard for an 8%-
inch lap or 380 grains for a lO^/^-inch

lap. The laps are doubled 6 into 1 at
the ribbon lap, the weight at the front
being 265 for an 8i-inch lap and 320
grains for a 10 1/^ -inch lap. These laps
are put up at the comber and doubled
either 6 or 8 into 1, according to
whether the comber is a six or eight
head comber.

THE EIGHT-HEAD COMBER
is the one that is being put in nowa-
days, very few of the six-head being
sold. A new development which has
been noted the last few years is the
use of single head combers. These are
practically entirely produced in for-

eign countries, their method of opera-
tion being somewhat different than the
old style machine, and for various rea -

sons they are considered more satis-

factory than the six or eight head
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comber. Probably tbere are a greater
number of such machines being in-

stalled in new mills than
there are of th« older style ma-
chine. The speed of the comber should
be at least 90 nips per minute, and
may run up as high as 105. The per-
centage taken out should be about 20.

The weight of the sliver at the front

is 40 grains per yard. The combed
sliver is next put through two proc-

esses of drawing, the speed of the
front roll being 400 revolutions per
minute. Either metallic or leather-

covered top rolls may be used, gener-
ally the latter. These should be var-
nished frequently and those that are
damaged, fluted, loose or not true
should not be run. If the latter, they
may be buffed, as may also the leather
rolls at the comber. See that the stop
motions are all in working order, and
that the traverse motion is set and
working so that the whole surface
of the leather rolls is used.

THE SETTING
or spread of the rolls for this stock
should be li inches front roll to sec-
ond; 1^^ inches second roll to third,

and 1% or 1| inches third to back
roll, according to bulk of cotton being
fed. The doublings at the drawing
frames are 6 into 1. The weight of
the sliver at the front is 60 grains per
yard. This sliver is put through the
slubber and made into .70 hank rov-
ing, after which it is put through three
processes of fly frames and made into

the following hank roving at each
frame. First intermediate, 1.75; sec-

ond intermediate, 4.50; and fine, 15;

at the fine frame the lays per inch on
the bobbin being 48.

The standard for twist for this kind
of cotton is 1.2 multiplied by the
square root of the count. For exam-
ple, the count or hank is 15. The
square root of 15 is 3.87, which mul-
tiplied by 12, equals 4.64. If the stand-
ard for twist on this frame was 94.9,

the twist gear used would be 20. The
method by which this is found is by
dividing the constant for twist by the
standard for twist (American frames).
Look out for the leather top rolls,

traverse and clearers to see that each
is performing its duty properly. Of

course, the speed of the rolls

is very important, the general method
being to gain 1-16 of an inch over
stock at each roll. The production
should be about 33 hank per spindle
per week of 60 hours. The 15-hank
roving is taken to the ring spinning
room and made into 60s warp yarn on
a frame having a gauge of 21 inches;
ring diameter of 1^ inches, and
length of traverse, 6 inches ; with spin-

dle speed of 10,000 revolutions per
minute. The yarn is then put through
a spooler and warper and then a slash-

er. The filling yarn is made from the
15-hank roving on a frame having a
114-inch diameter ring, 5 -inch traverse
and spindle speed of 7,400 revolutions
per minute. The roving for the filling

yarn may be taken to the mule room,
but for this class of goods is gener-
ally taken to the ring frame spinning
room.

Dyeing and Finishing Particulars.

PINK.
One-half per cent Erika pink; 20

per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
HELIOTROPE.

One per cent tetrazo chlorine lilac

B.; 20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent
sal soda.

NAVY BLUE.
Three per cent tetrazo blue Rx.; 25

per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

GRAY.
One-half per cent thio gray B.; 10

per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

LIGHT SLATE.
One-half per cent direct black S.;

20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
PEACOCK BLUE.

Two per cent Eboli blue B.; 20 per
cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

RED.
Three per cent direct red B.; 20 per

cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

SLATE.
Two per cent katigen black SW.;

2 per cent sodium sulphide; 20 per
cent Glauber's; 2 per cent soda ash.
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ROYAL BLUE.
Three per cent brilliant benzo blue

6B.; 14 per cent benzo fast violet R.;

25 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
TAN BROWN.

Three per cent benzo fast orange S.;

2 per cent chrysophenine ; ^ per cent
benzo fast black; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

SKY BLUE.
One and three-quarters per cent dia-

mine sky blue FF.; 25 per cent Glau-
ber's; 2 per cent sal soda.

BROWN.
Three per cent diamine brown B. ; 30

per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
WINE.

Three per cent diamine Bordeaux
B.; 30 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent
sal soda.

SCARLET.
Two and one-half per cent diamine

scarlet B.; 25 per cent Glauber's; 2 per
cent sal soda.

Satines are finished by passing
through a calender machine to give a
fine luster finish and are sometimes
placed on a beetle machine and beetled
for two hours. They are starched first

with a very light starch, and a little

white soluble softening, to give a
soft, smooth feel.

MUSLIN—BUTCHER'S MUSLIN
Muslin is commercially understood

to mean a soft cotton fabric, used for

various purposes, but principally for
dress goods, underwear, sheetings,
etc. Some muslins are named from
their place of production, as Asoreem,
Dacca, India, Madras and Swiss,
while some are named from the
use to which they are chiefly put, as
butcher's muslin, which derives its

name from the fact that it is chiefly
used by grocery men and butchers in

the form of aprons and coverings. It

is a strong bleached fabric, well suit-

ed for the purposes. Muslin is so call-

ed from Mosul, a city on the banks
Qt the Tigris, where was once the

chief seat of its manufacture, but to-

day large quantities are manufactured
in the United States.

The quality of muslin is as varied
as are the names by which it is

known. Butcher's muslin is but a sub-
stitute for butcher's linen. Cotton is

cheaper and almost as durable, and
because of this it has forced itself to
the front. Butcher's muslin is easily
distinguished from the others by its

coarseness. However, considerable
quantities are used for summer outing
dresses, for which purposes the
bleached fabric only is used. The un-
bleached is used principally for sheet-
ings and sometimes for pillow cases.
The unbleached fabric is preferred
where durability is the chief object. It

is a common fact that unbleached fab-
rics will wear better than bleached.
Muslin is used only in the bleached

or unbleached state. The fabric is

seldom dyed.
As previously mentioned, there are

various kinds of muslin; in fact, any-
thing in the line of soft cotton fab-
rics may be termed muslin. The name
by which a particular kind is common-
ly known may vary likewise in quality,
as, for example, there are several
qualities of butcher's muslin, as an
analysis would prove.
Analysis of a fair grade of butcher's

muslin, which retails at 15 cents per
yard: width in reed, 37^^ inches; fin-

ished width, 36 inches; ends in warp.
1,900: 1.844 in body; 28 ends each
Bide equal 56, selvage; total, 1,900; 900
X 2 reed; 52 ends per inch finished;
warp, l-12s cotton; take-up during
weaving, 8- per cent; filling, 40 picks
per inch in loom; 38 picks per inch
finished; l-15s cotton; weight per yard
in the gray, 5 ounces.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Muslin is a plain woven fabric; con-

sequently any loom may be used in
the weaving of these goods. The cost
of production is, of course, reduced in
proportion to the speed of the loom
and the number of looms a weaver
can take care of. The least expense
would be incurred by using an auto-
matic loom.
The warp should be sized

so as to withstand the chaf-
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ing during weaving. As a rule, all

single yarns are sized before they are
beamed. The warp is drawn in on 4

harnesses. Fig. 1 shows design.

aaaaDHD
aaaaaaDB
aaDBDBD
Daaaaaaa
aaaa"n«n
]Baa

Fig. 1.

FINISHING.
The unbleached receives little or no

finishing. After it comes from the
loom, it is simply boiled off, dried,

made up into rolls and then shipped.
When the fabric is to be bleached,

it is first boiled off, then subjected to

the bleaching chemicals, after which
it is sometimes subjected to a very
light sizing, composed of corn, or

wheat, glycerine, bees' or Japan wax,
after which it is run through a rotary
press, then made up into rolls or fold-

ed and shipped.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns of which butcher's mus-
lin is made are of a low count and are
made in mills of the first division. The
grade of cloth is sometimes made up
of raw stock and a certain percentage
of waste. The raw stock used very
rarely exceeds § inch in staple and
is of a low-grade American cotton.

While the same care is not taken of

this class cotton at the different proc-
esses for this cloth, still care should
be taken to see that each machine is

working properly to its best advan-
tage for production. In this class of

goods production is

THE FIRST CONSIDERATION
and quality the second. This does not
mean that quality should be sacrificed

wholly for production, but that the
machines should be driven to a great-
er extent and the best possible work
turned off of them under these condi-
tions. For example, at the card the
top flats should not be set or driven
at the same speed as when finer goods
are made, and so it is with all the ma-
chines. The cotton mixings should al-

ways be as large as possible and
should be allowed to stand as long as

possible before being used. This gives
the cotton a chance to dry out. A bet-

ter plan (if there is room enough)
is to have two large mixings and use
the cotton from one while the other
is drying out. If cotton is very damp,
the heat should be turned on to help
dry it out. This is generally done at

night or over Saturday and Sunday.
It is at this point that the good waste
from all the machines is mixed in,

care being taken to see that the waste
is spread as evenly as possible over
the mixing. As the cotton is generally
quite dirty, it is put through an open-
er and three processes of picking. The
hopper of the opener should always
be kept full of cotton. The opener is

connected directly with the breaker
picker and 'this machine is provided
with either a two or three bladed rigid

beater. If of a two-bladed type

THE SPEED
should be about 1,550 revolutions per
minute. The total weight of the lap
at the front should be about 40 pounds,
or a 16-ounce lap. These laps are put
up and doubled four into one at the
intermediate picker. This beater is

generally of a two or three bladed
rigid type, and if the former its speed
is 1,500 revolutions per minute. The
laps at the front of this machine weigh
38 pounds total weight and 10 ounces
per yard. The laps are put up at the
finisher picker and doubled four into
one. This machine is generally pro-
vided with a two-bladed rigid type of
beater having a speed of about 1,500
revolutions per minute. The laps at
the head end weigh 40 pounds or 14i/^

ounces to a yard. An allowance of 10
ounces either side of standard is made
with this staple cotton. If the lap va-
ries more than this, it should be run
over again. These laps are put up at

THE CARD.
This should be set coarse and have
No. 100 wire fillet on cylinder and top
flat, the doffer fillet being No. 110
The draft of card should not exceed
100. Strip cards at least three times
a day. The cards on this stock need
mxore stripping than when long-sta-
pled stock is used, because of the
greater bulk passing through and also
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on account of the short staple, which
fills up the wire. The card sliver

weighs 65 grains per yard and the
production should be about 1,000

pounds per week of 60 hours. This is

put through two processes of drawing
frames. It is of great advantage to use
metallic rolls on this class of goods.
The speed of front rolls is 400 revolu-
tions per minute. Keep rolls free from
dirt and fly. The sliver is put through
the slubber and made into .40 hank
roving. This is put through two proc-
esses of fly frames, having the follow-
ing hank roving: 1.30 at the first and
3.25 at seco;id. The roving is then
taken to the spinning room and made
into 15s on the filling frame and 12s
on the warp frame. Use a warp frame
with 3-inch gauge, 2i-inch ring and 7-

inch traverse, with a 16.45 twist per
inch and spindles revolving at 9,000
revolutions per minute. This yarn is

then spooled and wound on a warper.
Enough beams are put up at the back
of the slasher to give a beam with the
required number of ends in front. To
make 15s filling yarn use a frame hav-
ing 2% -inch gauge, li^-inch diam-
eter ring, 6 1^ -inch traverse, 12.59
twist per inch and spindle speed of
6,900 revolutions per minute.

HENRIETTA CLOTH
Henrietta cloth is a light-weight

fabric for women's wear, made in all

colors from single worsted yarn, with
silk mixture in the best qualities.

The cheaper qualities are made with
cotton and worsted, the cotton yarn
being for the warp, while the worsted
is used for filling. Henriettas are
made in various qualities; for exam-
ple, the "all-worsted" from various
grades of fine worsted yarn; the wor-
sted and silk mixture from various
grades of each; the "cotton and wor-
sted" made up in various qualities of
cotton and worsted yarn.

When the fabric is made with dif-
ferent qualities of yarn, that is, the
warp differing from the filling in qual-
ity or kind, the cheaper quality or kind
is in all instances used for warp. The

reason for this is readily understood,
when the character of the weave is

taken into consideration. The weave
for this fabric is a one-up, two-down
twill, the weave repeating on three
ends and three picks. Fig. 1 shows

nHaDHDDBDDDB oona
DDBaDBDDH
DUBDDBDa
rDBnDBDDB
maamaamna

Fig. 1.

nnDDcnnnB
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DDBaDDDnn
DBaDDDDDD
BnaaDDDCD

Figr. 2.

nine repeats of the weave; Fig. 2,

drawing-in draft. This weave will

show but one-third of the warp on
the face of the fabric and two -thirds
of the filling; the filling is usually of

a slightly coarser count than the
warp, especially when cotton warp is

used, consequently the filling, to a cer-

tain extent, covers the warp yarn.

The two factors, the weave, viz., I—-

twill and the coarser count of filling,

give to the face of the fabric a much
finer feel than the back. The feel or
handle of henriettas is very important,
consequently the above-mentioned
particulars should be kept in view
when constructing a fabric of this

character, as its commercial value is

largely infiuenced by the feel of the
fabric.

PIECE -DYED.

The cloth is dyed after it is woven.
Considerable quantities of cotton and
worsted henriettas are bleached or
finished in the gray; when the cotton
and worsted fabric is to be dyed, the
cotton yarn is prepared so as to take
color in a worsted dye, otherwise two
dyeing processes would be necessary

—

one for the cotton yarn and one for
the worsted. The one-dip or union dye
makes the cost of finishing but normal.
Preparing the cotton yarn for the
worsted dye is accomplished before
the yarn is warped or beamed.
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ANALYSIS.
Width of warp in reed, 38 inches.
Width of fabric finished. 35 inches.
Liids per inch in reed, 70.
Ends per inch finished, 76.
Reed, 35x2.
Ends in warp 2,620, plus 40, 20 ends each

side selvage; total ends in warp, 2,660.
Warp yarn, l-50s cotton.

FILLING.
l-40s worsted.
64 picks per inch in loom.
66 picks per inch finished.
Finished weight per yard, three ounces.

WEAVING.
Henriettas are usually woven on,

dobby looms, the speed of which is

from 120 to 140 picks per minute; it

is essential that the warp is well siz-

ed, adding about 15 per cent of weight
to the yarn; wheat, flour, sago or po-
tato starch may be used; in connec-
tion with this, a small quantity of

chloride of magnesium should be add-
ed to give the - yarn the necessary
moisture and pliability.

FINISHING.
First process: After the fabric is

woven, it is scoured, then bleached,
dyed or left in the gray, as the case
may be, after which the fabric is sub-

jected to a very light singeing in order
to slightly stiffen the cloth, after

which it is pressed, then made up into

rolls.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns which make up henrietta
cloth are made up of two fibres, wor-
sted for the filling and cotton for the
warp yarn. The count of the warp
yarn is 1-50 and this count of yarn
would be made up in mills of the sec-

ond division, as given in a previous
article. This equipment should in-

clude combers, as this yarn in most
grades of the cloth under description

is combed. The cotton is mixed in the
usual method, which has been de-

scribed several times. It is

OF GREAT ADVANTAGE
to use a bale breaker for this class of

yarns. The cotton is put through
three processes of picking, the break-
er picker being combined with an
opener. The breaker picker is .provid-

ed with a three-bladed beater, the

speed of which is 1,200 revolutions

per minute. The lap at the front
weighs 39 pounds to the lap or 16
ounces to the yard. These are doubled
4 into 1 at the in|;ermediate picker.
This picker has a pin beater, the speed
of which is 1,300 revolutions per min-
ute, the fan speed being reduced on
account of the extra draft caused by
the pin beater. The total

WEIGHT OF LAP
at the front end of this picker is 37
pounds or a 12-ounce lap. These laps
are put up at the finisher picker and
doubled 4 into 1. At this point the
cut-roving waste is also mixed in in

the proportion of 1 lap cut waste to
3 laps raw stock. This picker is gen-
erally provided with a two-bladed
beater, the speed of which is 1,400 rev-
olutions per minute. Keep the beater
blades sharp and properly adjusted.
This speed of the beater gives the cot-
ton passing through the picker about
40 beats or blows to the inch. The to-

tal weight of lap at front is 35 pounds
or a 12 1/^ -ounce lap. The lap for this
class of work is allowed half a pound
variation either side of standard
weight; if more than this, it should
be run over again, because, if put up
at the card, it would have a tendency
to make uneven work.

AT THE CARD
the following particulars should be
observed: Draft of card not less than
110; wire fillet for cylinder, 120s; for
doffer and topi flats, 130s. Use large
doffer. Strip three times a day. Grind
all fillet once a month, leaving grind-
ing rolls on all day. Grinding twice a
month is better, leaving grinding rolls

on half a day. The speed of the licker-
in is 300 revolutions per minute; flats,

1 revolution in 35 minutes. The weight
of sliver at front should be about
50 grains per yard; production, 550
pounds per week of 60 hours. This sliv-

er is taken to sliver lap machines and
doubled 14 into 1 for 8i-inch lap or
20 into 1 for lOi^-inch lap. The

SPREAD OF ROLLS
for this stock (peeler li/4-inch staple)
should be as follows: Front to middle,
1% inches; middle to back, 1| inches.
The weight per yard of lap at the
front is 300 grains for 8% -inch lap or
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350 grains for a 10 1^ -inch lap. These
laps are put up at the ribbon lap ma-
chine and doubled 6 into 1. The
weight per yard of lap at the front is

265 grains for 8|-inch lap or 315

grains for 10^ -inch lap. This gives a

draft of about 7 for this machine.
These laps are put up at the comber
and doubled either 6 or 8 into 1, ac-

cording to the number of heads on the
comher. If 8 heads, the laps should be
10 1^ inches wide and set as follows:

Cushion plate to half lap, 18 gauge;
top combs to segment, 20 gauge. Feed
at 5%, top comb set to 29 degrees an-

gle; a double row of needles is used
on top comb ; 18 per cent waste should
be taken out.

THE SPEED

should be 100 nips per minute; draft

about 40; weight of sliver, 50 grains

per yard. The setting of rolls in draw
box should be as follows: Front to

middle. If inches; middle to back, 1%
inches. This sliver is put up at the
drawing frames and doubled 6 into 1

and put through two processes, the
speed of front roll at each process be-
ing 380 revolutions per minute, the
spread of the rolls being as follows:

Front to second, If inches; second to

third, 11 inches; third to back, 1%
inches. Use leather top rolls on this

class of drawing and keep them well
varnished and in perfect condition.

The weight of sliver at the front of

the finisher drawing is 65 grains per
yard. This is put up at the slubber
and made into .50 hank roving.

AT THE SLUBBER
the front rolls for this class of goods
are sometimes varnished, but this is

not often done, they being varnished
when running on Sea Island stock. The
slubber roving is put through three
processes of fly frames, the hank rov-
ing at each process being as follows:
First intermediate, 1.50; second inter-

mediate, 3.50, and jack, 10 hank. Look
out for the traverse motion and do
not lay roving too close to make tri-

angular roving. This roving is then
spun into 50s yarn on a ring spinning
warp frame with a 2|-inch gauge of

frame, 1^-inch diameter ring and

a 6-inch traverse. The speed of the
spindles is 10,000 revolutions per min-
ute, the twist per inch, 31.81. This
yarn is next put through a spooler,

then a warper and from here to a
slasher. A good-sized mixture for this

class of goods is as follows: Water,
100 gallons; potato starch, 54 pounds;
Yorkshire gum, 2 pounds; white soap,

1% pounds.

Dyeing Particulars.

This cloth is dyed with union col-

ors, the wool and cotton being dyed in

the same bath. The goods are entered
into the dye-kettle; after the color

has been boiled up with from 20 to

30 per cent of Glauber's salt, cool off

with water to 120 degrees F. Run the
goods for 20 minutes; heat to 200 de-
grees P. Run for 30 minutes. If wool
is not dark enough, boil for some min-
utes more; when wool is only a shade
too light, turn off steam and run for

30 minutes or until the cotton is col-

ored to shade. If the goods are boil-

ed too long the wool will be too dark
and the cotton thin.

UNION BLACK.

5 per cent union black BF.; 25 per
cent Glauber's salt; 5 per cent salt

LIGHT BROWN.
iy2 per cent diamine fast yellow B.;

y2 per cent diamine orange B.; "^ per
cent diamine brown M.; 6 ounces
union black BF.; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's; 2 per cent salt.

NAVY BLUE.

3 per cent diamine black BH. ; 1 per
cent union black BF.; 4 per cent
naphthol blue black; ^2 per cent for-

myl violet S 4 B.; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's; 5 per cent salt.

RED.

5 per cent benzo fast red S 4B.;
30 per cent Glauber's; 5 per cent salt.

LIGHT TAN.

100 pounds goods: 1 ounce tetrazo
orange G. ; ^^ ounce union tetrazo
black B.; | ounce tetrazo Bordeaux G.;

i ounce tetrazo brown R.; 20 per cent
Glauber's salt.
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SLATE.
1 per cent diamine black BH.; ^4

per cent diamine fast yellow B.; 20
per cent Glauber's.

PURPLE.
2 per cent diamine violet N.; 14 per

cent union black; 1 per cent formyl
violet S 4 B,; 30 per cent Glauber's.

SCARLET.
3 per cent diamine scarlet B.; 30

per cent Glauber's salt; 5 per cent
salt.

PEA GREEN.
% per cent diamine green B.; 1

ounce diamine sky blue; 30 per cent
Glauber's.

ROYAL BLUE.
^V2 per cent diamine brilliant blue

G.; y2 per cent diamine violet S 4 B.;

30 per cent Glauber's; 5 per cent
salt.

DARK GREEN.
2V2 per cent diamine black HW. ; 2

per cent diamine green B.; 30 per cent
Glauber's; 5 per cent salt.

RUBY.
3 per cent diamine fast red F.; i^

per cent diamine Bordeaux B.; 30 per
cent Glauber's; 5 per cent salt.

--^

CAMBRIC
Cotton cambric is a fabric woven

with a plain weave, the distinguishing
effect being a heavily glazed, smooth
surface. The glossy effect is obtained
in the finishing process. The goods
are somewhat lighter in weight than
French percale.

When finished white or in solid col-

ors they are used very extensively

FOR LINING PURPOSES.

The name cambric, like many other
names of dry goods, does not signify

any special construction or quality of

fabric, being made in both linen and
cotton materials.
The name is said to have been origi-

nally given to a very fine, thin linen

fabric made at Chambrey, or Cam-
brai, in the department of Nord,
French Flanders.

Cambric is known in France as ba-
tiste, so called, it is said, from its in-

ventor, a linen weaver narked Baptiste,
of Chambrey. One authority states
that French cambric is the finest linen
fabric made.

Cotton imitations of the original
cambric are of the muslin type and
are sometimes termed cambric-mus-
lin.

The finer grades of cotton cambrics
are made from hard twisted cotton
yarns, and are of good quality.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Any of the light, single-box fast-

running looms or automatics are suit-

able for weaving cambrics, the goods
being woven white, then bleached or
piece-dyed as required.

The finest grades, where mispicks
tend to make second quality goods,
are woven on the regular looms.

Little attention is paid to mispicks
when weaving the lower qualities of
goods, and these can be made most
economically on the automatic looms.

ANALYSIS.
An analysis of a black cambric of

only fair quality shows the following
data: Finished width, 36 inches; fin-

ished weight, 4 yards per pound; ends
per inch, finished, 70; picks per inch,
finished, 54.

The average number of the yarns in

the finished sample is 24, but on ac-
count of the starch, clay, or other fill-

ing substance used in the finishing

process, the gray yarns would be finer

than 24.

To obtain the fabric just mentioned,
the following might be adopted, both
as to construction and finish:

Width of warp in reed, 381 inches.
Warp yarns, 26s cotton.
Filling yarns, 28s cotton.

Eight double ends on each side for

selvages.
Total ends, 2,536.

Seventy sley reed, 2 ends per dent.
Fifty-six picks per inch.

Weight, 4.3 yards per pound from
loom.
The finished and unfinished weights

do not bear a direct proportion to the
average counts of yarns in each case
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on account of the increase in length of

the cloth during the process of fin-

ishing.

FINISHING.

After dyeing, open the goods out to

the full width and run through a man-
gle containing the filling substance;
then dry.

After drying, dampen in a damping
machine and run through a calender.
For a fine white cambric the goods

would be bleached, opened out to the
full width, run through a starch man-
gle, containing a light starch or fill-

ing substance, the starch being blued
to give the shade required, dried,

dampened and run through a 5-bowi
calender twice, the same side of the
cloth being presented to the surface
of the brass or steel roll each time.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns of which cambric is made
are spun in mills having the equip-
ment of the first and second division
of mills as given in a previous article.

Cambric is made in mills or sets of
mills where only this grade of cloth
or perhaps two or three other styles
of cloth of the same grade of fabric
are made and after the proper gears
hank roving are once found they are
never changed. In fact, a machine or
set of machines may run on this grade
of goods its whole lifetime, the only
changes made being in case of a
breakdown, or parts and gears becom-
ing worn out. Cambric is made from
American cotton, the length of the
staple used being from i to 1^/4

inches. For this article we will con-
sider the staple- to be 1 inch in length
and the count of the yarn to be as
follows: 26s for warp and 28s for fill-

ing.

THE MIXING
is generally done by hand, and the
mixings are always as large as pos-
sible. In some mills two large mix-
ings are made so that one can be dry-
ing out while the other is being used.
Better results are obtained by the lat-

ter method. The good sliver waste
from machines up to the slubber, as
well as the cut -roving, is mixed in at
the mixing bin. The cotton is then put

through an opener and either two or
three processes of picking, three proc
esses being the general method. The
opener is either directly connected
with the breaker picker or is connect-
ed by trunking; if by trunking, keep
it clear, so as not to cause fire. The

SPEED OF THE BEATER,
which is of either a two or three
bladed rigid type, is 1,500 revolutions
per minute for the two-bladed, or 1,000

revolutions per minute for the three-
bladed type. The total weight of the
lap at the front of breaker picker is

40 pounds or a 16-ounce lap. These
are doubled four into one at the in-

termediate picker. The speed of this

beater, which is generally of a rigid

two-bladed type, is 1,450 revolutions
per minute, the total weight of lap at
the front being 38 pounds or a 12-

ounce lap. These laps are put up at

the finisher picker and doubled four
into one.
This picker is equipped with a two-

bladed rigid style of beater, and makes
1,450 revolutions per minute, which
gives the cotton passing through
about 42 blows or beats per inch, the
total weight of lap at front being 39
pounds or a 14% -ounce lap. The cot-
ton is next put up at the card.

THE CARDS
on which cambric was formerly made
are to some extent now used and are
known as the top flat card. These are
fast going out of date, so that the
particulars given below refer to the
so-called English card. The draft for
this card, for these goods, should not
exceed 90. The wire fillet used should
be 100s for cylinder and 110s for dof-
fer and top flats. The speed of the
cylinder should be 160 revolutions per
minute; licker-in, 400 revolutions per
minute, and top flats should make one
complete revolution in 50 minutes.
Grind once a month. Strip three times
a day and if running an extra heavy
production, strip once more. Set top
flats to cylinder to a 12-lOOOths gauge
and doffer to cylinder to a 7-lOOOths
gauge. Use large doffer. The

WEIGHT OF SLIVER
at the front of the card should be
65 grains per yard and the production
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about 750 pounds for a week of 60
hours. The card sliver is next put
through either two or three processes
of drawing, generally three. The
doublings are generally six into one.
The speed of the front roll is 400 rev-
olutions per minute. On this class of

goods some overseers prefer the me-
tallic top rolls. In calculating the pro-
duction of a drawing frame with me-
tallic top rolls, it is the general rule

to allow one-third more than that fig-

ured for leather rolls. It is found,
however, that this is too great, and if

the allowance is cut down to i/4 or 25

per cent, it will be found about right.

Keep metallic rolls clean and well
oiled. In figuring

DRAFT OF FRAME
with metallic top rolls, add 7 per cent
when draft does not exceed 3.75, and 9

per cent when draft is between 4.60 to

7. If leather top rolls are used, care
should be taken to see that they are
properly oiled and free from flutes;

they should be level, without breaks
in leather, and the leather cot should
be tight and last should be varnished
frequently. A good recipe for a
cooked varnish is given below: One
quart vinegar, seven ounces glue, two
teaspoons gum tragacanth, borax, size

of walnut, one teaspoon brown sugar,

cook about an hour. Thicken with
lampblack and Princess metallic. One
that does not need cooking is as fol-

lows: Three ounces glue, one ounce
acetic acid, one-half teaspoon brown
sugar, one-half teaspoon oil origanum.
Dissolve and add color; add one-
half teaspoon of borax in hot weather.
The bottom steel rolls should be set
as follows: Front roll to second, 1%
inches; second to third. If inches;
third roll to back, 1% inches. The
weight of sliver at the front of the
finisher drawing should be 70 grains
per yard. This Is put through the
slubber and made Into .40 hank rov-
ing. The

SLUBBER ROVING
is put through two processes of fly

frames, the hank roving at each being
as follows: First intermediate, 1.75,

and second intermediate, 5; the set-

ting of the bottom steel rolls at each

process being 1 1-16 inches from front
to middle and 1^/4 inches from middle
to back. The roving is taken to the
ring spinning room and spun into 26s
yarn on a warp frame having the fol-

lowing particulars: Gauge of frame,
2% inches; diameter of ring, 1% in-

ches; twist per inch, 24.22; length of
traverse, 6i^; revolutions per minute
of spindles, 9,200. The yarn is next
spooled and then warped, after which
it is put through a slasher. On this

class of goods a heavy sizing is used.
The roving is spun into 28s yam on
a filling frame with a 2% -inch gauge
of frame; If-inch diameter ring; 6-

inch traverse; 17.20 twist per inch?
revolutions per minute of spindle, 7,-

300. This yarn is then taken to the
steam chest or put through some other
process which prepares it for weaving..

Dyeing Particulars.

Cambrics are dyed in the jig ma-
chine or the continuous machine. The
fancy colors are dyed on the jig. After-

dyeing, the pieces are starched with a
light starch and calendered through a.

heavy calender.

BLACKS.
One-dip salt black, 6 per cent oxy-

diamine black SAT.; 30 per cent
Glauber's; 3 per cent sal soda.

SULPHUR BLACK.
Ten per cent immedial black N N.;

10 per cent sodium sulphide; 5 per
cent soda ash; 20 per cent Glauber's.

BOTTLE GREEN.
Ten per cent thionol dark green; 2

per cent thionol yellow; 15 per cent
sulphide sodium; 3 per cent soda ash;
30 per cent common salt.

PEA GREEN.
Two per cent immedial green B B.

;

2 per cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent
soda ash; 20 per cent salt.

NAVY BLUE.
Three per cent direct indigo blue B

EM.; 15 per cent salt; 2^^ per cent
frankhansine.

DARK SLATE.
One per cent Pluto black S S.; 40

per cent Glauber's salt; 2 per cent
soda ash.
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BROWN.
Three per cent tetranil brown 0.; 30

--er cent Glauber's; 3 per cent soda
4sb-

LIGHT BROWN.
One-half per cent tetrazo yellow M.

;

[ per cent tetranil brown O.; 30 per
3ent Glauber's; 3 per cent soda ash.

OLD GOLD.
Three per cent diamine fast yellow

B.; y2 per cent diamine bronze G.; 30

per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent soda
ash.

SLATE.
Two per cent diamine black B H.;

2 ounces diamine yellow B.; 30 per
cent Glauber's; 3 per cent soda ash.

MAROON.
Ten per c«nt immedial maroon B. ; 10

per cent sulphide soda; 5 per cent so
da ash; 35 per cent salt.

GREEN.
Ten per cent immedial green G G.;

10 per cent sulphide sodium; 3 per
cent soda ash; 35 per cent salt.

BLUE.
Ten per cent immedial new blue G.;

20 per cent sulphide sodium; 5 per
cent soda ash; 40 per cent salt.

ECRU
Three per cent imnaedial cutch G.;

4 per cent sulphide soda; 3 per cent
soda ash; 20 per cent salt.

SCARLET.
Five per cent diamine scarlet B.; 30

per cent salt.

WINE.
Four per cent benzo fast scarlet 8

B S.; 1 per cent benzo fast violet R.;

30 per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal

soda.

PINK.
One-half per cent Erika pink; 20

per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.

SKY BLUE.
One per cent diamine sky blue F

F.; 25 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent
sal soda.

HELIOTROPE.
One per cent diamine violet N. ; 30

per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent soda.

TIRE FABRICS

Tire fabrics are, as the name im-
plies, used for automobile, bicycle and
other vehicle tires.

They are not actually tires them-
selves, but form the base or founda-
tion of some kinds of composition and
pneumatic rubber tires.

Like other terms denoting the use
to which the fabric is to be subjected,
as quiltings, bedspreads, shirtings,
etc., the term tire fabrics covers a
wide range of weights and qualities.

The stock used in the warps for
these goods is of good quality, al-

though the single yarns used are not
of very high counts.
The weights vary considerably,

ranging from about three to 20 ounces
per square yard. In one type of goods
this excessive variation is due almost
exclusively to the ply warp yarns,
which vary from 2 to 12 ply, from sin/

gle yarns varying from about 8s to

40s, according to the weight required.
This type of tire fabric is termed
thread fabric.

ANALYSIS.

The analyses of two tire (thread)
fabrics of widely varying weights show
the following data:
Sample No. 1. Warp ends per inch

in reed, 16. Reed, 16; one end in each
dent.

Warp yarn, 11-ply 9s cotton.
Filling: One pick per inch of sin-

gle 40s cotton.

Finished weight per square yard,
13.5 ounces.
The weave is plain. The drawing is

in straight order.

One peculiarity of this class of tire

fabrics, which will be noticed from the
preceding data, is that the filling is

used merely to keep the warp yams
in position, not being needed to give
strength to the cloth.

Sample No. 2. Warp ends per inch in

reed, 68.

Reed, 17; 4 ends in each dent.
Warp yarn, 2-ply 24s cotton.

Filling: One pick of 40s filling ev-

ery three-quarters of an inch.

Finished weight per square yard,
3.9 ounces.
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The ends in Sample No. 2 were
drawn 2 as 1 through each heddle eye,

in straight order, two picks complet-
ing the weave as in an ordinary plain

cloth.

For a better quality of fabric with
the same construction the yarns would
have been drawn in straight order,

reeded two ends in each dent, as

1 I I

Fig. 1.

shown by the vertical lines in Fig. 1,

and actuated as indicated by chain
draft Fig. 2.

X X
X X

Fig. 2.

By this arrangement the ends work-
ing together would have been split or

separated with the reed and prevented
from rolling over each other.

If woven on a cam loom working
four harnesses, the drawing in and
reeding would be as indicated in Fig.

1 1 I

Fig. 3,

3, and the lifting of the harnesses as

indicated in Fig. 4

X X
X X

Fig. 4.

Reed ends at lines in Fig. 3, two
ends in each dent.

LOOM REQUIRED.

Tire fabrics may be woven on heavy
ordinary one- shuttle cam or dobby
looms, there being but one warp and
one filling, provided provision is made
for the proper regulation of the let-

off and take-up motions.

On the heavy grades of goods, it is

advisable to fold the woven fabric as
it is made, instead of running it on a

cloth roller, on account of the large

yardage produced in a short time.

The two samples analyzed were
woven on a heavy loom running about
90 picks per minute.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

In a previous article the cotton mills
were divided into three divisions,

each division having a different equip-
ment of machinery. The mills that
make tire fabrics do not come under
the head of any of these divisions, but
may be classed among those having a
special equipment. This is on ac-
count of the extra length of staple
used, which is very rarely less thau
iy2 inches, and from this up to the
longest staple grown, 2^/4 inches. The
stock is, of course, Sea Island. It will

therefore be readily understood that
the machines in use in the other di-

visions of mills, having drawing rolls,

such as drawing frames, slubbers, fly

frames, etc., could not spread the bot-
tom steel rolls the required distance,
so as not to break the staple. In or-
der to do this, specially constructed
frames have to be obtained, which al-

low this spread of rolls.

ANOTHER POINT
is that the one main object sought is

strength and this is the chief reason
why long staple is used, the counts of
yarn being extremely low for the
length of the stock, i. e., 2-24s warp
and 40s filling, so that the additional
points that should be looked out for,

besides those that will be given be-
low, are to see that the top clearers
cover all the top rolls, that the spread
of the rolls is enough so that the sta-

ple will not be broken, and that the
traverse motion is in perfect shape
and working properly.
As it is strength that is sought, the

cotton is

GENERALLY COMBED
to get all short staple out, but some-
times the stock is only carded. When
carded, the carding should be light or,

better still, double carding should be
used. In this article we will consider
the yam to be combed. The mixing
should be done by hand, the cotton be-
ing first stapled to see that it is up to

standard, which for this article will

be considered as H inches. The cot-
ton, after being allowed to dry out, is

put through an opener and either one
or two processes of picking, generally
one. If one process is used, the lattice
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is marked off into sections of one yard
each and an equal amount of cotton
put onto each section to make the re-

quired weight lap in front. If two
processes are used, the opener is com-
bined with the breaker picker. The
speed of the beater of the breaker
picker should be about 850 revolutions
per minute for a two-bladed rigid

type. The total weight of the lap at

the front should be 32 pounds or an
81/^ -ounce lap. These laps are doubled
four into one at the finisher picker;
the speed of this beater should be 800
revolutions per minute. The total

weight of lap at the front should be
27 pounds or a 9-ounce lap. A varia-
tion of not over 6 ounces either side

of standard should be allowed. All
laps outside this variation should be
run over. The picker laps are put up

AT THE CARD.

On this class of work the draft of the
card should not be less than 140 and
from this up to 180. The wire fillet

used should be No. 120s for the cylin-

der and No. 130s for the doffer and top
flats. The speed of the cylinder should
be 160 revolutions per minute, licker-

in 200 revolutions per minute, and top
flats should make one complete revo-
lution every 35 minutes. Cards should
be stripped three times a day, al-

though some overseers claim that
stripping of the cylinder twice and the
doffer three times a day is plenty.
The cards should be ground once a
month or oftener if wire is dull. For
this class of goods keep wire fillet as
sharp as possible. Use close settings
except that of the feed plate to the
licker-in, which should be set so as
not to break the staple. Pull the sta-
ple at the back and front of card at
least once a day to see that the length
of staple is the same in both places.
The weight of the sliver at the front
should be from 35 to 45 grains per
yard, 45 grains being a good weight.

THE PRODUCTION
should be about 300 pounds per week
of 60 hours. Keep front of card clean,
so that the short fly, etc., will not get
into the good carded cotton. The cot-
ton is next put through the sliver lap
machine, where it is doubled 20 into 1

for a 10 1/^ -inch lap, or 14 into 1 for
an 8i-inch lap. We will consider that
the lap being made is a 10 ^^ -inch lap
used on an eight-head comber. Set
the bottom steel rolls as follows:
Front roll to middle, 2 inches; mid-
dle roll to back, 2^/^ inches. In comb-
ing this cotton, the instructions given
in a previous lesson may be followed
with the following exceptions. The
weight of the sliver lap per yard is

275 grains; at the ribbon lap 260
grains per yard. The cotton lap is next
put through the comber. The

SPEED OF THE COMBER
for this stock should be about 85 nips
per minute. The doublings are 8 into
1 (for an eight-head comber). The
percentage of waste taken out is from
25 to 30. Use close settings, 18 from
half lap to segment and 21 from top
comb to segment. The sliver at the
cam should weigh 45 grains. After
the comber use three processes of
drawing, the spread of the rolls being
as follows: 11 inches from front to
second; 2 inches from second to third
roll; 214 inches from third to back
roll. Look to the top leather covered
rolls to see that they are in perfect
shape and properly varnished. The
weight of the sliver at the front of
the finisher drawing should be 60
grains per yard. The doublings at the
drawing should be 6 into 1. At the
slubber this drawing should be made
into .70 hank roving. At this frame

SEVERAL CHANGES
are made, which are as follows: The
top leather rolls are varnished, some-
times all three sets, and sometimes
only the front rolls. The size of the
front leather roll is sometimes in-
creased to IVz inches. This is to help
prevent the roving "licking up";
when this is done, top clearers simi-
lar to those on mules are used.
The slubber roving is put through
two processes of fly frames and made
into the following hank roving: 2.25
at the first intermediate and 5 at the
second for the 40s cotton, and for the
24s cotton the hank roving at each
frame is as follows: 2.25 at the first
and 8 at the second intermediate.
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The spread of the rolls should be as
follows: Front to middle, 11 inches;
middle to back, 2 inches. It should
be understood that when giving the
spread of the rolls, the distance is

from center to center. The warp yarn
is then spun into 24s on a warp frame
having a 2-inch diameter ring and a
7-inch traverse. Some overseers give
a little more than standard twist to
this yarn. The yam is then put
through the spooler and from here to
the twister, where it is made into 2-

ply yarn. From here it is put through
the warper and the slasher. The fill-

ing yarns may be either mule or ring
spun; if spun on a ring frame for 40s,

yarn, use a If-inch ring and 5 1/^ -inch
traverse. This yarn is then condition-
ed, when it is ready to weave.

^ • » —
PLAIN and PLAIDED NAINSOOK

Nainsook is a light cotton fabric,

utilized for numerous purposes, such
as infants' clothes, women's dress
goods, lingerie, half curtains for din-
ing rooms, bathrooms and for various
other purposes. The striped or plaided
nainsook is used for the same pur-
poses as the plain fabric, depending
upon the tastes of the consumer.
Where the fabric is required for lin-

gerie and infants' wear, the English
finished fabric is selected because of

its softness. When intended for cur-
tains or dress fabrics the French fin-

ished fabric is chosen; the latter fin-

ish consists of slightly stiffening and
calendering the fabric.

The name nainsook is derived from
the Hindoo Nainsukh and was original-
ly defined as a stout India muslin, man-
ufactured in India.

The fabric as manufactured to-day
may be distinguished from fine lawns,
fine grades of batiste and fine cam-
brics from the fact that it has not as
firm construction, or as much body,
and the finished fabric is not as
smooth nor as stiff, but inclines to
softness, principally because it has
not the body to retain the finishing

materials used in finishing the fabric;
consequently it must needs be a
cheaper article than the fabrics above

mentioned. Nainsook, like most cot-
ton fabrics, is made in several grades,
the different grades being affected by
the counts of yarns used, which in

turn influence the ends and picks per
inch in the construction.

ANALYSIS.
Width of warp in reed, 30*^ inches;

width of fabric finished, 28*4 inches;

aBBBaaaHaaaHUBna
aaaaaaaDaDBDanaD
aaaaaaaaDaaaDHDa
aaaaaGBDaaa bdbd
DBaaaaDBDaaaDBDB
BaaaaaaaaDBGaDBD
aaaDaDaDaaaaaaa
agaaaaaaaaaaaDaa
DaaaaaaDDaDDDDaaaaaaaODaaanoaaaaaaDBDndddbdddi
BaaaaaaaDDaaDDO
aBaaaaaaDDDDDBr
BaanaaaannDaanDi
BaDBGaaaDBoaDBDa
Bijaaa janaGaDBDaa
Daaaaanac- aDacaaa
BaaDaaaaaoaDaDaD
BaDaDBDaDaDaDaDB
BaaBaaaDaDBDacaa
GBaaaaaaDaaBDBDB
BaBaaaaaaDaDBDaa
BBGaiBDDaaaaDaDB
BDaaanDDaaDaGDaa
DaaaaaanaDDaaDDD
BaaaaapaDDBanDaD
BanaDBDBDDcaaBag

FifiT. L

DBBBDBaaaB
BaaaBDaaaa
BBDaDDGaaB
BaaaaoBDaa
DBflBDaaaGB
BBaGBGBGBD
BBGBDBGBGB
BGBaaGBGBD
GBBBDGGBGn
BaBGGGBGGa
BBDaDGGOGB
BGaaGGGGBD
GaaaGaapGD
aaaGaGGGDa
BanaGaGaPB
BGaaaGBGin
GaaaGBGBGB
aaaaaaaGaD
BaGaGaGaGB
ZGaaaGBGaa
GaaBGBGBDB
BBBGaGBGaa
aaaaaGGang
aaaaGGaGGO
GaaaGGGGGB
aaanGDGGaa
aaGaGaaGQD
BGaaaDDDDa

Fig. 2.

naDDannnnnnaiinDa
DDGDGaaaDaaGDDCXi
DnaaanaacaaaaDGa:anaacaaa
^-^jaaaaaGGGL.-

oanaaaaaaDDDac
pSaaaGGaaanaai:
pBaGaaaaaauGDC

Figr. 3.

ends per inch in reed, 82, reeded 2 in 1

dent; ends per inch finished, 86; ends
In body, 2,460, plus 40 ends selvage,

equals 2,500, total ends in warp; take-
up during weaving, 5 per cent; welfW
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of fabric, iy2 ounces per yard; warp
yarn, l-50s cotton; filling yarn, l-64s
cotton; 66 picks per inch in loom; 64
picks per inch finished. Fig. 1, de-
sign; Fig. 2, chain draft; Fig. 3, draw-
ing-in draft.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Nainsook, like various other one-

filling fabrics of the character under
discussion, may be woven on any
light, single box, high speed loom.

Plaided nainsook seems to imply
the use of more than one filling, the
plaid, however, is formed by the
weave. See design Fig. 1.

FINISHING.

This fabric is given either what may
be termed an English or a French
finish. By the former finish the fabric,

after it comes from the loom, is boil-

ed off, then bleached, after which it is

softened by immersing in a light solu-
tion of glycerine, or cocoanut oil, and
flour or farina, after which it is dried
by passing over heated cylinders, then
run through a rotary press with very
light pressure. In the French finish,

after the fabric is bleached, it is stif-

fened by immersing in a solution of
size, composed of the following ingre-
dients: flour, wax and gelatine, after
which the fabric is dried, then slightly
sprinkled with water, then run through
the calender, which completes the fin-

ishing process.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

One mill making the above style of
fabric makes its warp and filling yarn
as described below. This mill is in-

cluded in the second division as given
in a previous article. Its equipment
includes both combers and a bale
breaker. The stock used is 1^-inch
good quality Allen seed cotton. The
cotton is put through three processes
of picking and an opener. The opener
is connected with the breaker picker.
This picker is provided with a two-
bladed rigid type of beater, which ro-
tates at 1,500 revolutions per minute.
The weight of the lap at the front of
this beater is 40 pounds or a 16-ounce
lap. These laps are put up at the in-

termediate picker and doubled 4 Into
1. This picker Is also provided with
a two-bladed, rigid beater, the speed
of which is 1,450 revolutions per min-
ute. The total weight of the lap at
the front of this picker is 38 pounds
or a 121/^ -ounce lap. These laps are
put up at the finisher picker and
doubled 4 into 1. It is at this point
that the cut-roving waste is mixed in,

it having first been put through a
roving picker and a picker to form it

into a lap.

THESE ROVING LAPS
are mixed in with the raw stock in
proportion of three laps raw stock to
one lap cut waste. The beater used on
this picker is a two-bladed, rigid type
and its speed is 1,400 revolutions per
minute. This gives the cotton passing
through the picker about 42 beats or
blows per inch. The total weight of
the lap at the front is 36 pounds or a
12^ -ounce lap. The laps are next put
up at the card. This card is provided
with a 26-inch dofCer. The speed of
the licker-in is 350 revolutions per
minute, flats one revolution every 43
minutes. The draft is 100. Cards are
stripped three times a day, ground
twice a month, and the wire fillet used
is No. 34s for the cylinder and 36s for
the doffer and fiats. The weight of
the sliver at the front of the card is

50 grains and the production is 600
pounds per week of 60 hours. This
mill is equipped with 6-head, 8|-inch
lap combers.

THE SLIVER
from the card is doubled 14 into 1 at
the sliver lap machine and the weight
of the lap is 320 grains. These laps
are put up at the ribbon lap and
doubled 6 into 1, the weight per yard
at the front being 275 grains. These
are put up at the comber and doubled
6 into 1, the weight of the lap at the
can being 40 grains per yard. The
speed of the comber is 90 nips per min-
ute and 18 per cent of waste is taken
out. The sliver is then put through
two processes of metallic top roll

drawing frames, the weight of the
sliver at the finisher drawing being 70
grains per yard. The speed of the
front roll is 375 revolutions per min-
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ute. The drawing is then put up at

the slubber and drawn into .55 hank
roving. This is then put through
three processes of fly frames and
made into the following hank roving
at each frame: First intermediate 1.50,

second 4, and jack frame 12 hank. The
bottom steel roll

SETTINGS
are as follows: Front to second, li
inches; Second to back, 1^4 inches.
The front top rolls of the slubber are
varnished. The roving is next taken
up to the ring spinning room and
made into 64s for filling and 50s for
warp. For spinning 50s warp yarn use
a frame having 2% -inch gauge, 1^^-

inch diameter ring, 6-inch traverse,
and put in 31.71 turns or twists per
inch. The spindle speed is 10,000 rev-
olutions per minute. This yarn is then
put through a spooler and a warper
and then a slasher. The filling frame
to spin 64s should have a 2% -inch
gauge, 1^4 -inch diameter ring, 5-inch
traverse, 27 twists per inch and a
spindle speed of 7,700 revolutions per
minute. This yam is taken to the con-
ditioning room and then it is ready to

be woven.

SPOT and STRIPES

Produced by Means of an Extra Warp.

The spot or stripe may be effected

by the weave alone or by means of ex-
tra warp and filling. The latter meth-
od of constructing these fabrics will

be considered. Fabrics of this charac-
ter are made in a variety of qualities

—from an "all cotton" to a very fine

woolen or worsted fabric. The elab-
oration of the spot or stripe is largely

influenced by the material used in the
body of the fabric. The rule with
few exceptions is, the finer the qual-

ity of the material, the more elaborate
is the stripe or spot.

THE SPOT PATTERN.
The spot is effected by floating the

extra warp or filling yarn on the back
of the goods for a given space, then
raising the extra yam to the face of

the fabric for a given number of picks.

The size of the spot depends on the

number of picks or ends which the
extra yarn floats over, which may be
only one, two or more picks or ends.
This, of course, is the simplest form
of the spot pattern.
The simplicity of this method of

construction lends itself readily to

some very neat effects in small spot
patterns; for example, by using dif-

ferent colored yarns for the spot, ar-
ranged in some order, on a ground

Fig. 1.

composed of a 4 x 4 herringbone
Weave, with ground color scheme as
follows: 4 ends green, 4 ends black, 4

ends brown, 4 ends black, with the
same arrangement in the filling. The
spot yarn may be composed of sev-
eral colors, as, for instance, red, white
and yellow.

In making the spot, with extra warp
yarn only, the spot yarn is usually di-

rectly under the lightest ground coloi
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and forms the spot at the junction of

light ground colors, referring to

ground color scheme given above.

The spot yarn comes to the face of

the fabric where green crosses green
for two picks, then floats on back
until the alternate crossing of green.
This form of spot is operated on but
two harnesses. The more elaborate
spot is formed on the same principle

as the small two-pick spot just men-
tioned; the elaboration consists of the
use of more ends. These ends are wo-
ven in in the form of a figure, which
requires the use of from 4 to 12 har-
nesses and more, in order to form the
spot. These large spots are usually
woven on a plain ground weave. The
pattern would be read: 1 end of
ground, 1 end of figure or extra yarn.
The figure could be removed without
affecting the ground weave, by reason
of the fact that the spot is formed en-
tirely by extra yarn. The spots are wo-
ven in the cloth in some order; for
instance, they may be based on any
satin, broken twill, or plain weave or-
der.

Fig. 1 is a sample of spot pattern
formed by extra warp yarn.

RAISED STRIPE PLAID.

These fabrics are much in use as a
dress fabric for children and are made
in all cotton, worsted and cotton, and
all-worsted, with the exception of the
raised stripe, which is usually mer-
cerized cotton or silk.

SS38
S8S5S8

Fig.

The raised stripe is formed by the
use of partially extra yam in both
warp and filling, that is to say, if a
stripe is formed with 12 ends, these 12
ends would be reeded so as to take
the place of only 8 ground ends; for

example, if ground is reeded 2 in 1

dent, the stripe is reeded 3 in 1 dent.

If we use for ground weave I

twill, the raised stripe must be a
weave that is divisible by 3—^the num-

ber of ends in the repeat of ground
weave; in order to produce perfect
stitching, a 6-end Irregular satin

would be required.

In laying out the pattern, or color
arrangement, it should be observed

Top.

1-.6

ri25

68
1,67
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i 4 e 8 111 12 14

Fig.

that the pattern is divisible by 6, and
that the number of ends between the
raised stripes in both warp and filling
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is divisible "by 6, otherwise imperfect

stitching will result when using a ^

twill for ground weave.

These fabrics are made in various

widths; the cotton goods are set usu-
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ally at 38 inches in reed, and finish at
36 inches.

ANALYSIS.

1,000—2 reed; picks 54, with stop
take-up.

36 ends bleach cotton.
4—6 ends blue cotton mercerized.

6 ends bleach.
4—6 ends blue. .

6 ends bleach.
4—

6

ends blue.
30 ends scarlet.
12 ends green, start 12.
4 ends black.
2 ends bleach.

4 g ends scarlet.
2 ends bleach.
4 ends black.

12 ends green, end 12.
30 ends scarlet.

4—6 ends blue.
6 ends bleach.

4—6 ends blue.
6 ends bleach.

4—6 ends blue.

198
14 ends extra yarn for stripe.

184

Fig. 3 required chain draft.

Fig. 4 drawing-in draft.

Ends in warp. Ends in pattern.

708
660
288
396
72

144

bleach
scarlet
green
blue
scarlet
black

64
60
24
36
6
8

2-

2-

2-

2-

2-

2

-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40

cotton.
cotton.
cotton.
mercerized cotton.
mercerized cotton.
mercerized cotton.

2,268 198 ends in 1 pattern.
2,268 total ends in warp.

The pattern shows that we have 198

ends and picks taking up the space

required for 184, or 14 ends and picks

of extra yarn in each pattern require

average picks per inch in fabric: 54

pick wheel—198 in place of 184; 184 :

198 : : 54 : X equals 58 picks.

To calculate filling material re-

quired for 10 yards of cloth:

PATTERN.
64 A
60 B
24 C
36 D
6 E
8 P

198

184
38 Inches In reed.
54 pick wheel.

2,052 -*- by 184 = 11.15 average yards of
yarn of colors in 1 yd.

11.15
10 yds.

111.50
6.58 5% added for waat^.

Xi7.08
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117.08 Weight
64 of each

color.
7,493.12 yds. of color A-- 7.13 ozs.
7,024.80 yds, of color B-- 6.66 ozs.
2,809.92 yds. of color C-- 2.66 ozs.
4,214.88 yds. of color D-- 4.01 ozs.
702.48 yds. of color K-- .70 ozs.
936.64 yds. of color F-- .90 ozs.

22.06 ozs. of filling
for 10 yds.
of cloth.

2-408 mercerized filling == 16,800 yards to
1 pound.

LOOM REQUIRED.
These fabrics require the use of box

looms; a 4 X 1 or 6 X 1, or pick and
pick loom, that is, a 4 x 4 box loom, is

much used. If 6 colors are in the warp
pattern, a 6 x 1 box dobby loom should
be used. In the cheaper grade of plaids

cotton fabrics are usually given a dry
finish—simply run through a rotary
press with slightly heated cylinders,
and slightly steamed before passing
over the cylinder of the press^after
which they are made up into small
rolls, then shipped.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The mills making the yarn for these
fabrics will be found in either the
first or second division of mills, as
given in a previous article.

The yarns of which this class of
goods is made vary a great deal, some
of the finer ones being combed. For
this article we will consider the warj>

Stop Peg Check.

a 6"Color warp pattern is sometimes
filled with only 4 colors; this neces-
sitates that one filling color covers
two warp colors. A little discretion
along this line will enable the manr
ufacturer to use a 4 x 1 box loom
where a 6 x 1 should be used. This,
however, is only practiced in the
cheaper grade of fabrics.

FINISHING.

These fabrics, if made with worsted
are given a light scouring, then press-
ed. In the large spot patterns the
extra yarn that floats on the back,
when not forming the spot, is cut off
by means of a shearing machine, Tlie

and filling to be carded 2-40s yarn
made from a \ 3-16-inch staple peeler
cotton of a good grade. The raw stock
is mixed by hand, although, if done
by a bale breaker, it is better, as has
been before stated; especially is this

true in rainy or muggy weather. The
mixings should be as large as possible
and the hands mixing the cotton
should break the bale into as small
parts as possible.

IN HAND MIXING

several bales should be opened at
once, and the cotton from each mixed
together. At this point the sliver
w^ste is mixed in with the raw stock.
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This should be thoroughly spread over
the entire mixing. The cotton is put
through an opener and three proc-
esses of picking. Always keep hopper
of opener more than half filled with
cotton, so as to obtain as even a feed
as possible.

After passing through the opener
the cotton is fed on to an endless lat-

tice, which carries it to the feed rolls

of the breaker picker. These con-
dense the cotton and present it to the
action of the beater. This beater is

generally the two-bladed rigid type
of beater and its speed is 1,550 revolu-
tions per minute. Look at the

GRID BARS
to see that they are properly spread
and the dirt is going through them
and not being drawn into the cotton
again after being knocked out by the
beater. Do not allow the dirt to col-
lect under picker, especially under the
grid bars, as it is liable to be drawn
into the cleaned cotton by the draft.

The total weight of lap at the front of
the breaker is 40 pounds or a 16l^-

ounce lap. These laps are put up at
the intermediate picker and doubled 4

into 1. This picker is also generally
provided with a two-bladed rigid type
of beater, whose speed is 1,500 revolu-
tions per minute. The total weight
of the lap at the front of this picker
is 38 pounds, or a 12i^-ounce lap.

These laps are put up at the finisher
picker and doubled 4 into 1. It is at

this point that the

CUT-ROVING WASTE
is mixed in. If the mill contains a
cut-roving waste picker the propor-
tion of_ mixing is as follows : Three
laps raw stock to one lap cut roving.
If, however, there is no such machine,
the two center laps are taken out and
the cut roving spread evenly over the
surface of the last lap. This will, of
course, bring the waste between two
laps of raw stock. The beater of this

machine is a rigid, two-bladed beater
and makes 1,450 revolutions per min-
ute, which gives the cotton passing
through the machine 41 1/^ beats per
minute. The total weight of this lap
at the front is 36i^ pounds or a 12-

ounce lap. The variation allowed for

this kind of work is one-half pound
either side of standard. Laps weigh-
ing over or under , this variation are
put back to be run over again. These
laps are put up

AT THE CARD.

This card should have a draft of not
less than 100. The end is set for me-
dium work and uses the medium count
of wire fillet for wiring doffer flats

and cylinders. Set the doffer (which
should be as large as possible) from
the cylinder with a 7-1,000-inch gauge.
The flats of the cards should make
one complete revolution every 45 min-
utes. The cards should be cleaned
thoroughly twice a day and the front

wiped off many times more, to keep
fly from falling back into good work.
Strips should be collected at regular
intervals which should not be so long
apart as to allow the fly to accumulate
so that it is liable to fall over on the

doffer or be drawn up into the flats.

This it cannot do if cards are equipped
with a waste roll. The sliver at the
front should weigh 60 grains per yard
and the production should be about 750

pounds for a week of 60 hours. Strip

cards three times a day (twice in

morning and once in afternoon) and
grind all over once every three weeks.

DRAWING.
The cotton is next put through

three processes of drawing frames.

These frames may be equipped with
leather top rolls Or metallic top rolls.

If the former, be sure to see that the
rolls are well covered and in perfect

condition and well varnished. The
frames should at least receive a set

of front top rolls every week. The
speed of the front roll should be about
350 revolutions per minute. The frames
may be equipped with metallic rolls

to good advantage * and, if they are,

care should be taken to keep the flutes

free from dirt of all kinds. The weight
of the drawing sliver at the front of

the finisher drawing frame should be
75 grains per yard. The cans of sliv-

er are put up to the slubber and
spun into .50 hank roving. Varnish
the front loose top rolls of the slubber.

The other sets of top rolls may also

b^ varnished, but they are not so im-
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portant. Keep rolls properly covered,
oiled and weighted. Look out to see
that no cut work is being made. After
passing through the slubber the cot-

ton is put through three processes of

FLY FRAMES

and made into the following hank rov-
ing: At each first intermediate, 1.50;

second intermediate or roving frame,
4, and jack frame 8 hank. Be careful

to see that proper twist is being put in,

just enough so that the roving will not
break back at the succeeding process.
The method of finding the standard for

twist has been given in a previous ar-

tide. Another point is to see that
the tension is right, because, if it is

too much, the roving will be apt to be
strained, while, if too slack, a soft

bobbin will be made. Keep top leath-
er rolls in good condition, as well as
spindles well oiled for good roving.
After having passed the fiy frames
the roving is taken to the

RING SPINNING FRAME

and spun into 40s yarn. If spun on a
warp frame, use a frame having a 1%-
inch diameter ring, G^^-inch trav-

erse, twist per inch of 28.46, and spin-
dle speed of 10,000 revolutions per
minute. If spun on a filling frame
use a frame having a 1^/4 -inch diam-
eter ring, 51/^ -inch traverse, twist of
23.72 and spindle speed of 8,800 revo-
lutions per minute. The yarn is next
twisted into 2 ply at the twister and
then the warp yarn is run on a chain
warper; from here it is taken and
dyed, after which it has to be warped
again on a beam.

Dyeing Particulars.

Following are the dyeing particulars
on cotton yarn and mercerized yarn:

SCARLET.
Four per cent direct scarlet A.; 30

per cent common salt.

MAROON.
Three and one-half per cent direct

maroon B.; 30 per cent common salt.

PINK.

Three-quarters per cent direct pink

7 B.; 20 per cent salt.

YELLOW.
Three per cent chromine G.; 30 per

cent salt.

GREEN.

One and one-half per cent naphta-
mine green 4 B.; 25 per cent salt.

NAVY BLUE.
Four per cent naphtamine blue 2 B.;

30 per cent salt.

LIGHT BROWN.
One-half per cent naphtamine brown

N cone; V2 per cent naphtamine yel-

low N N cone; 20 per cent salt.

SKY BLUE.

One per cent diamine sky blue F F.

;

30 per cent Glauber's salt.

ORANGE.
One per cent naphtamine orange O.;

30 per cent Glauber's salt.

LIGHT OLIVE.

Three-quarters per cent direct olive

R.; % per cent naphtamine yellow N
N cone; 30 per cent Glauber's salt.

BROWN.
One per cent naphtamine brown 6

B.; 2 per cent naphtamine yellow N
N.; 30 per cent salt.

SLATE.
One and one-half per cent naphta-

mine black N.; 20 per cent salt.

BOTTLE GREEN.
Five per cent naphtamine black 2

G.; 1 per cent naphtamine yellow N
N.; 30 per cent salt.

BLACK.
Five per cent naphtamine black D.;

30 per cent salt.

HELIOTROPE.
One-quarter per cent heliotrope B

B.; 20 per cent Glauber's salt.

ECRU.
One ounce naphtamine brown N.; 2

ounces naphtamine yellow N N.; 20
per cent salt.
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TARTANS
Tartans, also termed tartan plaids,

or Scotch plaids, are highly colored
fabrics, the distinguishing effect being
large plaid or check effects formed by
two or more colors of warp and filling,

more particularly containing such
prominent colors as red, yellow, blue,

orange, green, purple, primary and
secondary colors and other showy col-

ors, to a greater or less degree. Pure
blacks and whites are also used.

THE MATERIALS
used are yarn dyed. The weaves
used are usually the plain, ?

—

- twill

? basket, I twill, ? basket,

and rearrangements of or combina-
tions of these weaves, which distri-

bute the warp and filling in equal pro-
portions on both sides while retaining
a firm structure of cloth.

The Mayo or Campbell weave. Fig.

1, and the 6-end twill and 6 -end bas-

amBDDHBB DanDBBDB
BD09DDHI BaBDBDBa
DBnaSSSc

DBaBDDBI
BDBDBaBa

DBBBGDBC DDBBaBDB
DDBSBDDI BnflDBDBD
BBDaBnDB BBGBDBDD
BBBGDBDD BaBDBDBD

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

ket are used for the finer grades of

goods.
Tartans, although sometimes made

with cotton yarns, are more extensive-
ly made with worsted. They are also

made with other fibres.

References to tartans being used for

wearing apparel are found in litera-

ture, dating back to the 15th century.
At the present time tartans are used,

as of old, for ladies' dress goods, and
also for a certain type of garment for

men, well known where Scotchmen
have found their way.
The w^ord tartan is of doubtful ori-

gin, some historians claiming one and
some another. For several hundred
years it has been connected with
cloths made and worn principally by
people in the Scottish highlands.
The Highlanders were formerly di-

vided into sections, or clans, each of

which had its own special tartan, the
latter varying in the arrangement of

colors, or of the colors themselves, or
of both, from those used by the other
clans.

The Scottish clans and their tartans
have been ably and extensively dealt
with in literature, books having been
published on the subject, to which the
reader is referred for more detailed in-

formation. In some of these publica-
tions the illustrations show the princi-
pal tartans in their several colors.

A collection of tartans of good qual-
ity is one of the best aids in studying
the pure color combinations that can
be obtained.

It is said that the tartan, no matter
of what colors or arrangement of col-
ors the plaid may be composed, signi-
fies the brotherhood of the various
Scottish clans.

THE SIMPLEST FORM
of tartan is in two colors, arranged so
many ends in one color and an equal
number of ends of another color in the
w^arp, the arrangement of filling be-
ing similar to the warp, making blocks
of equal size.

The combinations of colors, or ar-
rangements of yarns, may vary as de-
sired.

From this base an infinite variety
of variations can be made; 4, 5 and 6-

color tartans are commonly made.
In a tartan made in six colors, red,

yellow, blue, green, black and white,
with the exception of the yellow and
white ends, which work ! , the

weave is as shown in Fig. 2.

A tartan with a prominent weave
effect, as in this instance, is something
unusual. The idea here seems to have
been to get a stripe effect.

To produce said tartan, 16 harnesses
would be required, 8 for tne ground,
6 for the warp float and 2 for the

selvages. The sections working I

work in 8-end sateen order; the larg-
est contains 6 ends, therefore 6 har- '

nesses only are required.
Being a fabric characterized by col-

or effect, tartans are made to vary in

quality, width, weight, and finish to a
considerable degree, according to re-
quirements. In cotton goods they are
usually developed in medium counts
or yarn, from say 20s to 40s.
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One requisite for weaving tartan fab-

rics is a loom with two or more shut-
tle boxes at one end. For almost all

of the patterns a single box will an-
swer at the other end.

The harness motion of the loom will

differ according to the weave requir-
ed. For a plain weave tartan, an or-

dinary 2-cam gingham loom will an-
swer; in fact, about the only differ-

ence between a tartan and a gingham
is that the colors of the former are
brighter than those of the latter, and
yarns of only one count are generally
used, one warp only being required,
whereas in a gingham it is quite com-
mon to have yarns of varying counts
in both warp and filling.

A tartan plaid is also larger, as a
rule, than a gingham check.

A cam box loom would also sufiice

for weaving 4-harness twill and de-
rivative weaves, although it might be
preferable in the case of the latter to

use a dobby loom on account of the
cross drawing in that would be neces-
sary.

For fancy weave tartans, which are
in the minority, a box loom with a dob-
by head is required.

LONG CLOTH
Long cloth is a fine cotton fabric

of superior quality, made with a fine

grade of cotton yarn of a medium
twist. Originally, the fabric was man-
ufactured in England and subsequent-
ly imitated in the United States.
The fabric is used exclusively for

lingerie and long dresses for infants,

from which it has apparently derived
its name.
Long cloth to some extent resembles

such fabrics as batiste, fine grades of
muslin, India linen and cambrics. It

is distinguished from these fabrics by
the closeness of its weave and when
finished, the fabric possesses a whiter
appearance, due to the closeness of

the weave and the soft twist yarn. The
fabric, while possessing fair weaving
qualities, is, however, not used as a
dress fabric, chiefly because of its fin-

ished appearance, which is similar
in all respects to fabrics we have

been accustomed to see that are used
solely for lingerie, night gowns, etc.

Long cloth, like the fabrics enu-
merated above, is made in a variety of
grades or qualities. It is a very com-
mon thing in textile manufacturing to
vary the grade of a fabric; not sim
ply because the manufacturer loves to
do so, but because of necessity, com-
petition, etc.

THE SOLE PURPOSE
of the manufacturer is to produce a
fabric that will sell and in order for
a fabric to sell, it must be attractive
and reasonable in price; the price
which a manufacturer can command
determines precisely how he must con-
struct any fabric which he may offer
to the consumer; if he finds, for in-

stance, that long cloth is more sal-

able at 12y2 cents a yard than at 15
cents, it follows that he must make it

at the former price. In order to make
it profitable at 12 1^ cents per yard he
must either use a cheaper grade of
yarn or make a slightly lighter fab-
ric, by using a fine count of yam,
which will produce more yards of
cloth per pound of yarn; thus are
brought about the various grades and
qualities of fabrics.

The public is sometimes badly mis-
taken when it imagines Jt buys pre-
cisely the same fabric at 12^^ cents
which some other concern is offering
at 15 cents per yard.
Following is an

ANALYSIS OF A FABRIC
which sells at 15 cents per yard.
Width of warp in reed, including sel-

vages, 371^ inches. Width of fabric fin-

ished, 36 inches; ends per inch fin-

ished, 100; ends per inch in reed, 96;
ends in warp without selvages, 3,600;
ends in selvages, 40; total ends in
warp, 3,640.

Take-up of warp in weaving 8 per
cent; weight of finished fabric 2.5

ounces; warp all l-50s cotton; filling

all l-60s cotton.
Picks per inch finished, 88.

Picks per inch in loom, 90.

LOOM REQUIRED.
A factor of supreme importance in

the production of light cotton fabrics
is the loom facilities available; such
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fabrics as long cloth and fabrics close-
ly allied in character are woven most
profitably on high-speed looms, or an
automatic loom.
Long cloth is but a plain woven fab-
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GBaaDiD
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ric (Fig. 1 design; Fig. 2 drawing-in
draft) and is usually woven with eight
harnesses, owing to the number of

ends per inch, which would overcrowd
the heddtes and cause the yarn to

chafe and break if less harnesses were
used. The yarn is sized before the
warp is beamed. The sizing is merely
to strengthen the yarn. For light siz-

ing it is not necessary to use anything
but wheat flour, farina, or sago and a
small quantity of softening material,
usually tallow or wax.

FINISHING.

After the fabric is woven it is sent
to the bleaching house. The first

process is to boil it, then it is bleach-
ed. After the bleaching process the
fabric is subjected to a very light siz-

ing. The most prominent of the siz-

ing ingredients is the softening mate-
rial used, which may be glycerine,
parafl&ne, cocoa oil, olive oil or bees'
or Japan wax.
After the fabric is sized it is run

through a rotary press, the cylinders
of which are only slightly heated, with
equally as little pressure on the fabric.

The cloth is then folded, after which it

is ready for the market.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yams for this fabric are made
in the second division of mills, as giv-
en in a previous article. Long cloth is

also sometimes made in the better
equipped mills of the first division.

The raw stock used is generally Allen
or peeler cotton, the average length

of staple of which does not exceed
11/4 inches in length. In some grades
of long cloth the filling yarn is comb-
ed, but as it is the more general cus-
tom to use a carded yarn, we will

work on this basis. Make the mixings
as large as possible. After being mix-
ed the cotton is put through three
processes of picking and an opener.
Keep the opener hopper

WELL FILLED,

so that the pin beater will always
have to strike some of it back. A well-
filled spiked lifting apron means an
even amount of cotton being fed to

the breaker picker and therefore a
more even breaker lap. For this class
of cotton a three-bladed, rigid type of

beater is best. The speed of this beat-
er should be about 1,050 revolutions
per minute, as this class of cotton is

generally very dirty and requires an
extra amount of beating in the break-
er and intermediate pickers so as to
get a good, clean lap. The weight of
lap at the front of the breaker picker
should be 40 1/^ pounds. These laps are
put up and doubled 4 into 1 at the
Intermediate picker. The beater used
on this picker, to get good results,

should be a two-bladed, rigid type, the
speed of which should be 1,500 revolu-
tions per minute. The weight of the
lap at the front should be 38 pounds
or a 12-ounce lap. These laps are put
up at the intermediate picker and
doubled 4 into 1. It is at this picker
that the

CUT-ROVING WASTE
is mixed in in the proportion of three
laps raw stock to one lap roving
waste. If the mills are not provided
with a roving picker, the third lap is

taken out and the roving fed on top
of the sheet that comes from the
fourth lap. Do not use too much
waste, because it tends to make split

laps which cause trouble in licking and
making single at the card. The beater
of the finisher picker is generally a
two-bladed, rigid type, the speed of
which should be about 1,500 revolu-
tions per minute. The total weight of
the lap at the front should be 36
pounds or a 13-ounce lap. A variation
of one-half pound, either standard, is
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allowed for this work. The cotton
passing through the finisher picker re-

ceives 42 beats or blows per inch. Put
these laps up

AT THE CARD
which should have wire fillet for spin-
ning medium counts of yarn. The
draft of this machine should not ex-
ceed 115. The speed of the licker-in

is 375 revolutions per minute and the
(flats make one complete revolution
every 50 minutes. The percentage of

waste and fiy taken out is about 3.75

to 4. Use medium settings and be
sure that the feed plate is not set too
close so as to break the staple. The
cards should be stripped as follows:
Three times for cylinders and four
for doffers per day. Grind cards all

over at least once every three weeks,
lightly, and set after having ground.
The weight of the sliver at the front
should be 60 grains per yard. The
production on this class of goods
should be 700 to 750 pounds per week
of 60 hours. This sliver is put through
three processes of drawing frames
which may be either equipped with
metallic or leather-covered top rolls.

If leather top rolls are used a good re-
ceipt for

VARNISH,
which differs from those already giv-
en, follows: 8 ounces best flake glue,

8 ounces ground or flake gelatine, 3

pints acetic acid, 1 pound burnt or raw
sienna, 1 ounce oil of origanum. In
many mills trouble is often found with
the laps of the leather rolls breaking
or splitting apart when varnish is flrst

put on. If the laps are painted with
formaldehyde, using a fine brush for
the purpose, it will be found to over-
come this trouble. This not only ap-
plies to drawing frame top leather
rolls but to all leather rolls that have
to be varnished.

ANOTHER POINT
to look out for is when sending rolls
away to be covered, all waste should
be removed from the bearings, for, if

this is not done, a rust spot will be
on them when they are returned from
the roll coverer. On the drawing
frame on this class of work it will be
found advantageous to use metallic

top rolls. If used, keep the flutes

clean and smooth. The speed of the
front roll should be 375 revolutions
per minute on all processes. The
doublings are 6 into 1 and the weight
of sliver at the front is 70 grains per
yard. Size the drawing frames at
least three times a day. The sliver is

next put up at the slubber and made
into .55 hank roving. From here it is

put through three processes of fly

frames and made into 11.50 hank rov-
ing at the jack frames. The hank rov-
ing at the different processes is as fol-

lows: First, 1.50; second, 4 and fine,

11.50. From here it is taken to the
ring spinning room and spun into 50s
yarn on a warp frame having a 2%-
inch gauge, 1^-inch diameter ring, 6-

inch traverse, 31.81 twist per inch and
a spindle speed of 10,000 revolutions
per minute. From here it is spooled
and warped and the required number
of beams put up at the slasher to give
suflBcient end for the warp at the
front. A good slasher size is as fol-

lows: Water, 100 gallons; potato
starch, 65 pounds; tallow, 6 pounds;
Yorkshire gum, three pounds; soap
(white) two pounds. Boil If hours.
For the filling yarn the roving is

spun into 60s on. a frame having 2%-
inch gauge, 1% diameter ring, 5-inch
traverse, 27 twist per inch and spin-
dle speed of 8,000 revolutions per min-
ute. This yarn should be conditioned

BUCKRAM
Buckram may be described as a

coarse, glue-sized fabric made with
cotton, linen, hemp or cotton and hair,
the name in most cases being acquired
by the finish which the fabric receives
after it is woven. Some qualities of

buckram are but plain woven cotton
fabrics.

Buckram is used principally for
stiffening garments, being much in de-
mand by tailors, who use the fabric
for stiffening and to give shape or
form to a garment. The fabric is in-
serted between the lining and the sur-
face cloth of the garment in particular
parts, such as the lapel, cuff or wher-
ever the shape of the garment is es-
sential to its appearance. Buckram is
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manufactured in several kinds; the
fabric used for men's wear is usually
made with linen, hemp or hair and
cotton; the latter combination, name-
ly, hair and cotton, is supposed to be
the best, in so far that when bent or
twisted it will spring back to its origi-

nal position; this feature cannot be at-

tributed to hemp or linen. The hair
and cotton buckram is a loosely wo-
ven fabric, the hair figuring as warp,
and the cotton as filling. It is usually
woven in plain twills or herring-
bone weave. The filling is usually two
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picks in one shed. (See Fig. 1, design.)

Buckram also figures largely in the
millinery trade, where it is made up
into hats. These hats are covered with
chenille, plumes, flowers or whatever
finery may be desired.
The buckram used for this purpose

is a plain woven cotton fabric heavily
sized, increasing its weight from 50
to 100 per cent. The odd feature of
millinery buckram is that two sep-
arate fabrics are made into one during
the finishing process by means of glu-
ing or sizing them together; these
two fabrics are of different texture.
The top or face fabric closely resem-
bles a fine cotton voile, while the back
or bottom fabric might be termed a
coarse tarlatan.

Millinery buckram is a piece-dyed
fabric, usually in somber colors, such
as dark red, garnet, dark green and

black. In the hair and cotton fabric,

which is principally used for men's
wear, the cotton is dyed before it is

woven.

COTTON BUCKIIAM ANALYSIS.

Face or top fabric: Width of warp
in reed, 38 inches; width of fabric fin-

ished, 36 inches; ends per inch fin-

ished, 40; ends per inch in reed, 38;

ends in warp, 1,440; 19 x 2 reed; take-
up of warp during weaving, 8 per cent;
warp, l-22s cotton; filling, l-26s cot-

ton; 34 picks per inch; weight from
loom, 2.22 ounces.
Back or bottom fabric: Width of

warp in reed, 41 inches; width of fab-

ric finished, 36 inches; ends per inch
finished, 16; ends per inch in reed, 14;

ends in warp, 576; ends selvage, 24;

total ends in warp, 600; 14 x 1 reed;
take-up of warp during weaving, 5 per
cent; warp, l-12s cotton; filling, 1-lOs

cotton; 12 picks per inch; weight of

fabric from loom, 1.86 ounces.
Weight of two fabrics after finish-

ing, as one, 6.38 ounces; nearly 60 per
cent added by sizing materials.

LOOM REQUIRED.

These fabrics may be woven on any
light-built loom, the speed of which
should be from 150 to 170 picks per
minute. The warp for face fabrics is

usually drawn on eight harnesses; the
back fabric may be drawn in on four

harnesses in the order of: 1, 3, 2, 4.

The chain, if a dobby loom is used,

must be built accordingly. (Fig. 2.)

Chain required: 2 repeats.

FINISHING.
These fabrics, as previously men-

tioned, depend a great deal on the
finishing which they receive. The
men's wear buckram requires less siz-

ing by reason of the strenuous ordeal

to which it is subjected in the fulfill-

ment of its purposes, and also because
the warp, which is composed of hair,

is in itself quite stiff.

Millinery buckram requires more at-

tention. After the fabrics are woven,
they are dyed; the finisher then must
observe that the fabrics finish the
same width, so that when sized or

glued together one fabric will not ex-

tend beyond the other. To insure that
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the fabrics lie evenly, they are stitch-

ed at the selvages by means of a sew-
ing machine.
The fabrics are then subjected to

the sizing process, with the back cloth

to the roller, which revolves in the
size; this allows the size to penetrate
more readily, as the meshes of the

back cloth are larger than the meshes
of face fabric; the fabric is usually

subjected two or three times in suc-

cession before it is finally dried.

The ingredients used in sizing are
glue, flour and China clay. These in-

gredients are used in various propor-
tions, the following being an example:
40 parts glue, 20 parts clay, 40 parts
flour.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns which make up buckram
vary according to the quality of fab-

ric, but, generally speaking, the yarns
are what are called coarse. The yarns
of this class of goods would be made
in mills of the first division as given
in a previous lesson. In coarse yarns
quantity is the end sought for rather
than quality. Of course, this does not
mean that everything is dropped for

quantity, but that as great a produc-
tion as possible is made at each ma-
chine and still get the desired quality

for the class of goods being made. In

fact, the machines are set to produce
this result. For this article we will

consider the buckram to be what is

called "cotton buckram" and made up
of all-cotton yarn. Other kinds of

buckram are made which have only
one or both filling and warp back
yarns of cotton fibre. The latter are
made up of very coarse counts of
yams, generally about 1-lOs. Cotton
buckram is made up of finer yarns,
and for this article we will consider
the count to be l-22s for the warp and
l-26s for the filling yarns. Both these
yarns are made up of the same staple
cotton, generally a low grade of Amer-
ican cotton being used of about three-
quarters-inch staple.

MIXINGS.
Waste is sometimes mixed with the

raw stock, but we will consider that
only good sliver waste is to be mixed

with the raw stock. Large mixings are
made by hand, generally enough to

last a week or longer if the mixing bin

is large enough. Mixing is done in

the same manner as in the case of

finer grades of cotton, making as uni-

form a mixing as possible, so that all

the bales of cotton used will be dis-

tributed throughout the mixing. For
this class of goods an opener and
three processes of picking are used.
The speed of the breaker picker,
which generally has three blades and
is of a rigid type, is 1,550 revolutions
per minute. The total weight of the
lap at the front is 40 pounds or a 16-

ounce lap. These laps are doubled four
into one at the intermediate picker
This picker is provided with a two-
bladed, rigid type of beater, the speed
of which is 1,550 revolutions per min-
ute. The total weight of the lap at the
front is 39 pounds or a 14-ounce lap.

The laps from the intermediate picker
are put up at the finisher picker and
doubled four into one. This picker is

also provided with a two-bladed beat-
er of a rigid type, the speed of which
is 1,500 revolutions per minute. Great
care should be taken to see that the
cotton mixing is free from all foreign
substances, for, if the beaters should
strike any hard substances while go-
ing at this rate of speed, a spark is

sure to be struck, which may cause
considerable damage. The total weight
of the laps at the finisher picker is 38
pounds, or a 14-ounce lap. A variation
of 10 ounces either side of the stand
ard weight is allowed for this class of
goods; all laps varying more than this
are run through the finisher picker
again.

THE CARD.

The laps are put up at the card,
which is covered with a coarse wire
fillet on doffer, flats and cylinder, the
wire on the cylinder being gauged
coarser than that used for the doffer
and top flats. The draft of the card
should not exceed 85 and the speed of
the flats should be one complete revo-
lution in 60 minutes on a 110 top flat

card. The cards should be stripped
four times a day and ground once a
month. For this class of work look
out for the doffer comb to see that it
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is set right and is making the correct
number of vibrations to clean the dof-

fer. The production of the card is 900
pounds or even 975 pounds for a week
of 60 hours with a 70-grain sliver. The
sliver is put through two processes of

drawing frames.

THE DRAWING FRAMES
for this class of work are generally,
although not always, equipped with
metallic top rolls. Keep the flutes

cleaned and the rolls well oiled. If

leather top rolls are used, keep them
well varnished, using a little heavier
varnish than the recipe given in the
article on long cloth. The weight of

the sliver at the finisher drawing is

75 grains per yard. The doublings at

the drawings are 8 into 1. This sliver

is put through the slubber and made
into .40 hank roving. This is then put
through two processes of fly frames.
At the flrst it is made into 1.00 hank
roving and at the second 2.50 hank.
Look out to see that the full bobbins
are properly shaped and that the
frames are changing right, so that the
roving will not run over or under, as
this will make a great deal of un
necessary waste. The roving is taken
to the

RING SPINNING ROOM
and spun into 22s warp yarn on a
frame with a 2|-inch traverse, 2 -inch
diameter ring, 7-inch traverse, 22.28

twist per inch and spindle speed of

9,500 revolutions per minute. This
yarn is spooled and warped and these
beams put up behind a slasher and
sized and run on a beam at the front,

on which the required number of ends
are run. The filling yarn is spun in-

to 26s on a frame having 2|-inch
gauge, If-inch diameter ring, 6-inch
traverse, 17.84 twist per inch (3.25 x
square root of count) and a spindle
speed of 8,000 revolutions per minute.

Dyeing Particulars.

The goods are piece dyed on the
jigs or padding machines with one-dip
colors.

BLACK.
5 per cent oxydiamine black AK.

;

30 per cent Glauber's salt; 3 per cent
sal soda.

Navy blues are also dyed in the
same manner. The goods are very
heavily starched with dextrine or an-
imal glues of various kinds. The goods
are run through a starch mangle, or
starched by hand in a tub, and dried
on a tenter frame. The starching
process is repeated until a suflScient

stiffness is obtained.
STARCH SOLUTION.

1 gallon water, 10 ounces dextrine,
mixed cold and boiled for one hour.
The addition of a little color, to color
the starch, is sometimes required.

INDIGO PRINTS
Indigo print cloth is one of the

standard types of cotton fabrics that
are run with more or less success all

the time, no matter what the trend of

fashion or style may be.

An indigo print is distinguished
from a regular print by having a print-

ed figure, of any desirable type or de-
sign, on a solid indigo blue ground, the
latter varying in depth of shade, ac-
cording to requirements, whereas the
ground of an ordinary print cloth pat-

tern is white or a light color.

An indigo print pattern is obtained
by one of

THREE METHODS:
indigo blotch printing, indigo dis'

charge printing or indigo resist print-

ing.

The basis of an indigo print may be
any of the many types of plain cot-

ton fabrics, according to weight and
fineness desired, although what is

known as a standard print cloth is

generally used.

A "STANDARD PRINT"
is supposed to be constructed as fol-

lows: 28s warp, 36s filling, 28 inches
wide, 64 ends and 64 picks per inch, 7

yards per pound.
28 inches x 64 ends per inch equals

1,792 ends in the warp, not allowing
extras for selvages.
As a matter of fact, a great many so-

called standard prints made in Fall

River, the center of the print cloth in-

dustry, contain only 1,720 ends in the
warp and 62 picks per inch in the fill-

ing.
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In New Bedford print cloths

are made from yarns two num-
bers finer than the above, being
made of 30s warp and 38s filling.

There are 1,790 ends in the warp and
62 or 63 picks per inch in the filling.

Another print cloth made in Fall

River is 28 inches wide and contains
28s warp, 32s filling, 64 x 64 (shy).

The weight is 6.44 yards per pound.
Although 28 inches is the usual

width of these goods, they are also

made in .

OTHER WIDTHS,
generally wider. A certain wide Fall

River print is constructed as follows:

34s warp, 36s filling, 46 inches wide,
56 ends and 52 picks per inch, 5.4

yards per pound.
On account of the large number of

standard print fabrics used, by far the
largest quantity of any type of cot-

ton fabric made, many mills are run
on these goods entirely.

THE LOOM REQUIRED
for weaving print cloths is of the or-

dinary plain 2 -harness cam type.
From a general consideration of the
subject it would appear that the au-
tomatic looms would be the most eco-
nomical to use.

With a plain loom the drawing-in
and reeding plans are similar to those
previously explained when considering
other plain weave goods—skip shaft,

draw on two twine harnesses, which is

equal to 4 wire heddle harnesses, reed
2 ends per dent; selvage end, double.

In consequence of the colors or de-
sign of a print cloth being the princi-
pal salable features of the cloth, and
those that appear to the eye the most
readily, more attention is paid to

quantity than quality when weaving
them, the idea being that the printing
and finishing processes will obliterate,

or at least reduce, any cloth structural
defects that may be made in the loom.
Cloth defects are allowed to pass for
prints that would not be allowed, only
as second quality goods, to be finished
by any of the other cotton finishing
processes.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The mills which make yam used for
print cloth comprise the larger per-

centage of all the mills and would be-
long to the first division of mills, as
given in a previous article. While thb
equipment of machinery is about the
same in all mills making yarns for

print cloth, still they differ in a great
many cases as to the number of proc-
esses used. For example, one mili
uses two processes of drawing and an
extra process of fly frames; another
may use a railway head and cut out
one process of drawing, some mills
using this machine before the drawing
frame and some after. Some mills
may only use two processes of pickers
and an opener, whereas other mills
use three processes.

ANOTHER FEATURE
about mills making print cloth yarns
is that there is very little if any
changing, according to the usual cus-
tom; as one overseer puts it, one set
of gears is nailed on when the ma-
chine is started and left on until

worn out, when another set of the
same number of teeth is substituted
for the old ones. In this article it will

be the general machines and number
of processes which will be given, for

carding and spinning the standard
print yarns, 28s warp and 36s filling.

First comes the mixing, which may be
done either by hand or by machine
(bale breaker). The usual methods
that have been explained in previous
articles may be followed. Next the
sliver waste from the different proc-
esses up to the slubber is mixed in at
the bins or is sometimes placed in the
hopper of the feeder and fed to it a lit-

tle at a time along with the raw stock.

PICKERS.
After passing the opener the cotton

is put through three processes of pick-
ers, the beaters used on all three be-
ing generally the two-bladed, rigid
type. The speed of these beaters at
the different processes is as follows:
Breaker, 1,500 revolutions per minute;
intermediate and finishers, 1,450 revo-
lutions per minute. The beats per inch
at the finisher picker should be 40 to

43 for this staple cotton. The total
weight of the laps is as follows:
Breaker, 40 pounds or a 16-ounce lap;
intermediate, 38 pounds or a 10 -ounce
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lap; finisher, 39 pounds or a 14%-
ounce lap.

A variation fron^ tlie total staiidpii
weight of the lap of half a poii -U

either side is allowed. All laps weiob-
ing more or less are i-jn through the
finisher picker again. The doublings
at the last two processes are 4 into 1.

Mix cut-roving a ..ste at finisher proc-
ess.

THE CARDS
are set for coarse work, and while
there are still many of the old-style
American cards in use, for this ar-

ticle the newer card or the English
card is much used, particulars of

which will be given. The sp«ed of the
cylinder is 160 to 165 revolutions per
minute; the licker-in, 350 revolutions
per minute. The feed plate should be
set to the licker-in one-eighth inch
longer than the staple of the cotton,
i. e., from bite of feed roll to licker-in

teeth, and the feed plate should have
a fairly pointed nose. The licker-in
should be set with a 10-l,000ths inch
gauge from cylinder wire. The back
side of cylinder screen should be set
l-32d of an inch away from cylinder
wire, directly underneath (in center),
with a 28-l,000ths inch gauge and at
the front one-quarter inch away from
cylinder wire. The doffer should be
set to the cylinder loose to a 5-l,000ths
inch gauge ; the doffer comb set with a
12-l,000ths inch gauge from doffer
wire; the top flats to cylinder wire
with a 10-l,000ths inch gauge and the
back and front knife plates should be
set the same as for leno cotton fabrics.
The top flats make one complete rev-
olution every 45 minutes. Strip three
times a day and grind as before stat-
ed. The production for a week of
60 hours is 750 to 850 pounds. The
weight of the sliver is 65 grains per
yard. This sliver is next put through
three processes of

DRAWING FRAMES,
the speed of the front roll being 400
revolutions per minute. Use either
metallic or leather- covered top rolls.

The advantages of both kinds have
been given previously. The weight
per yard of the drawing is 70 grains.
The doublings at each process are 6

into 1. At the slubber the drawing

sliver is made into .55 hank roving.

The top rolls for this staple of cotton
are not generally varnished. The slub-

ber roving is next put through two
processes of fly frames. At the dif-

ferent processes the hank roving is as
follows: First, 2 hank; and second 7

hank for the warp yarn. The different

processes upto the last fly frame for

making 36s filling yarn are the same.
Here the roving is spun into 8.50 hank.
The yarn is then taken to

THE SPINNING ROOM
and made into 28s warp yarn on a
frame with a 6i/^-inch traverse, 2i-
inch gauge, If-inch diameter ring, 25.

13 twist per inch, and 9,700 revolu-
tions per minute of spindle. This yarn
is spooled and warped and then put
through a slasher. A

GOOD SLASHER MIXING
to use, if prints are to be woven on a
common loom, is as follows: Water,
100 gallons; cornstarch, 50 pounds;
tallow, 3 pounds; turpentine, 1

gill; boil 30 minutes. If wo-
ven on an automatic loom, use the
following size: Water, 100 gallons;

potato starch, 50 pounds; tallow, 3

pounds; turpentine, 1 gill; and boil 30
minutes. The roving for filling yarn
may be either mule or frame spun. It

is the general custom to have it ring
spun in mills built lately. For this

count of yarn use a frame with a 5^^-

inch traverse, If-inch diameter ring,

22.50 twist per inch, 8,900 revolutions
per minute of spindle. This yarn, after

being conditioned, is ready for use.

Dyeing Particulars.

The pieces are first bleached to get
a good white, and then dyed in the
continuous vat.

THE HYDROSULPHITE VAT.
The water is corrected by the ad-

dition of one quart of hydrosulphite
to every 250 gallons of water. A stock
liquor is made up in a barrel:

Fifty pounds synthetic indigo paste:
2l^ gallons warm water; 3| gallons
caustic soda, 76 degrees Tw., and
stirred; temperature is raised to 105
degrees F., and 8 gallons of hydrosul-
phite added. The temperature is kept
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at about 105 degrees F. for two
hours. If the solution is not clear yel-

low, a further addition of one gallon
of hydrosulphite is made. The vat is

made up from the stock liquor and the
pieces are passed through a sufficient

number of times until the required
shade is obtained.
The pieces are washed and dried

and printed with a discharge paste.

WHITE DISCHARGE.
Four and one -half pounds bichro-

mate of potash; 9 pints hot water; li/^

pounds soda calc, then 6i/^ pounds No.
11 gum; 5 pints water; heated to 140
degrees F., cooled and strained.

COLORED DISCHARGE.
Eight pounds discharge pigment; 10

pounds discharge thickening; T^^
pounds tragacanth, 8 ounc-es to gallon.

DISCHARGE THICKENING.
Eight pounds tragacanth, 8 ounces

to gallon; 2i^ pounds bichromate
potash; 3^^ pints hot water; after dis-

solving add 20 ounces ammonia, 25 per
cent; when cold add 1 gallon blood al-

bumen, 8 pounds to gallon; after

printing and drying, the material is

passed through the following acid bath
at 140 degrees F.; 4 pounds sulphuric
acid, 168 degrees Tw., 4 pounds ox-
alic acid; 10 gallons water. The goods
should be immediately well washed
and dried.

*~»^

LENO COTTON FABRICS

Leno fabrics constitute a division of
textile fabrics characterized by par-
ticular warp threads crossing over one
or more warp threads, instead of ly-

ing parallel to one another as in or-

dinary or plain weaving.
These fabrics possess two distinct

sets of warp threads, the regular or
ground warp and the douping warp or
warp that crosses over the ground
warp and forms the ornamental fea-
ture that characterizes the fabric.

Leno fabrics are woven upon a sys-
tem quite apart from ordinary or plain
weaving.

THE DIFFERENCE
lies chiefly in the fact that two sets

pf harnesses are required to operate

the warp, the ground harness and the
doup harness set.

The ground harness is the same as
in ordinary weaving: the doup har-
ness set consists of two harness frames,
if string doup is used, known as the

standard and skeleton harness. When
wire douping heddles are used, it re-
quires three harness frames. We will

for convenience deal with the string
doup; this douping heddle is but a
half heddle, so to speak. This half
heddle is usually fastened at the bot-

Fig. 1.

tom of the skeleton harness frame
and connected with the stand and
harness heddle by passing through the
upper opening of the standard hed-
dle, then ti^rough the eye of the stand-
ard heddle, then fastened at the bot-
tom of the skeleton harness frame,
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(See Fig. 1.) The secret of leno
weaving will be readily understood if

it is borne in mind that it consists of
but two movements of the standard
and douping heddles; these two move-
ments are that if the standard and
doup heddles are raised at the r.ame
time, the douping thread will be on one
side of the ground warp threads, that
is, it will cross under the ground

toward the loom. When doup threads
are required to cross under ground
warp threads the , easing up of the
doup threads must be indicated on
chain draft. (See Fig. 5.)

Fig. 3 shows drawing-in plan. Fig. 4
reeding plan. . All leno fabrics have
special reeding plans; the reed is
sometimes plucked, that is, a wire tak-
en out of reed, so as not to overcrowd

threads; if, however, only the doup
heddles are raised, the douping thread
will remain in its normal position;
that is, it will not cross under the
ground threads. We must, however,
bear in mind that in no case can the
standard heddle be raised without also
raising the doup heddle; when the
standard and doup are raised together,
we must also slacken or ease up on
the doup warp threads in order to al-

nDBaDDQ
DDBaaDBQDDBDBDaDDaDQ
DnnBBDDD
DDBDBDDaanaaaBa
DDBDDana
nanaaDDa
BBBDaDaa
DDnaDBDa
DDBQDBDD

Fig. 5.

low them to cross under the ground
warp threads. This is done by means
of a slackener or easing rod. This rod
is similar to what is known as tne whip
roller in ordinary weaving. The doup
threads pass under this rod into the
eye of the doup; this rod is so ar-
ranged that it will let up or relieve all

tension from doup threads by moving

the threads. This is usually done
when doup threads cross under six or
more ground threads; the doup thread
must be in same dent with the ground
threads under which it crosses.

ANALYSIS.
1,400 reed special denting; 70 picks

per inch; 38 inches in reed. Finished
36 inches.

WARP.
9 white.
2 medium blue.
6 white.
2 medium blue.
9 white.
2 dark blue.
1 white—2-ply.
2 dark blue.
1 white—2-ply.
2 dark blue.

36
As the warp layout Is on 36 ends, the

cloth contains two repeats of the same to
one repeat of the weave.
Draw the 2-ply yam from the top

beam.
FILLING.

20 white l-50s.
Pins. Ends.
5r39 Black 48 l-40s.
233 Dark blue 20 l-40s.
56 Black 4 2-40s.

84S Pins, Including selvages. Selvages 2-40s
black.
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Take-up during weaving ground
warp 10 per cent.

Take-up during weaving doup warp
65 per cent. The take-up as noted
upon this fabric on the leno yarn is

about 65 per cent, but this amount
will vary widely according to the fab-

ric being produced. If the crossing
or leno thread moves over a large
number of ground threads and does it

continually, the take-up is very large,

whereas if it moves over only a few
ground threads and does it intermit-
tently, the take-up will not be so
great. In a good many instances the
take-up on an ordinary leno stripe is

approximately 30 per cent.

LOOM REQUIRED.

These fabrics are usually woven on
a dobby loom, the speed of which is

from 120 to 145 picks per minute; a
higher speeded loom usually causes
considerable trouble with the doup
warp.

The loom must necessarily carry
two warp beams, ground warp and
doup warp beams. Great care should
be given to the setting of the harness-
es, as they should be perfectly even
and form a perfect shed when in op-
eration.

FINISHING.

These fabrics are principally used
for shirts and shirtwaistings. This re-
quires that the patterns be not too
large and that the warp stripe be
more prominent than the filling stripe
when fabric is made with filling

stripe. There are a good many fab-
rics with leno stripes produced from
bleached and dyed yams, but there are
probably more fabrics containing leno
work, which are made from grey yarns
and then either piece-dyed, printed,
or sold in the white state. It is much
more satisfactory to make leno fabrics
from grey yams than it is from
bleached or dyed yams, because yarns
when grey are stronger and strength
is essential to good production in leno
work. Many grey shirting fabrics are
decorated with leno stripes. In addi-
tion there are many leno fabrics tnade,
wherein silk is used to a certain ex-
tent and which are woven with grey
yarns and then dyed or piece bleached.

After the fabric leaves the loom
it is boiled off, then given a light siz-

ing, pressed, then made up into rolls,

after which it is ready for the mer-
chant.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Leno fabrics, like all fabrics having
a trade name covering a certain class
of goods, are made up of various
counts of yarn and of course the meth-
ods used in making the different

counts vary as to the processes used,
also the kind and staple of cotton and
the speed and setting of the different
parts of the machines. A great many
times changing the speed or setting of
one part of a machine may improve
the unevenness of the yarn or roving,
or, if made at the picker, stop licking,

so that it is very hard or almost im-
possible to give a hard and fast rule
of speed or settings for the machines
that will cover the whole of leno fab-
rics. The particulars which are given
may be taken

AS A FOUNDATION

from which to work and a little vari-
ation one way or the other only will
be needed. For an example of leno
yarns, we will consider the fabric to
be made up of l-40s and 2-40s warp
and l-50s filling yams. For these
counts of yarn the equipment of the
second division of mills will be needed.
The cotton generally used is Allen
seed or peeler (American cotton) of
11/4 -inch staple. Some mills comb
both warp and filling yarns, while oth-
er mills comb only the filling yarns.
In this article we will consider that
only the filling yarn is to be combed,
although, if both are combed, the par-
ticulars given below may be used. The
mixing is made as has been previous-
ly described, it being pointed out that
the use of a bale breaker in connection
with a blower will help the cotton to
a great extent. An opener and

TWO PROCESSES OP PICKING

are used. The sliver waste from all

the machines up to the slubber is mix-
ed in at the bins. At the opener use
the particulars that have been given
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in previous articles. The breaker pick-
er has a two-bladed, rigid type of beat-
er, and the speed of the beater is 1,450
revolutions per minute. Care should
be taken to clean all seeds, etc., from
under the bars at regular and frequent
intervals. The total weight of the
lap at the front of this picker is 38
pounds, or a 13-ounce lap. These laps
are put up at the finisher picker and
doubled 4 into 1. The speed of the
beater of this machine is 1,450 revolu-
tions per minute; the fan speed being
1,100 revolutions per minute; the
driving shaft of the picker making 375
revolutions per minute. Cut-roving
waste is mixed in at the finisher pick-
er in the proportion of 1 lap cut waste
to 3 laps raw stock, the cut roving
having been treated as described in
previous articles. The total weight of
the lap at the front end of the finisher

picker should be 35 pounds or a 12^^-

ounce lap. The laps are put up

AT THE CARD,

the draft of which should not be less

than 100. The wire fillet generally
used for this class of goods is 34s on
cylinder and 35s on doffer and top
flats. Set feed plate from licker-in

Vith 20-l,000ths of an inch gauge;
licker knives from licker-in 12-l,000ths
of an inch; cylinder under screen from
cylinder 22-l,000ths inch in cent'er and
one-quarter of an inch at each end of
screen; top fiats from cylinder, with
a 12-l,000ths inch gauge, licker-in
from cylinder with a l-l,000ths of an
inch gauge, doffer from cylinder with
7-l,000ths of an inch gauge. Always
set to high places. Set the back edge
of the back plate knife 17-l,000ths of

an inch from the cylinder. The front
plate knife has its upp3r edge adjust-
able in order that the amount of strip-

ping to be taken from the flats may be
regulated. Setting this plate closer to

cylinder

MAKES LIGHTER STRIPPING,

and the farther away it in set, the
heavier stripping it produces. The
lower edge of this plate is set to a
17-l,000ths of an inch gauge. Grind
and strip card as previously described.
The top flats should make one com-
plete revolution every 45 minutes. The

percentage of waste taken out at the
card for this class of goods should be
about 41/^ to 4%. The production for a
week of 60 hours is 700 pounds with a
65 grain sliver. Use a large diameter
doffer. The sliver for the filling yarn
is taken to the sliver lap machine and
doubled 14 into 1 for an 8% -inch lap
or 20 into 1 for a 10-inch lap. The
weight of the lap at the front is 300
grains. These laps are put up at the
ribbon lap machine and doubled 6 into
1. The weight of a lap at the front
end of a ribbon lap machine is 260
grains per yard for an 8% -inch lap.

Get weight for a 10-inch lap by pro-
portion. Size both ribbon and sliver
lap machines once a day.

THE DOUBLINGS

at the comber depend on the number
of heads of the machine; recent ma-
chines are generally provided with
eight heads with a 10-inch lap. The
speed of the comber for this class of
stock is 85 nips per minute for old ma-
chines and 100 nips for those of recent
construction. Varnish rolls once a
week, using one of the recipes given
in previous articles; in sticky or dog-
day weather use a little ground char-
coal and gum arable dissolved in a
teaspoonful of vinegar. This swells
to five times its bulk. Take out 18
per cent waste. After passing the
combers, the sliver is put through two
processes of drawing, being doubled 6
into 1. The speed of the front roll at
each process is 350 revolutions per
minute. The weight of the sliver at

the finisher drawing is 70 grains pei
yard. The card sliver for the warp
yarn is put through three processes of
drawing, the speed of the front roll

bein? 380 resolutions ner minute. The
weight of this sliver is also 70 grains
per yard. The sliver is next put up
at the slubber and made into .55 hank
roving. Prom here it is put through
three processes of

FLY FRAMES,

the hank roving at each process being
as follows: First, intermediate, 1.50;

second, 4, and jack, 12. Keep your
leather rolls in good condition and see
that all parts of machine are well oiled

and that top and bottom rolls are prop-
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erly set, which for this length of sta-

ple should be for fly frames as follows

:

tronc roll to middle, 1% inches; mid-

dle roll to back, IVz inches. From here
the roving is taken to the spinning
room, although some prefer mule spun
yarn. There is a great difference in

the opinion of mill men as to the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of both
systems, one mill building with no
mules and another including them in

its equipment. We will consider both
yarns to be

FRAME SPUN.

For a warp frame spinning 40s use a
frame having a 2% -inch gauge, 1%-
inch diameter ring, 6 1/^ -inch traverse,

28.46 twist per inch, 10,000 revolutions

per minute of spindles. The l-40s

warp yarn is spooled, warped and put
through the slasher, a good mixing for

which has been previously given. The
2-40s yarn is put through a twisting
frame and spooled. Enough spools are

put up at the warper and the ends,

after which run on to a specially con-
structed beam.
For the filling yarn l-50s, use a ring

frame having a 2% -inch gauge, IV4,-

inch diameter ring, 5 1/^ -inch traverse,

26.52 twist and spindle speed of 8,200

revolutions per minute. This yarn
is conditioned and then is ready to be
woven.

Dyeing Particulars for Yarn.

BLACK.

Ten per cent immedial black N. N.;

10 per cent sulphide sodium; 3 per
cent soda ash; 30 per cent Glauber's.

LIGHT BLUE.

Three per cent diamine sky blue
F. F.; 3 per cent sal soda; 30 per cent
Glauber's salt.

LIGHT SLATE.

One per cent diamine black BH.

;

1 ounce diamine fast yellow A.; 1 per
cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glauber's.

LIGHT BROWN.
One-half per cent naphtamine brown

6 B.; 1 per cent naphtamine yellow N.
N.; 1 per cent sal soda; 30 per cent
Glauber's.

MEDIUM GREEN.

Six per cent thion green G.; 2 per
cent thion yellow G.; 8 per
cent sulphide sodium; 3 per cent soda
ash; 30 per cent Glauber's.

MEDIUM BROWN.
Three per cent tetrazo dark brown;

1 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent salt.

MEDIUM SLATE.

One per cent tetrazo black G.; 1 per
cent sal soda; 25 per cent salt.

WINE.

Three per cent tetrazo Corinth; 1

per cent sal soda; 25 per cent salt.

RED.

Three per cent benzo fast red 4 B.;

1 per cent sal soda; 25 per cent Glau-
ber's.

DARK GREEN.

Seven per cent thio green B.; 8 per
cent sulphide soda; 3 per cent soda
ash; 30 per cent Glauber's salt.

ECRU.
One per cent thion brown G.; 1 per

cent sulphide soda; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent Glauber's salt.

FAWN BROWN.
One per cent diamine fast yellow A.

;

2 per cent diamine brown M.; 1 per
cent sal soda; 20 per cent salt.

NAVY BLUE.
Five per cent diamine dark blue B.;

2 per cent sal soda; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

BEDSPREADS— Crochet QuOts
Bedspreads, also termed bed quilts,

coverlets and counterpanes, are, as
the names imply, used as coverings
for bed clothing.
Being primarily decorative fabrics,

most of them show elaborate jacquard
designs of a type peculiar to this class
of fabric, the use to which they are
subjected necessitating a design of a
large, bold character that is complete
in itself in each quilt.

Quilts are of various sizes, ranging
from crib quilts, 28x63 inches, to large
quilts, 92x108 inches.
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For metal beds the quilts are sotae-
times cut at the four corners so they
will hang better and make a neater
appearance.
Being a type of fabric of universal

use in civilized countries, for all class-
es of people, quilts are necessarily
made in widely varying qualities.

They are also made in varying single
and compound structures of cloth, and
in varying types of designs.

THREE PRINCIPAL TYPES.
Three of the principal types of

structures are seen in quilts known as
crochet, Marseilles and satin. The
first is a single fabric, where all yams
used show on one side or the other.
The second is a compound fabric, in

Fig. 1.

which the extra yarns are generally
used for the purpose of adding weight
and at the same time producing an
embossed pattern on the face.

The third is a double cloth, reversi-
ble, with some types of designs in

which each of the single cloths alter-

nate from one side of the quilt to the
other, according to the pattern re-

quired.
These three types will be considered

In the above order.
It may be mentioned here that there

are other names of quilts, as Toilet,

Albany, Mitcheline, Duree, Grecian,
Embroidery, Tapestry, Kensington, Al-
hatnbra and Honeycomb, but these

may be included in one or another of
the three principal types mentioned.

CROCHET QUILTS.

The term crochet quilt does not
mean that said fabric is crocheted
with needles, but rei^ers to the sim-
plest type of woven single cloth quilt
made with medium or fine counts of
yarns. Honeycomb and Alhambra
quilts are of the same class, differing
principally in the type of design used.
This class of quilt, for full size

quilts, shows variations in size from
about 68x82 inches to 80x90 inches,
and in weight from about one pound,
12 ounces to three pounds, 9 ounces,
per quilt.

THE ANALYSIS
of an unbleached crochet crib quilt
shows the following data: Width, 31
inches; 84 ends and 72 picks per inch;
24s warp, 12s soft twisted filling. The
warp contains 2,600 ends and is reed-
ed three ends per dent in a 26-dent
reed. The cloth will finish about 28
inches wide.
By reference to Fig. 1, it may be

seen that the pattern is a stripe com-
posed of four sections in each repeat,
as follows: First, a section of honey-
comb effect, formed by weave Fig. 2,

on 6x6; second, a continuous floral ef-
fect, filling flush weaves; third, a
crepe effect, formed by weave Fig. 3
on 32x12; fourth, like the second sec-
tion, but dropped 78 picks, one-half
the number in each repeat.
There are a little more than 12 re-

peats in the entire width. The sel-

vages are each one-half inch wide,
reeded the same as the ground, and
show an angled twill weave effect.

The length of the pattern filling way
is 2 3-16ths inches and requires 156
picks for a repeat.
As there are 200 ends in a repeat of

the design, a 400-hook jacquard might
be used, each pick of the pattern be-
ing read twice on each card.

THE LOOM REQUIRED
for this type of fabric is of medium
weight. The pattern being small, a
small jacquard head of the ordinary
rise and drop type, or, if the weave
is not required to be changed to form
the headings of the quilt, a double ac-
tion head may be used.
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For the sample shown, if required

to have headings at both ends to com-
plete the quilt, differing in weave
from the ground, what is termed a
double or single acting automatic aux-
iliary cylinder jacquard would be the
most economical to use.

If the ground weave was required
to be repeated 25 times between head-
ings, an ordinary jacquard attachment

n»nno
DMDBaaDBDDHDBDHann
DBDDDa
Fig. 2.

-^ananBaDBaanBaDHnBDBcaaDaDBDBna
aaaGaaaaGaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaDD
DaDDaaaGaDBaDaDDaDaBDaDDBDaaaaaa
DaaaaaaDaaaDBaaaaaDaaaaDaDaaaaaB
aaBaaaDaaBDaoBBDBDBnaDCBDBaBDBB
BGaaDaDaaaaaaaaBaaDaBaaDBnaaaaaa
anaaaGBaGaGBaaGDaGaDBDaaGaDaDaaD
BDBGaGBBDBGBGBaGBDBDBDBaGBDBDaDa
BGaaGaGaGaGGBGaaGaDGaGaaDaDGaGan
DBGaGBGGBGBGBGBaGBGBGBGGaGBGBGBB
GBGBGaGGaGBGBGBaGBGBGBGGBGBGBGaH
DaGaaGBaGaDDaGaGaGaaGaDaaaaDaGaa

Fig. 3.

would require 25x156 picks in repeat,

equalling 3,900 cards for the ground,
whereas with the auxiliary cylinder
machine 156 cards only would be re-

quired for this same section.

For larger patterns, the capacity of

the jacquard would be required to cor-

respond, i. e., with more than 400 ends
in a repeat.

FINISHING.

The goods are generally woven grey
from unbleached yarn, and are bleach-
ed and finished after they leave the
loom. A quilt will shrink in width
about 10 per cent from the gray to the
finished state, and increase about 1

per cent in length.

After bleaching, starching and blu-

ing, they are cut, hemmed or fringed
as desired, inspected, rolled or folded,

tagged and papered.

It is not advisable to leave finished

quilts unpapered for any length of

time if in the same building as the
bleach house, because the fumes from
the bleaching liquors take out the blu-
ing in a short time. If this is done
after the quilt is folded, the bluing
is taken from the outer layers only,

and uneven, poor-looking quilts result.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns of which bedspreads are
composed are made in mills of the
second division. There is one feature
about the filling yarn which is not
common to all fabrics, and that is, it

is what is called soft twisted. The
counts of yarn which make up the
fabric to be described in this article

are 24s warp and 12s filling.

THE WARP YARN
is made from 1-inch staple Ameri-
can cotton, while the filling yarn is

made from a good grade of %-inch
staple American stock. The mixing is

done in the usual manner, which has
been described many times before,
separate bins being used for the two
staples. The good sliver waste from
all machines up to the slubber is mix-
ed in at the bins. This sliver should
be spread over the entire mixture and
not bunched in one place; it should
also be broken into short lengths so
that it will not be so apt to become
tangled around the spikes of the hop-
per. This hopper should be kept full

so as to feed an even amount of cot-
ton to be struck off by the pin roller

at the top of the lifting apron.
The raw stock for both warp and

filling yarns is put through three proc-
esses of picking, the breaker picker
being generally connected directly to

the opener. Many different kinds of

BEATERS
are used by different mills, each claim-
ing certain advantages over the other,
but the style of beater in most general
use throughout the mills is what is

known as the two-bladed or armed
rigid type of beater, although many
mills use a three-bladed beater of the
same style for the breaker picker. To
sharpen the edge of this beater its side
is planed. The speed of the beater used
for the same stock and weight lap va-
ries greatly in different mills and the
speeds given below are the ones used
in a mill making this class of goods.
For the breaker picker the speed of

the beater (two-bladed) is 1,500 revo-
lutions per minute, for the interme-
diate, 1,450 revolutions per minute,
and for the finisher 1,350 revolutions
per minute. The total weight of the lap

at the breaker is 40 pounds or a 16-
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ounce lap, at the intermediate 37
pounds, or a 10-ounce lap, and at the
finisher 39 pounds or a 14i^ -ounce lap.

At the intermediate and finisher pick-
ers the laps are doubled four into
one. The draft of the finisher picker
does not exceed three. At this picker
it is customary to mix in the roving
waste both cut and uncut. The roving
waste that has not been cut from the
bobbin consists of that which is made
by the speeder tenders when they are
putting in new sets of roving and tak-
ing off single and double. Speeder
tenders should never be allowed to cut
off roving; all bad work being sorted
out, charged and given to them to fix.

All marks should be made small
and near the bobbin.
The laps from the picker are next

put up
AT THE CARD,

the draft of which for this fabric
should not exceed 100. The wire fillet

used should be No. 33s for cylinder
and 35s for doffer and top flats. The
settings of the card should be the same
as given for leno cotton fabrics, al-

though some overseers use a little

wider settings for this class of stock.

The speed of the licker-in should be
375 revolutions per minute, cylinder
165 revolutions per minute, and the
flats should make one complete revo-
lution every 50 minutes. The card
should be stripped, ground and clean-

ed. The weight per yard of the sliver

at the front should be about 65 grains
per yard, the production for a week
of 60 hours being 750 pounds. This
sliver is next put through three proc-

esses of

DRAWING FRAMES,

the doublings at each process being 6

into 1. For this class of goods metal-
lic rolls may be used to great advan-
tage. If leather top rolls are used,

they should be varnished frequently

and kept in good repair. See that all

parts are working properly, especially

those parts which coil the sliver into

the cans, because if these are not
working properly, the sliver cannot be
run out at the next process without a
great deal of breaking back of the

sliver. Imperfect coiling of the sliver

is a great many times caused by the

cans themselves, they being out of
true or having broken parts sticking
out and coming in contact with part
of the machine and stopping the can
from turning. The only remedy for
imperfect coiling is to run it over
again.

The spread of the front roll of the
drawing frame at each process is 375
to 400 revolutions per mniute. The

WEIGHT OF THE SLIVER

for warp yarn is 70 grains and for the
filling yarn, 80 grains per yard. These
slivers are put up to the slubber and
made into .40 hank for the %-inch
stock and .60 hank for the 1-inch
stock. The process of fiy frames for
the 1-inch stock and the hank roving
made at each process are as follows:
First, 2 hank, and second, 6. From
here it is taken to the ring spinning
room and made into 24s yarn on a
frame having a 2% -inch gauge of
frame, 2-inch diameter ring, a 7-

inch traverse, 23.27 twist per inch and
a spindle speed of 9,600 revolutions
per minute. The yarn is then spool-
ed and put through a warper and these
warps put up at the slasher, the re-
quired number of ends being run on
a beam at the front.

The slubber roving for the filling

yarn is put on the first intermediate
fly frame and made into 1 and then
into 2.5 hank at the next process, after
which it is taken to the mule room
and spun into 12s yarn with a twist
per inch of 2.75.

After leaving the loom, quilts are
first boiled for 10 hours with a

CAUSTIC SODA SOLUTION

at 4 degrees Tw., rinsed well with
water and boiled again with a 4 de-
gree Tw. caustic soda, 10 hours; rins-
ed well with water, soured with one-
half degree Tw\ oil vitriol, rinsed with
water, chemicked with one-half degree
Tw. chloride of lime solution, scoured
with 1 degree Tw. oil of vitriol and
rinsed two or three times with water.
The goods are placed in the kiers,

each piece separate, and handled very
carefully throughout the whole opera-
tion.
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BEDSPREADS-Marseilles Quilts

Marseilles quilts are characterized
by large embossed effects, usually of

elaborate floral or geometrical design,

each pattern occupying an entire quilt.

Fig I

The general effect is similar to what
would be formed by stitching a pat-

tern on a fine plain cloth, which effect

is made more prominent In the better

One of the principal types of designs
used reverses from the center in both
directions, warp way and filling way,
as in Fig. 1.

When designing for this type it is

necessary to make only one-quarter of

the figuring design, the same occupy-
ing only one- sixth of the total num-
ber of ends in the warp, or one-half
of the stitching ends. The jacquard
tie-up is on the point or center draft
principle, /\, which doubles the
capacity of the machine as compared
to a straight tie-up, and there is an
attachment on the loom by which the
cards are reversed when the center of

the quilt is reached filling way.
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grades of goods by weaving a coarse
plain cloth at the back and insert-
ing wadding between the face and
back cloths. When wadding is used
the stitching points form deep fur-

rows, which indicate the pattern.

When considering the plan for the
card cutter only one-half of the stitch-

ing ends and one-half the back picks
in each quilt are considered, i. e.,

when there are two face picks to one
back pick.
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There are two types of Marseilles
weaves, known as ordinary Marseilles
and fast-back Marseilles. The latter

DDioaa
DDDBDD
nnmama
DBDODBDDDD
Fig. 3.

type is used for almost all but the
lowest qualities of goods.
Design Fig. 2 illustrates the princi-

ple upon which an ordinary Marseilles
weave is constructed, in which the

filling. On this account the distance,
filling way, between the stitching
points is necessarily limited.

In Fig. 2 the ends marked S are
stitching ends, raised over the face
cloth at O on the face picks and at %
on the wadding picks.
The picks marked W, shown in type

/ , indicate wadding, inserted for
the purpose of adding weight and of
forcing the face cloth up, or embossing
it. When these picks are inserted, all
the face ends are raised.

Fig. 3 shows the motif or order of
stitching in Fig. 2.
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wadding lies between the face cloth
and the stitching, also termed binder,
figuring, or back, ends. These ends
when not required to be raised to form
the pattern, remain at the back of the
cloth and are not interlaced with the

FAST-BACK WEAVES.
A fast-back differs from an ordinary

Marseilles weave in having the fine

filling; besides interlacing with the

face ends, it also interlaces with the

stitching ends when the latter are at
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the back between stitching points. In
this way a double plain cloth is form-
ed, either of which could be taken
away and still leave a perfect single
cloth.

In fast-back Marseilles quilts, both
face and back weaves are plain, the
pattern being formed by the stitching
points.

In Fig. 4, which shows a fast-back
weave completed to form the motif
Fig. 3, ends S indicate stitchinjr ends;
W indicate wadding picks, and B in-

dicate back picks.

Marks / show all face ends raised
when wadding picks are inserted;
stitching ends are all down on these
same picks except where they are re-

quired to be brought through the face
cloth to form a stitching point.

When the back picks are inserted,

all face ends are raised, as indicated at

Q , and one-half of the stitching
ends, as at x, forming a plain weave
at the back.
The ends and picks not marked S,

W or B form a plain weave on the
face.

Marks O show where stitching ends
are brought over the face cloth, each
stitching point covering two face
picks, to define the pattern.
A standard make of cloth made

with suitable designs on the principle
shown in Fig. 4 is as follows: Warp,
40s yarn for face, 20s for stitching, ar-
ranged 1 end of 40s, 1 of 20s and 1 of
40s; 80 face and 40 back ends per
inch, 120 average sley.

Filling 60s yarn for face and back,
12s yarn for wadding, picked 1 pick
of 60s, 2 of 12s, 4 of 60s, 2 of 12s, 1 of
60s, repeated; 200 picks per inch.
The reason why the picks are ar-

ranged as here shown in preference to
arranging them 2 face, 2 wadding, 1
back, is to enable an even number of
picks of one count of filling to be in-
serted before the shuttles are changed.
This can be done on a loom having a
single box at one end and a multiple
box at the other.
When a pick and pick loom is used,

which is in the majority of cases, 4
picks instead of 5 complete the round
of filling, one pick of 6s taking the
place of 2 of 12s for the wadding.

The yarns in both warp and filling

are usually arranged 2 face to 1 back,
making a fine effect on the face and
a coarse one on the back; this in addi-
tion to the wadding picks.
Two warp beams are required, one

of which, that containing the stitching
yarn, is more heavily weighted than
the other in order to pull down the

mM3Mm^
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Fig. 5.

stitching points and make the em-
bossed effect as prominent as possible.
This warp may be of equal or of dif-

ferent counts from the face warp. It

is usually of lower counts.

LOOM REQUIRED.
The patterns being large and elab-

orate, a jacquard head is of necessity
used, although not of such a large
capacity as would at first appeax.
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The cards for this head control the
action of the stitching ends only.

An examination of Fig. 4 will show
that only 2 ends are necessary tc

complete the face weave, every alter-

nate face end working similarly.

The face ends, two-thirds of the en-
tire number, are worked most eco-
nomically by harness shafts, gener-
ally placed at the rear of the comber
board.
These shafts are worked from the

head in a positive manner, independ-
ently of the pattern cards.

To weave a quilt like the one under
consideration, say 90 inches wide, an
1,800 hook head would be required,
tied up point draft.

The 20s warp would contain 3,600
ends, and the 40s warp 7,200 ends,
making a total of 10,800 ends in the
quilt.

On a pick and pick loom Fig. 4 could
be woven with 8 instead of 10 picks in
a repeat, the action being as follows:
First pick, jacquard rises, carrying the
hooks selected for stitching by pat-
tern card; all face warp raised; wad-
ding filling. Second pick, jacquard
up; one-half of face warp up and the
other half down; fine filling; face
pick. Third pick, jacquard up; face
ends reverse positions; fine filling;

face pick. Fourth pick, jacquard drops
and then rises again, carrying with it

one-half every alternate one, of the
stitching ends; all face warp raised;
fine filling; back pick.

The fifth, sixth and seventh picks
are a repetition of the first, second
and third, with perhaps the exception
that a fresh selection of stitching ends
have been raised.

Eighth pick, jacquard drops, then
raises the half of the stitching ends
not raised, and leaves down the ends
that were raised on the fourth pick;
face ends all raised; fine filling; back
pick.

The principal advantage claimed for
this method over others is that the
attachment for raising the stitching
ends, one-half every fourth pick, dis-

penses with one-half of the number of
cards ordinarily required.
Two other methods are used for ac-

tuatin|f tlie stitching ends when back

picks are inserted. First, by bringing
jacquard cards, called plain cards, into
play to work them; this method re-
quires double the number of cards
required for the same pattern.

Second, by using 2 comber boards,
drawing the odd numbered ends
through one and the even numbered
ends through the other, and raising
each board alternately every fourth
pick.

When this plan is adopted knots are
put on the harness cords immediately
above the comber boards so that when
the boards rise the cords and ends
are also raised.
Light-weight Marseilles quilts are

known as Toilet quilts. They vary in
weight from about 2.5 pounds to 4
pounds per quilt.

Heavy-weight quilts vary from 3.5

pounds in narrow quilts to 6 pounds
for wide goods.

In the lightest and cheapest grades
of fabrics wadding picks are omitted,
but when made on the fast-back prin-
ciple the back filling is considerably
coarser than the face filling.

The processes of finishing are some-
what similar to those explained in the
article dealing with crochet quilts.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Marseilles quilts are of a better
quality than the quilts described in
the preceding article, but are made in
the same division of mills. The quilts

under description require four differ-

ent sizes of yarn, which are as fol-

lows: 40s and 20s for warp and 60s
and 12s for the filling. For 12s yarn
use cotton of from % to 1 inch in sta-

ple; for the 20s and 40s use 1%-
inch stock and for 60s 1^ to Ig inch
stock, all American cotton. For the
filling yarn a soft twist is used and it

is generally mule spun. Mix raw stock
by usual method, of course the differ-

ent staples being mixed in separate
bins. Hand mixing is generally used
on this class of goods, but it would be

OF GREAT ADVANTAGE
to use a bale breaker or willow to pre-
pare the cotton before it is fed to

openers. All stocks are put through
an opener and three processes of pick-
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ing. The speed of the beater (rigid,

two-bladed style) for all stock except
the i-inch is 1,500 revolutions per
minute. For the short stock the speed
should be increased so as to take out
the extra amount of dirt which is al-

ways in short staple cotton. The to-

tal weight of the laps at the front for
all staples should be 40 pounds or a
16-ounce lap. At the intermediate the
speed of the beater is 1,450 revolu-
tions per minute for all stocks, except
the short stock, where speed shoulc?

be increased. The total weight of lap
at the front is 37 pounds or a 12-ounce
lap for the finer yarns and a 10-ounce
lap for the stocks for 12s and 20s yarn.
These are put up at

THE FINISHER PICKER
and doubled 4 into 1. At this picker
the cut roving is mixed in in propor-
tions that have been described in pre
vious articles. The speed of this beat
er varies from 1,400 to 1,500 revolu-
tions per minute, according to the
yarn being put through, the higher
speed being used for the stock for the
12s yarn. This gives the stock for 20s,
40s and 60s about 42 beats or blows
per inch. The total weight of the lap
at the front is as follows: 35 pounds
for the 60s and 40s yarns and 39
pounds for the 12s and 20s yarns, or a
12^-ounce lap for 11 -inch stock, and
14-ounce lap for the other stocks. A
variation of one-half pound either side
of standard is allowed for all the
stock, except the %-inch staple, for
which a variation of 10 ounces eithe:
side of staple is allowed. Follow in-
structions about oiling, cleaning, etc.,

that have been given in previous arti-
cles.

THE CARDS
should be fitted up with 34s wire fillet

for cylinder and 36s for top flats and
doffer. The draft of the card should
be as follows: 110 for 60s and 40s
yarns and not over 100 for the shorter
staples. Speed of licker-in is about
325 for long staple and 375 for %-inch
stock. The speed of the flats for the
different stocks is as follows: 1 com-
plete revolution in 40 minutes for 60s
yarn, 50 minutes for 40s yarn, 55 min-
utes for 20s yarn and 60 minutes for

12s yarn. Strip cards three times a
day, except for the i-inch stock, when
an extra stripping of both cylinder
and doffer should be made, although
some overseers strip only three times,
while others strip the doffer only an
extra time. Use same

SETTINGS
for card as were given in the last ar-

ticle except for the %-inch stock,

when those for indigo prints should
be used. The production for a
week of 60 hours should be as fol-

lows: 1,000 pounds for %-inch stock,

800 pounds for the 20s yarn, 750 for

40s yarn and 700 pounds for 60s yarn.
The weight of the sliver is 65 grains
for all staples.

The cotton for 60s is combed and the
instructions, weights, etc., given in

the last article may be used for the
40s and 20s. The card sliver is put
through three processes of picking
and for the 12s only two processes
are used. Either metallic or leather
top rolls may be used. We should rec-
ommend metallic rolls for the coarser
work.
The weight per yard at the finisher

drawing should be 70 grains for all

staples except the %-inch, which
should be 80 grains per yard. The
speed of the front roll should be about
400 pounds for coarse work and 350
for finer staples.

THE DRAWING
is put up at the slubber and made in-

to .60 hank for 20s, 40s and 60s yarns
and .40 hank for 12s yarn. The roving
for 60s and 40s yarns is put through
three processes of fly frames and for

20s and 12s yarns two processes are
used. The hank roving for each yarn
and the hank roving at each process
is as foUows: For 60s yarn, first inter-

mediate, 1.50; second, 4.50; and fine,

12.50 hank. For 40s yarn first inter-

mediate, 1 ; second, 3 ; and fine, 8 hank.
For 20s yarn, first intermediate, 1.50;

second, 4. For 12s yarn, first inter-

mediate 1, and second, 3 hank.

THE ROVING
for the filling yarns is generally mule
spun, because a soft twist is put in,

about 2.75 x square root of yarn being
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used. For the warp yarn a ring frame
is used. Of course if this fabric is

made in a mill having only ring
frames both yarns will have to be ring
spun. The yarns for filling after be-
ing spun at the mule are all ready to

be woven after being conditioned.

For spinning 40s on a ring frame use
a frame with 2% -inch gauge, 1%-inch
diameter of ring, 6i/^-inch length of

traverse, 28.46 twist per inch and
spindle speed of 10,000 revolutions pe
minute; for 20s use a frame with 2%-
inch gauge, 2 inches diameter of ring;

7 inches length of traverse, 21.24 twist
per inch and spindle speed of 9,400

revolutions per minute. After pass-
ing the ring frame the yarn is spooled
and warped and the 40s yarn is put
through the slasher.

»

BEDSPREADS— Satin Oiiilts

Satin quilts, so called, are distin-

guished by having a fine, smooth
ground, from which the pattern ap-
pears to stand up. This pattern is

made with coarse filling interlaced

with a comparatively fine warp. The
latter is almost lost to view in the
coarse filling, unless examined close-

ly.

The coarse filling floats over the
ground yarns to form the pattern, and
under them when not required to form
the pattern, being bound with
binding yarns, so called, generally in

plain cloth order. The binding warp
is all down when the ground filling is

inserted.
The ground yarns, warp and filling,

are of medium counts.

Fig. 1 illustrates the effect.

The term satin is probably used on
account of the fine appearance of the
ground, and not from any reference to

the weave, as both ground and figuring

weaves are generally plain.

MINOR VARIATIONS

in weave have been made from time to

time, and patents granted for them,
with the result that these goods are
now sold in the market under different

names. In 1868 a patent was granted
for this type of quilt, known then and

now as Mitcheline, in which a bold
figure is generally woven on a plain
ground, the figure being plain, twill or
satin as desired.

Other names now used for practi-
cally the same type of quilt are Duree,
patent satin, embroidery and Kensing-
ton.

Although generally woven white,
some

VERY GOOD EFFECTS

are obtained in satin quilts by using
colored ends in stripe form for the
ground, as in Fig. 2.

An analysis of the sample illus-

trated in Fig. 2 shows the following
data: Ground warp, 30s; binding warp,
20s; ground filling, 30s; coarse filling,

3s.

All binding ends are white ends.
The ground w^arp yarns are ar-

ranged 3 white, 3 blue, alternately.
There are 69 ends per inch, 46 of

30s and 23 of 20s, arranged 2 of 30s
and 1 of 20s alternately.
The warp yarns are usually arrang-

ed 2 ground, 1 binder, although other
arrangements are used. The filling is

arranged 2 of ground and 2 of coarse,
or 1 pick of each alternately.
The principle of construction of sat-

in quilt weaves is illustrated in Figs.

2, 3 and 4.

The effect seen in Fig. 2 is like the
motive Fig. 3, each end of which rep-
resents 18 ends in the cloth; each pick
in Fig. 3 corresponds to 8 picks in the
cloth.

The complete weave is illustrated
in Fig. 4, where ends B, every third
end, are binding ends; picks C are
coarse picks. Solid squares show
where these ends and picks interlace
to form a plain weave. Marks x show
where the ground ends and ground
picks weave plain.

Marks . (dots) show where the
ground warp is raised when coarse
filling is inserted, leaving the latter

at the back as not being required to
form the pattern.
On the same picks in which these

marks occur it may be noticed that
,

some of the ground ends, indicated by
j= =, are down, allowing the coarse

filling to float over them. It is at
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thesie places that the latter forms the quire a much larger number of hooks,
figure. In Fig. 4 these marks indi- usually from 2,400 to 3,600.

cate filling. All other marks indi- Sometimes it is necessary to use
cate warp. two jacquard heads over one loom.
Two beams are required. The The loom part itself is somewhat sim-

ground beam is more heavily weighted ilar for both types of quilts. Two
than the other, the idea being to al- shuttles are used, one for each count
low the coarse filling to show as of filling, picking 1 and 1 or 2 and 2

prominently as possible, and this fill- alternately as required,
ing passing first to one side of the One concern builds a jacquard head
cloth and then the other, and lying designed especially for weaving satin

I

I

i

1

Fig. 1. .

practically flat, not being bent out of a quilts. It is built straight-lift, or rise-
straight line by the warp, necessitates and-drop as desired,
the binder warp being held somewhat With this machine the ground
slack. picks are woven plain, satin, or twill
The goods vary in weight from as desired, without the action of the

about 3 to 5 pounds. cards or cylinder. This saves labor

LOOM REQUIRED. ^^ maMhg the design and cutting the
^ cards bfecause m making a design the

Satin quilts, although containing figure only need be dealt with. The
fewer ends than Marseilles quilts, re- binder ends, working plain all the
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time with the coarse picks, may be
drawn through harness shafts and
worked from the head, irrespective of
the cards, as in Marseilles weaving.
The cards actually need actuate

only the ground ends on the coarse
picks, the remainder of the ends and
picks being actuated in a positive
manner by the head.

FINISHING.

The finishing of white quilts Is
about the same for all types, with the

sequent processes it can be readily
traced to its source.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Satin quilts are made in the same
division of mills as the fabric de-
scribed in the last article. The cotton
used is similar. The make-up of satin

DDDaHB
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I

Fig. 2.

exception that some need more blue
and starch than others. Briefly, they
are bleached, washed to remove the
acid, run through blue mangle,
starched, dried, cut, hemmed, or
fringed, inspected, folded, ticketed,
bundled and packed.

In some mills it is the custom to
weave the number of the loom on each
quilt as it is being woven, so that if

any defect shows up in any of the sub-

Fig-. 3.

quilts differs in different mills and
even in the same mill different grades
of this fabric are made. The quilt that
has been analyzed for this article is

made up of the following counts of
yarns: 30s and 20s warp yarn and 3s
and 30s filling yarn. As stated above,
all the yarns except the 3s would be
made up of cotton of 1%6 to 1%-inch
staple. The 3s would be made from a
shorter staple, say % to % inch, and
mixed with waste, as will be shown

THE MIXING.
The cotton for the warp and filling,

except the 3s, is mixed in the usual
manner and after being allowed to
stand as long as possible (in order
that it may dry out), the good waste
from the machines up to the slubber,
which is collected at regular inter-
vals, is mixed in at this point, care
being used to break up sliver waste
into small lengths and to spread the
sliver throughout the entire mixing,
so that it will not all be fed to the
feeder at once. In some mills a very
small percentage of comber waste is

mixed in at this point, but it is not
the general custom to use a mixture
of this kind. For the 3s yarn the mix-
ing is made up of a certain per cent
of waste, the exact percentage de-
pending upon the mill making the
quilts; it may be from 25 to 60 per
cent. Generally speaking, card and.
comber waste is used.

PICKING.
The finer mixture is put through anj

opener and three processes of pickingj
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the speeds and other particulars be-
ing the same as given in our last arti-

cle for the number yarn. For the
coarser yarn only two processes of

picking are used, the speed of the
beater at the breaker being 1,500 revo-
lutions per minute, and at the finisher

being 1,400 revolutions per minute.
The total weight of the lap at the
breaker is 40 pounds and at the fin-

isher 39 pounds, or a 16-ounce lap at
breaker and a 15-ounce lap at finisher.

A variation of 12 ounces either side of
standard weight is allowed for these

be taken to see that the wire fillet on
the top flats does not become choked
up with the fly. In cards that have
been in use for some time it is the rule
rather than the exception to find fly

at this point. Sometimes an adjust-
ment of the brush up may entirely
remedy the defect, but if not the fly

has to be picked out by hand; or a
better way is to put the stripping
brush on the grinding brackets and
drive it at a slow rate of speed un-
til the flats have made either two or
three complete revolutions.

laps. Look out to keep your drafts

so regulated that they will not cause
the laps to split and lick. These laps
are next put up

AT THE CARD
and as it is the custom to use but
one count of wire fillet in a mill, the
count used for this style of quilts

would be the same as that used for

bedspreads as given in the last arti-

cle.

The other particulars given in that
article may also be used. Care should

ANOTHER POINT

to look out for is to see that the

top flats are ground perfectly even.

A great many overseers, if they look
at the flats sharply, will be surprised
to see that they are grinding more off

of the back of the flat than at the
front. This may not "be the grinder's

fault, but may be due to a defective
grinding device, the main point being
that they are not grinding in the
same manner as they are working. It

is just as well to grind the flats at
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least once a year on a flat grinding
machine, the flats having to be taken
off to do this; which of course means
the loss of production for that card
for a certain length of time, but it will

mean a better quality of sliver, which
will more than offset the former, as
a great deal closer settings may be
used.

THE PRODUCTION
for a week of 60 hours for all counts
of yarn (in this article) except the
3s should be 825 pounds and for the
coarse yarn 950 pounds. The weight
of the card sliver is 65 grains for all

stocks. The yarn is next put through
three processes of drawing for the
finer counts and two processes for the
coarse yarn. The top rolls used may
be either leather covered or metallic.

The advantages of both have been pre-
viously stated. The speed of the front
rolls for the longer staple cotton is 400
revolutions per minute, and for the
short staple 425, if convenient; or it

may be run on the same line of ma-
chines as the longer staple cotton,

when the speed of the front roll would
have to be the same. The weight of

the sliver for the 30s and 20s yarn
should be 70 grains per yard and for

the 3s, 80 or 85 grains per yard. The
sliver is put through the slubber and
made into .60 hank roving for fine

counts and .40 hank roving for the
coarser count. The roving for the 30s
is put through two processes of

FLY FRAME,
the hank roving being as follows: Two
hank for first intermediate and 6.25

hank for the next process; for the 20s

the hank roving would be just the
same at the first intermediate, but 4.50

at the last process. For the 3s the
roving would be put through only one
more process, where it would be made
into 1 hank roving. It is the general
custom to spin the yarn for this class

of fabric on mules on account of the
soft twist being put into it, but in

some cases the yarn is spun on the
ring frame. The particulars given in

previous articles for 20s and 30s yarn
may be used, with the exception of the
twist, which should be less than that

given. If mule spun, the standard for

twist used should be 2.75 times the
square root of the count. If the 3s are
spun on a ring frame, a frame should
be used with a 2i-inch gauge, 11-

inch diameter ring, 614-inch trav-
erse. After passing through the ring
frame the warp yarn is put through
the spooler and warper and then
through the slasher, and finally run
upon a beam which has the required
number of ends to make the quilt.

Dyeing Particulars.

SKY BLUE FOR STRIPES.
One per cent diamine sky blue F F;

2 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

PINK.
One-half per cent diamine rose B D;

2 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

LIGHT YELLOW.
One per cent chromine yellow G; 2

per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

LIGHT BROWN.
One-half per cent naphtamine

brown N; % per cent naphtamine yel-

low N N; 2 per cent sal soda; 20 per
cent Glauber's salt.

RED.
Four per cent benzo fast red 4 B; 30

per cent Glauber's salt; 2 per cent sal

soda.
LIGHT SLATE.

One per cent diamine black B H; 2

ounces diamine fast yellow B; 2 per
pent sal soda; 20 per cent Glauber's

salt.

LIGHT GREEN.

One per cent diamine sky blue P F.;

11/4 per cent diamine fast yellow F F.;

2 per cent sal soda, 20 per cent Glau-

ber's salt; after-treat with 2 per cent

sulphate of copper.

PEARL,

One-quarter per cent diamine dark
blue B.; V4, ounce diamine fast yellow

B,; 2 per cent sal soda; 15 per cent

Glauber's salt; after-treat with % per

cent bichrome; V2 per cent sulphate of

copper.
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RAINCLOTH

Raincloth, commonly so-called, has
no particular style of construction or
character of weave, the name being
acquired from the fact that the fab-

ric is waterproofed during the finish-

ing process.

The most popular and best grades
of raincloth may be defined as closely

woven, smooth-face fabrics, made with
twist warp,, that is, cotton and wool,
of cotton and worsted twisted
together, and with all worsted or wool
filling. The weave used for this fab-

ric is what may be termed a five-har-

ness satin ? - , see Fig. 1. This fab-

ric, as the name implies, is exclusive-

ly made up into raincoats or craven-
ettes, worn principally as a covering
in damp or rainy weather. The fabric,

after it is finished, is impervious to

water.

Raincloth is a piece-dyed fabric.

Such shades as drabs, fawns, light and
dark browns and black are the pre-
vailing colors. The warp yarn, as al-

ready mentioned, is a two-ply thread,
composed of a very fine cotton thread
and coarser count of worsted or wool-
en thread. The fabric is given a wool
dye. The cotton dods not take on col-

or. The finished fabric presents what
is termed a powdered effect, that is,

little specks of white show over the
entire surface of the fabric.

The fabric may be elaborated by
means of mercerized cotton threads
being inserted at regular intervals in

both warp and filling, producing check
or plaid effects, or by using a given
number of solid worsted threads and
a given number of twist threads ar-
ranged in some order producing a
stripe effect. The fabric is also va-
ried as regards quality, in so far that
it is made with coarser counts of yarn,
and less ends and picks per inch; in
the cheaper qualities the plain weave
and ^ twill are much in evidence.

2

Analysis follows of a first-class fab-
ric:

Width of warp in reed, 60 inches;
width of fabric finished, 56 inches;

ends per inch in reed, 84; ends in

warp, 5,040.

21x4 reed.
Take-up of warp during weaving, 8

per cent.

Weight per yard finished, 10 ounces.
Warp yarn 2-50s worsted counts,

composed 1 end of l-30s worsted, 1

end 1-lOOs cotton.

Filling, 80 picks per inch in loom,
l-35s worsted yarn.

LOOM REQUIRED.
For plain raincloth, that is, a one-

filling fabric, a broad dobby loom,
speed from 140 to 150 picks per min-
ute, may be used; for the five-harness
satin weave the warp is usually drawn
in on 10 harnesses straight draw, so
as not to overcrowd the heddles and
prevent chafing of the warp ; for fancy
raincloth the box, pick and pick loom
is the one best suited for these fab-
rics.

FINISHING.
The better quality of raincloth re-

quires considerable attention in the
finishing process. After the fabric
comes from the loom, it is dyed, the
wool or worsted only taking color, the
cotton in the warp yarn remaining
white. Twist yarn is more or less ir-

regular, that is, the cotton may be
more prominent in some places than
in others; this requires the fabric to

CHGBMDBDBB
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Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2.

»rawing-in Draft

be examined and where the cotton is

found to be toq prominent, it is dark-
ened or inked in conformity with the

ground color, after which follows the
waterproofing process. This consists

of immersing the fabric in a combina-
tion of ingredients, such as greasy
matters of all natures, resin, paraflan,
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tannic acid, drying oils, salts of alu-
mina, alums and carbonate of mag-
nesia. After it is waterproofed, the
fabric is pressed, made up into rolls,

then made up into garments.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

As has been stated in the analysis
of raincloth given above, the material
used in the construction of the yarns
is wool and cotton. As in the carding
and spinning particulars only the con-
struction of the cotton yarn has been
described we will follow the usual cus-
tom and give the processes, with the
particulars at each stage, through
which the cotton passes to produce the
finished yarn. The count of the cot-
ton yarn described for this fabric is

100s. This may be made from either a
fine, long-stapled Egyptian cotton or
from a Sea Island cotton of a staple
of 1^^ to 1% inches, the latter being
the one most generally used. The bales
of cotton are first stapled and graded
and all those not up to standard
length and quality are put one side,

while the rest are mixed by hand.

A LARGE MIXING
is made so that there will be as few
changes as possible in the yarn made
from the different batches. It will be
understood that it is often necessary
to change certain parts of different
machines for almost every mixing so
as to suit some peculiarity of the
mixing being made. These changes
are generally slight and many times
only mean the changes of certain
speeds of settings, but when running
the different mixings the first lot run
through should be carefully watched
to see that it compares exactly with
the foregoing mixture;

SEA ISLAND COTTON
of a long staple is put through only
two processes of picking and an open-
er. Some overseers put the cotton
through only one process. The beater
used is generally of a two-bladed, rigid
type and if two processes are used the
speed of the breaker is 1,300 revolu-
tions per minute and the speed of the
second, 1,100 revolutions per minute.

As will be seen, this speed is reduced
considerably from that of the other
cottons that have been previously de-
scribed and the reason is that a great-
er speed of the beater puts in neps,
which, as every one knows, is the one
thing to be most feared, because dirt

can be taken out, but it is almost im-
possible to take out neps. To be sure,

a greater portion of them are taken
out, but it means much extra work
and care to do it, so it is always best
to see that none are put in.

The beats per inch given to the
cotton as it is passing through the
finisher picker are 29. The total weight
of the finished lap is 28 pounds or a
9 1/^ -ounce lap.

These laps are put up

AT THE CARD.

The settings used for this card should
be close, a 12-l,000ths-inch gauge be-
ing used to set the fiats from the cylin-

der and a 5-l,000ths-inch gauge to set
the doffer from the cylinder. The wire
fillet used should be No. 34s for cylin-

der and 36s for doffer and flats. The
card should have as many working as
possible and the speed should be one
complete revolution every 35 minutes.
The draft of the card should never be
less than 130 and some overseers in-

crease this to 175 or 180 on this class

of work. The stripping should be
done three times a day and grinding
as usual. The card should be kept
unusually free from fly and dirt and
should produce from 250 to 300 pounds
per week of 60 hours. The weight of

the sliver should be 40 grains per
yard. Another part of the machine
that is changed differently from all

other stock is the speed of the licker-

in. This should be a great deal less

than that used for other stocks for the
same reason as given for the low speed
of the beater. The speed of the licker-

in should be dropped from 350 to 400
revolutions per minute (the usual
speed) to about 275 revolutions per
minute. The card sliver is next
combed. The different

COMBING PROCESSES
vary, but those in most general use
are as follows: Sliver lap machine,
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ribbon lap machine and comber. The
width of the lap is another part that
has also been changed so that now it

is 10 1^ inches, whereas formerly an
8% -inch lap was almost universal. The
following particulars will be given for
an 8% -inch lap; when a 10^ -inch lap
is used the proper weights may be
calculated by proportion. The dou-
blings at the sliver lap are 14 for an
8% -inch lap and 20 for a 10% -inch
lap.

The weight of a yard of lap at the
front is 280 grains. These are put up
at the ribbon lap machine and doubled
6 into 1. The weight of a yard of lap
at the front of this machine is 265
grains. The laps are put up at -the

comber and doubled according to the
number of heads that the comber con-
tains; formerly it was the custom to
have six heads, but within the last

few years a comber of eight heads is

used. The newest development in
combers is the single head comber,
many finding this more advantageous
than the use of any of the previous
machines. The

PERCENTAGE OF WASTE
taken out should be not less than 20
for this class of stock and the trim-
mings and settings should be as fol-

lows: Combing starts at 5. Nippers
open at S^^, close at 9^^. Lifters down
at 6% and up at 8% to 9 1^. Top combs
down at 5. Feed roll commences to
move forward at 5^^. The start of the
feed roll to a certain degree controls
the percentage of waste taken out and
is the part that is changed after the
settings of the comber have been
made. A later feeding means an in-
creased amount of waste. The detach-
ing roll moves forward at 5%. There
is a great deal of difference in settings,
of the top combs to segment and
cushion plate to needles or cylinder,
among comber men, but good settings
even for this grade of stock are with
an 18 gauge from cushion plate to half
lap and a 21 gauge from top comb
to segment. Either a double or single
row of needles in top comb may be
used, both having their advantages
and disadvantages. The weight of the

sliver should be about 35 grains per
yard. The sliver is next put through
two processes of

DRAWING FRAMES,

the weight of the drawing at the fin-

isher drawing being 60 grains per
yard. Leather-covered top rolls are
generally used for this stock and
should be kept in perfect shape and
frequently varnished, as should the
leather detaching rolls of the comber
and the top rolls of the sliver lap and
ribbon lap machines. Several good
recipes for varnish have been given
in previous articles, one of which may
be used. The sliver is put through
the slubber and made into .80 hank
roving. The front top rolls of this
machine are generally varnished and
some mills use rolls of a larger diam-
eter, claiming less licking. The twist
put in is the square root of hank be-
ing made. The slubber roving is next
put through three processes of fly

frames, the hank roving at each proc-
ess being as follows: First interme-
diate, 2.25; at the second intermediate,
5, and at the jack frames, 20 hank. The
standard twist per inch is the square
root of hank times 1.10 at first and
second intermediates and 1.20 at fine

or jack frames. Care should be taken
to see that the roving is properly laid
on the bobbin and that the bobbin,
when full, is properly built; also that
the settings of the rolls and traverse
are correct. This yarn is either mule
or ring spun. If ring spun the partic-
ulars for a frame making 100s yarn
are as follows: Gauge of frame, 2%
inches; diameter of ring, 1% inches;
length of traverse, 5 inches; speed of
spindles, 9,400 revolutions per minute.
This yarn is then spooled and then is

in shape to be twisted with the wor-
sted yarn.

Dyeing Particulars—Piece Dyeing.

LIGHT OLIVE BROWN.
One-half per cent anthracene acid

brown G.; 6 ounces anthracene blue
C; 2 per cent sulphuric acid; after-

treated with 1 per cent chrom©.
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MEDIUM BROWN.
One and one-half per cent anthra-

cene chrome brown D.; i/^ per cent an-
thracene yellow B. N.; i^ per cent
anthracene acid blue D.; 2i/^ per cent
sulphuric acid; after-treat with 2 per
cent chrome.

NAVY BLUE.
Four per cent anthracene acid blue

D.; % per cent anthracene chrome vio-
let B.; 3 per cent sulphuric acid; aft-

er-treat with 1/^ per cent chrome.

SLATE.
One-half per cent anthracene blue

C; 1/4 per cent anthracene chrome
brown D.; 1 per cent sulphuric acid;
after-treat with % per cent chrome.

OLIVE.
One and one-half per cent anthra-

cene acid brown G.; % per cent an-
thracene brown; i/^ per cent anthra-
cene yellow B. N.; 1 per cent sulphuric
acid; after-treat with 1 per cent
chrome.

DRAB.
Six ounces anthracene blue C; %

per cent anthracene chrome brown D.;

1 per cent sulphuric acid; after-treat
with 1 per cent chrome.

BLACK.
Six per cent anthracene chrome

black F. E.; 4 per cent aceteic acid; 2

per cent sulphuric acid; after-treat
with 2 per cent chrome.

DARK BROWN.
One per cent anthracene yellow B.

N.; 3 per cent anthracene chrome
brown D.; l^/^ per cent anthracene
acid blue D.; 3 per cent sulphuric
acid; 2i/^ per cent chrome.

DARK GREEN.
Three per cent anthracene yellow

B. N.; 1 per cent anthracene chrome
brown D.; 3 per cent anthracene blue
C; 3 per cent sulphuric acid; after-

treat with 3 per cent chrome.

COTTON CASSIMERE
Cassimere was originally understood

to mean a woolen cloth used for men's
wear. This fabric differs from cash-

mere in so far as the latter is finer

and used principally for ladies' dress
goods. Cashmeres are usually in solid

colors only, and were originally made
in Cashmere and near-by regions from
yarn hand spun from the flossy wool
of the Cashmere goat.

'About the year 1816, a small herd
was imported into France with the
view to acclimatize them and breed
them for the sake of their wool, but
the enterprise failed." The foregoing
facts will suggest that this fabric is

quite costly, consequently cheaper
grades, cotton and wooJ imitations,

have a liberal demand.

In varying the quality of a fabric,

the manufacturers have two objects in

view: first, to reduce the cost; second,
to retain the same general appear-
ance. It then follows that the change
effected is of degree, not of kind, con-
sequently the variations usually con-
sist in changing the number of ends
and picks per inch, or substituting a
higher or lower grade of yarn as the
case may be.

ANALYSIS.
XXX

25. 1—1—1
FACE WARP.
Black.
Black and drab.
Black and white.
Black.
Black and white.
Black.
Black and white.
Black.
Black and drab.
Black and white.
Black.
Black.
Bleach.

3

7

2
1
1
1
2

7

1
x2
xl

ends— 1— 1

BACK WARP.
Green
Black.
Drab.
Black.
Drab.
Black.
Drab.
Black.
Drab.
Black.
Drab.
Black.
Drab.
Black.
Drab.
Black.
Drab.
Black-

n Alternate garnet.
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FACE WARP.
11 ends Black 2/30,
8 ends Black and drab 2/30.
8 ends Black and white 20/60.
1 end Bleach 2/40.

28
BACK WARP.

19 ends Black 2/30.
8 ends Drab 2/30.
1 end Green 2/30.

28

ENDS IN FACE WARP.
726 ends Black.
528 ends Black and drab.
528 ends Black and white.
66 ends Bleach.

1,848
40 ends selvage.

1,888

ENDS IN BACK WARP.
1,254 ends Black.
528 ends Drab.
33 ends Green.
33 ends Garnet.

1,848
40 ends selvage.

1,8?

Filling 60 picks per inch, 2/26s black cotton.

Width of warp in reed, 34 .'nclies;

width of fabric finished, 31 inches;
outside ends per inch, 111; 500x8 reed;
ends in face warp, 1,848; 20 ends
2-30s white selvage; total ends in face
warp, 1,888; ends in black warp, 1,848

20 ends 2-30s white selvage; total

ends in back warp, 1,888; total ends
in face and back warp, 3,776; take-up
of face warp during weaving, 10 per
cent; take-up of warp during weav-
ing, 6 per cent.

Weight of fabric per yard from
loom, 7.85 ounces. Weight of fabric
per yard finished, 7 ounces.

When both warp and filling are
changed from wool to cotton, as with
the cassimere under consideration, the
general appearance may be retained,
but the feel or handle of the fabric
will be entirely different—so much so
that it will be apparent to the buyer.

When such radical changes are
made in fabrics as to substitute cot-
ton for wool, it can no longer be sold
under the same name; it therefore fol-

lows that the fabric be designated, as,
for instance, cotton cassimere.

In making these cheaper grade fab-
rics, the methods of manufacturing are

simplified as much as possible, chiefly

because the profit will not admit of

any unnecessary expense. No intri-

cate weaves are used; such weaves as

? twill, ^ ' basket weave and
•2

. 2

common rib weave are principally

used for operating face warp. These
fabrics are generally made with two
warps. The back warp interlaces with
filling on the 8-harness satin order.

(See Fig. 1.) These fabrics are
confined to 16 harness, 8 harness
for face warp and 8 for back
warp; the warp is drawn in one end
face, and one end back, the first end
of face warp on the first harness, the

first end of back warp on second har-

ness. (See draft, Fig. 2; Fig. 3,

chain draft).

The back warp for these fabrics is

usually plain yarn, twist yarn being
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Fis. 1. Fg.

too expensive and the pattern of the
back warp usually differs from the
face warp in regard to the color ar-

rangement, but the number of ends
must be the same, if one end face
warp and one end back warp fabric

is required.

LOOM REQUIRED.
These fabrics may be woven on any

box, harness loom. The loom should
have stands for two warp beams, one
for face warp and one for back warp;
in some instances both warps are
beamed on one beam, the back warp
beamed tight because of less take-up.

FINISHING.
After the fabric comes from the

loom, it is burled, examined and
mended if necessary. The face of the
fabric is sheared, after which it is run
through a rotary press. The fabric
in passing through the press runs
over a perforated steam pipe, which
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partially saturates the fabric, then it

is pressed by passing through heated
cylinders, after which it is made up
into rolls, then shipped.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Different mills make cotton cassi-

mere out of different counts of yarn,
but the fabric under description is

composed of 2-30s warp and 2-26s fill-

ing. These yarns would be made in

a mill belonging to the second divi-

sion, as given in a previous article.

The yarn would be made from Ameri-
can cotton of a fair grade, having a
staple of about 1 1-16 inches. The mix-
ing should be done by one of the va-
rious methods that have been given
in previous articles. The only point
to be looked out for is to see that the

or is connected by trunking or lattice

work to the opener. The beater of the
breaker picker for this kind of stock
is generally of a two-bladed rigid type
and its speed is 1,550 revolutions per
minute. The total weight of the lap
at the front is 40 pounds or a 16-ounce
lap. These laps are put up at the in-

termediate picker and doubled four
into one. The beater of this machine
is also generally of a two-bladed, rigid
type, the speed of which is 1,500 rev-
olutions per minute. The total weight
of the lap at the front of this picker
is 37 pounds or a 10-ounce lap. These
laps are put up at

THE FINISHER PICKER
and doubled four into one. It is at
this point that the cut -roving waste
is mixed in with the raw stock. This

start of second pattern,

patterns to repeat.

times

1
equals face e
equals back <

Fis. 2.

cotton is thoroughly dry and aired out
before being put through the opener.
For this class of fabric the raw stock
is put through three processes of
picking and an opener. The good
waste from all machines up to the
slubber is mixed in before the cotton
is fed to the opener. This waste should
be picked up at regular and frequent
intervals and spread throughout the
entire mixing, and should not be al-

lowed to accumulate in large lots, but
should be run up as fast as collected.

The
LIFTING APRON

should always be carrying up a load
of cotton for the pin beater to strike
off. This beater should be so adjusted
that the proper amount of cotton is

passed to the breaker picker, which is

generally either directly connected

is done by two methods, both of which
have been described in a previous ar-

ticle. If done by hand, care should be
taken to see that the percentage of cut
waste mixed is not too great, because
this is apt to cause licking of the
laps when they are being run at the
card. The beater of this machine
may be either a two-bladed rigid or
a pin beater, either of which has its

advantages. If of the two-bladed, rig-

id type, the speed should be 1,450 rev-
olutions per minute. This gives the
cotton passing under its action 42
beats per inch. Care should be taken
to see that all the drafts in the
pickers are properly directed where
they will do the most good. The total

weight of a lap for this class of goods
should be 39 pounds or a 14^/^ -ounce
lap. A variation of the standard of
half a pound (either side) Is allowed.
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All laps varying more than this are
run through the finisher picker again.
The picker laps are put up

AT THE CARD,

the draft of which for this class of
work should not exceed 100. The wire
fillet used should be No. 33 for cylin-

der and 35s for doffer and flats. This
is the American count of the wire;
the equal English count is No. lOOa
for cylinder and No. 120s for doffer
and top flats. The settings of the
card should be the same as given in

connection with the article on "Indigc
Prints." Strip cylinder and doffe:

three times a day and grind lightly

at least once a month—twice a month
is better—and then leave the grinder
on half a day. The teeth should al-

ways be kept sharp and never allowed
to run faced. It is the general rule of

grinders to set cards after grinding in
large rooms where several grinders
are employed. It is better to have one
grinder or boss grinder to set all the
cards and hold him responsible. Keep
cards clean, especially the front end
around and over the doffer bonnet.
The speed of the licker-in should be
375 revolutions per minute. The flats

make one complete- revolution every 45
minutes. The sliver at the front
weighs 65 grains per yard and the pro-
duction is 800 pounds per week of 60
hours.

THE SLIVER
at the cards should be sized at least
once a week to see how it is compar-
ing with previous sizings. The sliver
is next put through three processes
of drawing frames, which may have
either metallic or leather-covered top
rolls. If metallic rolls are used, keep
them clean, because if dirt and waste
collect in the flutes of either the top
or bottom rolls, cut roving is almost
sure to result. Keep top and bottom
rolls well oiled. If top rolls are not
kept oiled and are allowed to become
dry, bad work is sure to result. Also
see that the calender rolls have
enough pressure on them to cause
them to condense the sliver properly.
Look out to see that the trumpets
have the right size hole at the small
end. The drawing frame sliver should

be sized at least three times a day,
and if sized four times it keeps the
work a great deal evener. The sliver

from at least four heads of each
frame is taken and sized separately
and then averaged; a variation of not
more than 5 grains either side of
standard is allowed; if more than
this, the draft gear is changed.

THE DOUBLINGS

at the drawing for this kind of work
are 6 into 1 at each process. The
speed of the front roller is 400 revolu-
tions per minute. The weight of_the
sliver Is 70 grains per yard. The draw-
ing is next put through the slubber
and made into .60 hank roving. It is

not customary to varnish the slubber
top leather rolls for this kind of work.
See that the traverse is working prop-
erly and that the top rolls are in

perfect condition and set properly.
Keep slubber as clear as possible and
it will make returns many times over
in extra production, which is often af-

fected by dirt, fly, etc., getting be-
tween the gears and filling up the
teeth.

THE SLUBBER ROVING
is put through two more processes of

fly frames, the hank roving being
made at each as follows: First inter-

mediate, 2.00, and second intermediate,
6.00 hank for the warp yarn and 5.25

hank for the filling yarn. Try to
keep the roving a little on the heavy
side of the standard and don't put
more twist into roving than is actu-
ally needed to draw it, so that it won't
break back at the next process. Re-
member that every extra tooth of
twist put in cuts into the produc-
tion to that extent. Keep the top
rolls in good condition and change
them frequently. Keep the chains
clean and look out for bunches. Look
out for single and double and
watch the tension and the taper of
the bobbin. Do not let the help fill

up the bobbin after the frame has
knocked off, but first be sure that the
frame will knock off at the proper
place. Keep frames well oiled and
don't run bare spindles.
Another thing to watch is

jumping bobbins; set the gear
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properly to remedy this. Re-
place all broken bolsters as soon as
possible. After changing a framie

over, use up all pieces irom it as soon
as possible. The roving for the warp
yarn is spun on a ring frame, having
the following particulars for 30s yarn:
Gauge of frame, 2i inches; diameter
or ring, 1%; twist per inch, 26.02, and
speed of spindle 9,800 revolutions per
minute. The yarn is then spooled,
twisted into 2 -ply yarn, spooled, and
then warped, after which it is put
through the slasher and run onto a
beam with the required number of
ends. The roving for filling may be
either mule or ring spun; if the latter,

use a frame with a 2% -inch gauge,
IS-inch diameter ring and spindle
speed of 8,000. This yarn is then
twisted into 2-ply 26s, after which it

is conditioned and then is ready to be
used.

Dyeing Particulars.

BLACK.
Ten per cent thion black TBC; 20

per cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

BROWN.
Ten per cent thion brown R.; 2 per

cent thion violet black A.; 1 per cent
thion yellow G.; 10 per cent sodium
sulphide; 2 per cent soda ash; 25 per
cent salt.

DARK GREEN.
Eight per cent thion green B.; 8 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

PEARL.
Four ounces thion violet black A.;

1 per cent thion black TBC; 1 per
cent sodium sulphide; i/^ per cent
soda ash; 10 per cent salt.

DRAB.
Three per cent thion green G.; 3 per

cent thion orange N.; 6 per cent sodi
um sulphide; 2 per cent soda ash; 20
per cent salt.

NAVY BLUE.
Six per cent thion navy blue R. ; 2

per cent thion blue B.; 8 per cent so-

dium sulphide; 3 per cent soda ash; 30
per cent salt.

SLATE.
One and one-quarter per cent thion

black TBC; l^^ per cent sodium sul-

phide; 2 per cent soda ash; 10 per
cent salt.

RED.
Twenty per cent thiogene rubine O.;

10 per cent sulphide sodium.

BLUE BLACK.
Ten per cent thion blue black B.; 10

per cent sulphide sodium; 3 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

ONDULE FABRICS
Ondule fabrics are characterized by

having one or both series of yarns
warp or filling, drawn out of a straight
line, while yet remaining in the same
relative positions, i. e., the curving of

the yarns is not made by certain yarns

Fig. 1.

crossing over others as in leno and
similar fabrics.

They may be placed in the novelty
class. As such, the production is lim-
ited in quantity in cotton goods by
several factors, among which may be
mentioned: First, costly loom attach-
ments have to be applied in order to
weave them to the best advantage;
second, the demand is small and un-
certain.

Fig. 1 illustrates the effect formed in

warp ondules, in which the filling re-
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mains in straight lines, as in any or-

dinary fabric. The warp forms the
undulations.
This type has not been developed to

any extent in cotton goods on account
of the reasons mentioned, and for an-
other reason. Some of the ends
curve considerably more than others,
necessitating the use of several warp
beams in order to have the ends at

such a tension that some will not be
slack in the shed, while others are
tight. The sample in question, although
containing only two different counts
of warp yarns, one fine and one
coarse, required five warps.

It will be understood readily that a
greater length of warp wilf be re-

quired for a curved end than for a
straight end in a given length of
cloth.

The white warp yarn in Fig. 1 is

cotton.

When v.'oven in only one color or

one count of warp the stripe effect is

very faint.

The ondule principle of construc-
tion is not of recent origin, similar

goods having been made to some ex-

tent in the early part of the 19th cen-

tury.

Filling ondules are of more recent
origin than warp ondules, and may be
made much cheaper, one warp only be-

ing required. Fig. 2 illustrates the ef-

fect of a good filling ondule, in which
the filling yarns form curved or wavy
effects, the warp yarns remaining
parallel to each other. The filling is

considerably coarser than the warp,
which accentuates the desired effect.

Fabrics like Figs. 1 and 2, or of
combinations of these two effects, may
be made with similar loom attach-
ments or devices. The attachment
generally used consists of a suitiible

mechanism, varying in detail with dif-

ferent makers, for imparting to the

reed, which is very deep, an up-and-,

down movement, so as to bring a dif

ferent part of it to the fell of the
cloth at each pick.

The reeds used are of special con
struction. In those used for warp on-

dules the dents are arranged some-
what like Fig. 3.

The top, bottom and face of the
reeds are straight, as in ordinary
I'eeds.

For weaving filling ondules the
same device may be used for actuating
the reed. The reed itself is made
after the form shown in Fig. 4. The
solid line indicates the top, and the
dctied line the bottom of the reed.
The dents are equal distances apart,
both at the top and bottom. W\jen
this type of reed is used, a false reed
is also used as a guide for the shuttle,

as in lappet weaving. Another tyiv3 ;;f

reed used is made fast at one end, and
in loose sections at the other. Ihe^o
sections contain, say, three or four
dents. An engraved or grooved roller

is made to separate and change the
positions of the sectional end of the
reed as desired.

In addition to the methods describ-
ed for producing ondule fabrics there

l^'^-

is a newer method which has come
into use in recent years that is prob-

ably much more economical and pro-

duces better results, at least for those

fabrics which have the waves in a fill-

ing direction. This method of produc-

tion is comparatively simple, and may
be described as follows: There are two
sets of harnesses, and the warp
threads are drawn through both sets.
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Only one warp is required for most
styles of effects. At the back of the
loom is placed an extra set of har-
nesses, four or more being employed.
These harnesses are bound together
tightly, but instead of being all level,

they are arranged at different heights
and are all lifted or depressed to-

gether. The warp threads are drawn
through the heddles in these back
harnesses and then through the reg-
ular harnesses at the front of the
loom which produce the weave. The
back harnesses are merely for the
purpose of placing tension upon the

Fig. 5.

various warp threads, those which are
lifted the highest having the greatest
amount of tension, etc. The back har-
nesses which are bound together are
raised and lowered slowly, and the
length of the wave determines the
kind or the number of picks when the
raising and lowering repeats. Of
course, good yarn has to be used in
making a fabric in this method, but
if care be used the tension on the
various threads will not be great
enough to cause any large amount of
breakages. Quite a number of differ-

ent styles of fabrics have been pro-
duced by this method, and highly de-
sirable results secured at a relatively
low cost. The width of the wave in

the warp direction is determined by
the method of drawing-in the threads

on the back harnesses and the length
of the wave in the filling direction is

regulated by the raising and lowering
of the harness. These back harnesses
can be operated from the dobby head,
inasmuch as such fabrics are usually
made upon the ordinary dobby loom.

Fig. 5 illustrates a cotton fabric in-

tended to imitate the high-class fill-

ing ondules. To obtain this effect two
leno easers or slackeners have been
used instead of the reed motion. There
are 30 ends in each pattern, 15 of

which were placed over the first and
15 over the second easer. The easerp
were then actuated so that the yarn
over one of them wove slack for eight

picks, while the yarn over the other
was held tight, then vice versa for

eight picks. The selvage ends were
placed over the regular whip roll. Two
warp beams were used, although one
would perhaps have answered better.

This is a simple method of obtaining
the waves, but the effect obtained is

not as good as when a special reed is

used; nor can it be depended on, not
being a positive motion. The easers
have to be adjusted to a nicety and
kept in that condition or each alter-

nate section will appear more prom-
inent than the others.

Fabrics showing a much better ef-

fect than that shown in Fig. 5 may be
produced by the yarn easing method.
The construction data for the sam-

ple is as follows:
Ends per inch, 48; picks per inch,

48; width, 27 inches; warp yarn, 50s
cotton, combed American; filling yarn,
2-40s cotton. Sea Island, mercerized;
696 ends on number 1 beam—this in-

cludes 48 for selvages; 648 ends on
number 2 beam, total, 1,344 ends;
weight, 8 yards per pound; reed, 1 end
in each dent; the weave is plain on 4
harnesses. The attachments can be
applied to and these goods made on
any ordinary dobby loom.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

There are a great many different
styles of ondules, and these com-
prise many different counts of yarn
according to the grade and quality
of the fabric being made. This class
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of fabric is made in mills of the third

division, as given in a previous article,

or at least those plants whose equip-

ment of machinery includes combers.
The fabric that has been selected out
of this class of goods is made up as
follows: For the warp, 50s yarn is

used and an American cotton, general-
ly tne kind called peeler, having
a staple of l^i, to 1 5-16 inches,
being used and for this fabric is

combed. For the filling yarn a Sea
Island cotton of l^/^ inches is used.
This is also a combed yarn, the count
of which is 2-40s. For this article we
will take each yarn and treat it sep-
arately, starting with the mixing.

MIXING.
First take the American yarn. This

is mixed, as has been previously stat-

ed, at the mixing bin; the sliver waste
from the machine up to the slubber is

used. Care should be taken to see that
too great an amount of this is not be-
ing made at the diiferent machines. It

is impossible to avoid making this

waste altogether, but a large percent-
age of it may be saved if watched
carefully. This cotton is put through
an opener and thr<^9 processes of pick-
ing. Keep the hoppers of the open-
ers well filled, so as to obtain as even
a feed as possible at the breaker pick-
er. The speed of the beater at this

machine is 1,050 revolutions per min-
ute. See that the pin beater is set
properly to obtain the required weight
per yard of cotton being fed to the
breaker picker. This picker is gener-
ally provided with a two-bladed, rigid
type of beater, the speed of which is

1,550 revolutions per minute for this
class of work. The total weight of
lap at the front is 40 pounds or a 16-

ounce lap. These laps are put up at
the intermediate picker and doubled
4 into 1. The beater of this picker is

like that of the breaker, and its speed
is 1,450 revolutions per minute. The
total weight of the laps at the front of
this picker is 37 pounds or a 12-ounce
lap. The laps are put up at the fin-

isher picker and doubled 4 into 1.

The speed of the beater, if a rigid, two-
bladed type, is 1,450 revolutions per
minute, which gives the cotton pass-
ing through it about 42 beats or blows

per inch. The total weight of the lap

at the front is 37 pounds or a 12 1/^-

ounce lap. A variation of one-half a
pound is allowed either side of stand-
ard; laps over or under this weight
are run through the finisher again. At
the finisher picker the cut waste from
the fly frames is mixed in in the pro-
portion of one lap of cut waste to three
laps of raw stock. Be careful not to
use too much cut waste, as it is apt
to cause the laps to kick; also be care-

ful to see that the drafts of the pickers
are properly directed for the same rea-

son. At the card the draft is not less

than 100, a good draft being 120. The
speed of the cylinder is 160 revolu-
tions per minute; licker-in, 300 revolu-
tions per minute; and the top flats

make one complete revoluticOi every
34 minutes.

DOFFER AND CYLINDER.
The doffer should be as large as

possible and clothed with a No. 35s
wire fillet, as should the top flats; the
cylinder is clothed with No. 34 wire
fillet, the equivalent English count
being 120s for doffer and 110s for cly-

inder. Keep this wire sharp at all

times, as dull wire is apt to cause
kinked yarn. Grind at least once a
month and reset all points after grind-
ing. It is a good plan, although one
not generally used, to brush out cyl-
inder and doffer after grinding and
before setting up. See that the grind-
ing brackets for the top flats are set
so as to grind the flats evenly across
their face, when in their working po-
sition. This is

A GREAT FAULT
with most of the grinding devices and
should be carefully looked into. See
that the doffer stripping comb is set
to clean the doffer of the web prop-
erly. Strip cards three times a day and
keep front free from dirt and fly. The
total production for a week of 60
hours, allowing 10 per cent time for
stoppages, etc., is 550 pounds, and the
sliver weighs 45 grains per yard. The
sliver is then combed.

BEFORE BEING COMBED
it has to be run through several dif-

ferent processes. The order of these,
as well as the machines themselves,
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differs, but it is most general to have
the machines as follows, especially for
this class of work: Sliver lap ma-
chine, at which the doublings for an
8i-inch lap are 14 into 1, the draft of

this machine being small, less than 2;

the weight per yard is 285 grains; for

larger width laps the doublings and
weight per yard may be found by pro-

portion; this is also true at the rib-

bon lap machine. At the ribbon lap
machine the doubling is 6 into 1, and
the weight of the lap is 265 grains per
yard. These laps are put up

AT THE COMBER
and doubled according to the number
of heads, 6 or 8 being generally used,
a 6-head comber generally using an
8|-inch lap and an 8-head comber a
lOi/^-inclT lap. These particulars are
given for the Heilmann combers and
not the later foreign makes, which
have been tried with varying success
the last four or five years. For this

stock take out 15 per cent waste and
set time as given in a previous article.

The speed should be about 95 nips per
minute. Keep all the leather top rolls

of sliver and ribbon lap machines as
well as those of the draw box and
detaching rolls of the comber in per-
fect condition and well varnished. It

is a good plan to varnish the leather-

covered detaching rolls once a week.
A little trouble in this direction is well
repaid. Look out to keep the per-

centage of

WASTE
at the different machines uniform.

If two or more ends break down on
the table, break end running into the
can, and before piecing up again, see
that all the ends are running. Comb-
ers should be scoured at least once
a year, when they shou'd be taken
down and all parts reset and timed.
Keep table smooth and polished and
do not touch with the hands those
parts over which the combed sliver is

running. The weight per yard of the
combed sliver is 40 grains. This sliv-

er is put through two processes of
drawing, being doubled 6 into 1 at
each process. Leather-covered top
rolls are generally used for this class
of stock and they should be looked
out for to see that they are well oil-

ed and varnished and in perfect con-
dition. See that all stop-motions are
in working order ,so that single and
double may be prevented as far as
possible. The weight of the drawing is

70 grains per yard. This is put through
the slubber and made into .50 hank
roving, after which it is run through
three processes of

FLY FRAMES,
the hank roving at each being as fol-

lows: First, 1; second, 3, and jack, 10

hank. Watch the leather rolls, also the
shape and lay of the roving en the
bobbins. Mark all roving small and dis-

tinctly near bobbins, and do not al-

low pieces to accumulate. This rov-

ing is taken to the ring spinning
room and made into 50s on a frame
having a gauge of 2% inches; aiameter
of ring, iy2 inches; length of trav-
erse, 6 inches, and spindle speed of

10,000 revolutions per minute. The
yarn is then spooled and warped, after
which it is put through the slasher,
where, in addition to being slashed,
the required number of ends are run
onto one beam, and then it is ready
for the weave room.
The Sea Island cotton for

THE FILLING YARN
is put through either one or two proc-
esses of picking, generally two. The
speed of a two-bladed, rigid type of

beater at the breaker is 1,350 revolu-
tions per minute, and the total weight
of lap is 30 pounds or a 10-ounce lap.

These laps are doubled 4 into 1 at

the finisher picker. The speed of the
two-bladed, rigid type is 1,250 revolu-
tions per minute, or about 29 blows
or beats per inch of cotton passing
through. The total weight of this lap
is 28 pounds or a 9i^-ounce lap. At
the card the draft should not be less

than 120, and speed of the licker-in,

275 revolutions per minute. The top
flats make one complete revolution
every 35 minutes. The production is

300 pounds per week of 60 hours, and
the weight of the sliver 40 grains per
yard.

THE SETTINGS
for the card should be somewhat clos-

er than when carding peeler cotton;
for example, the doffer should be set
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to the cylinder with a 5 instead of a
7 gauge, and the flats should be set

with a 10 instead of a 12 gauge, which
is used to set peeler cotton. The oth-

er particulars given above may be also
used with Sea Island cotton. This sliv-

er is next put through the same ma-
chines as given above for combing.
The weight of the sliver lap machine
is 240 grains per yard and the ribbon
lap 220 grains per yard. The settings
at the comber should be closer than
those used on peeler cotton and the
percentage of waste taken out should
be 20 per cent. The weight of the
sliver is 35 grains per yard.
This sliver is put through two proc-

esses of
DRAWING,

being doubled 6 into 1. The speed of

the front roll should be 350 revolutions
per minute, and the weight of the
sliver 60 grains per yard. It is im-
portant that extra care be taken with
the top rolls, stop-motions, etc., when
running this kind of stock, otherwise
the 'particulars given with peeler cot-

ton may be followed. The leather top
rolls of the slubber are varnished for
this stock and it is better to use rolls

of a little larger diameter than those
used for peeler cotton. The hank rov-
ing made at the slubber is .65 which
is put through two processes of fly

frames, the hank roving made at
each process being as follows: First
intermediate, 2.25; and second, 8 hank.
Use a finer grain leather for the roll

covering than that used for peeler cot-
ton and look out for all the particulars
given above, except that extra care
should be given to the Sea Island
stock. This roving is taken to the
mule room and spun into 40s yarn,
after which it is generally mercerized
under tension and twisted into two-
ply 40s, when it is ready to be woven.

Dyeing Particulars.

LIGHT SKY BLUE.
Two ounces diamine sky blue FF.;

20 per cent Glauber's; after-treat with
% per cent sulphate copper.

LIGHT PEA GREEN.
One-quarter per cent diamine sky

blue FF.; y^ per cent diamine fast

yellow FF.; 20 per cent Glauber's salt;

1 per cent sal soda; after-treat with 1

per cent sulphate copper.

Pii]ARL.

Two ounces diamine brilliant blue
G. ; 15 per cent Glauber's salt; after-

treat with y2 per cent sulphate of cop-
per.

PINK.
One -half per cent Erika pink; 10 per

cent Glauber's; 1 per cent sal soda.

CREAM.
One-thirty-second ounce diamine

fast yellow B. ; l-64£h ounce diamine
catechine 3 G.; 10 per cent Glauber's;
1 per cent sal soda.

LIGHT BROWN.
One-half per cent diamine brown M.;

1 per cent diamine catechine 3 G.; 20
per cent Glauber's; 1 per cent sal

soda; after-treat with 1 per cent
chrome.

GREEN.
Two per cent diamine green G.; 20

per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
LIGHT SLATE.

Two ounces diamine dark blue B.;

l-16th ounce diamine fast yellow B.;

10 per cent Glauber's; 1 per cent sal

soda; after-treat with i/^ per cent
chrome and i/^ per cent sulphate of

copper.

LIGHT SNUFF BROWN.
Six ounces diamine catechine 3 G.;

6 ounces diamine catechine B.; after-

treat with 1^ per cent chrome and i/^

per cent sulphate of copper.

SLATE.
One per cent diamine black BH.; 2

ounces diamine fast yellow B.; 20 per
cent Glauber's; 1 per cent, sal soda;
after-treat with i/^ per cent chrome; ^/^

per cent sulphate of copper.

UMBRELLA CLOTHS
The name given to these fabrics in-

dicates the use to which they are
subjected. It stands for cloths, of
widely different qualities, materials
and weaves. The weaves, with the ex-
ception of those used for umbrella
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ginghams, are of small repeating
types, as plain, three-end twill, and
five and six end twills of four inter-

lacings in a repeat.
Being subjected to extremes of

weather, the constructions of the
cloths are necessarily good.

All-cotton umbrella cloths are usu-
ally woven white, then piece dyed in

solid colors. For cotton warp and
worsted filling goods the warp yarn
Is usually dyed before being woven.
This is especially the case in colors
other than black. It is much harder
to get a fast color, one of the essen-
tial features of a good umbrella cloth,

on union piece-dyed goods than on
yarn-dyed goods. Black is the princi-
pal color used.

IN THE BETTER GRADES
of umbrella cloths it is common to find
silk or wool in combination with cot-

ton. These materials are sometimes
combined in the same yarn, being
mixed before spun. In other cases
the yarns on a beam are all of
one material, and yarns of different
materials, from separate beams, are
used in one fabric.

The analysis of a good grade of um-
brella cloth shows it to have been
made of silk and cotton, the selvages
being of silk and the body of the
warp arranged two ends of cotton and
one end of silk alternately. The fill-

ing is cotton. This is a so-called silk
umbrella cloth.

A good cotton umbrella fabric with
a twill weave is constructed as fol-

lows: Ends per inch, 84; picks per
inch, 112; width in reed, 28% inches;
width of cloth, 27 inches; ends in
warp, 2,312; reed, 2 ends per dent;
warp 60s combed American cotton
filling, 40s combed Egyptian cotton;
weave, -j-JL—? twill. Plain selvages.

The cloth was woven on 12 harnesses,
2 for selvages and 10 for ground.
One of the most essential features

of a good umbrella cloth is a good sel-

vage, as upon such depends not only
the appearance of the cloth, but its

utility. A cloth between two ribs of
an umbrella would be worthless if it

contained a broken selvage.
We will consider a plain weave um-

brella cloth, containing a good sel-

vage, where 2 picks work as one and
2 picks are inserted in each shed. The
ground is reeded 2 ends in each dent
and the selvages 4 ends per dent.
The construction of this fabric is 96

ends per inch of 60s warp yarn: 104
picks per inch of 56s filling; American
warp and Egyptian filling, combed
stock.
An ordinary single box dobby loom

is generally used when making these
goods, the large number of ends pei
inch necessitating a greater number
of harnesses than are usually run on
cam looms.

Care has to be exercised, when
weaving, to make the goods as near
perfect as possible, because defects
made in the loom have to be remedied
afterward, or the goods have to be
sold as seconds.

FINISHING.
On account of the combinations of

materials found in mixed umbrella
fabrics, the finishing and dyeing proc-
esses are of great importance and
have to be done with care in order
that each material will look the same
when finished and retain its color
under severe usage. Especial care has
to be taken with silk selvage goods,
because, if the selvages are damaged,
the goods have to be sold for other
purposes, with a consequent loss in

price.

Cotton umbrella cloths are singed or
sheared, crabbed and steamed. If they
contain silk selvages, the latter are
moistened slightly just before they
reach the singe plates or flames.
When the goods are required to be

sheared, they are first thoroughly burl
ed, all knots and other uneven im-
perfections being removed so that the
cloth will present an ev«n surface,
free from holes, after shearing. When
steaming and drying the goods, it is

necessary to have them started and
kept straight, so that the warp yarns
may be straight and the width uniform
throughout the piece.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The goods considered in this article

are made in the same kind of mill and
from the same grade of yarns as qo-
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dule fabrics, which were dealt with
in the previous article. The carding
and spinning data of the one will
therefore apply equally well to the
other, and need not be repeated here.

Dyeing Particulars.

FAST BLACK.

Dyed on the jig machine. First bath,
100 gallons; 8 pounds immedial black
NN.; 10 pounds sodium sulphide; 3

pounds soda ash; 25 pounds common
salt; run the pieces through for one
hour, take off to a washing machine,
and give a good rinsing with water;
after-treat with 3 per cent chrome; 3

per cent acetic acid for 30 minutes at
180 degrees F,; soap with 10 pounds
soap; 2 pounds olive oil; 4 pounds sal

soda; 50 gallons water at 180 degrees
F., and rinse. Boil the soap, olive oil

and sal soda together for one hour be-

fore using. For subsequent lots 2 per
cent soda ash, 7 per cent immedial
black NN.; 8 per cent sodium sul-
phide, 6 per cent common salt will be
suflacient for the dyeing process.

A SULPHUR BLACK

is the fastest to light, washing and
general wear. Another black can be
dyed with sulphur black topped with
logwood: Six per cent immedial black
NG.; 10 per cent sulphide soda; 2 per
cent soda ash; 20 per cent salt; rinse
well, and after-treat with 2 per cent
chrome; rinse and dye with 5 i^er cent
extract logwood; rinse and soap at
150 degrees F.; i^ ounce soap to 1 gal-
lon water.

And again a good black can be dyed
with a one-dip black fixed with chrome
which is very fast to light and wash-

i ing, but not so fast as sulphur black:

A ONE-DIP BLACK.

Ten per cent diamine fast black F.;
2 per cent sal soda; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's salt; dye at the boil for one
hour; rinse and after-treat with 2 jTer

cent chrome ; 2 per cent sulphate cop-
per at 175 degrees F. ; 3 per cent acetic
acid; rinse well and soap with weak
soap solution at ±o0 degrees F.

HUCKABACK TOWELS
Huckaback, or buck, is a name given

to a certain type of weave which is

extensively utilized in the manufac-
ture of towels, being excellently adapt-
ed for that purpose.
Two of the principal features desir-

ed in a towel are, first, strength; sec-
ond, a readiness to absorb moisture.
An examination of huckaback. Figs.

1 and 2, will show that it is compos
ed for the greater part of plain weave;
this gives strength to the fabric.

The moisture-absorbing qualities of

a buck towel are aided by the long
floats of yarn which appear regularly,
as on ends and picks 2, 4, 7 and 9 of
Fig. 2, as well as in the light twist or
small number of turns per inch put in

the yarns. The softer twisted the
yarns, the better they are adapted for
toweling.
The selvage ends, which are requlr

ed to bear the greatest amount of
friction of any of the yarns in the
loom, are usually of 2-ply yarns,
whereas the yarns in the body of the
cloth are single, twisted not any hard-
er than is necessary to enable them
to weave well.

Huckaback toweling is sold to the
consumers in various ways, by piece,

BDaDBUBDBn
ODDDaiDBDa

GRnBDanau BaaDBOBoaa
DDDDaaaBDB aDDDDBDaDB
BaBDaaBDaa oaDaaanaa
DBaaanDBaa DBDaaaaaDB
anaDBODnDG anaDaDDDDD
DaoacaGaaa oaDaaaaaDa

aDanannDDD
DaaaoaDBDa

Fig. 2.
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DaDDBDaDB
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BDBDBaaDBa

DBOI
QBDI
aaaaaaGB
aaDBDBCB
aDBDuoaa

Fig. 1.

Daaaaaai
DBD
Bnai
anaaaaaL
aaDBGaaa
DBoaaBaBi

3.Fig.

BDaaaoaaaa
DBDaaaaaDB
aaaDaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaa
DaaBDBDBGB

Fig. 4.

yard and towel. The cloth sold by the
piece or yard is generally white. Com-
pleted towels, which are usually hem-
med, hemstitched or fringed, vary ih
size from about 17 by 32, to 25 by 45
inches for general use. A favorite size
for barbers' use is 14 by 26 inches.
These are all white, or are white in
the body of the towel and colored on
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the borders, usually with light red or

blue.

Towel borders usually consist of al

ternate stripes of colored and white
filling, varying relatively in size as de-

sired, and of weaves other than those
of the huckaback type.

An analysis of a huckaback towel
shows the following construction data:

Ends per inch, 50; picks per inch, 44;

width of cloth, 17 1/^ inches; warp
yarn, 14s; filling yarn, 10s; ends in

warp, 854 of 14s for the body of the
cloth, 40, i. e., 20 on each side, of 2-

28s for selvages; 23 reed, 2 ends of 14s

per dent; selvages, each 20 ends,

drawn as 10 in 5 dents; the weave is

shown in Fig. 3. The drawing-in
draft for reproduction on a dobby
loom is straight with Fig. 1 as a chain
draft. Weave Fig. 3 differs from the
chain draft Fig. 1 in having two picks
in a shed.
To enable a greater length of cloth

to be woven in a short time, in fact, in

one-half the running time ordinarily

required, two strands of filling are
wound together as one on a bobbin
and run off together in the loom. In

reality, although the cloth contains 44

picks per inch, the shuttle traverses
the loom lay only 22 times to weave
one inch of cloth.

Another method of inserting two
picks in a shed at once is by the use
of a shuttle containing two bobbins of

filling. Objections to this method are
that it is necessary to use a shuttle
of a greater length than can be run
on an ordinary loom, and extra waste
is made if the filling from both bob-
bins does not end at the same time.

Huckaback towels are usually made
of linen, cotton, or a combination of
linen and cotton. A cloth under con-
sideration of the latter type, of a good
quality, is 18 inches wide and contains
58 ends and 37 picks per inch finished.

The yams in both warp and filling,

with the exception of the selvage ends,
are single. There are 8 ends of 2 -ply
yarn for each selvage.

Fig. 4 is the weave used for this

cloth; 12 harnesses are required, 10
for ground and 2 for selvages.
For plain white huckaback toweling

an ordinary dobby loom is used, one

warp beam and one shuttle only being
required. Coarse cloth is usually wo-
ven on 4 harnesses, with a cross draw.
When colored borders are required

a dobby box loom containing a re-

peater or multiplier motion is the best
to use. A fringe motion is added to

this v^hen both borders and fringe are
required. This motion automatically
pulls the cloth forward several inches
between each two towels, the distance
being regulated as desired.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Huckaback towels are made up of

various counts of yarns which differ

according to the mills in which they
are made, and also several grades may
be made in a single mill, but the di-

vision of mills that they are made in

is the second. The fabric under de-

scription is made up of 14s warp yam
and 10s filling; the selvage yarns are
2-28S.

THESE YARNS
are all made up of American cotton,

the warp and filling yarns being made
from a 1 1-16-inch staple and the sel-

vage yarn of 1% -staple cotton. The
cotton for these mixings is mixed by
machine, large mixings being made.
They are put through an opener and
three processes of picking. Only
those openers that have the best
means of cleaning the pin beater
should be used, as there are several

on the market which do not clean the
pins properly. Especially is this the
case when running sliver waste, the
waste becoming wound around the
beater, which will be seen to be a
great detriment.

THE BEATERS
of all three of the pickers are gener-
ally of the two-bladed, rigid type and
the particulars given below will be ap-
plied to them. The speed of the breaker
picker beater for this stock is 1,550

revolutions per minute and the total

weight of the lap at the front is 40

pounds or a 16-ounce lap. These laps

are doubled four into one at the in-

termediate picker and pass to the beat-

er, the speed of which is 1,450 revolu-

tions per minute. The total weight
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of the lap at the front of this machine
is 371^ pounds or a 10-ounce lap. From
the intermediate picker the laps are

put up at the finisher picker and
doubled four into one. The speed of

this beater is 1,400 revolutions per

minute. The total weight of the laps

at the front of this picker is 39 pounda
or a 14^-ounce lap. The laps are al-

lowed a variation of one-half a pound
either side of the standard weight.

When more than this, they are put up
at the back and run through the
picker again.

WATCH THE EVENER
motion to see that it is working prop-

erly. The cotton at the finisher pick-

er receives 42 blows or beats per inch
fed. This cotton is generally a very
dirty cotton and care should be taken
to get all the dirt out possible, so that

the cards will not have to do picker
work. The laps from the picker are
put up at the card, the draft of which
is generally not more than 95. The
speed of the licker-in is generally 300
revolutions per minute and the top
flats make one complete revolution
every 50 minutes. The settings of the
card should be the same as those giv-

en in the article on "Indigo Prints."

THE STRIPPING
should be done three times a day and
cards, especially the fronts, should be
kept clean. The cards should be
ground at least once a month, when
the grinding rolls should be allowed
to stay on half a day. Always grind
lightly, and it is a good plan to have
traverse grinding rolls send the grind-
ing disk across the surface of the wire
fillet as quickly as possible and not in

the slow manner in which it is gener-
ally done. Look out for the emery on
the grinding disk to see that it does
not become greasy. The emery should
be cleaned frequently with some fluid

that will remove the grease. The
W^EIGHT OF THE SLIVER

should be 65 grains per yard and the
production for a week of 60 hours 750
pounds. As these yarns are carded
they are put up at the drawing frame
and run through three processes, the
doublings being 6 into 1 at each proc-
ess. The drawing frames may be

equipped with metallic or leather top
rolls. If the latter are used, keep the
flutes clean; and if the former, see
that the top rolls are always well cov-
ered and varnished. No matter which
top rolls are used, it is important to

see that the stop motions are all in per-
fect working order, especially those
operating the spoons, for it is here a
great deal of trouble is caused by
single and double if they are out of

order. The speed of

THE FRONT ROLL
should be about 350 revolutions per
minute. The weight of the sliver at

the front of the finisher should be 75
grains. This sliver is put up at the
slubber and made into .60 hank rov-
ing. From the slubber it is put
through one process of fly frames for
the warp and filling yarns and two
processes for the selvage yarn. The
hank roving being 2.25 for warp and
filling and 1.50 for selvage at the sec-
ond intermediate, the hank roving for

the latter yarn is 5.50. At these
frames be sure that the top rolls are
in good condition and that the traverse
motion is working properly. The top
rolls should be cleaned frequently, at
least twice a week, and new rolls put
in at regular intervals, these being
determined by various conditions,
which are different in every mill.

Never run loose, fluted, ' bruised or
uneven top rolls. Watch to see that
all

THE TENDERS •

mark their roving correctly and that
they do not let single and double go.
Do not allow pieces to collect, but use
them up as fast as possible. Keep
floor of card room clean at all times,
as nothing creates so poor an impres-
sion on a visitor as an untidy card
room floor. From the card room the
roving is taken to the ring spinning
room and made into 14s warp on a
frame having .a gauge of three inches^
diameter of ring, 21 inches; length of
traverse, 7 inches; twist per inch, 17.-

77, and spindle speed of 9,000 revolu-
tions per minute. The 10s fllling yarn
is made on a frame having a 2|-inch
gauge, 1%-inch diameter ring, 7-inch
traverse, 10.28 twist per inch and
spindle speed of 6,400 revolutions per
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minute. The selvage yarn is spun on
a frame having 2i-inch gauge, 1%-
inch diameter ring, 6i^-inch traverse,
25.13 twist per inch and spindle speed
of 9,700 revolutions per minute. The
warp yarn is put through a spooler
and warper and from here put through
a slasher. The selvage is put through
a spooler and then twisted, spooled
again, and run onto a selvage beam
after being put through a slasher.

IMITATION GAUZE—Mock Leno

These weaves are very extensively
used in cotton manufacture.
The imitation of leno or gauze fab-

rics can be made extremely close; in
some cases the deception has even im-
posed on experienced buyers.
These vi^eaves are commonly used

aanaHHDDa
uanBDaaaDBDB
aaBDBDaDBDaD
DaDBBBDDDBBa
BDBaflDBDBGaa

DBDaaaDaaBaa
aaaaaDaaaaan
coDaaaDaDaaa
anaDaaaaaDaD

Pigr. 1.

for such fabrics as dress goods, cur-

tains, ladies' aprons, men's shirts,

canvas cloth, etc. These fabrics are
characterized by three or more warp
threads and three or more filling picks
interlacing with each other very
loosely, while the following warp and
filling threads form a complete break
and so can readily be kept apart for

small spaces.

In the warp these breaks are aug-
mented by the reed by leaving one,
two, three or more dents empty (if,

for example, we use a plain six-har-

ness imitation gauze weave, as shown
in Fig. 1, ends one, two and three
would be drawn in one dent, while
ends four, five and six would fill an-
other dent) and by leaving one, two or
more dents empty between the first

group of three ends and the second
group of three ends. The number of
dents to be left empty depends upon
the space desired between each group
of ends.

Diagram Fig. 2 shows the character
of fabric woven with weave shown in
Fig. 1.

A four and four, or five and five

mock leno is based on the same prin-
ciple as the three and three described
above; in the four and four the ends
are reeded four in one dent, while in

Fig. 2.

the five and five the ends are reeded
five in one dent.

The four and four and the five and
five end patterns produce a slightly

more open effect than the three and
three end pattern.
The former is also suitable for a fin-

er make of cloth, as the open effect

can be made with a larger number of

ends per inch.

In the five and five end or ten-har-
ness weave (see Fig. 3) the second,
fourth, seventh and ninth ends serve
to pull the picks together in fives and
make a decided opening in the cloth
between the fifth and sixth picks; in

GaDananaaB
aaaaaaaaay
oaaananaDB
BaaaaaDDDg
DaaaDBoaaB
BDaaaDBDaa
DaDDDBBaaa
aaaaaDBDaa
aDDaaaaaB
aaaaaaaDBD

Fig-. 3.

the pattern the same thing takes place
with the ends—they are pulled togeth
er in fives by the second, fourth and
seventh and ninth picks, and if two
dents be skipped between each group
of five ends it will produce the effect
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In fabric shown in Fig. 4. In addition
to plain gauze fabrics, as shown in

Fig. 2, these weaves are used in con-
nection with plain woven fabrics in

the form of a pattern (see Fig. 4) and
also in the form of checks. The fab-

ric shown in Fig. 4 shows a series of

ends working gauze or mock leno
throughout the entire pattern, forming
a strip€ through the entire length of

the fabric. In the check effects these
ends are made to weave plain or other-

wise as may be desired. Fig. 5 illus-

trates a mock leno three and three
check pattern, showing 18 ends working

Fig. 4.

gauze from 18 picks and the next 18
ends working plain for 18 picks, these
two series of ends alternating into a
plain weave at the end of the 18 picks.

These check pattern fabrics in nearly
all instances are given a wet finish

whenever they are woven with bleach-
ed and dyed yarn. A great many of

these mock leno fabrics are made
with grey yarns and finished after

the cloth is woven, being bleached
and sold in the white state or piece-

dyed as the demand requires. When-
ever colors are necessary for stripes,

yarns which are fast to the bleaching
process are used, and in this manner
it is possible to make cloth some-
what cheaper than in any other meth-
od. A good many fabrics have been
made upon this principle* where silk

is used in combination in the warp
and an openwork effect is obtained
which can seldom be obtained in any
other way in as reasonable a manner.

By reason of the fact that the warp
is reeded three in one dent, skip-

ping one, two or more dents between
each three ends will cause the plain

woven part of the fabric to show more
or less streaky; that is, it will show
each of the three ends lying close to-

gether instead of being evenly distrib-

uted across the fabric. When sub-

jected to the wet finish these ends
will take their proper places. When
making a gauze stripe fabric, as shown
in Fig. 4, the ends operating the gauze
weave are on a separate beam because
of the difference of take-up in warp
during weaving.
Another method of producing a mock

leno is to have two ends appear ab
if they were twisted around several
other ends, that is, not resting par-

allel to one another. This is readily
produced by allowing the two ends to

come together for two picks, then
gradually spreading them for six or
eight picks, then allowing them to
gradually come together again for two
picks. These two ends in the pattern
are of coarser counts than the body
of warp, usually a three-ply thread,
and are on a separate beam from the
body of the warp.

Fig. 6 shows design and reeding plan
for a fabric of the above description.

ANALYSIS.

Width of warp in reed, 37i^ inches;
width of fabric finished, 36 inches;
ends per inch finished, 68; reed, 1,200;

take-up of warp (ground warp) dur-
ing weaving, 10 per cent: take-up of

leno warp during weaving, 20 per cent.

DRESSING.
12 ends white.
8 ends blue.
6 ends white.
4 ends blue.
2 ends white.
2 ends blue.

10 ends white.
8 ends blue.

16 ends white.
1 end dark blue mercerized cotton
8 ends white.
1 end dark blue mercerized cotton

16 ends white.
8 ends blue.

10 ends white.
2 ends blue.
2 ends white.
4 ends blue. -

6 ends white.
8 ends blue.

134 ends in pattern.
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Ends in pattern: 88 ends white
40s; 44 ends blue l-40s; 2 ends dark
blue 3-30s; total, 134 ends.

Filling, 70 picks per inch l-oOs

bleached cotton.

LOOM REQUIRED.
These fabrics are mostly woven with

but one color filling; consequently any
ordinary harness loom would answer
for weaving these fabrics. Competi-
tion and economy are factors that

have caused the discarding of the old

roller loom, using instead the dobby
harness motion loom.

FINISHING.
These fabrics are sometimes given

a dry finish, depending chiefly upon
the weave and pattern. In some quali-

ties in which only one color warp and
filling is used, the fabric is bleached,
hot pressed, then made up into rolls

ready for shipment. When two or more
colors are used, the fabric in most

DanfflnanaasnaaansnBnBnBnBDBnBnBrjBnBn
DfflaenananaagiasnaDanaGBBBDnDBiiBnnnBBB
ffiDeDaDanaDa-iaDaDaGBDBi-jiiuBaBDBaBDBDBD
DanaaaaaziaEanaaauaaBaBuBUBaBDBDBnBDB
fflaananaaaaanacaGauasiBDUDBBBDLGBiiBL^LL'.
DanananaaajaiGaziaaaaBaaGBDBDBnBaBnBni,
EaaffinananaaanaDananBaBDBDBnBDflnaDBDBn
nananaDaGaafflnanaaaDDDBBBGDnBBBDDDBBB
aDBafflDaaaafflDaaaDaDBDBDiiaBDBGBnBCBDBD
nansaanaDEDaaanaDaLBGBDBDBDBGBDBDBQB
ffl'SDaasofflaffiaaDanBCBBBuGDaBBnDDBBBnca
DffinanaaaaaDanaasGdsGssaBGBciiDBDBcBcaCH
ffiDfflDanaaanaaBDSDaGaDaaBDBDBDB- anaGBn
nBDaaanaGaaaDaDacaGaGaaBnDDBBBQDGBBM
eDBnananaDaaBaaaaGBGBGB-^BnBDBDB^aaan
naasoBnaaaaanDaaDaGBnanBnaDBDBnBDBGB
fflDBGaaananauaaaDacBHBanDBBBDnDBBBcca
DanansDanaGananBDBCBGBGKGBCBnBGBCBGH
BaaGBGBGBGBGBGaGBCBGSGSuaiDaaBaBCEGg-G
DaGBaaanGBBanGnHHH:jg-sc5GEGaGgGaGaGa
BnBaBGBnBaBGBGBGBnaaBr>?canaaacanaGEG
naGBGBGanaGBDBoanaDB^EnaGaGBaacBCBua
BBBGnaBBBaDnBBBnnnBnBafr-naGBaaaaaEaaa
naDBaaaananBnaaauBnacBaananEasaacaca
BaanaaaaanaaanHDBn^DaDEaacEnEaEGEGea
DaaBBannaBBannDBBBGanaaEaanEGBaEaEGB
aaanaGanaaananBaBaanBnaaEnaaEnEaaaEa
DanazianaGaaanHCHnBOEGaaacaGsaEQaGEGa
aaann aaaaaaaaa'^a'^aaaaBGEQananaaaGEn
Dana^BnaaBnaGaGBaBGaGBnsaacEGECEnsGB
BnaDBnBnanaaaGB'-anaGaaEnaaaaaaaGsrEn
DnnBBBnDDBaB'T'aaaaaaECEOBaaDfflaaGaGEca
BaaaBaananaGanaaaoaaEGEaEGBnanaGBgEa
nBaa-aaaaaraaBnHnBGBGanBaEnBaBaEGECB
BBBGaGBBBaGGBBBannanBaBGBaaaansaBGEn
aBGBDBnBaBGBGBGBGBGaGEGaafflD'BDfflDfflDBaa

Fig. 5.

cases is boiled off, then subjected to a
light sizing, pressed, and then made
up into rolls.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns of which mock lenos are
composed are made up in mills of the
second division as given in a previous
article. These yarns may be either
combed or just carded, according to

the grade of the fabric to be made.

For the fabric under description In
this article we will consider the fill-

ing yarn to be combed and the warp
yarn to be carded. The filling yarn is

made from an American cotton of 1 5-

16-inch staple, while the warp yarn is

aonnfflBaBDaBnBBnnDDffingnBnfflnsnBnBDsns
DaaafflDBDBBDBDfflaaocGaaBaaaBGBDEGaaaa
DaaaaBoaDaBDBDDCGGEnaGBGBDsaaaaaaaB
DagganaaBaDBDaaaGGaaGEGBaaGaaaaaGBa
DaaaDBDBaaBDBDaDaGacEGEGBDaDBGsaBaa
nDaoaaBaBBaaDfflnDDGDBcaDEaEGBGaGEGaa
DnaafflBDBDDBDBaaDDDSGscsDaaEGEGEaaca
BQBnaDBDBBnBDBnBDBGBaaGEGBGSaEaEGEa
DSDaffiDDDDaaDDBBaBDaaaaBaEGEcaascECB
EDBDaaaDaGaaDBGBaBQBGBGBGSGaGBGanEa
DSDaaanDGGGaOGBGHaBGECEnECBGEGBGEGa
eaaaaaDDGGGDoscHn@asDsoaGaaEn3)caGEa
DSDEanaaGGGGGaBDHGanagEGBGEasGEaaGa
EDsaaaaDGDaDnaDBDBCEGEaBGaaBaaaBGBn
DsasanaDGDaDaBBaBDaGsaaGEGaaEGBGaDa
HDgaBaBDaBgBDBDBaBDsaaDaGaaaaaaBaffiD

• Skip.

Fig. 6
C times plus 8 ends.

made out of cotton of 1 14 -inch, the
cotton used for both purposes being of

a good grade. Both cottons are gen-
erally mixed by machine, being kept
in separate bins, of course. The mix-
ings should be as large as possible,
each batch being calculated to last at
least a week.

A GOOD PLAN
to follow is to have a batch of the
same stock always on hand drying out
while one is being used. This insures
a dry and fiuffy cotton being mixed.
At the mixing bins the good sliver

waste from all machines up to the
slubber is mixed in. This waste should
be spread throughout the entire mix-
ing, and not, as is sometimes done;
piled up in one place and fed to the
opener all at once. The mixing is put
through an opener and three processes
of picking. Follow the rules that have
been given in previous articles in con-
nection with the opener. At the
breaker picker the beater used is gen-
erally of a two-bladed, so-called rigid

type and for both stocks makes 1,500
revolutions per minute. See that the
beater is properly set to the feed rolls

and that the grid and grate bars are
properly spaced so that they will al-

low all foreign matter to drop through.
Look out for all

THE DRAFTS
to see that they are properly directed
to the best advantage to make a good,
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elean, even lap that does not split.

The weight of the lap at the front of

the breaker picker is 40 pounds. At
the intermediate picker the speed of

the beater (two-bladed) is 1,450 revo-
lutions per minute, and the total

weight of the lap is 37 pounds or a 12-

ounce lap for the 1 5-16-inch stock and
a 10-ounce lap for the 1^4 -inch stock.
These laps are doubled four into one
at the finisher picker. On this picker
the speed of the beater is also 1,450

revolutions per minute. The total

weight of the lap at the front is 35
pounds for the 1 5-16-inch stock and
39 pounds for the 1^4 -inch stock, or a
13-ounce lap for the longer stock and
a 141/^-ounce lap for the shorter staple.

The laps are put up at the card and
the draft of the card for the warp
yarn is not more than 95. The speed
of the licker-in should be about 300
revolutions per minute. The top flats

make one complete revolution every
50 minutes. The sliver weighs 65
grains per yard and the production for

a week of 60 hours is 750 pounds. For
the filling yarn the draft of the card
should not be less than 110. The top
flats make one complete revolution
every 35 minutes, the speed of the
licker-in being 300 revolutions per
minute. The weight of the sliver is

55 grains per yard and the production
550 pounds for a week of 60 hours. The
counts of the wire fillet used for all

parts would be similar for carding
both staples of cotton'or 110s for cyl-

inder and 120s for doffer and top flats.

Strip three times a day and grind at
least once a month. Always gauge the
setting points after grinding and set
to high places. Use

THE SETTINGS
given in a previous article on "Bed-
spreads." The sliver for the warp
yarn is put through three processes of
drawings, the doublings being 6 into
1, the speed of the front roll being 350
revolutions per minute at each proc-
ess. A good weight for the sliver at
the different processes is as follows:
77 grains at front of breaker, 76 grains
at front of middle and 70 grains at
front of finisher. Either metallic or
leather-covered top rolls may be used
on this stock. Either one used will

give good results if properly cared for.

If leather-covered rolls are used, use
one of the recipes given in a previous
article and don't use rolls that are
not in perfect condition. If the damage
is in the covering, send it to be recov-
ered and always examine the returned
rolls to see that they are level and
have the right grade of sliver cover-
ing. Look out for all the knock-off mo-
tions to see that they are in perfect
working order; for lemember that
one of the two duties of a drawing
frame is to even the sliver, and if the
knock-off motions do not work they
will allow single to go through, which
is a serious fault that is not corrected
while passing through the slubber
where the end is put through single.

The drawing sliver is put through the
slubber and drawn into .60 hank rov-
ing. From here it passes through two
processes of

FLY FRAMES,
the hank roving at the first inter-

mediate being 2 for the 30s, and 2^^
for the 40s yarn; at the second . inter-

mediate the hank roving is 6 for
the 30s and 8.50 for the 40s yarn.
These rovings are then spun on a ring
frame into 30s and 40s yarn. For 30s
yarn the frame, to get best results,
should be fitted as follows: Gauge of
frame, 2| inches; diameter of spindle,

1% inches; length of traverse, 6i/^

inches; twist per inch, 26.02, and spin-
dle speed, 9,800 revolutions per min-
ute. For 40s yarn use a 2i-inch gaug-
ed frame, a 1%-inch diameter ring,
61/^ -inch traverse, 28.46 twist per inch
and spindle speed of 10,000 revolutions
per minute. The yarns are spooled and
twisted, 3 ends of 30s being twisted
together, and then 2 ends of the 3-30s
twisted with 1 end of the 40s yarn.
The yarns are then warped and
slashed.
The card sliver for the filling yarn

is generally put through a sliver lap,
ribbon lap and then a comber. At the
sliver lap the doublings are 14 into 1,

the weight of a yard of lap being 280
grains per yard. These are doubled at
the ribbon lap machine 6 into 1. The
weight of the laps at the front of this
machine is 265 grains per yard. These
laps are put up at the comber and
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doubled according to the number of

heads on the comber, either six or
eight into 1. The particulars given for

the sliver and ribbon lap machines are
for an 8|-inch lap.

AT THE COMBER
a percentage of 16 per cent should be
taken out of the lap being fed. The
settings should be the same as given
in a previous article and this is true
of the trimmings. As the combers are
not equipped with stop-motions, single
and double should be looked for, and
it is a general rule, if two or more
ends break down on the table, to break
the sliver entering the can and to re-

move all single from can before piec-
ing up end again. This rule should be
rigidly enforced so as to prevent, as
far as possible, single going to the
drawing frame. Keep the leather de-
taching rolls in perfect condition as to
covering and varnish. It is a good plan
to varnish all detaching rolls at least
once a week. Varnish leather- covered
rolls in draw box as often as neces-
sary. Take percentages of at least six

combers a day to see just what they
are doing. The comber sliver is put
through two processes of drawing. The
speed of the front roll at each process
is 350 revolutions per minute. A good
weight for the sliver is 68 grains per
yard at the breaker and 75 grains per
yard at the finisher. The sliver is tnen
put through the slubber and made in-

to .50 hank roving. From here it is

put through three processes of fly

fram.es, the hank roving at each proc-
ess being as follows: First interme-
diate, 1; second intermediate, 3, and
fine 12 hank. This roving may be either
mule or ring spun. If the latter, use a
frame with the following particulars:
Gauge of frame, 2| inches; diameter
of ring, 11/4 inches; length of traverse,
5i/£ inches; twist per inch, 26.52, and
speed of spindle, 8,200 revolutions per
minute. The yarn is then taken and
conditioned and is ready for weaving.

Dyeing Particulars.

AMBER.
One-half per cent diamine catechine

G.; 15 per cent Glauber's salt; 1 per
cent sal soda; after-treat with ^ per

cent bichromate of potash; \^ per
cent sulphate of copper.

SKY BLUE.
One-half per cent diamine sky blue

FF.; 15 per cent Glauber's salt; 1 per
cent sal soda; after-treat with h per
cent sulphate of copper.

LIGHT PEA GREEN.
Six ounces diamine sky blue FF.; 8

ounces diamine fast yellow FF. ; 10
pounds Glauber's; 1 pound sal soda,
after-treat with 1 per cent sulphate of

copper.
PINK.

One-half per cent erika pink G.; 10
per cent Glauber's salt; 1 per cent sal

soda.
LIGHT SLATE.

Four ounces benzo fast black; 1-16

ounce chrysophenine ; 5 pounds Glau-
ber's salt; 1/^ pound sal soda.

PEARL.
Four ounces naphthamine black N.;

5 pounds Glauber's; 1 pound sal soda;
after-treat with % pound bichrome.

NAVY.
Four per cent naphthamine blue 2

B.; 20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent
sal soda; after-treat with 1 per cent
bichrome; 1 per cent sulphate coppei.

NAVY BLUE.
Two per cent diaminogene blue

BB.; 2 percent diaminogene blue NA.;
25 per cent Glauber's salt; 3 per cent
sal soda.

Diazotize: Two and one -half per
cent nitrite soda; 5 per cent sulphuric
acid; turn for fifteen minutes and
rinse.

Develop: Dissolve li% pounds beta
naphthol; 18 pounds soda lye at 77
degrees Tw.; 20 gallons boiling water;
for 100 pounds yarn add li/^ gallons of
developing solution, turn for 15 min-
utes, rinse and give a good soaping.

RED.
Six per cent primuline; 20 per cent

Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda; diazo-

tize and develop as the navy blue.

LIGHT YELLOW.
Four ounces chromine G.; 5 pounds

salt; 1 pound sal soda.
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GREEN.
Three per cent diamine green G.; 3

per cent diamine fast yellow A. ; after-

treat with 3 per cent bichrome.

BLACK.
Fifteen per cent immedial black

NN.; 15 per cent sulphide sodium; 3

per cent soda ash; 30 per cent Glau-

ber's salt.

FILLING REVERSIBLES
Filling reversibles is a term given

to a class of cotton fabrics used ex-

tensively in the manufacture of dress-

ing sacques, kimonos, bath robes, etc.

In cotton warp and shoddy or woolen
filling goods the same principle of con-
struction is adopted for goods for

horse blankets, rugs, etc.

THE RESULT DESIRED
is to have a cloth containing two col-

ors, each color being in solid blocks or
effects, and to have one side the re-
verse of the other. In low-price goods
this is obtained by a combination of

weave, color and finishing.

Fig. 1 illustrates a cloth of this type
showing solid blocks of brown ana
white running warp way. Where brown
appears on the face, white appears op-
posite on the back. In this particular
sample the white bar across the cloth
shows white on both sides. Brown
shows opposite white at all other
places.

Fig. 2 illustrates the weave for cloth
Fig. 1, being on 80 ends and 96 picks.
Sections A correspond to brown sec-
tions on the face of the cloth, and sec-
tions B, indicated on picks marked
white, to the white sections. The weave
is really complete on eight picks, the
coloring indicating the extent of the
pattern.

In Fig. 2 the dots indicate the face
weave, i. e., at these places the filling
which is always considerably coarser
than the warp, almost covers the lat-
ter. On account of the large number
of picks, as compared to warp, the rel-
ative sizes of the yarns and the pe-
culiarity of the weave, the filling on
the picks indicated by the dots comes
together, covering the picks indicated

by the crosses. The picks marked in

crosses come together on the under
side of the cloth.

In the section bracketed and indi-

cated as containing 80 picks, the fill-

ing is picked two brown and two
white alternately, making 40 brown
picks on the face and 40 white picks on
the back in sections A and the reverse

colors in sections B. The fabric is

really double in the filling and single

in the warp.
Sections A form a left-hand twill on

the face and a right-hand twill on the

Fig. 1.

back; sections B vice-versa. The
construction of the fabric under
consideration is 42 ends and 62 (31
face and 31 back) picks per inch fin-

ished. The warp is 15s and the filling

Ti/^s. The latter contains very little

twist. The warp is all white. The
filling is two brown and two white for
80 picks, 16 white; total, 96 picks per
pattern. The width is 27 inches fin-

ished. The harness draft requires
eight harnesses, four for sections A
and four for sections B, in addition to
two for selvages. Reed 2 or 4 ends
per dent. The chain draft is shown
in Fig. 3. The box chain would be re-
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quired to be built for 96 picks, and a
loom with a repeater or multiplier mo-
tion would be the best to use.

LOOM REQUIRED.
The simpler types of filling reversi-
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bles can be woven readily on any ordi-

nary dobby loom arranged with a two
by one box motion. As the warp is

hidden entirely after finishing, one

warp only is required. On account of
the coarseness of the filling, large
shuttles are necessary. For rugs a jac-
quard head is usually used.

FINISHING.
Practically all the finishing these

goods receive is in raising the fibre to
form a nap. This nap entirely oblit-
erates the weave effect. The soft-
twisted filling is readily raised by the
card wire of the cotton raising ma-
chines.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The mills that make the yarns of
which filling reversibles are made will
be found in the first and second divi-
sion of mills as given in a previous
article. The filling yarn is slack twist-
ed, and for the fabric to be described
is a number 7^^ yarn. This is made
from various stocks; sometimes only
straight cotton is used, but more gen-
erally it is composed of a certain per-

aanDDBDaBH
DIDDDHHa

nmmmamamaa
GIBBDaDDa
aaDBDDBHDB
DaDBDBDBB
nBGBBBDDDB
BDBDBBaaBa

Fig. 3.

centage of waste, sometimes as high
as 60 per cent waste being used.

THE WASTE
used also differs, some using cards,
some comber and some both. It is

generally safe to say if waste is used
that it will be card waste, for the
mills making this class of goods
are not generally equipped with
combers. The stock with which
the waste is mixed is of from % to 1

inch staple, according to the quality
of the fabric required. A fine average
staple to take is one of i-inch length.
The mixing would be done by hand,
and it is almost needless to state that
large mixings should always be made
for various reasons that have been
given previously. The stock of which
the warp yarn is made is i to 1 inch
in length, generally the former length
being used. While the stock for this

yarn is sometimes mixed with waste,
the percentage of waste does
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not run as high as that used for

the filling stock. The stock is put
through three processes of picking,

before which it passes through
an opener. Keep the hopper of this

opener well filled with cotton so that
the fitting or spiked apron will always
have a full load. The beaters general-
ly used for the pickers for this class
of goods are of the two-bladed, rigid

type and the speed of that in the
breaker picker should be about 1,550

revolutions per minute. The weight of

the lap at the front should be 40

pounds or a 16-ounce lap. These laps
are doubled four into one at the in-

termediate picker. The speed of this

beater for both warp and filling yarns
is 1,500 revolutions per minute. The

WEIGHT OF THE LAP
at the front of this picker is 38 pounds
or a 14-ounce lap. These laps are
doubled at the back of the finisher

picker four into one. The speed of

this beater is 1,500 revolutions per
minute, which gives the cotton pass-
ing through about 43 beats per inch.
The total weight of the lap at the front
of this machine is 39 pounds or a 14^4^

ounce lap. A variation of one-half
pound either side of standard weight
for lap is allowed. Those having more
of a variation than this are put at
the back of the finisher picker and
run over again, although care should
be taken not to run two of these laps
at the same time, for this would be
more than apt to throw the weight of
the lap being made out. Look out for
the direction of the air currents and
see that an

EVEN AND UNIFORM LAP
Is being made at the front. Do not
fool with the lap weight adjustments
too much, for too much is worse than
not enough, for the former will keep
the weight of the lap jumping all

around, whereas the latter is more apt
to get the same weight of laps. These
laps are put up at the card where the
draft should not be more than 90. The
settings of the card used should be
the same as those given in connection
with the article on indigo prints, ex-
cept that of the feed plate to the lick-
er-in, which should be set Just a trifle

farther, longer than the length of the
staple. The flats and doffer should be
covered with No. 34s wire and the cyl-
inder No. 32s wire fillet. The speed of

the licker should be 350 revolutions
per minute, while the flats should
make one complete revolution every
55 minutes. The cards should be
stripped at least

THREE TIMES A DAY
and an extra stripping would greatly
improve the yarn, but is not gener-
ally done. The weight of the sliver Is

65 grains per yard and the production
is 975 to 1,050 pounds per week of 60
hours. This sliver is next put through
two processes of drawing where the
doublings are 6 into 1. The speed of
the front roll is 400 revolutions per
minute for each stock, the draft of
the breaker frame is 5.25, the weight
of the sliver being 72 grains. The
draft at the finisher is 5.60, the weight
of the drawing being 72 grains per
yard. For this class of work either
leather-covered or metallic top rolls

may be used. But the metallic top
rolls are considered by many to have a
great many advantages, one of the
principal ones being that more pro-
duction is turned out with the same
speed of roll. No matter which top
roll is used, they should be watched
carefully to see that they are in per-
fect condition

FOR MAKING GOOD WORK.
It is also a good policy to watch the

stop-motions, for it is these, if they
are not in proper working order, that
cause single to be made. The sliver
for the filling yarn is made into .40

hank slubber roving, while that for
the warp yarn is made into .50.

hank roving. The filling yarn is put
through one more process of fly frames
and made into 1 hank roving, which
is taken to the mule room and spun
into TV2S, having a 2.80 twist per inch.
The slubber yarn for the warp yarn
is put through two processes of fly

frames, at the first being made into
1 hank and at the second into 3J^

hank. This yarn is then taken to the
ring spinning room and spun into 15s
on a frame having a 3-inch gauge:
2%-inch diameter ring; 7 -inch trav-
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erse, 18 turns per twist and a spindle

speed of 9,200 revolutions per minute.

This yarn is then spooled, warped
and then put through a slasher.

Dyeing Particulars.

HAVANNA BROWN.
Three per cent immedial hrown RR.

;

3 per cent immeaial cutch O.; 6

per cent sulphide sodium; 30 per cent

Glauber's salt; 3 per cent soda ash.

NAVY BLUE.

Eight per cent pyrol navy blue; 8

per cent sodium sulphide; 3 per cen1

soda ash; 25 per cent salt.

BOTTLE GREEN.
Ten per cent pyrol green B.; 10 pei

cent sodium sulphide; 3 per cent soda
ash; 25 per cent salt.

PEARL.
One-half per cent immedial blacV

N R T.; 5 per cent salt; 1 per cent so-

dium sulphide; 2 per cent soda ash;

10 per cent salt.

SKY BLUE.
One per cent tetrazo brilliant blue

6 B.; 2 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent
Glauber's salt.

RED.
Five per cent primuline Y.; 2 pe

cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glauber's.

Diazotize: 2i^ per cent nitrite soda;
5 per cent spirits salt.

Develop: 2 per cent beta naphthol
2 per cent soda ash.

SLATE.
One per cent immedial black N B.;

V4. per cent immedial direct blue B.
20 per cent salt; 2 per cent soda ash;
2 per cent sulphide soda.

ECRU.
One-half per cent immedial yellow

D. ; 1^ per cent immedial cutch G.;

1 per cent sulphide sodium; 1 per cent
soda ash; 10 per cent salt.

BROWN.
Eight per cent katigen brown V.; f

per cent katigen yellow G G.; 10 per
cent sodium sulphide; 2 per cent soda
ash; 30 per cent Glauber's salt.

HELIOTROPE.
Eight per cent thiogene violet B.; S

per cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent
soda ash: 30 per cent Glauber's salt.

BLACK.
T^n per cent immedial black N N.;

10 per cent sulphide sodium; 3 per
cent soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

PINK.
One per cent Erika pink; 3 per cent

sal soda; 20 per cent salt.

DHOOTIES
Dhootie cloths are a class of fab-

rics used very extensively in Zanzibar,
Africa, Egypt and India, for scarfs,

turbans, and girdle or body cloths.

They vary in width from 18 inches
to 50 inches, and in length from two
to six yards. The cut lengths vary
from 12 to 40 yards.
They are distinguished by gaudy.

highly colored borders, running length-
wise, and headings running across
the piece betwep^ which both warp
and filling yarns are of gray white
or other light color. Both sides of
the cloth are similar, the fabric be
ing reversible. The borders length-
wise range from about one-half inch
to four inches in width.

THE REAL DHOOTIE
is a native eastern hand-woven fabric,

in which the colored filling interlaces
only with the border warp yarns. To
weave such a fabric the services of
three persons are required, one to
take care of the center and one for
each of the borders.

It is practically the only article of

apparel used by many of the poorer
classes in the eastern countries.
Referring to these goods an Indian

textile journal states that the follow-

ing are standard sizes: 22 inches to
23 inches wide, 2 yards long; 24 inches
to 25 inches wide, 2i/^ yards long; 26
inches to 28 inches wide, 3 yards long;

29 Inches to 32 inches wide, SVz yards
long; 29 inches and upwards wide, 4

to 5 yards long.

THE YARNS
employed vary from 30s to 40s in the
warp, and from 36s to 60s in the filling.
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A great many of the goods are made
with 34s warp and 40s filling in the
center of the goods, the borders being
about 2-50s and 2-60s.

Although not usually the case, they
are sometimes made with several col-

ored stripes in the width of the piece,
in addition to those forming the bor
ders.

The cross borders, or headings, are
sometimes very elaborate, varying in

length up to about 20 inches. In the
longer types these headings are in-

serted every few inches, whereas in
the shorter types they are woven only
at the beginning and end of each
scarf. The

BORDERS AND HEADINGS
are intended to be made so that the
colors of which they are composed
will appear as prominent or solid as
possible. To accomplish this on the

on one of the positive motion princl
pies, as on narrow ware looms. Thes<
two shu*^tles

WORK ON OPPOSITE SIDES

of the loom and interweave only witt
the warp yarns constituting the bor-
ders. The small shuttles cross the
ends at the same time as the fiy shut
tie, so that the amount of productioi
is not affected either way by them.
Three filling forks are used, one for

each shuttle, so that if any of the fill-

ings break, the loom is stopped in-

stantly.

The border shuttles run in a differ-

ent plane, and move in the opposite
direction to the fly shuttles, so that
only one pick of filling passes in front
of the filling forks on the pick required
to actuate the stop-motion. Catch
threads are used to connect the bor
ders and centers.

side borders the method usually adopt-
ed is to arrange the colors in the war
yarns, and crowd them in the reed
so that they will cover the filling ar
nearly as possible. In this class of

dhooties the filling is of the same colo
as the warp of the center of the goods.
This filling necessarily shows to i

greater or less degree in the borders
and is regarded as an objectionablf
feature.

When weaving the better grades of
goods, those nearly approaching ir

appearance the native hand-made
goods, another method is adopted t-

make the prevailing color in the bor
ders, usually red, as bright as possi-

ble. They are made on a loom con-
taining three shuttles, one of which is

a fly shuttle and carries the filling fc

the centers of the cloth; the other
two are small shuttles, made to worl

When the goods are required to b
made with colored headings, the bo
motion of the loom is actuated to in-

sert different colors of filling as may
be necessary, the loom weaving th
cross borders, or headings, and center
automatically. If a fringe is desire^'

it is made in the usual manner.
The figure illustrates one border

and part of the white center of cheap
dhootie cloth, in which the white fill

ing interlaces with both center and
border.
The border is 2 5-16 inches wide and

contains five colors, red, green, yel
low, white and orange. The outer
stripe of red is 1 3-16 inches wide
The count of the center cloth is 52x
46, and is reeded two ends per dent.
The fancy weave portion is arranged
one end of green and one end of red,
alternately, and is reeded five ends per
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dent. The remainder of the border is

reeded four ends per dent. With the
exception of the 32 ends working .ae

extra warp the weave of the fabric

is plain. Eight white ends workin.
as four divide the border from th
center. The border ends are ply-

yarns. The center ends and the fill-

ing are single.

LOOM REQUIRED.
For plain dhooties, in which the

borders as well as the centers weave
plain, an ordinary single box loom is

used, unless cross borders are re
quired, when a box motion becomes
necessary. In England, where these
goods are extensively manufactured,
side cam, revolving box looms are
usually used.
For the better grades, where the

borders are interlaced with colored
and the centers usually with white or
gray filling, a loom of a special type
previously referred to as having posi
tively acting and fly shuttles is used.

This contains a dobby or other head
motion.
Whether for low or high grader

plain or fancy, the border warp yarns
are usually run from small rollers oi

spools, on account of being reeded
differently, and are often of different

counts from the center yarns.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns of which dhooties ar

made would be manufactured ir

mills having the equipment of ma-
chinery found in the second divisioi

of mills as given in a previous article.

The dhootie which is taken for an
example will be supposed to be com
posed of 34s warp and 40s filling for

the center and 2-60s for the borders.
These yarns are made from the fol-

lowing cottons: The 2-60s is made
from 1%-inch American cotton and is

combed. The 40s and 34s are made
from a 1 3-16-inch staple American
cotton and may be

EITHER COMBED OR CARDED.
For this article we will consider that

they are carded, but as it is desirable
that the yarn shall be as free as pos
sible from neps, the speeds and set-

tings of the card will be different fronr

those generally used for this count of
carded yarn. All three cottons maj
be either mixed by hand or by ma-
chine; the advantages of machine
mixing (by means of a bale breaker)
have been already previously given.
Each mixing should of course be i:

separate bins and as large as possible
so as to cause as little variation as
possible in the finished yarn. It is al-

so an important point to see that th(

different bales are intermixed. The
cottons are put through an opener
and three processes of

PICKING MACHINERY.
The good waste is mixed in with th
raw stock as it is collected, but care
should be used to scatter the waste,
so that it will be evenly divided all

over the mixing. The hopper of th-

opener should be kept full of raw stock
all the time for reasons given in pre-
vious articles. The cotton should leave
the opener and be delivered on the
lattice apron of the breaker in a fluffy

state, and if the hopper has been kept
full all the time it will also be fairly

even, i. e., if each yard of cotton pass-
ed to the feed roll is weighed, a,

great deal of variation will not be
found. The beaters of the pickers
used for this class of goods are gen-
erally of the rigid, two-bladed type,
although a great many are using the
pin beater. When the latter is used, it

does not require as high a fan speed
as the rigid form of beater. This is

due to its wide arms, and as it has
three of these, it makes

CONSIDERABLY MORE DRAFT
than the two-bladed type of beater.
The speed of the beater for 1 3-16-

inch stock for this class of goods is 1,-

550 revolutions per minute, and for
the Ig-inch stock is 1,450 revolutions
per minute. The total weight of lap
at the breaker is 40 pounds for all

staples or a 16-ounce lap. These laps
are put up at the intermediate picker
and doubled 4 into 1. The speed of
the beater of this machine is 1,475
revolutions per minute for 1 3-16-inch
stock and 1,425 for Ig-inch stock. The
total weight of the lap is 37^ pounds
or a 12 -ounce lap for If-inch itock,

I
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and a 10-ounce lap for 1 3-16-mch
stock. These laps are put up at tlie

finisher picker and doubled as before,
4 into 1. The speed of this beater is

1,475 revolutions per minute for 1 3-16-

inch staple, and 1,400 revolutions per
minute for Ig-inch staple. The to-

tal weight of the lap is 39 pounds for

1 3-16-inch staple stock and 35 pounds
for Ig-inch staple. A variation of half
a pound either side of standard weight
is allowed. All finished laps that vary
from their standard weight more than
this are put back and run through
the finisher picker again. At this ma-
chine the cut-roving waste is also mix-
ed in. Sometimes this is done by tak-

ing out two laps at the back, the two
middle ones, and the cut waste spread
evenly over the space thus made. It

is

A BETTER METHOD
to use a roving waste picker, as then
all the twist is taken out of the rov-

ing. After passing through this rov-
ing picker the cotton is made into a
lap at the breaker or intermediate
machine, and is then put through the
finisher picker, when it is used as fol-

lows: three laps of raw stock to one
lap cut-roving waste. The weight per
yard at the front of the finisher pick-
er is as follows: for 1%-inch stock
12y2 ounces; for 1 3-16-inch stock, 14
ounces per yard. The cotton next
passes to the card. The cards for all

lengths of staples will be set alike
for reasons previously given. Set
doffer to cylinder with 5-l,1000ths-inch
gauge. Set under screen as follows : at
licker-in with 12-l,000ths-inch gauge
middle to 34-l,000ths and front i/4 of

an inch. Licker-in to cylinder with 7-

l,000ths of an inch. Licker-in screen
to licker-in, 3-16ths of an inch. Set
bottom licker-in knife with 5-l,000ths
gauge, top knife to 10-l,000ths of an
inch gauge. Set feed plate to licker-in
to 7-l,000ths of an inch gauge, and top
flats to 12-l,000ths of an inch gauge.
The speed of the licker-in should be
300 revolutions per minute. The flats

make one complete revolution every 40
minutes for all stock. The production
should be 500 pounds for 2 -60s yarn
and 600 pounds for the other yarns.
Cards should be stripped three times

a day and ground at least once a
month and then the grinders should be
allowed to stay on at least half a
day. The cards should be reset after
grinding. Special care should be tak
en to see that the top flats are sharp
and are ground evenly and do not
have more taken off the toe than
the heel, as is generally the case un-
less great care is taken. The. weight
of the sliver is 50 grains per yard for
each staple. After passing the card

THE PROCESSES
of the stocks differ. We will first fol-

low the course of the carded staples.

These are put through three processes
of drawing, the front roll speed at
each process being 350 revolutions per
minute. The weight of the sliver at
the front is 70 grains per yard. Great
care should be taken to see that the
stop-motions are in perfect working
order, otherwise a great "Seal of

trouble will result in single and
double. At the slubber the sliver is

made into .60 hank roving. This rov-
ing is then put through two processes
of fly frames. At the first intermedi-
ate it is made into 2 hank roving and
at the second into 7 hank for the 34s
warp and 8 hank for 40s filling.

The card sliver for the 2-60s yarn is

combed and the general sequence of
processes is as follows: Sliver lap ma-
chine, where it is doubled 14 into 1

and has a draft of about 2; a yard of
lap at the front weighing 300 grains
per yard for an 8|-inch lap. Six of
these laps are put up at the ribbon
lap machine and made into a 260
grain lap at the front. Keep top leath-

er rolfs in good condition and well
varnished. Six laps from the ribbon
lap machine are put up at the comber,
if it is a six-head machine, or eight
laps if it is an eight-head machine, and
the weight of the finished sliver is 45
grains per yard. The

SPEED OF THIS COMBER
is 90 nips per minute, the per cent of

waste taken out being 16. Keep the
detaching rolls well varnished, recipes
for which have been given in previous
articles as well as a means for keep-
ing the laps of the leather from split-

ting. After passing the comber the
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sliver is put through two processes of
leather-covered top roll drawing
frames, the doublings being 8 into 1

at the breaker and 6 into 1 at the fin-

isher. The weight of the sliver at the
finisher drawing is 70 grains per yard.
This is made into .50 hank roving at
the slubber and is then put through
three processes of fly frames, the hank
roving at each being as follows : First,

1 hank; second, 31/^ hank, and fine

frame, 12 hank. This is then taken to

the ring spinning room and spun into

60s on a frame with a If-inch diameter
ring, 5-inch traverse, and a spindle
speed of 8,000 revolutions per min-
ute; after which it is doubled into 2-

60s. The roving for the 40s filling is

spun on a ring frame having a li-inch
diameter ring, 5l^-inch traverse and
a spindle speed of 8,800 revolutions
per minute, and then spooled and
warped and put through a slasher. The
roving for warp is spun into 34s on a
warp spinning frame with a If-inch
diameter ring, 6 1/^ -inch traverse, and
a spindle speed of 10,200 revolutions
per minute, after which it is taken to

the conditioning room.

Dyeing Particulars.

BLUE.

Three per cent immedial indone B.;

2 per cent immedial indone 3 B.; 5 per
cent sodium sulphide; 2 per cent soda
ash; 30 per cent Glauber's.

GREEN.
Five per cent immedial yellow D.; 5

per cent immedial indone B.; 10 per
cent sodium sulphide; 3 per cent soda
ash; 30 per cent Glauber's.

RED.
Six per cent primuline; 30 per cent

Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda, rinse;
diazotize: 2% per cent nitrite soda;
rinse; develop: 2 per cent beta naph-
thol, rinse and soap at 150 degrees F.

YELLOW.
Mordant with tannine and tartar

emetic, rinse; dye with 3^ per cent
thioflavine T. and rinse.

LIGHT GREEN.
Dye yellow with thioflavine T.; and

dye on top with 2 per cent brilliant

green Y.; rinse and give a weak soap-
ing.

ORANGE.
Dye with 6 per cent primuline ; after-

treat with y^ degree Tw. solution of

chloride of lime.

LIGHT BROWN.
Four per cent thion orange N.; 4

per cent sulphide soda; 2 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent Glauber's salt;

after-treat with 2 per cent sulphate of
copper.

MYRTLE GREEN.
Eight per cent thion green G.; 2 per

cent thion yellow G. ; 2 per cent thion
green B.; 10 per cent sulphide soda; 3

per cent soda ash; 25 per cent salt.

WINE.
Eight per cent thiogene red O.; 8

per cent sulphide soda; 3 per cent
soda ash; 25 per cent salt.

BLUE BLACK.
Ten per cent immedial brilliant

black B.; 10 per cent sulphide soda; 3

per cent soda ash; 25 per cent salt.

UNEQUALLY REEDED STRIPES

Under the above heading may be in-

cluded an extensive type of cotton fab-

rics, variously known as satin or sat-

een stripes, doria stripes, etc.

They are made in all grades, from
medium to fine, and used for many
purposes, such as dress fabrics, cur-
tain hangings, etc., and are usually
shown in all white or solid colors.

They are characterized by promi-
nent stripe effects which appear to
stand up from the ground of the cloth.

The raised stripes are produced by
crowding more ends in a given space
than are contained in an equal space
occupied by the ground ends and by
weaving them differently. As a rule
the yarns forming the raised stripes
are woven in satin or twill order,
warp flush weaves, while those form-
ing the ground weave plain.

Theoretically, warp ends weaving
plain should take up or contract in

length faster than ends weaving twill
or satin, on account of the greater num-
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ber of interlacings. This applies to

cloths in which each dent contains
the same number of ends throughout
the entire width of cloth.

It has been found in practice that
when weaving a fabric containing sec-
tions reeded, say, two ends per dent,
and others four or five ends per dent,
the yarns that are crowded in the reed
will contract more than those reeded
two ends per dent. For example, a

A B A C A B
mniDBaB DBBasH naa db"'oaaaa bd bbbd bd BBHyB
DBDBDBaB BBDBBB DB DBBB DBI
BDBDBDBD BBBBBD BD BBDB BD BBBBBD
DBDBDBDB BDBBBB OB BDBB DB BDBBBB
b'bdbdbd bbbdbb bd bbbd bd bbbdbb
DBDBDBDB DBBBBB DB DBBB DB DBBBBB
BDBDBDBD BBBBDB BD BBDB BDy"
DBDBDBDB BBDBBB DB BDBB DB
BDBDBDBD BBBBBD BD BBBD BDg
DBDBDBDB BDBBBB DB DBBB DB DBBBB
BDBDBDBD BBBDBB BD BBDB BD BBBDBB
6 times 2 times 5 times 2 times

Fig 1.

warp stripe interlaced five ends sat-

in order and reeded five ends per
dent would contract in length about
as fast as the yarns weaving plain in

the same fabric, if the latter were of
the same counts of yarn and reeded
two ends per dent. This fact explains
the reason why satin stripe fabrics are
usually woven from one beam.
A characteristic weave is shown in

Fig. 1.

The warp layout of one repeat of
the pattern is as follows:

Ends. Dents. Harnesses.
48 24 1 to 6
12 2 7 to 12
2 1 1 and 2^
4 1 13 to 16 5 5 times.
2 1 1 and 2

12 2 7 to 12
Selvages on harnesses 1 and 2.

The chain draft is shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 1 sections A weave plain,
sections B weave 6 end warp satin, and
sections C weave broken crow, warp
face.

When combining weaves in this
manner one of the principal points to
consider is to bring the warp float

of one section opposite the filling float

of the adjoinng section, or, as it is

termed, they should be made to "cut"
each other as well as possible. When
this is done, the stripes have a more
distinct and cleaner cut appearance
than when it is ignored.

The construction data of the sample
under construction are: warp, 45s;
filling, 40s Egyptian; finished width,
28 inches; width in reed, 29.9 inches;
ends in warp, 2,856; sley reed, 76.

This represents the proportional num-
ber of ends per inch in the plain
section. Average sley, 102. This in-

dicates the average number of ends
per inch in the entire width of cloth.
Picks per inch, 80.

These goods may be woven on a
single box dobby loom, the warp yarns
being of one count, and one filling

only being required.
The fabrics are found in many va-

riations of patterns and qualities, and
are subjected to suitable methods of
finishing, according to the use to
which they are intended to be put.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The mills that make unequally reed-
ed stripes are found in the second
division, and while the count of yarn
varies to a great extent for this class
of goods, a good average count would
be 45s warp yarn and 40s filling. It is

not our intention to say much about
the cotton warp yarn otherwise than
a few general remarks, i. e., that the
yarn is of 1% to 1 3-16-inch American
stock and carded, the hank rovings
being as follows: for slubber .55 hank,

Top.
DBDBDBDBBBBBBDBB
BDBDBDBBBBDBBBBa
DBDBDBBBDBBBOBBB
BDBDBDBBBBBDBBDB
DBDBaflBDBBBBBDBB
BDaDBDBBBaBBBflBa
DBDBDBDBBBBBgafl!

DBDBnBBDBBBBgaBI
BDBDBDBBBDBBBBDI

Fig 2.

first intermediate, 2.50, and for the
fine fly frame, 10 hank, and is ring
spun into 45s yarn. Further particu-
lars for making this count of yam
may be found in previous articles deal-
ing with the same length of stock and
making counts of yarn from 35s to 50s.
In this article it is our intention to
deal with

THE FILLING YARN
which is made from Egyptian cotton
of li-inch staple. On account of its
peculiar nature Egyptian cotton is es-
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pecially adapted for filling yarns and
it is a general custom to make the
filling yarns of this kind of cotton, al-

though it is not done in all styles of

fabrics, and while the filling yarns of

fabrics previously described might
equally as well have been made out
of Egyptian cotton, still for some spe-
cial reason the kind of cotton given for

filling yarns has been selected. The
Egyptian bale is about 300 pounds
heavier than the American bale, so

that so large a number will not be re-

quired in the mixing, which may be
done by hand or by the use of a bale

breaker. It will also be found that
Egyptian cotton is much more easily

handled than other kinds of cotton.

By this we mean that it gives less

trouble to operate it at the different

processes. The mixing should be made
in the same manner as described
in previous articles. The cotton for

this stock is put through three proc-
esses of picking and an opener. The
beater used at each process is gener-
ally the two-bladed, rigid type. The

SPEED OF THE BEATER
at the breaker picker is 1,450 revolu-

tions per minute; at the intermediate
picker 1,375" revolutions per minute,
and ^t the fimsher picker 1,200 revo-

lutions per minute. The total weight
of a lap at the breaker picker is 40

pounds or a 20-ounce lap; at interme-
diate picker, 38 pounds or ^ 12-ounce
lap, and at the finisher picker, 35

pounds or a 12i^-ounce lap. The in-

structions given in previous articles

for picking should be followed. At
the card the draft for this stock should
not be less than 120, The flats should
make one complete revolution every
30 minutes, and the speed of the lick-

er-in should be about 300 revolutions
per minute. The weight of the sliver

at the front should be 45 grains and
the production for a week of 60 hours
should be not more than 500 pounds.
The setting points should be set to

the same gauges as given in last ar-

ticle, while the particulars given for

grinding, cleaning, stripping .and oil-

ing that have already been given for

the same length of staple of American
stock may be used. Egyptian cotton is

easily combed and, as one overseer

puts it, might be combed with a rake;
still considerable care should be giv-

en to it to see that it is properly done.
The particulars for sliver lap machine,
ribbon lap machine and six-head comb-
er for an 8|-inch lap are as follows:
Sliver lap machine doubles 14 into 1

and weight per yard of lap is 295
grains; at the ribbon lap machine the
doubling is 6 into 1, the weight per
yard being 260 grains; at the comber
the doubling is 6 into 1, the weight
of the sliver is 47 grains. The per-

centage of waste taken out at the
comber for this stock for fabric nam-
ed is 16. Use settings and turnings
given in a previous article.

THE COMBER SLIVER
is next put through two processes of
drawing, the weight per yard at the
front being 70 grains per yard with
doublings of 6 into 1 at each process.
Use either metallic or leather-top cov-
ered rolls, this stock running equally
well on each. At the slubber the sliv-

er is made into .50 hank roving and
from here it passes through three
processes of fly frames, the hank rov-
ing at each being as follows: First
intermediate, 1 hank; second interme-
diate, 3 hank, and fine frame, 10 hank.
The twist gear used at each process
should be one tooth smaller than that
used for the same hank of roving
made from American cotton. Watch
the rolls, both top and bottom, to see
that they are properly set. After leav-
ing the fine frame the roving may be
either mule or ring spun, sometimes
one and sometimes the other being
preferred for certain reasons. For this
fabric the roving is generally ring
spun. For spinning 40s filling yam of
1 5-16-inch staple Egyptian cotton use
a frame with a 2|-inch gauge, 1^-inch
diameter ring, and a 5 ^^ -inch trav-
erse, and spindle speed of 8,800 rev-
olutions per minute.

Dyeing Particufars.

PEARL.
Four ounces immedlal black NRT.;

y2 per cent sulphide sodium; 1 per
cent soda ash; 10 per cent Glauber's.

SLATE.
One per cent diamine black BH.; 4

ounces diamine fast yellow B.; 1 per
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cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glauber's
salt.

FAWN.
One per cent diamine fast yellow B.;

4 ounces diamineral brown G.; V2
ounce diamine brown B.; 1 pound sal

soda; 20 per cent Glauber's.

SCARLET.
Five per cent diamine scarlet B.; 2

per cent sal soda; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's.

RED.
Four per cent diamine fast red F.;

2 per cent sal soda; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's.

MYRTLE GREEN.
Four per cent benzo green GG.; V2

per cent chrysophenine; ^ per cent
benzo fast black; 3 per cent sal soda;
30 per cent Glauber's.

HELIOTROPE.
Two per cent tetrazo lilac B.; 2 per

cent sal soda; 25 per cent Glauber's.

LIGHT BROWN.
Two and one-half per cent diamine

brown 3 G.; 2 per cent sal soda; 25
per cent Glauber's.

DARK BROWN.
Three per cent diamineral brown

G.; y2 per cent diamine brown M.; 1
per cent diamine catechine B,; 2 per
cent sal soda; 30 per cent Glauber's.

NAVY BLUE.
Six per cent diamine dark blue B.;

2 per cent sal soda; 25 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

WINE.
Five per cent diamine Bordeaux B.;

V2 per cent diamine fast red F.; 3 per
cent sal soda; 30 per cent Glauber's

PINK.
One-half per cent Erika pink G.; 1

per cent sal soda; 10 per cent salt.

SKY BLUE.
One per cent diamine sky blue FF.;

V2 per cent sal soda; 15 per cent Glau-
ber's.

BLACK.
Ten per cent immedial black NN.; 2

per cent soda ash; 10 per cent sodium
sulphide; 30 per. cent Glauber's.

STOP PEG CHECKS
The above term is used in cotton

mills to indicate a type of fabric ex
tensively made for dress goods and
decorative plirposes. In the dry goods
trade the goods are found under va-

rious names.

They are an extension of the type of
goods, unequally reeded stripes,, ex-

plained in the last article, and are
characterized by certain yarns in both
warp and filling, appearing to stand up
from the ground cloth in regular or
irregular block effects. They are usu-
ally woven white and bleached or dyed
as may be required.

This article is really supplementary
to the last one, the points referred to

there applying equally as well here.

A check is almost always formed by
a crossover effect in the filling in con-
nection with a distinguishing stripe in

the warp. If the effect warp way is

not as prominent or more prominent
than the effect filling way, a barry pat-

tern is produced, objectionable in al-

most all classes of textile fabrics.

In stop peg checks the effect warp
way is formed by crowding some of

the ends and weaving them in a differ

ent manner from the others, as in un-
equally reeded stripes. The effect fill-

ing way is formed by interlacing the
yarns in a certain manner, say plain"

for a certain number of picks, ther

changing the order of interlacing to

another weave, say a filling sateen,
for a definite number of picks.

When weaving the plain section, the
take-up motion of the loom works in

the ordinary manner, whereas when
weaving the filling satin section it is

disconnected, as required, so that more
picks will be inserted in a given
space.
The device used for disconnecting

the take-up motion is usually connect-
ed to one of the levers of the dobby
and called into action by pegs placed
in the pattern chain; hence the term
stop peg checks.
A friction let-off is preferrable to a

positive lef-off motion for this clas

of goods. Fig. 1 illustrates an exam-
ple of the simpler type, consisting 0'
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sections of plain, warp sateen and fill

ing sateen. The analysis of the sam-
ple under consideration shows the fol-

lowing data: Warp, 60s; filling, 90s:
cloth width, 27.5 inches. In the plain
sections there are, in proportion, 72

Fig. 1.

ends and 72 picks per inch. The av
erage number of ends and picks per
inch is 114 each.
The warp layout for one pattern is

as follows:

Ends. Dents.
24 12 = 2 ends per dent
30 5 = 6 ends per dent
24 12 = 2 ends per dent
30 5=6 ends per dent

108 34

One warp only has been used.

The harness draft is shown at Fig.

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

4 times. 5 times. 4 times.

Fig. 2.

5 times.

The chain draft, exclusive of sel-

vage, is shown in Fig. 3. In this fig-

ure marks \ correspond to the plain
sections in the cloth; dots correspond
to the warp satin sections in the
cloth; circles correspond to the filling
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satin sections in the cloth; crosses
correspond to the filling satin sections

in the cloth where the same cross over
the ends crowded in the reed, thifj is

a filling satin with two picks in a
shed; marks / correspond to the
warp satin sections in the cloth where
the same cross over the picks form-
ing filling satin with the otherwise
plain ends; solid marks indicate stop
pegs.
The warp satin sections are woven

two picks in a shod when the othe
sections of ends are weaving filling

satin. On these picks the take-up mo
tion is out of connection on 20 out of

30 picks, the entire 30 picks occupying
only as much space as 10 picks in the
plain sections.

The positions of the stop pegs can-
not always be determined before the
cloth is being woven. When a change
is made from plain to filling satin it is

not necessary to insert stop pegs for
a few picks because the picks go in

easier in the filling satin sections.

LOOM REQUIRED.

An ordinary single box dobby loom
fixed with device referred to may be
used when weaving these goods. One
warp only is required.
Unequally reeded stripes and stop

peg checks may be placed in the nov-
elty class, being in demand one sea-
son and out of demand the next; also
on account of varying considerably in
pattern and quality. As such they are
usually woven on looms fitted up for
weaving from two or more warp
beams.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns for stop peg checks are
made in mills of the second and third
divisions as given in a previous
article. The counts of yarn used
for this fabric differ according to the
quality of the fabric desired, and fo*
the carding and spinning particularr
we will consider the sample to br
made up of 60s warp and 90s fillinr

yarns. Both of these counts of yarn
will be combed, the warp yarn being
made from li-inch Allen or peeler
cotton and the filling yarn from either

Egyptian of l^^-inch staple, or, as if

more general, from Sea Island cot-

ton of li/^-inch staple. The processes
used for the Sea Island cotton wir
first be described, and as the processes
for li-inch American cotton have al-

ready been described, only those points
that differ from those already explain-
ed will be given. In mixing Sea Island
cotton a great deal of care should be
taken to see that all bales put intc

the mixture staple the same. At the
mixing bins the good sliver and picker
waste from the machines up to the
slubber will be mixed in. As

SEA ISLAND COTTON
has to be handled as little as possible
on account of the ease with which
neps are put in, generally only one
process of picking and an opener is

used, although some mills use two
processes. If only one process is used
the speed of the beater should be just
high enough to beat out the dirt, ane'

this varies according to the grade and
quality of the raw stock. For a fair

average a two-bladed, rigid type of

beater should make about 1,200 revolu-
tions per minute, which will give the
cotton passing through about 29 beats
or blows per inch. The lattice apron
of this machine is measured off and
marked into yard spaces, and the cot-

ton as it comes from the apron is

weighed and spread evenly over this

space. The lap at the front end weighs
30 pounds or a 10-ounce lap per yard.
A variation of only six ounces either
side of standard weight is allowed for
this cotton. At the card the same
care is taken to prevent neps, and
the speed of certain parts is changed to
help this result. The speed of the
licker-in is reduced about 50 revolu-
tions per minute from that when
American cotton is used. The

SPEED OF THE FLATS
is increased to make one complete
revolution every 35 minutes; the fiats

are also set to a No. 10 gauge instead
of a No. 12, as compared with Amer-
ican cotton. The cylinder and doffer
are only stripped twice a day, but
the card wire is always kept sharp
and in perfect condition. The weight
of the sUver at the front is 45 grains
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per yard, and the production for a
week of 60 hours should not be over
400 pounds per week. The sliver is

next taken to the sliver lap machine
or in some cases a drawing frame is

used first and a sliver lap machine
afterward. If the former method ir

used, the weight of the lap should be
about 230 grains per yard, the
doublings being 14 into 1 for an 81-

inch lap. These laps are doubled at the
ribbon lap machine 6 into 1, the weight
of the lap at the front being 22 C

grains per yard. If a drawing frame
is used after tbe card, the ribbon lap
machine is not used, and the weight of

lap at the sliver lap machine should
be 220 grains per yard. The laps at

both the ribbon and sliver lap ma-
chines should be sized once a day. The
laps are next put up at the comber
and doubled according to the num-
ber of heads it contains, either six

or eight. The per cent of waste taken
out at this machine for this stock va-
ries according to the overseers' ideas,

but a good average per cent is 22.

THE WASTE PERCENTAGE
should be taken from six different
combers every day. Keep the rolls

well varnished and other parts well
polished and as free from dirt as pos-
sible. Watch the piecing and also for
single. Keep your setting points to

gauge and time. The sliver at this
machine weighs 35 grains. This sliver
is put through two processes of
drawing frames, the revolutions per
minute of front roll being 820, the
doublings 6 into 1 at both processes,
and the weight of sliver at the finish-
er being 60 grains per yard. Follow
instructions given for drawing frames
in previous articles. The sliver at the
drawing frame should be sized 4 times
a day, and a variation of only one
grain per yard allowed. The drawing
sliver is next put up to the slubber and
made into .80 hank roving, after
which it is put through three process-
es of fly frames, the hank roving at
each being as follows: First interme-
diate, 2.25 hank; second, 5 hank, and
fine, 18 hank. At the fine frames the
roving is sized once a day. The usual
care tliat has been (previously ex-

plained should be given to all parts

of the fiy frames, and in addition cho

top leather rolls of the slubber should
be varnished. It is best, but not al-

ways convenient, to have the slubber
rolls used of a little larger diameter
than when other cottons are used.
This is on account of the length of the
staple, to help prevent "licking." The
roving is next spun, either a ring

frame or mule being used, generally
the latter. If a ring frame is used, the
gauges should be as follows: For 90s
yarn from this stock, l^/i-inch diam-
eter ring, 5-inch traverse, 31 turns
per inch and a spindle speed of 7,400.

After being conditioned, the yarn is

ready to use. For the warp yarn use
the particulars given in the article on
dhooties, except that the yarn is not
twisted. A good size mixture for slash-
er is as follows; Water, 100 gallons,

potato starch, 54 pounds; Yorkshire
gum, 2 pounds; white soap, 1^^ pounds.

SDSPENDER WEBBING
Suspender webbing is, as the name

implies, used for suspenders. It is of

two types, elastic and nonelastic. The
nonelastic type is made into suspen-
ders in connection with elastic straps
connected to the buckles. An ad-

vantage claimed for this webbing is

that there is no friction on the cloth-

ing at the shoulders, the rubber at the
front and back, on the part between
the buttons and the buckles, taking
care of variable tensions caused by the
different movements of the body.
Being subjected to hard usage, the

goods are made firm in the loom, of

strong materials. They are of vary-
ing grades and qualities. In width
they vary from 1 to If inches.

The analysis of a cotton webbing of

a cheap grade shows the following
data: warps, 117 ends of 2-40s cotton
for face and edges; 50 ends of 2 -20s

for back; 24 ends of 2-30s for binders
or stitchers; 25 ends of 42 rubber.
There are 90 picks of 2-16s filling

per inch, finished. As these goods are
held tight in the loom on account of
the rubber warp, 60 picks per inch
only would be put in the loom, the
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webbing contracting 50 per cent in

length after being woven.
The width of the web is 1 7-16

inches.
The full layout is shown in the har-

ness draft, Fig. 1, the various warps
being drawn as follows: binder ends
through harness No. 1, rubber ends

Goods like the one under considera-
tion would be woven on a positively-

acted side cam loom, actuated by in-

terchangeable sectional cams. The
cams are 12 picks to the round or re-

peat. One shuttle only is required for

each web.
For more elaborate goods a dobby
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through harness No. 2, face and edge
ends through harnesses Nos. 3, 4 and
5, and the back ends through har-
nesses Nos. 6 and 7. The daggers in-

dicate where the ends are divided by
the reed, the entire web occupying 27
dents of a reed containing 17 dents
per inch.

Each binder end works between two
back ends. To add bulk to the fab-

ric, coarse ends are sometimes insert-

ed in the center of the cloth; these
are drawn through the same harnesses
as the rubber.
The chain draft is shown in Fig. 2.

By comparing Figs. 1 and 2 it will be
seen that the web is a multiple or com-
pound fabric, all face ends being
raised when back picks are inserted,
all back ends depressed when face
picks are inserted, all rubber ends
raised on back picks and depressed on
face picks, thereby being between the
face and back fabrics.

The binders tie the fabrics into one
compound fabric.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Suspender looms are made with

more or less attachments according to
requirements. They are capable of

running upward of 40 webs at the
same time, so that production of one
loom is considerable. The shuttles,
one for each web in the simpler type,
are actuated on the rack and pinion
principle in a positive manner. Oh
some goods, where silk filling is used
for figuring purposes, three or four
shuttles are required for each web.

or jacquard head is used in connec-
tion with the cams, the latter work-
ing the harnesses for the ground, and
the head motion actuating the figuring

yarns.

DiDaan
GaBaaoB
macmmaa
naaaaBn
aDaaacn
oaaaana
aaanana
naaaaaa
BDnaaDD
Daaaaaa
aaaaDDO
12 3 4667

Fig. 2.

Separate warp beams, or spools, ar«
required for each different count of

warp yarn, for each web.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Like other fabrics that have been
already described in these articles, the
yarns of which the webbing for sus-

penders is made vary as to count, but
in this special case there is a wide
range of the stock used and the
question is as to whether it

shall be carded, or carded and
com.bed. The higher grades of web-
bing are composed of the longer sta-

pled cottons, even the longest staple

Sea Island being used for the very fine

grades, this cotton being, of course,
combed, and from this down to the
short stapled carded cotton. The sam-
ple that has been taken for this article

is of medium grade and is composed
of four different counts of yarn, which
are as follows: 2-40s warp for face
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and ends and 2-20s for the

back; 2-oos is used for the
binder and 2-16s for the filling yarns.

The 2-40s and 2-30s yarns would be
constructed from the same staple an4
stock or American cotton of 1 5-16 -inch

staple, and the 2-20s and 2-16s would
be made from peeler cotton of 1%-
inch staple. The picking particulars

that have been given in previous ar-

ticles may be used for these counts
and staple cottons may be used, the
following exceptions being noted. The
total weight of the lap at the differ-

ent processes for the 1 5-16-inch
stock is as follows: breaker picker, 40
pounds oral6-ounce lap; intermediate
picker, 38 pounds or a 12-ounce
lap and at the finisher picker 35 pounds
or a 12i/^-ounc€ lap. For the 1%-inch
stock the weights would be as fol-

lows: 40 pounds or a 16-ounce lap at

the breaker, 39 pounds or a 12i^-ounce
lap at the intermediate and 39 pounds
or a 141^ -ounce lap at the finisher

picker. The beater speeds used would
be the same for both cottons, i. e., 1,-

500 revolutions per minute at breaker
and intermediate and 1,450 revolutions
per minute at the finisher, which gives
the cotton passing through the finisher

picker about 42 beats or blows per
inch. At the card the draft of the
1 5-16 inch stock should be not less

than 100 and the speed of the licker-

in 350 revolutions per minute, while
the flats, 110, make one complete revo-
lution every 50 minutes. The

WEIGHT OF THE SLIVER

should be about 60 grains per yard
and the production 750 pounds per
week of 60 hours. The draft for the
1%-inch stock should not exceed 95
and the speed of the licker-in is about
375 revolutions per minute, while the
flats make a revolution every 55 min-
utes. The weight of the sliver should
be 65 grains per yard and the produc-
tion 850 to 900 pounds per week. For
all other particulars see previous ar-
ticles. The main point of difference
in the setting points would be at the
llcker-in and feed plates, which should
be set to accommodate each staple.

The slivers are next put through three

processes of drawings, the doublings
at each process being 6 into 1.

The weight of the sliver at the fln-

isher drawing should be 70 grains per
yard for both staples and the speed of

the front roll 350 revolutions per min-
ute. Either metallic or leather-cov-
ered top rolls may be used, but should
favor the metallic rolls for these
stocks. The drawings should be sized
four times a day, and kept within two
grains either side of standard weight.
Watch your stop-motions and also the
drawing as it is being delivered, to
see that no cut work is made, for this

causes a lot of trouble in subsequent
processes. All drawing as it is de-

livered in full cans at the finisher
drawing should be marked with chalk
so that it may always be distinguished
from the other staples, kinds ana
weights. These slivers are then put
through the slubber and made into
.50 hank roving, after which they are
made into the following hank roving
at the different processes named: For
the 2 -40s yarn, first intermediate, 2

hank, and second, 8 hank; for 2-30s
yarn, first intermediate, 2 hank, and
second, 6 hank; for 2-20s yarn, firsv

intermediate, 1.25 hank, and second, 4

hank; for 2-16s yarn, first intermedi-
ate, 1, and 3 at the second intermedi-
ate. These rovings ohould be sized
once a day, six bobbins being sized
from each different hank.

WATCH YOUR TWIST
to see that you are putting in neither
too much nor too little, and also your
tension to see that you are not putting
too great a strain on the yam and
thus making strained or unevenly
drawn roving. The layers per inch are
also another important point, and for
the hank rovings given above a good
number is as follows: For the 3 hank,
20 layers per inch; for 4 hank, 25 lay-

ers ; 6 hank, 33 layers, and for 8 hanks,
38 layers. The top leather rolls should
always be kept in good condition and
if not should be sent to be recovered.
In putting in new rolls always put two
new rolls on the same arbor and not,
as is sometimes done, one old roll and
one new roll. Keep rolls well oiled
and also the spindle stops, which
should be oiled at least once a month.
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The roving Is next spun on spinning
frames into 40s, 30s, 20s and 16s, re-

spectively. The particulars for these
Irames, with the exception of the 16s,

have been previously given. For spin-

ning 16s filling use a frame having a

2% inch gauge, li^-inch diameter ring
and a 6i^-inch traverse with a spindle
speed of 7,000 revolutions per minute
of the spindles. The yam is then put
through several special processes dif-

ferent from the machinery used for

regular cloth warp and filling, when it

is ready for the suspender loom.

Dyeing Particulars.

SKY BLUE.
One per cent diamine sky hlue FF.;

2 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's.

PINK.
One-half per cent Erika pink G.; 1

per cent sal soda; ID per cent Glau-
ber's.

LIGHT GREEN.
One-half per cent diamine fast yel-

low B.; % per cent diamine green G.;

1 per cent sal soda; 10 per cent Glau-
ber's.

YELLOW.
One per cent chrysophenine; 2 per

cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glauber's.

RED.
Two per cent diamine fast red F.;

1 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's.

SCARLET.
Three per cent benzo fast red 4 B.;

2 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

SLATE.
One per cent diamine black BH.;

V4. per cent diamine fast yellow A.; 1

per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

BROWN.
Two per cent diamine brown B.; ^

per cent diamine fast yellow A. ; 2 per
cent sal soda; 20 i>er cent Glauber's
salt.

NAVY BLUE.
Three per cent diamine dark bluu

B.; 1 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent
Glauber's.

BLACK.
Five per cent oxydiamine black

NA.; 2 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent
Glauber's; after-treat with formalde-
hyde.

BRONZE.
Three per cent diamine bronze G.; 2

per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's.

ECRU.
Two ounces diamine catechine G.

;

1^ pound sal soda; 10 per cent Glau-
ber's.

INDIAN DIMITY
Under the head of dimity are a va-

riety of cotton fabrics characterized
by stripes and cords, in both warp and
filling way of the fabric, but more com-
monly the stripes and cords are in

the warp only.

Dimity originally was understood to

mean a stout cotton fabric with raised
stripes, cords, crimps or ridges in the
warp way of the fabric. These fabrics
were further ornamented by being
printed in various colors lengthwise of

the fabric, in srrall patterns. This
fabric was principally used for furni-

ture covering and for like purposes.
Under the head of Indian dimity is a

class of fabrics somewhat similar to

the dimity described above, but made
with finer yarn and used principally as
a dress fabric.

The stripes and cords, however, con
stitute

THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE
of the fabric; the fabric without these
stripes and cords would in all respects
resemble a fair quality of lawn, ba-
tiste or muslin.
The cords in an Indian dimity ap-

pear in the fabric at regular intervals
across the entire width. These cords
may be effected by working two or
more ends on the same harness or by
using a coarser thread than the body
of the warp. The cord usually inter-

laces with the filling in the same
manner as the ground; that is, on the
plain weave order. In addition to these
cords, the fabric, after it is woven, Is

printed in stripes in the direction of
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the warp, with high colors. The pat-

terns of these stripes are usually con-
ventionalized floral figures. These
floral stripes may alternate with an
appropriate geometrical figured stripe.

In the latter stripe the colors are usu-
ally more subdued, thus producing
contrast and variety, a very desirable
feature in a dress fabric, especially so
in the cheaper grades of printed dress
fabrics.

Varying the quality of cotton fabrics
is such a general practice and is car-
ried to such an extent that some fab-
rics lose their individuality; a fabric
such as an Indian dimity, that has
features in addition to its construc-
tion, has considerable scope for varia-
tion, consequently we find various
grades and styles of Indian dimity

—

some in which the cords are much
farther apart than in others, or suf-
ficiently spaced to allow the stripe to
be printed between the raised cords,
and others in which the cords are very
close together, with but two or three
ends between each cord. (See weave
Fig. 1.) In printed fabrics of this
character where the printed patterns
are in the form of a stripe, the cords
should not be too prominent, or, if

they must be prominent, the printed
stripe should be of such a design that
the outline is of an indefinite charac-
ter, so that if any inaccuracy occurs in

aaaDHDnanB
TUDBaBBDHD
DDHDaaaana
aaaaoaanaa
DDaaaaaaDa
aaaaoaaaan
naananaaDa
aanaaaaaaa

Fig. 1.

naDDDDDDI
nDDDDDDBaa
nDDDnaaDDn
nnnDaanDDa
DDDaDDnnna
nnaDDDDDDa
BaanaDDDDa

Fig. 2.

aanDaaaDQ
DaaaaaGaaa

rig. 3.

the printing, that is, if the cloth does
not run perfectly straight through the
printing machine, and the printed
stripe interlaces too much with the
cord, it appears as if the printed stripe
was promiscuously placed on the fab-
ric. The neatest patterns are those in
which the ends are not very promi-

nent and the stripe is printed over
them at apparently regular intervals.

Fig. 2 represents the drawing-in draft;
Fig. 3 the reeding plan.

ANALYSIS OF FABRIC.
Width of warp in reed, 301^ inches;

width of fabric finished, 29 inches;
ends per inch finished, 94; 1,300 x 2

reed; ends in warp, 2,724.

Dressing: 1-2 E. white in 1 hed.
1 E. white.
1 E. white.
1 E. white.

4-5

Take-up of warp during weaving, 8

per cent; warp yarn, 1-80; filling yarn,
1-100. Picks per inch, 76.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Light-weight cotton fabrics, such as

an Indian dimity, may be woven on
any light built single box loom. The
principal consideration should be giv-

en to the speed of the loom, as fabrics

of this class require large production
in order to amply compensate the
manufacturers for making them. High-
speed looms would answer for weav-
ing this class of goods.

FINISHING.
The fabric, after it is woven. Is

bleached, then slightly stiffened by
immersing in a light solution of size.

The size may be composed of the fol-

lowing ingredients: flour, wax and gel-

atine. After the sizing the fabric is

dried, then slightly sprinkled with
water, then run through a rotary
press, after which follows the print-

ing process. The fabric is then again
slightly pressed in order to take out
the creases which it contracted dur-
ing the printing; then it is made up
into laps or rolls.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns that make up Indian
dimity are made in mills of the third
division, as given in a previous ar-

ticle. The fabric is generally made
from peeler or Sea Island cotton of

from 1 7-16 to 1^ inch staple. The
sample under description is composed
of 1-lOOs filling yarn and l-80s warp
yarn and for this article we will con-
sider both yarns to be made from IV^-
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inch staple, Florida Sea Island cotton.

Particular care should be paid to the
mixing of this cotton and all bales

not up to grade and staple should not
be used. At the mixing bin the good
sliver from the machines up to the

slubber should be mixed with the raw
stock. Too much waste should not be
mixed on account of making the lap
fleece. As this cotton is of a long
staple it is very easy to put neps into

it, and thus too great a speed of the
beater of the picker should not be
allowed. The beater should be run
just fast enough to take out the dirt.

This speed varies, on different stocks
of the same length of staple, from
800 to 1,350 revolutions per min-
ute. A good average speed of a two-
bladed, rigid type of beater for the
breaker is 1,200 revolutions per min-
ute, and for the finisher, 1,025 revolu-
tions per minute. This latter speed
gives the cotton passing through it

about 29 beats or blows per inch. Sea
Island cotton is generally put through
only two processes of pickers and
sometimes does not even pass through
an opener, although this is an excep-
tion rather than a rule. At the break-
er picker the lap at the front end
weighs 30 pounds or a 12-ounce lap.

These are put up and doubled 4 into
1 at the finisher picker, and the total
weight of lap at this machine is 29 1^
pounds, or a 10-ounce lap. A varia-
tion of one-half pound either side of
standard weight is allowed. These
laps are put up at the card. The

DRAFT OF THIS MACHINE

for this stock varies according to the
idea of the one in charge, but should
not be less than 125. The top flats

should be clothed with No. 36s wire
and should make one complete revolu-
tion every 35 minutes. The speed of
the licker-in should be less than that
used for shorter and coarser cottons
and should not exceed 300 revolutions
per minute, as it is claimed that this
speed is high enough to tear it apart
and clean it thoroughly and still not
put neps into it. The doffer should be
of as large a diameter as possible and
should be clothed with No. 36s wire

fillet. The cylinder fillet should be
No. 34s. The weight of the sliver

should be about 37 grains and the
production, per week of 60 hours, 350
pounds. Clean, strip, and grind cards,

as has been already stated in previous
articles. The sliver is then taken to
the sliver lap machine and for an 8%-
inch lap is doubled 14 into 1. The
weight of the sliver at the front of this

machine is 230 grains per yard of lap.

Watch your stop-motions on this

machine. The laps are put up at the
ribbon lap machine and doubled 6 into

1, although some mills make a heavier
lap at the sliver lap machine, and only
double 5 into 1 at the ribbon lap ma-
chine. The weight per yard of lap ,at

the front of this machine is 210 grains.
The rolls of the sliver lap machine for
this stock are set as follows: Front to
middle, 1% inches; middle to back,
1% inches and for the ribbon lap,

front to second, 1% inches; second to

third, 1% inches; third to back, 1%
inches. The laps are put up at the
comber and doubled either 6 or 8

into 1, according to the number of

heads that the comber contains, which
we will consider to be 6. The sliver
from this machine weighs 35 grains
per yard; 25 per cent waste is taken
out and the speed of the machine is

90 nips per minute. Use setting and
timing previously given for this grade
of stock. The cotton is next put
through two processes of

DRAWING FRAMES,
the speed of the front roll being 350
revolutions per minute, and the
weight of the sliver at the finisher
drawing being 60 grains per yard. It

is an important point to prevent all

singles and doubles at this machine
and to help make perfect drawing
all stop-motions should be in perfect
condition. Another important part to

watch is the setting of the rolls. For
this stock a good rule is as follows:
Front to second, 1% inches; second
to third, 11 inches; third to back, 11
inches. These settings may be used
at both drawings, although if settings
are closed up 1-16 of an inch between
each roll at the finisher drawing it

will not injure the staple.
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The top leather rolls of the sliver

lap, ribbon lap, comber, and drawing
frames should be kept in perfect con-
dition and always well varnished. A
stock of new and newly varnished
rolls should always be kept on hand
and the rolls on the machine examined
frequently to see that they are per-
fect. Good recipes for varnish have
been previously given. Parts of the
machines to which it is not a general
custom to give much notice are the
clearers. Now they are impor-
tant and should be looked after

carefully to see that they are doing
their duty properly. This refers to

both top and bottom clearers on all

machines on which they are used.

At the slubber the drawing is made
into .80 hank roving. At this machine
watch the top rolls, the build of the
bobbin, the lay, twist, tension and
traverse motion. For this stock the
front rolls are generally varnished
and if it is in a mill made to run this

length of stock the top and bottom
front rolls are of a larger diameter so
that the stock v/ill not lick up so
easily. The roller settings for the
slubber are as follows: front to middle,
1% inches; middle to back, 1% in-

ches.

THE SLUBBER ROVING

is then put through three more proc-

esses of fly frames, the hank roving
made at each process being as fol-

lows: First intermediate, 2.25; second,
5, and fine, 18 hank for warp yarn
and 20 hank for filling yarn. The
warp yarn is ring spun on a frame
having a 1%-inch diameter ring, B^A-
inch traverse, 39.08 twist per inch and
a spindle speed of 9,600 revolutions
per minute. The yarn is then spooled
and warped and then run through a
slasher, after which it is drawn in

and is then ready to weave. A good
slasher size for this yarn is as fol-

lows: Water, lOo gallons; potato
starch, 70 pounds; tallow, 7 pounds;
Yorkshire gum, 3 pounds; white soap,
2 pounds. Boil two hours and let

stand 10 hours before using. Keep
agitator running and keep size almost
at a boiling point when sizing. The
yarn for filling is generally mule spun,

after which it is conditioned and then
is ready for weaving.

Colors for Printing.

PALE VIOLET.
Prepare ten gallons of printing paste

with one pound chrome violet M for
printing; 60 pounds gum solution 1.

1; two pounds glycerine; 33 1/^ pounds
water. Heat to about 160 degrees F.,

allow to cool, then add 2i^ pounds»
formic acid, 90 per cent; 1 pound ace-^

tate chrome, 32 degrees Tw.

DEEP VIOLET.
For- 10 gallons paste, 10 pounds

chrome violet M for printing; 50
pounds starch tragacanth 65 : 1,000;

34 pounds water. Heat to about 160
degrees F., allow to cool; add 2^
pounds formic acid, 90 per cent; 3^
pounds acetate of chrome, 32 degrees
Tw.

BLUE.
For 10 gallons paste, liVz pounds

chrome fast blue F R for printing; 3i^

pounds chrome violet M for printing;
45 pounds starch tragacanth thicken-
ing; 12 pounds water; heat to about
160 degrees F.; allow to cool then add
three pounds hyraldite A, dissolved in

31/^ pounds water; one pound form-
aldehyde, 40 per cent; 2i/^ pounds
formic acid; 15 pounds acetate of

chrome; steam through Mather &
Piatt. The pieces are then left exposed
to the air for several hours, passed
through a weak chrome bath, washed,
soaped, rinsed and dried.

SKY BLUE.
Two and one-half ounces alizarine

blue S P; 2i/^ pints gum thickening; 1

quart water; i^ pint acetate chrome
32 degrees Tw. Print and steam and
soap.

PEA GREEN.
Two pints alizarine green D G

paste; li/^ gallons tragacanth thick-
ening; 1 gill acetate of chrome 32 de-

grees Tw.; 2 quarts water. Print
steam and soap.

PINK.
Four ounces rhodamine 6 G; %

pint water; li/^ quarts tragacanth
thickening; ^ pint acetic acid, 9 de-
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grees Tw.; % pint acetate chrome,
32 degrees Tw. Print, steam and soap

RED.
One pound brilliant Rhoduline red

B D; 1 gill glycerine; 2 pints water;
IVz pounds acetic acid, 9 degrees Tw.;
1 gallon gum water, 1 : 1; 2 pints
acetic acid, tannic acid solution, 1 : 1.

Print, steam one hour, soap.

PURPLE.
Five ounces methyl violet 2 R; 2^^

quarts water; 3 pints acetic acid, 9

degrees Tw.; 1% gallons gum water
1:1; iy2 pints acetic acid, tannic acid
solution 1 : 1. Print, steam one hour,
soap.

GRENADINE
Grenadine is a fine gauzy dress fab-

ric made with various combinations of
materials, such as silk and cotton, silk

and wool, or cotton and wool, and
some of the cheaper grades are made
with all cotton yarns.
The fabric is plain and loosely wo-

ven and invariably ornamented by
stripes, sometimes in both warp and
filling, but usually in the warp only.
These stripes may be of an ordinary
satin or uneven sided twill weave. In
the better grades of grenadine the
ornamentation is more intricate, that
is, the figuring is of such a character
that it requires a special loom, such
as a lappet or swivel loom. If the
figuring is to be effected by means of
an extra filling, the swivel loom is

used. With the use of this loom the
figuring is in the form of spots or
set figures over the entire fabric.
The grenadine of which the analysis

will follow, is a cotton warp and silk
filling fabric, ornamented with a zig-
zag warp stripe, effected by the lappet
attachment to the loom.

This method of forming stripes on a
fabric was in use prior to the introduc-
tion of the swivel loom. The method
of operation in this class of weaving
consists of passing an Independent set
of threads through a series of needles
set in a frame. This frame is situated
between the reed and shuttle race way
of the lay.

This frame is arranged so as to slide

horizontally to and, fro. This sliding

is regulated by the pattern chain, and
the needles are lowered at the proper
time, so as to allow the figuring
threads to interlace with the ground
cloth, by passing the filling over the
figuring threads, thereby binding the
figuring threads into the ground struc-

ture of the fabric. The movements of

the needles may be timed so as to in-

terweave with the ground cloth at
each throw of the shuttle or other-
wise, as may be desired. The figuring
threads, however, must be on a sep-
arate warp beam on account of the
difference of take-up during weaving.
Diagram, Fig. 1, illustrates the

method of interlacing the figuring
threads into the ground structure of
the fabric.

This fabric, as mentioned above, is

of an openwork texture. The construc-
tion, that is, the ends and picks per
inch in the ground structure of the
fabric, should be of such a number as
to make the fabric firm enough to
fulfill its purposes. As the fabric is

used entirely for dress goods, it is

subjected to considerable wear. In
order to retain its characteristic fea-
ture, that is, transparency or open-
ness of texture, the ends and picks
per inch should be of such a number
that in the finished fabric the meshes
will be no larger than the diameter
of the yarn used in tne fabric; other-
wise the fabric will not wear satis-

factorily.

From the above it will be observed
that in order to produce a fabric that
is satisfactory in all its aspects, viz.,

appearance, feel or handle and wear-
ing qualities, absolute accuracy is re-
quired in calculating for the construc-
tion of such a fabric. Grenadine may
be woven in the gray, then dyed any
color desired, or the warp may be
dyed in the hank and the filling dyed
after it is woven into the fabric. In
the better grades these fabrics are
usually woven with dyed yarns. The
prevailing color for grenadines is solid
black.

ANALYSIS.
Width of warp in reed, 30 inches;

width of fabric finished, 27.5 inches;
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ends per inch in reed, 84; ends per
inch finished, 92. Reed, 42x2; take-up
of ground warp during weaving, 5 per
cent; take-up of figuring warp during
weaving, 12 times the length of fabric
woven; ground warp, l-60s cotton; fig-

uring warp, 2 -40s mercerized cotton.
In the drawing in, the ground warp

only is drawn through the heddles in
the harness; the figuring warp passes
over the harness into the eyes of the
needles, the needles being in front of
the reed. The figuring warp is not

entirely on the character of figure to
be woven. The jacquard loom is used
when the fabric is to be ornamented
by large broken plaids, requiring too
many ends to be conveniently handled
on a dobby loom.

FINISHING.

The finer grade of grenadine re
quires very little attention a^ regards
finishing. After the fabric comes from
the loom it is examined for broken
threads or picks. The finishing is prac-

Fig. 1.

drawn through the reed, but is guided
entirely by the needles.

Filling: I14 dram silk, picks, 90 per
inch finished.

Fig. 2 shows ground and figure
weave.

Fig. 3 ground warp drawing-in draft.

LOOMS USED.
These fabrics are woven on various

looms, various makes of dobby looms,
lappet, swivel or jacquard, depending

tically in the weaving. If the fabric is

perfect when it comes from the loom,
it is run through the rotary press, sub-
jected to a little steaming and slight

pressure, and then made up into laps
ready for the consumer.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The counts of yarn used for the
warp in the sample described above
for grenadine are l-60s ground warp
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and 2-40s for figuring warp. The sta-

ple cotton used for the ground warp
would he about li-inch for Allen
or peeler cotton, while that used
for the figuring warp, which is

mercerized, would be made from
an Egyptian or Sea Island cotton,
which is especially adapted for mer-
cerizing purposes, of 1%-inch staple.
The 1%-inch peeler cotton would be

er, 40 pounds or a 16-ounce lap, inter
mediate, 38 pounds or a 12-ounce lap,

and at the finisher, a 38-pound or a 13-

ounce lap. For the Sea Island stock
there would be an opener and two
processes of pickers, the speed of a
rigid, two-bladed beater being as fol-

lows: 1,300 revolutions per minute at
breaker and 1,200 revolutions per min-
ute at finisher; the weight of the lap

Fig. 2.

put through an opener and three proc-
esses of pickers, the speed of a two-
bladed beater being as follows:
Breaker, 1,500 revolutions per minute;
intermediate, 1,400 revolutions per
minute, and finisher, 1,400 revolutions
per minute. The weights of the lap
for this fabric would be, at the break-

would be 34 pounds or a 10-ounce lap
at breaker, and at the finisher 30
pounds or a 10 1^ -ounce lap. For
general instructions for mixing and
picking, use those that have been pre •

viously given. At the card the partic-
ulars used for the peeler cotton are:
A draft of not less than 110, with a
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licker-in speed of 300 revolutions per
minute, flats (110) making one com-
plete revolution every 35 minutes.
The speed of the cylinder is 160 revo-
lutions per minute. The production
should be 500 pounds with a 45 -grain
sliver for 60 hours per week.

FOR SEA ISLAND STOCK
the draft should not be less than 130.

The speed of the licker-in is 275 rev-
olutions per minute, flat 1 revolution
in 35 minutes, the weight of sliver 40

out and the settings and timings used
are the same as those given in the ar-

ticle on Indian diihity.

VARNISH.

Do not use the same varnish for the
sliver lap, ribbon lap and draw box
rolls and the leather detaching rolls of
the comber. For the latter use a var-
nish that has less glue and a dead fin-

ish, while for the former rolls use a
roll with a smooth, glossy finish, but
use a varnish that does not peal or

anni!Zii:ziai]zi-iii3na«aannaaaBDnnnDzin«nnnnnnaBnnnnnnnBnnnnnnnBannnnnnn
DDggagiggngauggggDngggiggDngggiDggaDaningaggggigDnDgggignggnnnna

nHDnmaaaBaDDnannBannaaaaBnnanoia«acaGana«aaaaaaaBDanaaa3Bnnanaa
DaDDDaaBaaaaDaDBUDaDDDaBaaQaDDaBaDDaaDDBDaaDDaDBaaaLDDDBDJDaaaa

Fig. 3.

grains per yard and the production
350 pounds per week. The wire fillet

used for both stocks should be 34s
for cylinder and 36s for top flats and
doffer. Use as large a doffer as pos-
sible. The setting points have been
given previously for these stocks.
Strip three times a day and grind
each card at least a day every month.
Both the Sea Island and the peeler
cottons for this class of goods are
combed and for this article we will
suppose that an 8%-inch lap is used.
For

THE PEELER STOCK

the ends are doubled 14 into 1 at the
sliver lap machine or, as it is some-
times called, the small doubler, the
weight per yard of the lap being 300
grains, and at the ribbon lap or large
doubler these laps are doubled 6 in-

to 1, the weight of the lap being 280
grains per yard. These laps are put
up at the comber and doubled 6 into
1. The percentage of waste taken out
is 16 and the weight of the sliver is

45 grains per yard. Use settings and
timings previously given. For the Sea
Island stock the weight at the sliver
lap is 220 grains per yard and these
laps are doubled 6 into 1 at the rib-

bon lap machine, the weight of the
lap being 215 grains per yard. At the
comber the doublings are 6 into 1 and
the weight of sliver is 35 grains per
yard; 20 per cent of waste is taken

crack easily. Always keep rolls well
varnished and in good condition. The
comber sliver is next put through two
processes of drawing frames, the
doublings being 'S into 1 at the break-
er for peeler and 6 into 1 for Sea
Island, while at the breaker the
doubling is 6 into 1 for both stocks.

Fig. 4.

If metallic rolls are used they should
be spread % of an inch farther apart
than when leather top rolls are used.
Watch the stop-motions. The weight
of the drawing sliver at the finisher
drawing is 75 grains per yard for the
peeler and 6Q grains for the Sea Island
stock.
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At the slubber the sliver for 60s

yarn is made up into .50 hank roving,

after which it passes through three
processes of fly frames or speeders,
being made into the follow-

ing hank roving at each process:

1st intermediate, 1 hank; 2d interme-
diate, 3 hank, and fine frame, 12 hank.
The Sea Island stock is made into .70

hank at the slubber and passes
through two processes of fly frames,
where it is made into 2.25 hank rov-

ing at 1st intermediate and 8 hank at

finisher frame. Use all the precau-
tions given in previous lessons as to
rolls, etc., and remember that the Sea
Island stock

REQUIRES LESS TWIST
per inch than the peeler. The peeler
cotton is made into 60s hank on a
warp spinning frame, the particulars
of which have been given in a pre-

vious article, while the Sea Island is

made into 40s yarn on a warp frame
having a li/^-inch diameter ring with
a 6-inch traverse and a spindle speed
of 10,000 revolutions per minute; this

is then twisted and put through the
mercerizing process, after which it is

ready for use.

A good slasher sizing for 60s yarn
for light-weight cloth is as follows:
Water, 100 gallons; potato starch, 54
pounds; Yorkshire gum, 2 pounds, and
white soap, IVz pounds.

Dyeing Particulars.

Dyed in jig machine.

BLACK.

8 per cent thion black TGC; 8 pei
cent sulphide sodium; 3 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

BLUE.

6 per cent thion blue B. ; 10 per cent
sulphide sodium; 3 per cent soda ash;
20 per cent salt.

Dye and rinse well. After-treat with
2 per cent peroxide sodium; 8 per
cent sulphate magnesia; 8 per cent
acetic acid, 8 degrees Be. Dissolve the
sulphate of magnesia first, then put
in the peroxide of sodium in small
quantities, and enter the goods; work

for 20 minutes first; then run the
acetic acid into the bath, and gradually
increase the heat to about 180 de
grees F.

BROWN.
4 per cent thion brown R.; 4 per

cent thion brown O.; 2 per cent thion
orange N.; 12 per cent sulphide so-

dium; 3 per cent soda ash; 30 per cent
salt.

BRILLIANTE
Brilliante is a cotton fabric of light

or medium weight, distinguished by
small, detached figures, usually of geo-
metrical or simple character, arranged
on a plain ground. The figures are
formed with the filling, which is soft
twisted.
The object sought is to cover the

warp with the filling as much as pos-

" rr iTiriTi , r "TT.-hijlAlJifaV^if^'ririfei^

Fig. 1.

sible, both in the ground and figure.

It is obtained by using warp yarns
considerably finer than those used for

the filling in the same piece, aided by
the slack twist in the filling.

The goods are used principally for

shirtwaists and dress goods.
Fig. 1 illustrates a typical brilliante

fabric, the analysis of which shows
the following data: 88 sley, 66 picks,
50s warp, 30s filling; finished width,
26% inches. The pattern is complete
on 100 ends and 84 picks. The figures
are arranged in irregular positions, 8
in a repeat.
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One of the figures is illustrated in

Fig. 2; marks represent filling.

Like many other cotton fabrics,

goods under this name are made in va-

rious grades, variations in the counts
of yarns necessitating corresponding
variations in the counts of cloth. A

nanDnnDBDDnnnnnDnnnDCD
naaaDDBBBaaDcanDDDni-cn
DaaDDBBBBBagnnnnGnncDn

niaiuaiaiiBBBBBBODDDca -
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DaaaBBBBBanBBBDaDDDDDD
nnnaBBBBBBBDBDDDKDDDDa
ODDDaBBBBBBBDnnBBBDDnn
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DnnnanDGBnnnBBBBBBB|Bn
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nanaananDnDDBBBBBBBjBn
nnDannnnDaDDniBBBBBBnq
DnDDDaanDnDDnnBBBBBDDn
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FlK. 2.

fabric under consideration, shown in

Fig. 3, has a filling so coarse, as com-
pared with the warp, that it has the
appearance of a poplin ground. This
is a dobby pattern, the spots being
arranged in a 4-end sateen or broken
crow order. Each spot is made by the
filling covering nine ends on two
picks, as in Fig. 4. The float of the
second pick of each alternate spot is

moved over two ends.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Most brilliante patterns necessitate

the use of a jacquard head. A machine
of 300 or 400 hooks gives ample scope
for designs. The goods being of firm

Fig. 3.

structure, with all the ends taking up
practically evenly, they could be wo-
ven most economically on a light run-
ning single box loom fitted v/ith a
double lift, single cylinder jacquard.

One warp and one filling only are re-

quired.

There being but little scope for de-
veloping other than small designs of

this type, on dobby looms, they are
made to but little extent on these
looms. Experience has taught that
patterns like Fig. 3 require too many
harnesses on a dobby loom for weav-
ing plain to the best advantage.

FINISHING.

These goods are usually subjected
to the English or French nainsook fin-

ishes, mercerized or printed. By the
English finish the fabric, after it

leaves the loom, is boiled off, then
bleached, after which it is softened by
immersing in a light solution of glyc-

erine, or cocoanut oil, and fiour or
farina, after which it is dried by pass-
ing over heated cylinders, then run
through a rotary press with very light
pressure. In the French finish, after
the fabric is bleached it is stiffened by
immersing in a solution of size, com-
posed of the following ingredients:
flour, wax and gelatine, after which
the fabric is dried, then slightly sprin-
kled with water, then run through the
calender, which completes the finish-

ing process.
The fabric illustrated in Fig: 1 has

undergone the mercerizing process of
finishing, having been mercerized in

the piece. Brilliante is a type of goods
in which the essential qualities of the
pattern are improved by the mercer-
izing process.
When they are printed, the printed

patterns are secondary to the weave
effects and usually consist of small
detached sprig or fioral effects ar-
ranged a great distance apart.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns of which brilliante is com-
posed are made in mills of the second
and third division, as given in a previ-

ous lesson. The yarns used in the
sample under consideration are 50s for
warp and 30s for filling. Both of these
yarns are combed and made from the
same grade and staple of cotton. The
filling is coarser, and, according to es-

tablished rules, should be made of a
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shorter length of staple, and this

would be true if it were not for the
fact that in order to produce certain
effects in the cloth this yarn is re-

quired to have a softer twist than that
generally employed for this count of

yarn. The cotton used may be a peeler
of 1^-inch staple.

THE MIXING
would be done as described in previous
articles, the good sliver waste from
the machines up to the slubber being
thrown into the mixing bin. If the
equipment of machinery does not in-

clude a roving waste machine, a good
way to mix the roving waste is as fol-

lows: Run the roving waste through
a picker, allowing it to run on the
floor at the front, and not formed into

a lap as is generally done; this is then
gathered up and scattered over the
mixing. This is a very good method,
but is not generally used on account
of the pickers having all they can do
to keep up with the cards. This class

of work is put through an opener and
three processes of pickers. The pick-

ers, if supplied with a rigid type of

beater having two blades, have the
following

SPEEDS
at each process: Breaker picker, 1,500

revolutions per minute; the fan speed
1,400 revolutions per minute; interme-
diate picker, 1,450 revolutions per
minute; fan speed, 1,050 revolutions

Fig. 4.

per minute; finisher picker, 1,450 rev-
olutions per minute; fan speed, 1,100

revolutions per minute. The weights
of the lap at the different processes
are as follows, the doubling at each
process after the breaker picker be-
ing 4 into 1: breaker picker, total

weight, 40 pounds; weight per yard,
16 ounces; intermediate picker, 39
pounds or a 12-ounce lap, and finisher

picker, 36 pounds or a 12i/^-ounce lap.

Of course the laps should be kept of

as even a weight as possible, a varia-

tion of only 8 ounces either side of
the standard weight being allowed at

the finisher picker.* These laps are
put up at the card, and for

this fabric the draft shoud not
be less than 110. The licker-in

speed should be 300 revolutions per
minute. Flats should make one com-
plete revolution every 38 or 40 min-
utes. The weight per yard of the sliver

at front is 50 grains per yard and pro-

duction for a week of 60 hours is 550
pounds. Set doffer to cylinder to a
5-l,000th-inch gauge; licker-in to cylin-

der to a 7-l,O0Oth-inch gauge. Set cylin-

der screen at licker-in to 12 gauge, at

center to a 34 gauge, and at front, %
inch.

Set back plate to cylinder at 10

gauge at bottom and at 22 at top ; lick-

er-in screen to licker-in, 3-16ths inch
from licker-in. Set licker-in knives
top knife at 12 gauge, bottom knife
at 5 gauge; if only one knife, set at

5 gauge. Set feed plate to cylinder
according to length of staple. This
is

AN IMPORTANT POINT
many times overlooked by men in

charge. The general rule is to set

at this point the same for all lengths
of staple. This is wrong, because in

short-staple cotton the feed plate
should be set closer than for long
stock. For example, suppose the feed
plate is set to licker-in at 7 gauge
for 1%-inch stock and we will say that
this gives the distance from bite of
feed roll to licker-in 1^/4 inches. Now
we change to 1%-inch Sea Island
stock. If we do not reset the feed
plate we are almost sure to break the
fibre, and if the cotton is stapled at

the front of the card and compared
with the staple at the back, it will

be seen that this is what is being
done. Of course the proper remedy
for this is to get a feed plate with the
proper shaped nose for each length of
staple, but it is not always possible
to do so; the

NEXT BEST REMEDY
is to set the feed plate farther back or
to slow down the speed of your licker-

in, so that the fibres will not be struck
away from the feed roll so quickly.
If the setting at this point is the same
for all staples and gives a variation
of i/^-inch length in staple at front and
back, note result. If the staple breaks.
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it is weakened so much. Set top flats

to 12 gauge at back and to 10 gauge at

other setting points. Set front strip-

ping plate to 22 gauge at bottom and
at top set from a 7 to a 12 gauge,
according to the strip wanted.

At the sliver lap machine the doub-
ings are 14 into 1 for an 8% -inch lap,

the weight of a yard of lap being 295

grains. These are doubled 6 into 1 at

ribbon lap, the weight being 275 grains

per yard. At the comber these laps

are doubled either six or eight into

one according to the number of heads.
For a 6-head comber the sliver at coil-

er should weigh 45 grains per yard;
sp-eed of comber, 90 nips per minute;
percentage of waste, 15; and drafi

about 27.50. Use same setting and
timing as given in previous articles.

At
THE DRAWING FRAME

two processes are used, the doublings
being 6 into 1 at each process. The
speed of front roll at each process
should be 400 revolutions per minute,
and the weight of the sliver at the
finisher drawing should be 70 grains
per yard. At the slubber this is made
into .60 hank roving and is put through
two processes of fly frames, the hank
roving at each process for the 50s
warp being 2.50 at first intermediate,
and 10 hank at second process. For
the 30s the hank roving at the first

intermediate is 2 and at the second
process 6 hank. Look out for the
points that have been explained in

previous articles. At the spinning
room the roving for warp yarn is spun
into 50s under the following condi-
tions: diameter of ring, IVz inches;
length of traverse, 6 inches; twist per
inch, 31.80; spindle speed, 10,000 rev-
olutions per minute. The filling yam
is mule spun, with 2.75 times th«
square root of count for standard
twist.

Dyeing Particulars.

NAVY BLUE.

Four per cent naphtamine blue 2 B.;

25 per cent Glauber's; 3 per cent sal

soda.

PINK.
One-half per cent Erika pink G.;

20 per cent Glauber's; 1 per cent sal

soda.
SKY BLUE.

One-half per cent diamine sky blue
F F.; 10 per cent Glauber's; 1 per
cent sal soda.

PEA GREEN.
One per cent diamine sky blue; ^

per cent chrysophenine; 20 per cent
Glauber's; 1 per cent sal soda.

ECRU.
One-half ounce naphtamine brown

N.; iy2 ounces naphtamine yellow N
N. ; 10 pounds salt; 1 per cent sal

soda.
YELLOW.

One per cent direct yellow G cone;
20 per cent salt; 1 per cent sal soda.

RED.
Three and one-half per cent direct

scarlet B cone; 25 per cent salt; 2

per cent sal soda.

BROWN.
Four per cent naphtamine brown R

G.; 30 per cent salt; 2 per cent sal

soda.

GREEN.
Four per cent diamine green G.; V2

per cent diamine fast yellow B.; 25
per cent salt; 3 per cent sal soda.

BOOK MUSLIN
Book muslin is a textile term that Is

somewhat of a misnomer, not having
any connection with fabrics used for

book coverings. The goods are used
very extensively for stiffening and
lining clothing and for the foundatiou
work of ladies' hats; they are distin-

guished more by the feel or finish

than by appearance. They vary in
appearance from plain weave to small
checks. Being made more for utility

than effect, fancy weaves are not call-

ed for or necessary. One of the
principal weaves used is a ieno, one
end crossing one.
An analysis of a book muslin sam-

ple shows the following data: Finish-
ed width, 32 inches; 24s yarn in both
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warp and filling, 54 ends and 45 picks
per inch.

The weave is shown in Fig. 1, being
on 16 ends and 8 picks. The general
effect is shown by 8 ends and 8 picks,

the next 8 ends differing only in the
plain weave being reversed. Fig. 2

aaaaDnnaanaGBBBA
DaGaaaaDaaaDBBBa
naaBDaDDaaaDaaau
aaBGaaaaDBDanann
GaGBGGGoaGaDaaaa
aGaaaaaaaaaaGDDG
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Fig. 1.
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shows the harness draft and Fig, 3,

the reed draft. The warp yarns aver-

age 8 ends in 5 dents, there being 16

ends in 10 dents per pattern. The 4

ends working as 1 are drawn through
one heddle. The chain draft is shown
at Fig. 4, the working of the first

two, or selvage, harnesses being
plain.

Stop pegs are not required, the 3

picks in 1 shed coming into contact
with each other.

Another book muslin fabric under
consideration contains the same
counts of yarns as the other sample.
The count of this cloth is 43x38, and
the width 35 inches finished. The
weave is plain.

Book muslins are usually woven
grey and piece dyed in solid colors.

LOOM REQUIRED.

Any of the three classes of weaves
mentioned may be woven on single
box, fast, light running looms. The
sample analyzed would require a dob-
by loom. The leno and plain weave
samples could be woven best on cam
looms. One beam only is required.

FINISHING.

Before finishing, the goods feel very
sleazy. The effect obtained by finsh-

ing is to change this cloth into a very

stiff, board-like fabric. Goods for lin-

ings are sized the least; those for stif-

fening and millinery purposes are siz-

ed heavily.
After being woven, the cloth is

washed, dyed, dried, sized, dried and
folded as desired. No burling, singe-

ing or shearing is required, as perfect
cloth is not absolutely essential and
the glue or size, combined with the
pressing, lays the loose fibres.

In sizing, the cloth passes through
the size box and on to the drying cyl-

inders. If a glazed finish is required,
it is subjected to pressure by the heat
ed rollers of the calender machine.
The sizing substances are usually

glue, gum, flour and size, of variable
proportions, mixed with water to the
desired consistency. The weight of

size in a piece will vary from about
5 to 40 per cent of the entire weight.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns that make up book mus-
lin are made in mills of the first and
second divisions. For this class of fab-

ric a short-staple medium grade of

cotton is used. The general staple is

about one inch. In the better quali-

ties of this fabric only the raw stock
is used in the mixture, but the poorer
qualities contain a certain percentage
of waste, either comber or card being
used according to the quality required.
For this article we will consider that
the mixture is made up without waste.

THE MIXING
for this class of cotton should be as
large as possible because production
is looked to more than quality, but the
quality should be as good as possible.
The cotton is put through an opener
and three processes of pickers. The
speed of the beater of the opener
should be 1,050 revolutions per minute,
the fan on this machine making 350
revolutions per minute. This opener
is generally directly connected to the
breaker picker. This picker may be
provided with either a pin, or, as it is

sometimes called, a carding beater, or
a rigid type having either two or three
blades. If a two-bladed, rigid beater,
the speed should be 1,500 revolutions
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per minute; if a three-bladed beater,

the speed should be reduced to 1,000

revolutions per minute. The fan speed
should be 1,400 revolutions per minute.
The draft of this picker should be
about 1.85. The

WEIGHT OF THE LAP

at the front should be, total, 40

pounds; weight per yard, 16 ounces.
These laps are put up and doubled 4

into 1 at the intermediate picker. The
beater of this picker, if a two-bladed,
rigid type, makes 1,450 revolutions per
minute with a fan speed of 1,050 revo-

lutions per minute and a draft of 2.80.

The total weight of lap at the front is

38 pounds or a 10-ounce lap. These
laps are put up at the finisher picker

and doubled 4 into 1. The speed of

this beater, if two-bladed, should be
1,450 revolutions per minute; fan

speed, 1,100 revolutions per minute;
draft, 2.80; weight of laps at front, 39

pounds or a 14i/^-ounce lap. The
stock passing through this machine
with these speeds receives about 41

blows or beats per inch. At the card
the speed of the licker-in varies from
300 to 350 revolutions per minute, ac-
cording to make of card. The speed
of flats is 1 revolution every 45 min-
utes (110 flats).

THE CARDS

should be stripped at least three

times a day and the doffer should be
stripped an extra time if a very large

production is being ti^rned off. Use a
coarse wire fillet for both doffer and
cylinder for cards on this stock, and
use settings given for indigo prints

in a previous article. The draft of

the card should not exceed 100 for

this class of goods. The weight of

the sliver should be 65 grains per
yard and the production 850 pounds
for a week of 60 hours. Grind cards
as previously stated. The card sliver

is next put through two processes of

drawing, the doublings being 6 into

1 at each process. The speed of the
front roll is 400 revolutions per min-
ute for leather top rolls and 375 for

metallic top rolls. Metallic top rolls

will be found to be an advantage

on this class of stock, but should be
looked after to see that they are prop-

erly set. Generally speaking, metallic

rolls should be set 3-16ths of an inch
farther apart than leather top covered
rolls. If metallic rolls are used, care
should be taken to see that they are
the same distance apart their entire

length, because if they have sprung,

cut work will be the result. The flutes

of these rolls should be kept clean and
the bearings well oiled and clean or

bad results will be obtained. The
weight of the sliver at the front of

both breaker and finisher drawings
should be 72 grains per yard. Draw-
ings should be sized four times a day.

The drawing should be put up to the

slubber and made into .50 hank rov-

ing and put through two processes of

FLY FRAMES.

At the first intermediate it is made
into 2 hank roving and at the second
5 hank. Of course these hank rovings
will depend a great deal on the way a
room is balanced and the amount of

production to be turned off. Some-
times two different stocks of the same
length of staple will be run together
at the slubber and first intermediate
frames that are going to be made
into two different counts of yarn. This
is often done in rooms where there are
not enough frames to have each frame
run a different stock, so that it may be
necessary to alter the draft and hank
roving of one or both stocks to the
best advantage of each. Thus it will

be seen that the hanks and drafts
given here may be used as a founda-
tion from which to work, and used if

each machine is using this one staple,

and grade and kind of cotton. The
roving is taken to the spinning frame
and made into 24s yarn. At the warp
frame use a 2-inch diameter ring, 7-

inch traverse, 23.27 twist per inch and
9,400 revolutions per minute spindle
speed. For a filling frame use 1^^-

inch diameter ring, 6 ^^ -inch traverse,
15.9 twist per inch and a spindle
speed of 7,600 revolutions per minute.
A heavy sizing is used for this class
of goods.
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Dyeing Particulars.

Dyed on the jig machine.

BLACK.
Five per cent oxydiamine black A

T.; 3 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent
salt.

BROWN.
Five per cent diamine brown B.; 1

per cent diamine fast yellow B. ; 2 per
cent sal soda; 25 per cent salt.

SLATE.
One and one-half per cent diamine

black B H.; 2 ounces diamine fast yel-

low B.; 2 per cent sal soda; 25 per
cent salt; make up a starch liquor with
10 ounces dextrine; 1 gallon water;
mix cold. Add a little color to match
shade required, and boil well for one
hour. Starch on mangle and dry on
the tenter frame.

4^t^

MULL
Mull may be defined as a thin, plain

woven fabric, of which there are sev-

eral varieties, as Swiss, India, starch-
ed, China or silk. The China or silk

mull is a union fabric, usually with
cotton warp and silk filling. This is

the finest fabric of the above-men-
tioned varieties and is used exclusively
for dress goods.
The Swiss and India mulls are fine

soft-bleached cotton fabrics, principal-
ly used for dress goods.

THE STARCHED MULL
is somewhat coarser than the Swiss
or India mull and is used principal-
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Draft.

ly for stiffening in various parts of

a dress, usually dresses of unwashable
material, and is also used as a founda-
tion for ladies' silk trimmed hats, cur-
tains, etc. Starched mull is a plain,

loosely woven fabric and is stiffened
in the finishing process by sizing.

These various qualities of mull dif-

fer in point of texture considerably

from one another; the silk mull is in

point of texture twice as fine as some
grades of cotton mull.

The China or silk mull and also the
cotton mull used for dress purposes*

are characterized by their softness.

This feature is partially brought about
by the materials used and partially by
the finish which the fabric receives.

The silk mull requires less attention
in finishing, as the materials used in

the construction of the fabric, the silk

filling in particular and the high grade
of the cotton warp, are in themselves
conducive to producing a soft fabric.

In the cheaper grades of cotton mull,
wherein the coarser counts of yarn
are used, the warp yarn must first be
well sized so as to withstand the ten-

sion and strain incurred during the
process of weaving. This sizing,

while it strengthens the warp yarn,
imparts to the fabric a harsh handle
or feel, due to the ingredients used in
the size, which may be wheat, flour,

farina or sago and a small quantity of
softening materials, usually tallow or
wax. The softening materials are
necessary in order to make the yarn
pliable; otherwise it would be inclined
to be too brittle to weave readily.
After the fabric is woven and ready
for the finisher, it is subjected to a

WASHING PROCESS,

which takes out all the sizing mate-
rials in the warp yam, after which
the fabric is subjected to a combina-
tion of sizing materials for the sole
purpose of softening the fabric. The
above process applies more particular-
ly to the all -cotton fabrics.

This class of fabrics—-mull—requires
very little ingenuity on the part of
the designer to produce, there being
no ornamental features or fancy
weaves. The goods are plain woven,
depending for their beauty or attrac-

tiveness entirely on the finishing. Mull
made for dress goods is of fine tex-

ture, and is finished very soft, while
the fabric intended for lining or dec-
orative purposes is much coarser in
texture than the dress fabric, and is

stiffened in the finishing and common-
ly known as starched mull.
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The goods are usually woven in the
gray and the bulk of them are hnished
pure white or bleached, although these
fabrics may be obtained in almost any
color desired.

The China or silk mull is usually,

like the all-€Otton fabric, finished un-
dyed. In the former case, however,
the cotton yarn is bleached in the

hank. The silk filling used in this fab-

ric is raw silk, viz., tram silk. This is

soit and very pliable and lends itself

readily to the production of a soft fab-

ric. The filaments of raw silk cannot
be spun into a thread like wool and
cotton, as they have no peculiarities

of surface that correspond to the

scales on the surface of the wool fi-

bres; the wool fibres, when spun into

a thread, are arranged so that these
scales are opposed to one another as
much as possible and thereby inter-

lock and hold fast to one another, and
the more the threads are spun, the

closer they engage one another and
in consequence produce a stronger
thread. The peculiarities of the cotton
fibre are its twists. The cotton fibre

under the microscope appears as a
thin flat tube or ribbon, considerably
twsted; these twists in the fibres give

strength to the thread by interlacing

with one another somewhat on the
order of the scales in the woolen
threads. In silk, however,- the filaments
can only be made into a thread by
twisting a number of the filaments
into fine threads, and these threads
are again twisted until a thread of

the desired count is obtained. Fol-

lowing is an
ANALYSIS

of a cotton and silk fabric:

Width of warp in reed, 28% inches;
width of fabric finished, 27 inches;

ends per inch in reed, 76; ends per
inch finished, 80; ends in warp, includ-

ing selvages, 2,200; reed, 1,400x2;

warp yarn, l-60s cotton.

Filling, one dram silk, tram; 54

picks.

ANALYSIS OF STARCHED MULL.

Width of w^arp in reed, ZZVa inches;

width of fabric finished, 30 inches;

ends per inch in reed, 36; ends per

inch finished, 40; ends in warp includ-
ing selvage, 1,220; reed, 1,300x1;
warp l-50s cotton.

Filling, 1-54S cotton; 36 picks.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Any ordinary single box loom may

be used for weaving this fabric. The
speed of the loom is the most impor-
tant consideration if the selection of

loom be optional; the finer grades of
mull are usually woven on eight har-
nesses, straight draft, while the coars-
er grades are confined to four har-
nesses, drawn in the following order:
1, 3, 2, 4.

FINISHING.
Mull made for dress goods is of a

very fine texture and softened in the
finishing. This is accomplished by
immersing the fabric in a solution of
oily matters, the ingredients being
composed of a liberal percentage of
glycerine or cocoanut oil and a very
small quantity of farina. Chloride of
magnesium may be used with good re-

sults. This is a very powerful soft-

ener, as well as a weighting material,
and has a great afllnity for water, and
has the power of attracting moisture
to the cloth in which it is used. This
attraction of moisture really constitut-
es the softening effect. The above
method of softening applies in partic-
ular to all-cotton mull. In the silk

filling goods the fabric is usually only
boiled off, then run through a rotary
press.
For stiffening the fabric, the

goods, after they are bleached, are im-
mersed in a solution of size composed
of fiour, tallow, and gum arable; this

stiffening is done in front of the dry-
ing cylinders, the goods running
through the sizing trough on to the
cylinders, which completes the finish-

ing.

Bleaching Particulars.

Boil with 4 degrees Tw. caustic
soda in a kier for 12 hours, and run
through washing machine.

Give a second boil with 4 degrees
Tw. caustic soda.
Wash through machine and run

through solution of chloride of lime at
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% degree Tw. Place in bin for two
hours. Pass through a solution of sul-

phuric acid y2 degree Tw. Pass
through washing machine till all

trace of acid is eliminated.

Starching Particulars.

One gallon: 4 ounces dextrine, 4

ounces cornstarch. Boil for one hour
and starch through mangle.
Dry on the tenter frame.

LINON

Linon, usually termed India linon

or India linen, is a fine, closely woven
plain fabric well known for its excel-

lent wearing and washing qualities. It

is made from combed cotton yarns of

long-staple stock.

It is made in various widths, from
27 to 36 inches, and in slightly

varying constructions and qualities.

The goods are made to resemble as
closely as possible fine linen fabrics.

The cloth structure is firmly made in

the loom.
The analysis of a good quality India

linon fabric shows the following data:
Ends per inch, 108; picks per inch,

110; finished width, 36 inches; warp,
90s; filling, 110s. Each selvage con-
sists of 16 ends of 2-90s.

The yarns were reeded 2 ends per
dent in the loom. The selvages were
also reeded 2 ends per dent, i. e., 2 -ply

yarns. Two of these would be equal to

4 of the single yams.
Woven with about 94 ends per inch

in the loom, it will be seen that a very
fine reed has been used. This was nec-
essary in order that an even surface,
practically free from reed marks,
should result.

LOOM REQUIRED.
The goods may be woven on a single

box plain loom of not too light con-
struction. On account of the fairly

large number of picks per inch and
the fine quality of cloth, a firm, steady
take-up motion on the loom is neces-
sary.

The ends are drawn in in the regu-
lar 1, 3, 2, 4 skip shaft order, on
twine harnesses. One warp beam only

is required. Practically all fabrics

usually woven on cam looms may also

be woven on dobby looms, if neces-
sary.

To weave the fabric under consid-
eration, on a dobby loom, the ends
should be drawn in straight on at least

8 harnesses to prevent overcrowding
of the heddles.

FINISHING.
A good finish for these goods is to

singe, wash, bleach, size or starch
with a light Indian corn or potato
starch, the former material being pref-
erable; then calender, dry and make
up as required. A second dampening
and calendering, following the first

calendering, improves the quality of

the finish. Very little stiffening or
'Starch is used because the goods ar«
intended to be washed frequently.
When finished, the goods have the
appearance of a smooth linen finished
lawn. They are slightly glossy.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The division of mills that make the
yarns that India linon is composed
of is the third. This division of mills,

as given in a previous article, is the
one that makes the finest yarns and
is equipped with machinery suitable
to do this. India linon is made from
a good quality of Sea Island cotton of
about 1% to 1% inch staple. For this
class of goods it is quality and not
quantity that is the main considera-
tion. The cotton is mixed as has been
described in previous articles, the
good sliver being mixed in at this
point, as well as laps that are too
light and cut sliver waste, if any is

made at any of the processes. Some
overseers put cut sliver through the
last process again, and let it go at
that, but the only proper method to
remedy this kind of work is to put it

back into the mixing.

FOR THIS FABRIC
the cotton is put through two proc-
esses of pickers, and an opener. The
opener should be kept as full as possi-
ble so that as even a feed as possible
will be obtained. The breaker picker
is generally equipped with a two-
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bladed, rigid type of beater, the speed
of which is 1,200 revolutions per min-
ute. Some overseers prefer a pin beat-
er, but others claim that it puts neps
into long staple cotton. This is un-
doubtedly due to improper setting as
well as not running it at the proper
speed. The weight of the lap at the
front of this picker is 32 pounds or a
9%-ounce lap. These laps are doubled
4 into 1 at the finisher picker. This
picker has a two-bladed beater, whose
speed is 1,050 revolutions per minute,
or about 29 beats per minute. The
speed of this beater should be just

high enough to get the dirt out of the
cotton and not injure it. The total

weight of the lap at the front of the
picker is 30 pounds or a 9 1/^ -ounce lap.

A variation of 6 ounces either side of
standard is allowed; if laps weigh out-
side of this they are either put
through the finisher picker again or
if a great deal too light or too heavy
they are put back into the mixing
again. These laps are put up at the
card. The cards used for this stock
should be kept free of all dirt, etc.,

and the card fillet should be kept
sharp and parts properly set to each
other. The flats should make

ONE COMPLETE REVOLUTION
every 35 minutes, the licker-in speed
should not exceed 280 revolutions per
minute, and the weight of the sliver at
the front should be 40 grains per yard.
It is an important point that the cards
should be kept extra clean. The pro-
duction of a card for a week of 60
hours should not exceed 275 pounds.
The draft should be not less than 130.

After passing through the cards, the
sliver is generally put through sliver
lap, ribbon lap and comber processes.
At the sliver lap the doublings for an
8%-inch lap are 14 into 1. The weight
of a yard of lap at the front of this ma-
chine is 220 grains. These laps are put
up at the ribbon lap machine and
doubled 6 into 1. The weight of a
yard of sliver at the front of this ma-
chine is 210 grains. These are put up
at the comber and doubled 6 into 1 if a
six-head comber, or 2 into 1, if comb-
er is an eight-head comber. Set and
time the comber for this stock the

same as given in a previous article on
Sea Island cotton. Keep all parts
of comber that the cotton comes in
contact with well polished and free
from dirt. If more than one end
breaks on the table the sliver at the
front should be broken before entering
the coiler and the broken ends pieced
up before the sliver is allowed to en-
ter can. If any single has entered the
can, it should of course be removed
and the end properly pieced again; be
sure and make a good piecing, not one
that will break back at the succeeding
process or one that will not draw out.

The sliver is then put through three
processes of drawing, the doublings of
which are all 6 into 1. The weight of
the drawing at the front of the finish-

er drawing should be 65 grains per
yard. For

THIS CLASS OF WORK
leather top rolls are generally used.
These should be kept well oiled and
varnished and in perfect order. The
drawings should be sized four times
a day and the ribbon lap at least once
a day. Look out to see that your stop-
motions are all in perfect order and
working. Be sure that there are no
laps on the third bottom steel roll or
in fact on any roll, as this will tend to
produce cut sliver as well as throw
the size out. Keep drawing on heavy
size of standard weight. This sliver is

next put up at the slubber and drawn
into .80 hank roving. The bottom steel

rolls should be a little larger in diam-
eter than when used for shorter staple.

This is in order to prevent licking.

The clearers on the slubber should be
picked frequently and not allowed to

collect until they drop down and pass
into the work. The hank roving at the
fly frame is as follows: for filling first

intermediate, 2.25 hank; second inter-

mediate, 5 hank; fine, 20 hank; for

warp yam, first intermediate, 2.25

hank; second, 5 hank, and fine, 18
hank; for the selvage yarn use the
same hank roving as for the warp
yarn. On this grade of stock the
slubber rolls should be varnished and
some overseers varnish the front rolls

of their first intermediate frame. The
leather top rolls should be in per-
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feet condition and special care

should be given to the rail or

carriage and the parts that op-

erate it to see that they change
sharply and that there is no dwell at

the top and bottom of the bobbin, for

this may cause it to run over or under
and make a bad bobbin, or if this

does not happen, it will break back ai

the spinning frame or mule every time
it gets to the top or bottom of the bob -

bin, thus causing a lot of trouble, be-

sides the liability of singles, which
should be looked out for at all proc-

esses. Full bobbins should never be
thrown into the boxes, but should be
packed. The roving for filling may be
taken to either the mule or spinning
room; if the latter, use a frame hav-
ing a 5-inch traverse, 1 14-inch diam-
ter ring and a spindle speed of 7,400

revolutions per minute. This yarn is

then conditioned, then it is ready to

use. The warp yarn is frame spun
on a frame having a 2%-inch diameter
ring; 5 -inch traverse, and a spindle
speed of 9,400 revolutions per minute.
This yarn is put through the spooler
and warping processes and from here
to the slasher, where sufficient beams
are put up at the back to give the
required number of ends at the front.

For this class of goods the following
size mixture may be used: Water, 100
gallons; potato starch, 70 pounds; tal-

low, 7 pounds; Yorkshire gum, 3

pounds; white soap, 2 pounds; boil
two hours and let stand ten hours.
Before using, keep agitator running,
and keep size at almost boiling point.

Dyeing Particulars.

PINK.
Two ounces diamine fast scarlet 4

B.; ^ pound sal soda; 20 per cent
Glauber's salt.

PEARL.
Two ounces thion violet black A.; 3

ounces thion black T B C; 1 per cent
sulphide sodium; 1 per cent soda ash;
20 per cent salt.

NAVY BLUB.
Ten per cent immedial indone B B.;

10 per cent sulphide sodium; 2 per
cent soda ash; 20 per cent salt.

LIGHT BLUE.
Five per cent immedial sky blue F.;

5 per cent sulphide soda; 1 per cent

soda ash; 20 per cent salt.

ECRU.
Four ounces thion brown G.; 1 per

cent. sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

SAGE GREEN.
One per cent thion green G.; 1^ per

cent thion yellow G.; li/^ per cent sul-

phide sodium; 2 per cent soda ash; 20
per cent salt.

BROWN.
Eight per cent thion brown G. ; 2 per

cent thion brown O.; 10 per cent sul-

phide sodium; 2 per cent soda ash; 30
per cent Glauber's.

MYRTLE GREEN.
Two per cent thion yellow G.; 6 per

cent thion green G.; 8 per cent sul-

phide sodium; 2 per cent soda ash; 30
per cent Glauber's salt.

SLATE.
Four ounces thion black T R. ; % per

cent sulphide sodium; 1. per cent soda
ash: 15 per cent Glauber's salt.

-»-

TAFFETA SILK LINING OR

TAFFETINE
This is a fabric made with a silk

warp, cotton, linen or wild silk filling.

Taffetine is a term variously used at
different times; specifically it is a -fine,

glossy, closely woven, uncorded and
untwilled fabric, used entirely for
ladies' wear in the form of a lining,

underskirts, etc. Taffetine derives its

name from the more costly fabric
taffeta. This fabric is of

QUITE ANCIENT ORIGIN,

being in use as early as the 16th cen-
tury as a dress fabric for both men
and women. Taffeta of the 16th cen-
tury was a thick, costly fabric, made
with silk and wool. In the 17th cen-
tury the fabric was defined as a soft,

thin fabric. In the transition the^
goods have undergone a complete
change of texture and in the 18th cen-
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tury taffeta was a very lustrous silk

fabric, sometimes checked or flowered

or striped with gold and silver.

The taffetine under consideration is

a fine, plain-woven fabric with warp
threads per inch greatly in excess of

filling threads per inch and the warp
of a much finer count than the filling.

THE FINEST QUALITIES
of fabrics are made on this basis. The
warp yarn for these goods is inva-

riably raw silk, technically known as

organzine or thrown silk, and the fill-

ing may be cotton, linen or artificial

silk.

The raw silk used for filling in silk

fabrics is technically known as tram
silk. This is similar to the organzine;
the difference lies in the twisting of

the filaments. These filaments are put
together very loosely with

LITTLE OR NO TWIST;
consequently, they are not as strong

as the more firmly twisted fibres, but
sufficiently strong to answer as filling.

When the filaments cannot be drawn
from the cocoon in one continuous
thread, due generally to the cocoon
being damaged by the worm in eating

its way out, these cocoons are torn up
and the filaments are combed and laid

parallel to one another, and the thread
made from the damaged cocoons is

known as spun silk.

The spun silk is not as smooth or

as fine as the raw silk thread, although
some of the fibres are of considerable
length and strong enough to be used
for warp threads. Spun silk is cal-

culated by the weight on same basis

as cotton, namely, 840 yards to 1 hank,
or, 840 yards of No. Is equal one
pound. Raw silk is calculated as to

the size of thread, on the hanks in

drams avoirdupois; thus, if one hank
weighs 1 dram, it is known as 1 dram
silk, or 256,000 yards equal 1 pound.
During recent years there has been

a tendency among manufacturers us-

ing silk to designate the size by the
denier method. Raw silk generally is

designated by this method when it is

first purchased in the skein form and
in order to avoid confusion many are
using the same method when the
silk has b'een thrown or spun. In

this method the basis is the weight
of 450 meters (about 500 yards) when
weighed by a unit of 5 centigrams
(about 7% grains). This gives a
yardage per pound for a number 1
denier of 4,464,538. In order to find

the denier size, if the yards per pound
are known, it is only necessary to
divide the standard number of yards
by the yards per pound in the size

considered. If the denier size be
known it is only necessary to divide
the size into the standard number of
yards to obtain the yardage per pound.
Of course, there is a certain amount
of allowance usually made in the yard-
age because of silk variation or for
the take-up in the throwing process,
etc, but the foregoing is the basis up-
on which estimates are made. Cot-
ton manufacturers more than woolen
manufacturers are becoming accus-
tomed to raw silk sizing upon the
basis mentioned. Woolen manu-
facturers are more accustomed to use
the dram silk sizing.

THE FILLING
for these fabrics is either cotton, lin-

en or wild silk. Linen filling is used
in the best grades of taffetine; linen
yarn is prepared similarly to worsted
thread, notwithstanding that linen is

a vegetable fibre. The raw flax is first

beaten or crushed in order to make it

pliable; then it is combed, or passes
through the process technically
known as scutching. Flax fibres must
be of a certain length in order to work
properly. If too long, they are
broken in a machine called a saw.
After the fibres are combed they are

carded and the long fibres are spun in

to linen yarn, while the short fibres

are converted into what is known as
tow yarn. Taffetine is sold in both
narrow and wide widths. The nar-
row fabric is usually about 19 inches
wide. This narrow fabric is common-
ly

WOVEN DOUBLE WIDTH,
then cut in two after the fabric is

woven.
In order that the ends may not fray

out after the fabric is cut, the goods
are made with a fast center selvage,
In warping, extra ends are allowed
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just as in an ordinary outside sel-

vage. In the center of the warp,
these ends are reeded double, as is the
common practice for reeding selvages,
leaving one or more dents empty
where the fabric is to be cut.

Fast center selvages are extensive-
ly used in the manufacture of ribbons,
scarfs, cheaper grades of cassimeres
and, in fact, any fabric characterized
by its narrowness.

The fast center selvage consists of
crossing one thread over two or more
threads, similarly to the douping of
threads in leno weaving.

See diagram, Fig. 1.

The douping or crossing of threads
is effected by an attachment on the

center selvages, 80; equals total of

4,080 ends in warp.
Take-up during weaving, 10 per

cent; warp, li/4 dram organzine silk.

Filling, l-50s combed and gassed
cotton; 88 picks per inch.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Plain woven silk warp fabrics may

be w^oven on any light, smooth-running
loom. The essential consideration is

the heddles. For this class of fabrics
the French string heddles are consid-
ered the best, as they are less liable to
break or chafe the warp during the
process of weaving in comparison with
the ordinary wire heddle.

FINISHING.
The goods require little in the way

Fig. 1.

Dotted line indicates where fabric is to be cut.

back of the loom, directly in the cen-

ter of the loom if but two pieces are

to be woven; the threads that are

crossed rest stationary in the attach-

ment, while the crossing threads cross

over from one side to the other at each
pick or every two picks as may be de-

sired. The crossing thread and the

threads over which it crosses must be
reeded in the same dent, as in leno
weaving.

ANALYSIS.

Width of warp in reed, 40 inches,

double width; width of fabric finished,

19 inches, single width; ends per inch
finished, 106; ends per inch in reed,

100.

Reed, 50x2; ends in warp, double
width, 3,920; outside selvages, 80;

of finishing. After the fabric is dyed
it is slightly stiffened by immersing in

a light solution of size. The stiffen-

ing and the materials used in the con-.

struction of the fabric produce a crisp
and rustling effect.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Taffetine is composed of yams made
in the second division of mills as given
in a previous article. These mills are
equipped with combers. The warp
yarn of the fabric under description
is silk and the filling yam is cotton.
For this class of fabric two kinds of
raw stock may be used, either a medi-
um staple Sea Island cotton, or an
Egyptian cotton. We will assume that
an Egyptian cotton of good grade and
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of 1%-incli staple is used. As Egyptian

cotton is

MORE EASILY WORKED
than American cotton, the speeds at

which the different machines are run

are higher, as will be noted by com-

paring this article with some of the

other articles in which an American
cotton of the same grade and length

of staple has been described. Egyp-
tian bales of cotton are baled better

and compressed more tightly than
American bales, the average weight
being 800 pounds, instead of 500

pounds, as compared with the Ameri-
can bales. The cotton should be al-

lowed to stand in the bins a little

longer than the American bales, so as

to allow the cotton to expand. The
good waste from the machines up to

the slubber is put into the mixing. The
cotton is then passed through either

two or three processes of

PICKING
and an opener. Keep the opener well

filled with raw stock so that as even
a feed as possible may be obtained.

The speed of the beater at the breaker
picker is 1,500 revolutions per minute
and the total weight of the lap at the

front is 40 pounds or a 20-ounc8 lap.

These laps are doubled 4 into 1 at the
intermediate picker. The speed of this

beater is 1,450 revolutions per minute.

The total weight of the lap at the front

is 371/^ pounds or a 12-ounce lap. The
doublings at the finisher picker are 4

into 1, the speed of the picker being
1,450 revolutions per minute. The total

weight of a lap at the front of the
picker is 35 pounds or a 12 1/^ -ounce
lap. These laps are put up at the card.

The licker-in speed is 350 revolutions

per minute. The flats make one com-
plete revolution every 30 minutes, and
the cylinder 160 revolutions per min-
ute. The draft of the card for this,

class of goods is 135. The sliver at the
front weighs 45 grains per yard and
the production for a week of 60 hours
is 550 pounds. Use the same

SETTINGS AT THE CARD
as have been previously given for 1%-
inch staple American cotton. The
grinding and stripping times are also

the same. The sliver is next put
through a sliver lap machine, when it

is doubled 14 into 1 for an 8% -inch

lap. The draft of this machine ig

about 2. The bottom steel rolls are
spread as follows for this staple of

cotton: Front to middle, 1% inches;
middle to back, 1% inches. The weight
of a yard of lap at the front is 295
grains. These laps are doubled 6 in-

to 1 at the

RIBBON LAP MACHINE.
The bottom steel rolls of this ma-
chine are spread as follows: Front to

second, lyz inches; second to third,

1% inches; third to back, 1% inches.
The weight of a yard of lap at the
front of this machine is 275 grains. A
size of the lap at this machine should
be taken once a day. A variation of 2

grains either side of the standard is

allowed before changing the draft
gear. These laps are put up at the
comber and doubled according to the
number of heads that the comber con-
tains—generally 6 or 8. If a six-head
comber is used, six laps would be put
up at the back. The percentage of
waste taken out for this stock is 18.

The settings of the draw box rolls are;
Front to middle, 1 7-16 inches; middle
to back, IVz inches. The speed of the
comber is 90 nips per minute. The
timings and settings are the same as
given in a previous article. The per-
centages of the combers should be tak-
en regularly, the general method being
to take so many combers a day. Keep
needles in good condition and straight
and free from waste. See that the
half-lap needles are in good condition,
and that the timings and settings are
as they should be. About two comb-
ers a week should be scoured by a
comber man and his helper. The
weight of a yard of sliver at the coiler
of this machine is 40 grains. This
sliver is next put through two proc-
esses of

DRAWING FRAMES,
the doubling being either 6 ends up at
both processes or, as is often done, 8
ends up at the breaker and 6 ends at
the finisher. The weight per yard of
the sliver at the finisher drawing is

74 grains. The top rolls used may

I
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be either metallic or leather. The set-

tings of the rolls are as follows: Front
to second, l^/^ inches; second to third,

11 inches and third to back, ii inches.

This setting is for leather rolls.

If metallic rolls are used, set % of an
inch wider. Size at the drawing frame
four times a day. At the slubber the

sliver is drawn into .50 hank roving,

after which it is put through three
processes of fly frames, the hank rov-

ing at each process being as follows:

First intermediate, 1.25; second inter-

mediate, 3; and fine frame, 10 hank.
This cotton requires 1 tooth more
twist than American cotton for the
same hank roving. Set the jack frame
bottom steel rolls as follows: Front
to middle, 1 7-16 inches, and middle
to back, iy2 inches. Size 10 hank
roving once a day. Watch the usual
points at the speeders that have been
already pointed out in previous arti-

cles.

THE FILLING

is either mule or frame spun, general-
ly mules being used for this class of
goods. If frame spun, the require

'

ments of a frame are as follows:
Gauge of frame, 2% inches; diameter
of ring, 11/4 inches; length of traverse,
51/^ inches; speed of spindles, 8,200

revolutions per minute. The yarn is

then run over or through a gas flame
to take off all fuzz and give it a lus-

ter.

Dyeing Particulars.

The dyeing of goods composed of
silk and cotton is generally done in
open vats provided with a winch, in
some cases also on a jigger if the ma-
terial to be dyed requires it. Colors
which dye silk and cotton are used,
dyeing first with the substantive color,

with soap and phosphate of soda, or
common salt and a little sal soda.
Should the silk require colors to be
made a little brighter, acid colors are
used in a bath of soap and acetic
acid, or a basic color is dyed in a
soap bath with acetic acid, the color
dyeing both the cotton and silk a
brighter shade. For pale shades: 10
gallons liquor; 5 ounces soap; ^

ounce sal soda; 3 ounces phosphate
soda. For heavy shades: 10 gallons
liquor; 6 ounces soap; ^ ounce sal

soda; 6 ounces phosphajte soda; 10
ounces Glauber's salt. The tempera-
ture of the dye-bath is generally about
195 degrees F. After dyeing, the pieces
must be well rinsed, and raised with
acetic acid, in cold water: 10 gallons
water; 1^^ pints acetic acid.

BLACK.
Eight per cent union black S.; 1 per

cent diamine fast yellow A.; 30 per
cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda; 2
per cent soap. Top with alizarine
black 4 B.

SEA GREEN.
One-half per cent diamine black H

W.; 4 ounces diamine fast yellow B.;
topped with new methylene blue N.;
new phosphine G.
For 10 gallons dye-liquor: 6 ounces

soap; Yz ounce sal soda; 3 ounces
phosphate soda.

NAVY BLUE.
Three per cent diamine dark blue

B.; 1 per cent diamine brilliant blue
G.; topped with new methylene blue
N X.; metaphenylene blue B.; indigo
blue N.

PEARL.
Two ounces diamine gray G.; 1-16

ounce diamine brown M.; topped with
aniline gray B.

SLATE.
Ten ounces diamine gray G.; Vs

ounce diamine brown M.; topped with
cyanol extra, orange extra.

LIGHT MAUVE.
One ounce diamine violet N.; ^

ounce diamine brilliant blue G.; top-
ped with methyl violet B 1.

VIOLET.
One per cent diamine violet N.; ^

per cent diamine brilliant blue G.;
topped with methyl violet B 1.

PINK.
Two per cent diamine rose B D.;

topped with rhodamine G.

RED.
Three per cent diamine fast red F.;

topped with safranine S 150; acid vi-

olet 4 R S.
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SKY BLUE.
Four ounces diamine sky blue F F.;

topped with cyanol extra.

LIGHT BROWN.
One per cent diamine brown B.; Vz

per cent diamine yellow B.; topped

with Bismarck brown F F.; thioflavine

T.
MYRTLE GREEN.

Two per cent diamine black H W. ; 2

per cent diamine green B.; 1 per cent

diamine fast yellow B.; topped with

brilliant green; new methylene blue

N.
SCARLET.

Three per cent diamine fast scarlet
G B.; y2 per cent diamine orange D
C; topped with safranine G G S.; tan-

nine orange R.

13 (sq. in.) x 7,000 (grs. per lb.)

8 (grs.) X 36 (cloth width) x 36 (inches per yard)

excellent wearing and washing quali-

ties.

The usual widths are from 32 inches

to 36 inches.

They are made in different grades.

Retail prices for some are 12 and 15

cents for the 32 -inch width, 23 cents,

27 cents, 32 cents and 38 cents for the

36-inch width.

A typical fabric, weighing about 8%
square yards per pound, is constructed

as follows: 124 ends per inch, 120 picks

per inch, 36 inches wide, finished.

CALCULATIONS.

Thirteen square inches of the cloth

under consideration weigh 8 grains

To find the number of yards per

pound:

8.777 yards per pound.

CREAM. To find the average number or

One-quarter ounce diamine gold; V4, count of yam in the cloth:

124 (ends per inch) -f 120 (picks per inch) = 244.

244 X 8.777 (yds. per lb.) x 36 in.
100 average number.

764 (10% allowed for contraction and size 764 used instead of 840)

ANOTHER METHOD
ounce diamine orange B.; 1-16 ounce
diamine fast yellow B.

STEEL.

One-eighth ounce diamine gray G.;

topped with cyanol extra; aniline gray
B.

-•-

VICTORIA LAIN '

Victoria lawn is a fabric resembling

to a great extent a fabric previously

explained, linon. It is usually made
with slightly heavier yarn in the warp
and contains a greater number of ends
and picks per inch. It is very firmly

woven.

It is especially used for aprons and
ladies' heavy undergarments, having

of finding the average number, without

taking into consideration the number
of yards per pound, is as follows:

Mutiply the sum of the sley and

pick by the number of square inches

weighed and by .254 and divide by the

weight in grains.

This is a simpler method, as will be

seen by comparing the number of fig-

ures that have to be used in the two

methods

:

244 X 13 X .254 = 100 average number.

.254 in the above example is a con-

stant obtained by dividing 7,000

(grains) by 36 (inches) and by 764

(yards per hank). The latter is used

instead of 840, allowing 10 per cent.
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The counts of the yams are: warp,

85s; filling, 130s.

The weight of the warp yarns may
be obtained as follows: 124 (ends per

inch) times 36 inches (finished width)

equals 4,464. 4,464 plus 40 for selvages

equals 4,504, total number of ends in

warp.

After a bleaching process, the pieces

are given a very good starching with

4 ounces of German white dextrine to

a gallon of water, boiled for one hour,

and starched through a mangle, and

dried over a tenter frame, care being

taken to have the goods perfectly

straight.

4,504x105 (length of warp)

85 (counts of warp) x 840
6.623 lbs. of warp in 100 yards of cloth.

6.623 plus 5 per cent for size equals

6.954 pounds, weight of warp and size.

To find weight of filling: 120 (picks

per inch) times 40 inches (width in

reed) equals 4,800 yards of filling in

one yard of cloth.

4,800 X 100 (cloth length)

ISO (filling counts) x 840

6.954 lbs. warp and size.
4.392 lbs. filling.

11.346 lbs., weight of 100 yard piece.

100 -r- 11.346 = 8.8 yards per pound.

The fabric under consideration. If

woven on a dobby loom, could be wo-

ven on about 8 harnesses, straight

draw, the ends in the body of the cloth

being reeded 4 in a dent. The selvage

ends work 2 as 1, 2 doubles in 1 dent.

The weave is plain throughout. A 12-

harness straight draw, the ends reed-

ed 3 in a dent, could be substituted.

LOOM REQUIRED.

The remarks made in connection

with the preceding article, linon, also

apply here. A single box cam loom,

firmly made, one beam, is the best to

use. Dobby looms, although capable

of weaving goods of this class, are not

usually run at as high a rate of speed

as cam looms.

FINISHING.

The finishing process includes singe-

ing, washing, bleaching, very light

starching, drying and pressing, or cal-

endering.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The counts of yarn of which Victo-

ria lawn is composed are made in the

second and third divisions of mills as

given in a previous article. The counts

of yarn of which the sample under de-

)2 lbs. of filling in 100 yards of cloth.

scription is made are 85s warp and
130s filling. Both warp and filling

yarns are combed. The cotton used

for the filling yarn is li-inch staple

Sea Island stock and that used for the

warp is either a long- staple peeler or

a li/^-inch Sea Island. We will assume
that both yams are made from Sea
Island stock. The cotton would first

be opened, as has been previously ex-

plained, and put through an opener,

and either one or two processes of

picking, generally two processes be-

ing used; but it is the opinion of a

great many carders that

ONE PROCESS IS BETTER

because of the fact that the more pick-

ing this cotton is given, the more neps

are liable to be put in. The mixing

is generally done by hand and not by

machine, for the same reason. The
cotton should be passed through the

opener in the usual manner and

should pass on to the lattice apron of

the breaker picker, if two processes

are used, and from here passed
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through the feed rolls and to the ac-

tion of the beater. This beater is gen-
erally of the two-bladed, or armed,
type, and for this cotton there should
only be made suflacient revolutions

per minute to take out the dirt. The
speed of the beater is 1,150 revolu-
tions per minute, if two processes of

picking are used. The weight of the
lap at the front of this picker is 32

pounds, or a 10-ounce lap. These laps

are put up and doubled 4 into 1 at the
finisher picker, the speed of the beat-
er being 950 revolutions per minute.
The beats per minute for this stock
are 29. The total weight of the lap

at the front is 28 pounds or a 9i^-

ounce lap to the yard for the li-inch

stock and a lOi/^-ounce lap for the li-
inch stock. A variation of V4, pound is

allowed either side of standard for

1%-inch stock and i/^ pound for 1'^-

inch stock. It is understood that
every lap must be weighed. The lap
is next put up

AT THE CARD
and the draft for the longer staple
should not be less than 150 and for
the shorter staple 135. The flats

should make one revolution every 35

minutes and the speed of the beater
should be reduced to 275 revolutions
per minute for the same reason as
given for the reduction of the speed of

the beater of the picker. The counts
of the wire used for the fillet should
be 35s for cylinder and 37s for doffer

and top fiats. Special care should be
given to the setting and grinding of

the fillet for these cards, the wire be-
ing always kept sharp. Use the same
settings as given in a previous article

for this same grade of stock. The
WEIGHT OP THE SLIVER

should be about 35 grains per yard for
the li/^-inch stock and 32 for the If-
inch stock. The production is 250
pounds per week of 60 hours for li-

inch stock and 275 to 325 pounds for
l^^-inch stock. Both card slivers are
taken to the sliver lap machines and
doubled 14 into 1 for an 8|-inch lap.

The weight of a yard of sliver lap at
this machine is 220 grains. These
laps are doubled 6 into 1 at the ribbon
lap machine, the weight of the lap be-

ing 210 grains per yard for both
stocks. The laps of the ribbon lap and
sliver lap machines should be weighed
once a day and the weights changed
at the ribbon lap machine to keep the
laps at standard weight. The laps are
next put up

AT THE COMBER
and doubled either 6 or 8 into 1, ac-

cording to the number of heads that
the comber contains. The setting and
timing of the comber for this stock
have been previously given. The draw
box rolls should be set from the li-
inch stock as follows. Front to mid-
dle, 1 1-16 inches, middle to back, 1%
inches. It sometimes happens that the
draw box will not allow the rolls to

be spread this distance, and about the
only method to overcome this defect
in this machine, as well as in other
machines where a like difficulty oc-

curs, is to reduce the draft between
the middle and back rolls so that the
speed of the rolls will be equal, and
set rolls just to staple, which will

avoid breaking the cotton; but this

has the fault of bringing all the draft

between the middle and front rolls.

The weight of the sliver at the comb-
er for this stock is 35 grains per yard
for both stocks. The percentage of

waste taken out for the li-inch staple

is 25 per cent and for the 1^/^ staple
is 22 per cent. This sliver is next put
through two processes of

DRAWING.
These drawings should be equipped
with leather top rolls, and especial
care should be given to the leather top
rolls of the sliver lap, ribbon lap,

comber and drawing frame machines.
The leather detaching rolls of the
comber require a somewhat rougher
varnished roll than the others, the
leather rolls used for the other ma-
chines having a smooth, glossy finish.

The varnish used for all the rolls

should be that which will prevent all

licking. The weight of the sliver at
the finisher drawing should be 60
grains per yard for both stocks, the
doublings at each process being 6 into
1. At the slubber this is made into .80

hank roving. The front top rolls

should be of a larger diameter than
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those used for shorter staples and
should be varnished with a varnish
which will give them a smooth,
glossy finish. The settings should be
1| inches from front to middle and
1% inches from middle to back. The
slubber roving is then put through
three processes of fly frames and made
into 18 hank roving for li/^-inch stock,

the hank roving at each process being
as follows: 1st intermediate, 2.25

hank; 2d, 5 hank; and fine 18 hank.
Sometimes the front rolls of the 1st

intermediate fly frame are varnished.
This yarn is next put through

THE SPINNING FRAME
and made into 85s on a frame having
a 5-inch traverse, 1%-inch diameter
ring and a spindle speed of 9,400 rev-

olutions per minute. From here it is

spooled and warped and put through
a slasher. The roving for the filling

yarn is put through three processes of
fly frames, the hank roving at each

A small piece 4 in. x 3 in. weighs 15.7 grs.
12 (sq. in.) x 7,000 (grains)

ORIGIN.

The goods are said to have originat-

ed at Biaz, a place in the central part
of Asia, and to be still manufactured
there for home use and for export to
Russia. The goods bearing this name
are better known in America as "lineii

finish suitings," and are principally

used for ladies' summer suitings. The
eastern goods are more heavily filled

with foreign matter than ours and are
used for various purposes.

ANALYSIS.
The analysis of a typical biaz fabric

shows the following data: Ends per
inch, 56; picks per inch, 44; finished
width, 32.5 inches; weight, 4.57 yards
per pound; warp, 19s; filling, 20s; the
ends were reeded 2 in each dent. The
weight would probably be considered
iVz yards per pound.

CALCULATIONS.
To find number of yards per pound:

4x3 = 12 sq. inches.

4.57 yardi per pound.
15.7 (grains) x 32.5 (width) x 36 (Inches per yard)

process being as follows: 1st, 2.25 To find average counts of yarn in

hank; second, 7.75 hank, and fine, 24 the cloth:

ends + 44 picks = 100.
100 X 32.5 (width) x 4.57 (yds. per lb.)

764

100 X 12 (sq. in.) x .254 (constant)

15.7 (grains)

hank. This is mule spun into 130s
and from here is taken to the condi-
tioning room.

4 * »

BIAZ, OR LINEN FINISH

SUITING

Biaz is a medium-grade cotton fab-

ric resem.bling linen in appearance.
This effect is usually obtained on. or •

dinary cotton yarns in the finishing
process, or in somewhat easier form,
by using mercerized yarns or mercer-
izing the fabric in the piece. They are
usually shown white.
The term biaz is an uncommon one

in this country. It is an Asiatic native
name, pronounced be'az.

= 19.4 average count.

19.4 average counts.

The sizes of the yarns are about equal.

For practical purposes a warp of 19s
and a filling of 20s would answer.

LOOM REQUIRED.
This fabric may be made on any of

the light, fast running cam looms. On
account of the small number of ends
per inch a set of two-twine harnesses
would be preferable. One warp and
one shuttle only are required.

FINISHING.
The finishing of biaz is really the

principal characteristic which distin-

guishes it from many other plain wo-
ven cloths. It has a more glossy ef-

fect than India linen, one finishing

process being somewhat similar to

that of the latter fabric, with the
beetling process added.
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A finish suitable for this cloth is as
follows: Bleach, mangle and dry; fill

with a light starch on the starch man-
gle; stretch and dry. After drying and
cooling, it is run through the damp-
ing machine; then through the glazed
calender on both sides, under very
heavy pressure. The cloth is then
dampened, beetled, changed and turn-
ed, and again beetled and made up as
required.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

For biaz the same instructions may
be followed as were given in the
article on indigo prints, with the fol-

lowing exceptions:
The slubber roving is .50 hank and

this is put through two processes of

fly frames. At the first intermediate
the roving is made into 1.20 hank and
at the second into 3.50 hank. This is

then passed directly to the spinning
room and spun into 19s warp yarn on
a frame having a 2|-inch gauge, two-
inch diameter ring, 7-inch traverse;
20.71 twist per inch and a spindle
speed of 9,400 revolutions per minute.
This is then spooled and warped, after
which several warps are put up and
run through the slasher and run upon
a beam having the required number of
ends wanted for weaving. The filling

yarn is spun into 20s on a frame hav-
ing a 2%-inch gauge, li/^-inch diam-
eter ring, 61/^ -inch traverse, 14.53 twist
per inch, and a spindle speed of 7,300

revolutions per minute, after which
the yarn is conditioned.

Dyeing Particulars.

OLIVE.
Five per cent pyrol olive G.; 5 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

BRONZE.
Five per cent pyrol bronze G.; 5 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

BLACK.
Ten per cent thiogene black M

cone; 10 per cent sulphide sodium; 2

per cent soda ash; 25 per cent salt.

SLATE.
One per cent thion black TBC; 1

per cent sulphide sodium; 1 per cent
soda ash; 10 per cent salt.

ECRU.
Three-quarters per cent thion brown

G.; 1 per cent sulphide sodium; 1 per
cent soda ash; 10 per cent salt.

RED.
Six per cent diamine fast red BB.;

2 per cent sal soda; 25 per cent Glau-
ber's.

BROWN.
Five per cent immedial brown B.; 5

per cent immedial cutch O.; 10 per
cent sulphide sodium; 3 per cent soda

ash; 30 per cent salt.

SKY BLUE.
One and one-half per cent thion blue

B cone; 1^/^ per cent sulphide sodium;
1 per cent soda ash; 20 per cent salt.

Develop with peroxide of hydrogen.

NAVY BLUE.
Eight per cent thion navy blue R.;

8 per cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent
soda ash; 20 per cent salt. Develop
with peroxide of sodium.

COBURG SUITING

Coburg, of which there are several
varieties, may be defined as a thin

dress fabric made from cotton and
worsted or cotton and silk.

Coburg derives its name from the
city of Coburg, in Germany, where it

was first manufactured. The all-cotton

fabric known as coburg is an inex-
pensive dress fabric imitating the gen-
uine fabric principally in the charac-
ter of the weave only.

The weave for these fabrics is an

UNEVEN SIDED TWILL,

giving the face of the goods a very
pronounced twill effect. The accentu-
ation of the twill is in part due to the
number of ends per inch used in the
construction of the goods. The ends
per inch in the sample under consider-
ation equal twice the number of picks
per inch.

This is somewhat in excess of the
number of ends required to make per-
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feet cloth. A perfect cloth is under-
stood to mean a cloth in which the
warp and filling yarns are equal in

diameter, and the space between the
threads is equal to the diameter of the
yarn. This principle of construction
applies particularly to plain woven
cotton fabrics, more so than to any
other class of fabrics. In fabrics of a
special construction, such as coburg,
the ends per inch are more or less
crowded, with the consequent result

DBanBana
GHBDHBDia
mammommamOBBDBBa
OBBnBBDBB
DBBDBBDBBDBBDBBD
BBDBBDBB
Fig. L

DDDnannDBDaDDDDBa
DDGDDnBDa
DDDDaBDaa
DnDDBGDDa
DDDBDnnDa
DDBDnDDna
BDDaDDDa
DDDnaaaa
Fig. 2.

of a pronounced twill effect on the
face of the fabric, which characterizes
the goods.

Cotton coburgs are commonly made
with a three-harness twill weave ^-

—

^

The ends per inch required in order
to produce a perfect cloth, according to

the above principle of constructing a
perfect fabric, with the given counts
of yarn, would be as follows:

Weave repeats on three ends with
two intersections. Three ends plus two
intersections equals 5; as 5 : 3 :: 120,

the number of ends that will lie side
by side of l-20s cotton in one inch.

Formula: 5 : 3 : : 120 : x equals 72.

The calculation shows that 72 ends
and 72 picks of l-20s would give a per-
fect cloth.

In some fabrics an analysis will
show 120 ends and 54 picks in the fin-

ished fabric. The inequality of ends
and picks per inch characterizes cloths
of special construction, as the fabric
in question. Cotton coburgs are prin-
cipally used for dress goods, made up
into wrappers, shirtwaists, shirtwaist
suits, etc. The goods are woven in the
gray, then dyed and in most cases
printed or bleached and then printed.

The goods, however, have no particu-
lar coloring scheme or style of print-

ed patterns. Some are finished in

pure white or bleached without any
printed pattern. Again they may be
dyed any color desired. In most cases
the goods are dyed and printed. The
characters of patterns that are most
popular in this class of goods are
small geometrical figures or small con-
ventionalized floral figures in but one
or, at the most, two colors.

ANALYSIS.

Width in reed, 37^^ inches; width,
finished, 36 inches. Reed, 1,400 x 3:

\ (} : o iO:

: :

•
i ;

• • •• • •
• •

• •
••

:•
: iOi

Fig. 3.

number of ends in warp, 4,374; 26
ends selvage; equals 4,400 number of

ends.

Number of ends, per inch, finished,

120; number of picks per inch, finish-

er, 54; take-up in weaving, about 10
per cent; warp yarn, l-26s cotton, fill-

ing yarn, l-26s cotton.

Fig. 1. Three repeats of weave,
twill running to the left.

Fig. 2. Drawing-in draft.

The warp may be drawn in on 6
haxnesses; 9 harnesses would avoid
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crowding of the harnesses and give
better results in weaving.

Fig. 3. A sample of printed pattern.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Common cotton fabrics, as a rule,

may be woven on almost aay light run-
ning high-speed loom. Twill weaves,
in which more than four harnesses are
required, are usually woven on dobby
looms. An automatic dobby loom
would answer for the class of goods
analyzed. Broken or mispicks in
these fabrics are hardly noticeable, the
filling showing very little of itself on
the face of the fabric.

FINISHING.

The goods are first all boiled off, then
dyed or bleached, as may be requir-
ed, after which they are slightly stif-

ened by running through a light solu-

tion of size, then printed, after which
they are made up into laps and then
shipped.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Under most conditions the same in-

structions given for indigo prints may
be followed. The main point of differ-

ence is that of the hank rovings at the
slubber and fly frames or speeders.
At the slubber the hank roving is .40

and at the first intermediate 1.50,

while at the second intermediate it is

made into 5.25 hank roving. This rov-
ing is then ring spun into 26s for both
the warp and filling yarns. For the
warp yarn use a frame having a 6^/^

inch traverse; 1%-inch diameter ring;
2i-inch gauge of spindle and a spindle
speed of 9,700 revolutions per minute.

THIS YARN
is then run on a spooler, after which
the spools are put up and run onto
a beam. Several beams are then put
up at the slasher, being run through
this machine to be sized and run onto
a beam at the head end. The filling

frame has a 2f-inch gauge; 1%-inch
diameter ring; 6-inch traverse; 17.84
twist per inch, and a spindle speed of
8,000 revolutions per minute. After be-
ing made, the yarn should be condi-

tioned by putting it into a steam chest
or some similar compartment, al-

though some mills merely immerse the
full boxes of yarn into a tank of water
and take them out immediately.

Dyeing Particulars.

For cotton warp coburgs:

BLACK.
Five per cent union black S. ; 30 per

cent Glauber's salt.

WINE.
Three and a half per cent diamine

Bordeaux B.; 30 per cent Glauber's
salt.

LIGHT BLUE.
One and one-half per cent diamine

sky blue FF.
; % per cent diamine steel

blue L.; 8 ounces thiocarmine R. pow-
der; 30 per cent Glauber's salt.

NAVY BLUE.
Two per cent diamine black BH.;

1/4 per cent naphthol blue black; V4,

per cent formyl violet S. 4 B.; ^ per
cent union black S.; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's.

BROWN.
One per cent diamine orange B.; 1

per cent diamine fast yellow B.; ^^

per cent union black S.; 1 per cent
diamine brown M.; % per cent In-

dian yellow G.; 35 per cent Glauber's
salt.

GREEN.
Three per cent diamine green G.; 1

per cent diamine black HW.; 1 per
cent diamine fast yellow B.; 30 per
cent Glauber's.

SCARLET.
Four per cent diamine scarlet B.; 1

per cent fast scarlet B.; 30 per cent
Glauber's salt.

SLATE.
Six ounces union black; 2 ounces

naphthol blue black; 1 ounce diamine
Bordeaux B.; 2 ounces diamin^e orange
B.; 30 per cent Glauber's salt.

For coburgs, all wool:
For 100 pounds piece goods: Dye

with 15 per cent Glauber's salt, 4 per
cent sulphuric acid, for light and me-
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dium shades ; for dark shades add a
little more if required.

SLATE.
Four and a half ounces cyanole

green B.; ^ ounce acid yellow AT.; 1

ounce azo orseille BB.

RED.
Five per cent naphthol red FB.; 1

per cent orange extra.

OLIVE.
Two per cent cyanole green 6G.; 2^^

per cent acid yellow AT.

PEACOCK BLUE.
Two per cent indigo blue SGN.; 1

per cent cyanole extra.

BROWN.
Two and one-half per cent acid yel-

low AT.; 2 per cent lanafuchsine SG.;

% per cent cyanole green 6 G.

SKY BLUE.
One ounce cyanole FF. pat.; Vz

ounce acid violet 6 BS.

MAUVE.
One per cent azo wool violet 7 R.; 1

ounce cyanole extra pat.

NAVY BLUE.
Three per cent azo navy blue 3B.;

1^ per cent azo navy blue B.

BLACK.
Five per cent azo merino black BE.

—#-•.#

KID FINISH CAMBRIC
Kid finish cambric is a name given

to a soft-finished plain cloth which is

fairly lustrous on both sides, but more
so on the face than on the back. It

is used exclusively for dress linings.

It varies in width from about 24 to 27
inches, and is shown in black and sta-

ple shades.
The fabric derives its name from its

appearance after being subjected to
the finishing process.
The cloth itself before finishing

does not differ from many other plain
cloths now shown on the market. It

is fairly well filled with foreign sub-
stances; the retail price at which it is

sold, about 5 cents per yard for goods
24 inches wide, and the firm feel nec-
essary, preclude the possibility of put-
ting very much cotton into it.

The analysis of a sample under con-
sideration shows the following: Fin-
ished width, 251^ inches; ends per
inch, 64; picks per inch, 54; warp
yarn, 34s; filling yarn, 38s; weight,
8 1-3 yards per pound.

CALCULATIONS.
A sample 4 inches x 3 inches in size

weighs 11 grains, indicating a fabric
weighing approximately 8 1-3 yards
per pound.

2,333.33 = 8.31 yards per pound.
11 grs. X 25.5 in.

Allowing 20 per cent for size and
contraction, the average counts of
yarns used may be found as follows:

118 X 25.5 X 8.31 x 1.20 = 35.6 average number.
840

In the above calculation 118 repre-
sents the sum of the sley and pick, 25.-

5 the width of the cloth, and 8.31 the
number of yards per pound.
Assuming the counts of the warp

yarns to be 34s, the counts of filling

required to make the given weight of
cloth may be found as follows:

118 (sum of sley and pick)

35.6 (average counts)

(sley)

= 3.31.

54 (pick)

1.43

34 (warp counts)
* 11 — 1.88 = 1.4c

37.7s counts of filling required.

38s filling would be used.

LOOM REQUIRED.
As these goods are not noticed very

closely after being made into gar-
ments, being hidden when in use, lit-

tle attention is paid to picking out or-

dinary misweaves in the loom. Those
that are made are covered to a more
or less extent in the finishing process.
The chief consideration, therefore,

is a large production, which can best
be obtained from light running cam
looms. Ordinary or automatic looms
may be employed, one warp beam and
one shuttle only being required.* The
cloth is reeded one end per heddle and
two ends per dent.
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This process is really the principal

one in making these goods, giving

them, as it does, the characteristic

name. It gives to the cloth a some-
what leathery feel, not too harsh or

stiff, while yet adding a fair amount
of foreign matter.

After bleaching, dyeing and man-
gling, the cloth is dried on the drying
machine and allowed to cool. It is

then conditioned on the damping ma-
chine and allowed to lie for about two
hours, after which it is hot swiss cal-

endered on a five-bowl compound lev-

er calendar, using light pressure. It is

afterward filled on an ordinary two-
bowl compound lever starch mangle
with a mixture somewhat as follows:

Dextrin 200 pounds
Potato starch or farina 20 pounds
Cornstarch or maize 20 pounds
Oleine oil 2 % gallons
Carbolic acid % pint
Water, sufficient to make 12 gallons when

boiled. Boil for 15 minutes.

After being filled, the cloth is dried
on the drying machine and allowed to

cool, then conditioned on the damping
machine and allowed to lie at least
two hours. It is then hot swiss cal-

endered on a thr-ee-bowl dead set cal-

ender, using light pressure, after
which it is ready for making up.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns for the grade of goods
under description are made in mills
having the equipm-ent of those of the
second division. The yarns for this

fabric do not have to be combed. They
are made from cotton of a middling
grade of 1 to 1 1-16 inch staple. This
cotton is mixed, as has been previ-
ously described. The cotton should be
allowed to stand as long as possible
after opening before being worked.
The cotton is passed through an open-
er and three processes of pickers. Use
the usual precaution in feeding the
opener, being sure to keep the pin roll-

er clear of cotton, especially sliver

waste, which is apt to wind around
this roll on certain makes of openers.
After passing through the opener the
cotton is fed to the breaker picker.
The beaters of all the pickers are of
the two-bladed, rigid type. The speed

of the beater at the breaker picker is

1,500 revolutions per minute. The to-

tal weight of the lap at the front end
of the breaker picker is 42 pounds.
These laps are doubled 4 into 1 at the
Intermediate picker, the speed of the
beater at this machine being also 1,500

revolutions per minute. The total

weight of the lap at the front of this

machine is 39 pounds or a 14-ounce
lap. The laps are doubled at the fin-

isher picker 4 into 1. The speed of the
beater is 1,425 revolutions per minute.

THE TOTAL WEIGHT
of the lap at the front is 40 pounds or
a 141/^ -ounce lap. An allowance of
one-half pound either side of the
standard total weight of lap is made
for this class of goods. At the card
the speed of the licker-in should be
350 revolutions per minute. Do not
make the card do the work of the pick-
er, but watch to see that the speed of
the beater is correct and that the set-

tings of the feed roll and grid and
grate bars are right to take out the
dirt, seed shells, bits of leaves, etc. It

is too often that the licker-in is called
upon to do the work that the picker
should, and a kick is made that the
cards are not doing their duty. The
speed of the flats in one complete rev-
olution every 55 minutes. The wire fil-

let used on the doffer and flats is

No. 34s and on the cylinder is No. 35s.
Grind and strip cards as described in
a previous article. After grinding, the
setting points should be all gone over.
Do not have the flats too tight or they
are apt to cramp and face, if not loos-
en, the wire on the cylinder. Be al-
ways sure to set flats to cylinder by
the highest flats, generally five being
left for this purpose. The weight of
the sliver should be about 50 grains
per yard and the production 750 to 900
pounds per week of 60 hours.

THE CARD SLIVER
is put through three processes of
drawing, the doublings being 6 into 1.

The speed of the front roller should be
about 400 revolutions per minute if

leather is used, and 350 revolutions per
minute if metallic top rolls are used.
The drawing should be sized at least
twice a day and four times a day is
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better. The setting of the bottom steel

rolls should be especially looked after,

as well as the knock-off motions, to see
that no single is allowed to pass. If

these motions are not in perfect work-
ing order single will be allowed to

pass, which will throw your numbers
all out and cause a great deal of trou-

ble to remedy. When changing the
draft to change weight, always have
same size draft gear on machines run-
ning the same kind of work. The
weight per yard of the sliver is 70
grains. The drawing sliver is drawn
into .60 hank roving at the slubber.
Watch

THE TRAVERSE MOTION
to see that it is in working condition.

After passing the slubber, the roving
is passed through two processes of fly

frames, the hank at each process being
2 at the first and 6.50 hank at the sec-

ond for the warp yarn and 8 hank for

the filling yarn. Size these yarns once
a day and be sure to keep them on the
mark. Watch the build of bobbins,
traverse motion, rolls and setting of

same. The roving for warp yarn is

made in 34s on a frame with a 1%
inch diameter ring, 6i/^-inch traverse,
27.70 turns per inch and spindle speed
of 10,200 revolutions per minute. The
yarn is then spooled, warped and
slashed. The filling is spun into 38s
on a frame having a If-inch diameter
ring, 51/^-inch traverse, 23.12 twist per
inch and spindle speed of 8,800 revo-
lutions per minute.

Dyeing Particulars.

PINK.
Four ounces Erika G.; 15 pounds

Glauber's; 2 pounds sal soda.

LIGHT BLUE.
One-half per cent diamine sky blue

FF.; 15 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cenv
sal soda.

MAUVE.
One-half per cent diamine violet N.

;

15 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal
soda.

LIGHT SLATE.
One-quarter per cent diamineral

blue R.; 1-16 per cent diamine fast yel-

low B.; 10 per cent Glauber's; 2 per
cent sal soda.

LIGHT FAWN.
One-quarter per cent diamine cate-

chine G. ; % per cent diamineral brown
G.; 10 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent
sal soda.

SLATE.

One and one-half per cent diamine
black BH. ;

i^ per cent diamine fast

yellow B.; 20 per cent Glauber's; 2 per
cent sal soda.

PEA GREEN.

One -half per cent diamine green G.;

10 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
ECRU.

One-eighth per cent diamine cate-

chine 3 G.; % per cent diamine cate-

chine B.; 10 per cent Glauber's; 2 per
cent sal soda.

ROYAL BLUE.

Two per cent diamine blue 3R.; 2

per cent diamine brilliant blue G.; 20

per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
SEAL BROWN.

Two per cent diamine catechine B.;

2 per cent diamine catechine

G.; 20 per cent Glauber's; 2

per cent sal soda; 1 per cent diamine
fast yellow A.

WINE.

Five per cent diamine Bordeaux B.;

2 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's.

RED.

Four per cent diamine fast red 2 B.;

2 per cent sal soda; 15 per cent Glau-

ber's.

NAVY BLUE.

Five per cent diamine black BH. ; 1

per cent diamine brilliant blue G.; 20

per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal

soda.
BLACK.

Three per cent diamine jet black
00.; 3 per cent diamine jet black SS.;
30 per cent Glauber's; 2l^ per cent sal

soda.
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BOTTLE GREEN.

Five per cent diamine black HW.; 2

per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's; 2 per cent diamine fast yellow
B.

# « »

BEIGE
Under tlie head of beige is a class

of dress goods, the characteristic of

which is their mottled or mixed effect.

This effect is brought about by various
methods. The method used in produc-
ing the effect largely influences the
quality of the fabric, but the general
appearance remains the same.
We will describe beige as made by

Fig. 1.

three different methods: First, this

fabric is originally made of yarns spun
from wool dyed in the stock; this dyed
stock is then mixed with undyed stock,
then spun into a thread; generally sev-
eral mixtures go into one fabric.

These mixtures of dyed and undyed
stock are varied. The proportions
used may be 50 per cent of each; an-
other mixture may have a more or less
percentage of either stock; and an-
other mixture may be composed of
still a different percentage from the
first two.
The threads then spun from these

mixtures are arranged in some order

in the warping and also in the weav-
ing, producing what are commonly
known as indefinite plaid effects in

connection with the mixed or mottled
effects.

THE SECOND METHOD
is to use a combination of twist yams,
usually three or four different colored
threads, as, for example, black and
white, black and slate, slate and
white, and the other may be a pearl
and white. These combinations of
threads may be arranged similar to

the arrangement in the first method,
likewise producing an indefinite plaid

effect. The use of black and white,
slate and white, and colors of similar
shades, produces gray effects. Grays
and browns are the prevailing colors
in this class of goods. The colored
yarn used in this particular class is

usually worsted, while the white in
most cases is a cotton thread.

THE THIRD METHOD
of producing this mixed or mottled ef-

fect is brought about by printing the
goods.

This method is usually practiced on
the cheaper grade of goods, goods
composed entirely of cotton yarn; the
effect, however, imitates very closely
the wool dyed in the stock fabric or
the goods composed of twist yarns.
In the finer grade of fabrics the twill

weave is much in evidence, whlie the
cotton goods are mostly woven plain.

The plain weave is more adapted to
the particular character of printing;
in order to give the plaid effect in con-
nection with the mixed or mottled ap-
pearance, the goods are subjected to
two processes of printing:

ANALYSIS OF COTTON BEIGE.
Width of warp in reed, 38 inches;

width of fabric finished, 36 inches;
reed, 1,000 by 2; number of ends in
warp, 2,076; 28 ends each selvage
equals 56; total ends in warp, 2,132.

Number of ends per inch finished, 60;
picks per inch finished, 48; take-up of
warp during weaving, 12 per cent;
warp and filling yarn 1-26. The 1,000
reed means 1,000 dents in 36 inches
of reed. The 2,076 is the number of
ends in warp without the selvage.
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Fig. 1. Sample of fabric as produced
by means of twist yarns; the fabric

is plain woven.

LOOM USED.
For the better grade of fabrics the

pick and pick loom is required to give
the best effects. The goods woven
pick and pick will be less inclined to

appear stripy; this effect would be un-
desirable; the stripes should be of an
indefinite nature.
The sample of fabric shown in Fig.

1 is woven on a 4 x 1 box loom, in

which no less than two picks of one
color must be woven before it changes
onto the next color; unless the colors
are carefully graded they will produce
a fabric more or less striped. In the
printed cotton beige fabric a single
box loom fills the requirements. This
grade of goods is woven with un-
dyed yarns; the effect, as already
mentioned, is produced by the printing
machine after the goods are woven.

FINISHING.
The cotton fabric, after it is woven,

is boiled off, after wnich it is slightly
stiffened, then subjected to the print-
ing machine, after which it is pressed,
then m.ade up into laps or rolls and
then shipped.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Beige is a dress goods generally
made from wool and sometimes of
wool and cotton, other grades being
made from all-cotton yarns. The cot-
ton is dyed in the stock. Some of the
grades of beige are made from combed
yarn, whereas other grades are made
from carded yarns. The staple of the
cotton does not exceed 1 1-16 inches in
length for an American cotton. Mix!
cotton as has been previously stated.
Three processes of pickers are used,
the particulars being the same as giv-
en for etamine. The particulars for
the cards and drawing frames as given
in that article may also be followed.

AT THE SLUBBER
the drawing sliver is made into .60

hank roving, and is then put through
two processes of fly frames or speed-
ers, the hank roving at the first inter-

mediate being 1.75 and at the second
intermediate 5 hank. Speeders should

be looked after to see that the rolls

are properly set; that top rolls are in

good condition; that there are no dead
spindles; that the spindles are oiled

once a day; the build of bobbin cor-

rect; traverse motion worK:ing prop-

erly, and frame at all times clean and
neat. The bobbins when doffed should
not be thrown into doffing box or

truck, but should be packed in. The
boxes or trucks should be cleaned out
before doffing. After changing a frame
from one kind of work to another the
new roving should be sized and tested
for twist, and the tension watched.
After the speeders the yarn is put
through

THE SPINNING FRAME,

where the proper colors of yarns are
doubled together and spun into 26s
yarn, the warp frame having the fol-

lowing particulars: Length of trav-

erse, 6^ inches; diameter of ring, 1%
inches; gauge of frame, 2| inches, and
spindle speed of 9,700 revolutions per
minute. The yarn is then spooled,

warped and slashed. For the filling

frame use a 2|-inch gauge of frame;
If -inch diameter ring; 6-inch trav-

erse and a spindle speed of 8,000 rev-
olutions per minute; the diameter of

the front bottom steel roll of spinning
frames being one inch for both warp
and filling.

Dyeing Particulars—Yarn Dyeing.

NAVY BLUE.
Four per cent naphtamine blue 2

B.; 30 per cent Glauber's; 2 per cent
sal soda.

MEDIUM BROWN.
Three per cent naphtamine brown

N. ; 1 per cent naphtamine yellow NN.

;

20 per cent salt; 2 per cent sal soda.

RED.
Four per cent diamine fast red BB.;

25 per cent salt; 2 per cent sal soda.

DARK BROWN.
Four per cent naphtamine brown 6

B.; 25 per cent salt; 2 per cent sal

Boda.
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SLATE.
One and one-half per cent naphta-

mine black D.; 20 per cent salt; 2 per
cent sal soda.

OLIVE.
Three and one-half per cent naphta-

mlne olive R.; 20 per cent salt; 2 per
cent sal soda.

GREEN.
Six per cent immedial green GG.; 6

per cent sulphide soda; 2 per cent soda
ash; 25 per cent Glauber's.

DARK BOTTLE GREEN.
Eight per cent immedial green; 8 per

cent sulphide soda; 2 per cent soda
ash; 25 per cent salt.

ECRU.
One-half per cent diamine catechine

G.; 20 per cent salt; 2 per cent sal

soda.
BLACK.

Ten per cent immedial black NN.;
10 per cent sulphide sodium; 3 per
cent soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

MAROON.
Six per cent immedial Bordeaux G.;

6 per cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

LIGHT BLUE.
Six per cent immedial sky blue FF.;

6 per cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

Printing Particulars.

Cotton beige is also printed on the
piece. To get a good imitation of the
woven fabric, it has to be printed on
both sides of the piece. After print-

ing one side of the fabric and drying,
the pieces are rolled up on a roller

and the other side of the piece is

printed, so that both sides of the piece
present the same appearance. The
goods are given a soft finish to imitate
a piece of dress goods. The colors
printed on are made as fast as pos-

sible, so that the goods can be wash-
ed when required.

The goods are printed, dried and
steamed in a Mather and Piatt at 212
degrees F., excluding the air as far as
possible. Wash in cold water, soap
lukewarm, rinse and dry.

BLUE.
Seventy parts impiedial indone BN.;

stir well to a paste with 20 parts caus
tic soda lye, 77 degrees Tw.; 50 parts
glycerine; then add 150 parts reducing
paste A. The whole is heated for

some time to 140 degrees F. and cool-

ed; stir in 80 parts China clay; 60
parts saturated solution of common
salt; 570 parts alkaline gum thicken-
ing.

GREEN.
Ninety parts immedial green GG.;

300 parts alkaline gum thickening; 40
parts China clay; 30 parts saturated
common salt solution; 150 parts re-

ducing paste A.; mix and stir; when
cool add 40 parts China clay; 30 parts
saturated common salt solution; 320
parts alkaline green thickening.

BLACK.
Seventy parts immedial black NLN.;

150 parts reducing paste A.; heat to-

gether to 120 degrees F.; allow to cool
down, then stir in a mixture of 160
parts China clay; 120 parts saturated
solution of salt; 500 parts alkaline
gum thickening.

BROWN.
Mix as the blue with 70 parts imme-

dial brown B.; 10 parts immedial yel-

low D.
DARK SLATE.

Thirty parts immedial black NB.;
mix as the green.

LIGHT SLATE.
Ten parts immedial black NG.; 2

parts immedial direct blue B. ; mix as
the green. , ^

ECRU.
Five parts immedial yellow D.; 2

parts immedial cutch G.; mix as the
green.

OLIVE.
Fifty parts immedial olive B.; 20

parts immedial bronze A.; mix as the
green.

BRONZE.
Forty parts bronze A.; 10 parts

cutch G. ; mix as the green.

FAWN.
Fifty parts immedial cutch O. ; 10

parts immedial brown RR.; mix as the
green.
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LIGHT BLUE.
Forty parts immedial sky blue; mix

J the green.
4 >»

POPLIN
Poplin is a name given to a class of

goods distinguished by a rep, rib, or

cord effect running width way of the

piece. It referred originally to a fabric

having a silk warp and a figure of

wool filling heavier than the warp. At
the present time it refers more to a

ribbed fabric than to one made from
any particular combination of mate-
rials.

Cotton poplin is usually made with
a plain weave, the rep effect being ob-

tained either by using a fine warp, as

compared with the filling, or a large

number of ends, as compared with
picks per inch, or both.

IRISH POPLIN,

made principally in Dublin, is a fabric

made of China organzine silk warp and
colonial wool filling. The manufacture
of this cloth has continued in Dublin
since 1693, when a number of Hugue-
not silk weavers emigrated from Lyons,
France. The industry is still carried

on there to some extent on hand looms,
the weavers owning their own looms.
The materials are supplied by the
firms for whom they work and are
given out ready for weaving. The Irish

poplin is a light-weight variety of pop -

lin, sometimes called single poplin,

and is celebrated for its uniformly
fine and excellent wearing qualities.

Brocaded poplin is made with elab-
orate jacquard designs of various
types, ,

TERRY POPLIN

is a very durable fabric, made on the
principle of cloth construction ex-

plained in the article on "Terry Pile
Fabrics." By throwing to the surface
alternate ends of the silk warp an ap-
pearance somewhat resembling terry
velvet is obtained.
The bulk of cotton poplin goods are

woven and finished white. Poplins

7,000 (grs. per lb.) x 2.5 (yds.)

2.940 (grs.)

formerly were woven from yarns
which had previously been bleached or

dyed, as the case may be, but to-day

these fabrics are largely made from
grey yarns and then bleached and
piece dyed. The construction of such
fabrics is not widely different from
that formerly noted, but the product
is undoubtedly made more economical-
ly and the colors produced are just

as satisfactory, if not more so, than
those on some of the older styles of

goods. A large proportion of the pop-
lin fabrics made from combed yarns
are piece mercerized, for this makes
a luster on the cloth, and creates a
greater sale. Some fabrics are made
with combed warp and carded filling,

others from all combed stock, while
others are entirely carded material.

The fabrics are mercerized in the warp
direction, and the warp yam is soft

twisted to aid in producing a high
luster. Because the yarn is soft twist-

ed, it is a general policy to have it

two-ply, that is, 60-2 soft twist warp
will be used in place of 30-1. It used
to be true that the heavy filling and
rather light warp did not take the dye
evenly, and while there is a certain

amount of objection to-day because of

this fact, nevertheless the results are
satisfactory in the majority of in-

stances.

For a given length of poplin cloth

a much greater length of warp is re-

quired than for an equal length of

cloth where the warp and filling yarns
and ends and picks are practically

equal, because the coarse filling lies in

the cloth in practically a straight line,

the warp yarns having to do all th«
deflecting.

The analysis of a typical cotton pop-
lin of good quality shows the following
data: Ends per inch, 104; picks per
inch, 48; finished width, 27 inches;
weight about 6 yards per pound; warp
yarns, 2 -68s; filling yarns, 2-60s. Plain
weave.

CALCULATIONS.

To find number of yards per pound:
2^ yards weigh 2,940 grains.

= 5.95, say, 6 yards per pound.
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To find average counts of yarn, as-
suming the warp yarn to liave con-
tracted 10 per cent in length from
warp to finished cloth, and the filling 4

per cent in width:

104 (ends) divided by .90 115.55
48 (picks) divided by .96 50.00

To find weight of 100 -yard cut:

11.18 lbs. warp.
5.45 lbs. filling.

165.55

165.55 X 27.5 (width) x 6 (weight)

16.63 lbs. yarn in 100 yards of cloth.

To find number of yards per pound:

100 -T- 16.63 = 6 yards per pound.

= 32.5 average counts.

In dealing with the preceding cal-

culations it has been considered that
the yarns were mercerized before be-
ing woven, and the counts indicated
after mercerizing. The mercerizing
process tends to contract the length
of yarn to a greater or less degree,
depending upon the quality of the yarn,
the mercerizing liquor, and the ma-
chinery used. If mercerized under
tension, there is not a very large con-
traction, but if the yj.rn is allowed to

contract it may do so to the extent of

20 to 30 per cent, that is, a cotton
yarn spun to 50s may contract in the
mercerizing bath to 40s or 35s yarn.

Both warp and filling in the sample
under consideration are mercerized,
and are 2-ply yarns of good quality.

To find the counts of filling required
to give the stated weight, assuming
the warp yarn to be 2-ply 68s:

165.55 divided by 32.5 (ave. counts) 5.09
115.55 (sley) divided by 34 (warp counts) 3.39

1.70

Fifty divided by 1.70 equals 29.4

equals 2 -59s filling required. The
counts would be indicated as 2-60s.

The selvages consist of eight dou-
ble ends on each side.

To find number of ends in warp:

104 (ends per inch) x 27.5 (cloth width)= 2,860.
2,860 + 16 for selvage = 2,876, total ends.

To find weight of warp in 100 yards
of cloth.

2,876 (ends) x 100 (yards)

LOOM REQUIRED.

For plain weave poplins an ordinary
plain cam loom is required, one warp
and one filling being sufficient. It is

not advisable to use automatic looms
unless the same are equipped to

change the cop or bobbin before the
preceding one has spent itself, be-
cause a mispick is one of the defects
that shows most prominently in this

class of goods.

FINISHING.

The fabric under consideration, hav-
ing been bleached and mercerized in

the yarn, requires very little after-

treatment. It is washed, conditioned,

calendered lightly and made up, book
fold.

The finishing of any fabric depends
largely upon the methods through
which it was produced. If a poplin is

produced with dyed and mercerized
yarns, such as is noted on drapery
materials and similar articles, there
is very little description necessary
regarding the finishing processes. Tne
fact that many poplins are now made
from grey yams makes the finishing

much different from that upon the
yarn dyed material. The fabric is

usually mercerized in the grey state,

then bleached and dyed the color
which is desired. Large quantities of
these fabrics have been sold, in fact it

840 X 34 (counts) x .90 (10% (contraction)
11.18 lbs. warp.

To find weight of filling in 100 yards
of cloth:

is considered one of the staple articles

in the trade to-day.

48 (picks) X 27.5 (cloth width) x 100 (yds).

840 X 30 (counts) x .96 (4% contraction)
5.45 lbs. filling.
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Carding and Spinning Particulars.
When making tue yarns for poplin

the same particulars may be followed
as have been previously given in the
article on "Lawn." For this par-
ticular grade of poplin the warp yarn
is 2-68s and the niling yarn 2-60s.
Use the instructions given for making
60s warp yarn, with the following ex-
ceptions. The spinning frame for the
warp yarn would be as follows: For
making 68s warp yarn, If inches
diameter of ring; 5i^ length of trav-

GREEN.
Six per cent pyrol green G.; 6 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

BLUE.
Six per cent pyrol blue B. ; 6 per cent

sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda ash;
20 per cent salt.

ECRU.
One-half per cent immedial cate'

chine G.; 1 per cent sulphide sodium;
2 per cent soda ash; 10 per cent salt.

Poplin.

erse, and spindle speed of 10,000 revo-
lutions per minute. This yarn is then
spooled and twisted into 2-ply, the
twist put in being 39.17 turns per inch.
After being twisted, the yarn is warp-
ed and slashed. For spinning the 60s
filling yarn use a frame having a 1 1/4-

inch diameter ring, 5-inch traverse, 27
twists per inch and a spindle speed of

8,000 revolutions per minute. This yarn
is spooled and twisted into 2-60s, after
which it is conditioned and is then
ready for use.

Dyeing Particulars.

BRONZE.
Five per cent pyrol bronze; 5 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

OLIVE.
Two per cent immedial indone B.; tt

per cent immedial yellow D.; i/^ per
cent immedial catechine G.; 9 per cent
sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda ash;
25 per cent salt.

WINE.
Eight per cent diamine Bordeaux B.

;

2 per cent sal soda; 25 per cent salt.

RED.
Five per cent diamine fast red B B.;

2 per cent sal soda; 25 per cent salt.

NAVY BLUE.
Eight per cent katigen indigo B.; 8

per cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

SLATE.
One per cent thion black T B.; 2

per cent sulphide sodium; 1 per cent
soda ash; 10 per cent salt.
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SKY BLUE.
One per cent diamine sky blue F F.;

1 per cent sal soda; 10 per cent salt.

SEA GREEN.
One-half per cent immedial green

B.; 1 per cent sodium sulphide; 2 per

cent soda ash; 10 per cent salt.

COTTON-MOHAIR FABRICS
Mohair fabrics, commonly so call-

ed, are used exclusively for dress

goods, in the form of tailor-made suits,

skirts, children's coats, etc.

The name, mohair, is acquired from
the material used in the construction

of the fabric. This material, mohair.

wool; in brief, it may be described as

a long, straight, glossy animal fibre.

These fabrics

VARY CONSIDERABLY
in regard to quality, style and width,
but all are plain woven fabrics. Some
are elaborated into spot patterns by
means of the filling floating over a
given number of ends in some geo-
metrical form.
Again, the spots may be formed by

the use of an extra warp. This warp
floats on the back of the fabric for

a given space, then comes to the face
for a required number of picks. This
extra warp is usually mercerized, the
yarn differing in color from the body
of warp and being arranged in groups

Fig. 1.

the product of the Angora goat, is

used principally in the filling only;
the warp may be cotton, worsted, or
silk, according to the quality of fabric
wanted.
The characteristics of mohair fab-

rics are their crispness and glossy ap-
pearance. These features are effected
by the mohair. Mohair, like wool, is

an animal fibre, but differs from the
latter in so far that the fibres are
longer and coarser than wool, and mo-
hair is not as soft or as crinkled as

of two or more ends across the entire

breadth of warp. These groups of

threads may alternate, as, for exam-
ple, one group may be yellow, the next

green, another red or any color that

may strike the fancy of the designer,

providing that the color thus used
produces some degree of harmony.
This will give plenty of variety to

the fabric, and if these various groups
of threads are made to work on some
sateen or broken twill order, they will

give the appearance of a large de-
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sign, or, as generally mentioned, a
jacquard effect. In filling floated fab-

rics, it is most important that the dis-

tribution of the figure should be so
that the eye is not attracted by lines

formed by the unequal distribution of

the figure. This objectional feature is

most likely to occur in designs of this

character. It is somewhat difficult to

tell if the distribution is perfect with-
out extending the design for four or
even more repeats. In designs which
consist of set figures, the difficulty of

arrangement is som-ewhat eliminated
by arranging the figure on some irreg-
ular sateen basis, the irregular sateen
being preferred to the regular sateen
basis as the former gives a somewhat
stiff appearance, the latter giving a
mixed effect more suitable for this
class of fabrics. Figure 1 shows one
repeat of the design the spot based on
a 5-harness sateen order. Figure 2
shows one repeat of figure based on
I—

^ broken twill. Figure 2 presents

a more mixed effect than Figure 1.

*«iS5flK*S«e?'5

s^i^^^^wmm
Fig. 2.

Considerable quantities of mohair
are woven plain throughout. In this

style of fabrics the ornamentation, if

such is desired, is effected by means
of twist or fancy colored threads ar-
ranged in some order, usually in the
warp only, though a similar arrange-
ment may be carried out in regard to
the filling. These fancy colored

threads may be arranged in almost
any way possible; the object, how-
ever, is to have a fine hair-line stripe

throughout the entire length of fabric.

Still another method of breaking the
monotony of a plain fabric is to skip
a dent in the reed at certain inter-

vals; this may be carried out with
fancy colored threads if desired.
These fabrics, as mentioned above, are
made in various qualities. We will

here deal with the cotton warp and
mohair filling fabric. This particular
class is usually piece-dyed. The warp,
however, is dyed before it is beamed.
When twist yarn is used, that is, a
twist composed of two different col-

ored threads, one of the two threads
in some fabrics is a worsted thread;
when such is the fact, the warp is

not dyed until woven into the fabric;
the cotton end composing one of the
twist threads will not take the color
in a worsted dye. When cotton only is

used in the twist one of the threads
is dyed before it is twisted, that is, if

a colored and white thread is to be
the twist wanted.

ANALYSIS OF COTTON MOHAIR.
Width in reed, 60 1/^ inches; width

finished, 54 inches; ends per inch in
reed, 44; ends in warp, 2,660; ends in
selvage, 78 (39 each side, 3 in a dent)

;

total ends, 2,738; reed, 44 x 1.

Dressing 2 ends black
1 end black, white
2 ends black
1 end black, white
2 ends black
1 end black, white
2 ends black
1 end black, white
2 ends black
2 ends black, white

16

Ends in warp.
1,664 black cotton 10 2-80
996 black white cotton 6 2-80
78 bleached cotton 2-80

2,738 16
Filling l-15s mohair, 48 picks.

LOOM REQUIRED.
The plain mohair, or the fabric in

which the ornamentation is effected by
means of fancy colored threads, may
be woven on any light-weight loom;
the roller, dobby or automatic loom
may be used to advantage. The loom
could make better cloth if it had a
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warp stop-motion, as it is very im-
portant that no ends be left out in the
weaving; if they are, they must be
sewed in before the fabric is finished,

thus entailing another expense.
Fancy figured mohair requires the

use of a jacquard loom, on account of
the number of ends in the repeat of

the pattern, which would be too great
for the dobby loom.
The warp for mohair fabrics is

reeded one end in one dent, and wo-
ven with considerable tension on the
warp beam.

FINISHING.
After the fabric is woven it is ex-

amined and mended if necessary, then
scoured, after which it is dyed. These
fabrics are dyed in various colors and
shades. After the dyeing process, the
fabrics are sheared on the face, then
doubled and made up into rolls, ready
for the market,

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Mohair is composed of all mohair or
a cheaper grade which is made up of
mohair and cotton. The count of the
yarn used for the sample under de-
scription is composed of l-lSs mohair
filling and 2 -80s warp yarn. The yarn
for the warp is made in cotton mills
of either the first or second division
as classified in a previous article.

Th'C yarn is made from an American
cotton, either peeler or Allen seed
being used. The staple is li^ inches,
and cotton should be of a good grade.
As this cotton is apt to be very dirty,

it is generally put through an opener
and three processes of picking.

THE MIXING
should be as large as possible, and if

possible the mixing should be allowed
to stand for at least three days before
using, so that it may dry out and ex-
pand. If this is done it will be found
that the cotton is easier to work and
the dirt will be taken out very much
easier. At the mixing be sure that the
grades of the cotton of each bale are
the same and do not under any cir-

cumstances use a creamy bale. Each
bale should be stapled before being
put into the mix to see that it is up

to staple. Keep the hopper of the
opener well filled with cotton, so as
to obtain as even a feed as possible.

The
SPEED OF THE BEATER

at the breaker picker for this stock
is 1,450 revolutions per minute, the
beater used being of a two-bladed
type. The weight of a 40-yard lap at

the front of the breaker is 40 pounds
or a 16-ounce lap. At the interme-
diate picker, the speed of the beater
should be 1,400 revolutions per min-
ute, the lap at the front weighing 37^^
pounds or a 12 -ounce lap. At the fin-

isher picker the speed of the beater is

1,350 revolutions per minute. The to-

tal weight of the lap is 35 pounds or
a 121^-ounce lap. At the finisher pick-

er the good waste laps, or, as they
are sometimes called, cut-roving waste
laps, are mixed in with the raw stock,

one lap cut waste to three laps of good
cotton. In mills that do not have a
roving waste picker it is

THE GENERAL CUSTOM
to take out the middle two laps and
spread the cut waste evenly in this

span and use up the waste in this

manner. These laps are sometimes
put up at the cards, but the general
custom is to put them through the fin-

isher picker again in the proportion
named above. A variation of not more
than one-half a pound either side of
standard is allowed, every lap being
weighed. If the laps weigh over or
under this allowance they should be
run over again. This point cannot be
looked into too closely, and it will

save a lot of trouble in the evenness
of the numbers at the fine frames and
in the spinning room. The laps from
the picker are put up

AT THE CARD,
the speed of the licker-in being 350
revolutions per minute; speed of flats,

one complete revolution every 45 min-
utes (110 flats). The cards should be
properly set, ground and stripped at
least three times a day. Keep the
wire sharp at all times, and it is a
good plan to grind the flats on a spe-
cial grinding machine for flats, they
being taken off the cards for this pur-
pose. The weight of the sliver at the
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card is 45 grains per yard. As the sliv-

er is to be combed, the card sliver is

put up at the sliver lap machine,
where it is doubled 14 into 1 (i. e.,

for an 8|-inch width lap). The weight
of a yard of lap at the front is 290
grains. These laps are put up at the
ribbon lap machine and doubled six

into 1, the weight of a yard of lap at
this machine being 275 grains. These
laps are put up at the comber and
doubled according to the number of
heads the comber has. The percentage
of waste taken out at this machine is

18 per cent. The weight of the sliver

is 35 grains per yard. This sliver is

put through two processes of

DRAWING FRAMES,

the doublings at each process gener-
ally being 6 into 1, although some mills
double 8 into 1 at the breaker and 6

into 1 at the finisher. The weight of
the sliver at the front of the finisher
drawing should be 70 grains per yard.
Either metallic or leather top rolls

may be used for this class of work,
generally the latter being used. See
that the leather top rolls on all ma-
chines are in perfect shape and well
varnished; size the ribbon laps at
least once a day and drawing frames
four times a day. The drawing sliver
Is put up at the slubber and drawn
into .55 hank roving, after which it is

put through three processes of fly

frames, the hank roving made at each
process being as follows: First inter-
mediate, 1.50; 2d, 4.50 and fine frame
16 hank. This yarn is taken to the
spinning frame and spun into 80s on
a frame with a 2|-inch gauge of frame,
If-inch diameter ring, 5i/4-inch trav-
erse and spindle speed of 9,600 revolu-
tions per minute. This yarn is then
spooled and twisted into 2-ply 80s
yarn, many times two different col-
ored yarns being twisted together. The
yarn is then respooled and run upon a
beam, after which the beams are put
through the slasher and sized.

Dyeing Particulars.

MEDIUM BROWN.
Three per cent naphtamine brown

N.; 1 per cent naphtamine yellow NN.;

20 per cent salt; 2 per cent sal
soda.

DARK BROWN.
Four per cent naphtamine brown 6

B.; 25 per cent salt; 2 per cent sal
soda.

SLATE.
One and one-half per cent naphta-

mine black D.; 20 per cent salt; 2 per
cent sal soda.

OLIVE.
Three and one-half per cent naphta-

mine olive R.; 20 per cent salt; 2 per
cent sal soda.

DARK BOTTLE GREEN.
Eight per cent immedial green; 8

per cent sulphide soda; 2 per cent
soda ash; 25 per cent salt.

Bx^ACK.
Ten per cent immedial black NN.;

10 per cent sulphide sodium; 3 per
cent soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

MAROON.
Six per cent immedial Bordeaux G.;

6 per cent sulphide sodium; 2 per
cent soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

4-»-»

HERRINGBONE STRIPES

Herringbone stripes are certain
weave effects resembling herring-
bones. They are developed to the
greatest extent in men's wear fabrics,

woolens, worsteds, cotton worsteds
and all cottons, although in these
goods the arrangements of various col-

ors in the warp yarns form one of the
principal component parts of the pat-
tern. Herringbone weaves in ladies'

dress goods are usually shown in
white.
These weaves are a development of

ordinary twill weaves in which the
twills, instead of running in one un-
broken line diagonally across the
piece, run for a certain number of ends
one way and a certain number of ends
in the reverse direction, thus breaking
the continuity of the twill. They dif-

fer from wave effects in having the
two ends defining the turning points
of the twill arranged to work opposite
each other, i. e., when one is raised
the other is depressed. This may be
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seen at the points indicated by the
daggers in Figs. 1 to 5.

The foundation twills principally

used when developing these weaves
for men's wear goods are the even

flushed twills ?

—

^ and I—
^

, Figs. 6

and 7, the former forming the greater
proportion. Figs. 1 to 5 show some of

the other weaves used, the number of

ends in each section and the number
of sections in a repeat being made to

vary according to requirements. The
daggers indicate the cutting points.

Although the principle may be ex-

tended to large weaves, it is seldom
that the effects are made from a
weave base greater than eight ends
and eight picks.

Fig. 8 illustrates a herringbone ef-

fect in a cotton cloth made with weave
Fig. 1. In the gray the warp appears
to stand up from the cloth in the sec-

tions weaving !—j on the face. This

prominent effect is modified in the fin-

ished cloth.

Fig. 8 Is one of a line or range of

patterns made and finished in Eng-
land, for sale in northwest Africa.

The construction of the cloth is as fol-

lows: width in gray, 30 1/^ inches; ends
per inch, 68; picks per inch, 72; warp,
35s; filling, 48s; yards per pound, 7.72,

say 7%. The ends have been reeded
equally throughout, 2 ends per dent.
The selvages consist of 12 ends of 2-

ply 30s yam on each side.

CALCULATIONS.

To find number of ends in warp:

68 (ends per inch) x 30% (inches) = 2,074
ends.

2,074 + 24 (selvages) = 2,098 ends in warp.
24 2-ply yarns represent 48 single yarns.

In the above calculation 24 of these
were considered when multiplying the
ends per inch by the width, leaving
but 24 to be added.

To find weight of w^arp:

2.098 (ends) x 105 (yds.)

840 X 35

To find weight of filling;

7.05 lbs. warp.

To find number of yards per pound:

7.05 lbs. warp.
5.89 lbs. filling.

12.94 lbs. weight of cut.
100 (yds.) -T- 12.94 = 7.72 yards per pound.

The finished fabric has been heavily
sized or filled, giving but 6 2-3 yards
per pound.

LOOM REQUIRED.
The class of goods under considera-

tion is generally woven on fast run-

r \ tnnGBGZGBGBBBDBBH
ZBZZZBZBDBBBnBB
GBZZZBZZBBDBBBDB
BZZZBZZGBBBDBBia

Fig-. 1.

nnBnZBGCBGBBDBBDDB
DBr::BL:zBZBDBBnBnBa
BGGBGGBZGBBDBBDBDa

Fig. 2.

GBGaCBGBBBZBZBnnnH
BGGGBGBGBBBGBGaGan
naQBGBDBnBBBGGnHnB
pDBDBGBGBZBBZZBCBa
DBCBGGBBZBZBZBZBZaGBGGGBBBGBZBZBZGa

Fig. 3.
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Fig. 6. rig. 7.

ning, side cam, single box looms. One
warp only is required and the goods
are reeded equally throughout.

FINISHING.

This fabric has been subjected to
the "back filled" process of finishing.
This consists of bleaching, mangling.

72 (pks.) X 33 in. (width in reed) x 100 (yds.)

840 X 48
5.89 lbs. filling.
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drying, damping, calendering, stretch-

ing and filling. The mixture for back
filling is composed of wheat starch,

farina, China clay, oleine oil, cocoanut
oil, bluing, carbolic acid and water.
After being filled, it is dried, dampen-
ed, calendered and made up as re-

quired.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns of which herringbone
stripes are composed are made in mills

of the second division, as given in a
previous article. The count of the
yarns put into this style of fabric va-
ries, and for this article we will con-
sider that the count of yarn used is

35s for warp yarn, 48s for filling and
30s for selvage. The staple of the

processes of pickers are generally
used for both lengths of staple.
Follow the rules already given
in connection with the openers.
At the breaker picker the speed of a
two-bladed, rigid type of beater is 1,-

500 revolutions per minute and of a
three-bladed beater is 1,000 revolu-
tions per mniute. If a pin beater is

used the speed is 1,200 revolutions per
minute. The total weight of the lap at
the front of this picker is 40 pounds.
The laps are put up at the intermedi-
ate picker and doubled 4 into 1. The
speed of a two-bladed beater at this
machine is 1,450 revolutions per min-
ute, a three-bladed beater, 950 and a
pin beater, 1,100 revolutions per min-
ute. The total weight of a lap at the
front of this machine is 38 pounds or

Si5

Fig. 8.

cotton used for the 30s and 35s yarn
is 1%-inch and for the 48s is 1 3-16-

inch of middling grade.

THE MIXINGS

should be as large as possible, so that
as little variation as possible will be
found between the different mixings,
and also there should be two mixings
of the same length of staple, one being
used while the other is being worked.
If the mixing is put through a bale
breaker one mixing may be done away
with. This is so that the cotton will

be allowed to expand as much as pos-
sible before being put through the
pickers. An opener and three

a 14-ounce lap for both stocks. These
laps are put up at the breaker picker

and doubled 4 into 1. At this picker

the cut-waste laps are put in in the

proportion of three laps of raw stock

to one lap of cut waste, the waste lap

being generally inserted between the

back and third lap. The speed of this

beater is 1,400 revolutions per minute;
the two-bladed beater, 925 revolutions

per minute; and 1,050 revolutions per
minute for a pin beater. The total

weight of the lap at the front is 39

pounds or a 16-ounce lap for a 40-yard

(in length) lap. The laps are

next put up at the card. This
card should have a licker-in speed
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of 350 revolutions per minute. The
wire used should be 110s for cylinder
and 120s for doffer and top flats. The
top flats should make one complete
revolution every 45 minutes and
should be looked after to see that they
are properly cleaned and ground.
Grind and strip and set as per instruc-
tions given in a previous article on
the same length of staple. The weight
of the sliver at the front should be 45

grains per yard and the production 650
pounds per week of 60 hours. The
cottons are next put through the sliv-

er lap machine, the doublings being 14
into 1 and the weight per yard of lap

being 290 grains per yard. These laps
are put up at the ribbon lap machine
and doubled 6 into 1, the weight per
yard of lap being 275 grains.

AT THE COMBER
the laps are doubled 6 into 1 and the
weight per yard of the sliver is 40
grains per yard. For this class of

goods 16 per cent of waste is taken
out. Keep the leather top rolls in good
condition and well varnished and the
comber free from dirt. At the draw-
ing frames the doublings at the break-
er are 8 into 1 and at the finisher 6

into 1. This is not the case in all

mills, as the number of doublings used
varies. The weight per yard at the
finisher drawing is 70 grains. This
is put through the slubber and made
into .60 hank roving. The slubber rov-
ing for the 30s and 35s yarn is made
into 2 hank roving at the intermediate
fly frame and 6.50 at the fine frame.
The hank roving for the 48s is 2.50 at
the intermediate and 9.50 at the fine
frame.

THE SIZING

of the cotton should be as follows: At
pickers, every lap and a variation of
not more than one-half a pound from
standard weight allowed; at the card
once a week; at sliver and ribbon lap
once a day; at drawing frame four
times a day; at slubber once a week,
at intermediate once a week, and at
fine frame once a day.
The roving for 30s selvage yarn is

made on a frame having a 6i/^-inch

traverse, 1%-inch diameter of ring,
26.02 twist per inch and a spindle

speed of 9,800 revolutions per minute;
for the 35s the same conditions exist

except that a If-inch diameter ring is

used, a 28.10 twist per inch and a spin-

dle speed of 10,300 revolutions per
minute. The yarn is then spooled and
warped and put through a slasher. The
filling yarn may be either mule or
ring spun; if the latter, use a frame
having a 1^/4 -inch diameter ring, 5^-
inch traverse, 25.98 twist per inch and
a spindle speed of 8,400 revolutions per
minute. This yarn is then conditioned,
after which it is ready for the loom.

Dyeing Particulars.

BRONZE.
Five per cent pyrol bronze; 5 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

GREEN.
Six per cent pyrol green G.; 6 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

BLUE.
Six per cent pyrol blue B.; 6 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

OLIVE.
Two per cent immedial indone B.; 6

per cent immedial yellow D.; ^^ per
cent immedial catechine G. ; 9 per cent
sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda ash;
25 per cent salt.

WINE.
Eight per cent diamine Bordeaux B.;

2 per cent sal soda; 25 per cent salt.

RED.
Five per cent diamine fast red BB.;

2 per cent sal soda; 25 per cent salt.

NAVY BLUE.
Eight per cent katigen indigo B.; 8

per cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

SLATE.
One per cent thion black TB.; 2 per

cent sulphide sodium; 1 per cent soda
ash; 10 per cent salt.

SKY BLUE.
One per cent diamine sky blue FF.;

1 per cent sal soda; 10 per cent salt.
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SEA GREEN.
One-half per cent immedial green

B.; 1 per cent sodium sulphide; 2 per
cent soda ash; 10 per cent salt.

^-^

UNION LINEN LAWNS
These fabrics, as the name implies,

are made up of cotton and linen yarns.
The cotton in most cases forms the
warp and the linen is woven in as
filling.

Union linen lawns are plain woven
fabrics made in various textures in re-

gard to ends and picks per inch, and
also the quality and counts of yarn.

The goods are used or various pur-
poses, principal among which are fur-

niture coverings, summer outing suits

and dusters. The goods, when used
for the above purposes, are usually fin-

ished without bleaching. The cotton
yarn is usually dyed to match the col-

or of the unfinished linen warp or fill-

ing, as the case may be.

The fabric as used for household
purposes is usually finished white or
bleached.

CLASSIFICATION AND ORIGIN.

Woven fabrics may be divided into

three classes, generally speaking, and
from these there are derived all the
various weaves now in use, with the
possible exception of the leno weave,
which may be placed in a class sep-
arate from the three foundation
weaves, to wit, the plain weave or cot-

ton weave, second, the twill weave, and
third, the satin weave. The first nam-
ed in the division covers a greater
variety of fabrics than the combined
number of the latter two, the weave
in connection with the kind and qual-
ity of yarn and also the texture. Not-
withstanding that there may be sev-
eral textures in any particular fabric,

these are the distinguishing features
that characterize the wide range of
cotton fabrics.

The origin of the name is derived
sometimes from the city or country
in which the fabric was first made, or
from the name of the maker; or,

again, it may be given to the fabric
from the nature of the material of

which it is made, as, for example,
union linen lawns; the name lawn im-
plies that the fabric is plain woven.

In
THE CONSTRUCTION

of these fabrics there is considerable
latitude in regard to ends and picks
per inch and counts of yarn. Some
grades of linen lawns are made up
very firmly, again others may be con-
structed rather loosely.

ANALYSIS.
Width of warp in reed, 38 inches;

width of fabric, finished, 36 inches;
ends per inch, finished, 60; ends in
warp, 2,160; ends in selvages, 20; to-
tal, 2,180.

Reed, 27 Yz x 2; take-up of warp dur-
ing weaving about 8 per cent; warp,
l-40s cotton.

Filling, l-20s linen, 300 yards per
hank; 56 picks.
Analysis of a coarser grade of union

linen lawn: width of warp in reed, 37 1^
inches; width of fabric, finished, 36
inches; ends per inch, finished, 52;
ends in warp, 1,872; ends in selvages,
16; total, 1,888.

Reed, 25 x 2; warp, l-30s cotton.
Filling, 80s linen, 300 yards per

hank; 50 picks per inch; take-up dur-
ing weaving, 10 per cent.

Fig. 1 weave.
Fig. 2 drawing-in draft.

aanaaaDHDHDaDBU
QuaaoBDa
anaaananaaaaaGa
acaaaaaa
Danaoaaa
aaaaanaa
Fig:. 1.

DDE
paDDDDaE
BnnDDaDC
DDDDanDC

Fiff. 2.

WEAVING AND FINISHING.

Fabrics used for dress goods, that
is, outer garments, require more at-
tention in the weaving than almost any
other class of fabrics. The goods
should be woven faultlessly, or, if the
fabric has any faults, these must be
mended so as not to show in the finish-

ed fabric; otherwise the goods can
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only be sold as seconds and at a great-

ly reduced price; consequently, a
weaver has charge of but four looms
on plain woven fabrics, intended
for dress material. The looms used
for these goods may be plain cam
or roller looms, running at from 140

to 160 picks per minute. The goods,
after they come from the loom, are

burled and mended, then boiled off if

finished without bleaching, or they
may be bleached, then pressed, made
up into laps and are then ready for

shipment.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Union linen lawn is composed of two
fibres, linen and cotton, the warp yarn
being cotton and the filling yarn linen.

Several grades of this fabric are made,
two of which are taken for example.
In these two the warp yarn is l-40s for

the fine and l-30s for the coarser fab-

ric. These yarns are made in the

same division of mills and, in fact, the

same mills make the two classes of

fabric. Where this is the case,

THE DIFFERENT PROCESSES,
weights per yard, etc., are the same
up to a certain point. We will consid-

er the two counts to be made of the

same staple and grade of cotton, which
would be 1%-inch staple peeler cotton.

The bales should be opened, stapled

and graded before being put into the
mixing, which may be done either by
hand or by machine, that done by the
bale breaker being better, because it

opens the cotton more thoroughly.
The good sliver from the machines up
to the slubber is mixed in at this point

either as it is collected, or as is often

done, on mixing days. The cotton is

put through three processes of picking
and an opener.

AT THE OPENER
the general instructions given in pre-

vious articles should be followed. At
the breaker picker the type of beater
used may be either a pin or three-blad-

ed, rigid type. The speed of the pin

beater is 1,200 revolutions per minute
and of the three-bladed type 1,000 rev-

olutions per minute. The weight of the

lap at the front of this machine is 40

pounds or a 16-ounce lap. At the in-

termediate picker the speed of a three-
bladed beater is 975 revolutions per
minute, the doublings being 4 into 1.

The total weight of lap at the front of
this machine is 37i^ pounds or 15
ounces per yard. At the finisher picker
the doubling is 5 into 1. The speed of
a two-bladed, rigid type of beater is

1,425 revolutions per minute. The to-
tal weight of a 40-yard lap is 33 pounds
or a 13-ounce lap. At this machine
the cut -roving waste laps are mixed in
the proportion of three laps of good
cotton to one lap of cut w^aste. It is

GENERALLY THE CUSTOM
to prepare these laps at the interme-
diate picker. At the card the draft
should not exceed 100 and the speed
of the licker-in is 350 revolutions per
minute. The wire fillet used should be
that used for medium counts of yarn,
or No. 110s or cylinders and No. 120s
for doffer and top flats. The speed
of the top flats (110 to set) snould
be one complete revolution ev-
ery 50 minutes. The weight of the end
sliver at the front should be 45 grains
per yard and the production 650
pounds per week of 60 hours. Strip
cards three times a day and grind once
every three weeks. After grinding, set
all important parts. Clean out fly at
regular intervals for this class of
work, it being done twice a day.
Watch the strips from the top flats

to see how they are working. Always
have plenty of

SPARE BANDS
on hand so that if one breaks another
may be put on without loss of time.
Always see that the brackets used for
the stripping brush are properly set
for both doffer and cylinder and also
see that they are properly stripped by
the card attendants, for too often they
are only half stripped if they are not
watched. The yarn used for this class
of goods is combed, and at the sliver

lap the weight per yard is 290 grains,
the doublings being 14 into 1. At
the ribbon lap the doublings are 6 into

1, and the weight of a yard of lap is

270 grains per yard.
At the comber the doublings

are 6 into 1 and 16 per cent of
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waste is taken out. The weight of

the sliver at the coiler is 50 grains

per yard. Follow the particulars for

setting, timing and varnishing the rolls

as given in a previous article. The
doublings at the breaker are 8 into 1,

two processes of drawing being used.

The weight per yard at the breaker
drawing is 90 grains per yard. At the

finisher drawing the doubling is 6 into

1 and the weight per yard is 70 grains.

At the slubber the drawing sliver is

made into .60 hank roving. The yarn
is next put through two processes of

speeders or fly frames. At the first

intermediate the hank roving is 2 and
at the second or finishing speeder the
hank roving is 6 for 30s yarn, and 8

hank for 40s yarn. The roving is next
taken to

THE SPINNING ROOM
and spun into 30s on a frame having
a 61/^-inch traverse, li-inch diameter
ring, 26.02 twist per inch and a spindle
speed of 9,800 revolutions per minute.
For spinning 40s, a frame with a spin-

dle speed of 10,000 revolutions per
minute, 28.46 twist per inch, If-inch
diameter ring and 6i/^-inch traverse, is

used. After being spun, the yarn is

spooled and then run on a beam. Sev-
eral of these beams are put up at the
back of the slasher and after being
slashed are run on a beam at the
front.

Dyeing Particulars.

OLIVE.
Five per cent pyrol olive G.; 5 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

BRONZE.
Five per cent pyrol bronze G.; 5 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

BLACK.
Ten per cent thiogene black M.

cone; 10 per cent sulphide sodium;
2 per cent soda ash; 25 per cent salt.

SLATE.
One per cent thion black TBC; 1

per cent sulphide sodium; 1 per cent
soda ash; 10 per cent salt.

ECRU.
Three-quarters per cent thion brown

G.; 1 per cent sulphide sodium; 1 per
cent soda ash; 10 per cent salt.

RED.
Six per cent diamine fast red BB.;

2 per cent sal soda; 25 per cent Glau-
ber's.

BROWN.
Five per cent immedial brown B. ; 5

per cent immedial cutch O.; 10 per
cent sulphide sodium; 3 per cent soda
ash; 30 per cent salt.

SKY BLUE.
One and one-half per cent thion blue

B. cone; l^^ per cent sulphide sodi-

um; 1 per cent soda ash; 20 per cent
salt. Develop with peroxide of hydro-
gen.

NAVY BLUE.
Eight per cent thion navy blue R.;

8 per cent sulphide sodium; 2 per
cent soda ash; 20 per cent salt. De-
velop with peroxide of sodium.

SATIN CHECKS
Satin checks, so called, derive their

name from the appearance of the pat-

tern, which consists of variable block
effects, usually equal in size in the
same piece, on the plain weave basis.

Some of the larger effects resemble
checkerboards and are known as such.
They are also known as dice checks.
A satin check fabric made in Eng-

land for the northwestern Africa ex-

port trade is similar in construction
and finish to the "herringbone" fabric,

considered in a preceding article, and
the data given there in connection
with these items will also apply here.
The weave principle upon which the

cloth has been constructed may be
seen in Fig. 1, which is composed of

warp flush and filling flush weaves ar-
ranged on the plain cloth base, four
square sections completing the weave.
In this case the complete weave is on
48 x 48, each section being on 24 x 24.

The base weaves used are the *

s

and the ^—^ twills.

The object in alternating blocks of
warp flush weaves with blocks of fill-
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ing flush weaves Is to produce a cloth
whereon the pattern seems to appear
stronger when viewed in certain di-

rections than when viewed in others,
with two weaves that have the same
structure, although differing in appear-
ance. This principle is developed on an
extended scale in white damask table-
cloths.

The shadow effect seen in these

) fla>i..BBDaBaDa
f uBaaaiiaaDaaa
^ anflaDHDaDDD
DDaD-.BDBBBBB
DnnDBUBDBBBB
DDOBaDBaDBBB
DDBDaaBBBOBB
GBDDaaBBBBDB
BDDDDDBBBaaa

4 times 4 I

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

iDBDannna—iDDDnn

^DDL
aDBDaDaaaDBa
DBDnDnaaaanB
BaDaaGBBBBBD

BBBBDBaBaOn!J
BBBBBDBDDDDa
DBBBBBDDnaOB
BDBBBBnDQD
BBDBBBDaDBI
BBBDBBDaBa
aaGBaDBBDBBI

goods is an optical illusion, due to the

reflection of the light after it falls on
the filling, being at a different angle

to that reflected from the warp, both
being viewed from the same position.

The larger the section and the greater

the proportion of one yam as com-

pared to the other in the same, the
more lustrous will be the general ap-

pearance of the goods.

Fig. 2 shows the harness draft and
Fig. 3 the chain draft for producing
the weave. Fig. 2 is known as a sec-

tional drawing-in draft.

One of the principal points to be
noted in the construction of these
weaves is to make the warp floats of
each section oppose the filling floats

of the adjoining sections, both warp
and filling way If this is not done, a
ragged or indistinct pattern will re-

sult, in addition to the cloth not having
as firm a feel.

Another point is that it is advisable
to arrange the base weaves in such
positions that although there are four
sections in each repeat of the weave,
the two filling flush sections will be
exactly alike and the two warp sec-
tions alike, whenever possible.

This may perhaps be better under-
stood by reference to Figs. 1 and 4.

Fig. 4, although composed of the same
base weaves as Fig. 1, would not make
as clean and even an appearance in the
cloth as the latter

A satin check made with Fig. 5

would be preferable to one made with
Fig. 6, other conditions being equal.
Both of these weaves are built up from
broken crow weave bases and cut
on all sides.

Weave Fig. 7 would be preferable
to weave Fig. 8. Both are made from
the same 8-end satin weave bases,
started in different relative positions.

LOOM REQUIRED.

Being woven white and with one
count of filling only a single box dob-
by loom is generally used when weav-
ing these goods. The two base weaves,
one warp flush and the other filling

flush, are seldom made on more than
8 ends and 8 picks each, therefore a
16-harness dobby, with a selvage mo-
tion extra, is large enough to allow
ample scope for producing a variety of

patterns. An 18 or 20 harness dobby
should be used if there is no selvage
motion on the loom.
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Carding and Spinning Particulars.

As the fabric considered is similar
in construction and finish to that de-
scribed under "Herringbone Stripes,"
the carding and spinning data need
not be repeated.

naaaanDBDDDB
DBaBDHCiDDoaan
BaaBBDBBCGBCQDBn
BBBDBBBCBCIZCaaaa
DBaBGBBBuilEaGaca
aaaaaaaaGaDaDaaa
aaaaaaaa. DanaDaa
BaanaaaDaaDaaDGD
DDaaaDaaGaaaaaaB
DBDGaaDaaaDaaaDa
DDaaociaDaDaaaDaB
DDDBnaaaaanar

—

annaGnDBDBBBDi
DaDDDaaDBBDBBBDB
SaBDDGBGBGBBBGBB
DDDBGGGBBBGBBBD

Fig. 5.

GBBBnBBBnDDBDDDB
BDBBBGBBDGBaanBa
BBBGBBBGBGDDBDOa
BBDBBBGBGBGGGBDD
DBBBGBBBGGGBGGGB
BDBBBDBBDGBDGnBD
BBBDBBBDBGDDBGDa
BBGBBBGBGBGDGBDa
GGBDGGBGBGBBBGBB
GGGBGDDBGBBBDBBB
DBGGGBGDBBGBBBUB
BGaDBGDDBBBGBBBD
DGBDDGBGBGBBBDBB
GGBGDGBGBBBGBBB
DBGnGBGDBBDBBBDa
BDDaaDaDBaaGaaaa

Fig. 6.

DBBDDBnGDGn
DBHBBBaGGQGGGGa
BBBDBBBBGGGGBGGG
BBBBBGBGBGGGGGG
DBBBBBBaGGGGGBn
BBBBDBBBGGGBGGGa
BBBBBBDBGaGGGGG
BBDBBBBBQGGGGBGG
DDBGDGDGBBBBBGBB
DDDGGGDBGBBBBBBB
CCDDBDuGBBBGBBBB
DBGDGDDGBBBBBBGB
DGaGDDBGBGBBBBBB
DGGBDGGGBBBBGBBB
BDGGGGDGBBBBBBBa
DCGDGBGGBBDBBBBB

Fig. 7.

DBBBBBBBnnDDGGGB
BBBDBBBBQGGQBGDG
BBBBBBGBGflGGQGDn
GBBBBBBGGGDGOBG

JGGD
BDBBBBBGGGGGBGa
BBBBGBBGGBGGGGO
DDGGGBGGBBDBBBBB
EOBDGGGGBBBBBGBB
DGGGGGGBGBBBBBBB
GGGBGGGBBBGBBBB
DBGGGGGGBBBBBBGB
CGGGGGBGBGBBBBBB
GGGBGGGDBBBBGBBB
BGGGGGGGBBBBBBBG

Fig. 8

Dyeing Particulars.

BRONZE.
Five per cent pyrol br«nze; 5 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 p«r cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

GREEN.
Six per cent pyrol green G. ; 6 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

BLUE.
Six per cent pyrol blue B.; 6 per

cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt.

OLIVE.
Two per cent immedial indone B. ; 6

per cent immedial yellow D. ;
i^ per

cent immedial catechine G.; 9 per cent
sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda ash;
25 per cent salt.

WINE.
Eight per cent diamine Bordeaux

B.; 2 per cent sal soda; 25 per cent
salt.

RED.
Five per cent diamine fast red BB.;

2 per cent sal soda; 25 per cent salt.

NAVY BLUE.
Eight per cent katigen indigo B.; 8

per cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

SLATE.
One per cent thion black TB.; 2 per

cent sulphide sodium; 1 per cent soda
ash; 10 per cent salt.

SKY BLUE.
One per cent diamine sky blue FF.;

1 per cent sal soda; 10 per cent salt.

SEA GREEN.
One-half per cent immedial green

B.; 1 per cent sodium sulphide; 2 per
cent soda ash; 10 per cent salt.

NANKEEN, or NANKIN
Nankeen, or nankin, pronounced

nan-ken, is a name given to a class of

fabrics woven with the plain weave,
the distinguishing effect of which is

their peculiar yellowish brown color.

This color is natural to the cotton of
which they are made, the religiosum
variety of the gossypium herbaceum
class.

The goods are worn by Chinese peo-
ple in all parts of the world.
The original nankeen fabric derived

its name from Nanking, the ancient
Chinese city, now known as the
"southern capital," being first con-
structed there from a native cotton.
The pure nankeen fabric is fin-

ished and v/oven in the natural
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color and is of Chinese manufacture.
The raw cotton is rough, short and
hard to work, so much so that the
supply of cotton of this type and color

grown is not enough to supply the de-

mand for the woven goods. For the
last half century or more large quanti-

ties of so-called nankeen fabrics of

British manufacture have been, and
are being to-day, exported to China,
the principal market for the same be-

ing at Canton. These goods are woven
white and subsequently dyed the re-

quired color, dyers being able to imi-

tate the qualities of the original nan-
keen color in all respects.

KINO,

pronounced ke-no, was one of the
drugs formerly used for giving nan-
keen color. Its chief component part

is tannic acid.

Nankeen fabrics, deriving their

name more particularly from their pe-

culiar color, are made to vary to some
extent in counts of yarns and con-

structions of cloth, although being
kept to medium counts and weights.
A characteristic fabric is made as

follows: Counts of warp, 26s; counts
of filling, 22s; ends per inch, 68; picks
per inch, 64; width, 27 inches finished.

At the present time nankeen fabrics

are not necessarily those made exclu-

sively of cotton. A sample under con-
sideration is made from silk scrapings
or waste and cotton warp, mixed be-

fore going through the preparing ma-
chines, and silk waste filling. The
mixed fibres in the warp appear later

in the same yarn, the yarn being sin-

gle spun. The fabric is very uneven,
more so in the filling than in the warp,
but quite uneven in both.

LOOM REQUIRED.

Like other plain cloths, a light, quick
running plain cam loom is used for

their production. Woven a solid col-

or, one warp and one shuttle only are
required. The ends are reeded two in

a dent throughout.

FINISHING.

Very little finishing is required for

the pure goods. After being burled
and brushed they are sheared or sing-

ed, or both, crabbed, washed, dried
and made up as required.

Imitation nankeens, in addition to

the above, are subjected to the proc-
ess of dyeing.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

For carding and spinning particu-
lars see article on "Tartan Plaids,"

the counts of yarns for nankeen be-
ing similar to those explained in said
article.

Dyeing Particulars.

This class of goods is dyed on the
gigger dyeing machine in the open
width. The method of dyeing is to

take the thoroughly boiled and wet out
goods and roll smoothly on the first

roll of the gigger. Sew the leaders on
with smooth, flat seams, then fill the
machine with water about six inches
above the inside rolls; heat to the re-

quired temperature and add i/4 to i/^

of the dissolved dye (for light shades
it is best to add the color in four por-
tions; for medium or dark shades, the
dye may be added in two portions).
Then start the machine and pass the
cloth through the liquor onto the op-
posite roll, add more of the dye and
return; repeat until shade desired is

produced.

A fine nankeen shade may be dyed
with the following dyes:

No. 1. Dye with 3 per cent extract
fustic; 3 per cent alum. Boil together
and add to dye-bath in four portions,
dyeing at 120- degrees F.

No. 2. Dye with 1-10 per cent diam
fast yellow B.; 0.08 per cent diam cate-

chine G.; 0.015 per cent diam catechine
B.; 1 per cent soda; 2 per cent soap.
Start dyeing at 100 degrees F., heating
slowly to 180 degrees F., then add 5

per cent Glauber's salts in two por-
tions and run to shade.

No. 3. Dj-e with 2 per cent immedi-
al orange C. ; 1 per cent katigen brown
GG.; 3 per cent sodium sulphide; 2

per cent Turkey red oil. Start dyeing
at 100 degrees F., heat to 180 degrees
F. slowly, and run to shade.
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MUSLIN—Foundation Muslin

Foundation muslin is a fabric used
to impart stiffness to parts of gar-

ments, principally light-weight dresses

of lawn or goods of similar character

used for graduation and other pur-

poses. It is loosely woven and of very
light weight. The requisite body is

imparted to it in the finishing process

by one or more stiffening ingredients.

The cloth is woven plain. The ends
are drawn single through the heddles
and reeded two in each dent, with the
possible exception of the selvage ends.

The analysis of a characteristic

foundation muslin shows the following

data: Ends per inch, 72; picks per
inch, 68; counts of warp, 110; counts
of filling, 120; finished width, 31i^

inches; weight, 20 yards per pound.
The selvages consist of 12 ends of 60s
yarn on each side, reeded 3 ends per
dent. The counts of yarns here stated
are as found in the finished cloth. All

the yarns are somewhat hard twisted
and are free from loose fibres.

CALCULATIONS.

311/^ inches times 36 equals 1,134 dents
occupied by the warp; 1,134 minus 8

for selvages equals 1,126 dents; 1,126

times 2 equals 2,252 ends of 110s warp;
8 times 3 equals 24 ends of 60s warp;
2,276, total ends.

To find weight of warp in 100 yards
of cloth, assuming 10 per cent contrac-
tion in length froni warp to cloth of
the fine yam and 5 per cent contrac-
tion of the coarse yarn:

2,252 X 110 (length)
= 2. !1 lbs. of 110s warp.

110 (counts) X 840

24 X 105 = .05 pound of 60s warp.
60 X 840

2.681 pounds 110s.
.05 pound 60s.

2.731 pounds, total weight of warp.

The 60s warp has been considered as
having been run from spools, separate
from the main warp.

To find weight of filling in 100 yards
of cloth:

72 (sley) — 1 = 71.
71 -y- 2.1 (constant) = 33.82 dents per inch

in reed.
1,134 -T- 33.82 = 33.53 in., width in reed.

68(pks) X 33.53 x 100 (length) = 2.261 lbs.
120 (counts) x 840 fiUing.

In the preceding calculation the gray
and finished widths of the cloth have
been assumed to be equal, the cloth
having been stretched but little, and
tentered to the full width, in the proc-
ess of finishing. The finished width of

most fabrics is less than the loom or
gray cloth width, requiring that the
difference between them be taken into
consideration when ascertaining the
amount of filling required.
To find number of yards per pound:

2.731 pounds warp.
2.261 pounds filling.

4.992 pounds, total weight.
100 -T- 4.992 = say, 20 yards per pound.

LOOM REQUIRED.

A light, fast running, single box cam
loom is preferable for these goods, the
ends being drawn through twine har-
nesses on account of the large num-
ber of ends and picks per inch and fine

yarn. Being a very light, sheer fabric,

considerable care has to be taken with
it in weaving to prevent misweaves of
all kinds, particularly thick and thin
places, and broken ends and picks.

FINISHING.

This process is really the one which
makes the characteristic qualities of
foundation muslin as distinct from
other plain woven goods. A fabric of
the construction mentioned, being sim-
ilar in all respects except in the finish,

would not be known by the same name
if finished differently. In fact, many
of the cotton fabrics derive their name
from the finishing process to which
they have been subjected, irrespective
of the construction of the cloths. The
purpose for which it is to be used de-
termines, to a more or less degree, the
construction and quality of plain wo-
ven cloths.

Foundation muslins are usually wo-
ven in natural coir, after which they
are bleached and finished white, some-
what as follows: Burl, singe, bleach,
size with gum or gum "tragasol," con-
dition, calender and make up.
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When required in colors, the goods
are dyed in the piece.

Dyeing Particulars.

BLACK.

Eight per cent union black S.; 1 per
cent diamine fast yellow A.; 30 per
cent Glauber's; 2 per cent sal soda;
2 per cent soap. Top with alizarine

black 4 B.

SEA GREEN.

One-half per cent diamine black
HW.; 4 ounces diamine fast yellow
B.; topped with new methylene blue

N.; new phosphine G.

For 10 gallons dye-liquor: 6 ounces
soap; y2 ounce sal soda; 3 ounces
phosphate soda.

NAVY BLUE.

Three per cent diamine dark blue

B.; 1 per cent diamine brilliant blue

G.; topped with new methylene blue

NX.; metaphenylene blue B.; indigo

blue N.

PEARL.

Two ounces diamine gray G.; 1-16

ounce diamine brown M.; topped with
aniline gray B.

SLATE.

Ten ounces diamine gray G.; i

ounce diamine brown M.; topped with
cyanol extra; orange extra.

LIGHT MAUVE.
One ounce diamine violet N.; ^^

ounce diamine brilliant blue G.; top-

ped with methyl violet BI.

VIOLET.
One per cent diamine violet N.; Yz

per cent diamine brilliant blue G.;

topped with methyl violet BI.

PINK.

Two per cent diamine rose BD.;
topped with rhodamine G.

SKY BLUE.
Four ounces diamine sky blue FF.;

topped with cyanol extra.

LIGHT BROWN.
One per cent diamine brown B.; ^

per cent diamine yellow B.; topped

with Bismarck brown FF.; thioflavine

T.
MYRTLE GREEN.

Two per cent diamine black HW.; 2

per cent diamine green B.; 1 per cent
diamine fast yellow B.; topped with
brilliant green; new methylene blue
N.

CREAM.
One-quarter ounce diamine gold; i/4

ounce diamine orange B.; 1-16 ounce
diamine fast yellow B.

STEEL.
One-eighth ounce diamine gray G.;

topped with cyanol extra; aniline gray
B.

4 * »

SILENCE GLOTH-Filling Backed

Silence cloth, or table felting, is a
heavy cotton fabric used to cover the
table, under the linen cloth, for the
purpose of preventing damage to the
finish of the table and to make the
cloth look whiter.
Standard widths of these goods are

54 and 64 inches.
In order to make heavy, thick, firm

fabrics it becomes necessary to depart
from single cloth structures and inter-

lace the yarns on one or other of the
compound weave principles, such as
backed, double or heavier ply cloths.
In these fabrics some of the yarns,
while forming part of the structure,
may appear only in the center or the
back, not showing on the face.

THE SIMPLEST FORM
of these is either a warp-backed or
filling-backed fabric, the former of
which was shown in the article on
"Cotton Cassimeres."

Filling-backed fabrics, especially
those of the reversible type, i. e., those

EBDODDH
sgys
nDBBD

DBOnD
Fig. L

with the face and back similar, that
are made with filling flush weaves, are
excellently adapted for making silence
cloths, because a heavy nap is required
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on both sid^s of the fabric and this

can be obtained best by using soft

yarn. The nap is obtained principally

with the filling yarns, which are soft

and coarse, as warp yarn must have
considerably more twist than is re-

quired for filling in order that it may
withstand the wear and tear of the
movements caused by the heddles and
reed during weaving.

Fig. 1 shows a weave for a filling-

backed fabric with a ^-—§ twill on

each side. Marks s represent the face
weave; solid type represents the back
weave.
A cloth woven with this design

would show the warp on both sides,

when in the gray, but only one-half of

the filling on each side.

The individualities of the yarns are
lost in the finishing process; in silence
cloths, therefore, such a cloth, if wo-
ven with Fig. 1, picked one pick white
and one pick color, would have a white
surface on one side and a colored one
on the other. As the loose fibres of the
filling would practically cover the
warp, the color of the latter would be
of little consequence. On the score of
economy it would be best to have it

white
THE ANALYSIS

of a silence cloth, before finishing,

shows it to have been constructed as
follows: Ends per inch, 68; picks per
inch, 40 (20 on the face and 20 on
the back) ; warp counts, 11.6, probably
intended for 11.5; filling counts, 2%;
width, 58 inches; weight, 1.45 pounds
per yard; weave. Fig. 1. This cloth
would finish 54 inches.
The warp has contracted 18 per cent

in length. The filling lies straight,
showing little, if any, shrinkage from
loom to cloth. It is soft twisted, con-
taining but five turns per inch.
Very heavy silence cloths are con-

structed on the double or higher ply
cloth principles.

LOOM REQUIRED.
For weaving filling-backed silence

cloths a heavy loom is required. Al-
though they may be woven on cam
looms, a dobby would be preferable,
unless it was certain that the same
pattern would be run on the loom con-

tinually. One warp and one shuttle
only are required. On account of the
coarse filling and the width of the
cloth, the shuttles should be large.

FINISHING.
The processes of bleaching and nap-

ping constitute practically all the fin-

ishing these goods receive, being wo-
ven and finished white.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Silence cloth is made up of yarns
which are made in the first division ol
mills, as given in a previous article.
The counts of yam vary according to
the weight of the cloth and in the
sample that has been taken for de-
scription are as follows: lli/^s for fill-

ing and 2.75s for warp. These yarns
are soft twisted to allow them to be
easily brushed, so as to cause a short
soft nap. The yarns are made of short
stock, but as a general rule, waste (ex-
cept cut-roving waste) does not enter
into the mixing. The staple used would
be about I to | inch in length. The
mixing should be large and at each
mixing the cut-roving waste laps
should be mixed in. Mixing for this
class of goods is done by hand, and it

is the general rule to work for produc-
tion and not for quality, as a great
many defects are covered up in the
brushing of the cloth.

TWO PROCESSES OF PICKING
are used. The mixing after being al-
lowed to stand is fed to the feeders.
The seeds, fly, etc., should be taken
out at regular intervals and care tak-
en to see that the pin beater is proper-
ly set so that the correct amount of
cotton will be fed to the breaker pick-
er, to which the opener is generally
attached. The beater of this picker is
generally of a two-bladed, rigid type,
and for this stock its speed is 1,550
revolutions per minute. The total
weight of the lap at the front should
be about 40 pounds or a 16 J^ -ounce
lap. At the finisher picker the dou-
bling is four into one, the speed of the
beater, 1,500 revolutions per minute,
and the total weight of the lap 39
pounds, or a 14 1/^ -ounce lap. A varia-
tion of not over 8 ounces either side
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of standard total weight should be
allowed. Care should be taken to see
that the drafts are properly directed,
so as to make an even lap that does
not have a tendency to split or lick

up. The eveners should be properly
looked after to see that they are work-
ing properly and the dirt, seed, etc.,

cleaned from under and about the
machines at regular intervals. If pos-
sible the pickers should be run so that
they may be stopped as early as pos-
sible in the week, so as to clean out
the cages, feed rolls, etc.

AT THE CARDS
the draft should not exceed 95, and
the wire fillet used on the cylinder
should be No. 90s and on the doffer
and top flats No. 100s. Grind and clean
cards as given in previous articles. The
settings of the different parts of the
cards should be the same as those giv-

en for indigo prints in a previous ar-
ticle. The weight of the sliver should
be 65 grains per yard, and the produc-
tion from 800 to 1,000 pounds per week
of 60 hours. For this class of goods
two processes of drawing frames are
used. The frames may be fitted with
either leather covered or metallic top
rolls; generally speaking, the former
are preferred for various reasons. The
doublings are 8 into 1, and the weight
of the sliver at the finisher drawing
frame is 75 grains per yard. The speed
of the front roll is 400 revolutions per
minute.
At the slubber the sliver is made in-

to .40 hank. For

THE WARP YARN
this is spun into 2.75 (single) soft

twist. For the filling yarn there is

one process of fly frame at which the
slubber roving is made into 1.25 hank.
The setting of the rolls should be look-

ed after to see that they are properly
spread and that the top rolls are in

good condition. The speeder or fly

frames should be scoured at least once
a year. After passing the fly frame
the roving is made into 11.5s, being
put in single, on a frame having a
7-inch traverse, li-inch diameter ring
and spindle speed of 6,500 revolutions
per minute. This yarn is also soft

spun.

ORLEANS LININGS

Orleans linings refer to a class of
goods, of various qualities and pat-
terns, having a cotton warp and wor-
sted filling. They are used principally
for lining the heavier garments for
outer and winter wear, and are seen
in -black and all the fashionable
shades. A large proportion are made
with the 5 -end twill,

^-—4 , ground.

Fig. 1, the selvage being woven plain,
or with two picks in a shed and catch

DDDDB
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Pig. 1.

thread on the outside.
The cheapest grades are woven

white, then piece-dyed in solid colors.

Better grades have warp dyed yarns,
the filling in the same being woven
white and dyed to match the warp after
it leaves the loom. By this method
cotton warp yarns of two colors may
be used, say black and white, the black
being used for the body of the cloth
and the white for the selvages, the
dyes used for the wool not affecting
the cotton to any appreciable extent.
Advertising has educated the retail

Fig. 2.

dealers and consumers to the fact that
cotton warp goods with a white sel-

vage, the ground being of color, are
more to be depended upon not to

crock than similar cloths of solid

color.

The worsted filling used is of a nat-

urally lustrous type, which is capable
of being made more lustrous by the
finishing process. The yarns are re-

quired to be of good quality in order
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to finish and make up satisfactorily.

Fig. 2 illustrates a characteristic

Orleans lining, unfinished, containing
three counts, colors and qualities of

warp yarns. The ground warp is

of a dark slate color (probably
intended for black). This is of

30s counts, is reeded 3 ends per
dent, and weaves as shown in Fig.

1. The section just inside the selvage
is solid white, is of 3-ply 100s counts,

is reeded 8 ends per dent, and weaves
two picks in a shed; there are 24 white
ends on each side. The selvages prop-
er consist of 16 ends of 3-ply 60s black
cotton on each side and are reeded 4

ends per dent; they weave plain. The
selvage ends are drawn 2 as 1 through
each heddle; the remainder of the
ends are drawn single.

CONSTRUCTION.
The construction of the cloth is 80

square, i. e., 80 ends and 80 picks per
inch.

The fabric under consideration, Fig.

2, would require 9 harnesses, 5 for the
ground, 2 for the white warp and 2 for

the selvages, and could be handled
best on a dobby loom. By exceptional
care in beaming the yarn it would be
possible to put the three counts of

warp on the same beam, but it is not
advisable to do so for various reasons.
One is that the 3-lOOs yarn, being so
crowded in the reed, would under nor-

mal conditions take up faster than the
ground warp and thereby become tight-

er. Being 3-ply yarn of good quality it

might stand the strain of weaving all

right, but would not stretch to any ex-

tent in finishing. If the ground cloth

was stretched to its limit in finishing,

the white yarn would be liable to break
during that process. For the best
results it would be advisable to run
the white and selvage yarns from
spools, and the ground warp from the
main beam. The white yarn should be
run with a minimum amount of ten-
sion.

The white ends in this sample are so
crowded in the reed as to cover the
filling entirely; these would show solid

white even after the filling was dyed
to match the ground warp. It is

something out of the, ordinary to have

such an elaborate selvage as this on
a lining fabric, the general run of the
goods having a solid color ground and
a few white ends for selvage.

LOOM REQUIRED.
For ordinary lining fabrics where

the ground weav^ does not occupy
more than 5 harnesses, a cam loom
with a selvage motion would be the
best to use. A loom weaving 5 ends
sateen could readily be changed over
to weave a 5-end twill by changing the
order of treading the cams, or, if the
cams are cast in one piece, by chang-
ing the order of tying up the har-
nesses. One shuttle only is required.

FINISHING.
The finishing process consists of

burling, singeing, crabbing, dyeing,
drying and shearing and pressing on
hydraulic press.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Orleans linings are made up of

worsted and cotton yarns. The counts
of these vary accoi ding to the grade of

the lining desired. The cotton warp
yarns of the sample analyzed are:
main warp 30s, section just inside
the selvages, 3-lOOs, and the sel-

vage itself 3-60s. These counts
of yarn are made in the third division
of mills as given in a previous article.

While the count of the main yarn is

only what may be called a medium
count, still, it is made in mills where
fine counts are made. It must be un-
derstood that while the mills making
fine count yarns may and do make low
or coarse count yarns, the medium and
low count mills cannot make high
count yams with equal success.

FOR THE YARNS
in the fabric to be described, three
different lengths of staple cotton are
used. These are mixed either by hand
or with the bale breaker, the latter

being the better method, because no
matter how closely the laborers are
watched, they do not break up the cot-
ton as it should be done. The mixing
should be allowed to stand as long as
possible in order to dry out. Three
processes of pickers are used and the
same beater speed may be used for the
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three different lengths of staple. At
the breaker picker a two-bladed beater
of the rigid type is generally used. The
speed of this beater is 1,500 revolu-
tions per minute, uare should be tak-
en to have the feed rolls and cages
taken out and cleaned at regular in-

tervals, which should be as frequently
as possible. Be careful to get a lap
that does not split. The weight of the
lap at the breaker picker should be
about 40 pounds for all three staples.
At
THE INTERMEDIATE PICKER

the laps are doubled 4 into 1. The
speed of this beater is 1,450 revolu-
tions per minute. The w^eight of the
lap at the front is 37i^ pounds. At
the finisher picker the laps are
doubled 4 into 1, and the speed of the
beater is 1,400 revolutions per minute.
The total weight at the front may be
the same for all staples or they may
have different weights, according to
the ideas of the ones in charge. If of

different weights, the weight of the
lap for the 30s yarn, which would be
made out of 1% to 1 3-16 inch staple
cotton would be 39 pounds or a 141/^-

ounce lap; for the 60s yarn (1 3-16 to

1 5-16 inch staple), 35 pounds or a
12 J -ounce lap; and for the 100s yarn
(IVz to 11 inch staple), 35 pounds or a
12^ -ounce lap. The staples of cotton
given above are for the fabric under
description, and do not apply to all

fabrics made up of the same counts
of yarn. Look out for the drafts and
see that the required number of laps
are always up at the different proc-

esses and also that

THE EVENING MOTIONS
are in perfect working order. A vari-

ation of half a pound either side of

the standard weight is allowed, but all

laps that vary more than this should
be run over again through the finisher

picker. Look out to see that the pick-

er tender on the finishers does not pull

enough lap off of a heavy lap to make
it the required weight. Enough laps
should be made between Monday and
Friday noontime to enable the cards
to be run the rest of the week. This
is so that the picker men may have
time to clean the pickers and make

all repairs on the machines that are
required.

THE CARDS
should be equipped with fine counts of
wire fillet. The draft at the card for
the 30s yarn should not exceed 95, for
the 60s, 100, and for the IGOs not less
than 100. The flats for the coarser
yarn should make one complete revo-
lution every 55 minutes, for the mid-
dle count in 50 minutes, and for the
fine count in 40 minutes. Grind, strip

and set as described in previous arti-

cles when these counts of yarns have
been described. The weight per yard
of the sliver should be 45 grains and
the production 800 pounds for the
1 3-16 inch staple, 700 pounds for
1 5-16 inch staple and 550 pounds for

li-inch staple for a week of 60 hours.
All the card sliver for this fabric Is

combed. It is

THE GENERAL METHOD
to run the cotton in succession through
the following machines: sliver lap,

ribbon lap and comber, but a great
many mill men nowadays prefer the
following arrangement; one process
drawing frame, sliver lap and comber.
If the former method is used, the dou-
bling at the sliver lap machine (for

an 8%-inch width lap) is 14 into 1, and
at the ribbon lap machine 6 into 1.

The weight of the lap at the sliver lap
machine is 295 grains per yard, and
at the ribbon lap machine 275 grains
per yard for 1 3-16 inch staple, 290
grains at sliver lap and 275 grains at
ribbon lap for 1 5-16 inch stock and
280 grains and 265 grains for li-inch
stock. Size at ribbon lap once a day,
'LR allowance of five grains either side
of standard weight being allowed be-
fore changing draft gear. At the
comber the doubling is according to
the number of heads that comber con-
tains (6 or 8). The usual setting and
timings should be used. The per-
centage of waste taken out at the
comber is as follows: 15 for 1 3-16, 16
for 1 5-16 and 18 to 20 for 1%-inch
stocks.

TWO PROCESSES OF DRAWING
are used, the doubling at the breaker
being 8 into 1, and at the finisher 6
into 1. The weight of the sliver at the
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finisher drawing is 70 grains per yard
for all the cotton. Size drawings four
times a day, an allowance of 2 grains
per yard either side of standard weight
being allowed, before changing draft.

At the slubber the sliver is made into

.60 hank roving for all stocks.
To make 30s yarn the cotton is put

through two processes of fly frames.
At the first intermediate, the hank rov-
ing made is 2, and at the fine frame 6.

This is made into 30s yarn on a warp
spinning frame with a 2|-inch traverse,
l|-inch diameter ring, and a 6i/^-inch

bobbin. The yarn is then spooled,
warped and put through the slashers.

THE SLUBBE^R ROVING
for the 60s yarn is put through three
processes of fly frames, the hank rov-

ing being 1 at first intermediate, 3 at
second intermediate and 12 at jack
frame. This is spun into 60s yarn on
a frame having the following particu-
lars: 11^ -inch diameter ring, 6-inch
traverse, and spindle speed 10,000 rev-
olutions per minute.
The yarn is then spooled, made into

3-ply yarn, spooled and run onto a sel-

vage warp.
The slubber roving for 100s yarn is

also put through three processes of
fly frames. At the first intermediate
it is made into 2 hank, at the second
into 6 hank, and at the fine or jack
frame, 20 hank roving. This is spun
into 100s on a spinning frame having r

2% -inch gauge, li-inch diameter ring,

5-inch traverse and a- spindle speed of

9,400.

After being made into 100s yarn it

is spooled and twisted into three-ply
yarn, after which it is spooled and
warped and put through a slasher.
At the sliver lap machine, ribbon lap

machine, comber and drawing frame
the leather top rolls have to oe var-
nished, and should be kept in perfect
condition, both as to varnish and
leather.

THE VARNISH USED
for the comber rolls should be of f

heavier or rougher kind than that
used for the other rolls. Several
recipes for varnish have already been
given, but the following will also be
found an excellent one: For comber

rolls use 8 ounces plate glue, 8 ounces
ground gelatine, 12 ounces burnt sien-

na, 1 ounce oil originum, 3 pints acetic

acid, 1 pint water. For the other roll;

use the same mixture, excepting that
vermilion should be used instead of

the burnt sienna. This will make a

much smoother roll than the varnish
used for the combers. Many also var»

nish the front rolls of the slubber;
when this is done the varnish used
should be thinner than the others, be-

ing thinned with the acetic acid.

Dyeing Particulars.

Dyeing Orleans linings, as in all oth-

er classes of goods, is done in a good
many ways, according to the quality
and the price the goods are sold at. A
fine quality black Orleans is woven
with a black warp, which will stand
the after processes of finishing and
dyeing, which are crabbing, scouring,
singeing and steam lustering; then
dyeing either with a logwood black on
a chrome mordant or one of the blacks
which dyes the worsted filling at one
dip in an acid bath. If the goods have
white cotton threads in the selvages,
the dyer will select one of the blackf
which have no affinity for cotton in

the acid bath. Dyestuffs suitable for

the warps on this class of goods are

THE SULPHUR BLACKS,
which are sold under several names,
but all dyed in the same manner in a
bath composed of the dye, sodium sul-

phide, soda ash and common salt or
Glauber's salts. Another black suitable

for this class of goods is the diamine
blacks, developed. These blacks are
dyed in the following manner: first

the warps are dyed in a boiling bath
with the diamine black and Glauber's,

then treated in a cold bath with nitrite

of soda and muriatic acid, then in a
third cold bath with phenylenedia-
mine. Fast slate shades are dyed the
same as the blacks, only using about
half the proportion of dyes and shad-
ing with small portions of red or yel-

low of the same group of dyes. Orleans

FOR FANCY COLORS
are woven with white cotton warps
and worsted filling, which are dyed
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either with the direct colors, which
dye the cotton and worsted at one
bath, or the four-bath method. The
first method consists in dyeing in a
bath composed of the direct cotton
and wool dyes which dye in a neutral
bath with Glauber's salts at boil. The
second method is to first dye the wor-
sted filling with aniline dyes in a bath
with acid and Glauber's salts. Wash
well. Then treat the warps with tan-
nic acid, or sumac, in a cold bath;
then in a third bath, with tarta
emetic, or one of the antimony salts;

then in a fourth bath dye the warp
to shade with basic dyestuff. The dye-
ing of this class of goods, like that of

all other goods dyed in the piece, re-

quires considerable practice and skill.

SHADOW CHECKS
Shadow checks are a class of pat-

terns of set check or block effects ofl

a very faint character. Viewed froni

certain directions, they appear to have
a faint stripe or to be without pattern
entirely. They are seen in apparel
goods of various materials, from silk

to cotton, and usually in plain, simple
twill, or other small regular weave.
The goods are always shown in white,
black or solid color.

Shadow checks are the faintest

check effects that appear in woven
goods, and are made by arranging a
certain number of ends of yarn twist-

ed to the right and a certain number
twisted to the left, and picking the
filling in a similar manner. For ex-

ample, a shadow check of the shep-
herd plaid type, i. e., a check with al-

ternate blocks of equal size, might
have the warp yarns arranged 10 ends
of right twist and 10 ends of left

twist alternately, the filling being in-

serted 10 picks of right twist and 10

picks of left twist.

A MODIFICATION

of this might be made by arranging
the yarns in both warp and filling, 4

right twist, 2 left twist, 4 right, 4 left,

2 right, 4 left; 20 ends and 20 picks
per pattern.

As the yarns are all of the same
counts, material, quality and color,

and are reeded equally, it follows that
something out of the ordinary causes
the check effect. It is an optical illu-

sion, due to the reflection of the light

that falls upon the fabric being de-
flected at a different angle in the sec-
tions composed of right twist yarns
to the sections composed of the re-

verse twist yarns.
In a shadow check of the shepherd

plaid type under consideration, the
face yarns are arranged 16 of each

noDD
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Fig. 1.

twist alternately in both warp and fill-

ing. The face weave is the 4-end bas-
ket.

LOOM REQUIRED.

These goods require box looms of
the simplest type, with two boxes at
one end and a single box at the other.
The manner of preparing the warps

determines to some extent the type of
shedding motion to use, whether cam
or dobby. As the finished fabrics are
required to be in one solid color, and
some warp yarns differ from others
only in the direction of twist in the
same, care has to be exercised to keep
the yarns where they belong and to tie

in the right twist when an end breaks.

ONE OF TWO METHODS.
may be adopted to assist in keeping
the yarns in order:

First, tint the yarns of one twist
with a light substance that may be
noticeable in the loom and yet wash
out readily before it is dyed, the other
warp yarns being in the gray. By this

method the warp yarns may all be
readily drawn on one beam, and wo-
ven on a cam loom.

Second, place the different twists of

yarns on separate beams and draw
them through separate sections of har-
nesses. When this method is adopted
it is advisable to use the dobby in

preference to cams on account of the
number of harnesses required.
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Two colors or kinds of bobbins
should be used, one for eacli kind of

twist, so that the filling will not be li-

able to get mixed; or if cops with-
out tubes are used, the shuttles should
be marked so as to be easily distin-

guished. Tubes of different colors can
be used if the cops are built on tubes.

IMITATIONS
of shadow checks have been shown to

some extent in cotton warp and mo-
hair or luster worsted filling goods.
These are made with the warp yarn
all the same twist, the shadow ef-

fect, warp way, being obtained by
reeding some dents with more ends
than others.

In a fabric of the type of goods un-
der consideration, the yarns are ar-

ranged as follows:

age of about 55 1-3 ends per inch of

2-120S cotton, the same twist through-
out. Each pattern contains 121 ends
and measures 2 3-16 inches; 121 di-

vided by 2 3-16 equals 55 11-35 or
55 1-3 per inch.

There are 48 picks of worsted per
inch.

Shadow stripes are made by using
only one kind of filling, the warp yarns
being arranged as in shadow checks,
with the take-up of the cloth regular.
An irregular take-up would make a
check effect.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The carding and spinning data for
this class of fabric are those given in

the article on batiste and need not be
repeated here.

Ends. Dents,
18 in 9
1

18
1

10
1

10
1

10
4

10
4

10
1

10
1

10
1

Total, 121 ends in 68 dents per pattern.

FILLING.
ight twist yarn. Left twist yarn.

6

6

6

6

10

10

6

6

6

62 -f 62 == 124 picks per
pattern.

As these fabrics are characterized
by the pattern, the constructions of the
cloths vary considerably. The fabric
under consideration contains an aver-

Dyeing Particulars.

These goods are dyed with 30 per
cent Glauber's salt and run at a tem-
perature of 190 degrees F. until the
wool is dark enough, when the steam
is turned off, the bath cooled down
and the goods run until the cotton
warp is dyed to shade.

LIGHT PINK.
One-half to 2 ounces Erika pink.

BLACK.
Five per cent union black SB.

LIGHT BLUE.
Dye as pink, with V2 to 1 ounce tet-

razo brilliant blue 6 B.

LIGHT SLATE.
Two ounces diamine black BH.; dye

as pink.

RED.
One-half pound benzo fast red 4 B.;

dye as pink.

YELLOW.
Dye as pink. Eight ounces chryso-

phenine.
ORANGE.

Dye as pink. One pound Mikado
orange B.

SCARLET.
Dye as pink. One pound diamine

scarlet B.
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LIGHT WINE.
Dye as pink. One pound diamine

Bordeaux B.
i

LIGHT AMBER BROWN.
Four ounces diamine catechine G.;

4 ounces diamine fast yellow B.; dye
as pink.

TOBACCO BROWN.
One-half pound diamine brown B.;

2 ounces diamine fast yellow B.; dye
as pink.

LIGHT TAN.
Dye as pink; 4 ounces diamine

bronze G.; 2 ounces diamine fast yel-
low B.

LIGHT GREEN.
Dye as pink; 10 ounces diamine

green G.; 5 ounces diamine fast yel-
low B. Top with fresh bath; 6 ounces
brilliant green G.

BARATHEA
Barathea, or barrathea, is a name

used to denote a certain effect in wo-
ven fabrics, obtained principally by
the manner in which the warp yarns
are interlaced.

The effect combines to a greater or
less degree several well-known types
of woven effects. Viewed in certain
ways the effect is that of a stripe.

Upon close examination it appears like

a broken cord, and yet somewhat like

a basket weave.

On examination of Fig. 2, the weave
will reveal how these effects are ob-
tained. This weave is complete on 24
ends and four picks, having been re-
peated in the picks. At the points
indicated by the space there is a break
in the regular formation of the pat-
tern, caused by one section, which is

in all respects like the other, in so far
as the effect it makes is concerned,
being raised half way of one cord
above the other, or, as it is termed,
one section is "set across" the other.
It is at these points that a cut ef-

fect is obtained, which defines the
stripe warp way. One repeat of the
weave, in the number of picks it con-
tains, is represented in the cloth by

two repeats of the effect, or two corda
warp way.

DadBDH DBDBUBUaaBaB DBGBDB
aBDFDB BnBDBnBDBnBp "—
BaBDBD BDaaBDBDBaBa
BDBGBa DBDBDdaBDPDB
BDBDB DBDBDBDBDiaB DBDIIBI

aBDBDB BaBaaaBaoDBa dbdbdb
BOBaBD gBgiDBDagflg!§§§

B A
Fig. 2

am
DB
BD
BD

Fig. 3.

DBDBnBDBDBnB nBDBqflqi

DBDBnBaBaBaB BaBgaqBaBaaD
iaiDaaaaaaa aqaaaaaDBaaa

naaaaaaaDBaa anaaBaBDaDBP
BaBaaaaaaDag aaaai"°'°'Ri^JainiaaDBDaa BGagapaDaai
nSaflDBDaDaa aaaaanaaaDao
GaDBaBDaaan DBaaDBDapaaB
BaBaBGaDBDaa oaaapaaBDaaB
BDaaaaaDBDaa aanaBaDBnaDB
4 times equals 4 times equals

48enda 48 ends

ig.4.

DBaaDagaDBDB gagpiSpiSSSSyS

iaiDBDBDBDBa BDBDBDBDBDag
JaBDaaaDBDaa aDaDaaaaaaa
aBDBDBDanaa DBDBDBaBaBDB

Fig. 5.

Section A, or B, of Fig. 2 is simply
repeats of warp cord weaves. Each
section represents six repeats of the
two end cord. Fig. 3, and if woven
alone would form an unbroken cord
or rep effect across the cloth. The
greater the number of ends in each
section of the weave, as compared
with the number of picks, the more
pronounced will be the cord appear-
ance. The nearer square the com-
plete pattern appears in the cloth, the
more will it resemble a basket effect.

The patterns vary from square to

effects several times longer filling

way than length way of the cloth.

When constructing cloths with warp
cord weaves, of which barathen
weaves are an extension, considera-
bly more ends than picks per inch are
required, the object being to cover the
filling yarns entirely.

Barathea fabrics in all silk, or with
silk warp and cotton filling, are ex-
tensively used in the manufacture of
gentlemen's neckties. They are usual-

ly shown in white, black, solid and
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staple colors, although occasionally
made in more than one color.

The construction of two of these
fabrics is as follows: White, fine silk
warp, ply cotton filling, weave. Fig.

2; 280 ends and 72 picks per incn;
23 1-3 ribs per inch. Black, fine silk
warp, ply cotton filling, weave, Fig.

4; 480 ends and 100 picks per inch;
10 ribs per inch. They are seldom
made with larger effects than this

for tie silks.

Baratheas are excellent wearing
fabrics, the yarns exposed to wear,
the warp yarns, being necessarily fine

and of good quality. They are made
to differ in the sizes of ribs used,
small effects being used more than
large ones. The size is regulated by
one or both of two factors; first, th^
number of ends and picks in a repeat
of the weave; second, the number of

ends and picks per inch of yarn in

the cloth. Figs. 2, 4 and 5 are the
weaves generally used, the number of

ends in each section varying accord-
ing to requirements.

The two sections comprising the re-

peat, no matter how many ends used,

usually contain an equal number of

ends.
With the weaves already noted the

effect produced on the back of the

cloth is an exact duplicate of that on

the face. A modification or extension

of these weaves, used principally in

the larger effects, is shown in Figs. 6

and 7.

The solid marks in Fig. 6 indicate

a weave that would form an effect on

the face of the cloth similar to that

made with weave Fig. 4. These repre-

sent where the warp wouM show on
the face, coming together and cover-

ing the raisers indicated by the cross

es. The latter indicate a broken plain

weave on the back.
Fig. 7 would make the same face ef-

fect in the cloth as Fig. 4, if woven
with the same- construction, but the

back of the cloth would show a broken
twill effect. A firmer fabric would be
produced with weaves 6 and 7 than
with No. 4, with the same amount of

material.
Further extensions of these weaves

are illustrated in Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11.

The patterns indicated may be wov-
en on ordinary single box silk dobby
looms. If two colors are used in the
same fabric they are arranged in the
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warp. As tlie warp covers the filling

there is nothing to be gained by us-
ing more than one color of filling.

LOOP or KNO CLOTH
Loop or kno cloths are character-

ized by small loops of warp yarn pro-

jecting from the face of the cloth^ usu-
ally in set, regular order.

They are novelties, not standard
goods, and as such are not limited to
any one construction, quality or ma-
terial. They are generally made with
cotton, wool or silk yarns. The
yarns forming the loops are used for

ornamental purposes only.

Fig. 1 is an example of a loop pat-

tern on a 2— twill ground. The
2

loop yarns in this particular instance

Fig. 1.

are arranged as extras, not showing
on the face of the cloth, except where
they are required to form the loops.
Figs. 2, 3 and 4 show the weave, hai-
ness draft and chain draft respectively
to produce Fig. 1. The ground ends
are drawn through harnesses 1, 2, 3

and 4, and the loop yarns through 5, 6,

7 and 8. The weave is complete on 52

ends and 60 picks, including 4 wire
picks.

THE LOOP YARNS
weave ^

—

-, except where they are re-

quired to loop, and are tied between
two face ends raised on opposite
sides of the ties, crosses^ in Fig. 2

show where the loop yarns '^are raised
over the wires to form the loops. Cir-

cles indicate tying points, two ends
working together as one. Crosses in

Fig. 4 indicate where the wires go be-
tween the warp yarns in place of the
regular shuttle. All the face warp is

down, and the take-up motion of the
loom is stopped on these picks.

THE CONSTRUCTION
of sample Fig. 1 is 85.8 ends and 66

picks per inch average. The ground^

cloth is 66 square and there are 12

loop or extra ends to every 40 ground
ends. The warp is all two-ply yarn of

similar count. The filling is single

yarn.
LOOM REQUIRED.

Loop effects may be woven on loop
pile carpet looms, or on ordinary dob-

by or jacquard looms provided with
special mechanisms or attachments,
and beam stands, upon which one or
more extra beams may be placed, vary-
ing according to requirements. The
loop yarns take up faster, and more
intermittently, than the ground yarns,
requiring a greater length of warp for

'a given length of cloth.

There are

VARIOUS METHODS
by which the loops may be obtained,
each of which requires different at-

tachments. Some of these are as fol-

lows:
First. The loop yarns are arranged

to work gauze or leno in connection
with wires fastened to one or more
of the harness frames. These yarns
go from one side to the other of the
wires and as the cloth is drawn down,
slide over and away from them and
are feft in loops.

Second. Wires are Inserted across
the cloth in place of the regular shut-
tle, on the picks required to form the
loops, on the principle applied when
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making loop pile carpets. These wires

are automatically withdrawn after

the ground filling has secured the

loops.

Cloth Illustrated in Fig. 1 has
been made on this principle. Two

is liable to make the cloth look barry

where the three picks are beaten up

together, as the ground ends offer con-

siderably more resistance than on an
ordinary terry towel fabric, there be-
ing only a relatively small portion of

extra spools or beams have been used, the ends weaving terry.

Fig. 2.

one for ends on 5 and 6, and one for

ends on 7 and 8.

Third. The loop yarns are allowed
to come off the warp beam at about
the same tension as the ground ends,
except on the picks when they are re-

quired to loop, when they are forced
forward a greater length by a posi-
tive motion. On these picks the yams
are eased after the shuttle has cross-

Dyeing Particulars.

LIGHT SLATE.

One per cent diamine black BH.; 1

per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

ECRU.

One-half per cent diamine catechine
G.; 1/4 per cent diamine fast yellow B.;
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ed the shed, and the shed closed be
fore the reed reaches the fell of the
cloth. This is perhaps the simplest
method.

Fourth. The loops may be made on
a loom with a terry reed motion (see
article on terry toweling), but this

1 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's.

NAVY BLUE.

Eight per cent immedial new blue
G.; 10 per cent sodium sulphide crys-
tals; 2 per cent caustic soda lye, 75
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degrees Tw.; 30 per cent Glauber's.

BOTTLE GREEN.

Eight per cent diamine black H.W.;
2 per cent diamine fast yellow B.; 2
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per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

GRAY.

One per cent immedial black NLN.

;

1 per cent sodium sulphide; i^ per
cent caustic soda solid; 20 per ceni
salt.

MAROON.
Five per cent immedial maroon B.

;

6 per cent sodium sulphide; 1 per cent
caustic soda solid; 20 per cent salt.

MODE.

One per cent immedial brown BV.;
1 per cent immedial yellow D.; 2 per
cent sodium sulphide; i^ per cent
caustic soda solid; 20 per cent salt.

GREEN.

Eight per cent immedial green GG.;
10 per cent sodium sulphide; 2 per

cent caustic soda solid; 20 per cent
salt.

BLACK.
Six per cent para diamine black BB.

;

2 per cent sal soda; 20 per cent
salt.

RED.
Five per cent diamine fast red F.; 2

per cent sal soda; 20 per cent salt.

PEA GREEN.
One-half per cent diamine green G.,

1 per cent sal soda; 10 per cent sail.

SKY BLUE.
One per cent diamine sky blue FF.;

1 per cent sal soda; 15 per cent salt.

4 »

»

CREPONS
These fabrics are made up of a

combination of cotton worsted, or cot •

ton, worsted and silk. The goods are
usually piece-dyed and used princi-

pally for ladies' wear in the form of

skirts. The character of the patterns
for these fabrics is such that the best
effects can only be obtained with the
use of the jacquard loom. In this

treatise we will consider thfe fabric as
woven on the harness loom. The har-
ness loom is utilized either because
the manufacturer has no jacquard
loom on hand or wishes to reduce the
cost of weaving.

THE WEAVE
ior these fabrics is based on the dou-

bled cloth system. Under the head of

doubled cloth we mean the combin-
ing of two separate textures into one
fabric requiring separate warp and fill-

ing threads for each texture. Combin-
ing the two textures into one fabric

is effected by interlacing the warp or
filling threads, or both, of one texture
into those of th^e other at regular in-

tervals.

The pattern being effected with the

warp and filling of one system of

threads forms a raised figure on the
face of the goods. This raised figure

depends as much on the nature of the

yarn as it does on the weave. The
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cotton in the goods is principally used
as a back for the raised figure; the
worsted forms the figure. If the silk

is used, it forms the figures and the
worsted or wool goes into the body of

the goods, and in the finishing of the
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falDric contracts considerably, thus ac-
centuating the figure.

In a foregoing paragraph it was sug-

nnnnnnnnannn
nDDnnannn«nn
nanDDDnnDDBa
DDnanaaacnnB
naaaananBDan
naaaaDDDDBaa
nannanDDDDHa
DanDunDGDDnB
aannBaDnaDnn
nDDanHnDDDDa
DDDnaaHDnDDa
nnananDHaDDa
naDDBanDDDna
onnDnBGDnDnn
nnnnnnnBnnnn
nanDnnannan
nBannannnnna
nDBnjnnnnnna
DGaBnaDDDDna
annanaGDDDna
DBnaGnnnnana
onaannDDDnan
BanBanDDDana
GunnnnDnDna

paaannnnDDna
DaaGnnnnnnDD
nanBQDDDnnnn
BaannnncDDnn
nB-nnnnannDna
naBaaaDDonaanQannaQDna
DDnaanDnDDnn
nnaaaBDDDnna
DnnnanBnnnnn
nDnnanDBDDna
ODDDBnaDnnnn
onnunannnDna
DDD-iDaBGaana
nnDannBnnnn
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DnUDGGDanBDO
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DnDDaannnDDB-
naanannnBnDn
nannnnnDDBna
nnaaanDDDDBa

DnaDDDnDBDnn gr
DannDDDDDBDn w
DunannDDDDBC
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DnnanGDnnBDa
DGGGGaaaaBD
naaGanaGGnDB
DGGGBGaaaaGG
DanaGBGGGDaa
DGGGnDBGDaan
DDGG-iGaBaaaa
nnGGBGGGGGDa
DGGGnBaGGGDa
naaaaGBGrGan
DDGGZIGCBGaaa
BDaaaGGGGanD
DBGanGcaaGGD
nnBGnGGGaann
DGGBnGGGGana
BGnGnnGGcaaa
DBaGnGCGnGna
DGBGnaDGaana
nGDBnaGGDGnn
GnaGaaaGGnn
GBnanGGGGaan
DDBGDnnGGOGD
aDDBnGGnGGnn
BannnGDQGGDG
nBGGannaGGDn
GGBGnacGGuaa
DGGBGGGCDGDD
DGGGBGGGDGDa
naGGGBGaDGaa
naGGGGBGGGnn
DGaaaGGBGana
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nGGGGBGcnanD
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nriGGGGnGBnGD
DGGGGGGaGBan
DGGGanDGaaBn
naGGGGGGGDGB
DGGGGGGGBGDa
DGGGGGGDGBGn
DDGGGGDaaQBD
aaaDaGGDanDB

gested that the best effects are only
obtainable with the use of the jac?
quard loom, by reason of the fact

that the patterns aref too large to be
operated on the harness loom, and as
a rule the quality of the fabric is not
made as fine as the jacquard loom
fabric; however, a harness loom that
can operate 24 harnesses can produce
some very clever effects. The variety
in regard to texture in these fabrics
can be comprehended best by compar-
ing several fabrics of different tex-
tures. Some idea may be obtained by
the following constructions.
A texture for a cheap grade crepon:
Width in reed, 56 inches; finished at

52 inches; warp plan, one end face
warp, 2-32s mohair, 1 end back warp,
2-50s cotton; 15 x 4 reed; filling, l-30s
cotton filling; 60 picks.
A better grade may be made with

the same warp plan, by using one pick
worsted to alternate with one pick cot-

ton. The worsted will be face filling.

The character of the pattern for

this grade of crepon may be any con^
ventionalized figure, arranged usually
in some zigzag manner, imitating as
much as possible the larger patterns
made on jacquard looms. The raised
figure or blister effect covers as much
space or divides equally with the
ground in most fabrics of the cheaper
grades. In the better grades there is

usually more figure than ground. Fig.

1 shows a design illustrating the cre-

pon weave and proportion of figure to

ground for fabrics on 20 to 24 har-
nesses. Fig. 2 shows the drawing -in

draft.

A texture for a fine grade of crepon
that may be woven either on the jac-

quard or harness loom:
Warp arrangement, 4 ends face

warp, 2 ends in 1 heddle, l^A dram
silk; 20 X 3 reed; 1 end back warp, 2-

60s cotton: filling 3 picks, 1 dram silk,

1 pick, 2-30s worsted; 80 picks per
inch, 60 face picks. 20 back picks.

This construction can be made up to

the best advantage, in regard to pat-
tern, with the jacquard loom.

In finishing the cheaper ^grades,
wherein the fabric is made up of cot-

ton and worsted, the cotton yarn is

dyed before it reaches the loom. After
the fabric is woven it is dyed for the
worsted. The prevailing color for
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these fabrics is solid black. The wor-
sted in the goods contracts consider-
ably during the finishing, producing
the blister effect by which the goods
are characterized.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Crepon is made up in many differ-

ent ways and out of different fibres,

sometimes wooj and cotton yarns be-
ing employed. Other combinations are
cotton and silk, wool and worsted, all

wool, all worsted, all cotton, etc.

When the same fibre is used through-
out the cloth, the twist put in the yarn
plays a very important part. For ex-

ample, one yarn, generally the warp,
is very tightly twisted, while the fill-

ing yarn is stock twisted. When the
cloth constructed from these yarns is

dyed, the action of the dye on the
yarns is entirely different and con-
tracts one more than the other, thus
causing the raised or puffed effect of
crepon,

ANOTHER METHOD
used is to have part of the warp yarn
with the regular twist, while another
part has a reverse twist put in, the
effect produced being the same as be-
fore. In the cloth under description
the backing or picking warp is to be
2-60s cotton yarn. To produce this yam
the mechanics' data, etc., required
would be as follows: The mixing
should be as large as possible and
should be allowed to stand at least 48
hours before being used, so that the
cotton will have become thoroughly
expanded.

THE COTTON
should be of a good middling grade
and of 1 5-16-inch staple. The raw
stock is passed through an opener and
three processes of picking. The hop-
per of the opener should be kept
full of cotton, a small percentage of
good waste from the machines up to
the slubber being put in at this ma-
chine. The speed of the beater, which
is generally of the two-bladed, rigid
type, should be at least 1,500 revolu-
tions per minute. The weight of the
lap at the front end should be 40

pounds, or a 16-ounce lap (the total

weights given are for a lap 40 yards
in length). Four of these laps are
put up at the intermediate picker and
run through and made into a lap

weighing 38 pounds, or a 10-ounce lap.
* The speed of the beater for this ma-
chine is 1,450 revolutions per minute.
These laps are in turn put up at the
back of

THE FINISHER PICKER.

The speed of this beater is 1,350 to

1,400 revolutions per minute. The
weight of the lap at the front is 39

pounds, or a 14%-ounce lap. Every lap

should be weighed and all laps varying
more than one-half a pound from the
standard should be put to the back of

the finisher picker and run through
again. It is very important to see that
this is done, because nothing will

throw yarn numbers off more quickly

than laps that vary.

Another important question in the
picker room is what to do with the

CUT-ROVING WASTE.
Of course, the best thing to do is not
to make it. As it is made, the next
question Is how to use it up. Up-to-
date mills are installing a cut -roving
waste machine in their plants, but
there are a great many mills which
have no such machine. In this case
the waste is put through the interme-
diate picker, the two center laps at

the back of the picker being removed
and the waste spread evenly between
the two remaining laps. To help stop
these laps from licking, four or six

ends of slubber roving are run into

the lap at the front end of the picker.

These laps are run in with the raw
stock laps at the back of the finish-

er picker in the proportion of one lap
of cut waste to three laps of cotton
as long as they last. As little cut
waste should be run as possible, be-
cause it not only causes licking laps,

but it

CAUSES UNEVEN WORK
and weak roving and yarn; it is con-
tinually breaking back in the creels,

requiring one and sometimes two teeth
of twist more than when not used.
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The laps from the picker are put up
at the card, the setting of which
should be the same as giyen in pre-
vious articles when the same grade
and staple of cotton were used. The^
speed of the flats should he one com-*
plete revolution every 37 minutes. The
speed of the licker-in should be 300
revolutions per minute. The produc-
tion should be about 550 pounds for

a week of 60 hours. Watch all the
setting points. Set at least once u
month all over. Grind cards lightly

and often. Strip three times a day and
keep cards as clean as possible and
well oiled. Doff cans when full and
don't allow them to become so full

that they fall over. Care should
be taken that no single or double is

allowed to pass through.
The

DRAFT OF THE CARD
for this kind of work should not be
less than 100 and the sliver should
weigh 50 grains. This sliver may be
either combed or passed directly to

the drawing frame. Generally, howev-
er, it is combed. Different methods
and machines are used nowadays for

combing, but the general method is

to have the card sliver run through
a sliver lap machine, where it is dou-
bled 14 into 1, and the weight of the
lap is 300 grains per yard. From here
it is passed to the ribbon lap machine
and doubled 6 into 1. The weight of

a yard of lap at this machine is 290.

From here it is passed to

THE COMBER
and doubled 6 into 1, the weight of a
yard of sliver being 60 grains. At
the ribbon lap machine the laps should
be sized once a day, and if the weights
are coming uneven, twice or even three
times a day. The comber sliver is

next put through two processes of

drawing, the doublings being 8 into 1

at the breaker and 6 into 1 at the

finisher. The weight of sliver at the
finisher is 80 grains per yard. This
cotton is then put through the slubber
and made into .40 hank roving. At
the first intermediate the roving is 1

hank and at the second 3 hank, while
at the jacks the roving is 12 hank. Be

careful of the settings of the rolls.

They should not be spread too fax
apart, causing a strain, nor should
they be so close as to cause a breaking
of the fibre. The 12-hank roving is

spun into 60s on a spinning frame hav-
ing a 2i-inch gauge of frame, l^^-inch
diameter ring, and a 6 -inch traverse.

The twist put in is in excess of that
generally used for warp yarn, some-
times as high as 6.40 times the square
root of the count being used, instead
of 4.25, the usual twist. After being
spun, the yarn is spooled and twisted
into 2-ply 60s yarn, after which it is

warped and run through the slasher
and beamed.

Dyeing Particulars

Crepons are woven sometimes with
a black warp, dyed with sulphur black
and piece dyed with wool colors.

BLACK.

Five per cent anthracene chrome
black PF. ; 4 per cent acetic acid; 1

per cent oil of vitriol. Boil 45 min-
utes. After-chrome with 1 per cent bi-

chrome 30 minutes.

NAVY BLUE.

Four per cent azo chrome blue TB.;
4 per cent acetic acid; 1 per cent oil

of vitriol. After-chrome, 1 per cent bi-

chrome 30 minutes.
The warps are also colored with Im-

medial sulphur colors to shades re-

quired and dyed in the piece with
wool colors.

BROWN.
Two per cent anthracene chrome

brown DW.; 1 per cent anthracene
acid brown G.; Vz per cent anthracene
yellow BN.; 3 per cent oil vitriol.

After-chrome, l^^ per cent chrome.

PEARL.

One -quarter per cent anthracene
chrome blue G.; 1 per cent oil of vit-

riol. After-chrome, 2 ounces bichrome.

SLATE.
One per cent anthracene chrome

blue G.; Vs of an ounce anthracene

yellow BN.; 2 per cent oil of vitriol.
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After-chrome, 1 per cent bichrome.

MODE.
Four ounces anthracene chrome

blue G.; 2 ounces anthracene chrome
red A.; 1^^ ounces anthracene yellow
BN.; 2 per cent oil of vitriol. After-
chrome, 1 per cent bichrome.

SNUFF BROWN.
One-half per cent anthracene

chrome red A.; 1^^ per cent anthra-
cene chrome brown D.;li4 per cent
anthracene yellow BN.; % per cent
anthracene chrome blue F. ; 3 per cent
oil of vitriol. After-chrome, 1^ per
cent bichrome.

GREEN.
Three per cent anthracene chrome

blue G.; 1 per cent brilliant milling
green B.; 1^ per cent anthracene yel-

low BN. ; 4 per cent oil of vitriol. Aft-

er-chrome, 2 per cent bichrome.

WINE.
Two per cent wool red B.; 1 per

cent anthracene chrome blue R.; 3

per cent acetic acid; 1 per cent oil of
vitriol. After-chrome, 1 per cent bi-

chrome.
SAGE.

Two ounces anthracene chrome blue
BB.; 2 ounces anthracene yellow BN.;
1-16 ounce anthracene red A.; 1 per
cent oil of vitriol. After-chrome, 1 per
cent bichrome.

»»

SHADE CLOTH
Shade cloths for window shades,

window curtains or window blinds de-
rive their name from the use to which
they are intended to be subjected.
They comprise a large variety of
counts, widths, weights and qualities.

The lower grades are made from low
to medium qualities of stock, extend-
ing to the usual grades of print cloth
fabrics. Better grades are made in all

numbers of cotton to the best Egyp-
tian and Sea Island.

The widths vary from a few inches
for small door and house windows to

three or four yards, or more, for large
plate glass store windows. The gen-

eral run of goods is of medium width.
The narrow shades are made by cut-

ting a wider cloth in two or more sec-

tions or narrow widths. For exam-
ple, a shade cloth finishing 54 inches
wide might be cut in three strips, each
of which would be 18 inches in width.
The

MEDIUM-WIDTH GOODS
are woven in one width, with two sel-

vages only, one on each side. It is

not necessary to have special sel-

vages for each width (for cloth to be
cut up into two or more widths) be-
cause the sizing or filling put onto
and into the goods during the finish-

ing process prevents the edges from
unraveling for a considerable time
after they have been cut if they are
handled with due care.

The wide shade cloths are usually
considerably heavier in proportion
than the narrow goods on account of

the extra hard usage to which they
are subjected.

THE DISTINGUISHING FEATURE
of these goods is in the smooth, pol-

ished and firm appearance of the
same after they have been finished.

They are usually finished in white or
solid colors, or with a printed head-
ing in addition.

The cloth basis of the shade may
be any one of many of the plain wo-
ven cloths that have been described,

with the possible extension in width
as noted.
A shade cloth under consideration

has a plain cloth for a basis of the
following construction: Width, 44

inches; ends per inch, 64; picks per
inch, 64; length, 100 yards; weight,

3% yards per pound; warp counts,

22s; filling counts, 24s. The finished

width of this cloth is 42 inches.

LOOM REQUIRED.
The loom required will vary in

slight details according to the weight
and width of cloth required. For nar-

row goods the automatic or quick run-

ning plain looms will answer all re-

quirements, the weave being plain in

all cases, with one warp and one fill-

ing only required.
The principal change necessary to
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weave wide fabrics is in placing two
or more warps in the loom, end to end,

instead of one large beam. These sec-

tional warps are run on shells instead

of solid beams. The rod running
through them all is supported on bear-

ings between every two shells, as well

as at the ends, when in the loom.

Combining warps in this manner ob-

viates the necessity of having to pre-

pare them on a very wide slasher,

which would otherwise be necessary
to accommodate the wide beam, as

well as overcomes the difficulty

caused by long beams warping and get-

ting out of true.

FINISHING.

The cloths are woven white, then
piece-dyed in the color or tint requir-

ed.

One method of finishing 42 inch

shade goods is as follows: Shear and
singe on both sides so that all loose

fibres are dispensed with; wash,
bleach, dye, mangle and dry. After

being cooled, run through a damping
machine and allow to remain in a

damp state for a short time, then
stretch on the belt-stretching machine
to 43 inches in width, after which fill

on the friction starch mangle with
the following mixture: Maize or corn-
starch, 100 pounds; oleine oil, 50 per
cent, two quarts; carbolic acid, one-

half pint. Water sufficient to make,
when boiled, 100 gallons. After filling,

dry on drying machine and allow to

cool; run through damping machine
and allow to lie at least two hours.
Run through wide or Scotch hydraulic
mangle; strip, turn and repeat the
process. Strip, run through canroy
machine.

For white shade cloth the dyeing
process is not necessary. Fancy shade
cloths, in addition to the processes
noted, are run through a printing ma-
chine for the purpose of receiving a
pattern at one end of each shade. The
color or tinsel applied is of a firm char-
acter. The patterns are printed every
so often in the piece, according to the
length of shade required, and extend
trom side to side.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

For carding and spinning particulars

the reader is referred to the warp
data in the article on "Buckram," and
to the filling data in the article on
"Book Muslin."

Dyeing Particulars.

These goods are dyed on the jig in

rolls of about 10 pieces of 50 yards,
with sulphur colors.

ECRU.
One-half per cent immedial cutch G.

;

Vs per cent immedial yellow D.; 1 per
cent sulphide sodium; 1 per cent soda
ash; 20 per cent salt; after-chromed
with 1/^ per cent chrome.

OLIVE.
One per cent immedial yellow D.; 2

per cent immedial dark green B.; 2

per cent immedial olive B. ; 5 per cent
sulphide sodium; 2 per cent soda ash;
25 per cent salt; after-chrome with 1

per cent chrome.

NAVY BLUE.
Ten per cent immedial blue B. ; 2 per

cent immedial indone R.; 12 per cent
sulphide sodium; 2 per cent caustic

soda; 25 per cent ^salt.

DARK GREEN.
Ten per cent immedial green BB.;

10 per cent sulphide sodium; 2 per cent
caustic soda; 25 per cent salt.

MAROON.
Ten per cent immedial maroon B.;

10 per cent sulphide of sodium; 2 per
cent caustic soda; 25 per cent salt;

after-treat with 1 per cent chrome.

SLATE.
One per cent immedial black NLN.;

1 per cent sulphide sodium; 1 per cent
caustic soda; 10 per cent salt; after-

treat with 1^ per cent chrome.

RED.
Eight per cent diamine fast red F.;

2 per cent sal soda; 30 per cent salt;

after-treat with 1*^ per cent fluoride

of chrome.
BROWN.

Five per cent immedial brown B.; 5

per cent immedial brown G.; 10 per
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cent Sulphide sodium; 2 per cent caus-
tic soda; 25 per cent salt; after-
chrome with IVz per cent chrome.

BISHOP'S LAWN
Bishop's lawn is a fine, plain woven

fabric, slightly lighter in weight than
linon or India linon. It is a white
fabric with a blue tint, and is princi-

2,852 (ends) x 105 (length)

100 (counts) X 840

pally used for light dresses and un-
derskirts.

112 (picks) X 100 (length) x 30 (w

120 (counts) X 840

Like a great many other plain cot-
ton goods, bishop's lawn varies slight-

ly in weight, count and quality, but the
latter is usually very good.
The finish and blue tint seen in

these goods are the principal charac-
teristic features which distinguish
them from other fine cotton fabrics.
A cloth of the same construction and
quality might be known by another
name if finished differently.

The
ANALYSIS

of a bishop's lawn of good quality in-

dicates the following construction:
ends per inch, 104; picks per inch, 112,
warp counts, 100; filling counts, 120;
finished width, 27 inches.
The ground of the fabric is reeded

two ends per dent. Th-e selvage is

neat, the yarns being arranged in a
somewhat unusual manner. From the
ground cloth outward, they are as fol-

lows:
12 ends singles in four dents ;

^24
ends as 12 in six dents; 8 ends as 2 in
one dent; total, 44 selvage ends in 11
dents on each side.

The selvage and ground ends are of
the same counts.

CALCULATIONS.
To find number of ends in warp:

104 (sley) divided by 2 (ends per
dent) equals 52 dents per inch; 52 x 27
(width) equals 1,404 dents occupied by
warp; 1,404—22 for selvages equals 1,-

382 dents for ground; 1,382 x 2 equals

2,764 ground ends plus 88 selvage
ends total 2,852 ends.

To find width in reed, assuming 10
per cent shrinkage from warp to fin-

ished cloth: 27 inches divided by .90

or 90 per cent equals 30 inches in
reed.

To find weight cf warp, assuming
105 yards of warp for 100 yards of
cloth:

3.565 lbs. warp in 100 yards cloth.

To find weight of filling in 100 yards
of cloth:

idth in reed)
= 3.333 lbs. filling.

To find weight of cut:

3.565 lbs. warp.
3.333 lbs. filling.

lbs. weight of 100 yard cut.

To find number of yards per pound:
100 (length) divided by 6,898
(weight) equals 14.49, say 14 1^ yards
per pound.

LOOM REQUIRED.

This fabric may be woven on any
of the light running cam, single-box
looms. One beam only is required.
On account of the large number of
ends per inch, care should be taken
not to have a coarser twine harness
than is absolutely necessary. If difll-

culty is experienced with crowded
heddles and ends, the cone motion
may be substituted for the cams with
advantage.

FINISHING.

After being prepared and bleached
in the ordinary manner, the goods are
opened out to the full width and run
through a light starch, blued to suit

requirements, on a starch mangle, and
dried. They are then dampened, cal-

endered on a "swissing" or "rolling"

calender, folded and made up as re-

quired.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Bishop's lawn is made in mills hav-
ing the equipment of machinery as
given in the third division, i. e., ma-
chines for making fine counts of yams.
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On this class of goods the sampling of

the cotton as to grade and staple is a

very important part in the finished

fabric. The counts of the yarn of the

sample of the cloth taken for descrip-

tion are for the warps 100s and for the

filling yarn 120s. For these counts the

cotton used would he Sea Island and
the staple 1% inches. Every bale

should be graded and stapled before it

is allowed to be put into the mixing,

and this mixing should be allowed to

stand as long as possible and also

should be as large- as convenient. For
this class of cotton it would be better

if it were opened and put through a

blower and then sent through a line of

trunking, so that it would be dried out
as much as possible before being
worked.

ONLY TWO PROCESSES >

of pickers and an opener are used for

this cotton, because it should have as

little beating as possible to get the
dirt out. The usual instructions that

have already been given, relative to

the opener and pickers, should be fol-

lowed. The speed of the breaker beat-

er (which should be of a two-bladed,
rigid type) should be 1,350 revolutions
per minute, and the lap in front should
weigh 29 pounds. These laps are put
up at the back of the finisher picker
and doubled 4 into 1. The speed of

this beater should be 1,200 revolutions
per minute, which gives the cotton
passing through about 29 beats or
blows per inch. For this class of goods
it is not the general custom to mix in

cut waste. The picker room should
be looked after to see that all the
eveners are working properly and to
try and make laps that don't split. In
order to do this, look after

THE DRAFTS
to see that they are putting the cotton
passing through the picker in the prop-
er place. At the finisher picker the
laps, as they are taken off, should
be weighed, and all those having a va-
riation of half a pound either
side of standard should not be al-

lowed to be put up at the card, but
should be run over again. The total

weight of a lap at the finisher should

be 30 pounds or a 10 -ounce lap. These
laps are put up at the card. This card
should be set close at the points be-
tween the cylinder and doffer and cyl-

inder and fiats and also between the
cylinder and licker-in, but between the
licker-in and feed plate the setting
should be so that the distance between
the bite of the feed roll and teeth of
the licker-in is just a Little greater
than the length of the staple. It is

A GENERAL FAULT
of carders to set these two parts the
same for all lengths of staple, and
this should be looked after and rem-
edied, because if the proper distance is

not maintained between these parts
the stock will be shorter in length at
the front (if set too close), or will

not be properly carded (if set too far

apart). For long-staple cotton, some
overseers claim that it is an advan-
tage to reduce the speed of the licker-

in. Their reason for so doing is

they claim that the licker-in is noth-
ing more or less than a beater, and if

we slow down the beater for
long-staple cotton, why not slow down
the licker-in in the same proportion?
The wire fillet used on the cylinder
should be No. 110s, or No. 34s wire,
and for the doffer and top flats No.
130s, or 36s wire. The

SPEED OF THE FLATS
should be one complete revolution ev-
ery 38 minutes and the licker-in 30
revolutions per minute. The cards
should be stripped three times a day,
and ground at least once a month. The
flats should be ground so as to al-

ways have a sharp needle point. If

possible, the flats should be taken off

and ground on a flat grinding machine
and it will be found that the best re-
sults will be obtained. The production
of a card for a week of 60 hours should
be 225 pounds; the weight of the sliv-

er, 35 grains per yard; the draft of
the card being 125. In this article, we
have drafted high and carded light.

In some cases, for this kind of goods
and cotton, overseers have been known
to draft as high as 180, which makes
our draft of 125 look rather small.
After passing the cards, the sliver is

put through either a line of drawing
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Or a sliver lap machine, according to

the layout of the mill. In mills that

are now being built and in the old

mills that are installing new machin-
ery, the combers being put in are of

different types and some prefer the
new style single head comber, while
others prefer the older style 8 head
comber or 6 head comber as the case
may be. The single head comber
seems to have some preference among
mill men, inasmuch as it does not
take up any great amount of space
and accomplishes a great deal of

work.
The weights, etc., that we give in

this article will be for the older type
of 8% -inch width laps. The weights
for larger laps may be obtained by
proportion. We will also assume that

the equipment is as follows: Sliver

lap, ribbon lap and combers.
The doubling at the sliver lap ma-

chine is 14 into 1, and the weight of

the sliver is 225 grains per yard. At
the ribbon lap machine the doublings
are 6 into 1, the weight of a yard of

lap being 200 grains per yard. In
some mills, the sliver laps are made a
little heavier and only five doublings
used at the ribbon lap. When this

is the case, the weight of a yard of

sliver lap is 270 grains per yard.
For the top leather rolls of these

machines use a

VARNISH
as follows: Seven ounces gelatine
glue, one quart acetic acid, two tea-

spoons oil of origanum. Color with
burnt sienna. In dog-day weather or
for slippery cotton use ground char-
coal and gum arabic. This varnish
may be also used for the drawing
frames and comber rolls (both detach-
ing and those in the draw box). The
laps from the ribbon lap machine are
put up at the comber. At this ma-
chine the percentage of waste taken -

out is 22 to 25. The speed is 85 nips
per minute. The rolls should be var-
nished at least once every two weeks,
needles picked and brushes cleaned
once a week. Comber percentages
should be taken every time a comber
is changed from one stock to another
and the percentage of four every day.
Set comber same as for Indian lawn.

The weight of the sliver should be
about 35 grains per yard. The comb-
er cans should be put up at the back
of the drawing frame, being doubled
6 into 1 at both the breaker and finish-

er. The
WEIGHT OF THE SLIVER

at the finisher drawing should be
65 grains per yard. Watch the stop-

motions to see that they are all in
•

proper working order and also the
roll settings; also keep the rolls well
varnished. At the slubber the draw-
ing is made into .80 hank roving, after

which it is put through three processes
of fly frames. At the first interme-
diate it is made into 2.25 hank, at the
second into 5, and at the fine frame
into 20 hank for warp yarns; for fill-

ing yarns the slubber and first would
be the same hank, at the second in-

termediate the hank is six and at the
fine frame, 24 hank. Watch the build
of the bobbins, the lay, twist and ten-
sion. Also keep a sharp watch on
double and single, also bunches. Some-
times the slubber and first intermedi-
ate top leather rolls are varnished, the
varnish used being a little lighter than
that used for drawing frames.

THE ROVING
is spun into 100s from the 20 hank rov-
ing on a warp frame having 1%-inch
diameter ring, 5-inch traverse, and
spindle speed of 9,400 revolutions per
minute. This yarn is then spooled,
warped and put through the slasher,
at which the following size may be
used: 100 gallons of water; 75 pounds
potato starch; 7 pounds tallow; 3

pounds Yorkshire gum; 2 pounds white
soap; boil two hours and let stand 10
hours before using. Keep agitatoir

running and size almost at boiling
point.

The 24 hank roving is made into
120s yarn on the mule.

Dyeing Particulars.

PINK.
One-half per cent rose B D.; 1 per

cent sal soda; 10 per cent salt.

SKY BLUE.
One-quarter per cent diamine sky

blue F F.; 1 per cent sal soda; 10 per
cent salt.
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CREAM.
Two grains diamine catechine 3 G.;

1 per cent sal soda; 10 per cent salt.

ECRU.
Two per cent diamine catechine 3

G.; % ounce diamine fast yellow B.;

1 per cent sal soda; 10 per cent salt.

PEA GREEN.
Two ounces diamine green B.; 1 per

cent sal soda; 10 per cent salt.

RED.
Five per cent diamine fast red F.; 2

per cent sal soda; 20 per cent salt.

SAGE GREEN.
One per cent diamine green G.; 1

per cent sal soda; 15 per cent salt.

WINE.
Four per cent diamine Bordeaux B.;

2 per cent sal soda; 25 per cent salt.

SCARLET.
Three per cent diamine scarlet B.;

2 per cent sal soda; 25 per cent salt.

ROYAL BLUE.
Five per cent diamine sky blue; 2

per cent sal soda; 25 per cent salt.

ROBES
A cotton fabric with an unglazed

surface, printed on one side in high-

ly colored patterns, this fabric is made
up into robes, wrappers or gowns,
hence the name. The fabric was origi-

nally produced in cashmere effects,

and used primarily as a dress fabric.

This fabric, h6wever, resembles in

point of texture and general appear-
ance the cloth known as "cretonne,"
which is also a printed cloth, but used
principally for furniture coverings,

curtains, comfortables and such pur-

poses. The term robes is applied to

both twilled and plain woven fabrics.

The fabric used for robes is usually

made from a 64-square printing cloth,

or its equivalent, while the fabric

used for household purposes is made
from various textures.

The
CHARACTER OF PATTERNS

for robes is almost without limit, but
the scale, or size of the figure in the
design, however, should not be too

large, as the numerous folds would
destroy the effect of the repeat of the
design. The designs best suited for
this class of goods are small floral or
geometrical figures, distributed in such
a manner that they will not appear in
the finished garment in rows or lines,

but rather in an all-over effect, so that
the various figures constituting the
design may be seen at a glance.

THE COLORINGS
may be almost any conceivable com-
bination imaginable, providing, of
course, that there be harmony in the
colors used. The number of colors used
varies from 4 to 10 different shades,
the darker colors usually forming the
background, while the lighter and
brighter colors form the figures.

In regard to the construction for

these fabrics the designer has little in

the way of ingenuity, the important
feature of the goods depending on the
printing machine.
The fabric is composed of plain cot-

ton yarn with

THE COUNTS
varying very little, a common texture
being 64 ends and 64 picks, of l-30s
both warp and filling, sometimes ar-

ranged 70 ends and 58 picks, another
texture being made with 64 ends and
48 picks, l-SOs warp and l-26s filling,

made in widths from 27 to 36 inches.
The goods are woven on high speed

looms. The automatic loom is well
adapted for this class of goods. The
cost of weaving is an important con-
sideration in the production of these
goods, as the retail price does not war-
rant an unnecessary expense.

FINISHING.
The goods, after being woven, are

prepared for the printer by boiling

off, then passed over heated cylinders
to dry, after which they are ready for

printing. After the printing process
they are ready for the merchant.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns to make robes are
manufactured in the first division

of mills as given in a previous
article. The mixture for this cloth

varies according to the mill making
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the goods and also the quality of the

goods required of the manufacturer.
Generally speaking, there is a certain

percentage of waste used for this

class of goods, and not only the per-

centage differs, but the quality of the
waste used also. Some mills will use
only comber waste, and other mills

only comber and card waste, while
other mills will use any kind of waste
they can obtain, and run it through.
The mixing plays an important part

and the percentage of waste put in

varies from 10 to 100 per cent. Pro-

duction and plenty of it is the cry
of the owners making this class of

goods. This being the case, quality is

somewhat lacking. To make up for

this, the goods are brushed, which has
a twofold advantage. It gives a

NAP

to the goods, as well as hides the neps
in the cloth. When good raw stock is

used, the length of staple is short,

rarely being over 1-1-16 inches in

length. The counts for the sample of

cloth under description are 30s for

both warp and filling. The mixings
are made, as before stated, large and
with the proper proportion of waste
mixed in. This is then run through
three processes of pickers, first being
run through an opener. This opener
has a fan, which makes 165 revolutions
and carries the cotton to the aprons
of the breaker picker and leaves the
cotton in an open, airy state. This
lattice or apron carries the cotton to

the feed rolls of the beater. This
beater is of the two-bladed type and
makes 1,500 revolutions per minute.
The proper drafts should be maintain-
ed at both pickers, so that a hard lap
will be made. There are several meth-
ods by which, it is claimed, the laps
may be made and will run off smoothly
and without licking, but as near as
can be found out by experimenting,
no one remedy will fill all conditions.
Judgment at this point is needed. The
weight of a full lap at the head end of
the breaker picker should be about 16
ounces per yard. These laps are put
up at the intermediate picker and dou-
bled 4 into 1. This picker is equipped
with a two-bladed, rigid type of beater

and has a speed of 1,450 revolutions
per minute.

THE TOTAL WEIGHT
of a lap from this machine is 37
pounds or a 10-ounce lap. These laps
are put up at the finisher picker and
doubled 4 into 1. This picker has the
same style of beater as the other two;
the speed is, however, slightly re-

duced, being 1,375 revolutions per min^
ute. The total weight of a lap is 39
pounds, or a 14 1/^ -ounce lap. In some
mills they omit the intermediate
process of pickers, using just the
breaker and finisher, and for this class
of goods would advise two processes
of picking. The laps are put up at the
card. For this class of work the draft
of the card does not exceed 90 and
very often is not more than 85. The
card fillet used on both the dofEer and
cylinder, as well as the flats, is coarse.
The general count used is No. 33 wire
or No. 100s for cylinder and No. 35 or
No. 120s count for the doffer and flats.

The settings used for this class of
work are similar to those given for in-

digo prints. The speed of the cylinder
is 165 revolutions per minute; licker-
in, 350 revolutions per minute; flats,

one complete revolution every 50 min-
utes. The weight of the sliver is 65
grains per yard, and the production is

from 850 to 1,000 pounds per week of
60 hours, according to the quality and
quantity required.

THE CARD
for this class of work should be ground'
once a month and stripped twice a day,
although in some instances the doffer
is stripped a third time. The waste ta-

ken out should not exceed 8 per cent.
After leaving the card the sliver is

put through two processes of drawing,
the doublings at the breaker being 6

into 1, and at the finisher 6 into 1.

The weight of a yard of sliver is 75
grains. The speed of the front roll

largely depends on the call for draw-
ing, and the manner in which the room
is balanced. As frequently happens,
the drawing frame is the machine to
get an increase in speed so as to keep
up with the slubbers or cards, and to
do so the speed of the front roll is

increased. The speed varies from 325
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to 450 revolutions per minute, accord-
ing to requirements. As the drawing
frame is the last machine that can
really be said to even the sliver, care
should be taken to see that all stop-

motions are in perfect working order,
and that they act quickly so as to pre-
vent an end passing through before
the frame stops. Whole sets of draw-
ing or card sliver should not be put
up at the back of the frame, because
it tends to make uneven yarn. If a
size at the front be taken when the
tops of a can are running through, it

will be found to be heavier than the
standard; the middle about the stand-
ard, and when the can is almost emp-
ty it will size light. If the cans are
equipped with springs, it will help
overcome this defect to a large ex-

tent, and it will also help to stop the
"breaking back" of the ends.

THE DRAWING
is put up at the back of the slubber
and made into .60 hank roving, after

which it passes through two processes
of fly frames and is made into 2 hank
roving at the intermediate, and 6 at
the fine frame. The proper lay of the
roving on the bobbin is 14 rows per
inch for the 2 hank, and 33 lays per
inch for the 6 hank roving. Twist jack
roving so that it will bear its own
weight when put in the creels at the
successive machines. Be particularly
careful about single, double and
bunches. Sizing should be accom-
plished at the picker as follows: Every
finisher lap should be weighed and if

the weight varies more than half a
pound, either side of standard weight,
it is put back to be run over again.
The cards should be sized once a week.
The drawing frame finisher should be
sized four times a day, and a varia-
tion of two grains to the yard either
side of standard should mean a
change. The fine roving is sized once
a day and there is no hard and fast

rule for changing.
The 6-hank roving is spun into 30s

warp yarn on the spinning frame, 2

into 1 on a frame having a 1%-inch
diameter ring, 2%-inch gauge of spin-

dle, 61/^ -inch traverse and a spindle
speed of 10,000 revolutions per min-
ute. As soft a twist as possible is used

so that it will nap well. The yarn is

next spooled and warped, and run
through a slasher. The 6-hank roving
for the filling yarn is spun into 308
filling at the mule, as it requires a
soft twist, for reasons before stated.
After being spun it is taken to the
conditioning room and remains there
until wanted for use.

Dyeing Particulars.

NAVY BLUE.
Ten per cent immedial indone blue 2

B.; 10 per cent sulphide sodium; 4
per cent soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

GREEN.
Eight per cent immedial green G G.

;

8 per cent sulphide sodium; 4 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

RED.
Six per cent diamine fast red F.; 2

per cent sal soda; 30 per cent Glau-
ber's; after-treat with 2 per cent fluo-

ride of chrome.

YELLOW.
Five per cent immedial yellow G G.;

5 per cent sulphide sodium; 30 per
cent salt; 4 per cent soda ash.

OLIVE.
Four per cent immedial olive 3 G.;

4 per cent sulphide sodium; 30 per
cent salt; 3 per cent soda ash.

BROWN.
Five per cent immedial brown B.;

5 per cent immedial cutch O.; 10 per
cent sulphide sodium; 4 per cent so-
da ash.

MYRTLE GREEN.
Eight per cent immedial dark green

B.; 8 per cent sodium sulphide; 4 per
cent soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

ORANGE.
Ten per cent immedial orange C;

10 per cent sodium sulphide; 4 per
cent soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

BORDEAUX.
Ten per cent immedial Bordeaux G.

;

10 per cent sodium sulphide; 4 per
cent soda ash; 40 per cent salt.

SLATE.
One per cent immedial black N N.;

2 per cent soda ash; 1 per cent sodt
um sulphide; 25 per cent salt
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ECRU.
One per cent immedial cutch G.; i/4

per cent immedial yellow D.; 2 per

cent sodium sulphate; 25 per cent
salt.

BLACK.
Six per cent immedial brilliant black

5 B v.; 6 per cent sodium sulphide; 4

per cent soda ash; 50 per cent salt.

BENGAL STRIPES
Bengal stripes is a name given to a

type of gingham consisting of white
and colored stripes, alternately ar-

ranged in small effects in regular or-

der, the colored yarn having been
dyed with Bengal indigo.

They were originally made in Ben-
gal, India, the home of some of the
many species of the plant from which
indigo is extracted, Indigo Fera, and
derive their name from that fact. They
differ from some other types of strip-

ed ginghams only in having colored
warp yarns that have been dyed with
Bengal indigo.

INDIGO

has been used as a dyestuff for hun-
dreds of years and has attained a rep-

utation for itself that is responsible
for a continued call for indigo-dyed
goods in the market, although similar

appearing goods may be made much
more cheaply with modern aniline

dyes. Goods dyed with the latter

possess more merit than most of

the so-called indigo-dyed goods, the
colors of which do not penetrate be-
yond the surface of the yarns.

Indigo dyeing, if done properly, re-

quires more time than is now thought
advisable or necessary to devote to,

any ordinary class of dyed goods and
has been substituted to a very large
extent by anilines. The amount of in-

digo used has been steadily growing
less for a number of years, and it ap-
pears probable that there will be very
little of it used in the commercial
world a few years hence.

USES OF BENGAL STRIPES.

Bengal stripes are used principally
for skirtings, aprons, etc. Fig. 1 is an
illustration of a typical fabric, the

analysis of which shows it to be an
article that can be depended upon to

wear well.

The warp yarns are arranged 8 of

blue and 4 of white, alternately, the
filling being all white. The white
yarn in both warp and filling has been
bleached before being woven. The
blue warp yarn was dyed in the skein
with Bengal indigo.

Many of the heavy fabrics in which
color is used are now made more eco-
nomically through the stock dyeing

" process. In this method the raw cot-

Fig. 1.

ton is bleached and then dyed what-
ever color is deemed necessary. After
this process is completed the cotton
is handled exactly the same as if a
grey woven fabric were to be made.
The color penetrates into the center
of yarns in this method, inasmuch as
the stock is dyed in a loose state and
the actual dyeing and manufacturing
is more economically done than was
formerly the case. Some concerns
use colors which are absolutely fast
in these heavy cloths, while others
use less expensive materials, but the
method of procedure is identical.

Few new mills where staple fabrics
with more or less staple colors are
produced are being built to-day where
the stock dyeing process is not used.
The fabric illustrated is practically

a warp face cloth, the warp yarn
showing very prominently in alternate
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blue and white stripes, whereas the
filling is almost hidden. Several fac-

tors tend to produce this effect, among
which may he mentioned, first that
two out of every three ends are raised
on each pick, tlm weave being the 3-

end warp flush twill to the left (Fig.

2);
mamD

Fig. 2.

second, that the warp yarns are hard-
er twisted than the filling yarns and
are approximately twice as heavy;
third that the cloth contains consid-
erably more ends than picks per inch.

ANALYSIS.
An analysis of the fabric shows the

following construction data: Finished
width, 29.7 inches; ends per inch, 67.2;

picks per inch, 48; warp pattern, 8

blue and 4 white; warp counts, 9s; fill-

ing counts, 16s; yards per pound, 2.5.

Perhaps the simplest method of

counting the number of ends per inch
in a stripe pattern, and the most ac-
curate, is to count the number of

ends in each pattern; or if the latter

is small, count several patterns on a
given width and calculate accordingly.
For example, there are 12 ends per

pattern in Fig.l and 7 patterns on 1^
inches.

= 67.2 ends per in.
7 (ends) x 12 (patterns)

1.25 (inches)

The greater the width measured and
the number of patterns counted, the
less the liability of error. When the
full width of cloth is available for
analysis purposes, it is advisable to
measure and count the whole number
of complete patterns, omitting sections
of patterns and selvages.
The layout of the entire warp is as

follows

:

Wliite White
for for

selvages. ground. Blue. White. Blue.
10 as 9 = 10

SI
4 U64 times =656 1,312

8 = 8
10 as 9 = 10

676 1,320
676 + 1,320 = 1,996 ends in the warp.

side, are drawn single. The two ends
at each side are drawn together as
one.
The entire 164 complete patterns in

the above warp layout occupy 29 1^
inches in the cloth.

12 X 164
67.2 ends per inch.

The selvage ends, with the excep-
tion of the two outer ends on each

29.25

LOOM REQUIRED.
These goods may be woven on sin-

gle box cam or dobby looms, the for-

mer preferred. Six harnesses would be
necessary if wire heddles were used
on a dobby loom, whereas three twine
harnesses would be sufficient. The
ends are drawn in straight and the
selvages drawn" the same as the
ground yarns, one end through each
heddle and three ends per dent.

FINISHING.
There is practically no finish given

these goods, beyond burling, brush-
ing and making up.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns of which Bengal stripes
are made are manufactured in mills of
the first division as given in a pre-
vious article. The method of mixing
the cotton in these mills would prob-
ably be by hand. In the up-to-date
mills, however, openers are employed,
especially if a large amount of cot-

ton is used. The method generally
used in such a case is to have several
high-speed openers attached in a row,
the cotton being delivered on an end-
less apron, which carries it to a blow-
er. This fan blows the cotton to the
picker room to a condenser, which in

turn deposits the open cotton upon an
endless apron, which runs over the
mixing bins. At every bin there is a
chute which, when dropped, allows the
cotton to be dropped into the bin.

AN IMPORTANT POINT
to look out for, when this method is

used, is the danger of fire. By this

method the cotton is thoroughly open-
ed and may be used as fast as deliver-

ed, as it is in a loose, fluffy, dried-

out condition. The number of open-
ers used is according to the amount
of cotton required by the mill. When
this method is employed, the good
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sliver up to the slubber is put into

the center hopper. This insures a
thorough and uniform mixing of this

waste, which is always the "bugbear"
of cotton mills. The stock used for
Bengal stripes varies according to the
quality of cloth desired, but generally
a % inch to 1 inch staple is used. An
opener and two processes of picking
are used.

THE HOPPER
of the opener should be well filled and
connected directly with the breaker
picker. The speed of this beater, which
is of the three-bladed, rigid type, is 1,-

400 revolutions per minute. In this

breaker picker there are two beaters
and two sets of cages. The forward
beater is a two-bladed beater and
the speed of this is also 1,400 revolu-
tions per minute. The total weight of

a lap at the front end is 40 pounds or

a 20-ounce lap. The picker tenders
generally allow this lap to be made as
large as possible, but the weight per
yard remains the same. These laps
are put up at the finisher picker and
doubled 4 into 1. This picker is

equipped with either a two-blaaed, rig-

id or a pin beater; in either case the
speed is 1,450 revolutions per minute.
The total weight of the lap is 46
pounds net for a 52-yard lap, or about
a 14%-ounce lap. This lap is put up

AT THE CARD,

the draft of which should not exceed
100. The speed of the cylinder should
be 165 revolutions per minute; licker-

in, 375 revolutions per minute, and
flats one complete revolution every
45 minutes (110 flats). The flllet of

the cylinder should be No. 33s wire or
100s and for the doffer and top flat^

No. 34s wire or 110s. The cards should
be set and ground the same as given
for indigo prints. The cards should
be stripped three times a day of IO14
hours. The w^eight of the sliver per
yard should be 55 grains and the pro-
duction 900 pounds for a week of 60
hours. This sliver is put through two
processes of drawing, six ends up at
both the breaker and flnisher draw-
ing. The weight of the sliver is 75
grains at the flnisher. The speed of

the front roll is 400 revolutions per
minute. The drawing should be sized
three times a day. For this class of
work either metallic or leather cov-
ered top rolls may be used, but in
either case should be looked after to
see that they are in perfect condition.
Watch the

STOP-MOTIONS
to see that they are in perfect work-
ing condition, and that the frame
tenders do not block them up with
cotton to keep them from working.
The drawing sliver is now put up to
the slubber, where it is made into .40

hank roving. Be careful to set the
bottom steel rolls properly, so as to

obtain the best results, and watch the
twist and tension. The slubber roving
is made into 1 hank for warp and 1.20

hank for fllling at the first interme-
diate and at the second cr (in this
case) the five frame is made into 2.25

hank for the warp and 3.50 for the
filling yarn. These rovings are then
taken to the spinning room and at the
warp frame made into 9s on a frame
having a 3^/4-inch gauge, 2^4 -inch di-

ameter ring and a 7-inch traverse.
This is then spooled, warped and put
through a slasher. The roving for
filling is spun into 16s on a filling

frame having a 6i/^ to 7-inch traverse,
li^-inch diameter ring and a 2%-inch
gauge. This yam is then conditioned.

Dyeing Particulars.

BLUE.
Eight per cent immedial indogene

GCL. cone; 10 per cent sulphide so-
dium; 4 per cent soda ash; 30 per cent
Glauber's salt.

BLACK.
Ten per cent immedial black NRT.;

10 per cent sulphide sodium; 4 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent Glauber's salt.

BROWN.
Five per cent immedial cutch O.; 5

per cent immedial brown BR.; 10 per
cent sulphide sodium; 4 per cent soda
ash; 30 per cent Glauber's salt.

OLIVE.
Five per cent immedial olive B.; 5

per cent sulphide sodium; 25 per cent
salt; 3 per cent soda ash.
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DARK GREEN.
Ten per cent immedial dark green

B.; 10 per cent sulphide sodium; 30
per cent salt; 4 per cent soda ash.

MAROON.
Eight per cent immedial maroon B.;

8 per cent sulphide sodium; 4 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent salt.

TURKEY RED
Turkey red is a name given to fab-

rics that have been subjected to the
Turkey red dyeing process. They are
usually cloths constructed with the
plain or small twill weaves, and are
found in various widths. They are
used for signal flags, dress goods and
for many other purposes where a
bright red color that will withstand
severe tests of light, wear and weath-
er is required. The analysis of two
characteristic fabrics shows the fol-

lowing construction data:
Sample 1. Plain weave; 64 ends and

52 picks per inch; 30s yarn in both
warp and filling. A fabric of this type
could be woven on either automatic or
ordinary plain cloth looms.
Sample 2. Three end twill weave,

for ground; 66 ends and 72 picks per
inch; 36s warp for the ground of the
cloth, and 2-36s warp for the selvages;
24s filling. The ground of this

sample is drawn one end in each hed-

nnw
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Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2.

die and three ends in each dent. The
selvages weave two ply ends as one,

2 picks in each shed (Pig. 2), with
catch thread on the outside, and are
reeded 2 ends per dent. The two ply
ends, as one, represent 4 single

strands of yarn in each dent. There
are 16 ply yarns in each selvage.

It would be advisable to weave a
fabric of this character on a dobby, in

preference to a cam loom, because of

the difference in weave of selvages
and ground. The former being on 4

and the latter on 3 picks necessitates

12 picks before they repeat together.
Six harnesses would be required for
the ground ends, and 3 for the sel-
vage ends, one of which would be for
the catch thread.

CALCULATIONS.
In analyzing the twill fabric, a piece

2i^ X 4 inches was found to weigh
12 grains, 1. e., 10 square inches weigh
12 grains.

12 divided by 10 equals 1.2 grains
per square inch.
The average number of the yarn was

found as follows: 66 (ends) plus 72
(picks) equals 138 inches, which weigh
1.2 grains. 138 divided by 1.2 equals
115 inches per grain. 115 plus 10 per
cent (for take up) equals 126 inches
of yarn per grain. 126 times .2314
equals 29.1, say 29, average number.
By comparing the relative sizes of

the yarns, warp and filling, by cross-
ing and twisting them, it was found
that 18 ends of warp were of the same
diameter as 12 picks of filling.

Assuming the warp counts to be 36s,

the filling counts were found as
follows

:

138 (sum of sley and pick) divided
by 29 (average number) equals 4.76.

66 (sley or ends per inch) divided
by 36 (warp number) equals 1.83;

total 2.93.

72 (picks) divided by 2.93 equals
24.5, say 24, filling required.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The counts of the yarns of which
Turkey red is made vary according to
the quality desired. The stock being
used also varies in length of staple and
grade. In one of the samples tak-

en for this article the warp yarn is

l-36s and the filling yarn is l-24s. For
these yarns and quality of cloth the
staple of the cotton used would be
1% of an inch in length and of a good
grade.

THE MACHINERY USED
would be found in the second division

of mills, as given in a previous article.

All bales of cotton should be graded
and sampled before being put into the
mixing and all those not up to grade
and length of staple should be placed
one side and not used In the mixing.

If the mill Is up-to-date or of a recent
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construction the method of mixing
would be as described in the last arti-

cle. In older mills the cotton would
be mixed by hand. If the latter meth-
od is employed, the mixing should be
made from as many bales as possible
and allowed to stand as long as pos-
sible to dry out.

PERIODS OF MIXING,
of course, vary according to the output
of the mill in which the cloth is made.
If space is plenty, which is not gen-
erally the case, a double mixing should
be made, one mixing being used while
the other is drying out, thus insuring
that green cotton is not used. The cot-
ton is then put through an opener and
three processes of picking. The hop-
per of the opener should always be
kept at least half full of cotton and
the lifting apron should work easily

and care should be taken to see that
the slats are all whole. The pin beat-

er should be adjusted so as to feed
the proper amount of cotton to the
breaker picker. This picker is gener-
ally of a combination type, having two
sets of beaters and two sets of cages.
The breaker beater speed is about 1,-

400 revolutions per minute, and is of a
three-bladed, rigid type. The forward
beater is generally of a two-bladed,
rigid type, and its speed is 1,400 revo-
lutions per minute. The

WEIGHT OP THE LAP
at this picker is 40 pounds, or a 16-

ounce lap. These laps are put up at

the intermediate picker and doubled
4 into 1. This machine has a single

beater of two blades, rigid type, the
speed of which is 1,425 revolutions per
minute. The weight of lap at this ma-
chine is 38 pounds or a 12-ounce lap.

These are put up at the finisher picker
and doubled 4 into 1. The weight of

a lap at the head end of this frame is

48 pounds Or a 141/^ -ounce lap. In the
picker room care should be taken to

see; that the drafts are properly reg-

ulated and that the eveners are work-
ing properly^ and also that the cotton
is thrown upon the top cage to help
prevent splitting laps. Every lap
should be weighed and a variation of
one-half pound either side of stand-
ard weight is allowed. All laps vary-
ing over or under this allowance
should be put back and run over again.

Roving waste is mixed in the good
cotton in many ways, one of which has
been previously given. The laps are
then put up at the card. At this ma-
chine tiie speed of the licker-in should
be 375 revolutions per minute. The
flats should make one complete revo-
lution every 45 minutes. The wire
fillet used should be No. 33 or 100s for

cylinder and No. 35 or 120s for the
doffer and top flats.

THE CARD SETTINGS
should be the same as given in a pre-
vious article on indigo prints. Strip
three times a day for a 10 1^ -hour day
and grind at least once a month. Keep
the flats free from fly and all quick
motions well oiled, especially the main
cylinder bearings, which, if not proper-
ly attended to, beat up and cause blis-

tering. The draft of this card should
be about 100; the weight of the sliver

is 60 grains per yard and the produc-
tion is 700 pounds for a week of 60
hours. Watch the wire fillet to keep
it sharp. For this sample we will con-
sider the yarns to be combed. When
this is the case, the sliver is taken
from the card and put through the
sliver lap machine, ribbon lap machine
and the comber, or it may be taken
from the card and put through a proc-
ess of drawing, sliver lap and then to
the comber. We will consider the
former method. Here again a great
deal depends on the size and make of
comber being used. For this article

we will take the older styles of six-

head, 8% -inch lap, combers. The
weight of a yard of lap at the sliver
lap machine (doublings being 14 into
1) would be 295 grains. At the ribbon
lap machine the doublings would be 6
into 1, and the weight of lap 260 to
275 grains per yard. The laps are
put up at the combers and doubled 6

into 1. The weight of the sliver is 48
grains per yard. Sixteen per cent of
waste is taken out at the comber. The
comber sliver is next put through two
processes of

DRAWING FRAMES.
The weight of a yard of sliver at the
finisher is 70 grains and the doublings
6 into 1 at each process. Size four
times a day and don't skip a size.

This sliver is put up at the slubber and
made into .60 hank roving. For the
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warp yarn this is put through two
processes of fly frames; at the first in-
termediate it is made into 2.25 hank
and at the fine into 7.50 hank. This is

taken to the ring frame and spun into
36s on a frame with a 2%-inch gauge,
1 9-16-inch diameter ring, and a 6-inch
traverse, the spindle speed being 9,600
revolutions per minute. The yarn is

then taken and spooled, warped and
slashed.
The slubber roving for the filling is

also put through two processes of fly

frames. At the flrst intermediate it

is tnade into 2 hank and at the sec-
ond into 5 hank, after which it is spun
into 30s filling yarn on a frame with a
2%-inch gauge, 1%-inch diameter ring,
6-inch traverse, and spindle speed of
7,350 revolutions per minute. This
yarn is then taken and conditioned.

Dyeing Particulars.

The dyeing of Turkey red has been
handed down from generation to gen-
eration for the last 500 years, and pos-
sibly long before that time. The city
of Adrianople, and also the city of
Salonica, were formerly famous for

this celebrated color. It is not so an-
cient as indigo blue, because the
clothes around mummies in Egypt
2,000 years B. C. have indigo colors
on them. The original Turkey red
was a process of long duration. Thir-
ty days were often consumed before
the finished cloth or yarn was pro-
duced.
The cloth was oiled in olive oil,

dried, and hung up in long chambers
for some days, to age the goods, and
fix the oil in the fibre. The goods
were then oiled again, and aged, the
process being repeated several times.
The short process of Turkey red is

to oil with a solution of Turkey red
oil, 20 per cent, and then dry. Oil

again and dry, and allow to remain
for a few hours in that state, and pass
through a solution of acetate of alumi-
na at 6 degrees Tw. Dry in hot air

and pass through a dunging bath of
cow dung and biarsenate of soda.

This process will take away the sur-

plus mordant from the cloth, and fix

the alumina in the fibre. The cloth

is well washed in water, and then
dyed with about 15 per cent alizarine

red paste, 4 per cent bullock's blood,
iy2 per cent nutgalls, and enough
acetate of lime to correct the water.
The goods are dyed for one hour,

and well rinsed, dried and passed
through a solution of Turkey red oil,
about 5 per cent, dried, and steamed
for one hour. The goods are then
well soaped in a strong bath of hot
soap, well rinsed, and finished as re-
quired.

LAMP IICKING
Lamp wicking is usually constructed

of coarse, low-grade cotton yarns.
There are three general forms or
types: braid wicking, fiat wicking and
round, hose or tube wicking.
They are made in sizes varying from

a small fraction of an inch, in the
braid and fiat types, for miners' and
similar lamps, to several inches in
width, in the flat and round types, for
large oil lamps and stoves.
The principal objects sought to be

secured in these goods are strength,
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thickness and moisture-absorbing
qualities.

BRAID WICKING.
This differs from a solid braid, as in

braided rope and clothes lines, in hav-
ing a core of very soft, coarse roving,
around which have been braided finer
yarns of a good strength and quality.
There are 10 strands of roving for the
core and 32 ends of fine 2-ply mercer-
ized yarn for the braided covering.
The latter imparts the requisite
strength to the fabric, while the other
desirable qualities are furnished by the
roving. This wick is so constructed
that the core could be withdrawn
without interfering with the construc-
tion of the covering. There are about
72 yards per pound.
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There are three methods adopted for

making heavy, thick fabrics: First, by-

means of coarse yarns; second, by
means of compound structures of

cloth; third, by combining the first and
second methods.

Flat lamp wicking requires an extra
large surrace, one deeper than can or-

dinarily be obtained by using coarse
yarns in a single weave structure. It

IS usually woven with coarse warp
yarns and comparatively fine, strong
filling yarns, with double plain weaves
of equal structure arranged 1 and 1

in both warp and filling, the two single

fabrics being bound together into one
compound fabric by other yarns,
termed ties or binders, which interlace
with both with more or less frequency.
Where as firm a structure as is pos-
sible is wanted, the ties are arranged
as extras to work the single plain

weave, as shown by the crosses in Fig.

1. This entire figure is the base weave
upon which the design for this wick-
ing has been constructed. Ends 1 to 4,

repeated, would form a tube or hose
pipe fabric, the picks going first into

one cloth and then the other on alter-

nate picks. Solid type shows the face
weave, type n the back weave, type --

face ends raised when back picks are
inserted. Back ends are depressed on
picks 1 and 3, when face picks are in-

serted. The complete weave is shown
in Fig. 2, and is on 38 ends and 4 picks.
Letter F indicates face ends. B in-

dicates back ends. T indicates ties.

The arrows indicate where the ends
are divided by the reed, eight dents
being used.
The construction data of this wick-

ing is as follows: Warp, 2-ply 5s cot-

ton: filling, 2-ply 15s cotton: width, %
inch; ends in wick, 38, of which seven
are ties; picks per inch, 18i^. The
warp contains very little twist in the
single strands and only five turns per
inch in the ply yarn. There are no
selvages such as are usually made on
other types of goods.

ROUND, HOSE OR TUBE WICKING.
This wicking has been made with

weave, Fig. 3, with two ends working
together as one. An exatnination of
this will show that it is constructed on
the same principle as the first four
ends of Fig. 1, th^ two cloths being

tied only at the sides where the filling

changes from interlacing with one
series of ends to the other series every
pick. The arrows indicate where the
ends are reeded. The two outer dents
on each side contain only four ends
each, whereas the remainder of the
warp is reeded six ends (3 doubles)
per dent.
The construction of this wicking is

as follows: Warp, 2-ply 5s cotton soft

twisted; filling, 3-ply 15s cotton;
width, 1% inches; ends in wick, 106 as
53; picks per inch, 28; yards per
pound, 15. The warp yarns are ar-

ranged 52 ends of white and 1 of blue,
repeated once.

LOOM REQUIRED.
For braid wicking a braiding ma-

chine is required. For flat and round
wicking, narrow width cam looms,
varying in construction according to
the weight and width of wicking to be
woven, are used.
For the narrow wicking an ordinary

tape loom may be used, in which each
wicking has its separate warp or
warps. The warps for wide wicking
are usually run on wide beams, and
the yarn divided in the loom. In order
to make a soft wicking on these the
tying ends are run from a beam as in
an ordinary loom. The other yarns
are run from one or two separate
beams, and are regulated by an at-
tachment which draws them forward
in a positive manner in order to avoid
the strain usually caused when the
yarn has to draw the beam forward.
Each of the fabrics under considera-

tion has been woven from one beam.
In the flat wicking the plain ends work
tighter than the other ends on account
of the larger number of interlacings.
This causes them to sink below the
plane occupied by the double cloth
ends and also causes the latter to be
and appear somewhat loose.

FINISHING.
There is practically no finishing

given these goods, as they are simply
cut into definite lengths and packed,
after being woven. The yarn for some
of the wicking is bleached or dyed be-
fore being woven. Where colored
varns a^e used, they are usually ar-
ranged in the warp to make a striped
fabric.
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Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Manufacturers of wicking generally
buy their yarns from cotton yarn
mills and it is in this latter class of
mills that coarse and fine counts of
yarns are made. Generally speaking,
the so-called yarn mills do not belong
to any of the divisions of mills given
in a previous article, but are rather
in a class or division by themselves,
being ready and equipped to fill orders
for all counts of yarn, either carded or
combed. Of course there are yarn
mills making a specialty of fine yarns,
but, generally speaking, this class of
mills make yarn for the knitting
trade, which as a rule does not call

for as high counts of yarn as a fine

goods mill.

In this class of mills a great many
MORE CHANGES

are made than in mills making cloth,

some of the latter mills' card rooms
running from one year's end to the
next without a change in the hank
roving or stock, whereas in the yarn
mills changes are made daily. This is

on account of filling the orders for

small knitting plants, of which there
are a great number throughout the
country. Generally speaking, more
care has to be used in a yarn mill than
in a cloth mill, both on account of the
many changes and also on account of
the yarn being sold and not woven in

the same mill, where the smaller de-

fects may be covered. Of course, in

both mills the yarn should run as even
as possible, but this fault should be
looked after particularly in yarn mills.

In yarn mills

THE TWIST
of the yarn is less than in cloth mills,

and this class of mills is generally
equipped with mules instead of spin-
ning frames to obtain this result. Par-
ticular care should be taken in yarn
mills to see that no "mix-ups" occur
in any part of the card room on ac-
count of the carelessness of those
changing the gears, and it is a good
idea to have specially prepared forms
to be filled out when each change is

made at the slubbers, fly frames and
mules or spinning frames. After these
forms are made out by the one mak-
ing the change, they should be handed
in and checked by the overseer.

For making the tube wicking, the
counts of the yam are as follows: 2-ply
5s wari^ soft twist and 3 -ply 15s regu-
lar twist, while the filling or center
portion or core is made up of 2-ply
1 hank roving. These counts of yarn
are all made from the same

STAPLE AND GRADE
of cotton, generally cotton from % to 1

inch in staple of a good grade being
used. In large mills an openirg shed
is built and the cotton is opened and
fed to the opener hoppers or feeders,
several being placed in a row and
from here blown over to the mill prop-
er, where it is received and carried
by arrangements of endless belts to its

proper bins. When the cotton is thus
opened it is in a dry, fluffy state and
may be used at once and does not have
to stand, as is the case when the cot-
ton is mixed by the hand method,
which has been previously described.
The cotton is put through a feeder

and three processes of pickers. The
feeder picker should always be kept
filled up with cotton, so that the lift-

ing apron will always be filled up.
The breaker beater is equipped with
two sets of cages and two beaters. The
breaker beater has three arms and
blades, and its speed is 1,400 revolu-
tions per minute.

THE FRONT BEATER
has two blades and its speed is also 1,-

400 revolutions per minute, but it must
be remembered that the cotton does
not receive as much oeating as it does
at the three-bladed beater, on account
of having one less blade. The weight
of a yard of lap at the machine is 16
ounces. On the breaker picker there
is no evener and the amount of cotton
fed is regulated by the distance of the
pin or stripping beater from the lifting

apron. The laDs from tliis machine are
put up and doubled 4 into 1 at the
intermediate picker.

This picker is generally equipped
with a two-bladed beater, its speed
being 1,400 revolutions per minute.
The weight of a yard of lap at the
front is 12 ounces. This picker has an
evener, which should be looked after

carefully to see that it is doing its

duty. The laps from this picker are
put up at the finisher picker,

and doubled 4 into 1. This picker may
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be equipped with either a two-bladed,
rigid beater or a pin beater which has
three arms equipped with pins, it the
latter beater is used, the speed for this

style should be 1,400 revolutions per
minute. The weight of a 50-yard lap
should be 46 pounds or a 14.7-ounce
per yard lap.

Every lap should be weighed and a
variation of one-half a pound either
side of standard allowed. All laps
which vary more than this should be
put back to be run over again. Care
should be taken to see that every lap
is weighed, and if laps do not weigh
within the limit, the evener should be
adjusted to allow tlfe next lap to come
within this weight limit. These laps
are put up at the card, tha draft of
which should not exceed 100. The
speed of the flats should be one revo-
lution every 40 minutes (110 flats)

;

the speed of the licker-in 300 revolu-
tions per minute and the doffer about
131/^ revolutions per minute. The gen-
eral instruction for settings, grinding
and stripping given previously may be
followed. The

PRODUCTION OF A CARD
for 60 hours for this class of work is

850 pounds and the weight of the sliv-

er 65 grains per yard. If the yarn is

combed, it passes through the sliver
lap machine, where it is doubled 16 in-

to 1 for an 8% -inch lap, the weight per
yard being 420 grains. These laps are
put up at the ribbon lap machine and
doubled 6 into 1. The weight of a
yard of lap at this machine is 440
grains for a 10 1/^ -inch lap. The rib-
bon lap machines should be sized
twice a day and a variation of seven
grains per yard allowed before chang-
ing tiie draft gear. These laps are
put up on an 8-head comber and dou-
bled 8 into 1. The weight of a yard
of sliver at the delivery end of this
machine should be about 65 grains per
yard.

THE SAME SETTINGS
and timing for this machine may be
used as have been given previously for
a 6-head, 8% -inch lap comber of the
Heilman type of combers. The per-
centage of waste taken out is 18. This
sliver is then put through two process-
es of drawing, the weight at the fin-

isher drawing being 70 grains per

yard. If the cotton is not combed,
three processes of drawing frames are
used, the weight of the sliver being
the same as when combed. Size draw-
ing four times a day, allowing two
grains either side of standard weight.
The drawing sliver is next put through
the si bber and made into .40 hank
roving. From here it is passed to the
first intermediate fly frame and made
into 1 hank roving. The roving for
the core is twisted slightly more than
that used for the warp and fllling

yarns, generally 1 or 2 less teeth used
on the twist gear being sufHcient. The
roving for the core is then twisted into
2-ply. For the warp yarn the yarn is

soft spun at the mule into 5s yarn and
then twisted into 2-ply yarn. For the
filling yarn the first intermediate rov-
ing requires one more process of fly

frames, which makes it into 3-hank
roving. This is taken either to the
mule room or the spinning room and
spun into 15s, after which it is twisted,
being made into 2-ply 15s yarn.
The rules and instructions for the

top rolls given in previous articles may
also be applied to this article.—^ -^-t^^-

EOLIENNE
Eolienne is the name applied to a

fine dress fabric characterized by
having the filling of a much coarser
count than the warp, and in conse-
quence producing a corded effect
across the breadth of the goods.
This class of goods is made up of a
raw silk warp and either cotton or
worsted filling, with the warp ends
per inch greatly in excess of picks per
inch.

In fabrics constructed on this basis

THE WARP THREADS
practically cover the filling and pro-
duce—with a silk warp—a very glossy
fabric, another feature of an eolienne.
This fabric finds favor with the fem-

inine sex practically the year round,
being very popular for dressy indoor
occasions in the cooler periods of the
year, as well as dressy outdoor wear
for summer.
The goods are made up in the gray,

then dyed in the piece, in any color
that the trade desires. The darker
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shades find tnost favor for fall and
winter use, while the lighter shades
are preferred for summer wear. Eo-
lienne

VARIES IN WIDTH.
The cotton filling fabric finishes at 27
inches, while the better grade worsted
filling finishes at 40 inches and retails

at from 85 cents to $1.25 per yard and
the narrow cotton filling fabric retails
at from 25 to 45 cents per yard. The
variation in price is natmaiiy iniiu-

enced by the material in the goods,
that is, the ends and picks per inch,
consequently we find a comparatively
wide range in th§ construction of these
fabrics. The manufacturer, however,
must bear in mind that the fabrics
should be perfectly firm in order to
withstand the wear of a dress fabric.

PLAIN WOVEN FABRICS
lend themselves more readily to a va-
riation in texture with a given count
of yarns than does any other method
of interlacing warp and filling threads,
this being due to plain woven fabrics
having more intersections to the repeat
of the weave than any other weave.

In varying the texture, we must bear
in mind the nature of the material to
be used, as certain kinds of yarns re-

quire less ends per inch than others of
a given count to produce a firm fab-

ric. In the construction of an eolienne
which is made up of a silk warp, silk,

being the smoothest of textile fibres,

would require more threads per inch
than a fabric composed of woolen
fibres, as the silk threads will not cling
to one another or full up in the finish-

ing as would a fabric composed of
woolen fibres; consequently silk warp
fabrics usually have a very high warp
texture.

ANALYSIS.
Cotton filling fabrics: Width of

warp in reed, 30 inches; width of fab-

ric finished, 28 inches; ends per inch
in reed, 90; ends per inch, finished, 96.

Reed, 45 x 2.

Silk wavT), 21-23s denier silk; cotton
filling, 2-50s combed cotton; 58 picks.

WORSTED FILLING EOLIENNE.
Width of warp in reed, 44 inches;

width of fabric, finished, 40 inches;
ends per inch in reed, 150; ends per
inch, finished, 166.

Reed, 50x3.
Silk warp, 21-23s denier silk; total

number of ends in warp, 6,600; 40 ends
additional each side or selvage, 80;
total, 6,680 ends.
Worsted filling, l-50s French spun;

picks per inch, 64.

These fabrics may be woven on any
light, smooth running roller or dobby
loom. The warp is drawn straight on
eight harnesses through French string
heddles. The speed of the loom may
with advantage run from 130 to 140
picks per minute.

FINISHING.
Eolienne requires little in this re-

spect. After ilie goods reacn the dye-
house, they are boiled off, then dyed as
desired, run through the rotary press
and made up into laps or rolls of about
40-yard pieces. Then they are ready
for the commission house.
When eoliennes are made with dyed

yarns the finishing process as noted is

rather simple, but when raw silk and
grey cotton yarns are used more nu-
nrerous processes are necessary. The
fabric has to be boiled out in order to
take the gum from the silk, it has to
be bleached, and handled in various
methods to produce even results and
then has to be dyed or printed, as the
case may be. Sometimes such fabrics
are dyed by a cross-dyeing process,
wherein the silk will be one color and
the cotton an entirely different color.

In other instances the silk will remain
white with the cotton dyed the color
desired. Possibly there has been more
improvement made during the past
few years in the dyeing and finishing
of these silk and cotton mixture fab-
rics than in any other section of the
market.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns for eolienne are made in
mills of the third division as given in

a previous article. The count of yam
taken for an example of this class of
goods is 2-50s cotton filling, the warp
yarns being made of raw silk. In this

article we will give the foundation for
making this count of yarn for this

class of goods. While the count >f

yarn is not what would be called a fine

one, still the general construction of
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the goods calls for a fairly good
length cf staple of a good grade of cot-

ton, sometimes the yarns being mer-
cerized and gassed. The sample calls

for a cotton of good grade of l^^-inch
staple. This cotton is put through two
processes of picking, the speed of the
beaters being 1,500 and 1,250 revolu-
tions per minute, respectively, for the
beater and finisher. The weight of the
lap at the finisher should be 37 1/^

pounds, or a 12-ounce lap. The card
should be equipped with 35s wire fillet

for the cylinder vind 37s doffer and flats.

The speed of the licker-in should not
exceed 300 revolutions per minute; the
speed of the flats, one complete revolu-
tion every 40 minutes, and about 2V2
per cent of dirt, strip, etc., taken out.

Strip three times a day and grind as
before stated.

SETTINGS

should be close. ' Special attention
should be paid to the licker-in, both
as regards its speed and also as to its

setting. The feed plate should be set

far enough away not to break the
staple and not so far as to allow
the licker-in to continuously draw
bunches into the cylinder. The
draft should be about 110 and the
weight of the sliver 55 grains per yard.

The production should not exceed 525
pounds for a week of 60 hours. The
cotton sliver is next put through a
sliver lap machine, the doublings for

an 8% -inch lap being 16 into 1, the
weight being 400 grains per yard.

These laps are put up at the ribbon
lap machine and doubled 6 into 1, and
made into a lap on a lO^^-inch spool.

The weight of this lap should be about
420 grains. These are put up at the
comber and doubled 8 into 1. For the
Heilman machine the end cam should
be set as follows: with the 80-tooth

gear out of mesh, set roller on pawl
arm in heel of large cam, turn index
gear to S^^ and slide 80-tooth gear into

mesh and bolt. Set detaching rolls to

fluted segment with 21 gauge. Set nip-

pers to open at 3i^ index gear and
close at 91/4. Set lifters down at 6%
and up at 8% to 9; top combs down at

5; detaching rolls beginning to move at

6 and feed roll at 4, or according to

amount of waste to be taken out. Set

cushiou plate to half lap with an 18

gauge and top combs to fluted segment
with a 21 gauge. Use a 15-16 inch stock
gauge. Use a 30-degree angle oi- nipper
knife. For this stock take out 18 to 20
per cent waste. The weight of the sliv-

er delivered is 60 grains per yard.

Speed of comber is 90 nips per minute.
The sliver is next put through

TWO PROCESSES
of drawing frames. For this class of
goods use a front roller speed of 350
and have leather top rolls well var-
nished and see that all stop-motions
work properly.
Weight of sliver at finisher draMring

frame is 70 grains per yard. At the
slubber make .55 hank roving and use
three processes of fly frames, the hank
roving at each being 1.25 at first; 4 at
second, and lOYz at fine frame. Spin
the roving into 50s, on a ring frame,
with a 2%-mch spindle gauge, l^/i"

inch diamond ring and a 5-inch trav-

erse. If mercerized yarn is wanted,
spin with a soft twist, otherwise use
the regular cloth twist, which for this

yarn would be as follows: twist per
inch, 22.98; revolutions per minute of
front roller, 100 plus; revolutions per
minute of spindle, 7,250. After which
the yarn goes through the usual proc-
esses to be twisted into 2-ply 50s.

Dyeing Particulars.

PINK.
One-quarter per cent Erika pink G.;

1 per cent sal soda; 10 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

LIGHT BLUE.
One-half per cent diamine SK. blue;

1 per cent sal soda; 10 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

OLIVE.
Two per cent diamine green G. ;

i/^

per cent diamine fast yellow B. ; 14 per
cent diamine brown B.; 1 per cent sal

soda; 20 per cent Glauber's.

HELIOTROPE.
Two per cent diamine heliotrope; 1

per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's salt.

NAVY BLUE.
Eight per cent immedial indigo B.;

8 per cent sulphide sodium; 5 per cent

gpda; 20 per cent Glauber's.
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MYRTLE.
Eight per cent immedial deep green

B.; 8 per cent sulphide sodium; 5 per
cent soda ash; 30 per cent Glauber's.

FAvVN BROWN.
One per cent diamine brown B.; 14

per cent diamine fast yellow B.; i^ per
cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glauber's.

SEAL BROWN.
Four per cent diamine brown B.; 1

per cent diamine fast yellow B,; 1 per
cent diamine catechine B.; Yz per cent
sal Loda; 30 per cent salt.

BLACK.
Ten per cent immedial black NN.;

10 per cent sulphide of sodium; 30 per
cent Glauber's salt; 5 per cent soda
ash.

SAGE GREEN.
One-half per cent diamine green G.;

1 per cent sal soda; 30 per cent salt.

PEARL.
One-sixteenth per cent diamine

dark blue G.; 1 per cent sal soda; 20
per cent Glauber's.

SLATE.
One per cent diamineral black B.; 1

per cent sal soda; 20 per cent Glau-
ber's.

-^-^-^

HANDKERCHIEFS
Cotton handkerchiefs are constructed

in various ways. Some are made from
ordinary plain cotton cloth cut up and
either hemmed, embroidered (usually
with initials) or ornamented with Bat-
tenburg or other forms of lace. Others
are what may be termed "made in the
loom," and are of such types as hem-
stitched, in which a leno weave is used
for the four borders to make a

perforated effect, and corded handker-
chiefs, in which corded effects are
made for both the side and cross bor-

ders.

They vary in size, weight and qual-

ity from the utilitarian red bandanna
to the ladies' dainty ornamental lace
article.

In a characteristic handkerchief of

the cord type, the layout of the entire

warp, including the drawing-in draft,

is as follows:

Selvage

Border

Body

Ends.
32 as 16
32
10 as 2
6

10 as 2

6
10 as 2

14
40 as 8

14
10 as 2

6

10 as 2
6

10 as 2
1080
152
56

Harness.

6 6
8
5 6

5 6

56
152
1080
152
32

Selvage 32 as 16

3008 ends

7 8

3 4 5 6
Draw border
3 4 5 6

3 4 5 6
Draw border
Draw body
Draw border
3 4 5 6

1 2

Dents.
8

16
i
s
2
S
i
1
8
7
2
3
8
3
2

640
46

Skip 1
28
46

540
46
16

1369

From the above layout it will be
seen that two handkerchiefs are woven
in the loom at the same time, side by
side, one empty dent separating them,
and that one beam only has been used.
Each warp cord border consists of 100
ends working as 20.

THE SAME EFFECT
could be obtained by using a coarser
yarn, but the probabilities are that if

this was done it would become neces-
sary to use twQ beams. Twenty-eight
dents have been occupied between the
cords and center empty dent to allow
ample width for turning the edges un-
der for hemming purposes.
The construction data of this hand-

kerchief are as follows: Warp counts,
32s; filling counts, 40s; ends per inch,

72 in plain part, 79 average; picks per
inch, 70 in plain part, 77 average;
ends in handkerchief, 1,504; picks in

handkerchief, 1,454; width in loom, 40
inches; width in gray, 38 inches;
weight, 4.5 yards per pound.
One of the principal points to consid-

er in handkerchief weaving is the ar-

rangement of the chain draft for the
filling pattern and loom mechanism so
that there will not be any more bars

of pattern chain used than is neces-
sary.

THE FILLING PATTERN
of the handkerchief under considera-

tion contains 1,454 picks. On an ordi-

nary dobby head this would require

727 bars qf double index, or 1,454 bars
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of single index chain. To avoid this

excessive amount of chain there are
several devices or loom attachments
now on the market, comprising double
or more cylinder repeater, multiplier,

or handkerchief motions.
Most of these require separate chain

bars for the two borders and a certain
number of bars for the plain, varying
according to the type of motion used.

Fig. 1 shows the chain draft t'.at has
been used to produce the handkerchief

The handkerchief was woven in a
single box dobby loom from one beam.
IFmight at first thought appear to be
an advantage to weave cross borders
of this type with coarse filling in a
2x1 box loom, using one pick of coarse
instead of five picks of fine filling, but
the lowsr speed at which it is neces-
sary to run box looms and the more
attention they require from weaver
and loom fixer lessen this seeming ad-
vantage. Single box cam looms, with

Repeater
motion.*

Baamaaa
anaaaaB
aaoaaaD
OBZiBaaa
aaaaaBD
Daaanaa
DaaMDBa
aaaaaDa
aaigaDB

ssssss?

SSSSSiS

_JBnBDB
DDBDBDr
DDBDBDL
OaBOBaB

oBaBDBa
gBDBDaa
BQBDaa

BSSiRSS
ooBQaaa
OGBOBna
DaaoaaB
^aananlHaaan
DDBDaaS
Daaaaaa
oaaaaia
oaaaaBD
oaaaaaa
DDBDaas
DDBDaaaDBDaDB
DGBDBGB
DaanaDB
Daaaaaa
aaaaaaB
Daaaaaa
aaaaaa

Stop
pegs.
a y Plain bar for body and plain In border.

-Repeat = 28 picks = 14 bars.

DBGBGBa PDaaaaaa (

DaaaiDB S iDGBGaGB
r\nmr\mnm I

10 picks = 5 bars.

P c6 times = 12 picks = 6 bars.

Risti

S

picks = 40 bars.

.Repeat = 28 picks = 14 bars.

85 bars for cross border.
1 bar for plain.

Total. 86 bars for handkerciilef.

Fig.. 1.

referred to, with the layout shown; 86
double-Index bars have been used for
each handkerchief, one for the plain in

center and borders, and 85 for the cord
cross borders, with a repeat motion
that is not on the market. The sel-
vages have been woven plain. The
harnesses for these have not bee'n in-

dicated on the chain draft, because
they are worked in a positive manner
by the lifter knives.

Repeater motion refers only to left-hand
vertical series of squares.

handkerchief motions attached, in

which sliding cams work the plain
weave or remain in an open-shed posi-
tion for a number of picks as required,
are sometimes used. These admit of a
much greater speed and steadier mo-
tion than dobby looms.

FINISHING.
Cord handkerchiefs are usually

bleached, cut, hemmed, folded, pressed
and made up as required. Plain cloth
handkerchiefs are similarly treated or
are printed, usually red and white or
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blue and white, instead of being
bleached.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns that compose handker-
chiefs are made in mills of the sec-
ond and third divisions, as given in a
previous article. Generally speaking,
handkerchief yarns are combed, even
the coarser yarns for the poorer qual-
ity of handkerchiefs. The handker-
chief taken for a sample is made up
of 32s warp yarns and 40s filling

yarns, and it is often found that a
different count of yarn is used in the
cords.

For the sample under description, a
good quality of American cotton of
about 1% staple would be used. This
would be mixed as has been before
described,

MACHINE MIXING
being used if possible, as it leaves
the cotton in a more desirable condi-
tion. An opener and three processes
of picking are used, although in
some line cloth mills only two process-
es of picking are used, and excellent
results obtained. Some overseers con-
sider that an intermediate picker is

not necessary, and, in fact, claim that
instead of benefiting the cotton, it is

a detriment, as it puts neps into the
cotton. While this may be true, good
results are obtained by either process,
and one has to be governed by cir-

cumstances as he finds them, as it

very often happens in a cotton mill
that no hard and fast rule can be giv-
en, the object being to get a good,
clean, even yarn with strength, and on
the mark as to count, and also to get
as much as possible as cheap as pos-
sible. At the feeder have it feeding
as even as possible and remember
that on the pin roller

DEPENDS THE EVENNESS
o^ the .ap at the breaker. The break-
er is equipned v^ith two sets of cages
and beaters, the breaker beater hav-
ing three blades, and making 1,400
revolutions per tainute, while the
front beater has two blades, and al-

so makes 1,400 revolutions per min-
ute. It will thus be seen that the
cotton passing under the three-bladed

beater receives one-tiiird more beat-
ing than when passing under the for-
ward beater of the same machine. A
full lap should weigh 40 pounds, or
a iGounce lap. If three processes of
pickers are used, these laps are dou-
bled 4 into 1 at the intermediate
picker. The total weight of a lap at
this machine should be 38 pounds, or
a 14-ounce lap. At the finisher pick-
er the doublings are also 4 into 1.

The speed of a beater of this picker is

1,425, if equipped with a pin beater,
and 1,450 if a two-bladed, rigid type is

used. The total

WEIGHT
of a lap is SlVz pounds for a 40-yard
lap, or a 15-ounce lap. All the laps
as they are taken off the picker should
be weighed, a variation of one-half
a pound either side of the standard
weight being allowed. The roving
waste (cut) should be mixed as be-
fore stated, or better still if it is run
through a special roving machine,
and then put back into the mixing.
In this manner scarcely any "lickin"
laps are made, granted, of course, that
too much cut waste is not being made,
or too little cotton being used. Cut-
roving waste and also card, sliver

lap, ribbon lap, comber and drawing
frame good waste is a serious prob-
lem, and it should not be allowed to
accumulate, but should be used up as
fast as made. The laps are put up

AT THE CARD.
This card is, generally speaking, the
so-called English card. It should have
as large a doffer as possible, either a
26 or 27 inch diameter being used by
mill men nowadays. The size of w!re
fillet used should be that used for
making medium counts of yarn, i. e.,

Xo. 34s or 110s for cylinder, and No.
36& or 130s for doffer and flats. The
draft of the card should not be less

than 110. The speed of the licker-in

should be about 400 revolutions per
minute. The flats should make one
complete revolution every 40 minutes.
Strip, grind and set as given in pre-
vious articles. The production of the
card for a week of 60 hours should be
600 pounds. If this yarn is to be
combed, it is generally run through
the sliver lap machine, where it Is
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doubled 14 into 1, and weighs 250
grains per yard for an 8% -inch lap,

after which it U put up at the ribbon
lap machine and doubled 6 into 1, the
weight of a yaid of lap at the front

being 275 grains. These laps should
be

SIZED TWICE A DAY,

a variation of 5 grains per yard
either side of the standard weight be-
ing allowed before changing. At the
comber use the same settings, timings
and gauges as given In the last arti-

cle. The combed sliver should weight
45 grains for a 6-head comber, and
proportionately more for an 8-head
comber. For these goods about 15 per
cent of waste is taken out. Watch the
needles on the half laps and top
combs, for remember that if these are
broken or bent, the cotton is not re-

ceiving its proper combing, and as this

is an extra item in the cost, these lit-

tle points should be looked after. An-
other part of the comber to watch is

the table, to keep it free from dirt and
oil, and well polished and smooth at
all times. This is because after leav-

ing the comber the cotton receives no
more cleaning, so that dirt even in

the sliver is apt to stay there.

PERCENTAGES OF THE COMBER
should be taken frequently and all

comber percentages kept as even as
possible, for if there is much varia-

tion it will show up and make uneven
yarn. Another point to watch is the
leather top rolls. These should be
kept well varnished, with a varnish
which will last at least three weeks,
although the detaching rolls should be
given one coat of varnish every week.
Varnish should be applied with a
brush. At the drawing frame, the
comber sliver is put through two
processes, the doublings being 8 into
1 at the breaker, and 6 into 1 at the
finisher. The weight per vard at the
finisher drawing frame is 70 grains per
yard. At this machine

THE MAIN POINTS
to watch are the knock-off motions,
roller settings and top rolls. For
drawing frame top leather rolls a
varnish should be used which is

smoother and glossier than that used
for the comber rolls. Usually this is

obtained by using Venetian red, in-

stead of burnt sienna, as a color mix-
ing. At the slubber, the drawing is

made up into .60 hank roving. Watch
the twist and tension. If top leather
rolls are varnished, the same varnish
as is used for the drawing frame may
be used, except for the fact that it is

thinned down by adding acetic acid

or vinegar. The roving is then put
through two processes of fly frames.
At the first intermediate it is made
into 2 hank, and at the fine it is made
into QVsi for warp, and 8 hank for fill-

ing. At these frames watch the fol-

lowing parts: tension, twist, setting

of steel rolls, traverse end roving
waste. Be sure to have no dead spin-

dles. The

YARN FOR THE FILLING
is spun into 40s on a frame with a
1%-inch diameter ring, 5 ^^ -inch trav-

erse, and a spindle speed of 8,800 rev-
olutions per minute, after which the
filling is conditioned, and is then
ready for weaving. The roving for

warp is spun into 32s, on a frame with
2% -inch gauge, 1%-inch diameter ring,

and spindle speed of 10,000 revolutions
per minute. The yarn is then spooled,
warped and put through a slasher, and
run upon a beam at the front. Gener-
ally speaking, this beam is made up of
sections of small beams known as
handkerchief beams, on which are
wound the required number of ends.

DIAPER CLOTH
Cotton diaper cloth may be con-

sidered a staple fabric, being made in

the same widths, grades and patterns
year in and year out.

Standard widths are 18 inches, 20

DanBaBDD
DDBDaDHD
GBaDDDDH
DDDaDDD
DHaDDDDa
DDananiia

DDDBaD-i
Fig. 1.

5
4 i

Fif'. 2.

BGOCBuu
GSG_;Uua
janoDB
aBDBnDD
BDGDBGD
DBDDGBa
BDBDaGB
FiK3.

inches, 22 inches, 24 inches and 27
inches.

Essential qualities required for
these goods are freedom from, foreign
matter, and ability to absorb mois-
ture. Being subjected to excessive
washings when in use, they have to

be of fair quality.
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For the ordinary qualities oi goods,
Allen Seed, Benders, Mobile, New
Orleans and Texas cotton of middling
and strict middling grades are used.
In the lower qualities, card and rov-
ing waste is used for the filling.

CONSTRUCTION.
A diaper fabric under consideration

is constructed as follows: Width, 18%
inches, probably intended for 18 inch-
es; ends per inch, 62; picks per inch,

46; warp counts, 30s; filling counts.

process, which renders the fabric ab-
sorbent to a large degree, as well as
antiseptic.

Fig. 2 shows the center or point
harness draft, and Fig. 3 the chain
draft, to use to produce the fabric
under consideration. As harness
number 5 works like harness number
1, it might be omitted, and the ends
drawn on number 1 instead.

If the ends were drawn in straight,

the chain draft would be similar to

the weave, with selvages extra.

CALCULATIONS.
46 (picks) X 20 (width in reed) x 100 (length of cut)

14 (counts X 840)

100 (yds.) -H 7.83 (yds. per pound)
12.77 — 7.82 = 4.95 lbs. warp.
18% (width of cloth) x 62 sley = 1,162.

1,162 + 24 for selvages = 1,186; total ends.
l,186(ends) x 105 (length) = 30s warp counts

4.95 (weight) x 840

7.82 lbs. filling.

12.77 lbs., weight of cut.

Diaper Cloth.

14s; weight, 7.83 yards per pound;
weave, Fig. 1. The selvages consist

of 24 ends of 30s as 12 on each side,

and have been reeded 4 ends per dent;
they weave plain. The body of the
cloth has been reeded two ends per
dent.

The combination of a filling flush

weave, only one end out of 4 being
up on each pick and a soft, coarse
filling as compared to the warp, tends
to make the face of the cloth very
soft. This is aided by the finishing

LOOM REQUIRED.
Diaper cloth may be woven on sin-

gle box dobby or cam looms. If wo-
ven on the latter, a cam an'angement
of 8 picks to the round, with selvage

motion extra, would be required. As
it is not necessary to stop production

for ordinary misweaves, the cam loom
would be the best to use on account

of its steadier running.
The object of the finishing process

is to rid the fabric of the cotton wax
and foreign matter, and render it ab-
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sorbent, white and clean. This is ac-
complished by treating with an alka-
line solution of caustic soda, bleach-
ing, washing and drying. It is then
sterilized by formaldehyde or steam,
dried, and made up, usually in 10-

yard bolts covered with a sealed
wrapper.

BALINE
Baline refers to a class of goods

that is, in point of texture, between
the coarser stuff known as burlap and
the lighter and somewhat finer mate-
rial known as canvas.

Baline is practically a coarse kind of
canvas. It is made frotn the best
grades of jute, flax and hemp and is

used for numerous purposes. The very
coarse quality is used principally for
wrapping merchandise, and the finer
grades are used for curtains and up-
holstery purposes, and also for stiffen-

ing wearing apparel, etc.

Baline, as used for stiffening wear-
ing apparel, is inserted between the
surface cloth and the lining, usually at
the lapels and sleeves, in order both
to stiffen and retain the shape of set-

ting of that portion of the garment.

THE GOODS
are made in various widths; that used
for upholstery purposes ranges from
50 to 64 inches, and that used
for tailoring purposes usually comes
in narrow widths from 22 to 38
inches. The narrow goods, however,
are usually woven double width with
fast center selvages, then cut in two
parts during the finishing.

Baline is made in several qualities.
The best grades are made up entirely
of tow yarn, a short flax fibre, another
grade is made with a combination of
tow yarn and hemp or jute, and the
lower qualities are usually made en-
tirely from either hemp or jute.

In the combination fabric the h^mp
or jute usually figures as filling, while
the flax or tow yarn is used for the
warp, because the, latter is with less
difficulty made up into a smoother and
stronger thread than either hemp or
lute. The warp and filling for

these goods interlaces on the plain

weave 'system. The goods used for
decorating purposes are dyed in the
piece and the prevailing colors are
dark red, garnet, and various shades
of blue. The goods used tor wrapping
merchandise and tailoring purposes
are finished in their natural color,

which is a kind of drab, or light

brown, depending on the material used
in the construction of the goods.
The baline used for tailoring pur-

poses is the finest in point of texture,
and the goods used for decorative pur-
poses closely resemble the common
burlap, as far as texture is concerned.
In the finishing, the coarser grade of
baline receives considerable attention,

being dyed and sheared, and presents
a much more attractive appearance
than the common burlap, which is only
pressed after it comes from the loom.
Analysis of goods used for stiffening:

Width in reed, double width, 50
inches; finished at iTY2 inches.
Reed, 16 x 2, 34 picks per inch;

warp, 12 cut tow yarn; filling, 12 cut
jute: ends in warp, 1,600; extra ends
for all, 8; total, 1,608; weight per yard,
15 ounces. '

Take-up in warp during weaving
about 15 per cent.

FINISHING.

The finishing of these goods depends
entirely upon the use for which the
fabric is intended. The quality used
for upholstery purposes and curtains is

dyed after the goods are woven, then
sheared on both sides and usually
softened, especially so if intended for

curtains. The goods used for tailoring
purposes are finished in their natural
color and stiffened. Some are stiffened

much more than others, depending on
the use for which they are made. The
materials used for stiffening are glue
and flour. If a very stiff finish is de-
sired, equal proportions of glue and
fiour are used. The goods used for
wrapping are merely sprinkled, then
pressed, after which they are made up
into rolls or laps.

Dyeing Particulars.

NAVY BLUE.
Three and one-half per cent formyl

blue B; 30 per cent Glauber's; 2 per
cent alum.
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BLACK.
Five per cent jute black G.; 30 per

cent Glauber's; 3 per cent alum.

RED.
Five per cent fast red R.; 30 per

cent Glauber's; 3 per cent alum.

SKY BLUE.
One per cent patent blue B.; 25 per

cent Glauber's; 3 per cent alum.

Most of the acid colors can be dyed
on this fabric with Glauber's and alum
at the temperature of about 190 de-
grees, in a jig dye machine. The
goods are boiled out with Glauber's
salt and sal soda to soften the fibre a
little before the dyeing operation.

The addition of a little acetic acid
the last fifteen minutes is beneficial
to most colors.

HONEYCOMB CLOTH
Honeycomb cloth derives its name

from its very close resemblance to an
ordinary wax honeycomb.

In combination with other weaves
the honeycomb type of weave is ex-
tensively used in the manufacture of
honeycomb and so-called crochet
quilts. It is also used for cotton warp
and wool filling shawls and baby car-

riage robes, in which the warp is con-
siderably finer than the filling in or-

der that it will show as little as pos-

sible.

The honeycomb type of weave was
formerly used to some extent in the
construction of cotton toweling. The
cell-like fabric, which is practically
identical in appearance on both sides,

would appear to be excellently adapted
for toweling, the plain weave portions
giving the necessary strength and the
long floats of yarn steadily absorbing
moisture, but for some reason or other
it is not seen in the market to any ex-
tent at the present time.

Low and medium counts of yarn are
usually used for honeycomb cloths.

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate two honey-
comb weaves, on 8 ends by 6 picks and
8 ends by 8 picks, respectively. A
study of these will show that some
ends and picks interlace more than
others in a repeat of the weave and

that they are constructed on diamond
bases.

Unlike the majority of single weave
cloths, the effect in honeycomb cloth
differs entirely from that seen on the

anDBnannnnDBDHno
DDaDBnanDDBDacBD
LaoBaHnHaacBSBLB
DaaaaBaBCMBBBa
GBaBBaaaaaDBBBDa
LDBDBDBDaDBDBa«a
DDDBDBDDDDDBDBDn
LDDDBDDDDDDCBDDa
DODCDHDDDDDBDBCa
naaffinaanDBDBDBD
DBDaesneuBaBBBnB
aaSSSa&QBDBBBBBD
DSDasaDEDBCBBBDa
DDaaeC&nCDBDBDBG
DGDeDECCnDGBDBDD
DDDC&DDDDDDnBDDD

GBDBBBGBSBaBBBGB
BGBBBaBGBOBBBBBG
DBGBBBGBGBGaaBGB
GGBQBQBuGGBGBGBD
Da^aaBaGQQaBGHGa
uaBaaaBGGGBGBGBa
anSaSGS'GBGBBBGG
i^DSaaaaGBGBBBBBG
saaBanaGBGBBBGB
GG^aaGBCGr hgbgbg
DDGaGi^GGnnGBGBGG
DaaaaasaGGBaBGBn

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

GnGBaBGBaanLGBDBDBCD
GGBGBBBGBGGGBGBBBGBG
GBHBBBBBGBGBGBBBBBGB
BGBBBBBBBGBDBBBBBBBD
DBGBBBBBGBuBi-jBBBBBLB
GGBGBBnOBGGGBGBBBDBa
naCBGBE JBDGGGQBGBGBGa
QGaGBaBGCCGnaGBGBacn
GGGZCZnZGCGaGBGBGBaa
DGraJZZ;G~GGGHGBBBGBn
GiG::::~"CGZGBGasBBBaB
!EGirrz:::::_GaGBBBi'BBBn
g::g;:" :~rG=CBGBBBBBQB
CC:_GZi: C:GGGBnBBBGBa
LGG::GZr:rGGG[:B- irGBGD
CGGu.-^GZG::GGGGCBDBGGa

Fig. 3.

nnnnHGBGCGGnGGBCBcna
GQGBGBaBGGCDDBaBGBDa
GGBGBBIIGBGDGBGBBBGBD
GBDUBBBBGBGBGBBBBBDB
BGaBBBBBBGB'- aBBBBBBa
DB •BaaaGBGBGaBaaaaE
aGBDBBBGBGGOBGBBBGaa
aGGaGBGauGGGGaGBQaaD
DGGdraGBGaaGGaaBGaaDn
aaaGaBGa^GGGGGGBacDn
I aGG-saaaaaGGGaaGaaGa
aDGiGaGaacGGGBC bqbgg
aaaaa>55GSGaGiiG«BiiGBG
Daosaai5aaaaBri?BBBBGB
aGaaaaaasGBrcpBBBBBG
DaGasasacaGBGBBBBBDB
GG^GaeaG^^GGGBCBaaGBn
GO ^f^aaG^-GnGrGaGaraan
GaQGa'~B^'GaGGGraGBac n
caaGaaaaaacGGGGBcaGD

Fig. 4.

GGaGGGaaaaaanGGG
GGUGGBGaQBGaGGGD
Gj-aaaaaaGBGBGGG
uGaaGBGBBBGBGEGu
GGaGBGBBBBaL.BGBD
GBGBGBasBBBBGBGB
aGaGaaaBBBBRBGaa
GaGBBBaaBBBCiBBGB
BGaGBBBaaanBaGBa
GBGaaaaaBBBBGBaB
aGaGBaaaBBBaBgag
GGGBQaaBBaGBcagn
aGaGBuBGBGBGBGan
GaaaG^GBGBGaaaag
GGnGGaBGaaaGGaaa
aaGGGGGBQaaDDDDa

Fig. 5.

aGBGDaaaaDBD
oaGBaGBOcaaB
DGBGBGDGBGBD
aGaaGBGBGBDa
aDaaaGBCBDDn
aGGBaaoaGBGD
GaaGBGnaaaBn
GBGBGGBGGBDB
flGanGBBBGGBG
DBGGaaaaBGaB
DGBBBBBBBaG

Fig 6.

design paper, the diamond effect on
the paper being substituted by the
cellular effect in the cloth. This fea-

ture is due to the fact that yarns ap-
pear more or less prominent, when
woven into the cloth, according to the
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smaller or greater amount of inter-
lacings, respectively.

WEAVES.
In the type of cloth under considera-

tion the longer floats of warp and fill-

ing form the ridges of the honeycomb
cells, while the yarns which interlace
to a greater degree form the recesses
of the same. The long warp floats on
one side are opposite the filling floats

on the other.

Honeycomb weaves vary in size
within certain limits. The larger the
weave, the less firm the structure of
the cloth. Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate
weaves on 10 x 8 and 10 x 10, respec-
tively. With the same amount of ma-
terial, cloths constructed with these
would not be as firm as they would if

weaves Figs. 1 and 2 were substituted.

When large effects are desired, the
weave is modified and strengthened by
the addition of a plain weave around
the diamond, or, as it is termed, a dou-
ble diamond is used for a base.

Fig. 5 illustrates a weave of this

type.

Fig. 6 illustrates another variation
of the honeycomb weave on 12 x 12.

The type of design illustrated in Figs.
2 and 4 is the one generally used. The
crosses in Figs. 1 to 4 indicate one
repeat of the weave.

These fabrics are made on ordinary
dobby looms. One beam only is used.

BRIGHTON CLOTH
Brighton cloth is distinguished by a

general effect on the face somewhat
similar to honeycomb cloth, but unlike
the latter, it is not reversible, the ap-
pearance on the back differing from
that on the face. The principal dif-

ference between honeycomb and
Brighton weave effects is that the cells

of the former appear of uniform size,

on the square or rectangular base,
whereas those of the latter appear in
two sizes, large and small, alternately,
both warp way and filling way, on the
drop or plain weave order base.

Brighton cloth is not essentially a
cotton cloth, the Brighton weave,
which distinguishes the fabric,

being used in fabrics made
with other materials. The Bright-

on type of weave is used in

making cloths intended for dress goods,
also in combination with other weaves
to form parts of large jacquard pat-

terns, in substitution for the honey-
comb weaves.

In designing the jacquard patterns

care must be exercised to have the
Brighton weave correct, the long floats

of warp and filling being in certain po-
sitions in relation to each other, or the

effect will be spoiled. For illustration,

Figs. 1 and 2 are two weaves which
at first glance appear to be similar.

Fig. 1 is a correct Brighton weave and
differs from Fig. 2 in having the long
floats of yarn form a square, whereas

DaD"laBnDDHDHB«a
mnDBDDDDDLjDBDBQ
DaDB""DDaLD"""2S^"3BS5gOBaBBBBBDBBBBBBB
BDBBBBBBBDBBBBBy
aBDBBBBBDDDBBBDB
DDBDBBBDCDDDBnBa
DaBDBnDDDDDDBDa

'^SSSSSSaBDBBBiiB

Fiff. 1.

nnnnnHnfflDBnaaa
BBDDDBDBBBasaBH
BBBBDBDBBaBBDHBB
BBBDBUBBBBBBBDBaDBaaaBBBBBDBDB
aDBnUDDDBBBDnDBa
DaDDDDDmaDDnnDB
BDaaDannaDDC ooaa
naDaaDDBBBDDnnna
BBDaaaaBBBGUUBD
BaBaaaaaaaBBaBaa
BBBBDaaBBBaaGBBBBDaaaaBnaGGDa
aaaanaaaDBDDaDq
DaDDDDnaaaanDDDa
DDDQDnDBanDDDDU

rig. 2.

in the latter they form a cross. Figs. 3
and 4 represent the long floats in Figs.
1 and 2, respectively, vertical lines in-

dicating warp floats and horizontal
lines filling floats.

Figs. 5 to 7 illustrate the several
stages in the construction of a 12 x 12
Brighton weave. Fig. 5 shows the 12
x 12 diamond base. Crosses in Fig.
6 indicate a second line of twill in one
direction, added to the base. Fig. 5.

Marks in Fig. 7 indicate where warp
spots have been added in the left and
right hand corners of the large spaces,
the same now being divided into two
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warp flush and two filling flush dia-

monds of equal size.

The ridges of the cells in th-e cloth
are formed by the long floats of warp
at the sides and the long floats of fill-

ing at the top and bottom of each
diamond. The two sizes of cells are
formed by the intervals between the
ridges being greater and less (atr

will be seen by Fig. 3, which simply
indicates the ends and picks covered
by the long floats in one rep^eat of
weave Fig. 1), thereby enclosing larger
and smaller areas, alternately.

Fig. 3.

\ '
Fig. 4.

Brighton weaves are made on the
same number of ends as picks, this

number being a multiple of 4, on from
8x8 upward. Figs. 1, 7 and 8 are the
weaves generally used, the same b-e-

ing on 16 x 16, 12 x 12 and 8x8, re-

spectively.

LOOM REQUIRED.

Brighton cloth is woven on a single

nHDnnnnnnnni/
ncamDDDanwn
aanBaanaDBGG
DDnaBnDDBDDa
ODDnaanBDnDD
DDDnDaHDnDan
naDDDBaBnana
DDDDBnDDBnnp
DDDBDaDDDann
nnBDanaDDDHy
DBnaDDDDDnnB
BDDDDnaDDDDa

Fig-. 5.

DBOHaananHHB
DBnaDDDQHBa
nnnBDDaDDBDB
DaDDBnnaBDBg
nanaaBDBDBHa
naaaaaaoBHaa
aaaaaBOBDaaB
DaaaBnBDBDHO
nnnBaBDDDBgg
DDBnaDDDDDBG
nBCBHaDDDBDB
BDBaaaaDaaaa

cnnBaauaGBoa
DDDDfinDDBDffliJ
DDDDDBnBDBDD
DDDnnaBDffinaLi
DDDDDBDBDDaa
nnDDBDsnBana
DDnBDfflDDDBDg
DDBDBanDDnBD
DBUfflnanDDaDB
BDfflanaaanDDa

Fig-. 6.

BDBnBDDa
DBDDDBDB
BBBDBDBa
DBDBBBDB
BDDDBDBn
DBDBDBDa
BaBaBBflg

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

box dobby loom from one warp and
one filling. It is usually woven white
and piece-dyed afterward.

GALATEA
Galatea cloth has been somewhat in

demand the past two or three years by
women requiring serviceable and neat-
appearing cotton fabrics at a m-edium
price. One selling house advertises it

as being particularly suitable for chil-

dren's dresses that have to be subject-
ed to excessive wear, washing and
ironing; also for women's outing suits,

and shirtwaists.

The demand appears to be increas-
ing, probably partly due to the fact

that one or more firms are specializing
on the fabric and are advertising it.

GALATEA
is usually finished 27 inches wide and
retails at 14 to 20 cents per yard. It is

shown in plain colors as well as in fig-

ured, dotted and striped designs on
white and colored grounds. The pat-

terns are obtained by printing. Some
manufacturers have evidently found
that they can take a standard type of

fabric and extend its use by varying
the process of finishing it. The base
of the cloth, i. e., the fabric previous to

bleaching, dyeing or printing, is noth-
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Ing more than an ordinary 5-end warp
sateen of fair quality.

A galatea in a
SIMPLE STRIPE PATTERN

is considered here, the analysis of

which shows the following construc-
tion data: width of cloth, 27 inches;
ends per inch, 124; picks per inch, 56;

warp counts, 23s, right twist; filling

counts, 24s, right twist; w^eight, 31
yards per pound; weave, 5-end warp
satin. (Fig. 1.)

QBDBBH
mmamaasa
Fig. 1.

Donna
GaGoa
nanaa
annca
Dosaa
Fig. 2.

Each selvage consists of 24 ends
working as 12 and weaves 2 picks in a
shed. The cloth has been reeded 5

ends per dent in the body of the cloth
and 6 ends per dent in the selvages.

CALCULATIONS.
27 inches x 124 sley equals 3,348

ends, plus 8 extras for selvages (there
being 1 end per dent more than in the
ground) equals 3,356, total ends.

the ends drawn one through each hed-
dle.

FINISHING.

The finishing of galatea is of simple
character. It consists in bleaching, if

for white, and printing, if for colored,

patterns. A light starch, just enough
to make the fabric handle firm, is

used.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Galatea is made up of yarns the av-

erage count of which is about 25s.

For this article we will consider the
warp to be 23s and the filling yarn 24s,

both right twist. The cotton used for

this fabric would be upland cotton of

a medium grade and 1-inch staple. If

large quantities of this cloth are re-

quired, the mixing should be done by
machines. Any of the methods pre
viously described may be used, the ob-

ject being to have a dry, fluffy cotton
fed to the openers. If only a small mix-
ing is going to be used, the mixing
may be done by hand, but when mixed
/n this manner

3,356 (ends) x 105 (length)

23 (counts) X 840

30 (width in reed) x 56 (pks.) x 100 (length)

18.24 lbs. warp in 100 yards of cloth.

24 (counts) X 840

18.24 lbs. warp.
8.33 lbs. filling.

26.57 lbs., weight of 100 yard cut.
100 -V- 26.57 = 3.76 yards per pound.

When weighing a small sample of

the cloth under consideration 51
square inches was found to weigh 10.7

grains.
5% (sq. inches) x 7,000 (grs.)

10.7 (weight) x 27" (cloth width) x 36 Unches per yard)

,33 lbs. filling.

THE MIXING
should be allowed to stand longer be-

fore using, so that it will become thor-

oughly dry and not have to be fed

= 3.78 yards per pound.

LOOM REQUIRED.
Galatea can be produced most eco-

nomically on single box cam looms in
which an auxiliary motion is used fcr
actuating the selvage yarns.
On account of the large number of

ends per inch, and the fact that four
out of every five ends are required to
be on the face every pick, the cloth is

woven face down in the loom and the
harnesses actuated as shown in Fig. 2.

The drawing-in draft is straight, with

green. When cotton is fed green to
the pickers there is more likelihood of

a fire at these machines. The cotton
is next put through three processes of

pickers and an opener. At the breaker
picker there are generally two sets of

cages and two beaters. The first beater
that the cotton comes in contact with
has three blades and its speed is 1,100
revolutions per minute. The front
beater of this machine has two blades
and its speed is 1,425 revolutions per
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minute. The total weight of the lap
at this machine is about 40 pounds, al-

though in a great many mills the laps
at the front of the breaker and inter-

mediate pickers are allowed to become
as large as can be handled before doff-

ing them. The weight per yard is 16
ounces. The laps from the breaker
are put up and. doubled four into one
at the interiT'ediate. The beater on this

machine is generally of a two-bladed
type and the speed of it 1,400 revolu-
tions per minute. The total weight
of a 40-yard lap is 371/^ pounds, or a
15-ounce lap. At the finisher picker the
beater may be either the pin or the
two-bladed, rigid type. If the former,
the speed should be about 1,350 r-evo-

lutions per minute, and for the rigid

type 1,450. It will be at once seen that
a greater number of blows will be
struck with the pin beater, but it is

claimed that the pins of this beater
enter the cotton and do not strike it as

forcibly as the blade of a rigid type
beater. On the other hand, many
carders object to the pin beater, espe-
cially on the longer- staple cotton,
claiming that it

PUTS IN NEPS.
For this fabric the total weight of a
40-yard lap should be 36i/4 pounds. A
variation of one-half either side of

standard should be allowed and every
lap weighed. Look out for split laps
and see that every part of the picker
is working freely, that the evener mo-
tions are in perfect order, for remem-
ber it is on this arrangement that the
evenness of the lap depends. At the
card the draft should not be over 105

The speed of the licker-in is 375 revo-
lutions per minute. Flats (110) make
one complete revolution every 45 min-
utes. Use medium count wire fillet.

Strip, grind, clean, etc., as given in

previous articles. The production for

this fabric should be 850 pounds per
week of 60 hours and the weight per
yard of sliver should be 60. This is

then put through three processes of

drawing frames. For this class of

goods
METALLIC ROLLS

may be used to good advantage. For
this length of staple with metallic top
rolls spread the bottom steel rolls as

follows: Front to second, IJ inches;
second to third, 1^4 inches; third to

back, li inches. If leather top rolls

are used instead, close rolls a good
sixteenth. The speed of the front roll

may be anything up to 400 revolu-
tions per minute, according to the
amount of drawing needed. As has
been said many times before, as this

is really the last machine at which
evening takes place (to any great ex-

tent), watch to see that the stop-mo-
tions are working properly. Also watch
the clearers and see that the sliver is

being coiled properly in the can, be-
cause nothing causes more waste and
trouble than poorly coiled sliver in

cans. Size four times a day and allow
a variation of two grains per yard (av-

erage) before changing. Scour draw-
ings frequently. The weight per yard
of sliver at the finisher drawing is 75

grains per yard. The doublings are 6

into 1. At the slubber, the drawing is

made into .45 hank roving, after which
it is put through two processes of

FLY FRAMES
and made into the following hank rov-

ing at each; first intermediate, 1.65;

fine, 5 hank. This is taken to the spin-
ning frame and for the warp is spun
into 23s, with a right-handed twist.

Otherwise than being twisted right-

handed, the particulars are as follows:

2-inch diameter ring, 7-inch traverse,

9,500 revolutions per minute spindle
speed and a twist per inch of 22.7 plus.

The yarn is then spooled, warped and
put through the slasher.

The filling yarn for this fabric is

also a right twist, otherwise the par-

ticulars for the frame are as follows:

11/^ inch diameter ring, 6l^-inch trav-

erse, spindle speed of 7,600 revolutions
per minute. The yarn is then condi-

tioned.

Dyeing Particulars.

Following are dyeing particulars for

100 pounds of goods:

PINK.
Four ounces Erika pink G. ; 10

pounds Glauber's; 1 pound sal soda.

LIGHT BLUE.
Six ounces diamine sky blue FF.; 10

pounds Glauber's; 1 pound sal soda.
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CREAM.
Four ounces immedial yellow D.; 2

ounces immedial cutch G.; 1 pound
sulphide sodium; 2 pounds soda ash
10 pounds salt.

NAVY.
Ten pounds immedial indone B.; 10

pounds sulphide sodium; 3 pounds
soda ash; 30 pounds salt.

WINE.
Six pounds brilliant Bordeaux R.; 2

pounds sal soda; 30 pounds Glauber's.

TAN.
One pound immedial cutch B.;

pound immedial yellow D.; 3 pounds
sulphide sodium; 30 pounds salt; 3

pounds soda ash.

VELOUR
Velour Is a type of filling pile fab-

ric of fair to good quality, made on the
weave principles explained in the ac-

ticle dealing with velveteens. It dif-

fers from velveteen in having pile fill-

ing of some material other than cot-
ton.

Velour for dress and cloaking pur-
poses is made with 2 or 3 ply cotton
yarns for the warp and filling of the
ground cloth, and mohair or luster
worsted filling for the pile. The cloth
widths range from about 27 inches to
54 inches. The weights and qualities
also vary, as will be inferred from a
recent retail price list for 32-inch
goods. These prices range from $2 to

$4 per yard.
The better qualities of dress velours

are usually from 27 to 32 inches wide.
Large quantities of velour fabrics are

also used for curtain and upholstery
purposes, the points of the fibres re
ceiving and reflecting th-e light and in-

dicating full, deep colors. The pecul-
iar manner in which the cloth is con-
structed makes it an excellent wearing
fabric. In jute velours, which are used
for upholstery purposes to a greater
extent than anomal fibre pile velours,
the pile yarn is of jute.

In dress fabrics, velours are usually
of solid color. For upholstery pur-
poses they are of solid or various col-

ors and patterns, the result of print-

ing, embossing, cutting or burning.
The word velour, or velure, is also

given to a pad or pile fabric used by
hatters for smoothing and giving a
luster to the surface of hats.

THE ANALYSIS
of a characteristic velour fabric, 50
inches wide, retailing for $2.25 per
yard, indicates the following coq^truc-
tion data: Ends per inch, 68; picks, per
inch, 225, including 45 ground picks
and 180 pile picks; warp counts, 2-ply
2's cotton; ground filling founts, 3-ply

45s cotton; pile filling counts, 25s wor-
sted; weight, 21.13 ounces per yard
weave. Fig. 1. The picks are arranged
2 ground to 8 pile.

When analyzing pile fabrics care
must be taken not to omit to consider
the structure of the cloth. If analyzed
as an ordinary fabric the weave for the
fabric under consideration would ap-
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Fig". 2.
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Fig, 3.

pear as shown in Fig. 2.

and there would appear to

be an equal number of ground
as pile picks. Fig. 3 shows a
weave that could be used if the pile

was required to be shorter and lesa

dense than with Fig. 1. Crosses in

Figs. 1 to 3 indicate ground picks;

indicate pile picks.

Another point to consider is the
method of ascertaining the counts of

the
PILE FILLING.

Obviously a definite length cannot be
measured with any degree of accuracy
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after it has been cut into very small
pieces. Knowing the construction and
weight of the fabric, and the counts
of the ground yarns, the pile yarn
counts may be found as follows:

G8 (ends) x 50 (width) =- 3,400 ends.
3.400 xl05 (length)

= 42.5 lbs. warp.
10 (counts) X 840

45 (picks) X 55" (width in reed) x 100 (length)

15 x 840

21.13 ozs. (weight per yard) x 100 (length)

16 (ozs. per pound)

42.5 lbs. warp.
19.64 lbs. ground filling.

both lengths of staple are stapled in

the usual manner, and in large mills
are mixed by machines, while in small
mills, or mills using a small quantity
of these lengths of staples, the mix-

19.64 lbs. of ground filling.

132.06 lbs. weight of 100 yard cut.

132.06

62.14 lbs. ground yarn.

- 62.14 = 69.92 lbs. pile filling.

180 (picks) X 55 in. (width in reed) x 100 (length)

69.92 (lbs.) X 560

LOOM REQUIRED.
Velours require a two-box dobby

loom of heavy pattern, with a special
take-up motion on account of the large
number of picks per inch. One beam
only is required.

FINISHING.
The finishing process consists of

cutting, singeing or gassing, scouring,
bleaching (if for white), dyeing and
drying. Upholstery goods are printed
after being dried, usually by the dis-

charge process. Embossed effects are
almost entirely confined to solid col-

or fabrics and are obtained by pres-

sure under suitable heated and pre-

pared rollers.

For other data regarding filling pile

fabrics the reader is referred to the
articles on "Velveteen" and "Velvet-

een Cutting."

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Velour is made out of two different

lengths of staple of American peeler
cotton and a worsted yarn. The counts
of yarn used in the sample under de-
scription are as follows: Warp counts,

2-ply 20s, which is made from 1-inch
stock, and for ground filling counts
3-45s, which is made out of 1 3-16-inch

stock, and for pile filling, 25s worsted
yarns, which is equal to a 16 2-3s

(singl-e) cotton yarn. The cottons for

== 25 + counts of pile filling.

ing is done by hand. For both stocks
the

PICKING PARTICULARS
are practically the same, and one meth-
od will answer for both. They are put
through three processes of pickers and
an opener, the breaker picker, being
known as a combination picker, hav-
ing two sets of cages and two beaters;
the first, .or that beater coming into

contact with the cotton first, has three
blades and revolves at a speed of 1,-

125 revolutions per minute, while the
front beater is generally two-bladed,
having a speed of 1,500 revolutions per
minute. The total weight of a lap is

40 pounds or a 16-ounce lap. These
laps are put up at the intermediate
picker and doubled four into one. At
this picker the beater is of a rigid,

two-bladed type, and its speed is 1,425

revolutions per minute. The total

weight of a 42-yard lap is 38 1^ pounds,
or a 14 1^ -ounce lap. At the finisher

picker, the speed of a three-bladed, pin

beater is 1,400 revolutions per minute,
and of a two-bladed, rigid beater 1,450

revolutions per minute. The total

weight of a 50-yard lap is 46 pounds
net for the 1-inch stock or a liVz-

ounce lap and 39 pounds net or a 12 1/^-

ounce lap for the 1 3-16-inch stock.

AT THE CARD
there are several minor changes from
one stock to the other, the principal
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ones being as follows: The distance
from feed plate to licker-in should be
increased so as not to injure or break
the longer staple. For the shorter
stock the draft should be not more
than 100. Set feed plate to licker-in

to 7-l,000tbs gauge; flats to licker-in

7-l,000ths; doffer to cylinder, 7 1,-

OOOths doffer comb to doffer, with a
10-l,000ths gauge, the other settings
being the same as those used for in-

digo prints. For the longer stock set
feed plate to licker-in, 17-l,000ths; flats

to cylinder, 7-l,O0Oths; doffer to cylin-
der, 5-l,O0Oths, etc. The draft for this
length of staple should not be less
than 100 and 110 of a draft is better.
The percentage of all waste at the
card for 1-inch stock should not ex-
ceed 714 per cent and for 1 3-16-inch
staple Sy2 per cent. Strip, grind and
clean as shown formerly when the
same lengths of staple were being de-
scribed. The weight per yard for 1-

inch staple should be 60 grains per
yard and for the 1 3-16-inch stock, 55
grains per yard. The

PRODUCTION
for a week of 60 hours should be as
follows: 1-inch staple, 750 pounds and
1 3-16-inch staple, 550 pounds. The 1 3-

16-inch stock is combed (although for
all grades of velour the yarn is not
combed). The general method used
is as follows: Sliver lap 16 into 1 or
an 8% -inch lap; weight of finished lap
per yard, 420 grains. The sliver laps
are doubled 6 into 1 or to a lOi^-inch
lap, the weight being 440 grains per
yard. These laps, in turn, are put up
at the comber and doubled eight into
one, the weight of the finished sliver
being 65 grains per yard. Set the
comber as before described for this
length of staple. For this class of
goods 16 per cent of waste is taken
out. Use one of the receipts for var-
nish that have been given from time
to time, and keep all leather rolls in
good condition, no matter whether
they are on sliver lap, ribbon lap,
combers, drawing frames or slubbers
and speeders. The sliver from the
comber is put through two
processes of drawing, the dou-
bling 6 int> 1 at each process.

The speed of the front roll depends
upon conditions, but a fair speed is.

350 revolutions per minute. The weight
per yard of finished sliver is 75 grains.
The 1-inch stock is put through three
processes of drawing, the weight of
the sliver being 75 grains per yard.
Size at the ribbon lap twice a day, an
allowance of five grains per yard be-

ing allowed from standard before
changing. At the drawing frame size

four times a day, a variation of two
grains per yard being allowed. The
drawing frame should be set for

1 3-16 -inch stock, front to second,
1 5-16 inch; second to third, 1 7-16

inch and third to back, 1 9-16 inch
for leather top rolls; for metallic rolls,

spread rollers Vq to 4 of an inch far-

ther apart.

AT THE SLUBBER
the drawing is made in .60 for both
stocks, after which the slubber roving
is put through two processes of speed-
ers for 20s yarn, the hank roving at
each process being 1.50 at first, and 4

at second. This is spun into 20s on a
frame with a two-inch diameter ring;
7-inch traverse; 21.24 twist per inch,
and spindle speed of 9,400 revolutions
per minute, after which the yarn is

spooled and twisted into 2-20s, then
warped and put through a slasher. The
slubber roving for 45s is put through
two processes, the hank roving at each
being 2.50 at first and 10 hank at the
fine. This roving is spun into 45s on
a frame with 1^/4 -inch diameter ring;
5 1^ -inch traverse; 25 plus twist per
inch and a spindle speed of 8,500 rev-
olutions per minute. The yarn is then
twisted into 3-45s and conditioned.

Dyeing Particulars.

WINE.
6 per cent brilliant diamine Bor-

deaux R.; 3 per cent sal soda; 30 per
cent Glauber's; topped with 1 per cent
saffranine.

NAVY BLUE.
8 per cent immedial indog^ne B.; 8

per cent sulphide sodium; 3 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent salt; topped
with 1 per cent brilliant green G.; 1

per cent methyl violet B.
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OLIVE.
6 per cent katigen olive GN.; 2 per

cent katigen green 2 B. ; 1 per cent
katigen brown B.; topped with 1 per
cent auramine; 1 per cent brilliant

green crys.

BROWN.
6 per cent immedial cutch G.; 2 per

cent immedial yellow D.; 1 per cent
immedial brown B.; 10 per cent sul-

phide of soda; 3 per cent soda ash;
30 per cent salt; topped with 2 per
cent auramine; 2 per cent Bismarck
brown.

SLATE.
3 per cent immedial black NN.; 4

per cent sodium sulphide; 3 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent salt; topped
with 4 ounces methyl violet B.; 1

ounce brilliant green B.

GRAY.
1 per cent immedial black NN.; 2

ounces immedial yellow D.; topped
with 2 ounces brilliant green B.; 2

ounces methyl violet B.

FAWN BROWN.
4 per cent immedial brown B.; 2 per

cent immedial brown RR.; 6 per cent
sulphide soda; 3 per cent soda ash;
30 per cent salt; topped with 2 per
cent Bismarck brown R.

BOTTLE GREEN.
6 per cent immedial green BB.; 2

per cent immedial dark green B.; 8

per cent sulphide sodium; 3 per cent
soda ash; 30 per cent salt; topped
with 1 per cent brilliant green B.

PEACOCK GREEN.
4 per cent immedial new blue G.; 4

per cent sulphide sodium; 3 per cent
soda ash; 25 per cent salt; topped
with 2 per cent brilliant green B.

All these shades are dyed with the
sulphur colors, well rinsed with water
and dyed again at 180 degrees P., and
well rinsed in water again and dried.

BLACK.
10 per cent immedial brilliant black

G.; 10 per cent sodium sulphide; 3 per
cent soda ash; 30 per cent salt; top-
ped with 4 per cent immedial indone
B.; 4 per cent sodium sulphide; 3 per
cent soda ash; 20 per cent salt.

Rinsed and soaped.

GLORIA SILK or GLORIA CLOTH
Gloria silk or gloria cloth is a name

applied to a fabric used extensively
for umbrellas. This fabric is made up
of fine organzine silk warp, and either
cotton, worsted or mohair filling.

The finest grades of this fabric are
made with a fine organzine silk warp
and fine French spun Australian wor-
sted filling of a very high texture,
both warp and filling, while in the
cheaper grades cotton is substituted
for worsted.
The fabric made with silk and wor-

sted is oftentimes used as a dress fab-
ric, with a slight change in texture;
the counts of the materials may be a
little finer and the ends and picks per
inch are less than in the umbrella fab-

rics.

The fabric used as dress goods is

commonly known to the trade as lans-
downe. This fabric, by reason of the
texture, is softer to the touch than
the gloria cloth.

Both fabrics are made in the gray,
then dyed in the piece. The fabric

used for umbrellas is usually dyed
black and the fabric intended for a
dress is dyed in various shades of

solid colors, such as lavender, pink,

blue, sometimes finished in pure white
or bleached and sometimes the goods
are dyed black, if the trade desires it.

A distinguishing feature of these
fabrics in conjunction with the mate-
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rials used is the weave, which is a

three -end twill —^ , and is woven in

a width of about 45 inches in reed.

In the best grades of the umbrella
fabric the construction is of such a

high texture that the fabric need not
be waterproofed as are some fabrics

used as a protection against the ele-
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inentSj as, for instance, raincloth,

which is rainproofed during the finish-

ing process. The texture of the gloria

cloth is sufficiently compact to be im-
pervious to the rain.

ANALYSIS
follows of fabrics used for umbrellas
and also fabrics used for dress goods.

First, Gloria cloth: width of warp
in reed, 45 inches; width of fabric

finished, 40-41 inches; ends per inch in

reed, 55 x 3, equals 165; ends per inch
finished fabric, 180; warp, li/4 dram
organzine silk.

Take-up during weaving, 8 per cent.

Practically no shrinkage in cloth in

length during finishing.

Filling, 160 picks per inch; l-70s

French spun Australian worsted.
Second: Lansdowne: width in reed,

45 inches; width of fabric finished,

40-41; ends per inch in reed, 150—50 x
3 reed; ends per inch in finished fab-

ric, 168; warp, l^A dram organzine
silk.

Filling, 150 picks; l-90s French
spun Australian worsted.
These fabrics are woven on harness

looms; the warp is drawn straight on
six harnesses, through French string
heddles. This particular heddle is al-

most indispensable in silk weaving.
Fig. 1, two repeats of weave.
Fig. 2, drawing-in draft.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Gloria cloth is made up from many
different raw stocks, and may be either
composed of worsted, silk, mohair or
cotton yarns or a combination of any
two. Gloria is' sometimes called um-
brella cloth on account of its extensive
use for covering this article, and when
used for this purpose it is generally
constructed from cotton yarns. The
counts of the yarn used vary from 40s
to 60s, but a good average would be
45s for both warp and filling. The raw
stock used for the better cloth is Egyp-
tian cotton of li-inch staple, but it

is the general rule nowadays to mix
Allen 1%-inch staple cotton with the
Egyptian, so as to cheapen the cloth,
the proportion of American cotton used
varying from one -sixth to one-half,
the blending being generally done at

the breaker drawing frame. The cot-

tons should be mixed and up to the
drawing frame run separately. They
should be mixed in the usual manner;
if a bale breaker is used better re-

sults will be obtained and the mix-
ings will not have to stand as long
to dry out as when hand mixings are
made. The cotton is put through an
opener and three processes of pickers.
On the opener the stripping roll should
be set about one-half an inch from the
lifting roll and

THE HOPPER
should always be kept three-quarters
full of cotton. The processes of pick-

ers used may be three, as stated be-
fore, or two, the breaker being what is

known as a combination picker, that
is, having two beaters and two sets of
cages. For various reasons the latter

method is considered the better of the
two. In this article we will consider
the processes to be three separate
pickers, although the speeds of the
beaters given may be used if two proc-
esses of pickers are used. The speed
of the breaker beater is 1,350 for a
two-bladed beater and 900 revolutions
per minute for a three-bladed beater.

The total weight of a lap at the front

would be about 40 pounds, or a 16-

ounce lap. These are doubled 5 into
1 at the intermediate picker. The
speed of the beater of this picker is 1,-

300 revolutions per minute. The total

weight of a lap at this machine is 37i^

pounds, or a 15 1/4 -ounce lap. These laps

are put up at the finisher picker and
doubled 4 into 1. The speed of this

beater is 1,200 revolutions per minute,
and the weight of a lap is 311^ pounds,
or a 121^-ounce lap.

THE SPEEDS
of the beater given above are for the
Egyptian stock. The Allen seed would
require a higher speed of the beater
to get the dirt out, the increase be-

ing about 100 revolutions per minute
at each process. Every lap should be
weighed as it is taken from the finish-

er picker, a variation of one-half a
pound from the standard weight being
allowed. The laps are then put up at
the card and given a draft of 110. The
speed of the flats is one complete rev-
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olution ev-ery 40 minutes; set and
grind as usual. The production should
be about 500 pounds a week of 60
hours, the weight of the sliver being
50 grains per yard. Strip cards three
times a day for a lOi/^-hour day. The
card sliver is next put through a sliv-

er lap machine, the doublings for an
8%-inch lap being 16 into 1. The
weight of a yard of this lap at the
front is 280 grains. These are put up
at the ribbon lap machine and doubled
6 into 1. The weight of a yard of lap
at the front of this machine is 275
grains per yard. The spread of the
rolls at the ribbon lap for this staple
is, front to second, 11 inches; second
to third, 1| inches; third to back, li
inch€s. These laps are put up at the
comber and doubled either 6 or 8 into

1, according to the number of heads
the comber contains. For this article

we will assume 6. The speed is 90
nips per minute, the weight of sliver

delivered being 40 grains per yard.
The percentage of waste taken out is

16. If larger laps than 8| inches are
used the w^eight of the lap, etc., will

be proportionately heavier. Set and
time as given in a previous article.

At the drawing frame the doiibling at
each of the two processes used is 6

into 1. It is at this machine that the
blending is done, three ends of Amer-
ican cotton being run in w^ith three
ends of Egyptian.

THE WEIGHT
of the drawing at the front should be
50 grains per yard. The rolls should
be set as follows: front to second, l^^

inches; second to third, If inches, and
third to back, 1| inches. Size four
times a day and allow a variation of

two grains per yard either side of

standard before changing. Varnish
and change leather top rolls frequent-
ly. At the slubber the sliver is made
into .70 hank roving and is then put
through three processes of fly frames,
the hank roving at each process being
as follows: First intermediate, 1.40

hank; second intermediate, 3.40 hank,
and fine frame, 9.40 hank. The twist

per Inch put into the roving is very
important, and for making these yarns
the following twists are used at the
slubber: 73 turns per inch; first inter-

mediate, 1.01 per inch; second inter-
miediate, 1.85 per ihch, and fine, 3.7

per inch. Lay close and size fine

frames once a day, and slubbers once
a. week.

BETTER RESULTS
are obtained if either self-weighted
rolls are used on the fine frames or if

not using self-weighted rolls take
weight off of second roll and take one
tooth of draft out between second and
third rolls. Watch the leather rolls

to see that they are in perfect condi-
tion. The yarn is taken to the mule
room and spun with a soft twist toi

both warp and filling; the warp yarn
is then run on to spools, after which it

is warped and slashed and is then
ready for the beam. Particular care
has to be taken with this fabric to

keep it free from neps on account of

their showing up so plainly when made
up on the umbrella, and it is a good
plan to watch the beaters, flats and
settings at the card, percentage and
settings at the comber.

Dyeing Particulars.

Gloria cloth is made for the umbrel-
la trade. When composed of silk and
wool it is dyed by special colors, the
colors dyeing wool and silk in one
bath. For cheap imitation gloria cloths

of cotton and wool, a union black is

dyed: 5 per cent union black B.; 20
per cent Glauber's salt. Boil forty
minutes, and run without steam for

forty minutes longer. For

ALL COTTON CHEAP GLORIAS,

which are not glorias at all, as the
only real gloria cloth is made from
silk and wool, the aniline salt black
is dyed; the goods are passed through
a solution of aniline salt, dyed and
aged and developed and washed.

CANVAS
Canvas is a term applied to heavy,

plain weave cloths made with coarse,

ply cotton yarns. It does not refer

to any particular grade or weight of

cloth.
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Canvas cloth is used for mail bags,

coverings for boats, in the manufac-

ture of tents, etc. The

ANALYSIS

of a heavy characteristic canvas fab-

ric indicates the following construc-

tion data: ends per inch, 31; picks

per inch, 24; warp counts, 6-14s; filling

counts, 9-14s; cloth width, 24 inches;

reed width, 25^ inches; weight, .72

(72-100) yard per pound; plain weave.

A characteristic feature of heavy, plain

cotton fabrics is seen in this cloth in

that the warp has contracted in length

about 25 per cent. Goods of this char-

acter would be woven on heavy cam
looms of the type used for weaving
duck.

Fig. 1 is a weave of the mock leno

type, sometimes termed a canvas
weave. Cloth made with this weave
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is characterized by small perforations,

caused by some of the ends and picks,

indicated by the arrows, cutting or op-
posing each other, while other ends
and picks in the same weave come
closely together. This cloth is used
as a base or ground for embroidery
work, and the perforations noted have
a distinctive value as an aid in indi-

cating readily where to insert the
needle.

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Canvas is made up in a great many
grades, but usually the counts of the
yarns do not vary as much for the dif-

ferent grades as for different grades of
finer fabrics. The sample of canvas
taken for description is made up of
6-14s warp and 9-14s filling This count
of yarn (considering the fabric) would
be made up from 1.5-16 to 1 1-16 inch
staple, of a medium grade, and for
this grade of fabric the cotton would
not be combed. If large mixings are
required, i. e., over 60 bales a day, a

bale breaker should be used or some
arrangement made whereby the mixing
can be done by machines; if a smaller
am-ount of cotton is required, then a

hand mixing will answer. It will be
found a great advantage to use ma-
chinery for mixing; any of the up-to-

date machines and systems are all

right. The cotton is next put through
an opener and three processes of pick-

ers. The pin roll, or, as it is sometimes
called, the evener roll, should be set

about one-half an inch from the lift-

ing apron. The breaker picker is what
is known as a combination picker, hav-

ing two sets of beaters and two sets of

cages.
THE BEATER

that first receives the cotton is general-
ly of a three-bladed type and its speed
is 1,400 revolutions per minute. The
front beater of this same machine has
two blades, and its speed is 1,450 rev-

olutions per minute. The total weight
of a lap at the front end of this ma-
chine is 40 to 50 pounds, according to

length of lap run. Some overseers do
not have a full lap knock -off on either
the breaker or the intermediate picker,

but the attendant doffs this lap at will.

These breaker laps are doubled four
into one at the intermediate picker.
This picker is equipped with an even-
er motion and has a two-bladed beater,
the speed of which is 1,400 revolutions
per minute. The weight of a full lap
is about 40 pounds, but generally this
picker has no full lap knock-off, so
the laps would weigh more or less
for a full lap, but just the same per
yard. Four of these laps should be dou-
bled into one at the finisher picker.
This is equipped with a pin beater, the
speed of which is 1,400 revolutions per
minute. The total weight of a 46-yard
lap is 481/^ pounds gross, or 46 pounds
net, or a 12 -ounce lap. Every lap
should be weighed on this kind of
stock, for it is generally a very sensi-
tive cotton to weather conditions.
Watch the evener motions to see that
they are working properly and are
clean. Run good sliver waste up in the
usual manner. At the cards the draft
should not exceed 100 and the flats

should make one complete revolution
. every 40 minutes; set and grind as to-
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structions in article on indigo prints.

Strip out every three liours or three

times (both cylinder and doffer) a day

for a 1 01/^ -hour day. If humidifiers are

run,
THE HUMIDITY

should be about 55 degees. The pro-

duction of a card for a week of 60

hours should be 650 to 750 pounds, the

weight of the sliv-er being 55 grains

per yard. The card sliver is next run

through either two or three processes

of drawing as required for the quality

of the canvas. In the sample three

processes are used, six ends up at each

process. The spread of the rolls for

1-inch stock with leather top rolls is

as follows: front to second, 1| inches;

second to third, 1 3-16 inches; third to

back, 1% inches. For metallic top rolls

spread of rolls | inch wider all through.

Watch all stop-motions on this ma-

chine, for practically the last doubling

is done at this machine, so that it is

very important to see that the stop-

motions are in good order. Varnish

rolls as often as possible, and see that

clearers are properly placed and pick-

ed. The sliver should be sized four

times a day and should weigh 75

grains per yard. If humidifiers are

used over these machines, they should

give a mean temperature of 60 to 65

degrees. The drawing sliver is run

through the slubber, and made into

40 hank roving. The settings for rolls

at this machine are as follows: front

to second, 1 1-16 inches, and second to^

back, 1*4 inches. Clean steel rolls of

all laps, etc. The slubber roving is

then put through two processes of fly

frames, at the first intermediate being

made into 1 hank roving and at the

second, 3 hank roving. The roving on
the finer frame should be sized once a
day, the roll settings used for both

being front to second, 1 1-16 inches and

second to back, 1^ inches; the doub-

lings at each being 2 into 1.

AT THE SPINNING ROOM
the roving is spun into 14s on a warp
frame with a 3-inch gauge of frame, 7-

inch traverse, 2i-inch diameter ring,

17.77 twist per inch and a spindle speed

of 9,000 revolutions per minute. This

is then doubled into 6-14s or 6-ply 14s,

after which it is put through a slasher

and run on a beam.

The 14s filling yarn is made on a

11/^ -inch diameter ring, 6 1/^ -inch trav-

erse, a 12.16 twist per inch and a spin-

dle speed of 6,800 -evolutions per min-

ute. This yarn is then twisted into 9-

ply 14s or 9-14s, after which it is condi-

tioned, when it is ready to be woven.

Back-cloth is a reinforcing cloth

used in calico printing to support a

fabric being printed. Any plain cloth

of suitable width may be used as a

back-cloth, therefore the term does

not refer to any particular width,

weight or quality of fabric.

The back-cloth passes through the

printing machine between the ma-

chine and the cloth to be printed.

Both cloths, the back and the printed,

emerge from the printing machine to-

gether. The back-cloth is immediate-

ly folded, whereas the printed cloth

goes through other machines to "set"

the color. The color on the back

cloth, not being "set," is easily washed

out. In a public cloth finishing es-

tablishment, the back-cloth is usually

bleached, after serving its purpose at

the printing machine, and finished as

required. The back-cloth is usually

wider than the cloth it is intended to

support, and the color touches it only
lightly on the outer portions.
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CRASH

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Crash is generally composed of

yarns varying from 14s to 20s, both
warp and filling having the same
count of yarn. This class of fabric is

made from cotton whose staple varies

from i to 1 1-16 inch-es. For this ar-

ticle we will consider the counts of

the yarn to be 16s and the staple of

the cotton 1 1-16 inches in length. If

large lots of this class of goods are to

be handled, say over 35,000 pounds
per week, preparing machines should
be used, which are nothing more or
less than several (from 3 to 7, accord-
ing to capacity of mill) hoppers or
openers in a row delivering the cotton
onto an endless apron which carries it

to and drops it into a line of trunking.
The cotton is conveyed to the mixing

bins through this trunking, the mo-
tive power being powerful fans. This
allows the cotton, when it reaches the
bins, to be in a fluffy, dry state. This
cotton is next fed to the openers and
is passed through three processes of

picking. At the

BREAKER PICKER
the cotton passes through first a 3-

bladed, rigid type of beater, which has
a speed of 1,100 revolutions per min-
ute, and then a 2-bladed beater, the
speed of which is 1,375 revolutions
per minute. The total weight of a lap
is 40 pounds, or a 16-ounce lap. At the
intermediate picker the speed of the
2-bladed beater is 1,300 revolutions per
minute, and the weight of the lap is

38 pounds, or a 13-ounce lap. At the
finisher picker there is a pin beater
(three arms) the speed of which is

1,350 revolutions per minute. The to-
tal weight of a 52-yard lap is 46
pounds net, or a 14i-ounce lap. Al-
low one-half pound variation either
side of standard weight. At the card,
set the same as for indigo prints. The
top flats should make one complete
revolution every 45 minutes. The sliv-

er should weigh 60 grains per yard,

and the production should be 775 to

825 pounds per week of 60 hours.

Watch the setting points to see that

all cards are set as nearly as possible

alike. Strip three times a day and
watch help to see that they strip ev-

ery card. Grind as before stated. The
sliver is next put through three proc-

esses of drawing frames. The speed of

the front roll at the finisher for this

stock should be 350 to 400 revolutions
per minute, and the weight per yard
of lap 75 grains. Watch the knock off

motions to see that they are all in

proper working condition. For this

class of work metallic top rolls may
be used to excellent advantage. Size
four times a day.

THE DRAWING SLIVER

is put through the slubber and made
into .46 hank roving and from here
put through two processes of fly

frames, at the first intermediate be-
ing made into 1.10 hank, and at the
second intermediate, or in this case
the fine frame, 3.25 hank. Keep the
top rolls in good condition and the
bottom steel rolls set properly. This
roving is taken to the spinning frame
and spun into 16s warp yarn on a
frame with 2% -inch gauge of frame,
2-inch diameter ring, 7-inch traverse
and spindle speed of 9,400 revolutions
per minute; twist per inch, 19. This
yarn is then spooled, warped and put
through the slasher, where it is heav-
ily sized.

The 3-hank roving for the filling

yarn is spun into 16s filling on a frame
with 1%-inch diameter ring, 6 ^^ -inch
traverse, 13 twist per inch and spindle
speed of 7,000 revolutions per minute.
After leaving the spinning frame, the
yarn is conditioned.

HAMMOCK CLOTHS

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Hammock cloth is generally made in

mills making low counts of yarn, or in
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mills or small plants which make a
specialty of this one grade of goods.
The counts as well as the staple of

the cotton differ according to the qual-

ity of the fabric to he made. There
is also another factor which enters in-

to the manufacture of this class of

fabric and that is its strength.
Strength in yarn may be obtained by
several different methods, either dou-
bling and twisting two or more yarns
together or using a longer staple, or
a combination of both, always consid-
ering that machines through the mill
are properly adjusted and set. An-
other method to obtain strength is

to twist, tighten, or in other words put
in more twist per inch. For the sam-
ple of hamm^ock cloth we will suppose
it to be made up of 3-lOs warp and fill-

ing, and we will assume the staple of
the cotton to be % inch in length,
straight cotton being used in the mix-
ing. In the cheaper grades of this

cloth comber and card stripping waste
is put into the mixings in certain pro-
portions. The cotton would be mixed
by hand and

TWO PROCESSES
of picking used. The cotton should be
allowed to stand as long as possible to

dry out, so as to be more easily work-
ed, and it also lessens the liability of
fires in the picker. The breaker pick-

er should be a combination picker
with two sets of screens and two beat-

ers. The back beater has three blades
and a speed of 1,000 revolutions per
minute. The forward beater has two
blades and a speed of 1,400 revolu-
tions per minute. If the lap measures
40 yards, the weight should be 40
pounds or a 16-ounce lap. Generally,
however, the lap is allowed to run as

large as possible before being doffed.

These laps are doubled 4 into 1, and
come under the action of a two-blad-
ed, rigid beater, the speed of which
should be about 1,375 revolutions per
minute. The main points are to look
out for fires, keep lappers very near
full, watch the eveners and piano mo-
tions and keep all parts in good work-
ing order. The total weight of a lap
at the finisher, for a 40-yard lap should
be 37 pounds, or a 14i/^-ounce lap.

Weigh every lap and allow a variation
of three-quarters of a pound either

side of standard. These laps are then
put up at the card, which is fitted

with coarse wire fillet.

THE DRAFT

should not be more than 90, speed of

cylinder 165 and the licker-in speed
350 revolutions per minute. Flats make
one revolution every 50 minutes (110
flats). Strip cylinders three times^'a

day and doffer two times. The weight
of the sliver should be 65 grains per
yard and the production not less than
950 pounds for a week of 60 hours.
The cotton is next put through two
processes of drawing frames, the
doublings being 8 into 1 at the break-
er and 6 into 1 at the finisher. The
weight per yard at the finisher draw-
ing should be 80 grains; size three
times a day. Metallic rolls may be
used to good advantage for this class
of work. Watch all the knock-off and
stop-motions at this machine and also
look out for cut drawing. The roll set-

ting for metallic rolls for seven-
eighths-inch stock is, front to second,
1| inches, second to third, 1^ inches,
and third to back, 1^ inches. In a
great many mills the sliver at the
drawing frame is sized only twice a

day. The cans of drawing are put
up to and run through the slubber,
which makes it into .60 hank roving,
which is afterward put through one
process of fly frames and made into
two hank roving. Size this class of
roving once a day at the fine frame.
Look out to see that the hank clock
cannot be moved and hanks made. It

is next taken to the spinning room
and made into 10s for warp on a
frame with 3-inch gauge of frame, 2%-
inch diameter ring, 7-inch traverse
and spindle speed of 8,600 revolutions
per minute, after which it is twisted
into 3-ply 10s at twister, and then
spooled, warped and put through the
slasher. For the filling yarn the two-
hank roving is spun on a filling frame
with a li-inch diameter ring, 7-inch

traverse and spindle speed of 6,400
revolutions per minute, after which it

is twisted into 3-ply 10s.
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MADRAS

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Madras is made up of various

counts of yarn according to the qual-

ity wanted, and in the finer grades of

this fabric, silk is used for the stripes.

Egyptian or a fine Sea Island cotton

is generally used in the finer qualities.

In this article we will consider the

filling yarn to he made up of 80s Egyp-
tian cotton with a staple of 1% inches.

Egyptian cotton, generally speaking, is

more easily worked than American

cotton, and for this reason higher

speeds are used than when the same
counts of yarn are made from Amer-
ican cotton. The cotton is generally

mixed hy hand, after which it is put

through three processes of pickers. At
the breaker picker the speed of the

thr-ee-bladed beater is 1,050 revolu-

tions per minute. The total weight of

the lap at the front of this machine is

40 pounds, or an 18-ounce lap. At the

intermediate picker the speed of a

two-bladed beater is 1,450 revolutions

per minute, while the total weight is

38 pounds, or a 12-ounC'e lap. These
are put up at the finisher picker and
run through a two-bladed, rigid beat-

er, the speed of which is 1,400 revolu-

tions per minute. The total weight ol

a 50-yard lap is 37i^ pounds, or a 12i^-

ounce lap. Allow the usual amount of

variation from standard weight of lap,

and follow instructions for the picker

room for high-grade and fine yarns.

The cotton is next passed to the card.

THE DRAFT
of this card should not be less than
110. The top flats should make one
complete revolution every 30 minutes.
The speed of the licker-in should be
about 350. The weight of the sliver is

50 grains and the production for this

class of goods is 475 pounds per week
of 60 hours. Strip, grind, etc., the same
as when Sea Island cotton is used. In
mills that are especially equipped for

fine counts of yarn the wire on the
card will be fine. After leaving the
card, the full, cans are put up to the
sliver lap machine. In the general

type used the machine has 16 "ends

doubled into 1 at the front. This lap

weighs about 295 grains per yard

These laps are put up at the ribbon

lap machine and doubled six into 1.

The weight per yard of lap at this ma-

chine is 275. This is for a six-head

comber. The comber is the next ma-

chine and at this machine the laps are

doubled 6 into 1. The settings of this

machine should be the same as when
Sea Island cotton of the same length

is used. The weight per yard of the

combed sliver is 40 grains, and the

speed of the comber 90 nips per min-

ute. Several recipes for varnish for

the leather-covered top rolls have
been previously given and the follow-

ing
RECIPE

will be found to be an excellent addi-

tion to those already given: Eight
ounces of plate glue, 8 ounces of

ground gelatine, 12 ounces of burnt si-

enna, one ounce of oil origanum, three
pints acetic acid, one pint of water.

The ribbon laps should be sized twice

a day and a variation of five grains

per yard either side of the standard
weight allowed before changing. The
combed sliver is next put through two
processes of drawing frames, the
weight per yard of a yard of finished

drawing being 60 grains. The dou-
blings at these machines are 6 into 1.

Size the finishers four times daily and
allow two grains per yard before
changing. The cotton is next put
through the slubber and made into .60

hank roving. This is then put through
three processes of fly frames, at the
first intermediate being made into 1.50

hank roving, at the second interme-
diate 4.50 and at the fine frame 16
hank. Egyptian cotton requires an ex-
tra tooth of twist as compared with
Sea Island cotton of the same length
of staple and hank roving. The mid-
dle top rolls on the fine or jack frame
should not be dead weighted. This
roving is taken to the spinning room
and made into 80s yarn (filling) on a
frame with a 1^/4 -inch diameter ring,

5-inch traverse, 29.07 twist per inch
and spindle speed of 7,400. This yarn
is then taken and conditioned.
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GINGHAMS

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns that make up ginghams
(common) vary from 26s to 40s for
both warp and filling. For the sample
of gingham under description we will
consider the yarns to be No. 40s for
both warp and filling. This yarn
would b'e made from a medium grade
of peeler cotton of about 1 3-16-inch
staple. The cotton, after being put
through a bale breaker or an opener
known as a preparer, is put through
three processes of pickers at the
breaker picker. The speed of the
three-bladed beater should be 1,150
revolutions per minute, and of the
two-bladed beater of the same ma-
chine, 1,400 revolutions per minute.
The total weight of the lap should be
40 pounds, or a 16-ounce lap. At the
intermediate the speed of the beater
should be 1,400 for a rigid, two-bladed
beater. The total weight of lap should
be 38 pounds or a 12i^-ounce lap. The
finisher picker should be equipped
with a pin beater, the speed of which
should b-e 1,425 revolutions per min-
ute. The weight of a full lap should
be 39 pounds or a 14-ounce lap.

At the card use the same settings,
etc., as given for indigo prints. The
flats should make one complete revo-
lution every 50 to 55 minutes. Speed
of doffer should be 350 revolutions per
minute.

THE WEIGHT

of the sliver should be 60 grains per
yard, and the production 800 pounds
for a week of 60 hours. The sliver is

next put through three processes of

drawing frames, the speed of the fin-

isher drawing being 400 revolutions
per minute. Watch the settings, and
size at this place four times a day, a
variation of two grains either side of

standard weight being allowed.
The weight of the sliver at the fin-

isher drawing should be 70 grains per
yard. Either metallic or leather-cov-

ered top rolls may be used to good ad-

vantage on this stock. The drawing
sliver is next put through the slubber
and made into .60 hank roving. This

is put through two processes of fly
frames and made into 2 hank roving
at the first intermediate and 8 hank
at the second. Watch the tension and
waste, and be especially careful of mix-
ups. Size the fine roving at least once
a day. The roving is taken to the
spinning room and made into 40s on a
warp frame with a 1%-inch ring, 6i^-

inch traverse, 28.46 twist per inch and
a spindle speed of 10,000 revolutions
per minute. The yarn is then spooled
and warped, after which it is run
through the slasher. A good size is as
follows: water, 100 gallons; potato
starch, 54 pounds; Yorkshire gum, 2
pounds; white soap, l^^ pounds.
The 8 hank roving for filling yam

is made on a frame with li-inch di-
ameter ring, 51/^-inch traverse, 23.72
twist per inch and a spindle speed of
8,8j0 revolutions per minute. This
yarn is then conditioned.

SCRIM

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

Scrim is made of cotton counts of
yarn from 20s to 40s. For this article
we will consider the cotton to be 11-

inch staple peeler of a medium of 32s
count. This class of goods is made in
mills of the first division, as given in

a previous article. Large mixings
should be made by hand and the cot
ton is then put through an opener
and three processes of pickers. The
breaker picker has two sets of cages
and two beaters, the back beater hav-
ing three blades and making 1,050 rev-
olutions per minute. The front beater
has two blades and makes 1,300 revo-
lutions per minute. The total weight
of a 40-yard lap at this machine is 40
pounds, or a 16-ounce lap. The speed
of the beater of the intermediate beat-

er (two-bladed) should be 1,400 revo-
lutions per minute, and the total

weight of the lap is 37 1^ pounds, or a
12 -ounce lap. At the finisher the lap

should weigh 39 pounds, or a 14%-
ounce lap, while the speed of the beat-

er (of a pin type) should be 1,400 rev-

olutions per minute. Every lap should

be weighed and a variation of half a
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pound either side of standard weight
allowed to pass, all others being put
back to be run over again.

THE CARD CLOTHING
should be of a medium count wire, the
wire for doffer and top flats being two
points finer than the cylinder. The
draft of card should be about 100 and
the sliver should weigh 65 grains per
yard. The production should be 750
pounds for a week of 60 hours. For
other particulars for card follow those
given for indigo prints. The cotton is

next put through the sliver lap ma-
chine and doubled 16 into 1, the lap
weighing 320 grains per yard. These
laps are put up at the ribbon lap and
doubled 6 into 1, the weight per yard
being 440 grains for a lap 10 1/^ inches
in width. These laps are put up to an
eight-head comber and made into a
65-grain sliver, taking out 17i/^ per
cent of waste. For roller varnish and
other particulars about comber, see
article on madras. The comber sliver
is put through two processes of draw-
ing frames, the doublings being 6 into
1 at each process. The weight per
yard of the finished drawing is 75
grains. The same roller varnish may
be used on the drawing frames as at
the comber. Size four times a day and
look out for the knock-off motions to
see that they are in proper working
order. The sliver is next put through
the slubber and made into .60 hanl^
roving. This is then put through two
processes of fly frames or speeders,
the hank roving at each being as fol-

lows: First intermediate 2 hank, and
fine 61^ hank. Keep the leather top
rolls in good condition and watch to
stop double, single and bunches.

THE ROVING
is then taken to the spinning room
and spun into 32s on a warp frame
with a li-inch diameter ring, 6i^-inch
traverse, 26.87 twist per ^nch an|d.
spindle speed of 10,000 revolutions per
minute. The yarn is then spooled,
warped and run through the slasher,
where it is put through a special size.
The roving for the filling is spun

into 32s on a frame with a 1%-inch di-
ameter ring, 6-inch traverse, 21.21
twist per inch and a spindle speed of

8,800 revolutions per minute. This
yarn is conditioned.
Some of the white cloths, such as

ducks, pique, etc., which in most sea-

sons are always white, may be dyed to

follow a freak of fashion.

CREAM.
For 100 pounds goods, two ounces

immedial yellow D. ; 2 ounces imme-
dial cutch B, ; 1 pound sulphite sodi-

um; 20 pounds salt; i/^ pound soda
ash.

MAUVE.
Two ounces diamine violet N.; IC

pounds Glauber's; 1 pound sal soda.

ECRU.
One-half pound immedial cutch G.;

4 ounces immedial yellow D. ; 2 pounds
sulphide sodium; 10 pounds salt; 1

pound soda ash.

SKY BLUE.
One pound immedial indone B.; 2

pounds sulphide sodium; 2 pounds
soda ash; 10 pounds salt.

LIGHT SLATE.
One and one-half pounds immedial

black NRT.; 3 pounds sulphide sodi-
um; 20 pounds salt; 2 pounds soda
ash.

PIQUE

Carding and Spinning Particulars.

The yarns for pique vary according
to the quality wanted. A good quality
and average grade of pique may be
made from 30s^yai"n§ of li-inch peai-
er cotton (carded). Aitex bJIig put
through a bale breaker the cotton is

put through three processes of pickers,
the speed of the beater at each process
being as follows: 1,500 revolutions per
minute (two-bladed beater) for the
breaker picker, 1,400 for the interme-
diate picker (two blades), and 1,375 to
1,450 for the finisher picker, according
to the grade of cotton used. The to-
tal weight of a finished lap should be
35 pounds or a 12i^-ounce lap. At the
card the draft should not be less than
100 or more than 110. The flats (110)
make one revolution every 37 minutes.
Strip three times a day. The weight
of sliver should he 60 grains per yard;
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production, 750 pounds for a week of
60 hours.
The card sliver should be put

through three processes of draw-
ing frames. These should be
equipped with leather-covered top
rolls, the speed of the front roll of the
finisher drawing being 350 to 400 rev-
olutions per minute, according to pro-
duction required. The weight of the
sliver from this frame should be 75
grains per yard.
The sliver is put through the slub-

ber and made into .50 hank roving.
For 9s filling yam the slubber roving
is put through one process of fly

frames and is made into 2 hank rov-
ing. If a large quantity of pique is be-
ing made the yam for 9s may be made
of a much lower grade and staple of

cotton, but otherwise it is better to
construct the yam by the method
given.

The slubber roving for 30s yarn is

put through . two processes of fly
frames, at the first intermediate be-
ing made into 2 hank and at the sec-
ond being made into 7.50 hank. This
roving is taken to the spinning room
and spun into 30s on a warp frame
having a diameter of ring 1% inches,
length of traverse 6i/^ inches, twist per
inch, 26.02 and a spindle speed of 9,-

800 revolutions per minute. This yarn
is then spooled and warped, after
which it is run through the slasher.
The No. 9s yarn is made on a filling

spinning frame with a If -inch diame-
ter ring, 7-inch traverse, 9.75 twist andy;
a spindle speed of 6,200 revolutions"^^
per minute.
The 30s yarn is made on a frame

with a 11 -inch diameter ring, 6 -inch
traverse, 19.17 twist per inch and a
spindle speed of 8,300 revolutions per
minute.
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Hammock Crash 340

Handkerchiefs 712

Henrietta Cloth 541

Herringbone Stripes 665

Hickory Stripes 402

Honeycomb Cloth 718

Huckaback Towels 599

Damask Fabrics 257

Denim 424

Dhooties .610

Diagonal Weave Terry Cloth 312

Diaper Cloth 715

Dimity 389

Dimity, Imitation 621

Domet or Outing Cloth " 348 x^Jacquard Eponge

Imitation Gauze, Mock Leno 602

Imitation Jacquard, Bedford Cord 158

Indian Dimity 623

Indigo Prints 564

Italian Cloth 483

Items of Yarn Cost 108

.322

Dotted Swiss, Box loom 216

Dotted Swiss Swivel 179

Drill 418

Duck 398<

Eolienne 709

Eolienne, Suk Warp 209

Eponge, Jacquard 322

Eponge, Novelty Cotton 217

Eponge, Plain Warp 292

Eponge, Silk Mixture 252

Etamine 476

Fabric Analysis 106

Fancj'- AU-Over Leno 269

Fancy Cloth Costs 112, 113

Fancy Leno Stripe 205
Fancy Pile Fabrics 95

Fancy Shirting 429

Fast Color, Mercerized Jacquard Shirt-
ing 283

Fast Color, Soiesette Shirting 212
Figured Silk, Leno Waisting 379
Filling Reversibles 607
Fine Tarn Stripe 224
Flannel, Cantou 395
Flannelette 421

Jacquard Filling, Reversible 189

Jacquard Shirtings 227

Jacquard, Silk Warp Eolienne 209

Jacquard Waisting 266

Jean 438

Kid Finish Cambric 653

Lamp Wicking 706

Lappet Dotted Swiss 40

Lawn 447

Lawn, Bishop 595

Lawn, Victoria 646

Leno, Allover 269

Leno Clipped Spot Dress Goods 199

Leno Cotton Fabrics 567

Leno, Fancy Stripe 205

Leno, Waisting 379
Linen Finish Suitings 649

Linon 639

Long Cloth 5.59

Loop, or Kno Cloth 686

Madras 342

Madras Gingham 471

Marquisette 301

Marseilles Quilts 575

Men's Wear, Cotton Worsted 375
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^Mercerized Cord 78

Mercerized Drapery Novelty 120

Mercerized Etamine 194

Mercerized Poplin 45

Mercerized Russian Cord Shirting- 259

Mercerized Seersucker Stripe 263

Mercerized Vesting- .433

^Mercerized Waistings 11

Method of Finding- Cost, Illustrated 113

Method of Using Yarn Key 110

Mill Profits 113

Mixture Moire 69

Mock Leno Gauze 602

Mock Leno Weave Crepe 125

"Mock-Twist" Suiting- 49

.Moire 69

Mull 637

Muslin, Book 634

Muslin, Butcher's IMuslin 539

Muslin, Foundation Muslin 675

Xainsook 550

Nankeen, or Nankin 673

New Silk and Cotton Fabrics 83

Novelty Cotton Eponge 217

Novelty Dress Goods 415

Novelty Yarn, Striped Crepe 88

Ondule Fabrics 592
Organdie (Plain and Figured) 519
Orleans Linings 678
Osnaburg 406

Percale 506
Percaline 509
Pile Fabric, Fancy 95
Pique 467
"Pique" or "Marseilles" . .

.' 336
Plain and Plaided Nainsook 550
P:ain Cloth Cost Ill
Pxain Warp, Cotton Eponge 292
Popiin 659
Printed Silkaline 53

Quilts, Crochet 571
i^juilts, Marseilles 575
Quilts, Satin 580

Raincloth 585
Ramie-Linen 17

Ratine, Crepe 115

Ratine, Leno 131
Rice ClotA 142

Robes 698.

Russian Cord Voile 248 i

Satin Checks 67l/

Satine or Sateen 535
j

-

Satin Quilts 580;

Scrim 339]
Seersucker, or Crinkle Cloth 369*^

Shade Cloth 693)

Shadow Checks , 682f

Sheeting 409
t)nirting. Fancy 429

"**

Shirting-, Jacquard 227
"^

Shirting, Mercerized 283

Snirting, Silk 255

Shirting, Soisette 212
"^

Silence Cloth, Filling Backed 676

Silesia 443

Silk (Leno)^ Waisting, Figured 379

Silk Mixture, Brocade 307

Silk Mixture, Cross-Dyed Novelty 242

Silk Mixture, Eponge 2?'.

Silk Mixture, Fast Color Nove'.tles 23

Silk Mixture, Fast Color Shirting 25'

Silk Mixture, Leno Scarfing 2"

Silk Mixture, Marquisette 30,

Silk Mixture, Wave Crepe .^..27C

Silk Novelty Dress Goods, Artificial.*. .173

Si:k Stripe Voile, Artificial 280

Slub Yarn Novelty 73

Special Weave Crepe 137

Spot and Stripes 552

Stop Peg Checks 617

Striped Bedford Cord 327

Striped Crepe SSy

Striped Tissue US
Stripes, Herringbone 6d^

Stripes, Hickory Stripes W'
Suspender Webbing 6:

Swiss Applique (Printed) '6

Swivel Dotted Swiss 1

Taffeta Silk Lining, or Taffetine 64":

Tape 43.

Tarlatan 525
Tartan Plaids 450
Tartans 558
Terry Cloth, Diagonal Weave ?12
Terry Cloth, or Turkish Toweling 367
Terry Piie Fabrics 532
Ticking 403
Tire Fabrics 547
Tobacco Cloths .185

Towels, Huckaback 599
Tucks 338
Turkey Red 704
Tussah Broche 147

Umbrella Cloths 59T

Unequa.ly Reeded Stripes 61

Union Linen Lawns ^
'

Unique Leno Ratine

Velour
Velveteen •

Velveteen Cutting
Victoria Lawn
Voile, Russian Cord
V^oi;e, Silk Stripe \

Woven Seersucker Stripe 1 ^'

Yarn Costs :
108

Yarn Costs for Combed and Carded
Yarns HO

f

"Zephyr Gingham 351














